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¯            Foreword 

This report of the proceedings of the Fourteenth International Technical Conference on the 

Enhanced Safety of Vehicles was prepared by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, United 

States Department of Transportation. 

We wish to thank the authors and all those responsible for the excellence of the material submitted, 

which aided materially in the preparation of this report. 

For clarity and because of some translation difficulties, a certain amount of editing was necessary. 

Apologies are, therefore, offered where the transcription is not exact. 
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Introduction 

The International Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV) Program originated under NATO’s 
Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS) and was implemented through bilateral 
agreements between the United States Government and the governments of France, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan, and Sweden. The participating nations agreed to develop 
experimental safety vehicles to advance the state-of-the-art in safety engineering and to meet periodically 
to exchange technical information on their progress. Over time the focus of the Conferences has shifted 
from concentration on the development of experimental safety vehicles to broader issues of motor vehicle 
safety. In 1991, the name of the Conference was changed to "The International Technical Conference on 
the Enhanced Safety of Vehicles" (ESV) to reflect these broader issues. 

To date, thirteen intemational conferences have been held, each hosted by one of the participating 
govemments. These conferences have drawn participants from government, the worldwide automotive 
industry, and the motor vehicle safety research community. International cooperation in motor vehicle 
safety research continues at the highest level. 

The proceedings of each Conference have been published by the United States Government and 
distributed worldwide. These reports, which detail the safety research efforts underway worldwide, have 
been recognized as the definitive work on motor vehicle research. 

We are certain that this outstanding example of international cooperation seeking reductions in 
motor vehicle deaths and injuries will continue its past success. 
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Side Impact Crashes in Australia 

Brian Fildes, Peter Vulcan, John Lane & Jim Lenard ¯ 
Monash University Accident Research Centre 
Melbourne, Australia 
Paper No. 94-$6-O-01 

ABSTRACT 

This study set out to evaluate the level of side performance of Australian vehicles has been 
impact protection to occupants of current model examined recently (Fildes, Lane, Lenard & 
passenger cars in Australia to provide directions Vulcan 1991) and, subsequently, a new 
for future improvements in occupant protection. Australian Design Rule ADR 69/00 has been 
Inspections of 198 real world side impact crashes mandated for all new models manufactured after 
involving 234 hospitaiised or killed occupants the 1st July 1995. The emphasis of this research 
were undertaken between 1988 and 1992. has now turned to side impact crashes and the 
Retrospective examination was carried out given need for further protection to vehicle occupants 
that the principal focus was on secondary safety involved in these crashes. 
performance. Information was collected on the Side impacts are an especially severe type 
degree and extent of deformation using the of collision as there is little structure available 
NASS inspection system, the change of velocity between the occupant and the impacting vehicle 
during impact (delta-V), seat belt wearing or object. Side impacts are involved in 25% of all 
behaviour, the injuries sustained by the occupants injury crashes in the State of Victoria and 28% of 
and the source of injury inside or outside the fathl crashes and account for a sizable amount of 
vehicle. Injury patterns for all and the most total vehicle occupant Harm. It is claimed that the 
severe injuries were compared with their contact front structure of the vehicle can absorb up to 
source by occupant seating position and whether five times as much energy as the side structure 
it was a near or far side impact. The results are before injury occurs (Cesari & Bloch, 1984). 
discussed in terms of reported findings overseas Given this finding, there is clearly a need for a 
and recommendations were made for future side impact crash performance requirement for all 
improvements in side impact protection in new cars to ensure occupants of cars are 
Australia. adequately protected. The Monash University 

Accident Research Centre was commissioned by 
INTRODUCTION the Federal Office of Road Safety to examine the 

epidemiology of injury to occupants of modern 
Motor vehicle occupant protection has passenger cars in Australia and to make 

received considerable attention in Australia over recommendations for reducing the frequency 
the last two decades. High levels of seat belt and/or severity of injury from side impacts 
wearing, improved padding, head restraints and (Fildes, Lane, Lenard & Vulcan, 1994). 
door beams have all contributed to some degree 
in reducing the number and severity of vehicle EXAMINATION OF CRASHED VEHICLES 
occupant casualties. Yet, vehicle occupant 
casualties is still the single largest road safety The full project involved a number of 
problem in this country; roughly two out of every different research tasks, including an extensive 
three persons killed or injured on the road each literature review, discussions with overseas 
year are’ occupants of motor vehicles (Transport researchers and goverr~ent agencies on side 
& Communications, 1988). Frontal crash impact regulation developments and a detailed 
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¯ 
examination of side impact crashes where at least Procedure 
one occupant in the vehicle was either 
hospitalised or killed. The various tasks and the The process was triggered by the 
methods used for each of these components of admission of a suitable road crash victim at one 
the research program is described fully in the of five Melbourne Metropolitan hospitals which 

¯        research report CR134 (Fildes et al., 1994). This      had agreed to participate in the study. Patients 

paper focuses on the findings from the crashed were screened by a research assistant (nurse) at 
vehicle study, each hospital for suitability of the crash and the 

vehicle. They were then asked to participate in 

Study Design Criteria the study and signed an agreement form. Crash 
¯ and patient injury details were obtained from the 

The crashed vehicle study was person- patient’s medical record and from details obtained 
based, where one of the vehicle’s occupants was from the patient during an interview. In addition, 
either hospitalised or killed. The vehicle had to be permission was also sought to inspect the vehicle 
a standard passenger car or derivative involved in the crash. For cases where the patient 

¯ configuration and first registered after 1981. Side was severely injured or killed, permission was 

impact was determined using the National sought from a member of the patient’s family. 
Accident Sampling System (NASS) criteria The crashed vehicle was then located and 
where the point of impact had to be anywhere an inspection crew dispatched to make the 
along the side of the vehicle but the direction of necessary measurements and photographs of the 

¯ impact could be either perpendicular or oblique, extent of damage. Where a second vehicle was 
Single collisions only were included and the involved, it was also tracked down and briefly 
impacting object could be either another car, a examined to complete the details required to 
truck, or a movable or immovable object, explain the damage and to calculate the impact 

The NASS data collection format of the velocity. Each case was fully documented and 
¯ National Highway Traffic Safety Administration coded into a computer database for subsequent 

in the USA was used in this study. Information analysis. 
collected comprised vehicle deformation, On average, 100 patients were admitted 
principal direction of force, severity of impact each week across the five study hospitals from 
(delta-V), component and equipment failures, vehicle crashes. After applying selection criteria, 

¯ cabin distortions and intrusions, patient approximately four patients weekly were judged 

characteristics, restraint use, injuries sustained suitable for inclusion in the study (non-acceptable 
and source of injury assessments. Impact severity patients included pedestrians, motorcyclists, 
(delta-V) was computed from the deformation bicyclists, and non-eligible vehicles and crashes). 
and crush profile using CRASH3 sottware and Refusal rates were quite low (7 out of every 100 

¯ original stiffness values. It should be noted that patients expressed a desire not to participate). A 
the delta-V values computed are the best reducing road toll over this period meant that 
estimates available of the change of velocity more cases were available at the start, than at the 
during impact and subject to some error from the er~d, of the study. 

program assumptions and stiffness values used 

O (equivalent Australian stiffness values were not Injuries and Contact Codes 
available to MUARC at the time). Restraint use 
was determined from inspection of the belt The National Accident Sampling System 
system for load marks as described by Cromark, (NASS) classifies injuries into 20 separate body 
Schneider and Blaisdell (1990). Injury severity region injury codes. To simplify presentation of 
was scored using the Abbreviated Injury Scale the results, these were subsequently grouped into 

(AIS 1985) of the Association for the seven body regions for this analysis, namely the 

Advancement of Automotive Medicine (AAAM). head, face, chest, abdomen-pelvis, spine, upper 
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extremity, and lower extremity. The 82 NASS Table 1 
. 

specific source of injury codes were also grouped Characteristics of Side Impact Crashes 

into eighteen contacts, comprising the front f. IMPACT VELOCITY 

windscreen and header, steering assembly, Mean Delta-V 35 km/h 

instrument panel, console, _A, B and C pillars, Standard Deviation 15.6km/h 

roof, roof side rail, door panel, side windows, Range 8- 113 km/h ¯ 

floor and toe pan, rear windscreen and header, 2. VEHICLE TYPES 

seats, seat belts, other occupants, exterior Mini 4% 

contacts, and other/unknown. Some of these Small 28% 

categories were expanded further when analysing Compact 44% 
by near and far side crashes. Steering assembly Intermediate 23% ¯ 

included the steering wheel and column, the floor Large 1% 
and toe pan included the pedals in the driver’s Mean VehicleWeight 1086 kg 
position, while the instrument panel comprised 3. SEATING PO$1TION 
both upper and lower panel sections. Driver ~3% 

Front-Left 27% 
¯ 

SIDE IMPACT RESULTS Rear 13% 

Near-Side 70% 

Details were obtained on 198 side impact Far-Side 30% 
crashes involving 234 injured occupants. The 4. OCCUPAHT’SSEX 
crashes occurred in and around Melbourne Males 48% ¯ 

between 1 April 1989 and 31 July 1992 and Females 52% 
comprised 69% urban and 31% rural crashes. ~. occoPAtcr’s AGE 

< 17 years 5% 
Overall Findings 

17 - 25 years 26% 

26 - 55 years 44% 
The population characteristics of these 

56 - 75 years 19% 
crashes and occupants is shown in Table 1. The 

> 75 years                               6% 
over-representation of near-side occupants is to 
be expected, given the injury criteria for entrance 
into the study. There was a slight over- ¯ 
involvement of older occupants compared to 
population rates suggesting a higher likelihood of 
injury for these frail people. Eighty seven percent 
of all front seat and 54% rear seat injured 
occupants wore seatbelts at the time of their ~ 30. ¯ 
collision, compared with population wearing 

~ 20 
rates of 94% and 66% respectively. 

The frequency distribution of impact 
velocity estimates (delta:V) is shown further in 
Figure 1. The mean value was 35km/h (modal °~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^~                           : :--:’~ ¯ 
value 25 to 30km/h) and 89% were below 
54km/h. Thirty six percent of delta-V’s were 
equal to or below 27km/h, the equivalent value to 

Figure 1. l~requency bar chart of delta-V distribution 
that used in the new FMVSS 214 US side impact of side impact crashes 
test for a 30mph crabbed crash configuration and ¯ 
two vehicles of equal mass. 

¯ 
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There were equal proportions of Table 3 shows the. rank orders of 
perpendicular and oblique side impacts. Contact intrusions and deformations within the passenger 
to the passenger compartment only occurred in compartment for this sample of side impacts. As 
32% of the cases, a further 58% involved at least expected, intrusions of the door panel and the B- 

¯ some compartment intrusion, whiie the remaining pillar were common for both front and rear seat 
10% had no intrusion into the passenger occupants. Steering assembly movements were 
compartment. Again, these proportions are likely compared with the frontal crash findings in Fildes 
to be influenced by the injury criterion adopted in et al (1991) where there were more lateral (29% 
this study. Entrapments and ejections are detailed cf 19%), about the same vertical (19% cf 20%) 

¯ in Table 2 where belted occupants were more and fewer longitudinal (9% cf 29%) movements 
likely to be entrapped and unbelted occupants from side crashes. 
were at greater risk of ejection. 

Type and Cause of Inj ury 
Table 2 

Entrapments & ejections in side impacts The study was particularly concerned 
JUDGEMENT         BELTED UNBELTED       with the types and severity of injuries sustained 

No entrapment 61% 86% by the vehicle’s occupants in side impacts and the 
Partially entrapped 33% ~% causes of these injuries, especially differences by 

Fully entrapped 6% 3% seating position and other crash types. 

¯ 
No ejection 98% 62% 

Ejection 2% 38% 

Table 3 

¯ Vehicle intrusions and deformations from side impacts 

FRONT SEAT DEFORMATIONS REAR SEAT DEFORMATIONS 

Door panel 89% Door panel 76% 

B-pillar 60% B-pillar 16% 

¯ A-pillar 45% Roof 15% 

Side panel 31% Roof side rail 13% 

Roof side rail 20% C-pillar 11% 

Roof 14% Front seat 6% 

Toe pan 12% Side panel 5% 

Instrument panel 9% R’screen/header rail 1% 

F’screen/header rail 4% Floor pan 1% 

Front seat 3% A-pillar 1% 

Console 3% Window frame 1% 

Floor pan 1% Rear seat 1% 

Window frame 1% Other 3% 

Other 2% 

STEERING ASSEMBLY 

Lateral movement 29% Vertical movement 20% 

Longitudinal movement 9% 

¯ 
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Iniuries & Severity-Table4 shows the (Fildes et al, 1991), the average ISS was 
degree of injury severity and probability of considerably higher for side impacts (30.4 cf. 
sustaining a severe injury by seating position in 17.2) and the proportion of killed to hospitalised 
side impacts. There were very few differences in occupants was also markedly higher for side 
injury severity or probability of a severe injury collisions (21% cf. 11%). This further illustrates 
across the various seating positions. When just how severe side impacts are for vehicle ¯ 

compared with similar results for frontal crashes occupants. 

Table 4 
Seatin ; position by injt ry severity & probability of a serious injury                             ¯ 

SEATING NUMBER AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF SERIOUS INJURY 

POSITION OCCUPANTS ISS AIS>2 ISS>15 ISS>25 

Ddver 141 29.6 0.76 0.7 0.48 

Front-left passenger 62 30.1 0.77 0.69 0.35 ¯ 

Rear passenger 31 34.5 0.74 0.61 0.42 

Total (Average) 234 30.4 O. 76 O. 69 0.44 

¯ 
Table 5 

Body region injuries in side impacts 

BODY REGION INJURED DRIVER FRONT-LEFT REAR 
(n=141) (n=62) (n=31) 

Head 70% (26%) 65% (24%) 52% (13%) 

Face 60% (1%) 48% (nil) 65% (nil) 

Chest 67% (29%) 77% (39%) 58% (32%) 

Abdomen & pelvis 70% (16%) 76% (18%) 48% (19%) ¯ 

Upper extremity 67% (5%) 47% (3%) 68% (16%) 

Lower extremity 54% (12%) 48% (6%) 45% (3%) 

Spine & neck 26% (4%) 26% (15%) 32% (3%) 

Average per occupant 5 (1.9) 4.9 (2.0) 4.6 (1.8) 

NB: Figures in parenthesis show the percentage of contacts involving severe (AIS>2) injuries 

Body Regions Injured - Table 5 shows generally, as well as to the legs for drivers and 
the injuries sustained by seating position. There the upper extremities for rear seat passengers. 
were injuries to most body regions in these Injury to the spine and neck occurred to roughly 
collisions with no appreciable differences by one-third of occupants, although only front-left 
seating position. Severe injuries were more passengers seemed to have sustained a noticable 
frequent to the chest, head, and abdomen number of severe spine/neck injuries. 

¯ 
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¯ 
Table 6 

Points of contact for side impact injuries 

POINTS OF CONTACT DRIVERS FRONT-LEFT REAR 
(n=141) (n=62) (n=31) 

¯ Front screen & header 2% (1%) 3% (nil) nil 

Instrument panel 34% (4%) 26% (2%) 3% (3%) 

B-pillar 6% (3%) 15% (nil) 3% (nil) 

Roof side rail 1% (nil) 2% (nil) 3% (3%) 

Rear screen & header 1% (nil) nil 3% (nil) 

¯ 
Seat belts                     35% (3%)        35% (3%) 

Extedor contacts                 23% (11%)        24% (10%)        39% (3%) 

Average per occupant 3.8 (1.7) 3.8 (1.7) 2.9 (1.4) 

NB: Figures in parenthesis show the percentage of contacts involving severe (AIS>2) injuries 

¯ 
Source of Injury - The source of injury      would be influenced by exposure (there is always 

to occupants in side impacts is shown in Table 6. another occupant in the front seat for front let~ 
By far, the most outstanding source of injury passengers but not necessarily so for drivers). 
(including severe injury) for all occupants 
irrespective of seating position was the door Injuries and Contacts ¯       panel. Seat" belts, exterior contacts and side 

windows and frames were also frequent causes of The final analysis of side impact injuries 
injury to all occupants, while the instrument panel focussed on the particular interaction between 
was a common source of injury for front seat type of injury and contact source by seating 
occupants and the seats for rear seat passengers, location (near and far) and seat belt wearing 

¯ Other occupants were of some concern for front status. These results are detailed in Tables A1 to 
lett passenger injuries, although this finding A4 in the Appendix. 

¯ 
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Near-Side Crashes - Table A1 and A2 side impacts, compared with only 25% among all 
shows that there were slightly more injury-source Victorian injury crashes (Fildes et al 1994). 
combinations for unrestrained over restrained Earlier studies by Marcus et al, (1983), Fan 
occupants, although only a few differences in (1987) and Mackay et al (1991) also reported 
severe injury (AIS>2) interactions. For both disproportionately serious injury rates for side 
restrained and unrestrained occupants, chest, impacts. Malliaris et al (1982) reported less Harm 
abdomen and lower limb severe injuries from from side impacts to that observed here which 
contacts with the near-side door panel were most might reflect a disproportionate amount of side 
frequent along with severe head injuries from impact Harm in Australia due to less frontal 
exterior contacts. There were slightly more Harm from higher seat belt wearing rates or 
severe chest injuries from exterior contacts for simply more side impacts. 
those who were unrestrained, presumably The average estimated change in velocity 
because of the higher ejection rates among these on impact (Delta-V) was 35km/h, although these 
occupants, values ranged from as little as 8km/h to over 

97km/h. Eighty nine percent were equal to or 
Far-Side Crashes - Again there were below 54kin/h, while 36% were equal to or 

more injury-source combinations for unrestrained below 27kin/h, the test level mandated for the 
over restrained occupants in Tables A3 and A4. recent US side impact regulation FMVSS 214 for 
However, contrary to near-side crashes, there a crabbed configuration. It should be remembered 
were noticable differences in the patterns of that these values were computed using CRASH3 
injuries for restrained and unrestrained occupants which contained US vehicle stiffness values and 
in these .far-side crashes. Of special note, assumptions and therefore may not be totally 
restrained occupants sustained severe chest accurate for this vehicle fleet. Nevertheless, on 
injuries from contacts with other occupants and this evidence, it might seem that the test value is 
far-side door panels, severe abdominal injuries a little low. 
from contacts with the seat belt and severe head Eighty-four percent of injured occupants 
injuries from other occupants and the roof. wore their seat belt at the time of the collision. 
Unrestrained occupants in far-side crashes had Rates in the front seat were higher than in the 
severe abdominal and pelvic injuries from exterior rear but overall were less than that expected from 
contacts and severe head injuries from exterior population statistics. This suggests that even in 
sources and from far-side doors. Clearly, the side impacts, seat belts help reduce injury. This 
advantage of seat belts .is more marked for seems to be especially so in far-fide collisions 
occupants in far-side than near-side crashes, where unrestrained occupants are more likely to 

suffer severe injury from external objects. There 
DISCUSSION                                   were only a few cases ~of occupant ejection 

amongst belt wearers, yet more than one-third of 
This study set out to examine the unrestrained injured Occupants experienced 

epidemiology of vehicle damage and injury to ejection to some degree. Thirty nine percent of 
occupants of passenger cars in Australia involved restrained and 14% of unrestrained occupants 
in side impact collisions. This was because of the were trapped in their vehicle during these 

serious nature of this type of collision and the collisions. 
possible need for future regulation aimed at Seat belts still seem to have some 
improving occupant protection in this country, protective effect in side impacts such as in 
The results of the study confirmed the serious reducing severe head strikes and preventing 
nature of side impact collisions for vehicle ejections, although their effects were not as 

occupants. Over 40% of all hospitalised or killed noticable as in frontal crashes. This has also been 
vehicle occupants observed in this representative reported by Jones (1982) and Mackay (1988). 
sample of real-world Victorian crashes were from However, there were still a noticeable number of 

¯ 
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¯ 
number of severe abdominal injuries to restrained There were twice as many near-side as 
occupants, especially in far-side crashes, there were far-side crashes in the sample, 
suggesting that current designs are not optimal although a sizeable number of occupants still 
for side impacts. Pre-tensioners might be of some sustained severe injuries from far-side contacts 
benefit in minimising belt slack, although it they (especially involving contacts with the seat belt 
may not necessarily function properly in these opposite side door panel and side windows and 
crashes. A better seat design offering greater side the instrument panel). Far-side contacts were 
support by deep scalloping or winged-sides might noticeably different in that contacts with other 
be a benefit here, as would ensuring that the belt occupants and external objects were more 
is a perfect fit around the abdomen, frequent. As in the study by Dalmotas (1983), 

¯ Ninety percent of all side impacts where there were a sizeable number of lower leg injuries 
someone was injured sufficiently to require to occupants impacted on the near-side. 
hospitalisation involved passenger compartment 
intrusions. Half of them were perpendicular to Implications of the Study 
the direction of travel and half were from oblique 

¯ impact directions. Otte (1993) found a higher The results of this study demonstrate the 
number of oblique impacts to those observed need for further improvements in side impact 
here, but his analysis involved only car-to-car occupant protection for Australian vehicles. 
crashes whereas this study also included fixed Possible countermeasures from this work to 
object impacts. There were roughly twice as reduce the frequency and severity of side impact 

¯ many intrusions in the front passenger injuries include side door padding, side airbags, 
compartment as the rear where door panels, improved structural integrity, better side glazing 
pillars, roof side rails, and the roof itself were and improved belt systems. Bulging the sides of 
frequent intruding structures. Lateral movements small cars without changing the track would also 
of the steering assembly were more frequent in allow greater opportunities for padding in these 

¯ side than in frontal crashes, but there were fewer "higher risk" vehicles. In addition, reducing the 
longitudinal displacements, opportunity for side impacts by exposure 

The average Injury Severity Score (ISS) reduction of high speed cross-flow traffic through 
for this sample of hospitalised and killed side fewer intersections and greater use of 
impact occupants was almost twice that of their roundabouts would seem warranted from these 

¯ frontal crash counterparts.    Similarly, the findings~ 
proportion of killed to hospitalised occupants The need for additional’ side impact 
was also higher for side impact than frontal regulation has been recognised by both the 
crashes. There were very few differences in injury United States and Europe with recent moves to 
severity or the probability of injury by seating introduce dynamic side impact requirements. 

¯ position. Occupants sustained a high proportion While the responsible authorities in these two 
of severe injuries to the chest, head, abdomen- regions have opted for two different test 
pelvis and lower limbs from contacts, mainly with procedures and dummies that cannot be 
the door panel and exterior objects, but also harmonised, there is insufficient evidence at this 
involving theinstrumentpanel and side windows stage as to which standard is the most 

¯ for front seat occupants. The proportions of appropriate for adoption in Australia and other 
severe head and torso injuries to occupants in this countries. There is clearly a need for further 
study were markedly lower than in earlier side research into what the likely costs and benefits 
impact studies by Holt and Vasey (1977) and are of these two standards to provide guidance 
Dalmotas (1983). The reasons for this are not for future regulation to improve occupant 

¯ 
clear and warrant further investigation, protection in side impacts. 

¯ 
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¯ 
Table A-1 

& contact source interactions for restrained 

Contact source Face Abd-pelvls Lower ext. TOTAL 

Front screen & header 1 2 
¯ (o) 

Steering assembly 1 1 1 11 

(2) 
Instrument panel 3 21 31 

(3) (3) 

Console 4 
¯ (1) 

A-pillar (near) 1 1 5 

(1) 
A-pillar (far) 1 1 

(1) (1) 

B-pillar (near) 2 14 

¯ (2) 
B-pillar (far) 0 

(0) 
C-pillar (near) 1 

(0) 
C-pillar (far) 0 

¯ (o) 
Roof side rail (near) 1 1 

(0) 
Roof side rail (far) 0 

(0) 
Roof 1 2 

¯ (0) 

Door panel (near) 61 27 208 

(16) (6) (66) 

Door panel (far) 1 

(0) 
Side windows (near) 14 39 

¯ 
(2) 

Side windows (far) 1 t 

(0) 
Floor & toe pan 10 10 

(1) (1) 

Rear screen & header 0 

¯ 
(0) 

Seat 2 5 

(o) 
Seat belt 1 16 1 44 

(1) 
Other occupants 1 1 11 

¯ Exterior 11 1 3 43 

(1) (17) 

Other/unknown 10 3 2 51 

(s) 
TOTAL 48 82 74                       486 

¯ 
(1) (18) (11) (107) 

TOP row figures are the injurylsource contact rates per 100 occupants for all injuries, Those in PARENTHESIS are the contact rates 

per 100 occupants for severe injudes (AIS>2). Multiple injuries are included where separate injury sources were involved. 
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¯ 
Table A-2 

& contact source interactions for unrestrained in near-side crashes 

Contact source 

~ 

Face 
~ilil Abd-pelvis ~iii ~iliiiii Lower ext. ~t~ TOTAL 

Con~ole 0 

!:,!:,!:,!:.!:,!’,;!;:.;!!:,!::!!:,!:!!!:i:, :,!:,!:.i:i:i:.i:.;:.i:.           !:!!!:!:!!!!!:,!:,!! !!:!:!:,!! ! ; :, ! ! :,!:,!:.!:.    (4)      (4) 
A-pillar (far) 0 

! 
! ! :.!:. ! :5 :.i:.: :. :. :::. :. i~::! ’i i i:::" 

:!:!; i!:i:i:. :. :.!:. ! :.!:. :.!:. :.i: i! :: :. 
(0) 

~j (4) (8) 

B-pillar (far) 0 

(o) 
C-pillar (near) 4 4 

(o) 
C-pillar (far) 0 

(0) ¯ 

Roof side rail (far) 0 
(0) 

Roof ~il 0 

Door l~el (far) 8 12 

Side windows (far) 0 

Floor & toe pan ~ ~6 

(~) 

Rear screen & header 0 

(o) ¯ 
Seat 4 4 

Other occupants 
l 

0 

TOP row figures are the injury/source contact rates per 100 occupants for all injuries. Those in PARENTHESIS are the contact rates 

per 100 occupants for severe injuries (AJS>2). Multiple injuries are included where separate injury sources were involved. 
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¯ Table A-3 
In & contact source interactions for restrained in far-side crashes, 

Contact source Face Lower ext. TOTAL 

Front screen & header 0 

¯ (0) 
Steering assembly 2 4 26 

(s) 
Instrument panel 8 40 62 

(4) (12) 

Console 4 8 

(0) 
¯ A-pillar (near) 0 

(0) 
A-pillar (far) 2 6 

(0) 
B-pillar (near) 0 

(0) 
¯ B-pillar (far) 4 

(0) 
C-pillar (near) 0 

(0) 
C-pillar (far) 4 

(0) 

¯ 
Roof side rail (near) 0 

(0) 
Roof side rail (far) 0 

(0) 
Roof 10 32 

(10) 

¯ 
Door panel (near) 0 

(0) 
Door panel (far) 2 6 57 

(2) (14) 
Side windows (near) 0 

(0) 
Side windows (far) 6 14 

¯ (2) 
Floor & toe pan 4 4 

(0) 
Rear screen & header 2 

(0) 
Seat 4 

¯ (0) 
Seat belt 42 96 

(10) (10) 
Other occupants 8 15 10 76 

(2) (4) (28) 

Exterior 10 4 4 44 

¯ 
(2) (12) 

Other/un known 13 6 52 

(10) 

TOTAL 59 87 74 491 

(2) (20) (S) (104) 

TOP row figures are the injury/source contact rates per 100 occupants for all injuries. Those in PARENTHESIS are the contact rates 

¯ per 100 occupants for severe injudes (AIS>2). Multiple injuries are included where separate injury sources were involved. 
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Table A-4                                     ¯ 

Im    & contact source interactions                       in far-side crashes 

Contact source Face Abd-pelvis Lower ext. TOTAL 

Front screen & header 18 

(8) ¯ 
Steering assembly 8 

’ ~ ~ (8) 
Instrument panel 8 18 36 

(0) 
Console 0 

(0) 
¯ 

A-pillar (near) 0 

(o) 
A-pillar (far) 9 

(8) 
B-pillar (near) 0 

(0) 
~ B-pillar (far) 18 . 

(18) 

C-pillar (near) 0 

(o) 
C-pillar (far) 0 

(o) 
Roof side rail (near) 0 . 

(0) 
Roof side rail (far) 18 

(8) 
Roof 9 

9) 

Door panel (near) 0 . 
(0) 

Door panel (far) 9 18 99 

(8) (36) 
Side windows (near) 0 

Side windows (far) 18 45 

(0) ¯ 

Floor & toe pan 0 

(0) 
Rear screen & header 9 18 

(0) 
Seat 0 

(o) ¯ 
Seat belt 0 

(o) 
Other occupants 0 

(o) 
Exterior 55 45 55 336 

Otherlun known 8 

(o) 

TOTAL 91 72 73 624 

(0) (36) (9) (171) 

TOP row figures are the injury/source contact rates per 100 occupants for all injuries, Those in PARENTHESIS am the contact rates 
per 100 occupants for severe injuries (AIS>2). Multiple injuries are included where separate injury sources were involved, ¯ 
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Side Impact Requirements in the USA and Europe - A Critical Comparison 
W. Albers, D. Lehmann 
Volkswagen AG 
Germany 
94-$6-O-02 

ABSTRACT If the vehicle side structure is characterized by 
rigidity and little padding, the velocity changefor the oc- 

Accident statistics currently identify the side ira- cupants is relatively large, leading to high loadings. 
pact as a serious accident for the struck vehicle, characte- Through low energy absorption by the side structure, the 
rized by a relatively large amount of economic loss. This penetration velocity of the impacting vehicle is barely 

¯ fact and future legal requirements make the protection of reduced. A stiffer side structure with harmonized padding 

occupants in this type of accident a focal point of deve- in the occupant impact area reduces velocity change and 
lopment activities for automobile manufacturers, thus also occupant loadings. 

In the USA, a test procedure for occupant protecti- An initial rigidity of the front-end of the striking 
on in side impacts has been required since 1993. A proce- vehicle harmonized with the stiffness of the side structure 
dure is expected for Europe. The test configuration, eva- of the struck vehicle reduces the severity of the accident 

¯ luation criteria and particulars of both methods are de- consequences and improves the compatibility of the colli- 

scribed and discussed from the viewpoint of one in safety sion partners. A greater stiffness in the side structure re- 
development. Using the example of a full-scale test, mean suits in the impacting vehicle being more involved in the 
values and scatter of measured occupant loads are illustra- energy conversion. 

ted and evaluated. The analysis of accident data from the ’80s showed 
Other considerations regarding dummy behavior that accident severity and total economic loss attributable 

¯ and the differences between the deformable test devices to passenger car side collisions was considerable. The lar- 
are explained with examples.’ The goal of vehicle deve- gest share is found in the area of the occupant cell. As a 
lopment must be to offer the customer a high degree of result, future legal requirements were developed incorpo- 
occupant protection at a reasonable price. Standardization rating dynamic side impact tests utilizing new side impact 
of specified test procedures and of dummies to be used dummies with which injury criteria also had to be met. 
would be a major step on the way to this goal. In October 1990, the regulation for a new test 

procedure for the protection of occupants in side impacts 

¯ INTRODUCTION (FMVSS 214 - Side Impact Protection) was issued in the 
USA by the NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety 

The increase in passive safety during frontal im- Administration)/2/. This procedure, in which a moving 
pacts has been the main focus for vehicle manufacturers deformable barrier (MDB) impacts the driver’s side is 
for many years. Regulations and test criteria promulgated used for dynamic testing of vehicle side structures. 
in the USA and in Europe helped to promote these efforts. For new models, the effective date of the US 

¯ The protection of passenger car occupants in traffic acci- regulation can be determined by the vehicle manufacturer 

dents has generally achieved a high level, through either a gradual introduction (staggered by 
The division of passenger car structures into a rigid percentages) commencing Sept.l,1993, or through 

passenger cell and a deformation area, as done for frontal introduction into the entire production beginning 
impact protection, cannot be applied to side impacts Sept.l,1994. Moreover, a test procedure intended to serve 
because the available deformation space associated with as the basis for proper preparation and execution of 

¯ vehicle side structures is very limited. In order to maintain vehicle compliance tests pursuant to FMVSS 214 was 
low levels of occupant loading in lateral collisions, forces 
and deformation must be broadly distributed throughout 
the side structure. 

¯ 
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published in August 1991. These tests are conducted by                                                         ¯ 

independent testing companies under contract witht~j 

NHTSA. /3/. It is recommended that vehicle          ,,,1          i    __--_ 
manufacturers precisely follow this test procedure during R 
their development activities and approval tests. In this 

~_~, F~** 

manner unnecessary difficulties can be avoided which 

[~_~ ~ i~~ . - 

II ~- /I I ¯ could arise from differing interpretations of the R/2 oq~ \\¢i’~ ~ .... 
regulation. . 

The requirements for quasi-static testing of side 
door strength (FMVSS 214 - Side Door Strength), which ~.~.~_~ff~t~o~ "-~mpact Line 
has been in effect since 1973, will continue to apply in the ~ 

future /4/. This procedure is not designed to assess Figure 1. Influence of the Barrier Impaot Point on the 
occupant protection by use of dummies. It rather simulates Deformation Characteristic in a Side Impact Test ¯ 

a pole impact into the side doors in a quasi-static intrusion Configuration US- FMVSS 214 

test. 
In Europe a guideline for a test procedure for Mass (1368 kg)and dimensions of the deformable 

passenger-car side protection is currently in preparation, moving barrier correlate with vehicle data for typical US 

The new regulation can be expected to enter into force in vehicles. The test body on the front of the barrier consists 

late 1995, at the earliest, but more probably in 1996. Then of an aluminum honeycomb structure with a defined front 
¯ 

all new models subject to homologation must fulfill the structural stiffness (approx. 20 kN/cm) including the 

requirements of the guideline. Preparatory work in the bumper profile of a comparison vehicle. The crush 

expert committees has already generated proposals for the resistance of the main element is 45 psi (approx. 

test configuration, the moving barrier as well as the type 31 N/cm2) and that of the bumper 245 psi (approx. 

of dummy to be used/5/. This proposal differs from the 169 N/cm2). 

US requirement regarding testing and evaluation The test vehicle is equipped with two special test 

conditions, but particularly with respect to the type of dummies (Side Impact Dummy - SID) on the driver’s seat ¯ 

dummy to be used. These differences may lead to and on the near side rear seat. Test weight, seat 

conflicting goals and considerably greater efforts for adjustment, dummy positioning and other test parameters 

vehicle manufacturers during vehicle development and including photographic and measuring equipment as well 

implementation for production, as analysis are described in detail in the text of the 
regulation and in the test procedure /2,3/. These 

DESCRIPTION OFTESTCONFIGURATIONAND parameters must be rigorously observed to ensure ¯ 

EVALUATION CRITERIA reproducibility as well as interpretability and approval of 
the test results. The evaluation criteria for the two 

USA dummies used refer to occupant loading. The maximum 
permissible value for the thorax, the Thoracic Trauma 

US Federal Standard FMVSS 214 for the assessment of Index (TTI), is 85 g for four-door and 90 g for two-door 

occupant protection in side impacts applies to passenger vehicles. The TFI value is determined from the highest rib ¯ 
cars, and also to multipurpose passenger vehicles (MPVs). acceleration and the highest spinal column acceleration. 

In this test procedure, an angled moving barrier, traveling In the pelvic area the lateral acceleration must not exceed 
the limit of 130 g (Figure 2). in a crab-like manner (crabbed barrier) is propelled into a 

precisely defined point of impact on the driver’s side of a Thorax - Thoracic Trauma 

stationary test vehicle at an angle of 27° and a speed of US-SL0 Index 

33.5 mph (approx. 54 km/h) . The impact line of the TTI(d) = (GR + GLS)/2 ¯ 
barrier is located 37" in front of the center of the wheel- Gn the highest rib 
base on vehicles with a wheel base of up to 114", and value (g) 

additionally 20" behind the center of the front wheel. This GLS the lower 
test requirement considerably influences the introduction s0ine value 
of force into the side structure. In vehicles up to the mid- 
sized class the A-pillar is usually also struck. The crabbed < 85 g - 4 doors ¯ 
barrier is intended to take into consideration the fact that, ~< 90 g - 2 doors 

in real-world accidents, not only the impacting vehicle, 
but also the struck vehicle is moving. The US test Pelvis < 130 g 

configuration simulates a lateral velocity for the striking 
vehicle of 30 rnph, corresponding to approx. 48 km/h, and 
a velocity of 15 mph, corresponding to approx. 25 kin/h, Figure 2. Legal Requirements. USA - FMVSS 214 . 
for the struck vehicle. (Figure 1). 

¯ 
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In addition, the regulation requires that the struck Other parameters for testing, such as vehicle 
side doors not open during the test. Doors not struck by loading, deformation characteristics of the test body and 
the barrier and also the rear hatch must not release from for dummy calibration are contained in the working 
the closed position. Moreover, Volkswagen evaluates the documentation of the expert committee/51. 
integrity of the fuel system, survival space and the ability The vehicle is equipped with only one EUROSID 
t6 rescue vehicle occupants (escapeworthiness). dummy on the driver’s seat. The EUROSID has a 

¯ A US proposal for the assessment of head loadings significantly different design compared to the American 
upon impact with interior structures (FMVSS 201) is SID. The EUROSID can also measure pelvic and 
currently in preparation. Important basic parameters and abdominal loads. The evaluation for occupant loading is 
effective dates have not yet been established, the same for two and four-door vehicles, however, it 

includes a total of nine individual criteria. 
Europe Five load limits are used for evaluation with the 

¯ EUROSID. For the head, the injury criterion (HPC - Head 
In Europe, work on a side impact test procedure is Performance Criterion), which results from the time curve 

currently in progress. It differs from the US procedure of the resultant head acceleration, may not be greater than 
particularly with respect to test configuration and dummy 1,000. In the thorax a maximum rib deflection (RDC - Rib 
instrumentation. In accordance with the EECV proposal, Deflection Criterion) of 42 mm is permitted for the three 
a deformable barrier is propelled perpendicularly against ribs. The Viscous Criterion (VC), which also applies to 

O the driver’s side of the stationary vehicle at a speed of the evaluation of the ribs and is calculated from the 
50 km/h. The point of impact of the center of the moving product of the related rib deflection and velocity, may not 
barrier is located at the seat reference point (SR Point) of exceed the limit of 1 m/s. The abdominal force (APF - 
the driver, as specified by the vehicle manufacturer. The Abdominal Peak Force) may not exceed the maximum 
total mass of the barrier is 950 kg. The deformable test value of 2.5 kN. In the pelvic area the peak force in the 
device mounted on the front of the barrier consists of six pubic symphysis (PSPF - Pubic Symphysis Peak Force) is 
deformation elements of differing stiffness which are limited to 10 kN. The reduction of the permissible limit to 
intended to represent the front-end structural stiffness of a      6 kN is expected (Figure 4). 
typical European vehicle (Figure 3). At present, various 
deformation elements are available: Fritzmeyer (plastic), 

Head HPC< 1000 
Kenmont (plastic) and UTAC (aluminum honeycomb). 
The UTAC element appears to be most reliable in meeting EURO-SID 
the required force deformation behavior. 

Thorax 

¯ - Rib 
Deflection RDC<42 mm 

Criterion VC<I m/s 

Pelvis 

Peak Force PSPF<IO kN 

Pubic Symphysis 

90* 
Abdomen 

Peak Force APF.~<2.5 kN 

internal 

EEVC 
V- 

Figure 4. European Evaluation Criteria - EEVC Proposal 151 

The proposed regulation contains additional 
¯ requirements for the door-opening and rescue behavior, 

~_~ A ~: A 
for the general avoidance of injury potential in the interior 

~ ~ in general and for fuel loss during and after the test. 

2~ , [ s [ ~ At Volkswagen a measuring procedure for the 
i ~. evaluation of survival space in the area of the pelvis is 

aOO 
zi 1 ] 2 I 3 applied for both the US and European side impacts. For 

¯ / s~=Jo, A zoo ~ = A this purpose, a measuring point at the level of the seat 
~ l ~ROUND ’~V~L reference point is located on the inner door shell. 

Figure 3. European Test Configuration - EEVC 
proposal 151 

¯ 
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By moving this measuring point laterally, the static VW Golf. The position of the impact areas of the US 

survival space can be determined with reference to the barrier is a function of the wheelbase of the vehicle. The 

frame tunnel or the center of the vehicle (Figure 5). loading of the A-pillar may thereby vary greatly. Higher 
loadings in the B-pillar area must be expected on vehicles 
above the mid-sized class, because of their longer 
wheelbase. 

I// 

tl.’]L 
,( ’ "--~r~ \ ,,~_.~t--~-;7 ’,/ 

In general, the rigid yet compact test device has a 
.... ,. ]i very great effect. The pronounced, rigid bumper can lead 

\..// -- :S ....... 
I to high acceleration forces before the entire barrier surface 

makes contact. Due to the angled barrier, an extremely 
large B-pillar deformation is especially conspicuous on 
two-door vehicles, and increased loading of the seat 

~----q~. f~_____~____~ ~i~ff-n ] system must be expected. Therefore, on two-door vehicles 

\ -~" ~/~-~--~ ~/-~ I?~/’~ 

greater design effort must be expected to achieve the 

~ 
, survival space required. 

In comparison to the US barrier, the EURO test 
parameters generally contemplate greater structural 
loading of the vehicle side, because the smaller impact 
area of the barrier usually does not impact the A-pillar. 

k ...... ./) , The extremely stiff center portion of the test device 
generates substantial loadings and deformation in the door 

Figure 5. Ev,aluation of the Surviv,~l Space area, above all on two-door vehicles. This effect is even 
amplified by the higher position of the impact body of the 

A minimum distance of 450 mm between the inner European barrier (approx. 300 mm above the roadway). 

door shell and the frame tunnel or as residual seat There are currently various deformation elements 

structure width represents a possible criterion for on themarket: Fritzmeier (plastic), Kenmont (plastic) and 

evaluation. The dimension takes the anthropometric UTAC (aluminum honeycomb). Figure 7 shows a top 

dimensions’ in the pelvic area into account as well as view of the different EURO deformation elements. The 

differences between dynamic and static distance UTAC element is not only composed of individual blocks, 
measurements, together with installed components in the but also has triangular elements in the rear area. This 

area of the door trim panel and the seat. Analogous principal difference is a deformation characteristic which 

considerations coul6 lead to the establishment of survival deviates from that of comparable units in full-scale tests 
space criteria in the ti;.orax area. with localized loading. 

CRITICAL         EVALUATION         FROM         THE 
STANDPOINT OF TEST PROCEDURE 
APPLICATION 

Test Configuration 

The test parameters for the US and European side 
impacts described above differ mainly in the barrier 
impact point, in the stiffness of the deformation test 
devices and in the type and characteristics of the dummies 
to be used. 

In Figure 6 the impact areas of the US and the 
European barriers are superimposed on the left side of a 
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¯ 
Figure 8. US Side Impact Test Configuration 

of the barrier from the impact line was 10 mm for all tests 
(i.e. within the permissible tolerance of± 50 ram). 

For measurements, US-SID certified in accordance 
with the regulation/3/were used and positioned in the 
vehicle. The filtering of the recorded dummy loads, the 

¯ determination of the maximum values for the calculation 
of the q~FI and the pelvic acceleration were also carded 

Figure 7. Top View of EURO Deformation Elements (UTAC, 
out in accordance with the regulation. In Figure 9 the 

Kenmont) 
mean values and scatter of the TTI dummy values 

Studies regarding the force-distance behavior and 
(required < 85 g) and pelvis acceleration (required < 
130 g) are shown for the driver and the rear occupant. All 

¯       energy absorption capacity of the three deformation ele-       six full-scale tests met the evaluation criteria. 
ments showed that the UTAC aluminum honeycomb ele- 
ment achieves the best correlation with established re- Passat B4 
quirements (wall impact at 35 km/h, see Appendix 
ECE-48). The plastic-foam elements from Fritzmeier and 

~s=¢l |80 Kenmont lie outside of specifications for both the required 
Driver 

force-distance curves of the individual blocks as well as ¯       for total curve required. 

Vehicle manufacturers cannot be expected to use 
all three alternative testspecimen for product 
development. 

Test Scatter in Full-Scale Testing 

Rear With respect to the US side impact, the new VW Occupant 
Passat is used to illustrate which dummy values measured 
can occur during vehicle development and which 
developmental goal should be pursued. In Figure 8 the 
test configuration is shown in accordance with the US test 

¯ procedure described above.                                      Figure 9. US Side Impact, Dummy Values in % and Scatter 

After obtaining substantial scatter in previous 
testing a series of six full-scale tests was conducted with At 68 g (driver) and 67 g (rear occupant), the mean 
identical vehicles to aid in the interpretation of the initial values for the TTI are approx. 20 % below the maximum 
test results. For this test series, vehicle and barrier permissible value of 85 g and offer a good margin of 
dimensions, including the axle load distribution, were safety with minimal scatter. The pelvic accelerations for 

¯ kept constant. The required barrier impact speed of the driver (81 g) and occupant (82 g) are nearly 40 % 
33.5 mph was also maintained. The maximum deviation below the maximum permissible value of 130 g. However, 

¯ 
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¯ 
here the somewhat greater scatter demonstrates the Altogether, it can be stated that the US-SID as a 
influence which can occur through the use of several US- measuring instrument for the evaluation of design 
SID in testing. In addition, possible dimensional measures is only of limited use, particularly in higher 
tolerances in the seat system, and thus also in the loading ranges. In this context, the following peculiarities 
positioning of the dummies, must be taken into must also be noted with respect to the qualifying test. 
consideration. Only minimal differences in the The spring-damping element located between the 
deformation of vehicle side structures were noted in the ribs and spinal column of the dummy (adjustable in 9 . 

six tests. This is also due, among other things, to the increments) .has a major influence on the overall 
homogenous and yet very stiff aluminum-honeycomb test acceleration characteristics of the dummy. Studies 
body of the US barrier as well as the good vehicle body demonstrated that the damper is subject to a certain 
structure, amount of wear and that air can be introduced into the oil 

of the damper by the movement of the piston rod. The 
Evaluation of Dummy Scatter and Other Peculiarities damper test to be carried out in accordance with the bench ¯ 

test procedure/3/should be conducted before each use of 
The side impact dummies used for measuring the the dummy in a full-scale test. This is the only possibility 

occupant loading must be subjected to an inspection to determine whether air bubbles are present in the 
before each side impact in accordance with the regulation, damper. 

For this purpose, the US-SID is shot at laterally The friction in the hip joint and the position of the 
with a 23.4 kg (51.5 pound) probe at a horizontal velocity thigh have a major influence on pelvis acceleration. ¯ 
of 4.3 m/s (14 tVs) in the thorax and pelvic area. For the Increasing friction in the hip joint results in an increase in 
thorax test the center of the probe is to precisely impact the pelvis acceleration. The relatively broad scatter of 
the third rib of the dummy. For the pelvis test, the probe is pelvis acceleration in the full-scale tests conducted must 
shot at a precisely defined point on the hip. In the thorax be noted in this context. 
test, the filtered acceleration values must lie between 37 g Four full-scale tests were performed with the 
and 46 g for the upper and lower rib, and between 15 and EUROSID under EEVC conditions with the VW Golf in ¯ 
22 g for the lower spine. In the pelvis test, a maximum order to compare the occupant values while using the 
acceleration of 40 g to 60 g is specified. If the limits are three possible deformation elements. In addition, a test 
not met, calibration must be proven in a new test after was conducted with the NHTSA deformation element on 
replacement of parts. Figure 10 shows measured the EEVC barrier. 
acceleration values for the standard thorax test of the US- Figure 11 shows the dummy loads measured. As 
SID at various special velocities by way of example. For already mentioned above, only the UTAC aluminum 
the test at 4.3 m/s, the above criteria are still met,. however honeycomb element currently meets the requirements ¯ 

at higher loading speeds the permissible limits are specified. The evaluation of the rib deflection 
exceeded, demonstrates relatively small differences between the 

three elements (Fritzmeier, UTAC, Kenmont). Major 
differences first appear for the ribs with regard to the 
Viscous Criterion (VC). The UTAC element supplies the 

120 lowest values, followed by Kenmont and then Fritzmeier ¯ 
with the highest. This is certainly the influence which 

110 
results from the non-observance of specifications for 

40 stiffness characteristics and the energy absorption capacity 
with respect to Fritzmeier and Kenmont. 

0 The abdominal force is relatively constant for all 

A 4,3 mrs B 6,7 m/s C 11,8 mrs O 11,2 m/s three elements, however for the. force in the pubic ¯ 
symphysis considerable differences are evident. Here too, 

[] Upper rib [] Lower rib [] Lower [] Thoracic it is obvious that the test bodies must be standardized in 
(g) (g) spine {g) deflection 

(ram) order to fundamentally avoid possible scatter. Otherwise, 
design measures in the vehicle to increase side protection 

Figure 10. Comparison of the Measured Values for Dummies cannot be properly evaluated. 
Tested by Different Outfits 

This, above all, applies to the rib accelerations 
depicted. In the full-scale test, door intrusion speeds of 
approx. 11 m/s are achieved if the US-SID is struck in the 
thoracic or pelvic area. However, the mass of the effective 
door structure must be seen in relationship to the special 
masses in the qualification test. ¯ 

¯ 
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40, 

35 1,2 

3o Limit I Delta: 56 %    58% 66% 5% 

25 

~ 
20 0,8 

lS 
~ 0,6 ~o ~ 

5 r,~ 0,4 

0 ~ 
Fritzmeier UTAC Kenmont NHTSA 0,2 

[] Rib I deflection ¯ Rib 2 deflection [] Rib 3 deflection                     0 Dummy 1        Dummy 2    Dummy 3 Dummy 4 
(mm)            (mm)            (mm) 

1,2 Figure 12. Overall Evaluation of the Maximum VC: 78 % 

1 The dummies evaluated showed high scatter of VC 

o,s values. An overall deviation of up to 78 % was found. The 
force values in the abdomen and in the pubic symphysis 

0,6 also show large scatter. In addition to the required rib 
0,4 module test, the EUROSID should also be tested in the 

0,2 assembled state in an approval test. Thereby functioning 
of the force measuring equipment in. the abdomen and the 

o pubic symphysis could also be evaluated. The maximum 
Fritzmeler UTAC Kenmont    NHTSA permissible deviation specified for the overall test is a 
r’lRibl vc (ntis) IRib 2 vc (ntis) tmlRib 3 vc (ntis) vital necessity without which the measurements during 

full-scale tests are only coincidental results and side 

6 protection measures cannot be evaluated. 

s OUTLOOK 
4 

Uniform test procedures in Europe and in the USA 
3 

with uniform evaluation criteria are necessary for the 
2 further development of occupant safety in side impacts. 

1 Different test procedures with different dummies can lead 

o 
to contradictory developmental goals. 

The objective must be to improve occupant safety 
Fritzmeler     UTAC      Kenmont     NHTSA 

in side impacts and not to shackle progress in this area 
ElAbdominal force (kN) .Pubic Symphi~is (kN) with different procedures. 

Of course, the dummy characteristics must 
Figure 1 1. Comparison of EEVC Deformation Elements 

correlate with the biomechanics of human beings; 

For the EUROSID the occupant behavior has also however, they must also permit the evaluation of design 

been tested more precisely through basic testing. For this measures for the improvement of occupant protection in 
side impacts. purpose, the rib module was subjected to component tests 

at increasing loading velocities. During the test of the Based on. the large scatter in testing and 
measurements to date, it is only conditionally possible to entire dummy, a guided sled struck the dummy at approx. 

8.7 m/s. Due to the sled weight of 130 kg, its speed make a realistic evaluation of the side protection measures 

change while striking the dummy is known. It is related to contemplated. 

the speed curve of the driver’s door in a full-scale test. In The positive effects of such measures are not 

Figure 12 the results of the overall dummy test for the directly evident in the test results. 

maximum VC values of the three rib measuring points are One of the focal points of safety development in the 

shown for four tested EUROSID for illustration, future will be the tuning of front-end and side structures 
of passenger cars in order to improve vehicle 
compatibility in side collisions. The possible loads, 
particularly for the occupants of lighter and smaller 
vehicles, must be reduced in light of prevailing differences 
in dimensions and stiffness which characterize the current 
vehicle population. 
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¯ ABSTRACT 

The recent increase in safety belt use and the and injury criteria, the U.S. Government issued the 
corresponding phase-in of supplemental air bags has world’s first dynamic side impact regulation, which 
brought about a significant decline in frontal impact begins phase-in this year and affects all passenger 

¯ injuries and fatalities. This trend will continue cars beginning September 1, 1996. A regulation 
worldwide as belt use continues to increase and more using a completely distinct dummy, injury criteria, 
cars can be fitted with supplemental dual air bags. and barrier is nearing approval in Europe. 
As a result of declining front impact trauma, In this paper we examine from the perspective 
increased attention in the 1990’s is being given to of a global manufacturer of cars and trucks some 

¯ side impacts and disabling lower limb injuries, trends in side impact occupant protection and their 
Attention to side impact is not new. Research and effects on future products. We look at interactions 
evolutionary vehicle enhancements have been made of side impact protection improvements with other 
for more than four decades. In the 1950’s, Ford societal goals such as fuel efficiency and the 
offered safety belts and strengthened door latches to environment. We also discuss emerging 
help reduce the risk of ejections in side impacts and technologies such as side air bags, the potentially 

¯ other collision modes. General Motors developed adverse consequences of international disharmony of 
side door beams and offered them in its products in side impact regulations, and the benefits of global 
the late 1960’s. The U.S. Government made door agreement on injury mechanisms and injury criteria. 
beams mandatory for passenger cars as of January 1, Finally, we stress the need for a family of 
1973. A major inhibitor to progress in side impact anthropomorphic test dummies. 

¯ safety has been the lack of human-like test dummies 
and an understanding of injury mechanisms. Amid 
widespread controversy and criticism of its dummy 

¯ 
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Ten new ways TH E BIG provides 

you with advanced motoring safety 

1. New impact-absorbing safety steering 2, 3. New triple-strength safety door locks 4. New safety-beam head lamps increase 
wheel, with deeply recessed hub, offers greater give extra protection again,,t doors Splqng{Ilg eff~.ctive sech~g distance up to 80 feet; improve 
protection for the driver during qnick stops, open up~,n sudden impact. Child-proof safety- visil,ilitv in t.g, .lu-l, rain, sleet or snow; and 
The wheel is also positioned for better visibility, locking d,,~ it.c for rear doors is also available.* greatly ~’educc the glare for oucoming drivers. 

5, 6, 7. New instrument panel pad*, padded 8. New safety seat belts*--holted to floor 9. New 225- or 210-HP safety-surge V-8 
sun visors* have a special plastic impact- supports--are available for driver and pas~en- gives you more usable oower--an extra reserve 
absorbing filler for your protection. Full-swivel gers.Madeofdurablehigh-strengtb nylon,they for greater safety in passiug, hill climbing; 

"Safety Bearview Mirror minimizes shattering, are designed for easy one-hand adjustment, faster acceleration where you need it most. 

10. Improved safety-grip brakes provide quicker, smoother stopping to see all the big, new things THE BIG M offers this year--in beauty, 
action, last longer. But--besides these new safety features, you’ll want power, performance. Best place to start looking: your Mercury dealer’s. 

For 1956_1he bi~! move is ÷o THE BIG ~ERCURY 
Figure 1 1956 Mercury Advertisement - 928 - 



¯ HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE collisions with other types of fixed objects. NHTSA 
reported the net effectiveness of beams to be the life 

Occupant Ejection savings from the pole/tree collisions minus the losses 
from the other collision types. The unexpected 

In the United States, side impact was partof findings, to our knowledge, have never been 
¯ the increased attention to safety during the 1950’s. duplicated in controlled crash tests. 

The growing science of automotive safety was in its 
infancy and most of the engineering tools needed for Early Dummies 
advancement were not yet available. Contrary to 
conventional wisdom, accident investigations and Many researchers at this time believed that 

¯ crash tests demonstrated that being ~’thrown clear" further progress in side impact would require the 
of the accident was not an advantage to the development of tests which better imitated actual 
occupant, but a frequent source of death and injury, collisions. Dummies had been used for some time in 
In side impacts, doors sometimes opened and the frontal collision research, but the science of side 
unbelted occupants thrown from the vehicle to be impact dummies lagged far behind. To fill this void, 
injured by objects often more risky than the vehicle NHTSA issued a contract to the Highway Safety 

¯ interior. Therefore, safety belts and stronger door Research Institute (HSRI) at the University of 
latches were among the first improvements effective Michigan (now called UMTRI) to develop a Hybrid 
in side impacts. In 1956, Ford offered the ~’Ford II-based side impact dummy (SID) for use in crash 
Lifeguard Design" package, that included such items testing.    At the same time the Association 
as a collapsible steering column, padded instrument Peugeot/Renault (APR) and other European research 

¯ panel and sun visors, lap belts and double-grip door laboratories were designing their own dummies and 
latches. The latter two items were effective in Ford Motor Company developed a simpler test 
reducing injuries and fatalities from occupant device, the Side Impact Body Block (SIBB)2. 
ejections in side impacts. These first generation test devices were based on 

biomechanical data available at that time and lacked 
Door Beams the biofidelity and improved measurement 

¯ capabilities of second generation dummies such as 
In 1969 .General Motors offered side impact the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID which were to follow. 

guard beams in most of their large vehicles. The 
beams were intended to provide protection in oblique Crash Tests 
vehicle-to-vehicle side impacts by deflecting the 

¯ striking vehicle away from the struck vehicle’s doors The dynamic side impact tests developed 
in the same way that higway guard rails deflect during the 1970’s and 1980,s were designed to 
vehicles away from the roadside. By 1971, General simulate a two-vehicle intersection type side collision 
Motors had installed door beams in all of their representative of the real world. Accident data 
vehicles and other manufacturers had beams in some studies indicated that most serious injuries (AIS 3 or 

¯ of their vehicles as well. In the early 1970’s, the greater) were to the thorax and resulted from contact 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration with the side interior. An analysis of the National 
(NHTSA) promulgated a rule requiring that vehicle Crash Severity Study (NCSS) and the Motors 
doors meet certain force-deflection minimums in a Insurance Company (MIC) data by Partyka of 
static laboratory push test. The requirement was NHTSA and Rezabek3 of Ford confirmed other 
designed so that the only way to pass the test was to studies and further found that the rankings of side 

¯ install door beams similar to those offered by impact inury sources depended on collision severity. 
General Motors in the late 1960’s. NHTSA was Below a 32 km/h (20 mi/h) ,,V of the struck car, 
later to find1 that beams were not effective in the serious head inury is uncommon relative to thorax 
two-vehicle collisions for which they were designed, and other injuries. Above 32 km/h ,,V, the 
but were effective in collisions with tall, narrow proportion of serious head injuries increases. Side 

¯ fixed objects such as poles and trees. A puzzling collisons with struck car aV above 32 km/h are very 
finding of the same NHTSA study was that the severe, considerably more severe than today’s 
beams actually increased the risk of injury in FMVSS 214 and the regulation proposed for Europe. 

¯ 
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Therefore, the finite resources available for side CTP was never fairly compared with full-vehicle 
impact were first direct~ at thorax injury, the most tests, i.e., the two types of tests have not been 
frequent serious injury and the one which practicable graded on their respective representations of real 
countermeasures were judged to have the greatest world injuries. It as been assumed that the face 
chance of success, validity of the full-vehicle test represents "reality" 

and that the CTP should give identical results to be 
Sub System Tests acceptable. This "no-win" situation finally led to 

the abandonment of the CTP. 
Also in the 1970’s, General Motors developed 

component tests for both the head and the thorax. TODAY’S REGULATIONS 
Although these tests were not as all-encompassing as 
the full-vehicle crash tests, General Motors argued Trends 
that using these tests could bring about 
improvements in side impact protection considerably Over the past ten years, the proportion of 
sooner and at lower consumer cost than the full- fatalities from front impacts has declined while the 
vehicle tests. Based on the GM work, the Motor proportion of fatalities from side impact has 
Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA) later increased. This is shown in Figure 2, the results of 
developed and tested a more biofidelic thorax a Ford study of Fatal Accident Reporting System 
impactor and offered the device for NHTSA data for the 1982-1992 time period. To 
consideration in its forthcoming revision to FMVSS appropriately reflect advances in vehicle safety, the 
214. data for each year is restricted to the most recent 

The idea of a simpler, less costly, and more three model year vehicles. The increasing 
repeatable test than the full-vehicle test sparked proportion of side impact fatalities is probably due to 
further development in Europe.    Volkswagon a decrease in front fatalities due to such factors as 
developed the Composite Test Procedure (CTP), a increased safety belt use, less drinking and driving, 
novel approach which combined exterior and interior the installation of airbags, and the proliferation of 
vehicle crush tests with a mathematical model to accident avoidance features. These trends have 
simulate dynamic test results. The Motor Vehicle increased the attention given to side impact 
Manufacturers Association (MVMA, now the regulations. 
American Automobile Manufacturers Association or 
AAMA), Common Market Automobile Constructors 
(CCMC, now the Association des Constructeurs 
Europeans d’Automobile or ACEA) and Japanese ,~s .......................................................................................... 

Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) 
combined their efforts to refine the VW procedure 
and presented it to regulatory authorities in the 35 .......................................................................................... 

United States Europe and Japan. Although NHTSA 30 ........................ ~: ................................. + .............. 
showed little interest in the CTP, until recently the 
procedure was included as an alternate to the full 
vehicle test in the European proposal. The strength 2°~2 
of the CTP was that it replaced the dummy with a 
simplified static crush test device and used a math 
model to reduce test-to-test variability. It was also Figure 2. Passenger Car Occupant Fatalitites 

hypothesized that the math model could be made by Front and Side Impacts. 

more human-like than a dummy, because the model 
is not constrained by the limitations of engineering FMVSS 214 
materials and fabrication processes. On the negative 
side, the static crush tests did not account for speed- The modest effectiveness of door beams led 
dependent visco-elastic foam properties, and NHTSA to promulgate a rule requiring the world’s 
demands for more realism in the interior loading first dynamic side impact crash test for passenger 
devices led to excessive complexity. In addition, the cars, This rule, initiated in 1979, was .made final in 
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PROPOSED EUROPEAN           USA FMVSS 214 
EUROSlD - 1 FRONT SEAT SID - FRONT & REAR SEAT 

~..54 km/h 

¯                                     950 kg                                                      1360 kg 

EEVC MDB NHTSA MDB 
MEAN EUROPEAN CAR MEAN USA CAR & LT. TRUCK 

¯ INJURY CRITERIA INJURY CRITERIA 
HIC TTI(d) 

CHEST DEFLECTION & V*C PELVIC ACCELERATION 
ABDOMEN FORCE 

PELVIC FORCE 

Figure 3. Comparison of the proposed European test procedure and the U.S. FMVSS test 
procedure. 

October 1990 and is to phase-in over a four year the deformable barrier face are also significantly 

period beginning with the 1994 model year. The different than the U.S. barrier face. A 50 km/h 
test procedure requires the use of the NHTSA SID (31 mph), 90 degree impact centered on the driver’s 

¯ dummy, acceleration-based injury criteria, and the seating reference point was chosen, again different 

NHTSA moving deformable barrier. There was from the NHTSA test. A single, belted EUROSID-1 

considerable protest by biomechanics~ experts dummy is used in the front seat. The NHTSA test 
worldwide that inadequacies in the SID and its has an additional dummy in the rear seat. Because 

associated Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI(d)) would of its later development, the European dummy, 
¯ limit the rule’s effectiveness, and some suggested EUROSID-1, can measure more modern injury 

that the rule would lead to padding too stiff for the criteria, such as chest deflection and abdomen load, 
elderly, potentially increasing their injury risk. than the NHTSA SID. 
There was little effort by authorities in the U.S. or 
Europe to collaborate and develop a common test The EUROSID-1 

¯ based on the latest scientific data. The EUROSID was designed to be more 

Regulation in Europe biofidelic than the SID and capable of measuring 
more parameters.4 5    While establishing a test 

While NHTSA was developing their dynamic device for the European requirement, three prototype 
crash test, researchers in Europe were developing a dummies were created as a part of the EEC 

¯ procedure of their own. Although the test looks like Biomechanics Programme (1978-1982). A group of 

the the American test, the similarity ends there. The European research laboratories worked together as 
European test, now a proposed regulation, uses a the European Experimental Vehicle Committee 
different moving barrier, a different dummy and (EEVC) to produce a set of specifications for 
different injury criteria. A lighter vehicle population desirable dummy characteristics. These three 

¯ in Europe compared to the United States led to a prototypes and the U.S. SID were evaluated based 

smaller and lighter moving barrier. The stiffness of on the desirable characteristics and all were found to 
be unacceptable in their current form. From 1983 to 
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1985, European researchers worked on designs for a procedure is guiding the development of tomorrow’s 
new dummy that used the best features of each dummies. Also, the ISO 10997 is a compromise test 
original prototype, and EUROSID evaluations began procedure that ISO intends to use as a starting point 
in 1986. The developers continued to make for a future international standard. The procedure is 
improvements to the dummy and the second phase, a hybrid of the U.S. and European test, allowing 
EUROSID-1, is currently in use. Due to the either a EUROSID-1 or a BIOSID dummy. To date, 
EUROSID-I’s advanced design, the proposed no country has adopted the ISO procedure. 
European regulation limits the thorax deflection, 
viscous criterion, abdominal force and pubic Consequences 
symphy, sis force. 

The automobile business is becoming more 
SIDE IMPACT DUMMIES global and it appears that this trend will continue. 

Efficiencies gained from world-wide commonality of 
components result in lower prices and greater choice 
for automobile buyers. For example, Ford will 
market the Mondeo and its North American 
versions, Ford Contour and Mercury Mystique, in 
59 countries. Unfortunately, Side Impact and other 
regulations which differ from country to country will 
likely require the use of unique components for each 
country having significantly different regulations. s~o EOROSIO-1 B~OS~O Some regulatory distinctions are based on differences 

Figure 4 . Profiles of the $1D, EUROSID-1, and in the traffic environment and may be justified. 

BIOSID side impact dummies. Others, such as differing specifications for a 50th 
percentile adult male dummy, are without reason or 
justification. As shown by Henson, et al, the 
BIOSID and the EUROSID-1 show similar responses 

The BIOSlD for TTI(d) values and prescribe similar design 
changes to reduce TTI(d) values.9 But when the 

In the mid-1980’s, General Motors, working viscous criterion (V’C) is used as the comparator, 
with an SAE Committee, developed a dummy more the BIOSID and the EUROSID-1 show opposite 
advanced than SID or EUROSID and offered it for reactions. 
inclusion in FMVSS 214. The BIOSID6 can 
measure deflection of the chest and abdomen, and 
tests to International Standards Organization (ISO) Front V*C 

Technical Reports7 have shown the BIOSID to be .._o 0.8 
~ ¯ much more human-like than the SID and somewhat 

more humanlike than the EUROSID-1. NHTSA 
refused to consider the use of the BIOSID or the g ~ 0.4 
EUROSID-1 saying that while the SID and injury s o.2 
criteria may not be perfect, a switch to either of the ~ m =m No ~AD --"O’--PAD 

’i 0 new dummies would delay the NHTSA rule. :~ BIOSID EUROSID-1 

Other Countries Figure 5. BIOSID vs EUROSID-1 Response to 
Padding 

It appears that several countries are 
considering the U.S. or the European test procedure. Without considering which dummy is showing 
Those that have a greater market presence in North the correct representation of the crash test, the 
America may be leaning toward the U.S. procedure, authors concluded that designers would make 

The ISO has developed a set of specifications markedly different design decisions depending on the 
for side impact dummy biofidelity8. The ISO dummy and injury criteria. Until further research is 
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¯ completed, researchers and engineers should use the thorax, abdomen, ilium, acetabulum, and legs. The 

rib deflection and V*C responses cautiously. The latest biomechanical information available will be 
special designs for each country will add cost to cars used to develop this dummy. 
and trucks, and will act as a brake on trade similar 
to a tariff. Furthermore, the added engineering and Consumer Information 

¯ testing cost to homologate a vehicle for multiple 
markets will limit exports of some low volume NHTSA is asking the U.S. Congress to fund 
models, further hurting trade and narrowing Side Impact Consumer Information crash tests 
consumer choice. Before more regulations or similar to the frontal NCAP tests that have been run 

consumer information tests are instated, the authors since 1979. The Agency is considering running 

¯ 
ge bioengineering experts representing governments these tests at 61.2 km/h (38 mph), 7.2 krn/h 
and manufacturers from North America, Europe, and (4.5 mph) higher than FMVSS 214. Should market 
Asia to create a single family of "WORLDSID" pressures compel manufacturers to meet these 
dummies, using the latest data and combining the requirements, consumers will notice the largest 

best features of the BIOSID and EUROSID-1. effects on small cars. These cars cannot meet the 
Moreover, this consortium should develop a range of higher speed test requirements without losing interior 

¯ dummy sizes to help study injury patterns in smaller hip and shoulder room or increasing exterior width. 

adults and children. Thus many small cars will get wider and heavier, 
making them "oigger" cars. Furthermore, some 

THE FUTURE observers predict that the flaws in the SID dummy 
and the TTI(d) will lead to interior padding too stiff 

¯ Harmonization for the elderly. The overly stiff padding, it is 
predicted, could further increase the risk of injury to 

The authors predict that Europe and North the elderly. 
America will not harmonize side impact rules in the 
near future. The European rule is not in effect yet Dummies 
and NI-ITSA has planned extensive biomechanical 

¯ research to be completed before considering Similar to the history of frontal impact 

modifications to its side impact dummy, dummies, side impact dummies will continue to 
Furthermore, there is no significant effort at improve and will multiply into "families, including 
harmonization underway.    If harmonization is large, small and child surrogates. 
achieved after several more years, product cycles 

¯ will make it impractical in some cases and Light Trucks 
impossible in others to change designs which have 
already been frozen for several more years. As directed by the U.S. Congress, NI-ITSA is 
Nevertheless, it is urgent that collaboration begin now proposing a dynamic side impact requirement 
now so that the benefits of harmonization can be for light trucks, vans and multi-purpose vehicles. 
realized at the earliest time. As can be seen from Figure 6, side impacts account 

The Occupant Safety Research Partnership for 30% of all passenger car fatalities but only 13% 

(OSRP), established under the United States Council of all light truck fatalities. With over six times the 
for Automotive Research (USCAR), has taken the fatalities (6,437 for ear, 1,039 for light truck), 
first steps in creating a family of dummies. Along NHTSA first directed its resources at passenger cars. 
with First Technology Safety Systems, USCAR has The proposed test procedure is similar to the 

¯ agreed to support the development and testing of a passenger car procedure except that NHTSA is 

small occupant side impact dummy. The dummy suggesting the use of a heavier moving barrier with 
will approximate an average 12 or 13 year old the bumper located higher than for passenger cars. 
adolescent and be similar in size to the 5th percentile Although trucks are exposed to the same traffic 
Hybrid III female. It is expected that the small environment as passenger cars, NHTSA argues that 

¯ dummy will be based on existing side impact side impact injuries in trucks more often result from 

dummies and will have the capability to record data being hit by another truck. Therefore, the argument 
for the head, upper and lower neck, shoulder, goes, a more truck-like barrier is needed to improve 
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side impact performance in light trucks. It is clear ¯ 

from U.S. accident data that light trucks are already 
safer in side impacts than passenger cars. 

SIDE 30%~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii113% 

REAR 3% i2% 

OTHER 2% 33% 

-60% -40% -20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 

[] PASSENGER CARS [] LIGHT TRUCKS 

Figure 6. Distribution of Fatalities by Impact 
Type. 

Therefore, there will be little or no benefit 
from the proposed rule. In addition, a Light Truck Figure 7 . In-vehicle head impact test using a 
Dynamic Side Impact regulation would be yet robotics are to locate and fire the headform. 
another unique U.S. requirement the will make 
American products less competitive in foreign 
markets. 

the B-pillar. Also, NHTSA is considering revising 
Interior Head Impact the roof crush requirements. The solutions for 

increasing roof crush strength run opposite to those 
The revised FMVSS 214 does not include a for improving interior head impact protection. 

head impact requirement, due in part to the 
relatively poor biofidelity of the SID dummy neck. Disabling Injuries 
NHTSA had been conducting research and planned 
to address head impact with a component test. In More research needs to be done to understand 
late~ 1991, the United States Congress passed injury mechanisms in side impact accidents. Figure 
legislation effectively requiring NHTSA to begin 8 shows data from the Folksam car accident data file 
rulemaking in 1992 and to issue a final rule in 1994. indicating that different types of injuries are 

NHTSA issued a proposal in February 1992 associated with fatalities than with serious, 
for Interior Head Impact Protection. Manufacturers potentially disabling, injuries.1° 
expressed several objections to the proposal The commonly used Abbreviated Injury Scale 
including the lack of objectivity and the impossibly (AIS) shows the likelihood of a fatal injury. The 
short lead time. The AAMA proposed revisions to results displayed in Figure 8 show that the most 
the rule that would address these and other issues, severe injuries in side impact collisions were to the 
The proposal suggests a 15 mph impact into various chest or to the abdomen/pelvis region. The re- 

To meet the proposed requirement, new searchers also devised the Risk of Serious 
interior and structural designs will need to be Consequence (RSC)scale. Injuries on this scale are 
developed, points along the rails and pillars using a either fatal or disabling, On the RSC scale, head 
modified Hybrid III head. NHTSA has suggested and neck injuries replace chest and abdomen/pelvis 
that 1 to 1 1/2 inches of foam added to the structures injuries as the most frequent. These data also 
would pass the requirements. This solution brings highlight debilitating leg injuries which are not a 
up many issues such as reduced visibility and significant threat to life using the AIS. The AIS 
interior spaciousness. It also calls to question safety rates a broken ankle as an AIS 2 injury because the 
belt anchorage locations which tend to be placed on 
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¯ likelihood of this injury being fatal is very low, but environmental concerns. Can new materials be 

the risk of long term disability is high. economically recycled? Can environmentally 
friendly, high volume production methods be 

~, 40~o 
developed? Some materials may be prohibitively 

~ 30~ : expensive, forcing more difficult tradeoffs between 

¯ #’ 20% mobility and the environment. 

~~ 10~ 
ACCIDENT PREVENTION =~ 0% 

Chest Abdomen/ Head Neck Leg 

Pelvis Another key means of reducing side impact 
injuries and fatalities is by reducing the number of 

¯ [] AIS3-6 [] RSC side impact collisions. Several methods of traffic 
~ management, such as single direction highways and 

Figure 8. Risk of Fatality versus Risk of prohibited left turns, are commonly used today. The 
Injury. American Association of Retired People (AARP) 

have already begun instructing their members that it 
¯ is safer to make three right turns around a block 

rather than one left turn across traffic. 
Other means of reducing side impact collisions 

will come through technologies related to Intelligent ~q 

-~ Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) in the U.S. and 

¯ 
~ PROMETHEUS in Europe. Two aspects of these 

Head/ Neck Chest Abd. Arms Lower programs which may help to reduce side impact 
Face Limbs collisions are intelligent cruise control and proximity 

detection. Intelligent radar will either warn the 
[] Frontals [] Side Struck driver that the brakes should be applied or will apply 

the brakes automatically. This will help to avoid the 
¯ Figure 9. Risk of AIS 2 or 3 Injury in Frontal impact or at least decrease the speed at which the 

and Side Struck Accidents. collision occurs. Proximity detection will become 
another source of collision avoidance. Again, the 

Information presented at the 35th Stapp Car system will either warn the driver or apply the 
Crash Conference11 also shows a preponderance of brakes when a vehicle or object closes within a pre- 

¯ lower limb injuries in side impacts. Of the skeletal determined distance or rate. 
injuries noted in side impacts, 65% occurred above 
the knee; the pelvis accounted for 51% of the FUTURE DESIGNS 
fractures and the thighs for 14%. In most cases the 
source of injury was contact with the front door Computers, air bags and composite materials 

¯ although intrusion was associated with disabling will play key roles in the future of Side Impact 
skeletal injuries. Protection. Engineers now use computers to 

simulate the crash tests. With rapid advances in 

The Environment hardware and software predicted, scientists will be 
better able to understand the energy dissipation 

New safety technologies may have the through the vehicle structure and the forces acting on 
¯ potential to harm the environment. Difficult trade- the occupants. This understanding will help 

offs will need to be made in some cases. For engineers develop better vehicles. NHTSA is also 
example, increases in structural strength to manage continuing research on a computer model to study 
impact energy will usually add weight, resulting in the interactions of safety standards. The scope of 
increased fuel consumption and emissions. Some the model will expand beyond a single crash test to 

¯ relief may be found in new structural composite include a simulation of the "real world." The 
materials which promise high strength and low NHTSA effort is based on programs developed in 
weight. However, these materials raise the 1970’s by Ford as part of the Research Safety 
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¯ Vehicle effort sponsored by NHTSA, and by quickly. To be effective, side air bags will have to 
Volkswagen. Using today’s far more detailed and be activated and inflated more quickly than air bags 
accurate simulations, the NHTSA effort will account designed for frontal impacts. This may require an 
for the vehicle population on the road and historic advanced sensor not yet developed to detect the 
accident data. impact quickly enough to activate the bag. A sensor 

Side impact air bags are being developed in which would anticipate the collision would be ¯ 
the U.S., Japan and Europe. Volvo and General capable of activating the system prior to contact. 
Motors have already applied for patents for their This would allow a slower inflation rate and would 
versions of the side impact air bag. Several key result in a less aggressive air bag. With the reduced 
designs predominate research at this point. One crush space in conjunction with the occupant being 
design has the air bag stored in the rail above the located closer to the impact point, the sensor must be ¯ door. The bag will have a long rectangular shape highly sensitive to activate so quickly, but must also 
and will inflate in the downward direction to protect be selective to assure that the air bag activates only 
the head from impacting a hard surface. Another when intended. Injury criteria, test procedures and 
option, recently shown at the Frankfurt Auto Show countermeasures are needed before progress can be 
by Audi, has the air bag stored in the occupant head made. 
restraint. As the air bag deploys, it deflects against There are also concerns due to the wide range ¯ 
the vehicle window to help prevent the occupant of seating positions. With a properly worn safety 
from impacting external objects such as trees, poles, belt, the occupant is restrained near the center of the 
or striking vehicles. This design has the advantage air bag during front impacts, but in a side impact the 
of moving forward and back in the vehicle as the occupant can be located anywhere within the range 
seat position is adjusted. A third concept has the air of travel of the seat track. There is also the ¯ 
bag located in the door structure itself. The air bag possibility that an occupant will be leaning against 
can then deploy out towards the occupant and up the door or will have an arm on the window sill 
against the window. This air bag design has the causing further complications for inflation. Many 
added advantage of protecting both the head and the companies are trying to determine the technical and 
thorax when other designs concentrate on minimizing manufacturing feasibility of these systems and if 
head contact, there are real world increased safety benefits for the ¯ 

occupants in a side impact. 
Another major area of research will be in new 

composite materials. Scientists will be looking for 
new methods of energy management.    With 
increasing demands for fuel efficiency and safety, ¯ 
vehicles will have to be made lighter and stronger. 
Composite materials have the advantage of being 
lighter in weight but higher in strength than 
commonly used materials. As mentioned before, 
there may be issues with recyclability and ¯ 
manufacturing processes. 

SUMMARY 

Attention to side impact is not new. Efforts to 
Figure 1 0 . Comparison of Crush Space for reduce injuries during a collision have been on-going 
Front and Side Impacts. since the 1950’s. But the ability to reduce injuries 

from side impacts has been hindered by the lack of 
There are many issues which still need to be knowledge regarding injury mechanisms and the lack 

resolved with side impact air bags. As can be seen of human-like test devices. As more information is 
in Figure 10, there is considerably less crush space uncovered, more steps can be taken to improve the 
available in a door compared to the front end of a technology. 
vehicle, the impact forces reach the occupant more 
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¯ As has been shown in this paper, the 4. "EUROSID- Result of a European Research 
technology needed to help reduce side impact Programme," TNO Road-Vehicles Research 
injuries has not been available until recently. Institute, May 1987. 
Today, the injury criteria are being reassessed as 
new information on injury mechanisms becomes 5. Janssen, E. G. and A. C. M. Vermissen, 

¯ available. Research has shown that bones may need "Biofidelity of the European Side Impact 
different injury criteria than soft tissue. Dummy - EUROSID," SAE 881716. 

Although much research has been completed 
in the area of side impact collisions, much work still 6. Beebe, M. B., "What is the BioSID?" SAE- 
needs to be done. At the same time, many 900377, February, 1990. 
governments have either passed or will pass 

¯ requirements on side impact. With the science still 7. International Standards Organization Test 
evolving, it is unclear if these requirements will be Report 9790, Sections 1 through 6. 
beneficial to vehicle occupants.    New injury 
mechanisms, injury criteria and human-like test 8. Ibid. 
devices are being developed that have the potential 

¯ to be used to design vehicles which offer better 9. I-Ienson, S., R. Hultman, R. Daniel, A. 
protection in a variety of situations. It is not prudent .Spadafora, I. Parekh, "Comparison of BIOSID 
to pass improper requirements due to political and EUROSID-1 Dummies in Full-Vehicle 
pressures. Time must be allowed for the proper Crash Tests," SAE 940563, SAE International 
development of knowledge and technology to support Congress & Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, 

¯ the effort. February 28 - March 3, 1994. 
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ABSTRACT Developments in Europe over the same time period 
closely paralleled those in the US. They are likely to result 

The level of side impact protection provided currently by very shortly in a standard based on a full scale dynamic 
passenger vehicles has been examined in a series of crash vehicle test procedure and moving deformable barrier¯ 
tests performed following FMVSS 214 dynamic testing developed by the European Experimental Vehicle Committee 
protocols, but employing EuroSID 1 and BioSID crash test (EEVC) and using the European side impact dummy 
dummies. The results are compared with those of earlier (EuroSID). 
tests, performed by NHTSA, of identical vehicle models with 
US SID dummies. All three dummy designs produced similar Developments in both the US and in Europe have been 
vehicle performance rankings and pass/fail ratings based on followed closely by Transport Canada. To assist Transport ¯ 
TTI and peak pelvic acceleration values. Assessments of Canada in deciding its course of regulatory action on 
thoracic injury potential based on TTI typically showed good occupant protection in side impacts, a major research 
agreement with those provided by deflection based criteria, programme was started in 1988. The initial phase of that 
Significant loading of the abdomen was observed in all tests programme was concerned primarily with assessing the 
of production vehicles, including those which produced relevance of the two deformable moving barrier designs to the 
extremely low TTI values. Side interior designs or changes characteristics of lateral collisions in Canada, and particularly ¯ 
which provide low TTI values are not necessarily consistent the vehicle mix. The results of that phase of the work have 
with those required to minimize injury potential to the been described in detailelsewhere. [1] 
abdomen. The results of tests on modified vehicles show, 
however, that it is possible substantially to reduce In recent years Transport Canada’s research has focused 
acceleration, deflection and force responses by very modest primarily on identifying the most appropriate combination of 
changes in the design of production vehicles, test dummy and performance criteria. The original ¯ 

programme was expanded to include the Biofidelic side 
impact dummy (BioSID), a new test dummy developed under 

INTRODUCTION the direction of the SAE Side impact Dummy Task Force, in 
response to concerns regarding the biofidelity of both the US 

Research on side impact protection begun in the SID and the EuroSID. In a cooperative, jointly funded 
seventies by the National Highway Traffic Safety research programme with NHTSA, a series of vehicle crash ¯ 
Administration (NHTSA) has culminated in the issuance of tests was conducted by Transport Canada to generate 
an amendment to Federal Motor Vehicle Standard (FMVSS) comparative dummy response data using both the production 
214 which will, over a four year phase-in period, see all version of the EuroSID, designated as the EuroSID 1 and the 
passenger cars subject to a full scale dynamic side impact test BioSID. A series of tests of modified vehicles was also 
Assessments of vehicle performance in this test are based on undertaken by Transport Canada, using three of the vehicle 
the responses measured on two US side impact dummies models tested as part of the joint NHTSA/Transport Canada ¯ 
(SIDs) seated in the vehicle which is then impacted by a test programme The present paper summarizes the principal 
moving deformable barrier. The two regulated dummy f’mdings of these two recently completed studies. 
response measures are the Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI), 
which represents the average of the maximum rib 
acceleration and maximum lower spine acceleration, and the DUMMY RESPONSE COMPARISONS 
peak lateral pelvic acceleration. The value of TTI must not ¯ 
exceed 85 g for four-door vehicles, or 90 g for two-door Eight crash tests using four different vehicle models 
vehicles. The maximum permitted pelvic acceleration is were carded out by Transport Canada as part of the 
130 g. cooperative programme with NHTSA. In four of the tests, the 

BioSID was seated on the driver side and the EuroSID 1 on 
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¯ the left rear passenger side. The seating order was reversed TTI values exceeding the US regulated limit of 85 g for 
in the other four tests. Except for the substitution of test four door vehicles were observed only in the two smallest 
dummies, all tests were carded out following FMVSS 214 vehicles tested, the Accord and the Sentra. In the case of the 
testing protocols. Both the EuroSID 1 and the BioSID feature Accord, this limit was exceeded in both the BioSID test and 
left arm assemblies which can be positioned at. several the EuroSID 1 test, while in the Sentra tests it was exceeded 
predefined angles. For purposes of comparison with data in both the US SID test and the EuroSID 1 test. 

¯ from earlier tests of the US SID, which has an arm integrated 
with the thorax, both dummies were tested with their arms in In the rear seating position, the only pattern to emerge 
the fully down position, was that the observed value of TrI was typically lower than 

the corresponding value observed in the driver position for all 
The four vehicle models tested, in decreasing order of vehicle/ATD combinations. The only exception was the US 

mass, were ." test of the Lumina where the TTI value of 86 g obtained in 

¯ the rear position with the US SID exceeded the driver TTI 
¯ Ford Crown Victoria (4-Door) value of 64 g. 

¯ Chevrolet Lumina (4-Door) 
The TTI values for the rear seating position in the US 

¯ Honda,Accord (4-Door) SID test series ranged from 64 g to 87 g across the three 
vehicle models for which US SID data are available. The 

¯ 
¯ Nissan Sentra (4-Door) 85 g limit was exceeded in two of these tests. All TTI values 

Each of these models had previously been tested by observed in tests with either the EuroSID 1 or the BioSID 
NHTSA using the US SID. However, Canadian versions of were below the US regulated limit. The EuroSID 1 values 
two of the vehicle models (Accord and Sentra) were equipped ranged from 50 to 80 g across the four vehicle models tested, 
with occupant restraints which differed from thdse provided while the corresponding BioSID values ranged from 54 to 
in the US. In the interests of consistency, US versions of both 76 g. As a consequence of the lower T17 values obtained for 

¯ vehicle models were therefore obtained for the new tests, the rear seating position, the average TTI values over both 
seating positions observed in the EuroSID 1 test series (75 g) 
and in the BioSID test series (73 g) both correspond very 
closely to the average TTI value observed in the US SID test 

US Performance Indices                                     series (74 g). 

The TTI values obtained in the NHTSA-sponsored tests 
The results pertaining to pelvic acceleration responses ¯ 

using the US SID together with the corresponding values 
are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. All three dummy designs obtained in the cooperative study using the EuroSID I and 
showed close agreement in terms of peak lateral pelvic 

BioSID are summarized in Figures 1 and 2 for drivers and 
acceleration in both seating positions. All driver values were 

passengers, respectively. For the driver position, rankings of well below the 130 g US maximum. In the case of the rear 
vehicle performance provided by all three dummy designs 

seating position, the US limit was exceeded in both the 
¯ based on TTI were very similar. The ranking of vehicles Accord and Sentra. In the case of the Honda Accord, the produced in the EuroSID 1 tests was identical to that 

130 g limit was exceeded only in the EuroSID 1 test, while in 
produced in the US SID tests. The driver TTI values 

the case of the Nissan Sentra, it was exceeded by all three 
observed in the US SID test series ranged from a low of 41 g 

dummies. 
to a high of 91 g. The corresponding TTI values observed in 
the EuroSID 1 test series were consistently higher, ranging 

In summary, the assessments of vehicle performance, 
¯ from 62 to 105 g. A similar trend of increasing TTI value 

provided by both the EuroSID 1 and BioSID, and based solely 
with decreasing vehicle mass is clearly evident in both test 

on regulated US performance requirements, were not 
series, significantly different from those provided by the US SID 

The driver TTI values observed in the BioSID test series 
dummy. While some differences between the dummies in 
pass/fail rates were observed, disagreements were mostly 

ranged from 71 to 94 g. For three of the four vehicles tested, confined to instances where all three dummy designs 
¯ 

the BioSID TTI values were higher than those observed in produced measured responses marginally above or below the 
tests with either the US SID or the EuroSID 1. The driver regulated limit. The one exception was the TTI failure 
TTI value of 78 g, observed in BioSID test of the Sentra, was 
substantially lower than the corresponding values observed in 

observed in the US SID test of the Lnmina rear seating 

either the US SID (91 g) or the EuroSID 1 test (105 g). In 
position. The overall findings concerning the equivalence of 

consequence, the average driver TTI value of82g across the 
the dummy responses with respect to US performance 
measures are therefore substantially in agreement with those 

¯ 
four test vehicles observed in the BioSID test series was of an earlier test programme conducted by NHTSA [ 2] 
identical to that observed in the EuroSID 1 test series. In 
turn, both alternative dummy designs produced an average 
driver TTI value 17 percent higher than the average value 
observed in the US SID tests (70 g). 

¯ 
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¯ TTI Chest Cl~est Abd. Abd. Pelvic Pubic TTI Chest Chest Abd. Alxl. Pelvic Pubic 

85g Defl’n VC Defl’n VC Acc. Force 85g Defl’n VC Dcfl’n VC Acc. Forc~ 

42 mm I m/s 39mm I m/s 130 g 6 kN 42 mm 1 m/s 39ram I m/s 130 g 6 kN 

Figure 5. Normalized Injury Indices for Driver Position Figure 7. Normalized Injury Indices for Rear Left Position 
Based on BioSID ( Arm Down ) Based on BioSID ( Ann Down ) 
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Figure 6. Normalized Injury Indices for Driver Position Figure 8. Normalized Injury Indices for Rear Left Position 

Based on EuroSID 1 ( Arm Down ) Based on EuroSID 1 ( Arm Down ) 
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Alternative Performance Indices great many loading conditions. 

Examination of the various responses provided in the The range of dummy responses that can be measured 
EuroSID 1 and BioSID tests clearly suggests that the primary and associated injury indices which can be calculated with 
load path in most instances was located in the region of the 

either the EuroSID 1 or the BioSID far exceeds that afforded 
abdomen and pelvis rather than at the chest. Peak ribO by the US SID. To facilitate comparisons of vehicle 
deflection and VC values, as measured by the BioSID, were performance derived from measurements on these two 

dummies, all measures are expressed as proportions of the typically two to three times higher at the abdomen than at the 
chest. All eight seating positions tested showed peak rib limiting values contained either in FMVSS 214 or the EEVC 

regulatory proposal, as applicable. In the case of the BioSID, deflection values in excess of 39 mm. Seven of the eight 

which measures abdominal deflection in place of the force seating positions showed peak abdominal rib deflections 

measurements provided by the EuroSID 1, a limit value of 39 values exceeding 50 mm. Values approaching 70 mm wereo 
observed in two of the tests, the Crown Victoria, and the mm internal deflection has been used. All thoracic and 

abdominal VC values were calculated using a half-thorax 
Accord, in both cases at the driver’s position. VC values at 

dimension of 140 mm. When used to calculate compression, the level of the abdomen exceeded 1 m/s in four of the tests. 

the deflection data were filtered before and after 
In two instances, the Accord, at the driver’s position and the 
Sentra at the passenger’s, VC values exceeded 1.4 m/s. differentiation using a SAE Class 60 filter. Otherwise, 

filtering to SAE Class 180 yielded the values of deflection 
given here. The principal findings for the driver seating In the case of the EuroSID 1, assessments of abdominal~ 

position are summarized in Figures 5 and 6 for the EuroSID I injury potential are obtained by summing the individual force 
measurements obtained from three separate force transducers 

test series and BioSID test series, respectively. The 
mounted in the abdomen. The force limit of 2.5 kN currently 

corresponding findings for the left rear seating position are 
summarized in Figures 7 and 8. referenced in the EEVC proposal was exceeded in three 

instances, in the Lumina on both driver and passengerO 

With respect to thoracic injury potential, the EuroSID 1 dummies and in the Sentra on the passenger only. Those -- 

test series provided identical rankings of vehicle performance same seating positions showed peak abdominal rib deflections 

for the driver position, regardless of whether the assessment 
in the BioSID test series of 54, 56 and 59 mm respectively. 

was based on TTI, peak chest deflection, or viscous response. Those deflection values are well below the maximum 
deflection values observed in the test series. It can be seen The proposed EEVC limit of 42 mm for chest deflection was 

exceeded on the driver’s side in both the Accord and the that rankings of vehicle performance vary widely as a~ 

Sentra, the only two EuroSID 1 tests which also produced function of the abdominal response measure on which they 
are based. 

TTI values in excess of the US limit. Both vehicles also 
showed relatively high thoracic VC values in the driver 

Closer agreement between different dummies and position. In the rear seating position, all chest deflection and 
different injury criteria was observed in case of pelvic injury 

VC values observed in the EuroSID 1 test series were well 
below the EEVC limits, 

assessments. On the driver side, all peak pelvic lateral ~ 
acceleration values, regardless of dummy type, were well 
below the specified US limit of 130 g. Similarly, all peak EEVC chest deflection limits were exceeded in the 
force levels measured at the pubis were well below the 6 kN BioSID test series in two instances, by the driver in the 
limit currently specified in the EEVC proposal. On the rear 

Lumina test and by the rear passenger in the Sentra test. The 
EEVC limit on VC was not exceeded in the BioSID test 

passenger side, exceedance of the 6 kN limit occurred in two 

series, 
instances in both the BioSID and EuroSID 1 series. The 
EuroSID 1 peak force values for the rear seating positions ~1~ 

showed poor agreement with those observed with the BioSID 
It is interesting to note that, in the case of driver 

as well as with the peak pelvic acceleration values obtained 
thoracic response measures, the agreement between different 

with all three dummy types. 
response measures for a given dummy was closer than the 
agreement between EuroSID 1 and BioSID using the same 
response measure. One possible explanation for this is that 

MODIFIED VEHICLE PROGRAMME O 
the spatial location of the various chest components which are 
subject to measurement differs with each dummy. There is 
also likely to be some variation in the deformation pattern of 

Providing adequate protection, over a wide range of 
collision severities, for an occupant seated adjacent to the 

the vehicle side structure between different tests. 
struck side of a vehicle in a collision, represents a formidable 

Consequently different rib assemblies may be exposed to more 
or less violence, depending on their proximity to the load 

challenge. The amount of space and structure separating the 
Occupant fromthe striking vehicle is extremely limited. ¯ 

paths developed between the dummy and the intruding .side 
structure in any given collision, On the other hand, close 

Moreover, despite two decades of intensive research, there 
remains no general agreement on what adequate protection 

agreement between different injury indices all calculated from 
implies in terms of feasible performance measurements on 

measurements at the same location is not unexpected for a 
current side impact dummies. There is little evidence to 
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¯ 
suggest that the debate over relative merits of competing From the above, it can be seen that the challenge 
performance criteria based on acceleration, deflection, and presented collectively by the three vehicles selected was to 
force is likely to resolved in the near future. Yet without a effect significant improvements in abdominal and pelvic 
satisfactory resolution of this issue it is clear that any casualty responses without compromising, and if possible, improving 
savings derived from future vehicle design changes, at best, on the thoracic response measures. 

¯ 
will be less than optimal. 

The addition of energy absorbing padding and 
Phase I Programme strengthening of the side structure have both been identified 

as approaches to further improve side impact protection. 
The first vehicle to be modified was the Crown Victoria. Each has its limitations. As noted by Lau et al.[3], the 

The armrests were removed from the driver’s and rear left 
¯ 

addition of padding can produce earlier engagement of the 
occupant with the encroaching side door structure, which in 

passenger’s doors and additional padding was added to three 
separate regions of each of these doors. A relatively stiff strip 

turn can produce a higher contact velocity and a more 
prolonged "punch" being delivered to the occupant. Under 

of padding was added just below the window level. A 

such conditions, the peak rib deflection may increase 
relatively soft pad of equal thickness to the shoulder pad 
(nominally 25 mm) was added to the region of the door likely significantly while TT! may decrease. The authors note that 
to be contacted by the thorax and abdomen. Lastly, a pad such an outcome was observed in a series of crash tests 

¯ sponsored by the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. 
approximately 100 mm in thickness was added to the region 
of the door likely to be contacted by the pelvis and upper Similarly, strengthening the side structure may not produce 
femur. In addition to performing the traditional role of force 

the desired effect if the modifications have the effect of 
raising the load path so that more folding of the side door attenuation, the pelvic pad is used to control the dummy 

occurs at the mid door height. The importance of controlling 
loading sequence. The objective is to achieve very early 

the vertical intrusion profile in side impacts has been 
engagement of the pelvis, when the door velocity is greatest 

¯ demonstrated in tests performed by both the Transport 
and to sustain this loading until the door is decelerating. At 
that point, the loading is partially transferred to the shoulder 

Research Laboratory (TRL)[4] and Transport Canada [1].           and then to the thorax. The stiffness differential between the 

shoulder pad and thoracic pad also creates a buffer zone to 
While, as noted above, there is evidence that certain 

minimize the likelihood of any secondary "punching" to the 
design changes based solely on the use of additional padding 

thorax or abdomen. can lead to conflicting interpretations of safety benefit based 
on different performance indices, such an outcome is not 

The anticipated benefits of the above padding scheme 
inevitable. To this end Transport Canada undertook some 

were conf’mned in the first test of a modified vehicle. The 
research into vehicle modifications, using changes only in 
padding, and intended to satisfy both the US and proposed 

targeted improvements were reductions in the peak 
abdominal response values for both the driver and rear left 

EEVC performance criteria. Three of the vehicle models 
tested in earlier phases of the programme, the Crown 

passenger. On the driver side, the peak abdominal rib 

¯ Victoria, the Honda Accord, and the Nissan Sentra were 
deflection was reduced by 86 percent, from 69 to 10 mm, 
while the abdominal VC was reduced by 96 percent, 

selected for modification and testing. The base test 
from 1.00 to0.04m/s. Those improvements were 

configuration consisted of BioSID seated in the driver 
accompanied by a 20 percent reduction in the TTI value 

position and a EuroSID 1 in the left rear passenger position, 
from 71 to 57 g. The peak abdominal load on the left rear 

Crash testing was performed following US FMVSS 214 
protocols. The maximum response values and injury criterion 

passenger was reduced by 55 percent, from 2.3 to 1.0 kN, 
while the peak pubic load was reduced by 28 percent, ¯ values observed in the production vehicle tests across the six from 6.2 to 4.5 kN).    As a consequence of these 

seating positions were as follows : improvements, all US and proposed EEVC requirements were 

TTI (g) 94 
satisfied, in most instances by a wide margin. A complete 
comparison of the peak response values observed in the tests 

Chest Defl’n (mm) 40 of the modified and production vehicles is provided in 

¯ Chest VC (m/s) .5 
Appendix A. 

Abdomen Defl’n (mm) 70 A variation on the above padding scheme was employed 
Driver Position in the test of the modified Honda Accord. Only the pelvic 

Abdomen VC (m/s) 1.4 pad was installed. However, the pad was broadened and 

Driver position shaped in the form of a substitute armrest. The portions of 
the enlarged pelvic pad likely to come into contact with the ¯         Abdomen Force (kN)          4.9 
abdomen were hollowed out to ensure that the armrest portion 

Rear Left Position of the pad would disintegrate under direct loading. 
Pubic Force (kN) 6.2 

Pelvic Acceleration (g) 161 

¯ 
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[] Production [] Modified (Phase 1) ~ 

2.00 

0.00 

TTI       Chest Chest Abdomen Abdomen Abdomen Pelvic Pubic 
(85g) Defl’n VC Defl’n VC Force Ace. Force ¯ 

(42 mm) (1 m/s) (39mm) (1 m/s) (2.5 kN) (130 g) (6 kN) 

Figure 9 Comparison of Average Injury Index Values ( Normalized ) : Production Vehicles vs Modified Vehicles ( Phase 1 ) 

Figure 10. Front View of Modified Door Employed               Figure 11. Side View of Modified Door Employed 

in the Honda Accord Test (Phase 2)                           in the Honda Accord Test (Phase 2) 
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¯ 
In the case of the Accord, the targeted improvements included included a 25 mm thick shoulder pad, but no thoracic pad. 

reductions in TTI and peak abdominal responses at the The Sentra configuration included both a shoulder pad and a 
driver’s position and in the peak pelvic and abdominal thoracic pad, both 25 mm in thickness. Additional measures 

responses at the rear passenger position. Peak abdominal rib were also taken to integrate the padding with the contours of 

deflection was reduced by 72 percent, from 70 to 20 mm, the unmodified sections of the door. The modified door 

¯ while the abdominal VC was reduced by 89 percent, structure used in the second Honda Accord test is illustrated 
from 1.43 to 0.156 m/s. The driver TTI value was reduced by in Figures 10 and 11. 

22 percent, from 94 to 73 g. At the rear passenger position, 
the peak abdominal load was reduced by 60 percent, from The second test of an Accord produced peak response 

2.3 to 0.9 kN, while the peak pelvic acceleration was reduced values very close to those observed in the first modified 

by 35 percent, from 146 to 95 g. Those improvements again Accord test. As expected, the reduction in the thickness of 

¯ resulted in all US and proposed EEVC requirements being the pelvic pad produced modest increases in a number of the 

satisfied, peak response values observed in the second modified vehicle 
test. All thoracic rib deflections remained below 35 mm, 

The modifications to the Sentra were similar to those on while abdominal deflections remained below 30 mm. Slight 

the Honda except for the addition of a 25 mm shoulder pad. increases in the peak pelvic acceleration and peak pubic load 

The improvements were primarily intended to achieve values were also observed on the driver side. However, all US 

¯ substantial reductions in the peak abdominal force, the peak and proposed EEVC requirements were satisfied. 

pubic force, and the peak lateral pelvic acceleration on the 
passenger dummy. The desired reductions were achieved. At The second Sentm test produced the only two instances 

the rear passenger position, the peak abdominal load value where a limiting value was exceeded in the current modified 

was reduced by 64 percent, from 4.9 to 1.8 kN, the peak pubic vehicle test series. Not unexpectedly, in both cases the 

force value was reduced by 39 percent, ftg. m 6.1 to 3.7 kN, associated index was TTI. The TTI values observed in the 

¯ while the peak pelvic acceleration value was reduced by 55 second test on the driver and passenger dummies were 93 and 

percent, from 161 to 73 g. Those reductions were sufficient 98 g, respectively. It is interesting to note that increases in 

to achieve compliance with the corresponding limiting values. TTI values occurred even though the peak chest deflection 

All other rear passenger responses and all driver responses and VC values observed in the test were lower than those 

measured in the modified vehicle test were also within limits, observed in the ftrst modified vehicle. On the driver side, the 
portion of the acceleration-time trace of the lower thoracic 

¯ A comparison of the average responses obtained in the rib, which precipitated the TTI failure, occurred during 

production and modified vehicle tests is presented in Figure secondary contact with the door interior. The second contact 

9. In addition to satisfying all regulatory and biomechanical occurred after peak deflection of the lower rib had already 

limits, it can be seen that a reduction in the average value of been achieved and as the rib was returning to its unloaded 

each injury index was achieved by the modified vehicles. The equilibrium position. Over the course of the second impact, 

reductions ranged from a high of 84 percent in the case of the the total increase in the rib deflection was less than 3 mm 

¯ abdominal VC value (BioSID only) to a low of 9 percent in (11.3 to 14.2 mm). Under such circumstances the relevance 

the case of the average pubic force value. In terms of US of TTI is extremely dubious since, aside from its general 

requirements, the reductions in the average TTI and average inability to distinguish between local and whole-body 

peak pelvic lateral acceleration were 14 and 25 percent responses, in this instance, the "VII calculation averaged 

respectively, accelerations from two completely unrelated events. 

Much of the criticism directed at the use of TTI in 
¯ conjunction with the US SID has concerned the issue of 

Phase H Programme abdominal injury assessment, particularly as it pertains to 
armrest design. In a recent study that investigated occupant 

Three additional tests were conducted using the above- interactions with simulated armrest designs of differing 
mentioned vehicle models. Two tests were performed to gain compliance and vertical placement, Viano [5] observed that 
a better understanding of the minimum padding requirements rankings of armrest performance using compression-based 

¯ to maintain compliance with both US and proposed EEVC criteria (VC and deflection) derived from responses measured 
requirements using the padding scheme described above. The with the BioSID differed from rankings obtained on the basis 
question of how the US SID and TTI react to well def’med of TTI values measured on the US SID. In the case of the 
changes in loading of the abdomen was examined in the third BioSID, the lowest deflection and VC values were observed 
test. with the most compliant armrest design, whereas the lowest 

SID TTI values were observed with armrests of intermediate 
¯ Both the Honda Accord and the Nissan Sentra were compliance. 

retested using variants of the padding scheme employed in 
the initial tests of modified vehicles. In both cases the When tested in the normal vertical position, the armrest 
thickness of the pelvic pad was reduced from 100 mm to of intermediate compliance produced a peak abdominal rib 
75 mm in both seating positions. The Accord configuration deflection of 75 mm on the BioSID, whereas the softest 

¯ 
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¯ produced a peak abdominal deflection value of 33 mm. The left seating position, the point of maximum door penetration 
peak thoracic deflection values observed in these two tests is well ahead of the occupant and a significant portion of the 
were 46 mm and 36 mm, respectively. Although not loading occurs along the length of the femur. Even so, the 
discussed, the data presented by Viano also showed flattened door test showed a significant reduction in the 
approximately 30 percent lower peak lateral acceleration for maximum abdominal load value calculated from the load 
the intermediate armrest than for the soft armrest, on th US cells provided on the EuroSID 1. The calculated load value 
SID. Viano further observed that in similar tests using of 1.4 kN observed in the flattened door test is approximately ¯ 
anesthetized animals, AIS 4+ injuries were observed with the 40 percent lower than the 2.3kN measured in the test of the 
armrests of intermediate compliance, whereas injuries at only production vehicle and 40 percent higher than the value 
the AIS 2 level were seen in tests with the most compliant, measured in the test of the padded vehicle. Since the door 

profile in the latter test can be viewed as representing an 
Concerns regarding the validity of vehicle performance armrest of negative depth, the load levels provided by the 

assessments based on the US SID have also been raised by EuroSID 1 can be seen to increase progressively with ¯ 
Lindquist [6], who observed that it was possible to lower TrI increasing armrest depth. The TTI values associated with 
simply by increasing the load transmitted to the abdomen these three tests were essentially identical, ranging from 46 g 
through the use of a stiffer armrest, to 5 lg. 

The recent test programme afforded an opportunity to 
examine further how assessments of vehicle performance DISCUSSION 
provided by different dummies and injury indices are likely to 
vary as a function of armrest design. It will be recalled that Despite almost two decades of intensive research on side 
the US test of the Crown Victoria produced an exceptionally impact protection, it is still far from clear what levels of 
low TTI value of 40 on the driver side with the US SID. The casualty reduction are likely to be achieved in North America 
same vehicle model, when tested with the BioSID, produced a as a result of recent regulatory developments in the US. In 
peak abdominal deflection value of 69 mm on the driver side the short term, vehicle designs will, by necessity, be 
and a TTI of 71 g, while the modified version produced a determined principally by the need to demonstrate 
peak abdominal deflection of 10 mm and a TTI of 57 g. compliance with the acceleration-based requirements of 

FMVSS 214. There is, however, little evidence to suggest 
The Crown Victoria was therefore modified by that vehicle designs meeting those requirements necessarily 

flattening the interior side structure. This was accomplished provide adequate or attainable levels of occupant protection, 
by cutting out the portion of the side door panel which when either force- or compression-based criteria are used to 
contained the armrest and laying a sheet of aluminum over assess abdominal injury potential. 
that area. This modification was made to both to the driver 
and passenger doors. The vehicle was retested with" the US Thus, even though the present study found far greater 
SID in the front and a EuroSID 1 in the rear seating position, agreement than had been anticipated, between various 
The substitution of a dummy other than the US SID in the thoracic injury criteria, the actual level of protection, 
rear was necessitated by the fact that all data for the rear provided by a vehicle yielding low TTI values with the US 
passenger in the original US test of the Crown Victoria had SID, is unclear. The available evidence suggests that 
been lost. conflicting assessments of injury potential between TTI and 

compression-based criteria are likely to arise under two 
As would be predicted by Viano’s results, both the TTI loading conditions. The first occurs when the load is initially 

and the peak lateral acceleration values were significantly transmitted to the thorax and the addition of padding 
higher in the flattened armrest test. The driver TTI increased produces a higher velocity "punch". The second condition 
from 40 to 61 g while the pelvic accleration was increased occurs when the initial load transfer is concentrated at the 
from 56 g to 83 g. The implications are rather significant, level of the abdomen. 
since in combination with Viano’s findings, they suggest that 
the addition of a load path to the abdomen produces a As the modified vehicle programme has demonstrated, it 
substantial improvement in the only two responses measured is possible to change designs in such a way as to achieve 
in a US compliance test. Moreover, if one accepts the injury- compliance with all accepted biomechanical and/or regulatory 
risk relationships derived for abdominal penetration or VC, performance limits. The padding scheme employed in the 
the data presented by Viano indicate that human tolerance recent series of tests of modified vehicles overcomes the 
limits could easily be exceeded long before either of the-US problem of satisfying both acceleration- and deflection-based 
limits would necessarily be reached, injury criteria, by ensuring the initial load transfer occurs at 

the pelvis. Significantly more padding can be added in that 
The second Crown Victoria test also provided further region than at chest level, without reducing the interior space 

opportunity to examine how assessments of injury potential to available to the occupant. That additional thickness can be 
the abdomen provided by the EuroSID 1 vary as a function of used to advantage to compensate for the higher contact 
loading environment. Here, the results are not directly velocity of the door with the pelvis. Based on the testing to 
comparable to those presented for the driver, since in the rear date ,it appears that the minimum pelvic pad thickness 
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required to ensure satisfactory performance in the test The authors would also like to acknowledge the 
specified in FMVSS 214 is of the order of 75 to 100 mm. significant contribution made by Chris Withnall of 
The amount of encroachment on the occupant space can be Biokinetics and Associates Ltd, who converted the padding 
reduced by recessing the padding inside the door structure, concepts into reality. Special thanks also goes to Jim Bain of 
Under such circumstances, the extent of the projection into Transport Canada for his co-operation in securing the 

¯ 
the passenger compartment would not differ substantially vehicles used in this programme. Finally, the authors would 
from that of many armrests in current production vehicles, like to thank the staff of the Motor Vehicle Test Centre for all 

their efforts. 
The above padding scheme was designed for 

compatibility with the load paths developed by the US barrier. The opinions expressed and conclusions reached in this 
In would, however, be wrong to assume that vehicles so paper are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not 

¯ 
modified would also comply with all proposed EEVC necessarily represent the official policy of Transport Canada. 
requirements if tested following EEVC testing procedures, 
even though all EEVC requirements were met readily in tests REFERENCES 
following US testing protocols. Vehicle deformation patterns 
produced with the EEVC barrier differ significantly from 
those produced by the US barrier. Satisfactory performance 1 - Dalmotas, D.J., German, A., Zygmunt. M.G., Green, 

¯ 
with the EEVC barrier would very likely be achieved only if R.N., Nowak, S.N., "Prospects for Improving Side Impact 
structural modifications designed to control vertical intrusion, Protection based on Canadian Field Accident Data and 
such as those suggested by TRL, were also implemented. Crash Testing", SAE Publication SP-851, Paper 910321, 

Society of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, PA.. 
The absence of any performance criterion addressing 

abdominal injury clearly represents a major deficiency in the 2 - Kanianthra, J.N., Willke, D.T. and Gabler, C.G., 
current requirements of FMVSS 214. The problem could be Comparative Performance of SID, BIOSID and EUROSID 

¯ remedied by replacing the US SID with either the EuroSID 1 in Lateral, Pendulum, Sled, and Car Impacts", 

or BioSID. Even if the use of TTI were retained, such action Proceedings of the 13th International Technical 
would have the added advantage of allowing vehicle Conference onExpedmental Safety Vehicles, Pads, 

manufacturers to base research and development efforts on November, 1991. 
the use of a dummy capable of supporting measurements of 
force and compression in addition to acceleration. This is not 3 - Lau, I.V., Capp, J.P., and Obermeyer, J.A., "Compadson 

~1~ meant to imply that there is no need to resolve the current of Frontal and Side Impact ." Crash Dynamics, 

debate over the relative merits of TTI and criteria derived Countermeasures and Subsystem Tests", Proceedings of 
from deflection measurements. Given current biomechanical the 35th Stapp Car Crash Conference, S AE Publication P- 
knowledge, to base regulations on .a dummy capable only of 251, Paper 912896, Society of Automotive Engineers, 
supporting acceleration-based measurements serves only as a Warrendale, PA.. 
disincentive to manufacturers to seek out more effective 
means of reducing injury within the constraints imposed by 4 - Hobbs, C. A., "The Influence of Car Structures and 

the regulation. Padding on Side Impact Injuries", Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory, Proceedings of the 12th 

In this respect, the merits of an NCAP-style side impact International Technical Conference on Experimental 

programme based on the US SID require very careful Safety Vehicles, Gothenburg, May, 1989. 

evaluation. The anticipated competitive pressures to achieve 
¯ low NCAP scores would tend further to promote design 5- Viano, D.C. "Evaluation of Armrest Loading in Side 

changes aimed solely at achieving the lowest possible TTI Impacts", Proceedings of the 35th Stapp Car Crash 
and pelvic acceleration values without due consideration of Conference, SAE Publication P-251, Paper 912899, 

the load distribution. Society of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, PA.. 

6 - Lindquist, M., "A Simple Side Impact Test Method for 
¯ ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Evaluatinf Vehilce Paddings and Side Structures", 

Proceedings of the 13th International Technical 
The comparative data on dummy responses presented Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Pads, 

here are the product of a study jointly funded by the National November, 1991. 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration and Transport 
Canada. The authors would like to acknowledge and thank 

¯ Tom Hollowell and Clay Gabler of NHTSA for their efforts 
and support of this joint research programme. 
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Appendix A.1 Response Comparisons : Production Vehicle vs Modified Vehicle (Phase I) Appendix AO, Response Comparisons : Production Vehkle vs Modified Vehkle (Phase 2) 

Ford Crown Vic~o~a I~iver Rear Le~ft Ford Crown Vic~’ia D~iver Re~ Left 

Production v8 Modified (Phase 1) BioSID (Ann Do~n) EaroSID (Ann Down) Production v8 Modified (Pha~ 2) US SID (Ann Down) EuroSID (An~ Down) 

Body Region P~oductlon Modified Production Modified Body R~glon Production Modified P~educfion Modified 

ATD Res~onns (Ur~ts) TC92-137 TL’92-001 TC92-137 TC92-001 ATD Re,perle (Un~l,~) NHTSA TC92-130 TC92-137 TC92-130 

Upl~r Thorax : Upper Thorex : 

Peak Internal VC (m/s) 0.330 0.184 0.047 0.09~ Peak I~ter~l VC (m/s) #N/A #N/A 0.047 0.09~ 

Thoracic Trauma Index (g) 71 57 50 51 Thoracic Trauma Index (g) 41 61 50 46 

Abdomen : Abdomen : 

Peak Rib Defle~on (mm) 69.4 9.7 #N/A #N/A Peak Rib Deflection (ram) #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Peak Internal VC (m/s) 1.000 0.044 #N/A #N/A Peak Internal VC (m/s) #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Slim of Ap~od Forces (kN) #N/A #N/A 2.3 1.0 Sum of Applied Forces (kN) #N/A #N/A 2.3 1.4 

Peak Pubic Force (kN) ND 3.4 6.2 4.5 Peak Pubic Form (kN) #N/A #N/A 6.2 4.9 

Pe4~ Y*Ax~ Pelvic Ace. (g) 73 64 93 62 Peak Y-Axis Pelvic Ace. (g) 56 83 93 81 

Mo~fie~fions : - Anme~t zemoval Modfflcullons : - Arm~st ~moval 

(Both Portions) * Pelvic pad - 100 mm expanded polpropyle~e fomn ( 50 kg/m^3 ) (Both Positions) - Flat i~t~or door prot-de ( Cutouts cov~ed by alm~finum ~thcet 

- Torso pad- 25 mm expanded polpropylone foam ( 24 kg/m^3 ) and fib~ board ) 

- ShouIdar pad - 25 nun ©xpaaded pelpropylene foam ( 56 kg/m^3 ) 

Honda Accord Driver Rear Left Honda Accord D~v©r Rear Left 

production vs Modified (Phase I) BioSID (Arm Down) EuroSID (Ann Down) Production vs Modified (Phas~ 2) BioSID (Ann Down) Em~SID (Ann Down) 

Body Region Production Modif’~l Production Modff’r,,d Body Region Preduodon Modifiod Production Modified 

ATD Res~on~ (Unil,~) TC92-154 TC92-025 TC92-154 TC92-025 ATD Response (Units) TC92-154 TC93.213 TC92.154 TC93-213 

Uppe~ Thorax : Upper Thorax : 

Peak Rib Deflection (mm) 40.0 23.8 15.2 7.0 Peak Rib Deflection (wan) 40.0 33.6 15.2 14.7 

Thoracic Trauma Index (g) 94 73 74 56 Thoracic Trauma Index (g) 94 73 74 68 

Abdomen : Abdomon : 

Peak Rib Deflection (ram) 70.2 19.7 #N/A #N/A Peak Rib Deflection (ram) 70.2 27.6 #N/A #N/A 

Peak Internal VC (m/s) 1.414 0.156 #N/A #N/A Peak Internal VC (m/s) 1.414 0.270 #N/A #N/A 

Stun of Ap~llod Forces OcN) #N/A #N/A 2.3 0.9 Sum of Applied Forces (kN) #N/A #N/A 2.3 1.2 

Peak pubic Force (kN) 2.1 4.9 5.1 3.6 Peak Pubic Forc~ (kN) 2.1 4.1 5.1 3.8 

Peak Y-Axls POlvi¢ Ace. (g) 87 96 146 95 Peak Y.Axls Pelvic Acc. (g) 87 103 146 101 

Mo~ications: - Anme~emoval Mo~fications : - Armreat~moval 

(Both Positions) - Enlarged pelvic pad - 100 mm expand~d palpropyler~ (Both Posifons) . Enlarged pelvic pad - 100 mm expanded palprol>yle~e 

foam ( 64 kg/m^3 ) with abdominal se~ion hollowed out.                                                           fonm ( 64 kg/m^3 )with abdominal s~fion hollowed out. 

Shoulder pad - 25 mm exp~axdad polpropylene 

fo~n ~ 32 k~^3 ) 
Nissan Sentra D~ver Rear Left Nissan Sontra Driver Rear Left 

Production vs Modified (Pha~ 1 ) BioSID (Ann Down) EnroSID (Ann Down) Production vs Mortified (Phase 2) BioS]D (Ann Down) Eu~oS]]) (Ann Down) 

Body Region Production Modified Production Modit3ed Body Region Production Modified Production Modll]~d 

ATD Re~pons~ (Units) TC92-156 TC93-214 TC92-156 TC93-214 ATD Response (Uni~) TC92-156 TC93-216 TC92-156 TC93-216 

Upper Thor~ : Upper Thorax : 

Poak Rib Defle, c~on (ram) 31.4 26.1 15.6 28.2 Peak Rib Deflection (nun) 31.4 20.8 15.6 27.1 

Peak Intern81 VC (m/s) 0.268 0.233 0.077 0.139 Peak Internal VC (m~) 0.268 0.151 0.077 0.215 

Thoracic Trauma Index (g) 78 66 80 82 Thoracic Tramna Index (g) 78 93 80 98 

Abdomon : Abdomen : 

P~tk Rib Deflection (mm) 51.9 29.2 #N/A #N/A Peak Rib D~fle~tion (ram) 51.9 17.6 #N/A #N/A 

Poak Internal VC (m/s) 0.726 0.292 #N/A #N/A Peak Internal VC (m/s) 0.726 0.123 #N/A #N/A 

Sum of Applied Forces (kN) #N/A #N/A 4.9 1.8 Sum of Apl~iod Forces (kN) #N/A #N/A 4.9 1.6 

Peak Pubic Force (kN) 3.3 4.7 6.1 3.7 Peak pubic Form (kN) 3.3 3.9 6.1 5.3 

Peak Y-Axis Pelvic Ac~. (g) 92 102 161 73 Peak Y-Ax~s Pelvic Ace. (g) 92 102 161 114 

dodificatlons : - Anm~st l~moval Mortifications : - Armrest xemoval 

(Both Positions) - Enlarged pelvic pad - 100 mm expanded polpropyl~3e (Both Positions) - Enl~ged pelvic pad - 100 mm expanded pelpropylone 

foam ( 64 kg/m^3 ) with abdomin~1 se,~ion hollowod out. foam ( 64 kg/m^3 )with abdominal scion hollowed out. 

- Shotllder pad - 25 mm expanded I~propylon~ foam ( 32 kg/m^3 ) - Torso pad - 25 mm expanded polpropylone foam ( 32 kg/m^3 ) 

- Shoulder pad - 25 mm exD~ded [,�~[3ro]~lerte foam ( 64 kg~n^3 ) 

Upper T~oxax : 

Peak Rib De43e~on - SAE 180 

Thorac~ Trauma Index - NHTSA FIR 

Peak Inter’hal VC - 8AE60 

Pelvis : 
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Injury Criteria in Real and Simulated Side Collisions validation, and it is assumed that the data measured at the 
dummy correspond to the human injuries as well as 

Miltner E, Kallieris D, Mattern R cadaver test data correspond to injuries of living persons. 
Institute ofForensicMedicine, University of Heidelberg, By testing car safety systems and measuring the 
Germany occupant’s loads directly at the body, it is possible to 

¯ Paper No 94 $60 05 define thresholds for biomechanical human tolerances for 
standard test procedures. 

ABSTRACT In contrast to that it is impossible to measure impact 
loads directly at the hnman body in real accidents. In real 

In this study we compared the influence of cars" side accident analyses it is only possible to estimate the 
deformations on injuries of near side belted front seat occupant’s loads by means of exterior accident variables. 
occupants in 27 real side collisions and 57 postmortal Another possibility is to correly the occupants injuries or 

¯ simulations. In the real accident group the deformation had injury severities directly with exterior data like EES, 
a significant influence on the occurrence of lung delta v or car deformation. Real accident analyses are 
contusions and pelvic fractures. There was a significant imperative to examine the car safety systems in reality. It 
correlation between the number of rib fractures and is necessary to find out, whether the simulated crashes 
deformation in the real accident group, and between rib represent the critical severity range of real accidents. 
fractures and deformation and age in the postmortal group. OTTE 1990 stated on an epidemiological base that 
The minimum deformations in the real accident group simulated side collisions only represent a part of real side 

¯ (numbers in parentheses for the postmortal group) were collisions. He proposed for example that the simtdated 
for brain Injuries 67 cm (33 cm), for lung contusions impacts should correspond to a delta v vah~e of 40 km/h. 
50 cm (33 cm), for liver ruptures 45 cm (25 cm) and for THOMAS et al. 1987 tbund in real side collisions a 
pelvic fractures 40 cm (38 era). The sometimes higher threshold of delta v 30 km/h for a risk of 50 % for severe 
minimum values in the postmortal tests result from the or fatal injuries with near side occupants. MILTNER et al. 
direct exposition of the body to the impact. In the real 1992 described this risk of 50 % at a delta v > 35 km/h and 

¯ accident group there were no survivors at a deformation at an EES > 40 km/h. FORET-BRUNO et al. 1980 
> 50 cm. By means of logistic regression analysis it was calculated the occupant’s delta v. They found a 50 % 
possible to classify 85 % of the fatalities and 79 % of the probability of attaining or exceeding AIS 3 at the abdomen 
survivors correctly. In both real accidents and postmortal for an occupant’s delta v of 40 km/h. 
tests the critical range for life threatening injuries was A combination of both kinds of accident research is 
between 35 and 50 cm. to correly injuries of human bodies with dummy tests by 

simulating concrete real accidents (f.e. TARRIERE et al. 
¯ INTRODUCTION 1982). In our study we tried a similar way like MAT’FERN 

1993 and compared postmortal side collisions to real 
Real world accident analyses and postmortal accident accidents that came as near as possible to the postmortal 

simulations are both independent methods of accident test configuration. 
research. Postmortal tests do not represent the variety of The aim of this paper is firstly to find out, if the 
real accidents. A postmortal test procedure shall simulate a maximum deformation of the cars" sides is an appropriate 
specific, epidemiologically based critical real accident predictor of the near side occupant’s injuries in real and 

¯      configuration for measuring impact loads and       postmortal simulated side collisions. Secondly it will be 

accelerations directly at the interesting parts of the human examined, if the injuries of the occupants in both groups 
body. This data is used for dummy construction and occur in comparable deformation ranges, and if the 

¯ 
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postmortal test procedure covers the critical injury severity vehicle was impacted by the barrier under an angle of 90° at 
range in reality, an own collision velocity of 0 km/h. Each vehicle was 

impacted at both sides. The impact velocity of the striking 
MATERIAL AND METHOD vehicle was 40, 50 and 60 km/h. Besides measurements of 

accelerations of the car and the human body, the 
This report is part of a large scale retrospective study deformation and intrusion were measured at the impacted 

of the interrelationship between accident severity and injury car’s side at 24 fixed points. The measurement area lay 
severity. The total sample is 670 occupants in 428 cars in between A-pillar and rear fender. For this study we took the 
real front and side collisions. 27 of the 272 occupants hit in highest measurement value of these 24 points in the area 
side collisions were front seat occupants restrained by seat around the seat reference point as maximum deformation. 
belts, and the car to car 90" impacts occurred somewhere The test design is described in detail at KLAUS and 
between the middle of the front door and the B-pillar. KALLIERIS 1983. 

Accidents were taken from the files of the road 
accident division of Heidelberg’s police department for the RESULTS 
years 1987 to 1990 and from the autopsy protocols of the 
University of Heidelberg’s Institute for Legal Medicine The sample of the real side collisions was 27 near side 
from 1983 to 1990. Accidents were reconstructed by the occupants, ie. 15 drivers and 12 passengers (12 male and 15 
usual methods. In fatal accidents the cars involved were female). A total of 11 car brands were involved. The year of 
examined, construction ranged from 1971 to 1988. The average 

The maximum deformation depth and the degree of deformation depth was 55 cm with a range from 20 to 
overlapping were estimated by photogrametric means and 130 cm (Figure 1). The average ratio of vehicle masses, 
from written damage descriptions, they were measured only impacting car to impacted car, was 1.12. The average 
in exceptional cases. The error made in estimation may occupant age was 39 years with a range from 18 to 77 years 
amount to between 10% and 20% in cases of deformation (Figure 3). There were 13 fatalities in this group. The 
less than 10 cm, and between 5% and 10% for deformations causes of death were polytrauma (7 cases), skull/brain 
greater than 10 cm. The entire range of impact was not trauma (1 case), ARDS (Adult respiratory distress 
stated, but rather the center of impact on either the driver’s syndrome = shock lung syndrome, 3 cases) and hemorrhage 
or passenger’s sides. In this examination the centers of (2 cases). 
impact were center of front door or B pillar. The impact The sample of postmortally simulated side collisions 
angle was defined relative to the longitudinal axis of the was 57 near side occupants, ie. 30 drivers and 27 
faster vehicle (0°). Thus the impact angle is the angle passengers (45 male and 12 female). The average 
between the longitudinal axes of both vehicles, deformation depth was 36 cm with a range from 24 cm to 

Statistical analyses were done on an Apple Macintosh 59 cm (Figure 2). The average occupant age was 40 years 
Computer with the statistical analysis program JMP® 2.05 with a range from 19 to 65 years (Figure 4). The impact 
by SAS Institute. velocity ranged from 40 to 61 km/h (Figure 5). Figure 6 

The postmortal 90* side collisions are described at shows the regression of the impact velocity versus the cars" 
(KLAUS and KALLIERIS 1983). The striking vehicle was side deformation. The regression is highly significant, but 
a sled running on rails with a CCMC deformation element there are three ouliers: Two 27 and 41 years old occupants 
mounted onto the front of the sled. The mass of the sled was (MAIS 3) with a collision speed of 44 and 46 km/h and a 
950 kg. The struck car was the body of an Opel Kadett, car deformation of 58 cm, and a 19 years old occupant 
mounted on a movable platform (dolly). The mass of the (MAIS 1) with a collision speed of 60 km/h and a car 
struck vehicle, consisting of dolly, car body, seat, human deformation of 30 cm. The reason for these extreme values 
corps, and supplemental mass also amounted to 950 kg. The could not be detected. 
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Collisions. 

Except of one case, skull injuries in the postmortem group 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the distribution of pelvic were caused by craniocervical shearing load, mostly in ¯ 

fractures in both groups. There were 11 pelvic fractures in shape of fractures and lacerations of the occipital condyles. 
the group of the real side collisions and only 4 in the In the real accident group, the skull fractures were caused 
postmortal group. In the real side collisions, logistic by direct impact. 
regression analysis showed an influence of deformation on Figures 10 to 13 only contain cases of liver ruptures 
the occurrence of pelvic fractures (p < 0,01). In both groups with impact from the right side and cases of spleen ruptures 
we found pelvic fractures from practically the same with impact from the left side. The Figures 10 to 13 show ¯ 
maximum deformation (40 cm in real accidents, 38 cm in details of the distributions of liver and spleen ruptures 
the postmortal group), depending on deformation. At a deformation of 50 cm 

In the real accident group (numbers for the postmortal respectively 60 cm or deeper, we found no passenger in the 

group in parentheses) we found 4 (6) skull/brain injuries, 1 real side collisions without liver ruptures and no driver 
heart rupture, 4 aortic ruptures, 10 (3) lung contusions, 11 without spleen ruptures. 
(20) liver ruptures, 4 (5) spleen ruptures and 11 (4) pelvic However, there is a discrepance in injury combination: 
fractures. In the real side collisions, we detected a fatal Among 27 postmortal cases with impact from the right side ¯ 

outcome at deformations of 40 cm or deeper. The maximum were 16 cases with liver ruptures. Only one of these cases 
deformation showed a significant to high significant with liver ruptures was combined with pelvic fractures. In 
influence on the occurrence of lung contusions and pelvic the real accidents with impact from the right side 5 of 6 
fractures in the real accident group. Statistical analyses cases with liver ruptures were combined with pelvic 
failed in the postmortem group, mostly because of the small fractures. In the whole real accident group, 9 of 11 cases 
numbers of injuries, with liver ruptures had in addition pelvic fractures. ¯ 

Figure 9 shows the minimum deformations for injuries 
in the real accident and the postmortal group. There was a 
large difference in deformation for skull/brain injuries. 
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In the real side collisions, the number of rib fractures In the postmortal tests, the number of rib fractures was 
depended significantly on maximum deformation (Figure high significantly influenced by car deformation and age of 
14). In uni- and multivariate regression analyses the the occupants. 
influence of the age of the occupants on the number of rib The prediction formula for the number of rib fractures 
fractures was not detectable. Figure 14 shows that one depending on deformation and age in 57 postmortal side 

¯ 
driver sustained only 3 rib fractures at a deformation of 130 collisions was: 
em. He died of severe skull/brain injuries. 
The.Spearman Rank Correlations between rib fractures and y = - 13,23 + 0,27 x Deformation + 0,41 x Alter 
deformation were 0,71 for the real side collisions and 0,33 p < 0,01 for both variables 
for the postmortal tests. 

Figure 15 shows the regression of the number of rib 

fractures versus the predicted number of rib fractures by 
¯ using the formula above. 
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In the real side collisions, we found a highly DISCUSSION 

significant influence of deformation on the risk for a fatal 
outcome. At a deformation > 50 cm we tbund no more In this stndy we compared the injuries of near-side 

survivors (Figure 16). The horizontal line in Figure 16 is the front seat occupants in real car to car side collisions with 

total mean, the horizontal lines in the "mean diamonds" are the findings of experimental postmortal side collisions in 

the group means, the extent of the "diamond" marks the 95 relation to cars" sides maximum defbrmations. We chose 

% confidence interval. The rectangle marks the critical maximum defornmtion as comparison variable, because it is 

deformation range between 35 and 50 cm. In this range, we a measure of accident severity in both real accidents and 

found 8 survivors and 3 fatalities. The distribution of age postmortal collisions. Most severe injuries of near side 

was comparable in both groups, occupants are caused by the direct impact of the intruding 
¯ car side structures. In near side occupants especially thorax 

and abdomen are exposed to the intrusion (FILDES et 
VULCAN 1990, SIEGEL et al. 1993). 

Deformation (cm) However, it is not solely the deformation that causes 
the occupant’s injuries, in fact it is the combination of 

1 5 0- intrusion and intrusion velocity. But the car detbnnation is 
a measure of the energy turnover during the collision. Thus, 

¯ in the postmortal collisions there was a highly significant 
1 25- ¯ connection between impact velocity and maximnm car 

def~n’mation depth. According to this t~ct we expected and 
proved the correlation between deformation and injury 

1 0 0- severity especially in the postmortal collisions, where the 

~ 
occupants had a standardized and maximally exposed 
seating position in a standardized, repeated test procedure. 

7 5- When we did. not find statistical significant 
correlations between deformation and single injuries in the 
postmortal collisions, it was most probably because of the 

50- [_.~ : [ small numbers of injuries and the relatively small 
deformation range, in which most tests have been I 

~ performed. In the postmortal tests only the number of rib 
25- fractures showed a highly sig~fificant connection with 

deformation and age of the occupant. As in the test design 
only the impact velocity and the anthropometric data of the 

0 ~ ~ occupants varied, there was to expect an influence of 
Survivors Fatalities deformation as well as an influence of age as most 

important anthropometric variable on the injury severity of 
Figure 16.: Distribution of Deformation for Survivors and Fatalities in 27 Real 
Side Collisions. Wileoxon-Test p< 0.001. the maxinmlly exposed thorax. In fact, the logistic 

regression analysis gave a high significant prediction of the 

By logistic regression analysis for fatal outcome number of rib fractures. 

depending on deformation, we got the fbllowing prediction Pelvic fractures occurred in the real accident group 
and in the postmortal group at a deformation of term: 
approximately 40 cm. A direct comparison between both 

8,1282884 - 0,1654849 x Deformation groups was not possible because of the small number of 
pelvic fractures in the postmortal group. 

Calculating the probabilities tbr survivors and We found liver ruptures in the postmortal side 

fatalities by using the prediction formula and grouping the collisions from a deformation of 25 6m, in the real accident 

predicted classifications versus the real sample, we got the group from a deformation of 40 cm. Even if we consider an 

tbllowing results in Table 1. In the survivors group 79 % error of estinmtion with the real accidents, we must assume 

and in the fatalities group 85 % were correctly estimated, that liver ruptures came about at smaller deformations in the 
postmortal tests. Besides possible postmortal effects 

Table 1 (MILTNER et al. 1991) the most probable explanation for 
Logistic Regression. Prediction of Fatal Outcome 

Dependir n Deformation in 27 Real Side Collisions this result is the difference of impact height caused by the 

Survivors Fatalities Total CCMC-barrier in the postmortal tests and a common car 

Cases front in real accidents. The impact barrier is higher and 

Survivors l 1 (79 %) 2 (15 %) 13 mounted higher onto the sled than the bumper of a common 
car. Another result supports this assumption: In the real side 

(Predicted) collisions, almost all liver ruptures were combined with 
Fatalities 3 (21%) 11 (85 %) 14 pelvic fractures and vice versa. In the postmortal tests with 
(Predicted) impact from the right side we had among 15 cases with 
Total Cases 14 13 27 liver ruptures only one occupant with an additional pelvic 

fracture. In the postmortal test we found a higher risk for 
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¯ liver injuries and a lower risk for pelvic fractures. In the risk of pure acceleration injuries at internal organs and the 

real accidents we found a high risk for combined liver risk of severe head injttries. 

ruptttres and pelvic fractures. When we compare this small life threatening 

In both real and postmortal side collisions we could deformation range between 35 and 50 cm in real side 

calculate prediction Ibrmulas for the number of rib fractures collisions to the postmortal tests, we can conclude that the 

versus deformation. The age of the occupants was a high experimental test design does not cover necessarily the 

¯ significant co-variable only in the postmortal group. This same deformation range for individual organ injuries or 

might be an effect of distribution in the real accident bone fractures. However, in the postmortal tests the same 

sample, because the influence of age on bone fractures is deformation range covered the sum effect of individual 

generally proven. It might also be an effect Of diagnosis in injuries in the real side collisions, because in the postmortal 

real accident cases. Whereas in postu~ortal simulations and tests many regional AIS 3 to 5 occurred in this deformation 

fatal real accidents 100 % of the rib fractures are diagnosed range. 

by autopsy, in clinical conventional radiographs up to 50 % In the future it is necessary to improve car safety in 

¯ of acute rib fractures are not seen, and the routine frontal side collisions especially in this threshold range. New car 

chest radiograph is of little value to detect sternal fractures safety systems can only be examined in experimental tests 

(GROSKIN 1991, DELUCA et al. 1982, SHULMAN and with dummies whose biofidelity is validated by postmortal 

SAMUELS 1983). tests. At the same time it is of utmost necessity to examine 

When we compare real accidents and postmortal present and coming safety systems by extensive analyses of 

simulations, we have to accept that we hardly find a real severe real accidents. 

¯ accident that is exactly congruent to the experimental test 
design. Even in similar real accidents, many factors vary CONCLUSIONS 

from case to case: the car brands, the mass of the involved 
cars, the exact seating positions and body distances to the 1. The maximum deformation of a car’s side structure is a 

car wall, etc. The large differences of minimum possible predictor of the near side belted front seat 

deformations in skull/brain injuries between real accidents, passenger’s injuries in real and post’mortal simulated 

and postmortal tests is among other things a consequence of accidents. 
¯ the variety in real accidents. Severe skull fractures and 

brain injuries result in most cases from the impact against 2. In the real side collisions there are more pelvic fractures 

stiff car side structures like the B-pillar. Such impacts and more pelvic fractures combined with liver ruptures than 

depend mainly on the individual seating position relatively in the postmortal collisions, most probably because of the 

to the B-pillar, especially on the fact, whether the occupant lower impact center in the real side collisions. 

is sitting in a two-door or a four-door car. 
Some differences between both group result from 3. There is a significant correlation between the number of 

¯ specific postmortal effects. In postmortal simulations we rib fractures and deformation in the real side collisions and 

hardly find injuries of the great vessels like aortic ruptures between the number of rib fractures and deformation and 

because of the lack of blood circulation, The diagnosis of age in the postmortal side collisions. 

small hmg contusions is a problem in living and dead 
human beings. It can be difficult to determine contusions by 4. There is a small deformation threshold between surviving 

x-rays with survivors and by autopsies and histological and fatally injured patients in the real side collisions in the 
¯ examinations with fatalities, especially when the contusions range from approximately 35 to 50 cm. With a logistic 

are concealed by pneumonia, regression formula 85 % of the fatalities and 79 % of the 

Finally we tested the car deformation versus the fatal survivors could correctly be classified. The critical 

outcome in the real accident group. Co-variables like age deformation range in the real side collisions was covered by 

did not improve the results of the tests or regressions. There the postmortal simulations. 

was only a small gap between life and death in the range of 
35 to 50 cm deformation. This result coincides with the REFERENCES 
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ABSTRACT body deformation. All of the test vehicles were second- 
¯ hand cars of the same type. For one of them, the rigidness 

Side-impact tests by a moving deformable barrier of one side was reinforced in the vehicle, which is hereafter 

with a foam plastic loading device were carried out using referred as to ’reinforced car.’ 

Japanese compact passenger cars with either, normal or 
reinforced side structure. Measured total energy consumed TEST METHOD AND MEASURING DATA 

during impact was analyzed in terms of the energy 

¯ consumption process including the kinetic energy of the car Side impact test 

and the absorbed energy both by the side structure and by 
the loading device. In order to evaluate the absorbed A side impact test was conducted under the 

energies, a quasi-static structural test was conducted using conditions shown in Table 1. All of the test vehicles were 

the same loading devices and passenger cars as those in the second-hand cars of the same type, but those used in Tests 2 

side-impact tests. The effect of side structure reinforcement and 3 were heavier than the others since dummies were 

on energy consumption in each process is also discussed, placed in the left front passenger’s seat. As shown in Figure 
¯ 1, reinforcement panels were attached to the exterior panels 

INTRODUCTION of the doors of one side of the reinforced car used in Test 3, 
and the bases of the B pillars on the right and left sides were 

In order to reduce passenger injury at the time of an connected by a reinforcement member (connection between 

automobile’s collision and to soften the impact on B pillars and side sills were not reinforced). The rigidity of 

passengers, energy from the collision should be effectively the car side was also reinforced by fitting a cross member 

¯ absorbed by deformation of the car body. At the same time, on the floor panel of the front seat of the reinforced car used 

in order to secure survival space for passengers, in Test3~ 

deformation of the passenger compartment should be 
contained as much as possible. Against frontal impacts, this 
requirement has been realized by crushable bodies. 
However, in the case of side impacts, passengers often get 
injured as a result of being directly hit against the door. If 

¯ the amount of door intrusion is contained to a minimum 
level and impact energy is effectively absorbed mainly 
through body deformation and other means, it would 
effectively reduce passenger injury. It is therefore quite A. The Plates(70 or IZSmm in width) with rectangular beams (20×30ram) 

important to understand energy absorption through body are attached to door exterior panel. 
deformation and understand the phenomena of side impact 

¯ by analyzing the energy absorption characteristics of a car 
with reinforced side structures, a. Steel p’late (300X300×t3.2) is attached to the B-pl "liar and sidesill. 

m rectangular side impact test was conducted using a Box column menbars (30×60ram) connect the s~eel p "lates on both ends, 

moving deformable barrier (MDB) equipped with either a 
foam plastic loading device or an Al-honeycomb loading c. Box column menbers (30×60ram) are attached to the sldesill and floor 

device. A vehicle compression test was also conducted to 
calculate the amount of energy consumed in various forms, 

tunnel, respectively, on the floor. 

¯ such as car movement and body deformation at the time of 
collision and the presumed energy absorption caused by Figure 1 Outline of Reinforced Car 
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Acceleration was measured at a point on the floor ¯ 

Table 1 Test Conditions below the driver’s seat at various points on the door’s 
interior panel (as shown in Figure 2), and around the center 

Test Test car MI)B Impact of gravity of the MDB. The car’s movement was optically 
no. mass nmss velocity Notes measured using a high-speed camera. The displacement at 

the representative points of the front door exterior panel, the 
1 845kg 950kg 37.2km/h rear door exterior panel and the B pillar were measured in 

¯ tests 1 and 4. In Tests 2 and 3, displacement at 
2 1,014kg 950kg 40.1km/h representative points on the rear door exterior panel (all 

3 1,008kg 950kg 40.1km/h Reinforced car points approximately 500mm from the ground) were 
measured using a non-contact-type laser displacement 

4 879kg 938kg 36.8km/h AI loading device meter fixed in the passenger compartment. In addition, the 
passenger compartment was filmed by an on-board camera 
in Tests 2 and 3. Deformed depth was calculated by ¯ 
measuring the side exterior panels of the car before and 

In Test 4, since an Al-honeycomb loading device after impact using a three-dimensional measuring unit. 
was used, the MDB was lighter due to the lighter weight of 
the loading device. The test was conducted with the lower Vehicle compression test 
end of the loading device on the MDB set a height of 
250mm, the center of impact being 127mm higher than the The vehicles were quasi-statically compressed in a 
bottom of the door and at the mid-point placed between the structural test facility. The same types of vehicles, both ¯ 
front side of the front door and the back side of the rear non-reinforced and reinforced, as those used in the side 
door. Specifications for the MDB used in the test are impact test were used. The automobiles were fixed 
shown in Table 2. vertically on a rail plate using traction hooks at the front 

and rear of each car. Laterally, the cars were fixed using 
Table 2 Specifications of MDB jigs at the wheels, side sills and roof on the non-compressed 

side. The reaction force against the facility, the stroke ¯ 
Dimensions of length of the compression plate and the displacement at the 

front plate 1,700×700nun same positions as those in the side impact test were 
measured. Table 3 lists the specifications of the quasi-static 

Wheelbase 3,050ram structural test facility. Foam plastic loading devices were 
used for this test; the same as those used in the side impact 

Tread 1;500ram test. The relative positions of the loading devices and test 

Mass (w/foam plastic) 950kg vehicles were also the same as those in the impact test. The ¯ 

compression speeds were 2.35mm/s for the non-reinforced 
Mass(w/Al-honycomb) 938kg Car and 1.50mm/s for the reinforced car. 

Table 3 Specifications of Test Facility 

Max. load              140kN Measuring points for laser         1 Front door interior panel 

displacement meter 9. Rear door interior panel Max. stroke 700nun (P-P) 

4 Front door exterior panel 
¯ Measuring points for acceleration ~3 5 B-Pillar interior panel Max. velocity 10nun/s 

13 Rear door exterior panel 
Control Stroke ¯ 

Measurement of Characteristics of the loading devices 

The dimensions and specifications of the loading 
devices used in the impact and vehicle compression tests 
are shown in Figure 3. The reaction forces and deformation 

Figure 2 Measuring Points of Acceleration and Displacement characteristics of the foam plastic loading device were ¯ 
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¯ measured during quasi-static compression using the zoo 
structural test facility described in the previous section. 
The results are shown in Figure 4. The foam plastic loading 
device was mounted on the head of the MDB and collided 
to a fixed rigid barrier in order to determine its dynamic ~ 160 

characteristics by measuring the deformation and 
acceleration of the loading device with a non-contact-type 
laser displacement meter. The results of the impact test on 
the fixed rigid barrier are shown in Figure 5. In this test, 
the reaction force was calculated from the MDB B0 
longitudinal acceleration and the mass of the MDB, and 
deformation of the loading device was measured by the 
laser displacement meter mounted on the fixed rigid barrier. 

40 

The Al-honeycomb loading device used in Test 4 had the 
same dimensions as the foam plastic loading device, and the 0 
deformation characteristics are shown in Figure 6. 0 200 

Stroke (ram) 

1600x600xt18 Plywood board Figure 5 Characteristic Curve of the Foam Plasdc Loading Device 

~ Measured in the Test Dynamic 

¯ t , ,~ 160 

I 

1 ~ 2 ~ 3 120 

500 500 , > 500 

¯ 
Nos. 4.6 No. 5 

6 Q45 W :Hard urethane foam 40 

~ 
~" ~ 35o 

Nos. 1,3 440 No. 2 

l~,i 
QO5 

I .,~.1 
o 20o 

Slroke (ram) ¯         66 
460 ’ so ~5o Figure 6 Characteristic Curve of !M-honeycomb 

Figure 3 Dimensions of the Foam Plastic Loading Divice RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Side impact test 

¯                                                                      Intrusion velocity and deformation of exterior 
panel Time history changes in the displacement of the 

160 door exterior panel and the inside of the B pillar, as 
measured by a non-contact laser displacement meter, in 
tests 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 7. The beam from the 
laser mounted in the passenger compartment was emitted 

¯                  120                                     toward the door exterior panel through a hole cut in the 
door’s interior panel. Therefore, the front door 
displacement curve in Figure 7 shows irregularity where the 

~ 80 beam was interrupted by a rise in the door’s interior panel 
on impact in the case of Test 1 and the floor dropping in the 
case of Test 4. It is therefore reasonable to reform 

¯ 40 displacement of the exterior panel in both cases as shown 
by the dotted lines in the figure. 

Figures 8a and 8b provide comparisons of door 
0 intrusion velocity for non-reinforced and reinforced cars 

0 200 used in tests 2 and 3. Figure 8c provides a comparison of 
Stroke (ram) rear door exterior panel displacement. Figures 8b and 8c 

Figure 4 Characteristic Curve of the Foam Plastic Loading Device are based on measurements taken by a laser displacement 
¯ Measured in the Quasi-Static Test meter, while Figure 8a is based on the intrusion velocity of 

the front door’s interior panel obtained by measurement. 
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using a high-speed camera from measuring point 1 (as 1~. 
shown in Figure 2) since the laser displacement meter was 
not available for these tests. Non-reinforced car 

400          Front door exterior panel                        ~,                 rced car 

~ 200 0 

e///Rear door 

:terior panel 
100 200 

"~ Time (ms) 

b. Rear Door Intrusion Velocity 

0 
0 !00 200 

400 

Time (ms) 

a. Test No. 1                                                    ~                    Non-reinforced ear 

400 

~ 200 

0 i00 200 
Time (ms) 

c. Rear Door Displacement 

0                                                    Figure 8 Door Reaction Measurements 
0 100 200 

Time (ms) 

b. Test No. 4 

Figure 7 Displacement of Doors and B-Pillar 

Table 4 Measurements of Maximum Exterior Panel Deformation 

I01 Test Maximmn Positioo of max. defommtion 
Non-reinforced car Notes no. defonnalion Lateral Height 

Middle of     450nma ~ front door 1 323mm 

¯ 
Middle of 

450nun ~ 2 332nm~ front door "~ 0 
"d Middle of 
;> 3 248mm front door 

450ram    Reinforced car 

Middle of 
4 324mm front door 450ram AI loading device 

Middle of Reinforced car 
5 332mm front door 

400ram Quasi-static~ test 

- 10 Middle of 

0 100 200 6 363nun front door 400mm Quasi-stafc test 

Time (ms) 

a. Front Door Intrusion Velocity 
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Table 4 shows a comparison of maximum deformed 
depths of the exterior panels, including the results of four 
impact tests and the vehicle compression test. The 
deformed depth and intrusion velocity of the reinforced car 600 150 60 

were found to be clearly reduced. The ratio of the Reaction force 

maximum deformed depth against the maximum Relative displacement 

deformation of the door exterior panel was approximately ~ 400 100. 40 

87% for both front door and rear doors (Figure 2: 
measuring points 4 and 6, respectively) of the non- ~ 

~ 
~ 

reinforced car, and approximately 80% for the rear door ~ 200 60. 20 ~ 
(Figure 2: measuring point 6) of the reinforced car. ~ ~ ~ 

Relative disolacement and reaction force between 
~ 

-~ ~ 

the MDB and imnacted car The reaction force was 0 0 0 
obtained from the mass and longitudinal acceleration of the 
MDB. The relative displacement of the MDB and impacted 
car in the impact test was obtained by twice integrating the 0 100 200 

acceleration of the MDB and the lateral acceleration of the Time (ms) 

impacted car, as well as through the analysis of high-speed b. Test No. 2 
film images. A comparison of the relative displacement 
obtained from the high-speed camera with that obtained 
from the accelerometer revealed that the difference often 
increased after approximately 100msec. Since the reaction 

60 
force was small in this time frame, the effect of the 600 150 

Reaction force 
difference upon calculating energy values was considered to 
be negligible. However, the value obtained from" the high- 

"~ 
Relative displacement 

speed camera, which was thought to be more accurate, was ~           400 100 40 

used for the calculations. Here, relative displacement 
~ diformation 

~ includes that caused by the deformation of the vehicle and 
~ by deformation of the loading device. From the reaction 

~ 200 . 50 20 ~ 

force and relative displacement, energy absorbed due to the 
.~ 

_~ 
~ 

deformation of the vehicle and the loading devices - 
(hereafter referred to as ’total energy of deformation’) was 0 " 0 0 
calculated. The relationship between relative displacement, 
reaction force and total energy of deformation are shown in 
Figure 9. 

o ! O0 200 
Time (ms) 

c. Test No. 3 

600    150                                   60                600    150                                  60 
Reaction force 

Relative displacement 

"" Relative displacement 
400    100                                     40 ~ 400 I00 40 

0 100 200 100 200 
T~e (ms)                                                      T~e (~) 

a. T~t No. I d. T~t No. 4 

~ 9 R~cfion ~r~. Re,five ~spM~m~t ~d To~ 

~ of ~o~don-Time Cu~ M~r~ M ~e Side 

~pact Tes~ 
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Vehicle compression test 

Figure 10 illustrates the results for the force-stroke 
curve in reinforced ~and non-reinforced cars tested in the 
quasi’static structural test facility. The stroke shown in this 
figure means the stroke length of the test facility, including 60 
both caused by deformation of the vehicle and by the 
loading device. The reaction force abruptly dropped around 
a stroke of 380mm in the reinforced car. This is because 
the B pillar in the non-compressed side, which was 
connected to the other B-pillar by a reinforcement member, 
was torn from its mounting point on the side sill to outside ~ 20 
of the vehicle when the stroke was about 380mm. The 
same phenomena happened during the side impact test for 
the reinforced car. 

0 
0 100 200 

i60 
Time (ms) 

a. Test No. 1 

120          Reinforced ear 

60 

o 
200 400 600 20 

Stroke (mm) 

Hgure 10 Reaction Force-Stroke Curve Measured in the                       0 

0              I00              200 
Quasi-Static Test Time (ms) 

b. Test No. 2 

Calculated estimate of various forms of distributed 
energy consumption during side impact 

Employing the total energy of deformation 
calculated in Figure 9 and the kinetic energy calculated for 
both the MDB and impacted vehicle using the integrated 60 
values from the MDB’s longitudinal acceleration and lateral 
acceleration of the impacted vehicle, time history changes 
in energy distribution and consumption in various forms 
during impact were calculated as shown in Figure 11. 
Approximately 40 - 45% of the energy of the striking car 
was consumed by total energy of deformation, however, a ~ 20 
further analysis of error factors is required. By calculating 
the energy consumed by friction between the tires and the 
road using a measured value of friction coefficient, it was 

0 
found that energy consumption corresponds almost exactly 0 10d 200 
with total energy reduction. Time (ms) 

c. Test No. 3 
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¯ 
30 Energy-force curve of 

Energy-s~’oke curve of 
test car and loading device te~. car and loading devic~ 

!Total energy of deformation 
~ lO ’ lo~ding device 

~7: ~ l~o~dingdevice 

20 Kinetic energy of impacted car 
0 /~~’ ~’~-’ " ’ 

O 40 B 80 120 160 200 . 
, Force 

¯ 0 ’ ’ ’ 
0. 106 200 0 100 800 300 400     500 

L~ A 
Time (ms)                                     ,                     ~                Stroke (ram) 

d. Te~t No. 4 

Figure 11 Total Energy Consumption during Side Impact Tests Figure t3 Comparison of Energy - Stroke and Reaction Force 

Curves between Test Car and Loading Device as Measured in 
Separate estimation of energy absorbed due to body the Quasi-Static Structural Test 

¯ deformation 
(w/ reinforced car) 

Figures 12 and 13 show the calculated results of the 
vehicle compression test on non-reinforced and reinforced The ratio of energy absorbed by body deformation 
cars, respectively, including the relationships between and deformation of the loading device in the impact test 
deformation energy and reaction force and deformation was calculated assuming that it is almost equal to that of the 
energy and deformation. Information is for both loading vehicle compression test in cases that indicated a 

¯       device alone and for deformation of vehicle and loading     deformation amount equal to the relative displacement from 
device. As shown in Figure 10, in the vehicle compression the impact test. For example, in the case of energy 
test, an increase in reaction force against deformation absorbed when the deformation is the largest in the impact 
significantly decreased by more than 80kN on the non- test for the non-reinforced car, the reaction force in the 
reinforced car and approximately 100kN on the reinforced body compression test corresponding to the largest relative 
car. On the other hand, the reaction force for the loading displacement of the impacted car and the MDBin the 

¯ device increased to the maximum loading pressure in the impact test (A, in Figure 12) is indicated by B in Figure 12. 
structural test facility (as shown in Figure 4). Therefore, The ratio of energy absorbed by the deformation of the 
when the reaction force was approximately 80kN on the vehicle and total energy of deformation(C/D in Figure 12) 
non-reinforeed car and over 100kN on the reinforced car, is approximately 87%. With the same method, the ratio 
there was no further deformation of the loading device and is estimated to be 77% on the reinforced car (in Figure 13). 
the body alone deformed to absorb the energy. Since the 
reaction forces working on the body and the loading device 

¯ are equal in the vehicle compression test, the ratio of energy CONCLUSION 
absorbed by the body alone and that by the deformation of 
the loading device can be calculated using El/E2, as shown Characteristics of dynamic behavior are difficult to 
in Figure 12. measure using an accelerometer, however, deformation 

30 velocity and amount of deformation in an exterior panel can 
~ergy:_.~7,..k~.cUrve or be successfully obtained using the laser displacement meter. 

¯ 
Energy-forcu curve of test ear and loading device 

test car and loading device 

~20 ~ -- ~er~-fo~ecur~e -It was confirmed that by reinforcing the side of an 
ding device automobile, the deformed depth and inlrusion velocity were 

~ reduced. 

~ 
- 

¯ 
Energy stroke curve of ¯ 10 

. - Time history changes in energy amount distributed and ~ ~ consumed by body deformation and movement were 
¯ roughly calculated from data obtainod in side impact tests, 

0 
~ ~ 

’ ’ ’ It was estimated that 40 - 45% of the energy was consumed 
40 B 8( 120 160 200 

[, 
1~ 

Force (kN) by body deformation of the striking car and the impacted 

~_~ 100 200 A 300 400 500 
q Stroke (ram) Upon presuming energy absorbed due to body 

¯ Figure 12 Comparison of Energy - Stroke and Reaction Force deformation for both the reinforced and non-reinforced car, 
Curves between Test Car and Loading Device as Measured in it was found that the ratio of energy absorbed by a loading 

the Quasi-Static Structural Test device was higher on the reinforced car. 

(w/non-reinforced car) 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT 
Up to now more than 60 side impact full scale tests 

A review of more than 60 side impact full scale tests have been already performed at the FIAT SAFETY 

using the EUROSID-1 dummy, according to the CENTER. 

European Procedure (EEVC ERGA S/65 and the The data have been collected in a large data base 

following TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSP/R.48Rev.1 and with 48 relevant information for each test. Both 

Rev.2) is presented, biomechanics and dynamic/static structural data are 

An analysis of instrumentation and results is carried       stored to allow statistical analysis. 

out.                                                         The need to create such a large data base comes 

The test configuration (relating to the type of barrier, from the consideration that the side impact test 

the barrier height, the seat positioning and the test performed according to the European Procedure is a 

instrumentation) is presented. "difficult problem" that requires a strong and deep 

From the above mentioned tests, a data base has theorethical analysis and a carefully examination of all 

been created, the available data. 

After a description of the data base organization, The problem is difficult because: 

statistical analysis is carried out using the available data * deformable space is limited 

in order to f’md a correlation between biomechanics and * interaction between the dummy and the structure 

the most relevant structural data. happens in a short time 

Finally, data relating to the most ".Important "open" * direct interaction between the dummy and the side 

questions of the new procedure are presented and structure does not allow to dearly observe the 

discussed in details, relevant phenomena and to easily measure the 
relevant structural data. 

INTRODUCTION The instrumentation itself cannot be the standard 
one used in other types of crash tests because of the 

FIAT AUTO is performing side impact test different needs and the different type of data required. 

according to the original EEVC ERGA S/65 and the Because of these needs a dedicated instrumentation 

following TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSP/R.48/Rev.1 and has therefore been developed in order to measure 

Rev.2 (hereinafter called "the European Procedure"), acceleration, speed and displacement of the intruding 

with the EUROSID-1 dummy, from January 1991. wall. 

In the European Procedure a passenger car is 

impacted laterally by a MDB (movable deformable TEST CONFIGURATION 

barrier), travelling perpendicularly to the struck car. 
Impact speed is 50 Km/h. All the tests have been performed according to the 

The barrier is a trolley equipped with a deformable European Procedure (EEVC ERGA S/65 and the 

front face representing the crushable zone of an average following TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSP/R.48/Rev.1 and 

European passenger car. Rev.2). 

The total mass of thebarrier is 950 Kg. It’s however important to defme the precise test 

The European Procedure specifies EUROSID-1 as configuration adopted, expecially regarding the following 

the dummy to be used. items, still under discussion. 

EUROSID-1, the production version of the 
European Side Impact Dummy and successor of the Seat Positioning 

production prototype EUROSID, was released in April 

1990. The longitudinal adjustment device has been 
The biofidelity, repeatability and reproducibility of positioned nearest to midway between the foremost and 

the dummy have been assessed in several research rearmost position of normal use (extra-strokes 

programmes performing sled, drop and impactor tests excluded). 

(see [1], [2], [3]). 
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¯ Height adjustment has been positioned like the - the rib deflection velocity at time t, V(t) is calculated 

corresponding f~xed seat if fixed seat is available, from the filtered deflection as : 

otherwise in the middle position. 
8"[D(t + 1)-D(t-1)]- [D(t + 2)-D(t-2)] 

Barrier Type (2) V(t) ...................................................... 
12dt 

¯ In the performed tests different types of deformable 

faces, like foam barriers (Fritzmeier and Kenmont) and where D(t) is the deflection at time t in meters and dt is 

aluminium honeycomb faces (UTAC)have been used. the time" interval in seconds between two followings 

It’s well known (see references [4], [5], [6]) that no measurements of deflection (1"10-4 sec with 10 KHz 

one of these barrier faces meets perfectly the required data acquisition) 

¯ 
corridors even if the UTAC barrier type is. closer to the - Viscous Criterion is therefore defined as: 

goal. 
Furthermore the different design of barriers lead to (3) [V’C](t) -- V(t)’C(t) 

dramatic differences in deformation pattern of the 
impacted car and, as a consequence, in biomechanics. 

This aspect will be discussed in details in the present TEST INSTRUMENTATION 

¯ paper. 
Each side impact test performed at the FIAT 

Barrier Height SAFETY CENTER along the European Procedure 
requires at least 45 instrumentation channels divided in 

As specified in the European Procedure, the barrier the following way: 

have been always positioned with a ground clearance of - 21 structural car data 

¯ 300 ram. - 4 structural barrier data 

Using the present data is therefore impossible to -20 biomechanical dummy data 

derive information regarding the general behaviour of A detailed description of the instrumentation is 

cars in side impact when the barrier is positioned at 260 therefore needed. 

mm from the ground, as recently proposed. 
Structural data 

¯        Dummy 
Impacted side : 4 transversal specially developed 

All the tests have been performed with the same measuring devices (hereinafter called "tubes") are 

EUROSID-1 dummy, in the driver position, located into the car to measure, on the impacted side, 

No rear dummy has been installed, the absolute accelerations, velocities and displacements 

The dummy has been completely calibrated and in 4 points. 

certified every 5 tests and partially calibrated every time The usual positions of the 4 measuring tubes are: 

the performance criteria have been exceded. ¯ Tube i : in front of the dummy thorax, nearest to the 
medium rib 

Instrumentation and performance criteria calculation ¯ Tube 2 : rear the dummy thorax, nearest to the 
medium rib 

¯ The instrumentation and the performance criteria ¯ Tube 3 : rear the dummy pelvis, nearest the dummy 

are defined along the European Procedure (EEVC R point 

ERGA S/65 and the following ¯ Tube 4 : in front of the rear dummy thorax, nearest 

TRANS!SC1/WP29/GRSP/R.48 Rev.1 and Rev.2). the medium rib (rear dummy not installed) 

The VC calculation is in accordance with the 
ISO/TC22/SC12/WG3 algoritm. The transversal coaxial telescopical tubes have been 

Q As shown recently [7], different computational specially designed and manufactured at the FIAT 

algorithms can lead to different results. SAFETY CENTER in order to be used in side impact 

The Viscous Criterion VC is therefore calculated as tests. 

follows: The goal is to collect valid data throughout the whole 

- the rib deflection is f’dtered once in Class 180 impact event. 

- the compression at time t, C(t) is defined as : Every tube consists essentially of 2 coaxial 
Q telescopical square tubes with a very low friction (PTFE 

(1) C(t) = D(t)/0.14 sliding guidance surfaces) and a very low mass (the 
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tubes are manufactured in aluminium) with spherical THE DATA BASE 
hinges at the right and left extremities. The hinges are 

connected with the structure. After this short presentation of the test set-up and 
A sample is shown in Figure 1. test instrumentation it is possible to describe the data 
Accelerometers are located at the hinges of the base structure and organization as follow: 

tubular elements. Columns 1 to 6 identify test number, car type, car 
A potentiometer is used in order to measure the version, number of doors, possible modification of the 

relative movement between the two coaxial elements, basic design and notes. 
The design was defined in order to allow a free Column 7 is the test weight. 

transversal movement and to keep the motion of the Column 8 is the impact speed. 
accelerometers as much linear as possible, to prevent Column 9 is the type of deformable barrier used in 
data spoiling from rotations, the test (Fritzmeier, Kenmont, UTAC). 

A second important need was to carry out a device Column 10 is the test compliance (YES/NO). 
unable to influence the results of the test. Column 11 is the head HIC. 

The choice of lightweight aluminium square tubes Columns 12 to 16 identify structural data (measured 
allowed to create a breakable element able, in case of from tubes 1 and 2) which allow to define the door 
problems (bending of the element, blocking of the motion in the thorax area. 
telescopical motion, unforeseen interaction with the Columns 17 to 31 identify the thorax biomechanics 
dummy and so on), to break without influencing the test (ribs accelerations, displacements and VC). 
results and to be easily replaced. Columns 32 to 34 identify structural data (measured 

Non Impacted side : in addition to the 4 tube from tube 3) which allow to define the door motion in 
mounted accelerometers, 5 structure accelerometers are the pelvis area. 
located on the non impacted side; 3 in the car Columns 35 to 38 identify the pelvis biomechanics 
compartment, 1 on the front and 1 on the rear axle, to (pelvis acceleration and pubic force). 
detect the motion of the car during the interaction with Columns 39 and 40 identify the abdomen 
the barrier, biomechanics. 

Seat mounted accelerometers : these accelerometers Column 41 is the maximtm final static intrusion at an 
are positioned on the driver seat, left and right side, to height of 425 mm from the ground (about R point level 
detect seat motion and deformation, and central point of the lower blocks of the barrier). 

Door to dummy interaction : two electrical devices Column 42 is the maximun final static intrusion at an 
detect the time of contact between the dummy ribcage height of 800 mm from the ground (upper edge of the 
and pelvis and the door. barrier and about medium rib level). 

Static measurements : for each test a complete set of Columns 43 to 46 identify maximum dynamic 
measurements of internal and external static final intrusions measured by the 4 tubes. 
deformation isrecorded. Column 47 is the maximum mean transversal 

acceleration of the non impacted side. 
Structural barrier data Column 48 is an estimate of the energy absorption of 

the side structure of the car before the door to dummy 
4 accelerometers are mounted on the moving barrier interaction (CD). 

to detect the relative motion between the car and the The CD value has been defined as follow. 
trolley. Using the Kinetic Energy and Momentum Equations 

it is possible, for an ideal impact, with no friction, to 
Biomechanical dummy data define the following simple correlations: 

The EUROSID-1 dummy is used and instrumented (4) 1/2 MBVB2 = 1/2(MB + Mv)Vf-m2 + Ldef 
as follows: 

Head : triaxial accelerometer (5) MBVB = (MB + Mv)Vfin 
U~oer spine : triaxial accelerometer 
Ribcage : 3 uniaxial accelerometers plus 3 where: 

potentiometers to detect rib deflection (from rib MB = barrier mass 
deflection VC is calculated as previously shown) MV = impacted vehicle mass 

Lower spine : uniaxial accelerometer VB = initial barrier velocity 
Abdomen : 3 load cells Vim = final barrier and car velocity 
Pelvis : triaxial accelerometer plus i load cell Ldef = ideal deformation energy 
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Using equations (4) and (5) it is therefore easy to The data are presented in Table 1, showing platform 

define the final ideal deformation energy: by platform, the number of performed tests and the 
number and percentage of compliance tests. 

(6) Ldef = 1/2 ((MBMv)/(MB+Mv)) VB2 

and therefore: Test number Compliance Compliance 

test number test % 

(7) CD = Ldef(tl)/Ldef 
Platform A 5 2 40 % 

Platform B 11 5 45.5 % 

where Platform C 21 4 19 % 

tl = time of dummy to door interaction Platform D 7 3 42.8 % 

and Ldef(tl) is calculated from car and barrier kinetic Platform E 9 1 11.1% 

energy at time tl. Others 8 3 37.5 % 

TOTAL 61 18 29.5 % 

CD is the ratio between the actual deformation 
energy at the time of the dummy to door interaction and Table 1 
the ideal deformation energy. 

This value gives a good indication of the stiffness of Average biomechanical responses : detailed results 
the car effective in order to limit the energy still to be are presented in the Annex 1. 
absorbed when the dummy is impacted by the intruding For each parameter, the minimum and maximum 
side of the car. value and the average value are presented. 

Annex 1 shows that generally dummy head HPC is 

DATA ANALYSIS not a problem to deal with. 
In the data set only one time the 1000 limit has been 

The presented data base structure allows to easily exceded and a low average value of 315 is shown. 
analize the big amount of information collected in the As long as thorax is concerned, the values in Annex 1 
performed tests and to establish statistical correlations show that rib deflection (expecially upper rib deflection) 
between biomechannics and the most relevant structural and rib VC (expecially upper rib VC) are as an average 
data [8]. quite high. 

Some examples, to show the potentiality of the Average upper rib deflection is, in fact, 38.8 mm 
approach will be presented. (92% of the prescribed limit) and average upper rib VC 

This paper will than focus on the remaining open is 1.11 m/sec (111% of the prescribed limit). 
problems of the European Procedure, still under It looks quite interesting to underline the differences 
discussion, in average values between the three ribs. 

A part of available data will be therefore analized in In fact, normally, the upper is the most critical one, 
details to show which are the possible influences on test the middle the intermediate one and the lower the less 
results of some important aspects of the test procedure critical one. 
still to be clearly defined. As long as abdomen is concerned, the average value 

of 2.3 KN is about 92% of the prescribed limit. 
Some examples of analysis By experience, this criterion is a very critical one; the 

prescribed limit has been exceded 17 times over 61 tests, 
Test compiance : it looks interesting to quantify the with a percentage of 28%. 

percentage of successful compliance tests among the As far as pelvis is concerned, the 6 KN Pubic 
total number of performed tests. Symphysis Force limit has been exceded only once, with 

This figure is not a pure "statistical curiosity" but a prototype car fitted with a very stiff (not in production) 
gives an important estimation of the possibility to fulfdl prototype door armrest. 
the test in the described test configuration, taking into The average force value is 3.4 KN, 57% of the 
account that the majority of the tested cars (old models) prescribed limit. 
were not expecially developed in order to pass the 
standard. Pelvis acceleration VS Pubic Symphysis Force : as 

Considering 61 tests, a total of 18 are succesfull stated in the European Procedure, the defined 
compliance tests, with a percentage of 29.5%. biomechanical criterion for pelvis is Pubic Symphysis 

In order to better analize the real feasibility of the Force (PSF). The EUROSID-1 dummy is instrumented 
test, it’s worthwhile to divide the tests by platform. 
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both with a load cell at the pubic symphysis location and seems to be a good indicator of rib deflection 
with a pelvis triaxial accelerometer, performance, better than door to dummy contact speed. 

It’s therefore possible to establish a correlation Table A6 and Table A7 show correlations between 
between pelvis transversal acceleration and PSF. middle rib VC and tube 1 max speed during the whole 

The data set is shown in Table A1. door to dummy contact phase and middle rib VC and 
It looks quite evident the highly linearity of the tube 1 speed at door to dummy rib contact time. 

correlation between the two data sets. The two data set show a good correlation but less 
The actual interpolation curve can be therefore evident than the previous Table A4 and Table A5. 

defined as follow: The less correlation is explicated by the different 
geometry and stiffness of door internal panels. A further 

(8) PSF = 0.0362- P.Acc. + 0.3153 analysis based on different door tipology is therefore 
needed. 

or, more simply: To end with, Table A8 and Table A9 show 
correlation between Pubic Symphysis Force and tube 3 

(9) PSF = 0.0396- P~a, cc max speed during the whole door to dummy contact 
phase and Pubic Symphysis Force and tube 3 speed at 

where: door to dummy rib contact time. 
PSF = Pubic Symphysis Force [KN] As for Tables A4 and A5, the shown correlation 
P~kcc. = Pelvis transversal acceleration [g] seems quite good. 

More precisely, PSF shows to be highly correlated 
The main application of the above mentioned with the door speed at R point level, expecially with the 

correlation has been, at the present stage, the analysis of door maximum speed. 
crash events simulations with dummy models unable to Table A8 and A9 show the anomalous value of PSF 
predict PSF. due to a very stiff, not in production, prototype door 

Structural data - biomeehanies correlation : a few armrest. 
simple examples are shown in tables A2 to A9. 

Table A2 and Table A3 show the correlation This analysis seems promising for a more detailed 
between middle rib deflection and door waistline final understanding of the interaction between the structure 
static intrusion and correlation between PSF and lower and the occupant. 
door final static intrusion. More in details the data analysis allows a greater 

As Table A2 is concerned, even if a tendency of understanding of the structural car parameters to work 
higher rib deflection with higher door deformations can on to deal with such a complex and severe test. 
be shown, no dear correlation can be seen and no useful The present approach has been, up to now, mainly 
information can be derived, used as a support to FEM calculation to predict the 

As Table A3 is concerned, regarding PSF and lower effects of structural improvements. 
door intrusion correlation, no clear correlation can. be 
seen and no useful information can therefore be derived. OPEN PROBLEMS 

Table A4 and Table A5 show correlations between 
middle rib deflection and tube 1 max speed during the The new European Side Impact Procedure still has 
whole door to dummy contact phase and middle rib some very important open problems, which heavily 
deflection and tube 1 speed at door to dummy rib influence the test results. 
contact time. The most important open problems are: 

The two data set show much better correlation than ¯ Barrier face type 
the previous ones. ¯ Barrier height (300 mm/260 ram) 

More in details Table 4 shows a good correlation ¯ Dummy positioning (seat longitudinal adjustment) 
between rib deflection and the maximum door speed The barrier face type problem will be discussed 
during the door to dummy contact phase, further in detail. 

Table A5 shows the same tendency but with a lower Few comments are needed regarding barrier height 
degree of correlation between the two data sets (rib and dummy positioning. 
deflection and tube 1 speed at door to dummy rib These two aspects are not covered by the present 
contact time), experimental data base. 

In other words door max speed at the waistline 
during the interaction between the dummy and the door 
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Barrier height Later on, UTAC aluminium honeycomb barrier has 
been adopted as the reference one. 

It is possible to predict that the barrier lowering from These two types of barriers are reported in Figures 2 
300 mm to 260 mm from the ground level, will lead to and 3. 

different test results, with limited intrusions at the waist It’s worth to note that the last version of the 

¯ line and generally lower intrusion velocities due to the European Rule specifies the use of aluminium 
interaction of the barrier face with the car sill. honeycomb barriers. 

Possibly thorax biomechanical data will be reduced It’s well known that all the above mentioned barriers 
in comparison with the old proposal, do not fulfill the specified corridors, def’med by force- 

The responce of the dummy abdomen, a. very critical deflection characteristics even if the UTAC barrier is 
biomechanical segment, as shown in Annex 1, is not closer to the target. 

¯ foreseen. New versions of foam barriers have been announced, 
The responce of the dummy pelvis (generally not claiming to fulfill the required corridors. 

critical in the European Procedure, as shown :in the data It is not dear, even if these new versions of the foam 
base) is not foreseen, barriers do fulfill the specified corridors, if they can be 

It is worth to remember that in all the tests used in order to run the test in its last version (only 
considered in the present paper the pelvis force honeycomb barriersshouldbe allowed). 
performance of 6 KN has been exceeded only once, with          A recent different version of the UTAC honeycomb 

a prototype car fitted with a very stiff (not in production) barrier is also on the market with important design 
prototype door armrest, differences from the previous one (see Figure 4). 

In all the tests with standard cars and standard door It’s important to remember that the force-deflection 
panels, the biggest value ever measured has been 4.9 characteristic of each block is checked performing a 

¯ KN, well below the rule limit, fixed rigid 0° barrier full frontal crash test at 35 + 2 -2 
Km,/h of the whole barrier assembly. 

Dummy positioning (seat longitudinaladjustment) This test calibration immediately rises the two 

following important points: 
It’s very difficult if not impossible to state the ¯ Impact speed 

influence of the different dummy positioning within the ¯ Impact test configuration 
!ll car. Impact speed : as long as impact speed is concerned, 

The general impression is that different longitudinal it’s dear that the validation test is conducted at a 
(and vertical) positioning of the dummy could lead to different speed with respect to the car crash test. 
very different biomechanical results. Depending from the car side stiffness and from the 

Furthermore it is not possible to define, without car weight, in fact, the relative speed of 35 Km/h 
reasonable doubt, "the worst case", between car and barrier is reached 20-25 msec after the 

¯ This will surely lead to the need of multiple tests for initial contact, at the time of interaction between the 
each vehicle in the development phase and to a big dtnnmy and the car. 
increase of development costs and times. At this time the structural behaviour has already 

It’s therefore needed the precise, tmivocal definition determined the type of interaction of the door with the 
of the dummy positioning, dummy and therefore the biomechanical data have been 

It’s clear that the midway position will surely cover, already strongly influenced. 
¯ by def’mition, the majority of real life accidents, as stated The 35 Km!h certification test ignores the speed 

in all the frontal crash tests procedures, variations of the barrier material characteristics from 50 
It must be kept in mind in any case that the present to 35 Km/h. 

dummy is a 50% and cannot be positioned arbitrarily It’s indeed well known the strong speed dependency 
without reproducing very unrealistic situations, of the mechanic characteristics, expecially for foams 

¯ and other plastic materials. 
Barrier face type lmnact test confiauration : the O* full frontal crash 

calibration test is not representative of a side impact 
As for the previous point a more precise definition of barrier deformation, 

the test configuration is required within the rule. Instead of a pure compression test, a side impact test 

At the beginning of the FIAT testing experience produces very strong shear stresses on the barrier face 

¯ according to the European Procedure, both Keumont due to the presence of different stiffness areas on the 
and Fritzmeier foam barriers were adopted, side of the car. 
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The stiffest members which lead to strong shear 
deformations, expecially at the barrier edges, are front CAR A- Biomechanical results with 
and central pillars, the rear wheel arch, the sill and, if UTAC barrier (foam barrier = 100%) 
present, the door beam. 

The certification test does not reproduce any shear 150 
deformation on the barrier and therefore can judge as 

equivalent two completely different barrier designs, with 
100 

completely different deformation patterns on the 
impacted car (and on the barrier itself).                        50 

To better explain the influence of barrier design on 
the biomechanics and on car structure deformations 

0 
,- ¢~ eo ~- m ~ t,. ¢o o~ o ,- 

three examples of identical cars tested both with "" "" 

Fritzmeier foam barriers and with UTAC honeycomb Biomechanical parameters 

barriers are presented and discussed in the following. 

The comparison tests have been performed on a 5 
Table 2 

doors B platform car (car A), on a coup6 H platform car 

(car B) and on a 3 door C platform car (car C). 
Car B : The results, normalized to 100% for the 

Car A : The results, normalized to 100% for the 
Fritzmeier test, are shown in Table 3. 

Fritzmeier test, are shown in Table 2. 
Parameters 1 to 3 are upper, middle and lower rib 

Parameters 1 to 3 are upper, middle and lower rib acceleration. 

acceleration. 
Parameters 4 to 6 are upper, middle and lower rib 

Parameters 4 to 6 are upper, middle and lower rib       deflection. 
deflection.                                                 Parameters 7 to 9 are upper, middle and lower rib 

Parameters 7 to 9 are upper, middle and lower rib       VC. 
VC.                                                      Parameter 10 is abdominal total force and parameter 

Parameter 10 is abdominal total force and parameter       11 is PSF. 

11 is PSF.                                                    It can be seen that the UTAC barrier reduces 
It can be seen that the UTAC barrier reduces of average rib deflections of more than 55% compared to 

about 25% the average rib deflection compared to the 
the Fritzmeier foam barrier, average rib VC of 70%, 

Fritzmeier barrier, of about 40% the average rib VC, while increases of 87% the abdomen force and of ~lmost 

while increases of about 40% the pubic simphysis force 30% the pubic simphysis force. 

and of about 25% the abdominal force. 
The head HIC (not in the table) is increased by 10%. 

The head HIC (not in the table) is increased by The rib accelerations are reduced by a mean of 4%. 

130%. 
Just as in car A, it looks very interesting to see that 

The rib accelerations are also reduced by 15%. every biomechanical signal is posponed in time of about 

It is very interesting to note that every biomechanical 5 msec in the test performed with the alumininm 

signal is posponed in time of about 5 msec in the test 
honeycomb barrier. 

performed with the aluminium honeycomb barrier. 
Evidently there is a considerably more deformation 

Evidently there is a considerably more deformation into the barrier than into the car, in the very first phase 

into the barrier than into the car, in the very first phase of the crash event. 

of the crash event. 
The value of the CD rises from 58% to 71%, with an 

The value of the CD rises from 54% to 62 %, with an 
increase of 22% using the UTAC barrier. 

increase of 15% using the UTAC barrier. The static final deformation of the car changes very 

It’s interesting to note that the total static final much; the maximum deformation at a level of 425 mm 

deformation of the car does not change very much, and from the ground is increased of 25%, while the 

that the maximum deformation at a level of 425 mm 
maximum deformation at a level of 800 mm from the 

from the ground is increased of 6%, while the maximum ground is not changed using the UTAC barrier. 

deformation at a level of 800 mm from the ground is The car, a coup6 with a long door, has the door rear 

reduced of about 5% using the UTAC barrier, edge which is in coincidence with the end of the central 

The deformed shape and the type of structural block of thebarrier (the stiffest one). 

behaviour is very similar from test to test. This leads to a strange and unrealistic deformation 
pattern when using the UTAC honeycomb barrier, 
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¯ whose blocks are separated and totally indipendent from It can be seen that the UTAC barrier reduces 

one another, average rib deflections of almost 70% compared to the 

The motion of the door is uncoupled with the B Fritzmeier foam barrier, average rib VC of 80%, while 

pillar motion. The lower central block of the barrier increases of 84% the abdomen force and of 30% the 

pushes the rearedge of the door into the car pubic simphysisforce. 

¯ compartment, overlapping the door sill. The head HIC (not in the table) is reduced by 45%. 

The rear lower block, instead, crushes completely The rib accelerations are reduced by an average 

onto the stiff lower joint of the B pillar, where there is value of 25%. 

little car deformation. Again, it is very interesting to see that the rib 

The final deformation both of the car and of the biomechanical accelerations are posponed in time of 

barrier is quite unrealistic, as shown in Figure 5 and about 10 msec in the test performed with the aluminium 

¯ Figure 6, with a deep discontinuity between the central honeycomb barrier, while the timing of pelvis and 

and rear blocks, mzinly for the lower ones, but also for abdomen events are almost unchanged. 

the upper Ones due to great shear forces. This shows a different intrusion profile of the door 

This is due to the complete separation of the 6 blocks due to the different barrier, a different physical 

from one another. It’s therefore important to underline behavionr and a totally different test result. 

that if the 6 blocks would not be separated, probably the Tthe value of the CD rises from 54% to 60%, with an 

¯ certification force-deformation curves in the 0° 35 Km/h increase of 11% using the UTAC barrier. 

barrier test, would have been not very different~ from the The static final deformation of the car changes very 

actual ones. much; the maximum deformation at a level of 425 mm 

In other words it is not enough to specify the use of from the ground is unchanged, while the mzxlmum 

aluminium honeycomb deformable front faces to dearly deformation at a level of 800 mm from the ground is 

identify one precise type of barrier, reduced by 20% using the UTAC barrier. 
¯ A precise drawing specification is therefore needed, 

as in the US FMVSS 214. 
CAR C - Biomechauical results with 

CAR B - Biomechauical results with UTAC barrier (foam barrier = 100%) 

UTAC barrier (foam barrier = 100%) 

¯ 200 

150 100 

¯                @                    0 
Biomechanical parameters 

Biomechanical parameters 
Table 4 

Table 3 

It looks very interesting to notice that the shifting 

Car C : The results, normalized to 100% for the from foam to honeycomb barrier faces has determined, 

Fritzmeier test, are shown in Table 4. in the above mentioned examples, as test compliance is 

Parameters 1 to 3 are upper, middle and lower rib concerned, the following 3 totally different situations: 

¯ acceleration. = from compliance to still compliance 
Parameters 4 to 6 are upper, middle and lower rib ¯ from non compliance to compliance 

deflection. ¯ from compliance to uon compliance. 

Parameters 7 to 9 are upper, middle and lower rib 

VC. For the above mentioned reasons it’s clear that a 

Parameter 10 is abdominal total force and parameter drawing specification for the barrier face is strongly 

¯ 11 is PSF. needed. 
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This will be the only way to garantee the repeatability REFERENCES 
and reproducibility of tests and will allow to concentrate 

the work on cars instead of concentrating the attention [1] A.Roberts, M.C.Beusenberg, D.Cesari, K.Glaeser 
on barrier performances.- "The Biofidelity of the Production Version of the 

European Side Impact Dummy EUROSID-I" 
CONCLUSIONS Presented to 13th Int. Techn. Conference on 

Experimental Safety Vehicles, November 4-7, Paris, 
A review of more than 60 side impact Full Scale 1991 

Tests has been presented. 
A detailed analysis of test configuration, test [2]F.Bendjellal 
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¯ ANNEX 1 

BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES 

¯ 
EUROSID-1 dummy 

Driver position 
61 tests 

¯ HEAD PARAMETER MIN MAX Average 

HPC 67 1273 315 

THORAX PARAMETER MIN MAX Average 

¯ 
upper rib acceleration [g] 45 528 244 

middle rib acceleration [g] 39 530 247 

lower rib acceleration [g] 15 473 166 

upper rib deflection [mini 15 61.5 38.8 

¯ middle rib deflection [mm] 6.7 51.4 32.1 

lower rib deflection [ram] 1.2 53 27.6 

upper rib VC [m/sec] 0.1 3.53 1.11 

middle rib VC [m/sec] , 0.06 2.64 0.86 

¯ lower rib VC [m/sec] 0 2.44 0.7 

ABDOMEN PARAMETER MIN MAX Average 

Total Abdominal force [KN] 0.08 9.75 2.3 

PELVIS PARAMETER MIN MAX Average 

Lateral pelvis acceleration [g] 14.4 177.1 85.6 

Pubic Symphysis Force [KN] 0.73 7.4 3.4 
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¯ 

¯ 

Figure I : Measuring device for side impact 

Figure 2 : Foam barrier (Fritzmeier) 
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Figure 3 : Honeycomb aluminium barrier (UTAC) 

Figure 4 : New aluminium honeycomb barrier (UTAC). 
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¯ 
Figure 5 : CAR B : Deformation pattern of car and barrier 

Figure 6 : CAR B : Deformation pattern of car and barrier 
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TABLE A1 

Pubic Symphysis Force - Pelvis Lateral acceleration 
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TABLE A2                           ¯ 

Middle rib deflection - Door waistline intrusion 

60                                                                    . 

0 50 100     150     200     250     300     350     400     450     500 
. 

Intrusion at level 800 mm [mm] 
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¯                           TABLE A3 

Pubic Symphysis Force - Lower door intrusion 

¯ 8 
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¯ o 5 
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¯ 
TABLE A4 

Middle ribdeflection ~Tube i max speed 
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¯ TABLE A5 

Middle rib deflection - Tube I contact speed 
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TABLE A6 ¯ 

Middle rib VC - Tube I max speed 
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¯ 
TABLE A7 

Middle rib VC - Tube I contact speed 
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TABLE A8                           ¯ 

Pubic Symphysis Force- Tube 3 max speed 
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TABLE A9 

Pubic Symphysis Force - Tube 3 contact speed 
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Five Years Experience of Using EUROSID-1 
in Sled and Car Tests 
M.C. Beusenberg, E.G. Janssen, J.J.H. Schreuder 

TNO Crash-Safety Research Centre 

The Netherlands 

94-$6-O-09 

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

EUROSID-1, the production version of the European An anthropomorphic test device or crash dummy, has to 
Side Impact Dummy, wag specified in May 1989. Since comply with many guidelines before it can be used as ap- 
then about five years have passed and thousands of tests proval or research tool. For side impact dummies, quantita- 
with this dummy have been conducted. The biofidelity, and tive guidelines have been developed for biofidelity, re- 
in some cases the repeatability, reproducibility and durabil- peatability, reproducibility, measurement capability and 
ity of this dummy have been assessed in several research certification. Sensitivity, handling and durability are more 
programmes comprising numerous sled, drop and impactor qualitative characteristics of dummies, but also highly de- 
tests. Also quite a large number of full-scale tests with termine whether a dummy is suitable for car safety evalua- 
EUROSID- 1 have been conducted, tion [ 1 ]*. 

The main objective of this paper is to show the EUROSID-1, the production version of the European 
EUROSID-1 responses in full-scale side impact tests with Side Impact Dummy and successor of the production proto- 
passenger cars. From these responses, an impression is type EUROSID, was specified in May 1989. Since then, 
given as to what can be expected from EUROSID-1 under about 5 years have passed and thousands of tests with this 
these test conditions. A large database is set up for this pur- dummy have been conducted. The biofidelity, and in some 
pose and a first analysis was presented at the 13th ESV cases the repeatability and reproducibility of this dummy, 
Conference. This paper provides a follow-up of this work have been assessed in several research programmes com- 
and specific attention is given to dummy responses in rela- prising numerous sled, drop and impactor tests [2,3,4]. Dur- 
tion to the protection criteria in the (proposed) European ing this period, also quite a large number of full scale tests 
test procedure. The influence of car test weight and number (FSTs) with EUROSID-1 have been conducted. Objectives 
of doors on the dummy responses is analyzed. Also in- of these FTSs vary: determining the status of and 
cluded are experiences of using EUROSID-1 with respect improving current passenger cars to proposed regulations, 
to repeatability, reproducibility, and sensitivity. 

* Numbers between brackets designate the references at 
the end of this paper, 
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comparison of side impact dummies between each other force and tri-axial acceleration). In total, the EUROSID-1 

and comparison of EUROSID-1 with cadaver responses, comprises 20 channels [5,6]. 

The objective of this paper is to show EUROSID-1 re- 
sponses in a number of full scale side impact tests with pas- 
senger cars. From these responses an impression is given of 

¯ 
both what can be expected from EUROSID-1 under these 

rm~.v 

test conditions and from (part of) the current fleet of pas- 
ACC~O~mTr:a 

senger cars. ¯ TaO~X~,m 

Results of FSTs are gathered in a database set up by the DEFLECTION 
(RIBS 1, 2 AND 3) 

TNO Crash-Safety Research Centre. Dummy responses ~p~msPn, m 
presented in this paper mainly address the performance cri- t~ rao~x~m -- ACC~L~O~,~rS~ 

¯ 
teria in side impact regulations. Discussions will be held on 

ACC£LEROI~TEK 

the sensitivity of the dummy, the performance of current 
(~ms 1.2 ~,m 3) 

passenger cars and possible effects resulting from side im- 
pact regulations. __ Low~ sPm-~ 

AC CELEg.0ME’I’~R 
This paper also addresses experiences with EUROSID- 1 ABDOlv~N -- 

with respect to repeatability and reproducibility. These LOAD TRANSDUCERS (3) 

¯ 
dummy characteristics are considered on the basis of a lit- 
erature review and an analysis of in-house tests with the 
dummy. These tests include certifications as well as sub- ~LVrS 

ACCELEROI~TER 
system tests. 

EUROSID-1 
PUBIC S YIvIPHYSIS 

¯ 
The design of a crash dummy is a reflection of various 

LO~_D ~.~a, rsDuc~ 

characteristics. During the development phase, performance 
requirements are considered on various topics like biofi- 
delity, handling, durability, measurement capability, etc.. 
Once a design has been established and accepted for 

¯ 
regulatory (approval) purposes, characteristics like repeat- 
ability, reproducibility and sensitivity become of great Figure 1. EUROSID-1 with instrumentation (convertible 
importance to both regulatory bodies as well as industry, for left hand side and right hand side impacts). 
Below, a short summary is given of the specifications of the 
EUROSID-1, followed by results of repeatability and Repeatability and Reproducibility 
reproducibility study. Sensitivity of EUROSID- 1, especial- 

¯ ly in full scale conditions, will be discussed further on in To be an effective industry and government standard, a 
this paper, crash dummy must demonstrate that it can give the same 

results in repeated tests. Where ’repeatability’ looks at the 
Specifications response of one dummy to repeated tests, ’reproducibility’ 

is the repeatability in response between two (or more) dum- 
EUROSID-1 is designed for the evaluation of vehicle mies of the same type. 

¯ 
occupant protection under lateral impact. The dummy rep- The TNO Crash-Safety Research Centre has conducted 
resents a 50th percentile male subject, weights 72 kg and a literature survey and an analysis of in-house tests with 
has no lower arms. The specifications of this dummy have EUROSID- 1 to asses the repeatability and reproducibility 
been developed by TRL (UK), INRETS (F), APR (F), of this dummy [7]. A good indication of these dummy 
BASt (D) and TNO (NL) in close co-operation with the characteristics can be obtained by calculating the coeffi- 
EEVC working group on the development of a side impact cient of variation (CV), which is the standard deviation di- 

¯ dummy (EEVC-WG9). EUROSID- 1 is produced by Ogle vided by the mean value of a series of tests. This total varia- 
Design Ltd. (UK) and the TNO Crash-Safety Research tion (CVtotal) includes the repeatability of the whole mea- 
Centre (NL). surement ’chain’, i.e. the dummy, the test set-up variation 

Figure 1 shows the EUROSID- 1 with location and type and the standard error in the data acquisition system: 
of instrumentation. Measurement capabilities are available 
for the head (tri-axial acceleration), thorax (tri-axial accel- (CVtotal)2 

= (CVdummy)2 + (CVtest set.up)2 ÷ (CVdataacq)2 
eration at upper spine level, lower spine lateral acceleration, 

¯ 3 x lateral rib deflection and 3 x lateral rib acceleration), 

abdomen (3 forces) and pelvis (lateral pubic symphysis 

¯ 
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In general, a coefficient of variation of a dummy sled tests (not published). As an example; the CV’s of ¯ 
response below 5% is considered to be good, while a EUROSID-1 in 37 km/h rigid wall sled tests varied be- 
CWdummy below 10% is considered acceptable [8,9,10]. tween 0.3% (max. rib deflection) and 5.8% (max. pelvis ac- 

celeration). 
ACEA [3] performed a series of ISO biofidelity tests TNO performed a series of impact tests on EUROSID-1 

using EUROSID-1. It was found that the CV in thorax im- using a real passenger car door and a modified version of 
pactor tests was in the order of 1 to 4% for 8 parameters this door. The impact speed of the repeated tests was 10 m/s ¯ 
(i.e. impact acceleration, upper and lower spine accelera- and the impact mass 27 kg. The door was rotated in a verti- 
tion, 3 rib deflections, TTI, V’C). In a few cases the au- cal plane (13 degrees) and tilted (8 degrees) towards the 
thors observed odd data for the rib accelerations, increasing ribs to simulate a real side-impact crash. From the 28 CV’s 
the CV above 5%. They thought that slight deviations in the calculated from these two test series, 17 were below 5% 
test set-up had caused these variations. The CV’s for the and 11 were between 5% and 10%. 
impactor acceleration, the pelvis acceleration and the pubic No large series of identical full-scale car tests with ¯ 
symphysis force in 7 m/s and 8 m/s pelvis impactor tests EUROSID-1 were available for this study. 
varied between 2.6% and 6.1%. 

The repeatability in sled tests was, according to the au- Most studies using EUROSID-I in repeated tests, 
thors [3], affected by variations in the test set-up (i.e. a not showed CV’s below 5% and sometimes between 5 and 
constant upright position of the dummy during the last 10%. Very rarely CV’s above 10% were reported. Note that 
phase of the sled deceleration). It was stated that it would all these CV’s (in the TNO study as well as those reported ¯ 
be difficult to separate between the repeatability of the test by others) are the result of the whole repeatability ’chain’, 
set-up and repeatability of the dummy. No individual CV’s as described above, and thus are the CVtotal’S of the test pro- 
are presented for the thorax. For the EUROSID-1 pelvis in grammes. It can thus be concluded that the repeatability of 
24 km/h rigid wall sled tests, the CV’s varied between 6.1% EUROSID-1 itself is good. 
(max. pubic symphysis force) and 13.9% (max. impact An important improvement with respect to reproducibil- 
force), and in 32 km/h padded wall sled tests between 1.4% ity was the change from single production to series produc- ¯ 
(max. lateral pelvis acceleration) and 6.8% (max. impact tion, when EUROSID-1 was introduced. The best way to 
force), evaluate the reproducibility of series of crash dummies is to 

A similar ISO biofidelity test programme was per- perform identical tests in one lab using rigid impactors, to 
formed by EEVC [2]. Drop tests, impactor tests and sled avoid disturbing influences. Analysis of the certification 
tests were conducted in 3 different labs using different results of 20 EUROSID-1 dummies by the TNO Crash- 
EUROSID-1 dummies. From the 27 presented CV’s, 18 Safety Research Centre, has shown that the reproducibility ¯ 
were below 5% and only 1 was above 10% (i.e. 10.1% in is quite good; 75% of the CVtotaI values were below 5%, 
shoulder impactor tests in 1 lab). While 25% of the CVtota1 values were between 5 and 10%. 

Kallieris et al. [11] performed a series of ISO biofidelity No values above 10% were found; the 24 CWtotal’S varied 
sled tests with EUROSID-1. The thoracic spine -, rib - and between 1.3% (i.e. maximum shoulder pendulum acceler- 
pelvis accelerations in the 24 km/h rigid wall sled tests ation) and 8.6% (i.e. maximum total abdomen force) [7]. 
showed CV’s between 0.9% and 2.7%, while the CV for ¯ 
the 3 maximum rib deflections was 0.5% to 1.7%. In the 32 EUROPEAN SIDE IMPACT PROCEDURE 
krn/h padded wall sled tests, these variations were 0.1% to 
4.8% and 1.6% to 2.8% respectively. The European side impact procedure was proposed by 

NHTSA performed comparison tests using SID, the EEVC to the United Nations’ group of experts on pas- 
BIOSID and EUROSID-1 [10]. No reproducibility sled sire safety (GRSP). Currently, the GRSP has approved this 
tests were done with EUROSID-1, since only one dummy proposed regulation, also known as ECE Regulation 48 . 
was available. Impactor tests with a velocity of 6.7 m/s (further referred to as ECE R.48). At higher level within the 
were performed on the thorax and pelvis of the three dum- United Nations, Working Party 29 has approved of ECE 
mies in order to check their performance. It was concluded R.48 as of March 1994, with some amendments. These 
that for the upper rib, lower spine and pelvis accelerations amendments include a transition period of 2 years for ap- 
in EUROSID-1, the coefficients of variation were below plying the Viscous Criterion (V*Cmax) and a lowering of 
3% and substantially lower than in the SID and BIOSID. the ground clearance of the movable deformable barrier ¯ 
The CV of the lower rib accelerations was (surprisingly) (MDB) to 260 mm. All tests included in the TNO database 
above 10% for all three dummies. It should be noted that are conducted prior to these amendments and thus include a 
the EUROSID- 1 results were obtained from tests on one barrier ground clearance of 300 mm. Before presenting the 
dummy performed at a single lab, while more dummies database, the test set-up and dynamic performance criteria 
and/or labs were involved in the SID and BIOSID testing, of ECE R.48 are given. 

EEVC also performed a comparison programme using ¯ 
SID and EUROSID-1 in full-scale side impact tests and 
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¯ ECE R.48 Test Set-Up Table 1 
Performance Criteria of ECE R.48 

The European side ’impact procedure includes a full 
scale test on a stationary vehicle laterally struck by a bar- Dummy Criterion Tolerance Notes 

rier. The deformable front of the barrier represents the 
Body Part Level 

crushable zone of an average European passenger car in- 
Head HPC 1000 
Thorax V*C 1.0 m/s applies to 3 ribs; transition 

¯ cluding its bumper. The centerline of the barrier is centered period of 2 years 

with the R-point of the vehicle (’impact point’), the barrier ~ 42 mm applies to 3 ribs 

travels at 50 km/h and strikes the car perpendicular to its 
Abdomen Fa 2.5 kN peak value of the sum of 3 

forces 
longitudinal axis. The test set-up is shown in Figure 2. Pelvis Fps 6.0 kN peak force 

¯ FULL SCALE SIDE IMPACT DATABASE 

The database contains 89 FSTs using EUROSID-1, 
conducted from January 1991 through February 1994, in 
both the European (ECE R.48) and American (FMVSS 
214) test procedure. The data are provided by the EEVC- 

¯ WG9 and the crash lab of the TNO Crash-Safety Research 

’ Midpoint 
R-point Centre. All tests included are MDB-type tests (ground 

clearance is 300 mm for tests according to ECE R.48 and 

11 inches for tests according to FMVSS 214) on passenger 
cars. All EUROSID-1 responses reported here are from 

ion of dummies seated at the struck side of the vehicle. Some 
¯ travel general characteristics of the database are contained in 

(50 km/h) Table 2. 
Similar to previous analyses [14], particular attention 

will be given to dummy responses related to performance 
criteria in tests according to ECE R.48. Main attention is 

given to differences between driver and passenger position, 
¯ vehicle weight and vehicle side structure (number of 

MDB doors). 

Table 2 
Figure 2. Principle of the ECE R.48 full scale test (bar- Characteristics of the Database 
tier striking a stationary vehicle). 

¯                                                                              Total Number of Tests               89 

¯ ECE R,48 tests 77 

ECE R.48 Dynamic Performance Criteria - normal passenger cars 72 

EUROSID- 1 in driver pos. 72 

The performance criteria for the dummy included in EUROSID-1 in pass. pos. 19 
ECE R.48, are summarized in Table 1. Performance criteria 2/3 door vehicles 13 

¯ are specified for the head. thorax, abdomen and pelvis. 4/5 door vehicles 59 
Compared to the production prototype, an important m~-12oo kg a2 

change in pelvis design of the EUROSID-1 concerns the 1200<m~1450kg 18 
material of the iliac wings. For EUROSID- 1 the iliac wings m > 1450 kg 22 
are made of plastic, while the production prototype special vehlcles 5 
EUROSID had aluminium iliac wings. The effect of this ¯ FMVSS 214 tests 12 

¯ design change resulted in a reduction of the tolerance for - normal passenger cars 9 
acceptable loads to the pelvis [12]. At the last meeting of EUROSID-1 in driverpos. 9 
EEVC-WG9 a consensus was reached to reduce the to]er- EUROSID- 1 in pass. pos.                        3 

ance level of the [ateral pubic symphysis load of 3 
EUROSID-1 to 6.0 kN, based on re-analysis of the original 

special vehicles 

cadaver tests performed by INRETS [13]. This is accepted 
Notes: 
¯ Of the 72.ECE R.48 tests with normal passenger cars, 42 were left hand 

¯ at GRSP and WP29 level and included in the latest version side and 30 right hand side impacts. 

of ECE R.48. 
¯ All dummy responses relate to the struck side. 
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PERFORMANCE OF EUROSID-1 IN CAR SIDE dominal force (Fa) and the pelvis pubic symphysis force 
IMPACTS ’(Fps). Details of the results can be found in Annex 1. 

Introduction ~ .. 250 

Detailed results are presented in tables included in the ~ o~ 200 
Annexa at the end of this paper. Each table in the Annexa ~ .~ 
contains the dummy part studied (head, thorax, abdomen 

~ _~ 150_    t_ ~ ~ b t andpelvis)’theparametersmeasured°rcalculatedf°rthese 

=~’~E o     t_ t. parts, the minimum, maximum, average and standard ., ~ 100 ---- .......................... 
deviation of a specific parameter, the number of tests 0~ ~ ! 
(No.T) from which the average and standard deviation have ~ ~ 50 

been calculated and the number of tests for which a specific >~ ~ ~ 
parameter fails the criterion (No.F). For all parameters the 0 I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I 
appropriate filter classes, have been used according to [15] HPCVC1 VC2 VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps 

and [16]. dummy response parameter 
In contrast to the earlier presentation of data from the Figure 4. EUROSID-] average responses +__ 1 standard 

TNO database [14], the results presented in the graphs deviation in ECER.48 tests." DRIVER results. 
throughout this paper are not given in terms of response 
ranges but are given as average plus/minus one standard The average responses of the thorax and abdomen of 
deviation; this because the most recent database contains EUROSID-1 in driver position (Figure 4) lie close to the 
substantially more tests than the one reported earlier. An tolerance limits; most of them are just below the tolerance. 
example of the graphical presentation of the results is given The average head and pelvis driver responses, however, lie 
in Figure 3. The average dummy response is expressed as well below their tolerance limits. The standard deviations 
percentage of the performance criterion. If a dummy shown are not an indication of EUROSID-1 repeatability 
response exceeds 100% it fails the particular requirement, but merely reflect differences between car performance. 

Figure 4 therefore indicates that for drivers in contemporary 
250 cars, ECE R.48 particularly aims at improving thorax and 

¯ ~- abdomen protection. Head protection is only minor 
._ 200 assessed in this full scale test procedure but an additional 
~ + 1 .S.D. (sub-system) test for head protection assessment is current- 
~ 150 ly under consideration by the EEVC (working group 13). 

~ 100 
Low pelvis responses with contemporary cars do reflect 

¯ the current state of protection: severe pelvis injuries are 

~ 50 1.$.D. hardly ever observed in real life side impacts or cadaver 

o~ tests [17]. 
0        I       I       I 

k          B          C                         250 
response parameter                  ~ "~ 

Figure 3. Example graph showing dummy responses as ~ ~ 200 
percentage of the performance criteria. ~. = 

¯ ~ ~ 150 
>,o Dummy responses from tests on special vehicles, such 

~ ~ as mini-vans, are excluded from the detailed analyses pres- 100 ........ 
ented throughout this paper. ~ t~ 

ECE R.48: All Cars: Driver vs Passenger Position 
~ ~- 

0 , I- , I" , I", 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show average EUROSID-1 re- HPCVC1 VC2 VC3 DI’ D2’ D3’ Fa’ Fps’ 

sponses in FSTs according to ECE R.48 with normal pas- dummy response parameter 
senger cars for driver and passenger position respectively. Figure 5. EUROSID-1 average responses +_ 1 standard 
The driver responses concern 72 tests; the passenger re, deviation in ECE R.48 tests." PASSENGER results. 
sponses concern 19 tests. Figure 4 and Figure 5 include 
head response (Head Protection Criterion, HPC), thorax The average responses of EUROSID-1 in passenger po- 
viscous response for all three ribs of the dummy (VC1, sition (Figure 5) in ECE R.48 tests, are substantially lower 
VC2, VC3), rib displacements (D1, D2, D3), the total ab- than those seen for drivers. Especially the thorax responses 

¯ 
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are low but also average head and abdomen responses drop        ~ .. 250 

if EUROSID-1 is moved from (front) driver to (rear) pas- 
senger position. In fact all EUROSID-1 responses in pas- ~ ~ 200 
senger position in ECE R.48 tests are below the tolerance, ~ ~ 
except in one test in which the total abdomen force just ex- 

,~_~ 150 

ceeds 3.0 kN (see Annex 1). The average pelvis response in E ,~ ......................... 

passenger position is similar to that in driver position (3.5~        ~ c~    100 ....... 

kN and 3.4 kN respectively). Note that the test procedure 
according to ECE R.48 does not require a EUROSID-1 in 
passenger position. 

The trends observed for EUROSID-1 in ECE R.48 in HPCVC1VC2 VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps 
driver and passenger position are quite ~imilar to the trends dummy response parameter 

¯ observed in the earlier analysis of FSTs [14]. The only re- 
markable difference is the higher relative response of the 

Figure 7. EUROSID-1 .average responses +- I standard 

pelvis, which is due to the change in tolerance limit from 
deviation in ECE R.48 tests: VEHICLE WEIGHT 

10.0 kN to 6.0 kN (both limits are set to 100%). 
BETWEEN 1200 KG AND 1450 KG. 

~ .,. 250 

¯ 
ECE R.48: Vehicle Weight Classes ~ =T= 

Only responses of EUROSID-I in driver position in ~ ~ 
200 

ECE R.48 tests are considered here for the analysis of vehi- _ 150 

average responses in vehicles having a test weight below E ~ ..... [_ ................... 

1200 kg (32 tests), between 1200 and 1450 kg (18 tests) ~E ~    100 
¯ and above 1450 kg (22 tests) respectively. 50 I" I- 

~ .- 250 ~ ~ 0 I I I I I I I I I 
~ T= HPCVC1VC2VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps 
,- e 200 dummy response parameter 
O O 

~ Figure 8. EUROSID-1 average responses +- 1 standard ¯ ~$ ~5o 

>" -~I t-t-~t ~ 

deviation in ECE R.48 ,ests: VEHICLE WEIGHTABOVE 

~~5 100. ...... 
L- ......... ~" ......... 

1450KG. 

~ ~ ECE R.48: Door Classes 
~’ ~, 50 

¯ ~ ~ 
0 I I    I I    I I    I l    I Differences in car side structures are obvious from the 

HPCVC1VC2 VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps number of doors. The 72 FSTs (ECE R.48) studied here, 

dummy response parameter include 13 tests with 213-door vehicles and 59 tests with 

Figure 6. EUROSID-I average responses +- 1 standard 
415-door vehicles. Average EUROSID-1 responses in 

deviation in ECE R.48 tests: VEHICLE WEIGHT BELOW 
driver position for these two ’door classes’ are shown in 

1200 KG. 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. 

As indicated before, head and pelvis responses are rela- 
In general, a higher number of doors will usually be as- 

tively low for all cars. Head contact hardly ever occurs in sociated with higher vehicle weight. The differences be- 

the ECE R.48 test procedure which explains the low head 
tween Figure 9 and Figure 10 compared to the differences 

responses. Pelvis contact may occur but seems to be minor between Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 are, however, more 

injuries. Annex 2 shows a decrease of average pubic sym- pronounced. Thus the construction of the side structure 

¯ physis force with increasing vehicle weight: from 4.0 kN to (particularly the B-pillar position) has more effect on the 

3.0 kN to 2.9 kN. Average abdomen response only slightly 
dummy responses than vehicle weight only. 

decreases with increasing vehicle weight: from 2.1 kN to 
2.0 kN to 1.9 kN. The thorax responses do not show a par- 

Though the differences in door classes are less clear 

ticular trend except that these are slightly higher at average compared to the earlier analyses [ 14], it is still obvious 

vehicle weight (1200 < m < 1450 kg). from Figure 9 and Figure 10 that 2/3-door vehicles show 

¯ higher average abdomen and pelvis response and lower 
thorax response compared to 4/5-door vehicles. Difference 
in thorax response is more obvious from V*Cmax (for all 3 
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ribs) than from rib deflections (see Annex 3). Again, all For 0 failures no car improvements are necessary ac-~ 
these observations relate to the driver position, cording to ECE R.48; this concerns 13 tests included in the 

database. Minor car improvements are necessary if 1 or 2 
~ .~ 250 failures are observed; this concerns 19 tests. More effort is 
~~ = needed to improve side impact protection for cars showing 
= ~ 200 o 3 to 5 failures, especially if these failures concentrate at one 
~ ,~ level of the dummy (e.g. the thorax); 3 to 5 failures are ~ ~ 15o 
>, o found for 20 FSTs. Considerable improvements are needed 
E 

~ 

~ ~~    !_ ~_ ~_ _~ ~ .~ for 20 cases of the database in which more than 5 dummy 

o loo ....... t- ........... -o t~ - ~- ....... responses exceed the tolerance. 

~ ~ 50 
The 72 tests according to ECE R.48 with ’normal’ pas, 

~-~ ,o senger cars include 27 different car types, of which 9 car 
> ~ types now fulfil the requirements of the regulation, includ- ~ ~" 0 I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I 

ing V*Cmax < 1.0 m/s. HPCVClVC2VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps - 
The number of failures given in Table 3 include rib dummy response parameter 

VCmax responses exceeding 1.0 m/s, which explains the 
Figure 9." EUROSID-1 average responses __+ 1 standard 

maximum number of failures of 9. Comparing rib deflec- 
deviation in ECE R.48 tests." 2/3-DOOR VEHICLES. 

tion and viscous response in terms of failures shows that in 

250 
23 tests all 3 rib deflections and all 3 rib VC responses stay 

~ ’~ below their tolerance. In 40 tests, both rib deflection and 
~ - VC would lead to disapproval of the vehicle. In 9 tests.con- 
g 8 200 
~_ ~- tradiction arises from deflection vs VC: in 4 tests 1 or more 

~°~ _~’~ 150 | 
ribs show a deflection exceeding 42 mm while VCmax stays 

E -,->’~° 

~ t"f-- ~ ~ ~" ~ 

below l.0 m/s and in 5 tests l or more ribs show a VCmax 
=E o exceeding 1.0 rn/s while deflection stays below 42 mm. m 100 ........... , - .......... 

.~_. ~ c~ This analysis is summarized in Table 4. 

t~ ~ 50 ~. 
¯ "~ ,o ~= Table 4 
~ ~" 0 I I I I I I I I I Failure comparison between V*C and rib deflection 

HPCVCIVC2VC3 D1 D2 D3 Fa Fps 

dummy response parameter rib deflection 

Figure 10:EUROSID-1 average responses +_ 1 standard approval failure total 
deviation in ECE R.48 tests: 4/5-DOOR VEHICLES. v*c approval 23 4 27 

failure 5 40 45 
ECE R.48: Failure Analysis total 28 44 72 

The Annexa of this paper contain details of the Table 4 shows that in 63 tests, both V*C and maximum 
responses of EUROSID-1 in FSTs. All responses related to rib deflection are in agreement with each other, however in 
the performance criteria, are accompanied by an indication 9 tests contradictions arise. The VC readings thus provide 
of the performance of the cars tested: the number of failures additional information on vehicle behaviour. 
(No.F) indicates in how many tests the tolerance was ex- 
ceeded for a particular dummy part. Table 3 shows a sum- DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
mary of car performance by stating the number of tests in 
which 0, 1-2, 3-5 or 6-9 EUROSID-1 responses exceed the 

The TNO Crash-Safety Research Centre has conducted 
tolerance for ECE R.48 (driver results only), a literature survey and an analysis of in-house tests with 

EUROSID-1 to asses the repeatability and reproducibility 
Table 3 of this dummy. The design specifications and production 

Number of Failures (EUROSlD-1 responses exceeding process of EUROSID-1 result in a good repeatability and 
the protection criteria) for ECE R.48 driver results reproducibility of the dummy responses in impactor, drop 

and sled tests [7]. It is however not always easy to measure 
Number of Failures Number of Tests these dummy characteristics since measurements are sub- 

o ~3 ject to test set-up variations and to the existing standard er- 
1 to 2 19 ror in the data-acquisition system. 
3 to 5 20 
6 to 9 20 Knowing the biofidelity, repeatability and reproducibili, 

ty are good for EUROSID-1, an analysis of full scale tests 
TOtal 72 

with this dummy is conducted to study its sensitivity. A 
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¯       database of FSTs according to ECE R.48 and FMVSS 214      car. The analysis of the number of failures (Table 3) surely 

with EUROSID- 1 is set-up for this purpose. This database indicates that the EUROSID- 1 is sensitive to car design and 
also allows a further study of car development and provides it also reflects the state of the art on side impact protection 
a first view on what can be expected from side impact regu- of a part of the current (standard and modified) European 
lations, passenger cars (the database reflect approx. 20% of the 

contemporary European passenger car fleet). 
¯          EUROSID-1 Repeatability and Reproducibility - In 

full-scale vehicle tests, many parameters can influence the EUROSID-1 sensitivity - Above, the sensitivity of 
repeatability of the external dummy loading and therefore EUROSID-1 with respect to car design has been discussed. 
the dummy responses. Variations in moving deformable Certainly car intrusion plays an important role in the risk of 
barrier (MDB) front stiffness, impact speed and impact sustaining severe injuries in side impacts. In both high and 

point, variations in vehicle structure and performance, vari- low intrusion side impacts, the head, thorax and abdomen 
¯        ations in seating position of the dummy all affect the final      of nearside front occupants are particularly endangered if 

repeatability of the test. Three aspects seem important in high severity injuries are Considered [18]. Severe pelvis in- 
this respect: juries do not occur frequently in real side impacts. This in- 
. a vehicle with a large and/or not controlled collapse of jury pattern is similar to the dummy responses observed in 

the side structure will probably cause more variation in the analysis of the full scale test database presented here; 
dummy loading than a vehicle with a limited and/or except for the head. The test procedure according to ECE 

I~ well controlled deformation; R.48 thus seems feasible to improve side impact occupant 
¯ there are strong doubts about the quality, r~peatability protection but an additional assessment of head protection 

and reproducibility of the several barrier fronts used in is required. The responses of particularly the thorax, ab- 
the ECE R.48 side impact procedure; domen and pelvis of EUROSID-1 in the ECE R.48 test pro- 

. the seating position of the dummy is not well defined in cedure thus reflect the actual injury pattern. 
the ECE R.48 side impact procedure: ECE R.48 does 

¯ specify to determine the H-point of the car seat using Conclusions - The main conclusions of both the re- 

the H-point machine but it does not exactly specify the peatability and reproducibility study and the analysis of the 
position of the H-point of EUROSID- 1 with respect to full scale side impact database are: 
the H-point of the car seat. ¯ Repeatability and reproducibility of EUROSID-1 is 
More appropriate to study a dummy’s repeatability than good. This is especially obvious from well controlled 

full scale tests are sub-system or certification tests in which tests and reported in various test programmes. 
¯        the test conditions are well controlled. Taking into account      ¯ Sensitivity of the EUROSID-1 is good since it reacts 

the variation in the total ’measurement chain’, EUROSID-1 differently to differences in car side structures. Car op- 

repeatability and reproducibility is considered good in a timization using EUROSID-1 can be performed in both 
variety of test programmes. In very well controlled test full scale test conditions as well as in component tests 
conditions, i.e. in certification tests, most dummy responses I7, 19]. 
even show a total coefficient of variation below 5%. ¯ 33% of the different car types included in the full scale 

¯                                                                    side impact database satisfies the requirements of ECE 

Car Design Effects - The analysis of vehicle weight dif- R.48, including the V*Cmax criterion. 

ferences does not show a particular effect on thorax re- ¯ The test procedure according to ECE R.48 seems to be 

sponses of the EUROSID-1. A relatively small decrease in feasible for all passenger cars, irrespective of their 
average abdomen and pelvis responses with increasing ve- weight. The feasibility of this regulation for special ve- 
hicle weight is observed. The full scale test procedure ac- hicles, like mini-vans, could not be determined in this 

¯        cording to ECE R.48 does not show a pronounced bias to-        study. 

wards vehicle weight and thus is considered an appropriate 
method to assess overall side impact occupant protection in Recommendations - Recommendations, resulting from 

passenger cars. As it is supposed to do so, the EUROSID-1 this study, are: 
is sensitive to car design, especially with respect to the side ¯ Thorax injuries can be of compressive as well as of vis- 
structure. General differences in side structure design, e.g. cous nature. Maintaining V*C as an objective criterion, 

¯ the B-pillar position, are obvious from the average dummy next to rib deflection, is recommended from a biome- 
responses obtained from 2/3-door vs. 4/5-door vehicles. No chanical point of view. The experience of using 
details of one particular car design are shown in this paper, EUROSID-1 in full scale tests, shows that the viscous 
due to the confidentiality of the data, but the database pre- response is more sensitive to car design than maximum 
sented here contains evidence that side structure modifica- rib deflection. 
tions does provide better side protection. The EUROSID-1 ¯ Not only is it recommended to maintain V*Cmax as an 

Q does not only provide the information whether a tolerance objective criterion to assess thorax injury risk, it is also 

limit is exceeded but also provides guidance to improve the recommended to maintain its proposed limit: < 1.0 rn/s. 
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ANNEX 1:EUROSID-1 IN ECE R.48 TESTS; DRIVER AND PASSENGER RESPONSES ¯ 

DRIVER 

I                         MIn. Max. Average St. Dev. No.T No.F 
HEAD HPC 84 703 360 134 71 0 peak head res. acc. 31 154 72 30 70 

head res. acc, 3ms 30 102 55 17 37 
THORAX peak laterel T1 acc. 36 157 88 29 68 

"1-1"1 upper rib 65 198 133 34 48 . 
TTI middle rib 73 206 138 33 47 
TTI lower rib 73 177 128 29 46 
V*C upper rib 0.19 1.99 0.95 0.41 72 34 V*C middle rib 0~21 2.02 1.05 0.43 69 40 
V*C lower rib 0.10 1.92 1.08 0,50 68 38 peak upper rib displ. 19 55 39 7 71 28 peak middle rib displ. 23 54 40 8 68 31 
peak lower rib displ. 9 57 40 11 70 35 
peak upper rib acc. 63 474 226 92 70 
peak middle rib acc. 77 537 250 89 70 . 
peak lower rib acc. 76 393 210 73 69 
~eak lateral T12 acc. 47 161 102 24 69 

ABDOMEN peak front force 0.1 1.5 0.4 0.2 70 
peak middle force 0.1 2.1 0.8 0.4 70 
peak rear force 0.0 1.9 1,0 0.4 67 
peak total force 0.7 4.5 2.0 0.8 69 17 

PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc. 44 137 86 18 69 
peak res. pelvis acc. 49 143 89 18 68 
peak pubic symph, force 0.9 6.6 3.4 1.1 71 2 

PASSENGER 

parameter MIn. Max. Average St. No.T No.F 
HEAD HPC 48 550 204 130 18 0 peak head res. acc. 24 123 70 28 18 

peak head res. acc. 3ms 21 78 55 18 13 
THORAX peak lateral T1 acc. 17 32 24 5 17 . 

"I-I’1 upper rib 16 53 31 9 17 
"I-I’1 middle rib 15 43 31 8 17 
TTI lower rib 16 44 32 8 17 
V*C upper rib 0,00 0.30 0.08 0.08 19 
V*C middle rib 0,00 0.32 0.08 0.09 19 0 
V*C lower rib 0,01 0,24 0,08 0.07 19 0 
peak upper rib dispL 0 34 13 9 19, 0 peak middle rib dispL 4 35 14 9 19 0 
peak lower rib dispL 5 28 14 7 19 0 peak upper rib acc. 20 70 32 11 19 
peak middle rib acc. 19 46 33 8 19 . 
peak lower rib acc. 20 56 35 10 19 
peak lateral T12 acc. 13 32 9 19 

ABDOMEN peak front force 0.03 1.09 0.44 0.23 18 
peak middle force 0.06 ¯ 1.48 0.45 0.31 18 
peak rear force 0.06 0.66 0.32 0.15 18 
peak total force 3.14 1.20 0.64 19 1 

PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc. 24 70 44 12 19 
peak res. pelvis acc. 27 80 50 " 14 19 
peak pubic symph, force 1.42 5.55 3.51 0.97 19 0 

. 
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ANNEX 2:EUROSID-1 IN ECE R.48 TESTS; VEHICLE WEIGHT CLASSES; DRIVER RESULTS 

VEHICLE WEIGHT BELOW 1200 KG 
p~ ..... MIn. Max. Av,~.-~ St, Dev. NO.T No.r 

HEAD        -IPC                                        84           530           344            95 
~eek head res. acc. 43 150 77 30 31 

peak head res. acc. 3ms 36 80 56 16 13 

THORAX      peak lateral T1 acc.                             36           129            76            22            29 

TTI upper rib 65 198 127 31 25 

TTI middle rib 79 206 138 32 25 

TTI lower rib 73 177 128 26 24 

V*C upper rib 0.28 1.74 0.89 0.37 32 12 

V’C middle rib 0.21 1.70 1.03 0.35 30 19 

V*C lower rib 0.10 1.85 1.12 0.44 31 19 

peak upper rib dispL 27 54 39 6 32 12 

peak middle rib dispL 25 54 41 7 30 13 

peak lower rib dispL 9 56 41 11 32 16 

peak upper rib acc. 88 474 , 223 85 31 

peak middle rib acc. 109 537 260 96 31 

peak lower rib acc. 93 393 215 68 30 

peak lateral T12 acc. 47 161 98 22 30 

ABDOMEN      peak front force                                   0.1            1.5            0.5            0.3           31 

peak middle force 0.3 2.1 0.9 0.4 31 

peak rear force 0.0 1.5 1.0 0.4 29 

peak total force 1.0 4.2 2.1 0.8 30 10 

PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc. 44 137 94 20 30 

peak res. pelvis acc. 49 143 96 20 29 

peak puh~n ~vmph fnrc~ 1.9 6.6 4.0 1.2 32 2 

.tEHICLE WEIGHT BETWEEN 1200 KG AND 1450 KG 
p~.~z.n~ar                   MIn.             Max.          Ave~a,~,~         ~                 No.T            ~o.r 

HEAD       HPC 107 664 349 159 18 0 

peak head res. acc. 31 154 82 37 18 

peak head res. ecc. 3ms 30 102 61 23 11 

THORAX      peak lateral T1 acc.                     51             157             95             33             18 

"~’1 upper rib 70 185 153 35 12 

"I-I’1 middle rib 73 188 148 35 11 

TTI lower rib 82 175 144 30 11 

V*C upper rib 0.19 1.99 1.14 0,49 18 14 

V*C middle rib 0,35 2.02 1.19 0.52 18 12 

V’C lower rib 0.26 1,92 1.23 0,57 17 10 

peak upper rib dispL 19 55 41 10 18 12 

peak middle rib displ. 23 52 41 9 18 11 

peak lower rib dispL 23 57 43 10 17 9 

peak upper rib acc. 63 383 235 99 18 

peak middle rib acc. 77 350 240 92 18 

peak lower rib acc. 76 354 224 84 18 

peak lateral T12 acc. 73 157 105 24 18 

ABDOMEN     peak front force                         0.2             0.6             0.4             0.1            18 

peak middle force ~ 0.1 2.0 0.7 0.4 18 

peak rear force 0.5 1.9 1.1 0.4 17 

peak total force 1.2 4.5 2.0 0.8 18 4 

PELVIS peak latera~ pelvis acc. 53 117 84 16 18 

I 
peak res. pelvis acc. 55 119 88 17 18 

peak pubic symph fnrn,9 0.9 4.4 3.0 0.9 17 0 

VEHICLE WEIGHT ABOVE 1450 KG 
p.,~;-~,~ar MIn. Max. Average St. Dev. No.T No.r 

HEAD HPC 159 703 391 158 22 0 

)eak head res. acc. 34 93 54 15 2! 

~eak head res. acc. 3ms 37 73 51 11 13 

THORAX       ~eak lateral T1 aoc.                      41              151              100              29              21 

TTI upper rib 76 182 125 34 11 

"l-l’l middle rib 84 166 126 30 11 

1-1"1 lower rib 83 174 113 27 11 

V’C upper rib 0.28 1.53 0.88 0.36 22 8 

V*C middle rib 0.42 1.71 0.96 0.45 21 9 

V*C lower rib 0.17 1.72 0.89 0.51 20 9 

peak upper rib displ. 24 49 36 7 21 4 

peak middle rib dispL 26 49 37 8 20 7 

peak lower rib dispL 19 51 37 11 21 10 

peak upper rib acc. 77 404 223 101 21 

peak middle rib acc. 94 377 243 77 21 

peak lower rib acc. 92 342 189 69 21 

peak lateral T12 acc. 66 152 104 27 21 

ABDOMEN     peak front force                         0.2             1.0             0.4             0.2            21 

peak middle force 0.2 1,7 0.7 0.3 21 

peak rear force 0.5 1,4 1.0 0.3 21 

peak total ~o~ce 0.7 3.6 1.9 0,7 21 3 

PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc, 58 109 76 
I 

13 21 

peak res, pelvis acc. 61 119 79 12 21 

peak n..hi~ ~vmph. farce                     1.6               4.3               2.9               0.6             22                0 
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ANNEX 3:EUROSID-1 IN ECE R.48 TESTS; DOOR CLASSES; DRIVER RESULTS                                                               ¯ 

2/3-DOOR VEHICLES 

P--~&~;e~ MIn. Max. Av~;’.~. SL Dev. No.T No.F HEAD HPC 107 496 335 115 13 0 peak head res. acc. ’ 32 107 60 22 13 peak head res, acc. 3ms 40 80 52 14 6 THORAX peak lateral T1 acc. 41 72 59 10 11 TI’I upper rib 70 .139 98 24 9 O TTI middle rib 73 144 107 27 9 TTI lower rib 82 138 106 19 9 V*C upper rib 0.28 1.14 0,65 0.27 13 2 V*C middle rib 0,35 1,48 0.77 0.38 13 3 V*C lower rib 0.17 1.85 0.70 0,52 13 2 peak upper rib displ. 24 46 37 7 13 3 peak middle rib displ. 23 53 36 9 13 3 peak lower rib displ. 19 56 34 12 13 3 peak upper rib acc. 77 267 158 60 13 peak middle rib acc. 77 336 190 75 13 ~ peak lower rib acc. 76 275 157 63 13 peak lateral T12 acc. 66 116 84 14 11 ABDOMEN peak front force 0.3 1,5 0.6 0.4 13 peak middle force 0.6 2.1 1.1 0.4 13 peak rear force 
0.0 1.5 1,0 0,4 12 Deak total force 1.4 4.2 2.6 0.8 11 5 PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc. 6.1 137 97 25 12 peak res. pelvis acc. 61 143 95 25 10 peak pubic symph, force 2.8 6.6 4.4 1.3 .=~ ~ 

4/5-DOOR VEHICLES 

p-" ~,~.~;,~r 
MIn. Max. Av~ St. Dev. No,.T No.F HEAD HPC 84 703 366 138 58 0 peak head res. ace. 31 154 74 31 57 peak head res. acc. 3ms 30 102 56 18 31 

THORAX peak lateral T1 acc. 36 157 94 28 57 
~ 

TI’I upper rib 
65 198 141 30 39 TTI middle rib 83 206 145 30 38 "l-I’l lower rib 73 177 134 28 37 V*C upper rib 0.19 1.99 1,02 0.40 59 32 V*C middle rib 0.21 2.02 1.12 0.42 56 37 V*C lower rib 0.10 1.92 1.17 0.46 55 36 peak upper rib displ. 19 55 39 7 58 25 peak middle rib displ. 25 54 41 7 55 28 peak lower rib displ. 9 57 42 10 57 32 peak upper rib acc. 63 474 242 82 57 peak middle rib acc. 109 537 264 86 57 ~ peak lower rib acc. 88 393 222 70 56 peak lateral T12 acc. 47 161 105 24 58 ABDOMEN peak front force 0.1 1.0 0.4 0.2 57 peak middle force 0.1 2,0 0.7 0.4 57 peak rear force 0,5 1.9 1.0 0.4 55 peak total force 0.7 4.5 1.9 0.7 58 12 PELVIS peak lateral pelvis acc. 44 117 83 16 57 peak res. pelvis acc. 49 119 87 17 58 peak pubic symph, force 0.9 5.7 3.2 0.9 =K~ ~ 

~ 
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This paper provides an overview tested prototype. 
of the "Side Impact Comprehension 
Program" conducted at PSA Peugeot     INTRODUCTION 
Citroen. A simple SpringzDashpot,Gap- 
Mass computer simulation model has Many experiments have indicated 
been developped for representing both that structural reinforcements of the 
body side intrusions and biomechanical car body structure designed to reduce 
criteria. Appropriate constitutive intrusions     in     the     passenger 
equations have ~cn derived for the compartiment do not automatically lead 
model     elements     either     from to improved biomechanical criteria. 
sophisticated calculations or from Therefore,    structure    /    occupant 
actual component tests. A Computer interaction has definitively to be 
Test Procedure EUROSIDI integrated in investigated to understand the loading 
the    simulation    model indicates mechanism     of the     occupant. 
biomechanical criteria. Furthermore,    the different body 

The model has ~cn used to     segments (thorax, abdomen, pelvis, 
reproduce the behaviour of a so called etc. ) do not have the same ability to 
"European Average Vehicle".    Then resist without ~a~age to impacts. Thus 
systematic sensitivity analysis has a study of the biomechanical behaviour 
been performed to evaluate the of a human body is also necessary. In 
influence of a structural modification the fo11~ing, we will assume that in 
(Reinforcement body & doors, etc.) or this context the d~.,,f EUROSID1 is 
a vehicle compartiment ergonomy change sufficiently representative of the 
(Padding, SID position, etc.) on the human being. 
intrusion magnitudes and bicmechanical Prior to perform car body design 
criteria, optimisation, the understanding of the 

This computer simulation model side impact problem has still to be 
framed in ABAQUS Finite Element code investigated. This is the reason why 
can be run on a Cray computer within a PSA has decided to develop a non 
couple of minutes. The results are in specific Computer Simulation Model to 
very good agreement with the "European exhibit the main principles for side 
Average Vehicle" results for all impact problems. 
intrusions, velocities, accelerations 
and bicmechanical criteria (Ribs MODEL DESCRIPTION 
deflection and velocity, pelvis load, 
etc.). The parametric study clearly The model of the EUROSID1 du~y 
indicates    the design modifications is the one proposed by Wismans and de 
required to improve the behaviour of a Coo (1) within the Computer Controlled 
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Composite Test Procedure computer 
program. It includes the thorax, the 
rib on the impact side and the pelvis. 
Adequate springs, masses and dampers 
are used to represent the rib cage, 
the rib flesh, the pelvis flesh and 
the lumbar spine connecting the thorax 
and the pelvis. 

The impact resistances of the Figure 2. Node locations 
main side members of the car body 
structure are also described using The precise description of the 
basic finite elements and appropriate finite element mesh is given in 
constitutive    equations    for    the Appendix i. 
material behaviour. The flexural 
behaviour of the door on its frame and RESULTS 
the paddings located on the interior 
side of the door are also taken into Vehicle structure intrusions 
account. Finally, the side impact 
barrier is part of the model, each The final intrusions given by the 
block having a mechanical behaviour model for a first set of data are 
matching the effort/time corridors as compared to those measured in the case 
demanded for barrier homologation. The of real crashes performed on different 
stiffness and plastic behaviour of all kind of vehicles, Low, Middle and High 
the finite elements used in the model range standing(fig.3-4-5). 
have been derived either from 
component experiments or recorded 
during full scale vehicle tests. 7SORAX LEVEL iNTRUSION (CM) _ _ _,~ 

The model is obtained using I-D 
finite elements, each node having only I " --.- 
one translational degree of frc~-~dom" 
The overall model consists in three 
main horizontal levels description: 20    o.    . ~ - - ~ -" ~ - - ~. . 
thorax, pelvis and vehicle underbody 
(Fig.l). A connection to the car roof 
is also required to ensure central 
vertical member boundary condition. Front     Front     Middle     Rear      Rear 

member     door     member     door     member 

~i~,~m~ ~~~~    Figure 3. Intrusion - thorax level 
PELVIS LEVEL INTRUSION (CM)       -- -- -- L2 

..... M1 

50,                                 ~ - - -- H1 

40 

Figure 1 Model main levels $0~./~..      ~ ~ =. _._ . 

The different node locations used 
to describe the vehicle resistance are 

! ! ! 
shown on fig.2. 

~ront      Front Middle Rear      Rear 
member door member door member 

Figure 4. Intrusion - pelvis level 
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LI Spine motion 
UNDERBODY LEVEL INTRUSK)N (CM) L2 

..... m The     spine     velocity     and 
$6 .... M2 acceleration is also well represented, 

~ .... Ht 

2630     /~, 
though motion can be delayed according 

", MODEL to the distance between the d~.,f and 
20 ...,~/- ~’~,_’~,~.,, the door (Fig.8-9). 

~ "~ SPINE VELOCITY (MIS) 
0 , , , 
Front Front Middle Rear Rear 14 - --L~ _ 

member . do~ member door member l -- -- -- ’~ , 

Figure 5. Intrusion - underbody level 12~ ..... 
Mt 

/ .... .1 ../ / . Vehicle structure velocities 6 t MODEL 

Velocities of both doors and 

it_ 

central ~:~r ~re aiso in 
agr~-~ent with the conmlon type of 
curves obtained in the experiments 
(Fig. 6-7). 0~ * .... 

0 6 10 16 20 26 30 $S 40 40 ~0 40 60 66 70 

L1 Figure 8. Spine velocity 
FRONT DOOR VELOCITY (MIS) -- -- -- ~ 

..... MI 
14 .... M2 SPINE ACCELERAtiON (G) 
12 ..-’,,/\ --"~--H1 

.- ~ \ MODEL 100’ 

_, ...__ .’_ .... _ =. . , 
" -. ", ..... " 

� 6o ! 

0 ~ -" -" : ,’ : " : : : : : : 20 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 36 40 45 60 56 60 10 

Figure 6. Front door velocity 0 
0 5 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 40 50 ~ 60 

--,L~ Figure 9. Spine acceleration 
OENTRAL MEMBER VELOCITY (MIS) -- -- --,~ 

..... m Pelvis motion 
M2 

/~\ .... H~ 
12 ~_, MODE" The     pelvis     velocity     and 

I0 ,~ ./~ \.. ~- ~. -, ~ < ~ 
acceleration is also in good agreement 
with the experiments at least in the 

6 ~" % -" / ~--" I/ ././ .~,’~-./_~~. loading phase (Fig.10-11). Thereafter 
-’--,-’-’--- the interaction between the pelvis and 

o/ the different vehicle equipments are 4 ~./.~..                                 not considered in the model causing 
the pelvis constant ~ to move away at a 2 

~, ¯ ¯ . . , : : , : : : velocity. 0 
0 6 10 16 20 26 $0 $6 40 40 60 66 60 

Figure 7. Central member velocity 
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comparison with some experimental 
PELVIS VELOCITY (MI$) data. 

14 --,L1 
.... .~ Conclusions 

12 -~ .... M1 

.. 10 .... M2 According    to    the    previous 
.... H, results, this model appears to be able 

s MO~EL # to reproduce the main mechanisms that 
s /-° occur in a side impact problem. The 

¯ objective of this development is not 4 
/" / to obtain a very accurate correlation 

2 /.o~" with a specific vehicle, but rather to 
0 be representative of what would happen 

0 S 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 to a so called "european average 
Figure 10. Pelvis velocity vehicle". Now that this prelimip~ry 

step     has     been     successfully 
accomplished, the next step of this 

PELVIS ACCELERATION (G) study is now to proceed with a 
systematic investigation varying the 

100 --" different parameters that are included 
----’~ in the model and then to exhibit the $0 ..... M, structure design objectives whichwill 

s0 .... ., \ offer a better protection to our 
MODEL "’ \ customers. 

OPTIMISATI~N 
20 
0.                                                  The model has been elaborated 

S 10 15 20 2S 30 SS 40 4S                with the ABAQUS finite element 
40 software. Due    to    severe    non 

linearities (materials,     contact 
Figure ii. Pelvis acceleration problems, etc.) a simulation of the 

impact over 100ms takes a couple of 
Rib motion minutes on a CRAY computer. Many runs 

have been completed with different set 
With the initial set of data, the of parameters. The results are 

model gives a 44mm rib deflection discussed in terms of intrusion, 
value that exc~-~ds the limit of 42mm intrusion velocity and biomechanical 

criteria. 
RIBISPINE VELOCITY (MIS) 

S ..... M1 /° \1 

.... M2 

42 .... 

MOOEL HI 
\,                           ¯                          \ 

~/~r    
I i~~i~~i!~ .... 

r .~r ~~ 

0 

6 10 16           30 
.2                                               Figure 13. Optimisation parameters 

Lower cross member 

Figure 12. Rib/spine velocity 
Increasing the lower cross member 

as suggested in the european norm stiffness (buckling limit) reduce the 

project. The rib velocity with respect intrusion at the underbody level but 

to spine is shown on Fig.12 in may cause a larger one at the roof 
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¯ level depending on its own resistance, mechanical sizing of those elements is 
The same result is obtained for the very dependent and driven by the 
intrusion velocities. Also the bending biomechanical criteria to be improved: 
of the central member is more 
important    and therefore mechanical - A reduction of the ribs 
fracture is more likely to occur, deflection     will be achieved by 

O The pelvis effort is considerably avoiding the buckling of the upper 
less than for the reference case. cross member. The central member 
However the rib deflections are not bending resistance must be adapted to 
reduced and can even be worse if a the underbody stiffness so that no 
large plastic hinge of the central drastic plastic hinge occurs at least 
member occurs, before ribs maximum deflection is 

~ Analogous results are obtained reached. A solution can also be to 
for    a    transverse front    seat decrease    the    overall    underbody 
reinforcement such as hollow beams resistance. This can only be used if 
especially when this part is designed admissible efforts are applied to the 
so that it is solicited very soon in pelvis. 
the crash i.e. before the dummy           - A reduction of the pelvis 

~ impact, impact severity will be obtained by 
reinforcing the vehicle underbody 

Upper cross member structure. However one must be aware 
that this kind of modification will 

Increasing the upper cross member always be poor for rib deflections. 
stiffness (buckling limit) may easily - In the case of poor 

~ suppress the intrusion at the roof biomechanical criteria on both thorax 
level. It does not affect the and pelvis segments, a simultaneous 
underbody intrusion and therefore reinforcement of all the members of 
reduces the central member deflection, the "structural safety belt" is to be 
The bending effort applied to the investigated. 
central member is also larger for this It is to be noticed that those 

~ kind of reinforcement. A reduction of reinforcements    also    provide    a 
the thorax impact severity can only be reduction of the intrusion magnitude. 
obtained if a good mechanical 
behaviour of the central member is Pelvis padding 
ensured. 

The use of a stiff pelvis padding 
¯ Central member anticipates the impact between the 

structure and the pelvis. The pelvis 
A reinforcement of the central effort turns out to be larger and 

member bending stiffness implies modulated by the padding stiffness. 
larger efforts to be applied to both The spine motion is anticipated in the 
lower and upper cross members. This same way. The acceleration of the 

0 type of reinforment reduces the impact spine prior to thorax impact tends to 
velocity between the vehicle structure limit the ribs deflection. 
and the d~t,,f and provides a real 
progress in terms of occupant Thorax padding 
protection for both thorax and pelvis 

¯ body segments. The use of a thorax padding can 
be of some interest if it is very 

The "structural safety belt" smooth. Its stiffness has to be 
adapted to the thorax stiffness so it 

The "structural safety belt" is provides    a    smooth    acceleration 
composed    of     the    simultaneous limitting the rib deflection velocity 
reinforcement of the lower and upper as well as the deflection magnitude 
cross members and the central member, itself. 
As it is discussed above, the 
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Structure / occupant clearance 02t4CLLISIO~I ¯ 

The distance separating the Those results have ~cn applied 
occupant and the vehicle structure is to a prototype optimisation. Full 
an important parameter. Increasing scale experiments have ~cn conducted 
this distance will of course reduce to confirm the action of the pelvis 
the impact severity. For a reason very padding and of the structural safety 
similar to the one mentioned for the belt reinforcement. 
use of a pelvis padding, it appears The main defect of the initial 
that this distance has rather to be prototype design stands in a non 
increased at the thorax level for admissible ribs deflection while 
improving ribs deflection and at the abdominal and pelvis loads remain 
pelvis level when pelvis effort acceptable. The optimisation consists 
reduction is sought, in different modifications of the 

initial design n ° 0. 
Vehicle weight 

-Design n ° 1: Pelvis padding 
The biomechanical criteria are -Design n°2: Pelvis padding + Upper 

not very dependent on the vehicle cross member reinforcement 
weight.    However    the    intrusions -Design n°3: Pelvis padding + Upper 
measured at the end of the crash are cross member and central vertical 
nearly proportional to the vehicle member reinforcement. 
maSS ¯ 

Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the 
Door reinforcements ribs mean deflection consecutive to 

those design changes.    The rib 
Reinforcements of the door at deflection has been considerably 

both thorax and pelvis levels have reduced from 45 to 32ram. In the mean 
been investigated. A first interesting time, the impact severity between the 
result is that this kind of structure and the d~,i,~,~ integrated 
reinforcement does not necessarily along the loading phase of the ribs 
propagate higher sollicitations on the shows important variation. The use of 
central member since a fraction of the a pelvis padding increases this impact 
pressure integrated by the surface of severity by anticipating the pelvis 
the door is also in this case loading.     The     body     structure 
transferred on the front and rear reinforcements reduce this impact 
vertical members. In both cases the severity by consuming energy in the 
door intrusions are obviously lowered, structure plastic strain prior to the 

As far as biomechanical criteria dummy impact. 
are concerned, it comes up that a 
reinforcemnt of the door at the pelvis I nRIS DEFLECTION (ram) mlMPACT SEVERITY (Jlms)’I 
level provides a better protection of 
the pelvis but does not affect the 40 
thorax impact severity. It has even be 40 
seen that this kind of reinforcement 35 
may under certain conditions amplify 30 

ribs deflection. In a parallel way, a ~0. 
reinforcement of the door at the 15. 
thorax level may reduce the ribs 10. 
deflection while increasing pelvis 5 

0 
effort. In both cases the added mass D~ig. D~ig. D~ig, De~g. 
relative to those reinforcements have n~ n°l n~ n~ 
a negative influence on the occupant Figure 14. Rib deflection and Impact ¯ protection, severity at the time of maximum rib 

deflection. 
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In this case, the modifications 
of the design tend to provide a better 
protection of the thorax. If we focus 
on the external forces potential 
energy applied to the spine integrated 
over the ribs loading phase period, 
the contribution of the forces 
introduced by the ribs, the abdomen 
and the pelvis (via the lumbar spine) 
varies very significantly as shown in 
Fig. 15. 

90 IC)~JBS (%) 
so , I mASDOMeN(%)I 
70 ]mpELVIS (%) ] 
6O 

3O 
2O 
t0 
0 -- 

Design Design    ¯ Design     Design 
n°O n°l n"2 n"3 

Figure 15. Contribution of the 
different forces acting on the spine 

until rib maximum deflection. 

This study clearly indicates that. 
the optimisation of a vehicle with 
respect to side impact problems 
includes first a global reinforcement 
of the structure in order to consume 
as much energy as possible prior to 
occupant impact and second to 
accelerate the occupant body adapting 
the loads magnitude applied to each 
body segment (ribs, abdomen, pelvis, 
etc. ) to its biomechanical resistance. 
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Innovative Padding Design for Side Impact Protection                                                             ¯ 

Joseph N. Kanianthra 
Glen C. Rains 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
Unitexl States 

Paper No. 94-$6-O-11                                                                                       ¯ 

ABSTRACT on side impact fatalities, NHTSA also reviewed the 
data on serious injuries in non-fatal side crashes of 

In October 1990, the National Highway Traffic passenger cars. This analysis showed that over 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a fmal rule 24,000 serious injuries (Abbreviated Injury Scale 
requiring dynamic side impact protection in passenger (AIS) 3-5) occur annually due to side impacts. The ¯ 
cars effective September, 1993 (MY 1994). The rule agency estimated that over fifty percent of the 
requires chest and pelvis protection in these vehicles maximum AIS 3-5 injuries occur due to the 
in side crashes. Automobile manufacturers have re- occupants’ interaction with the side interior and side 
designed some of their vehicles to meet the new hardware/armrests in passenger cars. 
requirements by making structural modifications and While the agency recognized that head injuries 
by introducing energy absorbing padding in the and chest injuries are the two most prevalent causes ¯ 
doors, of side impact fatalities and serious injuries, it was 

The padding which are customarily being used in decided early on that these important safety problems 
vehicles are rectangular pieces of plastic foams. This could not be addressed through a single rulemaking 
paper discusses simple modifications of such padding action. Moreover, head injuries occur not only in 
materials to make them more effective for cushioning side impacts but also in many other crash modes. 
the chest and pelvis in side crashes of vehicles. Therefore, it was decided to tackle the two problems ¯ 
Further, a concept for a hydraulic bubble pad is separately by .addressing head injury through an 
analyzed in this paper. Parametric analyses of amendment ofFederalMotorVehicleSafetyStandard 
various padding characteristics and their effects on (FMVSS) No. 201 and chest injury through an 
thoracic and pelvic injury potential are included, amendment of FMVSS No. 214. 
Corroboration of the findings given in this paper is A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) for 
suggested through bench testing and vehicle testing of head impact protection was issued in February, 1993 . 
suitable bubble pad designs. [1]. This notice proposed that when vehicle upper 

interior components such as pillars, side rails and 
headers are struck by the occupant’s head, the 

INTRODUCTION potential for serious head injuries should be 
minimized. This could be accomplished by providing 

NHTSA has analyzed the fatality and injury energy absorbing padding on the upper interior ¯ 
experience of passenger car occupants involved in components included in the proposal. The proposed 
side impact crashes to define the safety problem for test procedure specifies a Hybrid III based headform 
its rulemaking activities. On the basis of the review test device propelled into a vehicle component at 24 
of the accident data during the late 1980’s, the kph (15 mph), such that the forehead of the headform 
agency concluded that the bulk of the problem strikes the impact point selected on the test 
resulted from vehicle-to-vehicle side impacts. The component. A broad range of vertical and horizontal ¯ 
data also showed that in all types of side impact impact angles were proposed. The NPRM specified 
accidents, head injuries are the most frequent sources that the headform contact against the test component, 
of side impact fatalities followed by chest and should not result in a Head Injury Criterion (HIC) 
abdominal injuries. In addition to examining the data value exceeding 1000 for all components. 

Alternatively, it was also proposed that the limiting 
Numbers in parentheses indicate references at the end HIC of 1000 should only apply to frontal components 

¯ 
of the paper, while a HIC limit of 800 should apply to side interior 

¯ 
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¯ 
components such as B-C pillars and side rails. The vehicle tests. However, there are numerous other 

exact specification of the requirements will be empirical and simulation studies which show that side 

announced in the final rule amending FMVSS No. structure enhancements reduce the injury 

201. measurements on the dummy [3,4,5]. Our own 

As a large percentage of side impact fatalities and simulation studies [6] have also shown that structural 

¯ serious injuries occur due to trauma in the occupants’ stiffness and padding characteristics are important 

chest, the agency issued a f’mal rule amending parameters that affect thoracic and pelvic injury. A 

FMVSS No. 214 to address thoracic and pelvic number of vehicle design characteristics such as the 

injuries in side crashes [2]. This amendment thickness of the door at occupant contact regions, 

requires, in addition to the side door strength stiffness of pillar-floor attachments, etc., have a 

requirement in passenger cars which has been in marked influence on dummy measured injury 

¯ 
existence from 1973, that each passenger car must parameters. 

protect its occupants in a full-scale dynamic crash test 
in which the car is struck on either side by a moving 
deformable barrier (MDB)simulating another vehicle. INJURY MECHANISMS IN SIDE CRASHES 

Instrumented Side Impact Dummies (SID) are 
positioned in the target car to measure the potential Even though researchers have differences of 

for injuries to an occupants’ thorax and pelvis, opinion on the mechanisms that produce injury in side 

¯ The probability of an injury to the thorax in a crashes, the commonly held belief is that as the 

side impact is assessed using a new injury measure striking vehicle or the barrier momentum is 

developed by NHTSA called the Thoracic Trauma transferred to the target vehicle door, the door 

Index (TTI). The TTI was developed from cadaver structure collapses inward with the inner panel 

test accelerations measured on ribs and spine, and striking the stationary occupant at a velocity that 

correlating a combination of these measure.s with the could range theoretically anywhere from the velocity 

¯ severity of the thoracic injury, including that of the change experienced by the e.g. of the struck vehicle 

internal organs (collectively called the hard thorax to the velocity of the striking vehicle or barrier. In 

injury). The TTI measured on the SID (hereafter most side crashes, this contact velocity of the door 

referred to as TTI) is used as a surrogate for against the occupant’s chest and pelvis in many 

evaluating side impact safety performance of production passenger cars is estimated to be as much 

passenger cars. Performance requirements are as 12-15 kph (8-10 mph) less than the prevalent 

¯ specified in terms of a combination of peak rib and lateral impact velocity of 50 kph (30 mph) in the 

spine accelerations measured on the dummy. The striking vehicle or MDB. In order to minimize the 

injury criterion represents the average of peak thoracic injury potential, it is important to limit the 

acceleration values measured on the lower spine and contact velocity of the door interior against the 

the greater of the acceleration values of the upper and occupant’s chest. If the occupant comes in contact 

lower ribs of the SID. In the final rule, it was with the collapsing door as the door decelerates, one 

¯ specified that the TTI shall not exceed 85 g’s for 4- would expect the door-chest contact velocity to be 

door passenger cars and 90 g’s for 2 door passenger lower. On the other hand, if the door strikes the 

ears. The peak lateral acceleration of the pelvis is occupant’s chest as its velocity ramps up, and at or 

not to exceed 130 g’s. The rule has gone into effect near the peak door velocity, the severity of the 

beginning September 1, 1993 (MY 1994) where the impact would be higher. This is evident from 

requirement is phased-in by an annually increasing Figures la and lb where the door velocity-time 

¯ percentage of each manufacturers’ production. Full history is superimposed with the lower rib responses 

implementation of the requirements is expected by in two tests of identical vehicles with and without 

September 1, 1996 (MY 1997). padding in the side door, where the dummy injury 

In meeting the requirements of this rule, measures in the padded ease is appreciably lower than 

manufacturers have generally made structural changes the unpadded. Note that time zero is the time at 

to varying degrees and added energy absorbing which the barrier has contacted the outer door, and 
¯ padding in their passenger cars. In NHTSA’s own the time at which the rib velocity is just above 0 is 

research work, it was found that structural assumed to be the time of contact of the dummy 

modifications alone had little or no benefits in against the inner door panel. 

reducing the injury measures obtained in baseline The lower contact velocity can be achieved by 
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absorbing materials such as padding to cushion the 
impact within the door are both necessary to improve 
side impact safety performance in passenger cars. 

s,.0 [ _o o~,v,k~ ] Some researchers have argued that the net effect of 
4~.~[ l -=- providing padding between the door and occupant for 
43.2 

.~37.8 .~" side impact protection could be an increased energy 
~3z, transfer to the occupant [7]. They have argued that 
.g_27.o ~ when padding is present, the occupant contacts the 

~le.~ / inner door surface earlier than when no padding is 
lo.~ ~ /. present. However, it is these authors’ belief that it is 
~.’/ i 2/ possible to judiciously select the energy absorbing 
0.0 .... ~ , o.ooo 0.0,5 o.g~o ’ o.g,5 ’ o.g~o ’ 0.g75 material so as to lower the energy transfer that takes 

~=’(’) place from the door to the occupant in a controlled 
Figure la. Door and lower rib velocity for a fashion, and it is erroneous to theorize that any type 

baseline vehicle, of cushioning would necessarily result in higher 

thoracic injury measures because of increased energy 

transfer. 
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¯ 
force level,                                           are utilized. Matrix materials bond the spheres 

Customarily used energy absorbing materials can together and provide considerable control of the 
be grouped into three broad categories; resilient sphere fracture and the interactions between the 

materials, quasi-resilient materials and non-resilient spheres themselves. These spheres could be hollow 

materials. Resilient materials are designed to absorb or solid. Hollow spheres would have lower crush 

¯ smaller amounts of energy over a reasonable period strength but high stroke efficiency. Such padding can 

of time while quasi-resilient materials remain be made in conventional molds or they could be east 

substantially resilient under small displacements, but directly into door inner panels .or other components 

under large distortions, do not recover completely, for vehicle applications~ Microcel Technology, Inc. 
Non-resilient materials are generally suited for one- of Edison, New Jersey, reports that they manufacture 

time absorption of very large amounts of energy, energy absorbing composites fabricated with 

¯ Open celled plastic foams, such as polyurethane and "Cermacel" hollow spheres which are particularly 

polyethylene foam, and rubberized materials fall into effective in thin cross sections for vehicle applications 
the resilient category, while fiberboard strudtures and (e:g. pillars and other upper interior components). 
plastic foams such as polyurethane, polystyrene, and Use of convoluted surfaces in foam materials 
polyethylene as well as rubbers of higher density than (e.g. conical protrusions on the surface) gradually 
that of the resilient type, are typical candidate quasi- increase the total area being compressed under load, 

¯ resilient materials [8].    Suitable non-resilient thus affecting the effective spring rate of the material. 

materials include paper and aluminum honeycomb However, such modifications could decrease the 
materials formed into hexagonal cells and cemented optimum static stress which must be taken into 
to one or more facing sheets placed across the open account in designing applications. Similarly holes cut 

end of the cells, in the surface of padding could also change 

It would appear that for vehicle applications, the characteristics of padding. For example, a very stiff 

¯ most suited are the quasi-resilient and the non- foam padding with little energy absorption capability 
resilient type materials, the former for head impact can be modified by drilling holes in them to make it 

protection in contacts against upper interior structures more compliant and energy absorbing. As easy 
such as pillars, and the latter for side impact passage of air out of the padding has beneficial 

protection of the thorax. Both of the above type of results in terms of its energy absorption 
materials can be easily formed into shapes and characteristics, it would appear that direction of the 

¯ incorporated into various vehicle component designs, hole whether they are oriented parallel, 

For those components which are most likely to be perpendicular., or at an angle to the direction of 

exposed to bumps and occupant contacts in everyday impact, may also influence the effectiveness of the 

use, it would be preferable to use non-resilient padding. 

materials. The initial peak stress and the energy While the use of quasi-resilient rectangular 

absorbed in these materials are largely a function of shaped foam in varying thicknesses is useful for 

¯ overall material density. On the other hand, energy absorption in vehicle side impacts, it is clear 

honeycomb is generally strain-rate insensitive at that minor modifications, and use of honeycombs 
velocities of interest for vehicle applications, would result in a much more efficient padding for 

Therefore, the energy absorption characteristics of vehicle applications. 
such materials are likely to approach that of ideal There are many other concepts which could be 
padding, explored for potential use in vehicles to cushion the 

¯ occupants in crashes. A new concept of interior 
padding for automobiles was introduced by Shokoohi 

SOME METHODS FOR MODIFYING and Breed [9] in 1991. This padding consists of 
PERFORMANCE OF PADDING closed cells filled with air and having an orifice for 

air escape, thus providing energy dissipation. The 
Several concepts to improve the energy hydraulic bubble pad is in principle similar to the air 

¯ absorption characteristics of padding have been pad but simpler in construction and in all probability 
developed. For example, performance of padding less expensive. In the following sections of this 
could be drastically improved if energy absorbing paper, the hydraulic bubble pad and the methodology 
composites consisting of a regular array of constant for evaluating its safety performance in side impacts 
diameter spheres bonded by suitable filler materials are described. 

¯ 
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VISCOUS MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Hydraulic Bubble Pad Concept ---~ Up 

The hydraulic bubble pad concept proposed in 
this research paper is shown in Figure 3. The pad Force 1~ Ap -- ~ ¯ 
consists of spherical bubbles, each interconnected to 
one another by restrictive orifices. Each bubble is 
partially filled with a hydraulically viscous fluid 

¯ 
Figure 4. Single Bubble modeled as cylinder and 
piston. 

Model Development 

Each bubble of the hydraulic pad was modeled as 
a hydraulic cylinder acting in the lateral direction. 
To simplify the analysis, the cylinders representing 
different bubbles were not interconnected in this 

no~r~v~,, noo~s~a, vi~, model. An orifice was used to control the fluid flow 
rate out of each cylinder (Figure 4), thus controlling 

Figure 3. Example of bubble pad. the resistive force acting on the moving piston. Each 
piston when impacted, forces fluid from its cylinder 

(/~=0.0303 N-s/mz) that absorbs energy through through the orifice. There are two resistances that 
viscous friction and through the force developed by must be overcome to force the fluid from the 
momentum exchange from the bubble through the cylinder. These forces are the viscous friction force 
orifice. Bubbles of different diameters will allow in the orifice, and the force developed to exchange 
varying thicknesses for padding applications in momentum from the cylinder to the orifice. The 
vehicles. Alternatively, different layers of pressure drop due to viscous friction across the 
interconnected bubbles of smaller diameter could also orifice may be defined by Hagen-Poisuelle flow in a 
be used to achieve the desired thickness. In such pipe. Pressure drop in a pipe due to viscous 
cases, the bubbles could be interconnected parallel resistance is, 
and perpendicular to the direction of loading. In 
practice, the bubbles could have weakened walls at 
certain locations to allow their rupture during impact --~dP = ~2DU~2 

(1) 

as the pressure in the bubbles exceed their rupture 
pressure. Upon impact to the pad, the hydraulic fluid 
is forced through the orifices to adjacent bubbles where, 
and/or to the atmosphere as they burst. Energy 
absorption occurs throughout the pad, regardless of dP = Pipe Pressure Difference (Pa), 
the contact area. For simulation purposes, the D = Orifice Diameter (m), 
contact area was kept constant and was equivalent to dx = L, length of orifice (0.10D m), 
twenty bubbles (2.5 em in diameter) or five bubbles Uo = Mean Orifice Velocity (m/s), 
(5.0 em in diameter) in each pad, which have the L = resistance coefficient, and 
same projected area. p = fluid density (838 kg/m3). 

From continuity of incompressible flow, UoAo = 

U~, where, 

¯ 
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#h, = Piston area (m2), 
Ao = orifice area (m2), and 
Up = Piston velocity (m/s). Using the continuity equation for incompressible 

flow, EQ (5) above yields, 

Multiplying through by dx (L) and the Orifice area a 

¯ (Ao), and using the relationship from the continuity Fp=p (U~,-~o-U~A) 
(6) 

equation above, EQ (1) after integration gives the 

force developed from viscous friction as, 
Consequently, the total resistive force (fO acting on 

A2 LXp ~ U.~ (2) each bubble is the sum of EQ (2) and EQ (6). The 
Fv’- ~ ~ total force (Ft) is obtained by multiplying the number 

¯ of bubbles (x) in contact with the occupant by ft and 

where, is given in EQ (7), 

2 2 

+ (7) Fv = viscous friction force (N).                    Fr = x , 2D ~ Ao     Ao 

For lsminar flow, ~, is a linear function of the 

¯ Reynolds number (Re). When Re>2000, flow is In the model, 20 bubbles (x=20) were assumed to 

generally considered turbulent and L becomes, contact the occupant in the rib and pelvic region 
when the bubble diameter was 2.5 cm. Five bubbles 

(x=5) were used for the 5 cm diameter hydraulic 

~.=0. 3164/Re°’2s (3) 
bubble pad to keep the contact areas the same as in 

the smaller bubble pad. To examine the efficiency 

¯ which is known as the Blasius resistance formula and and characteristics of a hydraulic pad, EQ (7) was 

is valid for frictional resistance in smooth pipes with incorporated into an already existing 1-D side impact 

Re < = 100,000. When calculating the Reynolds simulation of a passenger vehicle using the FMVSS 

number for the several orifice sizes, it was always in 214 test procedure [10]. MADYMO, a simulation 

the turbulent regime, which justified the use of EQ processor to examine occupant kinematics and 

(3) in thesimulations, dynamic responses, was used to develop the 

¯ The general momentum equation for a fluid simulation model.    The model included the 

continuum can be used to develop the force required characteristics of the doors, pillars, and the SID, and 

to change the momentum in the fluid as it moves out was validated against a side impact test of a baseline 

from the cylinder through the orifice. Neglecting Suzuki Sidekick utility vehicle. The model of the 

viscous friction, the rate of change of momentum hydraulic bubble padding was incorporated into the 

over a control volume (CV) covering the cylinder and model to parametrically analyze padding 

¯ orifice is characteristics and their effect on inJury measures, 

namely TTI and Pelvic g’s. Two pads, each pad 

comprising of 2.5 or 5.0 cm diameter bubbles, were 

~t[J(pU~ dVt)] = F~ (4) introduced into the model, one at the upper door for 

protection of the thorax region, and one at the lower 

door for protection of the pelvis. 

¯ where, Pad characteristics were incorporated in 

V, = Fluid Volume (m3), and MADYMO using one kelvin element (spring and 

Fp ffi net force required to move the fluid damper in parallel)for each pad. One kelvin element 

(N). was connected between the upper door and rib, and 

the other was connected between the lower door and 

Therefore, calculating the integral, and assuming pelvis. An incompressible fluid was used as the 

¯ fluid inertial acceleration to be negligible, the fluid viscous material; consequently, the spring in the 

rate of change of momentum is given by the equation kelvin, element had no energy absorbing 

characteristics, except when it bottomed out. The 

viscous damper of the kelvin element was modeled 
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using hydraulic pads were examined by choosing different 

Fr=UpCa (Up) (8) 
orifice diameters. The orifice size was examined to 
determine its effect on the energy absorbing and 
injury reducing characteristics of the pad. A smaller 

To model the resistive force, the damping coefficient orifice offers a higher resistance to fluid flow, and 
Ca(U) was input into MADYMO as a function of the results in a stiffer pad, and conversely, a larger 

¯ relative velocity between the kelvin element orifice results in a softer pad. Orifice diameter was 
endpoints. EQ (7) was used to find the resistive varied from 0.005D to 0.06D, where D is the bubble 
force Ft for velocities ranging from 0 to 18 m/s. The diameter. 
calculated force on four different bubbles, of varying For a very small orifice, the pad is very stiff 
orifice diameters, is plotted against velocity in Figure and can not absorb much energy; however, as the 
5. It can be seen that the resulting force is a non- orifice size increases, the pad absorbs more energy 

¯ and the force-deflection relationship approaches a 
square wave. Overall energy absorption continues to 
increase until the pad begins to bottom out for large 

~0o0o orifice sizes. Consequently, energy absorption 
o O.0,OOr~,~e0~o. characteristics and the usefulness of the pad will 27000 0 0.020 Orifice Oio. 
, o.0~oo,~f~,~o, depend largely on orifice size, and pad thickness. 

¯ 
24000 

";" 0,040 Orifice Dio. 

2, ooo Each of the damping coefficient functions (Figure 
=~,8ooo 6) were input into the MADYMO simulation to 

~, 2000 describe pad characteristics. A 75 ms simulation was 
9000 run for each pad and the linear acceleration 
,oo0 responses, velocities, forces and displacements of the 
~ooo pad model were analyzed. Rib, spine and pelvis 

o.o ~.a ~.~ ~., ~.~ 9.0 ,o.~ ,z~ ,4., ,~.~ ~s.o accelerations were examined to determine the 
Velocity (m/s) 

effectiveness of the padding. A Parametric study was 

Figure 5. Force vs. velocity for four different also conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using 

bubble orifice sizes, hydraulic bubble padding for side impact protection. 

linear function of the velocity. These forces, along RESULTS ¯ 
with the corresponding velocities, were input into EQ 
(8) and used to solve for the damping coefficient, Force-Deflection Characteristics 
Ca(U). The resulting curves of Ca vs. velocity are 
shown in Figure 6 for four orifice diameters. Several The force-deflection characteristics of a 2.5 cm 

hydraulic pad having two different orifice sizes when 
¯ interacting with the pelvis in the model are compared 

in Figure 7. The diameter of the orifice in the stiffer 
D, mping . Coefficient vs. Velocity pad is only 2/11 of the larger orifice softer pad. It is 
~ -- ==~m~, ,~ noted that, as expected, the use of the smaller orifice 

--- ~®~"" ,~ pad resulted in a peak force of approximately 52 kN 
,~, 

/.,.,./~/~"~__ 

compared to 40.5 kN in the softer hydrauliCpad occurredbubbleat 
¯ pad. The peak force in the stiffer 

under 10 percent of pad thickness while the softer 

~: ~ pad deflected about 80 percent before the peak force 
,~ ,~ ............... was reached. The two desirable characteristics found 

,. _~.~=:.~.~_--_-~. in the softer pad are the lower peak force reached 
, i i ~ ~    ~    ~ and also the build up of the force approaching the 

maximum,without excessive deflection. In this pad, 
Figure 6. Damping coefficient vs. velocity for four the force remains nearly constant as in the theoretical 
different bubble orifices. "square-wave" force-deflection curve shown in Figure 

2. It is also noted that the total energy dissipated in 
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orce vs.     off two 

Bubble Pads ~ ~ 
~ 

~0200                  ~ ,, ,," 

Figure 7. Force-Defl~tio~ 
bubble pad at the pelvis for ~ ~Nfice deflation for 5 em diameter bubbles. 
si~s. 

the softer pad is slightly over 2.5 times that dissipated increases in a non-linear fashion both for the chest 
in the stiffer pad. The objective in selecting the pad and the pelvic pads. Ultimately, as the pad begins to 
should be to maximize the energy dissipated while bottom out, the energy absorbed is expected to fall 
keeping the peak force to a minimum without off since no resistance is offered by the orifice in free 
bottoming out the pad. In this ease, the softer pad flow of the fluid, in which case the only force 
reached almost its maximum deflection without required would be that which is necessary to 
actually bottoming out (i.e. without the force rising to overcome the friction. The energy absorbed in the 
an extremely high value at or near maximum pad used for the pelvis increases at a faster rate with 
deflection), respect to maximum deflection of the pad than that 

In the case of the stiffer pad, the sudden drop of for the thorax. The response of the pad is a function 
the force starting at slightly under 10 percent and of not only the characteristics of the pad but also of 
continuing up to about 12 percent deflection is a the stiffness characteristics of the occupant body part 
characteristic of the relative stiffness of the pelvis interacting with the pad and the bearing surface and 
compared to the stiffness of the pad. The pelvis surrounding structural characteristics of the vehicle. 
bounces off of the stiff pad initially after the first In the model, inner door panel structural 
contact with the side interior. As the door collapses characteristics are not the same for the lower and 
due to the impact, the occupant again makes the full upper door. In addition, the outer lower door mass 
contact against the pad which gives rise to the second interacts with the stiffbumper of the barrier while the 
peak indicated in the force-deflection trace. No such upper door mass responds to the impact of the barrier 
pattern is seen in the softer pad, and the occupant face which is less stiff than the bumper. These 
pelvis retains its contact against the softer pad during differences cause the upper and lower door masses to 
the full crush of the pad. respond differently to the impact of the barrier 

causing dissimilar loads to be applied by the door to 
Energy Absorbed vs Maximum Deflection the chest and the pelvis. This would cause 

differences in the amounts of energy absorbed in the 
In Figure 8, the energy absorbed is plotted two pads at maximum deflections of each. It is also 

against maximum deflection for a 5 em. diameter seen that the energy absorbed by the pelvic pad is 
bubble pad used for the pelvis and the thorax in the higher indicating that the peak force developed in this 
model. By changing the orifice diameter, the energy pad is possibly higher than that in the chest pad. 
absorption characteristics of these pads are varied. 
The energy absorbed in the pad is computed from the Effect of Orifice Size on Dummy Responses 
model by integrating the force-deflection curve, and 
the maximum crush of the pad in each ease is noted. Two pad thicknesses of 2.5 and 5 em (bubble 
In none of these cases did the pad bottom out. As diameters of 2.5 and 5 cm) were evaluated using the 
the pad is allowed to deflect more and more by mathematical model for their potential to reduce the 
increasing the orifice size, the energy absorbed TTI and the pelvic g’s in a baseline Suzuki Sidekick 
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utility vehicle. The baseline "FFI for this vehicle was dimensional dummy model would be necessary to 

125.5 g in a side crash test of this vehicle (Using the assess the effect of coupling in the chest and the 
300 Hz filtered data for comparison against pelvic responses. 
simulation results).. The pelvic acceleration in this The thinner pad was sufficient to reduce the 
case was 159.7 g’s [10]. A simulation of the same baseline pelvic response of 149.6 g to approximately 
test resulted in 149 g for TI’I and 149.6 g for the 110 g. However the same pad was insufficient to 
pelvis. The effect of orifice size on TTI and pelvic reduce the TTI from 149 to a regulated value of 90 
responses for both the pads is given in Figure 9. For g’s for 2 door passenger cars. Even the thicker pad 

the 2.5 cm pad, both the chest and the pelvic pads was able to reduce the TTI to only about 110 g’s. 

bottomed out when the orifice diameter approached Use of padding that differs in thickness at the pelvis 

approximately 0.03D. However, the thicker pad and the chest are possible modifications that could 

tended to bottom out only when the orifice size bring about differing response trends for the chest 
and the pelvis. These modifications are discussed and 
examined later. 

16o 
o .,2.5omeubb,e. Effects of Energy Dissipation on Dummy 

125 \~--~’~ The TTI and pelvic responses are plotted against 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0,03 0.04 0.05 0.06 

Figure 9. 3"3"I and pelvic g’s vs orifice size for 2.5 ,20 " 
and 5 cm hydraulic bubble pad. .2 ~,, 

~ 04 

approached .06D for the chest and pelvic locations. ~6 
\. 

The rate of change of reduction in baseline pelvic 
response was considerably higher than the rate of Boo    200 4oo ~oo Boo looo 

change for the ~I, in both the thinner and thicker 
pad. Wldle the TTI response showed slight Figure 10. ~ and pelvic response plotted against 
differences for the two pad thicknesses when orifice energy dissipated in the pad for 2.5 and 5 cm 
size was varied, ~o such differences were obsen, ed hydraulic bubble pad. 
for the pelvic responses. The pelvic response for the 
2.5 cm pad was almost identical to that for the 5 cm 
pad for e~ch orifice size up to the point of maximum the energy dissipated in the pad in Figure 10. 
deflection of the 2.5 cm pad. The differences in the Results from using two different thicknesses of the 
~ respons~ a~e attributable to the repositioning of pad, namely, 2.5 cm a~d 5 cm are presented in this 
the dummy in the model. The spacing between the Figure. O~ the average, for every 10 ~-m of energy 
dummy a~d the door were kept constant by moving dissipated in the pad, the TT! dropped approximately 
the dummy away from the door the same distance as I g, irrespective of thickness of the pad. O~ the other 
the thickness of the padding. Since the pelvis hand, the pelvic g’s required, on the average, 
contacts the pad immediately after the barrier impact, approximately 15 N-m of energy dissipation in the 
the pelvic response is less likely to be affected by pad for every g reduced on the pelvis. The minimum 
spacing; however, as the thorax contacts after the TT~ for the. thicker pad was approximately 108 g’s, 
pelvis, it may be more s~sitive to spacing from the which corresponded to the 0.0550 orifice (Figure 9). 
door. Sinc¢ the model currently being used is only ~t is obvious from Figure 10 that e~ergy absorption 
one dimension~, a more sophisticated two almost 3 times that in a pad having an orifice 
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¯ diameter of 0.03D would be necessary to reduce TTI 
to 90 g’s, for the thicker pad. 160, 

Comparison of Two Bubble Pad Against Single 
Bubble Pad of Equivalent Thickness 12BI ~.~ ..~ 

¯ 
Since the 2.5 cm or the 5 cm padding were not 

able to reduce the .TTI and pelvic g’s to desired 
,o, 

"-.~.. 

- ~ ~2:2.~c,,,obb,,, 12. TTI and pelvic response vs energy 
~ ~ 

Figure 

,,,-x~__~ 
- ---- absorbed for 5 cm dia. and two 2.5 cm dia. 

~B " - hydraulic bubble pads. 

§ ~ o, [ \.~ \*"." "x               ~-. 
"~. 

pads. For the pad using two bubbles, each 2.5 cm in 

~ ~ diameter, the TTI reduced at the rate of 1 g per 10 

~ ~! "~ N-m of energy dissipation. In the single bubble pad 

~ o o.o~ 0.02 o.o~ o.o~ 0.0~ 0.o~ 5 cm in diameter, the trends are similar except that 
o,~,;~ s~ ~r~o~t~o~ o~ ~ob~,o o~o,,~ the rate of drop in TTI was slightly lower for energy 

Figure 11. TTI and pelvic response vs. orifice size 
absorption in the range of 250 - 550 N-m. Pelvic g’s 

¯ for a 5 cm dia. and two 2.5 cm dia. hydraulic 
dropped at an average rate of 1 g for 15 N-m of 

bubble pad. 
energy dissipation for both the pads. 

Effect of Different Orifice Sizes in the Two Bubble 

levels, the effect of using two 2.5 cm bubble pad Pads 

layers side by side was compared to a single pad 5 
¯ cm thick. Figure 11 shows the thoracic and pelvic Since the TTI reduction obtained in padding 

responses as the orifice size was varied in the thinner thickness up to 5 cm was not below the regulated 

and the thicker pad. Comparing the TTI’s, it is seen levels, the effect of a combination of orifice sizes for 

that the combination of two bubbles reduces the TTI 
at a faster rate as orifice size is increased than in the 
single bubble pad 5 cm in diameter. However, the 5 

¯ cm pad bottomed out at an orifice diameter almost 
twice that of the two bubble pad. This indicates that 
the two bubble pad, while being stiffer than the single 

0.o~0 I 

bubble pad, is more effective in bringing the TTI o.o2s 
down even though the effective thickness of both are 
about the same. However, if the vehicle structural 

0.020 

¯ characteristics are such that the transmitted load is 
high, the two bubble pad may bottom out and render 
the pad ineffective, o.ol o 

The same trend is also evident in pelvic responses. 
However, the lowest pelvic g’s for both pads were 

o.oo~ 

about the same.. The rate of reduction in the pelvic 
¯ response for the stiffer (two bUbble) pad was higher Figure 13. Lines of constant TTI for two 2.5 em 

than the 5 cm single bubble pad. dia. hydraulic bubble pads with varying orifice 

In Figure 12, the thoracic and pelvic responses sizes. 

are compared against the energy absorbed in the 
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¯ 
the inner and outer bubbles on TYI and pelvic above 0.02 D was sufficient to reduce the pelvic g’s 
responses were analyzed. The outer bubble comes in to below 120 g with the 5 cm thick (2 bubbles 2.5 cm 
contact with the dummy initially and the inner bubble each) pad. Unlike the TTI responses, the trends in 
responds to the indirect loading from the outer pelvic responses were similar for all combinations of 
bubble. Figure 13 shows lines of constant TFI for orifice sizes in the range of 0.005 D to 0.03 D. 
the Suzuki Sidekick utility vehicle as orifice sizes are 

¯ varied from 0.005 D to 0.03 D for the outer and TTI and Pelvic Responses for Different Thickness 
inner bubbles. Even though the range of orifice sizes Combinations at the Chest and Pelvis 
simulated for the two 2.5 cm bubble pads did not 
reduce the TTI to below 85 g’s, it is evident that a In order to determine whether use of padding of 
combination of orifice sizes could result in the same different thicknesses would improve their 
TTI level. As the orifice size increased in both effectiveness, various combinations ofthicknesses and 

¯ 
bubbles, maximum reduction in TTI was obtained, orifice sizes were investigated. For padding 
However, in the told-range of orifice sizes, for a thickness, a 2.5 cm (1 bubble, 2.5 cm diameter) pad 
fixed orifice size in one bubble, the orifice size in the for the chest in combination with a 5 cm (2 bubbles, 
second bubble could assume a wide range of values. 2.5 cm diameter each) pad for the pelvis was first 
Outside of the mid-range, when the outside bubble simulated. Three different orifice size combinations 
was stiffened by reducing the orifice size, the inner were used for this investigation. A relatively stiff 

¯ bubble needed to be softened by enlarging the orifice pad for the chest (orifice diameter, 0.005 D) with a 
size to obtain the same TrI level. It must be noted softer pad for the pelvis (orifice diameter, 0.03 D) 
that the contour lines may be different for a vehicle was used in the first series of runs. In the next, the 
which has better structural performance than the softer pad was used in the chest and the stiffer one 
vehicle simulated in this study, was placed against the pelvis. In a third series of 

runs, soft pads (orifice diameter, 0.03 D) were used 
¯ 

at both locations. This entire sequence of runs were 
o .... repeated for a second thickness combination of a 5 

o,,~,.,~,~-~.~,,,~,.,                        cm pad (2 bubbles, 2.5 cm diameter each) for the 
chest and 2.5 cm (1 bubble, 2.5 cm diameter) for the 
pelvis. Thoracic and pelvic responses for the Suzuki 
Sidekick utility vehicle were determined and the 

¯ results for each combination are presented in Figure 
15. 

¯ O.OG5 0.010 0.01 S 0.020 0.025 0.030 1to- 
Outer Orate (Froctlon of Bubble D~ornet e~) 

Figure 14. Constant lines of pelvic response for 
two 2.5 cm dia. hydraulic bubbles pads with 
varying orifices. 

[ to- 

Figure 14 shows the pelvic responses for a 
combination of orifice sizes for the outer and inner ~’~’~"-~ 
bubbles each 2.5 cm in diameter for the two bubble 

Figure 15. Thoracic and Pelvic responses to 
pad. The contour lines show that there is an inverse 

varying hydraulic bubble pad thicknesses and orifice ¯ relationship between the outer and inner pad orifice 
sizes. 

sizes, i.e., as the orifice size in the outer bubble is 
enlarged, the orifice size in the inner bubble needed 
to be smaller for the same pelvic g. Orifice sizes Irrespective of whether it was the pelvis or the 
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¯ 
chest, using two bubbles with the softer (orifice material, or using paper or aluminum honeycomb 

diameter 0.03 D) padding gave the largest reduction could render the padding more effective in protecting 

in TTI and pelvic g’s. The maximum reduction in the chest and pelvis in side crashes of passenger 

TTI obtained for this vehicle was approximately 37 vehicles. These types of energy absorbing materials, 

percent. The maximum padding effectiveness for the especially those which are quasi-resilient, could be 

¯ pelvis was slightly higher at 44 percent. For any one useful in improving the energy absorption 

thickness, the stiffer the pad, the higher was the characteristics of upper interior components as well. 

simulated response of the body component, The concept of a hydraulic bubble pad has been 

irrespective of whether it was the chest or pelvis, examined with the aid of a mathematical model. 

Doubling the padding thickness for the pelvis while Simulation runs made with the bubble pad in two 

using the stiff pad was able to reduce the pelvic g’s different thicknesses, were used to analyze the effect 

¯ only about 6 percent, compared to using the softer of different pad characteristics on dummy responses. 

pad which produced a 44 percent reduction in the It was found that the bubble pad concept is effective 

pelvic g’s. However, the TTI reduction obtained with in reducing the TTI and pelvic g’s. However up to 

the stiffer pad with double thickness was about 7 5 cm thick pad either as two bubbles, 2.5 em in 

percent while the same for the softer pad was about diameter each, or a single bubble 5 em in diameter 

37 percent. It was also noted that the stiffer 2.5 cm was not sufficient to reduce the TTI level to below 85 

¯ pad (0.005D) resulted in TTI and Pelvic g’s at g’s in the Suzuki Sidekick. However, the TTI was 

approximately the baseline values i.e., effectiveness reduced by 37 percent for the best ease. The same 

of the padding was 0. This could be explained by the pad was able to reduce the pelvic g’s to well below 

fact that the spacing between the dummy and door the 130 g requirement in FMVSS No. 214. Based 

was not the same since one pad was at 2.5 em and on the simulation results, it is estimated that by 

the other was at 5 era. This resulted in the 2.5 cm adding 1 em to the thickness would be able to bring 

¯ pad not retaining the same distance between the door the TYI to acceptable levels in this vehicle. 

and the dummy as in the baseline case. Dummy However, another vehicle with a better baseline 

spacing had been kept constant for all other pad performance may not need the additional thickness 

comparisons, for the padding to get the TTI and pelvic g’s to below 

It is concluded from the above analysis that 5 cm the regulated levels. Orifice size in the bubble has a 

padding with 2 bubbles of 2.5 cm each is more pronounced effect on the dummy responses. A 

effective in reducing the "VII and the pelvic g’s than relatively small orifice in the bubble rendered it to be 

use of a single bubble pad. The largest orifice size stiff and produced a higher TTI and pelvic g than a 

permissible without allowing the pad to bottom out softer pad with large orifice sizes. To obtain the 

would dissipate the maximum energy and limit the desirable force-deflection characteristics approaching 

load transmitted to the chest or the pelvis thus the "square wave’, the orifice size need to be large 

reducing the responses from the baseline enough; at the same time should not allow the pad to 

¯              performance.     The padding, for maximum       bottom out. 
effectiveness has to be tuned to the particular vehicle One of the drawbacks of the bubble concept is 

line’s structural characteristics, the added weight of such pads in comparison to 
conventional foam pads. It is estimated that the 
weight of a hydraulic bubble pad sufficiently thick so 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS as to reduce the TTI and pelvic g’s to the regulated 
level, may be in the range of 0.5 to 2 Kg per door, 

¯                  This paper examined padding concepts to improve       depending on the structural enhancements provided in 

the effectiveness of padding. The intent of the paper the vehicle. This is not considered to be a.heavy 

is not to compare actual effectiveness of various pads. weight penalty considering the fact that such a pad 

This paper is only intended to be an evaluation of could have a higher effectiveness in reducing the 

various concepts as countermeasures for chest and chest and pelvic injury potential. In addition, the 

¯ pelvic protection in side impacts weight penalty will be offset somewhat by the 

For conventional padding, it is suggested that reduced amount of required structural modifications 

simple modifications such as using convoluted shapes, . to meet FMVSS no. 214. This type of padding is 

or pads formed out of hollow or solid foam spheres also attractive because it requires substantially less 

bonded with filler material to form blocks of the space compared to conventional foam padding. The 
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deterioration of foam characteristics due to repeated Analytical Simulation of the Effects of 
exposure to temperature and humidity variations and Structural Parameters on Occupant 
aging of the foam itself would not be a factor in the Responses in Side Impacts of Passenger 
case of the hydraulic pad. Cars, 11 th International Technical 

The analysis is based on a single orifice in each conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 
bubble. By providing interconnections to adjacent Washington, D.C., May 1987. ¯ 
bubbles so as to allow fluid to escape through 
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rupture as pressure builds up when loaded, the Countermeasures and Subsystem Tests, 35th 
effectiveness of the concept could be improved. The Stapp Car Crash Conference, November 
discussion in the paper is based on an analytical 1991. 

¯ model of the bubble pad concept. The conclusions are 
based on the simulation results. These conclusions 8. Mustin, G.S., Theory and Practice of 
remain to be validated by producing such a pad and Cushion Design, The shock and Vibration 
conducting laboratory and vehicle crash testing. Information Center, U.S. Department of 

Defense, Washington, D.C., 1968. 
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Abstract 
Comparison With Frontal Impacts 

Now that airbags are the accepted solution for In frontal impacts, the crush zone of the vehicle 

protecting occupants in frontal ~ impacts, and now that changes velocity early in the crash and a sensor located 

safety sells cars, it is natural to look closely at the second within 30 cm of the front of the vehicle, or an electronic 

¯ largest killer of automobile occupants, side impacts. This sensor mounted elsewhere, can sense the crash and 

paper develops the theory of sensing side impacts based initiate the inflation of the airbag long before the occupant 

on the assumption that airbags will soon be used for side has begun to move relative to the passenger 

impact protection: Thetrade-offs between the various compartment. Also, for most cases, there is little intrusion 

sensor technologies are discussed including electronic in the passenger compartment, and the entire space 

and mechanical sensors. For mechanical sensors, fluid between the occupant and the instrument panel or the 

¯ damped, undamped and crush sensing switches are steering wheel, as well as the stroke of the steering 

compared. Finally, the requirements for a successful column, is avail.able to cushion the occupant. In contrast, 

predictive sensor will be presented, in side impacts there is almost always significant intrusion 
into the vehicle, and the. motion of the occupant relative 
to the vehicle interior begins immediately after impact. 
In addition, there is far less space for a restraint system 

¯ and thus the injury-reducing potential of an airbag, even 

APPROXIMATELY ONE QUARTER of all injury- if it were deployed in time, is substantially less for side 

producing accidents are side impacts in which the impacts than for frontal impacts. 

direction of the force’is within 45 degrees of the lateral In the standard FMVSS 208 48 kph frontal barrier 

axis of the vehicle, Airbags are alleviating injuries from crash test mandated by the Government for frontal 

frontal impacts and it is important now to focus on the impacts, an unrestrained occupant would typically impact 

¯ next largest cause of fatalities, side impacts, the steering wheel at about 30 kph. When an airbag is 
deployed, this impact velocity of the driver with the vehicle 

Summary is absorbed through the collapse of the airbag plus the 

To satisfy the various requirements for a side impact stroking of the energy absorbing steering column giving 

sensor, it is concluded below that a sensor having an a total energy absorbing displacement of about 46 cm. 

inertial mass is required; if electro-mechanical, a damped In the standard FMVSS 214 side impact crash test, the 

¯ sensor is desired; and, an inertially damped sensor is occupant is impacted by the intruding door also typically 

most adaptable to properly sensing side crashes. Most at about 30 kph however there is no more than a few cm 

cars need only two discriminating sensors per side, one of space available in the door and inner door panel to 

adjacent each occupant. For these cases, an all absorb energy and much of this is consumed by the 

mechanical airbag system is possible where the sensor intruding vehicle. 

is integral with the rest of theairbag system. A crush Ultimately, the necessary space must be created 

¯ sensitive~ safing sensor in series with, and located either by making the vehicle door much thicl~er or by an 

proximate to the velocity change .sensor., could be used airbag which pushes the occupant away from the door 

to minimize the chance of inadvertent airbag deployments before the start of the crash. Such an airbag requires an 

providing it covers a sufficient portion of the vehicle side anticipatory sensor system as discussed below. 

that its involvement in a crash can be assured. 
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The Marginal Sensor Response The Vehicle to Vehicle Side Impact 
To design a crash sensor for side impacts, the side- The most common side impact accident is a "Bullet" 

structure of a vehicle must be understood. In an SAE vehicle impacting a "Target" vehicle at close to 90 
paper "Trends in Sensing Side Impacts" (1), the side degrees. Once the side door is hit by the Bullet vehicle, 
intrusion problems and general vehicle response the door beam and outer panel deform significantly while 
characteristics are analyzed. As discussed in this paper, the passenger compartment only gains a relatively small 
once the marginal occupant protection velocity has been velocity change in the early stage of a crash. The side 
chosen (usually 16 to 20 kph), the desired response curve intrusion or crush increases continuously after the early 
of a side impact crash sensor can be determined by the penetration until the entire car reaches a common final 
impact conditions, such as vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to- velocity later in the crash. The responses of the Target 
pole, or truck-to-vehicle accidents. One example of a and Bullet vehicles are functions of the impact angle and 

-response curve which meets the criteria discussed in location, the impact speed, and the stiffness and weights 
that paper is shown in Figure 1. of the vehicles. 

SIDE IMPACT SENSOR RESPONSE CURVE 
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Figure 1 

The horizontal axis is the duration of an idealized The velocity of the side door outer panel increases 
crash pulse (haversine) and the vertical axis is the velocity immediately after the impact to a maximum velocity 
change of the crash. The velocity change required to comparable to the velocity of the Bullet vehicle, see Figure 
trigger the sensor is about 19 mph (31 kph) for a 4 2. The passenger compartment experiences a relatively 
millisecond crash, 10 mph (16 kph) for a 20 millisecond small velocity change during this stage of the crash. As 
crash and 12 mph (19 kph) for a 60 millisecond crash, the side structure stiffens, the resistance force increases 
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¯ 

and starts to decelerate the side door panel until finally velocity. In fact, the velocity, at which the target vehicle 

the side panel and the passenger compartment reach a is impacted can be as high as twice the velocity that the 

common velocity. This final velocity is estimated to be inner door panel hits the occupant. Therefore, a crash 

the momentum velocity, which is the original momentum sensor located near the outer door panel must require a 

¯ of the bullet vehicle divided by the total masses of the higher velocity change to trigger than 16 kph in pulses in 

bullet and target vehicles, usually around one half of the the range of 1-5 ms. If a crash sensor triggers on a 16 

bullet vehicle’s initial velocity, kph pulse, for example, and the occupant is only struck 

In Figure 2 the sensor triggers at about 4 milliseconds later at 10 kph there will be an undesired airbag 

and experiences a 29 mph (47 kph) velocity change. If deployment. 

an airbag was not present, the occupant would be struck 

¯ by the intruding door at 22 mph (35 kph) at about 13 Crush Sensors are Not Appropriate 

milliseconds. In most vehicles the door/driver impact Since a side impact crash sensor must not falsely 

velocity is somewhat less and somewhat more time is trigger due to hammer blows or light pounding on the 

available for inflating the airbag, side door, which can cause significant local deformations, 

The time at which the occupant is struck by the inner side door deformation can not be used as the only criterion 

door panel is determined by the stiffness of the vehicles, for detecting the severity of a side impact accident. A 
¯ the impact condition, and the distance between the side impact displacement type sensor which responds to 

occupant and the side panel. In most of the side impact the crush of the side door panel, therefore, could cause 

cases, the occupant is struck at a velocity significantly frequent inadvertent sensor triggering. A side impact 

lower than the impact velocity but above the final vehicle sensor must also trigger for other side crashes when the 

¯ 
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side door is not directly hit, but the impact is severe In some installations structure is added to the vehicle 
enough so that the occupant needs the protection of an to transmit the crash pulse from the vehicle door to a 
airbag. A displacement-type sensor in these caseswill location within the passenger compartment where the 
not trigger until the side crush of the vehicle progresses sensor is located This effectively places the sensor on 
to the location of the sensor. This will result in late the door while it is actually mounted elsewhere. 
triggering or no triggering of the sensor and no protection 
for the occupant unless the sensor covers most of the Pressure Sensors 
side of the vehicle. On the other hand, a velocity-type A side impact sensor which measures the change in 
sensor will respond to the velocity change sensed in a pressure inside the door has recently been proposed. 
crash and can be adjusted to a desired sensitivity to The fundamental assumption behind this sensor is that 
detect a side impact even though the side door is not hit the change in the internal volume of the door can be 
directly, used to discriminate crashes where an airbag is desired 

from those where it is not. 
Spring Mass and Ball-in-Tube Sensors As the side door of the target vehicle is impacted, 

Even though spring-mass inertial sensors respond to the pressure within the door increases by an amount 
a specified range of velocity changes, the sensitivity of which is a function of the cross section area of the 
these sensors increases as the pulse duration decreases: impacting object, the point of impact, and the leakage 
Therefore these sensors will trigger with a smaller velocity rate from the door. This sensor uses an electronic 
change for pulses of shorter duration than longer duration, pressure measuring element to detect any impact to the 
This trend contradicts the conditions of side impact door which causes the pressure to increase within the 
sensing as discussed above. On the other hand, door. The sensor assumes that the rate of change of 
viscously damped sensors, such as conventional balHn- pressure is proportional to the crash velocity change. 
tube sensors, respond to the same velocity change One problem with this sensor is that it assumes that 
regardless of pulse duration. These sensors also do not the leakage rate from the door is not only known but that 
meet the requirements of side impact sensors, which it does not change over time. Throughout its life a vehicle 
require greater insensitivity for short, impulsive velocity can undergo many events which do not require airbag 
changes, deployment but which can reduce the volume within the 

door, create holes in the door, destroy the vapor barrier, 
Inertially Damped Sensors cause the seals to leak, detach part of the inner door 

In inertially damped sensors, it is the inertia of the panel, etc. Such events will significantly change the 
damping fluid rather than its viscosity which provides the relationship between the displacement of the outer door 
damping force. In these sensors, the motion of-the panel and the rate of pressure increase within the door 
sensing mass is opposed by a nonlinear damping force, with the result that the response of the sensor will also 
depending on the second power of the sensing mass vary significantly over the life of the vehicle. 
velocity. These sensors are naturally more sensitive to Another problem is that the sensor will be less 
long pulses than to short pulses, but the sensitivity to sensitive to objects, such as trees, which have a smaller 
very long pulses can be compensated by the bias force: cross section than other objects such as a truck: The 
Also, the sensitivity to very short pulses can be varied if sensor will necessarily be less responsive to these 
a gas is used as the fluid. In this case the compressibility impacts which are actually more severe than vehicle to 
of the fluid can be used to cause the response curve to vehicle impacts. This is especially the case if the impact 
level out for very short pulses (<4 ms) as illustrated in point of the tree is at the A-pillar or B-pillar where there 
Figure 1. This ability to tailor the characteristics of these will be minimal damage to the door by the time sensor 
sensors in the range of pulses from 1 to 50 ms makes triggering is required. Other impacts which cause minimal 
inertially damped sensors most appropriate for side impact damage to the door include impacts with high curbs or 
sensing, low poles. For example, unless multiple sensors are 

used, an impact by the rear seat of a vehicle may not 
A Side Impact Crash Sensor Must be Mounted On cause significant deformation to the front door and yet 
The Door : the airbag could be required. 

A crash sensor for sensing side impacts must be Most but not all accidents, where the point of impact 
placed on the side door structure to be effective. This is in front of the A-pillar, do not require deployment of 
location is essential since it is sensing the velocity change the airbag since there is substantial rotation of the vehicle. 
of the portion of the vehicle which will eventually strike This is not always the case, however, especially when 
the occupant. Since there is insufficient signal anywhere the principle direction of force passes through the center 
else in the vehicle for side impacts, they can only be of gravity of the target vehicle. In this case the vehicle 
sensed in time with crush zone sensors. If the side door does not rotate and there is significant deformation to 
is not hit directly, the pulse propagated to the side door the door only long after sensor triggering is required. 
is delayed and stretched in its duration, compared to the A further problem exists when a substantial portion 
pulse generated in a direct side door impact. Therefore, of the vehicle side is involved such as when the vehicle 
to be effective, a crash sensor must be more sensitive to slides sideways into a wall, highway divider or guard rail. 
these longer or stretched pulses. Here clearly, the rate of change of the pressure within 
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¯ 
the door is not a good measure of the velocity of the reduces the probability of an inadvertent deployment, by 
impact. For the above reasons, the pressure change is imposing a requirement that two environmental stimuli 
not believed to be a good predictor of the impact velocity (velocity change and physical displacement) are required 
of the vehicle door with the occupant, to initiate airbag deployment. 

A further problem of a numerical nature must also be 

¯ considered. The pressure sensor predicts accident Anticipatory Sensors 
severity, velocity change, by measuring the pressure and There are several technologies which are available 
taking its derivative. It is not the pressure level within for use as anticipatory sensors. The most viable ones 
the door which predicts the velocity change but its rate of include ultrasonics, laser optics and radar, any of which 
change. The taking of the derivative of measured data is could sense the approach of a vehicle, for example, 
well known to lead to significant numerical errors which providing the proper software is available to determine 

¯ further contributes to the inaccuracy of this method, the nature of the impacting object and its trajectory relative 
For the above reasons it is unlikely that a pressure to the target vehicle. Laser and radar systems are at 

measuring sensor will perform as well as an electronic present probably too expensive and there is concern with 
accelerometer based system where the velocity change ultrasonics being fooled by a heavy rainfall, for example. 
is determined through an integration of the measured Software systems are now available which will work with 
acceleration, these technologies and anticipatory sensors will probably 

O be in development within the next few years. Such a 
Crush Sensing Sating Sensors system will permit the airbag to be deployed before the 

It may be desirable for a side impact sensing system impact and therefore permit the occupant to be displaced 
to include sating (arming) sensors in addition to the by the airbag to create the required energy absorbing 
discriminating sensors described above. In frontal space before the accident occurs. 
impacts, velocity-type low-bias sensors located in the 

¯ passenger compartment are used for sating purposes. Conclusions 
In side impact crashes, however, the crash pulse in the To satisfy the various requirements for a side impact 
passenger compartment does not provide enough sensor, it was concluded that a sensor having an inertial 
information at the time that the crush zone sensor is mass is required. If this sensor is electro-mechanical, a 
required to trigger. Therefore, it is not possible to use a damped sensor is desired and an inertially damped sensor 
passenger-compartment sating sensor for side impact is most adaptable to properly sensing side crashes. If 

¯ sensing system. Therefore, such sensors must also be the sensor is electronic, its response should be similar to 
mounted on the vehicle door unless structure is added to the electro-mechanical sensor in that it should require a 
transmit the pulse elsewhere. Sating sensors for side larger velocity change to trigger for short duration pulses 
impact applications can be crush sensing switches. These (0 to 10 milliseconds) than for intermediate duration pulses 
sating sensors should be placed in proximity to the velocity (10 to 50 milliseconds). It was further concluded that 
sensing sensors, and should have long contact dwells, sensors based on pressure measurements within the door 

i They also must cover a sufficient portion of the vehicle are likely to have significant variations over the vehicle 
side that they are always involved in the crash. This life and an improper response to many real world crashes. 
might be difficult to accomplish for reasons similar to Finally, anticipatory sensors will probably be available in 
those presented above when discussing pressure the next fewyears. 
measuring sensors. Nevertheless, a combination of a The most cost effective solution using available 
velocity sensing sensor and a crush sensor significantly technology is the all mechanical side impact system which 

eliminates all of the wiring, diagnostics and backup power ¯                                                        supply associated with electrical systems. 
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Today, frontal crash safety has been refined to such a 
degree that the safety benefits of a given design effort 
aimed at improving side impact protection are probably 
higher t_h~rt the benefits of an increased design effort on 
enhanced frontal crash safety. One reason for this is that 

ABSTRACT severe injuries sustained in side impacts occur over a fairly 
Injuries in side impact collisions constitute one fourth wide range of crash severities, with a relatively high fre- 

er the serious-to-fatal injuries sustained by occupants in or- quency of injuries occurring even at low severities, see Fig. 

dinary passenger cars. The Side Impact Protection System 2. Consequently, there is much to gain in terms of injury 

(SIPS), introduced in the latest Volvo models, provides a reduction by improving the side impact protection eharae- 

substantially enhanced protection for car occupants in side teristies not only at high crash severities, but also in the 

collisions, low-medium range of the crash severity distribution. 

Further protection can be achieved by adding a quick- 
deploying side aid~ag which will help reduce and mitigate 
injuries in car-to-car side impacts as well as in collisions Other Roar Impact 

with trucks and poles. Sensing time and bag inflation time Roll/Turnover 
must be extremely short due to the short deformation dis- Frontal Impact 
tance available. 

Several locations and sensing possibilities have been 
evaluated. The system described has the sensor, the gas- Mulliple Event 
generator, and the hag in one closed unit, making the 
function simple and reliable. The system is completely 

non-electric - the function is a mechanically triggered py- Side Impact 
rotechnle device, safe against unwanted trigging from mi- 
nor exterior violence. 

Figure L Distribution of serious-to-fatal car accidents INTRODUCTION 
(AIS 3+) by crash type. 

The evolution of car design to date has produced car 
erashworthiness characteristics that are primarily focused 
upon occupant protection in frontal impacts. Although *) The statistics in Fig.1 - Fig.5 are derived from Volvo’s ae- 

frontal impacts still account for the largest number of inju- cident data base, containing approx. 25.000 tow-away accidents 

des in accident statistics, approximately 25% of all involving Volvo cars in Sweden with data on more than 35.000 
occupants. In case of an injury accident where someone has re- 

serious-to-fatal injuries are caused in side impact acci- 
ceived medical attention, occupant injury data is acquired from 

dents, see Fig. 1’9. the medical ease records. 

¯ 
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Injuries to the head, chest, abdomen, and pelvis arc 
¯ F -r~4----~’.-, more common in side impacts than in other accident types, 

see Fig. 4. Head protection in frontal collisions has been 
continua!ly improved (through the development of deform- 
able steering wheels, collapsible steering columns, in- 
creased belt use, and the introduction of frontal alrbags) 

such that today there is also a higher incidence of head in- 

¯ juries as a result of side collisions than in other accident 

types, especially in impacts with trucks and fixed objects. 

I 
~o 4o ~o ~o ~nlu~ Frequency (%) 

c~t~m m~�~ Sp~d (n~) 4, 

¯ Figure 2. Di~ribnfion of injured occul)~m~s (MAIS 3+) 
b~ er~h ~veri~ in car-~o-car side impacts. 

Stm~m~a] ~einforcements are needed to lower the re-      2 
Iocity of the. intruding side structure in ear-to-car impacts 
and to provide a base on which interior padding will work 

I 

¯ satisfactorily. With the SIPS system [I], Volvo has taken 
a first step towards an increased occupant protection o Abdomen Lower Li~¢t.~ 

against side impacts by reinforcing many systems of the 
Head 

Neck/Sptne    upper Ltmbs     Pelvis 

car including the doors, the B-pillars, the floor, the floor 

I[] tunnel, the roof, and the seats. Energy-absorbing elements ~mpa~t Crash Type 

have been added to the car interior inside the door panels. 

¯ The scope for further improvements to side impact pro- 
tection through thicker doors is limited by space considera- 

Figure 4. Injury frequency (MS 3+) by body area (all 

tions as the driver must have sufficient room to drive the 
collision objects). 

car in a safe and comfortable manner. However, providing The side airbag described in this paper provides a solu- 
further interior energy absorption elements in one form or 
another (foam, bags, etc.) offers the greatest potential for 

tion to space constraints. It is intended to be a supplement 
to the SIPS (Side Impact Protection System) used in Volvo 

¯ injury reduction since this method is effective both in car- 
to-car impacts and in side collisions with trucks (mainly 

cars. It is therefore called Sipsbag. 

at lower speeds) and other undeformable objects (e.g. 
This first design step focused on further improvement 

poles, trees). These collision objects account for a consid- 
of chest and abdominal protection, mainly in car-to-car 

erable proportion of the severe occupant injuries in side 
side impacts, since this is the most common injury produc- 
ing side impact crash configuration. The chest, head, ab- 

impacts, Fig. 3. domen, and pelvis are the areas of the body most 
¯ 

Fixed Object commonly injured in car-to-car side impacts, Fig. 5. 

Truck, Bus Other Injury Frequency (%) 

¯ 

5 

Car 

Figure 3. Distribution of collision objects in serious-to- 
¯ fatal side impacts (MS 3+). 

o 

NeddSpine Upper Limbs Pelvis 

In collisions with trucks and fixed ob.je~, body stiff- 
I ] ness and strength are of lesser importance, since the colli- 

[] ~s s+ [] ~s 2 

sion object is undeformable. Interior energy-absorbing 
components, however, can considerably improve occupant Figure 5. Injury frequency by body area in car-to-car 

¯ protection by smoothing out the contact phase between the side impacts. 
occupant and the interior side structure of the car. 
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Although the Sipsbag is designed primarily to reduce 
f 

~,~ ¯ 
chest and abdominal injuries, there is also a potential for 

Criteria for USA-test (FMVSS 214): reduction of head and pelvic injuries as described below. 
In the longer term it is highly desirable to examine the 

possibilities for further increases in head protection in side - Thorax TTI < 85g 
impacts. Whether this is best achieved by addition of an- 

- Pelvis amax < 130g other airbag or by some other form of head protection de- 
vice remains to be investigated. 

¯ 

REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA Criteria for Europe-test (proposed): 

Volvo cars equipped with the Sipsbag bag will meet in- - Head HPC < 1000 ternal Volvo requirements as well as the requirements of 
both the American FMVSS 214 and the proposed Euro- 

-Thorax Deft < 42 mm ¯ pean regulations. 
VCm~ < 1 m/s 

The American standard test involves a side collision 
with the US-MDB (Moving Deformable Barrier), at an an- 

- Pelvis PSFP < 6,0 kN gle of 27° ("crabbed") and a test speed of 33,5 mph. The 
equivalent test for Europe is the EURO-MDB at an angle 

- Abdomen APF < 2,5 kN of 90° and a test speed of 50 km/h, see Fig. 6. 

US-MDB 

EURO-MDB..~ ¯ 

¯ 

L=lSOO 

US-MDB EURO-MDB ¯ 

Figure 6. Impacts areas with the US and the EURO moving deformable barriers, respectively. 

¯ 
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¯ uS-sir EUROSlD-1 BIOSID 

CDOTSID) 

Figure 7. Dummies used in side impact testing. In these tests, different test dummies are used (see 
Fig.7 which illnstrates the DOTSID, EUROSID, and 

BIOSID dummies). The DOTSID and EUROSID dummies 
,i are used for the American and European tests respectively. 

’, ’ The BIOSID is a proposed alternative to the US-SID. 
’,ll However, since experience shows that car occupants 

..... i sustain serious injuries over a wide range of crash sevefi- 
ties (see Fig. 2), it is also an Volvo design requirement to 
increase occupant protection in both the frequent low se- 

¯ verity impacts (e.g. 35-40 km/h lateral test speed) and at 

higher test speeds than those used in the American and 
European ~oest procedures (up to 40 mplL "crabbed" at an 

angle of 2 , which corresponds to 57 km/h lateral speed at 

an angle of 90°). The trigger function is based on force-transmitting ele- 
ments in the door, the door panel, and the side panel of the 

¯ seat. An impacting bumper transfers part of its inertia to 
the sensor which triggers more quickly the smaller the 
clearances are. The standardized MDB-bumpers used in 
the US- and Euro-tests are shown in Fig. 8 (and Fig. 6). 

The trigger criteria are based on findings from actual 

Figure 8. Cross section through lower door and seat at      accidents and are selected to ensure that the Sipsbag will 
sensor location. Euro-bumper (1), US-bumper (2),          deploy only when the violence of the side impact is such 

that a bag can be expected to have positive effects in re- 

SIPS-blocks (3 and 4), doorpanel (5), sidepanel of seat ducing injury. In most cases, this involves a direct impact 

(6), sensor (7). against the front door. 
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According to Volvo’s accident data, about 90% of the 
4. The system is comprised of a single, enclosed unit serious-to-fatal injuries (AIS 3+) caused by side impacts 

totally contained in the seat with no movable occur when the front door is impacted. Ongoing investiga- 

connections, and sealed by the manufacturer. tions by Hassan et al [2] at the Birmingham University in- 
dicate that most of the AIS 3+ injuries (almost 90%) to the 

5. The environment is more "friendly. for an airbag front seat occupants occur when the rear lower quadrant of 
mounted in the seat as opposed to inside the door. 

the front door is impacted. 
An impact behind or in front of the front door will re- 

Airbag module 
tatc the car but will not deform the door, and the bag will 

The airbag module consists of not deploy. However, there is little need to deploy the bag 
¯ a sewn bag with vent holes in these cases since the energy of the impact between the 

occupant and the door is considerably reduced.                   ¯ a diffuser for cooling and spreading the gas 

¯ two gas generators, each with approximately 2g SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
of nitro-cellulose explosive 

In this side airbag system both the airbag module and 
¯ housing for packing and protection of bag and for the sensor are fitted into the seat. These units are con- 

support of the seat upholstery nected by non-electrical means, see Fig. 9. 

¯ bracket for attachment to the seatback structure. 

The bag has a volume of 12 litres. It is made of 
polyamide with an internal coating of silicone rubber. The 
function of the coating is to make the bag more resistant to 
hot gas during deployment. Silicone is advantageous rela- 
tive to other rubber types duc to its high temperature resis- 
tance and its ability to be applied in a thinner (and lighter) 
layer. 

The bag is ventilated, which is advantageous for reduc- 
ing dummy criteria based on deflection [3]. 

Two gas generators are mounted at the centre of the 
diffuser surrounded by the bag. The gas generators are of a 
similar type as those used today in our pyrotechnic belt 
pretensioners. They are designed such that the bag will be 
fully deployed approximately 7 ms after triggering. One of 
the gas generators is retarded slightly to reduce peak pres- 
sure during inflation and improve protective performance. 

Sensor 

The sensor is a speed sensitive, mechanically triggered, 
pyrotechnic device. It has an firing pin which penetrates a Figure 9. The Sipsbag system has sensor (1), non-el 
small Percussion cap. The device is enclosed in a metal connection (2), and bag module (3) in the seat. 
housing. 

The conditions required to trigger the device are: Advantages with a seat-mounted airbag are: 
¯ Speed >2m/s 

1. The airbag is always correctly positioned relative ¯ Force > 500 N 
to the occupant, regardless of the seat position. 

¯ Stroke > 2 mm 
2. The energy absorption capacity and deformation 

stroke available in upper part of door remains 
The sensor is attached to the outboard side of the seat 

(i.e., no hard gas generator, brackets, etc in the 
frame, see Fig. 9. 

door will interfere). 
The position of the sensor varies according to the car 

model, taking into account the strength of the supporting 3. The system is immune to sabotage/vandalism, i.e., 
structure, space required for seat adjustment devices, de- it cannot be triggered by kicks to the side of the 
sign of door pockets, force transmission in door and door door, etc. 
panel, etc. 
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¯ The positioning of the sensor and force transmitting 
Conclusions from these initial tests, conducted in 

elements and the cl~rances between them are adjusted 
January 1992, were as.follows: 

such that triggering occurs no later than 5 ms after the first 
¯ The airbag deployed fully forward even when the 

contact in a typical side impact, 
dummy was inclined against the door. 

Accordingly, the bag is fully deployed after approxi- ¯ Arm in high position on the steering wheel: 

mately 12 ms (for an impact speed of 50 kin/h). This speed deployment unaffected. 

¯ of deployment is essential, since the impacting object trav- 

els at 14 mm/ms and the total available distance from im- 
¯ Ann in low position on armrest: the arm was 

displaced forwards by the inflating bag, but not 
pactor to occupant is about 300 mm. with such force as to give rise to concern. 

Non-electrical connection . Dummy response values were moderate. 

The sensor is connected to the gas generators through Since then, many other deployment tests have been 

¯ two plastic tubes containing pyrotechnic powder dusted performed, using the EUROSID-1 dummy as well. 
and bound on the inside. This explosive propagates a 

flame at a speed of 2000 trds (2 metres/ms). 
The use of such deflagrating explosives is well proven 

for military applications. It is a very safe and reliable 
method which can only be ignited by a high-temperature 

¯ detonator (for example a percussion caP). 

Seat 
When the bag deploys, it breaks open the normal seam 

in the upholstery on the outboard side of the seathack (no 
special design changes were required). The bag moves for- 

¯ ward and outward along the door panel as it inflates. 
The seat structure must be rigid and firmly anchored to 

the floor. A good example is the Volvo 850 seat, which is 
an ideal platform and an integral part of the SIPS system. 

Since the sensor operates based upon the relative move- Figure 10. Static deployment test. 

ment between its outer and inner sides, it is essential that 

¯ the sensor is firmly anchored in position. 
LOW SPEED TRIGGER TESTS 

The next challenge was to ensure that the aitbag tdg- 

Door/doorpanei gers in all situations where its deployment could be ex- 

In order to get a quick triggering, the force of the side pected to reduce the risk of injury, i.e., high and low points 

impact must be transmitted as rapidly as possible to the of impact, both perpendicular and angled collisions with 

sensor. This necessitates minimal clearances and the use of 
different angles, sensor positions, impact speeds, and ira- 

¯ strong elements at sensor height in the lower part of the pactors (MDBs, cars). Fig. 11 shows one of the first low 

door and between the door and the doorpanel, speed crashes using the US-MDB. 

At chest height, the door and the door panel are the 
same as in a car with a standard SIPS system without 

Sipsbag. 

¯ STATIC DEPLOYMENT TESTS 
Initial tests were conducted to investigate static deploy- 

ment. The seat was placed closer than normal to the door, 
simulating the anticipated door deformation 12 ms after 
impact (the time taken for the alrbag to fully deploy). 

The dummies used were Hybrid III, 50-percentile, Hy- 

brid II, 95-percentile, and BIOSID. The Hybrid dummies 
were chosen to get a more realistic representation of the 
ann than is the case for the side impact dummies, The 

dummy’s outboard ann was placed in different positions. 
In some test the dummy was in placed inclined against the 

door. Fig. 10 shows one of the test arrangements. Figure 11. Low speed trigger test. 
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An initial problem encountered was the difficulty to 
only at the required/proposed test speeds, but also at lower 

¯ achieve sufficient rate of deformation at the sensor to trig- 
and higher speeds. get the airbag, since in low velocity collisions a large pro- 

portion of the energy of impact is dissipated by metal 
Results - European test procedure deformation distant from the sensor. However, a speed- 

Typical results from the proposed European test proce- sensitive sensor is advantageous in avoiding unwanted de- 
dure are illustrated in Fig. 12-15. At a test speed of 50 ployments during handling, assembly, etc. 

km/h with no airbag fitted, deflection of the dummy (see      ¯ To fire the percussion cap, the igniting pin requires a 
Fig. 12) starts late, 25 ms after the beginning of the crash, speed of at least 2 m/s. To achieve this speed even during 
and reaches a relatively high value in the three ribs. low speed collisions, adjustments were made to the sensor 

The Viscous Criterion (VC), Fig. 14-15, is defined as position, its mounting, and the load-transmitting elements, 
the relative chest deflection multiplied by the velocity of Sufficient deformation speed remains for triggering in rea- 
this chest deflection, i.e., sonable impact configurations. 

VC(t) = d(t)/D - v(t) ¯ 
FULL-SPEED CRASH TEST where d(t) = chest deflection 

D = distance to CL dummy (half chest width) A number of full-scale tests have been performed, ac- 
v(t) = velocity of chest deflection = d’(t) cording to American as well as European standards, not 

---- Upper rib 

~ Middle rib ¯ 
---- Lower rib 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 

0.08 Figure 12. Deflection vs time (sec), without Sipsbag. 
Figure 13. Deflection vs time (sec), with Sipsbag. ¯ 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 ¯ Figure 14. VC vs time (sec), without Sipsbag. 
Figure 15. VC vs time (sec), with Sipsbag. 
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¯ Since deflection does not start until after 25 ms, it rises 
Figure 16, illustrating the results for the test without 

steeply and the contact velocity rapidly increases to a high 
airbag, shows that dummy accelerations start late and in- 

value. Accordingly, VC also becomes rather high. 
crease to relatively high peak acceleration values for ribs, 

Figures 13 and 15 show the corresponding values for a 
spine, and pelvis. 

test at the same speed with Sipsbag. Deflection starts ear- 
TFI (Thoracic Trauma Index) is defined as the average 

lier (12 to 15 ms after impact), giving a flatter curve with a 
ofthe maximum rib and lower spine accelerations, i’e’, 

¯ lower peak value. Accordingly, VC,~ is much lower, in TTI = (gr + g~) / 2, where 

this case less than 50 % of VCn~ for the same test condi- 
gr = maximum acceleration, ribs 

tions without Sipsbag, above, 
gu = maximum acceleration, lower spine. 

A reduction of the dummy’s head displacement relative 

to the car outer profile was observed as well. 
Figure 17 shows the results for the test with Sipsbag 

fitted. Rib acceleration increased rapidly but the peak 

¯ Results - American test procedure value was lower. Acceleration of the lower spine started 

Acceleration results from two typical tests according to 
later and reached a lower peak value. These factors corn- 

the American test procedure are shown in Figures 16~17, 
bined gave a 25% reduction in the T]TI obtained. The rate 

without and with Sipsbag, respectively. In both cases, the 
of change of pelvic acceleration was also more gradual, 

test speed was 33,5 mph (27° "crabbed" configuration), 
giving a peak value reduction of the same magnitude. 

It must be noted that these are just two single tests and 

that there is a spread in results from several tests. 

¯ Tests were also conducted at 24, 28, and 39 mph 

("crabbed" impact configuration), showing dummy re- 

Pelvis sponse reductions of the same magnitude. 

Lower spine COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 
¯ . __.-- Lower rib In addition to the different trigger tests and full-scale 

¯ ’ Upper spine tests, computer simulations were used for studying bag and 

Upper rib trigger behaviour. 
parameters like bag pressure, bag position, and velocity 

", of the inner sheet were varied. The goal was to find opti- 

-./ \ mal solutions for bag position and bag pressure in order to 

/’. \ lower the dummy injuty criteria values. The calculations were carried out with a model of a full 
side impact test, using a finite element program, see Fig. 
18. The airbag is placed in the seat and the bag behaviour 

....... during expansion is simulated. 
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 

¯ Figure 16. Accelerations vs time (sec), without Sipsbag. 

¯ 

¯             /I 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 ti~ ~ z2.5o 

¯ Figure 18. Finite element model of a full side impact. 
Figure 17. Accelerations vs time (sec), with Sipsbag. 
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This type of simulation consumes a lot of computer 
CONCLUSIONS ¯ time, and to make parameter studies, it was necessary to 

use a smaller mathematical model. This so called part 
The aim of this first generation side airbag (the 

model needs much less computer time and makes a large 
Sipsbag) is to further reduce mainly chest injuries in side 

number of simulations possible. The part model consists of 
impacts and also, as a secondary benefit, to reduce head 

the upper part of a DOTSID dummy (chest and head), the injury by maintaining a distance between the door and the 
door panel, and the door inner sheet, see Fig. 19. The in- 

occupant. 
ner sheet was controlled by using a velocity function as in- 

Mounting the Sipsbag in the seatback instead of in the ¯ 
put data. 

door, B-pillar, etc., means that it is always in the correct 
position relative to the occupant, no matter how the seat is 
adjusted. 

A mechanically triggered, pyrotechnic sensor elimi- 
nates the need of electrical connections and electronic di- 

¯ agnostic circuits. It also makes possible a completely 
sealed module, reducing the risk of contact malfunction. 
The environment is friendlier when the airbag and sensor 
are mounted in the seat as opposed to inside the door. 

Tests have shown that the Sipsbag substantially re- 
duces dummy response values over a wide range of crash 

¯ severities and thereby has a good injury reduction potential 
in real-life side impacts. 
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¯ ABSTRACT 

This paper describes new concepts to detect side impact large type of vehicles as well as minivans and light trucks 
collisions. Based on the specific system requirements for /1/. 
side impact detection, a new concept is described using the In order to further increase the passenger protection by 
sensing of the pressure change within the. cavity of the reducing the loads as observed during side-impact 
impacted door during a side impact collision, collisions, padding measures as well as side airbags are 
Based on this sensing principle, different system       under investigation/2/. Different to the situation for front 
configurations will be shown. The sensing principle was impact sensing, reliable and proven sensing devices are not 
analysed in a large variety of different crash and misuse test yet on the market. First systems have been announced by 
conditions. In order to understand the physics of pressure car makers. In cooperation with different car 
signals, a theoretical model was developed. A manufacturers, Siemens has analysed sensing principles to 
thermodynamical description will be set up based on detect side-impacts. This paper presents a new and 

¯ adiabatic compressions and the flow dynamics using the promising concept. On this basis a set of patents has been 
Navier-Stokes equation, filed. 
In concluding, the sensing principle will lead to timely 
firing decisions, e. g. which are in most cases less than five THE PRESSURE SENSING UNIT 
milliseconds. The sensing system is capable to decide well 
between fire and nofire cases, as well as misuse conditions. The pressure sensor used is a silicon micromachined 

¯ A theoretical modeling can reproduce the experimental component. It is an absolute pressure sensing device which 
results and thus provides a further understanding of the is built up of two layers of silicon with an imbedded cavity. 
entire physical process. This cavity serves as pressure reference and thus an absolut 

pressure measurement is enabled. A change in external 
INTRODUCTION pressure will lead to a deflection in the silicon membrane 

and thus the implemented piezo resistors will lead to a 
Efforts to increase the safety standard of today’s vehicles for change in their resistivity 131. By use of standard circuit 

¯ passenger protection are an ongoing and a challenging design this signal will then be transformed into a voltage 
process. Technologies for front airbag detection are known signal which is proportional to the absolute pressure 
and applied to all kind of platforms ranging from small to 

¯ 
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change. The typical pressure change lies in a region of 20 to The mounting of the system within the door is easily 
200 millibars. This signal is equivalent to 160 dB to 180dB. facilitated, due to the fact that the pressure signal is 
A remark to note is that the pressure level as observed is far homogeneous within the door’s cavity. 
beyond the noise of a starting jet airplane. For driver and passenger protection, each side utilizes an 

own autonomous system. 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS An expansion, combining front- and side-airbag activation 

within one central unit is shown in Figure 2. Frontal impact 
Figure 1 shows an autonomous system where all electronic sensing is measured by standard g-sensors, whereas side- 
components including sensor are fully integrated in one impact detection is performed by the use of remote pressure 
housing. This system is favorable for a complete integration sensors. These sensor satellites will evaluate the pressure 
together with the airbag module within the door structure, signal and will decide upon fire or nofire conditions. The 

autonomous autonomous 
control unit control unit 

Figure 2: System configuration for a combination of 
front- and sideairbag activation 

Figure 1: Autonomous system for door mounted 
integration activation of the respective airbags (frontal or side airbags) 

will then be performed by the centrally mounted unit. 
The pressure sensor integrated under a protecting cap 
provides the dynamic pressure signal as observed during a EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
crash condition. The observed signal will then be compared 
with the defined firing conditions (e.g. pressure threshold). In cooperation with different customers, Siemens has tested 
Upon recognition of a firing condition, the microcontroller sensing principles within more than 20 different platforms, 
decides for the firing of the side airbag module. This unit ranging from small to large size vehicles. In total more than 
includes furtheron all necessary monitoring and diagnostic 100 crashtest conditions have been recorded and thoroughly 
functions to guarantee the full functionality of the system, analysed. 
In case of a defect detection, the system will be able to turn Different test conditions, like: 
on a warning lamp. ¯ FMVSS 214 Side Impact 
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¯ ¯ EEVC European Side Impact For all frontal collisions, the resulting measured pressure 
¯ Car to Car Collision at various angles signal lies below 5 millibars and is therefore well below the 
¯ pole impacts at different angles, velocities and selected firing threshold. 

impact positions 
80 ¯ truck side impact conditions Figure 4 a) 

were conducted. 
70 ¯             Figure 3 shows a collection of measured pressure signals for 

~ frontal crash 35 mph different crash situations. The diagram shows the measured          60 
- - - frontal crash 34 mph, 50% offset 

80 -- - ¯ 31 mphl 60°, car to car impact -- o ¯ frontal crash 10 mph, 40% offset 
-- - ¯ 35 mph, FMVSS 214 ~, 50 

70 ~ 19 mph, 60°, pole impact 
, ,,~ , .~-40 r 

, 
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2 
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Figure 4 b) 

-10 
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time [ms] ~ hammer blow 160 Nm 
60 -- ~ foot kick, 100 Nm 

Figure 3: Typical pressure signals for different crash - - - bicycle impact, 440 Nm 

¯ 
situations .~ -- - ¯ frontal crash with alrbag deployment 

E driver and passenger side US bags 
pressure signal in millibars versus time in milliseconds. 2 40 
Tirne zero is the first contact of the colliding object with the " 

vehicle. ~30 

~,~ firing threshold J 
The signal can be characterized with a steep pressure 
increase, reaching a maximum within less than 10 ~ 20 

o 
~!~ milliseconds, followed with a decay to a plateau and a ’ 

1 return to zero. As seen, crash conditions with high impact 

velocities lead to steep pressure increases with high 
0 -=:---=----:---:- 

pressure amplitudes. In comparing the FMVSS 214 impact 

to a 60 degree car to car impact, the higher pressure signal -10 ’ ’ " ...... 
reflects the strong deformation of the door as observed by 0 100 200 300 400 

O 
the FMVSS test. This is due to the stiffness of the US- time [ms] 
barrier compared to the relatively soft bumper of the 

impacting car. Figure 4: Measured pressure versus time for a) nofire 
As a threshold for a firecondition for this specific door and b)misuse conditions 
structure, a pressure value of 20 millibars was selected and 

proved to be a reasonable value. The vertical arrows Siemens has pefformeda set of misuse conditions which 
indicate the respective resulting firing times. For all cases, include: 

Q the firing times lie in between 3 to 6 milliseconds. These * Bicycle impact 
are all well in line with the required firing times. ¯ footldck 
One essential criterion for system functionality is a distinct ¯ frontairbag activation for US system with driver and 
separation of fire crashes and no-fire as well as misuse passenger bag 
conditions. ¯ door opening with extreme impact on rigid objects 
Figure 4 shows the resulting pressure signals as measured ¯ extreme door slamming 

Q during nofire crashes and different misuse tests. In case of a ¯ sound tests with loud speaker inside and external to 
frontal collision, the sideairbag protection is not necessary the door’s volume 
and therefore the system will not activate the sideairbags. The most severe test conditions are shown in Figure 4 b) 
The diagram figure 4 a) shows pressure signals as measured side. In all cases, the observed pressure change lies well 
in the door’s cavity for frontal collissions ranging from low below the selected threshold. Other misuse tests which are 
speed to high speed crashes, e. g. 10 to 35 miles per hour not shown in this diagram exhibit even smaller pressure 
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signals. Please recognize the different time scales selected airbags and a safe distinction between fire and nofire and 

in the diagrams whereas the pressure scale is fixed, misuse conditions. All of these criteria are met with the 

presented pressure sensing system. A further positive aspect 

THEORETICAL MODELING of this sensing principle is that it works with today’s 

available vehicles chassis, without structural modifications. 

The intruding object causes a deformation of the door Supported by a theoretical modeling, the application of such 

starting at time t=0 and thus reduces the volume V of the sensing system is easily facilitated to different platforms. 

cavity inside the door. The rapid volume reduction leads to The amount of testing can be significantly reduced. 

an adiabatic increase of the pressure p within the cavity of 
the door. This effect is described by the formula ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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decreases according to Navier-Stokes equation /4/. An 

interesting effect observed is that the pressure amplitude 

and decay is quite unsensitive to a change in the size of 

orifices. This can be observed in experiments as well. A 

more detailled description of the physical model will be 
presented elsewhere/5/. 

Figure 5 shows that the theoretically computated pressure 

response fits quite well to the experimental data. The 
volume reduction was calculated by finite element 

modelling (FEM) while the effective area for the air flow 
through door holes was determined experimentally. 

During the first milliseconds the pressure increases due to 

the rapid volume reduction. Later it starts to decay again 
because the air flow through orifices gets dominating. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The investigations performed, clearly demonstrate that this 
sensing principle, is able to fulfill the tough requirements 

set up for detecting side impact collisions. Main criteria for 

a side impact detecting system are a timely activation of the 
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me E.E.V.C. (European Experimental Vehicles 
SUMMARY Committee). 

These various draft Regulations, studied both in 
After many years of work, the international authorities Brussels and in Geneva, were of the interest to the car 

¯ of Geneva succeeded in f’malizing a draft Regulation manufacturer. But some of them, regrouped within the 
aiming to ensure the protection offered to the occupants CCMC (Committee of Common Market automobile 
of a vehicle during a side impact. During the Constructors), then within ACEA (Association des 
development of the dynamic test, the European constructeurs europ~ens d’automobiles) considered that 
manufacturers of cars tried to def’me .a quasi-statics test the tests which could be carried out according to the 
likely to provide an alternative to the dynamic test. specifications of this draft Regulation occured too late in 

¯ The. draft Regulation arriving in its f’mal phase, it the design of a vehicle. Indeed, this type of dynamic test 
appeared necessary to check the equivalence of both requires a completely defined car. Thus, under the crook 
procedures, of Volkswagen,they designed and developed a pseudo- 

The object of this publication is to clarify the test static testing method called CTP (Composite Test 
program installed in order to evaluate the two testing Procedure). 
methods and to present the principal results. This testing method consists in fixing the tested 

¯ vehicle on a rigid bench at the level of its wheel hubs, to 
INTRODUCTION simulate the pelvis and the thorax of the dummy located 

For many years, the various international authorities on the driver’s seat by using wooden shapes placed at the 
worked on the definition of a draft Regulation aiming to end of hydraulic cylinders and deforming the outside of 
protect the occupants of a vehicle during a side impact, the vehicle by means of an identical deformable element 

This project has already been the subject of many as used for the dynamic test. 

¯ conferences with ESV. During this test, it is then possible to measure the 
This draft is based on the principle of an loads transmitted to the pelvis and thorax of the driver, to 

antropomorphic dummy, specifically studied to have a the deformable element and the displacements and the 
satisfactory response during a side impact,the dummy deformations of the vehicle in various points. 
being located in the driver seat of the tested vehicle. The analysis by a computer of these various 

This vehicle is then struck by a sled equipped with a measurements then leads to calculate the parameters 
¯ deformable mobile barrier propelled at a speed of 50 km / which would have been obtained during an equivalent 

H. dynamic test. This method must also authorize to stop the 
The characteristics of the striking sled and its process to analyze the various parameters such as 

deformable element were def’med in collaboration with deformations end then to restart the test, if necessary. 

¯ 
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The displacement of the various forms and Germany : BAST (FST) 
deformable element, initially manualy driven, became TUV Rheinland(.CCCTP)* 
controlled by a computer in the second phase of the Spain: INTA (FST) 

development of this principle of test : CCCTP (Composite The Netherlands : TNO (FST and CCCTP) 
Controlled Computer Test Procedure). [* It should be noted that since the TUV Rheinland 

was not equipped with a CCCTP test rig, it had been 
The Intemational Authorities have decided to take into decided that the tests would be carried out on the Nedcar 

account this pseudo-static method and chose to integrate facilities (NL) under cover of inspectors of TUV 
it as an alternative test. Thus the two methods were the Rheinland.] 
object of a draft Regulation def’med by the GRSP (Group It had been decided to fix the test program in two 
of Rapporteurs of Passive Safety ) of Geneva and steps 
published in document TRANS / SC1 / WP29 / GRSP / 
R.48, and amended in its last version. Choice of the vehicles 

It was necessary, however, to show the equivalence of 
these two methods in order to be sure of the equivalence During the 1st step, a FST test and a CCCTP test had 
of the approvals delivered according to one or the other, to be carried out in each involved laboratory and this for 

For that purpose, in June 1990, the ECE Working each type of selected vehicle. 

Party on the Construction of Vehicles (WP29) mandated In the event of success, a 2nd step had to be carried 

an ad’ hoc group from GRSP made up of governmental out on other types of vehicles but in a less systematic way 
representatives, experts in FST and CTP, experts of (only two FST and one CCCTP, or three and two in the 
Industry, and experts of Laboratories. event of disparate results). 

The task of this ad’ hoc group was to define the bases In order to judge the reproducibility of these two 
of a comparison test program as well as the criteria testing methods on an important range of cases, it had 
permitting to show if these testing methods were been choosen to divide the entire automobile park into 
equivalent or not. three main categories with regard to their curb weights. 

Small class vehicles < 900 kg 
900 kg < middle class vehicles < 1150 Kg 
Large class vehicles > 1150 kg 

PROGRAM OF COMPARISON 
During the 1st step, a vehicle in each category has to 

be choosen: 
Several meetings of the ad’ hoc group were held in Small category 3 doors 

Turino in order to def’me the test program. Middle category 5 doors 
Large category 4 doors 

Choice of the Laboratories For the second step, various vehicles in each category 
would be considered, however these vehicles could have 

During these meetings, various governmental certain similarities with those choosen for the 1st step (see 
representatives announced their interest for this study and table nr 1). 
announced the wish to see their official test laboratories 
take an active part in these tests. It was thus for the This outline about the choices of the vehicles having 

following countries: been traced, a proposal was made by the members of 
France ACEA and this one was retained by the ad’ hoe group 
The United Kingdom (table nr 2). 
Germany Due to a small range of choices of plastic material or 
Spain glass fiber vehicle, it was proposed to replace the vehicle 

The Netherlands of the category " S " by one of the category " L " ¯ 
Each country indicated the name of its laboratory and RENAULT ESPACE. 

if it was able to carry out the two types of tests.From this The final choice was described in table nr 2. 

information, it appeared that five laboratories could carry In order to reduce the risks of drift due to the 

out full scale tests or FST and three the CCCTP tests, production itself of the vehicles, it was decided that the 
vehicles would be taken directly from the manufacturer’ 

These laboratories are the following : production line, these vehicle having been manufactured 

France : UTAC (FST and CCCTP) during the same sequence. 

The United Kingdom : TRL (FST) 
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MASS GROUP STEP MANU- TYPE NUMBER OF TEST 
FACTURER 

1 A i Steel, 2/3 or 4/5 doors 5 3 8 
S 2 C Steel, 2/3 or 4/5 ’doors 2/3 1/2 3/5 

D GRP/Glass fibre/Plastic 2/3 1/2 3/5 
1 B Steel, 2 or 3 doors 5 3 8 
2 B 4 (or 5) doors version of 2/3 1/2 3/5 

the above model 
M 2 E "Soft top" or "Spyder" 2/3 1/2 3/5 

(convertible model) 
As step 1 or 2 steel body 

2 F modified structure and 2/3 1/2 3/5 

padding to "pass" test 
1 C Steel saloon 5 3 8 

F 2 . G Estate or "station wagon" 2/3 1/2 3/5 
TOTAL 27/33 15/21 42/54 

MASS GROUP MANUFAC- STEP MARK TYPE NUMBER 

TURER 
S A 1 Rover Mini, 2 doors 1 
S C 2 Opel Corsa 2 
L D 2 Renault Espace 3 
M B 2 Renault R19, 3 doors 4 
M B 1 Renault R19, 5 doors 5 
M E 2 Ford Escort convertible 6 

’ M F 2 Renault modified R 19 7 
Ford Escort modified 

L C 1 Mercedes W 124 200 E 8 
L G 2 Volvo 940 Station 9 

Wagon 

The members of ad’ hoc group considered that, to 
date, the honeycombs barrier, marketed by UTAC, 

Tests proeedures: was,the only one, able to meet the prescribed 
specifications (see curved joined - Figure nr I) and they 

The test procedures retained were those described in chose to carry out the entire test program with this type of 
the last draft Regulation of side impact, prescriptions element. 
def’med in document 
TRANS/SC 1/WP29/GRSP/R.48-R~v.2. ,oo. 

However, in order to minimize the differences in the ~" ~N:~ 
results due to the testing methods and in order to collect 
the maximum of information, it was decided to add some 
useful precise details.For this reason, the material 
constituting the deformable element was fixed. In fact, 
several types of barriers are currently used. The 
deformable element is mainly made up of two materials : 

- Foam of polyurethane 

- Honeycombs of aluminium o. 
S ¯ O0 ~S. oo aS ¯ O0 
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~ ~e project leader w~ helped ~ his task by ~temal 
obse~ers ~d expe~ of the ~volved laboratories, 

In ~e s~e way, ~e ad’ hoc ~oup considered it ch~ged to aRend ~e tests ~d to con~ol th¢~ proper 
use~l to me~ure some additional p~meters, pro~ess. 

~ese v~ious needs led ~e laboratories ~volved ~ 
¯ e test progrm to write more precise proced~es.                Statistical analysis : 

~e statistical ~alysis of ~e test resul~ was ~e 
Management of the test program : subject of m~y discussions ~ order to propose a neural 

~is pro~ ~volv~g different labo~tories of me~od nei~er favo~g nor h~dicapp~g one of ~e 

different nationalities, ~� membe~ of ~0 ad’ hoc ~oup ~o test p~ciples. 

judged it help~l to desi~ a project leader ~ ch~ge of ~e outl~e of ~is s~tistical evaluation described ~ 

¯ e good coord~ation of ~is proem. ~e laborato~ of ~e docment ~NS/SC1 ~9 / R64 ~d R64-Rev. 1 
UTAC w~ re~ed to h~dle ~is job. is ~e follow~g one : 

~e project leader had ~e p~icul~ ~k to ensue of Selected p~ete~ : 

¯ e proper respect of ~e proced~es ro~Ren ~dor his (~� head poffo~ce criterion (HPC) 

con~ol, of ~e smpl~g of ~e vehicles ~d ~¢k (~efibdeflection critedon(~C) 

~spo~tion to ~ek final dest~ation, of ~e collection ( ~� viscous criterion (VC) 

of ~fo~ation ~d of ~e s~tistical ~alysis of ~e test ( ~� abdom~al protection criterion (APC) 

result. ( ~e pubic s~physis pe~ force (PSPF) 
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¯ 
For each of the 5 parameters within each of the 3 mass 

groups a statistical hypothesis test of comparison of 
means is conducted. The null hypothesis of equality of 
the true FST and CTP means is tested against the . during this test, the followings parameters must 
alternative hypothesis of inequality of the true FST and be measured on the dummy : 

¯ CTP means. The decision taken is either to accept the . longitudinal, transversal and vertical acceleration 
parameter or to reject the parameter, measured at the centre of gravity of the head 

Then, a global decision rule is used in order to (CFC 1000, CAC 150G) 
combine the single decisions taken from the 15 statistical . thoracic deflection measured at the level of the 3 
tests, ribs of the dummy (CFC 1000, CAC 60 mm) 

This global decision rule has been accepted during . 3 forces measured at the level of the abdomen 
¯ previous meetings and can be expressed as: reject the (CFC 1000, CAC 5 kN) 

equivalence of FST and CTP test methods if at least 2 . force on pelvis (CFC 1000, CAC 45 kN). 
parameters have been rejected within at least I mass 
group, or if a same parameter has been rejected for all of From these different measured parameters, the 
the same 3 mass groups, otherwise accept the equivalence following criteria should be calculated : 
of FST and CTP test methods. * head performance criterion or HPC, this one being 

¯                                                                     the maximum value of the expression below 
TESTS PROCEDURES 

The procedures described in the draR Regulation were     (t2- tl)it~_tl. ~tt2 
subjected to modifications in order to minimize the                                      ~a dt 
variations of results which could be due to unsatisfactory 

¯ reproducibility of testing methods and to evaluate, in the 
best way, the alternative offered by these two test with: 
principles, a resultant acceleration measured in the centre of 

gravity of the head, expressed in G 
FST Procedure : t2 and t1 : any two times between the initial 

contact and the last instant of the final contact. 

¯ Abstract of the draft Regulation - The principal * thorax performance criterion (CPTh) : 
specifications are the following: maximum value of the maximum deflection 

the ~ested vehicle is stationary, measured on each of the 3 ribs 
its mass during the impact corresponds to its curb * viscous criterion (VC): maximum value of the 
weight increased by 100 kg, following expression 
an EUROSID 1 dummy is placed on the driver seat, 

¯ the longitudinal adjustements of the front seats are 

adjustedfitted to the midway position and their back rests areat 25°. 
VC =            (0,~40] (d-~) 

A trolley with a mass of 950 kg +/- 20 kg is equipped 
with a deformable front face, corresponding to the 
specifications defined in the figure .nr I. The height of the 

¯ lower edge of the deformable element to the ground is D being equal to the deformation of the considered 

300 ram. The trajectory of the deformable mobile barrier rib. 

is such that it is perpendicular to the longitudinal median 
plane of the vehicle and that the longitudinal median * abdomen performance criterion (APC) : this 

criterion corresponds to the maximum value, plane of the barrier coincide during the impact with a 
transversal plane passing by the R point of the driver seat given by the sum of the three loads measured on 

¯ 
( see photo Nr 1). the abdomen at one moment 

¯ the pubic symphysis peak force corresponding to 
the maximum value of the effort measured at the 
level of the pubic symphysis. 

Complementary_ measurements - In order to have a 
better understanding of the various phenomena, 
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following diagrams with the following distances (figure ¯ 
the following parameters were measured: nr 3) : 
External and interior measurements of the vehicle 

were carried out before and after test¯ 
Extemal measurements of the vehicle are represented 

on the following diagrams (figure nr 2) : 
¯ a first horizontal line passed by the R point located ¯ 

on the door of the driver, 
¯ horizontal lines were added every 150 mm above and 

below this first line 
¯ horizontal lines passed by the top of the door panel, 20 

mm below the doors and on the lower edge of the roof 
¯ a first vertical line passed by the R point, ¯ 
¯ the parallel verticals were located every 150 mm. 

The distances from the points as defined by the 
intersections of the horizontal and vertical lines in the 
vertical longitudinal median plane of the vehicle were 
measured before and after test. 

. 
The internal measurement of the vehicle was carded 

out in the following way : 
the lransverse distances were measured : 
between the door panels, along a line located 20 mm 
below the windows, every 150 ram, 
between the A pillars, at the height of the pedals, 
between the B pillars, at the level of the upper and 
lower anchorages and at the level of the roof 
side rails, 
between the armrests, at the level of the upper 
anchorages, front, the medium and the back, 
between the axes of rotation of the different handles, 
between particular protuding points, if any 

Transverse distances to the floor, on the left and on 
the right of the tunnel, and the width of the tunnel were 
measured : 

¯ at the level of the A pillars, 
¯ in front of the seat rails, 
¯ behind the seat rails, 
¯ in front of the back seat. 

A measurement of the dummy / vehicle distances was 
carried out before and after test, according to the 
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a) head / roof panel 
b) nose / windshield joint CTP Procedure : 
c) nose / center of the steering wheel 
d) diagonal strap / center of the steering wheel Abstract of the draft Regulation - The vehicle under 
E) H point/inside opening of door (horizontal) test is rigidly fixed on the test bench, on a horizontal 
F) H point/inside opening of door (vertical) surface at the level of its wheels hubs or at other points 
G) knee / floor covering (vertical)                    rigidly secured to the body. The fixture of the vehicle, on 
H) head / side window panel (or padding) the bench, is such that the displacement of the non 
J) shoulder / window panel (or padding) impacted side, relative to the bench, is impossible 
K) elbow/door(or padding) according to the 3 principal axles and .that, on the 
L) pelvis / door (or padding) impacted side, it allows only displacements in a 
m) knee / door (or padding) horizontal plane (photo nr 2). 
N) nose / strap 
p) dummy axis / strap, 160 mm under the nose 
Q) plate posed on the thighs / lower edge of strap 
R) dummy axle / strap, 200 mm above the plate 
S) nose / plate 
b)angle of dummy thighs 

The moments of contact of the dummy with the 
vehicle were determined at the level of the median rib and 
of the pelvis. 

Accelerations were measured on the structure of the 
vehicle, on the not impacted side, at the following 
positions : 

. on the A pillar, at the level of the still, 
¯ on the B pillar, at the level of the still, 
¯ on the B pillar at the level of the roof side rail 

Additional parameters were also measured on the In order to avoid any rotation of the vehicle around its 
dummy : longitudinal axis, the body was supported at the level of 

¯ . transversal accelerations of the three ribs (CFC 1000, the roof and of the sill, on the non impacted side. 
CAC 300g) The adjustments of the seats are identical to those 

¯ maximum transversal accelerations on the upper and used during FST procedure. The front door, on the 
on the lower part of the lumbar spine passenger side, is dismounted in order to allow the travel 
(CFC 1000, CAC 150g) of the devices of application of the load. 

¯ maximum accelerations of pelvis (CFC 1000, CAC The relative position of the exterior deformable 

¯ 150g) loading device(EDLD) was such that, when it was 
Moreover, in order to analyze, as precisely as provided with a deformable face of honeycombs 

possible, the various events of the test, each test was (identical to that used in FST), the median longitudinal 
filmed by six high speed cameras located as in the plane of this one coincide with the transverse plane of the 
following diagram (figure nr 4). vehicle passing by the R point of the driver seat. 

Moreover, the relative position of the exterior 

¯ deformable loading device was adjusted so that the shif~ 
corresponding to its nominal ground clearance (300 ram) 

~ -~ and the nominal position of the tested vehicle is respected ® 
® while under conditions corresponding to its empty 

weight. 

’~.-- At the request of ACEA, the interior loading devices 
.J 

~ 

(ILD’ S) were modified compared to the draft Regulation. 

Of those suppos.edly representing the bust of the dummy, 
¯ 

®~"J \’\t~ the members of ACEA wished to develop and use a 
~’ "~ model closer to the dummy used for FST tests. 

¯ 
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So the higher ILD was composed of 3 metal forms, Complementary. measurements - During the CTP 

each one simulating a rib of the dummy, and connected to test, two legs of the EUROSID dummy, fixed on an 

a single plate fixed on the head of one actuator (figure nr assembly reproducing the normal spacing of a dummy, 

5). was placed in the vehicle to control after test that the 
specification of item 5.3¯ 1.5., relating to the possibility of 
extracting the dummy from the vehicle, could be 
respected. 

In addition, one specific test had been det’med in order 
~,~ ~t~., to make sure that the head protection criterion, non 

~ 
verified during the CTP test, was checked in the same 

a 9~ way as in FST the procedure. 
As for FST procedure, in order to determine, in a 

better way, the various phenomena, some complementary 
a a7 F F 

parameters were measured : 
~. ~ . efforts at the level of each rib 

¯ effort at the level of the abdomen 
M~a~s~ :-~- . various external and interior deformations of the 
~ a ~.1,~� ~-t~** vehicle following the diagram hereafter. 

The following measurements of the distances between 
internal devices (ILD’ S) / vehicle .must be carried out 
before and after test according to the following diagrams 
( figure ur 6) : 

An additional part, simulating the abdomen, was 
connected to this plate. 

The lower ILD integrated a simulation of the pelvis 
(figure nr 5). 

During this type of test, the following parameters were 
measured : 

At the level of the ILD’ S : 
. effort transmitted by the upper device at the level of 

the actuator head, 
¯ the displacement of the upper device 
¯ effort transmitted by the lower device at the level of 

the actuator head, 
¯ the displacement of the lower device¯ 

At the level of the EDLD : 
¯ effort at the level of the actuator head, 
¯ displacement 
¯ deformation of the deformable element in the zone 

corresponding to the location of ILD’ S. 

At the level of the vehicle : 
¯ the displacements, on the non impacted side, at the 

F 
level of the right B pillar and at the heights 
corresponding to the ILD’s. 

Moreover, in order to carry out the CTP tests, before 
the test the following data were necessary: 
¯ curb weight of the vehicle 
¯ mass of the vehicle during the test (empty weight + 

100 kg) 
¯ mass of the simulated mobile barrier (950 kg) 
¯ nominal impact speed of the simulated barrier 

(V = 50 km / H) 

¯ 
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A: upper rib / center of the steering wheel 
B: abdomen lower face / center of the steering wheel TESTS 
C: H point (ILD pelvis) / intemal opening of door 

(horizontal) The tests were carried out between the.3rd of july 
D: H point (ILD pelvis) / internal opening of 1992. and.the 10th of november 1993. in the different 

¯ door(vertical) labor~itories except for INTA, which was not able to carry 
E : axis of the knees / ground (vertical) out its 3 FST tests. 
F : upper rib / panel (or padding) Problems having occurred in the course or the 
G :abdomen / door (or padding) exploitation of certain tests, the latter had to be redone 
H : H point (ILD pelvis) / door (or padding) Two analysis could be carried out starting from the 
J : knee / door (or padding) various tests : 

¯ Photographs are taken before and after test. First a comparative and statistical study of the 
Three video cameras are placed according to the regulation data; 
diagram below (figure nr 7). Secondly a comparative study of the complementary 

measurements. 
The various laboratories involved in the two types of 

tests were identified by numbers ranging between 1 and 5 

¯ for the FST tests and between 7 and 9 for CTP tests. 

TEST RESULTS 

¯ 
prescribed criteria 

The various criterion specified by the regulations test 
results are shown below. 

¯                                                                        Head protection criterion 

[LIMIT of 
rmc: I 10001 

TEST 
LABORATORY 

MERCEDES RENAULT ROVER 
METHOD MB200 RI9 MINI 

36 ms MAX. 36 ms MAX. 36 ms MAX. 
¯ 1 117.9 132.8 354.8 448.2 354.7 354.7 

2 142.2 148.7 229.6 229.6 * * 
FST 3 225.3 288.3 395.7 - 

4 122.6 - 300.3 415.1 

5 ? ? ? ? ? ? 

¯ : failure data acquisition 

? : tests to be done 

The additional test to CTP, in order to evaluate the 

equivalence of the procedures with regard to this criterion 

were not carded out. 

¯ 
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The dispersion of the results is relatively weak except Due to this fact, in regulation framework, the value of 

for the values obtained for the RENAULT 19 (it should the HPC should not have been calculated 
be noted that during the tests carried out on the 

MERCEDES, no contact of the head with a part of 

the vehicle occurred). Deformation of the rib cage 

ILIMIT °fl 
I RDC : 42 mm . 
I 

¯ TEST                                                MERCEDES        RENAULT            ROVER 
LABORATORY 

METHOD MB200 R19 MINI 

1 32 L 35 
2 33 L ] 39 L ] 30    L 

FST 3 25 U 
~ 

37 U/M 

4 20 M 
5 ? 

7 39 

CTP 8 38 i .... - 
9 

? : tests to be done 
Maximum value obtained on: - U upper rib- M middle rib- L lower rib. 

procedure. Indeed, while offering a good reproducibility, 

important dispersions of the results appear on: this procedure gives higher results. 

- the value itself, below or above the specifications For the tests carried out on the RENAULT 19, once 
- the location of the point where this value is obtained again, dispersion is low for CTP procedure and the results 

With regard to FST/.CTP comparison, it appears that are located within the exlreme values obtained in FST 

for the vehicles of the small class and for those of the procedure. 

large class, the results showed a severisation of CTP test 
Viscous criterion 

[LIMIT of[ [ 
VC: lm/s 

TEST MERCEDES RENAULT ROVER 

METHOD 
LABORATORY 

MB200 R19 MINI 

1 0.62 L ~[!11 ~l~ ~ 0.78 L 

2 0.62 L 

~~ 

0.51 L 

FST 3 0.43 L 0.70 M/L 

4 0.28 M ~, mare m 0.56 L 

s ? ? ? ¯ 
7 0.50 0.89 0.95 

CTP 8 0.54 0.84 0.89 

9 0.53 0.95 0.99 

? : tests to be done 
Maximum value obtained on: - U upper rib- M middle rib- L lower rib. 
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¯ 
values obtained in FST do not include those as observed 
in CTP. 

Once again, the dispersion offered by CTP procedure, 
with regard to the maximum values is relatively weak 
compared to that observed with FST procedure¯ Abdome~ 

¯ 
However, except for the results obtained during the 

tests with the vehicle of large size vehicles, the extreme 

APF : 2.5 kN 

¯ 

TEST LABORATORY MERCEDES RENAULT ROVER 
METHOD MB200 R19 MINI 

1 1.2 1.2 
¯ 2 1.5 1.4 

FST a 1.2 0.7 
4 0~9 0.9 2.3 | 
5 ? ? ? 
7 0.7 0.2 1.6 

CTP . 8 1.8 0.7 2.2 
¯ 9 1.5 0.5 

? : tests to be done 

¯ on one hand the laboratory nr 7 offers in the three cases 
It can be considered that the test results obtained on results values lower than the others. The difference has 

the MERCEDES and the RENAULT 19 are an average value of 0.8 kN, 
¯ homogeneous for both test procedures. . on the other hand, as for the viscous criterion, the tests 

Two supplementary observations could be carried carried out in FST and CTP with the RENAULT 19 
out : give results divided in two quite distinct sets. 

Pelvis 

I LIMIT of[ 
PSPF: [ lOkN ] 

¯ 
TEST LABORATORY MERCEDES RENAULT ROVER 

METHOD MB200 RI9 MINI 

1 3.1 2.1 5.8 
2 3.2 2.2 5.7 

¯ FST 3 3.0 1.0 6.3 
4 2.8 2.6 5.0 
5 ? ? ? 
7 2.0 1.8 6.6 

CTP 8 2.3 2.6 6.9 
9 2.4 2.4 5.1 

?:teststobedone 

¯ 
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The tests carried out with the MERCEDES give complementary measurement ¯ 

weak dispersion results but divided into two quite 

distinct groups. In the following tables( tables n°8 to 10), the 

For the other two vehicles, dispersion is larger different complementary measurements, before and 

with regard to the two procedures of tests but the after test, are showed 

results remain comparable. ¯ 
Dummy installation (tables n°8 & 9) 

¯ 
2    3    4    1    2    3    4     1    2    3    4 

A 20 20 40 12 55 52 64 56 29 15 20 ll 

B 402 420 415 369 256 265 305 297 473 530 535 532 

C 499 490 530 490 433 452 500 494 426 510 512 524 

D 378 350 370 327 346 305 381 384 357 375 365 384 

E 109 110 122 141 89 130 232 202 317 295 342 311 . 

F 140 150 143 148 133 155 227 157 148 170 175 179 

G 329 365 345 360 331 395 410 358 413 r : 440 460 422 

1 : 410 

H 197 200 220 189 194 210 216 177 182 175 175 152 

J 143 135 130 129 166 148 150 146 45 30 38 31 

K 60 60 50 95 75 .110 89 101 20 20 0 25 . 

L 145 145 140 135 213 170 192 203 144 130 150 143 

M 203 200 180 140 221 190 206 195 130 140 153 162 

N = Point of the nose / strap ¯ 

. P = Dummy axle / strap at 160 mm under the nose 
Q = plate / strap 
R = Dummy axle / strap at 200 mm above the plate 
S = Point of the nose / plate 
[3 -- Angle of dummy thighs 

¯ 

201 240 235 212 208 245 213 225 180 210 190 215 

40 40 65 55 33 65 35 50 10 40 25 46 

277 250 285 265 257 235 260 320 280 245 290 252 

56 50 75 49 39 40 60 75 62 40 60 33 

550 545 575 520 519 520 545 610 ~501 540 535 546 

41° 50° 50° 35~ 42° 35~ 21~ 36~ 42° 20~ 48~ 38° 

¯ 
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Between the different laboratories, some consequent variations appear, but it is not possible to know the influence of these 
variations, on the recorded biomechanical criteria 

Internal deformations 

A pillar, pedals height 6 ! 20 62 53 68 32 50 - 53 - 59 66 83 66 56 185 
B pillar Top 52 32 140 27 19 49 20 80 85 95 31 43 101 43 186 130 133 165 154 198 157 

Bottom 259 128 230 224 161 160 60 31 231 105 136 142 55 79 187 182 195 

¯ Superior anchorage 95 207 90 58 98 75 74 196 266 185 148 167 214 109 215 215 175 198 185 234 210 
Frontannrest Superior . 186 144 170 145 173 170 186 176 160 69 238 174 225 

Front 199 187 190 184 184 196 195 229 192 175 204 219 235 207 259 200 302 

Medium 223 222 205 206 197 203 213 251 203 200 223 228 256 265 247 252 250 241 

Rear 240 238 220 216 211 211 231 257 202 220 231 243 264 239 268 261 312 

Floor A pillar LHS 48 4 0 26 5 26 23 24 39 90 9 55 18 52 31 10 0 4 105 191 180 

Tunnel 2 0 80 0 34 0 3 25 0 20 0 3 4 29 10 5 

RHS 3 0 0 2(+) 0 7 5 2(+) 0 35 I(+) 0 5 7 2(+) 0 0 9(+)1 5 9 2(+) 
¯ Front of rail LHS 35 30 90 31 29 56 18 74 92 90 40 83 49 35 15 10 17 85 155 94 

Tunnel 2 0 10 4(+) 0 23 18 0 3 15 0 10 18 4 4 0 5 13 12 12 

P-,HS 5 0 0 8 0 17 13 0 10 0 7(+) 0 25 1 0 5 16 13 0 0 2 
Behind the rail LHS 15 70 85 73 150 78 133 73 194 35 58 40 156 84 65 95 73 21 195 167 88 

Tunnel 17 1 . 30 0 40 7(+) 4 4 15 23 70 8 15 ! 6 0 2 0 12 10 

[U-IS 74(+) $ 0 4 0 21 37 3 7 0 I 15(+ 34 7 I 7 0 9 0 0 3(+) 

) 
Front of rear Seat LHS 80 65 105 89 115 138 116 85 138 40 61 125 136 82 3 13 0 34 44 28 31 

¯ Tunnel 0 0 5 35 0 6 9(+) 1(+) 16 5 3 35 3 20 0 I 0 9 0 2 2 

RHS 4 0 0 13 0 20 15 4 81 0 55 0 4 !(+) 2 0 0 I(+) 0 0 I 

Window lifting front door - 147 145 147 122 136 130 172 135 159 154 168 151 215 185 200 183 263 285 237 

Front door opener 161 235 144 135 140 195 226 216 255 135 75 99 188 199 145 

Locking - - 103 244 186 257 

(+) distance increased 

External deformations 

[VlERCEDES BM 200 MERCEDES BM 200 
¯ Deformation of the "R point" line Deformation at the top of the door panel 

¯ 
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MERCEDES BM 200 
~ 

Deformation of the sill Deformation of the "R point" line 

7-.. 8.~. 9 7...$ 9 

o 

Deformation at the top of the door panel Deformation of the sill 
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Deformation, of the. "R point" line 
Deformation at the top of the door panel 

l e~-’I~:-*-- ? -.0 8 -.. 9 

Deformation of the sill 

*CI?:_._ ? i--- 8 .~9 - 

All these deformations show that the dispersion of the 
result is small, except, in the second laboratory which, for 
the FST tests, had smaller deformations 

¯ 
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STASTISCAL ANALYSIS RESULTS                                                                               ¯ 
Then, the significance level associated to the T value 

and the f degree of freedom is calculated. If this 
computation of the statistics used for the Welch 

probability value is greater than the a0 value (i.e. 
test : 

0.25), the equality of the FST and CTP means for the 
For each combination (mass group - parameter) a ¯ 

statistic T and a degree of freedom f are calculated from 
corresponding combination (mass group - parameter) 

is accepted. 
the 4 FST tests and the 3 CTP tests as follow : 

T MEAN rsr - MEAN crr                When the 12 Welch tests are performed, the following 
= ¯ 

1 2 

~[ ¥ STD Fsr l 
2 + _~ STDcn, composite statistical decision rule is used : 

1 2 - 
(, STDFsr + ½STD~n" )2 

Reject the hypothesis equivalence of FST and CTP 

and f = _1_ 4    .t_ 4 test method if in one single mass group more than one 
4s STD Fsr + 18 STDcr~ ¯ 

parameter failed the statistical test criterion. When the 

1 4 
same parameter failed the test criterion in all three mass 

with : MEAN Fsr = - ~_~ X~ 
4 ~:l groups, then the hypothesis of equivalence is also 

1 3 rejected. 

RESULTS OF THE FST / CTP STATISTICAL 

1 3 
2 COMPARISON 

and STD2~sr = -~ E (Xi - MEAN FSr) The table n° 11 gives the results of the T statistics and 

1 2                 ~        the fdegrees of freedom for the 12 Welch tests.                   ¯ 

APF PSPF RDC VC 

T f (ddl) T f (ddl) T f (ddl) T f (ddl) ¯ 
Mereedes -0.38 2.56 5.37 3.87 -3.65 4.28 -0.43 3.13 
MB200 
Renault 2.74 4.91 -0.70 4.90 0.82 3.03 2.29 3.11 

R19 
Rover 1.80 4.99 -0.81 2.93 -9.54 3.27 -4.45 4.15 

The table n° 12 gives the significance levels. 

RDC VC 

Mercedes 0.69 
MB200 
Renault 

RI9 
Rover 

¯ 
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¯ By applying the global decision rule, the equivalence 

Seven values are greater than a0. The equality of the of FST and CTP test methods is rejected. 

FST and CTP means is rejected for seven combinations This decision is fully coherent with the descriptive 

(parameter - mass group), statistics given. This can be seen by superposing the 

¯ previous single decisions of rejecting the equivalence 

Indeed, for the MERCEDES MB200 and the on the table of relative differences of the FST and CTP 

RENAULT R19 the equivalence is rejected for two means. 

parameters, respectively PSPF - RDC and APF - VC, , 

¯ whereas for the ROVER MINI the equivalence is 

accepted only for the PSPF. 

¯ 
APF    PSPF RDC    VC 

Mercedes - 10.9 % -6.1% 
MB200 
Renault -5.1% 

R19 
¯ Rover -8.8 % 

MINI 

¯ COMPARISON OF THE CURVES RECORDED 

IN EACH LABORATORY 

FST/CTP curves for the parameters RDC, APF = 

¯ and PSPF 7. .,~. ’ .... " 

All curves related to one parameter, as confirmed by 

the test laboratories, are presented on a same page. 

¯ In a first approach, these curves observed during the 

total period of test, are represented to show the data 

recorded by the laboratories for both FST and CTP 

test methods. 

¯ 
MERCEDES MB 200 

RIB DEFLECTION CRITERION 

¯ 
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T~ (~)                                                                      T~ (~) 

~B DE~ECTION C~TE~ON                                          ’ ~B DEFLECTION C~TE~ON 

~RCEDES ~ 200 

ABDO~N PE~O~CE C~TE~ON ABDO~N PE~O~NCE C~TE~ON 

AB~N PE~O~CE C~E~ON 
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~ 1~) T~ (~) 

~R~DES ~ 200 

PEL~S PE~O~CE C~TE~ON PEL~S PE~O~CE C~TE~ON 

’ 

PEL~S PE~O~CE C~E~ON 
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ABSTRACT Experimentally derived characteristics of a ¯ 
dummy are not required as input, but serve as a source 

In occupant safety analysis the development of of validation for the model. Once a model is set up and 

validated numerical models for car crash dummies is validated against tests, it should not only yield good 

neccessary to assess accurately occupant loadings and results in a specific loading case, but in any crash 

potential injuries. In the case of side impact events, the situation. Moreover, such Finite Element dummy 

strong coupling between the car structure deformation models can also be used for dummy development ¯ 
and the occupant kinematics motivates the use of Finite purposes. 

The development of a suitable fully deformable Element techniques for the modelling of the occupant. 
A previous publication of the authors presented model for a side impact dummy, such as the EUROSID- 

the development and validation of a model for the 1, is a complex process, if the goal is to obtain a 

EUROSID-1 thorax assembly. In this paper, further numerical model that will respond correctly for a variety 

progress in the development of the full dummy is of impact speeds and loading situations. Also the 

reported, organization of the model itself is of importance if the ¯ 

model is intended to be used by somebody not familiar 

INTRODUCTION                                with it. 
In this paper the status of the model and its 

In occupant safety assessment, numerical validation is reported. Aspects of the motivation for the 

simulations of crash events provide a valuable tool for different modelling strategies are outlined. The work is a 

the automotive engineer. In this field, realistic models of joint project between INRETS and ESt. The code used ¯ 

the occupant, or the dummy as the surrogate in the for the simulations is the nonlinear explicit Finite 

development process, are of particular interest. Element code PAM-CRASH. 

Commonly, dummy models based on the 
dynamics of linkages of rigid bodies are used to predict COMPONENT MODELS 

the behaviour of the crash victim. These models are 
based on data of the victim, its environment and the When modelling the components of the dummy, ¯ 
crash conditions. Validated data sets for the different the general aim was to follow the geometry as close as 

types can make the modelling of a crash event very possible, but keeping in mind that the full model should 

efficient. A significant shortcoming of such an approach, have a size, in terms of number of nodes, elements etc., 

however, is the need to provide experimental force which can be handled reasonable on a workstation. If the 

deflection data as input for the contact models. In model shall be used in a side impact simulation with a 

addition the geometry of the real dummy is met only detailed FE model of the car e.g. it should not increase 

poor, e.g. by ellipsoids. Therefore the validity of such " the computing time drastically. Therefore use was made ¯ 

simulations is limited to those conditions that are used in of computationally cheap rigid elements whenever the 

the experimental evaluation of e.g. the force deflection deformations of the part to be modelled are not 

characteristics, important for its behaviour. 

Finite Element dummy models, on the other 
hand,, can potentially cover a much wider range of Head 

loading situations. As the level of modelling is ¯ 

fundamentally different, such models are based The EUROSID head is the same as that of the 

essentially on material properties and the geometry of Hybrid 3 dummy and consists of an aluminium shell 

the surrogate to be discretized, covered by a vinyl skin. In the model the aluminium is 
represented using rigid shells which are covered by a 

¯ 
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layer of linear elastic solid elements that represent the 
vinyl skin. Figure 1 shows the FE model of the head. 

¯ 

Figure 3: Cross-Section Neck 

In the neck FE model the rubber is modelled with 
linear elastic solid elements. At the pivot point a 
rotational joint is located. The rubber buffers are 
represented using nonlinear bar elements with additional 

Figure 1’: Head Model damping characteristics. (figure 4). 

The validation of the head model is based on the 
standard certification drop test, described in [1]. A 
corridor for the maximum acceleration is required, 
which is met by the model (see figure 2). 

¯ 

’, 

~ Figure 4: FE Model Neck 

~ The certification procedure for the neck is a 
,o. pendulum test with a rigid headform (see [1]). 

, , , Requirements for the maximum lateral and vertical 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~    ~    ~    ~ 
displacement, the flexion angle and the time at which 

ri,,e ~s) these maximums occur are given. The following table 
compares the simulation results with the certification 

¯ Figure 2: Head Drop Test (Acceleration at COG) corridors. 

Neck Requirement Simulation 

Lateral Disp. 87 - 107 mm 105 mm 
The neck consists of a central section rubber with Vertical Disp. 19 - 32 mm 22 mm 

two pivoting interfaces at top and bottom. Rubber Flexion Angle 46- 56 deg. 47 deg. 

¯ buffers determine the rotational behaviour at the Time 50-62ms 61 ms 
pivoting points. Figure 3 shows a cross-section view of 
the neck. 

Table 1: Neck Pendulum Test, Certification Require- 
ments and Simulation Results 
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Shoulder Arms ¯ 

The EUROSID shoulder block consists of an The arms consist of a plastic skeleton which is 
aluminium spacer block and two plates at the top and the covered by polyurethane foam, the upper part of which 
bottom of the spacer block. The clavicles are fixed to is a high energy absorbing type and the lower part is a 
the block with a U-spring and can rotate against a cam. soft type. The skeleton is modelled with linear elastic 
The initial position is determined with an elastic cord shell elements and the foam with solids elements (see ¯ 
(see figure5), figure 7). There use has been made of a newly 

developed viscoelastic constitutive law for the foam 
description (Zener model [2]). 

Figure 7: Arm Model ¯ 

Thorax 
Figure 5: Cross-Section Shoulder 

The Thorax consists of three identical rib 
In the FE model of the shoulder block, spacer modules which are attached to a spine box. The rib 

block, plates and clavicles are represented by rigid solid modules themselves consist of a steel hoop covered with ¯ 
elements. By investigating the kinematics of the possible polyurethane foam. The ’wings’ of the steel hoop are 
clavicle movements, a position for the center of rotation connected by a piston-cylinder assembly in parallel with 
of the clavicle has been set. There a cardan joint element a damper and a damper spring. The thorax model (figure 
with adjusted spring and damping characteristics has 8) and its validation has been presented in an earlier 
been placed, allowing the clavicle to rotate only in the work [3], so only some remarks are given here. 
plane of the plates. It is clear that the assumption of one The main improvement against the earlier version 
fixed center of rotation is not perfectly correct, and it is the use of a viscoelestic material for the foam. As the ¯ 

has to be investigated wether this is sufficient. Figure 6 energy absorption of the foam is of importance for the 
shows the model, rib behaviour, the viscous effects must be considered to 

let the model be valid in a broad range of loading 
situations and impact speeds. 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

Figure 6: Shoulder Model Figure 8: Thorax Model 
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¯ Abdomen As a means of validation of the model, the 
certification pendulum test from [1] is taken. The model 

The abdomen consists of a stiff central drum satisfies the requirements as can be seen in Figures 11 
which is covered by a polyurethane foam. Between foam and 12 where the lateral and vertical displacement time 
and drum, force transducers allow the measurement of histories of the COG of the headform are given together 
abdominal impact forces. In the model the central drum with the certification corridors. It also became clear 

¯ is represented by rigid shell elements which are from these simulations, that the interiour cable contact is 
surrounded by solid elements for the foam. To allow important in the lumbar spine behaviour. 
correct interaction between lumbar spine and the drum it 
is modelled quite close to the real geometry. A contact 
definition between shells and solids allows the control of 
the impact force. Again the viscoelastic material type is 
used for the foam. Acutaway view of the model is shown 
in figure 9. 

,080 

¯ 

Time (s) 

Figure 11: Lumbar Spine Pendulum Test - Lateral 
Displacement of COG Headform 

Figure 9: Abdomen Model 

¯ Lumbar Spine .o~ 

The lumbar spine is comprised of a central 
.o~, 

rubber cylinder with metal plates at top and bottom. The             .020 
plates are connected by a cable which allows the 
precompression of the cylinder. The model follows 
closely this setup. The rubber is represented with linear 

¯ elastic solid elements and the plates by rigid shell ~ .o,~ 

elements. In the central hole the cable is modelled with 
bar elements. A contact definition between rubber and 
cable allows the interaction of these parts with each 
other. A cutaway view of the lumbar spine model is .~ , 
shown in figure 10. 

Time (s) 

Figure 12: Lumbar Spine Pendulum Test - Vertical 
Displacement of COG Headform 

Pelvis 

The Pelvis of the EUROSID consists of a stiff 
sacrum block on which two plastic illiac wings are fixed 
at the rear by means of bolts. At the pubic symphysis the 
wings are linked together by a force transducer. 
Attached to the wings are the hip joint assemblies, which 
end in a metal plate onto which an open cell PU foam 
cylinder (H-foam Block) is connected. The whole 
assembly is covered by a PU foam flesh, The shape of 

Figure 10: Lumbar Spine Model the pelvis attempts to represent the way in which a 
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human sits on a car seat. Figure 13 shows a principal Legs 
drawing of the pelvis. 

The legs of the EUROSID are based on the 
standard Hybrid II design. The leg model used here is 

~ 
" ’ ~ 

based on the digitized outer shape of the legs. The femur 
~"~ is modelled with rigid shells which are covered by brick 

~!~ 
. , .... elements for the flesh. Connected to the femur is a rigid 

knee where the rigidly modelled lower leg is attached 
with a cardan joint element. In figure 15 the leg model is 
shown. 

H - point foam b~J~ 

Figure 13: Pelvis - Principal Drawing 

The modelling of the pelvis follows the same 
principles that have been used in the other components. 
Sacrum block and bolts are modelled with rigid brick D 

and beam elements. The illiac wings are represented 
with elastic shell elements. At the hip joint locations 
spherical joint elements connect the illiac axles with the 
femur which is modelled with rigid beam elements. An 
elastic beam element is used for the force transducer. 
The foam covering is modelledwith solid elements of 

~ 
¯ 

viscoelastic material type as well as the H-foam blocks. 
Interiour contact definitions allow the load transfer from 
the foam covering to the illiac wings. Figure 14 shows a 
cutaway view of the pelvis model. 

Figure 15: Leg Model                                          ~ 

FULL DUMMY MODEL 

Assembly 

The previously described components have been 

"~ 7- assembled into a model of the full dummy. The 
connections between the components are realized both 
with rigid body definitions and with contact definitions 
between the components. Important contact definitions 

t 
e.g. allow the interaction of the abdomen with the 
interiour of the pelvis or the interaction of the lumbar 
spine with the abdominal drum. Also contacts between 
arms and thorax are defined: 

For extracting the measurements that are possible 
with the instrumentation of the real dummy, 
corresponding nodes and elements are provided in the 
model which allow to analyse these values in detail. 
Figure 16 shows the full dummy model in its reference 
position. 

Figure 14: Pelvis Model 
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Figures 18 to 20 show the deformed dummy at 
different simulation times. The impactor force time 
history is shown in figure 21. Peak values are in good 
agreement with the experiment, however the time at 
which the peak occurs differs a little. 

Figure 16: Full EUROSID Model Figure 18: Thorax Impact Test, 4.3 m/s, Deformed 
Shape at t=20ms 

¯ 
Thorax Impact Test 

A first assessment of the full model performance 
was done with the results from an impactor test 
described in [4]. A linearly guided 23.3 kg impactor hits 
the dummy thorax at the middle rib with impact 
velocities of 4.3 and 6.7 m/s. The initial configuration is 
shown in figure 17. 

Figure 19: Thorax Impact Test, 4.3 m/s, Deformed 
Shape at t=40ms 

Figure 20: Thorax Impact Test, 4.3 m/s, Deformed 

Figure 17: Thorax Impact Test - FE Model Shape at t=60ms 
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Time (s) 

Figure 21: Thorax Impact Test, 4.3 m/s, Impactor Force 

CONCLUSIONS 

A fully deformable Finite Element model of the 
EUROSID-1 dummy has been developed and partly 
validated. First the single components of the dummy 
have been modelled and validated if this was possible by 
data on single component tests. The components were 
assembled into a full model, the functionality of which 
has been demonstrated on a limited number of loading 
cases. The work is constantly being continued to 
improve the performance and usefulness of the model 
for the use in side impact simulations. 
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ABSTRACT 

~Fhe simulation of side impact test procedures pro- cause major differences on the measured injury values, 

vides a new challenge to engineers to extend crash wor- i.e. side impact tests in general can not be as repro- 

thiness computations to this load case. The strong in- duceable as frontal rigid barrier impacts, which in turn 

teraction between structure and dummy requires a tom- makes the validation of a mathematical model quite dif- 

pletely coupled analysis of vehicle and dummy. Since ficult. In addition, the dummy itself is a very compli- 

the measured injury levels are the criteria on which the cated mechanical instrument and its design determines 

performance of the car is judged substantial work has to the kinematics which in turn triggers the load on the 

be performed to obtain a well validated finite element d:urnmy. 

dummy model. This paper presents recent advances in 
¯ In Order to design a protective side structure some 

modelling and validation of an EuroSID finite element kn?wledg¢ must be gained on what is causing injuries 
dummy, in lateral impacts and how these injuries can be as- 

Se:SSed. (~0nsider~ble research efforts have been spent on 

INTRODUCTION the development of various anthropomorphical test de- 

vices (ATD) for Side impacts. The legislation in the US 

Frontal impacts have by far the most frequent oc- requires the use of the so-called DOTSID as described 

curence in traffic accidents. With regard to this type in FMVSS 214. 

of impact substantial improvements in passenger pro- In Europe an independent development effort has 

tection have been obtained over the past 25 years by been undertaken to design an ATD for side impacts. 

implementing new and better safety equipment in pus- A comparison study on existing dummies between 1981 

senger vehicles which emerged from a strong effort in and 1983 revealed that none of them was suitable for 

safety research, the required, task: It was then decided to develop a 

Lateral collision is currently a main topic in safety new dummy for the prospected European side impact 

research since it has been recognized that side impacts legislation. 1985 the first prototype of EuroSID was in- 

yield, relative to the number of their occurences, more troduCed. An evaluation phase of the production proto- 

severe injuries and a higher number of fatalities in com- type with several additional improvements added ended 

parison to frontal impacts. This is, of course, not very with the EEVC specification of the EuroSID-1 in May 

astonishing, since the protective structure in a side ira- 1989. The up-comming regulation EC’E:48 requires the 

pact has much smaller dimensions, thus allowing only usage bf this ATD for type approval. The DOTSID 

little crush to absorb the kinetic energy of the impact- and the EuroSID do not only have a complete different 

ing obstacle, design they are also instrumented to measure different 

The mechanics of frontal impact events with re- injury criteria. While the injury values measured with 

gard to the car structure and the occupant kinematics the DOTSID are purely acceleration based the EuroSID 

is quite well understood. The design of an occupant takes as well into account deformations and velocities 

protection systerr for frontal impact is an established (viscous criteria) As the ATD for FMVSS and for ECE 

part of the development process. A lateral impact incor- regulations are different appropriate mathematical mod- 

porates a much more complex mechanical mechanism, els for them will be different, too. 

The shape, mass and stiffness of the impacting vehicle To model collison events and their effect on the oc- 

(or barrier as a substitute) determines the mode of de- cupant numerically there are basically two approaches 

formation which will vary qualitatively from (impacted) available: 1. Rigid-Body-Methods, also called lumped 

vehicle to vehicle. Small changes in the test set-up can parameter methods (LPM) and 2. Finite element meth- 
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ods. The first approach has been and is still used very 

successfully in the development of passenger restraint 

system for frontal impact. Along the line of the devel- 

oprnent of faster cornputers and improved finite element 

software engineers start to use finite element models for 

this purpose, too. The success of the LPM in the past in 

mainly due to the fact that occupant and car structure 

are largely uncoupled and can, therefore, be modelled 

quite well independently. In side impact events this as- 

sumption is no longer valid. It is the authors’ persuasion 

that numerical investigations of side impacts with the 

goal to obtain a sufficient level of information to sup- Figure 1: Model of the shoulder module and the clavicle 
port structural as well as interior design will require the 

use of an integrated modelling of dummy and vehicle on 

the basis of the finite element method. 

This paper describes in detail the finite element 

__ \ / model of EuroSID as developed and used at TDC and 

the validation procedure applied to the model. 

THE EUROSID-1- SIMULATION-MODEL 

This section gives a description of the EuroSID- 

1-Simulation-Model. Depending on the physics of this 

ATD different ways of modelling are used such as de- 

formable continua (e.g. finite element meshes) or rigid 

bodies. 

The head of the ATD is instrumented with a tri- 

axial accelerorneter. From this measurement the HIC- 

value is calculated. In the simnlation the head is built 

by finite elements and the measured head acceleration 

is found by the average of all nodal accelerations. The 

connection between head and thorax, the neck, is simu- 

lated by spring elements, two for rotation and one beam- 

spring. Figure 2: Model of the rib module 

The arrns consist of a foam material covered by a 

rubber skin. Inside, there is embedded a plastic skele- 

ton. The arms of the sirnulation model are formed by The model of the abdomen is simplified with the 

a hornogeneous mesh of 8-node-volume-elements. Near intension to simulate correctly the influence on the 

the fixing points at the clavicles the volume model is global kinematics. The same is valid for the pelvis and 

reinforced by shells. The global properties of the arms the legs. The lumbar spine connects the lower and up- 

are adjusted by the material parameters, per torso of the dummy. A proper modelling of this part 

The clavicle can slide between the shoulder plates, is important for the global kinematics of the dummy. 

The movement is prescribed by inner and outer slid- Table gives the number of elements for the differ- 

ing areas (see Fig. 1). Two springs are used to fix the ent parts. 

clavicle inside the shoulder module. Inside the shoul- As the actual ATD the simulation model (shown 
der module the so-called U-Spring presses the clavicle in Fig. 3) has to comply with some specifications, the so- 

against the outer sliding surfaces. The clavicle-return- called certification tests described in the EuroSID han- 
spring is attached outside the shoulder plates and keeps book/1/. Different parts of the dummy like head, ribs, 
the clavicle in its unloaded position, etc. are subjected to various loading conditions. Their 

The ribs are made of a steel skeleton, which is cov- behaviour, which is measured in terms of forces and 
ered by a visco-elastic foam (see Fig. 2). The behaviour deformations, should remain within defined corridors. 
of the steel is assumed to be elastic. The mechanical This calibration is sufficient for the actual EuroSID to 
properties of the rib are tuned by dampers and springs, fulfil the requirements of the ECE side impact proce- 
which are connected by cylindrical joints. The ribs are dure. For the simulation model further tests are neces- 
fixed at the spine, which may be assumed to be rigid, sary. This is due to the interactions for the various parts 
A proper modelling of the rib module is necessary for a of the dummy which have to be formulated properly, and 

correct sirrmlation of the Rib-Deflection-Criteria (RDC). their material behaviour which is not known to a suffi- 
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Table 1: Parts ~nd number of elements 

Part Number of Elements 

Head 47 

Neck 3* 

Shoulder and Clavicle 3964** 

Arms 832 

Thorax 897 

Abdomen 90 

Pelvis 209 

Legs and Feet 400 

*) 3 springs and 2 rigids 

**) all elements are assumed to be rigid 

cient degree. The assumed properties may be incorrect 

when subjected to loading which occurs during side im- 

pact. It seems to be reasonable to take severa! steps 
with tests of different complexity in order to separate 

the behaviour of the ATD from that of its surroundings. 

BARP~IER TESTS 

The behaviour of the EuroSID-1 may be investi- 

gated by a set of artificial test configurations. In each 

test the dummy sitting on a rigid flat seat, is hit by a 

rigid barrier. This impactor can be equiped with differ~ 

ent profiles depending on the part of the dummy which 

is intended to be loaded for the particular test. In ad- 

dition to apply the load to some dummy parts specifi- 

cally the test procedure was set up to mimic deformation 

modes as expected in side impacts.. Such a configura- 

tion has well-defined boundary conditions because only 

the dummy is subjected to deformations. Different im- 

pactor velocities allow the investigation of different load- 

ing conditions for the dummy. In total there are 5 types 

of different barriers, which are driven at 2 different ve- 

locities. Each test has been conducted twice to detect 

potential repeatibility problems, but the variation has 
Figure 3: Model of the EuroSID-1 Dummy 

been small. 

Inclined Rigid Wall (Back Barrier) 
Plane Rigid Wall 

The intention for this configuration (see Fig. 6) is 
This configuration (see Fig. 4) has been chosen as an excentrical loading of the rib module. Again, the two 

a baseline test. Two velocities of 20 kph and 25 kph velocities of 20 kph and 25 kph have been chosen. 
have been investigated. 

Plane Rigid Wall with Pelvis Block (Pelvis Bar- 
Inclined Rigid Wall (Shoulder Barrier) rier) 

In this (see Fig. 5) configuration the shoulder and In this configuration (see Fig. 7) the pelvic load is 
the upper arm loads are higher than in the baseline test. higher than in the baseline test. This causes a rotation 
The forces are introduced more directly into the spine, of the upper tQrso of the dnmmy and partial unloading 
The two velocities of 20 kph and 25 kph have been cho- of the rib module. Here, also, the two velocities of 20 
sen, again, kph and 25 kph have been chosen. 
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Figure 4: Basline test configuration                         Figure 6: Shoulder barrier configuration 

. 

Figure 7: Pelvis barrier configuration 

Figure 5: Back barrier configuration 

to damage the dummy. 

Plane Rigid Wall with Abdominal Block (Ab- Component Test 
domen Barrier) 

In addition to these barrier tests a component test 

This configuration (see Fig. 8) is intended to load (see Fig. 9) has been conducted. In this configuration a 
especially the abdomen of the EuroSID-1. In this case real door has been used as impactor. The inner skele- 
two velocities of 15 kph and 20 kph have been chosen, ton of the door has been stiffened and may be assumed 

The higher velocity has been chosen in order to be to be rigid in the simulation. With this configuration 

within the range of the ECE critical injury level but not it should be possible to check the influence of a more 
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ric studies and the corresponding experiments have al- 

lowed to identify the major influences on the dummy 

response. The kinematics of pelvis and thorax region as 

well as the coupling between both were studied in detail. 

Global Dummy Kinematics : Pelvis and Thorax 

Coupling 

During the impact with a fiat barrier, the motions 

of thorax and pelvis are basically uncoupled. This is eas- 

ily demonstrated by a simulation without lumbar spine. 

¯ The observed kinematics does not differ from a simula- 

tion that includes the lumbar spine. When impacting 

the dummy with the bumper barrier pelvis and thorax 

motion show a significant coupling. In this case, the 

pelvis moves to the side first causing an inclination of 

the lumbar spine. The inclined lumbar spine then pulls 

¯ 
the thorax along. 

Pelvis Kinematics 

The impact test with a flat barrier shows how the 
Figure 8: Abdomen barrier configuration pelvis slides over the seat in a nearly parallel way. No 

¯ noticeable rotation takes place. The following parame- 

complicated barrier shape and the stiffness of the trim ters were identified as influencing the nature of the pelvis 

on the behaviour of the dummy. The impactor velocity motion : 

has been set to 35 kph. ¯ Modelling of connection between pelvis and upper 

legs : 

@ ¯ 
EuroSID’s legs are built aS beams that connect 

the knee and hip hinges, respectively. The metal 

beams themselfs are surrounded by foam repre- 

senting the .human flesh and a rubber hull rep- 

resenting the skin. Important is the flexibility of 

the model near the hip hifiges. If the connection is 

¯ based on a spatially quite extended rigid, this will 

be loaded by the barrier and introduce a moment 

into the pelvis, causing rotation and non-physical 

kinematics. 

¯ Modelling of pelvis material : 

¯ The pelvis padding material consists of foam with 

a rubber cover. An elastic representation of these 

materials will cause an overestimation of the re- 

bound effect, causing a rotation of the pelvis along 

the vehicle’s longitudinal axis. A realistic descrip- 

tion of the energy absorption and energy release 

¯ in the foam and cover materials is therefore essen- 

tial. Currently, elasto-plastic compressible mate- 
Figure 9: Component test rim models are used, these, however, still ignore 

the viscosity effects in both the elastic and the 

plastic deformation phase There is a need for 
INFLUENCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL MODEL a visco-elasto-visco-plastic material model capa- 
PARTS UPON PREDICTED DUMMY KINE- ble of representing all important aspects of foam 
MATICS AND INJURY VALUES                           mechanical behaviour. 

Comparison between various numerical paramet-         ¯ Modelling of upper leg material : 
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The problem is exactly the same as in the pelvis. 

An elastic (or rigid) representation of the leg flesh 400 , 

(foam) and skin (rubber) leads to moment-type 

loading of the pelvis and consequently an unreal- 

istic rotation of the latter. 300 

Arm and Rib Kinematics ~ 200 
o 

The arms can be fixed in three different positions: 

parallel to the thorax (0 degree position), inclined with 100 

repsect to the thorax (45 degree position) and orthog- 

onal’ to the thorax (90 degree position). For all barrier 

irnpact tests, the arm on the impacted side was fixed 0 

into the middle, 45 degree position. In this position, 0 20 40 60 
Deflection [mm] 

the arm partly covers the upper rib. An exception has 

been the barrier test with armrest where the upper (90 

degree) position was chosen. This in order to avoid a Figure 10: Measured force-deflection curves of the rib 
premature contact between arm and armrest. The arm tuning springs 
on the non-impacted side was fixed in the lower position 

(0 dgrees) for all barrier tests. 
The prime parameters that were investigated dur- foam material model was at onr disposal at this 

ing this study were the rib intrusion values. These turn time, an elastic compressible material was used al- 

out to be very dependent on the motion of the arm. The lowing to simulate the effects of damping and load 

following parameters were identified as influencing the transmission for the range of impact velocities that 

nature of the arm motion and the rib intrusion values : were considered. 

* Rib springs and dampers : 

The rib deformations are primarily a function of 40 

the built in dampers and tuning springs. These 

are simple mechanical elements, the properties of 

which can be determined by three simple dynamic 30 

test configurations /2/. In particular, drop tests 

are first performed at different impact velocities 

upon the damper only. This allows to determine 

the exact damper characteristic. Different tuning 

springs with linear elastic properties can be used 
10 

in the ribs (see Fig. 10). The stiffness of the rib 

module must be fitted to the requirements stated 

in the manual/1/, by selecting one of the tuning 
0 - -- - 

springs. This is done by drop tests upon the 

rib rnodule, covering a range of irnpact velocities 
0.000 0.0:0 0.0~0 0.0~0 

T~Vm 
from 1 m/s to 4 m/s. Exactly the same process ¯ ¯ upperrib ¯ middlerib ¯ l ..... ib 
is repeated numerically. This process is time con- 

suming but trivial. 

Figure 11: Rib deflection without rib foam 
¯ Rib foam : 

The rib foarn shows a very viscous behaviour (see 

Figs. 1 1, 12,13): the stiffness is strongly dependent 

upon the (volumetric) rate of deformation.. Under The shoulder clavicle determines the arm motion 
typical side impact loading conditions the foam to a large extent. The clavicle itself undergoes a 
will not compress and transmit the load to the rib rigid body motion with both translational as well 
as it enters the densification phase, thereby caus- as rotational components. This motion is guided 

ing a typical delay in acceleration peaks. The rate almost exclusively by the contact between clavi- 

effect will cause an immediate load transmission cle, shonlder plates and the centrally located 

and simultaneously damp the oscillatory motion spring. The clavicle is nowhere fixed at the shoul- 
of the elastic steel ribs. Since no rate dependent der block. Consequently it’s center of rotation is 
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¯ result entirely from the nodal contact forces. This 

4o leads to a relatively efficient and precise numerical 

treatment of the interaction between clavicle and 

shoulder. Coarser meshes lead to very irregular 

contact forces both in space and in time causing a 

rather random response of the clavicle. 

~ 20 / 

~ 

. Clavicle return spring : 

~ The upper rib intrusion values are heavily influ- 

enced by the motion of the arm. The stiffness 

of the clavicle return spring is used to determine 

how far forward the clavicle can move and at what 

¯ speed this forward motion occurs. The length of 

0 -- ¯ the time interval during which the arm remains 

0.000 0.020 0.0~0 0.060 clamped between barrier and rib cage is decisive 

TnVm [seel for the values of the upper rib intrusion. A weak 

¯ upperrib ¯ middlerib ¯ ~ow~,rib return spring results in a fast forward motion of 

the arm. All three ribs then nndergo a similar 

loading. A stiff return spring results in an earlier ¯ 
Figure 12: Rib deflection with rib foam of elastic be- and heavier load of the upper rib and consequently 
haviour higher intrusion values (see Figs. 14 and 15). 

40 40 

30 30 

10 10 

0 ==.’ 0 ==- ’ 

~ 0.~0 0.020 0.~0 0.060 0.000 0.020 0.~0 0.060 

~ [sez]                                                                  ~ [s~] 
~ u~rrib ~ m~ddl~rib ~ lowerr~b ~ upp~rrib ~ mlddl~rib ~ low. rib 

Figure 13: l~ib d~.flection with rib foam of foam material : Figure 14: Rib deflection using a soft clavicle return 

behaviour spring 

In the actual dummy, the stiffness of the clavi- 
not fixed. A very detailed representation of the clereturn spring is considerably smaller than the 
outer contours of all parts in the clavicle as well value used in the finite element model. Numer- 
us in the shoulder block is necessary in order to ical simulation with a realistic value for the re- 
obtain realistic contact forces. The deformations turn spring stiffness predicts an erroneous motion 

¯ in this area, however, are negligeably small. Thus, for the clavicle and the arm. This illustrates that 
all parts can be considered rigid. The finite ele- in reality, additional factors exist that influence 
ment model takes all these considerations into ac- the clavicle motion. More research is necessary to 
count. A very fine shell element model is provided identify and evaluate these effects. 
for the shoulder area. (Element side lengths down 

to 2 ram.). The parts are, however, defined as ¯ Jacket : 

O rigid bodies and thus the elements do not influ- The jacket is made ont of a rubbery material. It is 

ence the calculation of the time step. No element a narrow hull for the shoulders, upper arrns, tho- 

stresses are evaluated and the rigid body motions rax, abdomen and upper pelvis area of the dumrny. 
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the numerical analysis, provided a sufficiently fine 

40 mesh and compressible material were used for the 
arm. The amount of friction in the test is unknown 

and, anyhow,.cannot be simulated accurately with 

30 uniform Coulomb friction over the whole contact 

. 
surface. 

Ab domen 

10 / ~ 
The abdomen can be considered part of the tho- 

/ 
rax since the abdomen drum where the impact forces 

are measured is rigidly connected to the spine box at 
0 the upper end of the lumbar spine. This means a higher 

0.000 0.o2o o.o4o o.060 loading of the abdomen may reduce the rib intrusions. 
TnVm [sec] In the finite element model, the abdomen is represented 

¯ upperrib . middlerib ¯ 1 ..... ib in a simplified way. The response is mainly determined 

by the material behaviour of the rubber abdominal in- 

Figure 15: Pdb deflection using a stiff clavicle return sert. An elastic representation will cause an exaggerated 

spring rebound to occur in the simulations of irnpact tests by a 

barrier with armrest. The use of an elasto-plastic com- 

pressible material law results in global dummy kinemat- 
The question, whether the membrane stiffness of ics that are in good accordance with the test, particu- 
the jacket influences the arm motion and thus the larly in the rebound phase. The rib intrusion values are 

rib intrusion values. In order to investigate this negligeable both in test and simulation when a barrier 
effect, a shell element model of the jacket was with armrest is used. 
added to the finite element model of the dummy. 

One integration point was used through the ele- DUMMY RESPONSE IN THE DIFFERENT 
ment thickness so that the resulting rnodel of the BARRIER IMPACT TESTS 

¯ jacket has no bending stiffness. The influence of 
the jacket on the simulation results was rather neg- 

In this paragraph, we compare numerical and mea- 
ative, effects contrary to’ the test measurements 

sured results for the dummy response in all l0 barrier 
were observed. The reason for this is not yet clear, 

impact tests. In particular, we focus on global dummy 

¯ Arms foam : kinematics and rib intrusion values. 

The dummy upper arm is a foam part with rubber 
Baseline Barrier at 20 kph 

skin. Inside, there is a plastic plaite providing addi- 

tional bending stiffness. The finite element model 

consists of brick elements, An elasto-plastic com- The dummy kinematics is well reproduced gl0b- 

pressible material law is used to approximately ally, in particular, the initial motior~ of the pelvis and 

represent foam behavionr. A sufficiently fine mesh the translation of the arm in the direction of the bar- 

is required to represent a regular compression of rier motion. The head rotation after 35 ins and the 

the arm. The arm will transmit important loads pelvis rotation around the global x-axis after 50 ms are 

to the thorax once it enters the densification phase not found in the test. The global rotation of the upper 

and, therefore, will determine the timing and the torso seerns somewhat exaggerated as does the rebound. 

magnitnde of the load upon the ribcage by it’s Rib intrusion values are quite satisfactory (see 

stress-strain characteristic. With the currently Figs. 16 and 17). The peak intrusion valnes and the 

available material laws, mechanical behaviour is fact that tipper rib intrusions are always higher t~an 

derived from uniaxial data only, which can lead the lower and middle rib intrusions corresponds well to 

to severe errors in load prediction tinder biaxial or the test. Timing of the loading and the peak value for 

triaxial loading. A more powerful material law will the upper rib is also in good aggreement: it appears ear- 

increase the reliability and predictive capability of lier than for both lower ribs as it is driven by the arm 

this part of the model in the near future, that is located between barrier and upper rib. Peak 

value timing for lower and middle rib show considerable 
¯ Friction between arm and barrier deviation from the measurement. 

There was no noticeable influence of contact fric- 

tion on the arm kinematics or rib intrusions in Baseline Barrier at 25 kph 
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¯ 40 - 40 

30 30 ~ ""~"-"~ ~,,~ . 
¯            o                                                          o 

0.000                 0.020                 0.040                 0.060                      0.000                 0.020                 0.~0                 0.060 

~ [s~] ~ [s~] 

~ u~erfib ¯ middlefib & low~rrib ~ u~fib ~ middl~fib & Iow~fib 

Figure 16: Rib deflections of the test (Baseline barrier Figure 18: Rib deflections of the test (Baseline barrier 
¯ at 20 kph) at 25 km/) 

4O 4O 

¯ 
30                                                                                     30 

10 ¯ 

0 :                                                                                0 - A~ 

0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 

TIME [sec] TIME [sec] 

¯ ¯ upper rib ¯ middle rib ~, lower rib’ ¯ upper rib ¯ middle rib ¯ lower rib 

Figure 17: Rib deflections of the simulation (Baseline Figure 19: Rib deflections of the simulation (B~seline 

barrier at 20 kph) barrier at 25 km/) 

¯ Dummy kinematics is well reproduced globally as as it is driven by the arm that is located between barrier 

in the 20 kph case. The head rotation after 38 ms and and upper rib, as mentioned above. Peak value timing 

the pelvis rotation around the global x-axis after 40 ms for all three ribs is not in good ~greement with the mea- 

does not correspond with the test. Again, therotation surement. Contrary to the test, the lower rib shows a 

of the upper torso seems somewhat exaggerated as does higher intrusion value than the middle one, 

the rebound. 

The simulation gives satisfactory results for the      Back Barrier at 20 kph 

rib intrusion values, too (see Figs. 18, 19). The peak 

intrusion values and the fact that upper rib intrusions As in the previous tests, the dummy kinematics is 

are Mways higher than the lower and middle rib intru- well globally reproduced, in particular, the initial mo- 

sions correspond well to the experiment. Timing of the tion of the pelvis. The head rotation after 38 ms ~nd 

loading for the upper rib corresponds quite well to the the pelvis rotation around the globM x-axis ~fter 56 ms 
¯        test, too: it is observed earlier than for both lower ribs      does not correspond to the experiment. The a~m rotates 

¯ 
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test, intrusions were not measured for the lower rib. 

Back Barrier at 25 kph 

40 

2o 

0.000                 0.020                 0.040                 0,060           ~ 

~ [sec]                                   10 

~ up~r rib @ middle rib 

o 
~igure 20: ~ib deflecgions of ghe gest (Back barrier ag 
20 kph) 

0.~0 0.0~o o.~o 0.0~o 
~ [s~l 

~ u~erNb ~ middle rib ~ lower rib 

4o Figure 22: Rib deflections of the test (Back barrier at 
25 kph) 

30 

10 ~ 30 

°       - 
0.0oo 0.020 0.04o 

~ [secl 

~ u~fib ~ middlefib ~ lowerrib 10 

~igure 21: ~ib deflections of the simulation (Back bar- o 
rier at 20 kph) 0.~0 0.0~o 0.~0 o.0~0 

~ [secl 

~ u~errib ~ middlefib ~ lowerNb 

too much ~owards the fron~ of the dummy. Globally the 
rotation of the upper torso seems somewhat exaggeraged 
as does ~he rebound. ~igure 2~: ~ib deflections of ghe simulation (Back bar- 

The fact ~hat upper rib ingrusions are always rier at 2g kph) 
higher than ~he lower and middle rib intrusions corre- 
spond well ~o ~he experimental observation. Timing of As in the 20 kph ~est ~he dummy kinematics can be 
ghe loading for all ghree ribs is also good: ghe upper rib judged go be in accordance wigh ~he ges~, in pargicular, 
is subjected to compression earlier than ghe two lower ~he initial mogion of ~he pelvis. Significang deviation 
ribs as it is driven by the arm that lies between barrier from the ~esg shows, again, ghe head rotation afger ~8 
and upper rib. Peak values are well represented for the ms and the pelvis rotation around ~he global x-axis after 
lower and middle ribs, the upper rib peak value devi- g6 ms. The arm ro~ages too much gowards ~he fron~ 

a~es from ghe me~uremeng (see ~igs. 20, 21). This is a ghe dummy. Globally, ghe ro~agion of ~he upper gorso 
consequence of ghe arm rotation being ~oo large. In ghe seems somewha~ exaggeraged as does ~he rebound. 
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istic. Vertical rotation of the thorax seems somewhat 

40 overemphasized between 40 and 50 ms. 

In contrast to the previous test, rib intrusion 

ues of lower and middle rib are always below the upper 

30 rib intrusion values. Timing of the initial intrusion is 

also good (see Figs. 24, 25): the upper rib is loaded first 

due to the presence of the arm. Peak values are much 

~ 20 
too low. Intrusion was no~ measured for the lower rib 

- in this test. 

lO 

o           - 

0.000 0.020 

TIME [sec]                                  0.040 

0.060 
40 

¯ upperrib ¯ middlerib 
30 

Figure 24: Rib deflections of the test (Shoulder barrier ~ 20 

at 20 kph) 

10 

40 - 0 

0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 

TIME [sec] 
30 . upperrib ¯ middlerib 

~" 20 ~"/~- Figure 26: Rib deflections of the test (Shoulder barrier 

~ 

/g" 

at 25 kph) 

// // 
0 _ ~.~ .                                                                    50 

0.000 0,020 0.040 0.060 

TI!vIE [sec] 40 

¯ upper rib ¯ middle rib ¯ lower rib 

3O 

Figure 25: Rib deflections of the simulation (Shoulder ~ 

~ 

barrier at 20 kph) ~ 20 

The fact that upper rib intrusions are always 10 

higher than the lower and middle rib intrusions corre- 

spond well to reality (see Figs. 22, 23). Timing of the 0 - 

loading for all ribs three is also good: the upper rib de- 0.0o0 0.020 0:040 0.060 
formation appears earlier than those of the lower ribs as TIME [sec] 

it is driven by the arm that lies between barrier and up- ¯ upperrib ¯ middlerib ¯ 1 ..... ib 

per rib. Peak values are low, too. In the test, intrusions 

were not measured for the lower rib. 
Figure 27: Rib deflections of the simulation (Shoulder 

Shoulder Barrier at 20 kph                             barrier at 25 kph) 

The dummy kinematics is well reproduced. Par- 

ticularly, the motions of arm, pelvis and head are real- Shoulder Barrier at 25 kph 
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The dummy kinematics could not be evaluated pelvis and thorax areas. Towards the end of the sim- 

since no film is available for this test. ulation rotations are too large and so is the rebound. 

Again, rib intrusion values of lower and middle rib Rib intrusion values are in good agreement with 
are always below the upper rib intrusion values~ Timing the test for the upper rib, both for peak values and 
of the in:tiM intrusion is also good: upper rib is loaded timing. Lower and middle rib intrusionwlues are Over- 
first due to the presence of the ~rm. Peak vMues are estimated in the simulation (see Figs: 28, 29). 
much too low. Intrusion was not measured for the lower 

rib in this test. 

40 

40 

30 

10 

0 - 

0 - 
~ -- ~~ 0.~0 0.020 0.~0 0.060 

T~ [s~] 

0.000 0.020 0.~0 0.060 ~ u~errib ~ middle rib & low. rib 

I u~fib ~ middle rib & lower rib 

Figure 30: Rib deflections of ~he ~es~ (Pelvis b&rrier at 
kph) 

Pigure 28: Rib deflections of ~he ~est (Pelvis b&rrier a~ 
kph) 

40 

40     - 

30 

" .... 

g 

io 

~o 0 _ 
0           -                                                                                       0.000                 0.020 ’              0.~0                 0.060 

~ [secl 
0.000                 0.020                 0.~0                 0.060 

~ [sec]                                                        ~ u~errib       ~ middle rib      ~ lower fib 

~ u~errib ~ middle rib ~ lower rib 

Pigure 31: Rib deflecgions of the simulation (Pelvis bar- 

~igure 29: Rib deflections of ghe simulation (Pelvis bar- 
tier at 2g kph) 

rier at 20 kph) 

~ Pelvis Barrier at 25 kph 

Pelvis Barrier at ~0 kph 

The dummy kinematics, again, is well reproduced 

The dummy kinematics is well reproduced in in p~lvis and ghorax regions. ~owards ghe end of the 
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¯ simulation rotations are too large for pelvis, thorax and too far to the front. The rotation of the upper torso is 

head. Rebound seems to agree well with the test. overestimated from 16 ms onwards. The same is true 

l~ib intrusion values are in good agreement with for the head inclination starting at 60 ms. From 50 

the test. In partcular, this is true with regard co the ms onwards, pelvis and thorax are too much inclined, 

timing of the initial intrusion. Lower and middle rib in- indicating a too strong rebound. 

trusion values are somewhat overestimated in the simu- Rib intrusion values are negligiable small in this 

¯ lation. Upper rib intrusion is somewhat underestimated test, both measured and calculated values (see Figs. 32, 

(see Figs. 30, 31). 33). 

30 30 

’~ 20 ~ 20 

I0 10 

0.000           0.020           0,040           0.060               0.000           0.020           0,040           0.060 

¯                                        TnVm [~c]                                                       TnVm 

¯ upperdb ¯ middlerib ¯ lowerrib ¯ upperrib ¯ middlerib. ¯ lowerrib 

Figure 32: Rib deflections of the test (Abdomen barrier Figure 34: Rib deflections of the test (Abdomen barrier 
at 15 kph) at 20 kph) 

¯ 
30 30 

I0 I0 

0.000 0.020 0.0~0 0.060 0.000 0.020 0.04.0 0.060 

~ f~] ~ [s~] 

I u~fib ~ ml~l~fib ~ low.rib I u~erfib ~ middlerib A lowerdb 

Figure ~: Nib deflections of the simulation (Abdomen ~igure ~g: ~ib deflections of ~he simulation (Abdomen 

b~rrier at lg kph) barrier ag 20 kph) 

Abdolnen Barrier at 15 kph Abdomen Barrier at 20 kph 

The dummy kinematics is well reproduced in the As in the 15 kph test, the dummy kinematics is 

early impact phases. After about 50 ms, the arm moves well reproduced in the early impact phases. After about 
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30 ms, the arm moves too far to the front. The rotation Component Tes~ 

of the upper torso is overestimated from 12 ms onwards. 

The same is valid for the head inclination starting at 50 The dummy kinematics is well reproduced. The 

ms. From 24 ms onwards, pelvis and thorax are too head and the upper arm moves to much through the 

much inclined, indicating a too strong rebound, door window. The rotation of the upper torso is under- 

Rib intrusion values are negligeably small in this estimated. 

test, both measured and calculated values. (see Figs. Timing of the rib intrusion values is satisfactory. 

34, 35). The peak values are underestimeted. The behaviour of 

The evaluation of the barrier impact tests shows the arm seems to be incorrect (see Figs. 36, 37). 

that the developed dummy model, although a simplifi- It is a major outcome of this simulation that the 

cation of the actual ATD, exhibits a quite realistic re- correlation between test and simulation for this case is 

sponse, of the same quality as in the barrier tests, which in 

turn leads to the conclusion, that the behaviour of the 
dummy model is not affected by considerable more com- 

plex boundary conditions. 

~ 
CONCLUSIONS 

66 % A finite element model of the EuroSID-1 has been 

developed. The model is a reasonably efficient and reli- 

able tool for use with full scale side impact simulations. 

It can be concluded that reliable rib intrusion values 

~ 33% and dummy kinematics are predicted, provided that the 

j 
arm motion is correct. The arIn motion is a consequence 

of a very complex set of different loadings and at this 

point is not completely understood. In particular, our 

0 % ~ investigations concerning the influence of clavicle return 

0.04o 0.060 0.o8o 0.100 spring, jacket and friction were not conclusive. Other 
Tram [s~] deviations between measured and calculated results are 

¯ upperrib ¯ middlefib ¯ 1 ..... ib mostly attributable to the lack of suitable material laws 

describing the mechanical behaviour of foams and rub- 

bets. This concerns the pelvis as well as the thorax ar- 
Figure 36: Rib deflections of the test (Component test) 

eas. The currently used elasto-plastic compressible ma- 

terial law is a rough approxirnation of the reality and can 

only be expected to give valid results if the behaviour 

of the dummy under loading is similar to the validation 

100 % cases. Quite promissing is the fact that the quality of 

the rnodel response is not affected by complex boundary 

conditions as they are present in full scale tests. 
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ABSTRACT 

Side impacts with intrusion close to the occupant are much more corresponding full-scale tests. 

¯ severe than those without intrusion. Different accident 
investigations have found intrusion tothepassengercompartment The pyrotechnical side airbag sensor was evaluated by the 

in 90-100 % of side collisions with serious to fatal (AIS 3+) pendulum test method. The sensor was located 200 mm above 
injuries. It has also recently been found that the optimum the door lower edge and 250 mm in front of the door rear edge. 

position for the location of a sensor for a side airbag system is A component, called a contact plate, hinged at its lower edge 

the rear lower quadrant of the front door - a sensor located in and covering impacts to the lower rear quadrant of the door was 

¯ this sector would cover almost 90 % of the impacts with (risk of) located close to the sensor and at a distance of 40 mm from the 
AIS 3+ injuries. These injuries occur above a 15-25 km/h outer surface. The sensor triggered for impacts at three different 
velocity of the impacting car in car-to-car side collisions. A areas covering the rear bottom quadrant of the front door at 

sensor for a side airbag should therefore trigger above this level 6 m/s (22 km/h) with the rectangular barrier front and at 4 m/s 
of impact speed. (14 km/h) with the triangular barrier front (impacts at these two 

speeds but with the different barriers resulted in the same 

¯ A sensor for a side airbag system can not be centrally located as maximum deformation of the door). Some of the tests simulated 
a sensor for frontal airbags. An undeformed part of the car will" higher bumper levels (vans, trucks). The sensor did not trigger for 

not start to move until 7-10 ms after the first car-to-car contact impacts at 2 m/s (7 km/h). It was also demonstrated that the 
in a typical 50 km/h (30 mph) side impact. The side airbag must sensor did not trigger for "kicking" (at 5 m/s) to the door. 
be fully inflated within 10-12 ms, while there is still about 100 
mm of clearance between the door inner wall and the occupant’s INTRODUCTION 

¯ chest. The sensor must therefore be located close to the outer 
surface of the car to trigger in time. This paper describes the The occupant protection in side impacts can be improved by 
evaluation of a door mounted side airbag sensor ( developed by reinforcements to the car structure to reduce the door to occupant 
Electrolux Autoliv)by a new pendulum subsystem test method, impact speed (Mellander et al., 1989; de Coo et al., 1991). 
The sensor element is a percussion cap that fires above a certain Furthe.r improvements can be achieved by .some suitable 
impact speed. The sensor is located in the rear lower part of the bolstering on theinside of the door structure. Padding is one type 

¯ door at a certain distance from the door outer surface, of bolstering and an airbag another. An airbag will be thicker in 
the chest/abdominal area (when inflated in a side impact) than 

Full-scale tests with one car model and with mobile barrier front padding. If the airbag is physically softer than the human torso, 
faces simulating rectangular (car-to-car impacts at right angle) deflection based criteria like the maximum chest compression 
as well as triangular (oblique car-to-car) side impacts were run and the maximum viscous criterion (VC) can be reduced (H~land 
at speeds around 20 km/h. Based on these full-scale tests a large and Pipkom, 1993). The TTI will also be reduced by the side 

¯ pendulum test rig was developed, consisting of an impactor and airbag. 
a partial and reinforced car body of the same type as that used in 
the low speed full-scale tests. The rig rested on four rubber pads A side airbag must be fully inflated within 10- ! 2 ms (in a 
to simulate wheel tire contacts. Only the door had to be exchanged 50 km/h side impact), while there is still about 100 mm clearance 
between each test. With pendulum weights of 550 and 620 kg between the door inner wall and the occupant’s chest. The bag 
(for rectangular and triangular barrier fronts respectively) and inflation takes 7-8 ms with the types of gas generators (nitro 

¯ with a car body rig weight of 470 kg, the initial deformations of cellulose based) used in the Electrolux Autoliv side airbag 
the door outer and inner panels were in good agreement with the system. This means that a sensor must trigger the airbag 
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deployment extremely quickly, typically within 2-5 ms alter Hoffman, 1977: Cesari et al., 1978: Rouhana and Foster, 1985; ¯ 
theinitial impact (H~landand Pipkorn, 1993). In this previous Harms et al., 1987 ; Heulke et a1.,1989; Huelke, 1990; Otte, 

study a pyrotechnical, non-electrical, sensor developed by 1993). They found passenger compartment deformation in 87 

Electrolux Autoliv was described (figure 1). The sensorelement % to 100 % of the cases with serious to fatal (AIS 3+) injuries. 

is a percussion cap that fires above a certain impact speed, Danner and Langwieder (1976) investigated the impacted 

40 mm diameter 
Figure 1. The Electrolux Autoliv side airbag concept (left picture) and the pyrotechnical sensor (light picture). 

typically 1.0-1.6 m/s, and above a certain contact force, areas in car side collisions and found an 80 % frequency of ¯ 
typically 1 kN. Within 1 ms from sensor contact the flame damage to the front door close to the driver’s pelvis. The 

from the percussion cap is distributed to the two gasgenerators maximum door intrusion was normally at the door centre line. 

by means of shock tubes (Nonel). The impacting car frequently over-rides the door sill. The most 
common impact area was also close to the H-point (hip joint) 

In a typical 50 km/h (30 mph) car to car side impact, the accordingtoHartemannetal.(1976).Withameanwidthofthe 

impacted car starts to move laterally at7-10 ms (Thomas et al., front of impacting cars of 150 cm, there was an 80 % probability ¯ 

1987: Friedel, 1988: Warner, 1989). The impacted car is much that the door in the neighbourhood of the occupant’s hip was 

softer than the impacting car during, the early phase of a hit. In a more rgcent investigation (Harms et al., 1987) it was 

car-to-car side impact. The first 100-150 mm of.door outer found that,the zone most commonly impacted in direct contact 
panel deformation takes place at a relatively low force level along the side of the car for fatal side impacts was between the 

(Friedel, 1988). The impacted car starts to move laterally only B-pillar and an area slightly forward of the wheel base centre. 

after the passenger compartment begins to be deformed. The The damaged passenger compartment was impacted in 99 % ¯ 

lateral acceleration is typically 6-10 g. The impacted car has of the impacts with AIS 4+ injuries. There was an impact 
only reached a speed of 1 m/s (3.6 km/h) about 20 ms after the somewhere along the front door in about 90 % of these cases. 

first contact between the two vehicles (Warner. 1989). The 
door inner panel hits the occupant at this time. A sensor that is A study has recently been conducted in cooperation with the 

located at an undeformed part of the impacted vehicle would Accident Research Centre at the Universtity of Birmingham 

therefore be too slow. The impact must be sensed earlier, close using real world accident data to identify the optimum position ¯ 

to the outer surface of the car. for locating a sensor for the deployment of side airbags 
(Hassan et a1.,1994). A sample of 246 cars involved in direct 

Serious to fatal injuries are much more common in impacts side impacts in which at least one struck side restrained or 

with passenger compartment intrusion than in impacts without unrestrained occupant received an AIS 3+ injury was selected 

intrusion. Danner (1977) found that the risk of fatal injury was for analysis. Each side of the car was divided into ten sectors. 

2.9 times higher for occupants on the struck side with intrusion The optimum position for the location 0fthe sensor was found ¯ 

than for occupants on the opposite side. The risk of severe to be the rear lower quadrant of the front door- a sensor located 
injury was 2.3 times higher. Rouhana and Foster (1985) used in this sector would cover almost 90 % of the impacts. 
the NCSS (National Crash Severity Study) and found that near 
side occupants had approximately 3 times the average incidence Danner and Langwieder (1976) defined two typical types of 

of serious or immediately fatal injury as far side occupants, intrusioninsideimpacts;therectangulartbrmandthetriangular 

When therewaspassengercompartment damage,the incidence form. The typical characteristic of the rectangular form is ¯ 
of serious injury varied from 3 to 10 times the incidence intrusionoverabroadarea, with the A- and B-pillar absorbing 

without passenger compartment damage. The incidence of the deformation energy equally in most cases. The triangular 

serious injury to the near side driver was 12.2 % for impacts form is normally the result of an angled impact with deep 
directly to the passenger compartment and only 1.2 % for localized intrusion of the door. The B-pillar has to absorb the 
impacts to the rear and 1.3 % for impacts to the front side of, main deformation load. Danner and Langwieder (1976) and 

the cars. 92 % of all side impacts with serious injuries had Otte et al. (1984) found that the rectangular type of intrusion ¯ 

damage to the passenger compartment. Several other took place in 40 % of the investigated side impacts and the 
investigations have confirmed these findings (Appel and triangular type in the other 60 %. Danner (1977) found 
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triangular type of intrusion in 60 % of car-to-car and in 100 % sensor mounted in the lower rear quadrant of the front door of 
of single car side impacts. In a later paper by Danner (1985) the a car. 
oblique side impacts were reported to be 5 times more common 
than the rectangular type impacts. METHODS 

Danner (1976) found a large difference between belted and Full-Scale Tests at Low Speeds 
non-belted occupants with AIS 3+ injuries, when impacts to 
the passenger compartment were analysed. The passenger In order to measure deformations and deformation speeds of 
compartment was involved in 91% of the side impacts with the front door of a passenger car in side impacts, a number of 
belted occupants and in only 58 % of the side impacts with full-scale tests at low speed were performed. The tests simulated 
non-belted occupants. Appel and Hofmann (1977) stated that rectangular as well as triangular types of side impacts. The 
belt wearing decreases the risk of severe injuries for far side rectangular type of impact is defined as a collision, where one 
occupants by approximately 50 %. Otte et al (1984) found that car impacts another car at a right angle, whilst the triangular 
the protective effect ofthe belt for all front seat passengers was type of impact represents an oblique side collision. The 
clearly demonstrated in oblique impacts. In rectangular impacts, impacted area is narrower in the triangular impact than in the 
however, it was not seen for passengers on the "struck side. rectangular impact, and the penetration into the impacted car 
Belted occupants mainly risk severe injuries if they are sitting is deeper for the same impact velocity. 
on the struck side with intrusion, and not if they are sitting on 
the non-struck side. Non-belted occupants also risk severe The crash track facility of Electrolux Autoliv in Sweden was 
injuries if they sit on the non-struck side. H~land (1991) used. Two car bodies of a SAAB 9000 were fitted with front 
confirmed these findings in a series of tests, where it was and rear axles and wheels and were loaded to a weight of 
found that the seat belt does not give adequate pr0tecti?n to the 1400 kg with 60 % on the front axle and 40 % on the rear axle 
struck side occupants in lateral impacts with door intrusion, simulating the normal vehicle weight distribution. The lower 
However, the shoulder belt restrains the torso effectively in the edges of the front and rear doors weie 310-320 mm above 
10 o’clock impact direction, if there is no door intrusion, ground level. 
Occupants on the non-struck side are in general better restrained 
by the seat belt than occupants on the struck side. Rectangular as well as triangular impactor fronts were mounted 

to the crash sled, which was loaded to a weight of 1350 kg (as 
An occupant sitting on the struck side with door intrusion will in FMVSS 214). The rectangular impactor front had the same 
be hit by the encroaching door with a speed that can be close 
to the speed of the impacting car. If the occupant is on the 

struck side, but there is no intrusion close to him, he will be 
impacted by the inner wall with a (low) speed that is the same 
as the impacted car has reached at that time. Hartemann et al. 
(1976) found AIS 3+ injuries for near side occupants with 
intrusion at a Aa9 of 15 km/h (4 m/s) for the impacted car. This 
corresponds to 20-25 km/h (6-7 m/si in speed of the impacting 

car. For near side occupants without intrusion the A~ was at a 
20 km/h higher level. Hartemann et al. also showed that severe 
and fatal injuries in side impacts against fixed obstacles start 
at a A~ of about 15 km/h (4m/s). Rouhana and Foster (1985) Figure 2. 
used the information from Natiorial Crash Severity Study "Rectangular" and 
(NCSS) from 1977 to 1979 to study lateral impacts in more "triangular" mobile 
detail. The A~o (of the impacted car) for AIS 3+ injuries started barrier fronts used 
at about 5 mph (8 km/h). This corresponds to about a in the low speed 
15 km/h (4m/s) speed of the impacting car. Mills and Hobbs full-scale tests. 
(1984) found that there was about I 0 % probability of serious 
(AIS 3+) injuries for near-side occupants in lateral impacts at 
a velocity change (Aa9) of 16 mph (about 26 km/h, 7 m/s) of 
the impacted vehicle. In the new study performed by the 
Accident Research Centre of the Birmingham University 
(Hassan et al., 1994) the AIS 3+ injuries were seen in side 
impacts with Am of the impacted car higher than 15 km/h. 

The aim of this study was to develop and validate a subsystem 
test method for evaluation of door mounted sensors for side ~÷ * 
airbag systems and to use the method to evaluate one type of 
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dimensions as the front prescribed in FMVSS 214. Instead of B. Same as test A but with the bumper raised 100 mm to ¯ 

blocks of aluminium honey-comb, blocks of polyurethane 430 mm above ground level. 

foam (Inotan) with about the same stiffness were used 
(80 kg/m3 foam for the bumper and 50 kg/m3 foam for the C. Triangular impact at 5 m/s. (The speed with this barrier 

support behind). The front of the triangular type of impactor front was lower due to the more concentrated load.) 

was made of a 200 mm high steel plate bent to a radius of 340 Mid point of the barrier 250 mm in front of the rear edge 

mm and supported by a triangular shaped block of 50 kg/m~ of the door and 330 mm above ground level. ¯ 

polyurethane foam (Inotan) material. The two mobile barrier 
fronts can be seen in figure 2. They impacted the test vehicles D. Same as test C but the mid point of the barrier 500 mm 

at a right angle in front of the door rear edge. 

Since the deformations of the front door in the area of the 
probable sensor location (in the rear lower quadrant of the 
door) are of interest, a number of string potentiometers (Celesco Pendulum Tests ¯ 

model PT 101) were fitted to the outer and inner panels of the 
door according to figure 3 to measure the deformations as well V~lidation of the Subsystem Test Method 

as the deformation speeds. The original distance between the 
door outer and inner panels was about 100 mm (at point 1 The intention with the low speed full scale tests was to obtain 

according to figure 3). data about the door deformation and deformation velocities 
around the probable sensor location and to use this data for the       ¯ 

development and validation of a subsystem test method using 

~ 
a large pendulum. One objective with the subsystem test 

¯ method was to only exchange the front door between each test. 

(~) Outer plate A large pendulum according to figure 4 was developed. It was 

~/ 
(~) (~) (~) Innerplate designedforspeedsupto6.5m/s(25km/h)andwithanimpactor ¯ 

maximum weight of 700 kg. A car body of the same type used 

~~. 
~l 

in the low speed full-scale tests was cut in front of the A-pillar 

and behind the B-pillar and attached to a rig resting on four. 

~ 

Measures in mm rubber pads (to simulate wheel tires). Both the impactor and- 
the car body rig could be loaded to different weights by means 

~ of lead bars. To be able to change only the door between each ¯ 

test some reinforcements were necessary to the partial car 
body . These were made in the sill and the B-pillar areas. 

Figure3. Measurement points for string potentiometers (view However, they did not influence the early (40-50 mm) 

from inside of the right front door), penetration of the door, during which phase a side airbag 
sensor must trigger. 

¯ 

The Shape of the outer surface of the front door was measured The same deformation measurements to the door outer and 

before and after each test to study the remaining deformation, inner panels, as made in the full scale tests, were also made in 

The deceleration of the mobile barrier and the acceleration of the pendulum tests. Accelerometers (Endeveco model 7213C) 

the car body were measured with accelerometers (Endevco were attached to the impactor and to the car body. The lower 

model 7213C). The accelerometer in the car body wasattached edge of the front door was 310 mm above the ground level. Th~ 

to the sill on the opposite side of the impact. Two high speed width of the rectangular impactor front was reduced in the ¯ 

video cameras (Kodak Ektapro EM 1012) recorded the tests, pendulum tests compared to the full-scale tests. A width of 

One camera was used to study the deformation of the outside 500 mm of the bumper and 600 mm of the support were 

of the front door and the other camera the inside, selected after some initial tests (this was done to accurately 
replicate the results of the full-scale tests). Different weights 

Four low speed full-scale tests were run to obtain data about of the pendulum impactor and of the car body rig were also 

the pre-and post-impact velocities of the barrier and of the car tried at the same time. Finally a weight of 550 kg for the ¯ 

body and data about the doorouter andinner paneldeformations impactor and 470 kg for the car body rig were chosen. This 

and velocities to form the basis of the subsystem test method, combination of impactor front width, and impactor and car 

These tests were as follows: body rig weights, resulted in similar pre-and post-impact 
velocities compared to the full-scale tests. The early door 

A. Rectangular impact at 6 m/s. Mid point of the barrier deformations were also similar. 

320 mm in front of the door rear edge and with the 
¯ 

bumper 330 mm above ground level (impact area The same triangular impactor front face was used for the 

according to FMVSS 214). pendulum tests as for the full-scale, tests. To achieve the same 
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¯ Figure 4. Pendulum test rig and the "rectangular" and "triangular" impactor barriers. 

early door deformation (up to 40-50 mm of the outer surface) D.    Same as test C but with the mid point of the barrier 500 

the impactor weight had to be larger than with the rectangular mm in front of the rear edge of the door. 

impactor front face. A weight of 620 kg was finally chosen. 

The weight of 470 kg of the car body rig was kept. 
¯ Sensor Evaluation of"Ail Fire" and "No-Fire" 

Four pendelum tests, for the validation of the ~uosystem test 

method, were performed. Thetests corresponded to the four full The pendulum test method was used after the validation to 

scale tests, as follows: evaluate the pyrotechnical side airbag sensor. The sensor was 

mounted on a bracket tha.t was attached to the inner panel of the 
A. Mid point of the rectangular impactor front face (of tl~e door. to the lower and rear section (figure 5). The sensor element 

¯ 500 mm wide bumper) 350 mm in front of the rear edge was located 200 mm above the lower edge of the door and 250 

of the door and 330 mm above the ground level. Impact mm in front of the rear edge. Ttfis is close to the H-point ( the hip) 

speed 6 m/s. ofa 50th percentile occupant. Another part of the sensor unit was 

a plate, called the sensor contact plate, located between the 

B. Same as test A but with the bumper raised 100mmto430 sensor and the outer surface of the door and hinged at its lower 
mm above ground level, edge. Due to its shape the contact plate covered impacts to the 

¯ lower and rear quadrant of the door. Both the senso," bracket and 
C. Triangular barrier at 5 m/s. Mid point of the barrier 250 the contact plate were made of steel plate (2 mm thick) and fitted 

mm in front of the rear edge of the door and 330 mm with reinforcement ribs. 
above the ground level. 

The contact plate was mounted with a 1 mm clearance to the front 

Figure 5. Sensor bracket and sensor contact plate. 

¯ 
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surface of the sensor. A 1.8 mm diameter pin in an aluminium speedwiththetriangularbarrierhastobereducedto4m/stogive ¯ 
alloy (Alumec) had to be sheared off (requiring a force of about the same deformation as the rectangular barrier at 6 m/s. The 
1 kN) before the contact plate impacted the sensor. This design "all-fire" impact speed was therefore chosen to be 6 m/s for 
was found necessary to avoid inadvertant firing of the sensor due pendulum tests with the rectangular barrier and 4 m/s for tests 

to strong kicks on the door in the sensor area. The sensor impact with the triangular version. The "no-fire" speed was finally 
speed could otherwise be high enough in such circumstances to chosen to be 2 m/s for both barrier types, since the sensor in some 
trigger the sensor. The sensor unit was placed at such a depth in initial tests had triggered at speeds above 2 m/s. The evaluation ¯ 
the door that the outer surface had to be deformed 40 mm before was made according to the test matrix in table 1. It covers impacts 
the contact plate was hit. This position of the plate also made it to the lower rear quadrant of the front door. The different door 
possible for the side window to pass between the outer panel and impact areas c.an be seen in figure 6. Some tests were run three 
the sensor contact plate, times to study the repeatability. 

The full scale tests at 6 m/s with the rectangular barrier resulted Sensor Evaluation - Inadvertant Firin~ ¯ 
in dynamic deformations of the door outer surface up to a 
maximum of 160 mm. However, in tests with the triangular Tests were also performed to evaluate the risk of inadvertant 
barrier at 5 m/s the maximum deformation was higher, at 250 firing. Three different cases were considered; a side swipe in a 
rnrh. It was therefore necessary to run the pendulum tests with the parking place (when a car during parking manoeuvre deforms 
triangular barrier (to evaluate the sensor) at a lower velocity, the side of an adjacent car), opening the door into a pole and 
Since the work to deform of the car body is about proportional kicking on the door. The side swipe doesn’t trigger the sensor ¯ 
to the kinetic energy of the impacting barrier, and the door has because the lateral speed is too low. The opening of the door into 
a constant stiffness during the first 250 mm of deformation (the a pole doesn’t trigger the sensor either, since the reinforcement 
contact force increases linearly with the deformation), the impact bar in the door will take the load (preventing deformation of 

Table I 
Test Matrix of Sensor Evaluation                                            ¯ 

Test Rectangular barrier Triangular barrier 

Velocity Impact area Velocity Impact area 

6m/s 2m/s R1 R2 R3 4m/s 2m/s T1 T2 T3 

1 x x 
2 x x 
3 x x 
4 x x 
5 x x 
6 x x ¯ 

7 x x 
8 x x 
9 x x 

10 x x 
11 x x 
12 x x ¯ 

~/f,~/~,./,,q’.-/,./~, * Sensor location 

~"~NN~ ’~"~x’x"~’2~"l’~ ~I / 

~ Door rear lower 
,~N’N’N’N~R~- - -" quadrant 

Figure 6. Bumper impact areas for the rectangular barrier (R1, R2, R3) and for the triangular barrier (TI, T2, T3) 
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¯ 
the door sufficient to cause sensor contact to occur). The      RESULTS 
sensor is located deeper in the door than the reinforcement bar. 
The remaimng case to evaluate was a kick on the door (close Low Speed Full-Scale Tests and Pendulum Tests 
to the sensor location). Some initial kicking tests were 
performed by a male person that showed he could impact the The full-scale tests with rectangular and triangular mobile 

¯ door with a speed of 5 m/s. The deformation work to the door barrier fronts resulted in two typical deformation patterns, 
was found to be about 70 Nm. which can be.seen in figure 7. 

A small pendulum impactor with a weight of 6 kg and a 60 x The permanent maximum deformation of the door outer surface 
60 mm face covered by 10 mm of hard rubber (Neoprene)was was about 160 mm in the tests at 6 m/s with the rectangular 
used for the tests to evaluate the risk ofinadvertant firing. Three barrier front and about 250 mm in the tests at 5 m/s with the 

¯ tests at 5 m/s were performed. The impactor hit the door at the triangular barrier li’ont. The lateral deformation of the B-pillar 
sensor location, was at about 2/3 of the maximum deformation of the door outer 

surface. 

Figure 7. Deformation of the car body in side impacts with a .~,ctangular barrier front 
(at 6 m/s) and with a triangular barrier front (at 5 m/s). 

Table 2 
Pre-and post-impact velocities of the barrier/pendulum and of the car body 

Test Condition Barrier/pendulum vel. Carbody vel. 

Before After Aa9 Before After 
(m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) 

¯ A Rect. front               5.9t~ 2.5 3.4 0 4.4 4.4 
330 tamabove 5.7-’~ 2~3 " 3.4 ......... 0 4.0 4.0 
ground level 

B Rect. front               5.9~    2.4      3.5               0 4.3 4.3 
430 mm above 5.9-~ 3.0 2.9 0 3.8 3.8 

¯ ground level ............ 

C Triang. front 4.9~ 1.9 3.0               0 ; 3.9 3.9 
250 mm in front 5.0z~ 2.3 2.7 ,. - " " 0 , 315 3.5 
of door rear end 

¯ D Triang. front 4.9!! 2.0      2.9 .~ .......... 0 .3.9 3.9 
500 mm in front 4.9-’~ 2.2 2.7 0 3.2 3.2 
of door rear end ¯ ’ , " 

~ Full-scale test    -’~ Pendulum test 

¯ 
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A comparision of the pre-impact and post-impact velocities of (as a function of time) of the door outer surface and the door 
¯ 

the barrier/pendulum and of the car body can be found in table 2. inner panel (at points 1 and 3 according to figure 3) in the 
The A’o of the pendulum compared with the A~ of the barrier full-scale tests and the corresponding pendulum tests for the 
(in the full-scale test) for the four different test conditions four different test conditions. Only the deformation of the 
show a difference of only 0 to 0.6 m/s. The differences in A~ inner panel at the mid position is shown, since the differences 
of the car bodies between the full-scale and pendulum tests in deformation between the three points measured were small, 

¯ 
were somewhat higher, at between 0.4 and 0.7 m/s. within 1 to 3 mm. 

A side airbag sensor must be located within 40- 50 mm of the The deformation time curves in the pendulum tests follow the 
door outer surface to trigger fast enough (within 5 ms) in a 50 deformation time curves for the full-scale tests very closely. 
km/h side impact. Theoretically this depth is reached within 3 All the curves are within 2 ms of each other. 
or 4 ms if the door outer panel is very soft (which it normally 

¯ 
is). The evaluation of the door deformations in the full-scale Since the sensor in the evaluation tests was located at a 
and the pendulum tests was therefore focused on this first distance of 40 mm from the door outer surface it was of interest 
phase of the impact. Figure 8 shows the deformations measured to evaluate the door outer and inner panel velocities at the time 

n"tnl 

0-- ¯ 

-5 ~ Pendulum test 

-10 -- Full scale test 

-15 
-20 

--4-.’5 

0 _’5 1015 20 25ms                                                                                                ¯ 

Figure 8. Defomaations of the door outer and inner panels for the four test conditions in the full-scale tests 
and the corresponding pendulum tests. 

Table 3 

Velocities of the door outer and inner panels for the four test conditions in the full-scale tests and the corresponding pendulum tests 

Test Conditions Door outer Door inner Aa9 door 

panel vel. ~’ panel vel. ~ outer-inner 

(m/s) (m/s) panel vel. (m/s) 

A Rec. front 6.62) 2.4 4.2 

330 mm above gr. 6.83~ 2.6 4.2 

B Rect. front 7.12, 2.6 4.5 

430 mm above gr. 6.93~ 2.2 4.7 

C Triang. front 6.52) 0 6.5 

250 mm in front 6.33~ 0.4 5.9 

of door rear edge 

D Triang. front 3.6-’~ 1.9 1.7 

500 mm in front 3.03~ 1.2 t.8 

of door rear edge 

At the time the outer panel has been deformed 40 mm 2~ Full-scale test    3) Pendulum test 

¯ 
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¯ 
the outer surface had been deformed 40 mm. The results of the front were very small. It was obvious that the door was much 

evaluation (from the curves in figure 8) can be found in table 3. softer than the front of the mobile barrier. It was therfore 

The A~3 between the door outer and the door inner panels, at the possible to simplify the triangular barrier front and make the 

time the outer surface has been deformed by 40 mm, were .bumper section in steel instead of in a crushable material. As 

almost the same (within 10 %) when the full scale test was thetriangularbarrierfrontimpactedthetestcaratrightangles, 

¯ compared with the corresponding pendulum test for all four it was necessary to make the radius of the "bumper comer" 

test conditions, larger than for a real car to create the same deformation pattern 
found in a typical oblique side impact. It will also be possible 

Sensor Evaluation - "All Fire" and "No-Fire" to simplify the barrier fronts at these low test speeds one step 
further, for example by making the fronts in wood or in a solid 

The results of the "all fire" and "no-fire" evaluation can be polymer material. 

¯ found in table 4. "Yes" means that the sensor fired and "No" 
that it did not. The objective with the pendulum test method was to find a test 

Table 4. 
Evaluation of sensor fire (Yes/No) 

¯ Test Rectangular barrier front Triangular barrier front 

no Velocity Impacting area Velocity Impacting area 

6 m/s 2 m/s R1    R2 R3 4 m/s 2 rn/s T1 T2 T3 

1 x Yes 

2 x Yes 

¯ 3 x Yes 

4 x Yes 

5 x Yes 

6 x No 

7 x No 

8 x No 

¯ 9 x Yes 

10 x Yes 

11 x Yes 

12 x No 

¯ The sensor fired at 6 m/s impacts with the rectangular barrier that was much cheaper than the full scale test method and 

front to the areas R 1, R2 and R3 which covered the rear lower which resulted in the same deformations to the door outer and 

quadrant of the front door. The sensor fired also at the 4 m/s inner panels in the sensor location area during the first 50 mm 

impacts with the triangular barrier front to the areas T1, T2 and of door outer surface deformation. Only the door and the 

T3. In the 2 m/s impacts with the rectangular as well as with sensor unit to be evaluated should be exchanged between each 

the triangular barrier fronts no sensor fired, test. To be able to achieve this objective it was necessary to 

¯ make some reinforcements to the partial car body. The B-pillar 

Sensor Evaluation - Inadvertant Firing and the sill area had to be fitted with additional steel bars to 
avoid deformation. However, these reinforcements only 

There was no sensor firing in the three tests with the 6 kg marginally influenced the initial deformations of the door 

impactor at 5 m/s to the door outer surface. It was possible to outer and inner panels according to the curves in figure 8. 

avoid inadvertant firing of the sensor despite a deformation of (However, the maximum door deformations differed between 

¯ the door outer panel of more than 40 mm, (it was at about the full-scale tests and the pendulum tests.) The deformation 

50 mm). Without the pin shearing off, the Aa9 between the door curves from the full scale and the corresponding pendulum 

outer and inner panels had been about 3-4 m/s, when the door tests follow each other very closely, within 2 ms. The AV 

outer surface was deformed by 40 mm. between the door outer and inner panels, at the time the door 
outer plate had been deformed 40 mm, were also in good 

DISCUSSION agreement, within 10 %, according to table 3. The objective 

¯ 
for the pendulum test method was therefore fullfilled. 

It was found in the low speed (6 m/s, 22 km/h) full-scale test 
with the rectangular mobile barrier (with a 80 kg/m"~ foam The pendulum subsystem test method has been validated for 

material for the bumper) that the deformations to the barrier one car model. Is it reasonable to believe that the method will 

¯ 
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work for other car models? The answer is yes provided at least impact area T2 (see figure 6) at 4 m/s, however, was much 
two low speed full scale tests are performed at impacts speeds closer or rather somewhat overlapped ’the sensor triggering 
around 20 km/h, one test with the rectangular barrier front and interval. The door Ax) at this test condition was about 1.5 m/s. 
one with the triangular front. The new data will then be used Without the extention of the contact plate (figure.5) the door 
as input to the pendulum tests. If no low speed full scale tests Aa9 had been lower and the probablility for the sensor not to 
are run and the pendulum tests are performed using the same trigger increased. The 99 % confidence interval for the door 
weights for the impactor and the car body rig as for the Saab A~ at impacts to area R 1 at 2 m/s was 0.8 _+ 0.4 m/s. With a 
9000 the results may be useful, if the car models are of similar larger number of tests than the three undertaken some sensors 
weight and with similar initial deformation stiffness of the might trigger. 
door. 

In the study conducted in cooperation with the Accident 
, The rectangular as well as the triangular barrier front impacted Research Centre at the University of Birmingham (Hassan et 

the door at a right angle, so it was only necessary to replace the al., 1994) the optimum position for the location of a side airbag 
door between each test. Since the triangular impact represents sensor was found to be in the rear lower quadrant of the front 

an oblique car-to-car side impact a final pendul.um test was door- a sensor in this area would cover almost 90 % of the side 
also run at an oblique angle. A bumper made of wood was impacts with (risk of) AIS 3+ injuries. An occupant sitting on 
attached to the pendulum barrier front at an angle of 22.5° and the struck side, with door intrusion, will be hit. by the 
the car body rig was also angled 22.5", thus the bumper hit the encroaching door with a speed close to that of the impacting 
door at an angle of 45°. The comer of the bumper hit the door car: In these cases there is a risk oflife threatening injuries.The 
500 mm in front of the door rear end corresponding to test D chest deflection and the VC are very sensitive to the inner door 
with the triangular barrier. The test set up can be seen in figure velocity at the time of impact with the near (struck) side 
9. The door lateral impact speed was 4 m/s (4,3 m/s for the occupant (H~land and Pipkom, 1993). If, however, the occupant 
pendulum). The sensor triggered and the door was deformed is sitting on the struck side, and there is no intrusion close tO 
in approximately the same way as in the corresponding him, he will be impacted by the door inner surface at a low 
performed test at a right angle with the triangular pendulum velocity and risks only minor injuries. The sensor for a side 
barrier front. This was a single test, but it indicates that the airbag system, therefore, needs to trigger f6r side impacts with 
triangular barrier impact at a right angle is a reasonable door intrusion close to the occupantand hOt for the other types 
approximation of an oblique side impact, of impacts. 

The sensor unit (sensor element, bracket and contact plate 

according to figure 5) that was evaluated in this study was 

designed to trigger for impactsabove 15-20 km/h tO the rear 

and lower quadrant of the front door according to the findings 

of Hassan et al. (1994) study. In tests preceeding those 

according to table 1, it was found that the installation depth of 

the sensor, measured from the door outer surface, was a critical 

parameter. If the sensor is placed close to the door outer 

surface, it triggers very fast at high impact speeds, but it also 

triggers at impact speeds that are too low. A suitable depth of 

40 mm was found after some testing. At this installation depth 

the sensor will trigger within 4-5 ms in a 50 km/h (30mph) side 

impact, which is fast enough. Car doors are normallyver~, soft 

for the first I00 mm of deformation. The bumper of the 

impacting vehicle therefore initially penetrates the door at 

about the same speed as the vehicle to which it is attached. At 

50 km/h this is 14 mm per millisecond. 
Figure 9. Pendulum test set up at an oblique angle. 

The impact areas for the bumper of the rectangular as well as 
Three tests were performed with the rectangular impactor of the triangular pendulum barrier fronts according to figure 6 
front to area RI (see figure 6). The mean value of the Aa9 covertherearandlowerquadrantofthefrontdoor.TheR3and 
between the door outer and inner panels at the time of 40 mm T3 impact areas simulate impacts by bumpers mounted higher 
door outer surface deformation was 3.5 m/s. The standard up (as for vans and trucks). The all-fire speeds, 6 m/s for the 
deviation was 0.3 m/s. The 99 % confidence interval of the rectangular barrier front and 4 m/s for the triangular barrier 
door Aa9 was thus 3.5 _+ 0.7 m/s. This can be compared with the front, represent side impacts where the door starts to intrude 
triggering interval for the sensor, about 1.0 - 1.6 m/s. The into the passenger compartment. The maximum dynamic 
sensor will therefore trigger for lowe? impact speeds than deformation of the door outer surface in such tests is about 
6 m/s to area R I. The test with the triangular barrier front to 150-200 mm. 
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¯ 
The results of the sensor evaluation (table 4) show that is is 
possible to install a pyrotechnical side airbag sensor in the 
front door of a car and have it trigger for impacts to the rear and 
lower quadrant of the door, when there is a risk of life 
threatening (AIS 3+) injuries to the struck side occupant (at 

¯ speeds above 15-20 kmih). However, the sensor does not fire 

at impact speeds below 2 m/s (7 km/h) with the rectangular as 
well as the triangular front, where there is a low risk of life 
threatening injuries. It did also not fire for "kicking" to the 
door. 

¯ If a side airbag system shall trigger for impacts with risk of 

AIS 2+ injuries the detection area for the sensor system must 
probably be much larger than the rear lower quadrant of the 
front door, This will (at least for the time being) complicate a 
side airbag sensor system. Another factor to be taken into 
consideration will then be increasing repair costs (insurance 

¯ costs) due to a larger number of replacements for deployed 

side airbag systems. These costs have to be compared with the 
benefits; lower costs for medical treatment, less abscence 
from work et cetera. 

SUMMARY 

A pendulum subsystem test method for the evaluation of 
sensors for side airbag systems has been developed and 
validated against low speed (18-22 km/h) full-scale tests. With 
pendulum weights of 550 and 620 kg (for rectangular and 
triangular barrier fronts respectively) and with a car body rig 

¯ weight of 470 kg, the initial deformations of the door outer and 

inner panels in the sensor location area (in the rear and lower 
part of the door) were in good agreement with the full-scale 
test results. 

The method was used for evaluation of a pyrotechnical side 

¯ airbag sensor located 200 mm above the door lower edge and 
250 mm in front of the door rear edge. A plate, called a contact 
plate, hinged in the lower edge of the door and covering 
impacts to the door lower rear quadrant was located close to 
the sensor and at a distance of 40 mm from the door outer 
surface. The sensor triggered for impacts at three areas covering 

¯ the rear bottom quadrant of the front de/or at 6 m/s with a 

rectangular barrier front and at 4 m/s with a triangular barrier 
front. (Impacts at these two speeds but with different barrier 
fronts result in the same maximum deformation of the door.) 
Some of the tests simulated higher bumper levels (vans. 
trucks). The sensor did not trigger for impacts at 2 m/s. It was 

¯ also demonstrated that the sensor did not trigger for "kicking" 

(at 5 m/s) to the door. 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT: DIFFERENT LOAD CASES DUE TO 
REGULATION AND REAL WORLD 

A great variety of side impacts exists in real world. CRASHES 
Beside the moving barrier test conditions of 
FMVSS or EEVC there are other situations which The requirements for the protection of occupants 
are significant for the development of restraint during lateral impacts is regulated by the Federal 
systems. Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 214 [21. 

The main rules of this standard are shown in 

Compared to the frontal crash numerical and. figure 1. After September 1996 at the latest, in all 

experimental investigations of the side impact are passenger cars the injury values TTI (Thorax 

more difficult. The occupant comes into direct Trauma Index) and the pelvis acceleration must 

contact with the crushing structure or the striking not exceed the specified levels, if the vehicle side is 
object. Beside this the behavior of the vehicle and struck by a moving deformable barrier at a velocity 

the restraints, the kinematics of the occupant and of 33,5 mph (53,8 km/h) and under an impact 
its interaction with the vehicle and the striking direction of 27°. The measurements of the DOT- 

obstacle are different for most load cases. SID test dummy are acceleration based. 

This contribution informes about the experiences of                : 
the authors to manage this situation. The paper 
informes about the used engineering tools for the 
development of side airbags. Numerical simulation 
methods and nondestructive tests on a HYGE sled 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The improvement of road vehicles and the wide use 
of seat belts have lead to a strong reduction of 
injuries in frontal impacts. So side impacts become 
more and more important for the occupant safety. ’ 
Today, 43 % of the fatalities in passenger vehicles 2 DOT-SID on struck side 
accidents are due to side collisions [1]. TTI < 85 g (4 door vehicle) 

TTI < 90 g (2 door vehicle) 
The development and the breakthrough of side Pelvis Accel. < 130 g 
airbags marks a new milestone in the development 
of vehicle safety. On the one hand new regulations Fig. 1 Test configuration according to the 
become effective for the occupant protection in FMVSS 214 regulation 
lateral crashes, while on the other hand-this new 
technology gives a great variety for marketing Beside this American regulation, a new ECE 
activities, regulation was defined and agreed by the working 

party 29 of the Economic Commision for Europe 
Marketing aspects began to force the development [3]. This regulation becomes effective on the 1st of 
of side airbags, questions about the safety potential October 1995. The crash configuration and the 
arised, most important injury values are shown in figure 2. 
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Contrary to the FMVSS 214, in the ECE regulation Therefore additional loadcases, like an impact 
a moving deformable barrier runs with a velocity of against a pole, light truck or motorcycle accident 
50 km/h into the side structure of the vehicle. Here should be considered for safety developments. 
the EUROSID I dummy measures injury values, 
which are based on velocity and deflection of the 
chest and also based on the acceleration of the 
head. 

11,7% 

EUROSID 1 Dummy 
Head performance criterion < 1000 Fig. 3 Distribution of the Side impact directions 

Thorax deflection < 42 mm (impact within passenger compartmen0. 
Abdomen force < 2,5 kN 

Pelvis force < 10 kN An important question for the design of a side 
airbag is about the distribution of injuries. In figure 

Fig. 2 Test configuration according to the new 4 the frequency of injuries are shown. 
ECE regulation for side impact protection 

Because of the limited biofidelity of the DOT-SID, 
the BioSID is in use for the assessment of the 
vehicle safety. It would be very helpful, if only one 
dummy type could be used for the development of 

,: 
vehicle safety and restraint systems. 

-~-~..--J 

In real world there are many accident 
configurations, which are not coverd by the actual 
side impact regulations. Figure 3 shows the 
distribution of the impact angle for lateral crashes 
[4]. About 40% of the lateral collisions occur with 
an angle, which is not represented by the current 
regulations. 

In the most of the angular side impacts the striking 
vehicle does not have an inital contact with the fidl 
vehicle front, as it is the case in the side impact Fig. 4 Distribution of severe injuries AIS 3+ 

and fatal injuries AIS 5+ (in brackets). regulations. Another important point refers to the 
mismatch between front bumpers and side rails. 
Especially in the case of an accident with a light For injuries with AIS 3 and above chest and 

truck etc. there is a high injury risk for the abdominal injuries represent more than 60%. In 

occupants of the struck vehicle, the case of fatal injuries the head with about 50 % 
is most important. 

Beside the collsions between t~vo vehicles, another 
group f accidents is important: sliding of a vehicle Therefore both head and chest area need to be 

and the lateral impact against a fixed object. In protected during lateral impacts. 

case of poles or trees, there is a high risk of severe 
injuries e.g. on the head, which are not seen in the 
tests with the moving deformable barrier. 
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¯ SIDE AIRBAG SYSTEM DESIGN considered for airbags for frontal crash protection 
[7]. The main advantages of the stored gas 

Airbags for frontal crash protection are proven and technology for side airbags are given as follows: 

effective means to reduce the injury risk of ¯ quick inflation of the airbag with a high mass 
occupants of automobiles. During the last ),ears, rate 
airbag systems have been developed to increase the 

¯ safety in lateral collosions too. ¯ no pressure loss due to gas cooling effects 
resulting in a long time effectiveness of an 

Our investigations have shown, that the side airbag inflated airbag 

is well suited for the protection of the head and/or ¯ cold gas allows advantageous package 
thorax area, while padding measures are adequate solutions due to possible separation of inflator 
for the pelvis region. The reasons for this and airbagcarfier 
arrangement are given by biomechanical 
properties, package conditions and other technical ¯ no risk of burn injures if the inflator comes in 

aspects, touch with occupants 

Today thorax airbags are prefered for side impact 
¯ no burn prevention measures are required 

protection, while in the future airbags for the head ¯ environmental compatibility 

¯ will be more emphasized. To cover all accident 
situations it is conceivable to protect head and The typical inflation time of the side airbags for the 

thorax area with two independent airbags, thorax protection less than 10 ms. For the FMVSS 
or ECE test conditions the airbag has to receive the 

PARS has developed side airbags for both head and ignition voltage within 5 ms after the initial 

thorax protection. The head airbag module is contact of the moving barrier. For the crash 

¯ mounted in a safety seat, close to the head rest. In sensing of side impacts decentralized crash sensors 

figure 5 the setup is shown [5]. The airbag with the have shown their capability to discriminate the 

seat was shown at the International Automobile severity of an side impact at an appropriate timing. 

Show in Frankfurtin 1993. A well qualified solution of an external sensor 
utilizes the change of the static pressure in the door 
chamber [8]. 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF OCCUPANT 
AND AIRBAG SYSTEM BEHAVIOR 

A main difference between frontal and lateral 

¯ impact protection results from the interaction of 
the occupant with the vehicle. Since for frontal 
impacts the crush zone is outside, the passenger 
compartment can be considered as undeformed to a 
great extend. In contrast the occupants come in 
contact with the intruding side walls during a side 

Fig. 5 Seat integrated airbag for the protection 

¯ 
of the head during side collisions. 

The thorax airbag modules can be mounted in the 
door or in the back rest of the seat. The size of the 
bags lies in the range of 10...18 litres. The bigger 
airbags are needed for the door mounted versions 
to cover the adjustment range of tl~e seat, while 
with a seat mounted module for all seat positions 
the airbag is in an appropriate place [61. 

For thorax and head airbags PARS utilizes stored Fig. 6 FEM Crash simulation of ECE-test 
gas inflators. This type of i~fflator is also configuration withOpelCorsa [9] 
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impact. Therefore, numerical simulation of side 
impacts require the consideration of the crush and 
intrusion of the side structure.                             .*~ 

For further investigation, the behavior of the car .... 
structure can either be derived from real crash tests .,~ 
or achieved by numerical simulation of a crash test. 
Numerical simulations are of advantage, if 
prototypes are not available or the influence of 
structural modifications have to be rated. Figure 6 
showes an example for the finite element ~ °’~ 
simulation of the FMVSS 214 test configuration. 

A detailed FE model of the side structure of a 
vehicle also allows to predict the physical 
properties, which are seen by the crash sensor. 
PARS has performed simulations of the door crush .~%" 
and the pressure in the door chamber for a variaty 
of crash and noncrash (misuse) situations. These Fig. 8 Simulation of dummy injury values after 
results are used for the tuning of a pressure based baseline validation. The example shows 
crash sensor [8]. Figure 7 shows the results of the 

the middle rib deflection of EUROSID 1. 
FE-simulation of the pressure vs. time for different 
velocities and the US test configuration. 

If all dummy simulation results agree in similar 
way with the measured data, the used model is 
considered valid. 

We found that either the MADYMO dummy model 
of DOT-SID nor EUROSID 1 work satisfactory 
with airbags. Therefore several adjustments had to 
be made to predict the airbag behavior properly. 

F 
25 km/h With these modifications we achieved simulation 

~ results which are validated against practical tests. 
Figure 9 show the kinematics of an occupant 
during an ECE side impact with an thorax airbag. 

time Is] 

Fig. 7 Numerical simulation of the door cavity 
volume during FMVSS 214 test is used to 
calculate the pressure vs. time function for 
tuning a pressure based crash sensor. 

The occupant simulation and the interaction with 
an airbag is performed by the linked rigid body and 
FE simulation of PAM-CVS. As input, data the 
intrusion functions and the contact properties of 
the door inner paneel and the B-pillar are required. 
In combination with the geometrical data of the 
vehicle the model for the occupant simulation is Fig. 9 Dummy kinematic with side airbag 
built. Depending upon the specified load case, the 
appropriate dummy model is placed. If crash tests During our simulation activities we studied the 
are available, a validation of the simulation model influence of all design parameters of the airbag, the 
is performed, geometry of numerous vehicles and dummy types. 

We found, that the legislation with DOT-SID or 

Figure 8 shows the typcal fitting of the simulation EUROSID would lead to completely diffent airbag 
results with experimental data for the baseline test. solutions, if one confines oneself to only one load 
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¯ case. This causes that with a design for FMVSS The side impact test setup for the HYGE sled is 

one could probably miss the ECE regulation, shown in figure 11. It consists of a mini sled, 
which is mounted on the main sled and carries the 

Even with considering both dummy types seat and the dummy during the test. At one end of 

respectable reductions of the appropriate injury the tracks of the mini sled, which is directed 

values of both dummy types can be found. In figure towards the trust piston a retainer device is 

¯ 8 one can see a typical injury reduction due to the Voratw, haaufaau I~ahlaufprall 

use of an airbag. It can be shown that all injury 
relevant dummy readings e.g. of the chest 
(acceleration, chest deflection, velocity of chest 
deflection, viscous criterion) are reduced by a 
suitable airbag system design. A typical reduction, 

¯ which was achieved for the ECE test configuration 
is shown in figure 10. It can be seen, that the 
velocity of the chest deflection, the maximum chest 
deflection, as well as the viscous criterion are 
reduced considerably due to the airbag. 

~ chlittenbeschleunlgung 

Fig. 11 Test setup to perform non destructive 

--1 testing of components for side impact 
protection 

located. This device carries either the door inner 

- [ .structure and the B-pillar with all their trim or a 
~ 

t 
stiking barrier, e.g. a simulation for a pole. 

~ ,.~ / Before the test, the mini sled with seat and dummy 
~ are in a predefined position on the tracks. Due to 

¯ 
~ the acceleration of the main sled, a relative motion 

between the main sled and the seat and dummy 
occurs and the dummy hits against the parts, which 

~ ~ ". ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ are mounted on the retainer. The relative velocity 
,._~,~p.£o~!~,~,,~o~. .............. and displacement as well as the acceleration 

function after the contact can be adjsted by the test 

¯ 
Fig. 10 Velocity versus compression curves of pulse of the HYGE. 

the chest of EUROSID 1 in ECE test 
configuration with and without airbag. Using this test setup a great variety of test 

configurations have been investigated. The range 
covers lateral impacts against poles or trees at 
different angles with and without head airbags, 

HYGE    TEST    SETUP    FOR    THE assessment of padding measures or thorax airbags 
~ 

DEVELOPMENT OF SIDE AIRBAGS AND for the FMVSS and the ECE regulation. The 

PADDING MEASURES dummy kinematics at the HYGE and the measured 
injury values represent the full scale crash very 

The value of numerical simulation is limited, if well. This allow us to investigate the influence of 

there are no test setup which allow a comparison seating positions, two door against four door 

and a validation one against the other. On.the other compartments too. 

¯ hand, very high efforts are needed to gain new 
information or to find optimal designs by testing Simplified test setups show of course some 

only. limitations. With the presented test setup it is not 
possible to provide an exact representation of both 

Although PARS operates a crash facility, which chest deflection and viscous criterion at the same 

also allows side impact tests, PARS has developed time. With a given test setup exact numbers of 

¯ a setup for side impact testing on a HYGE sled. chest deflection and viscous criterion are realized 

This HYGE test setup is operated in accordance with slightly different test pulses. Due to the 

with the numerical simulation activities since parallel work in testing and numerical simulations 

years, this situation is well understood. 
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Table 1 shows a list of dummy readings from sled Following these experiences, the side airbag ¯ 
testing, numerical simulation of the crash test provides much more than just a new marketing 
(prediction) and the full scale crash test. With the step. If they are properly developed for a vehicle, 
good agreement between simlated results and in they will help us to save lifes and to prevent serious 
crash tests measured values this table certifies the injuries. 
validity of the used tools in numerical simulation 
and HYGE testing.                                                                                      ¯ 

Table 1 Dummy readings from numerical Table 2: Measured reduction of thorax injury 
simulation, HYGE sled testing and full values due to side airbags for different 
scale crash test (average, all ribs) vehicles and impact configurations 
* - optimized for VC 

Dummy     Injury value Reduction 
Simulation    Sled      Crash                                                              ¯ 

EUROSID 1      V*C        54 % 
VC base      1.15 m/s 1.03 m/s 1.13 m/s 

RDC base 43 mm 48 mm * 42 mm DOT-SID TTI 44 % 

VC Airbag 0.32 m/s 0 66 m/s 0,28 nVs 

BioSID        V*C       31%                ~[~ RDC Airbag 34 mm 47 mm * 27 mm 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes side impact research indicated that stiff pads were effective in 
conducted under the auspices of the American reducing the probability of injuries. However, 

¯ Automobile Manufacturers Association (AAMA), deflcction-bascd injury criteria (rib deflection and 
formerly Motor VehiclcManufacturcrsAssociation Viscous Criterion) indicated that softer padding 
of the United States, Inc. (MVMA). The AAMA would reduce injury risk. Cadaver test results 
has funded many research projects on side impact were found to be sensitive to padding stiffness and 
including component test device development, test padding type. The cadaver data correlated better 

¯ procedure comparisons (USA, European and with deflection-based criteria. The BIOSID 
Composite), dummy evaluations (SID, BIOSID, dummy responded similarly to the cadavers in the 

EUROSID-1 and EUROSID), basic biomechanics, abdominal region and the BIOSID thoracic rib 
and padding characteristics. The research effort maximum deflection predicted similar injury 
reported on here begins in 1982 with the trends as seen in cadavers. 
coordinated government/industry project to 

¯ develop and compare full-scale with subsystem INTRODUCTION 
side impact test procedures. Following the end of 
the coordinated research, AAMA members pursued In 1982, the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
.a vigorous coordinated effort on their own. This Association (MVMA) and the National Highway 
research effort continues today considering such Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) began a 

¯ timely issues as appropriate injury critcrla and coordinated side impact research program. The 
lateral head impact. The paper discusses each long range objective of this cooperative program 
research project, its objectives, pertinent was to develop and compare full-vehicle crash test 
conclusions and places the total research program procedures with component test procedures. The 
into perspective, program was divided into two phases. The first 

phase involved a comprehensive look at: 1) 
¯ The overall findings highlight the importance to accident data analysis; 2) cffectivenessprojections; 

harmonize the differences between the United and 3) injury criteria. The second phase consisted 
States (USA) and European test procedures, of six tasks: 1) develop a component test procedure; 
dummies, and injury criteria. Further conclusions 2) develop a full-vehicle crash test procedure; 3) 
were that acceleration-based injury criteria build component test hardware; 4) build full- 
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vehicle crash test hardware; 5) evaluate test The accident data analysis concluded thatI 
procedures; and 6) conduct a benefit analysis. The the upper torso-to-side surface is the predominant 
first two tasks in phase one were completed, injury category accounting for over a quarter of 

the injuries. The major injury mechanisms were 
Following these two tasks, a lawsuit brought by determined to be rib fractures and internal organ 
Claybrook, et. al. in 1983 ended the damage. I 
NHTSA/MVMA coordinated effort. Since then the 
MVMA, now the American Automobile NHTSA/MVIVIA COORDINATED EVALUATION 
Manufacturers Association (AAMA), have OF FULL-VEHICLE/COMPONENT TEST 
completed many of the unfinished tasks. PROCEDURES 

NHTSA/MVMA COORDINATED ACCIDENT Utilizing the data determined from the accident(~ 
DATA ANALYSIS data study, a paper by MaeLaughlin and Wasko2 

summarized the effort to identify tests that would 
The accident data analysis was reported in be able to discriminate vehicle designs and their 

an SAE paper by Partyka and Rezabek1. The effect on side impact injury risk. During this task 
accident databases used were the National Crash all available information on test procedures, test~ 
Severity Study (NCSS) and the Motors Insurance devices and basic biomeehanies was evaluated. 
Company (MIC) Injury Accident files. The NCSS Factors were determined that could be used to help 
file maintained by NHTSA was designed to be a evaluate potential test procedures. These factors 
representative sample of towaway passenger car were then ranked according to their perceived 
accidents. The MIC file is maintained by General relative importance. 
Motors Corporation (GM) and contains data on GM ¯ 
vehicles involved in an accident and for which The conclusions were that both full-vehicle 
there was at least one injury to an occupant in a and component test procedures needed to be 
GM vehicle. Table 1 shows the rankings of injury developed and that three factors were essential. 
categories for all non-ejected occupants of side These were: 1) being able to represent the injury 
damaged passenger ears in non-rollover accidents, category and severity occurring in the real-world; ~ 

2) ability to discriminate between different levels 
Table 1 of vehicle design; and 3) possess a high level of 

Side Impact Accident Data for All Non-Ejected repeatability and reproducibility with a low level 
Occupants of Side Damaged Passenger Cars in of complexity. No recommendations were made as 

Non-Rollover Accidents to which test procedure or test device should be 
(Serious-to-Fatal Injuries) used. ¯ 

FULL-VEHICLE TEST PROCEDURE 
Accident Data Fire 

Injury Category               NCSS      SIC COMPARISONS 

Upper Torso/Side Surface 30.9 23.0 

Abdomen/Side Surface 12.5 5.7 NHTSA Test Procedure - LTD Full-Vehicle Crash 
Tests 

Upper Torso/Steering Assy        8.6       7.9 

Upper Torso/Instrument Panet 6.7 3.0 

Pelvis/Side Surface 6.0 3.9 The test program objectives were to determine the 

Head/Upper Side Structure 5.4 4.5 repeatability of the NHTSA full-vehicle test 

Neck-Spine/Non-Contact 3.8 3.2 procedure that was being developed by NHTSA 
Research3 Abdomen/Steering Assy 3.6 2.4 at that time, and investigate .the ability 

Loller Extromities/Side 2.7 of the full-vehicle crash tests to discriminate 
Surface between changes in vehicle design which would be 
Abdomen/Instrument Panel 2.4 expected to affect dummy responses. A test 
Head/Side Surface 5.7 program (Table 2) consisting of sixteen tests was 
Head/Q/indshietd 5.2 

Other 17.4 35.5 
designed using Design of Experiments methods. 

Total In3ury Count 

sampted 826 823 

tdei gh ted 923 923 
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¯ 
Table 2                          variables. The reproducibility was estimated to be 

LTD Full-Vehicle Crash Test Matrix comparable or smaller than the repeatability. The 
addition of padding and structural stiffness 

I No Pad I Padded I 
significantly affected SID responses. However, 

t~unm/spacing [ sear I Far I I~ear [ Far I SID spacing from the interior trim surface did not 

[4odified Structure 2 2 2 2 
The SID pelvic and lower rib responses were more 
discriminating than the other responses. High 
correlation (r2 > 0.93) existed among the SID 
response parameters. High correlation can be 

¯ interpreted to mean that changes in exposure 

MVMA contracted with MGA Research conditions, such as those represented by ehangesin 

Corporation/Transportation Research Center of structure and padding, produced parallel effects 

Ohio (TRC) to conduct the program. The sixteen on upper spine and pelvic accelerations. 
tests were conducted from May through October 
1985 using sequentially produced 1985 model year 

¯ (MY) Ford LTD passenger cars. The test procedure 
was basically the procedure later specified in 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 
2144 (Figure 1) except there was no Side Impact 
Dummy (SID)5 located in the rear seat and the 

¯ front seat SID was unrestrained. The "No Pad" 
condition consisted of removing the production 
vehicle interior door trim panel and replacing it 
with 3.2 mrn thick hardboard. The "Padded" 
configuration added 127 mm for the thorax and 
152 mm of padding thickness for the pelvis to the 

¯ face of the hardboard. The padding material was 
ARCEL 506 TM with a density of 32 kg/m3. The 
"Near" condition referred to the SID being placed 
up against the door inte~rior surface (hardboard or Figure 1. LTD crash test setup 

padded). The SID .positioned 127 mm from the 
door surface (measured at the dummy elbow The LTD full-vehicle crash test results were 

¯ height) represented the "Far" condition. The reported at the tenth Experimental Safety Vehicle 

"Baseline" side structure was unchanged from the (ESV) Conference8 in 1985, the eleventh ESV 
production vehicle. The "Modified" structure Conference in 19879, and at the NHTSA Public 
included non-production-feasible stiffening of the Meeting on Side Impact during May 198610. 

side structure to more than double the stiffness 
¯ characteristics at the B-pillar. The choice of Evaluation Of European Dummy AndTest Procedure 

padding thickness and vehicle structural 
modifications were made to ensure that the Because the United States (USA) and Europe 

padding would not bottom out and that the were preparing side impact regulations which 
structural change was sufficient to affect SID utilize considerably different test procedures, 
responses. The experiment was designed to dummies, and performance criteria, MVMA in an 

¯ evaluate the test procedure, not the vehicle effortat harmonizing the proposed USA procedure 

modifications, and the proposed European Experimental Vehicle 
Committee (EEVC) procedure (Figure 2) embarked 

The results of this program were documented on a 24 full-vehicle crash test program. Although 
by MGA6 and reported at International Standards some of the differences in the USA and European 

¯ Organization (ISO) ISO/TC22/SC10/WG1 -- Car tests are based on different highway environments, 
Collision Test Procedures7 meeting in December others are due to differences of expert opinion 
1986. The tests were repeatable (generally under about representative dummies, injury criteria, 

10 percent Coefficient of Variation) enough to accident configuration and striking vehicle 

detect differences between the levels of tested surrogate. The individual elements of the 

¯ 
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procedures were evaluated in a designed crash test The University of Michigan Transportation ¯ 
experiment (Table 3). Research Institute (UMTRI) was contracted by 

MVMA to conduct the statistical analysis11 of the 
Table 3 combined crash test program results. Preliminary 

Harmonization Crash Test Matrix results of this program when combined with the 
original sixteen LTD full-vehicle crash tests were ¯ 

vmm/ reported at the 1988 International Research 

Test Procedure Barrier Face SIO I EUROSID Committee on Biokinctics of Impacts (IRCOBI) 
Workshop on side impact dummies during 198812. 

EEVC 8 
NHTSA NHTSA 16 8 

Final results of the ~harmonization test program 
were reported at the 33rd STAPP Conference13. 

EEVC 8 . 
European NHTSA 

Comparison of SID and EUROSID Dummies - 
The objectives of this phase of the harmonization 
testing Program were to compare the SID and 

The test program was contracted to MGA EUROSID (production prototype) test dummies’ 
Research Corporation and conducted at TRC repeatability, reproducibility, and ability to ¯ 
between August 1987 and March 1988. The discriminate vehicle modifications. 
program again used 1985 MY Ford LTD passenger 
cars to allow comparison with the previous crash The NHTSA test procedure was used with 
test evaluation. Since the LTD was out of the only change substituting the EUROSID dummy 
production at the time of this program, previously for the SID. 
owned vehicles were used. They were as identical ¯ 
as practical to reduce vehicle-to-vehicle 
variability. Two SID and two EUROSID dummies 
were used to provide an estimate of dummy-to- 
dummy variability. 

PROPOSED EUROPEAN           USA FMVSS 214 
EUROSID - 1 FRONT SEAT                     SID - FRONT & REAR SEAT 

.~ 54 km/h 

950 kg 1360 kg 

EEVC MDB NHTSA MDB 
MEAN EUROPEAN CAR MEAN USA CAR& LT. TRUCK 

INJURY CRITERIA INJURY CRITERIA 
HIC TTI(d) 

CHEST DEFLECTION & V*C PELVIC ACCELERATION 
ABDOMEN FORCE 

PELVIC FORCE 

Figure 2. US/European test procedure comparison 
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Comparison of Moving Deformable Barriers- When results from the JAMA tests were 
The moving deformable barrier (MDB) test compared with the similar MVMA tests, results 
objectives were to compare the NHTSA IVIDB and were inconsistent. Some combinations of dummy 
the EEVC MDB for repeatability, reproducibility, and test procedure indicated that the response 
and the test procedure’s ability to discriminate measurements were different in the Japanese car 
between the two barriers, than in the USA car. Additionally, other 

combinations of dummy and test procedure 
The NHTSA test procedure was used but the produced results which were basically the same. 

EUROSID dummy and EEVC MDB were used Therefore, the test procedure response 
instead of the SID and the NHTSA MDB. measurements as seen in the MVMA tests indicated 

in some cases an opposite trend as seen from other 

Comparison of EEVC Test Procedure- The studies conducted by JAMA and Transport 
test procedure comparison objective was to Canada17. AAMA believes that the responses 
compare the NHTSA and proposed European test measured using the different test procedures may 
procedures. Again the measures of performance be vehicle dependent. 
were repeatability, reproducibility, and the test 
procedure’s ability to discriminate vehicle design MVMA COMPONENT TEST DEVICE 
changes. 

The accident data gathered during the 
The complete proposed EEVC test procedure NHTSA/MVMA coordinated research (Table 1), 

was used - EUROSID test dummy and EEVC MDB indicated that the thorax should be the first part 
cart and face. of the occupant anatomy to be evaluated by any 

subsystem or component test device. Using the 
The overall conclusions were that: 1) research conducted by Griswold18 as a starting 

Thoracic Trauma Index, TTI(d) was repeatable for point, MVMA contracted MGA Research 
both the SID and EUROSID test dummies; 2) Corporation to develop a subsystem side impact 
EUROSID response measurements were generally test device that was capable of evaluating the 
higher than the SID responses; 3) EUROSID pubic energy absorption capability of vehicle side 
symphysis force was highly correlated to SID interior components. The test device (Figure 3) is 
pelvic acceleration; 4) EEVC barrier face produced a two mass pneumatically fired piston with speed 
significantly lower values of chest deflection, capability up to 40 km/h. The small mass (4.5 kg 
viscous criterion and pelvic acceleration; 5) the representing the ribs and flesh) moves relative to 
EUROSIDdummyacceleration-basedcriteriawerc the main mass (26 kg representing the inertia of 
more repeatable than the EUROSID dummy the spinal column and major organs) in a 

deflection-based criteria; and 6) the NHTSA test piston/tube arrangement. Two pieces of energy- 
procedure was more severe than the EEVC test absorbing urethane are located between the small 
procedure, and main masses to provide the desired compliance 

of the system. These pieces act as a spring/damper 
Statistical Analysis of JAMA Testing system that represents the biomechanical coupling 

within the thorax. Additionally, a cone-shaped 
MVMA contracted with UMTRI to examine urethane energy-absorber was added inside the 

the influence of the major factors distinguishing large mass tube. The 51 mm thick piece of foam 
the proposed USA and EEVC passenger car side material on the surface of the small mass is 
impact dynamic test procedures. Sixteen full- intended to enhance the biofidelity of the test 
vehicle crash tests conducted by Japan Automobile device. The biomechanical data used to define the 
Manufacturers Association (JAMA)14, during impactor came fromtwo sources-- the Association 
1987 and 1988, were analyzed by UMTR115 and Peugeot-Renault and the University of Heidelberg. 
reported on at the 33rd STAPP16. JAMA’s test These data were normalized to a 50th percentile 
program included comparisons of dummy-type, adult male by methods developed by Mertzlgand 
moving deformable barrier-type, and barrier crab Krause20. 
angle differences between the NHTSA and EEVC 
test procedures. Each combination was replicated 
twice. 
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¯ 
point for the seat in the mid-position. The bottom 
edge of the ram is located 400 mm above the 
ground. With the ram held in place and the 
impactor set to the dummy-to-door impact 

SMALL MASS velocity, the door was impacted. 

MAIN MASS 

NEW COMPLIANT 
MATERIAL ORIGINAL COMPLIANT 

"WINTHANE" #630 MATERIAL ENERGY ABSORBING 

80A DUROMETER "WlNTHANE" #630 FACE 

80A DUROMETER "ETHAFOAM" #220 

Figure 3. Component test device schematic ¯ 

Subsystem Evaluation Program 

The objectives of the subsystem evaluation Figure 4. Typical door panel being tested 
program were similar to that of the LTD full- 
vehicle test program. Objectives were to determine The conclusions from this series of tests were 
the repeatability and the impaetor’s ability to that the impactor was able to discriminate between 
discriminate changes in the vehicle design, tested conditions (padded and unpadded). Tests at 
Finally, the results were to be correlated to the higher impact velocities demonstrated a slightly 
LTD full-vehicle crash tests, greater ability to discriminate padding. The 

component tests paralleled the LTD full-vehicle 
The component test device experiment design test results for padding effects. That is, padding 

(Table 4) used two test speeds to bracket the reduced the thorax response measurements. The 
door/thorax velocity obtained from the LTD full- repeatability of the component tests was similar to 
vehicle crash tests, that seen in the LTD full-vehicle tests. 

Table 4 
Component Test Device Evaluation Matrix 

<--" 400 MM "-> 

Test Speed 
~     ~M Configurat ion 

25.7 km/h 57 km/h so MM nj    38 M 

Basel ine Door 3 3 PLANE A----> 
Hodified Door 3 3 

"~"~510~MM/ 
25 MM R~ 

TYP. 

, ÷l ÷50 MM ¯ 

Twelve component tests were conducted                    -~    <--150 MM 
during June and July 1986 (Figure 4) on 1985 MY                                     so MM 

PLANE A - THE FIAT REAR FACE TYP. 

LTD doors, identical to the doors used in the LTD OF THE RAM 
full-vehicle test program. The test procedure was 
developed by MVMA21. The test procedure 
involved holding a door in a fixture and quasi- Figure 5. Component test device ram schematic 
statically crushing the exterior of the door 230 mm 
with a ram generally shaped like a flat-faced Two major open issues remained after the 
vehicle with a bumper segment (Figure 5). The program was completed. The first was how to 
door is crushed in a direction perpendicular to the calibrate the component test device to simulate the 
vehicle longitudinal ccnterline with the vertical full-vehicle tests. In other words, what impact 
ccnterllne of the ram face passing through the H- velocity should be used? The second issue was 
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¯ how to calibrate the test device to account for The results of the component test program 
differences in vehicle structure, were presented at the 1987 Government/Industry 

meeting2~. 

The component test device program results 
were reported at the tenth ESV Conference22 in COMPOSITE TEST PROCEDURE EVALUATION 

¯ 1985 and the eleventh ESV Conference in 198723. 
In an effort to overcome the limitations of 

University of Virginia Effort component tests like the MVMA approach, 
Volkswagen proposed a Composite Test Procedure 

The MVMA contracted with the University (CTP)26 for evaluating side impacts. The CTP is 
of Virginia (UVA) during 1988 to develop a combination of quasi-statlc testing and computer 

¯ methodology required for the component test simulation. The procedure attempts to combine the 
device. Three questions were hoped to be simplicity of a component test with the 
answered: completeness of a full-vehicle crash test. A joint 

steering committee was formed during 1988 
¯ Can a component test predict dummy comprised of Common Market Automobile 

¯ responses measured in a full-vehicle Constructors (CCMC)the forerunner of the 
test? Association des Constructeurs Europeans 

d’Automobiles (ACEA), JAMA, and MVMA to 
¯ Can the MVMA subsystem impaetor foster development of the CTP concept. Initial 

and Volkswagen’s Composite Test results of the joint steering committee were 
Procedure approach be used together? presented at the 1990 FISITA Congress27. 

¯ What parameters are required to .Figure 6 illustrates the initial CTP concept 
obtain agreement with full-vehicle hardware. Thorax and pelvic non-deformable 
tests? loading devices represent these body regions in the 

procedure. A deformable barrier face and actual 

¯ The UVA final report24 concluded that door hardware are used. The force-deflection 
given the proper initial conditions, a component characteristics for input to the computer model are 
test should be able to reproduce occupant responses obtained from the results of three quasi-static 
of a full-vehicle test. These occupant responses tests. 
are insensitive to the structure surrounding the 
door. However, the correct impactor speed must be 

¯ chosen. This requires an accurate simulation of 
the full-vehicle test. Finally, the procedure must 
account for the dynamic properties of padding 

materials. However, there remained the same two 
unanswered questions: 

¯ How to calibrate the component test 
device to simulate the full-vehicle 
tests? 

¯ How to calibrate the test device to 
¯ account for differences in vehicle Figure 6. CTP concept hardware schematic 

structure? 
MGA Research was contracted by MVMA to 

Because of these major unresolved issues and enhance the CTP methodology. 
the fact that NHTSA was pursuing a full-vehicle 

¯ 
crash test, MVMA suspended development of the CTP Math Model Evaluation 
component test device. 

The objective was to investigate any 
potential errors in the CTP results due to quasi- 
statically crushing visco,elastic bolster materials. 
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The program consisted of three phases: 1) modify the abdomen and shoulder should be represented in 
CTP computer model so inner door is modeled by the CTP and define a CTP ILD capable of 
two resistance �lcments; 2) conduct 64 simulations measuring force distributions. 
consisting of four generic padding materials, four 
pad thicknesses and four impact velocities; and 3) The conclusions29 from this project were 
compare static-to-dynamic CTP results, that it was feasible to incorporate rate sensitivity 

and additional shoulder and abdominal load paths 
The conclusions from the study2s were into the CTP. However, these features were nora 

threefold. First, a mathematical model of the feasible enhancement using the computer 
dummy needs to be more than one-dimensional to controlled CTP (CC-CTP)30 illustrated in Figure 7. 
accurately simulate the human occupant. Second, The dynamic effects may be simulated using 
load distribution for the interior loading device approximate rate factors. Papers31,32 on the 
(ILD) requires a shoulder, multiple ribs, abdomen CC-CTP were presented at the 13th ESV by the 
and pelvis representation. Finally third, a steering committee. 
dynamic interior impact is needed to account for 
the visco-�lastic effects of padding in the model. 

JST 

~ ~ DATAPR~CESSOR~ 

Figure 7. CC-CTP schematic 

CTP Enhancements At this point, AAMA had to shift its limited 
resources away from further CTP development. 

The CTP enhancements project was to AAMA continues to support in concept the CTP 
improve the interior leading device and abdomen and the work of the CTP Steering Committee. 
and shoulder representation. The objective was to However, with the issuance of the dynamic side 
continue development of the CTP impact regulation in the United States, emphasis 
by investigating refinements to the procedure to has shifted from research on alternative test 
improve prediction of human injuries for the methods to developing vehicles which will meet 
abdomen and shoulder. Specifically, determine if the requirements of that regulation. 
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¯ COMPARISON OF SID, BIOSID, AND EUROSID-1 represented the majority of these type of vehicles 
in use, changes were made in the 1990 MY door, 

NHTSA issued an Advanced Notice of and accident data for 1990 MY was limited. 
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM)33 during 1991 Figure 9 shows the BIOSID in the Pontiac 6000 
requesting comments regarding the desirability front seat. The BIOSID was tested in the "arms 

¯ and need for specifying alternative side impact down" configuration to match as closely aspossible 
dummies other than SID in Standard No. 214. In the SID configuration. Table 5 shows the test 
anticipation of this ANPRM and in the interest of matrix. 
international harmonization, AAMA embarked on 
a crash test program to provide necessary 
information to help move toward the specification 
of a harmonized and more biofidelie side impact 
test dummy for use in side impact regulations. 
The three side impact dummies are illustrated in 
Figure 8. 

Figure 9. BIOSID in Pontiac 6000 front seat 

SID EUROSID-1 The door padding thickness corresponded to 
76 mm of ARCEL 512 TM foam (density 32 kg/m3) 

¯ opposite the thorax and pelvis. The foam was 
selected because it was similar to the ARCEL 506 TM 

foam previously used in the 1985 MY Ford LTD 
Figure 8. Side impact dummies illustration crash tests. The dummy was positioned with its 

arm against the interior trim for both the padded 
BIOSID and SID Crash Test Program and unpaddcd tests. The dummy type in the rear 

¯ seat was always opposite to the dummy type in the 
The purpose of this test series was to front seat. 

evaluate the repeatability and the ability of the 
SID and BIOSID test dummies responses to Table 5 
discriminate changes in vehicle interior designs. SID/BIOSID Crash Test Matrix 
Twelve full-vehicle crash tests were conducted by 

¯ General Motors using the Standard No. 214 test 
Teat I Padded Door Dumn~ Seat Location 

procedure except the dummies were not belted, so. 
I 

Yea/No 
Front Rear 

Also included in this test series was the proposed 
1 No sxos~o S~D BIOSID deformation-based injury criteria. 
2 Yes aID BIOSID 
3 Yes BIOSID SID 

¯ The test vehicles were mid-size four door 4 No SlD BIOSlD 
passenger cars, 1990 MY Pontiac 6000s, s No BIOSID SID 
sequentially manufactured. The Pontiac 6000 was 6 Yes SID BIOSID 
chosen since it was typical of a large part of 7 No SID BIOSID 
current and near term future domestic production. 8 Yes BIOSID $ID 
The left front seat belt system, including retractor 9 No BIOSID SID 

O assembly and door-mounted anchors, were lO No SID BIOSID 
removed. The 1990 MY door trim panels were 11 Yes SID BIOSID 
replaced with 1989 MY trim panel/armrest. The 12 Yes S~OSH) S~D 
1989 MY trim panels were used since they 
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The program results were reported in the indicate that further evaluation of these surrogates 
34th STAPP Conference34 and the 13th ESV is needed. The EUROSID-I dummy should not be 
Conference35. SID and BIOSID measured similar used with the NHTSA test in the rear seat due to 
pelvic accelerations. The BIOSID had higher rib the high variability and unexpectedly low levels of 
acceleration and lower spine acceleration chest deflection and V*C. The EUROSID-I 
measurements than the SID. Additionally, all the dummy may behave differently when used in the 
rear seat BIOSID acceleration measurements were proposed European side impact test procedure. 
lower than the SID. The Viscous Criterion (V’C) 
predicted thoracic injury risk opposite than TTI(d) 
for the padding material used. 

EUROSID-1 Crash Test Program 

The purpose of this test series was to 
evaluate the ability of the EUROSID-1 
(production version of the EUROSID) test dummy 
response measurements to discriminate changes in 
vehicle interiors and allow comparison with the 
previously conducted SID/BIOSID program. Six 
full-vehicle crash tests were conducted by Ford 
Motor Company. The test protocol was the same as 
in the SID/BIOSID program. The Pontiac 6000 
vehicles used in the test program were previously 
owned vehicles. The vehicles were inspected for 
structural damage from either collision or rust. 
The 1989 MY door trim panels, however, were Front Door 
supplied by GM and were new. The armrests used 
in the test series were obtained from salvage yards. 

The test matrix is shown in Table 6. The 
padding locations are shown in Figure 10. 

Table 6 
EUROSID-1 Crash Test Matrix 

TNeoS, t [ 
Padding Test Dum~ Letter 
Yes/No Front I I Rear 

1 No A B 

2 Yes B A 
¯ 

3 Yes A B 

4 No B A 

5 No A B 

6 Yes A B Rear Door 

The program results were reported at the Figure 10. EUROSID-1 crash test program front/rear 
1994 SAE Congress36. The acceleration based door padding locations 
criterion, TTI(d), indicate that the pad used in 
these tests would reduce the injury risk. However, 
the deflection-based criteria (rib deflection and SIDE IMPACT HEAD/NECK LOADING 

O V’C) indicate that the padding would increase 
injury risk. The markedly different response to AAMA contracted with General Motors to 
padding between the EUROSID-1 and BIOSID in study neck loading when the head impacts an 
controlled, repeated, full-vehicle crash tests angled unpadded or padded flat plate which was 
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¯ representing a vehicle side roof rail. Comparative three times. For the sled tests, there were two 
free-motion headform tests (procedure specified in replicate tests performed for each sled test 
Interior Head Impact, Docket 92-28) were condition (impact surface 30 and 60 degrees from 
conducted to provide guidance in the selection of horizontal). A total of 24 sled tests were 
padding for use in the sled tests and to correlate completed. 

¯ with dummy Head Injury Criterion (HIC) 
measurements. The program was conducted from The unpadded tests produced BIOSID neck 
June 1993 through January 199437. compressive axial force values higher than the 

peak reference value suggested by Mertz38. 
The sled tests were conducted on a Hyge sled However, these neck axial forces remained above 

with a Heidelberg-type seat and wall with a head the time-dependent reference values for less than 
¯ impact surface as shown in Figure 11. The 5 ms. The padded tests all produced compressive 

BIOSID dummy was spaced 480 mm from the wall, neck axial forces below the reference values. The 
so the sled acceleration was finished before the 30 degree angle impact surface produced the 
BIOSID contacted the impact surface. The impact lowest neck compressive forces , while the 60 
velocity was a nominal 24 km/h. The free-motion degree surface produced the lowest bending 

¯ headform tests were conducted similar to the moments. 
schematic shown in Figure 12. 

SIDE IMPACT TEST ON DUMMIES & HUMAN 
SOLID WOOD SURFACE SURROGATES 

LOAD PADDING CEI ,/ AAMA is sponsoring cadaver and dummy 

¯ 7--~’~. BIOSID side impact sled tests at Wayne State University 

/ (WSU). Statistical analysis of the test results when~ 
completed will permit a determination of the 

PADDED TEFLON dummy injury criteria that most accurately predict WALL BENCH 
cadaver damage{ The objective of the study is to 

¯ determine how well SID and BIOSID side impact 
dummies can predict actual cadaver damage 
produced during sled testing. 

HEIDLEBERG STYLE SLED TEST                   Replication of CDC Tests 

¯ Figure 11. Head impact dummy sled test schematic This series of AAMA tests was designed to 
replicate side impact tests conducted, by WSLI for 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)39 using 

unembalmed cadavers. The tests were conducted 

SOLID WOOD SURFACE on a Heidelberg-type side impact sled and the SID 

¯ \ and BIOSID dummies impacting a padded and 

LOAD ~             / PADDING 
unpadded flat wall. The objective was to compare 

CELLS / the biofidelity and injury assessment capability of 
SID and BIOSID. NHTSA provided the dummies 
for the program. Figure 13 shows the SID dummy 

"~ pretest setup with the paper honeycomb bolsters. 

The conclusions were that TTI(d) indicated 
60° that all the padding tests were effective in 

reducing the probability of injuries. However, the 
cadavers were sensitive to padding stiffness and 

¯ Figure 12. Headform impact test schematic padding type. The BIOSID was more biofidelic 
than the SID at the shoulder and thorax. The 

A total of 31 free-motion headform tests BIOSID responded similarly to the cadavers in the 
were conducted. Some test conditions involved a abdominal region and the BIOSID middle thoracic 
single test while others were replicated two or rib maximum deflection showed the same trend as 

¯ 
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cadaver injury. However, the BIOSID thoracic The armrest location will be laterally across ¯ 
V*C response did not correlate to the cadaver from the cadaver’s liver/spleen. WSU will X-ray 
injury. The results are reported in an SAE the cadaver in a seated position to determine the 
paper4° and in 199141 and 199442 progress position of the liver/spleen. The initial armrest 
reports, offset will be 100 ram. If the first BIOSID test 

shows small thorax/abdominal rib deflections, ¯ 
thereby predicting low human injury risk, the 
armrest offset will be increased to 125 ram. 
Following the dummy sled tests, the cadaver tests 
will be conducted. 

Figure 13. Typical SID fiat wall test setup 

Armrest Testing ¯ 

Biomechanics research on abdominal injury 
risk using dummies and cadavers is currently Figure 14. Typical armrest sled test setup 
underway at WSU. Cadavers and dummies (SID 
and BIOSID) will be impacted into simulated INFLUENCE OF SINCAP TF_S~ SPEED ¯ 
armrests using the Heidelberg-type sled test 
methodology. One cadaver and nine BIOSID tests The AAMA has contracted with Ford to 
have already been conducted at 32.2 km/h. study the influence of a consumer information 
Because of variability of the armrest collapse and side impact new car assessment program (SINCAP) 
bottoming-out of the padding, the program has test speed on Standard No. 214 padding stiffness 
bccn revised to have a new armrest design, thicker selection. ¯ 
padding at three stiffnesscs and a lower impact 
velocity of 24.1 km/h. The revised test matrix is The objective is to help resolve controversy 
shown in Table 7. A typical pretest setup is shown over side impact injury criteria. Some studies 
in Figure 14. show that different padding stiffnesses may be 

selected depending on which side impact injury 
Table 7 criteria and dummies are used. This study is ¯ 

WSU Abdominal Sled Test Matrix timely because of NHTSA’s intent to institute a 
SINCAP program that will evaluate passenger cars, 

Subject Impact Armeest No. in a Standard No. 214 test, at higher test speed 
Vetocity Stiffness of than required by Standard No. 214. Higher speed 

km/h kPa Tests 
testing may lead to padding that is too stiff, which ¯ 

69     2 may itself be injurious to vehicle occupants, 
BIOSID 24.1 103 2 especially the elderly and the very young. 

138 2 

69 2 

103 2 The project will use dummy mathematical 
SIO 24.1 models in dynamic side impact simulations. The 

138 2 

69 2 methodology would be to evaluate various padding ¯ 

Cadaver 24.1 
103 2 materials to determine the smallest thickness of a 

138 1 given material that would produce the lowest SID 
and BIOSID measurements of predicted thoracic 
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¯ side impact injuries. These resultant material markets. This added burden will restrain trade, 
properties would then be input into a increase vehicle cost, limit consumer choices and 
mathematical model of the human. The human most importantly will not provide significant 
model results will be correlated to various side safety benefits for our customers. 
impact injury criteria and the human-predicted 
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ABSTRACT cadaver test). And, it will be also necessary to study the ¯ 
correlation between leg injuries in actual accidents and the 

Today, the number of traffic accident fatalities in test results in order to clarify for the effective leg injury 
Japan exceeds 10,000 a year, of which approximately 30% criteria. 
involves pedestrians. From the standpoint of social cost 
alone, it is necessary to reduce not only fatalities but also INTR(~DUCTION 
injuries that require long periods of rehabilitation. One ¯ 
approach to pedestrian protection might be the prevention of Pedestrians account for 15 to 30% of total traffic 
accidents through the improvement of road conditions and accident fatalities in many countries. In Japan, about 30% of 
the education of drivers and the other road users, its total traffic accident deaths of over 10,000 per year are 

This report will first introduce the statistical data on pedestrians~I). Consequently, pedestrian protection is an 
pedestrian accidents in Japan, with emphasis on the high important issue in traffic safety. The first approach to 
frequency of head and leg injuries and the high percentage of pedestrian protection would be the improvement of road ¯ 
pedestrians who are hit from the side by vehicles. Further, conditions and the education of drivers and the other road 
this report describes leg impactor tests carried out by JARI/ users. At the same time, efforts are being made to enhance 
JAMA as part of our pedestrian protection studies, the preventive safety and collision safety of vehicles 
Specifically, these tests were aimed at (1) determining the themselves. 
influence of upper body mass on leg impact and (2) In Japan, the JARI/JAMA group has been conducting 
comparing the indirect measuring method (the knee- angle- studies on pedestrian protection in collisions, through the ¯ 
measuring method) and the direct measuring method (the analysis of pedestrian accident case studies~2), computer 
force-measuring method). The vehicle frontal shape in terms simulation of pedestrian accidents~3), and full scale tests. 
of bumper height, bumper lead, and hood edge height was Particularly, the JARI/JAMA group has been focusing on 
used as the main parameter, head protection test procedures<4), because head injuries are 

Results indicated: (1) The presence or absence of an most closely related to fatal and serious accidents. In 
upper body mass did not affect tendencies of varied addition, a high research priority has been placed on leg ¯ 
measurement values, except for knee tensile force. Although injuries which require high social costs due to their relatively 
absolute values of knee tensile force and knee angle were frequent occurrence and the high rate of long-term 
affected by upper body mass, it was believed that the disability~). On the other hand, in the U.S. and Europe, 
addition of an upper body mass is not an imperative test studies have been aimed at the development of impactors and 
condition. (2) Among the leg impactor measured items, knee test procedures~6),~7),~s) for greater protection of the head~9), the 
angle (dynamic deformation angle) and force (bending thoracic region~1°), the femoral region~11~, and the leg ¯ 
moment and shearing force) indicated different responses to region~12). Especially in Europe, the EEC draft directive has 
the parameter under certain conditions. Therefore, it is been proposed by EEVC working group 10. 
judged inappropriate to consider knee angle and force as An ideal test procedure would have well-defined 
identical evaluation criteria. For the leg protection, however, evaluation items, would enable effective evaluation of 
there is no adequate index to be applied to the criteria except protection performance, and would provide clear and stable 
the knee angles and forces. In the future, it will be necessary test results. Accordingly, the Working Group on Pedestrian ¯ 
to confirm which impact conditions affect leg injuries by Protection Test Procedures of the International Organization. 
means of validation tests ( e.g., accident reconstruction test, for Standardization (ISO/TC22/SC10/WG2) is attempting to 
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¯ fashion a unified pedestrian protection test procedure with an upper body mass, and (2) whether results differ between 

respect to the head (most closely related to fatal and serious the indirect measuring method (knee deformation angle) and 
injuries) and the legs (closely related to long-term the direct measuring method (knee bending moment and 

disabilities)°3). shearing force). 

The Working Group’s draft test procedure proposes a 

collision mode where a leg impactor simulating a human leg PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENTS IN JAPAN 

¯ is brought into contact with the front part of a vehicle. 

Consequently, the necessary leg impactor specification, test Figure 1 shows the trends in the number of traffic 
method, and test conditions are defined. This is a white body accident casualties and fatalities in Japan(14). The earliest 

test method, which enables the free flight of a leg impactor data used in Figure 1 was taken from 1970, the year in which 

while the vehicle is at a standstill. To contribute to the Japan experienced its highest rate of traffic accidents, both 

finalization of the Working Group’s draft test procedure, this in casualties and fatalities. Both. numbers declined in the 

¯ study was aimed at confirming basic test conditions. 1970-79 period, presumably due to improved road and 

Accordingly, this report first shows statistics of traffic conditions and effective safety education. But since 

pedestrian accidents in Japan, and then discusses the 1980 both casualties and fatalities have been increasing, 

following matters concerning the free flight method: (1) demanding proper countermeasures~ 
whether results differ between the presence and absence of Figure 2 shows the number of casualties and fatalities 
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Figure 1. Trends in the number of casualties and fatalities of traffic accidents in Japan. 
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Figure 2. Trends in the number of casualties and fatalities by accident type. 
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in terms Of their traffic categories, from 1979, the year which increasing so that the total number is leveling off. Fatalities ¯ 

saw an upturn in those numbers. Vehicle occupants in total are also decreasing in the youngest group, but those in the 
casualties and fatalities have shown the sharpest increase, oldest group are rising at a rapid pace while those in the 25- 
~he number of pedestrian casualties has been leveling off 64 age group are indicating a moderate growth. 

over the past 15 years, but the number of pedestrian fatalities Figure 4 shows the traffic categories of the total 
has been gradually increasing, casualties in 1992. Vehicle occupants were the most 

Figure 3 shows the number of pedestrian casualties numerous, accounting for 56% of all casualties. Pedestrians ¯ 
and fatalities in terms oftheir age (0-15, 16-24,25-64, and65 accounted for 10%. When comparing adults (16 or older) 
or older age groups). While casualties in the 0-15 age group and children (15 or younger), adults indicated a trend similar 
are decreasing, those in the other groups are gradually to the total, as the great majority of casualties were adults. 
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Figure 3. Trends in the number of casualties and fatalities in pedestrian accidents by age group. 
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¯ Among child casualties, however, pedestrians accounted for casualties in 1992, in terms of the body regions most subject 
39%. Similar data on fatalities is shown in Figure 5. Of the to serious injury. Leg injuries were most numerous with 
total number of fatalities, pedestrians accounted for 28%; 40.3%, followed by head injuries with 25.2%. The other 
this figure was 26% among adults, and 51% among children, body regions are all below 10%. The most serious were head 

Figure 6 provides a breakdown of pedestrian injuries in fatal traffic accidents, with dominant 64.2%. 

Fatalities 

¯ lTotal : 11,451 people) 

Adults Children 

...::::F~i ......... 
:=:=:::;: 6%) 

¯ (10,960 adults) 
(491 children) 

Figure 5. Ratio of fatalities by accident type in 1992. 
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Thus, the most important regions requiring protection are the referred to above, in terms of impact directions. About 80% ¯ 

head and legs for vehicle occupants and pedestrians, of,the pedestrians were hit from the side in both adult and 
Figure 7 summarizes the results of JARI’s in-depth child groups. 

case studies of 117 pedestrian accidents that actually were In view of the above results, the JARI/JAMA has 
investigated on the spot. Among both adult and child given priority to research on head and leg injuries. And ISO 
casualties, AIS1 injuries were distributed more or less evenly is making the leg protection test procedures for first 
among different body regions, but AIS2 and AIS3 injuries decreasing major injuries, and then, making the head ¯ 

were most numerous in the leg with 40-65%. The greatest protection test procedure for decreasing fatalities according 
number of serious AIS4 injuries and fatal AIS5 injuries were to the ISO agreement. Further, in response to actual accident 
sustained in the head and neck with 65-100%. trends, the JARI/JAMA is studying pedestrian leg protection 

Figure 8 analyzes the 117 pedestrian accidents against lateral impact. As part of these efforts, this report 
outlines the results of JARI/JAMA tests on leg impactors. 
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Figure 7. Frequencies of (MAIS) injured body-regions by injury level. ¯ 
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The first model, developed in 1991, consisted Of a Hybrid-II- 

LEG INJURIES AND ITS INJURY MECHANISMS P Dummy leg with a knee sensor having 10 channels (2 ch 
for shearing, 2 ch for bending moment, and 1 ch for tensile 

Figure 9 sums up leg impact modes and major force, on each of the upper and lower sides of the knee). But 

injuries(ls)-(~) in collisions between pedestrians and because this leg impactor needed a much simpler shape, in 

vehicles(~. When a bumper strikes a leg, the soft tissues 1992 a new impactor was developed with the shape of RSPD 

(e.g., skin, rnuscles)ofthelegareinjured, and further contact (Rotationally Symmetrical Pedestrian Dummy) as the 

results in local fractures of the long bones, such as the tibia second model, having a cone-shaped thigh and incorporating 

and femur. Then, due to the shearing force, knee ligaments the same sensor system as the first model. The second 

are damaged, which is often accompanied by partial bone model, however, was found to have knee joint materials that 

fractures of the lower femur or the upper tibia. The ISO were too soft, while its sensor capacity was too small for high 

Working Group proposed various test conditions for causing speed impacts (e.g., 40km/h). Consequently the third 1993 

similar damage: the impact force of a 4 kN or 150g load, the JARI leg impactor was developed, having the same 

shearing force of no more than 4 kN load or a critical cylindrical shape as the INRETS leg impactor~6) in keeping 

equivalent sideways lag of 5°, and a bending moment of 100- with ISO discussions. A new sensor was also fabricated to 

200 Nm or an equivalent critical bending angle of 15o. enable force and angle measurement. A photo of this 1993 

While injury criteria are still under discussion by the model is shown in Figure 11. 

ISO, we selected shearing force, bending moment, and knee Figure 12 shows a photo of the new 1993 model knee 

angle as the items to be measured in thetests using our leg sensor and a list of measurement items. JARI’s knee sensor 

impactor; in addition, knee tensile force was measured for enables force measurements of not only knee-shearing force 

references. Leg impactors enabled the measurement of and bending moment but also knee tensile force on both the 

various impact values in time sequence. Impact force was upper and lower sides of the knee. Further, like the INRETS 

compared with respect to (1) the presence or absence of an leg impactor, JARI’s impactor is capable of measuring the 

upper body mass, and (2) different measuring methods, knee bending angle on both the upper and lower sides of the 
knee. Using the 1993 model, we can compare the direct 

LEG IMPACTORS measuring method (to measure the knee bending moment 
and the shearing force directly) with the indirect measuring 

Figure 10 shows the three models of JARI leg method (to calculate the bending moment and the sheafing 

impactors, force by the knee deformation angles). 
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Figure 9. Injury mechanisms of the lower leg and knee. 
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LEG IMPACTOR TESTS 
Test Method JAR~ 1993 JAR~ 1992 

Model Model 

The test procedure currently 
proposed by ISO provides a striking or 
free-flight of only the leg. However, one 
of the aims of the present study was to 
experimentally determine the influence 
of an upper body mass on the leg impact 
force; therefore, this study adopted a 
modified impact method whereby the 
sled impact was used to test a leg 
impactor attached to an upper body 
mass. 

Figure 13 introduces the 
configuration of the leg impactor test, B/L:Bumper Lead 100,200 (mm) 
which used an HYGE impact test Bob: Bumper Center Hight 300,400 (mm) 

apparatus; its sled of varying vehicle 
He~ : Hood-edge Center Hight 600,700,800,900 (mm) 

frontal shapes was made to collide with a 
dummy (leg impactor) suspended from a ~ 

release device. 
Table 1 summarizes the test 

conditions. The pedestrian dummies had 
a leg impactor either with a cylindrical or 
cone-shaped thigh, and their upper body 
mass was either present or absent, so that                                                                            It 
there were a total of four variations. The 
upper body mass was a standard Hybrid- 
II-P upper body of 60 kg, and was 
connected to the leg by a mobile ball 
joint simulating the hips. Regarding the 
front shape of the sled, the hood edge                                                                         ~ 

height was set at 600, 700 and 800 mm 
(plus 900 mm in the case of the leg 

Figure 13. Configuration of leg impactor test. 
Table 1. Test conditions. 
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¯ impactor with a cone-shaped thigh). The bumper height was for a total of 9 channels. On the leg impactor with a cone- 

set at 300 and 400 mm, while the bumper lead was set at 100 shaped thigh, 11 channel measurements were carried out, 
and 200 ram. The impact velocity was 40 km/h for the leg including 10 force channels (2 directions of bending 

impactor with a cylindrical thigh, and 35 km/h for that with a moment, 2 directions of shearing force, and 1 direction of 

cone-shaped thigh, tensile force on the upper and lower of the knee), and one 
Figure 14 shows the measured items of the tests. On lower leg acceleration channel. Further, in the case of the 

¯ the vehicle (the sled), the bumper force and hood edge force cylindrical-thigh impactor with an upper body mass, strain 

were measured. On the leg impactor with a cylindrical thigh, gages were attached to the hip joint to measure the shearing 
measurement was carried out in 6 force channels (bending force and tensile force between the upper body mass and leg 
moment, shearing force and tensile force on the upper and (addition of 2 channels). Figure 15 shows the hip joint 
lower of the knee), in 2 angle channels (on the upper and furnished with strain gages. 

lower of the knee), and one lower leg acceleration channel, 

Impact Direction 

~ 
Femur _~el. 

Knee Sensor 

Hood-edge Force Knee Sensor z z 
/ ~ Forces 

Kn les !hearin-g I ~ 
Y. 
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¯                [ Bumper Force 

[ 
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Figure 14. Measurements. 
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Figure 15. Hip joint. 
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Test Results Figure 16 shows a comparison of leg impactors with 
and without an upper body mass when the bumper height was 

Influence of Upper Body Mass - To determine the varied from 300 mm to 400 ram. It was found that, except for 
influence of an upper body mass, leg impactors with and tensile force, the trends of varied measurement values were 
without an upper body mass were tested in each different similar whether or not the leg impactor was attached to an 
experimental condition, and their test results were compared, upper body mass. 
First, the results of the leg impactors with a cylindrical shape 
are as follows: (2) Bumper lead 

Figure 17 shows a comparison of leg impactors with 
(1) Bumper height and without an upper body mass when the bumper lead was 
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Figure 16. Influence of bumper height. Figure 17. Influence of bumper lead. 
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O varied from 100 mm to 200 ram. Although the hood edge tensile force. A significant difference in absolute values was 

force changed, leg impactor measurements indicated similar observed only in the knee angle. 

values except for the large differential in the absolute values 
of knee tensile force and knee angle. (4) Time histories of measured data 

Figure 19 shows a comparison of time histories for the 

(3) Hood edge height standard testing condition (400 mm bumper height, 100 mm 
O Figure !8 shows a comparison of leg impactors with bumper lead, and 700 mm hood edge height), with and 

and without an upper body mass when the hood edge height without an upper body mass. These time histories indicated 

was varied from 600 mm to 700 mm to 800 mm. The similarity, except for a significant difference in absolute 
measurements were found to be similar, except for the knee values of the knee angle. 
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Figure 21(c) shows measurements when the hood 
(5) Hip joint edge height was varied. It was found that, as the hood edge 

Figure 20 shows a comparison of (a) force on the hip height was increased, the relative values of the bending 
joint and (b) the various measurements obtained by the leg moment as measured on the thigh were reversed, depending 
impactor. Results indicated that the force on the hip joint on the presence or absence of an upper body mass. In the 
peaked after 30 ms, so that it was unlikely that this force presence of an upper body mass, a higher hood edge height 
affected the leg impactor measurements which peaked before resulted in a higher bending moment; however, without an 
30 ms. upper body mass, a higher hood edge height reduced the 

bending moment. Thus impact force on the leg showed a 
(6) Thighshape reversing trend. Under this condition, there was a 

The influence of the thigh shape with and without an particularly large difference in the shape of the bending 
upper body mass, was studied. Figure 21 shows the test deformable part on thekneejoint after the experiments. 
results of a leg impactor with a cone-shaped thigh. As is 
apparent from Figure 21(a), the measurements tended to Comparison of Measurin~ Methods - The results of 
increase when the bumper height was changed from 300 mm force and angle measurements obtained from the test were 
to 400 mm; particularly, the knee tensile force indicated a compared. Figure 22 shows the peak values recorded under 
marked differential between the presence and absence of an each test condition. Nos. 1 through 5 indicate five different 
upper body mass. vehicular body shapes, which are defined on the lower left of 

Figure 21 (b) shows various measurements when the the figure. The graphs indicated that the force values directly 
bumper lead was varied. It was found that measurements measured by the JARI method do not correspond to the knee- 
were not affected by a change in the bumper lead. But the bending angles measured by the INRETS method. This is 
knee-shearing force and knee-tensile force were affected by contrary to the fact that both force measurement and angle 
the presence or absence of an upper body mass. measurement are considered to be identical for evaluating 
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bending moment and shearing force. Going back to Figures 19 and 20, which compare the 
In particular, although the knee-bending moment time histories obtained by the force and angle measurement 

obtained from the thigh exceeded 300 Nm under most test methods, historical changes in the impact force acting on the 
conditions, the corresponding knee angles measured on the thigh and lower leg were clearly observable in the knee- 
thigh were mostly near zero degree. (A direct comparison of bending moment and knee-shearing force values obtained by 
the bending moment and knee angle is not possible because the force measurement methods. On the other hand, it seems 
the moment’s center is not defined.) Similarly, while most of that the knee angle measuring method only measures the 
the knee bending moment values obtained from the lower leg extent of deformation caused by the impact force so {hat it 
reached 500 Nm, the corresponding knee angles measured on cannot record historical changes in the intensity of the impact 
the lower leg were mostly in the low range of 5° to 15°. force. Differences between angle values and moment or 
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force values may be related to the deformation of the 
elements in plastic mode : the deformation angle can go (1) Traffic accident casualties and fatalities have been 
further (and dissipate more energy) without any increase of increasing since the late 1970s in Japan. Pedestrian fatalities 
the force, account for approximately 30% of the total traffic accident 

deaths, and have been gradually increasing. While 
CONCLUSION pedestrian fatalities have been decreasing in the children’s 

group of 15 years or younger, the number is showing a rapid 
This report introduced Japan’s pedestrian accident rise in the senior’s group of 65 years or older. 

situation through statistical data, and then presented the 
results of JARI/JAMA leg impactor tests intended to (2) Regarding the body region subject to the most serious 
determine the influence of an upper body mass and to injuries, head injuries caused most fatalities, accounting for 
compare the force and angle measurement methods, about 65% of the total. Leg injuries are the most common in 
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casualities, accounting for roughly 40%. Analyzed by the information and specifications on leg impactors, and for their 

severity of injuries, the percentage of head injuries is high valuable advice on the fabrication of INRETS leg impactors. 
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Protection of Pedestrians Against Leg Injuries 

Dominique Cesari, Robert Bouquet, Yves Caire, Franqois Bermond 
INRETS, Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur S~curit~ 
France 

94-$7-O-02 

ABSTRACT This type of accident generally occurring urban areas, the 
car speed at impact is relatively low most of time below 30 

Pedestrian sustain very frequently injuries to their legs. kngh (Tharp and Ismgos, 1976 ; Danner et al, 1979). In 
These injuries are related to the contact with vehicle front high speed cases, head impacts are at the orion of very 
end and may have long term consequences, severe injuries which become predominant. 

¯ Taking into account biomecanics of the leg mechanisms 
injuries a deformable instrumented mechanical leg was These observations were the basis for conducting 
designed, researches dealing with the response of the h~_!m~n knee 
The purpose of this mechanical leg is to predict the risk of hit form its side (Kazjer et al 1990, 1993). These 
leg injuries for a pedestrian, on the basis of the values of researches allowed to have a better understanding of the 
parameters recorded during a test. knee behaviour when loaded in bending and in shearing. 

¯ This paper will discuss the biofidelity of the mechanical 
leg, its capability to separate the risk of injuries 
corresponding to different mechanisms and show with The EEVC Working Group I0, in its first interim report 
comparative tests the possibility of the device to select (EEVC, 1990), discusses methods for the test to evaluate 
technical solutions allowing to optimise the protection of pedestrian protection: 
pedestrisnsss:~in~leginjuries. ~wo m:~in meeh:misnls may be involved in 

¯ producing pedestrian leg injuries: bending moment 
GENERAL CBARACTERISTICS OF PEDESTRIAN and shearing force"; 
ACCIDENTS To assess protection of pedestrian a~in~ leg 

injuries, it is proposed to propel an insmnnented 
Accident statistics show the importance of pedestrian mechanical leg against a ear front face. This leg is 
victims when hit in traffic accident. In accidents with composed of a lower leg (without foot) and an 

¯ passenger ears, l~lestrian injuries eceurring during the upper leg. The knee consists in a short bar attached 
first phase of impact concern m:~inly the legs. Then after through a hinged joint at each extremity to the 
bending of the body on the car bonnet, the head impacts upper and the lower leg. On each side of this bar, 
the car generally on or just below the windscreen, there is a deformable element to correctly 

reproduce the force/angle history. The angles 
Injuries to the leg and more especially to the knee are between the upper and lower leg and the knee bar 
generally not life threatening but have often long term are recorded through two potentiometers. Such a 

q!~ consequences with possible permanent disability. The design allows to determine the shearing force (Z 
mobility behaviour of the victim is often greatly affected type deformation of the knee joint) and the bending 
and in m:~ny cases without to its initial characteristics., moment (V type deformation) 

The pedestrian is generally hit when he is crossing a road Based on the results of cadaver tests, INRETS have 
with an impact direction close to the perpendicolar of its designed an adult leg im~ctor that includes the knee and 

¯ motion axis ; elderly are over represented and they are adjacent segments of the upper and lower leg. Besides 
less likely to escape from the impact even at car low speed measurement of angles, the lower leg is fitted with two 
(Appel and al. 1975, Lestrelin and al 1985). aecelerometers. 
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"comfort foam" was selected. To give a better durability, a 
EVOLUTION OF INSTRUMENTED MECHANICAL 6 mm thick skin made of neoprene was placed over the 
LEG PROTOTYPES flesh. It has been demonstrated that this skin does not 

affect the response of the leg. 
The first prototype (Cesari et al, 1991) 

The third prototype 
The first prototype was designed on the basis of a 50th 
percentile dummy leg. The top of the thigh was cut and The second prototype had correct sizes, mass distribution 
the ball of the joint was replaced by an interface device and centre of gravity locations ; however the moment of 
aimed to sustain and control the posture of the leg during inertia of upper and lower legs were too far from the 
the motion before the impact. The external shape was then bnman ones. 
similar to a hnmt~n shape. 

To change the values of moment of inertia we had to 
The main components are : a thigh, a lower leg, a foot. modify several components at knee level and at the two 
The flesh was moulded in polyurethane foam and the extremities either ch:~n~ing the shape of the materials 
skeleton made with steel tubes and assembly steel part. used in order to have a different density. 
The ankle joint is very simple and stiff in the lateral 
direction. Evolution of deformable bars 

The knee joint which is the most important point of the The first tests were made using a cylindrical rods made of 
device is completely new. The upper extremity of the tibia aluminium alloy ; these tests showed that they were too 
and the lower extremity of the femur are symmetrically weak in bending. We have added in the middle spring 
made alnminium alloy parts. A link articulated at each steel wire to keep the deform~_tion in the elastic mode for 
extremities by two parallel axis allows the relative a larger time and then to be closer to human knee 
displacement of the tibia and the femur in a vertical plane behaviour in bending. However these rods were too stiff in 
by the measurement of its angle versus the tibia and shearing. 
versus the femur it is possible to determine the 
deformations related to shearing and to bending. A new design was made in order to take into aeazount 

specifieations in both shearing and bending. A 
Two deformable rods controls the kinematics of the knee. comparative ,nnlysis of different material helped us to 
They simulate the figaments with tighten the knee and select deformable elements made of heat treated carbon 
control its initial posture ; the shape and the material steel (XC 18) 
constituting these deformable rods. 

However when using these deformable elements it appears 
that in bending it deforms non symmetrically around knee 

The second prototype axis and this makes more complicated the interpretation 
of tests results to separate deformations due to shearing 

To have a better repeatability in the results, we have from those due to bending. This absence of symmetry is 
decided to redesign the leg being cylindrical. Drawings due to buckling affect on the compressed side of the 
made using CAD allowed to be very precise and this may deformable element. 
facilitate possible evolution. The characteristics of this leg 
in terms of anthropometty were derived from paper SAE To avoid that dilficulty we have redesigned the 
831617 (Robbins et al, 1983) ; especially mn~ and centre deformable elements with a "double bridge" shape : the 
of gravity locations for both upper and lower legs were two extremities are aimed to deform by shearing whereas 
correctly reproduced, bending moment deformations are concentrated in the 

central part .The material remains the same as for the 
Two rotational potentiometers were located at the previous design. 
extremities of the rink bar, to replace the original 
cam/optical transducers which were not linear and had Calculation for bending and shear deflexion 
durability problems. The lower leg accelerometers remain 
at the same location. M is the middle of the bend part [DC].We admit that the 

bending of the ligament is like an arc of a circle. In that 
Reconsideration of the flesh characteristics case, M is on the continuation of the segment [B 1C 1], and 

the translation is the orthogonal distance between [B 1C 1] 
We have performed tests aimed to characterise the and[B2C2]. 
dynamic response of hnm:~rt flesh in the area of the initial 
impact (external side of the lower leg below the knee). To Bendin~ : 
reproduce as close as possible the damping effect of the d = a+b 
human flesh a high hysteresis polyurethane foam (called 
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¯ Shear deflexion : AB2 = 21.5 * (cos a + cos b) + 
c* cos[aresin (21.5 * (sin a- sin b) / c)] 

For shear deflexion calculation we have to know : H = [35.5 - AB2 * sin b / sin (P-a-b)] * sin (a+b) 
The distance between the tran~qducer’s axe and 

the bend part place. This distance is 21.5 mm 
(AD = CB = 21.5) 

The two angles measured during the test. 
The distance "¢", which is measured after the 

Tibia 
A           O I       M         C          B        OM=MC 

~ Cl 

"~, C2 

B2 ~ H = 

¯ 
DC2 ={ c | mm 

AD = 21.5 mm 

¯ 
.D - CB =21,5 mm 

Bending and shear deflexion analysis 

¯ Fig.: 1 

CAR TEST RESULTS To check if the mechanical leg response is directly related 
to the bumper height, we have performed on the same car, 

The mechanical leg has been used in several tests with by changing the relative position between the leg and the 
different passenger car ; these tests did not show any bumper, tests at three bumper heights : normal, 44 mm 

¯ important problem concerning the durability, the below normal and 88 mm below normal positio~ 
repeatability and the severity to input change of the Tables 1 and 2 and figures 2 and 3 give the results of 
mechanical leg. three tests made with the same (medium size) mass 

production vehicle for the three bumper heights. 
It seems important to check that the mechanical leg can 
take into account the variations in parameter which are These results show clearly that bending angle and 

¯ directly related to the protection of pedestrians in car shearing displacement are decreased when the bumper is 
accidents, lowered. The ratios between lowest and normal positions 

are respectively 1 to 3 and 1 to 2, and for the lowest 

It has been demonstrated (Cesari et al 1989) that the bumper position, the maximum bending angle remains 
height above the ground of the initial contact is a below the proposed limit of 6 mm but not too far but the 
parmneter directly related to the risk of knee injuries : low car tested did not include any modification aimed to 

¯ 
impact (at approximately 35 cm above the ground) impmve pedestrian protection. 
corresponds to a better protection. 

The bumper tibia acceleration is in the same order of 
magnitude for the three tests. However the t~eia angular 
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acceleration and bending moment decrease when lowering Tests results as indicated in tables 3 and 4 and figures 4 . 
the bumper. If we accept that the risk of bone fracture is and 5 show a great difference: compared to the bumper 
directly related to the value of bending moment at impact centre test. Test in front of the fixation gives injury 
point, the upper u~oia acceleration is then not sufficient to related parameters values increased by 60% to 150%; the 
predict the risk of tibia fracture, response of the mechanical leg is clearly sensitive to the 

change of impacted area stiffness 
The response of the mechanical leg has to take into ¯ 
account the sti_’ffness of the impacted area. To check its 
sensitivity to impacted part s~iffness two tests have been 
performed on the same car, the first one in the middle of 
the bumper (deformable area far from the attachment, and 
the second one in front of the bumper fixation which is a 
much stiffer area. ¯ 

Test Speed Bumper Height Tibia Femur Bending angle Shearing 
Max. angle Max. angle displacement 

N° Km/h mm de~e de~e de~ee mm 

GP145 33.8 St 32.3 5.3 37.9 16.1 ¯ 
GP139 34.0 St-44 21.9 2.74 24.6 11.7 
GP140 34.4 St-88 12.5 0.19 12.6 7.7 

table: I 

Test Speed Bumper Height Tibia Tibia Angular Moment ¯ 
Upper ace. x Lower ace. x acceleration 

N° Km/h mm I~ g rd/s2 mN 

GP145 33.8 St 295.4 216.4 6575 1709 
GP139 34.0 St-44 292.7 245.2 3993 1038 
GP140 34.4 St-88 292.0 301.9 1733 451 

table: 2                                                     . 

Test Speed Bumper Height T~ia Femur Bending angle Shearing 
Max. angle Max. angle displacement 

N° Km/h mm de~e devotee de~ee mm ¯ 

GP149 33.9 St 10.2 5.80 16.0 3.5 
GP151 33.7 St 25.9 14.2 40.4 7.1 

GP149: bumper centre test 
GPI 51: bumper fixation test 

table: 3 

Test Speed Bumper Height T~ia Tibia Ang|~lar Moment 
Upper ace. x Lower ace. x acceleration 

N° Km/h mm ~ ~ rd/s2 inn 

GP149 33.9 St 166.8 184.6 2809 730 
GPI 51 33.7 St 262.3 312.7 6101 1586 

GP149: bumper centre test 
GPI 51: bumper fixation test 

table: 4 
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COMPARISON OF BEHAVIOUR BETWEEN LEG moment the relative position of the upper and the lower 
AND MECHANICAL LEGS leg and then the deformations due to shearing and to 

bending. The use of displacement transducers (instead of ¯ TWO main mechanisms ~ be involved when a knee force t~JlSdii~S) makes more accurate the prediction of 
injury occurs in a pedestrian accident : they are bending injury occurrence as, especially in bending the effect of 
between upper and lower legs and shearing at knee level, the duration of force application is important and the 

deformation (and then the risk of injury) ~an increase 
The mechanical leg is aimed to be able to predict the risk without any change in force value. 
of injuries corresponding to these two mechanisms. The 
two rotational transducers allow to determine at every 

¯ 
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The effects of shearing and bending on a haman leg hit The mechanical leg shearing tests give results similar but 
from the external side were analysed through series of with some differences in comparison with human leg 
cadaver impact tests at different speeds (around 20 and 25 tests. 
kmih for each mechanisms). 

Considering the knee impact force, the mechanical leg 

These tests have provided information concerning the tests are associated with an initial peak which is much 
timing of injury production, the type of injuries produced higher than in tests with the human leg. The knee 
and the level at which they occln’, re.action force/time histories have similar shapes for the 

is Fig.: 6 shows a typical force time history in a shearing test two models but the maximum    higher with the 
and according to the analysis of these results it assumed mechanical leg. Again because the population tested is 
that the injmy occurs very soon aRer the initial contact, older than the population at risk the true difference is 
On the opposite the maximum of bending moment and cortainly less. 
deformation occurs much later (see fig 6) 

CONCLUSIOI~IS 
These tests were dupficated using the mechanical leg and 
the results are indicated infignre 9 The protection of pedestrians especially against leg 

injuries remains an important injury prevention problem. 
Considering bending tests the force time histories are very The mechanical leg above described has proved that it 
similar to those of the tests performed with haman leg ¯ takes into account the main leg injury mechanisms 
the initial peak is in the same order of magnitude for beth involved in a pedestrian accident. 
models, and the plateau corresponding to tests with the 
mechanical leg is within the envelope of the values The mechanical leg has proved to be sensitive to the 
reached with the haman leg, but close to the upper limit ~ change of input and especially to take into account the 
however .~ve have to remember that haman legs parameters related to the risk of injury. The comparison 
~correspond to a population older (and then having a lower with human leg tests hos also demonstrated its biofidelity. 
tolerance) than the average, and also having a lower mass. R is then possible to optimise the design of the car front 

ends (shape and materials) to improve to protection of 
pedestrians against leg injuries. 

// // 

~ - 

", , v_ _ w , o o ,        " I// ! l - _n..,t, ir’., 

Fig.: 6: Typical characteristics of knce impact force (A) and knee reaction force (B). 
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¯ Fig.: 7: Knee bending moment versus time from a typical test. (20 Kin/h) 
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The EEVC-WG 10 Head Impact Test Procedure in Practical Use 
Harald Zellmer, Klaus-Peter Glaeser 
Federal Highway Research Institute (BAS0 
Germany 
94-$7-O-03 

ABSTRACT 
At the 13th ESV-Conference in Paris, the paper 
"Development of a Head Impact Test Procedure for 

At the 13th ESV-Conference in 1992, the EEVC-WG 10 Pedestrian Protection" was presented [1]. In this paper the 
subsystem test procedures for cars to assess protection for work of BASt in the field of pedestrian head impact 
pedestrians were presented. In the meantime, more than protection was described.*) The development of the test 

¯ 150 single tests were carried out using the head impactors procedure and the validation of the method was the main 
developed by BASt. It showed that this test method is a topic. In the now presented paper further research work, 
reliable tool to determine the potential of harm of car front test experience with tests on current cars, and tests on 
surfaces with respecttopedestrianhead impact, crash bars for off-road vehicles are presented and 

discussed. Bonnets of ten types of cars were tested with both the 

¯ 
adult and the child head impactor. It showed that eight out 
of ten bonnets of the different cars were too stiff 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST PROCEDURE 
themselves to meet the test requirements with the child 
impactor. With the adult impactor, on the other hand, It is proposed in [1,2] that two assessments will be 
over 40% of the bonnet area tested, averaged over all cars, included in the subsystems test. One is based on an 
performed well and gave a HIC value below 1000. As a impactor representing a child headform to evaluate the 

¯ result, between the undersurface of the bonnet and stiff forward section of the bonnet and wings and the second is 
parts of substructure there should be a minimum distance based on an adult headform to assess the rear of the 
of around 50 mm in the child area of impact and around bonnet, wings, and scuttle. 
70 mm in the adult one. 

Child headform tests are performed on the forward section 
The upper tubes of frequently used crash bars mounted to of the bonnet ~and wings, bounded by wrap-around 
off-road vehicles are often inside the wrap around distances of 1000mm and 1500mm. The direction of 

¯ distances of 1000 mm to 1500 mm which is the child head impact is rearward and downward at an angle of 50° to the 
impact area according to the EEVC-WG 10 test procedure, horizontal. Adult headform tests are performed on the 
Therefore, four different types of crash bars were tested, bonnet, wings, and scuttle, bounded by wrap-around 
The results of the child head impactor tests showed that distances of 1500 mm and 2100 ram. When the 
HIC values can exceed the test criterion, even at impact windscreen extends forward of the 2100 mm wrap-around 
speeds reduced to a half of the proposed speed of distance, the windscreen lower frame is the rear boundary. 

Q 40 km/h. The direction of impact is rearward and downward at an 
angle of 65° to the horizontal. For tests adjacent to the 
lower edge of the windscreen, the headform should not 

INTRODUCTION contact the windscreen glass before striking the vehicle 

About 20 % of the 50,000 traffic fatalities in the European 
structure. For both tests, the velocity of impact is 

¯ Union are pedestrians. Accident data show that the head is 11.1 m/s (40 km/h) and the headforms are in free flight at 

the body region most frequently suffering life threatening 
the instant of impact. 

injuries in both child and adult pedestrian accidents. *) Note: The research project was partly funded by the European Commission 
and was carried out under the supervision of EEVC-WG 10 

¯ 
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Figure 1: Test method for the adult head impact 

Figure 2: Test method for the child head impact 
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Both of the headforms developed for these tests are of 1991 Renault R19 43 kW 
spherical shape (to give more repeatable results) and made 1983 Saab 900 79 kW 
of a phenolic resin core, with a 7.5 mm thick silicone skin 1987 VW Golf II 55 kW 
cover. The adult impactor weighs 4.8 kg and has~ an 1992 VW Passat 66 kW 
overall diameter of 165 mm including the silicone skin 

¯ 
and meets the existing certification requirements for With these ears the 7 best sold models in the EC and in 
Hybrid III dummy heads. The child impactor weighs Western Europe in 1990 and the 5 best sold models in 
2.5 kg and has an overall diameter of 130 mm including former Western Germany in the first half of 1990 were in 
the silicone cover and meets the calibration requirements the test. In the EC countries, these models held a share in 
according to part 572 Hybrid II. Triaxial (or three the ear mzrket of more than one third. 
uuiaxial) accelerometers are fitted at the centre of both 

¯       headforms.                                           RESULTS - Figure 3 gives the results at a glance. All 
¯ data are listed in tables A1 - A13 in the appendix. It 

The proposed acceptance level requires that the Head clearly shows that there are substantial differences between 
Performance Criteria HIC, calculated from the resultant the cars tested. In general, with the adult headform the 
acceleration of the headform accelerometer time histories, ears performed better (figure 4). Here 43 % of the points 
shall not exceed 1000. The test procedure was validated tested gave a HIC value below 1000 and another 27% 
with cadaver tests, reported in [1]. The main test were between 1000 and 1500. With the child headform, 

¯ parameters are summarized in Figure 1 and 2. only 13% of the points tested had a HIC value below 

!000, but 44% were between 1000 and 1500. 

TEST ON TEN CURRENT CARS 

Ten cars were tested with the head impact test procedure 

¯ to study their performance with respect to head impact of 
pedestrians. The aim of this research was primarily to 3000 

investigate the influence of the bonnet and substructure 
beneath it on the HIC in order to get an understanding of 
the extent of changes necessary to meet the test 
reqirements and whether modifications are feasable by 

2500 

¯ realistic approaches. The wings and the scuttle were 
excluded from the tests because meeting the test 
requirements at these parts means conceptional changes in 2000 
car design necessary. The bonnet area investigated for 
each car amounts to between 85% and 90% of the area 
which is to be tested according to the test proposai [2]. All 

" P°ints which seemed t° be danger°us were tested with n° 1501 
special restriction to the nominal number of tests in each 
subarea. A total of 105 tests were performed, 75 with the 
child head impactor and 30 with the adult one. 

10001 
SELECTION OF CARS - The selection of cars was ÷ 
made based on the list of the best selling models in EC . 

¯ countries [3]. The models selected had the same ranking in - 
the 1990 list of best selling models in all Western 500-f 

European countries. Small and compact models held the . 
biggest share. In order to have some bigger cars in the test 

÷ 
programme two cars from the best selling list of Germany 

01 
0 ¯ 

[4] and a Saab 900 were selected additionally. 
~ 

The following cars were tested (all with spark ignition               ~ 

engines):                                                      ~~ 

1992 Fiat Uno 33 kW 
~ 

1992 Ford Fiesta 37 kW ~ child 
1991 Mercedes Benz W124 87 kW o adult ¯            1991 Opel Kadett -E- Caravan     44 kW 

1992 Opel Vectra -A- 55 kW 
Figure 3: HIC values of all points tested 

1991 Peugeot 205 44 kW 

¯ 
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The substructure most dangerous to head impact is the      ¯ 

suspension strut which is mostly very close to the bonnet 
so% ..... (table A5 and A6). In no case a HIC value below i000 

so% ..... was measured, mostly they were far above the limit. 

4o% ..... Tables A7 to A13 show data on points of impact with 
different substructures. The HIC values listed are related ¯ 

2o% ..... to the distance to substructure and the stiffness of it. 

o~. ~ Substructures like e.g. the engine block are much too stiff 
�~d d,t~ ,~,~t~at. to absorb energy. With the engine as substructure, only 

l 
~c> 1~oo 4:~ ao*~ the experiment V03 yielded a HIC value below 1000 
~c - lOOl. ~oo ~. 27% 

(table A11). In this experiment the distance to substructure 
HIC <- 1000               13%                     43% 

was 79 ram. As can be seen in tables A7 - A10, the      ¯ 
B ~c <- 1~ t~ ~.c - lool. 1.,o ~ ~.c, 1~0, distance to substructures like liquid reservoirs or air filters 

may be smaller as long as these parts are soft enough. 
They may not absorb much energy by themselves but may 
deform and give way to the bonnet to absorb the energy of 

Figure 4: Percentage of tests within certain HIC limits impact. 

DISCUSSION - As a result, the bonnet itself has to be      ¯ 
soft enough to give a HIC value below 1000. The 

In order to get a better understanding of the changes examples of the Opel Kadett and the Mercedes Benz W124 
required to meet the specification, points of similar show that bonnets can be designed this way. It is also 
substructures are compared in the following, possible to have reinforcements of the bonnet on the 

Every car has points tested with no substructure beneath undersurface and still meet the test requirements. A certain 

the bonnet, These data are listed in tables A1 and A2. minimum distance to stiff substructure beneath the bonnet ¯ 

Table A1 shows that most bonnets themselves are too stiff seems to be required, the distance to softer parts can be 

to meet the head injury criterion with the child impactor, less. 

But the results indicate that bonnets can be designed to To get a more appropriate figure of the distance required 
meet the requirements without substantial changes of the 

to solid substructure, some further discussion shall be 
design, e.g. the bonnets of the Opel Kadett and the made. For stopping the headform at a speed of 11.1 m/s ¯ 
Mercedes W 124 are of a suitable stiffness although they under the most ideal conditions, a minimum deflection of 
are not designed with special regard to head impacts of 70 mm (68 mm exactly) is needed if the HIC shall not 
pedestrians. For the adult headform, the HIC values are 

exceed 1000 (the deflection value was calculated in the 
lower on average (table A2), in most cases the test same manner as in the calculations for motorcycle 
requirements are met here. For both headforms, no helmets, presented in [5]). The above mentioned 70 mm 
significant influence of the bonnet reinforcement or the are required for impact directions perpendicular to the ¯ 
outer structure of the bonnet on the HIC value could be bonnet surface. In general, the impactor hits the bonnet at 
detected, a certain angle which is dependent on the angle of impact 

Substructures beneath the bonnet can limit the dynamic to the horizontal required by the test proposal (50° or 65°) 

deformation and therefore raise the HIC. The distances to and the angle of the bonnet to the horizontal, respectively. 

the substructure given in tables A3 to A13 are measured As can be seen from high speed filming, only the velocity 

from the undersurface of the bonnet to the substructure. If component perpendicular to the bonnet surface is affected ¯ 

the bonnet was stiffened with reinforcements, it was by the impact, this means that less deflection is required at 

measured from the reinforcement to the substructure, impacts not perpendicular to the surface. At the minimum 

Note: reinforcement can - in case of contact with hard (bonnet surface parallel to the ground), the theoretical 

parts - also absorb energy, deflection depth required amounts to 53 mm for the adult 

The firewall in all cars lies very close beneath the bonnet 
impactor and to 34 mm for the child impactor. 

and mostly in the adult area. In all tests, the undersurface With the acceleration to time histories of the tests 
¯ 

of the bonnet contacted the firewall during impact, performed, the deflections of the bonnets were calculated 

Nevertheless, a large number of the adult data is of a HIC by integrating twice the acceleration signal, with the 

below 1000 (table A4). The energy was absorbed by the assumption that the resultant acceleration is perpendicular 

bonnet reinforcement and by the firewall, which deformed to the bonnet surface during the whole impact. The results 

plastically in most cases. For the impact of the child are given in figure 5 together with the theoretical limits 

headform at smaller cars, this region seemed generally to discussed above. As can be seen, HIC values of below 
¯ 

be too stiff (table A3). 1000 occurred at deflections as low as 44 mm with the 

¯ 
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¯ child impactor and 65 mm with the adult one. This means a head impact, it appeared to be justified to test these bars 
that in the. child head impact area a distance to hard as well. 
structures beneath the bonnet of less than 50 mm and in 
the adult area of less than 70 mm is sufficient to meet the The bars were mounted onto a frame at the fastening 

test requirements, points prov.ided by the crash bar manufacturer. The impact 
velocity was 20 km/h (5.6 m/s), representing half the 

velocity specified in the test proposal. The reduction of 
velocity seemed necessary at the beginning in order to 
prevent the impactor from being damaged. A higher 

300( I / rain p~rp~ndiculor velocity (30 km/h or 8.3 m/s) was additionally used when 

HIC I i -- -- rain 65° to horiz, an HIC value of clearly below 1000 had been measured in 
I \ * rain 50° to horiz, a similar impact zone on the bar, at the low velocity. The 

* odu~t       impact angle (measured with respect to the horizontal) was ¯                       /    , 
/° 

~ 
* o eh,d set to 0°. This angle was chosen because in a child- 

zoo0 \ \ pedestrian accident with cars with a high bonnet edge the 
\ \° child head is struck nearly at the same time as the leg. 
\ \~o 
\ \ oo The results shown in Figure 6 and Table k14 in the 

1~oo 
Appendix demonstrate that especially crash bars with a 

¯ \~ ~ . 
\ , . large tube diameter (Mitsubishi Pajero and Nissan Patrol) 

10oo \ 
% ~ .. are resulting in high HIC values, even at low impact 

\ m~\ 0 0u 
oo o~ . .’~...... velocities. At impact velocities of 30 kin/h, also bars with 

\ ° ° ""~ ~ o a smaller tube diameter are leading to HIC values 
\ \ ° "~ - ~ exceeding the tolerance limit. For bars with a large tube 500"                                ~            "~’- -~. 

diameter, the transition from tolerable HIC values 
¯                                           ----        (HIC <= 1000) to no longer tolerable HIC values 

o , I , I , I , I , I (HIC > 1000) therefore takes place at impact velocities 
o z0 4o so 80 1oo below 20 km/h and for bars with a small tube diameter at 

deflecLion ~rnrn] ~zt impact velocities between 20 krn/h and 30 km/h. None of 
the bars tested showed any visible damage resulting from 

¯ Figure 5: HIC vs. deflection the impacts. 

HIC 
TEST OF CRASH BARS OF OFF-ROAD VEHICLES        ~soo 

¯ In Germany, off-road vehicles have a share in the newly ~ooo 
registered cars of about 2% [4]. Around 60% of these 
vehicles are equipped with crash bars. Due to their ~ooi[ ’~ 
massive and stiff construction they present a high danger, 
among others, also to the head of children [6]. Therefore, ~ooo -- 
crash bars from the original accessories for the off-road 

¯ vehicles displaying the highest sales figures were tested see .... 
with the child head impact,r: 

Suzuki Vitara crash bar, part No. 00800-60120-001, o 
wts,, F,o,ns,o ~’,ter. ~st,~ 

Opel Frontera crash bar, part No. 1402406, 
~ Impact speed 20 krn~h      1 Impact speed 30 km/h 

Mitsubishi Pajero crash bar, part No. Z17743221, 

¯          Nissan Patrol crash bar, part No. 99999-09301. 
Figure 6: HIC values for all crash bars 

According to the EEVC-WG 10 test proposal [2], the 
upper tubes of the Nissan and Mitsubishi crash bars 
clearly are in the child head impact range (wrap-around 

DISCUSSION - The tests have confirmed that the crash 
distances between 1000 mm and 1500 ram), whereas the bars studied are too hard for child head impacts. None of 
tubes of the Suzuki Vitara and the Opel Frontera bars are 

the bars showed any damage after impacts. It can therefore ¯ 
just at the boundary of the child area. In order to answer be assumed that due to its high mass and stiffness the 
the question of the risk bars may represent for children in 

¯ 
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absorbing the impact energy through plastic Vulnerable Road User. EEVC WG 10, Proposal for 
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(b) include supporting elements covered with energy [3] Automotive Industry Data Ltd: 1991 Data Yearbook 
absorbing material. Western Europe. Vol.: 1 Passenger Cars. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt. Kirschbaum Verlag Bonn - 

The experience gained thus far with the EEVC-WG 10 test Bad Godesberg. 
procedure for head impact of pedestrians can be 
summarized as follows: 

[5] Zellmer, H.: Investigation of the Performance of 
Motorcycle Helmets under Impact Conditions. Proc. 

With the test procedures, differences in hard and soft 37. Stapp Car Crash Conf. 1993, S.59, SAE-Paper ¯ 
areas on the bonnet of passenger cars can be examined 933113. 
and distinguished. 

[6] Zellmer, H.; Schmid, M.: Zur Gef’~ardung yon 
The repeatability in previous tests [1] shows to be FuBg~tngern und Radfahrern durch Frontschutzbiigel 
satisfactory for a test procedure, an Gel~defahrzeugen. Zeitschrift fiir 

The durability of the test equipment is good, no failure 
Verkehrssicherheit 40, p.42 (1994). 

¯ 
of the impactors occurred so far. 

Tests can be carried out quickly and easily and there 
has been no problem with handling the test equipment. 

Evaluation tests of the test procedure carried out up to 
now in other test facilities underlined the conclusions ¯ 
drawn. 

Results from the tests described above lead to the 
following conclusions: 

- Car bonnets can be designed and manufactured to meet 
the requirements of the test procedure. This is also true ¯ 
for test areas with reinforcements of the bonnet. 

Child head impact test results seem to be higher than 
adult ones. 

In the child impact test area a distance to hard parts 

beneath the bonnet should be about 50 mm, in the ¯ 
adult area the required clearance is about 70 mm. The 
distance to soft parts may even be smaller. 

Crash bars of off-road vehicles are much to stiff for 
pedestrians, especially for head impacts of children. 

The tests reported here were carried out with the prototype ¯ 
impactors proposed in [1]. In the meantime, EEVC- 
WG 10 has frozen the design of the head impactors with 
some minor changes. Future applications of these test 
devices are under discussion, e.g. testing B-pillars in side 
impacts. 



APPENDIX 
Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 

No. force- substr, speed 
ment [mm] [m/s] 

Car exp. rein- impact 
No. force- speed Fiat Uno UIO yes 27 11.5 2319 

¯ ment [m/s] Ford Fiesta F12 yes 15 11.2 943 
Ford Fiesta F13 yes 15 10.8 1380 

Fiat Uno U08 no 11.5 1423 MB W124 M06 partly 27 11.4 312 
Fiat Uno U04 yes 11.3 1309 Opel Kadett K05 yes 0 11.3 555 
Fiat Uno U06 yes 10.4 1046 Peugeot 205 Tll yes 15 11.2 679 
Ford Fiesta F05 no 11.0 1235 Renault 19 Rll yes 12 11.0 1635 
Ford Fiesta F01 no 11.1 1427 VW Golf Gll yes 0 10.9 964 

¯ Ford Fiesta F07 yes 11.2 1227 VW Passat P09 yes 14 10.9 358 
HB ~ 124 M04 no 10.8 756 
Opel gadett K01 no 10.6 837 Table A4: Adult data: substructure firewall 
Opel Vectra V05 no 11.3 1190 
Peugeot 205 TO4 no 11.2 1947 
Renault 19 R01 no 10.9 1380 
Renault 19 R04 no 11.3 1402 Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 

¯ 
Renault 19 R05 yes 11.5 1137 No. force- substr, speed 

Saab 900 SO3 no 11.1 1688 ment [mm] [m/s] 

Saab 900 SO2 yes 11.5 1818 
Saab 900 S06 yes 11.5 2212 Fiat Uno U02 yes 25 11.5 2310 
VW Golf II GO8 no 11.2 1369 Ford Fiesta F03 no 40 11.0 1692 
VW Golf II GO6 no 10.5 1201 Ford Fiesta FIO no 40 11.2 2106 
V~ Golf II GO1 yes 11.8 1128 Opel Kadett K04 yes 40 11.0 1439 

¯ VW Passat P04 no 11.0 1171 Peugeot 205 TO2 no 12 10.8 5474 
VW Passat P06 no 11.5 1578 Peugeot 205 TIO no 12 11.3 7665 
V~/ Passat P05 yes 11.1 922 Renault 19 R03 no 40 11.2 2198 

VW Golf II GO7 partly 21 11.0 3544 
Table AI: Child data: distance to substructure greater 

than 100 mm, no contact to substructure Table AS: Child data: substructure suspension strut 

Car exp. rein- impact HIC Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 
No. force- speed No. force- substr, speed 

ment [m/s] ment [mm] [m/s] 

Opel Vectra V07 yes 10.8 1371 MB ~124 MIO no 78 11.2 1417 
¯ Saab 900 S04 no 11.8 838 Opel Vectra VIO partly 25 11.4 2601 

Saab 900 S05 yes 11.3 955 VW Passat    P08 partly 60 11.4 1515 
VW Golf II GIO yes 10.9 1066 
Vg Passat P10 no 11.4 730 Table A6: Adult data: substructure suspension strut 

Table A2: Adult data: distance to substructure greater 

¯ 
than 100 roJn, no contact to substructure 

car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 

No. force- substr, speed 
ment [mm] [m/s] 

Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 
No. force- substr, speed Fiat Uno U05 no 58 11.3 2187 

ment [mm] [m/s] Ford Fiesta F04 no 40 10.3 1477 
Opel Kadett K03 no 50 10.9 847 

¯ Fiat Uno U09 no 19 11.5 4665 Opel Vectra V01 no 38 11.3 1351 
Ford Fiesta F11 yes 15 11.5 2787 Opel Vectra V02 yes 58 11.1 1244 
VW Golf II    GO5 yes 0 12.2 1618 Peugeot 205 TO5 no 34 10.7 1736 

Renault 19 R06 no 58 11.3 1488 
Table A3: Child data: substructure firewall w Golf II G04 no 50 10..2 1338 

V~ Passat POT no 64 11.9 1468 

¯ Table A7: Child data: substructure air filter 
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Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC 

No. force- substr, speed No. force- substr, speed 

ment [mm] [m/s] ment [mm] [m/s] 

MB W 124 M09     no 60 11.4 977 Fiat Uno U01 no 63 11.3 1405 

Ford Fiesta FOB no 57 11.1 1814 

Table AS: Adult data: substructure air filter Opel Kadett K02 no 62 10.9 945 . 

Opel Vectra V04 partly 47 11.2 1546 
Peugeot 205 TO3 no 44 11.4 1838 

Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC Table A12: Child data: substructure battery 
No. force- substr, speed 

ment [mm] [m/s] 
¯ 

Fiat Uno U03 yes 60 11.3 2699 Car exp. rein- dist. impact 
Ford Fiesta F02 yes 19 11.0 1416 No. force- substr, speed 
MB W 124 M05 yes 41 11.1 1376 ment [mm] [m/s] 
Opel Kadett K08 partly 51 11.0 808 
Opel Vectra V06 yes 44 10.6 975 MB g 124     MOT yes 72 10.6 1257 
Peugeot 205 TO1 no 35 11.0 2499 

Renault 19 RIO yes 29 11.5 2392 . 
Peugeot 205 TO8 no 22 11.0 2410 

Renault 19 R02 yes 26 10.8 1374 
VW Passat P01 no 56 10.5 1256 Table Al3: Adult data: substructure battery 

V~ Passat P03 partly 45 11.0 1106 

Table A9: Child data: substructure liquid reservoirs car exp. impact tube impact HIC 

made of plastic No. point diameter speed ¯ 

[mm] [m/s] 

Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC Suzuki Sl right 33.7 5.3 482 

No. force- substr, speed Vitara $2 center 33.7 5.1 572 

ment [mm] [m/s] $3 left 33.7 7.7I) 1445 

Opel Kadett K06 partly 50 11.4 844 01 left 32 5.6 463 . 

Opel Vectra V08 yes 37 10.6 1040 Opel 02 center 32 5.5 516 

VW Passat P11 no 65 10.9 804 Frontera 03 support element 5.6 1021 

04 right 32 8.1I) 1596 

Table A10: Adult data: substructure liquid reservoirs 
made of plastic Mitsu- MI left 42 5.5 1174 

bishi M2 center 42 5.5 965 . 
Pajero M3 support element 5.7 1811 

Car exp. rein- dist. impact HIC Nissan N1 left 43 5.5 2024 

No. force- substr, speed Patrol N2 junction of tubes 5.5 1658 
ment [mm] [m/s] N3 center 48 5.5 1220 

Ford Fiesta F06 no 57 11.0 1445 1) ~creased impact veloci~ since HIC rema~ed clearly below 1000 at ¯ 

0pet Vectra V03 partly 79 11.1 853 nomin~ veloci~ of 5.6 m/s 

Peugeot 205 TO6 no 69 11.1 1233 
Peugeot 205 TO7 yes 65 11.1 1381 TabJeA14: Crash bar test results 

Saab 900 S01 no 57 11.2 1712 

VW Golf II GO9 yes 62 11.0 1037 

Table Al1: Child data: substructure engine block 
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ABSTRACT tions would be unacceptable due to the enormous costs 

The proposed introduction of EEC legislation 
involved in the redesign and manufacture of new press 

tools or in the repositioning of engine components. A (1998) for the protection of pedestrians and vulnera- 
reliance on experimental testing to prove designs on its 

¯ ble road users will, for head injury reduction, require 

a large number of bonnet impact tests with pedestrian own, would be prohibitively expensive. 

headforms to prove compliance. This paper describes the creation of finite element 

Mathematical modelling of bonnet impact tests headform models that meet the certification criteria and 

early in the design stage will enable problems to be iden- the use of these models in the simulation of bonnet im- 

tiffed and solutions to be found before committing to pact tests. 

¯ full practical testing. Adult and child headforms have The computer models were required to demon- 

both been modelled using the LS-DYNA3 D code and the strate that the certification requirements were met and 

accelerations experienced by the headforms have been that the headform bonnet impact accelerations were pre- 

dicted accurately. correlated with practical certification tests. Computer 
Computer simulations of vehicle bonnets at an simulations of headform bonnet impacts have been com- 

early stage of the design process will aid the design pared with actual bonnet impact tests on a current pro- 
¯ duction vehicle, of bonnets which comply with future regulations and 

which are simultaneously optimized for aerodynamic 
INTRODUCTION and structural requirements. 

An EEC directive is currently being formulated to 
REGULATION REQUIREMENTS AND TEST 

improve the protection of pedestrians and other vulner- 
PROCEDURES 

able road users who are involved in collisions with the 

¯ front of vehicles. Three separate frontal regions of vehi- The aim of legislation currently being formulated 
cles are to be tested to determine the protection afforded is to reduce the injuries of pedestrians and other vulner- 
by each; these are the bumper, the bonnet leading edge able road users who are involved in frontal vehicle col- 
and the bonnet top. The proposals for test methods are lisions. Three separate frontal vehicle regions are iden- 
being developed by the EEVC working group 10 [ref:l]. tiffed with legislation applying to each; these are the 
Three tests are proposed to address impacts to the lower bumper, the bonnet leading edge and the bonnet top. 

¯ leg and knee, to the upper leg, and to the head with the The EEC directive relating to the impact of pedes- 
bonnet, following a frontal collision between a vehicle trian heads onto vehicle bonnets defines two regions on 
and a pedestrian, the bonnet surface which represent, for adults and chil- 

The bonnet test procedure relates to experimental dren respectively, the approximate position where head 
impacts between child and adult headforms with vehi- impacts may be expected to occur during a collision. 
cle bonnets. Injury is assessed using the Head Injury The bonnet and surrounding structures must be proven 

¯ Criterion (HIC). Prior to impact testing, both the child for both adult and child headforms. 
and adult headforms must pass a certification test which The bonnet test procedure focuses on the impact 
checks that each impactor falls within the required ac- of a representative head with the bonnet. Studies have 
celeration tolerances under controlled test conditions, shown that during impacts with pedestrians, the neck 

Failure of a bonnet to comply with the regula- is very flexible and allows the side of the head or face 
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to impact the bonnet with little or no addition of mass celerations in the certification test were predominantly 
¯ 

to the head. It is therefore unnecessary to represent the axial, the lateral accelerations were also measured as 

neck or other part of the body. these were important in oblique impacts such as those 

The headform is required to pass a certification occurring on bonnets. 

test before it is used to test a bonnet. The objective of The adult headform was dropped from a height of 

the certification procedure is to ensure that, in a con- 376 mm and was fitted with the certification mass. The 

trolled impact, the headform accelerations fall within measured axial accelerations were within the certifica- 
¯ 

acceptable limits, tion range of 225g and 275g (g is the acceleration due 

Description of Adult and Child Headforms 
to gravity). 

The child headform (which had no additional 

The child and adult headforms used in the test- mass) was dropped from a height of 250 ram. The mea- 

ing and modelling were of BASt (Bundesanstalt ffir sured axial accelerations were within the certification 

Strafenwesen) design [ref:2]. These were the only im- limits of 210g and 260g. 
¯ 

pactors available at the time of testing in July 1993 at In both cases the acceleration time curve was uni- 

the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) .... modal. 

The adult headform, which is shown in figure 1, Tuning of the headform to meet the acceleration 

consisted primarily of an impact resistant phenolic resin requirements was achieved by applying French chalk to 

sphere which was 150 mm in diameter. A silicon rubber the surface between the rubber cap the phenolic sphere. 

skin with a uniform thickness of 7.5 mm surrounded the No chalk was permitted between the rubber cap and 
¯ 

phenolic sphere, steel slab. 

Three centrally located uni-axial accelerometers 
Bonnet Test Procedure 

were attached to the headform. The accelerometers were 

housed in a brass liner fitted in a steel insert within the Tests with adult and child headforms were carried 

cylindrical cavity in the phenolic sphere. Two masses out on bonnets mounted to the vehicle. The impact po- 
¯ 

were attached to the top of the headform using bolts sitions were a minimum of 165 mm apart for the adult 

which passed through into the phenolic sphere. The first headform and 130 mm apart for the child headform. The 

mass (0.5 kg) was used for certification purposes and was headforms were tested in free motion, with defined im- 

replaced by the second mass (0.7 kg) for impacts against pact speeds and angles of incidence. 

bonnets. The total mass of the adult headform for cer- The bonnet top included the upper surfaces of the 

tification was 4.6 kg and for the bonnet test was 4.8 kg. bonnet and the wings, the scuttle and the lower edge 
¯ 

The child headform which is shown in figure 2, of the windscreen. It was bounded by the geometric 

had a mass of 2.5 kg. The outer diameter of the phen~ trace of the 1000 mm and 2100 mm wraparound dis’ 

lic sphere was 115 mm. A 7.5 mm thick silicon rubber tances, which are defined below, and the bonnet side 

cap surrounded the sphere, as for the adult headform, reference lines. The windscreen extended forward of the 

The child headform differed from the adult headform in 2100 mm wraparound distance, and so the windscreen 

that there was a single mass for certification and bonnet lower frame became the rear boundary. 
¯ 

testing, and a single tri-axial accelerometer was used in- The 1000 mm wraparound distance (see figure 1 I), 

stead of the three separate uni-axial accelerometers as was the geometric trace described on the bonnet top by 

in the adult headform. The tri-axial accelerometer was one end of a 1000 mm long flexible tape, when it was 

housed within a steel insert, which was held onto the held in a vertical fore and aft plane of the vehicle and 

phenolic sphere by bolts which passed into the sphere, traversed across the front of the bonnet and bumper. 

To reduce computer run times the headform certi- The tape was held taut throughout the operation and 

fication tests were modelled in quarter symmetry. Fig- one end was held in contact with the ground, vertically 
¯ 

ures 3 and 4 show the finite element representation of below the front face of the bumper, whilst the other 

the headforms sectioned through a plane of symmetry, end was held in contact with the bonnet top. The sus- 

For the bonnet impact tests complete representations pension was set to the normal ride height attained at 

were used. a speed of 40 km h-1 with two occupants of 75 kg mass 

For the impact analysis of the adult and child each included in the front seats. Similar procedures were 
¯ 

headforms the non-linear, finite-element dynamic anal- used to describe the 1500, and 2100 mm wraparound 

ysis program LS-DYNA3D was used. distances. 

Bonnet side reference lines were defined by deter- 
Certification Procedure 

mining the highest points of contact between ~a 700 rnm 

The certification equipment consisted of a frame- long straight edge inclined inwards by 45° and the side 

work from which the headform was dropped onto a steel of the bonnet. 

slab. The headform was allowed to free fall from a pre- The adult head impact zone was bounded by 
¯ 

set height onto the steel slab. Accelerometers within the the 1500 mm wraparound boundary and the windscreen 

headform measured the accelerations. Although the ac- lower frame. The child impact zone was bounded by the 
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¯ 1000 mm and 1500 mm wraparound boundaries. Comparisons of the experimentally measured ac- 
The headform impact velocity with the vehicle celerations with the axial accelerations extracted from 

bonnet was 40kmh-1, at angles of 25° and 40° from accelerometer elements in the models, are shown in fig- 
the vertical for the adult and child headforms respec- ures 7 and 8 for the adult and child headforms. Ex- 
tively (see figure 11). cellent agreement was achieved in the prediction of the 

The "pass" criterion for the bonnet impact test peak acceleration and the period of the response. 
¯         was that the accelerations measured by the headforms           Modelling identified that the material properties 

should be such that the head injury criterion did not of the rubber were critical in determining the acceler- 
exceed 1000. The tIIC is defined by the expression: ation profile produced by the headform. The effect of 

varying the shear modulus of the rubber for the adult 

[ f ]1      32 
2.5 

Creased, the peak acceleration increased and the periodheadf°rm is shown in figure 9. As its value was in- 
, HIC= ~(t2-t~)./÷ adt~. 

-o . (t~.-t~) 1 of the ,pulse was reduced. 

Figure 10 shows the effect of varying the coefficient 
where a is the resultant acceleration expressed as a mul- of friction between the rubber and contacting surfaces 
tiple of g, and tl and tz are two points in time which for the adult headform. Increasing the coefficient of fric- 
are separated by not more than 36 milliseconds, tion had a similar effect to increasing the stiffness of the 

rubber skin; as the coefficient was increased, the period 
¯ EXPERIENCES OF CEItTIFICATION TEST- 

ING AND MODELLING of the acceleration response was reduced and the am- 
plitude increased. Increasing the coefficient of friction 

Certification testing of the headforms was carried constrained the motion of the rubber and more energy 
out at TP~L to ensure that the headforms complied with was therefore directed into the phenolic sphere, result- 
the acceleration requirements defined in the procedure, ing in higher acceleration peaks and a reduced period 

Experimentally two features were found to be ira- for the response. 
¯        portant in determining whether a headform would pass           The adult and child headform models were shown 

the certification test; the stiffness of the rubber skin, and to reproduce the experimental results and also demon- 
the coefficient of friction between the rubber skin and strated the sensitivity of the certification procedure to 
contacting surfaces. An indication of their importance variations in frictional coefficient and rubber stiffness. 
can be seen from the experimental procedure in which it When the requirements of the certification test 
was sometimes necessary to apply chalk to the internal had been met by the headforms, they were then used 

¯ surface of the rubber when the measured accelerations for bonnet impact tests. The next stage in the develop- 
were too high. ment of the finite element methodology was therefore to 

The objective of the modelling was to reproduce compare the experimentally observed accelerations and 
the experimental, results and to determine whether the phenomena with modelling predictions for a number of 
models would demonstrate a sensitivity to friction and bonnet impacts. 

¯        to rubber stiffness.                                       EXPERIENCES OF BONNET TESTING AND 
The material properties of the rubber were re- 

MODELLING quired as an input to the finite element models. As the 
properties of the rubber were only known in terms of the The testing of the bonnets was carried out at TRL 
Shore hardness, samples were taken from the adult and on a medium sized vehicle. A total of twelve tests were 
child skins supplied by TRL and the Young’s modulus carried out, some of which were filmed with a high speed 

¯ was measured, camera. In all cases the accelerations experienced by 
Using these data, parametric sweeps were carried the headforms were recorded for post-test analysis. One 

out varying the rubber stiffness and the coefficients of child impact at location C6 and one adult impact at A2 
friction. The simulations of the certification tests were were initially selected for modelling and are described 
started with the headforms almost touching the steel here. 
slab. In each case the headform’s velocity was initialized Figure 12 shows the locations of the impacts on 
with the velocity due to gravitational acceleration. The the bonnet. Due to the wraparound distance, the adult 

¯ effects of gravity were then included in the calculation, headform impact region was restricted to a narrow zone 
Figures 5 and 6 show the predicted deformation of close to the windscreen. This is a highly reinforced re- 

the adult and child headform skins during certification gion where contact with the structures surrounding the 
tests. As the headforms made contact with the steel bonnet is inevitable. 
slab the rubber skins became highly compressed. For Finite element models for the bonnet impacts, 
the child headform the skin thickness was reduced from were constructed using PATt~AN3 and LS-INGRID 

O 7.5 mm to 4.2 mm. A void between the phenolic sphere from surface geometries produced by CADDS4X. The 
and the skin was propagated away from the contact zone inner and outer parts of the bonnet were modelled but 
to the edges of rubber skin during the impact, no attempt was made at this stage to model surrounding 
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structures. The headform models developed in the cer- formed during the impact, with permanent deformation 

tification phase of the project were used for the bonnet focused around the point of impact. The displacement 

impacts, of the bonnet towards the engine peaked at 38 mm at 

Figures 13 and 14 show the PATRAN3 meshes for 9.0 milliseconds. 

the bonnet inner and the bonnet outer, which contained The agreement of the acceleration and HIC pro- 

7197 and 8208 elements respectively, files for the C6 impact (and other impacts not reported 
¯ 

Nodal constraints were used to tie together the two here), demonstrated the accuracy of the finite element 

surfaces at the bonnet edges where they were crimped technique. A parametric study using the C6 impact as a 

to each other. Nodal constraints with failure were used baseline, was then undertaken to investigate the effects 

to couple degrees of freedom across the glued surfaces, of: 

In addition, a slide-void interface was defined between 
the bonnet inner and outer, to take account of any other 1. rubber stiffness 

¯ 
contacts. 

2. simultaneous variation of the coefficients of friction 
The advantages of using the nodal constraint for- 

between the rubber skin and the bonnet and the 
mulation were that it didn’t interfere with the behaviour 

rubber skin and the phenolic resin part of the head- 
of the slide-void interface between the inner and outer, 

form 
and that it was computationally inexpensive. 

The bonnet hinges and latch were modelled by 3. bonnet material properties ¯ 
constraining the x, y and z displacement of nodes in 

the bonnet inner in these areas (figure 14 shows the Figure 19 shows the effect of variation in the coef- 

orientation of the model axes). Bonnet supports were ficient of friction on the accelerations experienced by the 

modelled by constraining the z displacement of nodes in headforms. Increasing the coefficient of friction between 

the bonnet inner, the rubber skin and the bonnet, and the rubber skin and 
The computer CPU required to model the impact the headform, resulted in increased accelerations which 

up to 30 milliseconds was 21 hours on a HP735 work- followed the trends shown in the certification test. 

station. Figure 20 shows the effect of variation in the rub- 

ber stiffness on the accelerations experienced by the 
Child Headform Impact 

headforms. Contrary to the certification test, there was 

Figure 15 shows the finite element mesh used for . a negligable sensitivity to rubber stiffness. Increasing 

the C6 impact; the bonnet inner is hidden by the bonnet the shear modulus by a factor of four, caused only small 

outer. A comparison of the experimentally measured changes in the acceleration profiles. The sensitivity of 
¯ 

accelerations and I-IIC values for the C6 impact with the headform certification test to rubber stiffness was 

those predicted by the finite element simulation is shown therefore unnecessarily stringent. 

in figures 16 and 17. Figures 21 and 22 show the effect of reducing the 

The impact was characterized by a well defined yield stress of the steel which forms the inner and outer 

peak at 2 milliseconds which was the result of the ini- parts of the bonnet. Reducing the yield stress of the 

tial contact between the headform and the bonnet. A bonnet reduced the accelerations at the impactor and 
¯ 

second smaller peak at 6 milliseconds may be due to reduced the HIC value by 24,5% thus almost satisfying 

contact between the bonnet inner" and the engine. By the pass criterion. 

24milliseconds the accelerations were at minimal levels " The sensitivity of the bonnet impacts to yield 

and the impact was complete, stress implies that steel supplied at the upper limit of 

The peak acceleration of 226 g predicted by LS- yield stress would have an adverse affect on HIC, per- 
¯ 

DYNA3D was only 0.5% greater than that obtained haps changing a pass to a fail. 

in experiment and occurred at the correct time. The 
Adult Headform Impact 

second smaller peak which was observed in the test 

at 6.0 milliseconds, was not present in the simula- Figure 23 shows the mesh used for the A2 im- 

tion and resulted in a maximum HIC of 1803 at a pact. Apart from the introduction of the adult headform 

window size of 8.5 milliseconds. The maximum HIC model and its repositioning, no other modifications from 
¯ 

calculated from the experimentally measured acceler- the child headform impact calculation were required. 

ations was 5.0% greater at 1896 for a window size of Comparisons of the accelerations and HIC values 

6.5 milliseconds. The difference between experimental for the adult headform impact at A2 are shown in fig- 

and calculated HIC values reflects in part, the sensitivity ures 24 and 25. Both the accelerations and HIC values 

of the HIC computation to the shape of the acceleration predicted by the model were lower than those measured 

profile, experimentally because the wings and plenum were not 

Figure 18 shows a side view of the bonnet for the modelled. These structures significantly stiffen the re- 

C6 impact at 0.0, 4.0 and 28.0 milliseconds. Both the sponse of the bonnet to impact and hence produce larger 

bonnet inner and outer w.ere plastically deformed de- headform acceleration and HIC values. 
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For impacts away from the edges of a bonnet, it pact at C6, where the edges of the bonnet were avoided. 

is possible to omit surrounding structures. For impacts The adult headform impact at A2 was not as well pre- 

close to a bonnet’s edges, as in the case of the adult A2 dicted due to the omission of wings and plenum. 

impact, the severity of the impact is greatly increased The shear modulus of the silicon rubber skin was 

by the much larger bonnet stiffness. Work currently in critical in determining whether headforms would pass 

progress will address the inclusion of surrounding struc- the certification test, but was not a factor in the bonnet 
tures and will enable the bonnet edge impacts to be impact tests. 
modelled accurately, Variation of the coefficients of friction on the bon- 

net and headform sides of the rubber skin, were found 
DISCUSSION 

to be important in both the bonnet impacts and certifi- 

Of the two types of impact described in this paper cation tests. 

(i.e. headform certification test and bonnet test), the Bonnet impac~ models must include representa- 

certification test was found to be more sensitive to ma- tions of the engine, wings, and plenum. Work is cur- 

terials and material interfaces than the bonnet impact rently in progress to ’add these features to the existing 

test. models .... 

Difficulties were encountered in experimentally ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
certifying the headforms, because of the dominating in- 
fluence of the skin stiffness and its associated coefficients The authors would like to acknowledge 
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test confirmed the importance of these two factors, advice and the supply of materials for property mea- 

Corresponding behaviour was not seen in the bon- surement, and Mr. J.A. Bugeja of Rover Group for the 
net impacts, in which rubber stiffness was not a domi- supply of the surface databases from which the models 

hating feature (within the boundaries tested). Although were generated. 

the coefficients of friction associated with the rubber 
skin were found to be important in both the certifica- 
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severity of the certification tests was the result of the im- 
pact between the headforms and a comparatively rigid 
material (steel slab), where contact was focused over a 
small area. By comparison, a bonnet impact occurs over 
a larger area with substantial deformation of the bonnet 
itself. 

In view of the differences between the certification 
and bonnet tests and the difficulty associated with cer- 
tifying headforms, it might be pertinent to reconsider 
the procedures for ensuring the consistency of headform 
impactors. 

The importance of the frictional effects at the rub- 
ber skin, in both the bonnet and certification tests dic- 
tates that there should be no preparation of the bon- 
net surface before certification. The tests at TRL were 
filmed using a high speed camera and to reduce glare, 
all of the bonnets were lightly sanded. In line with the 
results reported here, this will be avoided in any future 
tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The finite element simulations of the certification 
test and bonnet impact test, were in excellent agreement 
with the experimental results for the child headform im- 
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Figure 13: Finite Element Mesh of Vehicle Inner Bonnet 

Figure 14: Finite Element Mesh of Vehicle Outer Bonnet 
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¯                                      Figure 15: Finite element Mesh for C6 Child Impact 
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Development of an ISO Standard for Motorcycle allied fields of recent developments. This paper takes the 
Research Impact Test Procedures form of a progress report. 

Hans Van Driessche INTRODUCTION 
Convenor ISO/TC22/SC22/WG22 
Honda Motor Europe Historical Background 
Belgium 
Paper No. 94-$7-O-05 Over the last 25 years research on motorcycle 

crashworthiness has been carried out in Great Britain, 
ABSTRACT Germany, the United States and Japan. The research 

involved various industry, government and private 
As a result of more than 20 years of crash- researchers, using a variety of test methods, as reviewed 

worthiness research for motorcycles, the need for an by Sakamoto (1990) and involving different protection 
internationally recognized research methodology, to act as philosophies, for example, those described by Sporner, et 
a common basis for motorcycle secondary safety research, al (1987, 1989, 1990). In particular, research by TRRL, 
has been judged essential by the United Nations - the United Kingdom’s Transport and Road Research 
Economic Commission for Europe - Inland Transport Laboratory (now TRL) in the 1980’s led to a Draft 
Committee - Working Party 29. Consequently, the Specification (UKDS) for leg protectors in 1987. 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) was Several UKDS leg protector designs were 
asked to set up a working group to develop such a standard evaluated in full scale crash tests by TRRL and by the 
which would includethefollowingitems: 1)terminology motorcycle industry, with generally opposite results 
and definitions; 2) definition of impact conditions in (TRRL, 1991; Rogers, 1991a, 1991b; IMMA, 1992), 
relation to accident data; 3) dummy and dummy leg An International Leg Protector Seminar in 1991 
specifications; 4) instrumentation and measurement (IMMA, 1991) and the recommendation of experts in the 
procedures; 5) injury criteria; 6) test procedures; 7) field led to the conclusion that an internationally accepted 
parameters for computer simulation; and 8) test reports, crash dummy and research test methodology were the 
A group of experts in the field of motorcycle safety, necessary first steps before further objective and 
motorcycle crashworthiness, and dummy research was meaningful research on secondary safety devices on 
formed (ISO/TC22/SC22/WG22). The agreed objectives powered two-wheelers could be pursued. 
were to: 1) draft a standard on the basis of the best In March 1992, UN/ECE/TRANS/WP29/GRSG 
currently available technology in the field of motorcycle decided, at the suggestion of the International Motorcycle 
crashworthiness research, and 2).have the draft standard Manufacturers Association (IMMA), to ask ISO, the 
ready in a period of 18 months, by Spring 1994, for International Organization for Standardization, to establish 
presentation to SC22 and then to ECE/WP29. This paper an International Standard for a research methodology for 
is a progress report of ISO/TC22/SC22/WG22 which motorcycle crash testing. 
highlights the intensive efforts which have gone into this WP29, GRSG’s parent committee, approved the 
activity, by explaining and summarizing the objectives and plan but asked that the standard be completed before the 
the contents of the standard, and informing researchers in end of 1995, which meant that a complete draft would 
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¯ 
have to be finalized by Spring 1994. In September 1992, Either a stationary and a moving vehicle or two 
ISO/TC22/SC22, the Subcommittee on Motorcycles, set up moving vehicles 
a new working group, WG22, to deal with "motorcycle For any moving vehicle, a steady speed and 
research impact test procedures". Contacts with stralghfline motion immediately prior to impact 
subcommittees and working groups in the passenger ear One helmetted dummy in a normal seating position 

¯ field dealing with the same issues were made and it was The measurement of the potential for specified types of 
agreed that, because of the high degree of specialization of injury by body region 
motorcycle erashworthiness testing, it was better to treat Evaluation of the results of paired impact tests (ie, 
this subject within ISO/TC22/SC22, with appropriate comparisons between motorcycles fitted and notfitted 
liaisons with the ear ISO subcommittees, with a proposed device) 

Six working group meetings were held between 
¯ November 1992 and April 1994 involving some 25 experts The proposed standard does not apply to testing for 

and observers from UK, D, F, NL, B, I, USA, J, CN, regulatory purposes, which might typically involve, for 
and China, with input from both the motorcycle industry example, prescribed injury limits and test configurations, 
worldwide and technical experts in the field. The result is and which would not be expected to involve for example, 
a Committee Draft to be submitted to and considered by production cars used as opposing vehicles or paired 
ISO/TC22/SC22. comparison testing. ¯         This paper comprises a summary of the objectives 

and content of the Committee Draft. CONTENT AND RATIONALE OF THE PROPOSED 
STANDARD 

Objectives 
Structure of the Proposed Standard 

¯ The objectives of the proposed standard are to 
define common research methods for researching the The proposed standard comprises an approximately 
feasibility of devices which are fitted to motorcycles and 400 page, 8 part document covering: 
intended for the crash protection of alders. Such feasibility 
research involves making an overall evaluation of the - Part 1: Definitions 
effect that the protective device has on injuries, when - Part 2: Definition of Impact Conditions in Relation to 

¯ assesse21 over a range of impact conditions which are based Accident Data 
on accident data. The methods centre on full scale paired - Part 3: Requirements for Motorcycle Anthropometde 
comparison impact tests of motorcycles with and without Impact Dummy 
the protective device, against a standard opposing vehicle. - Part 4: Variables to be Measured, Instrumentation 

It is intended that the methods and and Measurement Procedures 
recommendations contained in the draft standard should act Part 5: Injury Indices and Risk/Benefit Analysis 
as a common basis for all feasibility research. However, Part 6: Full Scale Impact Test Procedures 
researchers should also consider variations in the specified Part 7: Procedures for Computer Simulation of 
conditions (for example, rider size) when evaluating the Motorcycle Impact Tests 
feasibility of any protective device.    In addition, PartS: Documentation andReports 
researchers may wish to vary or extend the elements of the 

¯ methodology in order to research issues which are of These are essential and interrelated elements, as shown in 
particular interest to them. In all such cases, where a Figure 1. 
deviation from the proposed standard is made, a clear The structure reflects the scientific method in that 
explanation of how such procedures differ from the basic the hypotheses (that a device reduces rider injuries) is 
methodology should be provided, tested using a set of methods (procedures, apparatus, 

The proposed standard is based largely on existing measurements, and indices) in a representative sample of 

¯ technology and it is expected that it will be amended test conditions and using the method of paired 
whenever necessary to take account of new research needs, comparisons. In addition to the results for the sample of 
technological progress, and practical experience. The draft test conditions, an evaluation of the effects of the device 
standard is therefore a codification of what is currently on the overall population of impacts is required; and the 
available, proposed standard recommends that this be accomplished 

Scope - The proposed standard is intended to apply by means of a standardized, calibrated computer simulation 
~1~ to: of motorcycle/car impacts. The latter also may be applied, 

according to the proposed standard, in order to extend the 
Two-wheeled .motorcycles test sample to include conditions associated with potential 

- A specified type of opposing vehicle failure modes of the device (ie, counter examples which 

¯ 
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and 

reports 
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Figure 1. Functional relationships among the parts of I$O/WD 13232 

could refute the hypotheses, thereby requiring a Common definitions, abbreviations, and symbols used in 
modification of the theory from which it was formulated), all parts of the proposed standard 

The technical approach used in preparing the Bibliographic references for the technical provisions. 
proposed standard, in addition to being based upon the 
scientific method and existing technology, was to attempt Some of the specialized definitions used in the 
to provide the simplest procedures which give proposed standard include: 
standardized, repeatable, reproducible, realistic, and 
representative test conditions for paired comparison crash - Paired comparison: testing and comparing results 
tests with and without proposed protective devices. The between two motorcycles with the only experimental 
goal was to use these criteria to determine specific variable between them being the presence of the 
provisions and content, proposed protective device 

An effort was made to provide technical rationale - Impact conditions; impact variables: the five variables 
and supporting data for the specific requirements and which characterize and define the positions, 
recommendations of the proposed standard, and these have orientations, and velocities of the motorcycle and 
been included as informative annexes to the document, opposing vehicle immediately prior to impact in a full 

scale impact test, a computer simulation of an impact, 
Part 1: Definitions, Abbreviations, and Symbols or in motorcycle/opposing vehicle accident data 

Relative heading angle: the angle between the 
The purposes of this part are to provide: motorcycle x axis and the opposing vehicle x axis 
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¯ 
measured in a clockwise direction from the motorcycle Part 2: Definition of Impact Conditions in Relation to 

x axis as viewed from above immediately prior to first Accident Data 

motorcycle/opposing vehicle contact 

- Opposing vehicle contact point (for full scale tests or The purposes of this part are to: 

computer simulations): the target or measured point 

¯ on the opposing vehicle for the main impact with the - Specify minimum requirements for the collection and 

motorcycle analysis of motorcycle accident data, in order to 

- Primary impact period: the time period from 0.050 s provide a statistical basis for defining impact test 

before first motorcycle/opposing vehicle contact until conditions 

0.500s after -Provide a standardized and representative set of 

Entire impact sequence: the time period from 0.050 s accident data and a set of impact conditions based on 
¯ before until 3.000 s after first motorcycle/opposing an analysis of this accident data. 

vehicle contact 
- First motorcycle/opposing vehicle contact: the first Key provisions of this part are as follows. 

instant in time when a part of the motorcycle or the Impact Variables The five impact variables 

dummy contacts the opposing vehicle which define an impact test or accident are: the relative 

¯- Feasibility: the capacity of proposed protective device 
heading angle; the opposing vehicle impact speed; the 

to reduce injuries to a given body region, and to motorcycle impact speed; the opposing vehicle contact 

reduce injury costs, in a significant percentage of the point; and the motorcycle contact point. 

accident population, without increasing injury costs in Standardized Accident Confieuratlons - A set of 

more than a very small percentage of the accident 200 standardized impact configurations are defined for use 

population, where "significant" and "very small" may in overall evaluations (risk/benefit analyses) of rider crash 

¯ be defined by the users of the proposed standard protective devices, for failure mode and effects analysis, 

- Risk/benefit analysis; overall evaluation: an objective and for full scale impact tests intended to verify such 

calculation of the effects of a protective device, in analyses. The 200 impact configurations resulted from 

comparison to a standard motorcycle, in terms of the applying specified analysis methods to suitable 

percentage of the population of impact configurations motorcycle/car accident databases. 

in which the device is beneficial versus the percentage For example, the accident database requirements 

¯ in which it is harmful or in which it has no effect, for are that it: include at least 200 motorcycle accidents; 

various injury indices involve uniformly sampled data from all reporting facilities 

- Injury assessment variables: a specific value (eg, the for a given region; be the result of in-depth investigation, 

maximum value) of a kinematic response from a measurements and reconstructions; and include all of the 

specific region of the anthropometric test dummy, key impact variables. During the development of the 

¯ used to establish the probability of injury to that proposed standard the two accident databases which were 

specific region of the body found to meet these requirements were those of Los 

- Injury index: measure of the probability of a specific Angeles (Hurt, 1981)and Hannover (Otte, 1980). 

injury and/or injury costs, based upon the measured The analysis methods involve dividing each of the 

values of the injury assessment variables and/or five impact variables into a number of ranges; and then 

frangible component damage sorting and categorizing each accident according to which 
¯ - Frangible component: components    of the ranges it falls within. Data for the 610 Los Angeles and 

anthropometric dummy which are intended to fail Hannover accidents fell within 200 of the 4,200 

mechanically at prescribed force/deflection values, in theoretically possible "cells" defined by this method. The 

order to simulate human injury mechanisms, and to result is a table defining the 200 impact configurations, and 

record predicted injuries the frequency of occurrence of each in the combined Los 

- Injury assessment function: a functional relationship Angeles and Hannoverdatabases. 

¯ between an injury assessment variable and the AIS The proposed standard recommends that in future 

(Abbreviated Injury Scale) of that same body region revisions, the use of new accident databases as well as new 

- Injury potential variable: a variable which suggests methods for determining frequency of occurrence, be 

the possibility of potential head injury, based on considered. 

helmet trajectory or velocity, in the proximity of an The proposed standard also defines a method for 

opposing vehicle and results of sorting the accident data by frequency of 
¯ 

Injury costs: the expected costs of an observed or injury to various body regions in order to provide an 

simulated injury, based on bio-economic data additional basis for defining key test conditions. 
In addition, a standardized motorcycle accident 

report form is defined, to be used in documenting accident 
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¯ 
databases.                                             Part 3: Requirements for a Motorcyde Anthropometric 

Impact Configurations for Full Scale Tests - Impact Dummy 
Seven full scale impact configurations as shown in Figure 

2 are defined as required conditions for a preliminary The purpose of this part is to specify minimum 

assessment of a proposed protective device. The rationale requirements for the: 

114- 6,7/13,4 // 

413- 6,7/13,4                   412 - 6,7/13,4 

Lov Lov 

143 - 9,8/0 

L ov L ov 

414- 6,7/13,4 225- 0/13,4 413- 0/13,4 

° At first MC/OV contact 

Figure 2. Target impact geometries at first MC/OV contact for 7 recommended impact configurations 

for the choice of these seven includes the facts that they - Biofidelity of the motorcycle anthropometric impact 
are feasible with existing test facilities; and that they are dummy 
ranked relatively highly within the 200 impact -Compatibility of the dummy with motorcycles, 
configurations in terms of frequency of occurrence, and in helmets, multi directional impacts, and the 

some cases also in terms of frequency of injury to the head instrumentation 
and/or leg region (past accident data having indicated that - Repeatability and reproducibility of the dummy 

those regions are of primary importance in motorcycle properties and responses. 

accidents). 
In addition, other impact configurations may be It is required that manufacturers of dummies or 

tested, if they are identified (via computer simulation or dummy components which are intended to meet the 

other analysis techniques) as being potential failure modes proposed standard, provide with the supplied components 
device. Such tests are intended to verify the results of a certification that the components meet the specified 
these analyses, requirements. The key provisions are as follows. 

Basis Dummy - The basis dummy is a Hybrid III 
50th percentile male dummy with sit/stand construction, 

standard non sliding knees, and head/neck assembly 
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compatible with either a 3 or 6 axis upper neck load cell. ’ be inappropriate in view of the target rider )population 

Some of the components of the basis dummy are modified (young adult male). Also the star shaped side projections 

or replaced as described below, have been eliminated because of the use of the dummy in 

Motorcyclist Dummy Head Skins - The geometry lateral impacts. 

and characteristics of special head skin extensions are Motorcyclist Dcmmy Ummr Le~ Comvonents- 
defined, which ensure compatibility with and proper These involve a frangible femur bone and associated 
retention of a motorcycle helmet, mounting hardware. 

Motorcyclist Dummy Neck Commments- This Frangible leg bones which have human-like 

includes a special neck shroud; lower neck mount; and stiffness and. strength are necessary in order to provide: 
modified nodding joint and upper neck torsional human-like (biofidelic) impact force magnitudes up to the 
characteristics, fracture level; human-like trajectory after fracture; and 

The neck shroud encloses the metal rings of the continuous monitoring for fracture potential along the 
standard Hybrid III neck which is important in, for length and around the circumference of the bone. In 
example, airbag research. It is intended to have reduced addition, such a bone should have adequate reproducibility 
stiffness compared to the commercially available shroud and be compatible with the mechanical, geometric, and 
and also to avoid the "gapping" of the latter which may mass properties of the crash dummy. The ability to 
occur with the upper neck adjustments needed to position measure electronieaily the loads at several points is also 

the motorcyclist dummy properly on the motorcycle, included, not as ah injury indicating means (for which such 
The modified lower and upper neck mounts have electronic sensors are inadequate, as discussed below), but 

increased ranges of adjustment, also to allow for proper as a means to trace sources of fractures. 
positioning of the dummy on the motorcycle. For these reasons, frangible leg bones have been 

Motorcyclist Dummy Thorax Components utilized in past and current motorcyclist and pedestrian 
These include: provisions for a replacement thoracic research (eg, Uto, 1975; Nyquist, 1985; Tadokoro, 1985; 
spine; a modified straight lumbar spine; and a modified Miyazaki, 1989; Sakamoto, 1989; St. Laurent, et al, 
chest skin. 1989b; Newman, et al, 1991; Rogers, 1991a, 1991b; 

An option for a replacement thoracic spine box Gibson, et al, 1992; Myer and Hochgeschwender, 1993). 

allows a slightly wider dimension than the standard Hybrid These have varied material composition and axes in which 

III thoracic spine, in order to accommodate portions of the they simulate human bone stiffness and strength. The 
feasible (existing technology) 32 channel internal data bones incorporated in the proposed standard are the 
acquisition system. When combined with the latter, the composite bones described by St. Laurent, Newman, 
replacement thoracic spine, if used, must result in the same Rogers and Gibson. 
upper torso mass and centre of gravity as for a standard Leg bones for ear crash dummies are rigid and 
Hybrid III upper torso, non-frangible (eg, the metal bones used in the Hybrid III 

A straight lumbar spine is defined which allows the dummy). These are inappropriate for motorcycle crash 
posture of the dummy on the motorcycle to be more research because: 
realistic; and which provides improved biofidelity 
(reduced, more human-like bending stiffness). - They were designed for a different purpose and crash 

The chest skin is slightly modified in order to environment. In particular, Hybrid III leg bones are 

allow a torso positioning instrument to be used. intended for frontal impacts, usually to the knees, 

Modified Elbow Bushimt - A scribe mark is against padded or relatively deformable car interiors, 
added which allows the elbows to be properly positioned, with a dummy which is usually restrained by lap and 
so as to avoid "over centre" locking of the elbow, which torso belts. Motorcyclists legs can be exposed to 
would prevent realistic torso motion, multiple frontal and lateral impacts to the knees, lower 

Motorcyclist Dummy Hand Components - These and upper legs; the impacting objects are often rigid; 
provide deformable fingers which can "grasp" the hand and the rider is typically not restrained. 

grips of the motorcycle, thereby allowing the dummy torso Mid span impacts to a fleshed metal Hybrid III leg bone 
to be stabilized in a realistic manner during the run up to with a rigid impactor result in greatly distorted (ie, 
impact, magnified) forces compared to those recorded for a 

Motorcyclist Dummy Abdominal Insert - This human cadaver leg or the feasible frangible leg design. 

is an adaptation of the device proposed by Rouhana, et al This rigid/rigid interaction can result in more than 100% 
(1990). It comprises a deformable foam insert which overestimation of impact forces(and therefore fracture 

provides human-like force/deflection characteristics and a potential), in comparison to those measured for 

physical record of maximum residual deformation. It is cadavers. 

somewhat stiffer than the Rouhana version, in order to - The fact that a metal leg bone does not fracture can in 

accommodate the straight lumbar spine; and this may not some cases distort the dummy motion compared to 
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dummy motion with frangible human or artificial leg The frangible knee assembly is specified which allows for 
bones. This distortion was measured .by Tadokoro two additional degrees of freedom in the dummy knee 
(1987) and Miyazaki (1989), for a frangible bone which (namely torsion of the lower leg about the knee, and lateral 
was different than that specified in the proposed bending (varus valgus) of the lower leg about the knee). 
standard. Another occurrence of this is illustrated in The purposes of the frangible knee are twofold: to 
the rationale for the proposed standard, based on an improve the biofidelity of the knee and resulting dummy 
Articulated Total Body 3 dimensional computer motion, as a human knee has these additional degrees of 
simulation. This is for an impact to the rider’s knee by freedom; and to provide a physical indication of forces 
the front corner of a car with and without frangible leg which are sufficient to cause knee dislocation (due to 
bones. With all other parameters held constant, the ligament rupture)in humans. 
results indicate large differences in the head, shoulder, In addition, prior research (Tadokoro, 1985) had 
hip, and knee trajectories when frangible versus non- indicated the potential for large torsional loads in the 
frangible bones are used. In addition, this large femur, and the frangible knee was intended to provide 
difference in trajectory was verified by full scale tests improved biofidelity in this regard. 
for a similar impact configuration, as indicated by test Static tests are used to confirm knee designs and 
data in the rationale, provide quality control for frangible knee components 

- Force monitoring with load cells only measures the loads because the existing biomechanieal data is static in nature. 
at the specific load cell location, and not at other The pre failure and at failure values for valgus and torsion 
potential fracture sites. This may be suitable for are based on cadaver measurements (St. Laurent, et al, 
monitoring knee frontal impact in cars; but is not 1989a) and the measured properties of the existing feasible 
adequate for the multiple impacts and impact directions knee design which are consistent with these biomechanical 
in motorcycle crash tests. This method can result in data. 
underestimation of fracture potential in many cases. An For the frangible knee device, a failure of an 
example provided in the rationale to the proposed internal shear pin is interpreted as an injury of the 
standard indicates that little or no bending moment is respective knee ligaments. "Pre failure" refers to a loaded 
sensed by the load cells when a fracture-level force is condition prior to fracture of the shear pin. 
applied to the mid tibia and when the lower leg is Lee Retaining Cables- Leg retaining Cables are 
supported near the knee and ankle (as may occur with incorporated in order to prevent the loss of portions of the 
motorcycle fuel tanks and engine eases). The result is dummy legs when the frangible bones fracture. Loss of a 
a nearly 100% underestimation of the bending moment leg affects overall dummy motion. Traumatic loss of a 
and therefore injury potential, limb is a rare event in accidents, and in any case the 

dummy leg does not otherwise have sinew, muscle and 
The composite femur and tibia bones, geometry other tissues which retain the limb. 

and performance requirements which are specified in the Motorcyclist Dummy Lower Leg Components - 
proposed standard have been validated against the Yamada Similar considerations and requirements as those described 
(1970) and Martens (1982) cadaver data as well as more for the femur are included for the tibia frangible bone. 
recent cadaver testing, including that reported by Fuller The specified characteristics include: bending static 
and Snider (1989). deflection and dynamic peak strength; and torsion static 

The overall conclusion of the above is that deflection and dynamic peak strength. 
frangible leg bones which have human-like stiffness and In addition, modified lower leg skins are specified 
strength are the best available tools for use in motorcycle which provide access to the frangible tibia and which are 
crash research; and standard Hybrid III rigid leg bones are compatible with the shape of the frangible knee structure. 
not appropriate for use in motorcycle crash research. Sit/Stand Pelvis Components - Portions of the 

The proposed standard specifies the static and internal data acquisition system may be contained within a 
dynamic performance tests for leg bone design suitably modified sit/stand pelvis, and if so it must 
confirmation and quality control purposes (the proposed maintain the same interface geometry, external dimensions, 
bone standard is a performance standard). The specified and lower torso mass and centre of gravity as the standard 
characteristics include: bending static deflection and Hybrid IIIlower torso. 
dynamic peak strength; torsion static deflection and Sampling of Frangible Components - The 
dynamic peak strength; and axial static strength, requirements are in two categories: "initial conformity of 

Once a given bone design, process, and materials production" CoP to certify any new design, manufacturing 
have been certified, then sampling of production for process or materials for a frangible element; and 
quality control purposes is specified under the conformity "subsequent conformity of production" for production run 
of production requirements discussed below, or "lot" sampling. For the initial CoP and for each 

Motorcvclist DummyFrangibleKneeAssembly- specified characteristic, 10 specimens are tested. The 
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sample mean value must lie within + 5 % of the specified research related to head protective devices); lumbar spine 
value for strengths and forces; and within + 20% for forces and moments; upper and lower femur lateral and AP 
deflections (since the deflection has a less crucial effect on bending moments, torsional moment, and axial force; 
overall dummy motion). In addition, the sample standard upper and lower tibia lateral and AP bending moments, 
deviation must be less than 7% of the sample mean value torsional moment, and axial force. 

¯ for strengths and forces and less than 10% of the sample A computer code for calculating the linear and 
mean value for deflections. For subsequent CoP, 3 angular head accelerations from the nine accelerometer 
specimens from each lot are tested. If one or more of the array within the dummy head is specified. 
specimens deviate by more than 2 standard deviations from Mechanically Recorded Variables - In all full 
the specified values an additional sample of 3 specimens scale tests specified mechanical variables must be recorded 
must be tested. If more than 2 of the 6 specimens deviate and photographed including: abdomen maximum 

¯ by more than 2 standard deviations the lot is rejected for penetration; left and right femur fracture occurrence; left 
use in full scale impact testing, and right knee yarns valgus and torsional dislocation 

occurrence; left and right tibia fracture occurrence. 

Part 4: Variables to be Measured, Instrumentation, Photographic Targets to be Dit~itized - 
and Measurement Procedures Quantitative analysis of exposed film from several high 

speed cameras is required and performance requirements 
¯ The purpose of this part is to specify requirements for the motion analyzer to be used in the analysis are 

for the: given. Targets to be digitized include: the helmet centroid 
point (the centre of a circle circumscribed about the 

Repeatability and reproducibility of the dynamic helmet) during the primary impact period, in order to 
measurement procedures for the motorcycle, the quantify head injury potential variables; targets on the 

¯ opposing vehicle, and the dummy motorcycle, opposing vehicle, dummy joints, and ground, 

Dummy instrumentation, prior to first motoreycle/OV contact, in order to provide 
measurements and verification that the speeds and contact 

The key provisions of the proposed standard are as points are within the specified tolerances. 
follows. Sensor Specifications - Specific models of 

Electronically Recorded Variables -For all full electronic sensors are specified as these are compatible 
¯ scale impact tests it is required to record for the entire with the Hybrid III basis dummy and provide 

impact sequence: time of first MC/OV contact; nine linear standardization with respect to their response and noise 
head accelerations (in order to compute the three linear and characteristics. Alternative sensors may be used if they 
three angular accelerations of the head centre of gravity); can be shown to lead to the same results. The specified 
and four sternum displacements (two upper, two lower), electronic sensors include: head aecelerometers; upper 
These were selected to be compatible with the head and neck load cell; chest potentiometers; lumbar load cell; 

¯ chest injury indices described under Part 5. In addition, upper femur load cells; and frangible load cell strain 
for research related to head protective devices (eg, gauges. Mechanical sensors comprise any devices which 
airbags), the upper neck x, y, z forces and y and z meet the performance requirements described above and 
moments are required to be recorded to provide some include: the abdominal foam insert; frangible femur and 
indication of the potential for neck injury. In addition, for tibia bones; knee compliance elements; and knee shear 

¯ leg protective device research, the upper femur axial force pins. 
and lateral and antero-posterior (AP) bending moments are Internal Data Acquisition and Recordin2 System 
required; and the upper tibia lateral and AP bending Specifications    It is recommended that there be no 
moments are required to be recorded, in both legs. The external cables attached to the dummy except detachable 
leg sensors are required in order to provide information cables to supply power to the internal data acquisition 
concerning cause/effect relationships, rather than as an system and the motorcycle/opposing vehicle contact sensor 

¯ injury index, the latter being indicated by frangible bone during the pre crash phase (the cables must be detachable 
fracture, with a maximum force of 5 N). Nondetachable external 

Variables which are recommended not to be cables are not recommended, but if used must meet certain 
recorded are chest acceleration and pelvic acceleration, maximum mass and minimum length requirements. In 
because of dummy biofidelity limitations (eg, excessively general, these requirements are intended to reduce the 
high non human-like lateral stiffnesses in the shoulder and chances of dummy motion distortion which may be caused 

¯ pelvis structures), which could result in misleading data. by the cables catching on various structures, or by the 
In addition to the required variables, other cable inertia itself. 

variables may be recorded if desired, including the: upper The data acquisition system must be capable of 
neck forces and moments (note that these are required for recording a minimum of 32 channels at 10 kHz per 
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channel for digital recording (2.5 lffIz for analog device were tested at the same impact conditions, within a 
recording) which is considered to be adequate to capture certain tolerance) are specified. These include 
the important phenomena of interest. Other specifications measurement procedures for: motorcycle and opposing 
for the data acquisition system include: antialias filtering vehicle impact speeds; relative heading angle at impact; 
(at least 40 dB attenuation at and above a frequency of 7 motorcycle roll angle at impact; opposing vehicle contact 
kHz); 8 bits or more resolution; maximum interehannel point; and dummy position verification. ¯ 
slew; and maximum gain sensitivity to temperature. Other 
specifications include: 3.1 s minimum storage time, which Part $: Injury Indices and Risk/Benefit Analysis 
is considered adequate to capture the entire impact 
sequence; masses and centre of gravity consistent with The purposes of this part are to provide: 
those of the standard Hybrid III upper torso and/or lower 
torso; resistance to impulse loading; and specified full Performance indices which can be correlated with ¯ 
scale recording ranges, so as to ensure appropriate human injuries 
resolution and minimize the likelihood of "clipping" crucial Formulae which relate injury indices to probable injury 
data. In particular, the ranges are set to correspond costs 
approximately to 130% of the maximum human tolerance A consistent means of interpreting impact test results 
levels for the associated body regions. Each of these A means of relating the results obtained from film 
specifications are based on the characteristics of the analysis and instrumentation of the dummy to injuries ¯ 
feasible (existing technology) internal data acquisition sustained in accidents 
system (White, 1989). A means of assessing both the combined and relative 

Hieh Sveed Photography - The cameras, lenses, effects of multiple injuries 
camera locations, lines of sight, and aim points are - An objective means of quantifying injury eost using a 
required to be the same for all tests in a paired comparison single index 

¯ and are specified for each of the seven full scale impact - A means of verifying the analysis 
configurations. This is to ensure appropriate resolution, - A means of doing risk/benefit analysis for protective 
scaling of target distances, and fields of view for all test devices fitted to motorcycles, based upon the 
facilities and tests, as some difficulties had been population of impact conditions identified in part 2. 
encountered in previous research and data exchange in this 
regard. A minimum frame rate of 400 fps is specified The key requirements of this part are as follows.          ¯ 
along with open shutter duration times which limit the blur Injury Variables - These include injury 
of the dummy helmet to a specified maximum value, assessment variables (for quantifying the probability of 
General specifications for additional recommended cameras injuries); and injury potential variables (which relate in a 
are also given, more general way to the potential for head injury, 

Still Photography - Minimum specifications on the regardless of what the helmet does or does not strike). 
still photography focal lengths and field of views are given The injury assessment variables for the head ¯ 
since these are used to verify that the dummy has not include: maximum GAMBIT, which quantifies combined 
shifted from its proper position during the run up to linear and angular acceleration effects as related to the 
impact, probability of brain injury (Newman, 1984; and as 

Data Reduction- Specific protocols for electronic quantified by Kramer and Appel, 1990); HIC, being a 
data processing and filtering according to ISO 6487 (1987) useful and interesting variable for injury assessment and 
are given as well as general requirements for data storage for comparison purposes (SAE J885, 1986); and the ¯ 

formats. In addition, specific procedures are given for the maximum resultant linear acceleration, fbr reference and 
inspection, photography, measurement, and categorization for comparison against computer simulation results. For 
of frangible component damage. High speed film analysis the chest the injury assessment variables include: upper 
procedures are defined with regard to the film analysis and lower sternum maximum normalized compression; and 
interval (in order to reach an appropriate balance between upper and lower sternum maximum velocity-compression ¯ 
signal noise injected by the digitization process and the as described by Viano and Lau (1988). These are 
ability to track short duration events). Other procedures considered preferable to acceleration based chest indices 
for high speed film analysis include: depth correction; for motorcyclist multi directional impacts because they are 
frame jitter, correction; time frame correction; lens more directly related to observed injury mechanisms in 
distortion correction if necessary; and digital smoothing of humans, and they depend on a region of the dummy which 
the photographic data. has good biofidelity. For the abdomen the injury ¯ 

lmaact Conditions Detailed procedures for assessment variable is the maximum residual deformation 
measuring the impact conditions (in order to determine as developed by Rouhana, et al (1991). 
whether motorcycles fitted and not fitted with a protective Additional injury assessment variables for the neck 
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¯ 
are required in head protective device research, because Risk/Benefit Analysis- For any overall evaluation 
recent motorcycle/airbag research (eg, Ramet, et al, of a proposed rider crash protective device fitted to a 
forthcoming, 1994) indicates the potential for serious neck motorcycle, procedures for a risk/benefit analysis are 
trauma with airbags, whereas accident data indicates that specified (as generally suggested by Newman, et al, 1992). 
neck trauma is relatively infrequent in conventional This makes use of injury indices described above, 

¯ motorcycle accidents (Hurt, 1981; Otto, 1980). calculated for a motorcycle with a protective device and 
The injury potential variables describe the motion without a protective device, for each of the 200 impact 

of the head until first helmet/opposing vehicle contact, configurations defined in Part 2; and is calculated using the 
The variables include: the x-z trajectory of the helmet (a calibrated computer simulation described in Part 7, or 
lower trajectory is considered potentially more injurious other methods (eg, full scale tests). The risk/benefit 

¯ because of closer proximity to rigid car structures);, analysis calculates the distribution across the 200 impact 
resultant velocity at first helmet/opposing vehicle contact configurations of the "change in each injury assessment 
(as related to head momentum and kinetic energy, variable and injury index".    For each assessment 
regardless of the orientation of the surface which may be variable/injury index, the percentage of cases with 
struck); longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocities at first negative, zero, and positive changes are designated as 
helmet/opposing vehicle contact (which may be pertinent "beneficial", "no effect", and "harmful", respectively in 

0 if the helmet strikes a vertical, lateral, or horizontal order to summarize the results of the analysis. 
surface, respectively). 

Lower Extremity Injuries - The mechanically Part 6: Full Scale Impact Test Procedures 
simulated injuries described in Parts 3 and 4 above include 
displaced and nondisplaced bone fractures; and knee partial The purpose of this part is to specify minimum 
and complete dislocation, requirements for: 

¯       Injury Severity Probabilities (ISP) - The 
probability associated with each AIS level for a given body Paired comparison tests 
region is determined by Weibull functions which have been The preparation of the dummy, motorcycle, and 
fitted to published injury severity probability curves. The opposing vehicle 
Weibull cumulative frequency distribution is well suited to The procedures for determining the trajectories of the 
describe biomechanical data which is biased (Ran, et al, dummy and the vehicles 

¯ 1984). The published injury severity probability data The repeatability and reproducibility of impact test 
includes that of: Kramer and Appel (1990) for GAMBIT; conditions within and between test sites 
Kroell, et al, (1974) for chest compression; Lowne and - The minimization of variation in secondary test 
Janssen (1990) for velocity-compression; and Cavanaugh variables 
(1986) for abdominal penetration. Note that, due to some - Realistic and representative impact conditions for full 

¯ uncertainty regarding the dynamic properties of the scale impact tests 
abdominal insert, the proposed standard allows the - A means to verify analytical evaluations of proposed 
maximum residual deformation to be excluded from the rider crash protection devices fitted to motorcycles, 
injury analysis, at the researcher’s option, such as computer simulation. 

Injury Indices - The injury indices include: the 
probability of each discrete AIS injury severity level for The key requirements of the proposed standard are as 

¯ the head, thorax, abdomen and lower extremities based on follows. 
the above; the probability of fatality based on the data of Otmosing Vehide - The specified opposing vehicle 
Ulman, et al (1986); the risk of life threatening brain for motorcycle impact research is a production Toyota 
injury based on HIC, as correlated by Mertz (1984); the Corolla 4 Door Sedan, 1988 to 1990 Japan model year. 
medical and ancillary costs associated with injuries to each This model was selected because it was near 50th 
of the four body regions, based on the data of Miller percentile in several dimensions, and widely available, on 

O (1991); the probable AIS for each body region based upon an international basis. A specific production vehicle is 
the weighted average of each AIS probability; the specified in order to provide for some level of repeatability 
normalized injury costs of survival and fatality, and the and reproducibility within and among test facilities for a 
total normalized injury cost, based upon the Miller data; given motorcycle/protective device configuration. 
and for head protective device research, neck injury Dummy and Instrumentation- The dummy and 
indices for shear, tension, compression, flexion, extension, instrumentation for all tests are those meeting the 
and torsion based on data summarized by Mertz (1984) and requirements of Parts 3 and 4 above. The dummy is to be 
the data of Myers, et al (1989) for torsion, calibrated using standard Hybrid III calibration procedures 

A computer code which implements the injury cost at least once every ten tests. Before each test, the dummy 
model is included as an informative annex, joint tensions are all set to be between 1 g and 2 g of 
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torque so as to provide both an upper and lower tolerance of impact, using recorded data, as described in Part 4 
limit, which is consistent with the coarseness of the joints, above. The measurements are used to determine whether 
except for the elbows which are set at 3-4 g, and the wrist a given test is within the specified tolerance limits. 
which is set at 5-6 g. The latter settings are required in Vehicle speed control provides that the motorcycle 
order to stabilize the dummy on the motorcycle during the and opposing vehicle are freewheeling at the time of 
run up period, and have been verified not to affect dummy impact and thereafter, except: the opposing vehicle 
motion during the impact sequence, in comparison to a parking brake must be set if the opposing vehicle is 
setting of 1-2 g (5-6 g for the wrist is a relatively small stationary; and the opposing vehicle must be braked at a 
torque, since the hand has a small mass), specified time after impact and with a specified force, if 

Prior to each test the sensor, data acquisition, and the opposing vehicle is moving. The latter provides for 
pest processing systems are verified by impacting the test personnel and equipment safety and also standardizes 
dummy head at an oblique angle; and then including the opposing vehicle motion during the later phases of the 
resulting recordings in the test documentation, impact sequence. 

Specifications for dummy clothing, boots and The paired comparison requirements include 
helmet are given in order to provide some level of relative and absolute tolerances on the impact conditions. 
repeatability and reproducibility. In particular, the helmet: The relative tolerance relates to the difference between two 
is a full face model so as to enclose the chin of the head tests in a single paired comparison (or among all members 
form (which is not particularly biofidelic); is of a of a group of tests in a "multiple" paired comparison). 
particular make and model; and has both upper and lower Relative tolerances are specified for the: opposing vehicle 
performance specifications, impact speeds; motorcycle impact speeds; relative heading 

The helmet is fitted to the head using a specified angle; motorcycle roll angle; opposing vehicle contact 
procedure and the head is adjusted to be as near to point; and dummy helmet centroid and joint locations. The 
horizontal as the special upper and lower neck hardware opposing vehicle contact point relative tolerance depends 
will allow, on the particular impact configuration of the test. 

The dummy is positioned on the motorcycle using The use of relative tolerances helps ensure that 
a fairly extensive set of procedures for the feet, knees, both tests in a paired comparison are run at a comparable 
pelvis, torso, elbows, and hands. The dummy is shifted set of conditions, since the initial conditions can greatly 
laterally so as to balance the motorcycle, influence the outcome of the test. 

Motorcycle - The motorcycle is prepared for the In addition, absolute tolerances (the difference 
tests following a specified procedure. This includes the between the target condition and each of the tests in a 
steering system being free to steer after release from the paired comparison) are specified to be less than or equal to 
guidance system and prior to impact, except for interaction the relative tolerances, in order to provide for 
with the dummy’s hands; and the front wheel and main reproducibility among different test facilities. 
frame being properly aligned. Ambient condition specifications pertain to the use 

Photo8raphic Equipment - Required (and of large scale outdoor test facilities in different climatic 
recommended) high speed cameras and their locations, and regions. Requirements are given for air temperature, wind 
photographic target locations are specified, velocity, and test surface gradient. The air temperature 

lmvact Condition Requirements - In order to do requirements apply only to the dummy preparation areas 
an overall evaluation of the feasibility of a given protective (areas where the dummy is at rest prior to the impact) and 
device, according to the proposed standard, paired not to the test area itself. This is because the dummy may 
comparison tests using at least the seven full scale impact only be exposed to the test area temperature for a few 
configurations defined in Part 2 are required. In addition, seconds (except for stationary motorcycle tests) prior to 
the protective device must also be evaluated in the impact. The requirement is that the air temperature in all 
remaining 193 impact configurations defined in Part 2, and of the dummy preparation areas be between 13° C and 30° 
this evaluation should be done by computer simulation C, or if not, then to use a special temperature soaking 
meeting the requirements of Part 7. procedure. Maintaining the temperature in this range 

The impact tests must be performed so that they results in a head and chest response tolerance of :t: 5%, 
meet the requirements related to: pretest measurements; which is considered to be a practical compromise 
post test measurements; vehicle speed control; paired considering the extremely wide range and variety of test 
comparisons requirements; and ambient conditions, facilities and climatic regions. 

The pre impact measurements include documenting 
the distance from the various cameras to the various targets Part 7: Standardized Procedures for Performing 

and various vehicle dimensions. Computer Simulations of Motorcycle Impact Tests 
The post impact measurements include the 

measurement of the detailed impact conditions at the time The purposes of this part are to provide: 
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Conventions for calibrating and documenting the and effects analysis. Three dimensional animation should 
important features of the simulation model be used to display the motions of the motorcycle, opposing 
Guidelines for definition and use of mathematical vehicle, dummy; and protective device and may only 
models for motorcycle crash simulations which can display the actual modelled rigid body surfaces and/or 
be correlated against data for full scale tests finite elements in their proper shapes and relative positions 

¯ - A means for identifying possible additional impact and orientations. This is so that "artistic" or "creative" 
conditions for full scale testing embellishments of the model, which may be misleading to 
A standardized tool, of optional use, for risk benefit the viewer, are. not used. In other words, only graphics 
analysis of rider crash protective devices fitted to illustrating the actual modelled geometry are permitted. 
motorcycles, ~ based upon the population of impact The injury analysis is consistent with that used for 
conditions identified in Part 2. the full seaie tests as defined in Part 5. 

0 Failure mode and effects analysis, if done, 

The key requirements of this part are as follows, involves simulating the motorcycle fitted and not fitted 
Modelline - As outlined in past research by with the protective device, in each of the 200 impact 

Zellner, et al 0991) and Nieboer, et al (1993), the configurations defined in Part 2. Impact configurations in 
simulation model must be based upon. accepted laws and which one or more injury indices increase, due to the 
principles of physics and mechanics; and must consist of addition of the protective device, are identified as potential 

O portions describing the motorcycle, the opposing vehicle, failure modes. 
the dummy (including proper mounting position, joint Simulation Calibration- The simulation must be 
tensions, and helmet), the protective device if present; and calibrated with at least the following tests and the results 
the road surface, which are consistent with the other parts documented according to Part 8; laboratory component 
of the proposed standard. The five impact variables tests; motorcycle laboratory dynamic tests; full scale 

¯ defined in Part 2 must be able:to be varied across the.200 impact tests. 
impact configurations, in the model. The laboratory component tests involve 31 mostly 

In addition, the model for each vehicle and the dynamic impact tests of various components of the dummy, 
dummy must include the "bodies" (components which have the motorcycle and the opposing vehicle. The simulation 
physical degrees of ~freedom relative to other components) must either directly incorporate, the data resulting from 
which are physically present, for example: the dummy such laboratory tests; or be used to simulate the 31 

¯ helmetted head, neck, upper torso, lower torso, left and laboratory .tests, with the results being plotted and 
right upper legs, lower legs~ feet, upper arms, lower arms, compared to the test data. 
hands; the motorcycle front wheel, rear wheel, main The motorcycle laboratory dynamic test involves 
frame, upper front fork assembly, lower front fork a rigid barrier test at 13.7 m/s, with the time histories 
assembly; and the opposing vehicle four unsprung recorded in the test being compared with those generated 
assemblies, and sprung body. The frangible element by the computer simulation and documented in Part 8. 

¯ kinematics of the lower extremities must also be modelled. The full scale impact test calibration involves 
Parameters For each "body" the parameter quantitative correlation (if data for 14 or more tests are 

values used must correspond to the actual measured: available); and in all.cases, comparisons of the dummy and 
mass, centre of gravity location, moments of inertia, motorcycles trajectories from the available full scale tests 
principle axis orientations, joint locations, joint physical with those from the computer simulation. These 

¯ 
degrees of freedom, joint orientations, and maximum comparisons :include the trajectories of the helmet eentroid, 
thickness of each undeformed body. and the shoulder,, hip, knee and ankle target trajectories. 

Outputs - The simulation must output the force, In addition, the simulation must agree with the full 
moment, and .motion time histories which are compatible staletest trajectories and velocities at a defined end point 
with the injury variables and injury indices listed in Part 5, within specified tolerances, for the three dimensional 
along with the occurrence of frangible component damage helmet centroid position and velocity, the pelvis target 

~1~ and time of damage. In addition, the linear and angular position and velocity, the torso pitch angle, and the 
displacement and velocity time histories of the motorcycle motorcycle, pitch and yaw angles. 
main frame, helmetted head, and dummy joint targets The number of full scale tests to be used in the 
corresponding to those used in full scale tests must be required comparisons correspond to the number of tests 
output and plotted. If a three dimensional animation is available. Obviously, the greater the number of tests and 
done then the linear and angular positions of any and all the~eloser the comparisons, the greater the validity and 

¯ rigid bodies and finite element nodes must be output at confidence level of the model. 
equal increments of time. Simulation Application Limits - In any overall 

Post Processing -Post processing includes: three evaluations of protective devices, the simulation may only 
dimensional animation; injury analysis; and failure mode be used for impact configurations in which, for each of 9 
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motorcycle and opposing vehicle components, the computer simulations which are intended to meet the 
maximum force and displacement in the simulated full proposed standard. 
scale test are less than the corresponding maximum force It is recommended that the test and/or simulation 
and displacement measured in each of the 9 laboratory documentation forms be completed.prior to any publication 
component tests. This is to prevent extrapolation of the of results. Publications describing full scale tests should 
model beyond the measured region. If any of the include the following information at a minimum: detailed 
measured force and displacement values are exceeded, the descriptions of the target and actual impact conditions; all 
researcher has the choice of either excluding that impact items in the proposed standard which are not complied 
configuration from the risk/benefit analysis or extending with, along with a suitable explanation; vehicle information 
the range of data measured in the laboratory component and description; a description of the sequence of physical 
test and used in the simulation, events occurring during the impact; a listing of all values 

Document~ti0n- Documentation of the overall for all injury assessment variables, injury potential 
simulation model features, the comparisons with the 31 variables, and injury indices; an indication of whether each 
laboratory component tests, the motorcycle barrier tests, test met the paired comparison tolerance requirements; 
and all available full scale test comparisons and summary statements of trends observed in the data 
correlations are required to be done according to Part 8. including, for each paired comparison, whether all the 

injury measures showed the same trend (eg, beneficial, 
Part 8: Documentation and Reports harmful, or no effect), or were "mixed", in which case the 

trends for the most crucial indices should be included at a 
The purpose of this part is to provide a common minimum; and for comparisons across impact 

basis for: configurations and for each injury measure, a summary 
statement regarding the proportions of test pairs in which 

Test and simulation documentation the measure increased, remained the same, or decreased. 
Data exchange Risk/Benefit Analysis - Any risk/benefit analysis 
Confirmation of results by other researchers must be documented using the forms provided, for the 200 
Direct comparison of results between different impact configurations. 
facilities 

Enabling other researchers to reproduce the SUMMARY 
expedment 

- The recommended minimum contents of publications Overview 
which describe tests done according to the proposed 

standard.                                                       Following more than two decades of research into 

motorcycle crashworthiness, by numerous organizations 
The key requirements of this part are as follows, worldwide using a wide variety of test methodologies, 

Documentation for Full Scale Impact Tests - UN/ECE/TRANS/WP29/GRSG requested that an 
Each full scale impact test must be documented to include International Standard for test and analysis procedures be 
detailed information which is specified on a series of developed. An ISO Committee Draft of such a standard 
forms. The extent to which the requirements, has been prepared, based upon existing technology and 
recommendations, and procedures of the proposed standard comprising eight interrelated parts. Together these are 
have or have not been followed must also be documented, considered to provide a common basis for future 
A complete set of documentation for one full scale test motorcycle crash research. 
includes the completed forms plus copies of the films from 
the required high speed cameras. Items for Further Consideration 

Documentation for Computer Simulations - All 
computer simulations intended to meet the proposed In the course of elaborating the proposed standard, 
standard must be documented to include the information a number of technical procedures and technologies were 
specified in the forms provided. As with the full scale identified as warranting further consideration in future 
tests, the extent to which the requirements, revisions of the proposed standard. These include: 
recommendations, and procedures of the proposed standard 

have or have not been followed must be documented.           - The methods for accident data analysis, the accident 

Recommendations Reeardine Publication of databases themselves, and the method used to select ke~ 
Results - It is not possible for an International Standard to test configurations 
require publication, or to require that specific contents be Improvements in the injury cost model, possibly 
included in publications. However, recommendations are including the integration of HIC 
given for the contents of publications of results of tests or - The dewlopment of a moving car shaped barrier to 
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Motorcycle Impact Performance evolution of improved test and analysis methods for 

Greg Schmeling 
examining such effects. 

This paper describes results of a series of tests to 
Robert Archer evaluate the effects of add-on U-shaped engine guards on 

¯ 
Harley-Davidson, Inc. rider injury potential. In general, the tests were based on 
Kenneth Wiley application of existing automotive crash test technology. 
John Zellner In addition, in order to analyze the large scale crash 
Dynamic Research, Inc. motions of the rider and motorcycle, a set of indices 
United States of America describing kinematic injury potential was developed and 

¯ 
Paper No. 94-$7-O-06 applied. Using these indices, the effects of various engine 

ABSTRACT 
guard treatments were analyzed. 

Background 
This paper describes the results of 63 full scale 

motorcycle/car impact tests to evaluate the effects of Crash Bar Research-Prior experimental research 
¯ various add-on engine guard treatments on impact investigated the effects of tubular type (also referred to as 

performance. Test variables included engine guard "bar type") engine guards, "crash bars" and related devices 
presence, engine guard design, .motorcycle type, and protruding laterally from the motorcycle frame, forward of 
impact configuration. Dynamic measurements comprised the rider’s legs. While the purpose of motorcycle engine 
photo-optic time histories and measurements as well as guards is to protect vehicle components from damage in 
electronically sensed dummy accelerations. For each test, stationary upsets, early theories proposed that such devices 

¯ a set of kinematic injury potential indices were calculated could also potentially reduce "trapping" of the leg between 
from thedynamiemeasurements. Differences in kinematie the motorcycle and opposing vehicle in impacts by 
injury potential, due to the addition of various engine preserving leg space in such situations, and thereby help 
guard treatments and variations in other test variables, are reduce injuries. 
discussed. Conclusions and recommendations are An early study by Bothwell (Bothwell, 1971) for 

¯ presented, the US Department of Transportation addressed accessory 
(or "conventional") crash bars. These were 1 inch (25 

INTRODUCTION mm) outer diameter, generally U-shaped tubes, with wall 
thickness of 1/16 to 1/8 inch (1.6 - 3.2 mm). Test results 

Motorcycle impact performance has been an active indicated that such devices were inadequate to protect legs 
area of research for the past 25 years. Research into in fall down or collision events. The bars themselves were 

Q motorcycle impacts and rider injury mechanisms has been also noted as a potential injury source. This study 
pursued via both accident research and experimental recommended that the devices be adequate to withstand a 
studies. One particular area of investigation has involved 30 mi/h (48 km/h) side impact. 
the effects of add-on structures and devices on alder injury Accident investigations (Hurt, 1981; Whitaker, 
potential. In parallel with this research has been the 1980) found that accessory engine guards in use at the time 
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did not affect leg injury occurrence. A more detailed in certain body regions). In general, this means focusing 
study of accessory engine guards in the accident data relatively more attention on gross dummy motions (i.e., 
(Oulette, 1987) indicated that while engine guards can kinematics) and relatively less attention on the forces 
preserve leg space in some situations, this is not strongly measured in specific body regions. 
related to the occurrence of serious leg injury, because the Kinematic In|ury Potential - Because of the 
leg often leaves the leg space during the collision above factors, as well as the large variety of objects which 
sequence, may be impacted in motorcycle collision tests, past 

Modified (or heavy duty) engine guards were also motorcycle research has often used kinematic measures 

investigated (Bothwell, 1973). These comprised2 inch (50 related to injury potential. For example, these have 

mm) outer diameter, 3/32 inch (2.3 ram) wall thickness U- included: 
shaped tubes. Test results indicated these could withstand 
30 mi/h (48 kin/h) angled impacts; however, impacts of - Hip lift (Tadokoro, 1985) as indicative of the tendency 

the lower leg and knee against the device were considered of the dummy to be ejected from the motorcycle 
to be potentially injurious. - Torso pitch (noted in Sakamoto, 1990; Rogers 1991) 

More complex, reinforced, tubular frameworks, at indicative of head-first or head-downward motion toward 

both front and rear of the motorcycle, were investigated in lower, more rigid ear structures 

the mid-1970’s (Uto, 1975; Bartol/Livers/Miennert, 1975; - Head maximum vertical velocity (Chinn, 1987) 
Livers, 1976; Peterson/Bothwell/Knight, 1981). The indicative of .torso pitching behavior and head injury 
various side protection devices reported by Uto gave some potential for impacts to ear horizontal surfaces (e.g., 
reduction in lower leg fractures, but resulted in twisting hood, trunk lid) 
fractures in the upper leg and head first ejection from the - Head resultant velocity (Sakamoto, 1990; Rogers 1991) 
motorcycle. The Experimental Safety Motorcycle work by indicative of head injury potential for impacts to a wide 

Bartol and Livers produced lower loads in the tibia and variety of car surfaces (e.g., A, B, C pillars, roof edge, 
femur, but generally increased the accelerations (and injury etc.) 
potential) of the head and chest. - Change in forward velocity (AV) during a short time 

Evolution of Test and Analysis Methods - The interval (e.g., during the primary impact period, which 
test and analysis methods used to evaluate motorcycle is up to 500 milliseconds after first motorcycle/car 
impact performance have evolved along with the devices contact), indicative of momentum change and loads 
being investigated. Early tests by Bothwell in the 1960’s imparted to the subject (i.e., dummy part or vehicle) 
used wooden parachutist manikins. As car impact -Maximum acceleration or integral acceleration, 
dummies were developed, they were applied to motorcycle indicative of loads applied, and in the ease of the 
research (e.g., Bartol/Livers/Hirsch, 1973). This situation dummy head, brain injury potential 
continues to some extent until today, although there are 
efforts underway to consider dummies and test methods The latter two indices are also used in the automotive crash 
which are more specialized to motorcycle impacts, field for describing impact severity. 

It is recognized that car impact dummies and test Individually or in combination, the above 
methods have evolved for a specialized purpose, which is kinematic indices provide quantitative measures of 
to simulate a seated occupant in single direction impacts in exposure to large, potentially injurious forces; and of 
a closed, restrained and energy absorbing environment, motions which place the dummy upper body regions in 
Car impact dummies have human-like response for very more vulnerable, injury producing attitudes. 
specific impac~ directions, body locations and objects (e.g., 
fore-aft impacts to the mid sternum by cylindrical objects). Objectives 
When used in a more generalized motorcycle impact 
environment, involving large, unrestrained motions, and The objective of the research was to assess the 
multi directional, rigid impacts, the response of such effects of motorcycle add-on engine guards on kinematic 
dummies may not be human-like in all cases. Examples injury potential, across a range of engine guard designs, 
are the very high stiffnesses and therefore forces occurring motorcycle types, and impact configurations. 
in the shoulder, pelvis and leg structures of the Hybrid II 
and III dummies, when exposed to rigid, lateral impacts. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

One approach - that used herein - is to apply the 
available ear technology, recognizing that it has a Test Vehicles 
considerable degree of applicability (e.g., human-like 
component masses, centers of gravity, joint degrees of Motorcycles - The baseline motorcycles (as 
freedom, and biofidelie response in specific areas)and also manufactured) used in these full scale tests were in the 
recognizing its limitations (e.g., in terms of high stiffness heavy weight class and were large in comparison to the 
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¯ average range of motorcycles in use. In their class, they Table 2 
can be considered light weight, medium weight, and heavy Specifications of Opposing Vehicle 
weight, as follows: 

Manufacturer: Chevrolet 
Model: Celebrity 4 Door Sedan -Light weight (Sport type), approximately 500 lb 

¯ (227 kg) Overall length: 188.3 in (4783 mm) 
Overall width: 69.3 in (1760 ram) - Medium weight (Cruiser type), approximately 600 lb 

(273 kg) Overall height: 54.1 in (1375 mm) 
Cowl height: 36.8 in (936 ram) - Heavy weight (Touring type), approximately 750 lb 

(341 kg) Weight: 2750 lb (1250 kg) 

¯ Within each type there were some minor variations in Test Facility 
features and frame details, which were considered to be 
small relative to the differences among the 3 main types of The test facility used for the full scale impact tests 
motorcycle used.    Note that the baseline touring was Failure Analysis Associates, Inc. in Phoenix, Arizona. 
motorcycle had as standard equipment an engine guard The facility consisted of a main rail, along which the 
similar to the add-on accessory engine guards, and motorcycle trolley was drawn by cable; and a series of 

¯ therefore it was not tested in a "no engine guard" side runways at various angles to the main rail, along 
condition, which the opposing vehicle was also drawn by cable. The 

The physical appearances of the baseline motorcycle was propelled to the point of impact by a four- 
motorcycles are illustrated in Figures 1 to 6. wheeled trolley, in which the motorcycle tires were free to 

Add-on Engine Guards - Three different add-on roll on the ground and the motorcycle was controlled by 

¯ U-shaped engine guards were used, as listed in Table 1. support braces at the handlebar, wheel guide, and abort 
bracket attached to the main frame, until its disengagement 

Table 1 just prior to release. Figure 15 shows a side view of the 
Specifications of Add-On Engine Guards trolley with a test motorcycle in place. 

Outside Wall Section For the moving motorcycle/moving ear 180 degree 
Engine guard diameter, thickness, modulus .           offset frontal test described below, a heavy duty arrest 

¯ inches (ram) inches (ram) inches3 (era3) cable was used to stop the ear, after impact with the 
motorcycle, in order to avoid ear impact with the trolley. 

Accessory 1 1/4 (31.8) 3/32 (2.4) 0.091 (1.5) 
engine guard 

(baseline for Impact Configurations 
Touring 
motorcycle) Five impact configurations were used, as described 

¯                                                               in Table 3 and Figure 16. These were selected based on 
Spec A engine 1 1/2 (38.1) 1/8 (3.2) 0.171 (2.8) 
guard a review of the accident data (Hurt, 1980), and 

consideration of configurations in which it was expected 
Spec B engine 2 (50.8) 3/32 (2.4) 0.256 (4.2) that engine guards could have some effect, either positive 
guard or negative. 

¯ ’ Review of the accident data indicated that 
The Spee A and B engine guards were two types motorcycles impact the front or side of ears in the majority 

of non-standard, non-available heavy duty engine guards of cases. Of these two regions, it was considered that: 
having approximately 2 and 3 times the section modulus of the car front corner provided a well defined contact point 
the baseline engine guard, for 90 and 180 degree impacts to the side (engine guard 

The appearance of the 3 engine guards on the portion) of the motorcycle; and the A pillar region of the 
O cruiser motorcycle is shown in Figures 7 to 12. ear provided some likelihood of dummy contact with the 

OD~osinl/ Vehicle - The opposing vehicle for all ear roof for all relative heading angles as this phenomenon 
tests was a 1985 to 1987 Chevrolet Celebrity 4 Door has been noted in various accident studies as a potential 
Sedan. This was selected because it was the highest sales source of injury. 
volume model in the highest sales volume size category The relative heading angles selected provided a 
(i.e., intermediate) in the United States in the above time range of values between 90 and 180 degrees (at 1/3, 1/2 

¯ period. The specifications of the opposing vehicle are and 2/3 the interval between the two angles). The speeds 
giv, en in Table 2. of both vehicles were nominally 20 mi/h (32 kin/h) in all 

Photographs of the opposing vehicle are given in tests, as this was observed to be in the range of typical 
Figures 13 and 14. impact speeds in the accident data. 
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Figure 1. Front view of light weight motorcycle Figure 2. Side view of light weight motorcycle 

Figure 3. Front view of medium weight motorcycle Figure 4. Side view of medium weight motorcycle 

Figure 5. Front view of heavy weight motorcycle Figure 6. Side view of heavy weight motorcycle 
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Figure 7. From view of accessory engine guard Figure 8. Side view of accessory engine guard 

Figure 9. Front view of Spec A engine guard Figure 10. Side view of Spec A engine guard 

Figure 11. Front view of Spec B engine guard Figure 12. Side view of Spec B engine guard 
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Figure 13. Oblique view of opposing vehicle 

Figure 14. Side view of opposing vehicle                                   ¯ 

Figure 15. Side view of motorcycle in trolley, and opposing vehicle 
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¯ 
Table 3 included the dummy helmet centroid (center of a circle 

Impact Configuration Description circumscribed about the helmet), shoulder target, and hip 
target; and motorcycle frame target. 

Opposing Motor- Relative Opposingvehicle Vlotoreycle In general, not every frame was digitized, since 
Impact Vehicle cycle Heading 

speed 
Speed 

this can introduce excessive measurement noise into the 
Configuration Contact Contact! Angle 

mi/h 
mi/h 

¯ Point Point (deg) (kin/h) (kin/h) data, but rather an optimized film analysis interval (FAI) 
was used for each test, as defined by: 

1      Front-comer Side      90     20 (32) 20 (32) 

0.012 W Fr 
2     Side-from* From    120    20 (32) 20 (32)                            FAI - v 

¯ 
3 Side-from* From 135 20 (32) 20 (32) 

where 

4      Side-from* From    150     20 (32) 20 (32) 
FAI = number of film frames between digitized 

5 Front-corner Side 180 20 (32) 20 (32) frames 

*At base of ear A pillar W = frame width (ft) 
Fr = nominal frame rate of camera (frames/see) 

¯ Impact Configuration V = impact velocity of motorcycle (ft/see) 

1 2 3 4 5 

~ 
~ ~ ~ 

~ This procedure provides a balance between minimizing the effects of measurement noise (which for high digitizing 
rates tends to distort subsequent velocity calculations) and 

¯ 120° 135" 150° retaining the ability to follow short duration events. 
The photo-optic measurements were made over the 

primary impact interval, or until the target left the field of 
view, whichever occurred sooner. Dummy motions later 

Figure 16. Impact configurations used in the full scale tests than this tended to involve motions toward or away from 
the motorcycle side view camera, and the measurement 

¯ 
Crash Dummy method could not readily account for such motions. 

The resulting position time histories were 
The dummy used for all tests was a Hybrid II smoothed using four passes of a triangular moving average 

dummy with sit/stand pelvis. This was adjusted to the digital filter, and this procedure also provided a balance 
required specifications (SAE, 1986)and mounted on the between minimum noise and ability to follow short 
test motorcycle in a nominally upright seated position, duration events. 

¯ The dummy was fitted with thermal knit underwear, 
shoes, and a full face type helmet. Kinematic Injury Potential Indices 

Measurements Based on the electronic and photo-optic 
/~ 

measurements, a set of 12 primary kinematic injury 
Electronic - A limited set of sensors was used in potential indices (KIP) were generated for each test. 

¯ the dummy, recognizing the biofidelity limitations noted These were: 
above, and in order to minimize the number of external 
cables which could potentially distort dummy motion. Head maximum resultant acceleration (HAR) 
Tdaxial aecelerometers were located in the dummy head Head injury criterion (HIC) 
and pelvis, and on that rigid component of the Pelvis maximum resultant acceleration (PAR) 
motorcycle which was nearest to the center of gravity. Pelvis maximum integral acceleration (IPAR) ~i1 The electronic data was filtered according to SAE J211 Head maximum vertical velocity 
requirements. Pelvis maximum height 

Photo-optic - For all tests, several high speed Pelvis change in velocity 
16 mm cameras were used to photograph dummy and Pelvis whole body acceleration 
motorcycle motions during the crash sequence. The film Torso pitch rate 

¯ from the m~otorcycle top and side view cameras Motorcycle change in velocity 
(typically at 1,000 frames/sec) was digitized using a Motorcycle whole body acceleration 
NAC 160F film digitizer, in order to quantify the Head increase in resultant velocity 
motions of various dummy and motorcycle parts. This 
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The first four indices were calculated using the measured data. 
electronic measurements; and the remaining eight indices Pelvis Maximum Whole Body Acceleration - 
were calculated using the photo-optic measurements. This is the maximum value of the pelvis fore-aft 

Considerations for each index follow: acceleration, calculated by differentiating the pelvis 
Head Maximum Resultant Acceleration - This forward velocity time history. It provides a measure of the 

was simply the maximum value of the resultant of the three maximum fore-aft force which is less affected by the 
component accelerations during the entire impact sequence, structural properties of the metal pelvis, than the PAR 
analogous to the value used in some helmet standards index described above. It used photo-optically measured 
(e.g., ECE/Reg 22). It used the electronically measured data. 
head acceleration data. Torso Maximum Pitch Rate - This is calculated 

Head Injury Criterion - This was calculated by differentiating the torso pitch angle time history. The 
according to the standard formula (SAE J885, 1986), latter is based on the forward and vertical position time 
during the 0 entire impact sequence.    It used the histories of the shoulder and hip. It used photo-optically 
electronically measured head acceleration data. measured data. 

Pelvis Maximum Resultant Acceleration - This Motorcycle Maximum Change in Velocity - The 
was calculated in the same way as the corresponding index calculation of this index is analogous to that for the pelvis 
for the head. It used the electronically measured pelvis above, and provides a similar, overall measure of the 
acceleration data. magnitude and duration of fore-aft force applied to the 

Pelvis Maximum Integral Acceleration - This motorcycle. This indicates the tendency for the rider to be 
was a comparative index, somewhat analogous to HIC for ejected from the motorcycle. It used photo-optically 
the head, calculated as: measured data. 

Motorcycle Maximum Whole Body Acceleration 

[ { i}2] 

- This index is analogous to that for the pelvis above. It ¯ 
1 

a(t)dt 
is much less affected by structural vibrations of the 

IPAR = max (t2- tl) tz tl t~                    sensed acceleration, and is therefore more useful in 
motorcycle frame and components than the electronically 

where’ describing the overall motion of and forces acting on the 
motorcycle. It used photo-optically measured data. 

a(t) is the pelvis resultant acceleration time history Head Increase in Resultant Velocity - The three 
components of head velocity are calculated from the 

tl and t~ are the initial and final times, for all forward, lateral and vertical head position time history; 
possible intervals over the entire crash sequence and used to form a resultant. The maximum increase in 
which do not exceed 0.300 s value during the primary impact period indicates the extent 

to which the head moves faster than its initial speed, as a 
The IPAR index provided a measure of the pelvis result of the impact. It used photo-optically measured 
acceleration pulse having the largest "energy", over the data. 
entire crash sequence. It used the electronically measured 
pelvis acceleration data. Analysis Methods 

Head Maximum Vertical Velocity - This is the 
bead’s maximum downward velocity during the primary Paired Comparisons - The test data were analyzed 
impact period, calculated by differentiating the head using the method of paired comparison, wherein each test 
vertical position time history. It used photo-optically with an add-on engine guard (accessory, Spec A or Spec 
measured data. B) was compared to the corresponding baseline test (i.e., 

Pelvis Maximum Height - This is the pelvis’s the test which was for the same motorcycle in its standard 
maximum height above its initial position on the seat, treatment - with a baseline engine guard for touring models 
during the primary impact period. It used photo-optically and without an engine guard for cruisers and sport models; 
measured data. and at the same impact configuration). Therefore, 

Pelvis Maximum Change in Velocity- This is the nominally, the only variable within each "pair" was the 

maximum change in pelvis forward velocity, relative to the presence or absence of a particular engine guard. 
initial velocity, during the primary impact period. It The matrix of test pairs is given in Table 4. :This 
provides an overall measure of the magnitude and duration shows that 46 paired comparisons were constructed from 
of forces applied to the pelvis, by either direct contact with the 63 individual tests. 
objects, or in response to forces transmitted by the legs or Percentage Chan~e - The KIP indices described 
torso. Forward velocity is calculated by differentiating the above have different physical units (e.g., ft/s, g, deg/s, 
longitudinal position time history. It used photo-optically etc.) associated with them. In order to facilitate analysis, 
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¯ 
and in particular, to assess trends across indices which main goal was to assess the overall trends across the entire 
have different units and magnitudes, the test results for database, in terms oft he effects of engine guard treatment, 
each paired comparison were expressed as a percentage for various groups of results, i.e., for the groups of the: 
change as follows: 

12 KIP variables 

¯ Percentage Changei KIP~T - KIP~B 
3 motorcycle types 

= × 100 5 impact configurations 
KIPi~ax 

where Two overall indices were used to quantify these 
trends, namely, 

i is the ith KIP index 
¯ The average percentage change, for a group of paired 

KIPI.r is the index value for a given test tests, and 
The 95% confidence interval of the average percentage 

KIPI.B is the index value for the baseline test change, which indicates the statistical significance of the 
average percentage change. 

KiPi,~x is the maximum index value across all ¯            63 full scale tests                                          The average percentage change for each group was 

calculated in straight forward manner, based on the 
This particular form was used because it expresses "percentage change" values in the group. 

the change due to the engine guard treatment, relative to The 95% confidence interval of the observed 
the "worst case" value for a particular index across all 63 average percentage change was assessed in accordance 

¯ tests. Possible alternatives such as normalizing by the with standard statistical methods. This takes into account 
index value for the baseline motorcycle or for the engine the possibility that the observed differences may be due in 
guard treatment could result in numerical oversensitivity, part to random experimental variation. 
in cases where the latter values were equal or close to 
zero, and therefore would be unsuitable. TEST RESULTS 

¯ Table 4 The test results are described first by presenting 
Matrix of Test Pairs the results for one example pair of tests; and then by 

Motorcycle Engine Impact Configuration presenting the statistical trends observed across the 46 test 
pairs. 

Type       Guard     1 2 3    4     5 

Analysis of an Example Test Pair 
¯ Sport Accessory x x x x x 

Spec A x x x x x Results for an example test pair are presented 
Spec B x x x x x below, in order to illustrate a typical impact sequence, and 

resulting time history data, KIP values, and percentage 
Cruiser Accessory x x x xx* xx* changes due to the engine guard treatment. 

Spee A x x x xx* xx* The example test pair involves: ¯                     Spec B    x x x xx* xx* 

Medium weight (Cruiser type) motorcycle 
Touring SpecA x x x x x -Impact eonfiguration 5 (180° car front corner/ 

Spec B x x x x x motorcycle side, 20 mi/h both vehicles) 
Spec B heavy duty engine guard treatment 

*Two versions of the cruiser motorcycle were tested in 

impact configurations 4 and 5                                Tables 5 and 6 summarize the physical events 

observed in the impact sequence, for the baseline 
Sienificance Tests - The test data involved a motorcycle, and for the Spec B engine guard. The 

large number of paired comparisons (e.g., 46 pairs times motions are quite different in the two tests, with 
12 KIP values per pair, or 552 paired comparisons). 
For each of these comparisons, a given engine guard 
treatment could increase, decrease, or have no effect on 
a partieular KIP index; and the results across hundreds 
of comparisons tend to be quite "mixed". However, the 
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Table 5 Table 7 
Example Impact Sequence Summary Summary of KIP Values and Percentage Changes 

for Baseline Motorcycle for Example Test Pair 

Time With 
Maximum Percentage Subject Action Object or Direction 

(ms) 
KIP variable KIP 

Spec B Baseline 
for 63 

number engine motorcycle 
tests 

change 
Right leg contacts bumper 0 guard 
Motorcycle contacts car right side 40 
Motorcycle continues forward 100 Head 

128 g 72 g 
Hips pushed rearward/upward 100 maximum 1 228 g 25 

Torso pitches forward/downward 120 resultant aceel 
(650)’) (1043) 

Motorcycle rolls left 150 
Right leg swept rearward 180 HIC 404 86 

Helmet contacts handlebar/mirror 200 2 (648- (1041- 1047 30 

Legs, hips move downward 300 651) 1045) 

Torso moves downward 300 
Hands remain near handlebars 400 Pelvis 

74 g 121 g 
242 g -19 

Motorcycle continues forward 500 maximum 3 
(44) (597) 

Loft knee contacts ground 600 resultant aceel 

Motorcycle left side contacts ground 850 
Helmet             contacts ground             1040              Pelvis 

maximum 4 
10 g2-s 13 g2-s 

98 g2-s -3 

integral aceel 
(9=231) (2-68) 

Table 6 
Example Impact Sequence Summary Head 

maximum 14.5 ft/s 5.5 ft/s 
for Spee B Engine Guard Treatment vertical 

5 
(110) (100) 

26.2 ft/s 34 

Time velocity 
Subject Action Object or Direction 

(ms) 
Pelvis 

0.92 ft    0.97 ft 
Spec B engine guard contacts bumper 0 maximum 6 

(234) (258) 
2.59 ft -2 

Spec B engine guard bends rearward 6 height 

Spec B engine guard contacts right foot 24 
Right knee contacts car corner 40 

Pelvis change 33.4 ft/s 6.3 ft/s 

Motorcycle front wheel contacts [car side 50 in velocity 
7 

(499) (359) 
43.3 ft/s 63 

Motorcycle stops 70 Pelvis whole 
Torso pitches forward/downward 90 6.7 g 5,2 g 

body 8 24.5 g 6 
Right shoulder contacts handlebar 100 acceleration 

(4 I) (0) 

Motorcycle yaws right 100 
Motorcycle and dummy roll i left 110 Torso pitch 

9 
640 deg/s 327 deg/s 981 deg/s 

32 Right leg ¯ swept rearward 180 rate (110) (57) 
Motorcycle moves !rearward 200 
Motorcycle left side contacts ground 500 Motorcycle 

38.1 ft/s 9.4 ft/s 
Helmet contacts ground 650 change in 10 

(234) (474)    42.3 ft/s 
68 

Hips contact ground 760 velocity 

motorcycle and dummy stopping then moving backward 
Motorcycle 

10.8 g 3.3 g 
whole body 11 19.9 g 37 

after ear impact with the Spec B engine guard, acceleration 
(82) (43) 

The corresponding electronic and photo-optic time 

histories are given in Figures 17 to 26. These illustrate Head increase 
2.0 ft/s 3.0 ft/s 

in resultant 12 5.0 ft/s -20 
dummy and motorcycle impact responses for the baseline velocity (69) (70) 

(no engine guard) and the Spec B engine guard treatment, 
plotted on the same axes. Also shown are the respective Average 21 

KIP values, for each time history. 
Table 7 summarizes the KIP values from Figures Note: t) ( ) denotes time of occurrence, in milliseconds. 

17 to 26, and also the percentage change in each, due to 
addition of the Spee B engine guard treatment. As can be 
seen, 8 of the KIP indices increase in value, and 4 of them 
decrease, when the Spec B engine guard is fitted to the 
motorcycle. The average percentage change, across all 12 
KIP indices is +21 percent, indicating an on-the-average 
increase in kinematic injury potential indices, when the 
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Table 8 average of the percentage changes; and also it is due to the 
Summary of Average Percentage Change in KIP Indices, limited number of statistical degrees of freedom. Nine 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard statistically significant differences (denoted by "boxes") out 
~mw~t co~o, of 46 pairs were observed. For 8 of these 9 pairs, the 

~e Mo~- average KIP indices increased with the addition of an 
Guard cycle 4 5 

Tr~ont Tyr~ 1 2 3 , 
engine guard. 

a 
I 

b a b 

I 
Accessory Light [-16(13) nd -2(4) -1(11) ~ [~6(14),I ~ 

Average Percentage Change for Groups of Test Pairs 

Medium -9(19) -3(10) 2(10) -14(18) 8(10) -4(11) 4(11) The clarification of statistically significant trends 
Spee A Light -1(16) -4(18)* 14(12) 38(26) na 6(8)* ~ might be improved by examining trends across groups of 

test pairs, where each group has certain test variables 
Medium -4(33) -8(10) -3(7) 2(21) 8(14) 11(20) 

(e.g., engine guard treatment) in common. Such grouping 
r~ea~ 22(~. 3(8) 3(6) 7(8) ~ 6(17) ~ increases the statistical degrees of freedom present, thereby 

Spee B Light -8(10) -14(20")* -4(8) 22(23) na 9(14)* m tending to improve the associated confidence intervals. 
Results for the groupings are described below. 

¯ Mediura -4(18) -6(8) 1(9) -3(10) 8(7) 27(20) 21(18) Note that for each grouping, the different engine guard 
Heavy -14(15) 5(5) 11(18) -6(16) na 16(13) tm treatments (i.e., accessory, Spec A or B engine guard) are 

kept separate, since this was the primary test variable of 
Notes: "ha" denotes test not performed,                                                    interest. 

"a" and "b" denote, small varia~on~ in motercyele type. Effect of motorcycle type - Table 9 presents the 
( ) denotes the 95 p ..... t confidence interval on th ..... go percentage change, average percentage change in all of the KIP indices for 
~nd" denotes no data because of data acquisition failure. 

¯ denotes that for this test paix, the result is based on fewer than 12 KIP values, each motorcycle type when all impact configurations are 

b .... f data acquisition fail .... combined. Here, again, the results which are statistically 
significant at the 0.05 level are indicated by the 95 percent 

Spec B engine guard is fitted, for this impact configuration 
confidence interval being less than the associated average, 

and motorcycle, 
and these cases are denoted by a "box" outline. 

Average Percentage Change of KIP Indices for 46 
Table 9 Individual Test Pairs 

Effect of Motorcycle Type on Average Percentage 

For each of the 46 test pairs, the percentage Change in KIP Indices Resulting From Add-On Engine 

changes in each of the 12 KIP indices were calculated, and Guard (across all impact configurations) 

the resulting data are presented in the Appendix. Engine 
Average Significant 

The average percentage change in KIP values, Guard 
Motorcycle Percentage at0.05 

across all KIP indices available for each test pair, was Treatment 
Type Change in 

KIP       Level 
calculated for each motorcycle type and impact 
configuration, and the results are presented in Table 8. Light -1(6) no 
Also shown is the 95 percent confidence interval on the Accessory 

Medium -2(5) no 
average percentage change (e.g., "4(11)" denotes 4% + 
11%). Light 12(8) yes 

Note that a positive number indicates an increase 
Spee A Medium 4(7) no in KIP (i.e., a harmful effect) resulting from addition of 

the engine guard treatment; and a negative number :Heavy 6(5) yes 
indicates a decrease in KIP (i.e., a beneficial effect) 
resulting from addition of the engine guard treatment. Light 2(7) no 

Note that in most cases, however, the percentage Spec B Medium 6(5) yes 

change is not statistically significant (at the 0.05 level)1. 
This result is due to a relatively large variation in the Heavy 2(6) no 

individual KIP percentage changes, compared to the 
In general, the grouping of the data (across all 

impact configurations) results in clearer but still marginally 
significant trends emerging. The significant trends are: 

1This is indicated by the 95 percent confidence interval 
being larger than the magnitude of the average percentage - The Spee A engine guard on the heavy weight 
change. 
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¯ motorcycle increased the average KIP value by 6% + The accessory and Spec B engine guards in impact 
5%, configuration 1 decreased the average KIP value by 13% 
The Spec A engine guard on the light weight + ll%and9% + 8%,respectively, 
motorcycle increased the average KIP value by 12% - The Spec A engine guard in impact configurations 4a 
+ 8%, and 5b increased the average KIP value by 16% + 12% 

¯ 
The Spec B engine guard on the medium weight and 24% + 21%, respectively, 
motorcycle increased the average KIP value by 6% + - The Spee B engine guard in impact configurations 4b, 
5%. 5a, and 5b increased the averageKIPvalueby 8% + 

7 %, 18 % 4- 9%, and 21% 4- 18 %, respectively. 
Effect of Impact Configurations - Table 10 

presents the average percentage change in the KIP indices       In other words, the Spec A and B engine guards seem to 

¯ for each impact configuration when all motorcycle types have disadvantages for the 150° and 180° impacts (i.e., 
are eombined. Here, the significant trends are: where the motorcycle and car are moving in more 

opposing directions); and the accessory engine guard and 
Table 10 Spee B engine guard seem to have some advantage in 90* 

Effect of Impact Configuration on Average Percentage car front corner/motorcycle side impacts. 
Change in KIP Indices Resulting From Add-On Engine Effect of Engine Guard Treatment - Table 11 

¯ Guard (across all motorcycle types) presents the average percentage change in KIP indices for 
each engine guard treatment, when all motorcycle types Average Significant              and impact configurations are combined. The statistically 

Engine 
Impact Percentage 

at 0.05 Guard 

Treatment 
Configuration Change in 

Level 
significant trends are: 

KIP 

Table 11 
¯ 1 -13(11) yes 

Effect of Engine Guard Design on Average Percentage 
2 -3(10) no Change in KIP Indices Resulting From Add-On Engine 

Guard across all motorcycle and impact configurations) 
3            0(5)      no 

Average    Significant 
Accessory 4a -7(10) no Engine 

Percentage 
Guard 

Change in 
at 0.05 ¯                         b        8(10)     no                         Treatment                 Level 

KIP 
5a           5(9)      no 

Accessory      -2(4)        no 
b 4(11) no 

1 1(15) no Spec A 7(4) yes 

2 -3(6) no Spec B 4(4) yes 

3            5(5)      no 
- The Spec A engine guard increased the average KIP 

Spee A 4a !6(12) yes value (i.e., had a harmful effect) by 7 % 4- 4 %, 
- The Spec B engine guard increased the average KIP 

¯ 
b 8(14) no 

value (i.e., had a harmful effect) by 4% 4- 4%. 
5a 8(9) no 

Note that results for the accessory engine guard suggest a 
b 24(21) yes slight reduction (2%) in average KIP value but this is not 

1 -9(8) yes statistically significant at the 0.05 level. 

¯ 2 -4(7) no SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

3            3(7)      no 
Summary 

Spee B 4a 4(10) no 

b 8(7) yes A series of 63 full scale motorcycle/car impact 
tests were run in order to assess the effects of add-on 

¯ 
5a 18(9) yes engine guards on motorcycle/car impact performance. The 

tests involved: 
b 21(18) yes 
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3 engine guard treatments in accident data; or the means for assessing injury potential 
3 motorcycle types to other body regions, including the legs; such even 
5 impact configurations broader assessment would be of interest in further, 
Tests with and without engine guard                       continuing evaluations of devices and designs which might 

influence motorcycle impact performance. 
Dynamic measurements comprised measured 

photo-optic time histories and electronically sensed dummy REFERENCES 
accelerations. For each test, a set of 12 kinematic injury 
potential (KIP) indices were calculated from the dynamic Anon., Instrumentation for Impact Test, SAE J211b, 
measurements. Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., Dec 1974. 

Data analysis involved constructing 46 paired 
comparisons. Each paired comparison was between a Anon., Human Tolerance to Impact Conditions as Related 
given baseline motorcycle (in a given impact configuration) to Motor Vehicle Design, SAE J885 APR80, Society of 
and the same type of motorcycle fitted with an add-on Automotive Engineers, Inc., Apr 1980. 
engine guard in the same impact configuration. Within 
each paired comparison the percentage change in each KIP Bartol, J.A., Livers, G.D., and Hirsch, N.R., Near Term 
index, due to the addition of the engine guard, was Safety Improvements f or Motorcycles, Final Report, DOT- 
determined. Trends across groups comprising: all KIP HS-800-971, Nov 1973. 
indices; all motorcycle types; all impact configurations; 
and all motorcycle types and impact configurations, were Bartol, J.A., Livers, G.D., and Miennert, R., Near-Term 
determined. Safety Improvements for Motorcycles, Phase II, Final 

Report, DOT-HS-801-653, Jul 1975. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

Bothwell, P.W., Knight, R.E., and Peterson, H.C., 
When the data for all motorcycle types and all Dynamics of Motorcycle Impact, Volume II: Motorcycle 

impact configurations were combined, both of the heavy Crash Test Program, DOT-HS-800-587, Jul 1971. 
duty engine guards produced statistically significant 
increases in kinematic injury potential. The accessory Bothwell, P.W. and Peterson, H.C., Dynamics of 
engine guard produced no statistically significant change in Motorcycle Impact, Volume II: Motorcycle Crash Test 
kinematic injury potential. Program, DOT-HS-800-907, Sep 1973. 

Since the heavy duty engine guards (Spec A and B 
engine guards) increased kinematic injury potential for the Chinn, B.P. and Hopes, P.D., "Protecting Motorcyclists 
motorcycles and impact configurations examined, they can Legs," The Eleventh International Technical Conference on 
not be recommended for general application to Experimental Safety Vehicles, Washington, D.C., May 
motorcycles. 1987. 

With regard to cause/effect relationships, the heavy 
duty engine guards resulted in significant increases in Hurt, Jr., H.H., Ouellet, J.V., and Thorn, D.R., 
kinematic injury potential in "opposing direction" (i.e., Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors and Identification of 
150° and 180° car side and car front corner (impact Countermeasures, Final Report, DOT-HS-5-01160, 
configurations 4 and 5)) impacts, and examination ofthe University of Southern California, Jan 1981. 
test films suggests this is a result of "hooking" and/or 
excessively stiff interaction between the engine guard and Livers, G.D., An Analysis of Motorcycle Side Impact, 
the opposing vehicle. DOT-HS-4-00815, Feb 1976. 

The accessory engine guard produced more mixed 
results, and in one impact configuration (90 ° car corner/ Ouellet, J.V., Hurt, Jr., H.H., and Thorn, D.R., Collision 
motorcycle side) reduced the average kinematic injury Performance of Contemporary Crashbars and Motorcycle 
potential. However, overall, across all impact Rider Leg Injuries, SAE 870603, Feb 1987. 
configurations and motorcycles, the accessory engine guard 
did not significantly change kinematic injury potential. Peterson, H.C., Bothwell, P.W., and Knight, R.E., 

The results described represent the largest known Dynamics of Motorcycle Impact III: 1973-1978, Vol. I: 
group of tests to date to evaluate the effects of engine Summary Report; Vol. II - Part B: Results of Crash Test 
guards on motorcycle impact performance. While the tests Series 2; Vol. II - Part C: Conclusions and 
and analyses were relatively broad and in-depth, they did Recommendations, Contract DOT-HS- 126-3-643, Jul 1981. 
not consider all aspects of motorcycle crash performance, 
for example, the full range of impact configurations found 
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APPENDIX                                                   ¯ 

The percentage change in each of the 12 KIP indices, for each 

test pair, are presented below. 

Table A.1 Table A.4 
Percentage Change in lIAR Index, Percentage Change in 1PAR Index, 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard ¯ 

Impact Cenfigurat~en lmpa~t Cenfigurafion 

Engine Mot~- Engine Met~- 

Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

Treatment Type I 2 3 Treatment Type 1 2 3 

Acceasory Light -21 nd -11 -19 na -9 mt AeneasotyI Light 1 nd -3 1 na nd na 
¯ 

Medium 48 -14 6 9 -16 1 14 Medium 8 -5 -1 -6 -3 -23 9 

Spec A Light 18 nd -16 -34 ea -3 na Spec A Light -1 nd 0 ~,~ na nd na 

Medium 83 -23 8 -33 -30 -8 17 Medium 2 -2 7 -3 0 -21 3 

Heavy 37 11 6 10 na -7 na Heavy 9 3 2 7 na -11 na 

Spe¢ B Light 8 nd -13 -12 na -14 Spe¢ B Light 1’ nd -16 19 na nd na 

Medium 58 -23 0 -4 -7 -2 ~5 Medium 0 -6 1 -3 1 ~6 -3 

Heavy -4 10 0 35 na 29 na Heavy -2 3 1 -3 va -9 na ¯ 

Table A.2 Table A.5 

Percentage Change in HIC Index, Percentage Change in Head Maximum Vertical Velocity Index, 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard 

lmpa,:t Configuration Impact Ceafiguntfien 

Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

TreaUneat Type 1 2 3 Treatmeet Type 1 2 3 

Acce~m:y Medium 38 -5 12 20 -19 -2 10 Accesmzy Light -31 nd -5 23 na 21 na 

Light -25 nd 0 -33 na -17 na Medium -47 -12 -13 2 -1 -7 22 

Spec A Light 29 nd -5 -41 na -17 na Spe¢ A Light -15 -26 16 62 na 8 na 
¯ 

Medium 89 -7 2 -38 -24 -7 25 Medium -69 -3 -6 28 -14 13 39 

Heavy 34 4 1 9 na -2 na Heavy nd 12 22 28 na -11 na 

Spe¢ B Light -11 nd -5 -45 na -14 na Spec B Light -28 -1 11 47 na 15 na 

Medium ~,1 -7 -10 3 -12 5 30 Medium -41 -3 7 1 19 23 34 

Heavy -18 2 -1 34 na 27 na Heavy -16 -9 14 27 na -1 na 

Table A.3 Table A.6 ¯ 

Percentage Change in PAR Index, Percentage Change in Pelvis Maximum Height Index, 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard 

Impact Cont~g~ratlon Impact Configuration 

Engine Motor- E~glne 

Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

Treatment Type 1 2 3 Treatment Type 1 2 3 

Accessory Light 5 nd -2 -16 na nd na Avea~ory Light -31 nd -1 -1 na 45 na 

Medium 5 l0 3 -22 4 5 -19 Medium -34 18 13 -32 33 1 -28 

Spec A Light 6 nd 7 -2 na nd na Spec A Light -7 25 24 55 na 9 na 

Medium 0 12 18 -14 5 2 -25 Medium -13 3 -6 0 33 " 2 51 

Heavy 7 8 0 2 na -30 na Heavy nd -27 1 19 na 39 na 

Spec B Light 13 nd -8 -7 na nd na Spez B Light -35 I1 25 2 na 1 

Medium -5 3 2 4 2 66 -19 Medium -12 21 0 -16 22 26 

Heavy 2 5 0 -5 na -12 na Heavy -I7 9 -7 -36 na 24 na 

Notes:                                                                                                                        ¯ 

"ha~ denotes test not performed. 

"a" and "b~ denote small variations in motorcycle type. 

"nd" denotes no data because of data acquisition failure. 
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¯ 
Table A.7                                                       Table A.10 

Percentage Change in Pelvis Change in Velocity Index, Percentage Change in Motorcycle Change in Velocity Index, 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard 

lmlmet Configuration Impact Configuration 

E~gine Motor- Engine Meter- 
Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

¯ Treamaeat Type ! 2 3 Treatment: Type ! 2 3 

Accessory Light 15 nd 1 14 na 13 na Acces~T Light -9 nd 14 7 ua 8 na 

Medium -14 17 -8 -36 20 23 24 Medium -9 9 -7 -10 20 20 8 

Spea A Light 4 6 21 73 na 5 tm Spee A Light -9 -5 23 74 na 11 na 

Medium -5 -9 -2 -8 35 47 64 Medium -4 9 -13 42 31 50 58 

¯ Heavy nd 7 -4 -17 na 31 tm Heavy nd 5 -5 0 na 44 na 

Spec B Light 13 3 -9 34 na 31 na Spcc B Light -11 -20 -1 72 ua 38 na 

Medium 0 -7 0 10 16 41 63 Medium -13 6 -2 29 15 68 68 

Heavy 4 18 4 -31 tm 33 tm Heavy -26 12 -3 -22 na 34 na 

¯ Table A.8 Table A.11 

Percentage Change in Pelvis Whole Body Acceleration Index, Percentage Change in Motorcycle Whole Body Acceleration Index, 
Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard 

Impact Cot~gurafion Impact Configuration 

Engine Motor- Engine Motor- 
Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

Treatment Type 1 2 3 Treatment Type I 2 3 

Accessory Light 0 nd -5 -2 na 23 na Accessory Light -15 nd 4 24 ua 13 na 

Me.dim -30 -7 -17 -42 13 -10 0 Medium -11 -I0 -3 -45 9 5 1 

Spcc A Light 36 11 27 59 na 16 na Spec A Light -1 -13 0 66 ua 12 na 

Medium -16 -18 2 -12 9 41 11 Medium 0 6 -13 -9 19 56 41 

Heavy nd -11 3 18 na 11 na Heavy nd 11 -12 9 ua 26 na 

¯ Spcc B Light 0 4 -10 42 na 14 na Spec B Light -16 -36 0 76 tm 21 na 

Medium -7 -23 -18 -33 20 23 6 Medium -3 -8 -3 -6 13 63 37 

Heavy 17 -7 8 -16 na 24 na Heavy -10 11 8 -26 na 33 na 

Table A.9 Table A.12 

¯ 
Percentage Change in Torso Pitch Rate Index, Percentage Change in Head Increase in Resultant Velocity Index, 

Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard Resulting from Add-On Engine Guard 

Impact Configuration Impact Configumtlon 

Engine Motor- Engine Motor- 

Guard cycle 4 5 Guard cycle 4 5 

Treatment q~cpe 1 2 3 Treatment ~¢pe 1 2 3 

¯ Accessory Light -27 nd -13 -4 aa 26 ~a Accessory Light -60 nd 0 0 na 40 na 

Medium -42 7 -5 -49 13 -22 21 Medium -20 -40 40 40 20 -40 -20 

Spcc A Light -16 8 10 65 na 22 na Spe¢ A Light -60 -40 60 40 na 0 na 

Medium -15 -21 -18 -5 11 -7 50 Medium -100 -40 -20 80 20 -40 -40 

Heavy nd -4 3 -5 na 24 na Heavy nd 20 20 0 na -40 na 

Spcc B Light -16 5 -16 36 ua 13 na Spcc B Light -20 -80 0 0 na -20 na 

¯ 
Medium -29 -4 -1 -26 3 4 32 Medium -40 -20 40 0 0 -40 -20 

Heavy -20 2 6 -31 na 32 na Heavy -80 0 100 0 na -20 na 

¯ Notes: 

"na" denotes test not performed. 

"a" and "b" denote small variations in motorcycle type. 
"nd" denotes no data because of data acquisition failure. 

¯ 
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Preliminary Research into the Feasibility of and associated injury criteria, especially for the neck 
Motorcycle Airbag Systems region. Phase 2 of the research continued with: a review 

and analysis of existing airbag sensor technology; 
John W. Zeliner modification of existing motorcycle dummy to incorporate 

¯ Dynamic Research, Inc. modifications to the neck and other body regions; human 
United States of America cadaver tests to assess the effects of airbag deployment on 
James A. Newman out-of-position riders; dummy response validation; 
Biokinetics and Associates, Ltd. computer simulation of various airbag concepts including 
Canada preliminary design optimization; full scale impact tests 
Nicholas M. Rogers with a prototype airbag system to verify the simulation ¯ 
International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association results; and further refinement of the dummy neck and 
France airbag design. Overall, the results indicated: that 
Paper No. 94-$7-O-07 appropriate injury evaluation methods are needed to assess 

motorcycle airbag feasibility in a realistic manner; that for 
ABSTRACT motorcycle airbags, a tradeoff exists between beneficial 

effects in some impact accident configurations and harmful ¯ 
This paper summarizes the results of preliminary effects in others; and that the positive or negative 

research carried out between 1990 and 1993 by the influences of a motorcycle airbag are sensitive to airbag 
motorcycle industry and various research institutes, into design parameters, and impact or deployment 
the feasibility of applying airbag technology to configurations. Recommendations for further research are 
motorcycles. Phase 1 of the research involved: literature presented. 
review; identification of preliminary injury evaluation ¯ 

methods, injury indices and dummy requirements needed INTRODUCTION 
to assess motorcycle airbags; 19 sled tests of a medium 
conventional motorcycle fitted with two different car This paper summarizes the results of preliminary 
airbag systems; and computer simulation to evaluate motorcycle airbag feasibility research coordinated by the 
systematically the effects of airbag design, vehicle, rider International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association    ¯ 
characteristics and impact configuration on airbag (IMMA). This research involved methodology 
performance. The Phase 1 results indicated that, in development, cadaver tests, computer analysis and 
general: prior research had been exploratory and limited simulation, and laboratory and full scale impact and non 
in methodology; that no work had been done on the impact airbag tests. Results, conclusions, and 
subjects of out-of-position riders, the consequences of recommendations are presented. 
unintended deployment, or neck injury potential; in a ¯ 
series of initial sled tests and simulations, there was Objectives 
reduced injury potential in some impacts and increased 
head and neck injury potential in other cases; and that The overall objectives of this multi phased research 
clearer answers to airbag feasibility depended on is to. assess the feasibility and effects on injury costs of 
development of an appropriate motorcycle airbag dummy motorcycle airbag systems .which are intended to reduce 

¯ 
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injuries to the head and upper body of motorcycle riders in Table 1 
collisions; and not to increase the overall costs of injuries Pre-1990 Motorcycle Airbag Exploratory Studies 
resulting from collisions, or the likelihood of injury in 
other situations. Researcher Date 

Bothwell and Peterson 1973 
Overview of Research Phases Bothwell 1975 

Bothwell 1976 
Research to date coordinated by IMMA has Yamamoto 1980 

involved 2 phases. Phase 1 (Rogers, 1991a) comprised a Peterson, Bothwell and Knight 1981 
literature review; identification of injury evaluation Danner, Langweider and Sporner 1985 
methods, indices, and criteria needed to assess motorcycle Chirm, Donne and Hopes 1985 
airbag performance in the future; 19 sled tests of a medium Sporner, Langweider and Polauke 1987 
conventional motorcycle fitted with two different passenger Watson 1987 
car airbag systems; 750 computer simulations to evaluate Sporner, Langweider and Polauke 1989 
systematically the effects of airbag design, vehicle, rider Watson and Donne 1989 
and impact parameters on airbag performance. Phase 2 Finnis 1990 
involved the further development of injury assessment Ouelett 1990 
methodology, including extended injury indices (ICM-2), Happian-Smith and Chinn 1990 
and a motorcyclist crash dummy suitable for airbag Sporner, Langweider and Polauke 1990 
research (MATD-2); cadaver tests; an analysis of the 
feasibility, placement, and selection of airbag sensors for 

investigation of modified concepts which might address 
motorcycles; computer simulation of five airbag concepts; 

some of the problems he encountered. These included 
and full scale tests of a prototype airbag system. "winged bags"; forward and recessed gas diffusers (so that 

This paper summarizes key results of the 2 phases, rider body motion would not stop the flow of gas); a 
means for preventing leg flail; different motorcycle 

RESULTS OF PHASE 1 RESEARCH 
contours; shaped nose cones for anti pitch; and larger 

Literature Review                                       airbags. 
Both TRL and Sporner, et al, of the HUK-Verband 

recommended the use of knee protectors or knee pads 
Research into the feasibility of motorcycle airbag 

with airbags. In the case of the TRL airbag concept this 
systems has occurred over the past 20 years. Most of the 

was intended to lower the head and to put the bag in 
studies until the late 1980’s were exploratory in nature and 

compression. In the HUK airbag concept this was 
were limited with regard to the use of appropriate and intended to raise the head above the opposing vehicle roof 
realistic impact conditions, injury indices and criteria, structure. It is observed that these two objectives seem to 
crash dummy biofidelity, and testing and computer 

be in conflict. 
simulation methods. Overall, the prior research suggested at least four 

Table 1 lists the main exploratory studies prior to different concepts of motorcycle airbags which could be 
1990. A review of these indicate that while a number of 

considered: 
exploratory efforts had been made, very little objective 
data had been published and most of this was from the 

- "Restraint" (or retention) type, with or without leg 
exploratory work of Bothwell (for NHTSA) and Chinn and 
Finnis (of TRL). Whereas in the automotive field the 

protectors (per TRL) 
- "Trajectory control" type, with or without knee pads 

topics of out-of-position occupants or unintended 
(per HUK) 

deployment had received considerable attention, no work 
- "Cushion" or "energy absorption" type (suggested by the 

had been published on these subjects in the motorcycle 
Bothwell work) 

field. Also, while some of the work had addressed head 
- "Combination" airbag, involving elements of the other 

injury potential, research had not yet considered the effects 
three types 

of airbag loading on the rider’s neck or upper torso. In 
addition, in the early work the choice of test conditions 

In addition, Sporner (1987) discussed the need for 
had been very limited and only involved a small fraction 

fundamental research in motorcycle airbag sensors; and 
of the accident relevant configurations, for example as 

also suggested the possibility of an all mechanical airbag 
described by Pedder, et al (1989). 

system, as had been proposed by others for cars. Watson 
The early experimental work led to a number of 

(1989) noted the importance of controlling the motion of 
recommendations for further research. Based on mixed 

riders during impact. Happian-Smith (1990) noted the test results with early concepts, Bothwell recommended 



importance of airbag size, pressure, shape, surface recommended future modifications to a Hybrid III dummy 

friction, and position relative to the seated rider. Ouellet in order to make it more suitable for use in motorcycle 

(1990) suggested that rider worn protection may be crash research. 
inherently more effective than motorcycle mounted 
devices; and the concept of inflatable airbag clothing was Sled Tests 
proposed by Bothwell (Peterson, 1981, Vol 1). 

In addition to shortcomings in test methodology 19 sled tests involving two different passenger car 

noted by Bothwell and others, the past research noted a airbags (65 1, 155 1) mounted ahead of and behind the 

number of potential airbag related problems. These handlebar of a medium conventional motorcycle were 

included: dummy rebound from the airbag (Bothwell, conducted. These tests, which used existing car type 

1973); for cushion type airbags, the relatively large size injury indices and dummy, indicated that: 
required to protect the dummy, e.g, 150 liters or larger 
(Bothwell, 1973); trigger reliability issues (Sporner, 1987); - The larger airbag seemed to provide a larger reduction 
unintended deployment(Watson, 1989); mounting location, in injury potential in frontal impacts, but also larger 

to ensure deployment without interference, and a need for increases in injury potential for unintended deployments 

an inflation time which is 20 milliseconds or less (Finnis, with the rider out-of-position, compared to the smaller 
1990); the need for differently configured airbags for airbag 
differently configured motorGycles, as related to - The results were very sensitive to changes in some 
motorcycle size (Finnis 1990); front wheel stiffness parameters, such as test conditions and airbag design, 
(Happian-Smith, 1990); motorcycle layout, relative topitch suggesting that a larger more representative set of 
on impact (Happian-Smith, 1990); costs in relationship to test conditions would be needed to determine airbag 
the vehicle purchase cost (Sporner, 1987); and the fact that feasibility 

airbags had not yet been proven to be especially effective - Apparent hyper extension of the neck and lumbar spine 

(Ouellet, 1990). were observed in some cases 
- When both rider and passenger dummies were used, the 

Injury Evaluation Methods larger airbag had noticeably less effect on the rider’s 
motion, and torso pitch was apparent 

A review of approximately 140 biomechanical - An additional 10 millisecond inflation delay had little 

references was done (Biokinetics, 1990), and requirements effect on dummy motions 
were defined for a preliminary motorcycle airbag dummy. - Some head. lift was observed with the 155 1 airbag 

(Biokinetics, 1991). The results of the review indicated - At high head/airbag contact velocities, head acceleration 
that crash dummies and injury indices developed for increased 
passenger cars were primarily intended for evaluating: - Some difficulties with test inconsistency in the sled tests 
blunt, hard impacts to specific points on the torso; belt suggested the need for future full scale tests in order to 
type restraints; head motion as a result of belt restraint; evaluate motorcycle airbag performance in a realistic 
and frontal only (or lateral only) motions. As such, manner. 
passenger car crash dummies were not well suited in their 
current form for complex, large, three dimensional and Computer Simulation 
unrestrained motions and impacts involving motorcycles, 
riders and airbags. 750 computer simulation runs involving motorcycle 

In addition, key factors for motorcycle airbag airbags were conducted using the model described by 
evaluation were identified to be: Zellner, et al (1991) to evaluate the sensitivity of airbag 

performance to impact condition, vehicle, rider and airbag 
Typically, the extended and relatively exposed position design parameters. 
of the rider’s neck relative to a motorcycle mounted The model was also used to simulate the 19 sled 
airbag, tests described above. The results indicated that the 
Likely helmet/airbag interaction (in the vertical simulation accurately predicted the general motion and 
direction) relative injury effects. 
Unrestrained rider motion, in general(e.g., lack of a The main analysis results indicated that a 
vertical support surface for the airbag). "reference" (84 1) airbag, positioned to the rear of the 

handlebars of a medium conventional motorcycle, 
For future use, a set of proposed injury indices produced beneficial effects on injuries in 14% of 150 

was identified, for the head, neck, chest, and abdomen, impact conditions; no change in injury potential in 25 % of 
Corresponding biofidelity "corridors" for these body the impacts; and harmful effects in 61% of the impacts. 
regions were also identified along with corresponding Injuries from the airbag was most often associated with 
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increased neck forces or moments, and in some cases suspended 30 cm above the airbag inflator (thoracic spine 
(e.g., passenger car front impacts), increased head or chest about 35 o from vertical). 
accelerations. In all four tests the airbag inflation resulted in 

Eight basic test conditions were selected for the hyperextension of the neck and rapid rearward arching of 
remaining analyses. These involved impacts with a the entire body. All subjects sustained fatal level neck 
stationary passenger car at 90° and at three different injuries. These comprised either a fracture of the base of 
speeds; and deployment of the airbag with the dummy in the skull and/or adjoining vertebrae or a fracture at the 
a normal and in a prone riding position with a stationary base of the neck. In all cases, the spinal cord was either 
motorcycle. Results with the reference airbag showed damaged or crushed. 
similar airbag effects for a medium conventional The motion and injury data were used as part of 
motorcycle and for a large sports motorcycle; but greatly the validation of the computer simulation and proposed 
increased injuries for a step-through scooter (due to injury indices, described below. 
interaction of the ’rider’s knees with the fairing, resulting 
in more direct head/airbag impact). Also, more injuries Injury Indices, Dummy Development and Validation 
occurred when the anti pitch structure was lengthened and 
fewer injuries occurred when it was removed, due to The prior technical literature describes the 
head/airbag velocity changes, modifications to the head, neck, upper and lower torso, 

Additional sensitivity studies showed considerable and legs of a Hybrid III sit/stand dummy which were made 
sensitivity to airbag height and width (higher and wider in order to form the MATD-2 dummy (Biokinetics, 1991; 
ellipsoidal airbags tended to increase head and neck Gibson, 1992). Table 2 lists several versions of the 
injuries); airbag position (closer to the rider was worse); modified neck investigated in the Phase 2 research in order 
exhaust area (larger than a car airbag was better); inflation to attempt to improve its biofidelity for motorcycle airbag 
time (shorter than the typical car airbag inflation time was type loading. Validation tests were performed in order to 
better); and airbag base mounting area (smaller was compare the response of the MATD-2 dummy and injury 
better), indices to volunteer and cadaver response and injury data. 

Several response aspects were addressed: out-of-position 
RESULTS OF PHASE 2 RESEARCH 

Table 2 
Cadaver Tests Description of Modified Dummy Neck 

Used in the Full Scale Moving Tests 
The purposes of the cadaver tests were: to Neck Version 

determine what level of injury might result from rider out- (test numbers) 
of-position interaction with a deploying car type airbag Description 
mounted on the motorcycle steering head region; and to a b c 

collect data for validating dummy and computer simulation (MT1, 2, 3) (MT4, 5, 6) (MT7, 8) 

motion response and injury prediction in out-of-position Reduced My flexion X X X 

stationary airbag deployments, stiffness, lower 

Four cadaver tests were conducted by INRETS neck 

with fresh, unembalmed cadavers (Ramet, 1994, 
Increased nodding X X X 

forthcoming). Each cadaver was placed on a Yamaha motion (extension 
SR500 conventional motorcycle mounted on a support stop) 
structure with front and rear wheels removed. A 155 1 
passenger side car airbag was mounted approximately 15 Energy absorbing, X 

variable sized nodding cm ahead of the steer axis. The inflation direction was 
blocks 

parallel to the motorcycle steer axis, Each cadaver subject 
was fitted with cotton clothing and a full face motorcycle 1 g friction nodding X 
helmet. The feet were placed on the foot pegs, buttocks position adjustment 
on the seat near the tank, and upper arms resting on the 
handlebars. The rider positions represented prone or semi Elastic variable X 

sized nodding 
prone riding positions (in contrast to car occupant blocks for position 
postures). In the first three tests, the head of each subject adjustment 
was located on or just above the inflators centers (thoracic 
spine about 65 o from vertical). In the third test, the airbag Reduced initial X X 

torsion stiffness tore during deployment and this was considered to be a 
module 

lost test. In the fourth test the head of the subject was 
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airbag deployment tests; frontal sled tests with the dummy motorcycle frame for the first 50 ms, and then the body 
head and neck; and static and dynamic tests for other begins to translate forward relative to the motorcycle. 
dummy components. Also, from the time of first vehicle contact, typical car 

The airbag deployment tests duplicated the cadaver airbags require 5 ms to ignite and 30 ms for most of the 
tests. Electronic data from the first test shown in Table 3 gas to enter the airbag (i.e,, 35 ms total). Consequently, 
indicated potentially fatal levels of neck forces, resulting if the goal is to inflate the airbag before the rider moves 
from a combination of neck shear force, tension force and forward, then sensing and inflation commands must occur 
extension moment, using the MATD-2 dummy and within 15 ms of first car contact. 
proposed injury criteria. Data from a computer simulation For 30 mi/h car side impacts it was found that the 
of the dummy/airbag deployment tests, also listed in Table first fore/aft acceleration peak occurs at: about 32 ms (at 
3, indicated a fatal level of neck forces in the shear and 15 g) at the motorcycle center of gravity; and about 12 ms 
extension directions. However, the higher force levels in (at 65 g) at the motorcycle front axle. Based on this 
the computer simulation indicate that refinements in the information it was concluded: that the motorcycle front 
model are needed for simulating out-of-position airbag axle seemed to be a possible position for early sensing; and 
deployments, for example, by applying a finite element that car airbag "front" structure sensors seem to be 
airbag model, compatible with the acceleration level and timing 

environment of the motorcycle front axle. 
Table 3 To confirm this, a mathematical model of a car 

Data From Out-of-Position Airbag Deployment Test and ball type front sensor was developed and placed at the 
Computer Simulation, at the Same Test Conditions as motorcycle front axle location, in an existing computer 

for Cadaver Test 1 (Fatal Level Neck Injury) simulation model of a conventional medium motorcycle 
with an ignitor/inflator/airbag fitted to the forward fuel MATD-2 

Approx Laboratory Computer tank region (Zellner, et al, 1991). The model was used to 
Injury Assessment Variable Fatal 

Level    Test Simulation 
simulate an impact into the mid side region of a passenger 

(Neck a) car. The results indicated that the selected sensor 
successfully triggered the ignitor and inflated the airbag, as 

Head:                                                   predicted by the preliminary analysis. 

Maximum resultant accel (g) 225 102 100 To assess the potential for false signaling with such 
a sensor, a series of full scale rough road riding tests was 

Maximum AP shear force (kN) + 2.5 -3.2* 6.0* conducted, with an instrumented motorcycle front axle. 
The results indicated that the selected sensor would 

Maximum tension force (kN)        5.0     6.1"      3.0 
probably be adequate for impact test purposes, provided 

Minimum extension moment (N-m) -90 -172" -440* the test track and trolley release systems were relatively 
smooth. However, this location is exposed to relatively 

Maximum torsionmoment (N-m) + 25 22.6 0 high levels of road shock and vibration and future 

* Denotes potentially fatal level injury, investigation is needed. 

A similar general level of agreement in terms of Computer Simulation of 5 Airbag Concepts and Design 
Optimization predicted injuries and overall motions was obtained among 

the dummy tests, the cadaver tests, and the computer 
simulation, for the case where the head was suspended 30 The objectives of the computer simulation analysis 

cm above the inflator, 
were to evaluate the performance of 5 airbag concepts, and 
to select one concept for full scale testing. The analysis Sled tests with the modified flexion dummy neck 
involved: refinement of the simulation model; validation and Hybrid III head indicated that the modified neck gave 

improved head and neck kinematic response, relative to against laboratory and accident data; evaluation and 

human volunteer data (Gibson, 1992; Wismans, et al, 
optimization of 5 airbag concepts; definition of one 
prototype design for testing; and prediction of the full scale 

1987). 
test results. 

Airbag Sensor Feasibility and Selection To the airbag/motorcycle/dummy/car simulation 
previously described (Rogers, 1991a; Zellner, 1991), a 
number of significant enhancements were added, including: To assess the applicability of conventional car type 
an airbag sensor model; an ignitor time delay; separate airbag sensors, available full scale and computer simulation 

data were analyzed. The results indicated that in 30 mi/h helmet and head masses; a deformable chest and abdomen 

car side impacts the rider remains stationary relative to the model; a modified neck model; and an early version of the 
refined injury cost model. 
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¯ 
The computer simulation validations, an example       forward (away from the rider) to try to minimize out-of- 

of which was noted above, indicated that there was fairly position interaction. In all cases, the airbag was modelled ¯ 
good agreement between simulation, laboratory, and as an ellipsoidal shape, for simplicity. 
accident data, and that future ref’mements should include a The procedure used in optimizing each of the 5 
f’mite element airbag model for out-of-position rider ellipsoidal airbag concepts was to: define the airbag 

¯ interaction, system design; evaluate dummy injuries in 6 representative 
In addition, simulation across 163 impact airbag deployments (5 impacts, 1 non impact); optimize 

configurations from the Los Angeles/Hannover database each airbag concept by sequentially varying: exhaust area, 
indicated that further refinement of the neck injury criteria over pressure, deployment angle, mounting position, and 
and/or the dummy neck were needed. This is shown in airbag dimensions; and select the design giving the least 
Table 4 which indicates that potentially fatal neck injuries total injury costs summed across the 6 deployment 

¯ were predicted in between 20 and 30 % of the simulated configurations. The impact configurations were chosen to 
accidents, versus less than 4% of real accidents, be relatively frequently occurring accidents in the Los 

Angeles/Hannover databases, and to be cases which would 
Table 4 exercise the airbag devices. The best airbag configuration 

Frequency of Neck Injury in Accident Data and for each concept was then evaluated using all 163 accident 
Computer Simulation, Using Injury Criteria and configurations. 

¯        163 Impact Configurations (Frequency Weighted)                 Optimization Results - The optimizations resulted 

in the exhaust areas of the airbags being enlarged Percentage of Accidents 
compared to the initial designs (in order to reduce chest 

Neck Los Angeles/ Computer Simulation deflection by the airbag), and some adjustments in the 

"Injuries" Hannover 
Neck Model length, height, and width of each of the airbags. The final 

¯ Accident Hybrid configurations of the five airbag concepts are illustrated in 
Data 

III 
a b Figure 1. 

Shear 10 12 13 

Tension 0 1 0 

O Flexion 20 19 19 

Extension 7 8 3 

Torsion 11 7 4 

Total 

Neck fractures/ 2.3 28 28 25 
dislocations 
(fatal/non fatal) ~j~ory In©lined 

Fatal injuries (all 3.4 Figure 1. 5 airbag concepts simulated and optimized O causes) 

In evaluations across the 163 impact configurations 
Optimization of 5 Airbag Concepts -The 5 the Trajectory, Restraint, and Cushion designs each 

airbag concepts evaluated and optimized by means of showed net benefits in injury reduction, between 20% and 
computer simulation were the: Trajectory type; Restraint 40% reduction in average injury cost per accident. The 

¯ type; Cushion type; Forward type; and Inclined type. The Forward concept showed a harmful increase in injury 
Trajectory concept was based on the HUK design (Test costs; and the Inclined airbag, to the extent it was 
DEKRA VH8101), without knee pads. The Restraint optimized, showed little net change in injury cost. The 
concept was based on the TRL concept (Test D3), without Restraint concept showed the greatest frequency of benefit 
knee restraints. The Cushion concept was based on the (45% of accidents) for the least harm (8%), although in 
protuberance configuration tested by Bothwell (Test N34). most cases the benefits were small. Also, dummy 

Q The Forward airbag concept was intended to reduce the interactions with the Restraint support structure above the 
head/airbag impact velocity and minimize out-of-position handlebars were ignored in the simulation, and therefore 
interaction. The Inclined airbag concept was a variation of this simulation result was considered to be unrealistic. The 
the Trajectory concept but was deployed upward and Cushion concept had the next highest benefit to harm ratio 

¯ 
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(40 %:15 %). The other 3 concepts showed relatively equal prototype airbag system met the target specifications. 
ratios of benefit to harm frequency based on the simulation The crash test facility used for the full scale airbag 
analysis. Note, however, that the simulation did not tests was that of JARI, described previously 
accurately predict the neck fractures observed in later full (Rogers, 1991b). The impact dummy used for the full 

scale tests (discussed below), so these estimates are subject scale testswas the MATD-2 dummy, with 3 different neck 
to considerable uncertainty, versions as indicated in Table 2. 

The tests were accomplished in 3 phases with some 
Full Scale Airbag Tests refinements in the airbag system design occurring between 

the phases as indicated in Table 5. 
Twelve full scale airbag tests (4 stationary and 8 Test Configurations -Two types of full scale tests 

moving motorcycle) were done to validate the results of were performed: stationary out-of-position rider/airbag 
the computer simulation and methodology development, deployment tests as indicated in Figure 2 and moving 

The motorcycle used in the full scale tests was a motorcycle impacts at 30 mi/h as indicated in Figure 3. 
medium sized conventional type Yamaha SR500 and the 
opposing vehicle was a Toyota Crown saloon car. The sr~,sr2,s~,s~ 
airbag was the optimized Cushion airbag system resulting I 4~" . 
from the computer simulation analysis. The target 
specifications for the Cushion airbag system are given in 
Table 5. The system comprised an ellipsoidal airbag (128 
1) deploying vertically from the top of the steering head, 
with dual car front structure type airbag sensors mounted 
at the front axle, and selected car type inflators and 
ignitors. The firing system "latched" (or held) any sensor 

~ firing signal for a period of time, to increase the likelihood ~_-_ 
of an ignition; and had an adjustable delay to be able to ~-~_~- 
"fine tune" the airbag inflation timing. In most regards the 

ST2,ST3,ST4 
(For" STI, helmet wos on 

Table 5 motor"oyc~e ceo~e,lioe) 

Prototype Cushion Airbag Target Specifications Figure 2. Dummy orientation in out-of-position stationary 

Airbag: Ignitor (Car Type): deployment tests 

Shape: Ellipsoidal No fire limit: < 250 mA/10 s/85°C 
Volume: 1281 . All fire limits: > 1.5 A/2 ms/-35°C 
Height: 86 cm Resistance: 2 ohm 
Width: 56 cm Ignition delay: 5 ms 

Length: 51 cm Number: 2 
Mounting: To dual inflator 413 - 0/30 413 - 15/30 414 - 15/30 

support plate, Sensors: 

90~ 0~ 30~) 

centred at steer Number: 2 9o 
axis, deploying in Type: Car forward , 30 : 30 

vertical direction Mechanism: 1) Ball, 2) Roller 135 

Firing threshold: 58 g at 10 ms 
haversine pulse 

Mounting: To right side of MTI,2,3 MT4,5,6 bIT6,7 

front axle, fore/aft speeds in mi/b 

direction 

Firing System: 
Circuits: Latch-delay-exciter 
Power source: NiCad battery pack Figure 3. Impact configurations for moving motorcycle 

tests 
Versions: AB 1 AB2 AB3 

Exhaust area: 4x80 mm diam. 4x80 nun diam. 4x50 mm diam. 
Figure 2 shows two types of stationary tests, one 

with the dummy leaning 45° forward (Stationary Test 1, 
Internal strap: No No Yes ST1); and the other with the dummy leaning 45° forward 

and 15° to the right (ST2, ST3, and ST4). 
Ignitor delay: None 19 ms Ignitor 1: none The moving motorcycle tests involved impacts to 

Ignitor 2:20 ms 
the mid side: of a stationary car at 90°; of a 15 mi/h car 
at 90°; and of a 15 mi/h car at 135° relative heading 
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angle, as shown in Figure 3. These selected impact potentially fatal level of torsion moment’, and substantial 

geometries represent the third and fifth most frequently (though not injurious) fore/aft (shear) force, tension force 

occurring (out of 25) impact geometries in the Los Angeles and extension moment. The chest, abdomen, and legs had 

and Hannover databases; and were considered to be cases no injurious indices. 

which would exercise the airbag system. In MT2, the airbag inflated as the front fork began 

Measurements - In the first two test phases, 16 to bend, and then began to exhaust more quickly than 
channels of head, neck, and upper body measured expected, being mostly deflated by the time the dummy 

variables were recorded in the dummy internal data head and torso reached the car roof. An analysis of the 

acquisition system. In the third test phase, 32 channels of high speed video indicated that this was due to more rapid 

data were recorded. The data was played back, scaled, sensing, ignition, and inflation than in the design 

and post processed using the appropriate SAE J211 filters, specification. The head had no injuries; the neck had 

High speed 16 mm cameras recorded dummy and potentially fatal injuries in extension and torsion, and more 

motorcycle motions, tension force than for the standard motorcycle. The chest, 
Test Results - In the stationary tests, the airbag abdomen and legs were not injured. 

was deployed and the .dummy forces and motions were In MT3, a 19 ms airbag ignitor delay was added in 

recorded for comparison with computer simulation results, order to compensate for the excessively rapid sensing, 

In ST2, the inflating airbag wrapped around the helmet of ignition, and inflation. The airbag inflation occurred much 

the dummy, and the helmet and neck were twisted sharply later during the crash sequence. The airbag first contacted 

to the left as shown in Figure 4. However, the electronic the car window and then the dummy head and torso, 

data for this test were lost. In the other 3 stationary tests remaining in contact with both as the dummy slid forward. 
The data showed no head injury and about half the peak 
linear acceleration of the head measured with the standard 
motorcycle. There were reduced levels of neck torsion 
(though still at a potentially fatal level), extension moment 
and tension force relative to the standard motorcycle, but 
increased flexion moment (as the head and neck flexed 
over the top of the airbag). There were no chest, 
abdomen, or leg injuries. 

In MT4, a new neck torsional module (version b) 
was used in the dummy; and an internal restraint strap was 
used inside the airbag to limit the amount of vertical 
extension of the bag during deployment. Also, a time 
delay of 20 ms between the firing of the first and second 
ignitors was used, in order to extend the time during which 
the bag was "full". As shown in Tables 9 and 10, the 

Figure 4. Photographs of ST1 stationary out-of-position contact time between the airbag and the dummy was 

deployment test sequence, showing helmet and neck twist greatly extended. However, the face of the helmet slid 

to the left laterally across the airbag and this action twisted the head 
sharply to the right as shown in Figure 5. Compared to 

there were no indicated injuries to the head, neck, chest or the results for MT3 the head accelerations were somewhat 
abdomen. The simulation did not accurately predict less (and similarly non injurious); and for the neck there 

motions and forces in these out-of-position tests, and was reduced tension force and extension and flexion 
refinements are needed - including a finite element airbag 
model - for this type of airbag deployment. 

The electronic data for the moving tests for the 
primary impact period (from first car contact until 500 ms * Neck torsion injury potential was based on the initially 

thereafter) are summarized in Table 6, and the impact proposed criterion of 25 N-m, based on the ligamentous 

sequences observed in the test films are summarized in 
rupture/dislocation of cervical vertebrae observed in 
dynamic cadaver tests by Myers, et al (1989). Revision of 

Tables 7 to 14. this criterion is under consideration in view of the effects 
In MT1, the dummy pelvis slid forward over the of voluntary and reflexive muscular response, and 

seat, tank, and steering head of the standard motorcycle characteristics of the subject population. In any case, in 
with the helmet rising slightly and then descending the future, such criteria should be continuous and 
downward onto the top of the car roof. As shown in Table probablistic in nature, similar to those for other body 
6, there was no head injury; the neck indices showed a regions; and they would be expected to affect the 

interpretation of the results. 



Table 6 
Injury measurements for full scale moving tests, primary impact period 

90 dog to 45 dog to 
Injury Indices 

car side car side 
Approx 

Fatal Vo,/V~ = 0/30 mph 15/30 mph 15/30 mph 
Body Assessment, Level 

Region Variable MT1 MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5      MT6      MT7      MT8 

(STD) (AB1) (AB2) (AB3) (STD)    (AB3)    (STD)    (AB3) 

Head GAMBIT (-) 1.17 0.52 (0) 0.52 (0) 0.28 (0) 0.21 (0) **0.43 (0) **0.53 (0) **0.64 (0) **0.36 (0) 

Res. Accel. (g) 225 105 (-) 91 (-) 58 (-) 31 (-) **67 (-) *’103 (-) **38 (-) **43 (-) 

Neck AP shear force (kN) +2.5 1.7 (-) -0.9 (-) 1.4 (-) 1.4 (-) 1.2 (-) -1.7 (-) *’1.0 (-) N/A (-) 

Lat. shear force (kN) +2.5 -0.5 (-) -0.4 (-) 0.3 (-) -0.4 (-) -0.5 (-) -1.2 (-) **-0.3 (-) N/A (-) 

Tension force (kN) 5.0 2.9 (-) 3.3 (-) 2.6 (-) 0.8 (-) 2.7 (-) 2.7 (-) *’1.3 (-) N/A (-) 

Lat. bending momt. (Nm) - **34 (-) 34 (-) 52 (-) 31 (-) **48 (-) 80 (-) **25 (-) N/A (-) 

Flexion moment (Nm) 300 92 (-) 34 (-) 105 (-) 90 (-) 119 (-) 129 (-) I **89 (-) N/A (-) 

Extension momt. (Nm) -90 -78 (-) *-89 (-) -15 (-) -7 (-) -19 (-) -2i (-) -43 (-) N/A (~) 

Torsion moment (Nm) +25 *36 (6) *-29 (6) *-27 (6) *-39 (6) -21 (-) *-37 (6) 19 (-) N/A (-) 

Chest       Upper AP comp (mm) 55 -3 (0) -10 (0) -8 (0) -11 (-) -6 (0) -2 (0) **-3 (0) -1i (0) 
Lower AP comp (mm) 55 -3 (0) -8 (0) -7 (0) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Abdomen AP crush (mm)          125      0 (0)    0 (0)    0 (0)    0 (0)     0 (0)     0 (0) ~10 (0)     0 (0) 

* Denotes p{~tentially fatal neck forces/injury. 
** Denotes cases where the corresponding measurement during the secondary impact period was larger in magnitude. 

Table 7 Table 8. 
Impact sequence of test MT1                             Impact sequence of test MT2 

413-0/30 SRS00-STD                                     413-0/30 SRS00-AB 

Object or Time Object or Time 
Subject Action Subject Action 

(ms) Direction (ms) Direction 

0 Front wheel contacts car right front door 0 Front wheel contacts car right front door 

28 Dummy begins to move forward 8 Airbag inflator fires 

54 Motorcycle stops forward motion 11 Airbag starts to inflate upward 

55 Dummy hips begin to move upward 25 Dummy starts to move forward 

64 Car moves sideways to the left Airbag reaches maximum height 

103 Helmet chin portion c, onta~ts and slides on car roof 30 Helmet contacts airbag 

118 Dummy upper chest contacts car roof edge 40 Airbag reaches maximum AP dimension 
125 Helmet starts to twist to the right 42 Airbag width ’ 

200 Helmet continues to contact car roof Helmet begins to shrink with airbag 

Dummy chest continnes to contact car roof edge 72 Dummy chest loses contact airbag 

76 Helmet chin portion contacts airbag 
Note: Neck is without torsion module. 4 chest 3otentiometers used 130 Helmet contacts ear roof 

contacts flexion direction 

starts to rotate in to the right 
moments. However, neck torsion was increased (at a s~totw~t 
potentially fatal level) by the helmet/bag interaction. Note: AB is 128 litre, with four 80 mm diameter vent holes, two 
There were no chest, abdomen, or leg injuries, inflators fire at the same timing when sensor detects the impact. 

In test MT5, the moving car caused the motorcycle Neck is without torsion module. 4-chest potentiometers used. 

front wheel to turn to the right and then the entire 
motorcycle to yaw to the right. As indicated in Table 11, window region. The dummy chest also contacted the 
first the helmet chin portion and then the helmet contacted airbag. As the motorcycle yawed to the right the helmet 
the top of the roof, and the dummy shoulder and later the slid off the airbag to the left and struck the car roof, 
chest contacted the roof edge. Compared to the impact twisting the helmet to the right as illustrated in Figure 6. 
with the stationary car, Table 6 indicates that the head The data in Table 6 indicate substantial increases in head 
acceleration and neck forces and moments were generally acceleration and in neck loads compared to the standard 
less in the moving car test (except neck flexion and lateral motorcycle. In particular, the neck torsion moment is 
bending moments) and there were no injurious effects to above the potentially fatal injury level and it may be 
the head, neck, chest, abdomen, or legs. thatthis resulted from the lower, more direct impact of the 

In test MT6, the helmet contacted the inflated helmet to the car roof with the airbag. 
airbag twice, before .the airbag itself contacted the car In test MT7, the impact of the standard motorcycle 
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Table 9 Table 11 
Impact sequence of test MT3 Impact sequence of test MT5 

413-0/30 SRS00-AB, with 19 ms delay 413-15/30 SRS00-STD 

Time 
Subject Action 

Object or Time 
Subject Action 

Object or 
(ms) Direction (ms) Direction 

0 Front wheel contacts car right front door 0 Motorcycle from wheel contacts car right float door 
28 Airbag inflator fires 28 Dummy hip starts to move forward 
30 Dummy starts to move forward 40 Car begins to roll towards motorcycle 
34 Airbag starts to inflate upward 52 Motorcycle starts to pitch 
50 Airbag reaches maximum height 70 Motorcycle from wheel reaches parallel to car side 
62 Airbag reaches maximum width AP dimensions 76 Motorcycle starts to yaw to the right 

Helmet contacts akbag 80 Dummy hip rides over tank and upward 
74 Dummy chest contacts airbag lifts up 

108 Helmet reaches car roof edge 103 Helmet chin portion contacts car roof edge 
122 Helmet starts to twist to the right 120 Dummy R.L. shoulder contacts car roll edge at C-pillar ~ 
-- Helmet contacts car roof 126 Helmet contacts roof 

is 128 liU’e, with four ~ mm diameter vent holes, two int ~tors fire at the same 128 Dummy chest contacts car roof 

tlmln~, with 19 msec deis from sensing the impact. Neck is without torsion module. Helmet starts to twist rightward 

4-cbest potentiometers used. 1155 Dummy left shoulder contacts ground 
1173 Dummy leftside helmet contacts ground 

Table 10 Note: Neck is with torsion module. 2-cheSt poteatiumeters used. 

Impact sequence of test MT4 

413-0/30 SR500-AB Table 12 

Time Object or 
Impact sequence of test MT6 

(ms) S~bject AcUon ~)irec~on 413-15/30 SR500-AB 

0 Front wheel contacts car fight front door 
Time 

Subject Action 
Object or 

10 Airbag inflator fires (ms) Direction 

no.l 
13 Airbag begins to inflate 0 Front wheel contacts car right front door 

8 Airbag inflator no. 1 fires 30 Dummy begins to move forward 
32 Airbag reaches maximum height 

11 Airbag begins to inflate 

Akbag inflator fires 26 Dummy begins to move forward 

no. 2 29 Airbag inflator no. 2 fires 

39 Helmet contacts airbag 
30 Helmet contacts airbag 

58 Airbag contacts car F.R. side window 
42 Helmet loses contact with akbag 

60 Dummy chest contacts airbag 
50 Helmet contacts airbag 

63 Airbag begins to contact car roof 
56 Akbag contacts car side 

65 Dummy hip lifts up from motorcycle seat 
72 Dummy chest contacts airbag 

117 Helmet begins to cross airbag from center to leftward 
130 Helmet cor,~acts car roof 

125 Helmet begins to twist to the right 
Helmet twists to the right 

132 Helmet reaches maximum movement upwardly 40 mm Note: AB is 128 litre, with four 50 mm diameter vent holes, two inflators fire at different 
160 Helmet stays in contact with airbag 

fimi~ (one is at sensing, the other is 20 msec after sensing). 
179 Helmet left side contacts car roof 

AB is with inner strap. Neck is with torsion module. 2-chest potcotiometers used. 
I is 128 lilre, with foo : 50 mm diameter vent holes, tw inflators fire at different 

tinting (one is at sensing, the other is 20 msec after sensing). 

AB is with inner strap. Neck is with torsion module. 2-chest potontiometers used. Table 13 
Impact sequence of test MT7 

with the moving car at 135° caused the front wheel to 414-15/30 SR500-STD 
rotate to the left and later the motorcycle to yaw to the 

Time 
Subject Action 

Object or 
left. In this impact configuration the right handlebar and (ms) v~tion 
dummy hand pass through the car front side window; the 

0 Frontwheel "~,~cts ~tf~omdoor 
dummy right arm impacts against the B-pillar; and the 13 Motorcycle fro~wh~l ~to~ lef~ 
dummy helmet glances along the C-pillar region. In this 3~ Dummy left hand or wrist 3e~,,ins to bond 

51 Motorcycle R-handlebar ~ontacts and breaks mar R-front side window 
particular test the dummy’s left knee was caught between 53 Dummyr~t.. h~ loft h~nd~egr~ 

caught mar B-pillar the left handlebar and the fuel tank resulting in a femur 
65 Motorcycle beadlamp contacts mar rear door 

fracture. There were no other injuries to the head, neck, R-side 
Dummy left hand off handle grip chest, or abdomen as indicated in Table 6. In general, the 

68 Dummy left foot liftsoff frummotorcycle fontl~eg 
electronic measures or indices were smaller than those 75 Dummy hip lifts up from motorcycleseat 

recorded in the 90° moving/moving test (MT5). 98 D~mmy~he~d ~el~d ftum~p~ 
Dummy right ann swings rear-upward 

In test MTS, the motorcycle underwent similar 108 Motorcycle right wheel heginstolifi upward 

yaw motion to the left, with the right handlebar and n6 ~ummyh~d pa~ron~h ~rC-p~ar 
144 Dummy left knee caught between motorcycle 

dummy hand penetrating the car front side window. The 
Dummy left lower leg twisted md fuel tank helmet then contacted the inflated airbag but, due to the 

276 Mo~rcycle r~po~on ~cts 
leftward movement of the motorcycle and airbag, the 

Note: Neck is with torsion module. 2-chest potentiumeters used. 
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Table 14 
ltnpact sequence of test MT8 

414-15/30 SR500-AB 

Time 
Subject Action 

Object or 
Ons) Direction 

0 Front wheel contacts car right front door 
11 No. 1 inflator f’tres 
14 Airbag begim to inflate 
27 Dummy left wrist begins to rotate 
33 No. 1 inflator fires 
35 Dummy left hand separates from hande grip 
40 Motorcycle headlamp R- contacts :at rear door 

side 

47 Dummy left foot lifts off ~rom motorcycle footpeg 
50 Dummy hip starts to move forward 
52 &irbag reach maximum height 
58 Motorcycle R-handlebar contacts and breaks car right front side window 
62 Helmet face portion contacts airbag 

Helmet goes arouml right side of airbag Figure 7. Top view photograph showing motorcycle/ 
72 Dummy hip begins to lift from motorcycle seat airbag yaw to the left, helmet sliding off right side of 
77 Dummy chest :ontacts airbag 
92 Helmet separated from airbag airbag 

199 Motorcycle rear portion :ontacts car right door 
202 Dummy left femur :ontacts handlebar 
280 Dummy left femur separates from handlebar Table 15 

Dummy head contacts car C-pillar 
Comparison of Computer Simulation Predictions, and 

Note: AB is 128 lit.re, with four 50 mm diameter vent holes, two inflators fire at different Later Full Scale Test Results, in Moving 
timing (one is at sensing, the other is 20 msec after sensing). 
AB is with inner strap. Neck is with torsion module. 2-chest potentiometers used. Motorcycle/Car Impact Tests 

Test 
Injury Assessment Approx Computer Full 

Variable 
Fatal Simulation Scale 
Level Prediction Test 

Head: 

Max GAMBIT (-) 1.17 0.42 0.52 

Max resultant accel (g) 225 99 106 

MT1 Neck: 

(STD) 

Max shear (kN) + 2.5 1.0 1.8 
Max tension (kN) 5.0 2.7 2.8 
Max flexion (N-m) 300 74 94 

Min extension (N-m) -90 -27 -76 

Max torsion (N-m) + 25 3 36 

MT3 Head: 
Figure 5. Top view photograph showing head twisted to (Airbag) 
the right after sliding off airbag, test MT4 Max GAMBIT (~) 1.17 0.29 0.29 

Max resultant accel (g) 225 68 59 

Neck: 

Max shear (kN) + 2.5 2.0 1.5 
Max tension (kN) 5.0 2.0 3.0 
Max flexion (N-m) 300 169 105 

Min extension (N-m) -90 -17 -15 

Max torsion (N-m) + 25 16 27 

helmet slid off the right side of the airbag as illustrated in 
Figure 7. Again, the helmet glanced along the car C-pillar 
region. The data in Table 6 indicate no head, chest, or 
abdominal injuries and there were no neck measurements 
recorded due to electronic failure. 

Simulation Validation    Table 15 lists the Figure 6. Photographs of test MT6, showing motorcycle/ 
computer simulation predictions for tests MT1 and MT3, airbag yaw to the right, helmet twisting to the right 
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¯ which were run in advance of the full scale tests. The deployment; and improved repeatability of test conditions. 
simulation is observed to be in close agreement (within 3 % With regard to airbag feasibility, overall, the 
to 20%) for maximum head GAMBIT, head resultant potential for worsening neck injuries with airbags is a 
acceleration, neck flexion moment, and neck tension force, concern. For prone and semi prone riding positions, car 
despite some differences between the modelled and actual type airbags deploying vertically fractured the necks of all 
airbag system response. However, the helmet twist and cadavers tested. With regard to basic airbag technology, 

¯ resulting large neck torsion moment was not predicted by car type sensors, ignitors, and inflators appear to be 
the computer simulation in either of the tests, adaptable to motorcycles, with suitable placement and 

Examination of the high speed film suggested that selection. However, considerable additional research is 
the large neck torsion moment measured in the full scale needed to eliminate potentially harmful effects and to 

’ tests may have been the result of cam-like action of the understand whether such a system is effective. Test and 

¯ forward projecting helmet about the rear biase~ head/neck simulation results to date indicate a high sensitivity to 
attachment joint. This action generates an increasing impact configuration, and this could severely limit 
moment on the neck as the head moves forward, effectiveness in real accident situations. While showing 
However, the "a" version of the dummy neck (tests MT1, some beneficial effects in reducing head accelerations in 
MT2 and MT3) was known to be too stiff in torsion and, 90° impacts to a stationary car, potentially fatal neck loads 
in general, the neck biofidelity and injury criteria need were observed with an airbag. In addition, impacts to a 

¯ further investigation, as noted above, moving car caused the motorcycle and airbag to yaw and 
The simulation also showed much larger chest the helmet to slide off the ellipsoidal shaped airbag, in one 

compressions than measured in the full scale tests (by a case causing the helmet to strike the car roof in a lower, 
factor of 2 or 3). Examination of the high speed films and more direct manner. At the current time, the major 
simulation animations indicated that this was due to the remaining airbag problems appear to be in the geometry 
lack of a shoulder structure in the computer simulation and timing (bag size, shape, location, deployment 

¯ model, resulting in the Car/roof edge impacting the dummy direction, start and duration of inflation, and exhaust rate). 
chest. In the full scale test, the roof edge impacted against Airbag concepts which are suitably shaped, not aggressive 
the more rigid and less vital dummy shoulder structure, to the neck, and which account for the yaw motion of the 
This difference probably affected the airbag optimization motorcycle after impact as well as large variations in 
and evaluation of the 5 concepts, and suggests that riding position, are needed. 

¯ 
different airbag evaluations and designs could result from In summary, future airbag feasibility research 
refinement of the simulation model, should clarify the neck and other injury assessment 

methodology, and re-evaluate various airbag concepts 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS using refined methodology, toward determining whether 

airbags provide a feasible means to reduce and not to 
The purpose of this research was to assess, increase rider injuries. 

¯ develop and validate the methodology used in studying 
motorcycle airbag feasibility; and to apply the methodology ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
to preliminary feasibility issues. 

Methodology developmentsincluded: an improved This paper was prepared for the International 
motorcycle airbag dummy (MATD-2) and injury criteria Motorcycle Manufacturers Association which coordinated 
and cost model (ICM-2), and a refined the research. Contracted research organizations 

¯ airbag/motorcycle/dummy/car computer simulation. The participating in the work were: Dynamic Research, Inc., 
methodologies were validated in a preliminary way against Biokinetics and Associates, Ltd. (injury criteria and 
laboratory stationary and dynamic data, cadaver/airbag test dummy ref’mement), Japan Automobile Research Institute 
data, and accident injury frequency data. The results (full scale tests) and INRETS Laboratoire Biomechanique 
indicated that further developments are needed in the areas (cadaver tests). 
of neck biofidelity and injury criteria. In addition, the 

O current neck injury criteria have considerable uncertainty REFERENCES 
associated with them and also only indicate potentially fatal 
levels with no indication of lesser severities. A more Biokinetics and Associates, Ltd., Iniury Assessment 
complete, probablistic and proportional neck injury index, Considerations in the Design and Use of a Motorcyclist 
based on additional biomechanical data, would be Anthropometfic Test Device, Vol. I: Literature Review, 

~ 
desirable. Other methodology refinements should include: R90-14a/jm, 1990. 
the shoulder region (in the dummy and simulation), as this 
may absorb a significant portion of the car impact; finite Biokinetics and Associates, Ltd., Injury Assessment 
element airbag model for simulation of out-of-position Considerations in the Design and Use of a Motorcyclist 
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¯ 
A Review of Motorcycle Safety 
P H Bly (on behalf of the-EEVC Ad-Hoc Group on Motorcycle Safety) 
Transport Research Laboratory 
United Kingdom 
94-$7-O-08 

ABSTRACT being transferred to others, and vice versa. The European 
Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) too has devoted 

Although motorcycling is a minority mode in most most of its efforts in the past to car safety (though including 
industdalised countries, it produces a substantial proportion pedestrian protection and lorry underrun), but in 1984 it 

¯ of casualties, and it has characteristics which are very reported on cycle and light-powered two-wheeler accidents 
different from other modes. Understandably, attention in (1). 
vehicle safety tends to focus on four-wheel vehicles, yet 
research into two-wheel vehicles can be very productive. The EEVC set up the Ad-Hoe Group on Motorcycle 
This review is the result of a study by an ad-hoe working Safety in 1991 to review matters of motorcycle safety, and 
group set up by the European Experimental Vehicles to consider in what ways safety might be improved by 

¯ Committee to examine all engineering aspects of motorcycle developing the current design of the vehicle, the rider’s 
safety, and contains the contributions of European experts clothing, and the road environment. As with other road 
in both primary and secondary safety, and in protective accidents, the great majority are caused by human error, but 
clothing. Between its Introduction and Conclusion, this this review does not cover questions of behaviour, training 
paper contains the summary findings of the much larger and education, since these are aspects of motorcycle safety 
study report. It covers accident and injury data, braking, which have received most attention so far, and there is an 

¯ handling, conspieuity, passive safety, airbags, leg extensive literature already on them. Even accepting the 
protection, combined design measures, helmets, clothing, safety failings of human behaviour, however, there is still 
and the general road environment and furniture. It does not considerable scope for improving safety by attention to 
consider driver behaviour, education and training. Overall, vehicle design, either to keep their riders out of trouble in 
it shows that, despite the intrinsic vulnerability of the first place, or to minimize injury should an accident 
motorcycle riders, there is considerable scope for improving occur. 

¯ safety further. 

This paper reproduces the summary and findings of the 
Ad-Hoe Group’s report. References are given where this is 

INTRODUCTION judged to be helpful, but the conclusions are based on a 
much wider bibliography contained in the full report, which 

There is a view in some quarters that, because is available from the EEVC (2). 
¯ motorcycling is a minority mode and inherently more risky 

than riding in an enclosed, four-wheel vehicle, not much can THE OCCURRENCE OF ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES 
or need be done to improve its safety. Attention amongst 
safety regulators has tended to focus on rider training and Accident statistics from nineteen industrialised countries 
helmet wearing. Manufacturers have concentrated on summarised in Table 1 suggest that the fatality rate per 
handling, braking, performance and aesthetics. All these motorcycle owned has declined in most (by 28 percent for 

O aspects are important, of course, but it is desirable that, the 15 European countries in the sample). Nevertheless, in 
from time to time, a more comprehensive look is taken at absolute terms, there are some 8.6 million motorcycles (not 
progress, to ensure that lessons learned in one field are counting mopeds) in the 15 European countries, and some 
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TABLE 1 Motorcycle owne~p, ~taliW rates and comparison 
with car fa~li~ rates in various countries 

(~r mo~rcycles and scooters except where indicated) 

Country Change in m/c Deaths per I00000 Ratio of death rates 
ownership registered m/c m/c to car 1990 
1980-90 % 1980 1990 %Change per veh per veh-km 

Australia- - 2 I00 60 -39% 4.2 I0.i 
Austria +15 117 102 -13% 3.0 7.3@ 
Belgium* +22 150 77 -49% 2.5 
Denmark +28 172 88 -49% 5.0 10.8 
Finland +38 48 47 - 3% 2.8 
France +22 182 136 -25% 5.0 
Germany +92 167 54 -67% 2.2 Ii.0# 
GB -31 108 87 -19% 8.6 14.7 
Greece +40 88 108 +23% 2.7 
Ireland - 9 169 157 - 7% 6.9- 15.9~ 
Italy+ +37 75 47 -37% 2.3 
Japan +34 37 45 +24% 2.5 
Netherlands +51 121 44 -63% 3.5 7.3 
New Zealand+ -14 73 133 +81% 4.8 
Norway + 5 i00 82 -17% 6.3 
Spain -13 26 74 +187% 1.9 
Sweden -85 79 46 -42% 3.5 
Switzerland +120 i01 53 -48% 3.7 5.2 
USA -28 90 78 -14% 4.4 

Europe~ +21 i00 72 -28% Av. 4.0           10.3 
Total + 9 ii0 89 -20% Av. 2.8 10.3 

-includes mop~s *1980-87 +1980-89    @1988 *W. Germa~ o~y " 15 countries ~ove 

Dab from UNECE Statistics of Road Traffic Accidents in Europe, w~ fa~lifies a~ust~ 
~ smMa~ 30 day d~fion by ~e hstimt ~r Zwdradsiche~dt, a~ ~om ~e OECD ~TAD da~base. 

5 thousand fatalities annually, accounting for a substantial The majority of motorcycle collisions take place at 

proportion (9%) of total road fatalities. Moreover, relatively low speeds, in the range 30 to 45 kph, and a 

motorcycling carries a substantially greater risk of injury substantial proportion of serous injuries and fatalities occur 

than does riding in a car (by a factor of ten per kilometer at modest speeds (4) where there is some hope of providing 
travelled, for the European countries), improved protection. 

Apart from the relative youth and inexperience of many The available evidence on collision headings is 

motorcyclists, the main safety disadvantage of motorcycles in..a.dequate, and attempts to devise protective measures need 

is the exposed position of their riders, but they are also to consider the whole spectrum of possibilities. As Figure 

more difficult to see in traffic, it is harder to judge their 1 shows, impact points are concentrated primarily within the 
speed of approach, and emergency braking can capsize the front quadrant of the motorcycle, and roughly perpendicular 

bike in some circumstances, impacts of the motorcycle into the side, front or rear of 
another vehicle are important, as are small angle impacts 

Types of Accident into the side or front (5). In the great majority of eases the 
riders sustained their most serious injuries while still in 

The object struck in a half to two thirds of collisions is contact with their machine, though it is not necessarily 

a car, and a quarter to a third of all accidents do not involve contact with the machine which causes the injuries. But the 

collision with another vehicle (3). In developing better fact that the injuries occur with the rider still close to the 

protection, therefore, it is sensible to concentrate on machine suggests that it might be possible to alter the 

collisions with cars and on contact with the road and outcome of the accident by modi~ing some aspects of the 

roadside furniture, though many measures will have a wider motorcycle, so that appropriate design of the machine may 
applicability in any case. be able to offer "better protection in some circumstances. 
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¯ Motorcycle 
Types of injury 

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of injuries (at all 

levels of severity) found in one study. Head injuries 
account for about 80 percent of all fatalities, while about 60 
percent of all serious injuries are to the legs, and these are 

¯ two important targets for injury prevention and reduction. 

Arm injuries are also frequent, but generally less serious 

(6). 

In impacts between motorcycles and other vehicles, head 
injuries are more prevalent in frontal impacts than in other 

¯ configurations (7). Serious leg injuries seem to be 
connected mainly with direct, often glancing, impacts 
against the front, side or comer of the other vehicle, or with 
impact into the side of the motorcycle, or with crushing 
between the motorcycle and the other vehicle. Solo 
accidents tend to give rise to a wide variety of injuries, the 

¯ : more serious ones arising from contact with roadside 
objects. 

Figure 1 Angular distribution of first impact 

% of all people injured (N=470) 

% of all All Soft Fracture Organs Body 
injudes injuries tissue part 

22.9 48.4 39.6 14.4 29.8 Head 
1.8 8.7 5,7 3.3 0.4 Neck 

3,8 19.0 12.5 9.0 Shoulder 
¯ 6.7 19.0 12.3 8.5 6.3 Thorax 

18.8 56.2 50.6 17.1 Whole arm ~ 
2.5 12.9 10.1 4.2 Upper arm 

4.6 21.9 14.5 8.8 Lower arm " "" "" "" 
.. 

2,0 11.8 9.9 1.7 Wrist 

¯ 
6.8 30.2 27.3 5.2 Hand 

4.0 "~ 3.6 8.3 1.1 6.6 Abdomen 

38.9 81.2 75.7 32.2 Whole leg 
7.6 33.5 25.6 12.9 Upper leg 

11.3 49.7 48.1 3.1 Knee 

¯ 
11.8 45.7 35.7 18.6 Lower leg 
4.6 23.0 20.3 4.2 Ankle 
3.3 16.2 14.9 3.5 Foot 

100 

¯ Figure 2 Distribution of injuries by body part 
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DESIGNING MOTORCYCLES TO AVOID 
ACCIDENTS Tyres 

Braking and handling There have been valuable safety improvements in tyres 
in recent years, particularly in the development of radial 

There have been substantial improvements in the tyres (the requirements are more demanding than for four- 
braking, stability and handling of motorcycles in recent wheel vehicles, since motorcycles depend more on sidewall 
years. Hydraulically-actuated disk brakes have become rigidity) and of low aspect ratio tyres, giving a larger and 
standard on all but the smallest bikes, sintered brake pads more constant contact patch between the tyre and the road. 
now perform better in the wet, tyres provide better grip, on 
average, than those of four-wheeled vehicles, and a variety Visibility and Conspicuity 
of frame designs and materials offer better stiffness, 
durability, steering, handling and stability. Some rear~iew mirrors give unsatisfactory vision to the 

rear, but a European Directive has recently been 
Nevertheless, braking remains one of the most important implemented to correct this. 

activities for the rider, who has to prevent the wheels from 
locking and sliding in order to maintain stability. There is Motorcycles and their riders have a much smaller 
evidence that fear of locking a wheel deters many riders ~’ frontal area than a car, and are accordingly more difficult to 
from applying the brakes to the full even in emergency spot in traffic. It is important to make them as conspicuous 
situations (8). Some models are becoming available with as possible so that other road users are aware of their 
activation of front and rear brakes combined in a single presence and can take the appropriate action (11). A lack 
control (9). As with four-wheeled vehicles, it is not of awareness of the motorcycle is a problem both in daylight 
possible to provide an optimum balance between front and and at night. 
rear in all loading conditions, but provided that the system 
ensures that the more controllable rear wheel locks before Use of the headlight has been found by one study to 
the front, coupled or eombined brakes may eneourage riders reduce daytime accidents by about 40 percent (12). 
to use more of the available braking force. However, small motorcycles often have insufficiently 

powerful headlights. Much the same level of eonspieuity 
Antilock brakes can prevent wheels locking, but they can be achieved by the rider wearing a high-visibility 

are only just becoming available in the market, and then fluorescent jacket (13). 
only on the more expensive models. Tests show that they 
work well, permit control on slippery and variable friction At night, more powerful headlights give better 
surfaces, and in some circumstances provide stopping eonspicuity, and the lights of some smaller machines are 
distances which are shorter than standard brakes. There inadequate (13). Retroreflective clothing can usefully 
remains some concern that antilock brakes might cause increase eonspicuity in another vehicle’s headlight. 
instability when braking in a bend (10), but for many riders, 
especially the less expert, antilock seems to offer a The enhanced conspicuityafforded by daytime headlamp 
worthwhile benefit, especially when fitted to the front use depends to some extent on the motorcycle being 
wheel. Current antilock systems remain expensive in different from other vehicles. The move to daytime lights 
relation to the cost of a small motorcycle, however, and for all vehicles in some countries will inevitably reduce the 
there is a need to develop cheaper versions, relative conspieuity of two-wheelers, and this should be 

considered in assessing the merits of the scheme. 
Improvements in frame design and tyres have reduced 

some of the handling problems experienced by riders of MINIMISATION OF INJURIES IN ACCIDENTS 
older motorcycle designs, and in particular uncontrolled 
weaving - an oscillating motion of the whole machine at General motorcycle design 
high speeds - seems to be no longer an important cause of 
solo accidents. Kick back, an oscillation of the steering at There has been appreciable improvement in some safety 
medium to high speeds brought on by road irregularities, aspects of motorc~,cle design in recent years, and 
remains a problem, however, and there is scope for non-agressive fillereaps, padding in the handlebar-area, and 
improved frame and front suspension designs to minimize it. smooth tankforms, for example, are already standard in 

many motorcycle designs. Sharp-edged vehicle parts should 
be avoided, especially in the area of the motor-cyclist’s 
possible trajectory. 
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Protective spaces designed into the leg area, as for not appear to present an insurmountable problem, but more 

example tends to be provided by the horizontal cylinders of research is required. 

a boxer engine, may reduce the risk of injury in the case of 
a side irnpaet. Leg protection 

The proximity of the tank and engine increase the risk Leg injuries account for about 60 percent of all serious 

of fire, but this can be avoided by using suitable tank injuries to motorcyclists, and an appropriately designed leg 
materials and connections. Burns resulting from hotengine protector can reduce the risk of injury to the lower 
parts and the exhaust should no longer be a design problem, extremities. 

if proper attention has been given to the need to provide 
shields. In the ease of a frontal collision, every force below the 

centre of gravity of the motorcycle rider will start a rotation 

It is desirable to prevent the rider becoming entangled in of the upper part of the body, and this can increase head 

the motorcycle during an accident. Injuries are likely to be velocity. This effect can worsen the risk of injury to the 

less once the rider has parted from the machine. It is also head. Leg protectors can produce these forces if they are 
desirable to raise the rider’s trajectory in a frontal impact, not designed in the right way. It is therefore important to 
so that the head rises above the roof edge of a ear. If the design leg protectors which do not trigger this motion. 
rider can be projected over an opposing vehicle, rather than 
into it, injuries will be reduced in most cases. So far, there are two different design philosophies 

evident in recent leg protector research conducted in 
Special leg pads in the area of the tank can soften the eomaection with the United Kingdom Draft Specification for 

impact and have an effect on the trajectory, making special leg protectors. Examples of the two approaches are 
designs for controlling the deformation of the handlebars illustrated in Figure 4. 
less necessary. 

One approach involves an external impact structure 

Airbags which has a relatively blunt front surface and a support 
frame that deforms at very large forces. The other 

Airbags can contribute to reducing the injury risk on a approach involves a narrower, more "streamlined" front 

motor cycle in some accident circumstances. Use of airbags surface, and a support frame that is designed to break off at 

with motorcycles is clearly different from that in ears. To very large forces. The following observations apply: 
produce the optimum effect, a way of combining restraint The blunt design, tested on three models of motorcycle, 

and energy absorption with a beneficial influence on the resulted in the rider pitching excessively and increased the 
trajectory has to be found (14). overall potential for injury to both head and legs (15). 

The streamlined design, tested on three different models 

The maximum benefit will occur in the case of a frontal of motorcycle, was found by one test team (using one type 
accident; little benefit is to be expected in the ease of other of test methodology) to reduce leg injuries without an 
accident groups, but the- possibility of airbag deployment increase in overall head injuries, under a wide range of test 

making injuries more severe will have to be examined for conditions, up to now (16). However, another test team 

these groups. (using a different methodology) found some increase in head 
and leg injuries in two impact comparisons it conducted on 

Considerably more development work is needed, but a this design (17). 

number of research groups have tested airbag systems, both 
on sleds and in full-scale impacts into ears, and overall these The second test team claims that leg protector break-off 

initial studies are very promising. Figure 3 shows test has not been observed in full-scale tests to date, so that, in 
impacts with and without ai~bags performed by HUK their view, this characteristic does not seem to be a major 

Verband of Munich. factor. However, it seems to be the case that designing for 
break-off enables the use of a design which can be lighter 

Safe actuation of the air bag is more difficult with a and smaller, and this may account for the difference in 

motorcycle than with a car, since unintended deployment is performance. 

likely to have more serious consequences, and the 
suspension and collapse of the motorcycle front wheel adds The different designs seem to have different effects on 

significant delay to the deceleration sequence of the the rider trajectory. 

machine. Development of a satisfactory mechanism would 
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t = 0... 96ms (voller Airbagkontakt) t = 0... 84ms (Kopfansto8 des Fahrers) 
6ms 

Figure3 Rider trajectory during an impact test with and without an airbag                                           ¯ 

Figure 4 Examples of leg protector (left: Zellner et al (15); right: Chinn et al (16)) 
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¯ Assessment of leg protection has been confused by half. Despite this, fatal head injures occur to 80 percent of 

differences in test methodology, giving rise to differences in helmeted motorcyclists who die in road accidents, and 
results and interpretations. This has complicated the search although there are fatal injuries to other body areas in a 
for practical safety elements. The present situation in which proportion of these cases, many die from head injuries 
different results are obtained with different designs of leg alone. 
protector, different motorcycles and different methodologies 

¯ is unsatisfactory and unproductive. It is hoped that an ISO Although some people claim that the added Weight of 

Working Group will provide a common methodology and the helmet is likely to increase the risk of neck injury, the 
make it easier to compare results from different evidence shows that this is not the case. 
experimental groups. 

Overall, full-faced helmets offer better protection then 
If uniform test conditions are adopted, they must be open-faced helmets, particularly for the face and chin area. 

¯ realistically broad in scope, or there is a risk that leg However, there is some evidence that basal fractures and 
protection could be developed which would pass the neck injuries in general are more frequent with full-faced 
required .tests but still not protect riders, or even exacerbate helmets than with open-faced helmets. 
the situation, in some accident configurations. As with all 
safety devices, it will be necessary to evaluate them in all The most frequently used criteria for determining head 
relevant situations, injury potential are peak acceleration and the Head Injury 

¯ Criterion (I-IIC), which is based on an integration of linear 

Combinations of safety devices acceleration over time. Both correlate fairly well with data 
from accidents and from experiments on live subjects, and 

Neither an air bag alone nor leg protection can protect it seems possible that HIC may be used to predict the 
from injury in all circumstances, and greater benefit might probability of death. Brain injury mechanisms are not 
be obtained in combination with each other and with other adequately understood, however, and cannot be adequately 

¯ safety devices (14). described by any single indicator. In particular, it is clear 

that, in addition to linear accelerations, rotational 
Specially-contoured seats might help impart an upward acceleration is also likely to be injurious, but at what level 

motion to the rider, and it may be possible to combine these is presently uncertain. Rotational accelerations are likely to 
with air-bags and leg protection without difficulty, to give be more important for motorcycle casualties than for the 
a combination which controls the ejection trajectory, absorbs constrained occupants of four-wheel vehicles. 
energy andoffers a degree of restraint in frontal impacts, 
and protects the legs in side and glancing collisions, and Although helmets currently offer good protection, they 
from direct impact with another vehicle or the road. In this could nevertheless be improved substantially, because they 
way it may be possible to arrive at an integrated design are too stiff and too resilient (19). Energy is absorbed 
which provides a level of safety in combination which is efficiently only at values of HIC way above what is 
greater than the sum of the separate contributions.    This surviveable. Helmet shells and helmet liners should be less 

¯ approach to motorcycle secondary safety seems likely to stiff in order to absorb energy efficiently from HIC levels 
offer substantial protection for the rider in accidents, and of about 1000 upwards. 
without changing the essential character of the machine. 
The airbag work in particular is in an early state, so that Other clothing 
estimates of injury reduction are necessarily very .tentative, 
but.according to one estimate reductions of the order of 25 Properly-made protective clothing such as jackets, 

¯ percents!in serious leg injuries, andperhaps as much as 40 trousers, one-piece suits, gloves and boots can reduce ~the 

percent in serious and fatal head injuries, might be incidence and severity of laceration and abrasion injuries 
achievable (15). Naturally, comprehensive studies of such and minor fractures. The risk of contamination of wounds 
combined designs, across all accident types, will be can also be greatly reduced. This protection is well 

essential, worthwhile, but it must be accepted that it is not possible to 
provide practical clothing which could prevent crushing, 

¯ PROTECTIVE CLOTHING bending and torsional injuries, or.massive penetration. 

Helmets Properly designed clothing will provide impact, and 
abrasive protection and at the same time protect" the rider 

There is ample evidence that wearing a helmet, either from physiological stress caused by excess of heat, cold or 

open or full faced, reduces the risk of fatality by about a wet (20). This type of stress is important, and it is essential 

¯ 
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that clothing designed to reduce the severity of injuries does beneficial if it is confined to barrier posts in areas where ¯ 

not in turn cause accidents by hampering the alder or accidents are most likely (22). There is inadequate 
making him or her extremely uncomfortable. Clothing information about the impact effects of concrete and wire- 
should be designed to be easy to put on or off, since it is rope barriers. Other roadside furniture which may not be 
more likely to be worn if it is reasonably convenient, so robust as to present a serious hazard to larger vehicles 

may still be very injurious to a motorcyclist, and it is 
At the same time, it is important that clothing designers important to consider the siting of all roadside furniture in ¯ 

provide a high level of eonspicuity for outer garments, and relation to motorcycles as well as other vehicles. 
that helmet designers pay attention to the high levels of 
noise often experienced by riders. The road surface 

It is hoped that the forthcoming protective clothing CEN Sudden changes in the friction of road surfaces are 
Standard (21) will ensure that riders are able to hazardous to motorcyclists. Small areas of lower-friction ¯ 

differentiate clearly between clothing that will provide material which are of no consequence to four-wheel vehicles 
protection and clothing that will not. The Standard will also can put two-wheel vehicles at risk. Where possible, road 
ensure that impact protection is not provided at the expense repairs should be done avoiding the use of any appreciable 
of physiological stress, width of smooth bitumen sealer along the direction of travel. 

Parallel grooving in the road surface is also dangerous to 
motorcycles, and motorcyclists should be given clear and      ¯ 

THE ROAD’ ENVIRONMENT adequate warning. 

In tackling the objective of making motoreyeiing safer, Appreciable differences in level between road markings 
it is not sufficient to consider the rider and machine in and the road surface can cause problems, as can the use of 
isolation. Just as, in the field of user behaviour and markings with a coefficient of friction very different from 
training, it is important to consider other road users also, the surface (23). It is suggested that differences in level ¯ 

any study of engineering measures should also examine the greater than 7ram should be avoided, though, as yet there is 
road surface, roadside furniture and traffic schemes, because insufficient experimental evidence to identify a clear limit. 
these items ÷.end to be designed with four-wheel traffic in 
mind, and the distinctly different needs of the motorcyclist Traffic calming schemes should be examined to ensure 
can often be forgotten, that they do not cause unacceptable hazards to motorcyclists, 

and any changes in road surface texture or level should be ¯ 

Other vehicles clearly indicated. 

In many collisions the rider .is in direct impact with On a wet road, motorcyclists (and especially 
another vehicle, and exposed to injury in much the same inexperienced riders) need an appreciably longer distance 
way as a pedestrian accident casualty. Current efforts of than four wheel vehicles in which to decelerate. Thus 
the EEVC to make the fronts of cars less injurious to warning signs need to be positioned sufficiently far in ¯ 

pedestrians will also benefit motorcyclists, but there is more advance of hazards such as cobbles or "sleeping policemen". 
which could be done to make car and truck construction less ¯ This potentially longer stopping distance for two-wheel 
aggressive. Spillage of diesel fuel is a serious potential vehicles also applies to the phasing of traffic signals. 
hazard for two-wheeled vehicles in making the road surface 
very slippery. More effort is required to prevent this. IN CONCLUSION 

¯ 

Roadside furniture Thus although motorcycles must inevitably provide less 
protection for their riders than does the enclosure of a four- 

While crash barriers are effective in preventing larger wheel vehicle, there is still considerable potential for 
vehicles from leaving the road, they pose an obvious hazard reducing the current relatively high risk of injury per 
to motorcyclists. It seems unlikely that a cost-effective kilometre travelled. Some riders value the mode for its 
method could be found for making a steel-beam barrier face efficiency and cheapness, but many riders appreciate the ¯ 

itself less injurious, but the support posts are particularly freedom and closeness to the elements which motorcycling 
aggressive to riders and it is possible to provide an energy- provides. For some, of course, the higher risk itself is an 
absorbing surface for these in locations where there is a attraction. But it seems possible to reduce the risk 
relatively high likelihood of motorcycle impacts. Indeed it substantially without diminishing the essential character of 
has been shown that this type of treatment can be cost the machine. 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT 

A cost study has been carried out, based on Dutch study will focus on both pedestrians and bicyclists. 
insurance data of payments to victims (pedestrians and Recently, already two different cost-benefit studies have 

cyclists) of collisions against car front ends. The results been carried out in this field, by BASt in Germany and 

of this study will be used for a cost-benefit analysis of a by TRL in The United Kingdom (Bamberg and Zellmer, 

proposed amendment (a series of car front end crash 1993; Lawrence et al, 1993). The Dutch study will be in 

tests) to the existing EC-Directive 74/483 on protruding line with these other studies, specially regarding the 

external parts of new cars. These tests are developed by overall design and the work on the benefit parts. 

EEVC-WG10. The international aim is to improve the The complete SWOV-study consists of 4 parts: 

outcome of collisions of car front ends against pedes- l.Scope of the problem and classification of relevant 

trians. It is expected that these improvements will parameters (this part has been carried out); 
benefit bicyclists as well. Therefore injury .costs of 2.Benefit-study (still going on); 

cyclists are also taken into consideration in this study. 3.Cost study (subject of this paper) 

Results of the cost study indicate that insurance pay- 4.Cost-benefit analysis (will be f’mished and published 

ment-data may be applied for this purpose. Results later thisyear). 

indicate that the level of costs thus found is lower than The cost-benefit study has been commissioned to SWOV 

the level of costs of injury found in other (international) by the Transport Research Centre (AVV) of the Dutch 

cost studies. Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Manag- 

This may be partially due to the casualty-dam used, in ement. 

which emphasis appears on children., and elderly, who 
have not incomes of their own. Therefore, the cost The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily 

category ’loss of income" is not applicable, supported by the Dutch Ministry of Transport. 

The results also indicate that the two casualty-groups 
(cyclists and pedestrians) may be combined as far as the THE ACCIDENT AND REGISTRATION 

level of costs (payments) is concerned. PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION The Accident Problem 

The cost study described in this paper is part of a According to of-fieial accident data, the annual toll of 

Dutch cost-benefit analysis, concerning the improvement pedestrians and bicyclists (resulting from ear front end 

of ear front end design with respect to collisions against collisions) is nearly 5000 bicyclist-casualties and 2000 

pedestrians and bicyclists, pedestrians. Of these bicyclists nearly 3 % are killed, of 
Improvement of the ear front ehdis expected to be the pedestrians nearly 4.5% are killed. 

reached by complying to certain injury-criteria of a set The remaining figures on casualties not being killed, are 

of 3 different crash-tests, as developed by the EEVC enormously under-reported, since the official registration 

(WG-10). These tests will be part of a proposed amend- (based on police data) is very incomplete, even more for 

ment to EC-Directive 74/483, concerning external parts accidents involving bicyclists than those involving pedes- 

of new ears, aiming primarily at improvement for pedes- trians. 

tdans in collisions with cars, occurring up to 40 kin/h- Not only are the official figures for hospitalized 
our. bicyclists underestimated by nearly a factor 2 (van 

A major Dutch transportation mode is. bicycling (there Kampen, 1991), the real numbers of casualties in the 

are almost as many bicycles as people in the Nether- ’lower’ severity ranges (slightly injured)may well be a 

lands). Since it is expected that bicyclists will benefit as 
well from the front end improvements, the cost-benefit 
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factor 5 to 10 higher than the official ones. relevant costs of these accidents, since in some cases the 
insurance company.would not be fully liable, or since in 

Improvement of registration other cases not all relevant costs would be claimed. 
’. Therefore, the cost data found at the insurance company 

Dutch national accident data, based on police regis- could be regarded as a minimum. 
tration, are very useful for both policy-makers and 
researchers. However. for more detailed analysis, such Type of data needed 
as injury research and cost research, more appropriate For the purpose of this study, data on the cost of 
data are needed. ...... accidents, involving pedestrians and bicyclists in eolli- 
Some of these other data sources are already available, sions with ear front ends, were needed, In order to carry 
while some new sources still have to be developed, out the cost-benefit analysis, these data, as well as the 
Available are national hospital data, data from emerg- benefit data, would have to show quite a lot of detail. 
ency services in hospitals, national survey data and The main distinctions are: 
insurance data. SWOV is very much concerned with the - pedestrians and bicycles hit by car front end 
subject of the quality and quantity of registration of - type of car damage (i.e. front end of car, preferably 
traffic accidents and is (primarily on behalf of the Dutch distinction between bumper, bonnet leading edge, and 
Ministry of Tr.ansport) involved in a number 6f interest- bonnet); 
ing and promising projects in this field. - distinction according to injury type (i.e. brain, skull, 
One of these promising adtiVities is the use of insurance leg etc); 
data, on which the cost smdy~ now presented, has been - distribution according to injury severity (such as fatal,. 
based, serious injury, other (lower) severity); 

distribution according to collision speed (preferable 
Use of insurance data under and over 40 kin/hour); 

¯ - age and sex of casualty. 
Some remarks about the use of insurance data are in 

place, Firstlyi SWOV is very much indebted to the Such detailed data on costs of traffic accidents are not 
particular insurance company involved in this cost study, available in The Netherlands. As in other countries, 
for being prepared to cooperate and having made their some general observations of annual traffic accident 
data available for this purpose. Secondly, as already costs had been made on a macro-economic scale, rang- 
shown in the previous sentence, SWOV is careful not to ing officially from a conservative 6 billion guilders to a 
mention the name of this insurance company, since the probably more realistic amount of more than 10 billion 
data involved may well show part of the company’s guilders (about $ 5 billion). 
private ways of handling insurance cases. The data also In many countries general estimates have been made by 
show numbers of cases and (of course) Costs, being paid researchers to calculate the overall costs of traffic fatal- 
by the company. For all these reasons, SWOV is some- ities, hospitalized and other injured (some of these 
what restricted in the presentation of the details of the sources will be mentioned under Discussion). 
data. However, cost data on specific accident types or on 
SWOV had already carried out a preliminary study on specific casualty groups (such as pedestrians or bicyc- 
costs of damage, based On the traffic’accident data avail- lists) are not available. 
able to this particular insurance company. 
It appeared that the major insurance companies have De~ripfion of the available insurance data. 
rather detailed computer based cost-data, on their individ- 
ual cases, including both d~mage (to cars and other Car-lnsurance of damage and injury in case of acci- 
properties), injury and other costs relevant to car acci- dents covers almost all imaginable costs as long as the 
dents such as loss of income, ’grief’ payment and cost of injured party is able to claim these from the insurance 
impairment, company. 

Therefore the relevant data in this cost-study are third 
DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF THE COST STUDY party risk data. 

Due to the current traffic laws in The Netherlands, 
General observations pedestrians and bicyclists hit by ears, may claim their 

damage and injury costs from the car owner, unless it is 
It was decided to use available insurance data on positively proven that the car owner was not at fault. 

cost-payments of specific accidents. It was understood 
that this type of cost-data would not necessarily yield all 
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¯ 
In some cases only part of the costs may be claimed, company. Many of these records were still active. This 

since the driver of the car was only partly at fault (for work was done by the insurance company. 

instance 25%, 50% or 75%). To calculate the complete * Using these individual files. SWOV selected those 

costs of these cases, the payments made by the insurance cases that complied to the following selection criteria: 

company have to be multiplied by a factor representing - only car front involved 

the inverse of that specific amount. - victim either pedestrian or bicyclist 
¯ Though the cost data and some of the general accident * From these resulting relevant records, the following 

data are available in computerized data files, some of the data per casualty were extracted by SWOV, separate for 

other relevant data are not. Fmdestrians and bicyclists: 

These data have to be gathered from the original written - outcome of accident (fatal, hospital, other) 

forms, which are kept together in individual ease. files. - part of ear damaged (bumper, bonnet, window) 

¯ 
Such data include: - side of bicycle hit (side, rear, front) 

- type of accident (i.e. car front against pedestrian or -age and sex of victim 

bicyclist) - percentage of third party risk (100, 75, 50, 33, 25%) 

- part of the car front end involved (i.e. bumper, leading - relevant remarks eonceruing typical aspects of that 

edge, bonnet) specific easo. 

- type of injury * These data were coded, according to a pre-coded list, 

¯ 
- type of treatment/severity of injury (i.e. fatal, hospital- on a hand-written form, by SWOV. 

ized or other) * Using the individual case-numbers of the same result- 

- age and sex of victim, ing relevant cases, the computerized data bank was 
ente.red again, to gather all different sorts of cost data. 

The different sorts of costs (payments) available in the * These data were added to the data already coded. This 

material studied are: work was also done by SWOV at the office of the insur- 

medical costs, loss of income, grief payment, domestic ance company. 

help, property damage (not relevant to this study), other * The data on the handwritten forms were then put into 

injury costs, interest payment, reserve (estimated remai- a computer data file, at the office of SWOV. 

ning costs as long as a case is not closed). * Computing and analysing of the data took place at 
SWOV. 

EXECUTION OF THE COST-STUDY 

O 
RESULTS OF THE COST STUDY 

Selection of relevant cases 
In the following tables the results of the work is 

For the purpose of comparability with the outcome presented, firstly with respect to the different accident 

of both other (German and British) cost-benefit studies, parameters; secondly with respect to the cost data. 

accident and cost data had to be gathered for the year 

¯     1991.                                         Accident data 
The total number of registered injury cases involving 
cars and either pedestrians or bicyclists (as available in The total number of relevant cases selected from the 

the data files of the insurance company) was 155 for the original 1991 sample is 111 (73 bicyclists and 38 pedes- 

year 1991. trians) out of 155. 

This was considered to be a sufficient number to carry This means that 44 cases were not selected, all of these 

¯ out the cost-study dnd no other (more recent, and there- being bicycle accidents, in which the bicycle was not hit 

fore more incomplete) data were used, although they by the front end of the car. In most of these cases the 

were available, bicycles struck opened doors of the cars or the side of 
the cars. 

Sequence of (data) steps 

The following steps were carried out: 
¯ * All record numbers of individual cases, involving cars 

and pedestrians or bicyclists were noted, using and 
selecting from the computerized data; this work was 
done by SWOV at the offi~ of the insurance company. 
¯ The individual records of these cases were then 
located in the appropriate departments of the insurance ¯ 
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Outcome Bicyclists Pedestrians Total trians form the majority in their groups. 

Fatal 7 (9.6%) 4 (10.5%) 11 (9.9%) 
Hospital 21 (28.8%) 14 (36.8%) 35 (31.5%) Location Bicyclists Pedestrians Total 
Other 45 (61.6%) 20 (52.6%) 65 (58.6%) of injury 

Total 73 (100%) 38 (100%) 111 (100%) Head 28 (28.4%) 12 (31.6%) 40 (36.0%) 
Leg 15 (20.6%) 10 (26.3%) 25 (22.5%) 

Table 1. Selected cases of bicyclists and pedestrians Other 30 (51.0%) 16 (42.1%) 46 (41.4%) 
in collisions with car front ends, according to out .................................................................... 
come-category; insurance data 1991. Total 73 (100%) 38 (100%) 111 (100%) 

Table 1 shows the numbers of the two groups of easu- Table 4. Sdected cases of bicyclists and pedestrians 
alties according to their outcome-category. Some 10% of in collisions with car front ends, according to location 
the selected casualties in both groups were killed, of most serious injury; insurance data 1991. 
This percentage is clearly higher than could be~ expected 
from the data.of the official Dutch accident statistics as Head injuries (brain, face and skull) and leg injuries 
mentioned before, form the major separate categories of most serious 

injuries. Other injuries include arm injuries, thorax 
injuries and spine/back injuries. 

Age Bicyclists Pedestrians Total 
(years) Cost data 

0-14 15 (20.6%) 14 (36.8%) 29 (26.1%) The cost (payment) data have been gathered accord- 
15-64 38 (52.0%) 14 (36.8%). 52 (46.8%) ing to the 8 different categories as mentioned before. 
over 65 20 (27.4%) 10 (26.3%) 30 (27.0%) However, these groups of costs will be presented in one 
................................................................... combined cost-group to avoid problems with the corn- 
Total 73 (100%) 38 (100%) 111 (1.00%) petitors of the insurance �ompany. 

Only costs relevant to the problem of injury res.ulting 
Table 2. Selected cases of bicyclists and pedestrians from the collision with the car front end are selected. 
in collisions with car front ends, according to age- which means that any payments with regard to property 
category; insurance data 1991. damage, either to the car owner or to the pedestrian 

(clothing) or bicyclist (clothing and bicycle), have been 
neglected. 

Table 2 shows that large proportions of the total num- 
bers in both casualty-groups are formed by children and 
elderly people. This may well influence the cost data, Total costs Bicyclists Pedestrians Total 
since these groups do not have incomes of their own (guilders) 
which means that insurance claims and payments in this ............................................................... 
field will be low. < 5.000 27 (37%) 12 (32%) 39 (35%) 

5 - 10.000 15 (21%) 5 (13%) 20 (18%) 
10- 50.000 22 (30%) 17 (45%) 39 (35%) 

Sex Bicyclists Pedestrians    Total             50-100.000 7 (10%) 0 7 (6%) 
.................................................................. > 100.000 2(3%) 4(11%) 6(5%) 
male 44 (60.3%) 18 (47.4%) 62 (55.9%) 
female 29 (39.7%) 20 (52.6%) 49 (44.1%) Total 73 (100%) 38 (100%) 111 (100%) 

Total    73 (100%)    38 (100%) 111 (100%)      Table $. Selected cases of bleydists and pedestrians 
in collisions with car front ends, according to cat- 

Table 3. Selected cases of bicyclists and pedestrians egory of total injury costs; insurance data 1991. 
in collisions with car front ends, according to sex; 
insurance data 1991. Table 5 shows that .in the majority of eases total pay- 

Table 3 shows that male bicyclists and female pedes- 
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¯ ments have been executed at a level under 50.000 Dutch no comparable’study-results have been found. 

guilders. Normal procedure, as reported in current cost literature, 

It should be noted however, as stated before, that most is to calculate injury costs on a non-individual level. 

of these cases are still open to f’mal judgement and National data sources on medical costs and income and 

settlements, national surveys on such items as ’willingness to pay" 

This is reflected in the separate cost category "Reserve", are used to calculate gross injury costs, including pro- 

¯ in which category, the remaining expected payments are jected loss of income during lifetime. 

calculated: ’ ¯ The total national numbers of casualties are than applied 

Though this category is. part of the total costs presented, tocalculate costs per casualty, usually per casualty- 

in some cases.a larger final payment may exist than category (fatal, serious, slightly injured). 

calculated. .. In the cost-benefit studies of BASt (Bamberg. and 

The differences in level of payments for the two casualty Zellmer, 1993) en TRL (Lawrence et al, 1993). cost 

¯ groups are not remarkable, therefore the casualty-groups data of this type of studies have been used to extract 

will be combined’. . ,. ~ costs for traffic fatalities and costs for seriously and 

It would also be interesting to know whether these fig- slightly injured. 

ures are dependant on the severity of the outcome of In summary,- these .two studies yielded the following 

accidents; this is shown in tbe’next table, figures (expressed in ECU’s, based on respectively 1990 

and 1991 prices and rounded off; 1 ECU = 2, 17 Dutch 

~.~ Total costs Bicyclists & Pedestrians guilders): 
(guilders)      Fatal        Hospital    Other        Total 

Severity-category BASt     TRL 
< 5.000    3 ~7%)    -¢ (11%) 32 (49%)    39 (35%) 
5 - 10.000 4 (36%) 3 (9%) 13 (20%) 20 (18%) 
10 -50.000 2 (18%) 19 (54%) 18 (28%) 39 (35%) fatally injured 682.000 975.000 

50-100.000 .0. 6 (17%), 1 (2%) 7 ( 6%~ seriously injured 42.800 101.500 

¯ > 1130.000 2 (18%) 3 (9%) 1(2%) 6 (5%) slightly injured 2.300 

Total 11(100%) 35(100%) 65(100%) 111(100%) As can be seen, in comparison with table 6 of the 

SWOV-study, the applied costs for fatalities and serious 
Table 6. Selected cases of bicyclists plus pedestrians injured are far higher than found in the Dutch study. 
in collisions with car front ends, according to cat- The ~BASt cost data for slightly injured, however, are 

¯ 
egory of total injury costs and category of injury 

more or less in line with the Dutch insurance-based data. 
severity; insurance data 1991. 

In view of the difference shown above between the two 
While the majority of the lower severity category 

studies with respect to costs for serious injured, there is 
(’Other’) clearly belongs to the lower category of pay- 

apparently need for a more uniform definition of this 
ments, emphasis for the hospitalized is somewhere in the 

group of casualties. In the Dutch study therefore, the 

¯ 
middle payment-region, category ’hospitalized’ is used. 
However, contrary to the expectation, payments for 

fatalities are not exclusively found in the higher costs- 
Possible explanation of differences 

categories. 

This may be due to the fact, already mentioned, that a In general, the level of payments based on insurance 
majority of the victims is either under 15 or over 65 

claims may well be a different one from the level found 

¯ years of age, and therefore no payments for ’loss of in current macro-economic cost studies. This is a matter 
income" are applicable, 

asking for further research. 
The costs paid for these groups are mostly funeral The. rather big difference with regard tot fatality-costs 
arrangements and ’grief’ payments, 

between the Dutch study and both other studies may be 
partly explained by the fact that a relatively great hum- 

DISCUSSION 
ber of Casualties is either under 15 or over 65 years of 
age. Therefore, the important factor ’loss of income" is ~ 

Comparison with international costs 
not applicable. 

Another factor may be that the size of the sample of 
In this cost study, payments based on insurance- 

insurance data used, though considerable for one corn- 
claims have been Used to calculate total injury costs of 

specific casualty-groups resulting from one particular 

¯ collision type. This method is apparently unique, since 
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party, may be too small to study all different payment LITERATURE 
possibilities. Extension of the study to other years may ¯ 
be considered. Bamberg, R. und Zellmer, H., 1993. Nutzen durch 

vermeidbare Personensch.~den bei Einfiihrung des 
Other casualty-groups and future research Testverfahren der EEVC-WG I0 Richtliaie zur P~fung 

der PKW-Frontflache. Bundesanstalt flit Strassenwesen 
In this Dutch study, specific casualty-groups (pedes- (BASt). Bergisch Gladbach, 1993. (Preliminary report).. 

trians and cyclists) and a specific collision type (collision 
¯ 

against car front end) were selected. It may well be that Kampen, L.T.B. van, 1991. Cyclists and Pedestrians in 
total injury payments for other road-user categories and The Netherlands: Different Needs of Injury Protection? 
for other collision types will differ from the ones found. In: Proceedings of the 13th International ESV-Confer- 
On the other hand, the differences found between the ence. NHTSA, Washington, 1991. 
payments for the two casualty groups in this study, were 
rather small implicating that the two could be combined. Lawrence, G.J.L., Hardy, B.J. and Lowne, R.W.. ¯ 

1994. Costs and benefits of the EEVC pedestrian impact 
Study into the matter of different categories of road user requirements. Project Report 19. TRL, Crowthorne, 
and different collision types has been no part 9f the cur- 1993. 
rent study, but may be recommended for future 
research. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS                                                                                                                                ¯ 

Insurance data have been used for the purpose of 
establishing costs of injury for specific groups of casu- 
alties (pedestrians and bicyclists) and specific types of 
accidents (collisions with car front ends). 
This has been successful as far as the data itself is con- 
cemed. Especially, the cooperation of the insurance 
company involved, was excellent. 

As far as the results are concerned (total payments 
regarding injury costs) the data indicate that the distinc- 
tion made between fatal and other severity categories 
does not reflect the vastly different amounts of money 
normally found in studies using more maero-econotnie 
approaches. 

German cost data, used in a recent cost-benefit analysis 
of BASt, are more or less comparable to the Dutch 
figures for non-fatal injury payments, but the Dutch 
results for fatalities are not comparable to the figures 
used in both the German and the British cost-benefit 
studies. 

Further research is recommended into the matter of the 
level of costs found from insurance data (payments) and 
the level of costs found in other, more common types of 
cost studies. 
Secondly, further research is recommended to study the 
differences in costs between the various categories of 
road users and types of collisions. 
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dummy riders are impacted into a fla< rigid, 
ABSTRACT                                          vertical barrier.     In the real life situation the 

system has in effect an infinite number o[" degrees 
The paper describes a three-dimensional computer       of freedom. A computer model of necessity can 
simulation of the impact of motorcycles and        have only a finite number and to keep this to a 
dummy riders with flat, vertical, rigid barriers        reasonable amount, bearing in mind computation 
inclined at various angles to the initial direction of       time and computer memory, simplifications and 
travel.     The computer model has two main        approximations must be made.     This is not 
features for both the motorcycle and the dummy,        necessarily a drawback. The simpler behaviour of 
They both consist of articulated rigid bodies with        the model is easier to understand than the more 

non-linear compliant joints and with contact models        complex actual situation.     The art inherent in 
superimposed.         Velocity-related non-linear        modelling is therefore to devise a model where the 
algorithms are used to describe contacts between        important features of the behaviour of the 
the dummy rider, the motorcycle and the barrier,         prototype are retained and are simulated 
The simulation has been applied to a series of full-        realistically whilst it is the unimportant, and 
scale crash tests.    The model is currently being        potentially unreliable, detail which is lost. As 
extended to incorporate safety features such as leg-        computers become faster in operation and lower in 
protectors and air-bags into the motorcycle and        cost, economic models can, of course, become 
also to replace the rigid barrier by a moving car.        more detailed.     For example, Happian-Smith et 

al.(3) presented a two-dimensional model for head- 
on impact where the rider was modelled as a 

INTRODUCTION single mass. This was then extended to deal with 

the glancing impact case, Chinn et al.(4).    An 
Mathematical simulation of the behaviour of        extremely simple but three-dimensional simulation 

a motorcycle and rider is a relatively recent        was then developed, HappianoSmith et al.(5). The 
activity which is still not very widespread. Work        current paper describes many further steps towards 
has been presented by Zellner et al.(1), and by        reality. 
Nieboer et al.(2) at T.N.O. as well as by the            Despite their limitations computer models ,are 
current authors, but little appears to have been        extremely useful. They are more sensitive and 
done elsewhere. No doubt this is somewhat a        repeatable than crash tests, much cheaper to run 
reflection of the inherent difficulties in simulating        and can be used to simulate situations which are 
such an event; to quote Nieboer et aI. "computer        difficult or dangerous to test and give valuable 
simulation of motorcycle rider behaviour during a        insights into the key factors affecting behaviour 
crash, however, is far more difficult compared to        and how these interact. In particular they enable 
the simulation of passenger car occupants, because        statistical parametric studies to be carried out very 
of the more complex .way in which motorcycles        economically. 

and their riders Ix:have after impact:’. Part of this 
"complex way" is of course due to the masses of        DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
the motorcycle and of the rider being of the same 
order of magnitude as opposed to that of cars and             There are three main physical components to 
their occupants,                                         the complete simulation - the motorcycle the 

This paper presents mathematical simulations        dummy rider and the target (for example a barrier 
representing crash tests where motorcycles with        or a moving car). 
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The Motorcycle 

The kinematic model of the motorcycle 
consists of four rigid components connected by 
three compliant joints. The frame has six degrees 
of freedom, being free to translate and rotate 
relative to all three global Cartesian axes. This is 
the datum body for the motorcycle model. 

Relative to this, the steering assembly has an 
additiqnal four degrees of freedom, covering b43 ( ) iv14 
steering and front wheel suspension movement, and 
also plastic bending of the front forks, while the 
back wheel has one. This gives eleven degrees of 

,0~) ..J~ 
freedom in all.    The locations of the lumped                          .J7 
masses, representative of the motorcycle, and the 

~_~ J1~_ .J13 

Figure 1. Motorcycle model. MM refers to 
masses, MJ refers to joints. 

The Dummy Rider J14 J]5 

M!5  ’416 
The kinematic model of the dummy rider 

consists of sixteen rigid anatomical components 
connected by fifteen compliant joints. The pelvis 

Figure 2. Dummy model, M refers to masses, 
has six degrees of freedom, being free to translate 

J refers to joints, R refers to a rigid joint. 
and rotate relative to all three global Cartesian 
axes. This is the datum body for the dummy 

the dummy and the motorcycle to represent the m(xlcl. Relative to this the dummy has a further ¯ 
contacts made during an impact between the twenty-nine degrees of freedom. Thus the dummy        dummy and the motorcycle, the dummy and the 

has thirty-five degrees of freedom in all. The barrier and also the motorcycle and the barrier. 
locations of the lumped masses representative of 

On the dummy at each contact location there is the dummy body p,’u’ts, and the positions of the 
considered to be a sphere of sufficient diameter to joints, are shown in Figure 2. 
represent the cross-section of the corresponding 

The Target 
part of the ridcr’s body. Thus if there were an 
infinite number of them on each limb they would 
then effectively form a cylinder between each pair 

In the work presented here the target is a of joints. When contact is made with an external barrier representative of a rigid vertical wall of 
object the sphere deforms, generating a force with infinite mass and of height 1.22 m and a top 

horizontal, deformable, plane on the side remote a line of action along the radius from the centre of 
the sphere to the point of contact. There is usually from the motorcycle/barrier impact point. The also an additional friction force at right angles to barrier can be orientated at any angle relative to 
this radial force. the direction of travel of the motorcycle. 

The ’spheres’ and joints are given non-linear, 

Contacts velocity and depth related stiffness and damping 
characteristics derived from data obtained mainly 
from dynamic and quasi-static tests carried out at From observation and analysis of track test 
TRL.    Thus they can be relied upon to be results, sets of contact points have been assi.~ned to 
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¯ rcprescntativc of what happens in impacts.    Thc 800 
dynamic tcsts wcrc applicd to the dummy and 

""stiffness 

rcsultcd in its force vs displacement and velocity 
vs displacement characteristics.    The parts tested 
against various forms otr impactor wcrc as follows: 

head with helmet]flat anvil; 
shoulder/flat impactor; 

¯ middle of upper arm/flat impactor; 
middle of forearm/flat impactor; -~= 
hand/flat impactor, 
upper thorax/block impactor; 
lower thorax/block impactor; . 
stomach/block impactor; ~’-.-._ 

¯ pelvis/flat impactor; 0 ...... ,    ,    ,    , ,    , -’r---__~.:=. 

upper leg (thigh)/plate impactor; 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.,~ o.s o.s 0.7 0.8 0.9 

knee/plate impactor; 
middle of lower leg/flat impactor; 
ankle/flat impactor; Figure 4. Plot of stiffness against displacement 

and base of foot/flat impactor, from test on dummy upper leg. 
The static tests were applied to parts o’f the 

¯ motorcycle to produce force vs displacement 
characteristics.    The parts tested against various 
forms of impactor were as follows: 

headlamp area/flat block; 
side of motorcycle/flat block; 
side of petrol Lank/cylindrical impaetor; 

¯            rear of fairing/cylindrical impactor;                     ,~. 
rear of petrol rank/flat impactor; 

‘and front wheel/flat anvil. H 

Figures 3 to 8 show examples of results from these ~ . 
tests.    Of particular interest is the .dummy flesh ~(’! / 
which shows that the stiffness and damping are > . 
displacement sensitive rather than velocity, sensitive. 

~1~ i.e. the stiffness and damping were the same for a _~ ...... 
given depth regardless of the impact velocity. -1~ ~1 211 

It should be noted that the characteristics of DISPLACEMENT 

each contact surface arc unique to that surface and 
,are not a combination of the characteristics 0f two Figure 5. Plot of velocity against displacement 
or more impacting surf‘aces. The criterion foi" from test on upper leg. 
calibrating the model was the matching of the 

¯ e.xtcnsive range of displacement/time data of the " 

1000j -- Damping 

\\\. 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

(a-d)IR -400 l 
-10           ~) ’ 2’8 

DI SPLACE,~ENT (~I) 
Figure 3. Plot of damping against displacement 

¯ from test on dummy upper leg. Figure 6. Plot of force against displacement 
from test on upper leg. 

¯ 
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simulation against the equivalent data from track        ¯ 
tests.    To assist with this process a computer 
produced animation of the motion of the dummy 

~ 
[. ,--~__~. anatomical components and the motorcycle was 

~ generated by the package VIEWWLD (6).and 

~ 

compared against high speed film from the track 
tests. A typical sequence is shown in Figure 9. 

¯ In a similar manner suitable friction values were 
determined for the tangential effects at the contact 
points.    The dummy contact location points are 
shown in Figure 10. 

The surface of the motorcycle is represented 
by sets of lines, cylinders, planes and spheres. 
Contact locations are determined by where the ¯ 
dummy rider contacts the motorcycle or the 

~, motorcycle contacts the barrier, subject to 
~z compatibility checks against track test results. At 
"%~ each location there is a deformable element which 

0 

O 
0                           DEFLECTION (,~L~I) 100 

Figure 7. Force-deflection charact~’istics or (-’)’-.~’/~-’~ 75 
standard Norton Commander fa[rlng at oblique 
impact position. 

¯ 
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c3( 

C7 

( ( )c 3 ( ( )c 2 ,.,o., ( (),-,,,., 

C21        C22                 "~ ( )    ( ) 

Figure 10. Dummy contact points.                                                         ~0~ 

¯ 
is usually a sphere but may be another shape. 
The mechanical characteristics are determined ,as 
for those of the dummy and the tests which were 

carried out to find ,laem are referred to above. 
¯ the dummy/motorcycle contact points are shown in 
Figure 11, and the motorcycle/barrier and 
motorcycle/road contacts in Figure 12. 

¯ The barrier is considered to be a single 
infinite mass. The contact model for this consists 
of two planes, one for the front [ace and one for 
the top.    The front plane is infinitely rigid but ~.:~s 
the top is deformable in the same manner ~s the 

I planes, repr.esenting the sides of the motorcycle. 1 The junction or a rigid component with a 
¯ deformable one can, because of the sharp 

discontinuity, produce a singularity in the 
mathematical model and therefore the corner 
between these two planes is rcpresent~ by a 
deformable cylinder. This is an important and Figure 11. Motorcycle.dummy contact points. 
critical technique and is also relevant to simulation 
of a car should impact occur, for example, at a ¯             roof edge. 

¯ 
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generates the symbolic coding for the dynamics of       ¯ 
the system. The system dynamics are then passed 
to a further package, ACSL (8), a simulation 
program, which acts as an integrator. This then 
evaluates the forces, displacements, velocities and 
accelerations at each time state requested.    The 
process then proceeds iterafively and continues 
automatically until the simulation ends at a time        ¯ 
requested by the analyst. 

Oqtnut comes in both numerical and graphical 

forms with any requested parameters plotted against 
~ dine. The numerical output can then bc taken as 

MCIO ] data into an animation package. Two of these 
have been used. One, VIEWWLD (6), referred to         ¯ 
earlier, gives a simple outline drawing of the 
system and is useful in giving a general picture of 
the overall movements while the other, Wavefront 
Advanced Visualiser (9), a sophisticated 

!// visualisation . package, shows the full range of 

~/ contact surfaces and .the motion of the motorcycle 
I(// and dummy rider in three dimensions and from any ¯ 

........ ,~ V angle. The general scheme of the computation 

/ \\",          14     process is shown in Figure 13. 

~ ~ I ~_C..T~__~,,_........._._[/ 
The simulation has been applied~ to a series of 

\ ,,~. /~ k ..... ~. :- , ~./ 
situations involving impact of a Norton ¯ 

, ~’~’x~ ~..~ ~,,~~. 

Commander mo to rcycle with an Opat dummy 
impacting a rigid barrier at various spce.ds and 

~ ~~~ 
angles.    Results have been compared with those 
from track tests carried out by TRL, these having 
been derived from the analysis, of film dam and 

Figure 12. Motorcycle-barrier and motorcycle- also, in some cases from accelerometer recordings. ¯ 
road contact points. The cases outlined in Table 1 have been 

particularly examined. The simulations produce 

COMPUTATION 
four types or" output forces, accelerations, 
velocities and displacements at specific locations on 
the motorcycle and rider. The real-life situations 

The computer program is, of course, being being simulated are ill-conditioned, i.e. small developed for the analysis of a motorcycle and 
perturbations in input can cause large changes in ¯ dummy rider impacting a moving deformable car. 
output. This is reflected also in the computer It is a particular version of this program which 
model and as a consequence the displacements, has been used here where the impact is into a - 

vertical rigid barrier, and for any angle between 
the plane of the barrier and the direction of travel RUN IMPACT ANGLE VELOCITY 
of the motorcycle. Commercial packages do exist 
which model dummies used in general vehicle 1 90 DEGREES 27.74 mileBa ¯ 
testing, for example MADYMO and CALSPAN. 12.4 .m/s 
For the current work, it was decided, however, that 
a more specific model was needed with all the 2 57 DEGREES 27.96 mile/in 
elements of the situation, motorcycle, dummy and 12.5 m/s 
tar~,.t, incorporated into one computer code. The 
program thus developed is in FORTR,~N77 and is 3 50 DEGREES 20.58 mile/h 
currently run on a Sun Sparcstation IPC. A dam 9.2 m/s ¯ 
description file is first created by the analyst. 
This describes the geometric and mechanical 4 30 DEGREES 30.87 mile/h 
properties of the dummy and the motorcycle, e.g. 13.8 m/s 
the masses, inertias of all the component parts, and 
the stiffness and damping characteristics of the Summary of Test Runs 
contacts and of the joints. A proprietary package, ¯ 
SD/’FAST (7) then interprets this file, formulates TABLE 1 
the equations of motion and contact and then 
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Figure 13. Computatio. 

bein~ ~e s~ond inLe~ral of the accelerations, ~ ~o ~c a~r~men[ ~[wcen [hc [we di[Fercn[ forms 
[hc l~st sensitive parameters, and ~c mos[ of m~suremen~ of [cs[ ~haviour.     ~is is 
rcprescnm[ive in comparin~ simulated ou[pu[ ~o p~icul~ly cncoura~in~ because ~e dynamics 

I real life. while the accelerations. ~d also ~e the motorcycle, and hence ~e dummy, de.rid 
forces which ~e closely related to &era, ~e &e initially on the collapse ch~acterisdcs of &e front 
most sensidve, particularly as reg~ds &e p~k wheel, i.e. coms~, cast, etc. Accdate modelling 
values, of the wh~l ch~acterisdcs can only ~ achieved 

Some selected resul~ are shown ~low. by obtaining dam from dyn~ic tests 
Figure 14 shows plo~ against dine of ~e appropria~ type of wheel, m~sured in isolation. 
displacement ~d velocity, in the fore-and-aft The simulated resul~ change more shyly b~ause 

~ direction, or the cerise of gravity of &e motorcycle the simulation omiu numerous secondly 
in Run I. These ~e shown compared to &e which ~e likely to m~e ~e ~haviour more 
results from a ~ack test be& derived from digitised complex. 
film dam and from integrated acccleromcter The dummy, and hence ~e pelvis, is not 
recordings. Figures 15 to t8 ~ch show &e atmch~ to ~e motorcycle so that forces bctw~n 
results for all four runs, for dummy pelvis them depend l~gely on friction. Agr~ment for 

~ displacement, pelvis velocity, head displacement pelvis displacement is good - note that in some 
and head velocity resNctively. Figure 19 shows the graphs &e vertical axis begins well above zero 
the front wheel to barrier impact force for ~ch of so that discrepancies might ap~ar l~ger than, &ey 
the fo~ runs.    The results ~c shown from just actually are. The pelvis velocities show very 
before &e motomycle impac~ &e b~rier to just good agr~ment in three of the tests, p~ticul~ly 
after &e h~d or the dummy hits ~e b~ricr, this tests 1 and 3. There is some difference at any 
having ~curred in all four cases. Sdll frames given time for test 2 but &e overall pattern is very 

~ from &e high sp~d film and the corresponding similar and indicates &at &c motion of the dummy 
animation for Run 1 are shown in Figure 20. co.clams well, al~it displaced in time. The head 

is fur~er along the kinematic chain th~ the pelvis 
so i~ behaviour is likely to ~ more v~iable in 

Discu~ion or Results                                  tests and more sensitive to minor pxamctcr 
ch~ges in simulation. Despite this the agreement 

The results for the motorcycle frame, ~ for displacement is excellent, al~ough it is less 
~ defined by &e fore-and-aft movement or the cen~e good for velocity. For example the co.elation for 

of gravity in a ~ degr~ impact, show good test 4 is go~ to begin with but then diverges with 
coffeladon ~tween simulation ~d rest. equivalent the simulation showing a more rapid reduction 
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Figure 14. Displacement (m) and velocity (m/s) against time (s) for centre of gravity 
motorcycle for run 1. Simulation ~ from film data-.--, from accelerometer ! _. 

velocity with time. In part this is caused by is basically a triangular pulse skewed towards the 

discrepancies in phase relationships which are the st,~t of the impact with a small contribution from 

most difficult effects to match.    The graphs end the vibration. 

just after the head impacted the top comer of the Overall the simulation reproduces the tests 

barrier. This gives a consistent basis for well but the results illustrate the problem frequently 

comparison but, in the tests, the head crossed the found with mathematical modelling. As the 
vertical plane of the front of the barrier to strike model develops in sophistication, tests and 

the horizontal top plane. The decrease in velocity measurement techniques need to be improved to 

seen in the simulation results occurred in the tests keep pace with it. Any computer simulation 
about 30 to 50 milliseconds later. In general the is of necessity a limited model of a rea!-life 

displacements show better agreement than do the situation. There are many inherent simplifications 

velocities but this is to be. expected because of the in a model which have to be made in order to 

need to differentiate the film data to obtain obtain an economic solution. Some of the more 

velocity, whereas displacement is obtained directly significant of these which have to be considered 

and is an inherently "smoother" variable, when comparing analytical results with the 
corresponding experimental values are outlined Forces in the front wheel have two 
below for the present simulation. components an underlying, fairly smooth, 

triangular pulse and a superimposed, non-linear (a) Some of the sdffness and damping properties 

vibration of about 100 Hz. At 90 degrees the assigned to the motorcycle are derived from static 

vibration is barely evident and the pulse is skewed tests and are therefore only approximations to the 
true dynamic values. Note, however, that the towards thd end of the impact. This is consistent 
wheel characteristics, although measured statically 

with the front wheel and forks collapsing with a for the particuI~ wheel used in the current 
progressively increasing force. At approximately simulation, have been converted to dynamic 
60 degrees the vibration is very marked and the characteristics by reference to series of dynamic 
pulse is skewed towards the start of the impact, tests on a wheel of equb,’alcnt type. 
This is consistent with the wheel turning from the 
barrier after initial impact and chattering as it does (b)      Sensitivity increases with impact speed 
so, and thus making intermittent contact with the making simulation difficult at velocities greater 
barrier. The phenomenon of chatter is ~vell 

than about 35 mile/h (15.65 m/s). This is due to 
known but in tests it would probably be damped 

the coalescing of cridcal events at such speeds. 
out by the tyre. Forces are not measured in the 
tests and a small amplitude, non-linear vibration of 

(c) Joints in the. computer model of the dummy 
about 100 Hz would not be detectable from the 

get progressively stiffer towards the end of their high speed photographs. At 30 degrees the signal 
travel but do not hit ’end-stops’ as do those in the 
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I Run 1 
~ Run 2 

~0. ~20     O. 13~     ~. ~5G     O. ~7~     O. ~2     0.210          O. ~5      O. ~7      O. ~      ~.21      ~.23      0.25 
T 

¯ Figure 15. Pelvis fore-and-aft displacement (m) against time (s) for runs 1 to 4, from just 
before front wheel impact to just after head impact. Simulation m , from film data---, 
from accelerometer----. 

¯ 
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Run 1         :Run 2 

O. 120     O. 13~     0’. IUG     O. ~74     O. Igz     0.210 
°0.15 O. ’.7 O. i9 0.21 O; 23 0.25 

Figure 16. Pelvis fore-and-aft velocity (m/s) against time (s) for runs 1 to 4, from just before 
front wheel impact to just after head impact. Simulation , from film data---, from 
accelerometer-- -- . 
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-             / 
Run i ~= Run 2 

O. 120     O. 138     O. 156     0.174     O. Ig2     0.210 O. 15 0’. |7 O. I0 0.2: 0’. 23 0.25 

Figure 17. Head fore-and-aft displacement (m) against time (s) for runs 1 to 4, from just 
¯ before front wheel impact to just after head impact. Simulatlon~, from film data .... 
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~, ~ ¯ 

Run i Run 2 

0.174 0.192 0.2L0 0.15 0.17 0’.19 0.21 0.23 0.25 
O °0.1 ~0 0.138 

Run 3 Run 4 

. ~ 

~O. Z3 O. ZS 0.27 1.29 ~.3~ 0.33 0.120 ~,13~ 0. I52 0.1~8 0.184 0.200 

T                                           T 

Figure 18. Head fore-and-aft velocity (mls) against time (s) for runs 1 to 4, from just before 
front wheel impact to just after head impact. Simulation .., from film data---. 
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Run ~. Run 1                    ~ 

O. 120              O. 138             O. 156             O. 174              O. 192             0.2~0                       O. 15                O. 17               O. 19               O. Zl                O. 23               0.25 
f                                           T 

¯ 

° 
0.23      0.25     0.27     0’.29     {J. 31      0.33           120     0;135    O. ISZ     O. IGO     0’. 184     0.200 

T                                         T 

¯ 
Figure 19. Front wheel impact force (N) against time (s) for runs 1 to 4. 
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_ (a) (b) 
Figure 20. impact oi~ motorcycle and dummy rider into a rigid barrier, (a) from high speed 
film, (b) from computer simulation using Wavefront Advanced Visualiser animation program. 

real dummy. Incorporation of such features into 
the model would introduce mathematical REFERENCES ¯ 

discontinuities which no solution procedure could 
handle easily. 

1. Zellner, J.W., Kebschull, S.A. and Wiley, K.D. 

(d) Data from film analysis used for comparison "Motorcycle Leg Protectors: An Analysis of 

is two-dimensional. This leads to some Overall Effectiveness via Computer Simulation", 

discrepancies when relating them to those from Proc. International Motorcycle Conference, 
¯ 

simulations. Furthermore the accuracy of results Bochum, 1991. 

derived from film data depends on the accuracy of 
2. Nieboer, J.J., Wismans, J., Vermissan, A.C.M., 

the digitisation process which is used. van Slagmaat, M.T.P., Kurawaki, I. and Ohara, N. 
"Motorcycle Crash Test Modelling", Proc. 37th 

(e) Motion of the system is very dependent on Stapp Car Crash Conference, San Antonio, 1993. 
friction between contacting elements.    These are ¯ 
velocity dependent and have been estimated here 3. Happian-Smith, J., Macaulay, M.A. and 
from general engineering experience and adjusted Chinn.,B.P. "Motorcycle Impact Simulation and 
as part of the fine tuning during the calibration Practical Verification", 11th ESV Conference, 
process. Washington, 1987. 

(O There are likely to be significant variations 4. Chinn, B.P., Happian-Smith, J. and Macaulay, 
between nominally identical tests and the q~estion M.A."The Effect of Leg-Protecting Fairiags on the ¯ 
arises as to how much attention should be paid to Overall Motion of a Motorcycle in a Glancing 
comparing simulation results to a single test when Impact", Int. J. Impact Eng., Vol.8, No. 3, 1989. 
there is scatter in test results. 

5. Happian-Smith, J., Macaulay, M.A. and Chinn, 
B.P. "Comtmter Simulation of a Simple Motorcycle 

CONCLUSION 
in Glancing Impacts with a Rigid Barrier" in         ¯ 
"Rider Passenger Protection m Motorcycle 

The simulation is producing broad patterns of 
Collisions", SAIE SP-827, 1990. 

motion which are the same as those shown by high 
speed photographs of the corresponding track tests. 

6. VIEWWLD, Animation Program, M.Phillips, With accurate values for the .input data the 
Univ. of Maryland, 1987. 

progam will produce overall displacements and 
velocities to within an acceptable tolerance. Work 

7. SD/FAST, Symbolic Dynamics Inc., Mountain ¯ 
is currently continuing to refine the program to " 
produce more accurate accelerations and hence View, CA94041, USA. 

inter-component contact forces and to investigate 
8.    ACSL, Mitchell and Gauthier Inc., Concord, parametrically which features o[" the motorcycle 
MA01742, USA. affect adversely the flight path of the dummy. A 

further version of the program is also being 
9. Wavefront Advanced Visualiser,Animation ¯ developed to simulate impact with a moving car 
Program, Wavefront Technologies Inc., Santa 

rather than with a fixed barrier. 
Barbara, CA93103, USA. 
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The Effect of Air Bag Inflation on the Cinematic and the Le~sions of a Motorcyclist 
Michelle Ramct, Robert Bouquet, Mounir Bouallegue, Francois Bermond, Dominique Cesari 
INRETS, Institut National de Recberches sur les Transports et leur S~curit~ 
France 
94-$7-O- 11 

ABSTRACT AIMS OF THE STUDY 

¯ Despite the development of efficient, individual THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY: 
protective means such as crash helmets and padded outfits, 
motorcyclists represent a high risk group. This is why it In accordance with a contract, the intention is to verify 
was proposed to complete this protection with devices the safety advantages that would be provided for the 
integral with the motorbike: leg protectors and theair bag. motorcyclist by an airbag inflating on the front of a 

motorbike. The aim of the airbag is to form a screen 
The aim of the motorbike air-bag is to form a screen between the driver and the obstacle which he is likely to 

¯ between the driver and the obstacle which he is likely to hit in a frontal impact situation. It is therefore necessary to 
crash into when thrown off his machine. However, it is experimentally verify the cinematic given to the driver’s 
advisable to check the effect of the inflation when the head during the airbag’s inflation, and its repercussions in 
driver’s head is close to it: this can be the case of a racing terms of lesions. 
driver or if the driver is bent forwards at the start of the 
impact. Accidentology shows that most motor driven two 

whee!.crashes are frontal ones (58%) and are with four 
¯ This is the purpose of this study in which 4, tests were wheeled vehicles or against fixed obstacles. As with other 

carried out using corpses, these were instrumented to use~ii:ffategories, speed is an accentrating factor, but 
evaluate the violence of the shock received and high speed numerous studies have shown that impact speed lie 
camera cover made it possible to determine the cinematic, bet~Ceen 30 and 45 km/h. The lower limbs are the most 
Finally medical imaging and autopsy enabled an frequently involved, followed by head lesions and then the 
exhaustive evaluation of the lesion to be made and upper limbs. The most serious lesions are head related ones 
determine the seriousness of the lesions received, which are often the most frequent cause of death. 

¯ Checks were carried out using human corpses, to The first motorbike airbag tests were carried out in 
determine if the sudden application of an inflatable bag in 1973, and some studies were published. Their purpose was 
front of a motorbike during an impact is likely to cause to modify the motor-cycliSt’s forward trajectory during a 
accelerations and/or injuries to the head or backbone, frontal shock in order to avoid the cephalic end striking 

the structure of the obstacle, which is usually a light 
This is done by using cinematographic methods of vehicle. 

accelemtio~a measurements and medical examinations likely 
¯ to answer this question. It was normal to think that inflating the airbag would 

limit shocks to the head, but it was found that it also 
modified the cinematic of the lower limbs, thus reducing 
the most frequent and serious lesions in this type of shock. 
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The originality of the tests reported here is in the use After the test, the body was scanned from tim skull 
of uncmbalmed htmlan corpses, and in tim investigation base up to D3, D4 according to 5,ran section planes, 
means employed, such as the seatmcr. Tiffs was only firstly following tim neuro-ocular plane and then in the 
realisable tlu’ough the collaboration of the hospital and axis of the bulk posterior articulations. This was followed 
university departnmnts of Lyon-Grange Blanche. by a limited autopsy of the head - neck - first cervical. 

(See correlations between these two investigation 
methods). ¯ 

METHODOLOGY 
RESULTS 

The experimental conditions were fixed after 
discussions with the contracting party: Four tests were All the tests sho~vcd that the presence of an airbag 
requested using unembahncd human corpses: inflating in front of the driver considerably changes the 

trajectories a driver would follow as a result of a frontal ¯ 
The experimental protocol defines the body’s position shock. It is in fact ackno~vledged that during a frontal 

as seated in the "fast driving position" on a Yamaha 500 collision, the motorcycle driver will be projected forwards, 
motorbike in such a way that the integral hehnct visor is lifted out of his seat and then hit the obstacle and/or 
in the axis of the pyrotechnic diffusers, the arms hung ground at a speed close to that of the motorbike during the 
over the handicbars, supported under the armpits, with the shock, since there is no fixed element in front of a In the 
soles of the feet resting on the foot rests (photo 1). four tests carded out, the bodies did not experience a ¯ 

natural forward motion, but motorbike which could limit 
Acceleration mcasurcn~cnts arc taken at head level the driver’s ejection. 

(using a hchnct made intergral with the head by filling 
the free space with polyurethane foam). In the four tests carried out, the bodies did not experience 

a natural forward motion, but wcrc subjcctcd to a violent 
Two bi-axial accelcrolnctcrs (in X and Y) were fixed push backwards, due to the air bag inflation: a "rcccption" ¯ 

onto the helmet. They were positioned in tl’..3 saggital system was provided either side and to the rear of the 
plane at a 90° angle, by means of a metal support, motorbike (photo 2) to avoid ,-,’ay additional injuries 

occurring. 
A tri-axial accelerometer was fixed on D1 and another 

one in the mouth, close to the hehnets centre of gravity, 
scaled into the polyurethane foam.                                                                                  ¯ 

A helmet was placed on the head and inade integral 
with it by means of a polyurethane foam film: 2 bi-axial 
transducers (in X and Y were fixed onto the helmet at a 

90° angle in the saggital plane, using a m~allic 
mounting. 

Spherical sights placed on the top and back 0[" the 
head using the helmet, and on D3 made it possible to 
exploit the cephalic end cinematic. :~ 

Photo 1: Initial position 
The cinematic system comprises 3 cameras 2 being in 

the lateral position (one for wide angle shots and the other ¯ 
for mirrow shots) and the other for filming the subject 
from above. The cameras film at 1000 frames/see. 

TESTS 

After carrying out a preliminary test on a dunm~y, 4 ~1~ 
tests were made with htmmn corpses: 
The air bag inflation was triggered .just after the start up 
of the cameras and measuring systems. The air bag was 
inflated by means of two pyroteclmic diffusers triggered 
simultaneously yielding about 155 litres in a few 
nfilliseconds. Photo 2 : final position ¯ 
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¯ 
Description of Tests 

Table 1 gives the characteristics of the 4 tests carried out on CAD. 

Test N° age scanner results autopsy results 
¯ sex AIS AIS HIC 

weight 
height 
49 yrs. multiple    skull multiple skull base 

SGM 01 female base fractures: fractures, dura mater 8593 
60kg AIS4 lesion: AIS CT/D1 laxity: 

¯ 160 cm AIS 5 
47 yrs. total C7 - D1 a real C7/D1 dislocation: 
male dislocation: AIS 5 no measurements 

SGM 02 75 kg AIS 5 evulsion ofthe C7, C8 & DI. 
170 cm roots. Brachial plexus with 

section left artep/: AIS 2 
¯ 36 yes no obvious bilatcr,-d cvulsion of the extra 

SGM03 female bony structure dural venous plexus at C6, 2742* 
71 kg lesions C7, D1 and D2 
169 cm height: AIS 57 
66 yes fracture- fractures of the articul~itory HIC* 

SGM 04 male compression of C7 masses of C7. Crushing of not calculated 
¯ 59kg with crushing of C7/DI disc: AIS, bilateral (no x) 

176 cm C7/DI,    intra- rupture of the yellow 
rachidian bony ligaments with important 
fragment: AIS 3 poridural hacmatoma. 

¯ Trajectories 

They were very similar for tests 1, 2, and 4 although dangerous in terms of lesion risks. Then the body topples 
the initial position of subject 4 was slightly modified: 60 over onto the protective mattress placed behind it. 
milliseconds after airbag inflation starts, the bodies 
become upright, the seat detaches from the seat frame, the During test N° 4, it had been suggested to change the 

¯ neck stretches but the head stays in a physiologically initial position by lifting up the head into a driving 
acecptablc axis. After 120 milliseconds, the head position closer to reality and which would avoid any 
cinematic is seriously perturbed and the angling with tile immc~atc contact with the released gas. The head was 
ccrvieal column exceeds the permissible angles both at the therefore placed in the same axis in relation to the 
junction of the skull base with the first cervical, and at the diffusers but 30 cm higher up. 
neck/dorsal column junction. ,,. 

Head cinematic 

" "" ~ ":’:" We have seen that the sudden inflation of an airbag by 
¯ ~" --t ._i~ 155 litrcs of gas in the direction of the face of an ..... "......,.~-’-?’...~.-~,...,, x "-t. 

.,-~ ......... ~. ,’.:: ............... ..Z.~. !.~.~’ " anatomieal subject caused a very significant movement of 
......... ..,~ ...~ ,, .... ...., 

"~, , ,~.’:. ~)~, the upper body with tile body being raised up and 
~, -<"’-’ projected backwards. It is the cephalic segnlent however 

1~ which due to the helmet is subjected to the full impact 
force, It is the cinematic of this segment which accounts 
for the impact’s severity: the hyperextension of the head 
exceeds the physiological limits in all cases, 

General Trajectory of t~st SGM 01. 
¯                                                             This movement is particularly clear for tests SGM 01 

Later into the shock, the body tends to position itself and 03. In ease N° 3 however, the movement is medified 

in a virtually horizontal position and the head-neck by the bag explosion which occurs at 30 milliseconds: the 

liaison seems freer (less restricted) and thus less tear is large enougll to stop the bag inflation wldch mainly 
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¯ 
cnpands in front of the motorbike’s fork. After rapidly appeared with a slight lateral flexing movement.., to the 
noting the sevcrityof the movement transmitted to the Icfl, which contradicts with thc’~biomechanic gcncration 
head, wc carried out a 4th test, after modifying the initial theories of these injuries. 
position. 

The head and trunk were adjusted to about 30°, Acceleration measurements ¯ 
avoiding the immediate proximity of the pyrotechnic 
diffusers. However no obvious cinematic differences were Table N°2 recalls the measurentents taken during the 
noted, and as will be seen below, nor in the les" Jn type. tests, but only for three of them, as no measuring path 

functional during test N° SGM 02. 
The camera filming from above made it possible to see 

that the head ~vas subjected to lateral flexum movements, During the SGM 04 test, the X mouth path was out of ¯ 
which did not seem to have an influence on the order thus no HIC calculations couldbedone. 
lateralization of the injuries since the evulsion of the left 

Table 2: Measurements taken during tests                                           ¯ 

SGM01 SGM03 SGM04 

mini         maxi         mini         maxi         mini         maxi 
I 

X -476,7 446~ 1 -482,4, 274,7 * ’ * 
Y -55,1 461,4 -50,3 29;8 -61,3 32~4 ¯ 

Z -202,6 243 3 -54,6 75,5 -105,2 66,2 

R 561,8 484,2 * * 
HIC 8593,2 2742,3 * * 

Mouth measurements 
¯ 

SGM01(peak at 2ms) SGM03(peak at 17ms) SGM04(peak at 60ms) 

X -475,0 323,8 -438,0 462,4 -519,5 587,6 
Y -360 0 363,6 ~ .~-160,0 197~6 -123,4 141,1 
R 510,7 ’)... 476,6 596,2 ¯ 

Helmet top 

SGM01 SGM03 SGM04 

X -413,3 395~6 -278,1 185,0 -138,0 129~9 ¯ 

Y -76,6 263,8 - 187,7 168,4 -38,4 197~9 . 
R 473,6 292,6 219,7 

Helmet rear 

SGM 01 SGM03 SGM04 
X -80,5 100,0 -17,8 6,1 -46~8 9,2 
Y -50,4 77,3 -5~7 6,0 -11,4 " 14,8 

Z -93,4 79,7 -69,3 27,2 -36,4 62~9 
R 137,0 71,8 64~I ¯ 

D1 Column Acceleration     , 
* No measurement 
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The HIC could only be calculated on two tests, from I.- The initial position chosen was penalising: tile head 
measurements taken" in the mouth, close to the head’s was placed directly in line with the pyrotechnic diffusers 
ccntre of gravity using a mounting which positioned the and was therefore subjected to a sharp blast of freed gas. 
transducer against the palatal roof. The values obtained 
were very high. this was not surprising in view of the To resolve this effect the hcad’s position was modified 
flints and trajectories. If we compare the resultants at DI for the last test SGM 04 by raising it by about 30cm. 
to the tests carricd out with the aim of contributing to the 
nmthcmatical* modelling and stay within the tolerance This modification from the initial position however 
limits (juxta lesion), they are equally very high; the did not significantly change the cinematic and the lesions 
average of the "air bag" results is roughly three times were severe. 
higher than those quoted in the literature, which permit us 
to say that the forces exerted via the air bag were also very 2. The ex~rimental procedure did not take into account 
high (around 700 dan ): this should be correlated with the the reality of the inherent movement of a motorcyclist, 
lesions noted at the vertebral hinge joints at the heed-neck projected forwards at a speed close to the impact speed, 
junction, then sharply striking the inflating bag and limiting its 

inflation, or rather opposing the brce of the expanding 
gas, the force exerted by the tnmk and heed of the 

Lesions observed~ collations between scanner motorcyclist in moving forward, thus in the reverse 
and autovsy direction of the forces exerted by the bag on tile subject. 

Previous tests carried out also indicate a trajectory 
The lesions observed both by scanner or autopsy were which is certainly modified by the air bag’s presence, 

severe. The AIS were between 3 and 5, and did not fully whirl does not stop the forward projection, but reduces 
take into account-the functional repercussions: It is the acceleration levels as well as the possibility of 
difficult to pre-judgc the repercussions of a venous plexus antagonistic head/vehicle contact. 
cvulsion at the medulla since the means to evaluate the 
functional damages, is no longer present on the CAD. 3. One could also imagine modifying the design of the 
Nevertheless medieelly speaking it can be considered that air bags by incorporating "Flanges" which would induce 
three of the four motorcyclists would have immediately an inflation directed frontwards to optimise the heed/air 
received mortal lesions and the prognosis for subject bag contact by reducing the sharpness of the contact. 
SGM03 was very unfavourable. 

It can be seen that the lesions observed on the scanner REFERENCES 
are generally underestimated compared to those described 
by the autopsy i:xamination, except for subject SGM 04 I.REItMAN, T.T NOGUCHI, Motorcycle Fatal 
where only the scanner was able to detect the presence of Accident Study Head and Neck Trauma, Head and Neck 
a small ’intra-rachidian bony fragment which was not Injury Criteria. A Concensus Workshop. National 
found in the autopsy, but which constitutes an Highway Traffic Safety 
unfavourable prognosis factor. Administration.Wlmshington,D.C, March 26-27, 1981, 

251 p. 
By integrating the histological examinations it would 

have been possible, to determine the status of the spinal J.J NIEBOER, A.P. GOUDS~ .kARl), J.WISMANS, 
cord subjacent to the bone lesions, which would have E.G... JANSSEN, A.C.M. VERMISSEN Coniputer 
made it possible to better understand the repercussion of Simulation of Motorcycle Airbag Systems 13 th. E.S.V. 
the neck’s hyper extension, especially for test SGM 03. Paris, nov.4-7, 1991; 

........ LV LAU. J.D HORSCH. D.VIANO, D.V 
CONCLUSIONS ...... ANDRZF_,JAK: Mechanism of injuty f!’om air bag 

deployement loads. Accident Analysis and Prevention. 
The results of these trials show that although the Vol.25, 1, February 1993. 

presence of an air bag stops tile driver being projected 
front a motorbike which crashes heed on into an obstacle REPORT ON MOTORCYCLE SAFETY: European 
and thus a priori avoids a random qjection, the thrust of a Experimental Vehicles Commitee: December 1933 
155 litrc airbag ~eriously disturbs the head cinematic and 
induces serious head2neck segment lesions. " " A.SPORNER, K.LANGWEIDER, J.POLAUKE: 

: "Passive Safety for Motorcyclists- 
Despite, the.se disturbing results, the fact must be fl’om the Leg Protection to the Airbag", SAE International 

accepted that this dispositive did not function as well as it Congress and Exposition, Detroit, February-March 1990; 
could have done: 
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ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORY OF PEDESTRIAN LEG INJURY SEVERrrY IN ROAD ACCIDENTS 
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Paper N° 94 $7 W 13 

injury or the importance of the physical handicap suffered 
¯ ABSTRACT: by the injured person and which is associated to AIS-90. 

An accidentology investigation called "TYPOLOGY" is 
being camed out in two phases, the first was between 
1981 and 1983 and then ten years later, the second started 

¯ in 1993 and will .be completed end 1994. This 1.INTRODUCTION: 

investigation has a dual objective: on the one hand to 
study the accident typology of road traffic users in 
relation to type, frequency and seriousness of the lesions In the first investigation phase, which lasted 2/2 years 

received, and on the other hand the development of this between 1981 and 1983, there were 299 injured 

¯ typology, pedestrians out of the 3,600 road accidents which 
occurred, namely 8.3%. 

In this study, we will try to analyse pedestrian injury The second investigation phase started in January 1993 

trends, taking into account the pedestrian’s profile and will go on for 2 years. In one year, we have obtained 

development according to sex, age ...... We will then pay 71 pedestrian accident cases out of the 980 road accidents 

particular attention to lower limb injuries, and especially which is about 7.25% of the road accidents. 

possible changes in the lesion distribution over the length 
¯ of the leg. Table I : Aggregate data relating to pedestrians 

As a severity score primarily based on the notion of First Survey Second surve~: 

mortality risk; AIS under estimates the non-mortal All users 3,600. 980 

lesions, even if they represent a significant morbidity risk, Pedestrians (8.3%) (7.2%) 

as these lesions require long hospitalisation periods and National 299 71 

cause permanent disabilities. In this I.I.S. study we will percentage 12% 11.63% 

introduce the Injury Impairment Scale which makes it 
possible to measure the severity level of the physiological 
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AIS has progressed considerably since its lust version in This is primarily due to an increase in the under 15’s ¯ 
1971. The fast investigation 1982-83 was coded in whose percentage has gone from 19% to 33% of itij~d 
accordance with a modified AIS-80. We have coded the pedestrians, On the other lured’ the percentage for old 
second phase according to AIS-90, by integrating the people has dropped from 32% to21%. " 
associated IIS (Impairment Injury Scale) and the 
lateralisation of the lesions. The ratio of women reduces ina very contrasted Wiiy, 

going from 46 to 37%. Thus for wome.n, the pe~ntage ¯ 
The study is taking place at Nhnes and the analysis of young girls or women under 30 has gone from 1/3 to 
should take into consideration the town’s particularities 50% of injured women whereas the percentage of women 
and especially the corridas and major festivals which take in the 30 - 60 age group has dropped considerably. 
place every year and which are appreciated very much in Women represent 2/3 of pedestrians over 60 years of age. 
the region. In this age group, female accidents have increased 

relative to male ones, even if in totality the accident ¯ 
percentage for this age group has stabilised. 

Age groups do not have the same distribution between 
II. PEDESTRIAN TREND ANALYSIS day and night. The under 18’s and adults over 45 are more 

often involved in accidents during :the day, whereas 
pedestrians between 18 to 45 are more often injured at ¯ 

Remark: the Public Authorities policy in terms of SAMU night, especially the 25 - 35 age group. 
(Emergency Service) interventions during road accidents 
seems to have changed. Indeed, SAMU doctors are no 
longer systematically called on for corporal accidents. 
Fire brigades are the first to be involved and only contact 

¯ the SAMU if necessary, except when children are 
involved.                                               1Tl. TREND ANALYSIS OF LESIONAL TYPOLOGY 

This signifies that a part of the slightly injured Compared to other users, pedestrian injuries are 
pedestrians are not taken into account by SAMU, thus do characterised by more frequent lesions to the skull and 
not figure in the injured listings. The comparative study especially the lower limbs. 
of the two investigations phases should take the ¯ 
importance of this bias into account in the accident file ....... 
compilations. 

Ilia Lesion Severity Trends: 

Table 2 . Distribution of pedestrian accidents by~ ag~~ 
and sex in the two phases Pedestrian accident severity, expressed as the number 

~.~:~ "~ .... killod per 100 vehicles.seems to have increased in a very 
First Survey Second Surve~~ differentiated way. For all pedestrians, the Severity 

Group % men wo % men ~ obtained was 6.7 killed per 100 injured in the first phase 
A~e men ~:aen against 7. per 100 in the second phase. It would seem that 
0-15y 18.4 11.04 7.36~ 32.4 23.94 8.45 this is partly due to the fact~that the decease were 
15-30 y 20.4 12.04 8.36~ 16.9 7.04 9.86 systematically not taken into account in the first phase of 
30-45 y 15.4 10.70 4.68 i 14.1 11.27 2.82 the investigation. 
45-60y 12.1 6.69 5.35! 12.7 11.27 1.41 
> 60 y 31.I 11.37 19.73 21.2 7.04 14.08 For the severe casualty (i.e. OAIS > 2) the ratio decreases 

from 28.76% to 21.13%. Combining the seriously injured 
miss val 2.6 2.7 and deaths together, the ratio reduces from 35.45% to 
% total 100% 52% 46%1 100% 61% 37% 28.17%. But, this improvement is:notprol~r~for-all the 

age groups. ...... 

An overall data analysis of this investigation shows an This decrease in the severity of pedestrian accidents is 
increase in the ratio for the under 30’s compared to the even more striking foryoungers than for adults ~ over 18 
tom/population, going from 40% to more than 50%. years of age and especially old people. 

¯ 
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It would seem that this is partly due to the fact that IH.2 Lesion Distribution Trends: 

superficially injured adults were systematically not taken 
into account in the second phase of the investigation, We have t~oted a significant increase in the number of 

from which the importance of slightly injured young limb lesions, especially the lower limbs. It is the effect of 

people and contrarily the striking severity of corporal the increase of collisions against cars. 

¯ accidents involving adults. 
There ts no doubt however this data bias mentioned above Table 4 : Distribution of Injury Location 

does not explain everything, in the two phases 

Body. Region Stage I Stage 2 

Table 3 : Distribution of pedestrian accidents Cranial traumatism 51% 48% 

¯ 
and severi~, between age groups Loss of Consciousness 49% 52% 

Group Severity. according to OAIS score Head 17.6 16.1 

A~e Face 14.9 13.9 
Stage 2 Slight Serious Fatal Total Neck/Spine 6.0 2.9 

Stage I (I-2) (3--5) (6) row Thorax 7.6 5.1 

¯ 0 - 14 y 20 2 22 Abdomen 1.7 2.2 

39 16 3 58 Upper Extremi~. 15.2 14.6 

15 - 24 v 5 2 7 Lower Extremi~. 33.9 41.6 

34 7 3 44 External 3.1 3.6 

25 - 34 y 6 4 I0 Total % 100% 100% 

21 11 2 34 Average number of 

¯ 35 - 44 v 3 2 5 lesions per casualty 1.95 1.93 

22 8 1 31 
45 - 54 y 3 1 1 5 

15 5 1 21 Atypical lesions are even rarer, as for example, lesions of 
55- 64 y 3 1 2 6 the thorax, the neck or the spine, in opposition to the 

20 11 1 32 lower limb lesions. It would seem that this difference is 
¯ 65+ years 9 3 2 14 partly due on the one hand to the decrease of the women 

41 28 9 78 ratio and the elderly ratio, and on the other hand to the 
SUM2 51 15 5 71 increase of collisions against cars. 
SUM1 193 86 20 299 

Distribution of the severe injuries in the second survey 
¯       For the 25-34 age group, the severity of their lesions 

seems to be linked to the special characteristics of Nttnes We can see from this graph that most of the serious 
itself. Most of the injuries m this age group occurred at lesions (i.e. ais > 2) were to the head and further that the 
night and their probable accident cause is generally due to youi~ pedestrians did not have serious lower limb 

the combined effect of two factors: Alcohol and the injuries, which is on account of their height and agility. 

"Grand Con’ida!’ festival periods at N~tnes. 

Type of Obstacle: 

There has been a significant trend in the type of ~3odyreg~on 
¯ pedestrian collision, it concerns a large increase in the 

percentage of collisions against light vehicles and an 10, ~’~ 
important reduction in the number of collisions with two 
wheelers. According to the 1993 compilation, the 
pedestrian was hit by a light vehicle in 85% of the cases, 0, 
against 75% in the 1981-83 compilation. ~ le 1~3~,, ~ 

Body recjions seriously injured by c~roup 

Figure 1 : Body regions seriously injured per age group. 

¯ 
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III.3 Analysis of Anatomical Structure Type: acting on the knee joint and also on the feet which are 
still on the ground. 

There were no vessel or nerve lesions. The most The bonnet then directly impacts the femur. Thus lesions 
frequently implicated types of anatomical structures were occur by direct impact and are often located low down. 
the head, skeleton and such injuries as wounds and Therefore fractures of the femur’s lower end always have 
bruises. They corroborate the lesional typology of the a repercussion on the knee joint and are thus at the origin ¯ 

pedestrians established from the corporal regions. The of a subsequent consolidation and often of handicaps. 
skeleton lesions primarily involved the lower and upper 
limbs and concerned all age groups. Organ lesions only Knee wounds are usually caused when falling to the 
occurred in adults over 45 and were rarely of a serious ground, but many of them, due to the direct impact 
nature, against the impacting vehicle’s structure, are joint 

wounds, thus "a danger" for the integrity of the      ¯ 

articulatory movements. 

Cephalic Extremity Lesions: Pelvic lesions are compression type lesions, either on the 
front part of the lorry or vans, or on the bonnet angle of 

This segment is frequently and seriously affected with light vehicles when the bonnet is quite high. Without 
pedestrians. In the large majority of cases, the pedestrian doubt, this explains the very low occurrence in the second ¯ 

is struck by a light vehicle. A first impact occurs at the compilation. This usually corresponds to a situation in 
lower limb level and the pedestrian is projected as a which the pedestrian is subjected to a lateral impact. 
function of the light vehicles speed, its height and the 
pedestrians height head first against the bonnet or 
windscreen and its frame. The fall to the ground is almost Table 5 : Distribution of lower extremi~, injury. 

¯ always a second phase and can aggravate or cause cranio- 
facial lesions. Specific Anatomic Structure Sta.~e 1 Sta~e 2 

Pelvis & Hip 28 6 
Thus a number of important skull injuries were observed: luxation dislocation fracture (21) 
injuries due to colliding with the metal body work, Contusion, laceration (7) 
windscreen frame and especially on the windscreen itself 

¯ where lesions were caused by soil abrading (secondary. Femur 21 3 
fall after the collision). Superficial lesions were more ’Tibia & Fibula 26 14 
numerous in the first investigation (66 lesions) than in the Knee & Patella 23 9 
second one (10 lesibns). Skull fractures were of all types Foot & Angle 18 3 
which was opposite to two wheel users who had frontal 
skull lesions: the lesions were quite evenly distributed. Whole Area: 50 21 . 

Abras. contus, laceration (16) 
massiv crush penetr injur (5) 

Unspecified                   32       1 
IV. ANALYSIS OF LOWER LIMBS LESIONS: 

SUM 198 57 . 

Lower limb lesions are characteristic of pedestrian 
accidents and are very numerous and varied. 

The distribution trends of lower limb lesions can be 
If we take the most frequent case of a pedestrian explalned by several factors: 
collision, namely a frontal one, the lower limb is fu’stly 

¯ 
struck by the bumper (heights being situated between 50 - Distribution trend of casualties by age group and sex, 
& 60 cm), this signifies that the tibia and fibula are - Reduction of collisions with lorries and especially two 
subjected to an impact of limited width and rigidity: this wheelers, 
explained the frequency of fractures in this segment (26 -Augmentation of collisions with light vehicles, 
for the first collection and 14 for the second), and finally the compilation bias mentioned at the 

beginning. ¯ 
When a pedestrian is struck by the bumper he violently 
inclines towards the vehicles bonnet, at the same time 

¯ 
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severe injury established by the AIS scale. This is even 
truer for the IIS distribution per lesion type. 

70~ 

10 

[] i                3o,                                               ram4 

Figure 2 : Severi~. of Lower Limb L~sions by Age Group 

Figure 4 : IIS distribution by body region 

O 
Lower limb lesions are more serious for adults than for 
the young, whether in AIS or IIS terms: This is easily Virtually only head lesions correspond to a severe IIS. 
understood since young people are more agile, more Other lesions, and especially limb lesions are most often 
supple and have better reflexes, only coged as O or I for IIS. 

12, 

10, 

40, 

o ~ 20 
I(~ 3 

i 2 3 ~ l EEl2 
A~$ Lower Umlo injury 10 

o                    _      _             [~1o 
Figure 3 : AIS lower extremi~, injuries by sex. 

What is surprising, is the disparity between the sexes. Figure 5"IIS distribution by age group 
Women have less serious injuries to the lower limbs than 
men. The sample taken of serious lower limb injuries per The IIS correlates well with age, young people under 25 " 
sex is too small to permit any definite conclusions to be have a low IIS lesions whereas adults over 55 years have 
drawn, however we will retain the hypothesis that this high IIS lesions. 

¯ difference is related to the height and weight differences 
of the sexes, and to the fact that women are perhaps more 
prudent and take less risks than men. 

¯ V. ANALYSIS OF PEDESTR~NS IIS: 
1 6 

The injury impairment scale associated with the AIS-90 is ’mo m~~~~                                              " gll’ 2 

a severity score att]’ibuted to each lesion as a function of 
the potential handicap it generates. It has the same 

o ~ ~ [] o 
severity scale as the AIS. 

¯ We applied the IIS to the second investigation phase file. 
The IIS distribution analysis per casualty shows us that 
this scale amplifies the dichotomy between slight and Figure 5 : Temporary disability duration by IIS 

¯ 
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O 
ABSTRACT to reduce head injuries. 

In this report, by first aiming for pedestrians deaths to be 

Our report in the 13th ESV conference described the reduced and by using traffic accidents statistics, we estimete a 

effect of the geometric shape and the force-deformation (F-S) maximum vehicle speed at which victims should be able to 

characteristics of the frontal vehicle body on the head colliding survive anaccident, depending on other factors. 

speed with hood. With this assumed vehicle collision speed as a condition, 

¯ This paper presents the result of a research on rigidity we examined shapes for the front of the car which would be 

characteristics of the body which might help reduce head effective in further reducing the effective vehicle-head 

injuries and on the specific structures designed to meet these collision speed. 

requirements. Through this report, we would like to show the results of 

The possible F-S characteristics of the hood which makes the experiments and the computer simulations for the design 

the severity of head injuries no more than HIC 1000 was first comcept of a hood which might absorb energy efficiently with 

¯ investigated. Then, candidate structures that might realize such less crushable stroke. 

F-S characteristics were studied using laboratory impact tests 

and computer simulations. DETERMINING THE TARGET SPEED OF VEHICLE 

INTRODUCTION When determining a maximum vehicle speed at which 

pedes .t~.~:.ans lives might be saved in an accident, we aimed for 

¯ The deaths due to traffic accidents is a social issue, and it halving~ number of deaths or serious injuries. Based on statistics 
is notable that 20 to 30% of the accidents involve pedestrians3 ~) of a J~.p .~3ese Iraffic accident survey~2), Figure 1 shows the relation 

Head injuries are the estimated cause of approximately between total number of dead or heavily injured (AIS 5 or higher) 

80% of deaths<2>, and the hood is the area of the car which most pedes~i.. ~ans and vehicle speed at collision. 
of the damage is inflicted by, and it accounts for an estimated Tgtal deaths and serious injuries reach 50% when vehicle 

30% of deaths~a). Thus, countermeasures aimed at hoods to speed is approximately 45km/h. Accordingly, we decided to 

¯ 
prevent head injuries might be useful in decreasing the number set the assumed collision vehicle speed to 45km/h. 

of pedestrian deaths in traffic accidents. 

For reducing head injuries from being hit by a car hood, an 10 0 
effective measure is to lower vehicle-head cofiision speed. 

80 ~ 
Many studies have reported the effects incurred by the shape of 

the front of a car, and we reported on this subject at the 13th "(%) 50 

¯ ESV Conference as well34~ 40 
In addition, it may also be helpful to have sufficient 

clearance below the hood to reduce head injuries. This could 2 0 

result in producing larger cars. However, taking current 0 ~ ..... 
environmental issues into consideration, it is desirable to 0 10 20 30 404550 60 70 
produce smaller and lighter cars. COLLISION SPEED (km/h) 

O 
In other words, size requirements help set limitations for 

these measures. Therefore, it is useful to develop mechanisms Figure 1. Cumulative distribution of dead or heavily injured 

to absorb energy efficiently with a minimum crushable stroke pedestrians. 
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RELATION BETWEEN THE SHAPE OF THE FRONT OF 
THE CAR AND VEHICLE-HEAD COLLISION SPEED 

Several studies have been done on the relation between 
the shape of the cads front area and vehicle-head collision 
speed. For example, Fowler, et al. ~5>, have examined the Veicle speed ffi 45 km/h 
influence of the shape of the car’s front area by conducting tests 
using computer simulations and full scale dummies. 

1 ? 0 
In addition to the research on the effect of the shape of the 

front area of cars, the authors also examined the relationship 
between pedestrian’s motion observed in an accident and the 
force-deformation characteristics of the front area of cars by 
using computer simulations and full scale dummies~4>. 

According to their research, making the hood edge height 
higher is effective in lowering the vehicle-head collision speed. 
However, if the edge of hood is too high, it might be dangerous 
for children because their heads might be directly hit by the 
front of the car. As a result, we decided to set the hood edge Figure 3. CVS simulation model. 
height to 800mm, which is lower than the height of the head of 
a 3 year old child who might walk out alone (Figure 2)36> 

Other parameters for the shape of the front area of a car 
include the length of bumper lead and height of the bumper. 
These mainly affect pedestrian leg injuries. 

Bunketorp, et al.~7) concluded from the results of tests on 60 

legs using cadavers and a leg impactor that it is better to have a _41.5 50 

lower bumper height.and a longer bumper lead. Based on these Head 
results, we decided to set bumper lead length to 170mm and Y.mpact 
bumper height to 400mm. VQlo~£tl 

Using the frontal shape described, we estimated the (kin/h} 20 

vehicle-head collision speed with a computer simulation. CVS 10 
(CAL-3D) was used and the model was prepared as in Figure 3 0 , , 
for the calculations. 1~i 0 0 

1000 1500     2000 2500 The results are shown in Figure 4 by the relation between 
"Wrap Around Distance (W.A.D.)" and vehicle collision W.A.D. 

speed. Figure 4 shows vehicle-head collision speed is faster Figure 4. W.A.D. and head impact speed. 
towards the rear of the car. 

For a small car (object of our study), W.A.D. is 
approximately 1800mm at the rear end of the hood. As this 
represents a most severe condition, we decided to adopt 41.5 HEAD INJURY AND ENERGY ABSORBING STROKE 
krn/h, which was measured at the location, as vehicle-head 
collision speed for evaluating the performance of the hood. We adopted the HIC criteria for our studies. For head 

injury criteria, we adopted an HIC of 1,000 or less, as set by 
FMVSS. in the US. The goal of our research was to determine 
a structure that would meet the chosen criteria with the least 
crushable stroke. 

Decelerating as much as possible as early as possible is 
required to keep the stopping distance short. On the other hand, 
the HIC can be obtained by EQ (1]), and when deceleration is 

higher, the HIC value also increases. 

HIC=MAX~|/’-~ /(t~-t,)~ (t2-t, <36ms) (1) 

3 year adult 
old child 

Figure 2. Size of 3 year old child. 
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¯ In order to satisfy an HIC of 1,000 or less and keep However, as shown in Figure 5, deceleration is infinite 
deceleration distance to a minimum at the same time, and by when time is at zero, which is unrealistic. Therefore, 250G was 
setting the start point of the calculation to time zero and the adopted as the maximum deceleration (approximate force 
arbitrary finish point time ’t’, we determined a deceleration that required to fracture a skull in a collision<8>), and under the 
constantly maintains HIC of 1,000. Logically, this can be condition that acceleration occurs in a f’mite period of time, the 
expressed as in EQ (2). ideal deceleration-time (G-T) characteristics were estimated as 

¯ shown in Figure 6. When the ideal G-T characteristics are 

G(t) -- 9.5t-°4 (2) achieved under these assumptions, the stroke required is about 
56mm at a vehicle-head collision speed of 41.Skm/h. 

It is probably difficult to reproduce the characteristics 
shown in Figure 6 accurately in an actual collision. Our target 
was to achieve deceleration of about 200 to 250G immediately 

after the collision and then reduce it down to about 60G as.soon 
4o0 as possible. The realistic characteristics targeted are shown in 
350 Figure 7. 
300 
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Figure S. Ideal deceralation time history. 
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Figure 6. Target deceralation time history. 
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Figure 7. Realistic target deceralation time history. Figure 9. Buckling structure and surface material. 
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BASIC STRUCTURE STUDIES OF IMPACT TEST 

For finding a hood structure to absorb energy and to Tests by Impact Tester 

achieve the load characteristics we desired, we examined the 

candidates below by comparing their energy absorbing First of all, we conducted laboratory impact tests to 
performance, confirm if the characteristics we were aiming for could be 

achieved with the candidate structures. The structures tested 
(1) Structure in which energy absorbing material is laid are as follows: 

under a brittle surface material. (Figure 8) When a 

person’s head first collides with the surface, there is (1) Combined brittle surface material and hard or soft urethane 
high deceleration. But the surface material gets foam as energy absorbing material 
destroyed immediately because of its brittleness and 

afterwards, comparatively low acceleration follows. Combined patterns are shown in Table 1. 
This is targeted to gain characteristics as near as 

possible to that of the targeted G-T characteristics. (2) Combined buckling structure and elastic surface material 

(2) A structure in which a buckling structure is installed Combined patterns are shown in Table 2. 
under the elastic surface material. (Figure 9) In the 

early stages, this generates high deceleration, and (3) Structure in which soft foam elastic material is laid under a 
relatively low deceleration can be generated by the steel plate 
buckling structure. This structure is also targeted to 

achieve the desired G-T characteristics. Combined patterns of thickness of the steel plate and soft 

foam elastic material are shown in Table 3. 
We compared these ideas for the structure through both 

impact tests and simulations. In addition to them, we also The impactor used in the test is shown in Figure 10. The 
examined the structure of a solid-steel plate (sheet metal) similar to end of the impactor has an all aluminum alloy headform with a 
current hood designs and included it in the comparison, diameter of 165mm with a single axis accelerometer fitted to it. 

Furthermore, we also included a structure where soft The impactor mass, including impacting shaft, is 6.Skg. Below 
foam elastic material is laid under the steel plate (sheet metal), are the impact test results. 
which prevents deflection of the whole plate on the current 

structure and absorbs energy efficiently through plastic (1) Combined brittle surface material and energy absorbing 
deformation of the plate, material 

As a supporting condition for conducting impact tests and As in Figure 7, the load characteristic targeted is high 
simulations, for only the solid-steel plate structures, we simply deceleration from 200G to 250G generated in the early 
restrained peripheral vertical movement. For other structures, stage and a comparatively low deceleration of about 60G 
application was assumed to be done to areas around the follows after it. However, when glass, acrylic plates, and 
cylinder head of the engine and around the suspension strut plywood are used for the surface material, the first peak in 
mount, etc. that are difficult to ensure clearance under the hood. G-T diagram did not appear within the parameters of the 
To make comparisons of results of impact tests and target. AsforFRP, thedestructionofthebrittlematerialdid 
simulations easier, The structures mentioned above were laid not occur as planned, and as a result, the f’trst peak was very 
entirely on a hard surface, much higher than target characteristics. 

(2) Combined buckling structure and surface material 

In this type of structure, when aluminum cylinder is used 

Test Piece for the buckling structure and solid-steel plate as the surface 

~ 
material, high deceleration in the early stage and 

Headform Headform impacting system comparatively low deceleration afterwards was 

/~~2: 

accomplished as targeted. 

(3) Structure of soft foam elastic material laid under the steel 

plate 

With this type of structure, by keeping the compressive 

strength of the soft foam elastic material very low, we could 

/ achieve characteristics very close to our aim. The thickness 

of the surface solid-steel plate was 0.8mm. 

Figure 10. Impact tester. 
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Table 1 
Brittle Surface Material and Energy Absorbing Material 

surface material 
Ithickness (mm) IN plate glass FRP plywood: acrylic 

resin 
¯ commpr’essive strength 

(kPa) 
3.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 

energy hard urethane 300 
X X X X 

¯ absorbing foam 

material 150 X X X X 

soft urethane 
6                         X 

foam 

X: Tested combination 

Table 2 
Elastic Surface Material and Buckling Structure 

surface material 

thickness (mm) L    steel plate ~olypro- 
~,lene Accelerometer 

O - 0.6    0.8    2.5 82. = _- ~vith 3 axes 

aluminium cylinder, arranged 
thickness 0.1 ram, center 
diameter 70mm distance 

120mm 
¯ polypropylene, thickness 

’ 

~. ~-~///~ 

2.5mm, grid of 50mm X 

)<: Tested combination 

Table 3 Figure 11. Headform. 
¯ Steel Plate and Soft Foam Elastic Material 

Head form 

lthickness (mm) 
k / / / //-/////’ 

seperation device 

steel plate 

commpressive strength 

~ 

Headform 

~ . (kPa) 0.8 1.0 

elastic 
material               X 

Test piece 
¯                                       X: Tested combination 

Figure 12. Headform drop test. 
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Judging from the test results above, we concluded that the                                                               ¯ 
targeted characteristics may be accomplished with a structure 
where the buckling structure and surface material are 
combined, and a structure where soft foam elastic material is 
laid under the steel plate. It is difficult to achieve the target with 
a brittle surface material and energy absorbing material 
combined.                                                                                                     ¯ 

Studies by Headform Drop Test 

In the test specified in the foregoing paragraph, the mass 
of the headform (including impacting shaft) was 6.8kg. 

However, a human head actually weighs about 4.5kg<9~ ~o~. As                                                                ¯ 
the difference in the mass of the head affects deceleration 
generated and movement required, the mass of the headform 
was set to 4.5kg in the test. 

The headform used in the test is shown in Figure 11; it is 
made of an aluminium alloy, has a mass of 4.5kg, is 165mm in Figure ! 3. Solid-steel plate test piece put on a jig for 
diameter, and has accelerometers along three axes at the center headform drop test. ¯ 

of gravity. The headform was droped from a height of 6.8m as 
shown in Figure 12, and got a collision speed of 41.5km/h. 

Tests were conducted on three types of structures with the 
headform: combination buckling structure and elastic surface 

Excluding the solid-steel plate, the thickness for the test 
pieces was 100mm, and they were affixed to a hard floor for the 
test. Forthe solid-steel plate, test pieces were put onajigfor 

¢-.~ ~ �,.~ Q~ ¢,.~ ",.3/¢~~ ~ ~ 
.c-~ 

----] 

We conducted one type of test for buckling structure and ," ~ ," ~ ," ~ ," ~ ," ~’~ ""I 
foam elastic material. As for the surface material, we used steel ..... //" *’ ¯ ~ ¯ 

plates different thicknesses and compared with the assumed ¯ 

HIC condition in which deformation occurs at around 70mm. ~cL’/].                      2 0 

Aluminium cylinders with a diameter of 70ram and 1 0 0 0 "C 1 0 0 thickness of O.lmm were used as buckling structure. And they - 
were equally spaced under the steel plate as shown in Figure 
14. The compressive strength of the foam elastic material was Figure 14. Aluminium cylinders and steel plate for headform ¯ 

6kPa. Figure 15 is an illustration of the structure where the drop test. 
steel plate and foam elastic material are combined. We also 
tested the solid-steel plates by changing the thickness to 
compare with the candidate structures described above. 

Figure 16-18 shows the test results for each proposed o 
structure, there are changes in the stroke and HIC when o 
different thicknesses are used. Figure 19-21 shows the G-T o 

diagrams of the test cases where stroke was closest to 70mm. o 
From the above test results, the solid steel plate HIC is 

~ o 

supposed to be 2,500 or more. On the other hand, for the c:, o o 
combined aluminium cylinders structure and steel plate the 
HIC is about 1,500, and for soft foam elastic material laid under ¯ 

the solid-steel plate the HIC is about 1,000. So, improvements o 

were observed in the candidate structures relative to the solid o 

steel plate. 
Looking at G-T diagram obtained, the first peak of 

1 0 0 0 
deceleration is observed in every case, but with the solid-steel 
plate structure, deceleration does not last after the first peak, so 
it is necessary to raise the level of the first peak to keep the Figure 15. Foam elastic material and steel plate for headform 
stroke at 70ram, and the HIC is high as a result, drop test. 

¯ 
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0 

0.5 1 

STEEL PLATE THICENESS (ram) 

Figure ! 6. HIC and maximum stroke of steel plate and Figure ! 9. G-T diagram of the head fo~m drop test of steel 
aluminium cylinders structure, with respect to the steel plate plate and aluminium cylinders structure. 

¯ thickness (test result). 

80 G 

(ram) 60 

50                     , 

1400 

800 / ’ Time (ms) 
600 
400 HIC 

200 o 
STEEL PLATE THICKNESS (ram) 

Figure ] 7. HIC ~md maximum stroke of steel plate and foam Figure 20. G-T dia~am of the head fo~m d~op test o~ steel 
¯ elastic material, with respect to the steel plate thickness (test plate and foam elastic material structure. 

result). 
200 13 

STROKE 150 
400- 

i00 

~ooo 

2000 Time (ms) 
1500 
i000 
500 

0 
0.5 1 1.5 

THICKNESS (Bin) 

¯ Figure 18. HIC and maximum stroke of solid steel with Figure 21. G-T diagram of the head foam drop test of solid 
respect to the steel plate thickness (test result), steel plate. 
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With the energy absorbing material or aluminium 0.1mm-l.0mm ¯ 
cylinders structure laid under the steel plate, deceleration lasts -Aluminum cylinder skin thickness 
after the first peak, which was near our target characteristics. 0.03mm-0.1mm 

In particular, characteristics close to the target G-T are 
achieved with the combination steel plate and soft foam elastic (2) Combined ~teel plate and soft foam elastic material 
material for this laboratory configuration. In the buckling 
structure, lasting deceleration is rather high after the first peak -Steel plate thickness ¯ 
of deceleration, and HIC is high as a consequence. 0.1 mm-1.0mm 

-Compression strength of foam 
COMPARISON BY SIMULATION 3kPa- 15kPa 

Based on the laboratory test results, we used a simulation (3) Solid-steel plate 
to conduct a parameter study in more detail. The simulation ¯ 
program we used was PAM-CRASH. -Steel plate thickness 

We examined the candidate structures except for the 0.4mm-l.2mm 
combination of the brittle surface and energy absorbing 
material. We made models based on the specifications of the Figure 22-24 shows the simulation model for each 
test pieces which yielded good results in the headform drop proposed structure above. Supporting conditions for the model 
test. With these models, we changed sever~i1 parameters, were to put the structure on a hard floor for the steel and ¯ 
Parameters examined by comparison for each proposed aluminium cylinders structure, and the steel plate and soft foam 
structure are as follows, elastic material. For the solid-steel plate, peripheral vertical 

movement was restrained as a condition. 
(1) Combined steel plate and aluminium cylinders structure For comparison, we used a method similar to the 

headform drop test, with a thickness of 100mm and a stroke of 
-Steel plate thickness 70mm, and compared the HIC. ¯ 

Figure 22. PAM-CRASH model of steel plate and aluminium cylinders structure. 

Figure 23. PAM-CRASH model of steel plate and foam elastic material. ¯ 

. 
Figure 24. PAM-CRASH model of solid-steel plate. 

¯ 
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¯ Figure 25-27 shows the stroke to each parameter and the In these studies, the combined steel plate and soft foam 

HIC changes. As described in these figures, much elastic materialhad better results than the steel plate and 
improvement was observed the parameters were varied. On buckling structure (aluminium cylinders structure). But, 

the solid-steel plate with a 70mm stroke, HIC was about 2,000; regarding the buckling structure, there are a considerable 

on the combined steel plate and soft foam elastic material, HIC number of parameters, such as shape, spacing, bonding 

was about 1,000; and on the combined steel plate and condition with surface material, etc. that were not fully 
¯ aluminium cylinders structure, HIC was about 1,100. examined in the study. 

Comparing test results of the simulation and headform By studying them, a higher level of shock absorbing 

drop test for each structure, only the solid-steel plate structure performance than even the soft foam elastic material might be 

had lower HIC values in the simulation. This is probably due to achieved. 

the peripheral support being weaker in the test and in particular, 
there isn’t very much load generated in the latter half of the 

¯ collision. 
For the combined steel plate and soft foam elastic 

material, the simulation results show higher HIC values than 

the test results under the same conditions. However, common lo0 
trends for parameter changes can be seen in both tests, ao 
Therefore, by thinning the surface of the steel plate and r~,,- 7o 

¯ strengthening the soft foam elastic material a little more, it is s~*k’~l~° 0. 
(~a) 40 --~.-- , 

expected that shock absorbing performance might improve. 
The test results show that HIC is about 1,000 at a 65mm stroke. 

20 o.~io~,i, 
By adding these modifications, it is estimated that a HIC of 

o 0. 

1,000 at a 60mm stroke could be achieved, asoo 
Also for the combined steel plate and aluminium 3ooo o.o~ml 

¯ cylinders structure, the simulation results show higher HIC llze2500 
2000 0. OSmml 

values than the test results, as was the case for the combined 1500 ~ ’ 
steel plate and soft foam elastic material noted above. 1ooo o. 

Drawing conclusions from the parameter study, we can 5oo ~ ’ 

estimate that thinning the surface steel plate would improve the 0 

shock absorbing performance in the actual structure. 0.~nickne$ s0 o~0"$teo’Is plat~l" {xl0 ~’-°’-, 

Figure 26. HIC and maximum stroke with respect to the 
steel plate thickness and aluminium cylinder skin thickness. 

¯ 
12( 

crush strength 
i0( ~~ of 200 

M~i1~tltll 
.X~ 

~.. soft foam elastic 

stroke 8~ ~terial 
~~ ~ ~ 150 

60 ~ 

~ ~~ 
--~-- stroke 100 

~ 40 ~0~ (~) 70 
20 --~-- 50 ~ 

~ 

0 [ , 8kPa 

~ 0 
300~ 

/ ~ 
~a 2500 250~ 

~ 

~ 

~ HIC200c ~    </ 3kPa 
HIC                     2000 

150C ~ 
~ ~ 

~ ~500 

IO0C / 1000 

500 ~ 500 / 
0 0 ’         ’         ’         ~ 
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.4     0.6     0.8 1.0    1.2 

~ Thickness of steel plate (~) Thickness of steel plate (~) 

Figure 25. HIC ~d maximum stroke wi~ respect to ~e Figure 27. HIC and m~imum stroke wi~ respect to ~� 
steel plate ~ickness and soft foam elastic material, solid steel plate thickness. 
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SUMMARY (2) Verify results gained in this study using simulations and 
confirm performance with impact tests. 

(1) To try and find a hood structure which has the least HIC at 
minimum stroke, we first searched for the ideal (3) Using the basic structure that was studied as a base, 
deceleration wave and then compared it with the those of determine the structure and material to use for application 
the candidate structures below using impact tests and to the hood. For this, the items below should be examined: 
simulations, i.e. for energy absorbing identify candidate structures 

- Energy absorbing material is laid under brittle surface - That are applicable to mass production 
material - Whose performance doesn’t deteriorate in spite of the 

- Combined buckling structure and surface material high temperatures generated by engine heat. 
- Soft foam elastic material laid under steel plate - That do not exhibit vibration degradation. 

- That do not exhibit performance degradation due to 
(2) The following are results of the test and simulation aging. 

- Whose weight and cost are appropriate. 
- Results of the test of the energy absorbing material laid 

under brittle surface material showed that it was difficult (4) For overall hood design 
to achieve targeted load characteristics. 

- With the combined surface material and buckling - Clarify and distinguish areas where stroke can and cannot 
structure and the soft foam elastic material laid under the be sufficiently ensured and decide where to mount 
steel plate, the first deceleration peak can be matched energy absorbing structure. 
approximately by using a steel plate as a surface material - Consider ease of mounting of energy absorbing structure 
and also by preventing the deflection of the steel plate. In to hood 
addition, energy can be absorbed efficiently by the plastic - Consider structures which satisfy other requirements for 
deformation, the closest characteristic to the targeted G-T hood. 
characteristics were achieved in this way, and the 
performance of this configuration was .improved REFERENCES 
compared with the solid-steel plate. 

- For current mass production cars, a stroke of about 60mm (1) Japan Traffic Safety Association 
(2.3 inches) is needed to get an HIC of 1,000 or less at a 1992 Traffic Survey Statistics (In Japanese) 
vehicle-head collision speed of 37km/h~ ~, and a stroke of 1993 
about 80mm is needed at zl0km/h°2~. By comparison, 
using the structures described in this paper, the results (2) H. Ohashi, et al. 
suggest that it should be possible to achieve an HIC of The Present Situation of Pedestrian Accident in Japan 

. 1,000 or less at about 60mm stroke at 41.5km/h, with IRCOBI 1990 
corresponding reduction in the amount of clearance 
necessary under the hood. (3) J.W. Garrett, et al. 

Pedestrian Injury Causation Parameters-Phase II 
(3) In this study, the results show that the buckling Structure DOT HS-806 148 1981 

had inferior performance compared with the soft foam 
elastic material. (4) K. Higuchi, et al. 
However, by studying additional parameters that were not The Effect of the Vehicle Structure’s Characteristics on 
included this time, it might be possible to improve the Pedestrian Behavior 
performance of the buckling structure. Furthermore, when 13th ESV 1991 
considering application to an actual vehicle, the buckling 
structure may be more practical than the soft foam elastic (5) J.E. Fowler, et al. 
material. Therefore, it would be useful to further study the Practical Vehicle Design for Pedestrian Protection 
buckling structures. 9th ESV 1985 

FUTURE TI-IEMES (6) Consumer Product Safety Association 
Report on Infant Body Measurements (1973) (In 

For future studies to design a hood to help reduce injury to Japanese) 
the head of a pedestrians during impact it could be useful to 1973 
conduct research on the items below: 

(7) O. Bunketorp, et al. 
(1) Using simulations, determine the most appropriate energy Clinical and Experimental Studies on Leg Injuries in Car- 

absorbing structure with the buckling Structure. Pedestrian Accidents 
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’ 10th ESV 1985 

(8) B. Howerd 
Comparison of the Dynamic Responses of 
Anthropometric Test Devices and Human Anatomic 
Specimens in Experimental Pedestrian Impact 

¯ SAE780894 1978 

(9) L.B. Walker, et al. 
Mass, Volume, Center of Mass and Mass Moment of 
Inertia of Head and Neck of Human Body 
SAE730985 1973 

(1 O) H.M Reynolds, et al. 
Mass Distribution Properties of Male Cadaver 
SAE750424 1975 

(11). T.F. MacLaughlin, et al. 

¯ Pedestrian Head Impact Against the Central Hood of 
Motor Vehicle Test Procedure and Result 
SAE 902315 1990 

(12) J. Harris 
Summary of the Work of the Consortium Developing 

¯ Test Methods to Evaluate the Protection Afforded to 
Pedestrian by Cars 
1991 
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Accident risks for two-wheelers in France : Safety of two-wheelers is largely subject to ¯ 

the skill and vigilance of cars drivers. 

Jean-Ren~ CARRie, Claude FILOU, 
Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur S~curit~, France 
Paper No. 94 $7 W 15                                                                      . 

ABSTRACT 

Users of two-wheeled vehicles (cyclists, is necessary, but technical solutions (for 
moped and motorcycle riders) are, along with improving the visibility of two-wheelers in the 
pedestrians, the most vulnerable category of road traffic for car drivers) are neverthcrless not easy 
users in an injury accident. In France, contrary to to find and are in themselves insufficent. Car ¯ 

pedestrians, they have not derived any great drivers, the automobile industry and road 
benefit from recent improvements in safety, authorities must not consider road safety only 
Over the past ten years, the use of two-wheelers from the point of view of car occupants. 
in France has greatly declined. This is due 
essentially to the diminution in the use of the INTRODUCTION 
moped (not needing a licence). The population ¯ 

groups representing the highest risk differ Users of two-wheeled vehicles (cyclists, 
according to the category of two-wheeler moped and motorcycle users) represent almost 
concerned: children and elderly people for one quarter of all road accident victims in France. 
bicycles, teenagers for mopeds and young adults They are, along with pedestrians, the most 
(males) for motorcycles. The characteristics of vulnerable category of road users in an injury 
accidents are also category-related, but most of accident. But contrary to pedestrians, they have ¯ 

the two-wheeler accidents involve a car. For these not derived any great benefit from recent 
accidents the most frequent individual manoeuvre improvements in safety. Furthermore, accidents 
carried out by the two-wheeler driver is that of involving two-wheelers, concern specific socio- 
driving without changing direction. The greatest demographic categories. This paper presents the 
proportion of two-wheeler accidents therefore current state of knowledge on the risks for two- 
0dginate~ in a manoeuvre undertaken by a car wheelers in France, taking account their specific ¯ 

driver, nature. The two-wheeler is a fundamentally 
Improving two-wheeler visibility is a major different vehicle from the "four-wheeler", both in 
priority. But this also means that two-wheeler its behaviour on the road and the type of use 
safety is largely subject to the skill and vigilance made of it. How do injury accidents reflect this 
of car drivers. Car manufacturers should give difference, in terms of the circumstances in which 
better greater consideration to this problem. This they occur and their severity? ¯ 

¯ 
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¯ Furthermore, two-wheelers comprise a much less How many Bicycles ? The number of 
uniform group than four-wheeled vehicles. What bicycles in working order is evaluated at almost 
characterizes the involvement of each type of two- 20 million. Whereas the total number owned in 
wheeler in accidents? Lastly, the two-wheeler France is even greater, 40 million bicycles having 
driver is now very much a minority road user. been sold over the past 20 years (or 0.71 bicycle 
The aim of this paper is to provide some answers per inhabitant).In France, more bicycles are sold 

¯ to this fundamental question: how does the two- (close to 3 million annually) than private cars. 
wheeler driver stand up to motorists, by far the How many motorised T w o 
largest road-user group? And does the motorist ]~Y.hllglggL~ In France there are a great number 
perceive the manoeuvres made by two-wheelers of motorised two-wheelers: 3 million (compared 
correctly? with 29 million four-wheeled vehicles). 

However, these are mainly mopeds. 
¯ THE USE OF TWO-WHEELERS IN 

FRANCE AND ITS EVOLUTION 

In France, there is no mechanism for 
assessing two-wheeler traffic and travel. This 
very fact demonstrates the lack of interest in this 
form of transport. And the rare data available 
generally include all two-wheelers (motorised or 
not). So we have gathered or computered data in 
order to provide information on the fleets and the 
use of bicycles and motorised Two-wheelers in 
France. But before presenting this information, it Figure 1. The motorised two-wheeler fleet in 1993. ¯ necessary to have a general understanding of the 
regulations, as they greatly affect two-wheeler In France, the moped represented a first step 
use and safety, towards the general spread of the private motor 

vehicle (in 1960, there were 4 million mopeds 
Regulations concerning two-wheeled and 5 million private cars in all). Subsequendy, 

¯ vehicles in FRANCE the moped was increasingly replaced by the 
automobile. Today, the "moped" is completely on 

It is above all important to distinguish the the way out. In 1993, there were three, times 
case of the Bicycle from that of motorised two- fewer mopeds than in 1975 (the maximum level). 
wheelers in terms of the current legislation in On the other hand, the number of motorcycles is 
France. increasing significantly: motorcycles now 

represent 34% of the total number of "motorised ¯ The Bicycle : In France, there are no two-wheelers", compared with only 3% in 1970 
particular requirements for riding a bicycle on and 12% in 1980. Nevertheless, the result of 
public roads (neither licence nor age-limit). It is these opposing developments is that in France the 
authorized to carry passengers on specially total number of "motorised two-wheelers" is 
designed seats or trailers, on the condition that the tending to diminish [AGSAA, 1992 ]. 
passenger is less than 14 years old. As for the The evolution of the number of "motorcycles" ¯ 
vehicle itself, regulations make it obligatory for (more than 50 cm3) depends gready on changes 
them to be equipped with reflectors, two brakes made in the regulations on driving lieenees. In 
and an acoustic warning device. General traffic 
rules apply to cyclists, but they are prohibited this category, motorcycles of more than 125 cm3 

from using certain roads (motorways, certain (high-power motorcycles) represent almost half 

dual-carriage expressways), the total number. 
O Motorised two-wheelers : In France In sum: in France, the number ofmotorised two- 

the statutory situation of motorised two-wheelers wheelers has been diminishing since 1975 and the 

is particularly complex. See in Appendix : proportion of mopeds - although still dominant 

Table 1- Motorised two wheelers in France today - is regularly decreasing, whereas the 
number of motorcycles, and especially the most 

How many Two wheelers ? Which trends powerful among them, is increasing. 
for fleets ? 
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Evolution of the share of two-wheelers Globally, two-wheelers suffer from the 
in city dwellers’ mobility, geographical extension of towns and the 

subsequent increase in travel distances, and also 
In France data concerning urban mobility from the predominance of cars in the traffic. 

is conventionally collected by home surveys, and 
over thirty towns (city centers + suburbs) have Bicycle Use in France. 
carried out home surveys since 1976, using the 
same method. But the results and the We know that since the end of the 1950s 
analyses generally include in one single category in France, there has been a constant and 
both motofised two-wheelers and bicycles. We substantial decline in the utilitarian use of bicycles 
have therefore undertaken complementary (in towns and during the week), even if the 
analyses, in order to highlight the evolution of the beginning of the 1990s saw a certain revival of 
respective share in urban mobility (modal split, or urban bicycle use. On the other hand, recreational 
percentage of all travel, walking included) of the use (weekends and outside towns) has greatly 
different categories of two-wheelers: mopeds, increased (11% to 15% of the french population 
motorcycles and, lastly, bicycles. That was only over 10 or 12 years old use bicycles as a sport or 
possible for 12 large towns which had undertaken for recreational activities). 
two successive surveys during the period 1978- Do these two trends (increase in recreational use 
1992. The trends of evolution being very and decrease in utilitarian use) balance out? 
different according the type of two-wheeler. Unfortunately, no data exists which would 
In fact, between the beginning of 80s and the provide an answer, and traffic counts do not 
beginning of the 90s the share of two-wheelers include bicycles. Data on the number of 
(as a whole) has fallen from 9.7 % to 4.3 % in kilometres travelled by cyclists and on the 
the daily mobility of French city’s dwellers. But development of bicycle traffic are particularly 
this decline is due essentially to the large drop in scarce. 
the use of mopeds, which now represent a mere 
1.2 % of all urban trips, compared with more Evolution ¯ of the equipment of 
than 4 % at the beginning of the 1980s. households in motorised two-wheelers. 
On the contrary, the share of motorcycles in 
general mobility is stable over the period. There is The proportion of French households 
even a slight increase in their use in towns around which own at least one moped, a light 
the Mediterranean. However, motorcycles still motorcycle, or a motorcycle of more than 125 
represent only an extremely small share of cm3 is decreasing: from 34% in 1967 to 11% in 
mobility (all modes): between one half and one 1993. 
percent of travel. The trend changed in 1976: there is a significant 
More surprising ". even if the share of the bicycles reduction in the equipment of households in 
is diminishing in the global mobility of city motorised two-wheelers, essentially for mopeds 
dwellers, the part of bicycles in urban mobility [Trognon 76 ; CartS, Filou 91]. 
(2.63 %) is higher than for mopeds and To be noted : during the last twenty years, the 
motorcycles together. Furthermore, during the total distance travelled by Motorised Two- 
last ten years the bicycle increased its part in two- wheelers has tended globally to decrease 
wheeler mobility : from 45 % at the beginning of 
the 1980s to almost 57 % at the end of this 
period. The use of motorised two-wheelers in 
~"*" ’*"" 1993 

’ ~--~--..~_.~ A national survey, carried out in 1993 on 
’ ~._. ~ this question by a polling institute (SOFRES), 
’ 

~. 
has enabled us to fill in - at least partially - the 

’ ,           .,..,... gaps in our knowledge in France on the level of ¯ quip , : - - : : : : : : : : : : , e    ment and the use of motorised two- 
............... wheelers 

Figure 2. Share in daily mobility of Two-Wheelers in 
several French towns. Eauinment of households: 11.5% of 

the households have at least one motorised two- 
wheeler (compared with 16.5% in 1989). The 
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average number of motorised two-wheelers per 
motorised household is 1.22. The caracteristics 
favouring such equipment are the following : 1°- ,,,,. 

households of 3 people or more ; 2°-family head : ,,,,: ~--~"~--- 
men and 35-54 years old ; 3°- professions : ,,,, 
shopkeepers, tradesmen, workers and farmers ; 
4°- region of residence : South-West, .... : ._.~--~.~_._ ... 

Distribution and use of the vehicle_ ’ -- 
fleeg : The division into different categories* of ,,,, ....... ,    ,,,, ...... ,. 
motorised two-wheelers owned by the l" 
households interviewed is as follows: Figure 3. Evolution of deaths of bicycle, moped and 
- 63.7% are MOPEDS (Calmcity less than 50 cm3); motorcycle users (drivers and lmssengers). 
- 2.7% are Light motoieycles 1 (>50 <80 era3); 
- 14.0% are Light motorcycles 2 (>81 <125 era3); For the motorised Two-wheelers, this evolution 

- 19.6% are high-power motorcycles (>125 era3), follows that of the vehicle fleet. When the number 
of deaths and casualties is compared with the of which one quarter are over 7 fiscal HP. 
fleet, the same phenomenon is observed in both Only three quarters of the motorised two- 
cases: the rotes for Mopeds stagnate at a relatively wheelers are actually on the road (70.8% for 

mopeds and 78.7%for motorcycles), low level, whereas the trend for Motorcycles is 
very different: a major increase until 1972 (year in The average annual kilometrage tends to increase 
which maximum levels were reached in France), according the power of the engine. The 
followed by a heavy drop until 1981 and since kilometrage ranges between 2601 km for mopeds 
then, a slight rise until 1991, followed by a slight to 9497 km for motorcycles over 7 HP. The 
decrease during the last two years. But with much average for the motorcycles is 4569 km. 
higher levels of risk for Mopeds throughout the However, these average annual kilometrages are 

less than for private cars (12760 km). period. See the following figure : 

The use of motorised two-wheelers is dominated ,-,~. ,.. ,, ,. ,.~.. ,.~,., 
by recreational reasons, and by such reasons as 
home-leisure journeys, visits, shopping. Home- ,.,0..~-’--". 
work or home-study and professional travel are 
secondary uses. However, there some differences 
between Mopeds (more used for utilitarian 
journeys) and motorcycles mostly used for ..... I - 
recreation. ’ .... 

RISK AND ACCIDENT DATA THE                  - 
TRENDS AND THE PRESENT ......................... ’ ...... 
SITUATION Figure 4. Death rates per 1000 vehicles regislexexL 

Evolution since 1970. 

Since 1970, two opposite tendencies have Motorcycle accidents were particularly serious 
been observed : a decrease in Bicycle and Moped throughout the period. They were less so between 
accidents and an increase in Motorcycle accidents, 1972 and 1980 but their severity has since tended 
as shown by the graph on the number of deaths: to increase and to exceed that for road users 

globally. The underlying factor is the growing 
proportion of high-power motorbikes in the fleet. 

* according the categories employed by the French Bicycle accidents involve a smaller number of 
administration (see Table 1 in Appendix). people, and their severity has diminished over the 

period, but is still greater than for rnotorised two- 
wheelers. Moped accidents are the most 
numerous, but they are the least serous amongst 
the three two-wheeler categories. 
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It thus appears that : M .. ,., ,,..... 
* globally, the level of risk for motorised two- 

"’=T wheelers is between seven and ten times greater 
’’ (according to the indicator applied) than for 

_ 
[ 

private cars. The difference in the risk of death 

:~__=,.~ and injury demonstrates that of motorised 

I 
users 

two-wheelers (not or only slightly protected in the 
, = - :---- case of an accident) are extremely vulnerable. But 
,.. there is also a very great difference when it comes 

to involvement of the vehicles in accidents, which 
’"’ ’"’ ’"’ ’"’ ’’ ..... ’" ’"’ demonstrates that the traffic system - concerned 

Figure 5. Death rates per 100 casualties, primarily with the flow of motorised four-wheeler 
traffic - does not take fully into account the 

As a result of the evolution of the fleet, the particular requirement of two-wheelers. 
¯ the risk for motorcycles is particularly great, as respective rates of involvement of Mopeds and 

Motorcycles -compared with vehicles involved in road far as the most serious risk is concerned : that of 

accidents globally- tend to converge. Whereas the being killed. For this indicator, the risk for 
rate for bicycles has stabilized at a lower level, motorcycles is 2.0 times greater than for mopeds 

. (and 10 times greater than for private cars). The 
Accident risk assessment underlying factor is no doubt kinetic energy (high 

motorbike speeds, combined with limited user 

]~kK.li].~. It is estimated that the protection). 
¯ For mopeds, the risk of being injured (for 1 distances covered annually on bicycles by the 

French population are between 11 and 33 billion billion vh/km) is equivalent to that run by 

kilometres. In applying these figures to the motorcycles, but much higher than for private 
number of cyclists killed in 1993 (328), it can be cars (7 times). This is explained on the one hand 
calculated that for a cyclist, the risk of being by the inexperience of most moped drivers 
killed ranges between 10 and 30 per billion (adolescents, beginners)and on the other hand by 
kilometres, which is comparable to the risk run their conditions of use." the moped is used mainly 
by motorists, and much less than for motorised for utilitarian journeys, in urban areas, and is 

two-wheelers (see below). In function of the time therefore frequently confronted with traffic 
difficulties. spent on the road, the cyclist’s risk ratio is more 

favorable [Carr6, Filou 91]. 
Motorised Two-wheeler$, For 1993, 

The present situation we have been able to assess the risks specific to 
mopeds and motorcycles and to compare them 
with the risk related to private cars: but only in The number of corporal accidents 

terms of VEHICLE-kilometres. On the basis of involving mopeds in 1993 is of approximately the 
the data on the fleet in use in 1993, estimated by same order as for motorcycles. In comparison, 

the AGSAA, and of the annual kilometrage in the number of corporal accidents involving 

1993 (SOFRES survey), we have calculated the bicycles is 2.6 times less than for mopeds. 

number of billions of vehicle / kilometres covered However, given the number of vehicles, the rate 
in 1993. We have compared this with the of involvement of motorcycles is almost twice as 
corresponding accident data. For each of the three high as for mopeds: in 1993, 18 motorcycles out 
types of vehicle we have calculated the of 1000 in use were involved in injury accidents, 
corresponding 1993 risk indicators for 1 billion compared with 10 mopeds (out of 1000 in use). 

kilometres covered. But the distribution according to their severity is 
1° the numbers of vehicles involved in an injury very different. The number of motorcyclists 
accident are as follows: killed is 1.8 times greater than for moped users 

3997 for Mopeds, and 2.6 times greater than for cyclists. The 
3925 for Motorcycles, situation with .respect to injuries is different and 

556 for Private Cars. near from the figure concerning the number of 

2° the death rate are as follows: accidents. Thus, the severity (death rate per 100 
96 for Mopeds users, casualities) is 1.9 times greater for motorcyclists 
189 for Motorcycles users, than for moped users. For cyclists, accidents are 
19 for Private Cars occupants, slightly less serious than for motorcyclists. It 
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should b¢ noted that the general severity ratio (for Influence of a~e: Because two- 
all road users) is not very different from that of wheeled vehicles are used mainly by young 
motorcyclists (respectively 4.57 and 4.63). See in people, this category is particularly affected : 
appendix : Table 2.Road accidents in France in 1993. 

¯ Most accidents involving two-wheelers occur in 

li -I towns (compared with road accidents globally) ;, 
they occur at intersections, especially for mopeds. 
However, for all types of two-wheelers the most 
serious accidents occur outside built-up areas and 
not at an intersection.                             ,. 

¯ Despite an improvement over the past two years, 
a specific characteristic of motorcycle accidents is 
the importance and the particular severity of 
accidents in which the motorcycle is the only Figure6. Two-wheeler fatalities according the age in 1993 
vehicle involved (no other vehicle or pedestrian). (superposition of the curves). 

More than one third of the motorcyclists killed 
¯ (39%) were killed in this type of accident. It In France most of the deaths in motorised two- 

should be noted that for moped drivers, the wheeler accidents are of young people (< 29 
proportion of deaths in this type of accident is aged) : more than 50% for moped riders, and 
half as much (17%). almost three out four for motorcyclists. On the 
The majority of motorcycle drivers involved in an other hand, for cyclists,those most involved in 

accident .passed their driving licence less than six fatal accidents are old people (almost fifty % for > 

¯ years prior to the accident (for 17.5% of the 50 aged). 
drivers, they have had their licence for less than a The number of deaths is seven to ten times greater 
year), for moped users (drivers and passengers) aged 
Motorcycles involved in accidents are recent : a about 17 and for motorcyclists aged about 20, 
quarter of them were registered less than a year than for other age groups. For cyclists children 

before and more than half (51%) over the aged about 13 are the most involved in fatal 

¯ previous three years, accidents, but the peak is not very high compared 
with moped and motorcycle mortalities. 

~ The wearing of a helmet has 
now become customary practice, especially for 
motorcyclists: 96% of motorcycle drivers and 
89% of moped drivers wear a helmet in rural 

¯ area. Among the victims (killed and injured) of 
injury accidents, a greater proportion of users 
(especially passengers) were not wearing a helmet ,,,; ,,,. 
: one out of 9 moped drivers (1 out of 3 
passengers) ; one out of 17 motorcycle drivers (1 °’~. 
out of 9 passengers). 

¯ For users (drivers and passengers) not wearing a Figure 7. Number of young and elderly people killed in 
helmet, the severity of the accident (deaths/100 Two-wheeler accidents in 1993. 

casualties) is 2.5 higher for mopeds and 2.2 times 
However, if we consider all the injuries all greater for motorcyclists than for users wearing a 
together (deaths and injuries), we are still helmet. However, there is a great difference 
confronted with an excess risk value for "young between open countryside roads and urban areas. 
people", but the situation of moped users seems 

¯ ~ The speeds at which motorcycles less favourable. Inexperience is doubtless a are ridden (on straight, fiat stretches) and the rate 
supplementary risk factor for the youngest among of speeding offences are particularly high, 
them. whatever the road network. More than one 

The severity of accidents in 1992. motorcyclist out of two exceeds the speed limit on 
motorways, two out of three on open country Two-wheeler accidents are characterized by their 

extreme severity. This was revealed by a recent 
¯ roads and six out of seven in built-up areas, statistical analysis carried out at INRETS 

[Fontaine, Gourlet, 94]. The method consisted of 
drawing up a binary decision tree selecting the 
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variables which best differentiate accidents that in this analysis, all types of two-wheelers 
according to their severity. This method has been (bicycle, light and heavy motorised two- 
applied to accidents occuring in 1992 (INRETS wheelers) are clearly distinct.from four-wheeled 
1/50° file of reports), vehicles (light cars, heavy lorries, others). The 
The segmentation method was chosen, as it particular severity of two.wheeler accidents is 
answers the particular set of questions: a) in marked by the fact that they appear in the terminal 
selecting, among the explicative variables chosen, segments reserved for the killed or seriously 
a pertinent sequence of variables which best injured group. Lasdy, it should be noted that the 
classify the full range of drivers involved in most serious types of accident are caused by 
accidents according to their severity; b) in head-on collisions, loss of control and 
proposing an instant and simple-to-use rule for overtaking. 
classifying accident vic_fim~. 
The segmentation method consists of selecting the 
variables which best differentiate those involved ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENTS AND 
in accidents, according to the severity of their DETERMINANT RISK FACTORS 
condition. This method is based, on the 
development of a binary decision tree, using The aim of our analysis presented in this 
successive sample subgroup divisions into two paper is to gain a better understanding of two- 
descendent nodes. Each division is made on the wheeler accidents and to reveal the determinant 
basis of the condition (killed ,or seriously injured / "two-wheeler" risk factors. A statistical analysis 
injured or uninjured) of a person within the group has been made on the basis of an INRETS file of 
of accident victims, in such a way that the 1/50th of the injury accidents which occurred in 
descendent nodes are "purer" than the parent France in 1991 and 1992. The accidents 
node. Thus the simultaneous presence both of involving a two-wheeler represent 26% of all the 
victims "killed or seriously injured" and those accidents recorded in this sample (14~8 / 5664). 
"injured or uninjured" is less frequent in the The 1557 two-wheelers have been divided into 
descendent nodes than in the parent node. Figure four categories, according to the type of vehicle, 
8 presents the results of this analysis : i.e. bicycles (235),¯ mopeds (624), light 

1 motorcycles (155) and powerful motorbikes 
~ (543). 

Figure 9. Distribution in sample of Two-wheeler drivers 
involved in accidents. 

O 
¯ ~,~ The analysis of two-wheeler accidents is divided 

I~~,.., into three sections: 
1. Characterization of each type of two.wheeler USS! ~...~,".".~.,,.., 
within the total two.wheeler group. 

O -,., 2. Characterization of two-wheelers, in a 2 by 2 
Fig,8. Segmentation tree for accidents occudng in 1992. comparison. 

The type of road is the most important factor 3. Analysis of accidents involving two vehicles (a 
affecting the severity of accidents, with an excess two-wheeler and a car) and the manoeuvres of 
weighting for major and. secondary roads, each driver. 
whereas "other roads" correspond essentially to 
the urban network. The second factor is the type In the first two analyses, the principal objective is 

of vehicle and the manoeuvre. It can be seen here to classify the variables which best differentiate 
the different types of two-wheelers involved in 
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¯ accidents. The programme (SPAD.N - Portable The soeio-professional category is significant for 
System of Data Analysis)and the procedure used moped riders, who tend rather to be students 
(DEMOD) enables each form of a variable or the (23%), and for high-power motorbike drivers, 
variable itself to be characterized globally. The most of whom hold qualified positions. 
characteristic elements are classified in order of In their great majority, drivers of motorcycles 
importance according to a statistical criterion (light and high-power) are male (94% and 97% 

¯ ("value test"), associated with a probability factor: respectively), whereas the proportion of females 
the greater the value-test (the lesser the riders is above average for bicycles (23%) and 
probability), the more characteristic the element, mopeds (13 %). 
In these analyses, we have considered the two- In terms of reasons for travel, more frequent use 
wheeler driver as a unit and have taken into is made bicycles more frequently for shopping 
account a certain number of characteristics and recreation (68%) than the two-wheeler ¯ concerning: the accident in which he was average, of mopeds for home-school or home- 
involved ; the vehicle he was driving ; and work travel (20%), of light motorcycle for 
specific details concerning the driver : professional use (19%); the light motorcycle is 

characterized by its role as a work tool. 
Characterization of each type of two- Whereas the majority of bicycles (92%) and 
wheeler within the two-wheeler group, powerful motorbikes (80%) belong to the driver 

or to a member of the household, mopeds are 
We have selected 27 variables, the ¯ more often borrowed (30% of the cases) and light 

discriminatory power of 23 of them being motorcycles more frequently on hire or belong to 
considered as significant: value test superior to 3 a company (12%). Therefore, the moped driver 
(i.e. those for which the modal frequencies are does not necessarily have sufficient driving 
more significandy different from the frequency as experience, he does not know the vehicle and ¯ a whole). Using these variables, it is possible to feels less responsible for it than if it were his 
differentiate the four two-wheeler driver own. 
categories chosen for consideration. In this way, Accident characteristics. T h e ¯ for each of these variables, we obtain significant individual driver manoeuvre at the moment the ¯ 
"chi 2". accident occurs and the part of the vehicle struck 
The first point to be noted is that two-wheeler in the collision characterize the type of two- 

¯ accidents differ according to the type of two- wheeler within the group as a .whole. For bicycles 
wheeler - in terms firstly of driver characteristics, and mopeds, the characteristic manoeuvre is a 
secondly of accident characteristics, change of direction (23%and 17% respectively). 

, Cyclists are more..often hit in the rear (21%), 
Driver characteristics. Age is the because of their slow speed, .whereas mopeds are 

most distinctive factor. There is almost a bijection generally hit in the front (68%). Light and heavy ¯ between the four types of two-wheelers and the motorcycles are more frequently involved in an 
age-group to which the driver belongs. This accident when overtaking (15% and 17% 
phenomenon is very much related to the respectively); the more powerful motorbikes are 
regulations and is therefore not surprising, more often impacted in several places (23%) or 
Bicycles are the only vehicles which young on their right side (8%). 
people under 14 years old are authorized to .ride The differences between drivers of high-power ¯ (20% of the drivers in our sample involved in an motorcycles and the two-wheeler driver group as " 
accidenO; cyclists tend to belong to two other age- a whole are the most significant. This first group 
groups: 30-,65 year-old adults (40%) and people is more often involved in single-vehicle accidents. 
over65 (7%). (15%) and in accidents with more than two 
Mopeds are typically ridden by adolescents (12% vehicles (27%); the accident is due to a loss of 
of the 14-15 year-old riders and 29% of the 16-17 control (16%) and occurs on a motorway (7%) or ¯ 
year oldriders), a major road (22%); there is doubtless a 
Light motorcycles (under 125 cm3) are ridden by correlation between these results and the speeds at 
young people in the 18-24 age group (38%) and which these motorcycles are driven. 
also by adults in the 30-65 age group (39%). 
The more powerful motorcycles (over 125 cm3) Characterization of two-wheelers by 
are driven by young adults in the 29-35 age group comparing the different types two by ¯ (35%). two. 
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If we analyze each category of two- ¯ 

wheelers by comparing them two by two, certain The great majority of two-wheeler injury 
subtle distinctions come to light, accidents (70%) involve another vehicle (1093 

out of 1554 accidents in our ~mple), and this is 
Comnarison between bicycles and generally a car. In the present analysis, we have 

IRP.llg~. Bicycle accidents tend to be rear-end limited ourselves to accidents involving two 
collisions and to occur outside an intersection and vehicles and in which the vehicle other than the ¯ 

outside a built-up area. On the other hand, moped two-wheeler was a light vehicle (private car or a 
accidents occur more frequently at intersections van with tare <3,5T), to the exclusion of other 
and in built-up areas, the moped being hit in the cases (2 two-wheelers or two-wheeler-heavy 
front. The slow speed of the cyclist makes lorry). 938 cases of two-wheeler / car (or light 
turning rather critical (23%), whereas the faster vehicle) accidents were enumerated (86% of total 
moped rider is different from the bicycle rider in two-vehicle accidents).We have analysed the ¯ 

overtaking (but only 7%). It should be noted that individual manoeuvres made by each driver. We 
the bicycle is the only two-wheeler for which a hope that in examining the association of these 
large proportion of women are involved in two manoeuvres, we will better understand the 
accidents (23%). circumstances of the accidents. 

Comnarison between light The individual manoeuvre can be classified in the 
motorcycles <125 cm3 and nowe~:ful f’fle according to the nine following categories: 1- ¯ 

inotorcvcles >125 cm3. The -essential vehicle parked or stationary, 2-vehicle moving 
differences between motorcycles lie in their use. without changing direction, 3-changing lanes or 
The light motorcycle is involved in accidents in moving out of the lane, 4-avoiding a fixed 
urban areas (77%), in winter, and during travel to obstacle, 5-overtaking, 6-turning (right or left), 
work; the point of impact is the side, and the 7-entering or leaving traffic, 8-loss of control, 9- 
motorcyclist keeps on the same course (55%). backing or U-turn.                              ¯ 
The situation is completely different for the 
powerful motorbike: it is involved in an accident Individual manoeuvres in two- 
on motorways or on major roads, in summer and wheeler / car accidents. Starting with the 938 
during leisure trips; 24% of the accidents are cases of two-wheeler / car (or light vehicle) 
caused by loss of control and often involve fixed accidents recorded in our file, we rejected 12 
obstacles. Driver characteristics are also very cases in which the two-wheeler manoeuvre was 
different: youths of 16-18 for light motorcycles unknown, and 19 cases in which the car 
and young adults (24-30 years old) for powerful manoeuvre was unknown. There are therefore 
motorbikes. 907 cases left. In the following table, we have 

Comnarison between moneds and taken account of the four most frequent individu~l 
light motbrcvcles <125 cm3. Their manoeuvres made by two-wheeler drivers and 
prbfessional use most differentiates light grouped the other cases (1-2-4-7-9) in the ¯ 

motorcyles from mopeds. Light motorcycles "others" column. We have also considered the 
(often hired or company scooters) are, in effect, five most frequent individual manoeuvres made 
preferred by delivery people and messengers, by car drivers and grouped the other cases (3-4-8- 
whose numbers have grown considerably in 9) in the "others" column. We then ratio out the 
France over the past few years and especially in numbers tO 1000. See Appendix, Table 3 -Individual 
Paris (hence the excess proportion of two- manoeuvresintwo-wheeler-caraeeidents. ¯ 

wheeler accident victims in Paris: 27%, compared The most frequent individual manoeuvres are: 
with its part : 17% in the total of road accidents - vehicle moving without changing direction 
in France). (58% for two-wheelers and 43% for cars), 
For the light motorcycle rider, the relevant -changing direction (16% for two-wheelers and 
manoeuvres are overtaking and loss of control. 31% for cars), 
On the contrary, for the moped rider, - overtaking (13% for two-wheelers and 8% for ¯ 

inexperience is no doubt a cause of accident (12% car). 
in the 14-16 age group and 29% in the 16-18 age It can thus be seen that, contrary to a generally 
group), particularly when turning, accepted idea, it is the manoeuvre made by the car 

driver which most often causes the accident. 
Analysis of driver manoeuvres in Untimely manoeuvres by two-wheelers are often 
accidents involving a two-wheeler put forward as an explanation, but on analysis, it ¯ 

vehicle and a motor car. is clear that in most accidents involving a car, the 
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two-wheeler driver maintains his course whereas - in 70% of the cases, the car keeps on course: 
the car driver changes direction twice as this situation is the more frequent with bicycles 
frequently as the two-wheeler driver (311 and (76%) than mopeds (71%). 
160 cases respectively). - in 17% of the cases, the car is overtaking; this 
In the 926 cases of accidents involving a two- proportion is the same for bicycles and mopeds. 
wheeler and a car for which the individual - in 9% of the cases, the car also changes 
manoeuvre of the two-wheeler is known, we will direction: the 13 cases in which both vehicles 
now analyse in detail these three situations, from change direction concern 3 bicycles, 6 mopeds, 1 
the point of view of the manoeuvre made by the light motorcycle and 3 heavy motorbikes. 
two-wheeler. The other car manoeuvres are as follows: in two 
The two-wheeler maintains its course cases, the car is stationary (1 moped and 1 light 
(58% of the accidents). In 536 cases, the motorcycle); in one case, the car changes lanes 
two=wheeler advances without changing (moped); in one case, the car is backing up or 
direction. This situation is a little more frequent doing a U-turn (moped). 
for light motorcycles (63%) mopeds (60%) and The analysis made of the 1991 file shows that in 
heavy motorcycles (58%), than for bicycles all these cases - contrary to the major accident 
(49%). We will now examine the individual category- the two-wheeler rider is responsible in 
manoeuvre of the car when this is known (521 60% of the cases and that in 81% of the cases, the 
cases): car is hit in the front. 
- in 38% of the cases, the car changes direction: The two-wheeler overtakes (13% of the 
this situation occurs most often when the two- accidents). In 118 cases, the two-wheeler 
wheeler is a light (54%) or powerful (44%) overtakes. This situation concerns in particular 
motorcycle than in collisions with mopeds (32%) heavy motorbikes (23%) and light motorcycles 
or bicycles (31%), (19%), sometimes mopeds (9%) and never 
- in 36% of the cases, the car is moving without bicycles. We will now examine the manoeuvre 
without changing direction and therefore also made by the car: 
keeps heading in the same direction: this situation - in 53% of the cases, the car changes direction: 
is more frequent in collisions with mopeds (44%) this proportion is slightly higher for accidents 
and bicycles (40%) than with heavy (24%) or involving mopeds (55%) than light motorcycles 1 
light (25%) motorcycles. (53%) or light motorcycles 2 (50%). 
- in 5% of the cases, the car overtakes the two- - in 18% of the cases, the car stays on the same 
wheeler, particularly bicycles (19%), and course: this situation is more frequent in 
sometimes mopeds (4%). collisions with light motorcycles 1 (24%) than 
- the other car manoeuvres are less frequent with light motorcycles 2 (18%) and mopeds 
(<5%), and are as follows: in 25 cases, the car (16%). 
enters or leaves traffic; in 24 cases, the car backs - in 12% of the cases, the car is entering or 
up or does a U-turn; in 24 cases, the car is parked leaving traffic: in this type of accident, mopeds 
or stationary; in 23 cases, the car changes lane or are the most frequently involved (18%), 
moves out of the lane; in 16 cases, the car driver motorcycles less frequently (10% for light 
loses control of his vehicle, motorcycles 2 and 6% for light motorcycles 1). 
A finer analysis of the 1991 file has shown that, According to the 1991 analysis, respective 
for this category in which the majority of the responsibilities and offences recorded are not 
accidents are to be found, the car is responsible in greatly discriminatory factors. 
71% of the cases and that in13% of the cases, the The two-wheeler loses control (8.5% of 
car driver does not respect priority rules. It the accidents). In 77 cases, the two-wheeler 
should be noted that in 18% of the cases, the car driver loses control of his vehicle. This situation 
is hit in the rear [Rornemont 93]. especially concerns motorcycles (12.5% for light 
The two-wheeler changes direction (16% motorcycles 2 and 9% for light motorcycles 1) 
of the accidents). In 145 cases, the two- less often mopeds (7%) and bicycles (6%). We 
wheeler changes direction. This situation will now consider the manoeuvre made by the 
concerns especially bicycles (33%) and mopeds car:. 
(19%) and, to a much lesser degree, motorcycles - in 71% of the cases, the car keeps on course: 
(5% for light motorcycles and 3% for heavy this situation occurs the most frequently in 
motorcycles). We will now examine the accidents with bicycles (78%), mopeds (78%) 
manoeuvres made by the car: and motocycles 1 (75%) than light motorcycles 2 

(64%). 
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- in 13% of the cases, the car changes direction: to see in a rear vision mirror, the motorist should 
the only cases recorded involve mopeds (18%) be particularly attentive. 
and light 
motorcycles 2 (15%). CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS 
- in 10% of the cases, the car is stationary or 
parked; only motorcycles are implicated here In France, the numbers and especially the 
(25% for light motorcycles 1 and 15% for light severity of accidents involving two-wheelers have 
motorcycles 2). stabilized at a high level for several years now. 
In summary: the circumstances of accidents Furthermore, these accidents affect the more 
involving both two- and four-wheeled vehicles vulnerable age-groups: children and youths, and 
(which comprise the majority of two-wheeler also - for the bicycle - elderly people. It is 
accidents) reveal four major types of conflicts impossible to remain indifferent to this, 
between the two-wheeler and the car: change of particularly since the proportion of two-wheelers 
direction of one or the other, overtaking and loss in traffic has been diminishing over many years. 
of control. It should be noted that the most It is therefore the level of risk for two-wheeler 
important category (more than half the accidents) users which is increasing. 
is that in which the two-wbeeler keeps on the 
same course and where the car commits an The major risk factors 
offence. At this stage of the analysis, we can 
advance the hypothesis that there is an underlying The risk is the result of a combination of 
factor in most of these accidents: faulty perception numerous interdependent factors. These can be 
on the part of the car driver, classified in three main categories: risk factors 
The qualitative analyses made of a certain number related to the vehicle itself, those related to driver 
of the 1991 accident reports support this theory, characteristics and lastly, those connected with 
Concerning the manoeuvres: out of 10 changes in the use made of the vehicle and traffic conditions. 
direction, 9 are left-hand turns. In the categories What is the situation on these three counts? 
of manoeuvres in which the car should have 
checked before undertaking the manoeuvre The "VEHICLE" factor. This 
(change of direction, backing or U-turn), all the comprises several elements: 1°- the intrinsic risk 
car drivers maintained: "I checked, but I did not for any two-wheeled vehicle (motofised or not): 
see anything." These accidents implicate both instability and sensitivity to road defects ; 2°- the 
front and back vision, supplementary risk due to the motorisation of 
Front vision: accidents often occurred at simple two-wheelers : there is no doubt about this and 
intersections where the driver must effectively the risk increases with kinetic energy (the power 
check, if only to guarantee his own safety. We of the engine), as shown by all the data ; 3°- the 
can therefore believe that drivers are sincere when risk associated with the particular technology of 
they say they did check. Only, for them, checking the vehicle ~nd playing on its capacities (road- 
applies to the presence of other four-wheeled holding, braking...). In fact, technology 
vehicles and not to that of two-wheelers. And represents a very marginal part of the risk. For 
indeed, in these accidents, the two-wheeler is motorised two-wheelers, technical improvements 
often concealed by another car. The car involved merely keep up with the increased power of the 
starts to move into the intersection after this other engines and do not compensate the effect of 
vehicle, without anticipating this eventuality and increased kinetic energy. For bicycles, there is the 
the accident occurs, problem posed by the difficulty in seeing them, 
Rear vision: it is much more probable that the particularly at night. 
drivers did not check in their rear vision mirror. It can not be said that the two-wheeler is an 
Particularly in accidents in which the car turns left intrinsically dangerous vehicule, but it is evident 
when being overtaken by a two-wheeler; as the that as it does not have a compartiment capable of 
car driver is in the left lane, he does not envisage absorbing the energy of a shock, the two-wheeler 
that he could be overtaken and that he therefore user can not be as wall protected as the motorist 
needs to check in the rear vision mirror. This is against the consequences of a collision. 
the sign that in their driving reflexes, the The "DRIVER" factor. The two- 
motorists do not take sufficient note of the wheeler driver is defined as someone who can not 
presence of two-wheelers. However, the two- (or who does not want to) be a motorist. The 
wheeler being small and therefore more difficult two-wheeler is in effect: 1°- the form of 

locomation adopted by those who do not have 
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access to a motor car, essentially because they arc the two wheeler. This is a clear indication that the 
too young to have the right to drive a motor car motorist has not really assimilated the presence of 
(or sometimes to old to have learnt, as is the case two-wheelers on the road. 
for a number of cyclists), or 2°- a means of 
escaping the ever-increasing constraints of motor Visibility: the key safety problem for 

¯ car traffic. The first category includes moped two-wheeler users. 
riders and part of the cyclist group. They are 
generally adolescents, and therefore beginners However different the machines and their 
with little experience. It is a "captive" clientele, drivers may be, all two-wheelers suffer from the 
The second category is comprised of motorcycle same handicap: a lack of visibility for motorists. 
drivers. For the most high-power bikes, they are However, this lack of visibility is due to two very 

¯ young adults, who have chosen this form of different factors. 
transport for reasons of personal taste; although a Lack of visibility of two-wheeler,~- 
little more experienced than moped riders, they i.e. the lack of visual markings on two-wheelers, 
are particularly interested in the pleasure they can due to their small width, a weak point which can 
derive from this type of vehicle (namely speed), not be entirely compensated by additional 
On the other hand, light motorcycle riders tend to reflectors or lights. Moreover, the thinner the 

¯ be adults who use the two-wheeler for utilitarian machine and the less power it has available to 
and professional reasons, in order to escape make itself visible through lighting, the less 
traffic congestion and parking problems in (big) efficient these devices unfortunately are (the case 
towns, of mopers and especially of bicycles). It should 
Driver characteristics (particularly age) are not - in be noted that two-wheeler drivers and most 
themselves- an explicative risk factor. But they particularly cyclists tend themselves to suffer 

¯ are associated with adverse circumstances: from an "illusion of visibility": because they see 
inexperience for the first group, speed for the the motor cars, they tend to consider that they are 
second group or difficult traffic conditions for seen by the car drivers!" [Ferguson, Blampied 
third group. 91]. It should also be noted that the specific 

"USE" factors. These are the factors advantage of motorbikes - in France, the only 
which doubtless represent the greatest risk for vehicles required have their headlights on when 

¯ two-wheelers. Mopeds and light motorcycles are travelling in the daytime - risks disappearing if 
used essentially for utilitarian travel in urban this obligation is extended to all motor vehicles. 
zones, and are therefore subjected to frequent Two-wheelers are not well 
traffic conflicts. High-power motorcycles are verceived bv motorists. The two-wheeler 
predominantly used for pleasure, tending to be being small in size and therefore difficult to detect 
associated with a certain risk-taking (25% of in the motorist’s visual field, the motorist should 

¯ high-power motorcycle accidents are due to loss be particularly attentive to its presence. Analysis 
of control, without any other vehicle being of accident reports shows precisely the opposite, 
involved). The use of bicycles is both urban and namely in left-turns, where motorists do not look 
utilitarian, as it is for mopeds in towns; during the in their rear vision mirrors, as they have not 
weekend, they serve for leisure purposes (close assimilated the possibility of being overtaken by a 
to the use made of powerful motorbikes, minus two-wheeler. The driver does not see the two- 

¯ the speed), wheeler, as its possible presence in traffic does 
However, their use reflects traffic conditions and not figure in the motorist’s mental schema. This 
the confrontational situation that exists with is a result of the predominance of the motor car in 
motorists, the dominant road users. On this traffic. 
count, it is important to stress that most two- 
wheeler accidents arise from conflicts with motor Future prospects 

~ cars. Contrary to a too frequently accepted idea, 
in these conflicts, it is the manoeuvre made by the The fact that motorists do not perceive 
motorist which generally causes the two-wheeler them correctly, translates in reality the lack of 
accident. And in most cases, the responsibility "social visibility" of two-wheelers. One sees two- 
lies with the motorist, the two-wheeler keeping wheelers only if one expects to see them. And 
on the same course or the car committing an one does not expect to see them unless one is 

¯ offence. Statements made by motorists involved used to doing so. 
in such accidents all agree on one point: they say From this point of view, the two-wheeler user is 
that they had checked, but that they had not seen a victim of the fact that his vehicle has been 
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relegated to the fringe. In this sense, if the from the point of view of car occupants, but 
numbers of two-wheelers were to increase, understand that motorists must accept that vehicle 
motorists- the majority road users- would doubt use and performances be limited, in order to 
give them more consideration and safety would preserve the freedom and improve the living 
be improved. The present traffic difficulties conditions of all sectors of the population, 
experienced in towns could encourage people to especially in towns. 
use two-wheelers instead of cars (as certain 
trends in Paris seem to indicate). These same 
difficulties have motivated elected representatives REFERENCES 
of certain towns to support a revival of the bicycle 
but in view of preserving the quafity of life (and "Danger : 3 cyclos "gonfl~s" sur 5", les Nouvelles de 

air!). The conventional mad policies which have l’Assumnce, n° 406 - avril 1991. 
favoured the car generate costs which the towns 
now find increasingly onerous with respect to AGSAA (Association G~nb-ale des Soci~t~s d’Assurances 

their efficiency, contre les Accidents), Recueil de donn~es statistiques sur 

An improvement in the situation of two-wheelers l’assurance automobile en France, Paris 1989. 

could also come from a rise in civic awareness Carr~ J.R.,’Etablissement d’une base de donn~es 
that driving in traffic must f’Lrstly be governed by documentaires internationales sur la s~curit~ des Deux 
consideration of and attention to unprotected Roues et revue de questions ", Partie I- Bicyclettes 220 p. ; 
users. Measures for moderating traffic tend in this Partie II -Deux roues ~ moteur 180p, INRETS / DSCR, 
direction. Until now, in France, these have be juillet 1993. 
almost exclusively aimed at limiting speed and 
very little at reducing traffic flow in towns. Carr~ J.R., "La situation de la bicyclette en France / The 
Of course, the modification of regulations on current state of Bicycle use in France", in Perspectives 
two-wheelers can also improve safety. On the mondialessurlev~lo, proceedings of the conference VELO 

technical level, improvements are always 
MONDIALE, Montr~al, Septemberi992,p.49-55. 

possible, but they have an influence on only a Carr~ J,R., "Bicycle use and Safety~ and the problem of 
marginal part of the risk (except for those Helmets", Forum OMS/WHO Forum : ."Head Trauma 
concerning lights on bicycles). Changes in the and Helmet wearing", Paris, October 199L 
regulations could improve motorised two-wheeler 
safety on the two following points: as a first Carr~ J.R.,"La pratique etla s~curit~ de la bicyclette"- 
priority by an inbuilt limitation of speed potential R~sultats de l’enqu~te : INRETS-FFCT -1990 (r~sults of a 

(engine power), particularly at the two ends of the survey among members of French CycliSts Touring 
scale (mopeds and powerful motorbikes); Federation), Rapport I, INRETS,50 pages, F~vrier 1991. 
secondly, in increasing obligations with respect to 
licences, there again at the two ends of the scale, Carr~ J.R.,"Enqu~te Roue Libre 1990 : Commentroulez 

as is envisaged in a report for the European vous?", (survey among every day: cyclists in Paris), in 

Community ["for a European road safety policy", "Roue fibre", Paris, Mai 1991, p, 12 ~t 17. 

1990]. Carr~ J.R., Filou C., "Mobility and accident risks for 
For the most part, however, two-wheeler safety motorcycling in France", Proceedings of the International 
is largely subject to the skill and vigilance of car Motorcycle Conference: Safety-Environment-Future ; IZS- 
drivers. For this reason, car manufacturers Bochum, October 1991, p 55-88. 
should give better consideration to this problem. 
It is essential to improve visibility of two- Carr~ J.R., Filou C., "Risque accidentel et mobiiit~ des 
wheelers in traffic. Car manufacturers are deux roues a moteur en France", rapport II, INRETS, 
involved in this safety demand. Studies on Juillet 1991, 54 p. 
driving aids carried out in the context of the 
"Drive" project have revealed that motorists Filou C.," L’ins~curit~ des motocyclettes", rapport HI, 

needed aids to perceive two-wheeler manoeuvres, INRETS, 36 pages, Mai 1993.. 

but these studies demonstrated at the same time Trognon, A, "Les m~nages, la bicyclette et les motocycles 
that it was very difficult to define specifically, the en 1976" -Paris 1979, INSEE-M. 77. 
corresponding technical answers. It is therefore 
not easy to develop technical solutions. Hem’y, D : "Utilisation des deux roues", Paris, 1980, 
Furthermore, they are insufficient in themselves. ONSER Cahier d’Etude n° 49. 
Car drivers, the automobile industry and road 
authorities must not consider road safety only 
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"10 ans de mobilit~ urbaine", Centre d’Etudes des Romemont De-S. :"Analyse d~talll~e du fichier PV 91", 
Transports Urbains. -Bagneux, 1990. rapport d’~tude INRETS-ENTPE, Septembre 1993, 36 p. 

+ annexes. 
Tetard C; Assailly J.P.,"Renouvellement des contenus et 
des modalit~s p&lagogiques de I’ASSR" ;rapport INRETS, Commision des Communaut~s Europ~ennes DG7, "Pour 
Arcueil, 1991. une politique euroI~nne de sb~urit~ muti~re" ; Comit~ 

Fontaine H, Gourlet Y.: "Mobilit~ et accidents de l’ann~e 
d’experts de la s~curit~ routi~re, - Bruxelles, 1990. 

1992",rapportINRETS,~paraitre, Mai 1994. Ferguson B., Blampied NM : "Unenlightened: an 
unsuccessful attempt to promote the use of cycle lights at 
night", Accident Analysis & Prevention, 1991-12, Vol. 
23, No 6, p. 561-71. 

APPENDIX 

Table 1 
Motorised two wheelers in France (no change since 1985) 

MOPEDS MOTORCYCLF~q 

Light Motorcycles Light Motorcycles POWERFUL 
(Powered bicycles) I and 2 3 MOTORCYCLES 

I Vehicle 
regulations 

- Registration NO Registered Registered Registered 
ragistered vehicles 

- Cubic capacity of engine < 50 cm3 51-80 cm3 81-125 cm3 > 125 cm3 
- Speed < 45 km/h < 75 km/h not limited not limited 

at consu’uction at construction at construction at construction 
-Power of the engine 
(as fixed by French // // < 13 CV > 13 CV 
administration) MAX : 100 CV 
- other characteristics pedals (for M 1-automatic // // 

not obligatory        clutch) 
IL Conditions o,f the use 
- licence without AL ficence: AL ficence: MOTO A ficence 

if theoretical exam theoretical exam theowaical exam 
+ practical test + practical test + practical test 

- minimum age 16 years 16 years 17 years 18 years 
(14 years if (or car licence (or car licence 

-other conditions of use Scholar Road Safety after 1980) prior to 1980) // 

- Helmet helmet obligatory,* helmet obli~!ory helmet obli~tory helmet obligatory 
NO YES YES. YES ~ Passenger             (except < 14 years) 

* helmet is not obligatory for mopeds passengers 
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Table 2 
Road accidents in France in 1993 

FRANCE 1993 BICYCLES MOPEDS Motorc~,cles All Road Users 

Injury accidents 7593 20063 17522 137500 
Fat~ accidents 333 501 911 

Vehicles involved 7856 20465 17899 236462 

DEATHS 329 490 861 9052 

Seriously injured 1897 4840 5031 43535 

Slighty injured 5209 15007 12722 145485 

CASUALTIES 7435 20337 18614 198072 

Drivers killed 328 464 755 5765 

Passengers killed 1 26 106 2156 

URBAN AREA 
% accidents 79.4 % 85.7 % 78.9 % 68.2 % 

SEVERITY 
killed/100 casualties 4.43 2.41 4.63 4.57 
% fatal accidents 4.39 % 2.50 % 5.20 % 

Table 3                     . 
Individual manoeuvres in Two wheeler accidents with cars 

Two wheeler manoeuvres 
Car          keeps changes overtakes loss others Tolal 
Manoeuvre course direction control 
keeps course 204 1 1 2 23 61 26 427 . 

changes 216 14 68 11 1 311 
direction 

overtakes 30 26 7 0 1 4 77 
enters 28 1 15 2 0 46 
or leaves 
traffic ¯ 
parked 26 2 1 9 6 44 
stationar}, 
others 71 3 1 5 2 3 95 

Total 574 1 60 130 85 51 1000 
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Evaluation of TRL Designed Leg Protectors for a (TRL) designed leg protectors for a Kawasald GPZ 500 

Medium Sized Sport Motorcycle motorcycle. These tests and analyses were a sequel to 
earlier tests and analyses for three other motorcycle 

¯ Nicholas M. Rogers industry leg protector designs, reported in Refs 1 and 2. 

International Motorcycle Manufacturers Association The leg protectors for all four motorcycles were designed 

France to meet the UK Draft Specification (UKDS) for motorcycle 

Paper No. 94-$7-W-16 leg protectors, Ref 3. This report focuses on the leg 
protector design prepared by TRL, using the test 

ABSTRACT methodologies developed by the industry. 

This paper describes results of an evaluation of Background 

prototype leg protectors designed by the Transport 
Research Laboratory (TRL) which meet the UK Draft Research in Great Britain, the United States, and 
Specification (UKDS) for motorcycle leg protectors, and Japan into rider leg protection concepts over the past 20 

which are fitted to a 500 cc sport motorcycle. Four full years has indicated that reinforced structures in front or to 
O scale impact tests and a series of laboratory tests and the side of the leg can preserve leg space, but produce one 

computer simulations were done in order to study the or more harmful side effects, including: more severe 

effects of different test methods and to evaluate the device, upper leg and knee injuries including bending fractures, 
The full scale impact tests involved: 30° glancing impacts increased velocity and acceleration at head impact with an 

to the side of a moving car; and offset frontal impacts to opposing car, increased forward and lateral torso pitch, 

a stationary car, using test methodologies developed by the downward head pitch, and increased head-first dummy 
motorcycle industry. The test results are compared with ejection. These effects result from restraining the knees 

test results of TRL for the same nominal impact conditions and lower legs on the motorcycle during impact, whilst the 
but using different test methodologies. The full scale and upper body tends to move in other directions. These 

laboratory test data, when used with a previously validated effects tend to worsen, rather than improve, rider safety. 
model, also provided a basis for a computer simulation of In 1987, the UK proposed a Draft Specification 

¯ this leg protector in 163 impact configurations which occur (UKDS) for leg protectors based on the work of the 

in motorcycle accidents. The test and simulation results Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), which is in many 

are compared with previous results for other UKDS leg ways similar to earlier concepts. 
protector designs tested by the motorcycle industry. Several UKDS leg protector designs were 

evaluated in full scale crash tests by TRL and by the 

INTRODUCTION motorcycle industry. 

~ The industry’s 1989 full scale test programme (Ref 
This paper describes results of a series of tests and 1) with three different UKDS leg protector designs (one 

computer simulations conducted d!~ring the Autumn of modelled after TRL’s Norton Interpol leg protector)found 
1991 by the International Motorcycle Manufacturers that, in frequently occurring types of impacts, UKDS leg 
Association involving Transport Research Laboratory protectors led to: an increased number of leg fractures 
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per crash, leg fractures resulting from leg protector Kawasaki leg protector design was done using computer 
contact, a lower head trajectory, and increased head impact simulation. This was based on detailed laboratory 
velocity and acceleration. Expressed in terms of injury measurements of the leg protector and motorcycle, as well 
severity and costs, the test results indicated that in the as existing test data describing dummy/car dynamic 
majority of cases tested leg protectors lead to increased interaction. These results are reported herein. 
total Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) scores and increased In the meantime, in separate research, the 
injury costs, motorcycle industry accomplished a coordinated 

In addition, in-depth computer simulations (Ref 2) preliminary research programme to assess the feasibility of 
extended these results to the full range of motorcycle/car motorcycle alrbags. As part of this programme a new 
impacts known to occur in real world accidents. The motorcycle impact dummy (MATD-2) was developed. 
simulation analyses, validated against data for 16 full scale During Autumn 1991 an opportunity to verify the 
crash tests, indicated that UKDS leg protectors would: functionality and durability of the new dummy was sought. 
result in a significant net increase in total injury costs The goal was to conduct example motorcycle/car full scale 
across all accidents, result in increased injuries in 34 impact tests, to exercise the electronic and mechanical 
percent, decreased injuries in 18 percent, and no change in features of the new dummy. 
injuries in 48 percent of accidents (in contrast to, for 
example, 1 percent injury increase for car belt restraints). Objectives 
The analyses found that leg protector injuries were caused 
by the increased angular momentum of the rider, and The main objectives of the current programme 
combined loads applied by the leg protector to the upper were: 
legs. Similar results were found with three UKDS leg 
protector designs. To validate the computer simulation analyses of the 

TRL’s test programme has generally obtained Kawasaki GPZ 500 leg protector design 
opposite results, ie, no leg protector related injuries. - To verify the functionality of the MATD-2 dummy 
TRL’s view is that this is due to differences in leg developed for use in motorcycle airbag research 
protector design. Industry’s view is that the differences 

are due to differences in test methods, including dummy In addition, the availability of the Kawasaki GPZ 
leg design, impact point repeatability, and selection of test motorcycles fitted with the TRL-designed leg protectors 
conditions, provided an opportunity to conduct tests for the same 

Recognizing these differences in view, an impact conditions used by TRL, in order to compare 
exchange of leg protector designs was undertaken. In industry and TRL test methodologies, Such tests also 
1988, TRL agreed to provide a leg protector prototype for allowed some comparison between the earlier industry leg 
a Kawasaki GPZ 500 motorcycle. In addition, industry protector designs and the leg protector design prepared by 
obtained design information for TRL’s Norton Interpol leg TRL. 
protector, which was copied to provide a prototype for a 
BMW K 75 motorcycle. The latter was included in EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
industry’s 1989 tests. Unfortunately, the Kawasaki 
prototype was not received in time to be incorporated in Test Vehicles 
the Summer 1989 industry tests. When it was received it 
was found to have a number of problems (Ref 4), Motorc,ccles - The motorcycle used in the full 
including obstruction of the rider’s downward foot scale crash tests was a medium sport type, Kawasaki GPZ 
movements (as are necessary, for example, in routinely 500 S. The specifications of the test motorcycle are given 
stopping the motorcycle), and apparent inconsistencies with in Table 1. The physical appearance of the standard 
the UKDS. In addition, laboratory tests indicated that it motorcycle is shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
was three times stiffer than the Yamaha XS 400 leg 

protector design tested by the industry. After analyzing Table 1 
the GPZ leg protector design, industry experts concluded Specifications of Test Motorcycle 
that there was nothing in its design that would change the 

Size: Medium harmful effects observed with the other three UKDS 
designs. This view was confirmed in the course of UKDS category: 3a 

Manufacturer: Kawasaki discussions with TRL in 1990 (Ref 5), where it was 
agreed, for example, that the detachable feature of the Overall length: 2,125 mm 

Overall width: 675 mm TRL leg protector would not in any way effect the harmful 

torso pitch phenomenon. Overall height: 1,165 mm 

Subsequently, a more detailed analysis of the Weight - Standard with LP: 169 kg (dry) 
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Figure 1. Front view of test motorcycle, standard Figure 3. Front view of opposing vehicle 

Figure 2. Side view of test motorcycle, standard Figure 4. Side view of opposing vehicle 

Oplmsin~ Vehicle - The opposing vehicle was a in Ref 4. A summary of the leg protector specifications is 

Toyota Crown Saloon car. The specifications of the presented in Table 3. Photographs showing the appearance 

opposing vehicle are given in Table 2. The Toyota Crown of the leg protector prototype on the test motorcycle are 

Saloon car was used in previous leg protector research, for shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

example, Ref 1 and was chosen to provide continuity with The leg protector design was similar to other 

the earlier work. Photographs of the opposing vehicle are recent TRL designs and also to industry’s design for a 

given in Figures 3 and 4. BMW K 75 motorcycle reported in Ref 1. The Primary 
Le~ Protectors - Leg protectors for the Kawasaki Impact Element (PIE) comprised a sheet steel box section, 

GPZ 500 were designed, developed, and fitted by TRL on rounded on the outer surface, and filled with polyurethane 

a specimen vehicle. This prototype along with mechanical foam. The Rigid Support Element (RSE) consisted of steel 

drawings was used to construct copies, at the Japan bars and sheet metal. The Knee Protection Element (KPE) 

Automobile Research Institute (JARI). Some of the copies was made of aluminium honeycomb. 

were laboratory tested according to the performance 
specifications of the UKDS and the results were reported Table 3 

Leg Protector Descriptions 

Table 2 Element Material 
Specifications of Opposing Vehicle 

Type: Saloon Car 
PIE External 

Sheet metal 

Manufacturer: Toyota Internal Polyurethane 
Model: Crown 
Overall length: 4,690 mm RSE Sheet metal + solid bar with notch 
Overall width: 1,690 mm 

KPE Aluminium honeycomb Overall height: 1,440 mm 
Weight: 1,380 kg 
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either TRL or the motorcycle industry. 

Test Facilities 

The crash test facility used for the full scale impact 
tests were those of JARI, which was one of the facilities 
used in the Ref 1 research. The facility provides accurate 
and repeatable test conditions for impacts between moving 
motorcycles and cars. The JARI facility consists of a main 
rail, along which the motorcycle trolley is drawn by cable; 
and a series of side runways at various angles to the main 
rail, along which the opposing vehicle is drawn by cable. 
The vehicle speed ratio is determined by a system of 

Figure 5. Front view of test motorcycle, with leg pulleys, and the motorcycle is guided to the point of 
protectors impact by a four-wheeled trolley. The motorcycle is 

guided by braces at the handlebar, wheels, and main 
frame, until its release just prior to impact. The 
motorcycle front and rear wheels roll along the ground 
during the entire delivery and impact sequence, and the 
dummy hands grasp the handlebar. Figure 8 shows a side 
view of the trolley with the test motorcycle. 

Figure 6. Side view of test motorcycle, with leg protectors 

In comparison to industry’s design for a Yamaha 
XS 400 motorcycle leg protector, the Kawasaki leg 
protector was found in laboratory tests to be three times 
stiffer, as seen in Figure 7. The laboratory data also 
indicated that the GPZ leg protector detaches at about the Figure 8. Side view of JARI motorcycle trolley 
same force level (over 55 kN) at which the XS leg 
protector begins large deformation. However, it is notable Impact Dummy 
that such detachment or large deformation effects have not 
been observed in any full scale impact tests to date by A second generation Motorcycle Anthropo- 

morphic Test Device (MATD-2) was used in the full scale 
impact tests. The MATD-2 dummy is a modified version XS4OO-LP GPZ-LP 

(undetachable lype)                                     (delachat~e lype) 

of the earlier MATD-1 dummy which was used in the Ref 
~o ^LLo~,~E^,~^ -~-rT’ 1 research. The requirements and design of the MATD-1 

s~_ .~-_~ -~-~-! dummy are summarized in, for example, Ref 7. 
Modifications to the MATD-1 dummy to make it suitable 

’° ........ for airbag research are summarized in Ref 6. 

~ ~ ~ 
°~" MATD-1 has instrumented, multi axis frangibleleg 

~          ,"~’-- bones and frangible knee ligaments. Frangible leg 
elements are considered essential for leg protection 
research because: they provide a means to monitor for 

,o ~0 ~o ,o ~o 0 ~o fractures due to local dynamic stress (eg, along the span 
~ ...... ~mm~ ........... ~m,o, and around the circumference of the bone); and they 

Figure 7. Comparison of RSE Stiffnesses, XS 400 and provide for load path removal at appropriate force levels 

GPZ 500 leg protectors (eg, between restrained lower legs and the upper body). 
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¯ The design requirements for the MATD-1 leg elements Table 4 
included: human-like stiffnesses, strengths, and fracture List of Recorded Dummy Dynamic Variables 
regions, joint compatibility, low Sample variability, ease of 
replacement, and instrumentation compatibility. 

Variable Range 

MATD-2 was developed for improved biofidelity Head translational acceleration 

¯ 
in certain upper body regions with respect to motion and - Longitudinal + 750 g 
injury indication for airbag type loading. The MATD-2 - Lateral ± 750 g 
dummy comprises a highly modified Hybrid III pedestrian - Vertical ± 750 g 
style impact dummy (with standing pelvis and straight 
lumbar spine) with: Head rotational acceleration 

- Roll ± 50 krad/s2 

¯ - Instrumented, frangible, composite material femurs, and - Pitch ± 50 krad/s2 

tibias, with dynamic strengths and stiffnesses - Yaw ± 50 krad/s2 
corresponding to human bone 

- Frangible knee ligaments in two axes (torsion and Chest deflection 

lateral bending with respect to the tibia) - Upper left 
- Upper right 0 - 100 mm - Internal 16 channel digital recording system (10,000 

¯ samples per channel per second) - Lower left 0 - 100 mm 
- Lower right 0 - 100 mm - Modified head form (chin and posterior neck areas) to 

accommodate a motorcycle helmet Upper femur loads (left and right 
-Modified hands which allow grasping of the femurs) 

handlebars - Left axial force ± 13 kN 

¯ 
- No external cables - Left lateral bending moment ± 800 Nm 
- Modified head/neck nodding joint and modified neck - Left fore/aft bending moment ± 800 Nm 

stiffness to allow more biofidelic motion - Right axial force ± 13 kN 
A more compact, spine encased recording system Right lateral bending moment ± 800 Nm 
compared to MATD-1, in order to retain Hybrid III - Right fore/aft bending moment      ± 800 Nm 
chest response 

¯ Neck skin to enclose the Hybrid III anterior neck 
region - High speed film coverage of dummy, motorcycle, and 

A Rouhana type frangible abdominal insert to record opposing vehicle motions during and following the 
impact 

abdominal compression 
- Digitally recorded time histories of 16 electronically 

sensed dummy motion, force, and moment variables 
Note that the modified neck and nodding joint was not 

- Post-crash examination and photos of frangible elements 
¯ used in the current tests, as it was still in development. 

Table 4 lists the dynamic variables sensed and 
recorded within the dummy. A subset of these was used 

Some of the performance indices were quantified at or 

in injury evaluation (as described in the next subsection), over a certain time interval. Generally speaking the time 

the remainder being used to provide further insight into 
intervals are related to three events, namely: 

motions and data for computer simulation validation. 
¯ Validation of the MATD-2 dummy against human 

- Initial impact (of the motorcycle to car) 

cadaver and live subject response data is continuing in the - Primary impact (of the dummy or specified dummy parts 
with car or ground) areas of the head, neck, chest, torso, abdomen, and legs. 

- Secondary impact (of the dummy with car or ground) 
While MATD-2 incorporates many advanced dummy 
features, other modes of potential injury and motion are 

Q    yet to be considered. For purposes of calculating overall injury severity, injuries 
during the entire crash sequence were combined, including 

Performance Indices                                     primary, secondary, and any other impacts. This was 
done because there was no obvious rationale that would 
limit the effects of leg protectors to, for example, the Measurements of dummy motions, forces, 

moments, and injury modes were collected in order to primary impact. In other words, the injury severity 

¯ assess the relative performance of the leg protector estimates presented herein include all the consequences - 

prototype. Based on these measurements a number of primary and secondary- of a particular crash sequence. 
The following is a discussion of the performance performance indices were calculated. The basic raw data 

indices used in the current tests. upon which all the indices were based include: 

¯ 
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Le~ Injury Indication - Frangible leg elements a set of triaxial accelerometers located at the dummy head ¯ 

inspected after each impact were: cg were used to calculate peak resultant head acceleration 
at primary and secondary head impact. The signals were 

Tibias anti alias filtered, sampled at 10,000 samples per second, 
Femurs and SAE band filtered. The resultant acceleration was 

- Knee ligament lateral bending module calculated digitally for the primary and for the secondary 
¯ 

- Knee ligament torsional module impacts. 
As discussed in Ref 9, peak resultant head 

As noted, these elements were designed to have stiffness acceleration is considered to be one appropriate head injury 
and strength properties similar to those of humans. The indicator for helmeted heads subjected to multi axis impact 
criterion for simple bone fracture was whether the (eg, ECE Regulation 22 on motorcyclehelmets). Criterion 
composite bone element had been fractured at one fracture values are discussed below. ¯ 
zone. Multiple fracture was taken to mean more than one Injury. Severity - estimated AIS levels - Dummy 
fracture zone. The criterion for ligament tear was whether injuries were assessed using peak resultant head 
the shear pins had been fractured into two separate pieces, acceleration and frangible element failures based on the 

In addition, upper femur load cells provided dummy injury criteria presented in Ref 9 and summarized 
information on modes and axes of potential failure. This in Table 5. This provides integer levels of injury severity 
information did not enter into the calculations of injury ¯ 
severity, but was used for simulation validation and to Table 5 
examine cause/effect relationships. Note that such load Summary of Dummy Preliminary Injury Criteria 
cell information is of limited used in direct determination 
of injuries because of the occurrence of multiple loading Body 

Injury 

points, sensor contact measurement distortion, distributed Region 
Severity 

AsseSSvalue 
AIS Human Injury 

loads, and other factors. ¯ 

Head Motion: head trajectory, - High speed film Peak resultant 
Head acceleration 

(1,000 fps) footage was used to measure the longitudinal (g) 
(x~) and vertical (z~) trajectory of the helmet. These were Head 0 0-50 none 
analyzed from the time of motorcycle initial impact up to (concussive 1 50-100 headache, dizziness 
the head’s primary impact. The longitudinal axis is injuries) 2 100-150 unconscious < 1 hr 

Anatomic 3 150-200 unconscious 1-6 hr ¯ 
parallel to the initial trajectory of the motorcycle, positive 

lesions can 4 200-250 unconscious 6-24 hr 
forward; and the vertical axis was perpendicular to this, only be 5 250-300 unconscious > 24 hr 
positive downward, according to standard SAE convention. ~resumed 6 over 300 dead 
Cross plots of xh versus zh show the head trajectory from 
the initial motorcycle impact to the head primary impact. Lower leg 0 no fracture none 

2 simple fracture femur fracture 
¯ Head trajectory was used as a coarse indicator of 3 complex fracture multiple fracture 

head injury potential, in the sense that lower head 
trajectories tend to lead to more direct impacts with stiff Upper leg 0 no fracture none 
vehicle structures, as has been noted by other researchers 3 simple fracture femur fracture 

4 complex fracture multiple fracture 
(eg, Ref 8). Of the head measurements, head trajectory is 
the least affected by the details of the particular car Knee 0 no damage none 
structure impacted by the head, and can be considered to 2 shear pins failed ligament tear ¯ 

show the most basic trends in motion. 3 pivot bolt failed dislocation 

Resultant head vdocity at primary, impact - The 
head trajectory data (Xh, Yh, Z~) were used to calculate a corresponding to the traditional scales, namely 

resultant head velocity time history. Then, using the initial 
motorcycle impact as a datum for both film footage and AIS INJURY SEVERITY 
time history, the time of primary head impact was 
identified in the time history. 0 None 

Resultant head velocity at head primary impact was 1 Slight 
used as an indicator of momentum or energy with which 2 Moderate 
the head struck the primary object. An alternative might 3 Severe 
be velocity perpendicular to the surface; however, this is 4 Serious ¯ 
difficult to define for the many compound curved surfaces 5 Critical 
found on typical cars (eg, the roof edge). 6 Fatal 

Peak resultant head acceleration - Signals from 
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¯ Based on the AIS score for each body part, aggregate For each configuration a pair of impacts was 
measures of injury severity were assessed for each impact, conducted: one with the standard motorcycle, and one 
These were: Maximum AIS (MAIS) for a given impact; with the leg protector motorcycle. 
and Total AIS (TAIS) for a given impact. The two configurations were chosen to correspond 

The former assumes that the worst injury is a to two of TRL’s most frequently used configurations, 
¯ coarse indicator of injury severity; and the latter assumes although accident data indicate that these represent 

that a linear summation of the injuries indicates overall relatively infrequent types of impacts. 
severity. For example, Figure 9 and Table 7 show 

Estimated lnjur~’ Costs Another aggregate frequency of accident occurrence for the 163 modes of 

indication of overall injury severity was based on a motorcycle/car impact which are reproducible in existing 
preliminary bio-economic Injury Cost Model (ICM-1) crash test facilities, based on the data presented in Ref 11. 

¯ presented in Ref 9. This uses the dummy measurements It is observed that the offset frontal configuration 

to predict injury severity and then, based on economic data (configuration code 225) does not occur frequently (17th 
correlating the costs of medical treatment, disability, lost out of 25 geometries); and in particular, the stationary 
work, and ancillary expenses for various injury severities car/30 mi/h motorcycle case accounts for only 0.3 % of the 
to the head and several parts of the leg, predicts an 509 accidents in the Los Angeles and Hannover database. 
estimated overall injury cost. The angled car side impact configuration (configuration 

¯ Note that the injury cost model (Ref 9) contains code 414) occurs more frequently than the offset frontal 
discontinuities in the cost function. These result in (7th out of 25 geometries); and the 15 mi/h car/30 mi/h 
oversensitivity to small differences in dummy motorcycle case is 1.9% of the total number of accidents. 
measurements in certain regions. To reduce this However, this 1.9% includes a range of impact angles 
oversensitivity, a linear interpolation method was used as between 23° and 67°. Figure 10 from the Ref 11 database 

described in Ref 10. 
As noted, such injury severity estimates are 

preliminary and incomplete but do provide a means of 
comparing overall injury potential over the entire impact 
sequence. 

Selection 

Table 6 summarizes the two test configurations 
used in the current study. These were: 

GI: Offset car front configuration ~12 .21 ,t2 
G2:30 ° angled car side c°nfigurati°n 

Table 6 also lists the impact geometry codes which further 
document the impact conditions. 

Table 6 ~_ ~ ~ 
Summary of Test Configurations 

Figure 9. Geometries for 163 Los Angeles and Harmover 
Configuration 

Geomete~y 
Cod. Impact Configurations (Ref 2) Name    ISI)eed in rniih)        (Ref 1) 

¯ 
~ shows that within this range, impacts centred at 30° occur 

G1 [._..7.~ i _~° 2-2-5 at only half the frequency of those centred at 45°. This 
indicates the relative infrequency of the 30° angled side 
impact (ie, it comprises less than 1% of accidents). In 

G2 
~ 

additional, Figure 11 indicates that for the helmeted 30 
¯ 

~ 
s-1-4.5 accidents in the Los Angeles/Hannover database, there 

30. were no upper or lower leg fractures for car side impacts 
at 30° (although 5 accidents occurred at this angle). 
Results of the full scale tests reported here also confmri 
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Table 7 Distribution of Impact Angle 

Opposing vehicle and motorcycle velocities and 
frequency of occurrence for 163 Los Angeles and 

Combined Hannovar and Los Angeles Data 
Side of Car, n=204 

Hannover impact configurations (speed in mi/h) 

114 123 413 711 412 

!OW MCV FO OVV MCV FO DVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OW MCV FC               Percent 9. .... 

0 15 5 15 0 8 0 15 10 0 15 11 0 15 Total 
Accidents 

0 22 7.5 15 15 8 0 22 4 0 22 6.5 0 22 42 a. 
0 30 1.5 15 30 5 0 30 ,~ 0 30 6.5 0 30 42 
0 45 1 22 0 11 0 45 0 45 2 0 45 

15 0 6.5 30 15 9 15 15 ~ 15 30 10 15 15 

15 15 135 30 30 2 15 30 1~ 22 45 4 15 30 1( 
a. 

15 30 2.1 22 22 1 22 22 2 22 22 

22 0 6i 30 " 0 4.5 22 45 3 30 45 

22 22 5 45 0 4 30 30 4 o 

3o 15 4.5                                      Figure 10. Distribution of impact angles, car side impact, 
Los Angeles/Hannover data 

115 414 313 224 513 

OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OW MCV FO OVV MCV FO                  PERCENTAGE OF LEG FRACTURES IIITH NID-SIOE CAll II4PACT 
VS. RELATIVE HEADINS ANGLE 

0    15 5    0 15 4    0    15 6    0    15 2    0    15 iO0, 
0 22 1.5 0 22 2 0 22 1.5 0 22 3.5 0 22 02 | 
0 30 1.5 0 30 2 0 30 1.5 0 30 3.5 0 30 02 90 
0 45 2 0 45 3 0 45 1 15 0 1 15 15 

15 0 2 15 15 3.5 15 15 1 15 15 1 15 30 

15 15 2 15 30 9.5: 15 30 12 15 30 6 22 22 

15 30 2 22 22 22 22 1 22 22 2 30 15 70 . 

22 0 1 15 45 30 0 0.5 / 
22 22 4 22 45 2 30 15 0.5 

60 

22 45 4 I 50 
30 0 2 

30 15 2 

30 30 2 

30 45 1                                                           30"q 

131 514 314 223 222 

OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OW MCV FO            01 ~ 
0 t5 30 45 60 75 90 105 ~2Q t35 t50 :t65 180 l~latt~g~dtl~ 

15 0 7 0 15 0 15 1 15 0 0 15 leo l~s ~so n~ ~2o ~os ~ 7s ~o ~ z ~s o 

22 0 5 0 22 0.5 0 22 0.5 15 15 0 22 2.5 

~0 0 1.5 0 30 0.~ 0 30 0.5 ~5 30 , 0 30 2.., Figure 1 1. Distribution of leg injuries with impact angle, 
30 15 0.5 0 45 15 15 3 22 0 3 15 0 

Car side ;’- * Los A~,~ 1 /1-1" 
45 22 5 15 15 4 15 30 10 22 22 15 15 "mvac’, ,~,se,es,--annover 

15 30 6 22 22 1 30 30 15 30 3 

22 22 4 45 0 22 0          with a standard motorcycle. 
45 22 22 22 2 

Although these configurations represent relatively 
infrequent types of accidents, they do allow validation of 

312 225 132 621 712 the computer simulation, and a direct comparison of the 
OVV MCV FO OVV MCV FO OW MCV FO OVV MCV VO OVV MCV FO industry and TRL test methodologies and results. 

0 15 1 0 22 1.5 15 0 1 0 15 0 15 

0 22 3.5 0 30 1.5 22 0 1 0 22 0 22 0.~ TEST RESULTS 
0 30 3.5 15 30 3 30 0 0.5 0 30 0 30 0.5 

15 30 2 45 22 45 0 2 0 45 15 30 

22 45 1 15 15 1 15 22 2 15 45 This section describes the measurements from each 
30 15 1 30 15 0.5 

45 45 1 impact test, first on a test by test basis and then focusing 
on the effects of leg protectors on the performance indices. 

623            512            622            221            223 
Individual Test Results 

OW MCV FO OW MCV FO OW MCV FO OW MCV FO OW MCV FO 

0 15 4 0 0 0 15 1 15 0 15 30 Configuration G1 (offset car fronh stationary, 
15 ~5 0 22 1 45 22 22 2o car, 30 mi/h motorcycle) - Table 8 represents the 
45 30 0 30 1 

summary of the physical measurements for test 
configuration G1, for the standard and leg protector 

that this impact condition did not result in leg fractures,       motorcycles. The difference in motorcycle path (relative 
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¯ Table 8 vehicle capsized to the fight. There was no head impact. 

Summary of Physical Measures for Configuration G1 As with the standard motorcycle, the initial contact 
with the leg protector motorcycle was between the 

Measure [ Standard LP 
motorcycle turn indicator lamp and the front comer lamp 

Head trajectory Figure 12 of the car with the front fairing tangent to the car’s wing. 
The exterior surface of the leg protector struck the front 

Resultant head velocity at head No head Out of camera comer of the car and the motorcycle rolled sharply to the 
primary impact (m/s) impact view right and yawed to the fight. The dummy torso pitched 

Peak resultant head acceleration (g) forward and downward as the motorcycle rolled and 
- Primary head impact capsized to the fight. The dummy was ejected from the 
- Secondary head impact None 82 motorcycle and the head continued downward as the 
- Maximum None 20 

22 82 motorcycle continued to the fight. The dummy’s head 
impacted the ground. 

L R    L    R Confitmration G2 (30° an~_led car side, 15 mi/h 

Femur fracture/source S/OV ......... car, 30 mi/h motorcycle) - Table 9 presents the summary 

Head- of physical measurements and Figure 13 presents the head 
light trajectory data for Configuration G2. The differences in 

motorcycle path (relative to the car) between standard and 
~Tibia fracture/source ............ leg protector motorcycles was 4 era. 

Knee ligament break With the standard motorcycle, the motorcycle front 

- Torsion ............ wheel turned to the left on impact with the moving saloon 
- Bending ............ Car. The motorcycle yawed to the left as the fairing and 

Impact condition 99 era, from 99 cm, from fork region contacted the side of the car. The dummy’s 

- Motorcycle path relative to car car centreline car eentreline right knee glanced along the right hand car door. There 
were no leg fractures. As the motorcycle turned parallel 
and then away from the car, the dummy torso pitched 
forward slightly, the head glancing along the roof edge as 
it moved parallel to the side of the car. The dummy 

-- 

¯ remained astride the motorcycle and the motorcycle 

~-~®1 capsized behind the car, the dummy’s head impacting 

.~ 01 -.--.----..----------....-.-......... Table 9 

E’""""""--.....~ 
Summary of Physical Measures for Configuration G2 

100 

Measure              Standard        LP 

i z~ Head trajectory Figure 13 

~o ~ 
Resultant head velocity at head 9.1 m/s 12.7 m/s 

~ 
primary impact (m/s) 

> ~00 
Peak resultant head acceleration (g) 

¯ . L_,__,-_.,--~-,--~-, 
- Primary head impact 

~ 1~ ~oo 2~ ~ - Secondary head impact 85 125 

LONGITUOtI~d. DISTANCE {turn) - Maximum 105 108 

Figure 12. Comparison of head trajectories for Standard 
105 125 

and LP motorcycles, configuration G1 L R L R 

¯ to the car) between standard and leg protector motorcycles Femur fracture/source ............ 

was less than 1 cm. Figure 12 compares the head Tibia fracture/source ............ 
trajectory data for standard and leg protector motorcycles. 

For the standard motorcycle, the initial contact was Knee ligament break 

between the motorcycle turn indicator lamp and the front - Torsion ............ 

comer lamp of the saloon car, with the front fairing 
- Bending ......... X 

¯ tangent to the car’s wing. The dummy’s left knee Impact condition 231 era, from 235cm, from 

impacted the left headlight, fracturing the left upper leg. - Motorcycle path relative to car front comer front comer 

The torso pitched forward and the motorcycle rolled to the of car of car 

right. The dummy remained above the motorcycle as the 
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F-I Standard 

"° ~’ I~’ LP 

( ~~’~~- ~ 2 -- 

0 
LONGI~DIN~ ~ST~CE (ram)                                                   G 1                   G2 

~Jgu~e 13. Comp~iso~ of bead trajectories ~o~ St~d~d ~J~re 14. Su~ of leg ~acm~e data 
~d LP motorcycles, co~Sgu~atJo~ G2 

As obsew~ in Fibres 12 ~d 13, ~ bo~ ~pact 
ag~nst ~e ground, confi~afions ~e head followed a lower ~ajecto~ when 

Wi~ ~e leg protector motorcycle, ~e front wheel leg protectors were fi~ed. 
~med to ~e left on ~pact ~d ~e upper potion of ~e ~e mount by which ~e head ~ajecto~ is 
leg protector impacted ~e right h~d door of ~e c~. ~e lowered v~ed from 60 ~ wi~ Collation G1 to 50 
motorcycle rolled shyly to ~e left, ~d was deflected ~ wi~ Collation G2. 
away from ~e c~. The dummy torso pitched towed ~e Eff~t of ~g ~ot~to~ on R~t~t Head 
c~, the head s~i~g ~e B pill~. As ~e motorcycle Velocitv at ~a~ ~pact Figure 15 comp~es 
continued to yaw ~d roll away from ~e c~, ~e head resul~t head veloci~ at prim~ impact wi~ smd~d ~d 
rebounded upw~d off ~e roof ~d ~e torso gl~c~ ~ong leg protector motorcycles. In Co~ration G1 ~ere was 
¯ e re~ side window ~ea as it moved p~lel to ~e c~. no head impact wi~ ~e smdard motorcycle, ~d ~e 
The duty’s right ~ee ~d lower leg were res~ed by head/ground impact was out of dkect c~era view wi~ ~e 
¯ e leg protector as it moved away from ~e c~; w~lst ~e leg protector motorcycle. 
torso moved in a different direction, p~lel to ~e c~. In Co~ration G2 ~e head veloci~ at ~pact 
The fr~gible ~ee lig~ents were shewed in later~ was increased by about 40% when leg protectors were 
bending. The motorcycle caps~ed behind ~e c~, ~e fired. 
dummy impacting its head aga~st ~e ground. 

Eff~t of Leg Protectors On Peffom~ce In~c~ 15 - ~ Standard 

Effect of Leg Prot~tors on the Nmber of ~e ~ ~ 

Fract~ Per Crash - Figure 14 comp~es ~e number of ’~ 
leg injuries per crash wi~ ~e s~d~d ~d leg protector g 10 - 
motorcycles. In Config~afion G1 ~e number of leg 

~ ~ injuries was reduced from 1 to 0 wi~ leg protectors. In ~ ~’~ 
Configuration G2 ~e number of leg ~juries was increased g 

~ ._             ~ 
from 0 to 1 with leg protectors. 

~ 5 - . ~ Nmber and Cause of ~ Prot~or Rdated 
] ~ 

~ Lee Iniu~es - In Confi~ation G2 leg ~ju~ resul~ 
~ ~ 

o 
from ~e lower leg berg res~Mned in ~e ~ee protection ’~ 
element, whilst ~e upper body moved ~ a differem 

~ direction. The test fdms showed ~at ~e ~ee moved to 
0 

¯ e le~ wi~ ~e motorcycle, while ~e upper body ~d ~1 G2 
~e were displaced to ~e right, relative to ~e ~ee. Fi~e 15. S~ of head veloci~ data 
This resulted in a laterM bend~g failure of ~e ~ee 
lig~ent (v~s vM~s). Eff~t of ~g ~ot~tors on P~k R~t~t 

Effect of Leg Prot~tors on Head ~o~ - Head Acceleration on ~oact - Fig~e 16 comp~es ~e 
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¯ maximum peak resultant head accelerations occurring . Configuration G2. 

during the entire crash sequence with standard and leg The maximum AIS data, as a coarser indicator of 

protector motorcycle. In Configuration G1 the head injury severity, indicate that: leg protectors are beneficial 

acceleration increases from 22 g with the standard in Configuration G1 and have no effect in Configuration 

motorcycle to 82 g with the leg protector motorcycle. G2. 
The estimated injury cost data show that leg 

¯ protectors are beneficial in Configuration G1; and harmful 
150 [[] Standard in Configuration G2. 

[] LP 
E Comparison of Kawasaki GPZ 500 Leg Protector 
~ Results With Yamaha XS 400 Leg Protector Results 

¯ w° ~ Figure 17 compares test results in the offset car 
~ "~ front impact configuration for the Yamaha XS 400 leg 
a. ~ protector from Ref 1 and the current Kawasaki GPZ 500 
Eo leg protector. For the XS, the addition of leg protectors 

< .E_ x~ 50 .increases head acceleration (from 16 g to 63 g). For the 

~ 
GPZ, addition of leg protectors also increases head 
acceleration (from 22 g to 82 g). With both leg protector 
designs, in contrast to the standard motorcycle, the 

0 
motorcycle is deflected laterally, the rider is ejected, and 

G1 G2 the first head impact is with the ground. 
For the XS, the addition of leg protectors 

¯ 
Figure 16. Summary of head acceleration data 

decreases the total leg AIS (from 9 to 4). For the GPZ, 

In Configuration G2 the head accelerations addition of leg protectors also decreases the total leg AIS 
increase from 105 g with the standard motorcycle to 125 (from 4 to 0). 
g with the leg protector motorcycle. Note in Configuration Figure 18 compares test results for the angled car 

G2 that if the head/ground impacts were disregarded, the side impact with the XS and GPZ leg protectors. Note 

¯ head/car accelerations increase from 85 g with the standard .that with the XS, the impact angle was 45°, while with the 

motorcycle to 125 g with the leg protector motorcycle. GPZ, the impact angle was 30°. While these impact 

Effects of Leg Protectors on Estimates of Injury, angles (and impact points) are not directly comparable, the 

Severity - Table 10 summarizes various estimates of injury same general trend for these angled car side impacts are 

severity for the 4 crash tests. These include: the observed. For the XS, the addition of leg protectors 

individual body part AIS; the total AIS for each crash; the increases the head acceleration (from 54 g to 109 g). For 

¯ maximum AIS for each crash; and the estimated injury the GPZ, the addition of leg protectors also increases head 

costs per Refs 9 and 10. acceleration from 85 g (impact with the car) or 105 g 
(impact with the ground) for the standard motorcycle, to 

Table 10 125 g (impact with the car) for the motorcycle equipped 
Summary of Injury Severities with leg protectors. Therefore, with both the XS and GPZ 

¯ 
AIS 

leg protectors, head impact acceleration is increased. 
For the XS, addition of leg protectors increases the 

Leg Injury total leg AIS (from 0 to 4). For the GPZ, addition of leg 
Config Cost protectors also increases total leg AIS (from 0 to 2). With 

Head Left Right Total Max. (USD) 
both the XS and GPZ leg protectors, in contrast to the 

F]T K F T K standard motorcycle, the lower leg is "held" on the 
deflected motorcycle, whilst the upper body continues in 

¯ S 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 63,852 a different direction, resulting in lateral bending failure of G1 
LP 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5,046 the leg. 

S 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 9,596 Comparison of Current Test Results with TRL Test 
G2 

LP 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 23,125 Results 

Tables 11 and 12 compare results of the industry’s The total AIS data show that leg protectors are 
beneficial in Configuration G1; and are harmful in tests using the GPZ prepared by TRL with those reported 

by TRL in Refs 17 and 5, for test Configurations G1 and 
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Offset Frontal Test Table 11 
Comparison of Industry Test Results with TRL Test 

1989 1991 Results Test Configuration G1 

Yamaha XS 400 Kawasaki GPZ-500 IMMA TRL 
Dummy Measurement 

1oo                                                                    StandardI LP StandardI LP 

Peak / ~7~ HEAD 
R e s u It ant 

I ~ 

Resultant acceleration 
Head ,so Primary None 82 86 4 

Accel. 
(g) Secondary None 20 g N/A N/A 

0 Maximum 22 g 82 g NIA N/A 

[] Standard Re~tant vdocity (m!s) Not hit N/A N/A N/A 

] LP Head downward displacement 171 203 N/A N/A 

(at A Pillar) 

8 

Total FEMUR 

¯ Leg 
Axia~ force (kN) 10.0 3.4 4.2 1.0 

AIS     4 

~ 

Torsional moment (Nm) N/A N/A 187 73 

o I I Energy (J) N/A N/A 79.5 (fxt) 38 (no fxt) 

Figure 17. Comparison of test results for industry and Bend~ moment- Mx (Nm) 156 -117 N/A N/A 
TRRL leg protector designs, offset car front test - My ~Nm) -~07 ~S2 N/A N/A 

Fracture fix) occurrence fx no fx N/A N/A 

1989 1991 

45°Angled Car Side 30°Angled Car Side KNEE LIGAMENT 

Yamaha XS 400 Kawasaki GPZ 500 Side bending failure no fx no fx N/A N/A 

Tibia torsion faiinre no fx no fx N/A N/A 

E~rgy (/) N/A N/A + 114 (f~) 19 (n~ Nt) 
Peak 100 

Resultant Fracture (fx) occurrence no fx no fx N/A N/A 
Head 
Accel. so 

IMPACT CONDITION 
(g) Motorcycle path relative to 99 from car 99 75 104 

o car (cm) centre line 

] Standard 
Helmet centre (cm) 96 from car 99 75 113 

centre line 

] LP Motorcycle lean Upright Upright    Upright Away from car 

xt: exceeded TRL tolerance criteri~ 

- In the industry tests, maximum head acceleration for 
the standard motorcycle is low (22 g)and for the leg 

Total 
Leg protector motorcycle it is high (82 g). The TRL 
AIS 

4 
tests show the opposite (86 g standard, 4 g leg 

o ~ protector). 

Figure 18. Comparison of test results for industry and In the industry tests the femur loads and frangible 

TRRL leg protector designs, angled side car test bone indicate a fracture for the standard motorcycle 

and no fracture for the leg protector motorcycle; the 

G2. TRL results indicate the same outcome, although for 

Table 11 for the offset car front configuration different reasons (fracture due to honeycomb crush for 

indicates that the industry and TRL tests do not produce TRL’s data versus excessive axial force for 

similar results, Many of the dummy measurements are industry’s data). In addition, the axial force readings 

inherently different and not comparable. However, for differ by more than a factor of 2, between the industry 

those variables where the measurements are comparable and TRL tests. 

Table 11 shows that: The industry tests show no fracture of the tibia for 

either standard or leg protector motorcycles. The 

TRL results indicate a fracture of the tibia for the 
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standard motorcycle and no fracture for the leg Table 12 

protector motorcycle, based on honeycomb cumulative Comparison of Industry Test Results with TRL Test 

energy. Results, Test Configuration G2 

A large difference in impact repeatability exists IMMA TRL 
between the industry and TRL tests. In the industry Dummy Measurement 

I I tests both the standard and leg protector motorcycles 
S~d LP Sta~ . LP 

impact the car along a path which is 99 cm from the HEAD 

car centreline. In the TRL tests the standard 
Resultant acceleration(~) 

Primary 85 125 74 (or 26)* 38 

motorcycle is 29 cm closer to the car centreline than 
is the leg protector motorcycle. Basically, the 

Se~o~ 105 108 N/A N/A 

standard motorcycle crashes into the car comer while Maximum 105 125 N/A NIA 

the leg protector motorcycle, being further away from Resultant velocity (m/s) 9.1 12.7 N/A N/A 
the car, glances along side it. Additional large 
differences between industry and TRL test repeatability 

Head downward displacement 76 121 N/A NIA 

are seen in the position of the dummy on the motorcycle ~’ (at ^ ma0 
(helmet centre position) and the motorcycle lean angle, ~mm 
Within the industry test pair these variables are nearly Ax~ force (kN) 6.7 3.9 9.0 5.0 

identical; within the TRL test pair they are different. Torsional moment (Nm) N/A N/A 235 (fxt) 167 (no fx0 

Table 12 for the 30° angled car side impact tests, Energy (J) N/A N/A 49.5 (fxt) 17.5 (no fxt) 

also shows the industry and TRL results to be very Bending moment-Mx(Nm) 377 240 N/^ NIA 

different, for the same nominal test conditions, - My (Nm) 156 223 N/A N/A 

motorcycles, and leg protectors. For the dummy Fracture(fx) occurrence nofx nofx N/A N/A 

measurements which are comparable, Table 12 shows that: 
KNEE LIGAMENT 

Side bending failure no fx fx N/A N/A 

The industry tests indicate a lower head acceleration at 
Tibia torsion failure no fx no fx N/A N/A 

primary impact (85 g) for the standard motorcycle, and 
a higher head acceleration at primary impact (125 g) for TIBIA 

the leg protector motorcycle. The TRL results indicate 
Energy (J) N/A N/A 50 (no fx0 21.5 (no fx0 

the opposite (74 g standard, 38 g leg protector). One Frac~re (fx) occurrence no fx no fx N/A NIA 

apparent error in the TRL results is that the published i~apAcr CO~Drrlo~ 
data (Ref 17) show 74 g for the standard motorcycle; Motorcycle impact point relative 231 rear- 235 198 136 

while the raw data of Ref 5 indicate 26 g for the 
to car(cm) ward fromcar front 

standard motorcycle. In either case, the results are 
Motorcycle lean Upright Upright l’oward car Away from car 

completely different than those of the industry. *: calc~a~en ~om ~ef 5 x. y. ¯ ~ompo~ent~ ~ , ~ m~mum 
- The industry femur data indicate no fracture for either fxt: excend~ za~ tol*umce c~i~r~ 

the standard or the leg protector motorcycle; while the 
TRL data indicate a fracture with the standard motorcycle impacts the car at a point which is 62 cm to 

motorcycle and no fracture with the leg protector the rear of where the leg protector motorcycle impacts 

motorcycle. The TRL data indicate that the fracture is the car. 

due to torsional moment and absorbed honeycomb 
energy. However, discussions (Ref 5) indicate that Overall, large differences in test results exist between the 

for the standard motorcycle the honeycomb leg industry and TRL data, for the same nominal test 

"penetrates and sticks into or catches in the sheet conditions. The TRL results contain the effects of 
steel of the car" in this impact configuration, and secondary variables (non-comparable impact locations) and 

this may partly explain TRL’s different result, the characteristics of the honeycomb leg, for example its 
The industry test data indicate a side bending failure inaccuracies in injury indication, and force and motion 

of the knee ligaments in the leg protector case and not distortion (Ref 15). These large differences in test results 

in the standard case. The TRL leg has no such lead to very different conclusions regarding leg protector 

measurement capability, performance. 
Both the industry and the TRL data indicate no tibia 
fractures for either the standard or leg protector COMPUTER SIMULATION OF KAWASAKI GPZ 500 
motorcycles. LEG PROTECTORS 
The impact point on the car is within 4 cm in the 
industry tests. However, in the TRL tests the standard Technical Approach 
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Computer Simulation - The computer simulation edge. 
of the Kawasaki GPZ 500 with and without leg protectors TRL designed leg protectors (12 ellipsoidal and planar 
followed the same technical approach described in Ref 2 contact surfaces including 4 for the primary impact 
for the three other industry leg protector designs, elements and "smooth outer contour", and 8 for the knee 

The simulation model involved a 3 dimensional protection elements). The model included detachment 
multi body computer simulation of motorcycle, helmeted joints; and was based on dynamic and static laboratory 
rider, leg protectors, and passenger car, based on an measurements and engineering estimates. 
extended version of the US Air Force "Articulated Total 
Body" (ATB) simulation. Together the current model included a total of 36 mass 

The ATB multi body model lends itself to segments, with 60 contact surfaces, and 37 joints. 
interaction among separate systems of rigid bodies (eg, Approximately 330 surface interactions were defined and 
occupant and one or more vehicles), and for this reason modelled. Perpendicular and tangential force functions 
was chosen as a basis for motorcycle/rider/leg were defined as described in Ref 2. 
protector/car impact simulation. The ATB multi body Performance Indices -The performance indices 
simulation is based on a generalized Newton/LeGrange used were the same as those used in the full scale tests. 
formulation, involving 30 or more linked rigid bodies, plus These included:    peak resultant head acceleration; 
a ground plane and other objects, with locked, pinned, ball occurrence of upper and lower leg combined force 
and socket, Euler, slip and null joints, and having planar, fracture, and knee torsion or lateral bending ligament 
ellipsoid, and hyperellipsoid contact surfaces. Its validity, failure. Other auxiliary output variables included forces 
as with other such models, is mainly determined by the and moments at the breakable leg joints, and head 
level of detail chosen in describing, measuring, trajectory. 
formulating, verifying, and validating the surface and joint The ICM-1 injury cost model was used to assess 
force interactions among the components, injury severities and estimated injury costs for each 

An enhanced version of ATB was developed, as simulation run. 
described in Ref 2, to accommodate a larger number of Accident Configurations - The 163 Los Angeles 
segments, additional joint types, and other features, and Hannover impact configurations defined in Figure 9 

Vehicle and Dummy Models - The vehicle and and Table 7 were run for the standard and leg protector 
dummy models chosen were similar to those used in the motorcycles. Resultant motions were displayed using a 
Ref 2 research. These comprised: high speed, high resolution graphics post-processor for 

verification purposes. Time histories of multi axis head 
Motorcycle (4 segments - main frame, steering accelerations and leg forces as well as head and leg 
assembly, front wheel, rear wheel, including 15 injuries were output for each impact configuration, with 
contact surfaces). A combination of laboratory and without leg protectors. 
measurements and engineering estimates were used to 
describe the properties of the Kawasaki GPZ 500 Additional Validation of the Computer Simulation 
motorcycle. 

- MATD-1 dummy (25 body segments, including 23 Reference 2 describes some of the initial validation 
contact surfaces and breakable upper and lower legs of the simulation against full scale test data. This showed 
and knee joints). As in Ref 2, the US Air Force a relatively high correlation coefficient of 0.8 for the more 
database for a Hybrid III dummy was used as a difficult to simulate variables such as peak head 
starting point, augmented by laboratory measurements acceleration and leg fracture occurrence. 
for the breakable elements. Breakable joints were Inclusion of the 4 full scale tests of the Kawasaki 
used in the upper and lower leg segments and knee GPZ 500 motorcycle, with and without leg protectors, 
joints. A piece-wise linear elastic/plastic model of produces the updated head acceleration and leg fracture 
the helmet, including liner, shell and dummy headform correlations of Figure 19 and Table 13, respectively. This 
was used. shows that the GPZ simulation results maintain and slightly 

- Car (7 segments body, bonnet, front bumper, 4 improve the correlation level against the full scale test 
wheels, including 13 contact surfaces). The 7 data. 
segments translate relative to one another. Average Kawasaki GPZ 500 In.iur~�~ Measurements and 

force versus displacement properties acting between each Time I-Iistories - More detailed comparisons between full 
car segment and each dummy, motorcycle, and leg scale and computer simulated injuries, and forces and 
protector surface were estimated using existing motion time histories in general show that: 
laboratory and full scale test data. For the Toyota 
Crown model, local structural stiffeners were used to - The increase in peak head accelerations due to addition 
represent the A, B, and C pillar regions and roof 
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¯ Table 13 
COMPUTER SIMULATION VALIDATION VS. FULL SCALE fE~ Comparison of Full Scale and Computer Simulation 

]_zg Fractures 
a) Femur: 

Computer 
Simulation 

r~- o No Fx Fx 

m - oO ,~’’" o No 

Full scale Fx 26 5 

Fx      2     7 
o 

o o ~ = 82.5 % correctly oo ................... ~0 ~ ~0 ~60’ ’’ r~ predicted 
TULL SP_~LE TEST HEAD A[~.£LEI~TIO~I [g]                      b) Knee: 

¯ 
Figure 19. Computer simulation validation vs. full scale Computer 
test, head acceleration data Simulation 

of leg protectors is correctly predicted by the computer No Fx Fx 
simulation. 
Of the two leg injuries occurring in the full scale tests, No 

¯ 
the fracture of the upper leg with the standard 
motorcycle is correctly predicted; however, the knee Full scale Fx 35 2 

ligament failure is not predicted. This indicates that Fx 3 0 
further refinements of the breakable knee joint 
simulation model are needed. 

= 87.5 % correctly 

The lowered head trajectory with leg protectors agrees 
predicted 

¯      with full scale test data, but is somewhat less      c) Tibia: 
pronounced. This indicates that some additional small Computer 
refinements in the model may be needed, to more Simulation 
accurately predict full scale response. 
The time histories of head accelerations and leg forces No Fx Fx 

are in general agreement with the full scale test data, 
No ¯ recognizing differences in sensor location, sensor 

contact measurement distortion in the full scale data, Full scale Fx 34 1 

small differences in geometry, and so forth. Fx 4 1 

Validation Against Los Angeles/Hannover = 87.5 % correctly 

Injury, Data~ Standard Motorcycles - Another means of predicted 
¯ validating the computer simulation is to compare the 

simulated injuries resulting from a sample of accidents to configuration, in particular for the types and severities of 

the actual injuries sustained in those s~ame real world injuries which are also modelled in the MATD dummy 

accidents. This can provide a coarse measure of, for and computer simulation. These were: head concussive 

example, whether the frangible legs are fracturing too injuries (AIS 1 to 6) and lower and upper leg fractures 

¯ frequently, or whether the head accelerations and injuries (AIS 2 and 3 respectively). Because the computer 

are too frequent or Severe. In effect, such a comparison simulation involved a helmeted rider model, only those 

would provide an overall validation of many aspects of the accidents involving helmeted riders (N = 396) were 

methodology, ie, MATD biofidelity, accuracy of the injury selected. 

criteria, validity of the computer simulation models, Of course, the actual Los Angeles and Hannover 

appropriateness of statistical treatment of the accident data, database include a wide range of motorcycle types and 

¯ and so forth, rider sizes. This variety was simulated in a coarse way 

Actual injury data are available for the Los by creating a motorcycle population based on equal 
Angeles and Hannover databases as a function of impact numbers of the four modelled motorcycles (the scooter, 

the medium conventional and the large sport motorcycles 
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of Ref 2, and the medium sport motorcycle from this 
study). The 50th percentile MATD dummy was chosen to t00~ .... 

be representative of average rider characteristics. Standard 
motorcycle models (without leg protectors) were used to 

represent in-use vehicle types. Using these D0-1 

approximations, the distribution of head and leg injury 
~ BEHEFZCZAL 

severities across the 163 impact configurations, weighted e0-1 
by their frequency of occurrence, was simulated for each 

of the four standard motorcycles, 
z 

The head injury data show good agreement with ~o-~ 

the accident data particularly at the AIS 2 and 3 levels 
(eg, AIS 2: 12% simulated versus 10% actual). The data ’ 

suggest that the AIS 1 head injuries may have been under- a°"i 

reported in the actual accident data. ~o-i 
I---] 

For the upper leg fracture data, the simulation 0 
again shows relatively good agreement with the accident ? ? ~ ~, ~, o .. ~ ~ ’ 

’ 

data at the AIS 3 level (eg, 10% simulated versus 7% Figure 21, Change in sum of left and right knee injuries 
actual), due to LP (AIS) 

Overall, the results indicate that the simulation and 

the methodology accurately predict real world distributions 
of injury frequency and severity, ioo 

Results for Kawasaki GPZ 500 Leg Protector i 

Simulation 
eo- 

70- 

Following the analysis method used in Ref 2, the 

distribution of the change in leg and head injuries and 

overall injury costs due to the addition of leg protectors are 
z ~o- 

shown in Figures 20 - 24. 

Effect of Leg Protectors on Lower Leg Injuries - 
Figure 20 shows the distribution of the change in lower leg 

injuries due to the addition of leg protectors. In most 
~0- 

’-’- 
accidents (85%) there is no effect on the occurrence of ~o- 

lower leg fracture. In 8% of the accidents there is an 0~ ~-~ ~ ’~ ~ m ,~ ~ ’ ¯ 
increase in lower leg injuries; andin7% of the accidents ? ~ ~ , , ? ’ ? o ,, 

’ ’ 

Figure 22. Change in sum of left and right upper leg 

TIEZGHTED LOS ,Qil;ELES ANn HANHOVER DATA K o 8PZ injuries due to LP (AIS) 

PERCENT NZCIAL 

60ii 

1< 0 ~ - 7 

! 

"PERCEHT (> 0 ~DFJ, EFIClN,. 

~0 

60 (< o l~.t41~ - o 

~ 50 

30-I 

Figure 20. Change in sum of left and right lower leg ~ t , , 
injuries due to LP (AIS) 

Figure 23. Change in head injury due to LP (AIS) 
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~z~ Los ~.n ~ .~ov~ a~T~ K. ~ Table 14 

~oo. Su~ of Ch~ges ~ Injuries Due to ~g Protectors 

~ ~ ~l~O)                                                           Perc~ of 508 A~ 
0.t 

= ~                      M~ ~t        ~mr C~v~ S~      S~ Average 
Motorcycle Mom~ycle Motorcycle 

- No eff~t ~ 68 ~ ~ 74 
S ~ - Be~fic~ 10 9 ? 8 9 

- H~ ~ ~ II 10 l? 
4~ 

~ 
U~r l~g ~ s~e~ 

~ - No 
- Ben¢fici~ 9 6 1 ? 6 

~ 
- H~ ~ 6 ~ l? 16 

~0~                     ~ 

- No eff~t 88 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~     ~ ~ ’~~o’o~o 
- B~fici~ 11 2 12 I0 9 OI ol ~ ot oloI 0 I ~ 

g g ~ H~ 1 1 4 0 1 

Fibre 24. Ch~ge in inju~ cost due to LP ($1000) ~w,r leg 
- No eff~t 

¯ere is a decrease ~ lower leg ~jufies. - 
- H~ 12 2 9 8 8 

Eff~t of ~g Prot~tors on ~ Ligmem 
~ju~ - Fi~e 21 shows ~e distribution of ~e ch~ge 

- No eff~t 35 ~ 53 43 48 

~ ~ ligmem inj~ies due to ~e addition of leg -B=,acm 

promctors. In most cases (90%) ~ere is no ch~ge ~ ~e - n~ 43 ~ ~2 34 ~4 

~jufies. In 10% of ~e accidems ~ere is a rMuction ~ 
~ee ligmem te~s due to ~e addition of leg protectors effects across motorcycle ~d leg protector designs. 

(note ~at ~e s~ulation vMidation results discussed above SeverM generM obsewations ~e as follows: 

indicat~ a need to refme ~e ~ee lig~ent simulation 

model). - For head ~ju~ sevefi~, leg protectors ~e, in generM, 

Effect of~g Protectors on UDDer ~£ ~iudes - h~ ~ more cases ~ ~ey ~e beneficifl in. 

Fibre 22 shows ~e distribmion of ~e c~ge in upper leg - For upper leg inju~ severi~, leg protectors Mso tend to 

~jufies due to addition of leg protectors. In most case2 be h~ in more cases ~ ~ey ~e beneficiM in. 

s75%) ~ere is no effect of leg protectors on upper leg - For ~ee inju~ severi~ leg protectors appe~ to be 

~j~es. In 17% of ~e accidems ~ere is ~ increase in beneficiM in more cases ~ ~ey ~e h~l in, 

¯ e ~cu~ence of upper leg fractures; and in 7% of ~e M~ough ~e ~ee injuw computer simulation model 

accidems ~ere is a decrease M ~e occu~ence of upper leg needs refinemem. 

fractures. - In te~s of lower leg fractures, leg protectors tend to be 

Eff~t of ~gProtecto~ on Head I~i~ - Fig~e h~l in more cases ~ ~ey ~e benefici~ in. 

23 shows ~at ~ most cases (82%) leg protectors have no - In te~s of overM1 inju~ costs per accidem, leg 

effect on head inju~ severi~. In 10% of ~e accidems protectors tend to be h~ M more cases ~ ~ey 

head ~jufies ~e increase; ~d in 8% of ~e accidems ~e beneficiM in. 

head ~jufies ~e decreased when leg protectors ~e added. - The. percentage of h~l cases is quite l~ge (average 

Eff~ of ~g Protectors on IniuW Cost Per 34%) comp~ed to, for ex~ple, 1% h~l cases for 

Acddent - Fibre 24 shows ~e effect of leg protectors on c~ belt res~aims. 

~ju~ costs per accidem. In some cases (43%) ~ere is no - The Kawas~ GPZ leg protector is quite close to ~e 

ch~ge ~ ~ju~ cost per accidem. In 34% of ~e average for ~e fo~ motorcycle/leg protector designs 

accidems ~e ~ju~ cost per accidem is ~creased by ~e te~s of h~ ~d beneficiM effects, for M1 inju~ 

addition of leg promctors; ~d ~ 23 % of ~e accidems ~e cmegories. 

~ju~ cost per accidem is decreased by ~e addition of leg 

protectors. S~Y ~ CONCLUSIONS 

Comp~son of Kawasa~ GPZ 500 
~ot~tor Resets ~th R~ts for Other ~g Summaw 

~ot~tors - Table 14 summ~es ~e ch~ges ~ ~jufies 
~d ~j~ costs due to addition of leg protectQrs for ~e T~ts Peffomed - Four ~11 some crash tests were 

four motorcycle leg prot~tors ~Myzed. As c~ be seen, conducted using ~e following equipmem ~d conditiom: 
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- Kawasaki GPZ 500 medium sport motorcycle, with and trajectory occurred between the time of motorcycle ¯ 

without TRL designed UKDS type leg protectors initial impact and head primary impact. 
- Saloon car, opposing vehicle In both impact configurations, there was an increase in 
- Two impact configurations used by TRL resultant head velocity at primary impact, when TRRL 

- Offset car front configuration leg protecters were fitted. 
- 30° angled car side configuration In both impact configurations, with the leg protectors 

- MATD-2 motorcycle crash dummy with internal there was an increase in the maximum peak resultant ¯ 

recorder and instrumented, frangible leg components and head acceleration occurring during the entire crash 
upper body refinements intended for use in airbag sequence, and also at head primary impact. 
research - In terms of Total Abbreviated Injury Scale (TAIS) 

- High accuracy motorcycle delivery system to provide scores, leg protectors were found to be beneficial in 1 
impact point repeatability case and harmful in 1 case. In terms of Maximum AIS ¯ 

(MAIS), leg protectors were found to be beneficial in 1 

Computer Simulations Performed - Computer case and to have no effect in 1 case. 
simulations of motorcycle/car impacts were conducted in - In terms of estimated injury costs, leg protectors were 
order to: found to be beneficial in 1 case and harmful in 1 case. 

- Extend the simulation validation beyond Ref 2 to include In addition, the durability and functioning of the MATD-2 ¯ 
full scale test results for the Kawasaki GPZ 500 motorcycle dummy intended for airbag research were 
motorcycle with and without leg protectors confirmed. 

- Extend the Kawasaki GPZ 500 test results to cover other Computer Simulation - Results of the computer 
impact configurations occurring in real world accidents simulation analyses showed the following: 

The following approach was used: - Dummy head and leg injuries, dummy motion and force ¯ 

time histories showed good correlation with full scale 
- An extended "Articulated Total Body" simulation code. test results, for the four Kawasaki GPZ 500 full scale 
-Multi body models of the Kawasaki GPZ 500 tests. The results showed alevelofcorrelationwhich 

motorcycle with and without leg protectors, helmeted was similar to that obtained in 16 previous full scale 
MATD-2 dummy, saloon car, and ground. The models tests.                                           ¯ 
were based on laboratory measurements and previous - Simulations of 163 Los Angeles/Hannover accident 
full scale test data. configurations, including their frequency of occurrence, 

- A preliminary injury cost model (ICM-1) describing showed that in terms of injury costs per accident, the 
injury criteria for head and leg injuries. TRL designed leg protectors for the Kawasaki GPZ 500 

- 163. motorcycle/car impact configurations based on the motorcycle were beneficial in 23 % of the accidents; 
Los Angeles/Harmover accident data, weighted by their harmful in 34% of the accidents; and had no effect in ¯ 
frequency of occurrence. 43 % of the accidents. 

- Leg protector injuries resulted from increased angular 
Findings momentum of the rider, and combined force fractures of 

the upper legs. 
Full Scale Tests - Results of the two pairs of tests 

(1 standard and 1 leg protector motorcycle in each pair), Conclusions ¯ 

showed the following: 
The conclusion from these test results and 

-In the offset car front impact, there was a decrease in computer simulations is that the TRL designed leg 
leg injuries (ie, upper leg fracture) with the TRL leg protectors for a Kawasaki GPZ 500 motorcycle are similar 
protectors; in the 30° angled side car impact there was to the other UKDS leg protector designs tested and¯ 
an increase in leg injuries (ie, knee ligament lateral analyzed by industry, in terms of their effects on rider 
bending failure) with leg protectors, injuries. 

- The knee ligament lateral bending failure resulted from While neither of the impact configurations tested 
lower leg restraint to the deflected motorcycle, whilst is a frequently occurring type of impact, the tests did 
the upper body continued to move in a different validate the computer simulation, which was then used to 
direction, examine the full range of impacts which occur in¯ 

- In both impact configurations, the trajectory of the accidents. The tests also allowed a functional verification 
dummy’s head was lower with the TRL leg protectors of the new motorcycle airbag research dummy; and a 
(the range was 50 - 60 mm). This lowered head comparison with previous industry and TRL test results. 

¯ 
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¯ In the angled car side impact test, the TRL leg 4. Technical Issues Concerning the TRL Prototype Le~ 
protectors resulted in increased leg and head injuries. This Protector for a GPZ .500 Motorcycle, Japan Automobile 
is a result of the restraint of the lower legs by the deflected Manufacturers Association, Sep 1989. 
motorcycle, whilst the upper body continues to move in 

another direction. This restraint resulted in excessive side 5. Minutes of Leg Protector Data Review Meeting at TRL 
load on the knee and a pitching motion of the head and on 13/14 June 1990, Leg Protector Coordinated Research 
torso, into the roof structure of the opposing car. LPCR-SEC-6, 1990. 

In the offset car front impact test, the leg protector 
prevented leg injury but also resulted in a sideward 6. Rogers, N.M., "A Preliminary Study Into the 
deflection of the motorcycle, with increased rider tendency Feasibility .of Motorcycle Airbags," Proceedings of the 
for ejection and head to ground impact. 1991 International Motorcycle Conference, Bochum, 1991. 

¯ The changes in rider injuries due to fitment of leg 

protectors were very similar to those measured in previous 7. Newman, J.A., Zellner, J.W., and Wiley, K.D., "A 
tests with other UKDS leg protector designs tested by Motorcyclist Anthropometric Test Device MATD," 
industry. Also, the motions and forces occurring during IRCOBI Conference on the Biomechanics of Impacts, 
impact - motorcycle deflection away from the car, lower 1991. 
leg lateral restraint, excessive side forces near the knee, 

O and torso pitch - were very similar to those observed in 8. Danner, M., Langwieder, K., and Sporner, A., 
earlier tests. "Accidents of Motorcyclists Increase of Safety by 

The test results were in sharp contrast to results Technical Measures on the Basis of Knowledge Derived 
reported by TRL for the same nominal test conditions from Real-Life Accidents," The Tenth International 
(with the same motorcycle, TRL leg protector and test Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Oxford, 
configurations). These differences are mainly ascribed to England, Jul 1985. 

¯ major differences in dummy leg design, and to a lack of 

impact point repeatability in TRL tests. 9. Development of a Preliminar~ Crash Test Iniurv Cost 
The computer simulation analyses indicated that Model, Biokinetics and Associates, Ltd., Report R89-1C, 

the TRL designed leg protector would result in increased Mar 1989. 
injury costs in 34% of motorcycle/car impact accidents. 

¯ 
This percentage is very similar to results for other UKDS 10. Sakamoto, S., "Research History of Motorcycle Leg 
leg protector designs; and is very different from, for Protection," SAE 900755, Feb 1990. 
example, the 1% harmful effects for car belt restraints. 

Overall, the tests and analyses confirm that 11. Pedder, J., Hurt, H., and Otte, D., "Motorcycle 
increased leg and head injuries appear to be fundamental Accident Impact Conditions as a. Basis for Motorcycle 
results of this concept of leg protection, and it is not clear Crash Tests," The Twelfth International Technical 

¯ how they can be reduced within this general concept. Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Goteborg, 
For these reasons, it is concluded that this general Sweden, May 1989. 

concept of leg protection does not contribute to improved 
rider protection. 12. Chinn, B.P., Iniuries to Motorcyclists’ Leg: Testing 

Procedures and Protection, PhD Thesis, Brunel University, 
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The Offset Cr~tsh Against a Deformahle Barrier, a More Realistic Frontal Impact 

Ingo Kallina, Falk Zeidler, Karl-Heinz Baumann, Dieter Scheunert 

Mercedes-Benz AG, Sindelfingen/Germany 
Paper No. 94-$8-O-01 

ABSTRACT Impact Configuration Country Safety criteria 

0° barrier impact ¯ displacement of the The passive safety of passenger cars in frontal collisions 30 mph (48.3 km/h) , USA steering assembly 
is usually assessed by means of crash tests against a flat. or I~ ~ ¯ occupant Ioadinga 
angled rigid barrier. With respect to the frequency of 

~~ 

- integrity of the fuel system 
asymmetrical front,’d impacts in real world accidents, the Japan ¯ integrity of the fta~l system 

most important crash test at Mercedes-Benz is an offset EG/ECE .displacement olthe 
test with 40% overlap at 55 km/h against the rigid bahlet. , ........... steering assembly 

To further increa~se the proximity to road accidents of 
30° barrier impact 

this offset crash the rigid barrier should, be replaced by a ~0 mph (left + right) USA ¯ occupant Ioadings 
deformable barrier. It should simulate the yielding ~ti~;:=g~ ¯ integrilyof the fuelsystem 

structure involved in a car-to-car crash but at tile s~une 
time with better efficiency and higher reproducibility. 

Based on extensive research Mercedes-Benz has defined 
such a realistic test. Since the deformable element 

30° barrier impact at 55 km/h 
according to FMVSS 214 is well known and validated, it with anti slide device EG/ECE ¯ displacement of the 

was chosen for this purpose. The force/deflection step1 steering assembly 

characteristics of tile Honeycomb element represent the ~I~~ 
(1.10.1995) ¯ occupantleedings 

stiffness of the front end of a medium to large car. 
First results show that the vehicle deformation patterns 

are very similar to those found in real-world accidents. 4o% offset test, deformable 

Another, also very important result is that the degree of barrier, 55 km/h 
EG/ECE ¯ displacement of the 

overlap does not significantly influence the load on the 

~l]l~:~~ 

step2 steering assembly 
occupants, in contrast to the tests against a rigid o, ffset (in discussion, ¯ oecupantloadings 

barrier which are more sensitive to different degrees of 
1.10.g~) (addltionalcrilerion 

for the lower legs) 

overlap. 
Impact par,’uneters ~s overlap, velocity ,and b~uaier shape Figure 1. Tile legally prescribed frontal crash tests. 

were preliminary intenmlly defined and are discussed in 
detail in this paper. The most import,’mt criteria are the displacement of the 

steering assembly (FMVSS 204, ECE-R12), the dummy 

INTRODUCTION values according to FMVSS 208, and the integrity of the 
fuel system (FMVSS 301, Japan SRFRV No. 67). 

In frontal crash testing two different impact However, these criteria are not used in all countries. For 

configurations are specified (fig. 1): hnpact tests against a ex,’unple, in tile U.S. a car manufacturer has to fulfill the 

fiat, rigid barrier which is perpendicular (introduced in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208, while in 

1968) or at 30° (introduced in 1976)~ In both Japan it is sufficient to fulfill the FMVSS 301. Compared 

configurations the test speed is 30 mph (48,3 km/h), with Europe, the requirements for new car models are high 
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¯ because only in France and Spain the displacement of the initially small overlap degrees of about 113, occuring most 
steering assembly is tested, All other European countries frequently (fig. 3) in frontal collisions. Table 1 
have noprescribedsafetystandards, summarizes the deformation pattern of the frontal 

Therefore crash tests carded out by some organisations longitudinal members according to different overlap 
get the character of ’supplemental’ safety standards. The degrees as analysed in real-world accidents: 
results of different cars are compared and published. Fig. 2 - In about 25% of 81 investigated accidents the 
shows the most well known "RATINGS". Yet it raises longitudinal members were not directly hit by the 

¯       questions when crash results are used as the only indicator             impacting ear and remained undeformed. 

to establish a passive safety ranking. Misinterpretation - In collisions with greater overlap degrees (> 113) 
cannot be excluded and may lead the customer to a wrong the longitudinal members are impacted but very 
judgement, frequently bent up or down without longitudinal 

For this reason a stronger odentaton to real world deformation and major energy absorption. 
accidents and the derivation of a realistic frontal test is As a result, the upper zones of the front end, not capable 

¯ necessary, of absorbing great amounts of energy, are heavily loaded 
Impact Configuration Application with the risk of intrusion into the passenger compartment. 

This type of deformation would be best reproduced by a 
0° barrier impact at 35 mph (56,4km/h) car-to-car test procedure. However, to come to a ¯ 

i ~ ~ 
US comumer test standardized, reproducible and efficient test procedure this I t !~ 
NCAP (New Car method must be rejected. As an alternative the deformable ! I I 
Assessment Programm) " barrier, defined in the new FMVSS 214, representing a 

stiff car front-end structure seems to be an appropriate 
50% olfs~,t t~st, 55 km/h substitute. 

(magazine) 

40, 

(auto club) =~ is , 

3, 

Figure 2. Overview of the most important ratings, o 
<1/$ 113 - <2/3 213 - <313 

¯ The realistic type of deformatiom in frontal collisiom .v.,~.p 

r’l Evaluation by Otte, [] Evaluation by Hobbs, [] Evaluation by 

Over the last ten years, the car-to-car collisions are the Med~alUni~wtity Till.. Unitnd langdom 

most important frontal impacts regarding both frequency 
, ...... G~rma~y (Sum-100%) 
(Sum - 100%) (Sum. 100%) 

and injury risk. Therefore, in a first and more realistic 
approach a test procedure with 40% of frontal overlap at a Figure 3. Comparison of overlap degrees of different 

test speed of 55 km/h was developed at Mercedes-Benz. evaluations (single accidents, car-to-car accidents). 

¯ The choice of a rigid barrier was governed by the need for 
repeatability and the lack of a deformable element, RESULTS OF OFFSET CRASH TESTS AGAINST 

DIFFERENT DEFORMABLE BARRIERS simulating the force/deflection characteristics of a 
representative car front-end structure. Having this 
deficiency in mind, some additional car-to-car crash tests Fig. 4 shows the geometry of the FMVSS 214 barrier 

have been carried out. As a result of these car-to,car whereas fig. 5 focuses on the supporting members and the 

¯ crashes the following conclusions were drawn: engine location in the front end of an actual typical 

- the offset test in general is appropriate to Mercedes-Benz passenger car. As it can be seen from the 

simulate the most frequent and injurious geometrical relations, the depth of the FMVSS 214 barter 

car-to-car frontal collisions may not be sufficient for frontal impact testing and was 

- the overlap degree in rigid barrier tests therefore discussed. 

has a great influence on both frontal Fig. 6 shows a car after an impact against the FMVSS 

deformation and acceleration of the 214 barter with an overlap degree of 50% and a test speed 

¯ passenger compartment of 60 km]h. Initially the engine and the frontal longitudinal 

- to monitor the different stiffness/ members remain undeformed, while the wheel housing, 

deformation characteristics of the various for instance, sustains substantial deformation. 
An additional test with a deformable barrier with a elements of the front-end structure, a 

deformable element is appropriate, higher depth was conducted, but showed significant 
differences in regard to engine displacement and occupant 

In real-world collisions the different stiffness properties of loadings (fig. 7), both far from the car-to-car impact. As 
¯ front-end structures cause higher deformations of the fig. 6 and 8 show the deformation of the passenger 

weaker zones. This is mainly true in offset collisions with compartment differs significantly. 
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Table 1 

Behaviour of the front longitudinal members in frontal collisions (124, 126, 129, 140, 201 car series). 

~ 
Behaviour of the 

longitudinal No deformed and bent 
rs Cases deformation deformed without bending bent without deformation (up or down) 

to deformation ~. 

I 
:~attern ~ 

Both 
I 

One Both One Both One 

<_25 18 8 0 1 1 7 0 1 

26% - 50% 27 5 3 1 4 7 0 7 

51% - 100% 23 7 1 0 6 2 3 4 

30° 13 0 0 1 6 4 0 2 

3". 81 20 4 3 17 20 3 14 

100% 24% 5% 4% 21% 25% 4% 17% 

Figure 6. Mercedes-Benz 124 series (E-class) car after 
50% offset i~npact against a deformable barrier at 60 km/h. ¯ 

Figure 4. Deformable barrier. 

Figure 7. Mercedes-Benz 124 series (E-class) car after 
50% offset impact against a deformable barrier with a 
higher depth at 60 km/h. 

Figure 5. Comparison of barrier and car front. 

¯ 
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The details in regard to vehicle deformations and 
occupant loadings are discussed in the following chapters. 

Vehicle deformations 

A comparison of car deformations resulting from the 
various test configurations under similar test speeds (fig. 
10) shows the highest crush distances in the car-to-car 
configuration. 
The deformations at the belt-line level are higher than 
those in the footwell area. In the rigid barrier test, the 
crush distances are reversed, resulting in higher loadings 
of the footwell area induced by the higher loading and 

Figure 8. Head-on collision of two identical Mercedes- force transmission of the longitudinal members. Car 
Benz 124 series (E-cla~ss) cars with 57% overlap and each deformations and intrusions found in the deformable 
a test speed of 55 km/h. barrier test are principally lower than those produced in 

the rigid barrier or car-to-car configuration under the same 
test speed of 55 km/h. This is explained by a certain 
energy absorption of the deformable barrier, thus reducing 
the amount of energy to be absorbed by the impacting car. 
An incre,~se of the test speed to 60 km/h leads to more 
realistic, i.e. higher loadings on the car structure. 

Loadings on the occupants 

In general, the high crush distances produced in 
structural tests result in low dummy readings since most of 
them are sensitive to accelerations. 

Results from accident investigation however, indicate 
Figure 9. Mercedes-Benz 124 series (E-class) car after that severe injuries for belted occupants .except belt 
40% offset impact against a rigid b,’uxier at 55 kin/h, induced injuries are mostly combined with intrusions 

especi,-dly in frontal offset or side impacts. In addition to a 
In addition, tests with the EEVC configuration with and structural test, appropriate criteria (relative to intrusion) 

without bumper were caaxied out, but the more realistic ~nust be defined, to give an estimate of the realistic injury 
deformation pattern and more similar occupant loadings threshold. For example, injuries of the lower legs are very 
compared with the car-to-car impact were found with the often correlated with intrusion, and therefore it is 
FMVSS 214 barrier, important to define a protection criterion for this body 

A barrier with different force/deflection characteristics region. Otherwise this criterion has tobe measured on a 
in its horizontal and vertical plane (inhomogeneous dummy, which has poor biofidelity especially in this body 
stiffness) , as proposed with the CCMC foam barrier, is region. The in.jury mechanism is very complicated as 
not appropriate. This barrier type would make the test too discussed in (Otte et al, 1992), and biomechanic research 
sensitive to overlap degrees or engine configurations as has been conducted since some years, e.g. (Begeman, 
opposed to impacts against a rigid barrier. Prasad, 1990). 

In comparison to the deformable barriers, the crash As a substitute for this ~nissing criterion, as a first step 
against the rigid barrier (fig. 9) with 40% overlap at 55 Mercedes-Benz uses the acceleration on the feet in 
km/h, representing about the same energy absorption addition to the lower leg force for internal tests. Due to 
shows that the rigid barrier led to equal crush distances of the correlation of lower leg injuries with intrusion the 
both stiffer and weaker zones, thus representing only the amount of intrusion into the passenger compartment, e.g. 
offset impact against a rigid barrier (or the theoretical case displacement of the firewall or pedals is additionally 
of a car-to-car collision with the same stiffness distribution evaluated. 
of the front ends of both cars). This cannot generally be applied to different car 

Due to the influence of the engine, the longitudinal concepts because it needs specific comparative data from 
members, and the wheel suspensions on the crash intrusion ,and injuries in accidents. 
behaviour the test against a deformable barrier is better " 
suited to simulate car-to-car impacts realistically than an 
impact against a rigid ban’ier. 
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Sidewall 

[] Car-to-car collision, 57% ovedap, 55 km/h 

[] Rigid barrier, 40% ovedap, 55 km/h 

Steering wheel [] Deformable barrier, 40% ovedap, 55 kndh 

[] Deformable barrier, 50% overlap, 55 kndh 

¯ Deformable barrier, 50% overlap, 60 km/h 

deformation 

Figure 10. Vehicle deformations after different oftset hnpacts. 
Hobbs C.A., The need of a deformable barter in frontal 

CONSEQUENCES offset testing. Transport Research Laboratory, United 
Kingdom, 1992 

Frontal offset collisions ,are most frequent in real-world Otte D., v. Rheinbaben H., Zwipp H., Biomechanics of 
accidents, resulting in significant intrusions which can injuries to the foot ,and ankle joint of car drivers and 
greatly influence the injury outcome, improvements for an optimal car floor development. 

With the Mercedes-Benz offset test against a rigid SAE paper No. 922514, Proceedings 36th Stapp Car 
barrier with 40% overlap and at 55 -km/h, the major front Crash Conference, Seattle 1992 
deformation and injury threshold, seen in real-world Begeman P.C., Pra~sad P., Human ankle impact response in 
accidents wa~s simulated, dorsiflexion. SAE paper No. 902308, Proceedings 34th 

To simulate the crush characteristics of an offset car-to- Stapp Car Crash Conference, Orlando 1990 
car accident by a test with one car only, the offset test with 
a deformable barrier seems to be the best substitute. 

In regard to repeatability, deformation pattern, intrusion, 
and occupant loading the test with 50% overlap, 60 km/h, 
and original FMVSS 214 barrier w~s tbund to be the best 
compromise for the development of sate Mercedes-Benz 
passenger cars. 

This safety aspect includes the compatibility problem ~Ls 
well, because the tests with different types of deformable 
barriers showed that stiff structures of a car, the 
disadvantageous design, or arrangement of auxiliaries can 
cause extreme local crush. 

The deformable barrier is more or less - dependant on 
the combination of geometry and stiffl~ess properties 
(barrier depth, bumper effects, ground clearance) - a 
qualified tool to evaluate the compatibility of a car front 
end structure. 
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A New Approach to Quantify Passive Safety of Vehicles 

Lothar Wcch, Rainer Hartmann 

¯ TOV BAYERN SACHSEN 
Germany 
Paper No. 94-$8-0-02 

¯ 
ABSTRACT                                          INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the buyers of passenger cars have In recent times, apart from comfort, economical and 
become increasingly aware of safety aspects. On the one environmental aspects, vehicle safety has become an 
hand this resulted in enhanced active safety but also in the essential criterion concerning purchasing decisions. 

¯ consideration of passive safety. An objective evaluation However, what objective criteria are available to car 
procedure is necessary in order to comparatively present drivers and purchasers when it comes to a vehicle’s safety? 
the crash test results of different vehicle types. Moreover, 
precise evaluation criteria must be found which make it At first, one must differentiate between active and passive 
possible to exactlyjudge a vehicle’s passive safety, safety. While active safety serves to avoid accidents, 

passive safety helps to reduce their consequences. This 
¯ The ECV-Crash test (ECV - electronically controlled includes measures to reduce the accelerations and forces vehicle), developed by the T0V Bayern Group makes it working on passengers, to ensure an sufficiently sized 

possible to evaluate a vehicle’s deformation behaviour survival space and to guarantee rescue possibilities. 
regardless of the passenger load. The main criteria for this 
test are the deformation of the vehicle’s front, the stability As the "best accident" is the one ~vhich does not happen at 
of the passenger cell, the intrusion of interior components, all, active safety has been considerably increased over the 
fire risk and passenger rescue,                            last few years. Auxiliary systems like antilocking systems, 

antislide control or active rear-axle kinematic were made 
This objective evaluation pattern makes it easier to possible by ihe increased use of electronics in vehicles. 
understand the test results and can also be integrated into However, since all these measures cannot avoid accidents 
a biomechanical evaluation, to happen nevertheless, one also needs a high standard of 

passive safety in modern vehicles. 
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POSSIBILITIES TO EVALUATE THE SAFETY OF information sources for evaluating the test results. Before 

VEHICLES and after the crash, the vehicle’s dimensions and any 
changes in the position of certain components caused by 

While a purchaser can at least get a first impression of the crash are recorded. The dummies seated in the vehicle 

a car’s active safety during a trial run, he often depends and the vehicle itself arc equipped with a number of 

sotely on manufacturer statements when it comes to sensors and supply measured data for example on the 

judging its passive safety. In this respect, comparative course of deceleration. Finally, films are taken by high- 

representations dealing with the passive safety of different speed cameras for the motion analysis. By means of an 

car models would be helpful. For this purpose, specialist evaluation pattern one has to use this vast amount of data 

journals are lately publishing the results of crash tests, and information to quantify a passenger car’s passive 

carried out with passenger cars (e.g. auto motor und sport safety objectively and in an easily understandable way. 

[19. 

Moreover, there are also Safety lists based on accident When developing such an evaluation pattern one has to 

analyses (e.g. [2]). The buyer of a car must now decide use parameters which are relevant to the injuries of 

which data is more suitable to evaluate the passive safety passengers. In general, injuries are due to two main 

of a vehicle, causes. On the one hand they are caused by the 
deceleration forces which are effective on the body and on 

When analysing real accidents, the statisticians depend on the other hand they are provoked by the intrusion of 

the so-called "accident supply". This term covers the components which cannot be easily deformed such as the 

number of accidents which really happen and which are steering column or the pedals and by the passenger cabin’s 

recorded. On the one hand, this means that new models deformation which reduces the survival space. Figure 3.1 

will only appear in such lists with considerable delay, presents the connection between injury potential and 

because - with regard to statistics - they must be involved vehicle deformation in form of a diagram which serves as 

in a sufficiently high number of accidents first. On the an example. 

other hand, - and this is the main problem of such an 
analysis - the result depends on how serious the The evaluation pattern described hereunder deals with the 

incidentally occurring accidents are in which the passenger cabin’s stability, the intrusion of vehicle 

individual vehicle models are involved. Therefore, such components into the passenger cabin, the rescue 

an analysis does not tell whether a vehicle type is possibilities and the fire risk. Most of these factors 

represented iu the statistical surveys only with minor influence the survival space and thus the curve ~vhich 

accidents aud whether therefore the passengers just were rises on the right side and which is presented in figure 

lucky or whether a vehicle’s passive safety really is 3.1. The curve which goes do~vn on the right side is 

excellent. Furthermore, the records often do not tell as mainly characterized by the measured data of the 

precisely as required how serious an accident was. dummies. This vehicle evaluation however does not deal 
with biomechanic assessments. 

Therefore, the analysis of real accidents is often only 
partly suitable for comparatively quantifying a vehicle’s 
safety. It is rather an important information source for 
technical vehicle designers and biomechanics. 

Comparative crash tests have the advantage, that the same 
conditions are applied to all test vehicles. Each test g 

caused by 
vehicle is involved in the same, representative accident. .~_ 

This allows a relatively simple, direct comparison. If the - 
~ / caused by crash tests are performed using modern testing procedures 
~ / ~e~ct~on o~ 

such as the TOV Baycrn developed ECV-system [3], these 
synthetic accidents supply very realistic and convincing 
results. In the ECV-crash, the vehicles are driven by their ¯ 

own engines and are controlled very precisely. 

EVALUATION OF CRASH-TESTS 
Vehicle ~efotmation 

The majority of crash tests examines the protection of n~.~.~: Schematic and model contaection between injury potential 

passengers against injuries. On the whole, there are three and vehicle deformation 
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EVALUATION PATTERN - MARGINAL - Many different evaluation levels or submatrices ¯ CONDITIONS within the evaluation structure do not mean that one can 
better differentiate between the individual results. Less but 

Morcvcr, the standards for evaluating a vehicle clearly defined criteria with clearly determined limits are 
stability, which is relevant with regard to injuries, depend preferable. 
on the crash configuration. A 50% offset crash, carried 

¯ out at a speed of 55 krn/h has proven very sensible. For Weighting factors for evaluation criteria can only 
years, this type of crash test has been performed by the be made plausible within one level of the evaluation 
specialist journal "auto motor und sport" (figure 4.1). This structure. The mathematical calculation of how an 
crash configuration tests both a vehicle restraint system individual criterion influences the overall result can only 
and stability in detail. In addition to that it covers the serve as operand, and may not be absolutely plausible 
majority of real accidents as far as head-on collisions are from the technical point of view. 
concerned. Therefore, the evaluation pattern, which is 

¯ 
presented in the following paragraph refers to crash tests - The more individual criteria are used in the 
with a50% offset crash configuration, evaluation, the more average the result for the main 

criteria. 
During developing an evaluation matrix which allowed to 
compare the test vehicles, several different concepts could The evaluation criteria were structured according to the 
be seen to emerge. In the evaluation pattern’s validation following steps: ¯       and standardization with the available crash data, we 

could develop various, quite remarkable findings, such as: 
to define and explain the respective criterion (e,g. 

fire risk) and to thematically define it by means of 
In crash tests, criteria must be used which     problems which have emerged in practice. 

certainly can be found on all vehicles (e.g. possibility to 

¯ 
open rear doors - many subcompacts do not have any rear 
doors). This is particularly important when it comes - to divide the main points into various levels up to 
developing new criteria since the comparative testing of the final specification of measurable and assessable 
all’ vehicles, i.e. also of vehicles which were tested quantities. 
previously, must be possible and understandable. 

to develop models considering extreme values of 

¯ physics or referring to standardized testing quantities (e.g. 
Some criteria are relevant when it comes to safety HIC-value). 

technology but useless when it comes to differentiate 
between the various vehicles (e.g. opening of belt locks, - to render evaluation standards plausible in the 
this was possible on all test vehicles), case of subjective evaluation criteria. 

Fig. 4.1: Offset crash against a solid obstacle 
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to determine criteria levels and to divide the Vehicle Deformation Bchaviour 
range of values by evaluating test data collected by T0V 
Baycrn Sachscn or by plausibly defining the ranges by This first main point includes the evaluation of design 

means of decision models, engineering measures of vehicles, which serve to directly 
protect passengers during the crash .and which is 

to present the results in the respective evaluation subdivided as follows: 

table or the individual criterion. 

to weight the results in each individual level                  Vehicle Deformation Behaviour 
considering the individual cvaluation’s specific relevance 
regarding risk and to transfer them to the next level. 

Relative dynamic Stability of Intrusion and 

One of the main objectives in developing the evaluation deformation Passenger Materials 

procedure was to make the testing more objective. This of the frontwagon Behaviour 

was achieved by using criteria based on measured values 
and by a verbally categorizing "subjective evaluations". 

Relative Dynamic Deformation of the Front~va~on- 
As the classification should be carried out by using This point of evaluation presents the test ,vehicle’s 

standards which are possible from the technical point of dynamic connection to the test object and thus represents 

view, the limits too, had to be adapted to the solutions the link to all other dynamic processes, The dynamic 

applied in practice. The high number of crash tests carried deformation of the frontwagon can be determined by 

out by T0V Bayern Sachsen under "auto motor und means of high-speed films. The dynamic deformation is 

sport"-conditions supplied an excellent data pool for the set in relation to the original length and standardized. 

evaluation and determination of criteria levels. 
Ideally, a passenger car’s front should allow a maximum 

Statistical procedures allowed to determine limit values deformation without reducing the space in the passenger 
(analysis of distribution diagrams) and to establish cabin. 
connections between quantities which are specific for 
vehicles and standardized injury criteria. 

Stability of the Passenger Cabin - Contrary to a vehicle’s 

In order to simplify the presentation of individual front, the passenger cabin should be as stiff as possible in 

evaluations, three equivalent possibilities were made order to maintain a maximum of survival space for the 

available: passengers. For this assessment we use three subcriteria: 

symbol    verbal equivalent       mark 
Stability of a Passenger Cabin 

+ positive/good 1 
I 0 average/mediocre 2 

- negative/critical 3 Deformation of Deformation of Stability of 

A-pillar chassis rail roof frame 

STRUCTURE OF THE EVALUATION PATTERN 
a)     Deformation of A-pillar 

Now, decision tables with corresponding border areas 
must be developed xvhich make it possible to bring the This criteria which is based on measured values 
evaluation procedure into a pattern and which increase the characterizes the A-pillar’s stability. The change in the 
objectivity of expert reports. The evaluation pattern is distance between A- and B-pillar, measured at the 
structured in form of a tree leading hierarchically from window’s lower edge serves as reference dimension. For 
general to specific points, the evaluation the resulting difference in length is set in 

relation to the original length. 
The vehicle evaluation is subdivided into three equivalent 
nmin points: 

Vehicle deformation behaviour 
Rescue of passengers 
Fire risk 

¯ 
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b)     Deformation of Chassis Rail                                        Intrusion and 
material behaviour 

This verbally categorized criterion evaluates the chassis 
rail’s stability which supports the force introduced via the 
lower longitudinal beam. The evaluation is carried out by Intrusion Intrusion Intrusion 
means of the following points: steering \vheel pedals/splashboard instruments/ 

Material 
Behaviour of weld joints Behaviour 
Deformation behaviour 
Crease behaviour of the structure 

a) Intrusion of the Steering Wheel 

¯ c) Roof Frame Stability In the meantime,, all passenger cars are equipped with a 
variation on. the concept of the so-called safety steering 

The stability, of the roof frame structure is a further column. The automotive homologation regulations 
characteristic for the passenger cabin’s stability. This most countries require that a so-called steering wheel 
criterion is also defined by the following verbal intrusion test (ECE-R12) is passed. This regulation 
instructions: provides that the steering column must not intrude by 

¯ more than 12,7 cm in horizontal and parallel direction to 
Crease behaviour of the frame profile the vehicle’s longitudinal axle in case of a crash at a speed 
Crease angle at the transition between A-pillar and roof of 30 mph (48.3 km/h)o 

Follo~ving this standard we also assess the intrusion of the 

Intrusion and Material Behaviour - Apart from the steering column in this vehicle evaluation. As the offset 
test is carried out at a higher speed (55 kin/h), the kinetic ¯        speed difference which has to be reduced, high 
energy is higher which is also considered with regard to acceleration and force values and thus probably serious 
the intrusion of the steering column: This results in a injuries are caused by components intruding into the 

passenger cabin such as steering wheel, pedals,, higher limit value. 

splashboard, and instruments on which the passenger may 
crash due to his/her relative movements within the Moreover, we consider both the horizontal and the 

vertical intrusion. ¯ vehicle. In this respect we are not only interested in the 
intrusion itself but also in design measures which might 
reduce injuries in the case of an impact~ Vehicle 
components can be assigned to body parts such as head, b) Intrusion of Splashboard and Pedals 

chest, pelvis and legs according to how often they cause 
injuries. Although the injury risk is significantly reduced by using 

¯ safety belts, they do not considerably influence the 

Head- steering wheel, dashboard support accident mechanisms in the foot space. Test results show 

Chest- belt, steering wheel that already at low crash speeds about 75% of the 

Pelvis- belt (direct effect), instruments passengers who are protected by a belt suffer fractures of 

(impact via thighs) the feet [4]. 

Legs- splashboard, pedals, foot panel 

¯ As evaluation criteria we use the horizontal and vertical 

It is quite difficult to assess the causes for arm and hand static pedal intrusion, as well as the horizontal static 

injuries by test observations. In the case of real accidents splashboard intrusion. 

the forces applied in support and impact processes are 
mainly responsible for this type of injury. Such support 
procedures cannot yet be simulated with dummies. This c) Intrusion of Instruments/Material Behaviour 

¯ partial criterion is subdivided as follows: 
For further distinction we use the impact and breaking 
behaviour of the instruments. On the one hand primary 
attention is given to the surface’s quality such as materials 
used and its design in the upper part. On the other hand 
the bursting and breaking behaviour in the knee impact 

¯ area are examined. The breaking of plastic parts must not 
lead to any sharp edges which could result in cuts and stab 
wounds. 

¯ 
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For the evaluation a verbally categorized decision table SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK ¯ 
will be made available. 

The presented evaluation procedure judges a passenger 
car passive safety potential by means of comparative crash 

Rescue of Passengers - A further important main criteria tests, which are performed under equal conditions. For 
of the vehicle evaluation, i.e. the safety evaluation is the this purpose one uses both objective criteria referring to 
so-called rescue of passengers, since quickly leaving a measured values and standardized verbal evaluation tables ¯ 
vehicle and the fast rescue of injured persons is one for so-called "subjective" criteria. Figure 6.1 gives a 
precondition for their survival. Especially with regard to survey of the overall evaluation structure. 
the fire risk. 

As the vehicle standard with regard to safety technology is 
Rescue of passengers constantly improved, it is necessary that also the vehicle 

evaluation can be correspondingly adapted and further ¯ 
! I developed. For example, the fact that almost all new 

Unlocking of Door opening Rescue vehicles are now equipped with an airbag, was the reason, 
the door force possibilities why the steering wheel’s intrusion is not as important 
driver slide anymore as it was some years ago. If, however a new 

criterion is found, it must be guaranteed that all vehicles, 
evaluated up to this point in time, can now be re-evaluated       ¯ 

Unlocking of the Door - The door lock represents t~vo by means of the changed evaluation procedure. 
design objectives which are contrary to each other. During 
the crash, the door should stay closed. After the crash The next step will be to connect the gained experience 
however, the opening of the door should not require too concerning the vehicle deformation behaviour with the 
much effort. The evaluation examines both the unlocking biomechanic data and results. Finally, the research, which 
force and the unlocking possibilities of the driver’s door. must be carried out to this respect should make an overall ¯ 

evaluation of a passenger car passive safety possible. 

Door opening force - The force needed to open the door 
helps to assess the jam behaviour of the driver’s door. In 
this connection one has to say however, that in most cases 
in which the door could not be opened anymore this was                                                          ¯ 
due to a defect of the lock. 

Rescue Possibilities - Here, one has to focus one’s 
attention on evaluating the dummies’ position after the LITERATURE 

crash. Often the dummies are caught between dashboard ¯ 

and seat and can only be removed with difficulties. [1] auto motor und sport: !3berleben in der Golf- 
Klasse. Heft 16/1993 

[2] FOCUS: Qberleben, wenn es kmcht. Heft 
Fire Risk 

29/1993 

Apart from determining the actual situation on hand, ¯ 

one must also present possible fire causes - if noticeable - [3] Hupfer, P.; Richter, R.; Wech, L.: Das ECV- 

and their consequences in order to be able to judge the Crashsystem des TIStV Bayern. Automobiltechnische 

risk potential as objectively as possible. From practical Zeitschicift 94 (1992)5, S. 260-268 

experience we know that in the case of passenger cars, 
there are mainly two sources for the fire risk ¯ [4] Zwipp, H.: Passive Sicherheit: Fortschritte und 

Forderung aus der Sicht des Unfallchirurgen. ¯ 

Electric lines                                        Medizinische Hochschule Hannover 
Fuel systems 

The fire risk, caused by design weaknesses is evaluated by 
determining the actual situation and by correspondingly 

¯ commenting on the causes. 

¯ 
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Fig. 6.1: Structure of the evaluation scheme 
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Study on a Vehicle Body Structure for Passive Safety 
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Japan 
94-$8-O-03 

ABSTRACT of the compartment, and to absorb impact energy with 
deformation of the vehicle body around the front end struc- 

The objective of this paper is to examine a stiffer ture. ¯ 

passenger compartment for a frontal collision impact force, Thus a vehicle body in crash can be divided functionally 
and a more efficient front end structure of the vehicle body into two parts: one is to suppress crush and the other is to 
for absorption of the impact energy, support deformation. Evaluating each structure individu- 

For design of the former, a sizing optimization analysis ally is efficient for design. 
based on the fully stressed design is applied to determine In this paper, a vehicle body is divided into a passenger 
the properties of the members that constitute the compart- compartment and a front end for study. First, an ¯ 

ment. In this calculation, the balance between the example is presented in which the dimensional requirements 
strength of the floor side member and the impact force is of floor structure are calculated under some restraint of 
reviewed, conditions. It is followed by another presentation in 

For design of the latter, impact energy absorption which hybrid side members of steel and FRP composite 
efficiency is increased by "hybrid" members composed of materials increase the absorption efficiency of impact 
steel and fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composite materials, energy.                                                  ¯ 

The relationship between the energy absorption character- 
istics and fiber distribution angle is determined by collapse DESIGN OF PASSENGER COMPARTMENT 
tests using simple specimens made of steel tubes with STRUCTURE 
FRP adhered to their inner surfaces. To evaluate the 
effect of energy management based on these preliminary To determine the necessary properties of structural 
tests, a dynamic collision test is conducted with the front members and arrange them to respond properly to an 
end structure consisting of hybrid members, impact force on the passenger compartment, a design with 

Finite Element Method (FEM) is performed. Here the 
INTRODU CTION sizing optimization analysis ~:z) is applied under restrictions 

of linear-static analysis. Because the compartment to 
In recent years, improvement in crashworthiness has be studied is an area in which undue deformation is sup- 

become an important issue in automobile design. It is pressed, a sufficient parameter study should be made on ¯ 

generally said that l.arger, heavier vehicles arc safer than the structure even under the linear-static analysis conditions. 
smaller, lighter ones. Lighter vehicles, however, is For optimization, a general-purpose computer code 
needed to reduce the adverse effects on the environment, is conducted, based on the fully stressed design that is one 
Hence it is important to study the enhancement of crash.- of the so-called optimality criteria methods. The 

worthiness and the promotion.of weight reduction, which method is to minimize the weight of the structure indirectly 
seem to be contradictory to each other, by renewing the design variables at a ratio of the newest ¯ 

A frontal collision, which most frequently occurs in stress to the feasible one. The method features a simple 
the real world, is selected in this study. The excessive algorithm, short calculation time, and quick convergence, 
intrusion into the passenger compartment in frontal impacts although side constraint conditions other than stresses 

is not desirable for crashworthiness. One method to cannot be treated. 
prevent the behavior is to increase the stiffness and strength 

¯ 
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side ~ember offset 
Calculation of Skeleton Member Model 

~~. floor 
Figure 1 shows the calculation model with three- 

s/member 
dimensional skeleton members for design at an initial A ~" = ~ill side 
stage. Here a passdnger compartment structure that 

~ 
~ 

affects the survival space of front seat passengers in frontal 
collision is modeled with the beam elements of FEM. 
A vehicle body structure is generally a thin-walled structure 

assembled of thin plates with weldings. Here, however, 
it is replaced by solid circular cross-section beams of Original 

equivalent properties. In this case, the solution, i.e., 
the design variable, is given by the distribution of the 
diameters of the circular beams. 

Case B : Optimum structure 

w/o offset 

Figure 2. Distribution of cross-section diameter 

.Symmetrically 

restrained 

Fixed 

Sill side 

Floor side member 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional skelton model Original 

Under the load and restraint conditions shown in 
Figure 1, the sizing optimization calculation is carried out 
for two cases: Case A in which a lateral offset of the floor Case B : Optimum structure 

side members to the loaded point exists in the plan view w/o offset 

and Case B in which the offset is absent. In this way, Figure 3. Distribution of stress 
the position and size of the enlarged cross-section that 
most effectively suppresses the deformation are obtained. (1) For both Cases A and B, the cross-sectional area of 
For the distribution of cross-sections on which the calcu- the floor side member is increased to augment the 

lation isbased, data from a vehicle model is used as the strength of the passenger compartment for an 
original model. The calculation conditions are shown impact force in a frontal collision. The 
below, maximum value of stress after the cross-section 

has been altered is half the original, which indicates 
Sizing Optimization Method: Fully Stressed Design the strength can be considered to be twice the 
Design Variables: Diameter of Solid Circular Beam original. 
Constraint Conditions: The eross-sectional properties (2) The weight difference between Cases A and B is 

of an original structure are used as parameter and nominal. Primarily, the increase in weight from 
the.target strength, is set at twice that of the original the original for Case B is less than that for Case A. 
in this study. Due to constraint conditions, however, the 

cross-sectional area of the brace that connects the 
The weight and displacement of the loaded point in floor side member with the sill side does not 

the loading .direction, the distribution of cross-section di- reduce, and as a result, the weight difference is 
ameter and the stress distribution after the calculation are small between both cases. 
shown in Figures 2 ~ 4. As already mentioned, Case A (3) A reduction in displacement of the loaded point in 
has a lateral offset while Case B has no such offset, the loading direction is greater for Case B than for 
The calculation results provide the following: Case A. For Case B, it is approximately half the 

original. 
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~ weight ratio 

~ displacement ratio 
side 1.2 

1.0 

0.8 
o 

~ 0.6 Front ~ member 

0.4 

Forward~ 
Floor 

0.2 RH ¯ Floor side member 

0.0 
Original Case A Case B ~ Figure. 5 Sketch of floor side member 

Figure. 4 Weight and displacement ratio 

Calculation of Shell Model 

Symmetrically 
The structure without a lateral offset of floor side restrained 

member to the impact point in plan view is applied to a / ° 
passenger compartment structure constructed of welded thin 
steel plates. In this case, the ground clearance of the 
original vehicle is considered, resulting in the structure 
shown in Figure 5. 

To optimize the plate thickness distribution of the 
structure with a three-dimensional FEM model, a stress 
analysis is conducted using a shell model of the original 

Figure 6. Calculation model 
Fixed 

vehicle, which is then compared with the static load test 
in the elastic region for verification of the model, 

of passenger compartment 

The calculation model is shown in Figure 6. 
The total degrees of freedom of this model axe approximately 

35000, and the spot weldings are not modeled. The test cell 
conditions are shown in Figure 7. A comparison of 
the calculation stress and test results that is measured with 
strain gauges is presented in Figure 8. 

A detailed mesh division and zooming analysis of a 

of the stress analysis. The model as shown in Figure 6 
is appropriate, however, a sizing optimization for plate 

Specimen 
thickness distribution of the vehicle body is performed. 

Figure 9 shows the calculation model of the original Figure 7. Static load test condition 

structure and the modified one, in the latter, the load share 
on the floor side member is increased. .The plate 

100 o 
thickness distribution to increase the strength of these 
models under minimum weight is calculated by the sizing 
optimization. The calculation conditions are listed ~ / /    0 
below. "~ / (~ 0 

~ 50        /O 
Sizing Optimization Method: Fully Stressed Design 
Design Variables: Thickness for Each Member 
Constraint Conditions: The thickness of the original 

structure is treated as parameter and the target strength 1~ / / 
is set at twice that of the original in this study. 

0 50 100 
Stress of test (MPa) 

Figure 8. Comparison of calculation and test 
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¯ The specimen is loaded quasi-statically by forced 
displacement of a rigid wall, and the collapse load is 
measured by load-cells. Figures 11 and 12 show the 
test conditions and the obtained load-displacement relation- 

"~Forward ship, respeetively. 
Figure 12 illustrates that the maximum strength in 

¯ collapse is about 50% higher, and the amount of energy 

center’line 
absorbed prior to the displacement of 0.25 m is approxi- 

Original mately 30% higher than that of the original structure. 

floor side member Although the strength is about double in the linear 
static calculation, the collapse strength is approximately 
1.5 times the original. In the specimen, stress concen- 

¯ tration occurs at the spot welding points, and the plate is 
buckled locally. In the calculation, however, the stress 
distribution is uniform as compared with that of the actual 

"~F-0--Forward structures, and local buckling is not considered. This 
can be considered to be the reason for the diffewaace between 
the actual collapse strength and the strength obtained by 

¯ center" line calculation. 

Modified 
floor side member 

Figure 9. Calculation model of original and Load cell 
modified structure (viewed in plan) 

¯ 

100 - 

~    12.0kg ~ 9.4kg 

"~80- 
~ initial structure Passenger compartment 

¯ #-~ (Specimen) mm optimum ~ o 
Figure 11. Quasi-static compression 

~: , ofignal structure 
test of the vehicle body 

~ optimum 

( modified structure 

¯ Figure 10. Comparison of weight 

The maximum value of the stress after the sizing 
~ 150 f~modified optimization is approximately half the initial value. Thus 

the strength is considered to approximately double in the ~ 100 r-"~~-----~--~ ~ 
¯     conditions of linear static calculation. Figure 10 shows             ~ 

50           original 
that, although at least a 12 kg increase in weight is 
required to increase the strength of the original structure, , ~ ~ 
the increase in weight can be limited to 9.4 kg by expanding 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

the cross-section of the floor side member and optimizing Vehicle body deformation (m) 

the plate thickness. The maximum plate thickness is Figure 12. Force - deformation curve 
¯ approximately 3 mm. 

Validation of Passenger Compartment Strength 

Thee collapse strength of the structure calculated by 
the sizing optimization with three-dimensional shell model 

~ is confirmed by testing. The specimen is a modified 
body of the base vehicle. 
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DESIGN OF FRONT STRUCTURE                                  50.8                                                 ¯ 
_.      _~                       ~. 55.0.. 

2.9 (FRP) In current general compact-car structures, about 70% 
of the impact energy in a frontal collision is absorbed by 

~-~0 
the crush of skeleton members at the front of the vehicle 
body. Among these ~keleton members, the front side 

members contribute significantly by absorbing approxi- ~ ’ ¯ 
mately 80% of this energy 3). 

The front side members are usually made of metal .- ..~. 
such as steel or aluminum, and some studies have found !’ 

that a structure with FRP composite materials is comparable hybrid combination steel 
or superior to a structure with metal in energy absorption 

Figure 13. Cylindrical specimen 
potential. ¯ 

FRP composite materials, however, have been used 
for items such as skin panels, and hoods, primarily 141.2 
semi-structural applications 4).     This is due to the 

problem of incorporating FRP items to a vehicle body 
structure made mostly of metal. Although they can be 
mounted by riveting and bonding when used as semi- ~ 80 . 
structural members, they must be mounted integrally with 

~ 60 
the body structure when applied to the main structural 
body such as front side members. ~ ~ 40 

Therefore application of FRP composite materials ~ ~ 20 . 

0 with high impact energy absorption efficiency to a body + 15" +75" 5= 15"/5=75" 0"/90" steel’only 
structure is studied using hybrid side members made by Distribution angle of fiber ¯ 
adhering FRP to a steel member wall. 

Figure 14. Specific compression strength 

Preliminary Tests 

It is considered that fibers of FRP with the possibility 
~ 80 . of application to automobiles are glass fiber, graphite 

fiber and Kevlar fiber. One study 5) reports the ¯ ~ brid 
relationship between energy absorption characteristics and 
the kinds and distribution angles of fibers.    This 
experiment investigates the behavior using a simple tube 
FRP specimen with these fibers as reinforcement and 
epoxy resin as the matrix. In the study, the collapse ~ ¯ 
properties of a total of 27 kinds of FRP tubes are investi- 5= 15" 5=75" 5= 15"/+75" 0"/90" steel only 

gated, and the results indicate that graphite FRP tends to Distribution angle of fiber 
be higher than the other two FRP materials in specific Figure 15. Mass-specific energy absorption 
compressive strength and mass-specific energy absorption 
in both static and dynamic load conditions. In this 
study, therefore, graphite FRP with an epoxy resin matrix ¯ 
is adopted. 

The outline of cylindrical specimens for use in the 
preliminary static load test is shown in Figure 13. The 
left oneis a hybrid specimen made by attaching a prepreg- 
mat of graphite FRP on the inside of a steel tube, then 
heating and curing it. For comparison, specimens of ¯ 
steel and a combination of steel and resin without adhesion 
are also prepared as shown in the same figure. 

hybrid steel 

Figure 16. Deformatiom mode of specimen 

¯ 
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¯ Four types of fiber distribution angles are investigated, cylindrical specimen shown above. 
and are shown in the test results (Figures 14 - 16). The The preliminary tests indicate that a hybrid structure 
results ob~ined are as follows, where the fibers are distributed at angles of 0° /90° 

(1) The specific compressive strength and mass-specific enhances energy absorption efficiency. The advantage 
energy absorption of the hybrid members are higher of the hybrid, is partly due to the FRP itself which is 
than those of the o~her two members, lighter and higher in both compressive strength and eaergy 

¯ (2) The specific compressive strength of the hybrid absorption efficiency. Further advantage comes from 
members is about 1.7 to 3.3 times that of a steel the fact that the continuous fibers of FRP restrain the 
tube. ¯ It is approximately 1.1 to 1.5 times that crush of the steel panel toward the out-of-plane direction. 
of a member made simply by a combination of 
steel and FRP without adhesion. Analysis of Hybrid Side Member Collision 

(3) The mass-specific energy absorption of hybrid 

¯ members is about 1.5 to 1.7 times that of a steel To study a vehicle body structure efficiently, numerical 
tube. It is approximately 1.1 to 1.4 times that calculation such as Finite Element (FE) analysis is indis- 
of the combination, pensable. However analyzing an FRP structure by FE 

(4) The hybrid member with fibers distributed at angles analysis is generally difficult, because FRP composite 
÷ o 0o of _ 15 /±75° or / 90° has both the materials collapse by a combination of fracture processes 

highest specific compressive strength and mass- and discontinuities by crack propagation, whereas metal 
¯ specific energy absorption among these hybrid structures collapse with plastic buckling. Fo~ analysis 

members, in this study, therefore, the FRP is .replaced with steel 
(5) In crush mode, the hybrid members collapse with a collapse load that is equivalent to FRP collapse 

more stably and progressively than the steel load. This method is very simple. Although the 
tulle. FRP layer of the hybrid member tends to delaminate 

partially in axial compression, the hybrid member overall 
displays folding collapse behavior similar to metal tubes. 

~_~ 150 

O~ Static Thus replacing the FRP with steel is considered an 
¯ : Dynamic effective analysis method. 

~o.., 100 ~,~ Figure 17 and 18 show the relationship between the 

~ ,..~- "" collapse load and member plate thickness obtained when a 

¯ ~ 50 

~ 

straight frame in roughly the same form as the front side 
member of a vehicle is compressed in the axial direction. 

Figure 17 shows the increase of load to the increments of 
0 

0 +1.0 +2.0 steel plate thickness and Figure 18 presents that to a 

Increment of steel plate thickness (mm) 
thickness of FRP layer to be adhered.    From these 
figures, it can be found that the FRP adopted this time of 

Figure 17. Relation between collapse load 1 mm thickness is equivalent to a steel plate of ap- 

¯ and steel plate thickness increment proximately 0.6 mm thickness. ¯ This indicates that, 
considering the mass density of the material, the increase 
in weight of a hybrid member is approximately one-third 

~ 150 O : Static that of a steel member when impact energy absorption is 
¯ :Dynamic to be increased by the same amount. Figure 19 ~ 100 illustrates a FEM model for collision analysis of the front 

¯ ~ ~ end structure. The half-model consists of the front end 
structure including shock-tower. The number of elements 

~ 50 is about 6700. Approximately the forward 300 nun of 
the front side member corresponds to the hybrid member,. 

0 0 
1.0 2.0 The plate thickness of that area is taken as a parameter. 

Thickness of FRP layer (mm) Major studies include the deceleration, crush mode, etc., 

¯ of a vehicle body when frontally collided against a rigid 
Figure 1.8. Relation between collapse load barrier. 
and FRP layer thickness Figure 20 shows the relationship between maximum 

vehicle deceleration and maximum deformation and the 
Based on the results mentioned above, a similar test FRP thickness. As the FRP thickness increases to 2.0 

is performed on a hat-sectioned thin-walled member cot- mm, the vehicle body deceleration increases and the amount 

¯ responding in shape to the structural member of a vehicle of crush decreases.    When the FRP plate thickness 
body. The results are similar to the test results of the increases over 2.0 mm, however, increase in vehicle body 
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deceleration peaks and the amount of crash increases. This ¯ 

is because the crush mode changes from a folding collapse 
mode to a bending collapse mode. 

Symmetrically. 
restraine~d. / ~ 

¯ 

J Side member 
Figure 21. Sled test of front end structure 

Figure 19. Calculation model of 
front end structure 

~_. 
0 : deceleration 

~ ~ 200 

. 

"~ 500- O: deformation- 250 ,~ ~ 

~ 400 200 =o "~ 100 
"=~ 300 - 150 "~ 

’~ 

~ 200- ~ -100 ~o ~ ¯ 
"~ 100 
~                - 50 "~ 

0 0.2    0.3 0.4 ¯ 
× Displacement (m) ~          I     I     I     I     0 
~ 0" 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 

Figure 22. Relationship between sled deceleration 
Thickness of FRP layer (mm) and displacement at 25 km/h collision test 

Figure 20. Calculation result ¯ 

As mentioned above, the results confirm that, using 
hybrid side members integrating steel and FRP composite 

Validation by Collision Te~st materials, the front end structure of a vehicle body can 
absorb impact energy more stably and efficiently. 

The front end structure of a vehicle having hybrid 
side members obtained by the preliminary test and analysis C 0 N CL U S I 0 N S ¯ 

mentioned above is collision tested. For the test, the 
front end structure is installed on a stiff sled and frontally To increase safety in frontal collision, the passenger 
collided against a rigid wall. The test conditions are compartment structure and front end structure of a vehicle 
shown in Figure. 21. Approximately the forward 300 arc studied. 
mm portion of the front side members is the hybrid The results obtained are as follows. 

¯ member made by adhering FRP of 2.0 nun on a steel (1) To obtain a stiffer and lighter passenger compart- 
panel of 1.4 mm. The direction of the FRP fibers is ment structure, a sizing optimization analysis is 
0° /90° with the impact direction taken as 0 * adopted to study the arrangement and size of the 

Figure 22 shows the relationship between the decel- members. This study indicates that an increase 
eration and displacement of the sled. This figure shows in load share on the floor side member effectively 
that incorporation of hybrid side members which is "mod- increases the collapse strength of the passenger 
ified" in the figure increases the average collapse load by compartment. ¯ 

about 70 % and reduces the amount of crush by about 40 (2) To increase the impact energy absorption efficiency 
% from the original structure. Also, the crush mode of the. front end structure of a vehicle body, a 
after collision indicates that the front end of the side hybrid side member structure made of steel and 
members is collapsed in a folding mode. This achieves FRP composite material is investigated. 
an increase in the average load and a reduction in the Results confirm that the hybrid structure provides 

¯ deformation. .efficient and stable energy absorption characteristics 
at the stage of component testing. 

¯ 
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¯ For enhancing the safety of occupants against colli- 
sion, crash energy management for a vehicle body is one 
of the major requirements. Some knowledge of crash 
energy management can be obtained by adoption of sizing 
optimization analysis ahd FRP composite materials. Fur- 
ther study, however, is required to make use of these 

¯ results in production vehicles. Development of FRP 

composite materials with regard to energy absorption mech- 
anism and method to predict the amount of energy absorbed 
have been initiated only recently, although some analysis 
results have been presented. These materials are considered 
to have higher functional potential. It must be noted, 

¯ however, that significant research and development in the 
fields of productivity, heat-resistance, durability and recy- 
cling are required to expand the application of FRP com- 
posite materials in production basis. 
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¯ 

ABSTRACT not allow to derive straightforward the force generated 

by the car body during the impact. 
In this paper, a mathematical model is presented in To analyse the existing correlation between the vehicle 
order to evaluate the force-deformation characteristics crash pulse and this mass variation, a dynamometric 
of car structures in 0° frontal crashes using a barrier is needed to collect experimental force vs time ¯ 
dynamometric barrier, and force vs deformation diagrams as a base to calculate 
The method correlates the crash force with the car mass the actual pushing mass vs time/deformation curve. 
variation and the deceleration curve. A very simple and usefull test configuration to study 
Essentially, the model divides the crash pulse in two these aspects of crash behaviour is the 0* perpendicular 
different parts: the first one (approximately the rigid barrier, at a speed of 30 mph. 
progressive deformation of the front structure) from ¯ 
0-time to the beginning of the passenger compartment MATItEMATICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
deformation; the second one (approximately the 
progressive deformation of the compartment itself) from Data Sample and Test Instrumentation 
the    beginning of the passenger compartment 
deformation to the maximum deformation of the car. The analysis is based on 11 tests, chosen to include in 
Experimental data sample allows to find, using a the data sample a very large range of vehicles. ¯ 
multi-linear regression analysis, a statistical correlation The sample does not cover vehicles with a longitudinal 
between car masses and average mass variation, engine. A preliminary screening of calculated mass 
Extension of this method to off-set, angular or fifll 0° variation demonstrated that lay-out motion is extremely 
frontal crashes without using a dynamometric barrier is different between transverse engines and longitudinal 
also discussed, engines. As a consequence, the analysis has to be 

¯ 
carried out separately for the two different engine 

INTRODUCTION architectures to have omogeneous data. 
In this paper only transverse engine models are derived. 

Vehicle crashworthiness is one of the most important 

factors which influence the occupant injury severity and The instrumentation and the available data are common 
the performance of restraint systems [1]. in all the tests and are in the following briefly ¯ 
The tool most frequently used to evaluate the summarized: 
crashworthiness is the analysis of the vehicle 
deceleration curve in different impact configurations a) structural decelerations measured on door sills in 
against rigid or deformable barriers [2], [3]. forward/rear, left/right locations using monoaxial 
Vehicle deceleration is influenced on one hand by test accelerometers along vehicle x-axis (called rispectively 
speed, vehicle weight, inclination of barrier surface and PAIX, PP1X, PA2X, PP2X); ¯ 
overlap between the vehicle and the barrier. On the b) tunnel front end deceleration (near the intersection 
other hand, deceleration is strictly correlated to the with the firewall) measured with triaxial accelerometers 
stiffness of the front structural members, the lay-out of (called TNAX,Y,Z); 
rigid components (such as engine, drive train, battery, c) engine top deceleration measured with monoaxial 
etc.) and the stiffness of passenger compartment [4]. accelerometers along vehicle x-axis (called MOSX); 
All these factors contribute to determine the d) dynamometric 0° flat barrier, including 18 load cells ¯ 
interactions between vehicle structural parts and lay-out (measuring loads along impact direction), which allow 
components and therefore the motion of various vehicle to calculate the total impact force against the barrier 
masses during the particular crash event, called FTOT; 
During a frontal crash, the real pushing mass is a e) high speed camera films (1000 fps). 
function of time, because important parts of the car are 
stopped against the barrier far earlier than the Accelerometers are showed in fig. 1 and the 
passenger compartment. This variation in mass does dynamometric barrier is presented in fig. 2. 
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¯ Mass Variation Curve Determination: the . mathematical equation (1), that theoretically has a finite 

Mathematical Approach instable value when car velocity approaches zero, that is 
when there is the maximum car x-displacement. 

To obtain the mass variation curve, a mathematical As a consequence, the final loading mass vs time 

method is applied, that allows to calculate the force histories rna(t) shown in figures 6 - 7 - 8 are corrected in 

¯ 
Fe(t) generated by the car body during the impact, the following way: at the beginning, by substituting mass 

starting from the car deceleration curves and the values higher than mv (initial car weight)with my itself; 

diagram of the barrier force Fb(t). at the end, by interrupting the mass calculation at the 

Integrating the average car body deceleration a(t) (e.g. last instant when the asymptotic trend does not show 

the average value between PP1X and PP2X, f~xed in instability and extending that calculated mass value till 

undeformed areas of rear door sills), the car velocity.vs the end of the crash. 

¯ time curve v(t) is availabl.e in order to apply the 
following Momentum equation: As already mentioned, starting from these mass vs time 

history ma(t), it is possible to calculate the force Fe(t) 

mv * vo ~- oft Fb(t) dt generated by the car structure during the impact using 

(1) ma’(t) ......... the simple formula: 

v(t) 
¯                                                                 (2)     Fe(t) = a(t) * ma(t) 

where rna’(t) is the actual pushing mass at time t, rnv is 

the initial vehicle weight and v0 is the initial car speed, where a(t) is the average car body deceleration, 

Figures n° 3 - 4 - 5 show selected examples of pushing measured with PP1X and PP2X accelerometers. 

mass curve for small, medium and large vehicles. Fig, 9 - 10 - 11 show selected examples of Fe vs time and 

The pattern of all these diagrams is approximatively the Fe vs displacement diagrams. 
¯     same and it is. clear that the first important decrease of 

loading mass is concentrated between 15 ms and F1, F2: a Simplified Mathematical Model to Assess 

40-45 ms. Vehicle Structural Behaviour 

In fact, the engine deceleration data MOSX show very 

dearly that in general the transverse engine block begins The force Fe(t) is an important parameter to evaluate 

to hit the barrier between 15 ms and 20 ms and it is the crashworthiness of a vehicle and to compare 
¯ completely stopped around 35-40 ms. different types of architectural solutions or to assess the 

At the beginning and at the end of engine motion, a effectiveness of modifications on a given structure. 

vibration movement of the engine is normally visible due In fact, Fe(t) is strictly and directly connected with the 

to the rebound phenomena against the rigid barrier, that structural performance of the body in white. 

substantially influences the mass variation, causing a In order to conveniently apply this tool in designing new 

¯ waving of the mass curve, vehicles and to simplify the analysis of crash event, the 

After this first phase, loading mass continues its actual vehicle deformation characteristics is divided in 

decrease in a smoother and more regular manner; this is two principal phases, as shown in fig. 12. 

due to the progressive stacking up of other mechanical These two phases are separated at the point where 

components, such as wheels, suspensions, battery, and of acceleration level increases abruptly. At that instant, 

the front structural components, such as front members, the engine, stopped by the barrier, begins to load the 

¯ suspension turrets and other structures that interfaces firewall; the rear end of the front structure and 

frontal frame with passenger compartment frame, mechanical components (such as suspensions) start to 

Also in this second phase, a common mass curve shape intrude into passenger compartment. 

is recognizable, except for some particular cases. At this stage, generally, steering wheel intrusion also 

The mass vs time history needs some specific attention begins, caused by waist line deformation and by 

in the first 10 ms and in the fmal part of the crush, interaction between engine lay-out and steering box. 

~ During the first milliseconds, an absurd mass growing A carefull comparison between engine deceleration 

over the nominal car weight is visible. The reason for (MOSX), car body deceleration (PPIX and PP2X), 

this surprising behaviour is simply a measuring error of tunnel front end deceleration (TNAX,Y,Z) and analysis 

load cells during the initial transient phase, when the of high speed films allows to identify the time instant tl, 

first car vs barrier contact could cause not realistic that separates the first deformation phase from the 

vibration peaks, second one. 

¯ During the last milliseconds, on the contrary, the mass In this model, the first phase is approximately the 

curve presents an asymptotic behaviour, due to the progressive deformation of the front structure, from 
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0 time to tl; the second phase is approximately the In order to apply the F1, F2 model, it is however 
progressive deformation of the compartment, from tl necessary to know Fb(t), measured with a dynamometric 
time up to the maximum deformation of the car vs the barrier. In fact, the mass variation curve is the starting 
barrier, t2 (at this time, car body velocity is equal to point of the present investigation. 
zero). Trying to find a solution of this problem, a statistical 
Each phase of deformation can be roughly rapresented analysis of experimental data sample and the extension 
by a simplified rectangular area, as shown in fig. 12. of statistical results from 0° flat barrier test to angled 
The average force levels F1 and F2, respectively in the and offset barrier tests are discussed. 
first and in the second period, are determined in such a 

way that the area of each rectangular corresponds to the STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
actual vehicle deformation characteristics in terms of 
energy conservation. The Statistical Approach 
In other words, F1 and F2 can be calculated using the 

following equations: A multi-linear regression analysis is applied to the 
present sample of 11 flat barrier tests to verify if a 

(3a) E1 = 0 ~ tl Fe(s) ds F1 = El/st1 statistical correlation between car masses and average 
mass variation during crash event can be found; in 

(3b)E2 = tl~t2Fe(s)ds F2 = E2/(st2-stl) particular, the final goal is to express the defined 
average masses ml and rn2 as a linear function of 

where El, E2 are the deformation energies absorbed by vehicle components weights. 
the structure respectively during the first and the second The first step of this work is the definition of the most 
phase, st1 is the vehicle x-displacement at time tl, st2 is suitable parameters that can be used in the multi-linear 
the vehicle x-displacement at time t2. regression analysis. 
Then, the average loading masses rnl and m2 It is dear that a very large range of possibifities exists 
corresponding to F1 and F2 are estimated using the and the model could be extremely complicated; for 
following equations: example engine, gear box, front/rear suspensions, 

wheels, chassis structure are some of the car 
(4a) rnl = F1/aml (4b) rn2 = F2/arn2 components or groups of components that can be 

considered for this purpose. 
where am1 and am2 are the average decelerations in the However, there is a serious risk to build an unnecessary 
two crash periods. Table I presents ml and rn2 values complicated model using an approach like this. 
for all the cases of the sample. In order to define a simple and useful model, the 
This simplified mathematical approach allows to assess front/rear axle and total weights were chosen. 
separately the stiffnesses of front structure and The following expressions have been investigated in 
passenger compartment and to evaluate the right ratio order to defme the most suitable choice of parameters: 
between them to garantee a progressive structural 
collapse; obviously, the average passenger compartment a) linear regression: 
stiffness F2 must be higher than the average frontal 
stiffness F1, but optimum F1/F2 ratio can vary from (5) mls = fl(mv) m2s = f2(mv) 
0.5 to 0.75 according to overlap quantity and barrier 
angle. Furthermore, after having defined structural b) multi-linear regression: 
target values for the F1/F2 ratio in a particular crash 

condition, it is possible in a simple and quick way to (6) mls = fl(mv, rnva) m2s = f2(rnv, mva) 
understand if structural elements are too weak or too 
stiff in front end area rather than in the compartment (7) mls = fl(mv, mvp) m2s = f2(mv, mvp) 
one, assuming to consider lay-out and loading masses as 

constants. (8) mls = fl(mva, mvp) m2s = f2(rnva, mvp) 
The described model is applicable also dividing the 
crash event in more than two phases. In this case, the (9) rnls = fl(rnv, mva, mvp) m2s = f2(mv, mva, mvp) 
most usefull time instants to assess structural 
crashworthiness can be identified in different ways and where rnls and m2s are the statistically estimated 
optimized according to the particular structural loading masses respectively in the first and in the second 
architecture, part of impact, mv is the total vehicle Weight, mva is the 
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¯ vehicle front axle weight and mvp is the vehicle rear axle For a small size vehicle, rnl is 594 kg and mls is 604, 

weight, with a difference of +2%; m2 is 457 kg and rn2s is 

The final outputs of this investigation are the numerical 436 kg, with a difference of -3%. For a large size 

coefficients multiplying rnv, rnva and rnvp in each vehicle, rnl is 1172 kg and mls is 1155, with a difference 

expression and the relative statistical correlation of -1%; rn2 is 896 kg and rn2s is 845 kg , with a 

¯ coefficient, estimated with the average square deviation difference of -4% (all differences are calculated as a 

method, percentage of the total car weight my). 
This means that it is possible to evaluate a reasonable 

Results Analysis and Applications approximation of the average loading masses and then 
the average structural forces F1, F2, even if a 

The results reported in table II clearly show that the dynamometric barrier is not available. 

¯ loading masses ml and rn2 are well reproduced by each Therefore, the presented simplified mathematical model 

one of the five statistical equations.    In fact, the of structural crash behaviour can be widely used in order 

correlation cofficients are always higher than 0.9 (in the to improve crash performances of existing structures in 

best cases arotmd0.96-0.98). 0° fiat barrier test or to design new structural 

However, the best approximation is represented by architectures at a very early stage, when it is important 

expression (8) that simply allows to calculate ml and m2 to correctly define the target stiffness level of the body in 

¯ as a function of the front axle weight mva and the rear white and the equilibrium between the frontal and the 

axle weight rnvp; expression (9), that includes also passenger compartment strength. 

vehicle total weight rnv, is not considered (even if it has 
correlation coefficients a little higher than (8)) for two Applicability of the Method to Asymmetric Tests 

reasons.    The first is the presence of a negative 
coefficient in the definition of m2s, physically not The extension oft he outlined method to asymmetric test 

¯ acceptable. The second is that the vehicle weight is configurations, such as offset or angular tests, is a very 

perfectly defined by mva and rnvp, as a matter of fact; interesting subject. 

the introduction of mv does not produce any rilevant The kinematics of engine lay-out components during 

advantage and does not provide further statistical these type of impacts is obviously different, because of 

information. The correlation coefficients of the chosen significant rotation movements of lay-out in vertical and 

¯ expression (8) are respectively 0.992 for rnls and 0.969 horizontal planes, that are minimal in a full-frontal 

for m2s. perpendicular test. In addition, expecially in angular 

As expected, in the statistical expressions of either test configurations, rotations of the vehicle body can 

loading masses ml or rn2, the contribution of rnvp is occur during the deformation and can influence the 

much higher than mva. pushing mass value. 

In fact, the rear masses "push" the vehicle against the Therefore, rigorously the right mass variation curve 

¯ barrier during the entire impact, while mva, partly sliould be calculated applying the same mathematical 

representing the weight of engine and suspensions, loads approach previously described, dynamometric barriers 

the structure only in the first 40-45 ms, as previously measurements being available. 

mentioned in this analysis. However, it is possible to apply as a first approximation 

Finally, the chosen statistical equations that allow to the expressions of rnls and rn2s obtained with the 

calculatemls and rn2s are: statistical analysis of a sample of 0° perpendicular 
¯ barrier tests to analyse offset tests, at least for 

(10) mls = 0.33 * mva + 1.468 * rnvp comparison reasons between two different structural 
solution or reinforcement philosophy, even if absolute 

(11) m2s = 0.342 * rnva + 0.934 * mvp values are not well reproduced. 
Experience was made, with good comparative results, in 

Table III shows the values of mls and m2s for all the this specific field. 
¯ cases of the sample. However, further investigations are needed to validate 

The very low deviation obtained between ml, m2 and this approach in offset testing, collecting force data with 

rnls, m2s is an important result, especially because the dynamometric offset and angular barriers and 

analysed sample includes a very large range of vehicles, comparing the mathematical diagrams of pushing mass 

as far as tranverse engine sizes and weights are variation with the corresponding diagrams already 

concerned. " available for 0° perpendicular barrier tests. 
¯ 

Selected examples will show the accuracy of the 
proposed approximation. 

¯ 
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statistical correlation between car masses and average 
mass variation during crash event could be found. 
Two simple equations that allow to calculate ml and m2 

as a function of front axle weight rnva and rear axle 
weight mvp were derived, with good results in terms of ¯ 

statistical correlation coefficients and average masses 
approximation m ls and m2s compared with m l and m2. 

Therefore, the presented simplified mathematical model 
of structural crash behaviour can be widely used in order 
to improve crash performances of existing structures in 

¯ 
0° fiat barrier test or to design new structural 
architectures at a very early stage, even if dynamometric 
barrier and force data are not available. 
Moreover, it. is possible to apply, as a first 
approximation, the expressions of mls and rn2s obtained 
with the statistical analysis of a sample of 0° ¯ 
perpendicular barrier tests to analyse offset tests, at least 
for comparison reasons between two different structural 
solution or reinforcement philosophy, even if absolute 
values are not well reproduced. 
Experience was made, with good comparative results, in 
this specific field. ¯ 
However, further investigations are needed to validate 
this approach in offset testing, collecting force data with 
dynamometric offset and angular barriers and 

comparing the mathematical diagrams of pushing mass 
variation with the same diagrams already available for 0° 
perpendicular barrier tests. ¯ 
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ACCELEROMETERS LOCATIONS 

PAl     PPI 

Figure 1. This figure shows the location of the accelerometers used in 

the analysis of the crash pulse. 

DYNAMOMETRIC BARRIER 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 1l 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 " 

¯ 
Figure 2. The dynamometric barrier used in the 0° perpendicular crash 
tests includes n° 18 load cells measuring loads along impact direction. 

¯ 
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PUSHING MASSE CURVES: Ma’ 
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Figure 3. Pushing mass variation curve of a small size vehicle. 
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Figure 4. Pusl~g mass variation curve of a meditm~ size vehicle. 
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Figure 5. Pushing mass variation curve of a large size velficle. 
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CORRECTED PUSHING MASS CURVES: Ma 

Fi~e 6. Corrected p~g mass v~iation c~e of a sm~ s~e ve~cle. 

~~~ ================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================ 
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Fi~e 7. Corrected pus~g mass v~iation c~ve of a me&m s~e verde. 
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Fi~e 8. Corrected pus~g mass variation c~ve of a l~ge s~e verde. 
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FORCE GENERATED BY THE CAR STRUCTURE DURING THE IMPACT: Fe 

Figure 9. Force Fe generated by the car structure during the impact. 
Small vehicle size: Fe vs time and Fe vs displacement diagrams. ¯ 

¯ 
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FORCE GENERATED BY THE CAR ~STRUCTURE DURING THE IMPACT: Fe 

Figure 10. Force Fe generated by the car structure during the impact. 
Medium vehicle size: Fe vs time and Fe vs displacement diagrams. 

¯ 
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FORCE GENERATED BY THE CAR STRUCTURE DURING THE IMPACT: Fe 

Figure 11. Force Fe generated by the car structure during the impact. 
Large vehicle size: Fe vs time and Fe vs displacement diagrams. ¯ 

¯ 
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THE SIMPLIFIED MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Figure 12. The simplified mathematical model divides the actual 
vehicle deformation characteristics in two principal phases: the first 
one, from time 0 to time tl, with an average force value F1; the second 

one, from time tl to time t2, with an average force value F2. 
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TABLE. I 
This table presents ml and m2 values for all the cases of the sample, 

calculated with the simplified mathematical model. 

VEHIC. N° MV MA MP T1 T2    V0    M1 %M1 M2 %M2 
[kg] [kg] [kg] [ms] [ms] [km/h] [kg] vsMT [kg] vsMT         ¯ 

1 715 391 324 41 80 48.59 594 83 457 64 

2 785 450 335 39 78 48.29 603 77 454 58 
3 788 435 353 .40 94 ........ 48,67 685 87- 477 61 
4 791 463 328 33 82 48.72 660 83 490 62 Q 
5 822 500 322 40 62 48:85 596 72 510 62 

6 874 563 311 40 68 48.47 732 84 616 71 
7 1015 603 412 40 72 48.62 820 81 592 58 
8 1037 686 351 39 .76 48.92 782 75 524 51 

9 1113 627 486 .48 104 .48.75 912 82 669 60 . 

10 1413 848 565 42 82 48.86 1090 77 732 52 
11 1433 833 600 43 88 48.72 1172 82 896 62 

I 

TABLE II 
This table presents the numerical coefficients multiplying mv, rna and 

mp in the statistical expressions, as well as the correlation coefficients 
estimated with the average square deviation method. 0 

Numerical " Numerical Numerical 
Statistical cofficient cofficient cofficient    Correlation 

expression for ma for mp for mv ~ coefficients 

mls = fl(mv) - - 0,775 0,982 

m2s = f2(mv) - - 0,505 0,921 

mls = fl (mv, ma) 0,029 - 0,782 0,981 

m2s = f2(mv, ma) 0,202 - 0,465 0,923 

mls = fl(mv,mp) 0,587 0,562 0,986 

m2s = f2(mv,mp) 0,476 0,397 0,915 

mls = fl(ma,mp) 0,33 1,468 0,991 
m2s = f2 (ma, mp) 0,342 0,934 0,960 

mls = fl (mv,ma, mp) 0,248 1,139 0,185 0,992 

m2s = f2(mv, ma, mp) 0,514 1,623 -0,387 0,969 
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TABLE III 
This table shows the comparison between ml, m2 and msl, ms2 

calculated as linear function of car front and rear axle weights ma, rap. 

M1 %M1 MIS %MIS DELTA M2 %M2 M2S %M2S DELTA 
N° [kg] vsMT f(ma,mp) vsMT MIS,M1 [kg] vsMT f(ma,mp) vsMT M2S,M2 

[%1                       [%1 
1 594 83    604     85     +2 457 64    436     61      -3 

2 603 77    640     82     +5 454 58    467     59     +1 

3 685 87    662     84     -3 477 61     478     61      0 

4 660 83    634     80     -3 490 62    465     59     -3 

5 596 73    638     78     +5 510 62    472     57     -5 
~       6 732 84    745     85     +1 616 70    589     67     -3 

7 820 81     804     79     -2    592 58    591     58      0 

8 782 75    741     71      -4    524 51     562     54     +3 

9 912 82    920     83     +1 669 60    668     60      0 

10 1090 77    1109    78     +1 732 52    818     58     +6 

11 1172 82    1155    81      -1    896 63    845     59     -4 



EEVC Working Group 11 Report on the Development of a Front Impact Test Procedure 

R W Lowne, (TRL) on behalf of EEVC Working Group 11 
:Transport Research Laboratory. 
.United Kingdom 

94-S8-O-05 
ABSTRACT 

Having developed a test proc~iure for side impact impact performance requirements were introduced and the 

protection, the EEVC turned its attention to improving the number offatal and serious injuries have reduced in European 

requirements for car occupant protection in frontal impacts, countries as compulsory seat belt wearing regulations have 

The potential for modifying existing Regulations was reviewed been introduced. Nevertheless, something like 15 000 ear 

but it was concluded that an entirely new, and more realistic, occupants in the European Union are killed each year in frontal 

frontal impact test incorporating dummies and biomeehanieal impacts despite the very high usage of seat belts that now 

criteria was the most likely route to vehicle designs with exists in Europe, Outside Europe, the figures for Canada and 

improved occupant proteetion. Examination of aceidentdata Japan are about 1,200 and 3300 ear occupant fatalities 

from different sources and impact test results led to the respectively in frontal impacts, while it is estimated that about 

conclusion that the most effective impact test configuration 10 000 car occupants will be killed in the United States of 

would be an offset impact into a deformable face. This report America even with full implementation of driver side airbags. 

describes the WG11 studies leading to this conclusion and the In 1990, the EEVC created a Working Group 

test programme performed to define the eenditions for this test (WG11) with the objective of determining the most beneficial 

procedure, ways in which evaluation of the performance of vehicle in front 
impacts could be improved. The group commenced by 
reviewing existing European Regulations on impact 

INTRODUCTION performance, based on available accident information and on 
the wide experience of crash performance and impact testing 

The European Experimental Vehicles Committee of the group members. 

produced its final report on the development of a side impact 
test procedure at the 12th ESV conference in 1989 (Ref 1). The Regulations considered were: 

Having completed the task of developing a test procedure 
aimed at reducing the numbers and severity of injuries in side - ECE Regulation 12 (EC Directive 74/297) Steering 

impacts, the EEVC turned its attention again to frontal assemblies. 

impacts. - ECE Regulation 14.(EC Directive 76/115) Uniform 
Impacts, where the principal direction of force is Provisions Concerning The Approval of Vehicles 

essentially frontal, constitute about two thirds of all serious or with Regard to Safety-Belt Anchorages on Passenger 

fatal car accidents, The protection of car occupants from injury Cars. 

in accidents has improved since the 1960s when the first 

¯ 
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¯ ECE Regulation 16. (EC Directive 77/541)Uniform seat belt use rates. In general, European data suggest that 
Provisions Concerning The Approval of Safety Belts frontal impacts account for between 40 and 66 percent of 
and Restraint Systems for Adult Occupants of Power- impacts causing severe or fatal injuries. Canadian data suggest 
Driven Vehicles. a lower figure for fatalities, with side impacts being more 
ECE Regulation 17. (EC Directive 74/408) Uniform frequent Some variations between eounlries can be expected, 
Provisions Concerning The Approval Of Vehicles but the general conclusion that frontal impacts are the single 

¯ With Regard To The Strength Of The Seats And Of most important type of impact in serious and fatal accidents is 
Their Anchorages. unarguable. (Refs: 2-17) 
ECE Regulation 21. (EC Directive 74/60) Uniform The car-to-car impact is the most frequent 
Provisions Concerning The Approval Of Vehicles configuration in frontal impacts, varying from 45 to 66 percent 
With Regard to Their Interior Fittings. in the references cited. Variations in distributions of object 
ECE Regulation 25. (EC 78/932) Uniform Provisions struck in these references may be due to sampling criteria or 

D Concerning The Approval Of Head Restraints genuine differences between eountries.(Refs: 2,4,9,11,14,18- 
(headrests) Whether Or Not Incorporated In Vehicle 20) 
Seats. Impacts where both longitudinal members play a 
ECE Regulation 33. Uniform provisions concerning significant part in absorbing energy probably account for less 
the approval of vehicles with regard to the behaviour than 25 percent of accidents with severe or fatal injuries. In the 
of the structure of the impacted vehicle in a head-on majority of frontal impacts only one longitudinal member is 

¯ collision, involved, with some additional loading via the engine/bulkhead 
load path in a proportion of these impacts. (Refs: 2-7,9,11- 
16,18-29). 

It was concluded that modifications to the ’component’ Consideration of the nature of loading and load paths 
regulations were unlikely to produce a large effect. The strongly suggests that the partial overlap deformable barrier 
greatest benefit was considered to be achievable through a new will provide a more realistic simulation of a typical car-to-car 
frontal impact test, more representative of the impact collision than is possible with any rigid faced barrier impact. 

¯      conditions of car-to-car front impacts. This could be regarded       A frontal impact test with a small overlap should also help to 

as a revision to Regulation 33, but the group concluded that the control intrusion in accidents with greater overlap. But a test 
test should include the use of dummies and biomeehanical with greater overlap will not guarantee good control of 
criteria, intrusion in accidents with smaller overlaps. (Refs: 2,3,5,14- 

In the interests ofimprovirlg the possibilities of future 16,19,27). 
harmonisation of test procedures, the EEVC invited the There is a consensus that intrusion is a very important 

¯ participation of experts from the governments of the United factor in the generation of more severe injuries. Injuries to the 
States of America, Canada, Japan and Australia. In addition, lower leg may be particularly affected by intrusion, and are not 
experts fromtheautomobileindnstries of Europe, the USA and currently addressed by the use of instrumented dummies. 
Japan have provided advice to the Group. Correct simulation of frontal impacts will not be achieved 

WG11 based the development of the test procedure unless the improved frontal impact test reproduces the sort of 
on reviews of accident studies and on an impact test intrusion seen in real accidents with current bodyshell design. 

¯ programme. In 1992, the European Commission indicated its This will require the test configuration to be such that the 
intention of considering a Directive based on the EEVC mechanism of loading, load paths and modes of energy 
recommendations, once these were completed. To assist the absorption are the same as in real accidents. (Refs: 2-7,9- 
development of this test procedure, the EC granted financial 12,14,15,18-20,23,27,29-32). 
aid in support of the test programme. One part of the When injuries ofAIS 2 or more are considered, the 
supported programme was a synthesis of available accident head (including the face) is the most frequently injured area 

¯ data relating to frontal impacts, particularly for drivers, according to most databases. Head and 
facial injuries caused by contact with the steering wheel are 

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT DATA probably the single most important issue in frontal impact 
protection, even for belted drivers. The use of a head injury 

About 50 source documents were considered in the criterion on instrumented dummies in a full scale crash test is 
synthesis of accident data. Some of these documents had been necessary. Some caution is necessary here though, as recent 

¯ presented to EEVC WG 11. The remaining documents were works suggests the tolerance work on which HIC was based 
highlighted by the reviewers as being relevant to the work of used very different loading conditions on the head to those 
WG11. While some differences were apparent, the papers which occur in steering wheel impacts. It is also clear that the 
show considerable areas of common observations from use of HIC or some other head injury criterion in a single 
different countries and different databases. The main whole vehicle impact test is insufficient to address the problem 
conclusions of this review can be summarised as follows:- of facial injuries, nor will it address the range of head impact 

D For car occupants, frontal impacts are still the major locations seen in real accidents. An additional component test 
cause of severe and fatal injuries even in countries with high 

¯ 
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is needed to address these other issues. (Refs: 2,4,6- ¯ 
9,11,15,16,18,23,24,29,31,33-38). Table 1 

Leg injuries are particularly important among belted Cumulative Distribution of Accidents 

drivers surviving frontal impacts, if injuries ofAIS 3 or more by Velocity Change 

are considered. They are probably the second most frequent 
type of injury. This implies that particular attention must be 
paid to the lower facia and footwell areas, and also to 

Ref Sample 
I                        AVkm/hl ¯ 

interaction with the steering assembly. The use of the femur ~0 [ ~5 [ 60 
load criterion on inslrumented dummies may help limit the risk 
of injury to the upper leg. But a significant proportion of the leg Fatal accidents 
injury problem relates to the lower leg and is not addressed by 
this criterion. A criterion controlling intrusion would be 23 Belted front seat occupants 12% 21% 32% 

without rear loading 
appropriate in the medium term, as intrusion appears to be a ~/:ranee) ¯ 
major factor in injury causation in real accidents. More 
sophisticated instrumentation in the dummy’s lower leg could 14 Restrained front seat 21% 42% 54% 

be used as well, although the problem of simulating bracing (a occupants. (UK) 

likely occurrence in real accidents) on the brake pedal may be 2s NASS data (USA) 19% 30% 45% 
difficult tO solve. (Refs: 2,4,6-9,11,15,16,18,23,24,29-31,33- 
3 8).                                                               MAIS 3+ accidents 

Chest and abdominal injuries are generally of lesser                                                                ¯ 

importance to belted drivers, though for fatally injured 
23 Belted fi’ont seat occupants 40% 51% 62% 

without rear loading 
occupants    they    are    still    important. (Refs: ~France) 

2,4,6,8,9,11,15,18,23,24,29,31,33,34) " 
For belted passengers, chest and abdominal injuries 14 Restrained front seat 50% 59% 67% 

become relatively more important, though the head and face, 
occupants. 

and to a lesser extent the legs, must still be considered. (Refs: 15 Accidents at about 50% 20% 40% 50% 

2,4,6,8,9,11,13,15,23,24,29,31,33,34). The use of intrusion car-car overlap.(Mereedes 

controlling criteria would be beneficial in terms of reducing the Benz ears, German},) 

risk of head, face and thorax injuries. One database showed 
increased risk of serious injury with intrusion of more than 
100ram. A recent analysis of the APR database used 250 mm 
as the definition of significant intrusion. However, an earlier ¯ 

analysis of the APR database showed significant effects of 
intrusion using 150 mm as the critical level. The choice of a EEVC WGI 1 IMPACT TESTS 
particular level for analysis purposes does not exclude the 
possibility of lesser amounts of intrusion having significant Following the indications from the accident studies 

effects. Overall, the various analyses imply that intrusion levels that an appropriate test would be an offset impact and that the 
as low as 100 rnm (or possibly lower) increase the risk of deformable nature of car-to-car impacts should be reproduced ¯ 
serious injury being sustained. The use of chest deceleration in the test, WG11 developed a test programme to evaluate the 
and/or chest deflection criteria would also be appropriate to most appropriate parameters for the test conditions. One of the 

control the risk of chest injury.(Refs: 2-7,9,10,14,15,17- guiding principles for the development of the test conditions 

19,23,26,27,29-32). was that, for a vehicle to perform well in the test, the design 
Several of the accident studies presented to WG11 should be such that the vehicle would perform well also in a 

have provided information regarding the distribution of A V in range of frontal impact accidents. It was appreciated that there ¯ 
accidents. These are summarised in table 1 below. Some of was a whole range of frontal impact overlap conditions and 
the figures for the table have required the interpolation of differing impacting vehicle designs, For that reason, it was not 

printed graphs, intended that the test should reproduce one specific accident 
Impact tests performed by the US Insurance Institute type, rather that the test condition would tend to direct the 

for Highway Safety and presented to WG11 indicate that the design of vehicles towards structures that would work well 

calculation of A V for partial overlap accidents, where Crash 3 under as wide a range of conditions as possible. For instance, ¯ 
is.used for this calculation, underestimates the actual velocity the design concept for the deformable element required to 
change. This meansthat the proportion of the accident sample reproduce the conditions of a car-to-car impact would be 
at or below the stated A V is likely to be an overestimate. The uniform across its width although real cars have a variable 

data indicate that, to cover around one third of all fatals and stiffness. Reproducing one specific car front, or even a 

about one half of those injured at severity AIS 3 or greater, an generalised variable stiffness, would tend to result in designs 

impact equivalent to an accident ’Crash 3" A V of 55km/h optimised to that construction. 
¯ 

would be required. 
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¯ EEVC Test Programme wheel arch and sill. If the lower edge of the face were too 
high, it could lead to variable results as rigid structures either 

The test programme used offset car-to-car impacts’as the deformed the face or dived underneath due to instability at the 
baseline for comparing various test conditions. The face edge. The height of 200mm was based on this reasoning 
performance of one car when impacting another will depend to and previous testing rather than any measure of ’typical’ car 
some extent on the design of the second car. As a baseline for front dimensions. The height of the top of the face was selected 

¯ comparison, it was decided to impact each model with another such that it would be high enough to be impacted by most ears. 
example of the same model. A 50 per cent overlap was This dimension was not considered to be critical. The 
selected for these baseline tests, not only because various minimum depth was selected to be sure that the material used 
accident studies indicated that the appropriate overlap lay for the deformable element (aluminium honeycomb)wouldbe 
between 40 and 60 per cent, but also because the higher stable. Tests using deeper barrier faces were included in the 
overlaps usually involved engine to engine or engine to programme. The test programme is shown in Table 2. Each 

¯ longitudinal impacts. Design solutions for this condition would vehicle contained two instrumented Hybrid III dummies, one 
not necessarily work for lower overlaps, whereas solutions for in the driver’s seat and the other in the front passenger seat. 
lower overlaps (say up to 40 per cent) would be likely to work The dummies were equipped with aceelerometers in the head, 
in higher overlap conditions. Fifty percent overlap was chest and pelvis, femur load cells and with the standard chest 
selected as a good compromise as, with this overlap, it was deflection transducer. In some tests, instrumented lower legs 
unlikely for there to be significant engine (o stiff member were used. The vehicles were equipped with aeeelerometers 

¯ contact for the more sensitive longitudinal engines. The impact at agreed locations on: the base of each B-pillar, the passenger 
speed was selected as 50km/h, not based on accident studies compartment tunnel and at various positions on the engine 
at that stage but for pragmatic reasons, block. Lap and shoulder seat belt forces were measured. There 

For the purposes of the development programme, was a comprehensive list of static measurements taken in order 
three vehicle models were selected which included a range of to quantify and compare the residual deformation of the 
size and engine layouts and were popular in Europe. It is important structures. 

¯ 
important to note that they. were not selected from any 
knowledge of their impact performance, neither should any Deformable Element design. 
criticism about these vehicle be inferred from the results of 
these tests since no vehicle has been designed with this test in Some preliminary testing with a range of stiffnesses 
mind at present. The vehicle types selected were a small for the barrier face material indicated that the differences 
transverse engined front wheel drive car (Fiat Uno), a medium between deformable barriers of different practical stiffnesses 
transverse engined front wheel drive car (Peugeot 405) and a were small in comparison with the difference between any of 

¯ large longitudinal engined rear wheel drive car (Ford Scorpio). these and a rigid barrier face. Thus, for pragmatic reasons, 
The test programme was designed to evaluate the the initial ’normal’ deformable element was made from 50psi 

overlap, impact speed and barrier face characteristics that aluminium honeycomb, similar to that used in the FMVSS 214 
most closely duplicated the important characteristics of these MDB face. In some preliminary tests, some strong longitudinal 
baseline tests within a limited test programme. Complementary chassis members penetrated the face, bottoming out on the 
tests were performed by the other invited participants of the rigid back plate. As this occurred very late in the impact, it was 

¯ Working Group, providing supporting evidence for the thought that this would have little effect on the collapse 
decisions taken. The programme included two review points mechanism of the structure. However, to establish whether a 
at which lessons learnt from the earlier tests could be used to deeper barrier design would have a significant and beneficial 
help to define the test conditions for subsequent tests, effect on the test method, a second layer of 250psi aluminium 

The initial dimensions of the deformable element honeycomb was placed behind the first standard layer for the 
were derived in a pragmatic way on the basis of logic and ’deep barrier’ tests. 

¯ previous experience. One possible design would be for the Finally, a third design of deformable element was 
deformable element to be pre.sent down to ground level (as is added to the programme at the second review stage. This 
the rigid face of existing impact barriers). However, this could comprised the’normal’ element with a supplementary layer of 
lead to unrealistic loads to the front wheel giving misleading 250psi material over the front of the lower half. This has been 
results as the wheel provides a loading strut through to the called the ’normal element with bumper’. 

These three designs are shown in figures 1-3. 

¯ 
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Figure 1 Normal Deformable Element. ,Figure 2 Deep Deformable Element.    Figure 3 Normal Element with Bumper 

Table 2 

EEVC WGII Test Programme for the Development of a ¯ 
Revised Front Impact Test Procedure 

Test Car Test No Overlap Speed Barrier 
Institute % (kmlh) 

BASt Fiat Uno A 50 50 car-to-car 
FIAT Fiat Uno 1 40 60 normal 
FIAT Fiat Uno 2 50 60 normal 
FIAT Fiat Uno 3 60 60 normal 
FIAT Fiat Uno 9 40 50 normal 
FIAT Fiat Uno 8 40 55 normal 
TNO Fiat Uno 19 50 55 normal 
INRETS Fiat Uno 18 40 60 deep 
BASt Fiat Uno 17 40 55 with bumper 
FIAT Fiat Uno 21 40 57.5 with bumper 

TRL Peugeot 405 B 40 50 car-to-car 
TRL Peugeot 405 C 50 50 car-to-car 
TRL Peugeot 405 D 60 50 car-to-car 
INRETS Peugeot 405 7 50 60 normal 
INRETS Peugeot 405 12 40 55 normal 
INRETS Peugeot 405 13 40 60 normal 
INRETS Peugeot 405 23 40 55 with bumper 

BASt Ford Scorplo E 50 50 car-to-car 
TNO Ford Scorplo 4 40 60 normal 
TNO Ford Scorplo 5 50 60 normal 
INRETS Ford Scorplo 6 60 60 normal 
BASt Ford Scorplo i0 40 55 normal 
BASt Ford Scorplo Ii 40 65 normal 
TNO Ford Scorpio 20 50 55 normal 
TRL Ford Scorplo 14 40 65 deep 
TRL Ford Scorpio 15 40 55 deep 
TNO Ford Scorpio 16 50 65 deep 
TRL Ford Scorplo 22 40 55 with bumper 
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¯ Summary of Testing with the Fiat Uno Concerning dummy loadings for the Fiat Uno tests a 
general remark should be made. In many tests the dummy on the 

The smallest car selected for the EC testing was a Fiat driver seat was trapped in the region of the lower extremities but 
Uno with 45 HP (FIRE) engine. The cars to be tested were bought the transducer readings remained fairly low. No clear conclusions 
from the used car market and were left hand drive cars of model could be made on the dummy measurement values, although there 
year 1990 or younger. One "baseline test" - both cars moving at 50 is good agreement between the car-to-car and the 40% overlap 

¯ km/h with an overlap of 50% - and nine ear to fixed deformable tests, particularly for the passenger. The head and chest measured 
barrier tests were to be compared to the baseline test. In three tests values showed an increase as the overlap increased. 
overlap was varied (40%, 50%, 60%) at 60 krn/h impact speed. Overall, the overlap most representative of the ear-to-ear 
One additional test was performed at 50% overlap and a slightly test was at 40 percent. 
lower speed of 55 km/h. The influenee of impact speed (50km/h, 
55 kin/h) was examined at 40% overlap. In three tests the Impact Sneed Analysis- This infiueneewas studied at 

¯ deformable element design (see figures 1 and 2) was evaluated an overlap of 40% at 50 and 55 km/h impact speed. The 40% 
under minor variation of impact speed, overlap 55 km/h test represented the acceleration levels of the ear- 

The tested vehicles were instrumented and equipped as to-car test quite well especially for the mean acceleration values at 
set out in a standard test protocol. This ear model was mainly tested 70 and 120ms. The test at 50 km/h was less severe. No or low 
at Fiat and the test data were be evaluated in a very detailed way. overloading of the engine into the firewall/turmel was observed. 

Again the higher intrusion at the waist level was observed (140 mm 

¯ Overlan Effect Analysis - Evaluation of the appropriate higher than in the ear-to-car test). 
overlap concentrated initially on the structural deformation 
observations. Barrier Design Analysis, The tests with the Fiat Uno 

showed that the forces generated by the normal EEVC element (see 
The overlap effect was studied at this vehicle at the figure 1) were too high forces at the waist level in comparison to 

relatively high impact speed of 60 km/h. Vehicle acceleration the ear-to-ear test. This caused a ’triangular’ shape of the ear 

¯ analysis was performed mainly by using mean acceleration values deformation in side view within the engine compartment, 
at 70 and 120 ms after impact. The mean aeeeleration vs time is particularly noticeable in the orientation of the engine. The 
calculated at any instant T after impact event at TO by dividing the displacements at the waist level (difference of displacements 
speed change between TO and T by (T-T,). between suspension turret and wheelbase) were 137-158 mm 

As can be expected in general the vehicle decelerations higher than those measured in the car to car test. The detailed 
were higher with higher overlap. At the highest overlap of 60% the analysis of vehicle deformations and compartment intrusions by the 

¯ individual parts of the crash pulses were different from the ear to Fiat engineers led to the requirement for the deformable element to 
car test, in the first part of the acceleration trace (16g vs 12-13 g of generate higher forces in the bumper/floor pan level. At the second 
ear to car test) as well as the second part (15g vs 10.5-11.5g). In break of test data review the deformable with a bumper simulation 
the 50% overlap test the main difference was observed in the was designed (see figure 3). The deep deformable face had been 
second part of the impact pulse with higher values of mean designed at the previous break. 
accelerations at 120ms (14g vs 10.5-11.5g). The first part of the The test against the deep barrier (40% overlap and 60 
crash pulse resulted in a slightly low value for the mean kin/h) was much severe than the car to car test. Acceleration 

¯ acceleration at 70ms due to the deformation of the element being characteristics were different from those measured in the baseline 
too large between 30 and 50ms. At the highest overlap there was test although mean accelerations at 70 and 120ms did not differ too 
evidence of overloading to the firewalFtunnel (peak of mean tunnel much. The distribution of static displacements and intrusions were 
acceleration 24.7g vs 23g of the car to ear test). With decreasing completely different to all other tests. Almost all intrusion 
overlap overloading of the engine at firewall/tunnel was lower measurements with the deep barrier were much more severe than 
(20.7 resp. 17.6g vs 23g). The extra test at 50% overlap and 55 those measured in the car-to-car test. 

¯ krn/h showed a good reproduction of car to ear crash pulse (mean Two tests against the "bumper element" were performed 
acceleration at 70ms llg vs 12-13g and mean aceeleration at at55 and57.5 km/himpact speed. The crash pulse of the baseline 
120ms 10.8g vs 10.5-11.5g). There was hardly an engine contact test was in both tests very well reproduced (mean accelerations in 
with no overloading of the tunnel (12.4g vs 23g). Concerning both tests 10.9g vs 10.5-11.5g of the ear to ear test). 
vehicle accelerations the severity of this test was too low in There was no or only minor overloading of the 
comparison to the car-to-car test. turmel/firewall (15.8g vs23g for the car to car test). 

¯ Vehicle static deformation and compartment intrusion In both tests the shape and depth of deformations were quite well 
clearly increased with decreasing overlap. The intrusion levels at reproduced in comparison with the baseline test. In particular there 

o 50% and 40 ~ overlap at 60krn/h were more severe than those in was good correlation of intrusion levels at waist and floor pan level. 
the car to ear test, especially the 40% test. In the 60% overlap test The test at the higher speed seemed to be slightly more severe than 
the intrusion levels were less severe than in the baseline test. The the car to car test. 
extra test (50% overlap at 55 km/h) correlated quite well with the 

¯ car to car test but seemed to be a little bit less severe. Fiat Uno Test Conclusions - All the fixed deformable 
barrier tests represented the car-to-car test much better than any 
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rigid wall test would have done although the front stiffness of this variation between tests with different overlaps. This may have been 

ear model is quite homogeneous, a consequence of one car’over-riding’ the structure of the other, in 
The best representation of the car to car test was produced one test. This over -riding phenomenon could be seen on the high 

by a car to deformable fixed barrier test procedure with the speed film and was confirmed by the vehicle damage. The over- 

followin~ parameters:" riding was present to a lesser extent in the other two tests. 
The curved longitudinal box sections in these cars 

- Overlap: 40-50%, probably closer to 40% deformed almost as much as their surrounding structures. However, 

- Test Speed: 55-56 km/h the frontal deformation was not uniform either across the car or 
- Barrier Design: "normal" barrier 50 psi with bumper 250 psi. vertically. In all the cars, there was more deformation at the 

waistline than at the level of the bumper. No significant differences 

Summary of the Testing with the Peugeot 405 could be identified in the way the cars’ structures collapsed, when 
impacted with the different overlap extents. In none of the cars was 

The purpose of the tests on the Peugeot 405 cars was there significant loading of the engine onto the firewall. There was 

somewhat different from that of the tests on the Fiat Uno and the no engine to firewall contact in the 40 and 50 percent tests and only 
Ford Scorpio cars. Firstly, three car-to-car tests were performed to minor contact in the 60 percent test. The attachment of the facia rail 
provide information about the effects of varying the overlap extent, to the firewall, on the driver’s side of the car, became partially or 
in car-to-ear impacts at the same speed. Secondly, three fixed totally detached in every car. 
deformable barrier tests were performed to give some information Dummy head acceleration was seen to increase with 

on choice of overlap extent and impact speed. Although less than increasing overlap. However, the chest, femur and pelvis 
for the other car models, this information helped to indicate which measurements did not show any definite trend. Femur load was 

configuration was the best match for the car-to-car tests. All the seen to be very dependent upon the actual structure hit by the knee 

cars tested were new from the manufacturer. They were 1993, and its stiffiaess. 
Peugeot 405 GL 1.4 Saloons. On the basis of internal deformation, the 50 percent 

overlap test at 60 krn/h was a poorer match than each of the tests 

Qv~rlap Effect Analysis - The car-to-car tests were all at 40 percent overlap. 
performed at 50 krn/h with overlaps of 40, 50 and 60 percent. The All three of the cars impacted into fixed deformable 

car to fixed deformable barrier tests consisted of two tests at 40 barriers sustained damage that was similar to that seen in the 

percent overlap with speeds of 55 and 60 km/h and one test at 50 ear-to-car tests. The match of all of the tests to the car-to-car tests 

percent overlap at a speed of 60 krn/h (table 2). In each of the fixed was much closer than would be expected with any con~figuration of 
deformable barrier tests, a single 50 psi element barrier face was rigid wall test. 

used. (See figure 1) Dummy response data is the least suitable for the 
The 50 percent overlap car-to-car test was the ’baseline’ selection of overlap. The car acts as a filter to the dummy input and 

test with which the barrier tests were to be compared. The other the dummy cannot distinguish between speed effects and overlap 
car-to-car tests, at overlaps of 40 and 60 percent, were to examine or barrier stiffness effects. Consequently, the conclusion drawn 
the car’s sensitivity to variations in overlap extent. Left hand drive from dummy response in these tests was seen to be of less 

cars were used with impacts on the driver’s side because some car importance. However, the dummy response also suggested that the 
manufacturers suggested that, with the gearbox on that side of the 40 percent overlap test at between 55 and 60 km/h was the closest 
car, there would be more sensitivity to variation in overlap. It was match. 

also expected that larger overlaps would produce higher car In conclusion, the analysis regarding overlap by 

decelerations and smaller overlaps would produce more intrusion comparisons between the car-to-car test at 50 percent overlap and 

into the passenger compartment. However, analysis of the vehicle 50 km/h showed, on the basis of external deformation and crush 
acceleration traces showed no tendency for vehicle deceleration to measurements, the tests at 40 percent overlap gave the closest 

increase with overlap, within the range of overlaps tested. The match. 

greatest peak accelerations for B-posts, tunnel and firewall all 
occurred in the 50 percent overlap test. Little difference could be lmnact Speed Analysis - The frontal deformation of 
seen in the fore/a_R decelerations of undeformed parts of the cars, the 50 percent overlap test at 60 krn/h, was the poorest match. In 
with the exception that the peak values occurred slightly earlier as this test, the right hand side of the engine received much more 
the overlap increased. This was probably due to the different significant loading and was displaced rearwards much more. As a 
extents of barrier crush early in the impact. Comparing the engine result the interaction with the firewall was much greater than that 

top accelerations, on the impacted side, an early peak was seen in seen in any of the car-to-car tests. 
the 50 percent and 60 percent overlap tests. In the case of the 40 On the basis of the internal deformation and crush 

percent test, the peak was much smaller. In none of the impacts measurements the situation was less clear. The facia displacement 

was the engine loading large, was seen to be most closely matched by the 55 km/h test at 40 
Comparing the static intrusion measurements, there was percent overlap but the collapse of the front door was more closely 

no identifiable trend towards greater intrusion as overlap extent matched by the 60 km/h test at 40 percent overlap. These 

was reduced. In some instances, the variation in intrusion between parameters are usually thought to be linked and frequently door 
the two cars in the same test was as large or larger than the opening deformation is used as a surrogate for facia intrusion. The 
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¯ differences here may be due to the failure of the facia to A pillar 
connection. A stronger connection, which did not fail, would result Summary of the Testing with the Ford Scorpio 
in reduced facia level intrusion, in which case door opening 
deformation mightbe abetter parameter to match. Overall, on the The car type selected was the hatchback type 21 
basis of static vehicle deformation, the closest match to the carburettor version without sunroof or power steering. The 
reference car-to-car test was the 40 percent overlap test at 55 km/h. evaluation concentrated on the three parameters which were varied 

¯ However, this test was less severe and the important front door in the test programme, the overlap extent, barrier depth and finally 
collapse parameter was closer at 60 km/h. This suggested a best the impact speed. The comparison of test results was based on 
match speed of between 55 and60 km/h visual inspection of the crashed vehicles, static deformation 

The vehicle dynamic response data shows the worst match measurements, injury criteria and signal time-histories. The data 
to the reference test to be the 50 percent overlap at 60 km/h. In this that have been used for the comparisons are: 
test, the vehicle accelerations are too high. The most useful data 

¯ came from the lel~ B’pillar accelerometer, which was situated close - B-pillar base left acceleration [g] vs time 
to the seat belt anchorage point. From this accelerometer, the best - B-pillar base left acceleration [m/s2] vs displacement 
match appeared to be the 40 percent overlap test at 60 km/h. - B-pillar base left mean acceleration [4 ] vs time 

However, if the mean acceleration was considered, the best match 
was with the 40 percent overlap test at 55 km/h. Engine displacement relative to B-pillar base left [m] vs 

In conclusion regarding impact speed, it was clear that the time. 

¯ closest speed match would have been between 55 and 60 km/h. Injury criteria such as HIC, chest acceleration, pelvis 
The nearest match speed would be dependent upon which acceleration,belt loads, femur loads, and chest deflection. 
parameters were given the greatest weight. With some important 
exceptions, the majority of parameters pointed towards 55 km/h Many static post crash measurements and dynamic results 
being nearer than 60 km/h. were collected in tables and put into bar charts for easier analysis. 

In this summary, for every test parameter a brief comment is added 

¯ B arrier Design Analysis - Alternative barrier face together with a general conclusion for the particular parameter. 
designs were not evaluated with the Peugeot. However, some To compare injury criteria the driver and passenger 
comment can be made regarding the logic used to move to a barrier dummies’ HIC, chest g and chest deflection were chosen. The 

with a bumper, question can be raised whether or not the injury criteria measured 
In analysis of the Fiat Uno tests, concern was expressed are capable of relating to the anticipated actual injuries sustained 

over the loading from the barrier at the waistline compared with in a similar accident. The dummy’s lower extremities are a 
that at bumper level. This aspect was investigated for the Peugeot particular point of concern here. In all the tests performed by TNO, 

¯      tests. Two comparisons were made. Firstly, the relative the forces and moments acting on the lower legs of the dummies 

displacement of the suspension turret top and the A pillar lower were measured. High values for both forces and moments could be 
end and sccondly, the relative displacement of the door pillar atthe observed. Unfortunately no correlation could be found with the 
waistline and its base. In the first comparison, the barrier tests severity of the test. The fact that the dummy’s ankle was broken in 
produced a larger displacement of the suspension turret top relative some tests could not be explained by the measured signals. The 
to the A pillar lower end. However, in the second comparison, the crash pulses of the cars in the car-to-car test were very comparable. 

¯ differences were virtually the same. In conclusion, there was some For that reason the average of the two was used for all the vehicle 
indication that the barrier face loaded the car at the waistline a little results in the comparison. 
more than another identical car. For this car, a change to the barrier In the analysis of the vehicle results it has to be noted that, 
which reduces this effect was thought to be desirable but not by defin fion, it is impossible to achieve the same crash pulse with 
essential, the car-to-car impacts as with car to deformable barrier impacts 

because the tests involved different values of A V, so less attention 

¯ Peugeot 405 Test Conclusions - All of the fixed should be paid to the timing and level of the accelerations of the 

deformable barrier tests gave a good representation of the car. A more relevant parameter, the mean acceleration, was used 
car-to-ear impact. Any of them would be a substantial improvement for analysis. Special attention was paid to the engine displacement 

over any rigid wall test. relative to the car body, since the engine can load the car structure 

The 50 percent overlap impact gave the poorest match to in a severe way. During the Ford Scorpio car-to-car baseline test, 
the car-to-ear test and the main reason for this appeared to be due no engine to ear contact occurred and the side members hit outside 

¯ to the way the engine was loaded and it loaded the firewall. This each other. A deformable barrier impact should simulate this 
higher engine loading gave rise to a high vehicle deceleration and phenomenon correctly. 
slightly less realistic vehicle deformation. 

The 40 percent overlap tests gave a very good match, with Overlap Effect Anal_vsis - The engine behaves in the 40 
the only difference being related to the test speed. It was clear that per cent overlap situation much closer to the ear-to-car test than it 
the closest speed match would have been between 55 and 60 km/h. does in 50 per cent overlap. Relative engine displacement shows 

O With some important exceptions, the majority of parameters that 60 per cent overlap is not a good simulation of the ear-to-ear 
pointed towards 55 km/h being nearer than 60 km/h. crash. In the car-to-car tests there was no engine contact against 
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firewall detected. In the 40 per cent overlap tests there was slight of the relevant vehicle deformations in the table, closer to 

contact and with 50 per cent overlap there was clear contact. Some car-to-car. 

other arguments can be derived from the geometric aspects of the Acceleration values suggest that perhaps the starting 

impact (figure 4) In the plan view sketch of the major parts of the stiffness of the barrier should be greater and, for the deep barrier, 

Ford Scorpio it can be seen that the engine finally hits the wheel in the second part should have the same stiffness as the normal 

the car-to-car crash and no other hard parts of the other car. barrier. The car-to-car acceleration graphs show relatively high 

In conclusion, the analysis of the tests points clearly to the values in the beginning of the crash, whereas the deformable 

40 per cent overlap car to deformable barrier being the closest barrier crashes show lower values. This might be due to the fact 

approximation to the 50 per cent overlap car-to-car impact, that in car-to-car the first contact is harder and in the deformable 

barrier the vehicle intrudes the barrier with low force level. In the 

end the accelerations in the deformable barrier tests are higher then 

in the car-to-car. 

The dynamic vehicle time history results of the test with 

barrier with bumper provided the barrier characteristic as 

described above and confirmed that these characteristics gave a 

good representation of the car-to-car tests. There were only minor 

.... ~ 
differences in the other test data that were considered. 

In conclusion, the analysis regarding barrier design 
~, concluded that, while the deep barrier configuration looked 

r--~. ~ii 
favourable from the results of the first phases of the test 

~, programme, the results of the barrier with bumper are even closer 

to the car-to-c~ test results. The barrier face should be equipped 

with the bumper used in the later phase’of the test programme. 

General Observations - Scorpio Tests - Inspection of 

the cars demonstrates that the crash modes of the structure look 
Figure 4 Plan view of car-to-car 50% overlap test configuration very much the same for all the deformable barrier Ford Scorpio 

(Scorpio). tests, including the car-to-car tests. There are some small 

differences looking at the details details. 

Impact Speed Analysis - The severity of the crash is 

much more dependent on the impact speed than other parameters. 

The 65 kmda crashes were much too severe when compared with 

the car-to-car test. Results of the 55 km/h barrier tests are closer to 

the car-to-car then results of the 60 krn/h barrier tests. However, 

some of the vehicle measurements for the 55 km/h tests are low in Table 3 
comparison with the car-to-car test which means that a velocity Injury results lower legs driver, filtered 
between 55 and 60 km/h could be more appropriate, according to J211B 

In conclusion, the analysis of the test results for impact 

speed indicate that the speed of 65 km/h is too high judging from Test No. LHS lower tibia RHS lower tibia 
the deformation of the vehicles. Even 60 km/h seems to be too Test 4 Fx 25.6 kN 6.0 kN 
high compared with the car-to-car results. The results at 55 km/h 40% overlap 
are closest to car-to-car at 50 km/h. However, a speed somewhat 60km/h M~ 8.4 daNm 4.7 daNm 
higher than 55 kmda would probably be closer, based on residual normal barrier 

static deformations and injury criteria. Test 5 Fx 26.5 kN 7.2 kN 
50% overlap 

60km/h Mr 8.2 daNm 8.4 daNm l~arrier Design Analysis - The results of the early phases normal barrier 
of the test programme pointed to the use of a deep barrier based on 

Test 16     Fx    27.9 kN      3.5 kN 
engine relative displacements and B-pillar base acceleration 50%overlap 
against deformation On the other hand a lot of static 65km/h Mr 10.5 daNm 6.8 daNm 
measurements of the vehicle show better correlation of the normal deep barrier 

barrier with the car-to-car test. This contradiction could be caused Test 20 Fx 2.1 kN 8.6 kN 

by the actual speed of test 15 (55 km/h, 40 per cent overlap, deep 50% overlap 
55km/h Mr 25.1 daNm 4.4 daNm barrier) being only 52.8 krn/h. A correct speed would have brought 

normal barrier 
the table values of the deep barrier closer to car-to-car. Energy 

evaluation shows that the vehicle travel would increase by about ’ 

80 mm with correct speed. This would then lead to higher values 

¯ 
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Figure 5     Ford Scorpio, after Figure 6     Ford Scorpio, after 

¯ impact with another Ford Scorpio impact with ’normal’ deformabJe 

at 50% overlap, 50km/h barrier at 60kmih and 50% overlap 
(top), 40% ovelap (bottom) 

¯ 
Figure 7     Ford Scorplo, after 
impact with normal element and Figure 8     Ford Scorpio after 
bumper at 55km/h, 40% overlap impact with 30° angled rigid 

barrier with ASD at 50km/h 

¯ 
Photographs of the post-test deformation of the vehicles    dummy position after the crash often indicate that severe injury 

tested with the normal barrier and the normal barrier with bumper would be very likely but this was not registered by the dummy 

are compared with the deformation pattern in the car-to-car test in instrumentation. A better way should be found of measuring the 

figures 5-7. The close similarity in the vehicle damage patterns can injury risk due to intruding parts than with the existing Hybrid III 

be seen. For comparison, a similar vehicle that has impacted a 30 ° dummy instrumentation. Lower leg forces (Fx) and moments 

O angled rigid barrier with Anti Slide Devices is shown in figure 8. (My) were measured in tests 4, 5, 16 and 20 (table 3). Although 

Injury to the driver is difficult to judge because of the dummy ankles were broken in tests 4 and 5, no higher bending 

particular contact against the steering wheel. Film analysis and 

¯ 
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¯ 
moments were recorded in the lower tibia compared with test 16 - in both tests, there was significant upwards rotation of the 

where the ankle was not broken. Knowing that the footwell .brake pedal. It is unclear if this is vehicle specific. 
intrusion of test 16 (65 km/h) looked much more severe thantest 4 - the 40°4 overlap is reported to be closer to the car-to-ear 
and 5, makes this all somewhat confusing. Attention should be paid test from the structural damage but, at 60kngh, the 
to the reliability of the dtnnmy signals (biofidelity) in relation to the deformation and engine movement are greater in the 
severity of injuries of the lower legs. barrier test. ¯ 

Scornio Test Conclusions - It was concluded from this The current view is that ADR69 (perpendicular, rigid, full 
study that the "55 krn/h, 40 per cent overlap, barrier with bumper" overlap impact) for full frontal impact protection will test the 
test configuration shows the best correlation with the baseline vehicle’s restraint system in a high deceleration crash situation. 
car-to-car impact at 50 km/h. Further investigations should The offset test will test the vehicle’s structural integrity and, with 
concentrate on a possible impact speed between 55 and 60 km/h. lower leg injury criteria applied, the vehicle’s ability to prevent 

¯ Furthermore it has to be noted that conclusions from this analysis debilitating leg injuries. 
are based on one vehicle model and may not apply to all large 
vehicles. In Canada, Transport Canada has conducted four offset 

frontal crash tests to provide information relevant to the activities 
SUMMARY OF ALL OTHER TESTING REPORTED TO of EEVC WG11. To determine the effect of impact angle on 
WGl 1 vehicle deformation, two tests were conducted in which a ballasted 

Ford Taurus struck a stationary Honda Accord. In both tests, the ¯ 

To complement the EEVC test programme described overlap was 40 per cent and the nominal velocity change was 
above, other testing conducted in Australia, Canada, Japan and 54km/h. In the first test, the vehicle paths were parallel. In the 
United States were reported to this Group. These programmes are second, the path of the striking vehicle was oriented at 15 degrees 
described below, towards the target vehicle. The rearward displacement of the 

In Australia, the Federal Office of Road Safety is engine and chassis elements forward of the firewall was 
participating in the work of the EEVC to develop a globally substantially greater in the angled collision, though the ¯ 

acceptable test procedure for offset frontal crash testing. This test displacement of the A pillar was less. 
procedure will be used as the basis of a new Australian Design Two further tests were performed in which a Honda 
Rule (ADR) for offset frontal crash protection to be implemented Accord struck a fixed deformable barrier at 53 km/h with 40 
towards the end of the decade. The crash test programme consists percent overlap. In the ftrst test, the deformable element was 
of three tests: identical to that specified for the moving barrier in the FMVSS 214 

side impact standard, including the bumper element. In that test, ¯ 
40% overlap test into a deformable barrier at 60km/h the deformable element bottomed out relatively early in the 
50% overlap test into a deformable barrier at 60km/h collision, causing significant interaction between engine and 

50% overlap car-to-car crash with each vehicle travelling firewall. The pattern of deformation differed from both the parallel 
at 50krn/h (to be performed) and 15 degree vehicle to vehicle collisions in significant details. In 

the second test, a deformable element of aluminium foam was used. 
The tests were set up as closely as possible to the EEVC It had the same shape and nominal yield strengths as the FMVSS ¯ 

test protocol to assist comparison. All vehicles used were 1993 214 barrier but was 250mm deeper. It was expected that the 
Toyota Corolla Liltbacks and Hybrid III dummies were installed in increased depth of the barrier and the rising force-displacement 
each front seating position and restrained by the vehicle’s lap sash characteristic of the foam material would preclude direct contact 
seat belt. A deformable barrier face using 50psi aluminium between the vehicle and the rigid mounting block. In fact, the 
honeycomb conformed to the original EEVC ’normal’ barrier face aluminium foam core failed extensively in tension around the 
specifcafion was used. So far, only the 40 and 50 percent barrier impact region. The consequent loss of load diffusion into the ¯ 
impacts have been reported in detail to WG11. The comparison of undeformed part of the barrier reduced its effective stiffness. The 
these tests indicated that: resulting vehicle deformation was not significantly different from 

that observed with the honeycomb barrier face. It was concluded 
the 50% overlap gives a slightly higher vehicle that the currently available aluminium foam is not a practicable 
deceleration pulse with earlier onset, material for deformable barrier faces. 
the 50% overlap gives a slightly higher head and chest 

¯ 
injury criteria for both dummies and higher femur loads In Japan, JASIC is conducting a study on crash test 
for the driver methods. Three car-to-car tests at 50 km/h with 50 per cent 
the 40% overlap gives more intrusion overlap area have been planned as reference tests. Two car models 
the 40% overlap gives higher lower leg injury criteria for ~ are considered: a small car (1100kg) with a transverse engine and 
the driver a medium one (1400kg) with a longitudinal engine. The 
the barrier faces bottomed out in both test but this programme ineludes two ear-to-car impact tests with the same ear 
occurred late in the crash, models, while the third is between the two different models. The ¯ 

first two tests have been reported to WG11. Four car to 



¯ deformable barrier offset tests have been performed at 55 km/h impact speed and this difference was greater for lower overlaps. R 

with an overlap of 50 per cent: two tests with the small car and two is concluded that the accident data under estimated impact speeds 

tests with the medium car against different deformable elements in partial overlap crashes andmany injuries in such real world 

(normal barrier with and without bumper). A fifth test was crashes are occurring at higher speeds than sugested by the 

conducted with the small car at 55 km/h against a deep barrier with accident data.. 

an overlap of 40 per cent. From a first analysis of test results The American Automobile Manufacturers Association 

¯ comparing the car to barrier tests with the ear-to-car tests that have (AAMA) and its member companies provided comparison data 

been performed, it appears that the 40 per cent overlap test against obtained in barrier impact of front wheel drive (FWD) and rear 

a deep barrier reproduces better the vehicle deformations in a wheel drive (RWD) cars designed to meet FMVSS 208 

horizontal plane and the decelerations, and that a bumper on the requirements. The results of the following tests were reported: 

deformable element is useful to reproduce the deformation shape - Full frontal perpendicular and 30° angled rigid barrier 

in a vertical longitudinal plane. This latter observation was based (with anti slide.devices) at 48km/h (30 mile/h) 

¯ on a 50 percent overlap test. - Full frontal perpendicular rigid, offset rigid and offset 

deformable barrier (FMVSS 214 element) barrier at 

In the United States, NHTSA defined a frontal impact 56kra/h (35 mile/h) 

research programme which is under way for developing improved - Car-to-car impacts at 60 per cent overlap and at 56km/h 

injury criteria, test devices, and test procedures. This programme (35 mile/h). 

is investigating higher severity crashes, other occupant sizes, and AAMA and its member companies also provided advice on Hybrid 

additional body regions and improved injury criteria. III performance criteria suitable for use in the proposed EEVC 
¯ 

A series of eight car-to-car, frontal offset tests have been front impact test procedure. 

conducted using aHonda Accord as the bullet vehicle. The airbag 
equipped test vehicles were the Geo Metro, Isuzu Stylus, Chevrolet 
Corsica, Dodge Dynasty, Saab 9000, Volvo 740, Honda Accord 
Wagon, and Ford Taurus. The closing speed was 116 km/h with CONCLUSIONS FROM TEST RESULTS. 

60 percent engagement of the test vehicles. A belted fiftieth 
¯ percentile Hybrid m driver dummy was used. Only the Geo Metro The results of the impact tests with all three models used 

failed any of the FMVSS 208 injury criteria (HIC and femur load), in the EEVC test programme showed that the deformable offset 

while all of the vehicles indicated the potential for serious injury to impact test gives a very good reproduction of the car-to-car impact 

the tibia. Similar frontal offset tests were then conducted with conditions, particularly regarding the structural loading. For all 

engagements of 50and70percentoftheChevroletCorsiea. For three car models, the results indicated that the closest 

these tests, only the tibia load indicated the potential for serious approximation to the 50 percent overlap, 50km/h car-to-ear 

¯ injury, impacts were the 40 percent overlap impacts to the standard 

In late 1993, a 30 degree oblique, frontal test was barrler with bumper attached at an impact speed slightly above 
Conducted with an engagement of 50 percent of the Corsica. The 55km/h, The impact to the deformable fixed barrier needs to be at 

Corsica driver dummy exceeded the head, chest and tibia criteria, a higher speed than for the car-to-ear impacts since with the latter 

NHTSA also conducted 48km/h (unbelted) and 56km/h (belted) the crash energy of two cars is absorbed only by deformation of two 

full rigid barrier tests alternating the fifth and ninety-fifth percentile cars. With the fixed deformable barrier, a little of the energy of the 
¯ Hybrid III dummies in the driver and front passenger seats. The impacting car is absorbed by the deformable face. Consequently, 

ninety fifth percentile dummy in the passenger seat exceeded the to ensure that the equivalent amount of energy is absorbed by the 

HIC criteria during the 48 km/h test. Sled testing with bucks tested car structure, the impact energy (speed) has to be a little 

derived from a Toyota Celica and an Aeura Legend is being used higher. Similarly, the offset in the barrier test would be expected 
alsoto study the effects of occupant size. to be less than for the equivalent car-to-car test since, unlike the 

A first conclusion is that occupants using a belt with an deformable face, cars tend to be less stifftowards the outer edge. 

¯ air bag are unlikely to get serious head or chest injuries without Although the accident data indicate that the appropriate 

severe intrusion. Tibia and lower extremity injuries can occur in test speed should be higher than 56kin/h, the limited test results 
offset crashes: available from this test programme suggest that current designs 

The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety also carried would need substantial modification to achieve good results at 

out car-to-car and deformable barrier tests with GM Cutlass Cieras 60km/h. It would seem to be advisable to initiate testing at 56km/h 

at 56 km/h. Car-to-car tests at 50 per cent overlap were compared until the design methodologies required to deal with the higher 

¯ with rigid barrier tests at 100, 50 and 40 percent overlap and energies are better understood. 

deformable barrier at 50, 40 and 30 percent overlap. The The study has been based on three car models with widely 
deformable barrier test configurations were also carried out at differing characteristics. The fact that results for all three lead to 

64km/h. In these tests, good agreement with the car-to-car tests the same conclusion lends confidence that the results are generally 

was obtained with the 40 percent deformable barrier. For each of applicable. However, it would be wise to evaluate the test 

the cars tested, the deformation data were input into the Crash3 procedure against a larger vehicle design base. EEVC WG11 

¯ program and calculated AV was compared with the measured plans to validate this proposal using a wider range of vehicle 

impact speed. In all cases, the calculated AV was lower than the designs and types. 

¯ 
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PROPOSED EEVC FRONTAL IMPACT TEST front seat occupants for the principal serious injuries observed in ¯ 

CONDITIONS frontal impacts. As far a possible, biomechanlcally based 
performance criteria have been selected, making much use of 

The Impact Test recommended is an offset impact of the recommendations and current practice used by the AAMA 
subject vehicle into a deformable face attached to a rigid static members (39). However, recognising that, for a test that might be 
barrier, used in a legislative requirement, it is practical to test with only one 

dummy size to protect all occupant sizes, and that the phenomenon ¯ 
Deformable Face of intrusion discussed above should be controlled in some way, it 

is considered essential to include additional performance 
The deformable face should have the characteristics requirements. 

shown in figure 3. The main block of the face is constructed from 
50psi aluminium honeycomb covered in a sheet of 0.81mm 
aluminium and the additional block covering the lower half of the ~ ~ ~ w~ D~m 

¯ 
front face is constructed from 250psi aluminium honeycomb and 
has a sheet of lmm aluminium to its front face. The lower edge of 
the deformable face is at 200mm above the ground level. 

Overlap. 

The vehicle should impact the deformable face such that 
the barrier face overlaps the front of the car by 40 percent of its 
width on the driver’s side. Thus the impact should be directed to 
the side containing the steering column such that the edge of the 
barrier face is displaced from the vehicle centreline in the direction 
of the impacted side by 10 percent of the maximum external width 

¯ 
of the vehicle (excluding mirrors etc.). Many vehicle models may Figure 9 Steering Wheel Displacement 
be intended for left and right hand drive layouts and the ,design may 
be asymmetric, particularly with transverse engines and gearboxes. The review of available accident analyses has indicated 
It would therefore seem to be desirable to test both or, if it can be that passenger compartment intrusion is a major injury producing 
determined, the worst ease. factor, especially in accidents with partial overlap. Lower 

extremities are affected by intrusions in the footwell area. Injuries 
Impact Speed of lower legs are frequent and often require long term ¯ 

rehabilitation. Another problem, in severe accidents, is the 
The vehicle speed at the point of impact to cover a trapping of legs which leads to difficulties of evacuating occupants. 

reasonable range of current serious and fatal injuries should be Chest and head impacts into steering wheels are responsible for a 
60km/h. Indeed this may be an underestimate. However, for large portion of severe and fatal injuries to restrained drivers. 
practical reasons it may be advisable to reduce this initially to Large steering wheel displacements will most certainly increase 
56km/h. This appears to be the appropriate impact speed for the injury risk but may not be indicated by the chest response of the ¯ 

deformable face impact that is equivalent to a car-to-car impact at fiftieth percentile dummy. 
50krn/h and is in harmony with the NHTSA standard impact speed 
of 35mile/h used in the NCAP test. The test procedure should 
ensure that the vehicle reaches a steady speed over a sufficiently 
long period for inertia devices, such as seat belt retractor locking 

-’ ¯ mechanisms, to be in their stable neutral position prior to impact. 

Dummies 

Hybrid III fiftieth percentile dummies are placed in each 
of the driver and front outer passenger seating positions. 
Generally, it is recommended that the seating conditions follow ~. ¯ 
those specified in FMVSS 208 except that, for consistency with 
other European Regulations, the backrests should be set at 25°. 

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

The performance requirements for the EEVC frontal Figure 10 Firewall Intrusion ¯ 
impact test have been selected to control the risk of injury to the 

¯ 
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¯ In the EEVC test programme, residual intrusions were intrusion and the ability to remove the dummy after test. Large 

measured at a number of locations inside the compartment, steering wheel displacements are believed to give a substantial 

Figures 9 and 10 show steering wheel displacement and intrusion increase of injury risk. Since various head trajectories and 

at the firewall in some of these tests. Both diagrams show large occupant sizes are not covered in the test method, a requirement for 

variations in intrusion. None of the three selected car models fulfils steering wheel displacement has been considered as a necessary 

the proposed requirement for steering wheel displacement. Yet, complement to dummy criteria. 

¯ similar tests with other car models have shown that the proposed The proposals included for intrusion are a compromise 

requirements can be met. Though intrusion is considered to between the desire to limit only those features that can be 

increase injury risk in accidents, requirements on intrusions have, demonstrated to produce injury risk and the desire to protect the 

not been well developed yet. Static intrusion criteria does not take widest range of occupant sizes with a single size dummy with 

in account important factors such as intrusion velocity and limited instrumentation. The performance requirements are 

deformation characteristics of intruding components, therefore considered under two categories; those dealing with the 

¯ Therefore injury criteria, measured in the dummy, are biomechanical criteria linked to dummy measurements and the 

regarded as the best available measurement tool for injury severity other dealing with aspects that cannot be controlled by the available 

in most cases. Exceptions fi’om this philosophy are steering wheel dummy instrumentation. 

¯ 
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Dummy                                                                                                           ¯ 

Steering wheel Impacts 
Head - The HIC is recommended as the protection 

criterion to be used as a measure for head injury risk. This Even if head or face to steering wheel contact does occur 
criterion, while it has some deficiencies, is considered to be the in the full scale test, the single test will evaluate only one single 
best available and the parameter with which there is greatest point impact of the wheel. Accident studies clearly indicate a wide 
experience.    The proposal to replace HIC with a simple range of actual contact locations on the steering wheel (23). EEVC ¯ 
requirement for a peak resultant head acceleration of 80g will be WG11 strongly advocates the use of an additional supplementary 
examined in future testing, test to evaluate the facial and brain injury from steering wheel 

impact. How this should be addressed in the event of the presence 
Neck - The recommended neck injury performance of an airbag needs to be considered. EEVC WG12 is currently 

criterion is based on figures 11-13 (Ref 39) considering face to steering wheel impact evaluation. 

Chest - Chest deflection: not exceeding 50mm unless Seat and seat attachment 
the impact forces are distributed over the thorax by an airbag, in 
which case the deflection limit should be 65ram. The strength of the seats and seat attachment cannot be 

Viscous Criterion: The value of V*C should not exceed fully addressed in this test. In particular, the effect on the dynamic 
1.0m/s The recommended method for calculating V*C is given in performance of the seat, if it is possible to leave the adjuster out of 
the Annex. engagement or partially engaged, needs to be considered by design ¯ 

requirements or a separate dynamic test. The ability of the rear seat 
Abdomen - The compression of the abdomen should be backs to withstand the impact forces of luggage was considered for 

limited, but more experience with a penetration detection method incorporation in the full scale test, but it was decided that it would 
is required before this can be specified, be simpler to evaluate this also in a separate test. 

Femur - The femur force should not exceed the force- Seat belts and anchorages 
¯ time performance criterion given in figure 14. (Ref 39) 

Similar considerations led to the decision that the dynamic 
Tibia - The axial compression of the tibia should not performance of an adjustable upper anchorage that could be left in 

exceed 8kN and the Tibia Index (= M!M� + F/Fc) should not an intermediate position would be better dealt with elsewhere. It 
exceed 1, where Me (critical bending moment) = 225Nm and Fo was considered that it would be desirable to maintain a component 
(critical compressive force) = 35.9kN (Ref 39). The movement of test of the seat belt to enable simple and inexpensive routine testing 

¯ the sliding knee joints shall not exceed 15ram. for production conformity to take place. This would be necessary 
also for such aspects as durability and wear. The need for a 

Intrusion requirement on anchorage strength would remain as the proposed 
test procedure would only assess anchorage strength up to the 50th 

Residual steering wheel displacement, measured at the percentile person at this impact severity. 
centre of the steering wheel hub, shall not exceed 80ram in the 
vertical direction and 100 mm in the rearward horizontal direction. Fuel leakage ¯ 

Upward rotation of steering column and wheel shall be less that 
25 °. It is considered that the fuel leakage requirements of ECE 

The dummies shall be capable of being removed without Regulation 34 could be incorporated into the proposed test 
tools and without adjustment of the seat position. Furthermore the procedure, making that part of R34 redundant. 
dummies should not be broken during the test, should remain 
within certification and be in a condition suitable for use in a ¯ 
further test. 

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTING COMPARISON OF PROPOSAL WITH OTHER CURRENT 
FULL SCALE TEST REGULATIONS/STANDARDS 

The full scale test evaluates a number of very important ¯ 
aspects of the injury risk to the vehicle occupants in a frontal The European philosophical approach differs from that of 
impact. There are a number of aspects that cannot be assessed in USA, Canada, Australia and Japan. This comparison is therefore 
this single test and which the EEVC WG11 feels need to be presented separately for these two groups. 
addressed. 
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European Regulatory Situation SUMMARY 

In Europe, the approach has been basically a geometrical The most profitable way of reducing the numbers of 

one: seriously or fatally injured ear occupants in frontal impacts would 
The safety requirements of the current Full Scale Test be to develop and introduce a more realistic frontal impact test 

(FST) Regulations (Regs. 12, 33 and 34 for the frontal impact) are procedure. 

limitations in the amount of intrusion and of the fuel spillage. 
In spite of the fact that the European Community has An offset impact into a deformable barrier is the next step 

reeognised the superiority of the biomechanieal approach since forward in improving the characteristics of a full scale frontal 

1974, the first finalised proposal of a FST with biomeehanieal impact test to simulate better a car-to-ear impact. 

criteria for the Frontal Impact Protection is likely to become a 
regulation only this year. The closest representation of the general conditions of a 

The test procedure is defined as a 30 ° impact against a 50 percent overlap ear-to-car impact at 50km/h was found to be a 
rigid barrier with Anti Slide Device (ASD). Even if the 55km/h 40 percent overlap ear impact into a deformable barrier 

effectiveness of the test procedures has not yet been demonstrated, based on 50psi aluminium honeycomb with a bumper element. 

there is a general consensus that the offset frontal impact against a 
deformable barrier, as outlined in this paper, reproduces the In order to cover a reasonable range of seriously or fatally 

ear-to-ear frontal collision better than the 30° impact. The injured ear ocoupants, the impact speed should be 60kin/h, but it 

introduction of a deformable barrier could be a promising step may be advisable to introduce the test at 56km/h initially. 

forward towards a future compatibility approach. 
The requirements should be basically in terms of 

US, Canadian, Australian and Japanese Regulatory biomechanieal criteria measured on a Hybrid lI! dummy. However, 

Situations some additional performance requirements are considered 
necessary to cover aspects with which current dummies and a 

These four countries have some similarities in their single dummy size cannot deal. 

current Full Scale Tests Regulations, even if they are in a different 
development stage of the individual regulatory process: their Theceoperation between the EEVC, national authorities 

approach is philosophically different from the European one in that; outside Europe, and industrial experts from within and beyond 
Europe offers the opportunity for a degree of international 

No regulation with requirements similar to the ECE Reg.    harmonisation on impact test procedures. 
33 has been developed in the past in these countries. 

EEVC WORKING GROUP 11 MEMBERS 
They support a test procedure based on a symmetrical 0 ° 
frontal impact against a rigid wall, stressing the severity R W Lowne TILL IJK (Chairman) 

of the test rather than the representation of the road C A Hobbs TRL UK (Secretary) 

accident situation. FMVSS 208 also requires compliance 
P-L Ardoino MoT/Fiat Italy 
D Bigi MoT/Fiat Italy 

in ± 30° frontal impact without ASD. J P Bloeh INRETS France 
D Cesari ]NRETS France 

USA in addition is looking at the crashworthiness rating E Faerber BASt Oermany 
of cars based on tests performed at a higher speed (56kin/h)than j Huibers TNO Netherlands 
the standard one. There are requirements on the windshield J J Nieboer TlqO Netherlands 

intrusion and mounting (FMVSS 21-219) and on the fuel system C Nilsson MoT/Saab Sweden 

integrity (FMVSS 301), to be checked also in 0° FST. 
Thus the USA FMVSS 208 requirements are based on    Observers 

biomechanical requirements in tests which are more severe for the K Ando JETRO Japan 
restraint system, while European tests have been based on F Bendjellal APR France 
deformation limits for the passenger compartment. In addition, the D Dalmotas Transport Canada Canada 
US test conditions assume that active, restraints are not used A Engerer AAMA USA 
whereas the other countries test with dummies restrained by active J Green Rover UK 

seat belts, where provided. R Hiteheock HHTSA USA 
Finally it has to be noted that the limitation in the Y Heishi Nissan Japan 

rearward displacement of the steering wheel is the most M Iwasaki Toyota Japan 

harmonized FST Regulation. (FMVSS 204 and ECE Reg 12) 
Y Lambert PSA France 

The participation of-experts and officials of these 
A Lund IIHS USA 
P Massaia Fiat Italy 

countries into the EEVC Working Group activity is promising for K Matsumoto MoT Japan 
the future harmonization in the fronta! impact FST. M Miyakawa JASIC Japan 

H Neff Ford Germany 
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R Nilsson Volvo Sweden Passenger Cars. Transport Canada, (Unpublished report to 
B O~Neill I]HS USA WG 11 and Addendum). 
K Seyer Fed. Off. (8) SAAB. Summary about Occupants in SAAB Accident 

Road Safety       Australia                       Investigation. (Unpublished report to EEVC WG 11). 
I Skogsmo Volvo Sweden 
P Skuse Rover IJK (9) OTTE D. Accident Data. BASt/Medical Highschool of 

C Steyer Renault France Hannover. (Unpublished paper to WG 11, June 1992.) 

T Takahashi MoT Japan (10) NORIN H. Accident Data from Volvo. (Unpublished 
C Thomas APR France paper to WG 11, June 1992) 
I Tokunaga JASIC Japan (11) FAERBER E. Aecidentological Data Base. BASt, 
ER Welboume Transport Canada Canada (Unpublished presentation to GRSP Ad Hoe Group). 
J Wen~lll VTI Sweden (12) HOBBS C A. The Need for a Deformable Impact Surface 
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The Development of the Frontal Offset Deformable Barrier Test 
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ABSTRACT 

Passenger compartment intrusion has been shown to be the demonstrated in the impact test was also realised in real world ¯ 
major cause of fatal and serious injuries to restrained ear accidents (3). This approaeh has been adopted and developedby 
occupants in frontal impacts. Current frontal test procedures do the European Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) and has 
not generate the levels of intrusion seen in accidents at similar been proposed as a test procedure for legislative use (4). 
impact speeds. The need for an asymmetric test has been 
recognised for some time but more recently it has become dear Following the start of the EEVC work, ear manufacturers 
that the rigid nature of the impact block is misleading ear design have actively pressed European legislators to adopt the 30 ° 

¯ An offset deformable impact test has been developed which angled rigid barrier test with ASD, prior to the adoption of the 
overcomes these problems and which has received widespread offset deformable test. The speed with which the 30° ASD test 
acceptance for its technical merit. Manufacturers have pressed has been adopted, with virtually no published test data, no 
legislators into adopting an angled barrier test prior to this validation testing and no independent technical support suggests 
deformable test. Lack of experience with this angled test and that this may be for motives other than the improvement of 
problems with the Anti-Slide Devices (ASD) employed have safety. 
caused many to question its adoption. This paper reviews the ¯ 
reasons behind the development of the offset deformable test and ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
discusses some of the technical problems identified with the 30 ° 
angled barrier test with ASD. There is virtually universal agreement amongst independent 

accident investigators that passenger compartment intrusion is a 
INTRODUCTION major eanse of fatal and serious injuries to restrained car 

occupants. This view is supported by many, though not all, ¯ 

For many years the frontal impact performance of ears has accident investigators employed by car manufacturers (4). Where 
been assessed by full scale crash testing into a perpendicular injuries have been directly related to contact, with intruded or 
rigid barrier at 50 km/h or 30 mph. For this,~Europe relies upon non-intruded parts of the car, about two thirds of all the fatal and 
ECE Regulation 12 (1) whereas in the USA and some other parts serious restrained front seat occupants injuries were seen to be 
of the world, FMVSS 208 (2) or derivatives are used. In the due to contact with intrusion (5). In comparison, injuries from 
European test, limits are placed on steering wheel intrusion but seat belt loading occur frequently but are mainly of minor ¯ 
no instrumented dummies are used. FMVSS 208 relies on data severity, with about 95 percent being simple AIS 1 bruises. 
from instrumented dummies and also specifies an approach angle 
of between-30° and +30°. In Europe, most car manufacturers Accident investigators usually measure the extent of 
also perform tests with dummies, both into perpendicular barriers overlap in frontal impact accidents, although the way the 
and at 30°. Most current production cars survive such impacts information is collected and recorded varies. Experience shows 
with little or no passenger compartment intrusion. Despite this, that assessing overlap extent is difficult. It has to be inferred ¯ 
accident research shows that passenger compartment intrusion is from studying the direct contact and induced damage present 
the main cause of fatal and serious injuries to restrained car after the accident. There are difficulties in distinguishing 
occupants, in frontal impact accidents. This intrusion can be between direct contact and induced damage which is complicated 
reproduced in partial overlap car to car impacts, at similar or by the way the area of direct contact increases as the vehicles 
lower speeds (3). deform. This results in areas of direct contact larger than those 

expected for the overlap. As a result, even experienced accident 
¯ 

An offset deformable frontal impact test has been devised investigators may, overestimate the overlap extent when 
with the aim of ensuring that a car’s structural performance measuringcrash test ears, where the overlap is known. This may 
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O mean that overlap extents reported from accident studies will be Concern has been expressed about the importance of lower 

overestimated and may account for the peak at 100 percent, in limb injuries, in frontal impact accidents. This concern has 

reported overlap distributions. It might be expected that the grown as improved restraint systems and the introduction of 

distribution of overlap extents would vary smoothly up to full Airbags have decreased the risk of life-threatening injuries to the 

width, Despite these difficulties, most accident investigators upper parts of the body. Although lower limb injuries pose little 

agree about the importance of partial overlap impacts, with threat to life there are concerns about their long term effects. In 

O overlaps in the range of 40 to 60 percent being the main priority considering lower limb injuries and how they may be reduced, it 

(4). Even in full overlap impacts, the damage profile is usually is necessary to distinguish between those caused by knee impact 

asymmetric, with the structure on only one side of the engine to the facia and those related to the footwell. In a recent test, the 

compartment taking the major load. motion of the lower limbs and the footwell were filmed. This 
" revealed that the lower leg was driven backwards by contact with 

Looking more deeply into the way the car frontal structures the facia just below the knee. As they were driven backwards, 

~ are loaded makes the case for testing at a low overlap more the feet were closely followed by the intruding footwell. 

apparent. Within most car fronts there are several distinct However in this case, the intruding footwell was not the cause of 

structures. The way these structures are loaded and deform the feet being driven backwards. Further work will be needed to 

affects the way the impact energy is absorbed and consequently see whether or not this is a common mechanism in tests. It will 

the extent of passenger compartment intrusion. Most of a car’s be more difficult to determine whether this mechanism occurs in 

frontal bodywork is relatively weak and its low stiffness limits accidents. 

the amount of impact energy it can absorb. Within this 
~ bodywork, there are stiffer box sections, usually positioned at RIGID AND DEFORMABLE BARRIER IMPACT TESTS 

either side of the engine compartment. Being stiff, they can 
absorb significant amounts of impact energy as they collapse. With the exception of the offset deformable barrier test, all 

However for them to collapse, the impact forces must be full scale frontal impact tests are based on impacts into a rigid 

transferred into them and these forces must exceed their collapse barrier. These impacts may be perpendicular or at an angle such 

strength. In accidents this may not happen. The frontal area of as 30°. In angled impacts, anti-slide devices may be added with 

¯ these longitudinal members tends to be small; so that when two the intention of preventing slide of the car along the barrier face. 

ears collide the chances of one stiff member hitting another is 
low. It is much more likely that one longitudinal will hit part of Although offset and angled rigid barrier tests take some 

the weaker bodywork. When this happens, the weak part of the account of the asymmetry seen in most accidents, they take no 
other car deforms preferentially and the collapse of the stiff account of the deformable nature of the car which is hit. To 

longitudinal may not occur or it may be delayed. As a result, appreciate why it is desirable to test against a deformable barrier, 
¯ much less of the impact energy will be absorbed. Other it is necessary to understand how the stiffness of the barrier face 

components in the car front are very stiff or effectively rigid. The influences how the car performs. Many are surprised to find that 
engine, ancillaries, subframe and suspension members may all be rigid barriers actually help the car to perform well. Previous 

too stiff to collapse in the accident but they can both transmit papers have detailed the differences between deformable and 

forces and bridge across other collapsible structures. Accident rigid barrier impacts and their effects on car structures (3, 6, 7 & 

analysis has shown that in most fatal and serious accidents, the 8). These differences are summarised here. 

¯ stiff member on only one side of the engine compartment is 
significantly loaded and often neither take much load (3 & 4). In The first and most obvious difference can be seen in the 

car to car impacts, the stiff member can frequently be seen external deformation pattern. Rigid barrier impacts artificially 

projecting from the frontal deformation (Fig 1). control the car’s deformation to be fiat, in the same way as the 
barrier is fiat. To bring this about, the rigid barrier has to control 
how the impact forces are distributed across the front of the car. 
The highest forces become concentrated on the stiffest structures 
with the weaker structures receiving much less loading. This 
increases the amount of impact energy which can be absorbed by 
the car’s front structure. In a deformable impact, with another car 
or a deformable barrier, the control of where the forces are 
applied is very limited. Consequently, the stiff structures deform 
less, or not. at all, and more of the impact energy has to be 

¯ absorbed by deformation of the weaker structures. Any excess 
energy which these structures cannot absorb must be absorbed by 
deformation of the passenger compartment behind. 

When a stiff longitudinal impacts a rigid barrier its front is 
brought to rest very rapidly. The forces generated by this are 

¯ sufficient to initiate its collapse and to generate large inertial 
forces. These inertial forces may alone be sttfficient to remove 

Figure 1. Projecting Stiff members after override in accident the need for extra support behind the longitudinal. In car to car 
impacts, the front of longitudinal members usually experience 
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their absence in car to car accident impacts may lead to 
problems. In one offset deformable barrier test at 60 km/h, the 

1 0 seat belt pre-tensioners failed to operate. 

0 
200 250 

-10 Time (ms) 
-20 

-30 

-40 

-50 --Car to Car 40% Deformable 

........ 100% Rigid 30 ASD 

Figure 2. B Post acceleration in tests of different configurations 

lower accelerations as they penetrate the softer parts of the other 
car. The lower forces produced may be insufficient to cause 
collapse of the member or to prevent the un-collapsed member 
fi’om being pushed backwards within the car’s structure (3). If the 
stiff members in the two cars actually line up one will often 
move out of the way of the other. This may be by one over-riding 
the other or by sideways bending (Fig 1). Over-riding was 
observed in some of the car to car tests carried out as part of the 

Figure 4. Buckling at pre-failure point in perpendicular rigid 
EEVC collaborative programme (4). Some indication of the barrier impact 
differences in deceleration can be seen by comparing the vehicle 
deceleration in the different types of impact (Fig 2). Much higher 
B Post accelerations are observed in the rigid barrier impacts Where pre-failure points are incorporated into the structure 
than in car to car or offset deformable barrier impacts, to contxol where the first collapse occurs, they may also be 

designed to respond to the high acceleration generated in a rigid 
barrier test. The absence of this acceleration may prevent the pre- 
failure point from initiating collapse and the collapse mode 
~vhich then occurs may be less desirable (Figs 3, 4, 5 & 6). 

Figure 3. "Bird Beak" pre-failure point location 

The absence of these early high accelerations have 
implications for airbag and seat belt pre-tensioning devices. If 
early high accelerations are expected by the triggering device, Figure 5. Buckling at pre-failure point in 30° ASD impact 
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Figure 7. Front structure bent up after car to car impact 

car to car impacts, even when they are offset. This is because 
there is either nothing substantial for them to hit or because they 
are turned at an angle. However in angled or offset rigid barrier 

Figure 6. Buckling behind pro-failure point in deformable impact tests significant loads may be transmitted through the wheel. 
This may mislead car designers to take advantage of a load path 
that is not present in accidents. There is less risk of this with the 

As with the longitudinal members, when the engine hits a offset deformable test and it can be minimised by leaving a space 
rigid barrier it experiences a very high deceleration and the below the barrier face. 
forces generated by this may be transferred through the engine 
to the firewall. Advantage has been taken of this to absorb large I)ESIGN OF THE DEFORMABLE BARRIER 
amounts of impact energy by the firewall in impact tests. Stiff 
firewalls are relatively easy to produce and up to half of the The offset deformable barrier test is intended to ensure that 
impact energy may be absorbed in this way. In car to car cars designed to perform well in the test also perform well in a 
impacts, there is rarely anything stiff enough to load the engine wide range of frontal impact accidents. It was never intended to 
to this extent. Where engines hit one another, they usually take be representative of any particular impact configuration or 
the line of least resistance and move out of the way of one overlap. In practice, a 40 percent overlap test at 56 krn/h closely 
another. This may be by sideways motion or by rotation, which reproduces a car to car impact at 50 - 60 percent overlap and 50 
the engine mounts are too weak to prevent. Whether or not this km/h. The overlap difference is mainly due to limited effect seen 
occurs, engine loading onto the firewall is much lower in most from the weak outer edge of most car fronts and the speed 
car to car impacts. As part of the EEVC collaborative programme difference is due to the energy absorbed by the deformable face. 

(4), car to car tests with the same model of car were carried out 
at overlaps of 40, 50 and 60 percent. In only the 60 percent Most of the problems seen with the rigid barrier tests can 
overlap test did the engine contact the firewall. The resulting be attributed to the rate of deceleration in the early part of the 
deformation was very small and would have accounted for a impact. Deformable barriers over a wide range of stiffnesses 
negligible amount of the impact energy, overcome this problem. This has been shown by testing with 

barriers of different nominal stiffnesses over the range 50 - 250 
In most cars, the stiff longitudinal members are positioned psi. This is not surprising, as they are all weak compared with the 

relatively low in the car, at about bumper height. Above them, infinitely stiff rigid barrier. Comparing accelerations at the B 
most of the structure is much weaker. In a rigid barrier test, this Post for different barrier stiffnesses, it can be seen that the 
is of little consequence as the barrier prevents the weak parts accelerations are very similar (Fig 8). The differences are much 
from deforming any more than the stiff parts. In car to car less than those found in comparing car to car impacts and rigid 
impacts, the weak higher parts can deform to a greater extent and barrier impacts (Fig 2). 
earlier than the stiff structure below them. This can result in 
greater intrusion at facia and steering wheel level and lower However, the barrier stiffness does affect the way impact 
intrusion at the footwell (Fig 7). forces are transmitted into the car structure. With stiffer barriers, 

the displacement of stiff and weak structures is more similar 
With the perpendicular full width rigid barrier test, only a (Table 1). This is particularly noticeable with the 250 psi ban’ier 

limited amount of the impact load can be transmitted through the face. This means that even at this stiffness the barrier is helping 
road wheels, into the sill or wheel arch. The same is true for most to control how the impact forces are transmitted to the car’s 

structure. Care is needed in interpreting these deformation 
extents, as changing the different ban-ier stiffness also changes 
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identical cars were used for these tests, cars from the same test 
could have been expected to have similar responses. However, 
the occurrence of over-riding, resulted in the largest and smallest 

10’ intrusion extents occurring in cars from the same test. 

..,m 
0 ’ In car to car impacts, of up to about 70 percent overlap, 

._o 200 only one side of the frontal structure is directly loaded by 

~ -10 Time Imsl significant structure in the other car. Provided the overlap in the 
~ deformable barrier test is less than about 60 percent, the same 
o applies. The other major potential load path is through the 
o -20 

<I: engine. In offset car to car impacts, relatively little load passes 
through the engine and for the deformable barrier test to be fully 

-:30 effective this needs to be reproduced. Provided that the overlap 
--50psi ------100psi ....... 150psi .... 250psi is sufficiently lower than 50 percent, this has been found to be 

the case. However, at 50 percent and particularly at 60 percent 
Figure 8. B Post acceleration in tests with different barrier stiffnesses overlap, significant loads can be transmitted through the engine, 

to the firewall. Tests with these overlaps cannot be expected to 
relate to accident impacts as well as those at lower overlaps. 

the energy distribution in the car and the deformable face. With 
this car, the 250 psi barrier was sufficiently stiff to affect the way Accident research has shown the need for the frontal 
the impact forces were directed into the stiff structures. Weaker impact test to provide protection in accidents at speeds up to at 
cars than the one used for these tests, may exhibit this effect with least 55 krn/h (9). To match a speed of 55 km/h, the offset 
lower barrier stiffness, deformable barrier test would have to be carried out at about 60 

km/h. At least one medium sized, medium price current 
Table 1 production car has been seen to survive such an impact with little 

Displacement of Stiff and Weak Points on the intrusion (Fig 9). With this car, only steering wheel intrusion was 
Car Front for Different Barrier Stiffnesses a problem. Detailed changes could be expected to overcome this. 

Location on car Displacement (mm) 

Longitudinal - impact side 714 598 694 817 
(stiff) 

latch platform - above 832 701 826 822 
longitudinal (weak) 

max deformation at 842 743 821 818 
longitudinal level (weak) 

With any deformable barrier some of the impact energy 
will be absorbed by its deformation. Choice of barrier stiffness 
and depth must be a compromise to ensure that the main 
requirements are met without allowing too much of the impact 
energy to be absorbed by the face. Some concern has been 
expressed that sometimes the barrier face bottoms out. This may 
not be ideal, but by the time bottoming out occurs, the main 
effects have occurred. A barrier face which ~vould survive an Figure 9. Car with little intrusion after 60 km/h impact into deformable barrier 
impact from a large car, without bottoming out, would absorb 
very significant amounts of impact energy. 

REPEATABILITY OF OFFSET DEFORMABLE IMPACT 
CHOICE OF OVERLAP AND SPEED 

Although it has been suggested that the introduction of the 
Simple analysis suggests that increasing the overlap should deformable ban’ier would adversely affect repeatability, there are 

lead to higher vehicle decelerations and that decreasing it should good technical reasons for expecting its use to improve 
lead to higher levels of intrusion. This was not the case in the car 

repeatability. Firstly, as the edge of the balTier face is relatively 
to car tests, carried out within the EEVC programme. In these weak, there should be less sensitivity to lateral alignment. 
tests, the longitudinal accelerations, experienced by the Secondly, it could be expected that the onset of structural failure 
undeformed parts of the car, were similar and the highest B post 

should be more repeatable. By its very nature, buckling failure 
acceleration was seen in the 50 percent overlap configuration. As 

is variable. It is usually initiated at stress concentrations and 
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small manufacturing differences may affect their" location, which they may be overcome, so making the test less severe. 
Inertial effects can be the major initiator of buckling failure but 
the force necessary to initiate buckling has to be present for Although the 30° ASD test loads the vehicle structure 
sufficient time for the material, at the buckling point, to move to asymmetrically, it still has all the disadvantages inherent in all 

a less stable position from which collapse can continue under the rigid barrier tests. The anti-slide devices do increase the severity 

I~ 
influence of other forces. In a rigid barrier impact, early of the impact, compared with a normal 30° angled test, but they 
accelerations are very high and may be sufficient to cause failure do little else. 
at a number of locations, as the shock wave propagates through 
the structure. However, the individual acceleration peaks are Table 2 

present for very short lengths of time and even taken together Driver Dummy Data lr0m Throe 40 Percent Overlap 
their time span may be too short for failure to be initiated. Oel0rmable Barrier Rel~ataNityTesls 

Consequently, failure only occurs at a few sites. Where these 
¯ sites are will affect repeatability. Pre-failure points may be 

Test Numbor 14CF 15CF 

incorporated in the structure to control the location of the initial HIC 40’1 427 374 
failure and to limit the forces which can be transmitted beyond 
them. Peak Head Acceleration (g) 92 96 79 

10 Peak Chest Acceleration (g) 49 51 63 

~1 
Left femur load (kN) 5 10 6 

~ o 
’- 50      1 O0 0 Right femur load (kN) 7 5 8 

._o 

~ -10 t’/v~^ ~ "~^ [ Time (ms) Lap belt load (kN) 5 5 5 

¯ ~ -20 

~!~" ~~ Shoulder belt load (kN) 4 5 4 

As most cars are already tested against a 30° angled 
-30                                                        barrier, little or no improvement can be expected. If changes are 

made, some idea of their nature may be gained by looking at 
Figure 10. B Po~t acceleration in three deformable barrier ropeatabilir/test~ those introduced to improve performance in the more severe 

¯ offset rigid barrier tests, published in some German magazines. 
In one example, the Volkswagen Golf, additional longitudinal 

With deformable impacts, early accelerations are much members were added high in the fi’ontal side structure. These 
lower and they occur over longer time periods. As a collapsed, absorbing impact energy, in the rigid offset test but in 
consequence, it could be expected that the structural collapse a subsequent car to car test, they did not collapse. There was 
should be more repeatable. Three repeatability tests, using the nothing stiff enough on the other car to cause their Collapse. 

I~ same model of car, confirm that the offset deformable test has Testing the car against the deformable barrier revealed the effect 
good repeatability (Fig 10). Variations in the vehicle seen in the car to car impact. Such changes cannot be expected 
accelerations were small, even though the door latch load was to lead to benefits in accidents. 
near to its limit. The latch was close to failure in two cars and 
failed in one. Using data from the dummies to assess The anti-slide devices consist of two vertical metal strips 
repeatability is less reliable, as they can be affected by additional attached to the barrier face. Although they work with some cars, 
variations in the car, the dummy and its positioning. Even so the they have failed to prevent slide with others (Table 3). 

¯ data indicates good repeatability (Table 2). The greatest Furthermore, the simple addition of a foam filled "pedestrian 
variations are seen in the femur loads. These can be explained by friendly" bumper has been shown to be sufficient to defeat it. 
the variation in the stiffness of the knee impact area. This should raise concern about the effectiveness of the test and 

its repeatability. 
30° ANGLED RIGID BARRIER TEST WITH ASD 

THE NEED FOR INTRUSION REQUIREMENTS 
¯ Prior to the introduction of the Offset Defotanable Barrier 

Test, the motor industry has pressed for legislation to require a Most full scale impact tests are carried out using 50th 
30 o angled rigid barrier test with ASD. There is little experience percentile male dummies in a single seating position. This limits 
with this test and little has been published about it. When the number of tests to be performed and limits costs. 
requested, the proponents of the test were unable to produce Unfortunately, the data collected from such dummies gives little 
evidence that it had been properly validated or to show that any indication of how well a large or small occupant would be 

~i~ repeatability or reproducibility tests had been carried out. They protected or the effect of changing the seat position. It would be 
have argued that the test is ready now, whereas the offset possible to carry out more tests, with large male and small 
deformable test has yet to be validated. The available evidence female dummies and using different seat positions, but this 
suggests that this is not so. Furthermore, concerns have been would increase costs. An alternative would be to place 
raised about the effectiveness of the ASD and the ease with 

¯ 
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requirements on the amount of intrusion into the passenger 3. HOBBS, C A. The Need For Improved Structural 
compartment. Of particular importance would be intrusion into Integrity in Frontal Car Impacts. Proceedings of 
potential head impact area, intrusion of the facia and of the Thirteenth International Technical Conference on 
footwell. Even for 50th percentile occupants, there is concern Experimental Safety Vehicles, Paris, 1991. 
that the dummies are inadequate to fully assess the risk of serious 
injury. In tests, dummies have been found to be jammed in badly 4. LOWNE, R W. (On behalfofEEVC Working Group 
deformed cars, even though their instrumentation did not indicate 11), EEVC Working Group 11 Report on the 
serious risk of injury. Development of a Front Impact Test Procedure. 

Proceedings of Fourteenth International Technical 
Table 3 Conference on Enhanced Safety of Vehicles, Munich, 

Slide along the barrier in 30° ASD tests 1994. 

Car Model Slide (mm) 5. HOBBS, C A. Essential Requirements for an Effective 
Full Scale Frontal Impact Test. SAE International Ford Fiesta                 76 
Congress and Exposition, Detroit, 1990, (SAE 900410). 

Vauxhall Cavalier              286 
6. HOBBS, C A. The Need for a Deformable Impact Test 

Ford Scorpio 70 Surface for Frontal Impact Testing. Proceedings of 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers - Seminar on Frontal 

Volvo 340 (modified) 410 Impact Testing, London, 1992. 

Volvo 740 (modified)             400 7. HOBBS, C A. The Need for a Deformable Impact Test 
Surface for Frontal Impact Testing. Proceedings of TUV- 

CONCLUSIONS Kolloquium - Comparative Crash Tests within the EC, 
Brussels, 1992. 

The case for an improved frontal test procedure, to protect 
against the dangers of passenger compartment intrusion, is well 8. HOBBS, C A. The Response of Car Structures to Frontal 
accepted. The EEVC has developed an offset deformable impact Impact and Their Influence on Occupant Protection. 
test which has received international recognition. The adoption Proceedings of 26th International Symposium on 
of this test procedure should help to guide future car design so Automotive Technology and Automation - Dedicated 
that. the good performance seen in tests is reflected in good Conference on Road and Vehicle Safety, Aachen, 1993. 
performance in accidents. A 30° ASD test has been proposed for 
adoption prior to the introduction of the offset deformable test. 9. THOMAS, P and M BRADFORD. Priorities in Car 
There is little independent experience with this test and what Driver Protection in Frontal Collisions. Proceedings of 
there is has shown up important deficiencies. There is no sound 26th International Symposium on Automotive 
technical reason for its adoption and no evidence of benefits have Technology and Automation - Dedicated Conference on 
been demonstrated. An effective test procedure is required as Road and Vehicle Safety, Aachen, 1993. 
soon as possible. The offset deformable test is ready now and its 
final validation will be completed during 1994. © Crown Copyright 1994. The views expressed in this 

publication are not necessarily those of the Department of 
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ABSTRACT 

Simultaneous Engineering of the occupant protection 
package and the vehicle structural crashworthiness is 
currently the fastest and most cost-effective development 
route. 

These parallel streams of activity can each benefit from 
extensive use of computer modelling to reduce the time and 
cost involved in attaining development targets. 

This paper concentrates on the implementation of passive 

¯ driver and passenger restraint systems for the Morgan 
Sports Car, a project which demonstrates the benefits 
created by extensive use of computer modelling. 

INTRODUCTION 

¯ The Morgan is regarded by many as the archetypal 
traditional British sports car (Figure 1). It is hand built by Figure 1. The Morgan Sports Car. 
craftsmen at the rate of only ten cars per week, to a design 
which has remained largely unchanged for many decades. The front seat rails and upper belt anchorages attach to 
The cars are built to individual order, and each prospective wooden parts of the structure, whilst the lower belt 
owner is invited to visit the factory to see his car being anchorages are bolted to the steel under-frame. Rear bench 

¯ built. Demand far outstrips supply, which means that seats are fitted on certain models, whilst on the 2-seater the 
prospective buyers can face a wait of several years for their additional space allows for a larger fuel tank and increased 
car to be delivered, luggage capacity. 

A significant proportion of the factory’s output is exported Running boards are still provided, restricting interior space 
to the USA, where the Morgan’s popularity continues to to a minimum and making it more difficult to package knee 

¯ grow. Following uncertainty as to the length and exact bolsters and other elements of the proposed passive 
nature of exemption from Federal frontal impact legislative restraints. 
requirements, the Morgan management took the decision in 
1993 to develop passive restraints for both driver and The facia is made from veneered plywood and carries the 
passenger, instruments and much of the switchgear. The fiat 

windscreen is supported on cast alloy brackets, with no A- 

¯ PRE-PROJECT STATUS pillars. 

Description of Current Vehicle Crashworthiness of Current Vehicle 

The vehicle chassis comprises a pair of pressed steel rails, The most recent significant change to the chassis design 
which run the length of the vehicle. The passenger took place over 20 years ago. At that time a 30mph crash 

¯ compartment is made from wood, principally ash with a test was performed on the V8 variant, to assess steering 
plywood floor. The exterior comprises a number of wheel intrusion. The rather abrupt passenger compartment 
aluminium pands, hand-crafted to the correct shape for deceleration pulse was characterised by a peak of 48g and 
each individual car. duration of only 75ms (Figure 2). 
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In the crash test, much of the impact energy was absorbed domestic market, where airbags would be available as an 

by the deformation of the unique sliding column front option. 

suspension. Real world accident experience has indicated 
that this behaviour may also be an advantage in angled The vehicle structure, and therefore the crash pulse, would 

frontal impacts, remain unchanged. Maximum use of readily available, off- 
the-shelf components would be important in minimising 
cost. Retaining existing seats and seat-belts was an 

~,~leratio~, ~ objective for similar reasons. 
6°I 
so’ In order to minimise development costs, the maximum use 

of computer meddling would be made, with minimal 
40 dynamic testing. 

,0 Strategy 

20 
The approach adopted involved taking the crash pulse from 

10 the previous perpendicular block impact, and applying it to 

~ a conceptual model generated using the computer simulation 

o ""-. package MADYMO-3D. 
0 20 40 60 $0 100 120 140 

i 
Time, mtlliseeond~ 

This model would be used to help determine an appropriate 
configuration for the restraint systems. At each stage of 

Figure 2. Vehicle Deceleration in 30mph Impact development a ’HyGe’ (pronounced High-G) sled test, 
providing an accurate match to the crash pulse, would be 
used to validate the model predictions and provide physical 

PROJECT ORGANISATION evaluation of prototype parts. 

Scope Development would concentrate upon the perpendicular 
impact to minimise cost, but by adopting injury targets well 

One of the main reasons why low-volume car makers have below the limits set in Federal Legislation, a contingency 

historically obtained exemptions from certain leg!slation is would be created. Issues such as angled, pole and under- 

that the cost of testing and development can be run impacts could then be evaluated at a later stage, 

disproportionately large and therefore not an economic reducing the costs early in the project. 

proposition. The cost-benefit ratio is likely to be 
correspondingly high. The criteria adopted are listed below, with the requirements 

of FMVSS208 in brackets: 

Such requirements to comply with new legislation can 
simply result in manufacturers withdrawing from the market ¯ Peak Chest Acceleration, unbelted, 45g/3ms (60g/3ms) 

in question, thus reducing consumer choice. ¯ Peak Chest Acceleration, belted, 50g/3ms (60g/3ms) 
¯ HIC 600 (1000) 

Morgan management adopted the positive yet pragmatic ¯ Maximum Femur Load 8kN (10kN) 

approach that they would equip their vehicles with driver 
and passenger airbags for the North American market, and Generally accepted criteria for other body regions, such as 

also offer these features on cars built for the European pelvis, neck and lower legs, would also be applied. 

market. 
The passive restraints would also be packaged in a way that 

However, the costs of both development and production enhanced the traditional appearance of the Morgan interior. 

implementation would need to be very much lower than 
those borne by the high-volume manufacturers, and this INITIAL CONCEPT 

woul.4 be achieved through careful planning and 

prioritisation. Ideally, off-the-shelf airbags and inflators would be used, 
with the minimum of design and tooling changes. Good 

Objectives bag coverage would help to provide protection in angled 
impacts. A stroking steering column compatible with the 

The principal commercial objective was continued sales of driver’s module would be needed. 

Morgan Cars in the important North American market. The 
improved safety would also be attractive to buyers in the Optimal bag and column mounting positions would be 
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derived to suit the interior layout. Changes to the stiffness 
of the steering wheel rim and spokes would be possible 
with minimal tooling changes, so could also be considered. 

Knee bolsters would be used to decelerate the lower body, 

for both driver and passenger. The driver’s bolster would 
be configured to preclude knee contact with the steering 
column. 

The facia and support structure would be redesigned to 
incorporate the passenger airbag module. 

Initial MADYMO Model 

A 3-dimensional co-ordinate measurement machine, with a 
computer visulisation facitity, was used to obtain input data, 
including the geometry of seats, belts, facia: windscreen 

¯ and toeboards. This data was then exported to the Fignre4. Styling Concept including Passive Restraints 
MADYMO model. 

Styling Concept 
The existing steering column geometry was used in the 
initial model, but it was modelled~such that it would stroke With a car built in such a traditional manner, it was of 
at a pre-determined load. paramount importance to preserve the character and feel of 

¯ the interior. A number of attractive solutions were 
Two commercially available driver’s airbags were modelled developed, including a stitched leather panel covering the 
for comparative purposes. An all-mechanical system deployment doors of the passenger bag (Figure 4). 
(AMS) was selected, giving benefits in terms of ease of 
installation and low development cost. A similar choice The stitching would be purely cosmetic, to achieve 
was made for the passenger bag. repeatability in terms of deployment. The steering wheel 

¯ chosen was available in black leather, and could be badged 
Finally, the position and stiffness of the knee bolsters were with the Morgan logo. 
input, based on initial estimates of occupant kinematics. 
The initial driver’s side model is shown in Figure 3. The precise nature of the design would be revised during 

the development programme, when the installation of the 
Several model runs were performed, using both belted and passenger module and deployment doors was complete. 
unbelted occupants, to develop a workable concept. These 
simulations indicated that the proposed systems had good DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
potential, enabling rapid progression to the main 
development phase. Having evaluated the broad requirements for the system 

components and identified sources for the initial airbag 
systems and the steering column, it was necessary to design 
and build prototype knee bolsters of the stiffness determined 
from the initial MADYMO modelling. 

Knee Bolster Devdopment 

It was planned to develop a bolster concept applicable to 
both driver and passenger. The approach chosen was to 
use two thin-walled tubes, one above the other and joined 
by a load-spreading plate. The bolster would be installed 
at an angle to suit optimum occupant kinematics, without 
compromising ergonomics. 

The dynamic finite element code OASYS DYNA-3D was 
used to help determine the optimum geometry, wall 
thickness and material type for the bolster. The model is 

Figure 3. Initial MADYMO Driver’s Side Model illustrated in Figure 5. 

¯ 
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Correlation of Baseline Model and Test 

Comparison of the HyGe sled test with the MADYMO 
model indicated a high degree of agreement, both in terms 
of kinematics and injury criteria. The test results were as 
follows (model predictions in brackets): 

Driver Side: 
¯ HIC 625 (Model 650) 
¯ Chest Acceleration 41g (Model 49g) 
¯ Chest Compression 49mm (Model 41mm) 
¯ Femur Load maximum 7.4kN (Model 7.7kN) 

Passenger Side: 
¯ HIC 278 (Model 314) 
¯ Chest Acceleration 40g (Model 38g) 
¯ Chest Compression 20ram (Model 25ram) 

Figure 5. Finite Element Knee Bolster Model ¯ Femur Load maximum 6.8kN (Model 5.8kN) 

Baseline MADYMO Simulation A number of refinements to the model were made as a 
result of the sled test, to increase its validity prior to a 

The non-linear stiffness characteristics predicted by the parametric study, the objective of which was to further 

DYNA-3D knee bolster model were transferred to the develop the restraint systems. 

MADYMO dataset. The baseline model was then run to 
predict occupant kinematics and injury criteria. Parametric Study 

Initial indications were that the injury criteria targets Performed using the MADYMO models developed for 

adopted would be attainable for driver and passenger, both driver and passenger, the objectives of the parametric study 

belted and unbelted. The unbelted case was chosen as the were to: 

baseline simulation for validation, which would be achieved 
by performing a HyGe sled test. Optimise restraint system performance 

¯ Driver Airbag stiffness 

Baseline Sled Test ¯ Knee bolster stiffness 
¯ Steering column stroking 

A HyGe sled test was required to validate the baseline ¯ Steering Wheel position 

MADYMO model, and provide a firm foundation for a ¯ Passenger Airbag deployment angle 

parametric study to optimise the restraint system 
configuration. Assess difference between unbelted and belted occupants 

¯ Driver’s Side 

A body-buck was constructed from a modified vehicle ¯ Passenger’s Side 

chassis. The facia support was modified to accept the 
passenger airbag module, which was tested without 
deployment doors. 

The new steering column was mounte~ ~.~ ~ s!i~tloS b~-~c;ke, t 

to permit stroking, with the chosen driver airbag module. 

The under-scuttle was also modified to provide mounting 
points for the prototype knee-bolsters. 

The crash pulse was very closely reproduced by the HyGe 
simulator which controls the acceleration applied to the 
sled. 

A photograph taken during the test is shown in Figure 6. 
The results confirmed good initial system performance for 
both driver and passenger in the unbelted condition. Figure 6. Morgan Sled Test 
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¯ 
Increasing the vent hole size in the driver’s airbag produced CONCLUSION 
minor reductions in peak chest acceleration at 30mph. 
The knee bolster stiffness and position used in the baseline The project has now reached the stage where prototype 
simulation were appropriate and were therefore retained, passive restraints for driver and passenger have been 

developed, which surpass the Federal requirements for the 

¯ 
An alternative stroking characteristic for the column was perpendicular block impact. 
studied. A higher ’trigger’ 10ad coupled with a reduced 

mean collapse load was found to work very effectively. Some further test and modelling work needs to be 

completed before the final system designs are validated in 
This approach allows the airbag to provide the energy full vehicle crash tests. 
absorption early in the impact, without using up valuable 

¯ column stroke. The column strokes later and can therefore The inclusion of passive restraints will enable Morgan to 
be more effective in providing ’ride-down’ to the driver, continue supplying cars to enthusiasts in North America, 

providing supplementary protection in frontal impacts. 
The deployment direction of the passenger airbag was It will also benefit buyers in the domestic market, where 
studied and the optimum angle was found to be 3 degrees airbags will be made available as an option. 
up from horizontal for this installation. 

¯ The development programme has been completed at 
The model will also be used to predict restraint system minimum cost by extensive use of computer simulation, 
performance at 35mph, and injury criteria for 5th percentile combined with sufficient dynamic testing to ensure the 
females and 95th percentile males, validity of the predictive models. 

Final Development The utilisation of appropriate commercially available system 

¯ components has also helped to reduce development costs. 
A programme of modelling and sled testing is in progress 
to determine final component and system specification. This approach can benefit all low-volume vehicle ’ 

manufacturers who currently avoid certain export markets 
This includes evaluation of non-standard impact speeds and on the grounds of disproportionate development costs to 
assessment of the limits of system performance. Some satisfy vehicle safety legislation. 

¯    durability testing will also be required. 
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ANALYSIS OF AGGRESSlVITY IN FRONTAL COLLISIONS. 
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aggressivity (1). Thus it is also important to study the 
Abstract relationship between a vehicle and its’ opposite, ie study 

aggressivity. This paper proposes to show the differences in 
behaviour relative to the obstacle using standard barrier 

This paper is based on the results of a number of orthogonal tests. In this paper wc study the dynamic force/time and 
dynomometric barrier tests carried out at the Crash Testing force/displacement distribution across the front of cars 
and Biomechanics Laboratory of INRETS. Eleven cars of particularly for the full width barrier and examine the 
different model and type were tested, drawn from cars that relationship with intrusion of the occupant compartment 
are common in Europe and being of widely varying lengths 
and masses. All these cars were equipped with either Hybrid 
II or IIIs. A large number of measurements were taken both    Test description 
inside and out. A force wall with 6 plates gave us 
information on where the energy was dissipated. We use This paper is based on a number of frontal impact tests that 

this information to ponder on agressivity, were carried out at our laboratory. We have tested 11 
~ehicles of different type and model in three d_ifferent 
impact configurations. The configurations were, 57km/h 

Introduction into an orthogonal force wall, 57 km/h into a 30° wall with 
anti-slide device, and finally a test at 50 km/h into an 45% 

It is clear that the aggressivity of cars evolves with time, offset barrier. 
and this is oRen the result of regulation. However, it can 
also be due to commercial competition when pushed by The vehicles had two dummies in the front seats, and the 
consumer organizations, for example a number of these extra weight due to the signal aquisition equipement was 
organizations have carried out crash tests. The criteria for compensated for by removing rear seats, side windows, etc. 
choice are never easy, and occupant safety is generally the Thus the test weight was identical to that in running order 
result of many compromises, one must be careful of with two passengers. The vehicles tested are commonly 
secondary effects (possibly dangerous) of different types of found in Europe and of different size and mass. All the cars 
construction. In particular if one works in great depth on the tested were front wheel drive cars with transverse engines. 
safety of vehicle occupants, it is much more difficult to take 
the safety of the occupants of the other vehicles into The dummys were Hybrid II or III depending on the date of 
account. In general vehicles are built in this way, ie no the test. The Hybrid II were entirely instrumented with a tri- 
account is taken of the occupants of the opposing vehicle, axial accelerometers in the head, thorax and pelvis, as well 
The safety of the occupants in both vehicles can be similar as femur compression and submarining transducers. The 
but this is only valid ff the vehicles arc built with the same Hybrid III dummys also had transducers in the neck and for 
characteristics of crush behaviour, size and mass. However, thorax deflection. 
as we all know, the variety of different vehicles on our roads 
is enormous, different by construction, ~ifl’ercntbysizc.and In the cars themselves there were a number of 
weight, for economic reasons. Resaearch into the relativ accelerometers, beth in the passenger compartement and on 
safety of occupants has shown that the important factors are the engine. In addition, a large number of measurements of 
the type of occupant protection used, the mass of the car, its .the vehicle were taken both before and after the test, for 
size or length and its frontal crush characteristics or both the interior and the exterior of the vehicle. Note that 

¯ 
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for the internal measurements we removed the entire facia behind the latter, and also on the centre tunnel at the 
to place, in order to get more exact measurements of the appro~in~.~te R-point of the O_!mntys. Unfortunately the 
bulkhead itself, centre tri-axe was often noisy due to vibration of the 

support, and consequently was not used in this study. The 
Finally the orthogonal barrier is made up of six force plates, average of the four other accelerometers (in the 
refer appendix. Note that the size and positions of the plates longitudinal-direction only) was then calculated, on 
correspond to the movable european barrier, condition that the accelerometer signals hadn’t saturated the 

data aquisition equipement, The sampling frequency was 
10kHz. Measurements taken and the Calculation of energies 

In order to look at the impact behaviour of the car the most By double integration we ob~ined the dynamic crush as a 

interesting test is that using the force wall, where we have function of time for each car. The force wall gave us the 
force for each of the plates as a function of time, and the the force received by the impacted (rigid) object. This gives 
instant of impact being common to all measurements, the us the force for each plate as a function of time (figure 1). 
force - deformation curve is then easily plotted. The energy 
is then ob~ined by integration, remembering that rebound ...It is vezy difficult to compare these curves although it is 

possible to look at the peaks and valleys by amplitude and must be allowed for. This was then calculated for all six 
by position. We have decided to look at the total energy plates in each test. The following tables show the results. In 

dissipated which we obtained from the force and the crush order to more easily compare the vehicles, we show the 

depth. The latter we obtained in the following way. There energy expended on each plate as a percentage of the total 

were five tri-axial accelerometers in the passenger approach energy. 

compartement, at the base of each B-pillar and 250 nun 

Wl : plme E (KN) W2: plate A (KN) W3: plate F (KN) 

250. 0 250. 0 250. 0- 

200. 0 200. 0 200. 0- 

150. 0 150. 0 150. 0- 

100. 0 100. 0 100. 0- 

0. O0 0, 12 0. 24 0. O0 0. 12 0. 24 0. 00 0. 12 0. 24 

W4: plate B (KN)                          WS: plate C (KN)                         W6: plate O (KN) 

250. 0 250. 0 250. 0- 

200. 0 200. 0 200. 0- 

150. 0 

. ^ -r , , . , ,~r 

150, 0 

, , ,~,. 

150. 0- ~v/.~50" 0 

100. 0 100. 0 100. 0- 

50. 0 I~’/"~ 50, 0 = 

O. O0 O. 12 O. 24 O. O0 O, 12 O. 24 0 0’0’ ’ b’. ~1~’ ’ ’0’. ~t-’ ’ 

W7: WS: TOTAL (KN) W9: 

400, 

300, 0 

200. 

100. 

0. O0 0. 12 0. 24 

Figure 1. Example of force data 
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figure 2 Percentage of total energy by forc~ plate 

CAR I CAR 2 

" 

CAR 3 

CAR 5 CAR 6 
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CAR 7 CAR 8 

CAR 9 CAR 10 

!!~: ,~ 
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Comment on the tables bulkhead. This car is short and has a large diesel engine ¯ 

and the engine vir~]a!!y fills the engine compartement.. 
Overall, there is a significant difference between the upper 
and the lower plates, the lower plates representing 78% (o In comparison, for cars with a symmetric behaviour as 
=5.3) of the energy dissipated. This is due to the regards the energy dissipation on the force wall, there is no 
longitudinal struts and the lower portion of the engine, sign of any unsymmetric catching of the engine/gearbox 
however the engine doesn’t necessarily just apply on the unit which moves in a parallel fashion without rotation and ¯ 

central plates. All cars being front engined front wheel presses on the central element of the wall more strongly 
drive, the engine being transverse.The finding that the than the outside. 
lower half of the front structure typically absorbed 78 % of 
the crush energy differs considerably from cartier work Behaviour regarding deformation of the passenger 
(2,3). Here Nilsson-Elke (2) showed for Volvo cars that the compartement are also different. 
lower structure absorbed between 55% and 81% of the ¯ 

crush energy. While Neilson and Watson (3) who tested 
variety of cars found that the lower structure absorbed 
between 33%and 66% of the crush energy. The difference Behaviour inside these cars 
between our results and the earlier tests reflects the 
changes in car design between the early 1970’s and the late Some cars have shown a non-symmetric force distribution 
1980’s. as regards the front of the car, the question is, does this ¯ 

translate to a non-symmetric behaviour as regards 
However, the lateral division of the energies is quite deformation of the passenger compartement? With this in 
varied. Two cars (3 and 9) were practically uniform across mind we examined the deformation of the floor and front 
the width, the two cars not being of same class. Vehicles 1, bulkhead. We have measured the before and after position 
2, 4, 7 and less evident in cars 6 and 11 have the peak of 24 points on the back of the front bulkhead, that is five 
energy dissipated on the central plate. Finally cars 5, 8, 10 rows of five points, the lowest row having only four points. ¯ 
were highly un-symmetrical in their energy dissipation, 
both to the fight and to the left. To better visualise these deformations we averaged the 

values on each row, thus obtaining for each car a line of 5 
In order to understand the differences observed we looked points representing the deformation of the front bulkhead 
in detail at how each of the cars were constructed. In of the passenger compartement. The following figures 
particular we looked for the presence (or absence) of sub- show these deformations. ¯ 
frame. In fact for cars with a sub-frame which appear to be 
of similar consLructi0n, Can give very different results. We 
could find no correlation between a particular construction 
and the division of the energies dissipated among the force 
plates. 

However looking at the high-speed films, the enormous 
influence of the engine movement is obvious. In relation to o , 
this point we looked primarily at the cars with a non- 
symmetric response, and we did not notice anything 
remarkable about the other cars. What did we notice? Well 
the force peaks correspond to instants when the engines ,~,            ""-- --~o~,        ~ - 
path is suddenly blocked. 

0     I 

For car 8, the engine block is blocked by the lower right 
triangle while to the left the gearbox passes above the 
triangle. This occurs on the film at approximately 40ms, 
and corresponds with a force peak. 

For car 10, the same thing is observed, except that it is the           o , 
gearbox which is stopped on the left hand side and the 

~.AR7                     CARt 
motor passes behind. Again this happens at about 40ms. 

For car 5 it is slightly different. Like for all cars tested 
here, the engine is found to the fight and the gearbox to the 
left. However on this car, the first ~ occurs at 20ms at 
corresponds to contact between the motor and the front 

¯ 
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CAR 9 CAR I0 

~e up~r line is ~e ~ont e~efior defo~afion. ~e lower 
line is ~e m~ of ~e interior defo~fions. Point 1 is on 
¯ e left of c~ ~d ~int 5 on ~e right. 
We note ~t ~ere is no ~s~e~ in ~e interior 
defo~fio~. In ~1~ for c~s 5, 8 ~d 10 ~e 
defo~fion is p~ly ~e~c. ~e ~e~ of 
¯ e resid~ in~sion defo~afion ~gge~ ~t ~ere is no 
~r~ relafio~p ~n ~e for~ ~bufion across ~e 
~ ~ont ~d in.ion. 

To co~ ~s we l~ked at ~e d~c derogations on 
¯ e le~ ~d right ~ing ~gh-s~ fil~. In p~ 

using ~e ~ew ~om a~ve we m~ ~e ~sifions of 
¯ e ~gets representing ~e ~sifions of ~e le~ ~d right 
B-pill.s. ~e follo~ng fi~e, 4, shows ~e res~ 
ob~n~. It is cl~ ~at ~e pa~em of force ~s~bufion 
across ~e ~ont of ~e c~ is not refl~t~ in ~e pa~em of 

¯ e in~sion across ~e ~p~t comp~ent when 
comp~ed ~ ~e non-~e~c force paaem shows t~t 
¯ e c~ ~ont s~e tends to re~s~bute ~ non- 
~e~c forces at ~e car ~ont into a more u~o~ 
~s~bufion as ~ey ~ ~sfe~ed into ~e ~p~t 
comp~ent. T~s fining is reflect~ in o~er rese~ch by 
us bas~ on ac~ accidents w~ch in~te ~t ~ 
m~mum in~sion into the ~p~t comp~ent is 
co.elated ~ ~ m~mum defo~afion of ~ c~ front. 

¯ 
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Conclusion                                                ¯ 

At present, research in safety in cars is mainly done with 

~ 
the aim of improving occupant safety. Similarly, 

~. homologation is only interested in occupant safety. There 
is also some work being done on the compatibity between 

~o cars and lor~s. ¯ 

zo The agressivity of cars against other cars , ie their 
u. �., comlpatibility is not yet the object of regulation or of 

~ 4o ~o oo t~ m t~o t~o tm ~ homologation tests. Our own tests show that there is no 
to, ~ -- correlation between the behaviour of the front of the car, 

’~"" "’ ~ i.e. its agressivity, and the behaviour of the interior of the ¯ 
~. car. On condition that epidimiological studies show that 

~~ 
:.~. there is a link between agressivity and injury; it is not 

~ 
~ 

snffi¢ient to only work on the inside of the car; 

~o It would appear to be considerable interest to take the 
agressivity of cars into accounts in their design. But before ¯ z~ 
this is done, the consequences of this agressivity in an ~ ,~,~ - i~tl 

t~" "’ accident must be studied and a method of evaluating this 
.    ze    ~o ~ eo ¯ ~ee ~ ~e ~e ~ ~ agressivity must be developed. 

too~ ,~.~.,,~,.i ~., 
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Appendix 

The dynamometric barrier 
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IMPROVED FRONTAL IMPACT CRASH TEST DATA 

William T. Hollowell and Ralph J. Hiteheoek of the 5th and 95th percentile Hybrid HI dummies. 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration This paper presents an overview of this research program 

United States and presents the results from the crash testing conducted to 

Paper No. 94-$8-O-09 date. 

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

In the United States, air bags will be required in all In the United States, air bags with lap and shoulder belts 

passenger cars and light trucks under Federal Motor Vehicle are specifically required by legislation (i.e., the National 

Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 208, Occupant Crash Highway Traffic Safety Administration Authorization Act of 

Protection. Even after full implementation of driver and 1991) for both front outboard seating positions in all passenger 

passenger air bags as required by FMVSS No. 208, frontal cars manufactured after September 1, 1997. They are also 

impacts will still account for up to 10,000 fatalities and required in all light trucks, multipurpose passenger vehicles 

120,000 AIS _> 2 (i.e., moderate to critical) injuries. The (e.g., vans, utility and sport vehicles), and buses with a gross 

objective of the research program .is to address these fatalities vehicle weight rating of 3,846 kilograms (8,500 pounds) or 

and injuries and provide a basis for the possible future upgrade less and an unloaded vehicle weight of 2,489 kilograms (5,500 

of FMVSS No. 208. pounds) or less manufactured after September 1, 1998. 

Injury criteria, test devices, and the development of However, with current high consumer demand for these 

supplementary test procedures for the evaluation of occupant systems, it is expected that manufacturers will install them 

injury will be addressed by investigating higher severity several years earlier than the mandatory deadlines. 

crashes, other occupant sizes, and additional body regions The detailed performance requirements for these systems 

and/or improved injury criteria. The performance of air bag are contained in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 

equipped production cars is being evaluated; countermeasures (FMVSS) No. 208, Occupant Crash Protection. The main 

will be developed and evaluated; and the benefits associated dynamic performance requirements in FMVSS No. 208 

with the countermeasures will be assessed, involves successful crash testing into a rigid barrier with a 

To date, a number of frontal offset crash tests using air 50th percentile adult dummy at all speeds up to 48 kilometers 

bag equipped production cars have been conducted. The first per hour (30 miles per hour) at all angles between 

test series involved moving car-to-car tests with a nominal 116 perpendicular and 30 degrees to either side of perpendicular. 

kmph (72 mph) closing speed and 60 percent engagement of .The tests can be run both with the dummy being unbelted and 

the subject vehicle by the striking or bullet vehicle. A fiftieth with the belts on. "Successful" crash testing requires that the 

percentile Hybrid HI dummy was used as the test surrogate in dummy Head Injury Criterion (I-I!C) be at or below 1,000, the 

the driver’s seating position, dummy chest deceleration be at or below 60 G’s, and the 

In a seco~id series, frontal offset tests were conducted dummy femur loads be at or below 10,000 newtons. If a 

similarly to the first seres except that there were engagements Hybrid HI dummy is used, the chest deflection must be less 

of 50 and 70 percent of one of the subject vehicles. The tests than 75 millimeters. 

were conducted to evaluate the effects of overlap percentage. Even after full implementation of driver and passenger air 

An additional test was Conducted in this series to evaluate the bags as required by FMVSS No. 208; it has been estimated 

effect of an oblique impact on the subject vehicle, that frontal impacts will still account for up to 10,000 fatalities 

Additional crash test evaluations include high speed full and 120,000 AIS _> 2 (i.e., moderate to critical)injuries. The 

frontal rigid barrier impact tests. These tests included the use objective of this research program is to address these fatalities 
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and injuries and provide a basis for the possible future upgrade conducted using all restrained (i.e., lap and shoulder belted as 
of FMVSS No. 208 injury criteria and test devices, and the well as air bag restrained) oeeupants to project the future 
development of supplementary test procedures for the safety need of an all air bag fleet. By adding the later years of 
evaluation of occupant injury in higher severity crashes, the NASS data, the analyses can be revisited using only air 

A detailed definition of the remaining safety problem for bag cases. Therefore, we are in the process of including 1991 
frontal impacts, subsequent to the full implementation of the and 1992 NASS data in the analysis. Secondly, the analyses 
current dynamic frontal crash protection standard, has been were exploratory in that a new approach was utilized for 
initiated. Research is underway for investigating the real world determining the overlap percentage and projecting the target 
crash environment and projecting the occupant injuries that population. This approach is under ageney review. Including 
will occur for an all air bag fleet. This includes summarizing the later NASS data and adjusting the analytical approach 
the human loading and injury tolerances relevant to frontal possibly could lead to entirely different results. 
crashes. Also, test surrogates and injury criteria are being 
recommended for use in the crash testing.                        TEST SURROGATE 

Defining the problem includes identifying general 
laboratory test conditions that can be used to replicate the The Hybrid 1/I 50th percentile male dummy, with 
safety performance of air bag vehicles in use. Then, evaluating extensive instrumentation and recognized methods of injury 
the performance of a variety of production vehicles under assessment, was selected for use for the bulk of the testing. 
those preliminary crash conditions, comparing their Additionally, the Hybrid I]! 5th percentile female and 95th 

¯ performance, and conducting potential benefits assessments to percentile male dummies were selected for some tests to 
guide the agency for the "final" selection of a test evaluate the different sized oeeupantkinematics and responses. 
procedure(s). During the testing, the body regions which have been 

instrumented (or will be instrumented in selected tests) for 
CRASI-IENVIRONMENT predicting injury include the head--linear and angular 

¯ 
acceleration, the face--element for laceration potential, neck-- 

For projecting the occupant injuries that will occur and upper and lower load cells, thorax--accelerations and 
identifying general laboratory test conditions that can be used deformation, abdomen--foam insert for deformation, pelvis-- 
to analyze the safety performance of baseline vehicles, the acceleration, femur--load cell, knee--sliding knee for shear, 
ageney’s National Accident Sampling System (NASS) files for lower leg--shear and moment, and ankle--foot motion and load 
the years 1988-90 were used. The NASS is a detailed cell. 

¯ investigation of a statistical sample of accidents in the United Finally, our Biomechanies Division has a research effort 
States. About 5,500 accidents per year are investigated. The underway for developing an advanced thoracic element for the 
NASS files for these years differ from those of previous years 50th percentile test dummy. A prototype thorax is now 
in that only the more serious accidents qualified for inclusion available which incorporates a more realistic and human-like 
into the files. Also, the 1988-90 files include a variable for the geometry and more comprehensive injury assessment 
description of vehicle intrusion which allows for the instrumentation. In addition, we are developing improved 
identification of up to ten intruding components per vehicle, lower extremities and an improved neck for the 50th percentile 
Finally, a coding change occurred during this time frame to dummy. As prototypes of these new components become 
redefine a parameter that could be used to calculate the frontal available, we will be using them in frontal crash testing. 
percent of overlap due to direct contact with the struck 
vehicle. CRASH TESTING 

While the results of the aforementioned analyses are 

¯ preliminary, several findings led to the recommendation that In order to evaluate higher severity crashes, the agency 
the development of an offset frontal test proeedure be pursued, has initiated a frontal crash test program. These tests are being 
First, the analyses indicated that offset collisions are quite used to examine the effects that such parameters as collision 
common and produce a higher likelihood of serious to fatal direction and speed, vehicle size, structural aggressiveness, 
injuries than do distributed impacts (i.e, 90 to 100 percent and geometric compatibility have onthe oeeupant eompartment 
engagement of thevehiele’s frontal structure)for occupants on intrusion and on occupant injury. Additionally, testing has 
the damaged side. Secondly, it was estimated that the target been initiated to examine protection afforded to occupants of 
population of injuries affected by an offset requirement is different sizes. These tests include both frontal car-to-ear and 
about twice that of a higher speed full barrier requirement, other offset, pole and full barrier crash tests. 
Finally, it was judged that intrusion related injuries (e.g., Offset frontal testing has been completed in which a lap 
lower extremity injuries) would occur more frequently in and shoulder belt equipped Honda Accord was crashed into a 
offset crashes than in full barrier crashes and, as a result, series of driver air bag equipped cars including an Isuzu 
would receive more attention from an offset test requirement. Stylus, a Volvo 740, a Geo Metro convertible, a Ford Taurus, 

The above results were considered preliminary for several a Dodge Dynasty, a Chevrolet Corsica, a Honda Accord 
reasons. First, the NASS files only contained a small sample station wagon, and a Saab 9000. Each of these tests was 
of air bag cases for 1988-90. Thus, the analyses were conducted with both cars moving at a nominally 116 kmph 
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(72 mph) closing speed and with an overlap of 60 percent on requirements, the chest acceleration was very close to the 60 
the subject vehicle. In the tests, a Hybrid HI 50th percentile G’s maximum requirement. 
male dummy was seatedin the driver’s position for both ears. Other frontal tests also were conducted using the Hybrid 
All available restraints were utilized, i.e., both the air bag and 111 5th- and 95th-pereentile dummies to investigate the effects 

safety belts were used. The model, test weight, velocity of occupant size. In these tests, the Ford Taurus equipped with 
change in the crash, Head Injury Criterion, chest acceleration both driver and passenger air bags was used. The Taurus was 

¯ 
(three millisecond clip), maximum femur loading, and subjected to the test procedures used for FMVSS No. 208 

maximum tibia moment are shownin Table 1. As shown, the compliance and also to the test procedures used for the New 
Geo Metro is the only vehicle to exceed the FMVSS No. 208 Car Assessment Program (NCAP). In the FMVSS No. 208 
injury criteria. (The HIC was 1,699 and the maximum femur compliance test procedure, the dummies are generally unbelted 

loading was 10,270 Newtons.) However, all of the vehicles when the vehicle is impacted at 48 kmph into a rigid barrier. 
exceeded the tibia moment that is considered to be injurious In the NCAP test procedure, the dummies are lap and 

¯ 
(225 Newton-meters). One observation in reviewing these data shoulder belted at 56 kmph into a rigid barrier. Two 48 kmph 
is that the HIC generally increases as the vehicle change in tests were conducted using the compliance test procedure. In 
velocity increases, the first test, an unbelted 5th-percentile female dummy was 

The results from the aforementioned tests were reviewed, located in the driver’s seating position and an unbelted 

and additional tests have been conducted to determine the 95th-percentile male dummy was located in the right front 
effects of changes in vehicle overlap and/or vehicle trajectory, passenger’s seating position. In the second test, the seating 

¯ 
For the new tests, the Chevrolet Corsica was selected as the position of the dummies was reversed. Likewise, two 56 kmph 

subject vehicle and the Honda Accord remained as the bullet tests were conducted using the NCAP test procedure. Again, 

vehicle. Three tests have been conducted. Two tests were the seating positions of the dummies were reversed between 

conducted at the nominally 116 kmph closing speed and with tests. However, in these tests, the safety belts were used as 

overlap of 50 and 70 percent on the subject vehicle. An specified by the NCAP test procedure. The results for all of 

additional test was conducted to evaluate the effect of an the 48 kmph and 56 kmph tests also are shown in Table 3. 
¯ 

oblique impact on the Chevrolet Corsica. In this test, the Here, it is seen that the 5th-percentile female dummy met all 
Honda Accord bullet vehicle was oriented at a 30 degree angle of the FMVSS No. 208 criteria. However, the 95th-percentile 

rather than the in-line orientation used for all of the previous male dummy located in the passenger’s seating position 

testing. The test was set up so that there was 50 percent exceeded the I-I!C requirement in the test using the compliance 

overlap of the subject vehicle during engagement, test procedure. 

Again, the Hybrid l!I 50th percentile male dummy and all 
¯ 

available restraints were used. The results for these tests along SUMMARY 

with the corresponding 60 percent overlap, inline configuration 

test conducted for the aforementioned test series are found in From the testing, it is observed that occupants using a belt 

Table 2. with an air bag are unlikely to get serious head or chest 

As shown in this table, the Chevrolet Corsica exceeded injuries without severe intrusion. Tibia and lower extremity 
the FMVSS No. 208 injury criteria in only the oblique test. As injuries can occur in offset crashes. However, limitations in 

¯ 
can be seen, in this test the chest acceleration exceeded 60 G’s the number of air bag accident investigations which have been 

and the femur loading exceeded 10,000 Newtons. However, available have precluded a full quantitative description of the 

as observed in the 60 percent overlap test series, the tibia serious injury and fatality problems which will remain even 

moments exceeded the 225 Newton-meter threshold in each of after full implementation of air bags in all cars, light trucks, 

the tests. Also, several trends are observed. The first is that vans, multipurpose passenger vehicles and small buses. While 

the chest accelerations and femur loads increase as overlap additional air bag accident data analysis is planned, a full 
¯ 

percentage increases. This dependence is due to the increased range of more severe frontal crash tests than that currently 

peak vehicle acceleration and shorter crash pulse duration as required is underway. At the conclusion of this research, it is 

more of the vehicle structure is engaged with increasing expected that an additional new frontal crash test, test 

overlap percentage. A second trend is that the tibia moment dummies, and injury criteria will be available for use in 

increases as overlap percentage decreases. This dependence is developing and evaluating improved restraint and structural 

due to the increasing toe board intrusion as the overlap concepts for improved frontal crash protection in air bag ¯ 
percentage is decreased. In addition to the frontal offset crash equipped vehicles. 

testing, full barrier testing also has been conducted. A 64 

kmph (40 mph) full frontal barrier crash test has been 

conducted with the Chevrolet Corsica. In this test, a Hybrid 

III 50th-percentile male dummy was seated in the driver’s 

position (i.e., the same dummy used for the offset testing)~ 
¯ 

This test was conducted to compare the severity of the offset 

tests to that from the higher speed full frontal barrier test. The 

results from this test are shown in Table 3. While the HIC and 

femur loadings were well within FMVSS No. 208 

¯ 
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Table 1. Offset Crash Test Results - 60 Percent Overlap 

Model Test Wt Delta V HIC Chest Femur Tibia 

G’s 

¯ Newton- 

Kilograms KMPH Newtons meter 

Metro 921 70 1699 58.5 10270 472 

Stylus 1207 61 483 48.6 4728 454 

¯ Corsica 1293 60 664 48.6 6623 475 

Dynasty 1442 55 321 55.5 5075 361 

Saab 9000 1456 56 361 48.7 5533 478 

Volvo 740 1488 56 264 33.1 6547 419 

Accord SW 1510 57 322 48.1 9225 462 

Taurus 1533 56 357 51.9 6040 366 

¯ 

Table 2. Offset Crash Test Results - Variation of Overlap Percentage, Impact Angle 

Corsica Test Condition HIC Chest G’s Femur Tibia 

¯ Newton- 
Newtons meters 

50%, Inline 781 41.9 6205 482 

60%, Inline 664 48.6 6623 475 

¯ 70%, Inline 852 57.2 6868 392 

50%, Oblique 886 76.4 10227 367 

¯ 
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Table 3. Full Frontal Crash Test Results 

Model    Impact    Seating       Hybrid III     HIC     Chest    Femur    Chest 
Speed    Position         Dummy                   G’s                Defl. 
(KMPH)                                                         Newton (mm) 

Corsica    64.9    DriverI       Male (50th)      722      59.6       8011       38 

Taurus      47.3    Driver2       Female (5th)     156      43.5       4483       24 

Taurus      47..3    Passenger2 Male (95th)     1009      44.6       9372       18 

Taurus      48.4    Driver2 Male (95th)     462     43.4      9730       3              . 

Taurus      48.4    Passenger2 Female (5th)     319      49.9       4811       17 

Taurus      56.5    Driver~       Male (95th)      584      48.0       7780       48 

Taurus      56.5    PassengerI Female (5th)     637     47.2       3212        4 

Taurus      56.3    DriverI       Female (5th)     234      53.6       3367      34                 . 

Taurus      56.3    Passenger~ Male (95th)      261     43.1       5093      43 

I- All Available Restraints 
2- Air Bags Only 
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¯ A Complete Frontal Crash Sensor System - II 

David S. Breed, W. Thomas Sanders, Vittorio Castelli 

Automotive Technologies Intemational, Inc. 

United States 

94-$8-O-10 

¯ ABSTRACT 

This is the second paper in a series to presents a system which conforms to this 

present a coherent theory of sensing frontal theory. In later papers in this series, careful 

crashes, define the characteristics of future analysis will be made of real world crashes 

airbag sensor systems and to present to refine the theory and improve the system 

examples of how this theory can be design. 
¯ implemented. After summarizing the 

relevant conclusions from the authors’ 
previous papers, this paper demonstrates A REVIEW OF CURRENT THEORY 

that future systems should contain: crush 
zone sensors which, either used alone or in Most of the basic theory of crash sensing 

conjunction with electronic passenger has been developed in previous papers and 

¯ compartment mounted sensors, sense will only be summarized here. The reader is 

relevant impacts to all portions of thevehicle referred to the referenced papers for a 

front and a Vehicle Interior identification and detailed discussion of the following 

Monitoring System (VIMS) to identify and conclusions: 

determine the location of occupants and 
objects within the vehicle. It is further 

¯ During a crash up to the time that a 

¯ concluded that cars should be designed so sensor must determine whether or not to 

that only impacts involving the front of the deploy an airbag, the vehicle can be 

vehicle need be sensed for the deployment divided into two main parts: the crush 

of frontal protection airbags, zone which has changed its velocity 
relative to most of the rest of the vehicle 
and the non-crush zone which is most of 

¯ This series of papers has the main goal the remainder of the vehicle. This is 

of determining an overall theory of frontal called the two pulse theory,v Portions of 

crash sensing and the resulting desirable the vehicle which lie between these zones 

properties of sensor systems. A second goal are unreliable locations for mounting 

is to give examples of how this theory can sensors. 

be realized in real sensor systems. There is 
¯ a need for such an analysis as can be seen ° Sensors must be predictive. They must 

from the wide variety of sensor systems in predict that the passenger compartment 

use today - it is unlikely that they are all will undergo a velocity change requiring 

right. In addition several organizations are the deployment of an airbag before the 

developing computer algorithms for "Single velocity change occurs.7 For this reason 

Point Sensors" based on a variety of different alone, there will always be bothunwanted 

¯ theories. This diversity of systems leads to and late airbag deployments. 

the conclusion that there is no generally 
accepted theory of how to sense car crashes. 

° Sensors mounted in the crush zone 

This paper develops a general theory of should be velocity change devices. They 

crash sensing by combining conclusions from predict that the passenger compartment 

previous papers with new analysis and 
will undergo a velocity change based on 
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the fact that the crush zone has already The following section develops the 
undergone the velocity change,v features of the next generation airbag crash 

sensor system based in part on the above 
* Non crush zone sensors must trigger on eight conclusions. 

a small velocity change for short duration 
pulses in order to trigger in time on NECESSARY FEATURES OF FUTURE 
barrier crashes. Therefore, they must not AIRBAG CRASH SENSOR SYSTEMS 
be mounted where they can become in 
the crush zone in low velocity crashes .or 1. The identification and position of 
they would trigger on low velocity change occupants and other objects must be an 
accidents where the airbag is not desired.7 input to the crash sensor system 

Crash sensors for determining that a 
¯ There is insufficient information in the vehicle is in a crash of sufficient magnitude as 

non-crush zone to permit a sensor to to require the deployment of an inflatable 
sense a11~ crashes in time. Therefore, restraint system, orairbag, are either mounted 
sensors mounted in the crush zone are in a portion of the front of the vehicle which 
needed.2,9 This is independent of the has crushed by the time that sensor triggering 
vehicle structure and, therefore, changes is required, the crush zone, or elsewhere such 
to the vehicle structure will not "fix" the as the passenger compartment, the non-crush 
problem, zone. Regardless of where sensors are 

mounted there will always be crashes where 
* The amount of crush of the vehicle during the sensor triggers late and the occupant has 

a crash is a good indicator of the severity moved to a position near to the airbag 
of the crash and therefore can be used deployment cover. Insuch cases, the occupant 
as an airbag deployment criterion. Since may be seriously injured or even killed by the 
the maximum crush occurs before the deployment of the airbag. A Vehicle Interior 
maximum velocity change, a crush sensor identification and Monitoring System (VIMS) 
will trigger earlier in an airbag desired can prevent such injuries and deaths by 
crash than other crush zone or passenger eliminating late airbag deployments. 
compartment mounted sensors. It also In an SAE paper.by Mertz, Driscoll, Lenox, 
agrees with the expectations of the Nyquist and Weber titled "Response ofAnimals 
customer.3’9 Exposed to Deployment of Various Passenger 

Inflatable Restraint System Concepts for a 
*. During a crash there are substantial Variety of Collision Severities and Animal 

vibrations which occur in the vertical and Positions" ~, the authors show that an occupant 
lateral as well as the longitudinal can be killed or seriously injured by the airbag 
directions. These cross-axis vibrations deployment if he or she is located out-of- 
can have a detrimental effect on position near or against the airbag when 
mechanical or electromechanical sensor deployment is initiated. Ther~ are now many 
operation and, in some cases, can even documented occurrences ofsuchinjuries and 
prevent a sensor from triggering, of some deaths in realworld accidents. 
Although these vibrations are most severe All crush zone mounted sensors, in order 
in the crush zone, they have the most to function properly, must be located in the 
detrimental effects on non-crush zone crushzone at the required trigger time during 
mechanical and electro-mechanical a crash or they can trigger late7. For the 
sensors. These vibrations are also most purposes here, the crush zone is defined as 
severe in such real world crashes as car- that portion of the vehiclewhich has crushed 
to-car front to side impacts where both at the time that sensor triggering is required. 
vehicles are moving,s In impacts with soft objects, the crush of a 

vehicle can be significantly less than for 
* In order to minimize the harm caused by impacts with barriers for the same velocity 

late airbag deployments, a Vehicle Interior change. In such cases, even at moderate 
identification and Monitoring System velocity changes where an airbag might be of 
(rIMS) is required. The position of an help in mitigating injuries, the crush zone 
occupant, or the presence of a rear facing mounted sensor might not actually be in the 
child seat, cannot be determined by the crush zone at the time that sensor triggering 
vehicle crash sensor system and yet are is required and trigger late. In these cases the 
critical to the effective functioning of the occupant could become out-of-position when 
passive restraint system.~° the sensor triggers and be injured or even 

killed by the deploying airbag. 
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¯ There is a trend underway toward the males and females, and therefore about 70% 
implementation of Single Point Electronic of the population is smaller and sits, on 
sensors which are typically located in the average, closer to the airbag than the 50% 

passenger compartment. In theory, these male. 70% of the population is thus exposed 
sensors use sophisticated computer to a greater risk of interacting with the 
algorithms to determine that a particular crash deploying airbag. A recent survey12, for 

¯ is sufficiently severe as to require the example, found that although the average 
deployment of an airbag. In recent papers2.9, male occupant sits about 37 cm from the 
the authors argue that there is insufficient steering wheel, about 5% of the population of 

information in the non-crush zone of the drivers sit closer than 25 cm from the steering 
vehicle to permit a decision to be made to wheel and 10% sit closer than 28 cm. Also, 
deploy an airbag in time for many crashes, about 1% of drivers sit at about 55 cm and 

¯ Thus, sensors mounted in the passenger about 25% sit at least 42 cmfromthe steering 
compartment or other non-crush zone wheel. These measurements arebased onthe 
locations, will also trigger the deployment of horizontal distance from the naison (]unction 
the airbag late in many crashes and lead to of the forehead and nose)to the steering wheel 
deployment induced injuries, hub. For the unrestrained driver, the distance 

The spectrum of real world crashes is very from the chest to the hub is the more important 

¯ large. The crash pulse reaching a single point number and will in general be several 
sensor depends on how much of the vehicle centimeters less than those listed above. None 
front end is involved; the shape, mass and of the sensor systems now on the market take 
structure of the object being impacted; the account of this variation in occupant seating 
velocity of impact; where on the vehicle the position and yet this can have a critical effect 

impact initially takes place; the direction of on the sensor required triggering time. 

¯ the impact; etc. It was pointed out in the For example, if a fully inflated driver side 
referenced papers that none of the simple airbag is about 28 cm (II inches) thick, 
crash pulse parameters such as the velocity measured from front to back, then any driver 
versus time profile, the level of acceleration, who is sitting closer than 28 cm will necessarily 
the second integral of the acceleration, the interact with the deploying airbag, and at 

derivative of the acceleration, the level of some closer position suchas 12 cm (5inches), 

¯ vibrations, or any combinations of these the airbag probably should notbe deployed at 
parameters is sufficient to detect a11 airbag alp°. These numbers depend, of course, on 
required crashes without triggering on crashes the particular vehicle and airbag design. For 
where the airbag was not desired. An a recently analyzed 48kph (30 mph) barrier 
alternative to this approach is to use crash of amid-sized car, the sensorrequired 
sophisticated pattern recognition techniques triggering time in order to allow the airbag to 

¯ to develop an algorithm or a system which inflate fully before the driver becomes closer 

learns from the various realworld crash pulses, than 12 cm from the steering wheel results in 
This technique is used, for example, to permit a maximum sensing time of 8 milliseconds for 
the recognition of a rear facing child seat in a a driver initially positioned 18 cm (7 inches) 
vehicle. To train such a system to the requisite from the airbag, 25 milliseconds at 25 cm, 45 
level of reliability, however, requires hundreds milliseconds at 41 cm and 57 milliseconds for 

¯ to thousands of tests. Such a test series the occupant who is initially positioned at 56 

would be prohibitively expensive for crash cm from the airbag. Thus for the same crash, 
sensor development where a single crash test the sensor required triggering time varies 
can cost up to $100,000. from a no trigger situation to 57 milliseconds, 

The discussions of timely airbag depending on the initial position of the 
deployment above are all based on the position occupant. A single sensor triggering time 

¯ of the average male (designated the 50% male) criterion that fails to take this into account, 
relative to the airbag or steering wheel. For therefore, will cause injuries to small people 
the 50% male, the sensor triggering or deny the protection of the airbag to larger 
requirement is typically calculated based on people. Avery significant improvement to the 
an allowable motion of the occupant of 13 cm performance of an airbag system will 
by the time that the airbag is fully inflated, necessarily result from taking the occupant 

¯ Airbags typically require about 30 milliseconds position into account as described herein. 

of time to achieve fullinflation and, therefore, A further complication results from the 

the sensor must trigger inflation of the airbag fact that a greater number of occupants are 

30 milliseconds before the occupant has moved now wearing seatbelts which tends to prevent 

forward 13 cm. The 50% male, however, is most of these occupants from gettingtoo close 
actually the 70% person, considering both to the airbag. Thus, just knowing the initial 
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position of the occupant is insufficient and cases the presence of an occupant, or of a rear 
either the position and velocity must be facing child seat, can be used to determine 
continuously monitored or the use of the whether the airbag should be deployed. A 

seatbelt must be known. Also, the driver may child in a rear facing child seat can be seriously. 
have fallen asleep or be unconscious prior to injured if the airbag deploys, and if the seat is 
the crash, and be positioned against the unoccupied there is no need to deploy the 
steering wheel. Some sensor systems have airbag. In these cases rather than the 
been proposed that double integrate the determination ofthepositionoftheoccupant, 
acceleration pulse in the passenger the pattern ofarear facing child seat or of an 
compartment and determine the displacement occupant must be determined and 
of the occupant based on the calculated differentiated from that of a forward facing 
displacement of an unrestrained occupant child seat, a box or a bag of groceries. Thus 
seated at the mid-seating position. This sensor two different technologies are required for the 
system then prevents the deployment of the VIMS, position and velocity determination 
airbag if, by this calculation, the occupant is and pattern recognition. 
too close to the airbag. This calculation can 
be greatly in error for the different seating 2. Crush zone mounted sensors are 
positions discussed above and also for the necessary and they must sense impacts 
seatbelted occupant, and thus an occupant to all parts of the front of the vehicle 
who wears a seatbelt could be denied the 
added protection of the airbag in a severe As discussed above and in the referenced 
crash, papers, the authors do not believe that there 

TheVIMSwillbeinstalled in the passenger is sufficient information in the passenger 
compartment of an automotive vehicle compartment crash pulse to permit the 
equipped with an inflatable airbag. When the sensing of all real world crashes from that 
vehicle is subjected to a crash of sufficient location. Based on these arguments, it is 
magnitude as to require deployment of the therefore not likely that a computer based 
airbag, and the sensor systemhas determined algorithm which will permit a single sensor 
that the device is to be deployed, theVIMS and to sense all crashes from a single point in 
associated electronic circuitry determines the the vehicle will be developed. As long as 
position and velocity of the vehicle occupant this is the case, sensors mounted in the 
relative to the airbag and disables its crush zone are needed. It was also 
deployment if the occupant is positioned so demonstrated in the referenced papers that 
that he is more likely to be injured by the the problem is independent of the vehicle 
deploying airbag than by the accident itself, structure since soft crash pulses are more 
Naturally, the additionofanoccupantposition determined by the structure of the struck 
sensor onto a vehicle leads to other interesting object than that of the striking vehicle. 
possibilities as discussed in Breed10. Thus, if a single point sensor works in one 

Thus far the use of the VIMS to disable vehicle it must also work universally on all 
airbag deployment has been discussed, vehicles. 
Inflators now exist where the gasproduction In the first paper in this seriesI~, results 
rate can be controlled. If an occupant is were presented of an informal survey of 
already close enough to interact with the vehicles recently involved in tow-away 
airbag but not so close that the deployment accidents. It was the result of a visit to a 
should be suppressed, a lesser inflation could vehicle holding yard where cars are held 
help the occupantwithoutinjuringhim. Since pending the outcome of insurance claims. 
the VIMS can determine where the occupant This study involved 100 vehicles and, 
is, it can be used to control the inflation rate. considering that in excess of 15,000 people 
If the vehicle is equipped with a forward are killed annually in he United States in 
crush-zone mounted discriminating sensor, frontal accidents and many times that 
an accurate measure of the impact velocity number are seriously injured, the occurrence 
can, in many cases, be made based on the of an event in this study is probably also 
time from initial impact to sensor triggering, significantly represented in the real world. 
This information can also be used along with If a particular accident occurred in 2% of 
the VIMS input to varythe inflation rate of the the cases in this study it is probably quite 
airbag with a slower rate for low velocity likely that it would be a common crash in 
crashes, real world accidents and therefore be 

In each of the examples above, the position significant enough that it should influence 
and velocity of the occupant is used to prevent the design of airbag systems in general and 
or control the inflation of the airbag. In some the sensor system in particular. 
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This study found that a significant the vehicle, and which are not soft accidents, 

percentage of real world accidents impact to be sensed by sensors located in the 

only certain portions of the front of the passenger compartment. Impacts into the 
vehicle. For example, 9% of the impacts side of the vehicle Just missing the front 
were outside of the main supporting vehicle such as into the wheel well or even into the 

structure (the rafts in some vehicles), 1% A-pillar or B-pillar might be candidates 

involved the bumper only, and 2% were except that there are very few if any such 
below the bumper. It was surprising that accidents that require airbag deployment and 

approximately 30% were bumper under-rides even if there were, these would also be 
where the damage to the bumper was generally classified as soft accidents and 

minimal. It would be expected that a therefore likely to be missed by passenger 

significant percentage were also bumper compartment mounted sensors. In most 

over-rides although these are difficult to such accidents, the vehicles merely rotate 

detect since the rest of the vehicle front and sideswipe, or side impact, each other 

would also be damaged in an override crash, and frontal airbag deployment is not 

Current crush zone sensors are designed required. 

to function by being struck by material Another class of accidents are 

displaced rearward in an accident. To undercarriage hang-ups. This happens when 
function properly, therefore, they must be there is some vehicle structural member 
impacted by crushed material and therefore projecting below the bumper or radiator 
they must be in the crush zone during the which is caught by a rock, tree stump, or 
crash at the time that deployment initiation curbstone. If such a structure exists then 
is required. As pointed out before~, such the only sensor which could catch the 

sensors would have to be located above the accident in time would be the passenger 

bumper to catch bumper under-ride compartment mounted sensor. The problem 

accidents, below the bumper to catch is that if the structural member truly hangs 
bumper over-ride accidents, outside of the up and causes the vehicle to stop with very 

rails to catch impacts to those locations, in little crush, this would give a very short 

the center to catch a pole on center and crash pulse and it is doubtful that there 

behind the bumper to catch bumper only will be sufficient time for the airbag to deploy 

accidents. As shown in another recent SAE even if the sensing time were instantaneous. 
paper7, if current crush zone mounted On the other hand, passenger compartment 

sensors are not in the crush zone on a mounted sensors must be more sensitive for 
particular crash, they can trigger deployment short duration high deceleration pulses when 

of the airbag late and cause death or injury they must make a decision to trigger the 

to the occupant. It is easy to see that for airbag after the vehicle has experienced only 

the current crush zone sensor designs to a two or three mile per hour velocity change. 

catch all significant frontal crashes, a A high speed under carriage impact which 
number of sensors would be required, does not result in a hang-up, or a low speed 

One of the arguments for a discriminating impact which does, causing only a few mile 
sensor in the passenger compartment is that per hour velocity change, would cause such 
there are some accidents which require sensors to trigger when there is no need for 

deployment of an airbag but which are the airbag. This problem can best be solved 

missed by the crush zone sensors. If there by designing vehicles so that they do not 
are only two ball-in-tube or similar, sensors have structures which can cause a hang-up 

located in the crush zone, it is true that or, if such structures are unavoidable, by 
many frontal accidents will be missed as protecting them with so called skid plates. 

discussed above. The types of accidents that The above discussion does not apply to 

are missed are those that involve a limited impacts to the lower projections of the 
portion of the vehicle and thus usually fall radiator and radiator support that now 

in the category of soft crashes. Soft crashes, appear on most vehicles. These accidents 

however, are precisely the ones that are also are common and must be sensed. As 
most frequently missed by passenger described below, this can easily be done by 

compartment mounted sensors. A necessary a new crush zone sensor design. 
feature of future airbag sensor systems, This then is another principle of airbag 

therefore, is that crush zone sensors must sensor design, that is, that vehicles should 

cover all areas of the front of the vehicle be designed so that all airbag required 
which are common sites for frontal impacts, crashes involve an impact to the front of the 

This then would still leave airbag required vehicle. To do otherwise will either result in 

accidents which do not involve the front of unnecessary airbag deployments or to 
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unnecessary late or non-deployments demonstrating that acoustical systems will 
causing death and injury, work for position determination during a 

crash even though there is a significant 
AN EXAMPLE OF AN AIRBAG CRASH transmission time lag and of the other 
SENSOR SYSTEM HAVING THE DESIRED possible technologies appears in a previous 
FEATURES paper1°. 

I. General description 

This system consists of a single crush 
zone mounted sensor which senses all 
crashes to the front of the vehicle; a Vehicle 
Interior identification and Monitoring System 
(VIMS) for both the driver and front seat 
passenger; an electronic circuit which 
diagnoses that the system is operational and 
combines the inputs from the crush zone 
sensor and the rIMS; and an arming or 
safing Sensor. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
describe the electronic circuit in detail. In 
general it will perform the same types of 
diagnostic functions now performed by the 
Diagnostic and Energy Reserve Modules 
(DERMs) on current systems. It will also, 
however, determine the latest time that the 
airbags can be deployed in any given 
situation, depending on the velocity change FIGURE 1 

of the vehicle, as determined by the crush 
zone sensor, and the position of the 
occupants, as determined by the occupant 
position sensors (VIMS). This device may 
also have an accelerometer input for crash 
severity confirmation and for aiding in 
determining whether an occupant is wearing 
a seatbelt. 

2. An example of a VIMS 

Two versions of a VIMS have been 
demonstrated, one using ultrasonics and the 
other using infrared lasers. Each of these 
systems will be briefly described. 

The ultrasonic system, such as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, operates by transmitting a 
burst of high frequency sound waves toward 
the occupant and receiving the reflected 
waves using two spaced apart receivers. An 
acoustic image is thus formed and analyzed 
using an appropriate algorithm. This system FIGURE 2 
permits both the position of the occupant or 
object to be determined as well as an An alternate system uses infrared lasers 

identification as to what is occupying the to send a modulated light beam to the 

seat. This system is capable of determining occupant. The reflected light is received by 

whether the seat is empty, whether a person an appropriate receiver and the phases of 

is sitting on the seat or whether a rear facing the transmitted and received modulated 

child seat is present. It is not confused by waves are compared to determine the 

a forward facing child seat, by a box or a distance to the occupant. This system has 

bag of groceries, the advantage that the position of the 

A general discussion of the timing factors occupant can be determined more frequently 
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but the system requires sophisticated optics a rear facing child seat or an empty seat once 

and electronics and thus is considerably during a trip by a vehicle. It is unlikely, 

more expensive, although not impossible, that once a rear 
In either case, the information concerning facing child seat has been placed on the 

the position of the occupant is used by the vehicle seat and the vehicle begins moving, 

electronic circuitry to determine the latest that it will be turned around or moved from 

time when the sensor can be triggered in the front to the back of the vehicle. It is also 

order to minimize the chance that the unlikely that the vehicle will get into-an 

occupants will seriously interact with the accident requiring deployment of the airbag 

deploying airbag. If that time period has within the first minute or so of the trip. 

already passed, the airbag will not be Therefore there is plenty of time for theVIMS 

deployed regardless of the severity of the to detect that a rear facing child seat is present 

accident, and once it has made that decision it need not 
The VIMS market is now being driven more change unless the evidence is strong that the 

by the need to prevent deployment of the child seat is no longer present. For theVIMS 

airbag when a rear facing child seat is present to pass a particular test, therefore, it should 

then when an occupant is out-of-position, be permitted at least a minute to reach a 

VChen a child weighs less than about 14 kg, he decision and it should not change its decision 

or she must be placed in the child seat with unless the test condition has changed 

the seat in the rear facing position. This is requiring such a decision change. 

because the neck of an infant is not sufficiently A discussion of the tests which would 

strong to support its head in a crash and make up such a library can be found in the 

serious whip-lash injuries can result. On the previously mentioned referenceI°. As with 

other hand, some mothers do not wish to airbag crash sensors, the test library applies 

place their infants in the rear seat and many to each model vehicle on which the VIMS is to 

of the most popular vehicles, pickup trucks, be used unless it can be shown that the 

don’t have a rear seat. technology is not influenced by the vehicle. 
The determination ofthe presence ofa rear With the expected installation of side 

facing child seat is a problem of pattern impact airbags, which will be initially stored 

recognition where the pattern of all "approved" in the doors of the vehicle, the potential for 

child seats must be distinguished from an deployment induced injuries will increase 

occupant. In the full implementation, the significantly. The head of a small child, for 

presence of an empty seat is also detected and example, may be adjacent to the deployment 

the airbag deployment suppressed. Thereare door of such an airbag especially if he is 

many technologies which could potentially sleeping against the door. Therefore theVIMS 

solve this problem and rather than discuss will eventually be needed for side impact 

them in detail, a list of proposed tests for any airbags. Some manufacturers are now 

candidate technology was presented in the experimenting with rear seat airbags. As the 

above referenced paperI°. number of airbags in a vehicle increases, the 
VChen trying to recognize a rear facing need for occupantpresence detection, and for 

child seat, significant technical problems rear facing child seat detection, also increases. 

result from the various permitted actions of It would not be tolerable to deploy multiple 

the passenger, which are unlikely for the airbags in a frontal or side impact, for example, 

driver, such as reading a newspaper or map if the vehicle has only one occupant. 

while the vehicle is in motion. Once a VIMS is present in a vehicle, other 

In a similar manner that airbag crash possibilities suggest themselves such as the 

sensors must perform properlywhen subjected monitoring of the driver’s behavior which can 

to a "library" of standard crashes (which may be used to warn a driver if he or she is falling 

or may not represent the spectrum of real asleep, or to stop the vehicle if the driver loses 

world crashes), alibraryoftests can be formed the capacity to control it. Additionally, a 

for the rIMS when used to detect the presence mapping of the vehicle occupants can be used 

of a rear facing child seat. Fortunately, the to adjust the heating, air conditioning or 

cost of conducting a test from such a library sound in the vehicle. Finally, in the case of an 

is inexpensive especially compared to the cost accident, the information as to the number of 

of a crash test which may approach $100,000. occupants can be transmitted automatically 

This permits the library to be quite large and using the vehicle’s cellular phone to call for 

also permits the use of technologies which help and order the requisite number of 

may not be as easily understood as more ambulances. Perhaps amoreadvancedsystem 

conventional computer algorithms, will someday be used to recognize the driver, 

In most cases it is only necessary to detect automatically adjust the seat, mirrors etc. 
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and even control who is permitted to operate      /-~ 
the vehicle! 

3. An example of a crush zone mounted Header/ Upper Rad 
Mounting 

sensor Connector Bracket 

In recent papers3.9 the authors described 
how the crush of a vehicle can be used along 
with a switch to create a crash sensor, called 
the CrushSwitch, which will trigger faster 
and more reliably than other currently used 
crash sensors. In those papers the concept 
of line sensing was introduced where a single 
sensor could sense crashes that impacted 
the vehicle above, on, or below the bumper 
as well as inside or outside of the vehicle 
supporting structure.    These papers Bumper 

Rail established the theory of crush sensing and Bracket 
showed that even currently used crush zone 

~,_ sensors in fact were crush sensors. 
An example of the CrushSwitch is shown FIGURE 4 

in Figures 3 and 4. It consists of a rod in a The amount of deflection required to 
tube and has the advantage that, through cause the tube to bend sufficiently to contact 
the use of appropriate spacers, the tube and the rod depends on several parameters such 
rod assembly can be bent into any required as the clearance between the rod and tube 
shape. This permits a single sensor to sense and the location of spacers which hold the 
all crashes to the front of the vehicle. This rod and tube apart. Through the appropriate 
can be done, for example, with one end choice of parameter values, the amount of 
starting outside of the right rail and deflection and the force to cause the sensor 
extending over to the vertical radiator to close can be arbitrarily varied along the 
support, then down in front of the support, length of the sensor. 
back behind the leading edge of the lower The bending properties of the tube can 
radiator support, across the front of the also be arbitrarily varied along its length 
vehicle to the left radiator support, and then causing the tube to bend preferentially in 
up and out beyond the left raft. An example certain modes. This provides additional 
of such a system is shown in Figure 4. parameters which are used to adjust the 

sensitivity of the sensor along its length. 
In one configuration for a large American 

~ ---~$EALEDHEADEFI/CONNECTOI~ 
car, was designed to require the CrushSwitch 
.4 cm of deflection for the vertical segments, 

TUBE (I/2 Inch OD STEEL)- and 8 cm of deflection for the horizontal 
GROUNDCONOUCTOFI segment inside of the lower radiator support. 

INSULATINGSPAC£R The tube had an outside diameter of .6 cm 
and it was mounted adjacent to the radiator 

CO~DUCrOR support such that the radiator support 
needed to be deformed before the sensor 
would trigger. This required a force of more 
than 50 kg to cause the sensor to trigger. 

The lower horizontal portion of the 
CrushSwitch was designed to trigger on 

WELDEDCLOSUFIE center pole impacts as well as those which 

I 
catch the radiator structure below the 
bumper. Both of these accidents are soft and 
there is substantial crush before sensor 
triggering is required. The CrushSwitch is 
not impacted by the bumper for, these 

~ 
accidents and, therefore, an additional 20 

FIGURE3 cm of crush is desired to cause sensor 
trigger. This is achieved by the sensor being 
loc~.ted about 35 cm from the vehicle front 
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F~ TABLE 1 ~ 

CRUSH SENSOR 
Compared to 

INDUSTRY STANDARD CRUSH ZONE CRASH SENSOR 

ADVANTAGE 
CRUSHSWITCH      STANDARD 

CRASH PERFORMANCE 
TRIGGERS ON STANDARD BARRIER CRASHES X X 
TRIGGERS ON LOW POLE X 
TRIGGERS ON CI:NTER POLE X 
TRIGGERS ON OUTBOARD IMPACTS X 
TRIGGERS ON BUMPER ONLY IMPACTS X 
NO LATE TRIGGER 

CAUSING OUT-OF-POSITION OCCUPANT X 
NO FAILURE TO TRIGGER DUE TO SENSOR ROTATION X 
NO FAILURE TO TRIGGER DUE TO MANUFACTURING 

TOLERANCES X 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
NOT AFFECTED BY CROSS AXIS VIBRATIONS X 
NO LEAKAGE X 
NOT AFFECTED BY TEMPERATURE X 

OTHER PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
DEPLOYMENT AGREES WITH CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS X 
SENSOR LATCHES CLOSED DURING CRASH X 
EASE OF OFF VEHICLE TESTING X 
SENSOR CANNOT BE REUSED AFTER DEPLOYMENT X 

COST 
MANUFACTURING COST X 
WEIGHT X 
VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED X 
NUMBER OF SENSORS REQUIRED X 
NUMBER OF CALIBRATIONS/CONNECTORS X 

~ . Now IN HIGH VOLUME PRODUCTION X 

and requiring an additional 8 cm of Crash performance 

deflection to trigger. The sensor is thus 
designed so that it will not trigger on pole Both the CrushSwitch and currently used 

impacts unless there is substantial crush zone sensors, such as the ball-in-tube 

deformation of the lower radiator support, sensor, have the proper response for 

Less deflection is required for off center pole standard barrier crashes, the easiest of all 

impacts since the vehicle is stiffer at these crashes to sense. The CrushSwitch responds 

locatlons and there is less crush, better to "real-world" crashes since it senses 

As briefly described above, therefore, a crashes to all portions of the front of the 

single sensor can be designed to trigger on vehicle that are likely to be impacted during 

ali airbag desired accidents wb.ich involve the crash. The ball-in-tube sensor can fail 
the front of the vehicle. This shguld include to trigger, or even worse trigger late, on low 

all airbag desired crashes for properly pole or other bumper over-rides, center pole, 

designed vehicles. Of course many variations bumper only impacts, impacts outboard of 

of the C:rushSwitch design are possible the rails, or any other impacts where it is 

depending on the requi.rements of the not directly impacted during the crash. Also, 

particular vehicle in which it is used. it can rotate during the crash and fail to 

CrushSwitch sensors have certain failure properly integrate the longitudinal 

modes, as do all crash sensors, some of acceleration and therefore not trigger when 

which are discussed in a previous paper~]. an airbag is required. 

Some of the advantages of this sensor over The high precision required of the parts 

existing crush zone sensors are shown in of the ball-in-tube sensor necessarily leads 

Table 1. A discussion of some of these points to wide manufacturing tolerances which in 

follows, turn leads to a wide calibration tolerance. 
The CrushSwitch uses low tolerance parts 
and yet triggers within a small vehicle crush 
variation. Both sensors are affected by the 
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time required for the crush to reach the parts are present in the standard sensor. 
sensor, which depends on the particular Also, the CrushSwitch can be easily tested 
crash. VChereas all sensors have situations off the vehlcle without requiring expensive 
where they can trigger late on partlcular sensor testing equipment. 
crashes, the CrushSwltch will only trigger 
when in the crush zone while the ba11-ln- Cost 
tube sensor can trigger late when it is not 
in the crush zone. At least seven conventional crush zone 

sensors are required to cover all of the 
Environmental performance impact zones which are covered by one 

CrushSwltch. One CrushSwitch weighs 
Cross-axls vibrations are always present about 200 grams compared to about 45Q 

in crashes and yet sensors are not required grams for one standard sensor. 
to be tested for the effects of these vibrations. CrushSwitches are designed for and only fit 
The levels of cross-axis vibrations in real- on a particular vehicle. Multiple calibratlons 
world type crashes can be many times those of the standard sensor are required to be 
present in barrier crashes where sensors are manufactured and stocked. Since they can 
validated. In contrast to most other electro fit on-different vehicles, this can require 
mechanical sensors, the CrushSwitch is not unique connectors for each calibration. 
affected by cross-axis vibrations. Frequently significant vehicle modifications 

The standard sensor utilize~ unreliable are required for the standard sensor which 
sealing techniques such as sand and epoxy, add substantial cost and weight to the 
other potting materials, and O-rings. In vehicle. Thus, in addition to the performance 
contrast, the crush sensor uses an integral advantages of the crush sensor, there is a 
header/connector which is sealed onto the similar cost advantage. For example, in a 
sensor leading to a near hermetic seal. typlcal implementation requiring two 
Moisture leakage, if it oCcurs, will have standard sensors or one CrushSwitch the 
minimal affect on the CrushSwitch but will CrushSwitch installation would cost less 
cause the standard sensor to fail. than one fourth of a ball-in-tube installation 

Temperature has no effect on the crush based on an estimate of $5 for a 
sensor while temperature compensation CruslsSwitch sensor in large volume 
techniques that are utilized in the standard production. 
sensor-are only partially successfui. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Other perfo~:~uance issues 

This paper and the previous papers by 
Depending    on the    mounting the authors listed in the references have 

configuration, other crush zone sensors may presented a theory of crash sensing. This 
not trigger on crashes where there is theory can be used to design crash sensors 
substantial crush to the vehicle, where the for future airbag systems. The key features 
occupants will be injured and where the of such systems will be: 
customer would reasonably expect the airbag 
to have deployed. The CrushSwitch will 1. The presence and positions of occupants 
always trigger when there is substantlal and objects, such as a rear facing child 
crush and thus will perfo~=~ii in accordance seat, will be inputs to the crash sensor 
with customer expectations, system. 

The CrushSwitch latches closed during 
the crash assuring that it will overlap with 2. Crush zone mounted sensors will sense 
the arming/safing sensor. This overlap impacts to all parts of the front of the 
cannot be guaranteed with the,other crush vehicle. 
zone sensors and sometimes additional 
circuitry to electrically latch the sensor is 3. Vehicles will be designed so that they 
required. When latching circuitry is not cannot hang-up on the undercarriage and 
used, the airbag can fail to deploy in required so that all airbag required crashes involve 
crashes. The latching of the CrushSwitch is impacts to the front of the vehicle. 
proof that it functioned during the crash 
and prevents reinstallation on the same or Finally, this paper presents a sensor 
another vehlcle, system which has the features listed. 

In contrast to the CrushSwitch, the 
diagnostic system cannot determine if a11 
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ABSTRACT injuries and fatalities.1 In December 1993, NHTSA presented 

a report to Congress that responded to these requirements.2 

The New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) has gauged NHTSA issued a technical report in January 1994, which 

the performance of vehicles in frontal impact tests since model analyzed the correlation of NCAP performance with fatality 

year 1979. NCAP test speeds and impact locations closely risk in actual head-on collisions.3 Analyses, findings and 

resemble the conditions in a large proportion of actual frontal conclusions of the Congressional and technical reports are 

crashes that result in fatalities or serious injuries. The summarized in this paper. 

relationship between NCAP test scores and actual fatality risk 

on the road was studied. Head-on collisions between two Brief History of the New Car Assessment Program 

1979-91 passenger cars in which both drivers wore safety belts 

were selected from the 1978-92 Fatal Accident Reporting In 1978, NCAP was initiated with the primary purpose 

System. There were 396 collisions (792 cars) in whleh both of partially fulfilling one of the requirements of Title II of the 

cars were identical with or very similar to vehleles which had Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act of ~.973.4 

been tested in NCAP. In the analyses, adjustments were made The purpose of this requirement was to provide eon;t;mers 

for the relative weights of the cars, and for the age and sex of with a measure of relative crashworthiness of passenger motor 

the drivers, vehicles. NHTSA concluded that by using existing technical 

There are statistically significant correlations between approaches, safety information on the relative erashwortttiness 

NCAP scores for head inj.ury, chest acceleration and femur that vehicles provide in frontal crashes could be dev~::ioped. 

loading and the actual fatality risk of belted drivers. In a This provided consumers with important information to aid 

head-on collision between a car with good NCAP score and a them in their vehicle purchase decisions. The ultimate goal of 

car of equal weight with a poor score, the driver of the ear NCAP was to improve occupant safety by providing 1~.~arket 

with the better NCAP score has, on average, a 15 to 25 incentives for vehicle manufacturers to voluntarily design 

percent lower risk of fatal injury. Cars built from 1979 better erashworthiness into their vehicles, rather th.-m by 

through 1982 had, on the average, the poorest NCAP scores, regulatory directives. 

Test performance improved substantially from 1983 onwards. In this program, vehicles are subjected to a frontal 

In parallel, fatality risk for belted drivers in actual head-on crash test. The vehicles are towed head-on into a fixed, rigid 

collisions decreased by 20 to 25 percent in model years 1979- barrier at 35 mph. Each vehicle carries two instrumented 

91, with the largest decreases just after 1982. The paper anthropomorphic test devices (dummies) that simulate 50th 

concludes with a survey of possible future goals for NCAP. percentile adult males. These dummies are located in the front 

driver and front-right passenger seats and are restrainem by the 

INTRODUCTION vehicle’s safety belts and air bags, if available. Dur~g the 

crash, measurements are taken from each dummy’s head, 

The Fiscal Year 1992 Report of the Appropriations chest, and upper legs. These measurements are t:sed as 

Committee of the United States Senate and the Senate-House surrogates for the likelihood of serious injury and, thereby, the 

Conference Committee Report required the National Highway relative erashworthiness of the vehicle in a severe f, ontal 

Traffic Safety Administration (NI-ITSA) to implement impact. 

improved methods to inform consumers of the comparative The testing protocol used by NCAP is based on years 

levels of safety of passenger vehicles as measured in the New of development work conducted by NHTSA, the automobile 

Car Assessment Program (NCAP) and to examine and study industry, and others to create the test devices z~" ~ test 

the results of previous model year NCAP results to determine procedures used in determining compliance with I;’ederal 

the validity of these test data in predicting actual on-the-road Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 208, "Occ-apant 
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¯ Crash Protection. "~ This .standard requires that certain injury 
I 

criteria, as measured by the dummies; not be exceeded in a 
30-mph frontal crash test. The injury criteria apply to the 
head (as measured by a composite of acceleration values 
known as the Head Injury Criterion or HIC), chest (as / 
measured by a chest deceleration value known as chest G), 

¯ and upper legs (as measured by compressive forces on each of 
the femur bones). These criteria are used to assess the 
performance of the vehicles tested in the NCAP. 

The NCAP crash tests are conducted at 35 mph in 
order to provide a level of impact severity sufficiently higher 

than the FMVSS 208 requirement at 30 mph so that 
¯ differences in frontal erashworthiness performance among 

vehleles can be more readily observed. Since kinetic energy 
is proportional to the square of the velocity, there is 36 
percent more kinetic energy in a 35-mph crash than one at 30 
mph. Another measure of severity in a frontal, fixed barrier 
test is the total instantaneous change in velocity of the vehicle 

¯ (known as delta V), including the rebound from the barrier. 

In the 35-mph NCAP test, the average delta V is 40 mph, 
including the rebound velocity from the barrier. In a 30-mph 

*IgSB-l~1 I~ I}AIA I~1to ¥ (m~h) 
test, the average delta V is 33 mph. 

From an analysis of the National Accident Sampling 
System’s (NASS) files, the relationships of delta V to injury Figur~ 1, Estimated Probabilities of Injury and F~tality 

¯ and fatalities have been developed for passenger car drivers for Restrained Drivers in Frontal ~olhsion~. 

restrained by available belt systems (no air bag equipped 
vehicles are inelt~ded).6 These data are shown in Figures 1 

and 2. Curves are given for Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) 
3 and greater injuries, AIS > 4 injuries, and fatalities.7 AIS 
3 injuries are serious but often not life-threatenlng with 
emergency care. A.IS > 4 injuries are severe and life- 
threatening. AIS > 4 injuries to the head may include severe 
skull fractures and/or brain injury. AIS > 4 injuries to the 
thorax may include severe damage to the lungs, tom aortas, or 
massive collapse of the rib structure. 

The NASS data indicate that the fatality and injury rates 
¯ for restrained, front-seat drivers are several times greater in 

1 ~0~, 
a crash with a 40-mph delta V than in a crash with only a 33- 
mph delta V (See Figure 1). The NASS files also show that I 
approximately 50 percent of the life-threatening injuries and 

~0~ 
nearly 80 percent of the fatalities of restrained drivers in 
frontal collisions occur in crashes with a delta V greater than 

¯ 33 mph (See Figure 2). As in the real-world crashes, the 
injury data obtained in the 35-mph crash tests show a much           $0~, 
greater injury potential and a much greater spread among the 
safety performance measures of various vehicles than observed 
in the 30-mph crash tests.                                          ~07, 

¯ ,5 10 15 20 25 30 3,5 40 4,5 

Figure 2. Cumulative Distribution of Injuries and 
F~mdities for Restrained Drivers in Frontal Crashes. 

¯ 
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The first NCAP press release was issued on October I-IISTORICAL PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT AUTO 
16, 1979. Since that time, more than 440 different passenger MANUFACTURERS IN NCAP 
cars, light trucks, vans, and sport utility vehicles have been 
tested. Presently, the tested makes and models of passenger In the September 1993 historical NCAP report, trends 
cars represent more than 50 million of the passenger ears on of improved vehicle safety performance as measured by 
the road today. Notable improvements in occupant safety as NCAP were provided.9 These trends, based on the dummy 
measured by the dummy responses have occurred during the HIC and chest G responses are shown in Figure 3 for all tests 
history of the program, as summarized in section on historical of passenger ears that have been conducted through MY 1993. 
performance in NCAP. These improvements have been The average values for the dummy response parameters are 
associated with significant reductions in the fatality risk of given for each model year. Also, the averages for the fleet of 
restrained drivers of passenger ears involved in severe frontal NCAP-tested passenger cars, as determined from vehicle 
crashes, as will be shown in the accident analysis sections of registrations, are shown for each year. (Note: After the first 
this paper, year of NCAP testing, this fleet included approximately two 

million of the passenger cars on the road. At the conclusion 
Review of NHTSA’s Plan as Proposed to Congress in the of the MY 1992 NCAP testing, this fleet included over 52 
February 1992 Report million of the registered passenger ears. The file has not yet 

been updated with vehicle registrations for MY 1993. 
In the Fiscal Year 1992 Senate and Conference Therefore, weighted values are only available through MY 

Appropriations Reports,t NHTSA was required to utilize a 1992.) Conspicuous downward trends are shown for each of 
variety of new methods in presenting NCAP data in order to the injury parameters. 
make the data more easily understandable by consumers and In Tables 1 and 2, summary information from the 
more useful as a market incentive. The Committees proposed September historical report on the different motor vehicle 
that these methods may include publications of lists of vehicle manufacturers is given. These data include: the numOer of 
models performing best and worst on different injury criteria, vehicles which have been tested, the percentage of vehicles 
lists of vehicle models with the highest and the lowest HIC, which have met FMVSS 208 requirements (I-IIC’3 not 
lists of vehicle models in rank order of their performance on exceeding 1,000, chest G’s not exceeding 60, and femur loads 
NCAP tests, and the historical performance of different not exceeding 2,250) in the higher-speed NCAP tests, and 
automobile manufacturers on NCAP tests, overall average values for the driver HIC, passenger HIC, 

In response, NHTSA proposed to: (1) develop a report driver chest G, and passenger chest G. For passenger cars, 
of the historical performance of the different automobile where adequate data exist, this information also is given for 
manufacturers in NCAP, (2) analyze the NCAP data base and two time periods, MY 1979 through MY 1986 and MY 1987 
determine an appropriate format for presenting the various through MY 1993. The phase-in of the automatic occupant 
suggestions for new lists, (3) evaluate the potential impact of protection requirements of FMVSS 208, beginning in MY 
these presentation methods on the ear-buying public and 1987 led to extensive use of air bags as supplemental 
evaluate the vehicle safety needs and choices of the automobile restraints, which further improved the safety performance of 
consumers through the use of consumer focus groups and (4) passenger ears in NCAP. 
enlist the help of media experts to determine improvements in Substantial reductions in average driver I-I~C and 
NCAP data presentations.8 The report of the historical passenger HIC values have occurred in MY 1987 through 
performance of the different automobile manufacturers in 1993 passenger cars when compared to MY 1979 through 
NCAP was completed and delivered to the Committees and 1986 passenger cars. The average driver HIC value., along 
then made available to the public in September 1993.9 It is with these reductions for the 6 major manufacturers are 
summarized in the next section of this paper. A simplified graphically shown in Figure 4. 
NCAP data presentation format was developed and focus A much higher percentage of passenger cars a~-e now 
groups were conducted to evaluate consumer reactions. A meeting the requirements of FMVSS 208 at the higher ,~CAP 
review of the focus group studies along with the results of the crash speed. Almost 80 percent of the passenger ca1 s tested 
media survey may be found in the December 1993 report to in NCAP during 1993 met the FMVSS 208 requirements. 
Congress.~ These historical records and’ the trends shown in Figure 3, 

The Committees also requested a study to analyze the indicate that: 
results of NCAP data from previous model years to determine ¯ The vehicle manufacturers have the knowledge and 
the validity of these tests in predicting actual on-the-road risk capability to design passenger ears that achieve excellent 
of injuries and fatalities over the lifetime of the models. In an scores in the severe 35-mph crash test if all occupant 
attempt to fulfill the Committees’ requirements, NHTSA protection systems are used 
proposed to examine data contained in NASS, Fatal Accident * With the phase-in of automatic occupant protection 
Reporting System (FARS), and individual state accident files, beginning with MY 1987, the vehicle manufacturers notably 
and analyze "hard-copy" (i.e., written) reports of crashes to improved occupant protection in 35 mph crashes as measured 
evaluate and compare on a one-to-one basis the performance by the dummy responses. 
of specific models which have been tested in NCAP and also 
have been involved in high-severity frontal impacts on the 
highway. Those studies are summarized in this paper. 
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¯ approximately 90 percent of the serious injuries for restrained 
drivers occur below the NCAP delta V of 40 mph. Assuming 
that NCAP results reflect the relative potential safety that a 
vehicle provides for belted occupants within 5 mph of the 
NCAP delta V (i.e., the NCAP data are applicable from 
to 45-mph delta V), nearly 50 percent of the fatalities occur 

¯ ~ I 
~0cr~s within this range. 

n, 

~ T0~0IAI Crash Type 
t- 

~ I The NCAP test configuration is based on FMVSS 208. 
< This configuration is a full-frontal crash into a fixed-rigid 
~ 

barrier. This is approximately the same as two similar 
¯ 

r~ I vehicles colliding head-on. Such collisions result in extensive 
damage across the full front of the vehicle and expose the 
occupants to high forces which must be effectively controlled 

~ I by the restraint systems and the gradual deformation of the 

0 ~00 - t000 1500 
vehicle structure in order to prevent serious or fatal injury. 

AVI~AG£ 0Sf~ ~ V~t£$ In Figures 5 and 6, NASS data provide insight into the ¯ 

relationship of real-world crash configurations to this 
[1~’~1~ 1987-1993 l~ 1~7~-1985 [ laboratory test condition. In Figure 5, it is seen that more 

than 70 percent of the real-world frontal crashes which result 
in AIS 3 or greater injuries have a direction of force of 12 

Figure 4. Average NCAP Driver HIC Values with the o’clock or head-on. In Figure 6, it is shown that 54 percent 
Percentage Reduction when Comparing MY 1987-1993 of the frontal crashes have induced or direct damage across the ¯ 
Passenger Cars to MY 1979-1986Passenger Cars. full front of the vehicle and another 27 percent have induced 

or direct damage which extends two-thirds of the way across 
the front of the vehicle. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FRONTAL CRASHES IN THE 
NATIONAL ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM                                                                          ¯ 

In response to the Congressional Committees’ request 
to correlate NCAP test results with fatality and injury risk in 
actual crashes, NHTSA examined data contained in State 
accident files, the National Accident Sampling System 
(NASS),6 and the Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS).~° 
State files have large samples, but are of limited utility 
because they do not identify which injuries are serious or life- NONROLLOVER FROIqI’AL CRASHES-NA$S 88-91 

threatening. Also, the accuracy of belt-use reporting is DIRECTION OF FORCE 
questionable in some cases.    NASS contains detailed ~o~o~ 
information on occupant injuries and belt use, but the number 
of serious-injury crashes on the file is insufficient to analyze 
the correlation of injury risk with NCAP test results. On the ~ tm 2 ~ro.0cx (12.0x) 
other hand, the NASS data are quite useful for tabulating 
frequency distributions of severe frontal erashes and 
comparing the characteristics of actual crashes to NCAP test 
conditions. Two of the more important crash parameters for 
frontal crashes are the change in vdocity (delta V) which 
occurs during the impact and the impact configuration. As 
previously noted, the NCAP tests result in delta Vs of 
approximately 40 mph and the NCAP crash eonfiguration is a 
full-frontal barrier impact, all. PA$$DIGDt C&R$ WITH 

F’RO~ S£AT OCCUPANT INJURY 

Crash Severity                                                             EOU~L To o~ ~[~TER Tt-L~ ~,~ 3 

Figure 2 graphs the cumulative distributions of injures 
and fatalities by delta V, as found in the NASS file for Figure 5. Frontal Impact Direction of Force from 1988- 

restrained drivers in frontal towaway crashes. These data 1991 NASS - Retrained and Unrestrained Front Seat 

indicate that almost 60 percent of the fatalities and Occupants 
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Committees on Appropriations comparing the results of NCAP 
data from previous model years to determine the validity of 

NONROLLOVER FRONTAL CRASHES-NASS 88-91 these tests in predicting actual on-the-road injuries and 
FRONTAL DAMAGE fatalities over the lifetime of the models." The agency 

responded with a set of analyses demonstrating a statistically 
~m 2/3 c~wr~ 1/3 (~.9~.) significant correlation between NCAP performance and the 

fatality risk of belted drivers in actual head-on collisions.3 
NFITSA’s goal was to see if cars with poor NCAP scores had 

ttrr 2/3 (16.~.) more belted-driver fatalities than would be expected, given the 
weights of the cars, and the age and sex of the drivers 
involved in the crashes. Without adjustment for vehicle 
weight, driver age and sex, the large diversity of fatality rates 

rt~t r~0m (53.s~: in accident data mainly reflects the types of people who drive 

~ I/3 00.gr.) the cars, not the actual erashworthlness of the ears. For 
example, "high-performance" ears popular with young male 
drivers have an exceptionally high frequency of fatal erasbes - 

l.Err 1/~ (6.8r.)                                           because they are driven in an unsafe manner - even.though 

ALL PASSENGER CARS WITH they may be just as erashworthy as other models. NHTSA’s 

~OnT S~’AT 0CCt~T INJtJ~¥ analysis objective was to isolate the actual crashworthiness 
[’0UAI. TO 0!~ P.,REAT[I~ THAN AI$ 3 differences between ears, remo~,ing differences attributable to 

the way the ears are driven, the ages of the oceupants, etc., 
and then to correlate NCAP performance with erashworthiness 

Figure 6. Frontal Impact Damage Pattern from 1988-1991 on the highway. 
NASS -Restrained and Um’estrained Front Seat 

¯ Occupants Analysis Overview 

These NASS data indicate that the FMVSS 208 and Since NCAP is a frontal impact test involving dummies 
NCAP test configurations reflect closely the real-world frontal protected by safety belts, the agency limited the accident data 
crash configurations which result in the largest number of to frontal crashes involving belted occupants. However, 
serious injuries and fatalities. NHTSA did not consider all types of frontal crashes, but 

¯ further limited the data to head-on collisions between two 
CORRELATION OF NCAP SCORES WITH FATALITY passenger ears, each with a belted driver, which resulted in a 
RISK IN ACTUAL HEAD-ON COLLISIONS fatality to one or to both of the drivers. A head-on collision 

is a special type of highway crash ideally suited for studying 
The historical trends presented earlier in this paper are frontal erashworthiness differences between two cars. Both 

overwhelming evidence that vehicle performance on the NCAP ears are in essentially the same frontal collision. It doesn’t 
¯ test has improved since the inception of the. program. Still, matter if one of them had a "safe" driver and the other, an 

that evidence, by itself, does not prove that ears have become "unsafe" driver; at the moment they collide head-on, how 
safer in actual crashes on the highway. The ultimate goal of safely they were driving before the crash is nearly irrelevant 
all safety programs, including consumer information programs to what happens in the crash. Which driver dies and which 
such as NCAP is the reduction of deaths and injuries on the survives depends primarily on the intrinsic relative 
highway. There is a desire for evidence that ears with good erashworthiness of the two ears, their relative weights, and the 

¯ NCAP scores are safer in actual crashes than ears with poor age and sex (vulnerability to injury) of the two drivers)2 
scores, and, more generally, that cars have become safer in If car 1 and ear 2 weigh exactly the same, and both 
actual crashes since the beginning of NCAP. Researchers drivers are the same age and sex, the likelihood of a driver 
have eagerly explored the correlation between NCAP fatality in a head-on collision would be expected to be equal 
performance and fatality or injury risk in actual erasbes since in ear 1 and ear 2. If car 1 and ear 2 have different weights, 
the initial years of NCAP, but have had limited success in the etc., it is still possible to predict the expected fatality risk for 

¯ past due to the shortage of accident data involving restrained each driver in a head-on collision between these two ears. 
occupants. ~ Thanks to the steady increase in belt use in the The relationship between fatality risk and vehicle weight, 
United States after 1984, as more and more States enacted belt driver age and sex is calibrated from the accident data by a 
use laws, enough accident data involving belted occupants logistic regression, t3 The expected fatality risk for driver 1 is 
have accumulated in the Fatal Accident Reporting System 
(FARS) for meaningful statistical analyses of fatality risk, exp[.616-5.427(1ogW,- log W,)+ .0531(A~-A:)+ .34(F,-F~)l 

¯ although data in other accident files are still insufficient for 1 + exp[.616 - 5.427(1og w t - log w,) + .0531(A, -A 2) + .34(F: -F: )] 

studies of the relationship of NCAP scores to the risk of 
nonfatal injuries, where .W ~ is the curb weight of ear 1, A ~ is the age of driver 

1 and F ~ is 1 if driver 1 is female, 0 if male. The expected The Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1992 directed 
"NFITSA to provide a study to the House and Senate fatality risk for driver 2 is 
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exp[.616 + 5.427(1ogW, - log W2)- .0531(A1-A2) - .34(F1-F2)] Omnl and Plymouth Horizon). (2) The model years on FARS ¯ 
1 + �xp[.616 + 5.427(1ogW t - log W2) - .0531(A,-A2) - .34(Ft-F~)] 

and NCAP are identical, or the FARS model year is later than 

These formulas measure the relative vulnerability to fatal 
the NCAP model year, but that model was basically 
unchanged during the intervening years. The FARS cases 

injury of the two drivers, given that their cars had a head-on 
collision. The risk is greater in the lighter car than the were supplemented with the matching NCAP test results for 

each car. The sample is large enough for a statistical analysis 
heavier ear, and the older or female driver is more vulnerable 

of NCAP scores and fatality risk. 17 
. 

to injury than the younger or male driver. The formulas do 
Whereas FARS data can be used to distinguish head-on 

not address the propensity of ears to get involved in head-on 
collisions from other crashes, they currently do not identify 

collisions as a function of driver age, sex, etc. For example, 
the impact speeds in the collisions or the exact alignment of 

given 100 fatal head-on collisions between 3000 pound cars 
the vehicles. FARS data do not single out those head-on 

driven by belted, 20-year-old males and 2500 pound ears 
collisions that would essentially duplicate an NCAP test: 

driven by belted, 50-year-old females, the formulas predict 9 
perfectly aligned collisions of two nearly identical cars, with ¯ 

deaths among the young males in the heavier cars and 97 
deaths among the older females in the lighter cars (for a total 

minimal offset, a closing speed close to 70 mph. 

of 106 fatalities in the 100 collisions, since some of them 
(Nevertheless, the NASS data showed that many fatal frontal 

resulted in fatalities to both drivers). 14 
crashes extensively resemble an NCAP test: approximately 50 

Cars with average crashworthlness capabilities will 
percent of the fatal frontal crashes for restrained drivers occur 
within 5 mph of the NCAP delta V, and most severe frontal 

experience an actual number of fatalities very close to what is 
crashes involve damage across a large portion of the front of ¯ 

predicted by these formulas, which are calibrated from the 
the vehicle.) Other major differences between NCAP tests 

collision experience of production vehicles. If a group of 
and actual crashes include: 

cars, however, consistently experiences more fatalities than ¯ Differences between the physical characteristics of the 
expected in their head-on collisions, then the empirical 

human driver population and the anthropomorphic dummy (the 
evidence suggests that this group of cars is less erashworthy 

dummy represents a 50th percentile male) 
than the average ear of similar mass. The gist of the analyses 

¯ Variations in the vulnerability to fatal injury due to age ¯ 
is to see if groups of cars with poor NCAP scores have 

and sex 18 
significantly more belted-driver fatalities per 100 actual head- 

Location of the fatal lesions (injury parameters are 
on collisions than expected (and there are several ways to 

measured only in the head, chest, and femurs of the dmnmies 
define a "poor" score). The analyses measure the reduction 

in NCAP, and not directly on the neck or abdomen) 
in fatality risk, in actual head-on collisions, for a ear with 

It is inappropriate to expect perfect correlation between 
good NCAP scores relative to a ear with poor NCAP scores. NCAP test results and actual fatality risk in the full range of ¯ 
They measure the overall reduction in fatality risk, for belted 

head-on collisions represented in the FARS sample. 
drivers in head-on collisions, since model year 1979, when 

Moreover, if there is any significant correlation between the 
NCAP testing began, until 1991, the latest model year for 
which substantial accident data were available as of mid-1993, 

two, it would suggest that the NCAP scores say something 
about actual erashworthiness in a range of crashes that goes 

The analyses require a data file of actual head-on 
far beyond the specific type tested in NCAP. It would also 

collisions, with both drivers belted, resulting in a fatality to at 
uphold the premise that vehicles which meet the FMVSS ’208 ¯ 

least one of the drivers, indicating, for both cars, the curb 
criteria in crash tests are safer in actual crash tests than 

weight, the driver’s age and sex, and the H!C, chest G’s and 
vehicles that do not meet these criteria. 

femur loads that were recorded for the driver dummy when 
that ear was tested in NCAP. FARS, a census of fatal crashes 

Correlation of NCAP Scores and Fatality Risk 
in the United States, from 1978 through mid-1992, provided 
the basic accident data for the study)° Accurate curb weights 

The goal of the analysis is to test if ears with poor ¯ 
are indispensable, because the relative fatality risk for two 
vehicles in a head-on collision is highly sensitive to the 

scores on the NCAP test have higher fatality risk for belted 

relative weight. The FARS data were supplemented with 
drivers, in actual head-on collisions, than cars with good or 

accurate curb weights, derived from weights specified in R.L. 
acceptable scores. There are many ways to define "poc~r" and 
"good" scores and measure the difference in fatality risk. All 

Polk’s National Vehicle Population Profileis as well as actual 
of the methods tried out by NHTSA staff demonstrate a 

weights measured in NHTSA FMVSS compliance tests on 
statistically significant relationship between NCAP scozes and ¯ 

produetionvehicles. Insufficient NCAP and FARS data were 
available to include light trucks, vans or sport utility vehicles 

actual fatality risk, as shown in Table 3. 

in the analyses. Thus, the study is limited to collisions 

between two 1979-91 passenger cars. 
NHTSA staff reviewed the ears involved in head-on 

collisions on FARS and identified, where possible, the NCAP 
¯ 

test car that came closest to matching the FARS case. They 
found 396 head-on collisions, involving 792 cars, in which 
both drivers were belted and both cars match up acceptably 
with an NCAP case: (1)The make-models on FARS and 
NCAP are identical or true "corporate cousins" (e.g., Dodge 
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¯ Table 3 74 actual and 77.6 expected driver fatalities. That is a 
statistically significant fatality reduction of 

Collisions of Cars with ~Good" NCAP Scores into Cars with "Poor’ NCAP Scores 

(N of crashes approximately 120 in each analysis) 
1 - [(74/80) / (77.6/68.2)] = 19 percent 

Performanea in A~tual Crashes for the cars with the lower chest G’s. 

¯ The statistical significance of this difference in fatality 
"Good"NCAP "Poor"NCAP No~ S~yR~OR risk is tested by examining a variable, RELEXP, which is Performance Performance Crashe~ for Good Ca~ (%) 

computed for each collision. If E ~ is the expected probability 
of a fatality in the low-chest G car, based on the formula using 

Ch~t g’s .~< 56              Chest g’s > 56             125               19" 

car weight, driver age and sex, and E 2 is the expected 
HIC ~< 1000 HIC > 1200 113 14" probability in the high-chest G car, while A1 and A2 are the 

¯ L F~mut .~< 1600 AND L F~ > l~00 OR actual outcome in each ear (1 if the driver died, 0 if the driver 
R Femu~ __< 1(~00 AND R F~ > 1~00 OR 

SUrViVed), 
L+R Femur .~< 2600 L+R Fetattt > 2~00 132 

HICk< 1100 AND HIC > 1300 OR RELEXP 
Ch~t g’s .~< 60 Chest g’s > 60 125 19" 

c~t g’s A 56 nNO Ch~t g’s > ~0 OR measures actual performance "relative to expectations." It can 
¯ L Femur _.< 1400 AND L F~ > 1700 OR range from -2 to +2. The more negative it is, the better the 

R F~_< a~00 ANY R F~ > 1700 OR low-chest G ear did, relative to expectations. If both groups 
L+R F~mux _.< 2400 L+R Femur > 2700 134 22** 

of ears were equally safe, the average value of RELEXP 
rac_< 900 aN~ mc > ~00 oR should be close to zero. But in these 125 crashes, the average 
L F~aur.~< 1400 AND L Femur > 1700 OR 

R ~ A ~400 AND R F~ > 1700 OR value of RELEXP is significantly less than zero (t = 2.32, p 
L+RFomut~< 2400 L+RFemut > ~700 m ~9" < .05), whieh means that the fatality reductionfor the low- 

¯ chest G cars is statistically significant?° 
HICk< 900 AND HIC > 1300 OR 

The relationship between chest G’s on the NCAP test Chest g’s < 56 AND Chest g’s > 60 OR 

L Fe’mu~<140OAND L F~mux > 1700OR and fatality risk over the range of head-on collisions 
~ F~ A 1400 nNt~ R F~ > 1700 OR experienced on the highway, although statistically significant, 
L+R Femur_~< 2400 L+RFemur > 2700 118 21"* 

is not perfect. Merely having the lower NCAP score of the 
two ears in the collision does not guarantee survival, even if 

NCAPINJ ~< .6          NCAPINJ > .6         117 

¯ the two ears are of the same wei, ght and the drivers 6f the 
same age and sex. Yet, on the average, in collisions between 

*Statistically significant at the .05 level Cars with ~< 56’chest G’s on NCAP and cars with > 56 chest 
**Statistically significant at the .01 level G’S, the driver of the ear with the better NCAP score had 19 

percent less fatality risk than the driver of the car with the 
poorer NCAP score, after controlling for weight, age and sex. 

¯ Fifty-six chest G’s are just one possible boundary value 
between "good" and "poor" performance. The fatality 

A straightforward way to delineate "poor" and "good" reduction for "good" performers can be magnified by using a 
scores is to partition the ears based on their NCAP score for higher boundary value or by replacing a single boundary, value 
a single body region - chest G’s, HIC or femur load - and to with a gap, putting some distance between the "good" and the 
consider only a subset of the 392 head-on crashes where one "poor" groups. For example, in collisions of cars with chest 

¯ ear has a seore in the "poor" range and the other car has a G’s ~< 60 into ears with chest G’s > 60 (the pass-fall 
score in a good or acceptable range. This subset should criterion in FMVSS 208), the fatality reduction in the "good" 
contain approximately 120 crashes, which is equivalent to performers is 24 percent. However, there are only 92 ~.rashes 
defining the worst 20 percent of ears as "poor" performers and meeting those criteria. Many other boundary values between 
the remaining 80 percent as good or acceptable. Do the ears low and high chest G’s will also produce statistically 
with the poor NCAP scores have significantly more driver significant fatality reductions for the group with~ low chest G’s, 

¯ fatalities than expected? but the boundary value of 56 maximizes the fatality reduction 
When chest G’s are used to partition the ears into for an accident sample close to 120 crashes. 

acceptable and poor performance groups, the ears with high The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) can be used to 
chest G’s almost always have siguifieantly more fatalities than partition the cars into two performance groups. In 113 head- 
the cars with acceptable chest G’s.19 For example, there are on collisions between a ear with HIC .~< 1000 on the NCAP 
125 actual head-on collisions (both drivers belted) in which test and a car with HIC > 1200, the fatality risk was a 

¯ one of models had more than 56 chest G’s for the driver when statistically significant 14 percent lower in the ears with HIC 
it was tested in NCAP, and the other had 56 g’s or less. In ~< 1000. The femur loads measured on the NCAP tests can 
the 125 ears with chest G’s > 56, 80 drivers died, whereas also, by themselves, differentiate safer from less safe ears. 
only 68.2 fatalities were expected, based on ear weight, driver The "good" performers are defined to be the cars with <_. 
age and sex. In the 125 ears with chest G’s ~< 56, there were 1600 pounds on each leg, and the sum of the two loads .~< 
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2600 pounds. The "poor" performers are those with > 1600 Table 4 . 

pounds on either leg, or a sum > 2600 pounds. In 132 head- 

on collisions, the fatality reduction for the "good" NCAP 
Collisions of Cars with "Good" NCAP HIC and Chest G’s 

into Cars with "Poor" HIC or Chest G’s 
femur load performers was a statistically significant 20 

percent.21 

One reason that chest G’s, HIC and femur load all 

"work" by themselves is that the three NCAP test CASE I CASE n calm ¯ 

measurements are not independent observations on isolated 

body regions. Cars with intuitively excellent safety design Definition of "good" car: HIC < 1000 1000 900 
tend to have low scores on all parameters, while cars with AND Chest G’s < 60 60 56 

crashworthiness problems tend to have high scores on one or 

more parameters, but it is not always predictable which one. Definition of "poor" ear: HIC > 1000 1200 1250 

Still, the reasons for the significant correlation between NCAP 
OR Chest G’s > 60 70 65 

. 

femur load and actual fatality risk are not completely Average ear weight: 
understood at this time, since injuries to the lower extremities, "Good" cars 2920 2941 2944 

by themselves, are generally not fatal. "Poor" ears 2769 2769 2761 

Any two NCAP parameters, working together, can do 
Average driver age: 

an even more reliable job than any single parameter. In 125 "Good" ears 43.7 42.2 46.4 
actual head-on collisions between cars with driver HIC < "Poor" ears 41.1 41.0 43.5 ¯ 

1100 and chest G’s < 60 on the NCAP test and cars with 

either HIC > 1300 or chest G’s > 60, the fatality risk was N of head-on eollisions 170 104 ~1 

a statistically significant 19 percent lower in the cars with low 

HIC and chest G’s. Table 3 shows how chest G’s and femur 
Actual driver fatalities 

In the "good" ears 89 50 39 
load, or HIC and femur load can be used to partition the ears, In the "poor" ears 111 71 58 

with statistically significant 19-22 percent fatality reductions ¯ 

for the "good" performers, in samples of 121-134 crashes.22 Expected driver fatalities 
NHTSA’s Report to Congress highlighted three In the "good" cars 96.2 56.8 45.8 

analyses in which cars were partitioned into. good and poor 
In the "poor" cars 103.8 65.2 49.9 

performance groups according to the HIC and chest G’s.2 In "Unadjusted" fatality reduction 
Case I, the "good" car has to meet the FMVSS 208 criteria for the good ears (%)* 20 30 33 

(HIC < 1000 and chest G’s < 60) while the "poor" car has ¯ 

to fail at least one criterion (HIC > 1000 or chest G’s > 60). 
"Adjusted" fatality reduction 

Cases Ii and HI place a gap between "good" and "poor" 
for the good ears (%)** 14 19 27 

performance. In Case II, the "good" car has to meet the 

FMVSS 208 criteria for HIC and chest G’s while the "poor" 

car has to have HIC > 1200 or chest G’s > 70. In Case m, *e.g., in Case I, the unadjusted reduction is 1 - (89/111). 

the "good" car must have HIC < 900 and chest G’s < 56, 

while the poor car has HIC > 1250 or chest G’s > 65. 
**e.g., in Case I, the reduetion is 1 - [(89/111)/(96.2/103.8)] after adjusting 

¯ 

for ear weight, driver age and sex. 
(These three eases are of particular interest because they were 

used in a parallel analysis of fixed-object impacts, that is 

summarized in the next section of this paper.) Table 4 shows 

the actual and expected fatalities in the three cases, as well as NCAP scores for all three body regions, with an 
the average vehicle weight and driver age. The "unadjusted independent "pass-fail" criterion on each score, work about as 

¯ 

fatality reduction" (simple difference of actual fatalities in the well as scores for any two body regions. "Good" performance 
"good" vs. the "poor" cars) is 20 percent in Case I, 30 percent could be defined as HIC < 900 and chest G’s < 56 and 
in Case II and 33 percent in Case III. After adjusting for car femur load < 1400 on each leg and < 2400, total, while HIC 
weight, driver age and sex, the fatality reductions are 14, 19 > 1300 or chest G’s > 60 or femur load > 1700 on either 
and 27 percent, respectively. The adjusted fatality reductions leg or > 2700, total defines "poor" performance. The fatality 
are not too much smaller than the unadjusted reductions, risk in 118 actual head-on collisions between a good and a ¯ 

because in these particular analyses, the "good" cars have a poor NCAP performer is a statistically significant 21 percent 
modest weight advantage over the "poor" ears, as shown in lower for the drivers of the ears with good NCAP scores, 
Table 4, but the advantage is partly offset because the drivers after controlling for vehicle weight, driver age and sex. These 
are slightly younger in the "poor" cars. criteria can be varied by a moderate amount and the fatality 

reduction for the "good" performers will still be statistically 

significant, as long as the HIC cutoff is reasonably close to or ¯ 

slightly above the FMVSS 208 value of 1000, the chest G 

cutoff is not far from the FMVSS 208 value of 60 g’s, and the 

femur load cutoff ranges from about 1400 pounds up to the 

FMVSS 208 value of 2250 pounds,z~ 
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¯ A highly efficient way to use the NCAP scores for the Improvements in Actual Crashworthiness and NCAP 
three body regions, however, is to combine them into a single Performance during 1979-91 
composite score, wherein excellent performance on two body 
regions might compensate for moderately poor performance on It was shown above that the performance of passenger 
the third. The composite score could be some type of ears on the NCAP test has greatly improved since the program 
weighted or unweighted average of the scores for the various was initiated in 1979. Has the historical trend of better 

¯ body regions. For example, a weighted average measure of performance on the NCAP test been matched by a reduction 
NCAP performance, NCAPINJ, was derived by a two-step in the actual fatality risk of belted drivers in head-on 
process. First, the actual NCAP results for the driver dummy collisions? 
were transformed to logistic iniurv probabilities, HEADINJ, In general, it is not easy to compare the 
CHESTINJ, LFEMURINJ and RFEMURINJ, each ranging erashworthiness of ears of different model years. Fatality 
from 0 to 1.~4 The weighted average rates per 100 million vehicle miles have been declining for a 

¯ long time. In any given year, the fatality rate per 100 million 
NCAPINJ = .21 HEADINJ + 2.7 CHESYINJ + 1.5 (LFE/vlI.JRINJ + RFI~/vlURIND miles or per 100 crashes is lower for new ears than for old 

ears. Both trends create the impression that "cars are getting 
has the empirically strongest relationship with fatality risk for 

safer all the time," but, in fact, the declines in fatality rates to 
belted drivers in the specific data set of actual head-on 

a large extent reflect changes in driving behavior, roadway 
collisions described above (396 collisions, 792 ears). The 

environments, demographics or accident-reporting praeti~ces. 
¯ 

accident data include 117 head-on collisions of a car with 
A head-oneollisionbetweencars of two different model years, 

NCAPINJ < 0.6 into a ear with NCAPINJ > 0.6. Fatality 
however, reveals their relative crashworthiness. Bothears are 

risk is a statistically significant 26 percent lower in the ears 
in essentially the same frontal collision, on the same K)ad, in 

with NCAPINJ < 0.6 (t for RELEXP is 3.22, p < .01). 
the same year, on the same accident report. The behavior of 

Since NCAPINJ is a weighted sum of NCAP scores for all of 
each driver, prior to the impact, has little effect on who dies 

the body regions, the ears with NCAPINJ < 0.6 have, on the 
during the impact. After adjustment for differences in car 

¯ 
average, substantially lower HIC, chest G’s and femur loads 

weight, driver age and sex, the model year with more 
than cars with NCAPINJ > 0.6.zs 

survivors is more erashworthy. For example, a similar 
The statistically significant relationship between NCAP 

analysis of head-on collisions involving two unre.~trained 
performance and actual fatality risk is not limited to head-on 

drivers found little change in fatality risk between model years 
collisions in which one vehicle is specifically a "good" 

1970 and 1984.~s 
performer and the other has "poor" NCAP scores. There is 

There have been 241 actual head-on collisions between 
¯ 

also a strong relationship in the full data set of 392 head-on 
a model year 1979-82 car and a model year 1983-91 car, in 

collisions, which includes crashes between two "good" 
which both drivers were belted. These collisions allow a 

performers or two "poor" performers. NCAPINJ was defined 
comparison of ears built during the first four years of NCAP 

in a way that makes it easy to test if it is correlated with 
to subsequent ears, where manufacturers have had time to 

fatality risk. DELNCAP = NCAPINJ t - NCAPINJ 2, the 
build in safety improvements. In the 241 older cars, 146 

relative NCAP score for the two ~ehicles in the crash, and 
drivers died, whereas only 126.6 fatalities were expected, 

¯ RELEXP, the measure of actual fatality risk defined above, based on ear weight, driver age and sex. In the newer cars, 
have a correlation coefficient of. 166, which is significant at 

there were 132 actual and 147.1 expected driver fatalities. 
the .001 level in a sample of 392 crashes. In other words, the 

For the 1983-91 ears, that is a fatality reduction of 
higher the NCAP score for car 1 relative to car 2, the higher 
the fatality risk for driver 1 relative to driver 2, after adjusting 

1 - [(132/146) / (147.1/126.6)] = 22 percent 
for ear weight, driver age and sex.~ 

¯ The purpose of defining NCAPINJ was to illustrate the and it is statistically significant (t for RELEXP is 3.43, p < 
strength of the overall -relationship between NCAP 

.01).29 performance and fatality risk. However, NCAPINJ is not a 
A more generalized analysis, which allows a larger 

"magic bullet" or "ideal" way to combine the NCAP scores, 
sample size of 1189 crashes, applies to head-on eollisi0ns in 

resulting in far higher correlations than other methods. Many 
which the "case" vehicle of interest is a 1979-91 ear that 

other weighted averages, or even an unweighted sum of the 
matches up with an NCAP test, whose driver wore belts, but 

¯ logistic injury probabilities, work almost as well for the "other" vehiele in the erash ean be any 1976-91passenger 
differentiating the safer from the less safe cars on the principal 

ear with a belted driver. For any subset of crashes, the actual 
accident data set. On a more restricted alternative accident 

fatalities are tallied in the "case" and "other" vehicles, and so 
data set of 310 collisions and 620 ears, where the FARS are the expected fatalities (based on the relative weights 0fthe 
vehicles are also required to have the same number of doors 

two ears, and the age and sex of the two drivers). The fatality 
as their matching NCAP test vehicles, NCAPINJ is not the 

risk index for the "case" vehicles is 
¯ optimum weighted average (although it comes close to the 

optimum), and it is only slightly more correlated with fatality 100 [(actual ~/actual o~r ) / (expected ~/expected o,~r )] 
risk than an unweighted sum of the logistic injury 
probabilities. Moreover, on this alternative data set, HIC and 

The lower the risk index, the more erashworthy the car (100 
femur load have about equally strong correlation with fatality 

= average). The actual fatality risk indices can be compared risk.~7 
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in three model-year groups, 1979-82, 1983-86 and 1987-91. confirm that the strong association between NCAP ¯ 

So can the NCAP test performance, as measured by a performance and.actual fatality risk in head-on collisions is 
composite score such as NCAPINJ, by the average values of quite independent of model year.31 

the actual NCAP parameters for the three body regions, or by 
the average value of the joint probability of AIS > 4 injury to Principal Findings, Conclusions and Caveats for the 
the head or chest: Analysis of Fatality Risk in Head-On Collisions 

¯     There is a statistically significant correlation between 
the performanee of passenger ears on the NCAP test and the 

M o d e I Y o a r s fatality risk of belted drivers in actual head-on collisions. 

1979-82 1983-86 1987-91 Since many head-on collisions differ substantially from NCAP 
test eonditions, this suggests NCAP seores are correlated with 

Fatality ~k index in actual erashworthiness in a wide range of crashes. ¯ 
actual head-on collisions 119 95 91 ¯ In a head-on collision between a car with "aceeptable" 

AveragovaluoofNCAPINff .59 .40 .37 NCAP performance and a ear of equal mass with "poor" 
performanee, the driver of the "good" car has, on the average, 

P(orcont of cars with NCAPINJ > 0.6 49 14 9 about 15-25 percent lower fatality risk. 

AveragoHIC 1052 915 827 . A highly effeetive way to differentiate "good" from 
Average ohest G’s 54.9 46.8 46.5 "poor" NCAP performance is by a single, composite NCAP ¯ 
Joint head-chest injury probability .32 .25 .22 

Average left femur load 928 SS3 1002 score, sueh as a weighted combination of the scores for the 

Average right femur load 1079 784 1018 three body regions. However, even the NCAP score for any 
single body region can .be used to partition the fleet so that the 
cars with "good" scores have significantly lower fatality risk 
than the ears with "poor" scores. The borderline between 

The trends in the actual fatality risk and the average "good" and "poor" NCAP scores that optimizes the differences ¯ 

value of NCAPINJ are almost identical. The risk index in actual fatality risk is close to the FMVSS 208 criteria for 

decreased by a statistically significant 20 percent from 1979-82 each of the three body regions. 

to 1983-86, and by another 4 percent from then until 1987-91 ¯ NCAP scores have improved steadily since the 

(nonsignificant). In all, the actual fatality risk for belted inception of the program in 1979, with the greatest 

drivers in head-on collisions decreased by a statistically improvement in the early years. By now, most passenger ears 

signifieant 24 percent from model years 1979-82 to 1987-91. meet the FMVSS 208 criteria in the 35 mph NCAP test. This ¯ 

A composite NCAP score, sueh as NCAPINJ, nicely portrays achievement has been paralleled by a 20-25 percent reduction 

the improvement in NCAP performance over time. Parallel of fatality risk for belted drivers in actual head-on collisions 

to the reduction in the fatality risk index, NCAPINJ greatly in model years 1979-91, with the largest decreases dufin~ the 

improved from an average of 0.59 in model years 1979-82 to early 1980’s. 

0.40 in 1983-86, with an additional, modest improvement to ¯ This is a statistical study and it is not appropriate for 

0.37 in 1987-91. If NCAPINJ = 0.6 is defined as the limit conclusions about eause and effect. It shows that passenger ¯ 

of "aeeeptable" NCAP performanee, the passenger ear fleet ears became significantly safer in head-on collisions during 

has truly progressed since the inception of NCAP: initially, 49 1979-91, as NCAP scores improved. It does not prove that 

percent of the cars had NCAPINJ > 0.6, but that deereased the NCAP program was the stimulus for each of the vehiele 

to 14 percent in 1983-86 and 9 percent in 1987-91. Average modifications that saved lives during 1979-91. (For example, 

HIC and chest G’s declined substantially during the NCAP the automatic protection requirement of FMVSS 208 was 

era; average femur loads stayed about the same, but well another important stimulus.) ¯ 

below the 2250 pounds permitted in FMVSS 208?o * The correlation between NCAP scores and actual 
A final question is whether the correlation of actual fatality risk is statistically significant, but it is fa~" from 

fatality risk with NCAP performance is merely a coincidence, perfect. On the whole, ears with poor NCAP scores have 

in the sense that fatality risk and NCAP seores both decreased higher-than-average fatality risk in head-on collisions, but 

during model years 1979-91, and thus became correlated with there is no guarantee that every specific make-model with poor 

one another just because both are correlated with model year. NCAP scores necessarily has higher fatality risk thma the ¯ 

The earlier analysis of eollisious of ears with NCAPINJ < .6 average ear. Conversely, there is no guarantee that a specific 

into ears with NCAPINJ > .6 was rerun, limited to crashes model with average or even excellent scores necessarily has 

in which the "good" and the "poor" NCAP performers had average or lower-than-average fatality risk in head-on 

similar model years (-5 < MY c, oot~ - MY~ooR < 3). In these collisions. 

61 crashes, where the average model year for the "good" and ¯ The data show that ears with poor NCAP scores (e.g., 

"poor" NCAP performers was equal, and the average car above the FMVSS 208 criteria) have significantly elevated ¯ 

weight, driver age and sex nearly equal, the fatality risk was fatality risk in head-on collisions, but they do not show a 

a statistically significant32 percent lower in the "good" NCAP significant difference between the fatality risk of cars with 

performers than in the poor performers (t for RELEXP is exceptionally good NCAP performance and those with merely 

3.03, p < .01). This result and other, similar analyses average performance. 
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¯ ANALYSIS OF FATAL CAR-TO-FIXED OBJECT "unadjusted" reductions in Table 4. 
FRONTAL COLLISIONS 

Concurrent with the analysis of head-on collisions, a 
more generalized study of FARS was conducted to determine 
if cars with "good" NCAP scores also had lower-than-average Table 5 

¯ 
fatality risk in frontal crashes other than the car-to-car head-on 
collisions. In this analysis, the fatality rate for restrained Summary of Real-World NCAP Effeets Based on FARS Analysis 
drivers in frontal fixed-object collisions, per million vehicle of Car-to-Fixed Object Frontal Collisions 

years, was compared for ears with "good" NCAP scores and 
cars with poor scores. Group Case C~e c~e 

The study is based on 1979-90 FARS data on MY Parameter No. I* n* m* 

¯ 1979-90 passenger ears.l° The first step in the analysis was to 1 3183 3183 3150 
identify the ears in FARS for which NCAP test results were Average vehieleNCAP test weight 
available. The make-model and number of doors had to match 2 3197 3180 3202 

exactly in FARS and NCAP. The model years of the FAILS 
and NCAP could be identical, or the FARS model year could 1 722 722 676 
be later than the NCAP model year, if that make-model was Average drivers’ HIC from NCAP 

¯ basically unchanged during the intervening years.32 For these 
2 1315 1614 1435 

applicable vehicles, records of restrained drivers killed in 
single-vehicle frontal, fixed-object collisions were extracted 

Average drivers’ ohest O’s from NCAP 
1 45 45 44 

from FARS. Exposure data (vehicle registration years) were 2 58 58 62 
obtained from R. L. Polk’s National Vehicle Population 
Profile.15 The number of exposure years from the Polk file 

Reduction in fatality rate = ears in group 1 19.2 21.8 35.7 
¯ was multiplied by the on-the-road belt use rate for drivers,33 

vs. ears in group 2 - actual FARS data 
to obtain the "restrained exposure years." The frontal, fixed- 
object fatality rates per million exposure years (for restrained 
drivers) was computed and compared for cars with good and *Case I = Cars in Group 1 have HIC values < 1000 and chest O’s < 60 in the NeAP 

poor NCAP performance, where the definitions of "good" and ~ts. Cars in Group 2 have HIC > 1000 and/or chest O’s > 60 in the NC~.P tests. 

"poor" are based on HIC and chest G’s, as in Case I, Case II 
*Case II - Cars in Group 1 have HIC values < 1000 and chest O’s .~< 60 in the NCAP 

¯ and Case l!I of Table 4. t~ts. Cars in Group 2 have HIC > 1200 and/or chest O’s > 70 in the NCAP tests. 

In Case I, the "good" ear has to meet the FMVSS 208 
criteria (HIC < 1000 and chest G’s < 60) while the "poor" *c~e m - Cars in Group 1 have HIC values < 900 and chest O’s ~< 56 in the NCAP 

-- tests. Cars in Group 2 have I-HC > 1250 and/or chest G’s > 62 in the NC~,P tests; 
ear has to fail at least one criterion (I-IIC > 1000 or chest O’s 
> 60). Cases II and I~ place a gap between "good" and 
"poor" performance. In Case II, the "good" car has to meet 

¯ the FMVSS 208 criteria for HIC and chest O’s while the 
"poor" ear has to have HIC > 1200 or chest O’s > 70. In 
Case IH, the "good" car must have HIC <~ 900 and chest G’s 
< 56, while the poor ear has HIC > 1250 or chest G’s > 

Figure 7 reveals remarkable similarity in the r~s’x~,ts for 
65. 

head-on and fixed-object collisions. In Case I, the unadjusted 
The results for frontal, fixed-object crashes are shown 

fatality reduction for the good NCAP performers was 20 
¯ in Table 5 along with the average vehicle test weight, drivers’ percent in the head-on collisions and 19 percent in the fixed- 

HICs, and drivers’ chest G’s from NCAP. The last row of object impacts. In Case II, the reductions were 30 and 22 
Table 5 shows the reduction in the fatality rate, for "good" 

percent. In Case 111, where the definitions of a "good" and a 
relative to "poor" NCAP performers. The fatality reduction 

"poor" ear straddled the FMVSS 208 criteria and produce the 
for good NCAP performance is 19 percent in Case I, 22 

largest relative fatality reduction, that reduction is 33 percent 
percent in Case II and 36 percent in Case III. Unlike the 

in the head-on collisions and 36 percent in the fixed-object 
¯ analysis of head-on collisions, the fatality rates here have not crashes. NHTSA is contemplating more detailed analyses of 

been adjusted for differences in ear weight, driver age or sex. single vehicle crashes, including methods to control for driver 
Also unlike the head-on collisions, these data do not "self- 

age, etc., and to test the statistical significance of differences 
adjust" for differences in crash-involvement propensities, 

in fatality rates.34 For now, these initial analyses show 
Nevertheless, as was noted in Table 4, there is, on the 

consistency with the results in head-on collisions and ~uggest 
average, little difference in the vehicle weights and driver ages 

that the findings in ear-to-ear head-on crashes may :513o be 
¯ of "good" and "poor" NCAP performers. In the analyses of applicable to these other frontal crashes. 

head-on collisions in Table 4, both "adjusted" and 
"unadjusted" fatality reductions were computed for the good 
NCAP performers, and they were not too far apart. The 
fatality reductions in Table 5 must be compared to the 
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significance of these improvements as shown, statistically, in ¯ 
the reduction of fatality risks for restrained occupants in the 
~good" performing passenger ears. In addition, NCAP 
continues to be a main source of research and engineering data 
for use by NHTSA and others in directing research programs 
and analyzing safety problems. With the exclusive use of the 
Hybrid 111 dummy in the NCAP frontal tests, NHTSA will ¯ 
expand the collection of safety information by utilizing the 
additional capabilities of the more advanced dummy to 
measure the potential for lower limb and neck injuries. From 
these perspectives, the frontal crash testing of NCAP has been 
and continues to be successful. 

The focus group recommendations critically pointed out ¯ 
that NCAP provides information for frontal crashes only. 
Although the frontal crashes account for the highest percentage 
of fatalities, as shown in Figure 8, side crashes and relievers 
are also very prominent crash modes. Almost 8,000 fatalities 
occurred in side crashes in 1991 and more than 9,000 fatalities 

CASt ;.~ ’ CAS[ ~ ’ CASE ~ occurred in rollover crashes. The focus group study indicates ¯ 
that consumers desire overall safety information on vehicles. 

[ill c~-r0-c~R ¢~ 1~ C~R-T0-+’I~ ~XCr ] In essence, NI-ITSA needs to expand the crash modes ~overed 

by NCAP. 

Figure 7. Comparison of the Decrease in Fatality Risks 
for "Good" performing Cars in NCAP in Car-to-Car and 
Car-to-Fixed Object Collisions 

¯ 

THE FUTURE FOR NCAP 

Make NCAP Easy to Understand ¯ 

NCAP has produced extensive frontal crash test 
information for use by consumers and the media. However, 

as noted in NI-ITSA’s Focus Group Study and Media Survey, 
this information has been difficult for some consumers to 
understand and the media to use.35 NHTSA’s first step toward 

the goal of reaching a larger group of the population has been 
12, 091 

to simplify the data in order to assist consumers in making 
their vehicle purchase decision.3~ 

The primary element for Fiscal Year 1994 will be a 9, 11}6 
consumer brochure in a computerized format. This will 
permit easy updating, The format will also be adaptable to ~ 7.725 
print media requirements. The brochure will utilize an easy 
to read and simple presentation technique. It will contain a 
description of NCAP and the comparative results from the 
vehicle tests. 

Expand the Usefulness of NCAP 

NCAP has evolved into a real catalyst in the automobile - 
market place. Consumer enlightening publications highlight 
crash test results as an important ingredient to consider in the 
vehicle selection process. As explained at the beginning of ~01~1. SIX It0U.0V[R 
this paper, the overall trend of the NCAP test results indicate ~ASH ~OI3E 
the favorable influence the program has had on motivating the 
manufacturers to improve restraint systems, steering Figure 8. 1991 Fatalities occurring in Frontal, Side, 

assemblies, and structural crash characteristics of many of Reliever, and Rear Crash Modes - Passenger Cars and 

their products. The accident analyses highlighted the Light Trucks. 
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¯ The enactment of the upgraded side-impact protection In Conclusion 
standard, beginning with MY 1994 passenger cars, has 
provided the opportunity to expand NCAP into side-impact The future for NCAP includes several major goals: 
protection.37 The expansion of NCAP into side-impact ¯ Reaeh a larger group of the population with simplified 
protection has the potential for improving occupant protection data that will assist consumers in their vehicle purchases, 
well above that required in the applicable standard if the ¯ Expand the collection of safety information by utilizing 
vehicle manufacturers, which have been responsive to the the additional capabilities of the more advanced Hybrid 
frontal NCAP test results, are equally responsive to such a dummy to measure the potential for lower limb and neck 
program in side-impact testing. As in the frontal NCAP, a injuries, 
side-impact NCAP would provide an engineering data base ¯ Expand NCAP into side-impact testing to provide 
which can be used to inform consumers of relative vehicle comparative side impact information to consumers along with 
crashworthiness performance. That data base can also serve the frontal NCAP information, and 

¯ .as a basis for further research and additional studies in side- ¯ Monitor rollover safety aetivities to determine the 
Impact. potential for providing consumers with comparative 

information on levels of protection in the rollover crash mode 
Side Impact NCAP and on vehicle roll stability. 

In Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993~ Congress provided Next Steps 
¯ funds as requested by NHTSA to conduct a study to develop 

the requirements and procedures for the possible expansion of NHTSA is considering holding a public meeting on 
NCAP into side-impact protection. This two-year study NCAP. The public meeting could provide an open forum for 
included a pilot crash testing program to determine an NCAP consumer groups, media, foreign governments, national and 
crash severity level, to assure that testing, instrumentation, and international safety organizations, and motor vehicle 
test device performance are consistent. The results from this manufacturers to discuss the above NCAP goals. A Federal 
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Congressional funding is provided, side-impact NCAP tests on the scope of materials which might be discussed; NHTSA 
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Paper No. 94-$8-O-12 

ABSTRACT injury assessment in field-relevant restraint and loading 
environments. 

The NHTSA is now engaged in the design and develop- The major factors which have been considered in the 
ment of improved frontal test dummy components and process of hardware concept synthesis are as follows: 

¯ associated instrumentation for application to its ongoing 
Advanced Frontal Protection Program. New or modified o Functional anatomy 
versions of existing Hybrid III designs for the neck, shoulder, 
thorax, abdomen, pelvis, and lower extremities are currently o Anthropometry and mass distribution requirements 
in varying stages of development, test, and evaluation. 

An overview of the design approach and rationale o Kinematic and dynamic biomechanicai response data 
¯ employed for each body region is presented, and a summary 

of evaluation efforts underway and planned by the NHTSA o Instrumentation requirements. These requirements are in 
and other independent parties is provided, turn shaped by field injury patterns and the physical 

In conclusion, a discussion of anticipated future project parameters which must be measured on the dummy to 
direction and schedule is provided, permit injury assessment function computation. 

¯ INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND o User requirements, such as ease of calibration, ease of 
service, durability, provision for setup and positioning, 

As a component of the National Highway Traffic Safety etc. 
Adndnistration (NHTSA) Advanced Frontal Crash Protection 
Program, efforts have been underway to develop improved Overall strategy in terms of frontal dummy component 
fronta!dummy torso, neck, and lower extremity components, development has been the early development of a torso 

¯ The overall goal of this work has been the development of prototype assembly, to which stock Hybrid HI upper and 
hardware which incorporates recent biomechanical response lower extremity, head, and neck components could be 
and injury data, and which offers the potential for improved mounted to create a fully testable dummy. The new torso 

¯ 
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prototype is called TAD-50M (Trauma Assessment Device, o More realistic vehicle-seated posture and anthropometry, ¯ 

50th percentile male). Development of advanced lower including representation of upper and lower ribcage 

extremity prototype hardware capable of mounting to both geometry important to torso belt interaction with the 

TAD-50M and Hybrid III torsos has followed. This lower thorax; 

extremity prototype carries the acronym ALEX (Advanced 
Lower Extremities). Neck prototype development activity is o Biofidelic impact response at both the sternum and at the 

also actively being pursued. The new neck prototype is lower ribcage; ¯ 

presently customized for mounting to the TAD-5OM torso 
only. o Improved regional stiffness and interregional coupling 

The development status of these three major components behavior; 

(torso, neck, and lower extremities) will be summarized in the 
following sections, o Three-dimensional thoracic displacement measurement 

assemblies (double gimballed string pots, or DGSP’s) at ¯ 

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT STATUS: TAD-$0M four sites on the anterior ribcage, two bilaterally at the 

TORSO sternum and two at the lower ribcage (see Figure 2); 

Design Approach 

The TAD-50M torso, shown in Figure 1, was developed 
under contract to NHTSA by a team consisting of the 
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, First 
Technology Safety Systems, Wayne State University, and 
Oklahoma State University. Significant contributions to the 
development were also made by General Motors Research 
Laboratories, the SAE Frontal Impact Dummy Enhancement 
Task Group, and the NHTSA Biomechanics Division. The 
torso design and its rationale have been described in detail in 
prior papers [1,2]; therefore, only a brief description of the 
design will be provided here. 

Figure 2. Double Gimballed String Potentiometer (DGSP) 
Assembly Utilized for Three-Dimensional Displacement ¯ 
Measurement in TAD-50M Torso. 

o Introduction of a clavicle representation to provide a 
humanlike upper belt load path to the thorax, as part of a 
new shoulder assembly design with more realistic ¯ 
kinematic behavior (see Figure 3); 

o A new articulating thoracic spine, contributing to 
improved spinal kinematics; Y-axis angular velocity/ 
position sensors on the upper and lower thoracic spine 

Figure 1. TAD-$0M Torso Prototype Assembly (w/Hybrid segments and on the pelvis, for computation of planar ¯ 

III Head and Neck). spinal kinematics. 

A broad goal of the torso development effort was o A modified version of the General Motors Research 

improvement in assessment of thoracic and abdominal injury frangible abdominal insert, to detect belt and steering 

potential to 0ccup~/nts restrained by seat belts, air bags, or assembly intrusion; 

combined belt/airbag restraint systems. Approach to thisgoal 
¯ 

has resulted in a substantially new torso design, embodying the o An interim, modified Hybrid III pelvis, with revised 

following features: pelvic bone shape and position. 

¯ 
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test duplicated an earlier Hybrid III test. Preliminary data 
from this test will be presented in this paper. Additional 
vehicle offset testing is planned utilizing TAD-50M. 

6. Sled-based testing of the TAD-50M torso is underway 
at the Medical College of Wisconsin and is planned at the 
University of Virginia, for comparison to cadaver data. The 
test matrix includes belt, airbag, and belt/bag tests. 

Example of Data Analysis Utilizing TAD-$0M 

As an example of analysis now underway utilizing TAD- 
50M test data, a comparison of TAD-50M responses in two 
test environments was conducted, as follows: 

Test 1- Calspan test #1896, frontal car-to-car 50~ offset 
crash test (co-linear approach), TAD-50M driver, 3- 
point belt with airbag in 1992 Chevrolet Corsica, 116 
kph (72 mph) closing speed. Partner vehicle was a 
1991 Honda Accord. 

Test 2- VRTC/TRC test #479, frontal sled test, TAD-50M 
driver configuration, 3-point belt with airbag, mid- 

Figure 3. TAD-$0M Shoulder Design, Showing sized car pulse (25 G peak), 56 kph (35 mph) barrier 

¯ Representation of Clavicle. simulation [3]. (This simulated car pulse was overlaid 
with an actual Corsica 35mph NCAP barrier pulse, 

TAD-$0M Test and Evaluation with good agreement. However, intrusion effects were 

not modelled.) 
Four TADoSOM torso prototypes, integrated with Hybrid 

III head, neck, and extremities to form whole dummy test An overlay of the sled acceleration pulse data from test 

¯ assemblies are presently circulating in a variety of evaluation #479 and vehicle pulse data (from centerline rear seat frame 
trials. Ongoing, completed, and planned evaluation activities crossmember location) for offset test #1896 is provided as 
may be summarized as follows: Figure 4. The associated change in velocity overlay is 

provided as Figure 5. As might be expected, the offset vehicle 

1. A bench and sled test series at VRTC/TRC is crash pulse is longer in duration, and change in velocity for 

complete and is reported in [3]. Sled tests were conducted at the offset case accumulates more slowly early in the crash 

¯ 48 and 56 kph (30 and 35 mph) in two-point belt, three-point event. An overlay of resultant chest acceleration for the two 

belt, airbag, and combined bag/belt restraint environments, tests (Figure 6) shows 25 % lower peak resultant chest g’s in 

Both frontal and oblique test conditions were included, the offset vehicle test condition as compared to the sled-based 

2. Bench and sled tests are underway at the Transport barrier simulation. 
Research Laboratory in the UK. A report is expected in late When upper shoulder belt load data for the two tests is 

1994. overlaid (Figure 7), peak belt load in the offset test is seen to 

¯ 3. An extensive sled and bench test series is being be only 22% of the corresponding value from sled test #479. 
conducted by the U.S. Occupant Safety Research Partnership In addition, belt load duration for the offset test is seen to be 

(OSRP), a consortium of Ford Motor, General Motors, and considerably shorter. Examination of test films for offset test 
Chrysler. A report on this evaluation effort is scheduled by #1896 indicated that very significant steering assembly/airbag 
OSRP for 1994. Belt, airbag, belt/bag, and out-of-position intrusion into the passenger compartment occurred; this 

airbag exposures are planned, intrusion is believed to have limited the magnitude and 

~ 4. Four full-vehicle barrier tests conducted by an duration of shoulder belt loading on the dummy occupant. 
automotive manufacturer at 48 and 56 KPH (30 and 35 mph, These observations suggest that thoracic response in test #1896 
FMVSS 208 and NCAP type tests) have recently been was primarily determined by airbag loading, while belt loading 

completed, with TAD-50M hardware on both the driver and was a more significant determinant of thoracic response in sled 
passenger sides. These were belt and belt/bag restraint test #479. Thus, TAD-50M thoracic deflection data was 
exposures. Data analysis is underway. ALEX lower extremity closely studied to examine and test this working hypothesis. 

O hardware was also included in these tests (see ALEX section, Figure 8 shows motion of the bilateral upper sensor 

below), attachments in the X-Y plane relative to the lower spine 

5. NHTSA has conducted one full-scale vehicle-to-vehicle segment of the torso (looking down from above) for test #479, 
offset crash test with a TAD-50M in the driver position. This and Figure 9 shows motion of the right lower ribcage sensor 

¯ 
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attachment in the X-Y plane for the same test (data for the left primarily compressive and one primarily lateral. For test 
lower ribcage was lost due to data channel failure). X motion #1896, the first event corresponds to primary restraint 
(toward the bottom of the page) represents thoracic loading, while the second event is speculated to result 
compression relative to the lower thoracic spine, while Y from steering assembly intrusion and subsequent lateral 
motion (right to left on the plot) represents leftward sternal "wiping" of the dummy sternum. 
movement relative to the lower spine. In Figure 8, dotted lines 
connect left and right displacement paths at selected times, o Test #1896 exhibits rather uniform displacement behavior 

Figures 10 and 11 are the corresponding plots for vehicle at the three measured locations: peak x deflections for the 
offset test #1896. first (compressive) event were 20 mm at the upper left 

(sternum), 19 mm at the upper right (sternum), and 16 
mm at the right lower ribcage sensor location. 
Corresponding peak y deflections for the first event were 
quite uniform and were small: 5 mm~ 3 mm~ and 4 ram. 

10 Examination of the dotted lines on Figure 10 connecting 

~ 0 upper displacement paths at equivalent times confirms that Left Stev lure Right 

/~ Tot00 ....... ~ X Compression of thethorax was uniform side-to-side 

~-10 
"~/,.~,-,2, 

" 
~’~’~ 

throughout the primary event with small concurrent y 
deflection; that is, airbag-like, based upon. our prior ~o 

l ............................. T~_7_5_____. .............. ~ 
~ -20 experience with TAD-50M [3]. 

¯ , -30 o Test #479 exhibits a distinctly different deflection pattern. 
"=~ First, x deflections at the upper right and lower right 
~-40- locations are much larger than those observed in test 
�3 #1896: UR xmax= 49 ram, LR xmax= 34 ram. Second, 

-50 ..... Y deflections are also substantially larger: UL ymax = 21 
-60-50 -40-30-20-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

mm~ UR ymax--- 33 ram, LR ymax= 22 ram. Third, it 
Deflection - Side to Side (mm)                         is obvious in examining the dotted lines in Figure 8 for 

test #479 ihat in contrast with test #1896, test #479 
Figure 10. Top Down View of XY Chest Deflection - Test exhibits marked side-to side x displacement asymmetry at 
1896 (Upper Chest Location). the upper locations: e.g., UL xmax= 12 mm vs. UR 

xmax-- 49 mm. This side-to-side asymmetry in x 

deflection, coupled with concurrent and significant y 
deflection, is typical of shoulder belt loading, again based 
upon our prior experience with TAD-50M. 

T_~257y~_ It is concluded from this example analysis that the detailed 
rffi~0~ thoracic displacement information available.from theTAD- 

~ -10 $~-5, 50M torso is useful in the evaluation and interpretation of 
patterns of airbag and belt restraint loading. Also currently ~-20 under study are torso X-Z and Y-Z displacement plots. For 

Tffi75 

, -30 example, Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the three dimensional 
= motion of the UR sternum sensor for the primary loading 

"~ -40 event of offset test #1896. 
~D 

~ -50 ....... Further Development of TAD-$0M Torso 
-30-20-10 0 ~0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Deflection - Side to Side (mm) 
Following receipt and study of the results of evaluation 

trials of the TAD-50M prototype design, further refinement is 
Figure 11. Top Down View of XY Deflection - Test 1896 expected and is planned. One specific area already targeted for 
(Right Lower Chest Location). upgrade is the current frangible abdomen. A new approach, 

incorporating time-based deflection and velocity 
The following observations may be made from this thorax measurements, will be undertaken. In addition, a review will 

displacement data: be made of TAD~50M biofidelity against newly available 

cadaver data, and numerous refinements will be made to 
o Test #479, the frontal sled test, exhibits one major improve serviceability and ease of positioning and 

displacement event, while vehicle offset test #11896 certification. A schedule for this activity is given below in the 
exhibits two sequential thorax displacement events- one section summarizing future program activities. 
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in all directions. This report includes kinematic and kinetic 
criteria for flexion/extension, lateral and oblique bending, 
axial compression/tension, and torsion. 

12 Kinematic performance specifications are based mostly on 
volunteer tests conducted at the Naval Biodynamics Laboratory 

5 (NBDL) by Ewing et al [4-9] and analyzed by Wismans and 
Spenny et al.[10-15] These data include translations and 

~ rotations of the head/neck complex during sled tests conducted 
4 

in the frontal, lateral, and oblique directions. Test results 

1 

14 

display a significant amount of relative rotation between the 
head and neck, causing the head rotation to lag behind the 
neck rotation. This lag is typically greater than 20 degrees for 
a frontal impact. 

Scarcity of available data limits the kinematic extension ¯ 8 
-4 

�( 
specifications to static range of motion tests with 

q -12 "16 volunteers.J16-20] Researchers from the Japan Automobile 
Research Institute recently presented dynamic extension data 

~C,~eeeoa(tan0 

20 8 at the 1993 IRCOBI Conference.[21] These data are being 
analyzed for inclusion in the performance document. 

Kinetic performance specifications consist primarily of 
Figure 12. X-Y-Z Deflection of Upper Right String Pot in torque versus angle corridors developed by Mertz, Patrick, 
Test 1896. and Chou.[19,22-24] These data are necessary, but not 

sufficient, for fully defining neck response, since they do not 
include data with respect to time. Consequently, the corridors 

5 

cannot demonstrate response dependence on acceleration 
severity. Torque-angle corridors for flexion, extension, and 

1 lateral bending are included in the performance specification 
document. 

Human surrogate tests conducted by the Medical College 

of Wisconsin [25-28] form the basis for the axial compression 

~ [~ . specification. Researchers found the average compressive neck 
4 - /z stiffness for a cadaveric specimen to be approximately 159 

~ IA’q~[" ~l ~ N/mm, with a standard ~deviation of 34 N/mm. The stiffness 

0~ of the current Hybrid III neck is 714 N/mm, approximately 
4.5 times stiffer than the human cadaver. The 159 N/ram 

: 1~ 1~ 

average valueis considered a lower bound, since the cadaveric 4 
s ~ 

specimens do not have any muscle activation which would tend 
"- 
~ .~ 

to stiffen the neck structure. The acceptable range of stiffness 

-8 .12"~-~~/~. values is being taken as 159-227 N/mm, which covers the 
~ 4;¥ mean plus two standard deviations. 

Cadaver tests performed by Myers et al. [29] provide data 
~C’ae~eab~(rerO for the torsional specifications. They suggest that a piecewise 

linear model with an initial load-free region, followed by a 
Figure 13. X-Y-Z Deflection of Upper Right String Pot in high stiffness region, adequately models the passive neck 

Test 1896. response to rotation. The initial load-free rotation was 66.8 
degrees, followed by a region with a mean torsional stiffness 
of 0.472 N-m/degree. Additionally, they reported thai over 

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT STATUS: NECK half of the rotation occurs at the atlantoaxial joint. 

Design and Performance Goals Design Approach 

The new dummy neck under development is primarily The initial approach for developing a new dummy neck 
intended for use on the advanced frontal dummy. However, prototype focused on achieving biofidelic responses in three 
the overall performance goals written for the project include primary loading modes: flexion, axial compression, and lateral 
specifications for achieving omnidirectional biofidelity. A bending. Preliminary design concepts focused on a single 
document entitled "Performance Criteria for a Biofidelic compliant rubber segment extending the full height of the 
Dummy Neck" lists detailed requirements for neck biefidelity neck. The lag observed in the NBDL tests led to inclusion of 
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¯ a low-friction pin joint at the head/neck junction of the dummy loads directed through the cervical column, the kinematics of 
to allow for more biofidelic motion. Posterior cables which the neck, and the position of the head relative to the neck. 
load springs in compression are also attached from the base of Instrumentation in the new prototype dummy neck is intended 
the skull to the thorax at the T1 level. These cables and to provide sufficient data for determining these parameters. 
springs help obtain the proper lag response, and keep the head~ Head kinematics will be tracked using accelerometers and 
from rotating over the neck in the latter stages of the neck magnetohydrodynamic rotational velocity sensors. This 

¯ flexion. The torsional response reported by Myers et al. instrumentation is currently available as an integral package 
suggests the incorporation of a torsional joint in the dummy within the Hybrid III head. Neck loads will be measured using 
neck prototype to accommodate the relatively large amount of a six-axis load cell both at the top and bottom of the cervical 
load-free rotation. However, since the frontal flexion response column. Additionally, loads carded through the cables and 
has been given the highest priority and, in most situations, springs may be measured using button load cells. 
relatively little torsion occurs in this crash mode, the torsional Measuring neck kinematics poses a more complex 

¯ biofidelity of the neck will be addressed at a later time. problem because the neck can bend in any direction, and may 
Flexion stiffness is governed by the moment of inertia exhibit localized flexion and extension simultaneously. To 

about an axis parallel to the lateral direction. Similarly, lateral dynamically measure the neck configuration, a new device 
bending stiffness is governed by the moment of inertia about called the Cervical Omnidirectional Bending Response 
an anterior-posterior axis. Axial compressive stiffness is Apparatus (COBRA) is under development. Mounted within 
governed by the cross-sectional area of the compliant neck the central canal of the neck, this device consists of thin plates 

¯ structure. Therefore, calculations to optimize the dimensions instrumented with strain gages, mounted between discs, and 
of an elliptical cross-section with an interior circular hole arranged in alternating directions (AP and lateral). The device 
provide the shape of the single compliant section. The neck will function in a manner similar to the chestband instrumen- 
height was 119 mm~ the mean neck height (T1 to OC) of the tation, with curvature being measured in two directions. A 
NBDL volunteers. The optimization involves three variables: prototype has been built, but has not yet been fully evaluated. 
the A-P minor axis (b), the lateral major axis (a), and the A schematic diagram of the COBRA instrumentation is shown 

O radius of the circular hole (r). The flexion moment of inertia in Figure 15. 
is given by IT--0.25~(a3b-r4) and the lateral moment of inertia 
is given by I~=0.25~(ab3-r~). The cross-sectional area is 
given by A =~-(ab-r2). By then entering the desired values for Injury Assessment Strategies 
I~, IT, and A, the correct values for a, b, and r can be 
calculated. Developing neck injury criteria promises to be a difficult 

O Following optimization of the three geometric parameters, task due to the complexity of the structure and the almost 
a prototype was constructed and tested on a pendulum with a unlimited number of potential load paths through the cervical 
Hybrid III head attached. The single compliant section had column. This task is being addressed by a separate research 
problems with buckling under sufficient bending load. This led project focused around the development of a highly detailed 
to the conclusion that a multi-segmented neck, similar to the 
Hybrid III, was necessary to provide the proper bending 

response while maintaining compressive stability. 
To help design the next generation of neck prototype, a 

finite element model of the neck was created. A rigid 
representation of the Hybrid III head was also developed to 
provide proper inertial loading of the neck by the head. Finite 
element analysis provided a practical technique for conducting 
parametric studies to optimize cable stiffness and orientation. 
The cables were relocated to have one anterior and one 
posterior cable. The model also showed that the friction in the 
A-O joint was critical to the lag response. Figure 14 shows the 
finite element model used for this study. 

Analytical responses to frontal, lateral, and axial loading 
O all lie within specified corridors. A second prototype is being 

fabricated and experimental results will be compared with 
analytical predictions. If experimental responses do not satisfy 
the performance specifications, the model and prototype will 
be adjusted accordingly to target the performance criteria. 

Instrumentation 

Although neck injury criteria are not currently available, 
parameters expected to play an important role include the Figure 14. Finite Element Model of Neck Prototype. 
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significantly affecting the bending or compressive response of ¯ 
the neck. 

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT STATUS: 

I. 6"0 INCH 0-52"4 ram) 

] i 

LOWER EXTREMITIES 
0.5 

The Advanced Dummy Lower Extremities (ALEX) being ¯ 

developed are compatible with both the Hybrid III design and 

the Advanced Dummy (TAD) torso. The Hybrid III 

instrumented lower extremities were used as a starting point 

-3~-24 U~TH~EAD for the ALEX design with various portions being modified or 

altered to achieve both improved biofidelity and enhanced 

measurement capability. To determine the requirements which ¯ 

¯ 2~ co~oR would result in an improved set of lower extremities, various 

aA~ ~A~a sources of information were examined. 

Figure 15. Cervical Omnidirectional Bending Response 
Apparatus (COBRA). 

finite element model of the cervical spine.[30] Figure 16 

shows a preliminary version of this model, including all 

vertebrae, discs, and ligaments. Musculature will be added to 

the model at a later stage. 

An experimental cadaver study will provide data to help 

develop and validate the analytical model. Material tests will 

provide data for model development. Kinematic tests will 

provide data for model validation in various loading modes. 

Finally, tests on the load limits that each component in the 

structure can sustain before injury occurs will help to define 

the neck injury criteria. 

Once the model is validated, recorded results from tests 

with the prototype neck will be input to the model. The model 

should then be able to predict whether or not that particular 

loading condition would cause a cervical injury. 

Planned Further Efforts 

Once the neck design is established, a final prototype will 

be molded and attention will turn to completing development 

of the instrumentation. COBRA development has already 

begun, and the first prototype will soon be tested to determine 

its feasibility. In addition, upper and lower neck load cells will 

need to be designed to fit within the geometric constraints of 

the new neck. 

As was mentioned above, for most situations, relatively 

little neck torsion occurs during a frontal impact. There is,                                              ~ 

however, an important exception to this rule. When the 

vehicle is equipped with an air bag, it is possible for the bag 

to contact the face and/or chin of the dummy and cause a 

relatively large torsional loading of the neck. For this 

configuration, as well as for side impacts, torsional biofidelity 

will be incorporated into the next modification of the dummy 

neck prototype. 

One final item that will be addressed is a neck shield that 

will fit over the entire neck assembly and resist penetration by 

restraint systems (air bags and shoulder belts). The neck shield Figure 16. Finite Element Modal of the Anatomic Cervical 

design should provide sufficient radial resistance without Spine. 



An accident data study was conducted to determine lower ANKLE & FOOT 
extremity injury frequencies and mechanisms for restrained Hyper-dorsiflexion 
front-seat occupants in frontal collisions. A query of the 1988- Hyper-inversion or hyper-eversion 
1990 NASS (National Accident Sampling System) data Axial loading through the heel or forefoot 
provided information on pelvis, femur, knee, leg, and ankle Combined rotation and axial loading 
and foot injuries. Age, gender, seating position, and delta-V 
were examined for their effect on the data. The--NASS data TIBIA 
was supplemented with injury impairment information which, Shear or bending due to direct impact 
combined with anthropomorphic and biomechanical data, Axial loading due to floor shock or intrusion 
provides a prioritization scheme for the design of the ALEX. 

The design goals and requirements that resulted from this KNEE 
study include general, anthropometric and inertial, response - Direct impact 
biofidelity, and measurement requirements, and are - Underriding impacts to the proximal tibia 
summarized below. - Pocketing of knee combined with floorboard loading 

through foot 
General Requirements 

FEMUR 
o The ALEX must function realistically and biofidelically in          - Impact loading along the femoral axis 

frontal vehicle crashes and sled tests, and component - Antero-posterior or medio-lateral bending 
impacts within ±30° of frontal. - Combined bending and axial loading 

o The ALEX should be compatible with all foresee.able HIP 
active and passive restraint devices. - Direct impact loading through femur 

- Hyper-flexion or -adduction of the hip 
o The ALEX should provide response biofidelity for - Combinations of the above 

impacts that might cause AIS-2 to AIS-4 injury severities. 

The prototype ALEX is shown in Figures 17 and 18. It is 
o The ALEX should be capable of being used as a similar to the Hybrid III lower extremity, but also includes a 

component test device, particularly for knee and tibial composite femur tube for reduced skeletal mass and better 
impacts, static biofidelity, a heavier femur flesh more representative of 

the human flesh mass, a ball slider knee joint to prevent knee 
Anthropometric and Inertial Requirements slider jamming, two front tibia contact load cells, and a 

completely redesigned foot/ankle complex with dorsi-flexion 
o The ALEX should have biofidelic mass distribution. (Y-axis rotation) and inversion-eversion (X-axis rotation) angle 

measurement. The foot has flesh and a flexible sole plate from 
o The segmentation planes, contoured hardseat anthro- the prosthetic industry and provision for a triaxial 

pometry, joint centers, and coordinates of surface points accelerometer. The six-axis femur load cell was reduced in 
should be matched to most recent anthropometry studies, size and weight. Also, two four-channel tibia load cells were 

employed to obtain more measurements than the currently 
o The hip, knee, and ankle joints should allow for realistic optional two- and three-channel tibia load cells. The new load 

ranges of motion, cell designs were designed to fit in the same space as the 
existing load cells. 

Response Biofidelity Requirements The ALEX were assembled on the Hybrid III dummy for 
evaluation. Knee impact tests, sled tests, and full frontal 

o The ALEX should provide response biofidelity .to the barrier vehicle tests were performed. The knee impact tests 
current knee impact test procedure. Also, response should were performed using an impactor to strike the knee of the 
compare favorably with cadaver data. seated dummy. Impact mass and velocity were varied to 

determine their effects on femur response and load. The tests 
o The joints should be designed with adjustable friction and were compared with the Hybrid III lower extremities response 

compliant joint stops at the end of the range of motion of and with similarly tested cadavers. The full frontal barrier 
the joints. The range of motion should be correct and vehicle tests were performed with impact velocities of 48 and 
should be based on anthropometric data. 56 kph (30 and 35 mph). 

For the 56 kph (35 mph) frontal barrier test the TAD 
Measurement Requirements dummy was restrained by a three point belt and a driver air 

bag. The ALEX instrumentation in the test included: 
The measurement requirements should relate closely to 

injury mechanisms found in the field. The important lower Six-Axis Femur Load Cells (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz) 
extremity injury mechanisms are summarized below: Knee Slider Displacement String Potentiometers (X) 
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placed on the floorpan. Indications are that the foot moves to ¯ 

the stops in both directions. 
It is planned that a complete discussion of the design and 

evaluation of this new extremity will be published in a report 
in late summer 1994. 

SIX-AXIS LOAD CELL 

HYBRID KNEE 

FURTHER COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT ¯ 

AND INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES 

.~SR,D ,, The above component development status sections provide 
LOAD CELL~ 
MEASURING MAGNITUDE 

AOAPTOR 

~0 LOC~T,O, OF __ capsule summaries of progress to date for the advanced frontal 
CONCENTRATED 
IN X-DIRECTION. ~UBE WITH ATTACHED torso, neck, and lower extremity components. Of the three 

components, the torso is most fully developed. Development ¯ 

=~TON rOUR-,~*S of the lower extremity components has progressed to the point U~PER ,rid LOWEr 
that evaluation of ALEX hardware in outside laboratories is 

FLEXIBLE ( FX .MX .gZ ,My ) ~0N-EPO~ ~oo~ SO~ 
being planned, while neck hardware development has not as 

yet progressed to this point. To carry forward the component 

development effort, the NHTSA is awarding a frontal dummy 
ANKLE WITH 

¯ RO~AT,OnA~ ~D~T,O~ component development and integration contract which will: 
TRIAXtAL                                                                     MEASUREMENT 
ACCELEROM~TER 

1) Refine the current thorax design, and develop new 

abdominal and pelvic components and associated 

instrumentation. 

Figure 17. Frontal ATD Lower Extremity (ALEX). 
2) Integrate existing lower extremity and neck component ¯ 

prototypes with the TAD-50M torso, and refine as 

3) Develop new head and face hardware, also for integration 

with the TAD-50M torso. 

4) Communicate with the diverse community concerned with 

frontal dummy development issues and decisionmaking. 

5) Provide logistical support and consultation to dummy 

hardware evaluation efforts, both in the U.S. and 

overseffts. 
¯ 

Figure 20 shows the breakdown of this planned 

component development and integration activity, and the 

associated schedule of major tasks. 

SUMMARY 

Figure 18. Advanced Dummy Lower Leg Assembly. 

Ongoing frontal dummy component development activities 

Upper Four-Axis Tibia Load Cells (Fx, Fz, Mx, My) in support of the NHTSA Advanced Frontal Protection 

Lower Four-Axis Tibia Load Cells (Fx, Fz, Mx, My) Program have been summarized, and the schedule for further 

Frontal Contact Tibia Load Cells (Fxt,Fx2,Fx3,Fx4) development and integration of these components has been 

Ankle Triaxial Accelerometers (Xg, Yg, Zg) provided. Close cooperation with the many members of the 

Ankle Rotary Potentiometers (Oy, Ox) international community concerned with dummy development 

issues is anticipated, as the work of this program progresses. 

Some of the data obtained in the aforementioned frontal 

barrier test is shown in Figure 19. The plots should be ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

considered preliminary and are an illustration of the type of 

signal that is obtained. The rotary potentiometers and The authors wish to acknowledge the expert assistance of 

accelerometers in the ankle are relatively new concepts in Jan Wade of Automated Sciences Group, Inc., and Susan 

dummy instrumentation. The ankle angle does not start out at Weiser of the NHTSA Vehicle Research and Test Center in 

zero because the ankle position is zeroed before the ankle is the preparation of this manuscript for publication. 
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Australia’s New Car Assessment Program                 1.0 AIMS OF THE PROGRAM                            ¯ 

Michael Griffiths, RTA NSW, Australia The US New Car Assessment Program quotes their 
Chris Coxon, DoT South Australia, Australia primary goal as being to provide consumers with a measure 
Ian Pettigrew, DoT Queensland, Australia of the relative safety potential of automobiles and to 
Ron De forest, RACV, Australia establish market forces which encourage vehicle 
Peter Caldwell, NRMA, Australia manufacturers to design higher levels of safety into their ¯ 

Richard Stolinski, RACV, Australia vehicles. 
Paper No. 94 $80 14 The Australian program has the same aim, with the 

addition of an aim to see how the Australian fleet compared 
ABSTRACT to other fleets, particularly the US fleet. 

In 1992 Australia commenced a New Car Assessment 2.0 OTHER NCAP STYLE PROGRAMS ¯ 

Program. The first group of vehicles tested were 
medium/large family sedans. This group was tested at The US Department of Transportation’s National 
56.3 km/h (35 mph) in a full frontal test identical to the Highway and Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
US NCAP test. Only Hybrid III dummies are used. Some" of commenced its new car assessment program (NCAP) in 
the vehicles performed significantly worse than their US 1978. They conduct full frontal tests at 35 miles/h (56.3 

¯ 
counterparts. Some reasons for these differences were km/h). So far the program has included over 300 published 
readily evident. For instance, it appears likely that occupant crash test results. The tests are conducted by a number of 
excursions were generally greater in the Australian vehicles different test facilities. 
due to high elongation seat belt webbing. The German. car magazine "Auto Motor Und Sport" 

The program has gone on to conduct the 56.3 km/h full commenced publishing the results of its consumer style 
frontal test and an additional 50% offset test at 60 km/h into crash tests in 1990. In their inaugural program, they crashed 
an aluminium honeycomb energy absorbing barrier face, on 8 cars at 55 km/h (34 miles/h) into a barrier inclined at 15° 

¯ 

small cars and four wheel drive vehicles, to the front of the car, with a 50% offset. The barrier had a 
The program already appears to be having a significantly number of shallow vertical rails designed to minimise 

positive effect on the introduction and marketing of safety sideways deflection of the vehicle. In contrast to other 
features in new vehicles. There appears to be a new strong programs, these vehicles were driven into the concrete block 
safety marketing drive, airbags are now promised in GM and under their own power without the use of a guide track. All 
Ford family sedans. This paper presents the results of the test the tests were conducted by TUV (Bavaria) the official ¯ 

programs, a comparison to equivalent overseas fleets, and German Vehicle Testing Organisation. 
the improvement which the program appears to be bringing. The German motoring club ADAC, along with the 

Austrian club OAMTC, the Dutch Club ANWB, the Swiss 
Club TCS and the motoring magazine "Auto bilt" have been 
conducting a variety of consumer style tests at the TUV 
Rhineland facility. This has reportedly included both car to 
car and car to barrier impacts with different degrees of 
offset. 

¯ 
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¯ 3.0 WHY AN AUSTRALIAN NCAP As a result of this, the NSW RTA decided to build a new 
crash barter as an extension of its Crashlab facility to 

The current Australian vehicle crash worthiness conduct NCAP tests and offer spare crash testing capacity to 
standards consists of individual design rules for various industry. 
items. For example seat belts may be assessed in isolation on 
a sled test, the seat belt anchorages can be tested statically 4.0 AUSTRALIAN NCAP PROGRAM METHOD 

¯ by applying loads through cables to the anchorages, there is 
a barrier test which assesses the performance of the steering The Australian NCAP program currently incorporates 
column. There was however no test of the total system, two crash tests on each vehicle. 

A barrier test (Australian Design Rule 69) based on 1987 The first test is a full frontal, 56.3 km/h (35 miles/h) 
US Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 has since impact into a rigid barrier. It is virtually identical to the US 
been scheduled for introduction in July 1995. The main NCAP test. A minor development, on advice from NHTSA, 

¯ differences of the new Australian Design Rule (ADR 69)are was that the Australian program only allowed the use of 
that in ADR 69 the test dummies will be required to be Hybrid 3 dummies, whereas until recently the US NCAP 
secured by the mandatory 3 point seat belt system, whereas program had allowed the vehicle manufacturer to nominate 
in the US test, only passive restraints are used for the driver, the use of either Hybrid 2 or Hybrid 3 dummies. 
ADR 69only allows the use of Hybrid3 test dummies. Whatever arguments there might be as to the 

Some Road Safety Authorities, researchers, motorists representativeness of this test of typical front crashes, its 
¯ organisations and others were concerned as to whether strength was. that it allows a comparison~ of the Australian 

vehicles sold in Australia were incorporating world’s best fleet to the US fleet. Once this comparison has been 
practice technology., established there is not necessarily a long term commitment 

New ties with the US Department of Transportation’s to this particular test. 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), The other test conducted is a 40% offset frontal impact 
were initiated in 1987 by the NSW Roads and Traffic into an aluminium honeycomb barrier. This is based on the 

¯ Authoritv’s Road Safety Bureau. Following discussions test proposed by the European Experimental Vehicle 
with a number of senior NHTSA staff, the NSW RTA Committee (EEVC). 
became convinced of the benefits of an NCAP program as a The Australian NCAP team eagerly awaited the outcome 
means to: of the EEVC, November 1993, San Antonio meeting before 
-Provide consumer incentives for manufacturers to commencing testing. 
improve their performance; In January 1994 the EEVC Committee subsequently 

¯ - Establish where the Australian vehicle fleet stood came up with option of commencing testing at 56 km/h with 
compared to the US vehicle fleet, a view to proceeding to 60 km/h. They also added an extra 

The NSW RTA first publicly announced its intention to thin stiffer section to the deformable barrier. The Australian 
proceed with an NCAP program in December 1989. NCAP small car tests were conducted without this stiffer 

The concept of an Australian NCAP subsequently section, as their small car testing commenced in December 
received endorsement by various State Government 1993. The Australian NCAP Team adopted 60 km/h on the 

¯ Parliamentary Road Safety Committees such as the basis that as NCAP is a consumer style test, it ought to be set 
Victorian "Social Development Committee" and above the minimum standard. In addition, Australian NCAP 
Queensland’s "Travel Safe Committee". Simultaneously the was advised that the 60 k/h deformable barrier test was 
RTA’s Crashlab also received requests as to whether it could roughly equivalent to a 55 k/h rigid barrier test in severity. 
conduct a consumer style car crash test program from the The driver dummy was fitted with a special set of 
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV), which is the instrumented lower legs on loan from NHTSA. 

t~ motorist’s organisation in Victoria, and the Queensland The entire test procedures, including liaison with vehicle 
Department of Transportation. Clearly the time was ripe for manufacturers, dispute resolution practices etc are based on 
the conduct of such a program and early commitment to US NCAP practices. Australian NCAP testing staff were 
funding of $2.6 million was received from NSW RTA, trained by experienced North American Crash Testing staff 
Queensland Department of Transport, RACV, VicRoads and the complete outcomes of every crash test are passed for 
and the NSW National Roads and Motorists Association use and review by NHTSA. This complete information 

~ (NRMA). The South Australian Department of Transport package includes good quality video copies of high speed 
later also joined the program, and six Australian motorist’s film, and electronic and hard copy of all instrumentation 
organisations became stakeholders, outputs. 

The only existing crash barrier facility in Australia Rather than the US NCAP practice of calibrating ATDs 
which had the potential to be upgraded to run such a between every third test, the Australian NCAP program 
sophisticated test was the General Motors-Holden’s facility, started with the practice of calibrating the test dummies 

O however for a variety of reasons it was not available for an between every test. This has been maintained at that level 
NCAP program, except where the ATD records a very low result which is 
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below the pulses applied during the calibration procedures. 5.0 TEST.RESULTS 
The tables in the results section will show that unfortunately 
this is not a very common occurrence. This section contains a series of tables, with summarised 

The first phase of the program tested 9 medium/large test results on medium, large and small cars. The official 

cars. Because crash testing new cars was a new experience colour brochure of the test results, distributed by the 

for the RTA’s Crashlab staff, they were very Conservative in stakeholders, provides a few pages of background ¯ 
their approach to the testing. This resulted in a slow start to information, then allocates one page per vehicle tested with 

the program. For this reason and because there appeared to the description of the full frontal and offset test on that page. 

be unexpectedly rapid progress occurring with the The back page of the brochure has a chart summarising the 

development of an EEVC offset test, the offset component results for all the vehicles tested in the NCAP program so 

was deleted from this first phase of the program. The 9 far. The results are shown in Tables 1 to 4. The information 

medium/large car results were published in April 1993. The provided is HIC’s for driver and passenger, chest deflection ¯ 
next phase of the program consisted of full frontal and offset for driver and passenger and femur loads for driver and 

tests on 12 small cars, that is a total of 24 ¢rash tests. The passenger. 

results of this program were published in April 1994. Australian NCAP is considering changing to a single 
The program is currently midway through full frontal, value rating system, for those consumers who wish to place 

and offset testing on combination of twelve four wheel a simpler interpretation on the results. If the program was to 

drives and passenger vans. These vehicles offset tests switch to the US NCAP star rating system, it would have to ¯ 
incorporate the extra stiffer section on ~he deformable adopt a different scale because of the overall poorer 
barrier, as specified by EEVC. It is likely th~it the results of performance of the Australian vehicle fleet. 

these tests will be published in September 1994. An additional column has been added to Tables 1 to 4 
Because the general criteria for inclusion?0f a vehicle for showing how the star system would appear if Australian 

test, is popularity as measured by numbers s~td, the program NCAP used the US NCAP weighting. Currently the NCAP 

will shortly have covered more than 75% o3 the Australian stakeholders are more attracted to a probability of injury ¯ 
new car fleet. ~ rating out of 100 or more positively, a probability of survival 

By the end of 1994, the program e~pects to have rating out of 100 which gives a single value for each vehicle 

conducted over 60 NCAP tests in its first~o years. This by combining the offset and full frontal test results for the 

compares favourably to the US’s te~ting rate of driver andseparatelyforthepassenger. Additionalcolumns 

approximately 300 tests over the 12 year period since its in Tables 1 to 4 give these probability of injury and survival 

program’s inception, ratings. ¯ 
By the end of 1994 the program will have covered all of When reduced to the probability of injury or survival 

the large selling vehicles in each of the common passenger rating these can be best illustrated as bar charts as shown in 

vehicle categories. Tables 5 and 6. 
It is hoped that the start of 1995 will see the Whilst no final decisions have been made, it is currently 

commencement of a maintenance style program, where new likely that the next NCAP publication will represent all test 

vehicle models will be tested soon after their release on the outcomes in terms of HICs, chest deflection, femur loads ¯ 
market. They will then be added progressively to an ongoing and a single survival rating figure, derived from probability 
publication. This will mean earlier availability of of injury to the head and thorax from the full frontal and 

information on new models, offset test. 
Tables 7 and 8 attempt to compare the Australian small 

car flee, t to the US small car fleet. As near as could be 
determined, equivalent model or style vehicles were used in ¯ 
the US and Australian samples used for this comparison. 
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Table 1. Large/Medium Car Driver Results 

Driver 100 Point Survival 
Model Test No. Barrier HICD CHESTD PheadD PchestD PcombD Rating PrealD Rating (D) Rating (D) 

Mazda Full 1160 59.80 0.28     0.20 0.42 ** 
626 

¯ Nissan Full 1750 64.10 0.75 0.25 0.82 * 
Pintara 

Toyota Full 1090    63.00 0.23 0.23 0.41 ** 
Camry 

Holden Full 1690 81.70 0.71 0.53 0.86 * 
Commodore 

Honda                 Full 1500 58.10 0.56 0.18 0.64 * 
Accord 

Ford Full 1340 74.40 0.42 0.40 0.65 * 
Falcon 

Subaru                 Full      1360    57.90 0.44     0.18      0.54 * 
Liberty 

Mitsubishi Full 1140    59.70 ¯ 0.27 0.20 0.41 * 
Magna 

Volvo Full 490    50.00 0.04 0. I 1 0.14 **** 
940 

Table 2. Large/Medium Car Passenger Results 

Pass’r 100 Point Survival 
Model Test No. Barrier HICP CHESTP PheadP PchestP PcombP Rating PrealP Rating (P) Rating (P) 

Mazda Full 930 54.60 0.15 0.15 0.27 *** 
626 

Nissan Full 890 67.30 0.13 0.29 0.38 ** 
Pintara 

Toyota Full 1240 52.50 0.34 0.13 0.42 : * * 
Camry 

Holden Full      2410 55.30     0.97    0.15     0.97 

Commodore 

¯ Honda Full 1330    50.10 0.41 0.11 0.48 * 
Accord 

Ford Full 780    58.10 0.09 0.18 0.25 , *** 
Falcon 

Subaru                 Full      1810 44.40      0.79     0.08      0.81 * 

¯ 
Liberty 

Mitsubishi Full 1580 58.30 0.63 0.18 0.70 ~ * 
Magna 

Volvo Full 600    46.40 0.05 0.09 0.14 : **** 
940 
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Table 3. Small Car Driver Results 

Driver I00 Point Survival 

Model Test No. Barrier HICD CHESTD PheadD PchestD PcombD Rating PrealD Rating (D) Rating (D) 

Ford B3001 Full 1904 68.40 0.84 0.31 0.89 * 

Laser B3021 Offset 3235 83.90 1.00 0.57 1.00 * 0.96 96 4 

Mitsubishi B3002 Full 1283 53.70 0.37 0.14 0.46 * 

Lancer B4001 Offset .1183 64.00 0.30 0.25 0.47 * 0.47 47 53 

Mazda B3003 Full 1525 60.90 0.58 0.21 0.67 * 

121 B3020 Offset 1566 69.40 0.62 0.32 0.74 * 0.72 72 28 

Toyota B3004 Full 1499 59.60 0.56 0.19 0.65 * 

Corolla B4008 Offset 1025 51.60 0.19 0.12 0.29 *** 0.41 41 59 

Nissan B3005 Full 1464 50.00 0,53 0.11 0.58 * 

Pulsar B3022 Offset 2213 78.50 0.94 0.47 0.97 * 0.84 84 16 

Hyundai B3006 Full 1318 54.00 0.40 0.14 0.49 * 

Excel B4004 Offset 1195 58.40 0.30 0.18 0.43 ** 0.45 45 55 

Holden B3007 Full 1005 59.50 0.18 0.19 0.34 *** 

Barina B3019 Offset 1213 56.20 0.32 0.16 0.43 ** 0.40 40 60 

Honda B3008 Full 1450 62.40 0.52 0.23 0.63 * 

Civic GL B4002 Offset 623 39.70 0.06 0.06 0.11 **** 0.28 28 72 

Honda B3009 Full 1154 72.80 0.27 0.38 0.55 * 

Civic Vei B4003 Offset 847 64.60 0.11 0.25 0.34 *** 0.41 41 59 

Subaru B3010 Full 1109 53.80 0.2~ 0.14 0.35 ** 

Impreza B4006 Offset 856 49.10 0.12 0.10 0.21 *** 0.26 26 74 

Daihatsu B3011 Full 998 69.60 0.18 0.33 0.45 ** 

Charade B4007 Offset 1405 82.90 0.48 0.55 0.76 * 0.66 66 34 

Hyundai B3016 Full 959 78.00 0.16 0.46 0.55 * 

Lantra B4005 Offset 909 68.00 0.14 0.30 0.40 ** 0.45 45 55 

Table 4. Small Car Passenger Results 

Pass’r 100 Point Survival 

Model Test No. Barrier HICP CHESTP PheadP PchestP PcombP Rating PrealP Rating (P) Rating (P) 

Ford B3001 Full 1793 70.10 0.78 0.33 0.85 * 

Laser B3021 Offset 1314 47.00 0.40 0.09 0.45 * 0.59 59 41 

Mitsubishi B3002 Full 1242 50.20 0.34 0.11 0.4t ** 

Lancer B4001 Offset 788 46.40 0.09 0.09 0.17 **** 0.25 25 75 

Mazda B3003 Full 1067 47.20 0.22 0.09 0.29 *** 

121 B3020 Offset 1281 42.00 0.37 0.07 0.41 ** 0.37 37 ’ 63 

Toyota B3004 Full 1224 49.10 0.33 0.10 0.40 ** 

Corolla B4008 Offset 392 38.50 0.03 0.05 0.08 ***** 0.18 18 82 

Nissan B3005 Full 1529 57.50 0.59 0.17 0.66 * , 

Pulsar B3022 Offset 887 37.90 0.13 0.05 0.17 **** 0.33 33 67 

Hyundai B3006 Full 857 44.t0 0.12 0.08 0.19 **** 

Excel B4004 Offset 710 39.50 0.07 0.06 0.13 **** 0.15 15 85 

Holden B3007 Full 1150 46.70 0.27 0.09 0.34 *** 

Barina B3019 Offset 805 32.60 0.10 0.04 0.13 **** 0.20 20 80 

Honda B3008 Full 1100 55.00 0.24 0.15 0.35 ** 

Civic GL B4002 Offset 468 39.70 0.03 0.06 0.09 ***** 0.18 18 82 

Honda B3009 Full 1174 52.80 0.29 0.13 0.38 ** 

Civic Vei B4003 Offset 923 45.60 0.14 0.08 0.22 *** 0.27 27 73 

Subaru B3010 Full 891 50.60 0.13 0.11 0.23 *** 

Impreza B4006 Offset 359 40.80 0.02 0.06 0.08 ***** 0.13 13 87 

Daihatsu B3011 Full 1263 50.20 0.36 0.11 0.43 ** 

Charade B4007 Offset 1335 43.10 0.42 0.07 0.46 * 0.45 45 55 

Hyundai B30t6 Full 2026 65.60 0.89 0.27 0.92 * 

Lantra B4005 Offset 840 46.80 0.11 0.09 0.19 **** 0.43 43 57 
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¯ 7.0 OUTCOMES 

A simple comparison of Australian small car occupant 
HIC’s to.US figures is given in Table 7. It indicates that 
Australian small car performances were well below the US 
car performance. 

A review by James Hackney (NHTSA) of the Australian 
.,o medium and large car results came to a similar conclusion. 

He compiled Table 8 and reported that: 

~ ! 
,.- 

~ 
~ ~~         -- 
~ - 

~ 
~ ,, ~ ~ ~ "- There was a significant difference in the safety 
~o ~ ~ ~ ! performance of passenger cars available to United States 

consumers compared with those available to Australian 

¯ Table 5. Small Car Risk Ratings consumers. 

- The current status of vehicle occupant safety in frontal 
crashes for Australian consumers who wear their safety belts 
appears to be about the same as the safety which exists for 

.............. US consumers in model year 1980. 
- For those who wear their safety belts, the probability of a 
life-threatening head injury is three times as great for the 
Australian driver and front seat occupant as for the US 
driver and occupant in a high-speed crash." 

It appears that equivalent occupant protection 
technology is not routinely fitted to apparently similar 

models of cars sold into different markets, in this case those 

¯ ~ ~ ,~ 
,~ .- markets being the United States and Australia. 

~o ~ ~ ~ _ If a country doesn’t have an NCAP program or an 
alternative guarantee, it will not know what degree of 
protection is incorporated in the vehicles that its market is 

Table 6. Small Car Survival Ratings                   getting. The acquisition of this information is strong justi- 

fication for the conduct of an NCAP program. 
The use of the proposed EEVC offset test at 60 km/h ¯ 6.0 LOWER LEG INJURY CRITERIA showed that even small cars, not necessarily in the luxury 

bracket, can perform well in this test, even without the extra 
Data was collected from instrumented lower legs of the 

stiffer section on the deformable barrier face. This provides 
driver in the offset impacts as were floor pan intrusions. 

some support for the early confirmation of the benchmark at 
However as there are no internationally established injury 

60 km/h. 
criteria and the Australian NCAP team hasn’t had time to 

¯ develop and justify its own injury scale, it is not yet ready to 
publish these results. 

Australian NCAP is happy to disclose this information 
for research purposes and is keen to participate in any Driver Passenger 
program which might hasten the emergence of a suitable 2000- 

lower leg injury criteria. 
¯ Simple observation was that there was much greater l~o0- 

intrusion on the driver’s side in offset impact with frequent 
significant damage to the lower leg dummy components. 

Real world crash studies indicate that serious debilitating 1000- 

and costly injuries occur from these impacts with footspace 
intrusion. ~00_ 

~ An observation, is that for the European Experimental 
Vehicle Committee (EEVC) to optimise the value from its us~ 
proposed offset test, it will need to develop or adopt an 0 

injury criteria for the lower legs. Table 7. Small Car HIC’s Full Frontal 
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The Australian vehicle industry has made it clear that 
u.$. ,, ~,,~-.,a~ ~,~,~ ~,, r~ ~,,**~. they have "in principle" continuing objections to NCAP 

programs. However, they have worked closely with the 

~ NCAP team, and all sides acknowledge that there is now a 
~" ~0~ ~~,~ ~ much better understanding and relationship between the 
~ -- II~ 

r 
industry and relevant road safety authorities. 

~ The release of the program results continues to gain 

~ prominent coverage in television, radio and print media. 
=, This was initially boosted by threats of legal action to 

~ prevent publication by individual manufacturers. 
An unexpected outcome was that a number of motoring 

journalists were very strongly opposed to the program and 
continue to attack its creditability. Their criticisms are 
generally on the basis of either the representativeness of the 

~ --,~,,~, ~ ~ two tests chosen, or that only one test of each type is 

conducted. The NCAP team response is that the more testing 
Table 8. Large/Medium Car Life Threatening Injury Probability they do, the less convinced they are about the plausibility of 

the variability argument. A number of manufacturers have 
done their own NCAP style tests and those outcomes which 

8.0 REACTION have been shared with the Australian NCAP team have been 
remarkably similar. 

The official results brochures were made available from 
Roads and Transport Authorities, Departments of Transport 9.0 CONCLUSION 
and Motoring Organisations offices throughout Australia. 
They were very popular with car buyers. It is often said these days that there are no more road 

Since the commencement of the NCAP program there safety "silver bullets" such as seat belts or Random Breath 
has been much greater emphasis on safety in advertisements Testing, but when you look at the potential vehicle crash 
for vehicles in the print, radio and television media, worthiness improvements highlighted by this NCAP 

Following the first NCAP test results, Holden Australia program between the US fleet and the Australian fleet there 
released a new model of it’s family size vehicle, the may be justification for reconsidering that view. 
Commodore. The updated model is fitted with an airbag for 
the driver and web clamps and low elongation webbing for 
the driver and the passenger. There were also some changes 
to the dashboard in front of the passenger’s space. The 
NCAP program retested the vehicle and found a vast 
improvement over the old model, although as seen below, 
there is still some room for further improvement. Holden 
reports that more than 8 months after the release of this 
upgraded model they still .cannot supply the demand for 
these vehicles from consumers. Some fleets have switched 
almost exclusively to this upgraded model eg NSW Police 
and RACV. Clearly Holden competitors could not help but 
notice this consumer demand for safety. The NCAP team 
looks forward to similar responses from other manufacturers 
in the vehicle industry. 

It is reported that the Japanese car industry now sees a 
sufficient incentive to incorporate the same technology in 
vehicles destined for the Australian market as those sent to 
the US market. 

Honda Australia recently incorporated as standard 
features on it’s Civic, the 8 km/h bumpers previously not 
seen as standard on the Australian market. Honda Australia 
also recently incorporated low elongation webbing and web 
clamps. 
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ABSTRACT greatly affected by the property of each component, 
¯ especially buckling and yielding strength of frames and 

Crash energy absorption by a vehicle body s~ucture is a panels. It is well known that the amount of absorbed 
very important role in the vehicle design stage. One of the energy can be increased by raising the strength of those 
most effective ways to increase the crash energy absorption components. Numbers of experiments have been done in 
capability of the body is to raise the dynamic buckling order to investigate the collapse mechanism of such 
strength of beam or thin shell structures subjected to the structures and to obtain a better geometry for energy 

¯ axial compression. Static buckling problems have been absorption. Recently, computer simulation is widely 
thoroughly studied and the relationship between physical or applied to many stages of vehicle design process owing to 
material properties and buckling strength is well the rapid development of supercomputers and explicit f’mite 
established. However, the properties of dynamic buckling element codes, such as PAM-CRASH(1). It is going to be 
have not been studied well. For example, in dynamic a major procedure in design stages replacing prototyping and 
collapse phenomenon the buckling load increases and a experiments with trial and error. However, the whole 

¯ higher order buckling mode appears as the impact velocity vehicle body model for frontal crash simulation requires tens 
increases. It means that the structure which absorbs of thousands elements. It takes several months to create 
enough amount of energy in static collapse does not always and more than ten hours to calculate. Long period is still 
behave in the same manner in case of dynamic collapse, required to obtain a better geometry. 
Such complex characteristics make it difficult to simulate A sensitivity analysis has drawn the attention of 
dynamic buckling accurately and to find out the optimum engineers as a method to shorten the design term and to 

¯ structure efficiently. In this study, the dynamic buckling reduce the computational cost. The basic point of view of 
phenomenon of a simple column including material a sensitivity analysis is to calculate a change of response of 
plasticity was examined in detail using a finite element a redesigned structure. A sensitivity analysis has been 
analysis~ The analysis revealed the relationship between applied widely to linear problems, such as stiffness, noise 
impact velocity and a higher order mode of buckling. The and vibration analysis(2). Crash simulation is quite 
result indicates that it is necessary to introduce a numerical different from those because it includes material plasticity 

¯ imperfection, representing a higher order buckling mode and geometric nonlinearity. The response of the modified 
under a given velocity, in order to simulate dynamic structure does not match with the sensitivity calculated 
buckling accurately. It has been known that crash before the design change because the load history of a 
problems does not accept a sensitivity analysis because of nonlinear system may change after the modification. Some 
their nonlinear history curves. A new approach to apply a papers reported that the response of nonlinear system can be 
sensitivity analysis to dynamic buckling problems treated by calculating the sensitivity of the tangent of 

¯ including material plasticity is presented, which treats a history curve at each incremental step but it requires many 
higher order buckling eigenvalues. This method can iterative calculation(3). A new approach .to apply a 
indicate the most effective location to modify in order to sensitivity analysis to crash problems is taken in this paper. 
increase the buckling strength of vehicle body structures. Studies of crash-worthiness of box beam structures give a 
The analysis results also show that the impact induced wave hint to this subject. The contribution of a side frame, 
propagation has a large effect on dynamic buckl, ing modes which is a kind of box beam structure is considerably high 

¯ of the structure, which can hardly be observed in physical in energy absorption and it may be a sensitive factor in 
experiments, vehicle design. Aya(4) and Mahmood(5) derived semi- 

empirical equations from a great number of collapse tests of 
INTRODUCTION box beams with various section geometries. The 

maximum and the mean collapse load of columns are 
Energy absorption by the plastic deformation of the expressed as the functions of the local buckling strength in 

¯ frontal part of a vehicle body is quite important capability their equations. Based on those equations, the rise of the 
in a frontal crash. Crash behavior of the front structure is buckling strength ensues the increase of the collapse lead 
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and results in the enlargement of absorbed energy, the axial compression considering the effect of Poisson’s ¯ 

Buckling strength can be treated using buckling eigenvalue ratio. This rectangular column has bending and twisted 
without anynonlineariterations, buckling modes in 3-dimensional space. For 

Some studies must be done in order to ,apply a simplification, the column is allowed to deform in only one 

sensitivity analysis to dynamic buckling in crash problems, plane so as not to cause out-of-plane and twisted modes. 
Higher order modes appear in dynamic buckling as the The impact condition is given at the movable end of the 
impact velocity increases whereas the first mode always column with a weight of 1000 kg at various speed values. ¯ 

appears in static buckling. The relationship between the The analysis model has an imperfection in order to obtain 
impact velocity and the order of dynamic buckling mode accurate results(6). The imperfection is the buclding mode 
will be investigated using an explicit finite element code. of the column which appears at each impact speed. The 
The effect of material plasticity in dynamic buckling willbe amplitude of the imperfection is 0.01% of the section 
also discussed compared with those in static buckling. The width. 
finite element model is a rectangular column composed of Finite element code used for dynamic buckling ¯ 

brick elements. Based on the results of dynamic buckling simulation is an explicit Lagradian program PAM- 
simulation, high order buckling eigenvalues will be used to CRASH(l), which has been used to simulate crash behavior 
calculate the sensitivities to increase the dynamic buckling of vehicle body structures in motor companies. The 
strength taking the section width of the material as the analysis results agreed well with experiments when the 
design variable. Some velocity values which caused high mesh of the calculation model is enough fine, the material 
order modes were selected and the response of redesigned models and the boundary conditions are expressed properly. ¯ 

columns were examined.    The result proved the In this paper, the accuracy of the code is supposed to be 
effectiveness of the sensitivity calculated using the high guarante~ for simple problems fike this study. 
order buckling eigenvalue in dynamic buckling problems. Figure 2 shows the dynamic load history curves of the 
It also indicates that the effect of wave propagation is column in length 100 mm under various impact velocities. 
considerably large in high velocity impact~ Design The impact load increases step by step like stairs owing to 
domains should be taken carefully according to the impact the propagation of an impact wave. The maximum point ¯ 

direction, indicates the buckling load which is higher than the static 
buckling load. Thus the buckling load increases in 

DYNAMIC BUCKLING SIMULATION dynamic buckling as the impact velocity grows faster 
whereas the buckling load is constant in static buckling. 

Elastic Bcukling Theoretical propagation speed c of impact wave which 
travels 1-dimensional beam is calculated from ¯ 

The characteristics of dynamic elastic buckling of a 
simple column will be investigated in this section. Figure c = ~ (1) 
1 shows the finite element model of a rectangular column 
composed of brick elements, where E is the Young’s modules and p is the density. The 

- propagation speed is about 5,000 m/s in this material and ¯ 
/ Cramped Mass 1000 kg the impact wave goes.and returns inside the column in 

//~,/ 
1= 100 mm > ) about 0.04 ms in length 100 mm. The height of the stair 

~ 
~ilV in the load history curve is calculated from 

~ = pc V (2) 

~~ 2D Deformation Move only axially 
where ~ is the stress of the impact wave and V is the 

¯ 

~ I2 impact velocity. The step load calculated by the previous 
3mm E = 210 GPa, v = 0.3 equation is 1,380 kgf at 28.0 m/s. This theoretical value 

Section Yield Stress : er y (changed) agrees with the simulation result shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 1. Rectangular Column Model As the impact velocity grows higher, the initial slope of the 
load history curve rises higher but the buckling occurs ¯ 
earlier. The gain of the buckling load will be smaller in 

The section geometry is 3 x 4 mm and three length values 
50, 75, 100 mm will be considered. The boundary 

higher velocity impact. Figure 3 shows the dynamic 

condition of the one end of the column is clamped and the 
buckling modes of the column in different impact 
velocities. 

other end can be move only axially. The Young’s modulus 
of original column is 210 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio is 

Higher order mode appears in dynamic buckling as the 

0.3. The material is assumed as perfectly elastic here. 
impact velocity increases whereas the first mode appears in ¯ 
static or low velocity impact. It is also shown that higher 

The nodes at the both ends are allowed to spread out under 

¯ 
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order modes does not occur easily on short columns~ The 
buckling mode shifts from the first mode to the third mode 
skipping over the second mode in length 50 mm. In the 

V = 27.78 ntis              short column, as the impact velocity increases, the length 

oftbe column becomes more and more shorter. The 100 
Buckling Point 

section area expands owing to Poisson’s ratio so that the 
8O 

buckling strength grows much stiffer than before 

~ 60 ~ 0.04 msec V ffi 2.778 m/s compression. Then, only the longest column in length | 
- / 100 mm will be taken to investigate the relationship 

40. J between the impact velocity and the buckling mode. 

~¢ The relationship between the impact velocity and the 
20 buckling load is plotted in Fig. 4. 

13.8 kN -- 

~ ’---0 Dynamic Buckling Load (kN) 
.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 120 

Time (msec) 
Figure 2. Load History Curves ( I = 100 mm )         100 Dislribution ofnth Dynamic Modes 

80- nth Static~Buclding Load 

V = 1"~                                                                                            #5~ 

V=20    ~’-Ij__j..L              ~_ 1’                                           #3,, 

v = 50 #2~ 
(m/s) 

¯                       1 = 100 mm                     0     2    4     6     8    10 J v 

Figure 4 (a). Relationship Between Impact Velocity 
V = 1 and Dynamic Buckling Load ( I = 100 mm ) 

V ~6 
: -- ~~~ - -~ - ’: ~ --- = 140 Dynamic Buckling Load (kN) 

¯ _ . #5 
v 32 

"-- 120- Difference Between #4 

V = 80 100- and. Slatie Load 
(m/s) 

1 = 75 mm 80 

v= 10 

V = 40                                                                                           #2~ 

¯           ~ V=60 

(m/s) 
1 = 50 mm                        0     2     4      6     8     lO,f~- 

Figure 3. Dynamic Elastic Buckling Modes Figure 4 (b). Relationship Between Impact Velocity 

¯ and Dynamic Buckling Load ( I = 75 mm ) 
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The horizontal scale in the graph is the square root of the mode under a certain velocity in plastic buckling is almost 
impact velocity and the vertical scale is the buckling load. the same as the one in elastic buckling. Even in. quite high 
The buckling load increases approximately linearly against velocity impact, such as V -- 500 m/s, the same ninth 
the .square root of the impact velocity. This function is mode appears in the both buckling modes. The only one 
considered to depend on the section geometry or the difference in them is that the deformation of the buckling 
boundary condition. By drawing the distribution of the mode grows locally in plastic buckling whereas it grows all 
order of dynamic buckling modes as circles in the graph and over the column in elastic buckling. This is because the 
the static bucking loads, the relationship between the deformation grows locally after the material in the part 
dynamic buckling mode and the static buckling eigenvalue reached the yield point. 
can be obtained. For example, the dynamic buckling load 
at 1.4 m/s is 2,642 kgf, which is plotted between the 2nd V = 20 m/s : 3rd Mode 
and the 3rd static buckling load. Then the 2rid mode Elastic 
appears as the collapse mode in this case. At speed of 4.44 
m/s, the collapse load exceeds the 3rd static buckling load 

Plastic and the 3rd dynamic buckling mode appears. 
To conclude this relationship, when the dynamic 

buckling load is in between the nth and the n+lth static 
buckling loads, the nth mode appears as the dynamic V = 500 m/s : 9th Mode 
buckling mode. In the other words, the nth dynamic Elffi~ -~-" 
buckling mode appears when the load exceeds the nth static 
buckling load. Some points scattered outside the 
distribution circles indicate the unstable state on the mode Plastic 

shift points. The mode shift does not occur suddenly at a 
certain velocity but occurs gradually. Intermediate modes 
sometimes appear near these mode shift points~ Buckling Figure 5. Dynamic Plastic Buckling Modes 
modes and loads in numerical simulation arc greedy affected ( I = 100 mm ) 
by the imperfection. The geometry and the amplitude of 
the imperfection should be taken carefully in such a simple Figure 6 shows the load history curves in various material 
straight column model, properties in plastic region. The general characteristics of 

Now the dynamic buckling mode under the given the load history curves, such as the stair-like curve, are 
velocity can be known for this column by Fig. 4. The almost same as those in elastic buckling. The difference in 
dynamic mode corresponds to the high order static buckling load history curves between elastic and plastic buckling is 
mode. The high order static eigenvalue represents the that a critical load peak appears before the load reaches the 
buckling strength in high order mode. A sensitivity of the elastic buckling load in plastic buckling and that the 
high order buckling eigenvalue can be obtained using the deformation grows keeping the same load level for awhile. 
conventional sensitivity analysis technique. The buckling Some impractical values were taken as the material 
sensitivity indicates the response of the dynamic bucking properties to see the effect of plasticity clearly. The plastic 
strength of the column redesigned with the given design buckling load(Pb) is determined by multiplication of the 
value and on the supposed design domain. Finally the yield stress(try) and the section area(A), which is the critical 
most effective domain to be modify in order to increase the load peak (Fig.6.a). 
dynamic buckling strength can be known by the sensitivity 
analysis. Pb = try A (3) 

Plastic Buckling The effect of strain rate is neglected here. If the elastic 

The effect of material plasticity will be investigated in buckling load exceeds the critical load value, the material 

this section. The finite element model is the same as used 
reaches the yield point and the buckling occurs in plastic 

in the previous section. Only the material data will be 
region. On the other hand, if the elastic buckling load is 
under the critical value, the buckling occurs in elastic 

changed from perfect elastic to elastic-plastic property, region, which is called elastic buckling. In case that the 
First, the yield stress was defined as a certain value so " 

that the stress caused by the impact reaches that value, 
tangent modulus(Et) after yielding is changed, the .load 

¯ Plastic buckling modes in different impact velocities are 
history curve after the yield point changes a little (Fig.6.b). 

shown in Fig. 5. In elastic buckling, it was already shown 
But the influence by this parameter is much weaker than the 

that high order modes appear as the velocity increases. The 
yield stress. It is generally known that the section inertia 
of the column has a large effect on the elastic buckling 

same relationship between the impact velocity and the 
buckling modes is seen in plastic buckling. The order of 

strength. In plastic buckling, the section inertia also has a 
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¯                                                     significant effect on the load histo~ curve after the buckling 

8 point (Fig.6.c). It affects directly on the absorbed energy 

7 Elastic 
through the buckling phenomenon not the buckling 
strength. The reason of this effect is considered that the 

~6 amount of absorbed energy is related to the volume in 
o" 3 which the material reaches the yield point. 

The simulation results give us some interesting 
information. One is that the buckling load was determined 
only by the yield stress and the section area. It cannot be 
affected by any other material properties in plastic region. 
The absorbed energy, which is the most important factor in 

¯ 1 crash problems., is greatly affected by the section inertia 

O 
rather than the plastic property such as the tangent 

0.01    0.02    0.03    0.04 0.05 mudulus(Et). 

Time(ms) 

Figure 6 (a). Effect of Yield Stress (sy) on Load SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Hitroty in Plastic Bcukling 
Calculation Method 

6 
Et = 0.5 E To achieve a sensitivity analysis, design variables must 

5 ~ 
be selected related to the design change to be done on the 
structure and the design domains, in which the design 
variable may be changed, must be defined on the structure. 

~ ~ 
The buckling eigenvalue problem can be .described by the 

¯ 3 following equation. 

i2 ([KI+Z[KGI){ $}=O (4) 

1 ~: -                     ~’{*)T[KG]I*I:-{*IT[K]{O) (:5) 

¯ 0 ~ ’ 
0.05 0,10 0.1: 

Time(ms) where [ K ] is the stiffness matrix, [ KG ] ist thel initial 

Figure 6 (b). Effect of Tangent Modulus ( Et ) on Load geometric matrix, ~, is the eigenvalue and ~ ~b ] is the 
Hitroty in Plastic Bcukling ( E = Young’s modulus ) buckling mode. Each variable in each design domain is 

supposed to change in the following manner by the design 

61o I = 16. E-12 
change. 

¯ il 

¯ 0 
0;05 0.10 0.15 0.20 

Substituting these changes into EQ (5), the gain of the 

Time(ms) eigenvalue A~. is expressed in the following equation. 

Figure !5 (e), Effect of Section Inertia (I) on Load 
Hitroly in Plastic Beukling 

... (6) 

¯ 
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where higher order terms than second are ignored. A~, buckling sensitivity very well. This result means that the ¯ 

represents the buckling sensitivity and the buckling strength amplitude of the design modification is acceptable for this 

after the design change can be calculated by multiplying the study. The next step is to choose proper impact velocities 

reaction force under the initial load step and the eigenvalue, where the 1st -3rd buckling modes appear. Based on the 

MSC NASTRAN(7) supports the eigenvalue analysis using relationship between the impact velocity and the buckling 

the described equations. The analysis is composedofthree mode shown in Fig. 4, the following velocities were 

steps, one is a static analysis to calculate the stiffness selected. ¯ 

matrix, the second is an iterative calculation to obtain the 
eigenvalue and the final step is the sensitivity analysis 1st mode : V = 0.5 m/see 

corresponding to the specified buckling eigenvalue. High 2rid mode : V = 5 m/sec 

order eigenvalues and their sensitivities can be calculated by 3rd mode : V = 20 m/see 

specifying the mode number. 
Dynamic buckling loads of the modified columns in three ¯ 

domains under above Velocities were calculated. Here not 

Analysis Results only elastic buckling but also plastic buckling were 
investigated. Since the buckling load does not change in 

The sensitivity of buckling loads on the rectangular plastic buckling if the velocity or the section inertia may be 

column in length 100 mm is calculated because the mode changed, the energy absorption should be examined instead 

shift matches with the buckling load in this case. Three of the load gain. Energy absorption can be calculated by ¯ 

design domains are allocated on the rectangular column in integrating the load displacement curve from the starting 

Fig. 7. point to the final point, where the load value becomes zero, 
through the buckling point (Fig. 8). 

~ Length of Domain (ram) 
~.. Buckling Load                              ¯ ~ I 40 I    3-- ~., 

Domain#1 
.~ 

Domain#2 

Displacement 
(a) Elastic Buckling 

- 1 
!!~ Dom~ain#3 ~ 

Absorbed Energy 

Design Variable: Section Width 
~ Amplitude of Change: +10% area) 

Figure 7. Design Domains on Column ( I -- 100 mm )          "~ 

The section width of the column is taken as a design ¯ 

variable and will be increased by 10%. The amplitude of Displacement 
the design change might be too large as the sensitivity (b) Plastic Buckling 
calculated using first order approximation. However the Figure 8. Load Gain and Fnerg¥ Gain in Buckling 
absolute load value in dynamic buckling becomes much 
higher than that in staile buckling. Then the difference in Table 3 shows the dynamic elastic buckling loads of the ¯ load history curves between the design domains cannot be modified columns and absorbed energy in plastic buckling. 
seen clearly under the small change. The sensitivity values The relationship between the sensitivities and the load or 
of the 1st - 3rd static buckling eiganvalues calculated using the energy gain in Table 3 is illustrated in Fig. 9. The 
EQ (6) are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the 1st - 3rd response, the load gain and the energy gain, in dynamic 
static elastic buckling loads of the columns whose section buckling agrees well with the sensitivity. It is proved that 
width was increased by 10%. The load gain by the design the sensitivity of the high order buckling eigenvalue can be ¯ 
change will be called Yesponse’ in the following sentences, used to estimate the response in dynamic buckling in both 
The response of the modified column agrees with the case of elastic and plastic buckling. 
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¯ 0 #I #2 #3 0 0 #I #2 #3 0 

Domain No. Domain No. 
(i) 1st Mode (V--O.5m/s) (ii) 2rid Mode (V=5m/s) 

20 25 25 

£ 
~ Sensitivity 

._,20 - 20 
¯ r015 [] Elastic 

~ 

"Plastic 
~15 

-15~ 

- 

¯ ~5 m5 -5 

0                                          0          0 
#I #2 #3 #I #2 #3 

Domain No. Domain No, 
(iii) 3rd Mode (V=20m/s)                                 (iv) Static Ist Mode 

¯                        Figure 9. Correlation Between Buckling Load / Energy Gain and Sons~tivRy 

Table . SensRiv~y and Static Ela~ Buckling Load (Ps) 

Sensltlvlt~ Domain #I       Domain #2       Domain #3 

¯                              / Ps(kN)    Sens.     Ps     Sens.     Ps     Sens.     Ps 
ist Mode 24.98 20.21 16.82 15.72 15.65 15.23 

2nd Mode 6.82 - 22.43 - 17.06 - 

3rd Mode 7.86 - 4.61 - 19.85 - 

¯                           Table 2. Elastic Buckling Load(Pc)and Absorbed Ene~y(Ee) 

Pe(kN) Original Domain #I Domain #2 Domain #3 
Ee(N-m) Pe Ee Pe Ee Pe Ee Pe Ee 

ist Mode Ii.00 3.54 12.20 4.08 11.40 3.73 11.80 3.86 

2nd Mode 30.60 23.20 31.80 26.30 33.70 26.80 31.80 24.90 

¯ 3rd Mode 70.20 94.50 69.90 103.9 73.20 104.9 73.90 109.1 

Table 3. Plastic Buckling Load (Pp) and Absorbed Energy (Ep) 

Pp(kN) Orlclnal Domain #I Domain #2 Domain #3 
Ep (N.m) Pp Ep Pp Ep Pp Ep Pp Ep 

¯                  Ist Mode    6.02 1.96    6.02 2.23    6,02 1.99    6.02 2.09 

2nd Mode 23.90 17.90 23.90 20.20 24.20 20.20 23.90 18.40 

3rd Mode 49.00 74.70 49.00 81.20 48.90 83.80 49.10 88.20 

¯ 
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¯ 
allocated on the column in its axial direction. The 

DISCUSSION sensitivities of the 1st - 3th static buckling loads were ¯ 
calculated supposing that the section inertia would be raised ¯ 

As for short columns or in high velocity impacts, the by 10%. Based on the prior relationship between the 
mode shift point of .dynamic buckling did not always velocity and the buckling modes; several impact velocities 
correspond to the high order static buckling eigenvalue, were chosen so that the 1st- 3th buckling modes appear. ¯ 
The same tendency is found in the relationship between the The gain of dynamic elastic buckling load and the energy 
sensitivity and the response in dynamic buckling. As the absorption in plastic buckling of the modified column in 
impact velocity grows faster, the response does not each impact velocity was calculated. The following results 
correspond to the sensitivity, whereas the response in static have been obtained. 
buckling always agrees with the sensitivity. This means (1)    The dynamic buckling load grows higher and 
that the dynamic buckling load is effected by the.impact, higher order mode appears the impact velocity grows faster. ¯ 
Figure 10 shows the stress distribution in the column in (2) The nth mode appears in dynamic buckling when 
low and high velocity impacts, the dynamic buckfing load exceeds the nth static buckling 

Aimed/Uniform Distribution .... 

load. 
(3) The dynamic buckling mode corresponds to the high ~ " -~---<~=3 order static buckling mode: The same relationship can be 

~ V = 1 m/s found in plastic buckling. ¯ 
. Wave Front of Impact (3)    In static and low velocity impact, the response of 

~ ~~?~?~?~~ ~ the modified column corresponds to the sensitivity in both 
case of elastic and plastic buckling. 

V--100 m/s 
(4) In high velocity impact, the response of the 

[:i~turo 10. Dynamic Stross Distribution modified column is influenced by the wave propagation and 
does not always match with the sensitivity. ¯ 

In low velocity impact, the stress field is stable because the 
These results proves that the sensitivity calculated using 

impact load calculated by EQ (2)is very small compared the high order static buckling eigenvalue is useful to 

with the absolute value of the buckling load and the time 
.estimate the response in dynamic buckling. But they also 

interval of the wave propagation is very short compared indicates the limitation in taking the design domains in 

with the absolute value of the buckling time. In high high velocity impacts. Since the simple column model 

velocity impact, these values are considerably high. The was treated in this study, more complicated structure should ¯ 
impact load will be effected by the position of the impact be investigated in the near future. 

wave in Such a transitional state. This effect is clearly seen 
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ABSTRACT ¯ 

2 AIM OF STUDY, PROCEDURE 

The levels of corrosion of different cars were measured and First in a joint project of BASt and RWT~V Essen a pilot 

their effects on safety features were assessed in frontal 50 study was carried out. The results of this study were 

km/h impact tests against the rigid 0° barrier. Seven presented on the 12th ESV-Conference [1]. The main 

French, German, Italian and Japanese cars with high results are summarized in the Appendix. In the pilot study ¯ 

corrosion levels were tested. In addition to that of three the problem of corrosion and consequent failures of car 

German car models vehicles with minor corrosion and structures and their influence on the passive safety should 

vehicles with corrosion protection were tested. The total be evaluated. Following this aim a younger car with less 

number of conducted tests is thirteen, and an older car with more corrosion were examined and 
assessed in a frontal rigid wall test. The following three car 

Corrosion: types, based on the experiences of both involved institutes, ¯ 

- lowers the mean vehicle deceleration were selected: 

- can cause failures of anchorage points of seats 
and seat belts - VW Golf I, model 17 

- increases especially the dynamic compartment - Ford Fiesta 

intrusion and as main consequences of that - Mercedes Benz (MB) W 123. 
- increases the impact speed of the occupants ¯ 
against components of the car interior and In the crash tests conducted by BASt especially at the older 

¯ - decreases the necessary survival space of the vehicles in some cases considerable failures of safety 

frontal occupants, relevant car structures were observed. 

The test results have shown that the application of It was decided to continue the pilot study in a follow up 

corrosion protected and additional steel sheet can prevent study which is reported here. The aim is to ¯ 
¯ 

failures of safety relevant components of the car structure. 
- increase the data basis of tests with further car 

models with severe corrosion 
- test as far as possible similar vehicle models as selected 

1 INTRODUCTION in the pilot study with corrosion protection measures. 

As in the phase of the pilot study the RWTOV bought the ¯ 
The passive safety of passenger cars to protect car 

cars to be tested and performed the evaluation of the occupants in traffic accidents is examined in numerous 
tests. By the Kraflfahrt ¯ Bundesamt (KBA) and the amount of corrosion. Then the cars were tested in a frontal 

0° rigid wall impact test at the crash test facility of BASt. appropriate Technical Services is assured that new car 
models fulfil the required examinations. However in traffic 
only a small share is represented by of new vehicles. As in the pilot study the aim of the follow up study was to 

demonstate the amount of damage by corrosion and assess ¯ According to information given by KBA the lffespan of a 
passenger car is more than 10 years (in 1987 21.1% of its influence by means of dummy loadings as well as 

passenger cars in traffic was older than~ 10 years), the vehicle damage and loadings. 

average age was in 19987 6.17 years and per year each 
passenger car drives about 12,000 km. Mileage and age 3 EVALUATION OF THE LEVEL OF 

apparently result in changes in the vehicles. The biggest CORROSION 
influence on passive safety of passenger cars have changes ¯ 
which concern the strength of the car structure. For the The exact registration of the dimension of corrosion is 
today applied materials corrosion certainly has the biggest important when assessing the influence on the passive 
effect, safety of a vehicle. A new developed instrument brand 

¯ 
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¯ name ,,Corrotest" was applied to record the extent of - orange: intact steel metal sheet with covering film thicker 
corrosion, than 6mm or non metallic material. 

3.1 Selection of car models The measuring spots were screened and assessed in three 
categories: 

The carmodels should meet the following criteria: 
¯                                                       - low or only minor surface corrosion 

- registered to traffic - surface corrosion wuth isolated penetration of sheet 

- be about 10 years of age - very severe corrosion with cracks, tears and holes. 

- also foreign manufactured models 
- relatively frequent in traffic The results were documented for each vehicle in a survey 

- exhibit typical corrosion for this car model for three vehicle parts. In this survey was additionally 

¯ -no repair of corrosion damages, noted wether a corroded spot was only detected with the 
Corrotest instrument or wether a repair metal sheet was 

The following car models were selected: present. An example of the documentation of the amount 
of corrosion is given in Figures 1-3 of selected cars with 

- Mitsubishi Colt severe corrosion. 

- Fiat Panda 

¯ 
- Renault 5 
- Opel Kadett D. Asse~ssment of measurin~ soots 

The group of vehicles with corrosion protection measures 
[77~ no or only minor corrision 

was fixed in cooperation with car manufacturers. They are ~ surface corrosion, 
the successor models of the car types tested in the pilot isolated penetration of metal sheet 

¯ 
study, about 5-6 years of age: very severe corrosion, 

- VW GolfII ~-, 
partly with cracks and holes 

- Ford Fiesta 
~ 

corrosion detected only with Corrotest 

- Mercedcs Benz W 124. 
[ R ] repair metal sheet at measuring spot 

3.2 Selection of Measuring Spots 

At each vehicle about 60 measuring spots were selected 
and marked. These spots represent vehicle specific weak 
spots, where crash forces are introduced to the structure. In 
addition safety relevant areas close to seat and seat belt 
anchorages and further spots conspicious in technical 

¯ inspections were selected and marked. 
// 

Windshield 
\\ 

3.3 Measuring of the Amount of Corrosion 

The test vehicles were prepared by dismantling the car 
floor and demounting car components which would disturb 

¯ the measurements. The applied Corrotest instrument 
(Corrotest 2.838, manufacturer Institute Dr. FOrster, 
Reuflingen) developed by RWTOV employs the inductivity Engine Compartment 
measuring principle (DIN 54140, part 1). The instnmaent 
makes use of the effect that different conditions of steel 
metal sheet behave different concerning electrical 

¯ conductivity and magnetic permeability. A microcomputer 
~ 7 analyses the measuring signal and displays the result in 

five different colours!colour combinations: 

- green: none or very low corrosion                         /~" 

- green/rod: light to severe corrosion, 50% 
probability to destroy the spot when using a simple tool 

¯ e.g. a screw driver 
- red: severe to very severe corrosion. Spots can be easily Driving direction 

opened by minor force 
Figure 1: Measuring spots at the Renault 5 (KOR9) 

- green/orange: intact steel metal sheet with covering 
- windshield frame (front view) 

surfaces 3 to 5mm thick 
- engine compartment (top view) 
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Driver Side                              Passenger Side                           ¯ 

16. 

Door interior 

¯ 

20 29 

Pillar                                                    ¯ 

Beltanchorage~ at door frame 

( interior ) 

~’16 

Pillar 
"~I]28~ 

¯ 
18 19 

~ 
Door frame ( outer ) 

Figure 2: Measuring spots at the Renault 5 (KOR9) 
¯ 

- door and door frame 

¯ 
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O 
3.4 Test Results of older, severely corroded 

Driving Direction                        vehicles 

~ DriverSide                   The older vehicles showed in several areas visually 

¯~                                                     apparent corrosion. 

Mitsubishi Colt (KOR 7) 

On a first glance the Mitsubishi was in a good overall 
condition. But the inspection showed several severe 
corrosion defects: 

/~, 49 - very severe corrosion with holes at the suspension turrets 
in engine compartment 

- corrosion at all spots at driver and passenger door, spots 

t~ 5 48 - very severe corrosion with holes and tears at spot 20 

¯ - very severe corrosion with holes at lower seat belt 
anchorage point, driver side spot 17 

- very severe corrosion with holes and tears at the car floor 

46 /,7 close to seat and seat belt mountings, spots 27,31,32,34, 
36 to 39 

- surface corrosion with sheet penetration, spots 43,48,50 

¯ Car Floor Pan 
and 55 at the floor pan. 

( view from underneath ) 
Fiat Panda (KOR 8) 

The Fiat was in a bad general condition with apparent 
corrosion in the door area. Because it was not easy to buy a 

¯ Driving Direction vehicle without metal sheet repair it was accepted that at 
this car several repair actions had been taken. The 

Driver Side ~ Passenger Side following conspicuous spots were documented: 

T - Very severe corrosion partly with tears and holes in all 
four comers of the engine compartment, spots 1,5,6,10 

- surface corrosion local penetrations at spot 11 left lower 
windshield frame 

¯ - very severe corrosion at both front doors spots 15 to 17, 

60,61,22 and 24 

/~ 3 - very severe corrosion with tears and holes of car floor, 

~0~ 

"~ 

spots 41, 50 and 55. 

l en lt s  KORg) 
For this car the same general observations were made as at 

3 9 /~ /~ 30 the Fiat. Detailed observations: 

~’~" 
136[zSeat,_l/ 

_~ ~33 ~~ 

~ Seat                "" ~ 

-surface - very severe corrosion with tears and holes at spots 1,2              and 4 incorrosion engine compartment with local penetrations at the upper 
¯ 

38 
~ 

./. 31 windshield frame, spot 10 and 12 

35t~[~ 1 [/~ 3/~ 
- very severe corrosion with tears and holes at both front 

doors and door frames, spots 13 to 15, 22 to 

Car Floor Pan                        - severe corrosion with holes at the vehicle floor, 

¯ 
( top vi~v, car interior) spots 40,42,48,55,58, 34 and35. 

Figure 3: Measuring spots at the Fiat Panda (KORS) 
o car floor 

¯ 
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Opel Kadett (KOR 10) The correlation of test results and corrosion measurements 
is performed in chapter 5. 

The Opel showed only a small number of corroded spots: 

VW Golf H, Corrosion Protected (KOR 11) 
- surface corrosion with local penetrations spot 1,4, and 

10,12 in engine compartment In this and all other tests the test parameters were kept as 
- very severe corrosion with tears and holes in the floor desired. 
pan, spot 31,50,35 and 55. 

The main vehicle measuring data are summarized in Table 

3.5 Test Results of Corrosion Protected _1 In the tables with .vehicle loadings maximum 

Vehicles acceleration values andthe moment of occurance and static 
and dynamic deformations are listed. 

At these vehicles no respectively at one car only minor 
corrosion was detected. Parameter Measurement values of the 

corrosion protected VW Golf II 

VW Golf II (KOR 11) (KOR 11) 
Acceleration tunnel 

No corrosion was found at this car. alx [g] / t [ms] 43/68 
alz [g] /t [ms] 13/32 

Ford Fiesta (KOR 12) a~r~ [g] / t [ms] 44/68 
a~me~ [g] /t [ms] 13.5 

In spite of the low age of this car two spots with corrosion 
were found: Acceleration door 

sill 31/42 
- battery suspension, spot 9 a 3xlefl [g] / t [ms] 36/65 
- floor close to rear bench, spot 24. a 4x~t [g] / t [ms] 

Mercedes Benz W 124 (KOR 13) Deformation 597 
dm~x dynamic [mm] 467 

Similar to the VW Golf this car was in a good condition, d~x residual [mm] 

4 FRONTAL IMPACT TESTS AND Table 1 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the Golf II, 

ASSESSMENTS ACCORDING TO ECE- corrosion protected (KOR 11) 

REGULATIONS 

The chosen impact type, the frontal collision, is with a The different Regulations and Directives were considered 
share of about 60% very frequent in traffic accidents. For to assess the impact behaviour of the tested vehicles as 

this impact type the highest number of legal test described below. 

requirements exist. 
Examination of the maximum rearward displacement of 

4.1 Test Configuration the rear end of the steering column during impact (ECE 
12, EU Directive 74/297 and FMVSS 204). The test must 

The tested vehicles were impacted against a rigid 0° wall be carried out without dummies. In this test series 

at 50 km/h impact speed. Two standard instnlmented dummies were placed on the front seats. Steering column 

Hybrid II dummies were placed on the front seats. The kinematics were filmed wit high speed cameras, but it must 

fuel tank was filled to 90% of its capacity. The vehicle be taken into account that the steering column motion 

accelerations were measured on the tunnel and at the B- could be influenced by dummy head impact. 

pillars left and right. Belt forces were measured at four 
spots (lap belt outer/irmer shoulder lower/upper). Wall In the test with the corrosion protected Golf II the motion 

of the steering system remained essentially undisturbed impact forces were also measured, but because no 
conclusions could be drawn from the signals they are not and was accomplished when the dummy head hit the 

reported here. Several high speed film cameras were used steering wheel. The horizontal intrusion was measured to 6 

to film dummy and vehicle dynamics, mm, the vertical to 21 mm. 

4.2 Test Results Evaluation of change of survival space after impact (ECE- 
33). Again the requirements must be examined without 
dummies in the tested vehicle. 

In the:: following the test results are compared to the 
requirements of the relevant ECE-Regulations. First the After the test with the VW Golf all requirements were 
vehicle loadings are described then those of the dummies, fulfiled. 

¯ 
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¯ Door opening behaviour is also specfied in ECE-33. After impact to the steering wheel. Pelvis accelerations and 
the test all doors could be opened with low forces to the femur forces remained low. The dummy values are 
full opening angle. The measures of door opening were summarized in Table 4. 
changed in a range o 4-30 mm. 

Fuel S_oilling requirements which are component again of Parameter Measurement values of the 
¯ ECE-33 and of FMVSS 208 were not observed in any test. corrosion protected Ford Fiesta 

Therefore they are not discussed further on. (KOR 12) 

Acceleration tunnel 
Dummy loadings and kinematics represent the safety alx [gilt [ms] 42/40 
concept of this car type. The driver dummy violently hit a~z [g] / t [ms] 35/28 
the steering wheel. This impact caused a short acceleration a~ [g] / t [ms] 48/42 

¯ peak which however did not influence the HIC value aa,~ [g]/t [ms] 14.6 
remarkably. I-Iighspeed filming showed that there was no 
interior chest impact. The Femur forces remained low. The Acceleration door sill 
dummy measuring values are summarized in Table 2. a sx~ef~ [g] / t [ms] 39/38 

a4~t [g] / t [ms] 38/35 

Dummy Loadin~s 

¯ Measuring parameter Performance Driver Passenger ~Deformation 

criteria limit dm~, dynamic [ram] 476 

Head dm~, residual [mm] 463 

am~x/as~ [g] - / 80g3ms 116/99 42/41 

HIC/I-IIC s6 1000/1000 585 606 Table 21 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the Ford Fiesta, 
corrosion protected (KOR 12) 

¯ Chest 
a~x/a3~ [g] - / 60g3~ 39138 39/39 

Dummy Loadin~s 
Belt forces (max) Measuring parameter Performance Driver Passenger 
F1 [kN]/t [ms] - 8.2/75 7.6/76 criteria limit 
F2 [kN]/t [ms] - 7.0/77 5.9/76 Head 
F3 [kN]/t [ms] - 4.9/81 5.1/77 am~x/a3m~ [g] - / 80g3m~ 227/96 117178 

¯ iF4 [kN]/t [ms] - 7.4/81 7.4/80 HICPrIIC s6 1000/1000 874 952 

Femur forces (max) Chest 
F left [kN] 10 kN 1.7 2.1 a~x/a~m~ [g] - / 60g~n~ 48/45 44/41 
F right [kN] 10 kN 1.9 2.1 

¯ 
F1-4: belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper Belt forces (max) 

F1 [kN]/t [ms] - 3.5/63 6.9/63 
Table 2 : Dummy loadings of the test with the corrosion F2 [kN]/t [ms] - 5.6/61 5.6/58 

protected VW GolflI (KOR 11) F3 [kN]/t [ms] - 4.4174 4.0/76 
F4 [kN]/t [ms] - 6.4/75 6.7/83 

Ford Fiesta Corrosion Protected (KOR 12) Femur forces (max) 
¯ F left [kN] 10 kN 1.6 1.6 

Table 3 summarizes the vehicle loadings. No relevant Fright [kN] 10 kN 1.2 1.8 
failure of safety features were detected. Admittedly both F1-4: bert forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper 
belt retractors were blocked but the belt systems could be 
easily opened. The inner anchorage point for both belts Table 4 : Dummy loadings of the test with the corrosion 
was pulled upward by nearly 5 cm. In combination with protected Ford Fiesta (KOR 12) 

¯ considerable outward bending of the seat frame by 8-10 cm 
there was some influence on dummy kinematics but 
dummy final position was nearly normal and submarining Mercedes Corrosion Protected (KOR 13) 
did not occur. As in the Golf test the steering column 
displacement was relatively low, horizontal 4 mm and Test results represent the safety concept of this upper class 
vertical 86 mm and finished when the head impact of vehicle. In spite of presence of belt retractors there was 

¯ driver dummy occured. Survival space and door opening observed a slight head impact (because of the length of the 
behaviour could not be cdticised, seat adjustment device this vehicle was the only car tested 

with seat in mid position). Vehicle deformations remained 
The head impact of the driver dummy to the steering wheel very low. Vehicle and dummy loadings are summarized in 
led to high peak accelerations with only minor influence Tables 5 and 6. 
the HIC value. Chest acceleration traces indicate a weak 



¯ Parameter Measurement values of the both belts at the tunnel. After the test the dummies sat in a 

corrosion protected MB W124 twisted postion on their seats. The belt systems showed no 

(KOR 13) 
conspicuous results. 

Acceleration tunnel The steering wheel intrusion was completed when the 
alx [g] / t [ms] 50/56 driver dummy hit the steering wheel and remained with 
alz [g]/t [ms] 8/42 81 mm horizontal and 117 mm vertical intrusion quite 
am, [g] /t [ms] 50/56 low. No examined parameter of the survival space was ¯ 

~ [g]/t [ms] 13.5 critical. The passenger door could be opened only with 
tools to the full opening angle. The vehicle loadings are 

Acceleration door sill 
summarized in Table 7. 

a 3,aoa [g] / t [ms] Parameter Measurement values of the 
a 4~sht [g] / t [ms] 47/56 severely corroded Mitsubishi 

46/56 Colt ~KOR 7) ¯ 
Deformation Acceleration tunnel 
~ dynamic [mm] a~x [g] / t [ms] 30/50 
d,~ residual [mini 578 a~z [g] /t [ms] 39/44 

463 a~ [g] /t [ms] 39/44 
aaron, [g] / t [ms] 12.3 

Table 5 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the MB W124, Acceleration door sill ¯ 
corrosion protected (KOR 13) a 3,ac~ [g] / t [ms] 

a 4~ht [g] / t [ms] 25/42 
28/55 

Deformation 
Dummy" Loadin~s i dm~, dynamic [mm] 

Measuring parameter Performance Driver Passenger dn~ residual [mm] 622 
criteria limit 542 . 

Head 
ar~x/a3m, [g] - / 8083n~ 103/98 55/53 Table 7 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the severely 

nIC]I-IXC 36 1000/1000 943 572 corroded Mitsubishi Colt (KOR 7) 

In spite of the steering wheel impact, the driver dummy 
Chest loadings were high but remained under the performance 
am~/a3m~ [g] - / 6093~ 48/44 47/42 criteria limits. Substantially above 1000 was the HIC of the ¯ 

passenger. In consequence of the large forward motion, the 
Belt forces (max) legs were folded and the dummy hit his knees with his 
F1 [kN]/t [ms] - 4.0/75 5.9/71 head and additionally the dashboard. All other passenger 

F2 [kN]/t [ms] - 6.7/71 6.9/70 dummy loadings remained under the legal requirements as 

F3 [ldq]/t [ms] 4.9/78 5.0/77 
Table 8 shows. 

F4 [ld’,q/t [ms] 7.5/86 7.6/85 
Dummy Loadin~s ¯ 

Femur forces (max) 
Measuring parameter Performance Driver Passenger 

criteria limit 
F left [ldq]           10 kN 1.5 1.9 Head 
F right [kN] 10 kN 1.3 1.6 am~x/a3r~ [g] "/80g3~ 145/91 171/136 
F1-4: belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper HIC/HIC 36 1000/1000 946 1617 

Table 6 : Dummy loadings of the test with the corrosion Chest ¯ 

protected MB W124 (KOR 13) 
am~x/a3m~ [g] -/60g3m, 68/59 40/38 

Belt forces (max) 
F1 [kN]/t [ms] - 5.6/80 5.9/70 

Mitsubishi Colt Severely Corroded (KOR 7) F2 [k_N-]/t [ms] - 4.5/85 ’ 4.5/69 
F3 [kN]/t [ms] - 4.1/90 4.9/103 

In the following four sections the results of the severely F4 [kN]/t [ms] - 6.8/86 6.9/90 ¯ 

corroded vehicles are described. In no test there was 
Femur forces (max) observed dangerous failure of a safety relevant car 

iF left [kN] 10kN 1.6 1.4 
component. In all tests however occured different FriBht IkN-] 10kN 4.5 2.5 
exceedings of legal requirements. F1-4: belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper 

Both dummies experienced in the Mitsubishi test large Table 8 : Dummy loadings of the test with the severely ¯ 
excursions in the car interior with violent impacts to the 

corroded Mitsubishi Colt (KOR 7) steering wheel and dashboard. Both seating surfaces were 
bent downward after the test. This was caused by a 
downward deformation of the floor pan in the frontal area 
and an upward bending of the belt anchorage point for 

¯ 
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Fiat Panda Severely Corroded (KOR 8) 

Similar to the Fiat this gave an impression of presence of 
This vehicle had numerous obvious corroded areas. The 
car front deformation remained with values 476 nun severe corrosion. Here also the car front seemed to be fairly 

residual and 520 mm dynamical relatively low. Substantial stiff (max. static deformation 410 mm) while the area 
were the deformations in the frontal part of the between A-andB-pillarwas strongly b ended. The steering 
compartment. The dashboard intruded largely. The wheel carried out a large flinging motion so that the ¯ steering column rear end moved 144 mm exceeding the 
limit value upward. In consequence of the strong intrusion steering wheel threw the windshield out of ist frame. By 

of the firewall, some interior measures were too low: the the intrusion of the firewall and the forward displacement 
distance H-point instrument panel and for both seats the of the front seats (left 11 mm, right 32 mm) the distance 
distance H-point firewall. Both front doors could only be 
opened with tools but then to the whole opening angle. The 

between H-point and dashboard were critical for both front 

¯ door frame deformations remained all under 20 mm. The seats. In spite of considerable deformations of the door 

vehicle loadings are summarized in Table 9. frames both front doors could be opened with some effort. 

This was possible because the doors lost their structural 
Parameter Measurement values of the 

severely corroded Fiat Panda cohesion. In Table 11 the vehicle loadings are 
(KOR 8) summarized. 

Acceleration tunnel 

¯ 
a,x [g: ~i: [ms] 27/74 
atz [g : ms 21/46 
aim Ig~ / t [ms] 38/46 
a~mm.~,j / t [ms] 11.3 Parameter Measurement values of the 

Acceleration door sill 
severely corroded Renault 5 

a 3,ae~ [g] / t [msl 24/47 (KOR 9) 
a4x~ht [g] / t [ms] 27/74 

Acceleration tunnel 
¯ Deformation a~x [g] / t [ms] 43/25 

dm~ residual 476 a~z [g] /t [ms] 17/30 

a~res [g] / t [ms] 45/25 
Table 9 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the severely 

corroded Fiat Panda (KOR 8) almean [g] / t [ms] 11.6 

¯ In consequence of the strong deformation of the floor and Acceleration door sill 
bending of the seat frames, in the final position the a 3~ae~ [g]/t [ms] 28/42 
dummies were lying in the middle of the car front. No 
misfunctions of the belt systems were found. The head 

a 4x~ht [g]/t [ms] 28/26 

impact of the driver to the steering wheel led to an HIC of 
1016. Although the passenger knees hit the dashboard Deformation 

¯ femur forces and pelvis accelerations remained low. The d~ dynamic [ram] 506 
summary of dummy loadings shows Table 10. 

d~x residual [mm] 410 

Dummy Loading: 
Measuring parameter Pe~ormance Driver Passenger Table 11 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the severely 

criteria limit 
Head                                                      corroded Renault 5 (KOR 9) 

¯ a~/a3m~ [g] - / 80g3r~ 243/108 48/48 
Hie]Hie 36 1000/I000 1016 555 

By deformation of the front seats and reduction of car 
Chest interior space both dummies experienced a considerable 
am~/a3~ [g] - / 60g~m, fault 37/35 

forward displacement relatively to the car. Both dummy 
Belt forces (max)                                   heads impacted car interior structures and exceedings of 
F1 kNelt Fms-                    3.5/58    5.3/58 

¯ F2 kN"/t ims’ 2.2/57 3.3/57 criteria limits were observed. The thorax of the driver hit 
F3 kN’/t i’ms’ 3.6/89 3.2/63 the steering wheel rim without exceeding tolerance limits. 
F4 k!~/t [’.ms’. 7.1/79 , 5.0/81 

His right knee strongly impacted the dashboard (12.3 kN). 
Femur forces (max) There was a tendency of submarining observed in the 
F left [kN1 10 kN 3.4 8.1 
F rightI~ 10 kN 1.9 2.1 driver dummy. There were no failures observed at the belt 
F1-4: belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper systems. Dummy values are summarized in Table 12. 

¯ Table 10 : Dummy loadings of the test with the severely 
corroded Fiat Panda (KOR 8) 

Renault 5 Severely Corroded (KOR 9) 
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Measuring parameteri Performance Driver Passenger Dummy Loadin~ ¯ 

criteria limit Measuring parameter Performance Driver [ Passenger 

Head criteria limit 

am~x/a3~ [g] - / 8093m~ 121/113 112/90 Head 

HIC/HIC s6 1000/1000 1182 1224 
am~,/asm~ [g] - / 80gsm, 124/114 56/54 
HIC/I-IIC s6 1000/1000 936 541 

Chest Chest 
am~/a3m, [g] - / 60g3m, 67/58 41/40 an~/a3m~ [g] - / 60g3m, 40/39 40/37 

Belt forces (max) Belt forces (max) 
F1 [kN]/t [ms] 1.6/57 4.2/64 F1 [kN]/t [ms] 4.9/66 6.1/60 

F2 [kN]/t [ms] - 2.5/76 2.7/54 F2 [kN]/t [ms] 5.8/77 5.3/56 ¯ 
F3 lkN]/t [ms]                   4.4/83    4.5/87 F3 [kN]/t [ms]         -      3.1/70 3.3/87 
F4 [kN]/t [ms]               6.0/59 5.7/86 

F4 [kN]/t [ms]         -      4.5/64 5.4/67 

Femur forces (max) 
Femur forces (max) F left [kN] 10 kN 1.5 2.1 
F left lkN] 10 kN 1.5/58 5.9/50 F right [kN] 10 kN 1.4 1.9 ¯ 
F right [kN] 10 kN 12.3/34 1.7/51 F1-4: belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper 

F1-4". belt forces lap outer, inner; shoulder lower, upper 
Table 14: Dummy loadings of the test with the severely 

corroded Opel Kadett (KOR 10) Table 12 : Dummy loadings of the test with the severely 

corroded Renault 5 (KOR 9) 5 COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS AND ¯ 

Opel Kadett (Severely) Corroded CORROSION MEASUREMENTS 

In the present study only for one car model a comparison 
Although this car gave an impression of presence of severe between corrosion protected and severely corroded cars 
corrosion this car performed best of all severely corrodet could be made. This was the Ford Fiesta. In the tests with 
vehicles. Steering wheel intrusion, survival space and door the Golf and the Mercedes the successor models (Golf III ¯ 
opening criteria were clearly fulfilled. The horn buttoon instead of Golf I and Mercedes W 124 instead of W 123) 
was destroyed by the head impact of the driver and lead to were used because in the older models corrosion protected 

a 3ms- value 114 g, the HIC however remained below metal sheet was not applied. Of all other car types only a 
test with severe corrosion was performed. 1000. Vehicle an dummy loadings are summarized in 

Tables 13 and 14.                                   By putting together crash test results and corrosion       ¯ 

failures, it is tried to demonstrate negative effects of 
corrosion on car safety. 

Parameter Measurement values of the 
corroded OpelKadett Corrosion leads in general to reduced metal sheet 

(KOR10) thickness. Progressed corrosion can lead to vanishing of 
parts of structures and destruction of compound structures. 

¯ Acceleration tunnel The crash tests have shown that low corrosion effects can 
a~x [g]/t[ms] 40/61 not be easily detected. Is severe corrosion present 
a~z [g] / t [ms] 8/67 frequently tears of metal sheet and ruptures of compound 
al~ [g]/t [ms] 42/62 structures are observed. Dissolving of structures lead to 
a~m~ [g]/t[ms] 11.9 strong displacements under low forces and energy 

absorption. Elastic deformations of structures not 

Acceleration door sill. designed to absorb crash forces are the consequence. If this ¯ 

a 3,a,~ [g] / t [ms] 34/37 collapse of structures led to considerable survival space 
reductions, it was tried to connect this to unfavourable 

i a4x~t [g]/t [ms] 26/46 dummy kinematics and loadings, especially in the case 
when the car collapse was accomplished when higher 

Deformation dummy values occured. 
dm~ dynamic [ram] 529 . 
dm~x residual [mm] 489 Jerky collapses of load carrying structures were best 

observed in the high speed filming from underneath of the 
car. A critical area is the connection between front Table 13 : Vehicle loadings of the test with the corroded 
longitudinals and the A-pillars as well as the door sills. 

Opel Kadett (KOR 10)                     Another critical area is the transition of forces from 
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¯ firewall to tunnel. In a correctly designed vehicle can be mechanical properties of the metal is reached. The high 

expected that the deformation starts at the front and amount of elastic deformation leads to the effect that at the 

proceeds to more rearward structures. In the case that a car severely corroded cars a higher elastic rebound is observed. 

is designed to perform well in 50 km/h rigid wall impacts, 
considerable intrusion into the passenger compartment As already mentioned besides filming of the dashboard 

should not occur, area the filming of the underside of the car clearly showed 

¯ the firewall intrusion into the passenger compartment. The 

At the severely corroded vehicles the following collapse relative displacements of several underneath target were 
mechanism was observed: at the beginning front structures recorded and and the intrusion of the firewall was 

did not deform substantially then metal sheet structures in evaluated from the relative displacement of firewall and 

the area of the firewall collapsed and were folded together, floor pan. Figure 4 shows the principal traces of the 

At a later phase of impact front structures and the displacements of the mentioned car area during impact. At 

¯ longitudinals designed to deform under energy absorption first firewall and floor pan move forward simultaneously, 

started to deform. In some very severely corroded vehicles after consumption of the free space of the car front, the 

also metal sheet in the car rear was pushed together, firewall comes to rest and the floor pan and the whole car 
body continue to push further. At a severely corroded 

Besides higher compartment intrusion, corrosion had a vehicle a considerable relative displacement between floor 

further unfavourable consequence on the safety of the car and firewall and a remarkable elastic share of compartment 

occupants. If structures located in the force flow break intrusion can be observed. This higher elastic intrusion is 

¯ without considerable energy absorption, neighbouring not taken into account in ECE 33. In the following 

metal sheet structures which are not designed for this have chapters for the different vehicles corrosion related failures 

to absorb the crash forces. Therefore often large deflections of metal sheet structures and excessive intrusions are 

and foldings take place until the plastic sector of the compared. 

¯ Floor Pan. 

Floor Pan ~..    ~ 

¯ 

Firewall~x>~                              
~ I]           Firewall           \t ~ Vehicle with no/minor corrosion Vehicle with severe corrosion 

O 
Figure 4 : Traces of displacements of floor pan and firewall 

at vehicles with no or severe corrosion in principle 

lost his inertia moment and bended without any force 

Mitsubishi Colt (severely corroded KOR 7) conduction and energy absorption. Far intrusions to 
passenger compartment were the consequence. 

At this vehicle the dynamical compartment intrusion 
amounted to about 260 mm and the residual about 175 Besides the increased compartment intrusion a very strong 

mm. The metal sheet of the wheelhouse was completely deformation of structures of the mid-tunnel in the area of 

torn of the floor and folded. Through that the stabilizing the middle anchorage point (spot 39) of both frontal seat 
effect of these structures got lost. Because of this the belts, which is a failure of a safety relevant item, was 

¯ disrupted structures of the floor the sill could displace observed. The belt forces could tear off the tunnel sheet 

without considerable force absorption by the floor pan. At from the floor sheet. By this the box structure of the tunnel 

spot 55 severe corrosion led to dissolving of the profile was dissolved and the belt forces could lift the anchorage 

structure of the longitudinal, which shall conduct the pointbyl2cm. Additionally a tilting of both front seats to 

frontal crash forces into the floor. By this the longitudinal 



front outer occured. Both effects reduced the survival space severe knee impact of the driver dummy with exceeding of 
oft he frontal occupants considerably, the criteria limit. In the final position the dummies 

particularly in the lower trunk were trapped. Supported by 
The high dynamic compartment interior space reduction highspeed filming can be assumed that without the high 
can be taken to explain the in chapter 4 documented higher dynamic intrusion caused by the measured corrosion the 
dummy measurement values. The evaluated unfavourable interior impacts would not have been so violent. 
consequences on the dummy performance criteria were 
with high security caused by corrosion failures detected Opel Kadett (severely corroded KOR 10) 
with the Corrotest instrument before the crash test. 

After dismantling of interior covering this car gave an 
Fiat Panda (KOR8) impression of evidence of relatively severe corrosion. 

Corrosion measurements however showed that load 
At this vehicle at different spots of the car front disruptions bearing structures were not affected. The dynamic 
of metal sheet structures occured. Striking was that also the intrusion amounted only to about 80 mm. The value of 
area of the A-pillar and the windshield frame was affected, permanent deformation was about 50 mm.From this can be 
In the area of the foot box of the driver at the tunnel a tear assumed that corrosion did not reduce passive safety of this 
off of the floor sheet from the tunnel and partly from the car model. 
firewall occured. The intrusion of the firewall led to a 
strong bending of the tunnel. The ruptured metal sheets Corrosion Protected Vehicles (KOR 11 to 13) 
formed in several areas sharp edges. In the area of the A- 
pillar on the driver side (spot 49) the metal sheet was At these vehicles before the impact test corrosion could not 
pushed together after dissolving of the structures. The be evaluated. Only in some cases corroded spots were 
collapse of structures at different spots were the reason that found under the paint or under the underneath protection 
car interior.measures fell below the ECE 33 requirements, cover. From this additional deformation of car structures 
The firewall intruded dynamically more than 305 mm and can not be derived. 
residually about 175 mm into the passenger compartment. 
Especially the compression of the area A.pillar and Comparing the residual deformations of the car fronts of 
windshield frame led to trapping of the front doors. As the corresponding severely corroded und corrosion 
documented in chapter 4 some dummy loadings closely protected vehicles it became evident that the corrosion 
reached the limit values but severe exceedings were not protected vehicles were substantially lower deformed. The 
observed. The considerable reduction of compartment predominating plastic deformation of these vehicles 
interior space was caused by corrosion which was detected showed the traces of the displacements of the floor and the 
here before test too. firewall. The maximum dynamic car compartment 

intrusion lay between 80 and 120 mm, the corresponding 
Renault 5 (severely corroded KOR9)                  static values lay between 60 and 115 mm. The test results 

showed that influence of corrosion can not be assumed. 
This vehicle showed an particularly unfavourable 
deformation behaviour. This showed also the evaluation of 6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
high speed filming from underneath. With 312 mm at this 
vehicle the highest dynamic car interior reduction was In a joint Project BASt and RWTOV Essen carded out a 
measured. The residual deformation was with a value of pilot study to examine the corrosion related failures of 
200 mm also very high. The overall deformation of this car three car models in frontal rigid wall impact tests. 
can be described by low car front and high car interior 
deformation. After collapse of the front structures the There was selected each, a younger vehicle with low 
deformation of the car interior started early after impact, corrosion and an older vehicle of the same car model with 
Because failures of structures were observed at many spots, severe corrosion. The amount of corrosion was measured 
it can be assumed that the unfavourable deformation before the impact test. The following car models were 
behaviour is not only caused by corrosion but also by selected according to the knowledge of both institutes: 
inadequate design. At this car was remarkable that also in 
the rear of the floor pan (under the rear bench) separations - VW Golf I, model 17 
of metal sheet occured. - Ford Fiesta 

- Mercedes Benz W 124. 
In the footbox area of the driver the floor was completely 
separated from the firewall. Vast zones with sharp metal In the frontal impact tests carded out by BASt especially in 
edges resulted. Not only corrosion related, was the the older cars considerable failures of safety relevant car 
displacement of the frontai seats. Additionally the seat components occured. 
frames and the seat backs were bended forward. In 
combination with considerable intrusion of the firewall the After assessment of the results of the pilot study car 
distance dashboard to H-point fell below the limit values, manufacturers emphasized that since the beginning of the 

80ies at new car models substantial corrosion protection 
At both front dummies violent head impacts with measures havebeenintroduced. 
exceedings of the criteria limits occured. There was a 
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The pilot study was continued by a second study presented 
here. The second study should: 

- increase the data basis of tests with further car models 
with severe corrosion 

- test as far as possible similar car models as selected in the 
pilot study but with corrosion protection measures. 

For the tests presented here the following car models with 
severe corrosion were selected: 

- Mitsubishi Colt 
- Fiat Panda 
- Renault 5 
- Opel Kadett D. 

The group of car models with improved corrosion 
protection was fixed in cooperation with the car 
manufacturers. They are the successor models of those car 
models tested in the pilot study which were 5-6 years of 
age when tested: 

- VW Golf II 
- Ford Fiesta 
- Mercedes Benz W 124. 

The most important test results of the vehicles with severe 
corrosion (second study) are summarized in Table I .In 
Table II the most important test results of the vehicles 
tested in the pilot study and of the vehicles tested in this 
study are summarized. 
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Vehicle Type Failure Events, Observations 
Mitsubishi Colt - high head accelerations in the driver 

- exceeding of HIC- Limit in the passenger 
- pull up of the middle anchorage point of both frontal 

seat belts by 12 cm 
- jamming of passenger door 

!Fiat Panda - head accelerations of the driver in the limit area 
- sharp edges in frontal floor pan 
- critical distances H-point dashboard, H-point firewall 
- critical door openin~ behaviour 

Renault 5 - critical head accelerations of driver and passenger 
- critical knee impact of driver 
- critical distances H-point instrument panel 
- sharp edges in the floor area 

Opel Kadett    - none 

Table I : Summary of important test results of the severely corroded 
vehicles, second study to increase data base 

Vehicle Type Failure events tll 

severel~� corroded low corrosion corrosion protected 
VW Golf I - Critical displacement of - critical displacement of - none 
VW Golf II steering column steering column 

- survival space one value - exceeding of HIC-Limit - (note: driver head 3ms- 
critical in driver and passenger value above 80g) 

- exceedind of HIC-Limit t1~ 
in driver 

- probably submarinig in 
driver 

Ford Fiesta - failure of seat belt buckle - tear of lap belt driver - none 
passenger seat 

- critical displacement of - high pelvis loading - (note: driver head 3ms- ~ 
steering column driver value above 80g) 

- critical door opening - critical door opening 
- survival space four 
values critical 

Mercedes Benz - rupture of belt anchorage - severe corrosion of the - none (W 124) 
W 123B point at driver seat outer belt anchorage t~ 
W 124 - exceeding of HIC-Limit points - (note: driver head 3ms- 

in driver and passenger - exceeding of HIC-Limit value above 80g) 
of driver 

- high pelvis loading 
driver 

Table II : Summary of important test results of of the vehicles of the pilot study and 

of the corrosion protected follow up models 

At the vehicles with severe corrosion, tested in the they have been in traffic 10-12 years and when they are of 
presented study occured the same failures as at the vehicles the same age as the vehicles with severe corrosion tested in 
tested in the pilot study. At the corrosion protected younger both studies.. ~1~ 
successor models no influence of corrosion on passive 
safety could be found. REFERENCE: 

[1] Sievert, W.; Pullwitt, E.; Wobben,D.; Pfisterer, H.: 
It is intended to test the car models with corrosion Influence of Corrosion on the Passive Safety of Private 
protection of the presented study again in 4-5 years when Cars, 12th ESV- Conference, G0teborg, Sweden, 1989. 
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¯ Appendix 

Pilot Study 

Summary and Conclusions Overview of the major test results. 

¯ The examination of three different vehicle types (VW Vehicle Vehicle Damage 

Golf, Ford Fiesta and DB W 123) to determine their 
Type Heavily c .... deal Slightly Corroded 

VW GOLF - Critical displacement - Critical displacement 
corrosion-related behaviour in impacts was performed Type 17 of steering system of steering system 

jointly between the BASt and the RWTOV, Essen. The - Determination of pas- - HIC exceeded for 
senger compartment driver and front-seat 

RWTOV Essen was responsible for selecting the vehicles size after impact, pa .... get 
1 value failed the 

and determining the degree of initial damage resulting from criterion 
¯ corrosion. A corrosion test instrument newly developed by - Hie exceeded for 

the RWTOV Essen was used for determining the level of driver dummy 

corrosion. The BASt conducted the impact tests and test - Probable "submarining" 
of driver dummy 

evaluation. - Failure of belt buckle - Lap belt of driver 
Significant differences were ascertained between the FORD FIESTA right-hand seat dummy torn 

"slightly corroded" and "heavily corroded" vehicles. The - critical displacement - Pelvic load criterion 

¯ differences related to test values for and damage to the test 
of steering system exceeded 

- Critical door opening - Critical door opening 
vehicles, and to test values for the dummies, behaviour behaviour 

The most grave events for the occupants resulting from - Dete~*ination of pas- 
senger compartment 

corrosion-related initial damage were as follows: size after impact, 3 
values failed the 
criteria 

¯ The belt mount was torn out. 
- Belt mount torn out of - Heavy corrosion at ¯ ¯ The behaviour of the steering system. DB W 123 driver seat belt mounting point ir 

sill; improved for the ¯ The behaviour of the vehicle seats in conjunction - Hie ..... deal for both test 
driver and front-seat with the vehicle’s underbody or seat mounts, passenger - HIC exceeded for 

¯ The behaviour of body parts or parts of the 
driver dDmmy 

controls with regard to the risk of injury they - critical pelvic load 
for driver dummy 

represent for the occupants. 
¯         Even the tests with the "slightly corroded" vehicles 

yielded results which were also unsatisfactory when 
measured against the regulations used for assessment 
purposes. 

The following conclusions can be drawn about the faulty 

behaviour of older vehicles and, in particular, those vehicles 
¯       which are not yet so old: 

The resistance of vehicles to corrosion-related and use- 
related damage must be enhanced, particularly in the light 
of the problems highlighted here relating to the insufficient 
stability of the floor assembly, the significant displacement 
of the steerin~ system into the passenger compartment, and 

¯ the strength of the belt mounts and belt systems themselves. 
The inadequate safety of those vehicles with either no or 

only slight corrosion was demonstrated in a global test. 
The corrosion-related failure mechanisms of the vehicles 

in the frontal impact tests examined in this paper suggest 
that the risk to the occupants of a vehicle involved in a 

¯       lateral collision (where the stability of the vehicle structure 

exerts a direct influence on the occupants) increases at a 

much higher rate as a result of corrosion than is the case in a 
frontal impact. 

The high number of, in part, dangerous failure events 

¯ 
resulting from a low number of impact tests and the 

possibilities for reducing such failures in future with a low 

level of effort demands a fuller examination of the problems 
relating to older vehicles which have suffered prior damage. 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

This paper analyses the UK in-depth crash data 50% of car occupant fatalities are involved in 
collected under the Co-operative Crash Injury Study to frontal collisions1. If these casualties are to be reduced 
identify the optimum crash conditions for an advanced then either accident numbers must be reduced or the level 
frontal crash test procedure. The paper recommends that of protection offered by cars must be improved. There is ¯ 
a revised frontal crash test should employ a crash test of considerable interest in Europe over the introduction of a 
at least 60 kph into a deformable block with at most a new, more demanding frontal test procedure2. This paper 
40% overlap. This condition represents that of greatest seeks to identify the most effective parameters for such a 
risk of AIS 3+ injury. Fatalities are found to be rare at test based on the analysis of real-world, in-depth crash 
impact severities below 50 kph. Improving frontal data. 
protection by using a 50 kph crash test will only ¯ 
marginally decrease fatality numbers. Intrusion is found The current European requirement for frontal crash 
to be an important causal factor for injuries - in general protection is based on a controlled collision with a rigid 
the condition of high speed crashes with low intrusion block3i The impact speed is 48 kph and the block spans 
results in fewer severe injuries than the condition of a low the complete car front - 100% overlap. Limits are placed 
speed crash with high intrusion. Injuries are also more on the dynamic steering wheel movement. The US 
often severe when the frontal overlap is low. A crash requirement is similar but also uses a test dummy to ¯ 
with overlaps below 40% results in more AIS 3+ injuries 
than crashes with overlaps below 60% but with the same 
impact severities. The highest proportions of occupants 
with AIS 3+ injury is seen when the delta-V is above 60 
kph and the overlap is below 40%. The highest median 1Fatal Accident Reporting Systeru, 1991. NHTSA. 

values of intrusion are also found when the impact 
2proceedings of Coruparalive Crash Tests within the EC. Thelmpact of ¯ 

severity is above 60 kph and the overlap is below 40%. Crash Tests on Road Traffic Safety. TUV-Acamedie Reinland Brussels 
There is l~owever only a weak relationship between 1992. 

intrusion and delta-V. 
3ECE regulation 12 and EC Directive 74/297. 
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measure head, chest and femur loads4. . Many car 

manufacturers choose to design cars that exceed the US 
ANALYSIS SAMPLE 

requirements. 
This paper presents an analysis of real-world crash 

The need for more demanding frontal test data collected in the UK from 1983. The data collection 

¯ requirements was recognised by Baumann5 who techniques have been described elsewhere9,10. A 

described the system used by Daimler-Benz. Cars were stratified sampling system is used for case selection 
impacted into a rigid block overlapping 40% of the car resulting in crashes with non-severe outcomes being 
front, FMVSS 208 dummy load limits were applied, underrepresented. 
Thomas6 analysed the data of 403 restrained front seat 
occupants and indicated that many crashes were better All vehicles in this analysis were involved in a 

¯ simulated by an impact into a rigid block angled at 30° to collision where the most severe impact involved loads 

the car. He found that fatalities were not observed at a applied to the front of the vehicle. The direction of the 

delta-V below 60 kph and that intrusion increased the principle force was within 30° of the straight ahead 

likelihood of serious injury by a factor of 4. direction. 

The later addition of an anti-slide device to an The unweighted data comprised details of 1073 cars 

O angled barrier test was considered to improve the validity with at least one restrained front seat occupant, these cars 

of this test type. Hobbs7 suggested that a test procedure carried 1371 restrained front seat occupants. This paper 

involving a partial overlap impact with a deformable analyses this sample of 1371 restrained front seat 

barrier would be most effective at encouraging improved occupants in frontal crashes. 

car design. 
IMPACT SEVERITY 

¯ Most recently Planath8 examined Volvo accident The injury outcome of an impact is determined in 
data and identified a "Severe Partial Overlap Collision" part by the impact severity. The delta-V of the vehicles 
which resulted in a crush of at least 80 cm. She found 
that this condition had the highest risk of severe injury 

in the sample was estimated using th~ CRASH3 computer 
program. CRASH3 is the most widely accepted tool for 

and was best reproduced by a partial overlap crash into a estimating impact severity but there have been 
rigid barrier with a delta-V of at least 60 kph. 

su,g~gestions that it may routinely under-estimate Delta- 
V1~. This program calculates the deformation energy 

The current proposals from the EEVC Working from the residual crush and standard stiffness values, the 
Group 11 for a future legislative test are based on a crash energy is then converted to the velocity change during the 
test with a deformable barrier at 55 kph. impact. Due to the restrictions of the computer program 

it was only possible to calculate the delta-V in 45% of 
There has been no systematic analysis of crash MAIS 1-2 cases, 50% of MAIS 3+ non-fatal crashes and 

¯ conditions in an attempt to identify the conditions where 41% of fatal crashes. Figure 1 shows the cumulative 
the risks of severe injury are greatest. This paper distribution of the crashes where the delta-V was known. 
examines the key crash parameters of delta-V, overlap 
and intrusion and relates them to the risks of injury. The median delta-V for the complete sample of 

frontal collisions was 38 kph reflecting the large number 
of cars with occupants injured to MAIS 1-2 for which the 

¯ 4FMVSS 208. NHTSA 1990. median value was 34 kph. The MAIS 3+ and fatal injury 

groups were typically involved in more severe collisions 
5K-H Bauman, L Groesch, H Holtze, W Schwede. Frontal Offset Crash 
Testing for Approx. 15 Years: Results, Experiences and Consequences. 
SAE Vehicle Crashwo~thiness and Occupant Protection in Frontal Impacts. 
SP-807 1990.                                                         9 M Galer, GM Mackay, S Clarke, SJ Ashton. The Causes of Injury in Car 

¯ 6C Thomas, S Koltchakian, C Tarriere, C Got, A Patel. The inadequacy of Accidents - an Overview of a Major Study Currently Underway in Britain. 

a 0° Bander Test with real-world Frontal Accidents. 1989 ESV conference. 
10th International Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles 
July 1985. 

7A Hobbs. The Need for Improved Structural Integrity in Frontal Impacts. 10y Otubushin. M Galer. Crashed Vehicle Examination Techniques. 

1991 ESV Conference. International Congress and Exposition SAE, Detroit, Michigan, USA 
February 1986. 

8I Planath, H Norin, S Nilsson. Sever Frontal Collisions with Partial 
¯ Overlap - Significance, Test Methods and Car Design. Frontal Impact 11Smith, R.A., Noga, J.T. Accuracy and Sensitivity of CRASH. 26th 

Protection - Seat Belts and Air Bags, SAE SP-947 1993. Stapp Car Crash Conference 1982. 
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with median delta-Vs of 46 kph and 57 kph respectively, sustain MAIS 1/2 and MAIS 3+ injuries. A test speed of 
16% ofMAIS 1-2 injury crashes, 41% of MAIS 3+ injury 60 kph is close to the median value for fatal crashes 
crashes and 71% of fatal crashes have delta-Vs above 50 although many still occur at higher speeds. A revised 
kph. crash test with the objective of simulating the conditions 

where fatal injuries are sustained must be carried out at a 
Most crash tests for developmental purposes are similar impact severity. These results indicate that a 

performed with an impact speed between 50 and 60 kph minimum test speed should be 60 kph and higher speeds 
although occasionally lower and higher speeds are used. would be desirable. 
This range encompasses most crashes where survivors 

100% .......................................... . - -~- - - ~ ~~0 0 

90% ............... ....... - - - -~..~’~~~ / 
*~ 

70% 

60%                                                                                                                ~ 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

lO% 

1 - lO 11- 20 21- 30 31- 40 41- ~o $~- 60 61- 70 71- 80 81- 90 91÷ 

Delta-V (kph)                                                    I~ 

Figure 1. Cumulative delta-V distribution. 

Figure 1 indicates that fatalities are rare at delta-Vs kph must of course be at least maintained and ideally 
below 50 kph. The levels of protection currently offered optimised across the total impact severity spectrum. 
to restrained front seat occupants and the range of Development work on the proposed offset deformable 
individual susceptibility to injury mean that improving barrier test has established that an impact velocity of 50 
protection at these low levels will not reduce fatalities kph into a rigid block is equivalent to a 55 kph impact 
markedly. Non-fatal AIS 3+ injuries are still common with a deformable barrier. The real-world crash data 
below 50 kph but other analyses 12 have shown that the would therefore suggest that an impact at 65 kph into a 
nature of these injuries is different. While a combination deformable barrier may simulate the conditions of many 
of AIS 3+ head and chest injuries is common amongst frontal crashes. 
fatalities, survivors with AIS 3+ injuries often have only 
one such injury, this injury is most frequently to the legs. INTRUSION 

An objective of a revised frontal test procedure must Restrained occupants need space in front of them 
be to mitigate the life-threatening head and chest injuries within which to progressively slow down under the 
that occur at delta-Vs of 60 kph and above. It must also restraint of the belt. Any reduction in this space will 
encourage the reduction of leg injuries which occur at compromise the effectiveness of the seat-belt by making 
lower impact severities. Protection at delta-Vs below 50 a contact more likely. A driver will have a steering 

wheel in front and any intrusion may mean that a contact 
occurs with a wheel that is still moving. Intrusion might 

12~PThonms. Real-WorldFrontallmpacts-TheProblem. 1993ISATA therefore be expected to increase the proportion of 
Conference. 
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occupants sustaining injuries and the severity of those injuries when they do occur. 

90% .................................................... 

70% 

50% 

.~40% 

20% 

10% ................... - .... 

! - 5 - 11 - 16 - 21 - 26 - 31 - 36 - 41 - 46 - 50 - 56cm 
5cm     lOom    15~    20~    25~ 30cm    35cm 40cm    45~    50cm    55cm + 

lntrusio~ (cm) 

Figure 2. Intrusion into passenger compartment. 

Figure 2 shows the percentage of restrained front A strong link between intrusion and inj ury as shown 

seat occupants who sustain AIS 3+ injuries as intrusion in the regression line in Figure 2 does not indicate that 

measured at facia level increases, the relation is causal, intrusion may itself be related to a 
third factor which is causal. Delta-V has also been shown 

The straight line in Figure 2 shows the linear to be related to injury but high severity impacts will 
regression line that accounts for 85% of the variation in require the car structure to deform while absorbing 

the data indicating a good fit. When intrusion is below impact energy. Therefore intrusion will be greatest at 
15 cm only 14% of restrained front seat occupants sustain high impact severities and could merely be a proxy 
AIS 3+ injuries. At 37 cm of intrusion 50% of these variable for impact severity. Figure 3 shows the relation 

occupants will receive AIS 3+ injuries. Increasing between facia level intrusion and delta-V for the crash 
intrusion is therefore associated strongly with increasing sample while Figure 4 shows that between footwell level 

proportions of casualties injured to AIS 3+. intrusion and delta-V. 
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Figure 3. Delta-V and Facia Level Intrusion. 
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Figure 4. Delta-V and Footwell Level Intrusion. 

There is considerable scatter in the graphs. The design factors such as the ability of the longitudinals to 
regression line between facia intrusion and delta-V absorb energy, the manner in which loads are transmitted 

accounts for 16% of the variation in the data, the to the passenger compartment and the age of the car. 
corresponding regression line for footwell intrusion and 
delta-V accounts for 12% of the variation. The Since the relationships between intrusion and injury 
regressions are highly statistically significant, meaning and between delta-V and injury are both strong while that 
that there is a definite relationship, but the low variation between intrusion and delta-V is weak it can be 
explained means that the relationship is not strong. This concluded that intrusion is likely to be a causal factor in 

indicates that there are other factors involved that injury causation in frontal impacts just as is delta-V. 
influence intrusion and it is likely that these include 
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¯ 
The link between intrusion and injury can be 

examined in more detail using the injuries recorded to At low impact severities and with little intrusion 

each body region. This is shown in Table 1 which shows severe injuries are rare, similarly at high impact severities 

the proportion of occupants who sustain AIS 3+ injuries and with large amounts of intrusion severe injuries are 

to the head, chest and whole body. The proportion most common. When the impact severity is low high 

¯ sustaining leg fractures (AIS 2+) is also shown. Each levels of intrusion increase the rate of serious injury up to 

body region is related to the localised intrusion occurring 7 times. At high crash severities, high levels of intrusion 

in each car. Head injuries are related to windscreen level also increase the risk of serious injury. Whether high 

intrusion, chest injuries to facia intrusion and leg injuries ~ speed was defined as impacts above 50 kph or above 60 

to footwell intrusion. The head and chest injuries of kph the condition of low speed, high intrusion resulted in 

drivers are also related to steering wheel intrusion. The more severe injuries than the condition of high speed, low 

¯ maximum injury to the body is related to the maximum intrusion. This pattern occurred for all body regions 

level of intrusion, except the chest when related to steering wheel intrusion. 

Each body region of each occupant is classified Intrusion is therefore a key parameter that increases 

according to the amount of intrusion occurring (low/high) the severity of injuries. When intrusion is high it 

and the impact severity (low/high). The upper part of the ~ determines the injury outcome in a manner separate from 

¯ table defines low speed as delta-Vs below 50 kph while the effect of impact severity. The purpose of a new 

the lower part defines low speeds as delta-Vs below 60 frontal test procedure must be to encourage new car 

kph. Both tables define low intrusion as being below 10 designs that prevent intrusion occurring. 

cm. 
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Table 1 

The influence of impact severit), and intrusion on injur~ 
Drivers Only All Front Seat Occupants 

Head/Face AIS Chest AIS 3+ Max. AIS 3+ Head/face AIS 3+ Chest AIS 3+ Leg AIS 2+ 
3+ (S/W Intrusion) (Max. Intrusion) (W/S Intrusion) (Facia (footwell ¯ 

(S/W Intrusion) Intrusion) Intrusion) 
Low Speed, 3% 3% 6% 2% 2% 5% 
Low Intrusion 

Low Speed, 18% 5% 28% 25% 7% 38% 
High Intrusion ¯ 

High Speed, 8% 13% 12% 10% 7% 12% 
Low Intrusion 

High Speed, 30% 19% 52% 29% 28% 60% 
High Intrusion ¯ 
Low Speed = 0 - 49 kph, High Speed ~ 50+ kph 

Low Intrusion = t - 9.9 cm, High Intrusion = 10+ cm 

Drivers Only All Front Seat Occupants 

Head/Face AIS Chest AIS 3+ Max. AIS 3+ Head/face AIS 3+ Chest AIS 3+ Leg AIS 2+ ¯ 
3+ (S/W Intrusion) (Max. Intrusion) (W/S Intrusion) (Facia (footwell 

(S/W Intrusion) Intrusion) Intrusion) 
Low Speed, 4% 4% 5% 3% 2% 6% 
Low Intrusion 

Low Speed, 21% 7% 31% 26% i2% 39% ¯ 
High Intrusion 

High Speed, 15% 15% 38% 11% 9% 9% 
Low Intrusion 

High Speed, 30% 20% 56% 29% 30% 66% ¯ 

High Intrusion 

Low Speed = 0 - 59 kph, High Speed = 61)+ kph 

Low Intrusion = 0 - 9.9 cm, High Intrusion = 10+ cm 

OVERLAP The frequency with which an overlap between 11% 
and 90% occurs varies little for all of the injury groups. The amount of front end involvement in a crash is 

significant in determining the manner in which crash Overlaps below 10% are rare reflecting the ease with 
which narrow objects can be avoided by drivers and the loads are dispersed within the vehicle. The smaller the 
low frequency of any resulting injury. The peak above degree of overlap the more concentrated the impact area 

and the greater the amount of crush. However a small 90% overlap occurs as a result of impacts with objects 
¯ 

larger than the front of a car such as the sides of other overlap is more likely to result in two cars spinning apart 
with a lower delta-V. The role of overlap in conjunction cars, trucks and many trees. Although these cars 

with impact severity is therefore complicated. Figure 5 experienced some loading across the full front of the 

shows the range of overlaps observed in the crash sample vehicle a visual inspection identified that in many cases 
the loading was still concentrated onto less than half the expressed as a percentage of the width of the car. 
width of the car.                                        ¯ 
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¯ Figure 5 :. Front overlap .............. 
and impacts above 59 kph. The injury outcomes are 
described by the frequency AIS 3+ injuries occur to the 

The high¯ frequency of full 0verlap crashes does not ....... whole body (MAIS), the head/face and to the chest. The 

indicate that any revised test p~ocedure should also apply frequency of leg fractures (Leg AIS 2+ injuries) and of 

loads to the full front face whether in a perpendicular or death are also shown. Both drivers and front passengers 
an oblique manner. Wide impacts can result in all levels are included in Table 2 but all have impact loads applied 

of injury and other factors such as delta, V and intrusion to the area of the car front that lies directly ahead of 

may also influence injury outcome. A revised test them. 

procedure must reflect the conditions under which life- 
threatening injuries are sustained with the assurance that The pattern within both groups of impact severities 

less severe conditions will also be mitigated. The link is for increasing ranges of overlap to result in fewer 

between the concentration of the impact loads and injury severe injuries. When loads are applied to the complete 

is shown in greater detail in Table 2. front the risk of AIS 3+ injury and of death is at a 
minimum. Overlaps of 0 - 59% always are less likely to 

Table 2 .shows the detailed injury outcome for result in severe injury than the two low overlap groups. 

increasing degrees of overlap for impacts above 49 kph 

Table 2 

.................. Inj~ ry outcome by over] ap 

Impact severity > 50+ % MAIS % Head/Face AIS % Chest AIS % Legs AIS % Dead 

kph 3+ 3+ 3+ 2+ 

0 - 29% overlap 50% 21% 36% 57% 21% 

0 - 39% overlap 58% 25% 29% 71% 21% 

0 - 49% overlap 53% 19% 25% 59% 19% 

0- 59% overlap. 53% 19% 25% 59% 19% 

0- 100% overlap 37%, ’ 15% 16% 37% 14% 

Impact severity > 60+ % MAIS % Head/Face AIS % Chest AIS % Legs AIS % Dead 

..... kph 3+ 3+ 3+ 2+ 

0 - 29% overlap 63% 38% 50% 75% 38% 

0- 39% overlap 64% 29% 29% 86% 21% 

0 - 49% oVerlap 60% : 20% 25% 65% 20% 

0 - 59% oVerlap 62% " 19% 23% 65% 19% 

0 - 100% overlap 48% 18% 21% 48% 20% 
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Table 3 
Injury outcome by irf 9act severity and overlap 

% MAIS 3+ % Head/Face % Chest AIS % Legs AIS % Dead 
AIS 3+ 3+ 2+ 

Low speed, low overlap 11% 4% 1% 14% 1% 
Low speed, high overlap 10% 3% 4% 9% 2% 
High speed, low overlap 42% 15% 20% 46% 15% 
High speed, high overlap 36% 16% 15% 34% 14% 

Low Speed = 0 - 49 kph, High Speed = 50+ kph 

Low Overlap = 0 - 39%, High Overlap = 40% + 

60 kph % MAIS 3+ % Head/Face % Chest AIS % Legs AIS % Dead 
AIS 3+ 3+ 2+ 

Low speed, low overlap 12% 4% 3% 16% 3% 
Low speed, high overlap 12% 4% 4% 11% 3% 
High speed, low overlap 57% 19% 24% 62% 19% 
High speed, high overlap 46% 17% 20% 44% 20% 

Low Speed = 0 - 59 kph, High Speed = ~i0+ kph 

Low Overlap = 0 - 39%, High Overlap = 40% + 

At delta-Vs of 50 kph and above, the 0 - 39% and high overlaps. Only AIS 2+ leg injuries are more 
overlap group is most likely to result in AIS 3+ injuries to frequent when the overlap is below 40%. The upper and 
the head/face and to the whole body. It is also most lower parts of the table also show similar proportions of 
likely to result in leg fractures. At impact severities of severe injury at low speeds. 
60+ kph head/face and chest injuries and the percent of 
fatalities are greatest in the 0 - 29% overlap group. Leg When impact severities are high there is a clear 
fractures are more common amongst the 0 - 39% group, difference between the injuries sustained in low and in 

high overlaps. This difference is more marked in the 
This information can be viewed in an alternative lower part of the table where high impact severities are 

manner in Table 3 which shows the injury outcomes for above 60 kph. Both high speed groups show AIS 3+ 
combinations of speed and overlap. In the upper part of injuries are more common when the overlap is below 
the table low speed refers to impact severities below 50 40%. The effect on leg injuries is the most marked with 
kph and in the lower part low speed refers to impact 62% of casualties in 60+ kph impacts and low overlap 
severities below 60 kph. In both parts of the table low sustaining an AIS 2+ leg injury compared to 44% of those 
overlap refers.to an area of direct contact below 40% of with higher overlaps. 
the width of the car. 

It has been demonstrated that intrusion is a major 
The car occupants described in the table all have the factor determining the injury outcome with the low 

part of the car front ahead of them involved in the crush, speed, high intrusion condition being more severe than 
For example the front left occupant of a car struck on the the high speed, low intrusion. Equally it has been 
front right third will not be included in the table, demonstrated that overlap also determines injury. As 

overlap decreases the proportion sustaining AIS 3+ 
The division between low and high overlap was injuries increases and causes the condition of high speed, 

selected to be 40% as this value represents a span of low overlap to be more severe than high speed, high 
overlaps with a high proportion of casualties sustaining overlap. 
AIS 3+ injuries. Since the wings of cars are generally 
less stiff than the centre section this is a slightly more Table 4 shows the median values of windscreen, 
severe condition than that within the proposed Stage 2 facia and footwell level intrusion experienced by each 
offset deformable test procedure which simulates a 50% occupation the sample for the combinations of impact 
overlap between cars. severity and overlap shown in Table 3. 

In both parts of the table at low impact severities 
there was little difference in injury outcome between low 
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Tabie 4 
Median Intrusion at windscreen, facia and footwell levels 

Maximum Windscreen Facia Steering Footwell 
Intrusion Level Level Wheel Level 

Low speed, low overlap 12 cm 1 cm 05 cm 0 10 cm 

¯ Low speed, high overlap 0 0 0 0 0 
High speed, low overlap 32 cm 9 cm 26 cm 17 cm 32 cm 
High speed, high overlap 18 cm 2 cm 06 cm 04 cm 13 cm 

Low Speed = 0 - 49 kph, High Speed = 50+ kph 

Low Overlap = 0 - 39%, High Overlap = 40% + 

¯ 60 kph Maximum Windscreen Facia Steering Footwell 
Intrusion Level Level Wheel Level 

Low speed, low overlap 16 cm 01 cm 07 cm 0 13 cm 

Low speed, high overlap 0 0 0 0 0 

High speed, low overlap 40 cm 12 cm 26 cm 20cm 36 cm 

High speed, high overlap 24 cm 07 cm 17 cm 18 cm 20 cm 

Low Speed = 0 - 59 kph, High Speed = 60+ kph 

Low Overlap = 0 - 39%, High Overlap = 40% + 

Table 4 shows an intrusion pattern that corresponds injuries are more often severe when intrusion is high 

closely with the injury pattern in Table 3. When overlap and that intrusion increases with impact severity and 

is low the median levels of intrusion are greater than          with decreasing overlap. 
when overlap is high for the same range of impact 
severities. This pattern becomes more pronounced when ¯ Intrusion is only loosely related to impact severity, 
high speed crashes are defined as those above 60 kph, the statistical link definitely exists but other, 
shown in the lower part of the table, unidentified, factors are far more significant in 

¯ causing intrusion. It is considered that these factors 

Comparison of Table 4 with Table 3 reveals that the probably include design effects to a greater degree 
conditions that are most likely to result in high than"physics"effects. 

proportions of severe injury - high speed, low overlap - 
are also those that result in high levels of intrusion. ¯ The conditions that result in high levels of intrusion 

are also identified as the conditions that most 

¯ Intrusion in frontal impacts is a causal factor of AIS commonly result in AIS 3+ injury. These conditions 

3+ injury and the prime motivation of a revised frontal are impacts with a delta-V above 60 kph and an 
test must be to prevent intrusion under conditions of overlap below 40%. The accident sample showed 
delta-Vs of 60 kph and greater and overlaps below 40%. greater degrees of overlap to be less likely to result in 
These conditions are those where severe injury is most severe injury. 

likely. The prevention of intrusion under these conditions 

¯ is likely to prevent intrusion in the lower risk conditions ¯ Only 29% of fatalities died at impact severities below 
of greater overlap. 50 kph, improving the levels of protection through a 

50 kph frontal test can only have a limited effect on 
IMPLICATIONS FOR A REVISED FRONTAL TEST fatalities. A test at this speed could have a greater 
PROCEDURE effect on the survivors injuries. Survivors are more 

likely to sustain serious injuries to the legs than any 
¯ A revised frontal test procedure must simulate the 

other body region and these injuries have been shown 
¯ conditions where car occupants currently are most 

likely to sustain life-threatening injuries. This 
to be very dependant on intrusion. A legal test 
simulating a 50 kph crash that encourages car design 

analysis has shown that a critical factor in injury 
to avoid intrusion may cause substantial reductions in 

causation is intrusion. When intrusion is high the 
likelihood of an occupant contact increases and 

leg fractures. 

injuries become more common and more severe. ¯ Lower impact severities were less likely to result in 
¯        This analysis of real-world crash data has shown’ that          severe injuries particularly when the overlap was 
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high. This combination of delta-V and overlap * A crash test utilising a deformable block most 
defines the group where the highest risk of intrusion realistically simulates the partial overlap crash where 
and of injury was observed. This combination of the longitudinals of two cars do not engage. 
parameters will be the optimum for a new test 
procedure so long as the engineering developments it ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
encourages also improve protection at greater degrees ¯ 
of overlap and at lower impact severities. The Co-operative Crash Injury Study is managed by the 

, Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) on behalf of the 
¯ A crash test procedure that encourages increased Department of Transport (Vehicle Standards and 

protection at low degrees of overlap should also Engineering Division) who fund the project with Ford 
encourage increased protection at higher overlaps Motor Company Limited, Nissan Motor Company 
where the crash loads will be shared between both Limited and Rover Group Limited. The data were ¯ 
sides of the car and the engine. However a crash test collected by teams from the Accident Research Units of 
involving a high degree of overlap will not Loughborough and Birmingham Universities and from 
necessarily encourage increased protection at lower the Vehicle Inspectorate. 
overlaps as it does not reflect the conditions most 
likely to result in AIS 3+ injury. 
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ABSTRACT 
This implies the presence of absorbers capable of 

As well as studying crash performance at high speed, dissipating the energy released during the shock but 

PSA is also studying the concept of a removable absorber without generating loads which would affect the 
¯ dedicated to low speed impacts (8 km/h to 15 kin/h). This deformation chronology of the front block. 

¯ part would be fixed between the bumper and the front-end In the following article the methodology used for the 

structure, conception of such a replaceable absorber is explained 
The requirements for this absorber.are the following : (Figure 1). Our study is based on recommendations 

~ at 8 km/h only the absorber participates in the resulting from the CARMAT shock data-base and 
crash and the structure must remain undamaged, completed with an iterative combination of calculations 

c~ at 15 km/h the absorber is crushed but the and expcrimentsperformedonprototypes. 
deformation of the structure must be limited to the 

¯ front-end of the rail. 
The first phase of the design is based on the results of the 
PSA shock data-base set up during the EUREKA program Shock data-base I I Experimentatiom on 

= 
H 

real parts CARMAT* and which contains multiple information about 
K~wi~t~e of materials + 

the crush performances of different materials. Then a dynamic behaviour Evaluafiottofthdrefficie~ey 
kinematic approach enabled the distance required to absorb 

¯ the crash energy for a given set of parameters to be 
calculated. Various types of materials were selected to Cotrelationwith 

perform design and experimental studies including the 
+ 

optimised steel solution. The CitrOen ZX 1.6 i was chosen FEMoptimisation 

as the support vehicle for the technical study which is 

¯ 

presented in this paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle safety has become an important criterion for 
the design of a body structure in addition to acoustic 
behaviour and rigidity. The main design objective to limit 

I~signofthefmal absc, be~ 

I 
¯ 

injuries during car accidents is the limitation of intrusions 
and the reduction of accelerations and loads endured by the 
driver and the passengers. 
High speed frontal impacts require the front part of the car 
to respect a "collapse chronology" which can be obtained 
with a careful design of the different elements involved in 
the energy absorption process. In the range of 8 to 15 km/h 

¯     occupants are not likely to receive serious injuries and 

therefore such impacts do not pose a physical threat. 
However it is .important to confine the damage to isolated 
and easily replaceable components; the main body 
structure must remain undeformed. 

¯ 

* CAILMAT (for CAg MATerials) was an EUREKA pro~am aiming at developing and ~te~ra~g 
new materials (metagi¢ and composite) to the car structure. 

¯ 
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The shock data-base 

In order to determine the contribution of materials to 
improve vehicle passive safety, a sho~k data-base was set 
up which was aimed at evaluating the performances of 
different materials under dynamic loading. This work led 
to the study of the relative importance of various 
parameters: 

~ material choice, lo m 
~ assembly modes, 
~> geometry. 

For this purpose, we carried out more than 2000 axial 
compression tests on single "double-omegas" (Figure 2) 
representative of car structural components (front 
members, side members...). The thicknesses "t~ varied 
from 0,7 nun to 2,5 ram. 

4OO                                    The materials which have been reviewed in the data-hase 
are listed below. The light alloys and the composite 
materials tested (RTM, HMC, BMC ...) are the most 
commonly used in automotive design. 

A 
Steels ¯ extra-mild, high tensile steel, 
Aluminium alloys" 6000 and 5000 series, 

conditions, 
Composites ¯         BMC, HMC, RTM. 
Unusual composite materials like honeycomb structures 

v were also tested to identify solutions capable of replying to 

¯ ~ very localised problems. 
80 Influence of the materials - Despite the influence of 

Figure2. Oeomet~ofthedouble-emegastested. external parameters (geometry, assembly....), it was 
possible to situate the families of materials in terms of 

~ - All the tests were carded out using specific energy (Table 1) [1]. 
a drop tower (Figure 3) in PSA’s technical center in Velizy ~, steel exhibits the best total energy absorbed for a 
Pads ; this equipment has the following specifications: given geometry but is penalized by a higher mass 

- impacting mass: 150 kg to 400 kg, which lowers the specific energy level, 
-maximum impact speed: 14 m/s, ~ aluminium appears to be the best compromise 
- accelerometer on the falling mass, between component mass and performances, 
-three stress regulating gauges on the base, ~ the composite materials show a wide range of 
- filtering at 300 Hz. results depending on their mechanical 

For each test~ the measured values were the first peak load, characteristics. 
the total absorbed energy, the crushing distance and the 
energy absorbed over 112 mm. The parameter chosen to Tab~e~ 
compare the different solutions was the specific energy Speciflc EnerglesoftheMalnClasses 
defined as the energy absorbed per unit mass of material of Mate,ta~ 
deformed: Material Type Section Esnec 

(mm~) x nun tJ/k~) 
~tot Aluminium Profile 60 x 60 x 2 29 000 

E~, = (1) 6 000 serie Profile 80 xS0x2 19000 
ec    M112 

Double-Omesa 80 x 80 x 2 29 000 

Mild steel Profile 60 x 60 x 2 20 000 
where Es~,e~ is the specific energy, 

Double-Omesa 80 x g0 x 2 17 000 

~ tot is the energy absorbed over 112 mm, RTM Profile 80xg0x3 10000 

Foamed profile    80 x 80 x 3        19 000 
M 112 is the mass of 112 mm of the sample.         Honeycomb 

structure 40 000 
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This table gives a general comparison of the performances CL = clinched 
of these different materials. It is however important to bear WB -- weld-bonded (spot-welded + adhesive) 
in mind that a lot of external factors are likely to modify Influence of the ~eometrv - Two aspects of the 
theses assumptions : for instance the test conditions, the geometry were evaluated. 
assembly quality or the sensibility to the stain rate which We firstly analysed the influence of the wall thickness of a 

¯ highly changes the behaviour of composite materials (a 3 spot-welded mild steel double-omega. The variation from 
nun thick RTM profile tested at 10 m/s2 completely 0,8 mm to 2 mm resulted in a noticeable increase in both 
collapsed with a specific energy of only 5000 J/kg instead total energy absorbed and specific energy (Figures 6 and 6 
of l0 000 J/kg when tested at 8 m/s2), bis): a 150 % increase in the thickness gives a 400 % 

increase in the specific energy for a mass multiplied by 2.5. 
Concerning the different kinds of steel specimens tested, 

¯ 
we analysed the correlation between the mechanical 
characteristics and the energy absorption. The results 12o0o E,,<o 

reported in Figure 4 highlight the fact that the capacity for 1oooo .2ooo 
mechanical steel to absorb crushing energy increases with 

gooo 
its characteristics [1, 5] but not in a linear manner ¯ .l~ 
increasing the tensile strength by 33 % allows a gain of 15 6000 

¯ IOOO % of absorbed energy. However, some grades of high 4o00 
¯ tensile steel (ST3) offer a good balance between deep- 

drawing formability and energy absorption. 2o00 

0 -0 
0.08 0.12 0.15 0.20 

~8ooo Espec 

1ooo 

12000 

0 0 8000 

H~h temile ~teeb 
4000 

gllm~ 4. Influm~ of ~h~ ~t~l Ir~ m the tz~l enerly al~o~l~l. 2000 

o 

Influence of the assembly modes - Series of axial o.OSmm 0.12n~ 0aSn~ 0.20r~m 
compression tests were performed on mild steel 1,2 mm vi~.. 
thick double-omegas, for investigation of the influence of 

¯ various joining modes. The interpretation of the results An increase in the number of angles in the section also 
was discussed in terms of energy absorption and collapse considerably raised the level of the specific energy [3]. 
distance (d). Figure 5 shows that for weld-bonded Figure 7 shows that a 1,8 mm thick specimen with 10 
specimens compared to the other solutions, the specific angles in the section is more efficient than a heavier 
energy increases as well as the peak load but with an specimen which has only 6 angles. A cylindrical section is 
appreciable decrease in the damaged distance due to the the most efficient of them all (Table 2). 
better bending resistance attributed to the adhesive [2]. 

12000. E~ O/kg) d(mm) 180 25000~ I M(gr)    -r2500 

160 
~oooo.                                                        2ooo0 4 

140                                                       4- 200O 

8000,    i~i~i~i~i~i~                                                           120           15000 "1 
"1" 1500 

¯ 
6000, 

100 

4O0O, 6O 
50OO 4 ~ 

2000, 
40 

6 Ansk~ l.Smm    8 Angle~ l.Smm    10,Ans~ I.Smn    8 Ansk~ 2ram 
0 

SP 24       SP48       SP77        L~         CL        WB                 Figure "L Im3umce of the nombcr of msle~ in 

Figure 5. h~u~e ofthe a~mbly mod~ 

L¢ = laser continuous 
Spx = spot-welded with a thread of x mm 
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Table 2 If we assume that the deceleration remains constant during 
each phase of the shock, a simple kinematic calculation 

Section Dlmneter/width Etot Esi~ee enables us to translate these specifications in terms of loads 

Mild Steel circular 60 9000 30 000 and displacements : 

Mild Steel square 60 7950 20 000 

5000 alu circular 60 4100 37 000 1 t2 
( 

¯ 
50o0 alu ~quare 60 2soo 22 00o Ax = -- a + vo t    a < 0) (2) 
5000 alu 2 - Omega 60 4300 1 g 000 2 

Essential points where "Ax" is the covered distance 
"a" is the acceleration 

From this study the following conclusions about the "Vo" is the initial speed 
dynamic behaviour of materials can be made: This leads to" ¯ 

(1) The best compromise mass/performance is obtained V2m = V2m_~ + 2 a Ax (a < 0) (3) 
with aluminium, compared to steel and composite 
materials like RTM, where 

(2) The use of high tensile strength enables a maximum 
Vm is the final speed ¯ 

gain of specific energy of 10 to 20 %, 
Vm-1 is the initial speed. 

Then for each step of a frontal crash we were able to 
(3) The assembly mode plays a secondary role in the determine a crushing distance and a load which both 
energy absorption process. However, continuous assemblies corresponded to an acceptable mean deceleration 
(laser or weld-bonding) improve the deformation (Figure8). 
behaviour. The crushed distance is reduced which is an ¯ 
important factor in 30° frontal impacts where the 
intrusions have to be limited m/s2 ’ 

(4) The section geometry is a predominant parameter ¯ the _+ 20% 
thicker the section, the higher the specific absorbed energy. 
Furthermore, for a constant thickness a simple increase in a2 ..... 

¯ 
the number of angles considerably improves the absorption 
energy level. 

15 km/h 
DEVELOPMENT OF A FRONTAL SHOCK 
ABSORBER 

+ 20% 

In order to illustrate the previous results on a specific a "/~////~//////////~ _ _ ¯ 

application, a study was performed on an absorber fixed at ~/////J~ I 8 km/h ,~ 
the front-end of the car structure. This component acts in dl d2 d(mm) 
pure axial compression without any interference with 
mechanical components. Based on the conclusions from Ft~,8. 

the first section, it was decided to work with high tensile 
strength steel and a geometry based on the recomendations Results ¯ 
given before. 
This development was conducted in collaboration with the For this study, the reference vehicle was a Citroen ZX 

Aura 1.6i, with a mass of 1200 kgs. It was assumed that French steel maker SOLLAC. 
the bumper beam functions for a range of very low speed 

Specifications impacts (0 to 4 km/h). Table 3 gives the calculated loads 
and displacements corresponding to these hypotheses ¯ ¯ 

The specifications for such a replaceable part are the Table3 
following" 

initial speed a (ms-2) (1) F(daN’)(2) d(mm)(3) 
¯ it must collapse for an 8 km/h shock without any 0 - 8 km/h 30 1800 70 

damage to the rest of the car structure 
¯ it participates in the energy absorption during a 15 8 - 15 km/h 60 7200 200 

km/h impact and contributes to limiting damage                                                          ¯ 

to the front-end of the rail. 

¯ 
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(1) "a" is the chosen deceleration which enables a 
chronological deformation of the front structure, 

Symetry/x/y/. /" ~.~.~ ~ 
(2)    "F" is the load generated on each front-rail 
depending on the acceleration previously chosen, /"     I / \ "Y 

I 
(3) "d" is the kincmatically calculated distance         // ~ /l/ ~ ob~rIted 
(accumulated from the beginning of the impact). 

Two different absorber concepts were investigated, leading 
to an optimised final design. 

30 or 40 ¯ ~- As a reference from the data-base, a 0.8 
mm thick spot-welded double-omega (8 angles in the 

\ 
section), absorbs 8000 J/kg of specific energy. The 

\4o orS0--- 
requirement for the absorber is to dissipate at least 

0.07 (distance) * 1800 (load) = 1260 J.    (4) 

¯ 
In the shock data-bas~, the specific energy calculation does 
not take into account the residual undcformed material 
which for the absorber, represents approximately 30% of In terms of specific energy, the results show a decrease in 
the total mass. the absorption capacity for the bolted solutions (Table 5). 
Therefore, the total required mass is given by the following 
equation ¯ Table 

1260 / (8000 * 0.7) = 0.22 kg. (5) Mass Interface Espec 

We started work on a 0.9 mm thick component with 12 Short 0,272 Bolted 4100 
angles in the section made of 2 symetfical parts spot- version Welded 8200 
welded together (figure 9). Two versions were studied ¯ a Long 0,448 Bolted 3600 

¯ short one (70 mm long with 30 mm implanted inside the version Welded 8800 
rail) and a longer one (90 mm long with 40 mm implanted 
inside the rail) designed to absorb a significant part of the The welded absorber exhibits more than 8 000 J/kg of 
15 km/h impact energy. The calculations were carded out specific energy, a value which is situated between a 0.8 
with a mass of 100 kg impacting the absorber at 5 m/s. mm and a 1 mm thick double-omega from the data-base. 

This confirms the good crash behaviour of this type of 
¯ Table 4 shows the results in terms of average load during geometry. 

the impact (Favg), initial peak load (Fmax) and crushed However, because the replaceability of this solution is not 
distance (d). This modelisation led us to focus on 2 distinct possible, the short bolted one was chosen to be optimised. 
kinds of interface between the component and the car The aim was to increase the energy absorption level (by 
structure : one solution which was bolted to the rail with 4 increasing the Favg) and to limit the initial peak load so 
screws and another one which was continuously welded to that the rest of the structure was not damaged during the 

¯ the rail section, earlier stages of the crash. 
~ The intermediate calculations and 

Table4 experiments which have been carded out on this 

M,, W~tio~ Fang Fm~ d geometrical basis are not presented here. They enabled us 
0,g) mod~ ~ ON) (~m) tO achieve a final design which includes the following 

Sho~t 0,272 bolt~ to ~ 22 a6 evolutions compared to the first version ¯ 
the rail 

, ¯ version welded to 32 40 13 
therail ~> thickness incrase from 0.9 mm to 1 mm to improve the 

Lon~ 0,44~ bo~t~d to ~S 2~ ~9 energy absorption level, the rail 
vmioa w~ldedto 44 ~ a0 ~> section variation to optimise the interface zone with 

the rail the rail, 
~> two series of prc-deformations (depth 4 ram) to limit 

¯                                                         the initial peak load. 

¯ 
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’ coefficients. That is to say that the mechanical 
Front member characteristics do not increase with the impact speed and 

Variable section this partly explains the lower initial peak obtained with the 

calculations [4]. 
The global behaviour of the component is satisfying for the 
8 km/h car to car impact without generating excessive ¯ 

loads at 15 km/h which would damage the rest of the 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study presented in this paper confirms the interest in ¯ 
evaluating the behaviour of different materials under 
dynamic sollicitations; the results contained in the 

Screws CARMAT shock data-base constitute a set of references 
which can be exploited in several ways ¯ 

(1) It can be used for the conception of some components, ¯ 
Bumper beam which operate early in shock situations (front and side 

members, front and side absorbers .... ) without any 
F~,,O.F~,,-~---~. 

interference with the mechanical environment. The 

In this case the calculations were carried out by various representative geometries tested in the data- 

reproducing the same conditions as an 8 km/h car to car base form a wide working basis for a primary design of 

crash ¯ the absorber impacts a rigid wall at 8 km/h with a parts in terms of thicknesses, cross sections and ¯ 
mass of 400 kg distributed at its rear. assembly mode~. 

A series of prototypes was tested on the drop tower to (2) The comparison of the tested materials efficiency in 

evaluate the correlation between calculated and terms of specific energy absorption confirms the 

experimental results, possibility of reducing weight for a given crash 

The comparison is reported in figure 11. 
performance. The results indicate that the weight 
saving for an aluminium hollow cross-member     ¯ 

compared to a steel one is approximately 40%. 

P KN) 
(3) The identification of design parameters may also be 

carried out through the comparison and the adjustment 
~. of calculations with respect to real data-base tests. The 

control of these parameters enables us to rapidly ¯ 

40" :’: evaluate a component conception for all types of 

30-20, ~..........,..... 

specifications. 
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The Crash-Anticipating Ex~nded A~bag Bumper Sys~m 
Carl C. Cl~k 
Safety Systems Company 
United S~t~ 
94-$8-W-22 

ABSTRACT: occupant compartment to provide survivable 
crashes at higher speeds. 

In light vehicle crashes, over half of 
the serious injuries are accompanied by       INTRODUCTION 
occupant compartment intrusions. Stronger 
occupant compartments can decrease the          This paper is dedicated in honor of John 
crash intrusions, but will also expose the       Paul stapp, colonel, Medical Corps, united 
occupants     to    higher    compartment       states Air Force (Retired), who not only 
accelerations. A longer crush zone, for       showed with his own body that with improved 
example by an extended bumper system, can       restraints one can survive high crash loads 
decrease both intrusion and compartment       - and so inspired a generation of 
acceleration. The hydraulic front bumper       researchers who then tested advanced 
system, initially developed in 1957 by       protection with their bodies -but also gave 
Professor James Ryan of the University of       early automobile safety research contracts, 
Minnesota, was designed to extend 0.43       including one (1955 - 58) to Dr. James 
meters when the car reached 32 km/h, and       Ryan, late of the university of Minnesota, 
absorb a 50 km/h barrier crash without       who developed the extended hydraulic bumper 
significant vehicle or dummy damage. This       and also did early work on the collapsible 
paper will review the history of extended       steering column and the automatic ~self 
bumper designs, including the bumpers of       tightening seat belt (references 1-3). 
the    world-wide    experimental    safety           The hydraulic bumper has a great 
vehicles, and the additional compatibility       advantage over the pneumatic bumper in that 
need of the larger vehicle to have the more       the hydraulic fluid is much less 
yielding bumper. An airbag bumper design       compressible than a gas, so that the 
will be presented, with airbags on the       resistive force to compression of the 
front, sides, and rear, extended 0.6 meters       bumper is more sensitive to the speed of 
in the front, or 0.3 meters in the sides or       compression. But hydraulic piston systems 
rear, in the appropriate direction when a       are heavy; Dr. Ryan’s bumper system and 
threat is sensed by near-field radar. In       frame strengthening weighed over 200 kg. 
addition, airbags would inflate on each       Yet his bumper, extended 43 cm to provide 
side of the roof when a rollover is sensed,       a greater stopping distance, reduced 
whose crush will reduce the rollover       moderate crash loads on the vehicle and on 
energy. Compartmented airbags, with a low       the occupants, and so reducing intrusion 
pressure deep airbag against the car and a       into the vehicle and aggressivity, or 
rigid (high pressure) bumper face covered       intrusion into a struck vehicle. It is the 
by a pedestrian soft face for the front       goal of this work to help develop a light 
bumper, are used. Preliminary manned crash       weight extendible bumper system, using the 
tests of a prototype airbag bumper system       high strength Kevlar fabrics that make 
using a swing crash simulator were carried      possible airbags supporting 700 kilopascals 
out to a delta V of 42 km/h. Crush of        (kPa) of pressure. After collapse of the 
these airbags would leave the crush of       airbags, collapse of the car "crush zones" 
other vehicle structures outside of the          should make possible survival of occupants 
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¯ at higher crash barrier equivalent speeds       the side doors). After the frustrations of 
than when in a car without the extendible       New York State senator Edward Speno in 1959 
airbag bumpers,                                      in urging the car manufacturers to provide 

For the period of 1984-90, I was       lap belts as standard equipment, and his 
involved in hospital and engineering       success in getting passed the mandate, by 

¯ studies of severe road crashes (4-6). For       New York, that cars contain front seat lap 
more than 70 percent of the serious to       belts by 1964 (16), he proceeded to get 
fatal injuries, contact with intruding       passed legislation to support design of a 
surfaces deformed by the crash made a major       New York Safety Car, with encouragement and 
contribution to the injuries. To reduce       analyses from John Moore and Henry 
these injuries, we must reduce intrusions.       Wakeland. A design contract was won by 

¯ I have been involved in airbag restraint       the Fairchild Hiller Company (17). This 
developments (7, 8) since personally       design utilized not only airbags, following 
experiencing my first airbag drop test in       my research, but also the extended 
1962. I thought I had invented the airbag       hydraulic bumper concept, as developed by 
restraint concept, only to find that others       Professor James Ryan (1, 2, 3). 
had earlier patents, although with no          With the creation in 1966 of the 
published    technical    analysis    work.       National Highway Safety Bureau, now the 
Automobile    manufacturer    staff    were       National     Highway    Traffic     Safety 
developing    earlier    airbag    restraint       Administration, and the appointment of Dr. 
component designs, but in secret, and       William Haddon, from New York and deeply 
without human crash testing,                        involved in safety iss’ues (18), as the 

From my earlier human centrifuge work,        first Director, the interest in safety 

¯ I had concluded that it was -not the       design and its relation to needed 
experienced acceleration that was initially       regulation, now had strong organizational 
critical to injury but rather the body       support. The Experimental Safety vehicle 
distortion produced by the acceleration       program, after a design phase in 1968, went 
(9). With the airbag work, I developed the       on to construction of two designs, by 
"multiple gradient yield" concept (10) of       Fairchild Hiller and AMF, of the 4000 pound 

¯ surrounding the protected person or       class of large passenger vehicles capable 
structure with multiple compartmented       of occupant survival in 80 km/h frontal 
layers of airbag, each layer of increasing       barrier crashes or 50 - 67 km/h side 
initial pressure, as a means to minimize       impacts, with 17 km/h barrier impact no- 
body or protected structure distortion,       damage bumpers front and rear, and many 
The first application of this concept was       other crashworthiness and crash avoidance 

O the "air ~litter", an airbag/stretcher       requirements (19). The vehicles both used 
system consisting of a high pressure outer       front and back seat occupant airbag 
shell and a low pressure inner shell for       systems, without seat belts, and the 
carrying injured people, and for their       extendible hydraulic bumper concept. 
sleeping in field hospitals (10, 11, 12).           The extendible hydraulic bumper and 
It was a small step for me to then       "buffer", if called on to provide all of 

¯ independently invent the airbag bumper (13,       the front and rear crash energy absorption, 
14), with multiple layers of airbags of       was a very heavy system, of 365 kg for the 
increasing pressure surrounding the car,       AMF design (20), using a stroke of 63 cm 
extended just before impact.    Again, I       for the 80 km/h barrier crash to hold the 
subsequently found that others had earlier       structure deceleration to -40 Gx peak. The 
patents, with some technical .crash data.          AMFESV (21), developed with Minicars, Inc, 

¯ ~.                                                          Bendix Research Laboratories, Pioneer 
T~E EARLIER EXTENDED H~DRA~LIC AND       Engineering and Manufacturing Co., and the 
FOAM/METAL B~MPER WORK                               Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories, used 

extensive polyurethane foam padding to 
Although a number of "safety cars" were       provide 33 km/h 

created earlier, including the 1956 Ford       protection for unrestrained occupants. For 
¯ efforts, the Liberty Mutual Survival Car       higher equivalent barrier crash speeds, 

designs and construction (15) were the       airbags, provided by the Eaton Corporation, 
first to systematically apply engineering       were inflated at the front and rear seats. 
principles to a total safety car design.       The windshield and rear side windows were 
The Martin Safety Car design (8) was the       laminated glass; the front side and rear 
first to propose the use of occupant       ("backlite") windows were tempered glass, 

¯ airbags (and bumper bars in the middle of       the latter designed to be broken out, when 
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the airbags inflate, by a simultaneous       experienced -40 Gx, with an almost square 
squib    firing,    to    relieve    occupant       wave peak after the small bumper effect, in 
compartment air pressure. Although the AMF       the 80 km/h barrier crash. In the ESV-1 80 
and Fairchild ESV°s were called tank-like       km/h barrier crash test, the front 
by some, it was shown that the extended       passenger airbag and the driver knee 
bumper system ESV’s delivered less load to       cushions failed to operate. Residual crush ¯ 
a Plymouth struck in the rear at 100 km/h       was 86 cm. In the ESV-2, the door latch 
than the load from a fixed force bumper       system failed. The dummies experienced 
vehicle (22).     Computer analyses also       crash loads above the contract goals ("all 
showed that production cars were more       the dummies were killed"), attributed to 
aggressive than the ESV’s. But both the       the incomplete control of rear end pitch-up 
AMF and Fairchild ESV’s were over 5000       during the crash, instrument panel and ¯ 
pounds; the long stroke hydraulic bumper       steering panel motions rearward, and in one 
was judged impractical because of weight,         test the roof coming down onto the dummy’s 

The Fairchild Industries ESV (23),       head.     The car had fixed side window 
developed with the chrysler Corporation,       glazing~ to reduce the chance of ejection 
the Digitek Corporation, and Raymond       during rollover, with a small "pass through 
Loewy/William snaith,    Inc., used a       opening" in the front side glazing. Its ¯ 
hydraulic piston bumper extended at above       final weight was 2291 kg (5050 pounds). GM 
50 km/h to have a 76 cm stroke in a 80 km/h       continued its ESV work, but wrote, "..,we 
crash, with a 5 to 8 km/h rebound speed       are not in a position to determine whether 
after a barrier impact at that approach       or not the specifications have merit in 
speed.    The car had a 15 cm ensolite       terms of effectively improving the 
compressible bumper in front of the steel       crashworthiness capabilities of marketable ¯ 
bumper core and a nose structure able to       cars." 
deform in an 17 km/h crash, then return to          The subsequent GM ESV design (25), is 
the original shape.    These provide some       described in detail in the $1 contract 
pedestrian protection.     Extensive foam       Final Report (June 30, 1972), covering the 
padding was provided, as well as front and       eleven cars built. Mr. Rosencrands stated 
rear seat airbags, the latter coming down       (page 2-259), "The GM philosophy is that, ¯ 
from the roof. Blowout ports are provided       for system efficiency and weight control, 
in the roof, to relieve compartment over-       no part of the structure - inside or 
pressure when all airbags inflated at once.       outside - ought to be any stronger than 
An extended back seat side windowwas used,       necessary to do its job of keeping forces 
to insure head impact on the glazing rather       on the dummies within the specified 
than on the B pillar.    A special thin       limits." I [Carl clark] note however that ¯ 
laminated Chemcor chemically strengthened       the problem with this attitude is the level 
windshield was used. In the critical 80       of the "specified limits" - which would 
km/h barrier crash, the airbags failed to       include the speed and conditions of 
operate due to a human error in wiring the       testing. Is the level of safety provided 
circuits, and all dummies had excessive       by the manufacturers to be the increasing 
loads (22).                                            level possible with new technology, or is ¯ 

General Motors and Ford accepted $i       it to be the lower level, with absent or 
contracts to also build 4000 (subsequently       glacial rates of advance, of the mandatory 
over 5000) pound ESV’s. GM (24) utilized       Federal standards? 
a "credenza" extending from the back of the          The no-damage bumper was redesigned for 
front seat and extensive padding to       8 km/h, with a 6.3 cm hydraulic stroke, 
minimize occupant free space and to provide       with additional metal structures added ¯ 
50 km/h frontal crash protection without       forward of the radiator and across the car 
safety belts. For crashes at over 50 km/h,       at the back of the front seat, etc., and 
airbags for the driver and front and back       the frame selectively weakened to deform 
seat passengers were extended, to provide       under the crash loads. The occupant free 
80 km/h protection. 18 km/h "no damage"       space-filling panels and credenza were 
bumpers were provided front and rear, using       retained to provide 33 km/h frontal and ¯ 
3.5 cm of the hydraulic bumper pistons’       side and rollover protection without the 
stroke. This bumper did not utilize the       use of seat belts. The airbags were 
"extended     bumper"     concept,     with       deployed at 33 km/h instead of 50 km/h. In 
deformations    of    frontal    structures       the 80 km/h barrier crash of February, 
beginning at about 25 km/h. The initial       1972, and the 80 km/h frontal pole impact - 
design car structure at the occupants        with 132 cm of dynamic deformation, the ¯ 
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driver airbag was found to be too soft.       glass windows in early tests, although 
"In a passive interior with extensive       tempered glass windows in frames did not 
padding, the hardest object to be       blow out, with doors and frames having 
encountered in a crash of this type [the 50       outward deformations of 5 cm. In 70 km/h 
km/h barrier at 45 degrees angle] is the       barrier crashes, the dummies did not meet 
head of another dummy."                              the ESV safety criteria. Ford noted, "We 

The GM design, with a weight near 2300       have seen no evidence to date, however, 
kg, "met contract specifications.., with       that would allow us to conclude that a 50 
minor exceptions." At 100 km/h for 475 km,       mph pole impact can be achieved with a 
the gasoline energy efficiency was 5.27       practical design."    Mr. Fey concluded, 
km/liter (12.4 miles per gallon).    Mr.       "...the system deviated considerably from 

¯ Rosencrands adds, "There are., however, some       design approaches compatible with proven 
questions of practicality which should be       mass production techniques at reasonable 
seriously studied and considered." with       cost." It seemed to some of us that both 
the interest of President Edward Cole, GM       Ford and GM loved the ESV program to death, 
continued the development of a practical       to .’demonstrate" its impracticality. 
front seat (driver and two passengers) "air          Ford continued its contract work (28), 

¯ cushion" restraint system, to be used with       with delivery of one final Ford ESV 
manual belts, to provide effective       prototype    to    the    Department    of 
protection in 50 km/h frontal crashes. GM       Transportation in December, 1972, and later 
sold some I0,000 cars with this system in       a second vehicle. This vehicle had a curb 
the 1974 - 1976 period. But with changes       weight of 2574 kg (5675 pounds), .624 kg 
in management near the beginning of this       over the weight of the initial production 

¯ period, sales were not pushed, and the air       car utilized.      All of the dtmunies 
cushion system was withdrawn, attributed to       experienced some head or chest crash load 
the lack of public interest.      The       above specifications (80 G head, 60 G 
automotive     industry    petitioned    the       chest, with the 3 millisecond clip of any 
government to weaken the bumper no-damage       higher peaks) in the 80 km/h barrier crash, 
requirements from a barrier crash at 8 km/h       although most were close. 

¯ to one at 4 km/h, which subsequently            In 1970, the Europeans and Japanese were 
happened.    The extended bumper and its       invited to join the Experimental safety 
contribution to inter-vehicle compatibility       Vehicle Program with lighter weight designs 
were lost.                                              for which they set less severe design 

The Ford ESV (26) was based on a       conditions.    Interestingly, the Japanese 
standard production car, with modifications       utilized a crash anticipation radar system 

¯ but with crash goals lessthan those of the       (29) to trigger their airbag inflation some 
DOT, with emphasis on mass producibility -       4 to 5 feet and 72 milliseconds before 
but with costs estimated for the 180 kg       impact at 50 km/h, a system still not 
add-ons, I note. With the 50 km!h barrier       commercially produced. Because 37 percent 
crash and FMVSS survival criteria as the       of deaths by motor vehicles in Japan were 
design goal for the 2090 kg Ford ESV       pedestrians, the Japanese at once began to 

¯ design, Ford estimated that a 2385 kg (5250       consider how their ESV’s would protect 
pound) car would be required to attain 80       pedestrians (30)° The Europeans quickly 
km/h barrier crash survival. The bumper,       questioned the ESV crashworthiness emphasis 
with a 45 kg steel box beam face, had two       and levels of protection, saying for 
hydraulic struts with 18 cm hydraulic       example in the second ESV conference (31), 
piston strokes for the 17 km/h no damage       "...a 50 mph barrier collision test ought 

¯ crash.     Front and back seat airbags,       to be carefully reexamined to see, for 
without seatbelts, were utilized, to meet       example, whether the cost of increasing the 
the passive restraint criterion.     The       chance of survival by raising the test 
airbags were triggered about 3 milliseconds       speed from 60 kph or 37 mph to 50 mph 
after impact (27) by a 6 sensor system to       involves benefits which are reasonably 
infl~te for a barrier equivalent crash of       proportionate to the costs." 

O 25 km/h or more. A sonar sensing system          Subsequent ESV conferences broadened the 
was also tried, butnot selected, to detect       scope to include energy utilization, 
an object in front while still five feet       pollution and other environmental aspects 
away and approaching or being approached at       of motor traffic, costs, and much more on 
above 25 km/h. This arms the airbag, with       crash avoidance.       But the entire 
inflation then triggered by bumper motion,       methodology of the costs of motor vehicle 

¯ The airbags blew out all of the tempered       crashes during the ESV program gave values, 
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and hence potential benefits for safety       lesser weight, in Germany (Daimler Benz 
changes, far below the $155 billion cost of       ESV, Volkswagen ESVW, Opel ESV), Japan 
crashes, now with fewer serious crashes       (Nissan ESV, Honda ESV, Toyota ESV), the 
than in the 1970’s, estimated in 1994 for       united Kingdom (safety vehicles based on 
the United States.     Those stressing the       the MGB, and on the Triumph, and subsystems 
cost-benefit approach, often as a reason       based on the Morris), France (Peugeot ESV, 
not to do something, point to a       citroen Experimental safety Subsystems), 
monotonically rising curve of decreasing       Italy (three Fiat ESV’s), sweden (Volvo 
benefit for increasing cost, which may       Experimental Safety Car), etc.    See the 
apply as one adds on slow improvements of       subsequent    International    Technical 
the same technology.     But the break-       Conferences    on    Experimental    Safety 
throughs shift to a new curve, with more       Vehicles, ESV 3, 1972, through ESV 13, 
benefit    sometimes    for    less    cost.       1993. of these, only the Daimler Benz and 
Government and industry reject or delay use       one of the Toyota ESV’s experimented with 
of too many new ideas when their costs are       hydraulic bumpers with strokes going beyond 
usually initially overpriced, and their       the 25 km/h range. 
benefits capable of elaboration with minor          The United States Department of 
changes.    Research and development are       Transportation continued with the Research 
stopped too soon, before reducing costs and       safety Vehicle Program to show that 80 km 
increasing benefits are examined,                  barrier    crash    protection    utilizing 

A key point was introduced in the First       controlled frontal structure deformation 
ESV Conference, by Monsieur chillon (32):       rather than an extended bumper, and many of 
the "aggressiveness" of vehicles in       the other ESV specifications, could be 
striking other vehicles must be considered,        attained in cars under 1350 kg. But the 
not just the design to survive a barrier       government did not move forward on the 
crash.      Subsequent work on vehicle       early plan to raise the required frontal 
"compatibility" emphasized that heavy cars       barrier crash speed of the Federal Motor 
should have more yielding bumpers than       vehicle safety standard 208 from 30 mph to 
light cars, with one goal, generally not       40 mph or even 50 mph over the years, with 
yet attained, that the heavy vehicle       the standard staying at 30 mph for over 25 
bumper, striking the side of thelight car       years, the automobilemanufacturers had no 
at 58 km/h, should yield with a force less       requirement to do more than apply their 
than the force to cause 7.5 cm of intrusion       gradual evolution of safety improvements~ 
into the side of the light car. Hermann       controlled collapse of the front structure 
Appel (33) provided a computer analysis of       is enough to achieve 30 mph, or even 35 
the deformations provided by a frontal       mph.    Yet half of the people k±lled in 
hydraulic stroke followed by a plastic       frontal crashes a few years ago were killed 
stroke to make the large vehicle (including       in crashes with barrier equivalence above 
a 36000 kg truck) sufficiently weak (with       30 mph -unprotected by any standard. It is 
a longer stroke than a small car) in       time to reexamine means to achieve a longer 
striking the front or side of a smaller car       crash stopping distance, to provide crash 
yet sufficiently strong when striking a       survival at higher speeds - the extended 
barrier,                                                airbag bumper system. 
In the discussion of .side impact and           My I note here my enthusiasm for being 
crashworthiness    specification,    Edward       able to stop before the crash - for crash 
chandler commented (34), "If the doors were       avoidance. But as our car speeds exceed 
thick enough -this isn’t necessarily       150 km/h, the braking stopping ~distance 
practical, but if the doors were thick       becomes too great for adequate safety with 
enough, say two feet thick which is       just friction brakes. At some time soon, 
completely    out    of    the    range    of       we should develop reaction (retrorocket) 
practicality, but if they were, then you       brakes (35). 
have a major fraction of that door 
thickness to absorb energy along with the       PREVIOUS AIRBAG B~MPER WORK 
front end of the striking vehicle." It is 
my [carl Clark’s] position that a bumper          A brief publication by J. Lyndall (36) 
airbag on the side doors, inflated just       reports a low speed airbag bumper system 
before the impact, could make this      for light trucks, with some productionand 
hypothetical idea practical..,                      tests. I have not found more details on 

A large number of Experimental Safety       this work. A paper by Dr. Richard sapper, 
Vehicles were subsequently built, all of       a Fiat - Pirelli Consultant (37), described’ 
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¯ the low speed airbag bumper utilized by       The same Joseph K. Lee (45), in 1985, 

Fiat in their early ESV work, and noted Dr.       proposed when a crash is imminent to extend 
Sapper’s earlier work on a similar       the bumper out (at the front or rear) with 
pneumatic bumper surrounding the entire      an inflating airbag.    An exhaust valve 
car. The Fiat system, a 20 cm diameter       allows airbag deflation to reduce rebound. 
cylinder across the front and back of the       John W. Presley (46) , in 1989, proposed an 
car, with an abrasion resistant cover, at       "encompassing inflatable safety bumper 
a pressure of 4 atmospheres, had two       system.    Heung Jon Park (47), of the 
pressure release valves opened by diaphragm       Republic of Korea, in 1991 proposed tubular 
rupture when a sensor weight moves at above       airsheets, filled with helium, on the 
a certain crash load, providing a no-damage       front, sides, rear, and roof of a car, with 
level of 17 km/h. In later work (38), the       the front and rear bumpers in three layers 

¯ exhaust ports were eliminated, giving       at low (.outside), medium, and high (against 

insignificant rebound. Two cylindrical       the car) pressure.     The airsheets on 
bladders, one at the top and the other at       opposite sides or front and rear of the car 
the bottom of the bumper, interconnected by       are interconnected, to redistribute gas 
as hose, were inflated with air through a       during the airsheet collapse phase. The 
single valve "to a very low pressure."       airsheets also provide buoyancy in case the 

¯ Subsequently, an all-foam system was       car falls .into the water. Steven L. Hayes 
adopted.                                                   (48), in 1991, proposed a microwave or 

A preliminary commercial patent search       manual crash anticipating system to trigger 
revealed the following:                              bumper airbag inflation, for the frontor 
Isaac.L. Edwards (39), in 1924, proposed a       rear. 
broad car bumper with inflated tubes across ¯ the front to soften the blow to       OUR AIRBAG BUMPER EXPERIMENTS 

pedestrians. 
Robert E. Truesdell (40), in 1972, proposed          It is intriguing but not unusual to see 
a container on the front of the car that       "my" invention already invented in 
would rupture in a contact at 3 to 10 mph,       significant part, although none of these 
allowing a large inflated bag to expand       presents a fully developed engineering 
over the front of the car. Aster Ma. Amit       design.    My airbag research orientation 
(41), in 1973, proposed a stored airbag       (49) is to show the protection that might 
folded above the metal bumper, which in a       be provided if one had an airbag (earlier 
crash would be inflated from a gas cylinder       an occupant airbag, presently a bumper), 
at 2000 psi to form a cylinder across the       then to perfect the means to bring that 
front three feet in diameter, able to       airbag into operation at the proper time. ¯ withstand a crash at 25 mph. The airbag       Hence my first experiments utilized 

would be triggered by an inertia switch,       commercially available airbags preinflated 
manually, sudden braking, reaching a       as bumpers for a car simulator in actual 
certain speed, or other means.    Jacques       manned barrier crashes. To provide 80 km/h 
Mercier and Andr~ Le Feuvre, of France       barrier crash survival requires a stiff 
(42), in 1974, proposed a front or rear       occupant compartment and an extended bumper 

¯ bumper with a large ~tored airbag and one       - although indeed the Minicar RSV by 

or more projecting contact switches. On       devoting the entire structure ahead of the 
contact, with a potential crash surface,       occupant compartment to crash energy 
the airbag would inflate, in multiple       management, succeeded in providing 80 km/h 
compartments side to side.    During the       barrier crash survival, putting the engine 
crush phase, gas would be controllably       in the rear (50). Is it possible to extend 
leaked from the airbags by a constant       an airbag 0.6 m or more, to remove at least 
pressure valve, tear panels, etc. william       35 km/h before the frontal structure of the 
M. Wesley (43), in 1984, proposed a       car collapses, and so reaching more than 
collapsible and inflatable front, side, or       the 80 km/h barrier crash survival level 
rear car airbag structure filled with       before intrusions into the occupant 

¯ interconnected ~’honeycomb" compartments,       compartment occurs?     could a similar 
Crushing of the airbag would cause a       extended airbag bumper reduce side and rear 
delayed redistribution of the air, causing       and rollover crash loads before intrusion 
a reactive force yet a delayed rebound,       occurs? 
Joseph K. Lee (44), in 1984, proposed an           The initial airbag bumper crash tests 
airbag inflated between a bumperface and       (14) used a swing crash simulator (Figures 

¯ the car body to retard bumper collapse.       1 and 2) constructed by my co-worker, 
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¯ william Young, a construction engineer, to       Man-Lifter truck, the basket of which could 
our joint design. A 12 meter tower was       be elevated and withdrawn, to swing the cab 
constructed to be mounted by chains on the       back, ideally with the rope tangential to 
loader bucket of a 22,000 kg Catapillar 966       the swing arc at the release level. A 2250 
Front Loader and so able to be raised from       kg cement block, buried in the sand and 
the ground - and hence "portable.-       faced with plywood, and further supported ¯ 
suspended from this tower by wire cables       by the base of the tower against the sand 
was the cab of a 1983 Ford Ranger pickup       pile on the back of the barrier, was at the 
truck, weighing 385 kg with the airbag       neutral position of the cab swing. This 
bumpers and one of us as a test subject       provided the impact surface.    In this 
occupant. The cab had an 8 mm thick steel       preliminary work, impact swing approach 
plate 38 x 180 cm welded and braced to its       speeds did not exceed 30 km/h unmanned, nor ¯ 
frame, to provide a reaction surface for       25 km/h manned. 
the frontal high pressure airbag bumper.           Preliminary swings and impacts were made 
A sheet of plywood further protected the       initially unmanned, initially with just the 
low pressure airbag from the metal       high pressure airbag, at about 138 kPa (20 
structures of the cab, cut in front of the       psi). The manned tests began, subsequently 
firewall.    The airbags were mounted by       with both airbags in place, with the low ¯ 
ropes to the front of the metal plate and       pressure airbag at about 21 kPa (3 psi). 
plywood sheet, with the low pressure       The impact speed was estimated from the 
storage airbag in front of and hiding the       video views of the crash cab support cable 
high pressure jacking airbag, we purchased       angle of the tests, taken perpendicular to 
commercial storage and jacking airbags,       the swing plane, using the angle A of the 
The storage "pillow" bag, of vinyl coated       support cables from the vertical, we ¯ 
nylon, is 120 x 150 cm uninflated,       calculate the equivalent drop height h, by 
approaching a 75 cm diameter cylinder when       the relation h = r (1 - cos A), in which r 
inflated to 69 kilopascals (10 psi). It       is the swing radius from the support 
has two "tire" valves, for inflation and       platform to the center of gravity of the 
pressure measurement. It weighs 11 kg. It       cab occupant, 9.1 m. The angle A was also 
had two 5 cm cylindrical exhaust ports with       measured by measuring the horizontal pull ¯ 
adjustable friction blowout plugs. It was       back distance s of the cab, by the relation 
purchased from Aerotec Laboratories,       s ~ rsin A. The impact speed is then v = 
Ramsey, New Jersey. The jacking airbag, .of       the square root of 2 g h, in which g is the 
vinyl coated Kevlar, is 38 x 107 cm,       acceleration of gravity, 9.8 meters per 
uninflated, approaching 25 cm in diameter       second squared. 
when inflated, at up to 759 kilopascals          Twelve human swing crash tests were ¯ 
(110 psi).    It weighs 10 kg.    It is a       made, the most severe with a swing angle at 
Maxiforce (TM) airbag, made by Paratech,       releaseof 43 degrees, giving an impact 
Inc.,    Frankfort,    Illinois.        These       speed of 25 km/h (15.5 mph). Difficulty 
commercial airbags are designed for years       was had with the low pressure airbag 
of use; the bumper airbags would be       blowout plugs, with neither blowing out 
designed for years of storage but rare use       except once until the 25 km/h crash. But ¯ 
- and hence they can be made of lighter       even in this case, with the two 5 cm vents, 
Kevlar fabrics and coatings.     In this       the venting was not quick or early, enough, 
initial work, the jacking airbag had no       and a 17.7 km/h (11 mph) rebound occurred, 
exhaust vents. It is the strength of the       giving a total velocity change of this 
Kevlar (TM) fiber that makes the airbag       crash of 43 km/h (27 mph), a level at which 
bumper possible, able to sustain more than       the shoulder straps became uncomfortable. ¯ 
690 kilopascals (100 psi) and so able to       In this preliminary work, we did not have 
stop the full mass of a car.                        the funds to measure either decelerations 

Bill Young and I (and some others at       or bumper airbag pressures. In the 25 km/h 
lower crash speeds) rode the dynamic swing       approach speed crash, we observed a bumper 
tests with    lap and shoulder belt       airbag compression of about 0.6 m (2 feet), 
restraints, the steering wheel hub pad       with a duration of airbag contact with the ¯ 
invention of Harold Hull and William Young       barrier (the load period) of at least 4 
(51), and in some cases pads on the knees,       video frames or 200 milliseconds. 
An inflated steering wheel airbag in          Assuming for this crash,    as an 
addition would have been preferable. A       approximation, a haversine waveformof peak 
rope and release extended from the back of      acceleration P and crash period T of 200 
the cab to the basket of a Pitman Basket      milliseconds (long beoause of the rebound), ¯ 
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with a 43 km/h velocity change v and a       work, without the hindrances of human use 
travel distance s of 1.2 meters during the       committees required if this had been 
compression and rebound, we use the       university or grant or government work. 
haversine relation s = (P x T x T / 4).       These committees look for benefit to the 
This gives a rough calculated approximation       individual at risk, and perhaps would not 
of the peak acceleration of this most       consider as our benefit our desire to 
severe manned crash as P = 4 s / T x T = 4       reduce traffic slaughter.    The world is 
(1.2) / 0.2 x 0.2 = 120 meters per second       spending many millions perfecting dummies 
squared = -12.2 Gx. This load on the cab       more and more life-like in their responses. 
would typically be approximately doubled       I have long felt than human tests, carried 
for the load on the chest of a man       out in a gradually increasing stress by 
supported by lap and shoulder belts, carl       those planning the experiments can provide 
Clark experienced, this crash, after a       insights never obtained by dummy work. 
series of gradually increasing swing       This requires however that the human be the 
heights, with awareness of shoulder loading       limiting element in the test, at the 
but with no significant residual discomfort       participant’s choice, and that mechanical 
or injury.     Bill Y~ung experienced a       systems with factors of safety of two or 
similar crash load. We stress however that       more beyond the human test conditions to be 
the acceleration is only roughly estimated,       utilized, unfortunately, one cannot expect 

such factors of safety in automobiles, 
with the low pressure airbag "footprint"       designed just to do the minimum specified 

on the cab front of about 75 x 150 cm (30       limit, when will we have cars that can 
x 60 inches) at peak compression, and with       crash at the speed limit under all road 
a manned cab weight with the airbag bumper       conditions     expect     long     falls, 
of 386 kg (850 pounds), for a cab       conflagrations, and submersions and still 
deceleration of 12.2 G, the bumper pressure       have the occupants climb out, indeed not 
against the cab would be 40 kPa (5.8 psi).       just alive but essentially uninjured? 
It therefore appears that for these tests, 
the low pressure airbag simply deformed       F~F~RE WORK 
around the high pressure airbag, with no 
bottoming of the barrier face onto the high           I hope to make the next crashes with 
pressure airbag. Hence this airbag was not       cars, possibly this fall, to see the 
needed for these tests. However, for the       problems of attaining a 25 km/h barrier 
1500 kg car and particularly for the pole       crash, could this system partially protect 
kinds of impacts, it is intended to use the        a pedestrian,    using a rechargeable, 
high pressure airbag, using the Kevlar (TM)       refoldable airbag bumper outer compartment 
strength, at a pressure approaching its       or compartments?    Can a radar system 
capability of 760 kPa (110 psi) outboard of       distinguish a pedestrian from a post? what 
thelow pressure airbags, to distribute the       strengthening will be required to have no 
load to these - and to provide higher       damage of the front reactive surface ofthe 
deceleration levels when the low pressure       car, including lights? stopping a 1150 kg 
airbags are bottomed,                                car from 25 km/h can be done by a peak load 

This preliminary work does not deal with       of 17,000 kg (-15 Gx) delivered by an 
the development of the crash anticipation       airbag with a 180 x 60 cm contact surface 
radar, .which presumably will involve       and a peak pressure of 155 kPa (22 psi). 
computer modeling of the radar signals of       what is the effect on vehicle compatibility 
the relative tracks of approaching objects,       if a large car with a 60 cm airbag bumper 
to anticipate collision rather than near       has a head on collision with a small car? 
miss. Nor does our initial work deal with       what if both had airbag bumpers? 
therapid inflation of the airbag bumpers.           Later, I hope to construct custom 
Because these bumpers are external to the       airbags, examining the effect of the outer 
occupant compartment, carbon monoxide in       airbag, when the radar system judges that 
the post-inflation gas is not of concern,       a severe crash is imminent, being 
and electrical triggering of black power       pressurized to    690 kPa (i00 psi), to 
cartridges within the bumper airbag       reduce.pole "punch through" and spread the 
compartments may be adequate, with the high       loads across the entire set of inner lower 
temperature capability of Kevlar.    The       pressure airbags in an offset crash. Tests 
significance of rebound, which in a severe       with side and rear airbag bumpers are 
crash may be minor, needs further study,         needed.     In a rollover, if the roof 

I note the fun of doing this manned test      partially collapses, the roll rate is 
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reduced. Hence airbag bumpers on either       al., The Medical Consequences of Car 
side of the roof could have a similar roll       Crashes: An Automobile crash Trauma Study, 
damping function, but without the occupant       Final Report (in four volumes), National 
compartment intrusion.    Inflation of the       Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
airbags,    perhaps    with black power       contract DTNH22-88-C-07007,    1994    (in. 
cartridges mounted inside of them, and       press). This crash analysis/engineering/ 
deflation of the airbags, ideally abruptly       medical outcome study also included a 
at maximum pressure, and retraction of the       strong psychosocial review of the drivers 
deflated airbags need study, could the       involved in the crashes studied. 
radar system trigger multiple inflation       6. John siegel, stephanie Mason-Gonzalez, 
cartridges, adjusting pressures as needed       Patricia Dischinger, Brad Cushing, Kathy 
for the crash conditions?     (A "smart"       Read, Richard Robinson, John smialek, Barry 
bumper, to parallel Murray Mackay’s phrase       Heatfield, WendyHill, Frances Bents, Jerry 
for occupant restraints automatically       Jackson, Doc Livingston, and carl Clark, 
adjusted for use conditions). Folding and       safety Belt Restraints and Compartment 
packaging of the airbag bumper modules, and       Intrusions in Frontal and Lateral Motor 
design issues of engine air intake and       Vehicle Crashes; Mechanisms of Injuries, 
headlight space need study,                          complications, and costs, J. Trauma, Volume 

Figure 3 is a sketch of this dream of an       5, No. 34, 1993. 
airbag bumper, inflated just before a crash       7. carl Clark, carl Blechschmidt, and Fay 
to reduce crash~ loads and occupant       Gordon (Martin Company), Impact Protection 
compartment intrusion,                               with the Airstop Restraint System, pages 79 
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Figure 1 (above): The pickup 
truck cab is hung by four cables 
from a 12 m high tower. A steel 
load reaction plate is welded to 
the cab frame, with a high 
pressure then a low pressure 
airbag in front of this. 

Figure 2 (right): The tower is 
chained to the loader bucket of a 
Front Loader, with the cab just 
touching the cement block impact 
surface. A rope from a truck 
mounted Man Lifter is used to 
pull the cab back tangentially 
along its its swing path, with 
a release to initiate the crash. 

Figure 3 (next page): A diagram 
of an airbag bumper car 
approaching and crashing into 

¯         a tree. Before the crash the 
bumper and passenger airbags 
inflate, by radar crash 
anticipation. At the crash, 
the driver airbag inflates. 
similar multiple compartmented 

~ airbag bumpers are on the sides, 
¯ rear, and roof, inflated when 

the radar anticipates a crash. 
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Requirements for Optimized Crashworthiness Design of the Longitudinal 
Members 
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¯                                                            INTRODUCTION 
ABSTRACT 

In recent years a large number of frontal crash 
For the design of a car structure that has to 

tests have been reported which were designed 
sustain in a frontal collision, multiple aspects must 

specifically to represent real crash situations. In 
be considered, i.e. collision velocity, crash direction, 

¯ these tests many cars showed a crash behaviour 
overlap.percentage and obstacle type. 

leading to unacceptable deformations of the 
The car has to pass the compulsory crash test 

passenger compartment. Apparent reason for this is 
as issued by the authorities. However, this prescribed 
test cannot guarantee a car which is safe in the 

that insufficient design efforts were made to cope 
with the high and uneven mechanical loads 

majority of real crash situations. Hence, the total 

occurring in such realistic collisions. Improved 
collision spectrum within which the car must be safe 

O frontal crashworthiness of cars necessitates 
must be investigated. 

additional design requirements, which take into 
Normally, energy dissipation in a frontal crash 

account that the majority of collisions occur with 
occurs by deformation of the longitudinal members. 

partial frontal overlap, at oblique impact angles, and 
These should absorb a large part of the kinetic 

at velocities that deviate significantly from the 
energy. 

In this paper the design spectrum for a 

regulated test speeds, longitudinal member is analyzed. With the aid of 
_~ The authors have formulated such a set of 

design requirements. Based upon a numerical 
FEM models of several longitudinal cross-sections, 
numerical simulations were executed to evaluate the 

simulation study they propose a concept for a 
longitudinal member capable of the desired crash 

influence of the design parameters on the crash 
behaviour. Based upon the results of these 

response, simulations an advanced geometric form for a 
longitudinal member is proposed. 
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS AS DESIGN under this condition a constant cross-section 
REQUIREMENTS may be assumed enabling a much simpler 

comparison between the various concepts. At 
To enable the geometric design of the this specific length the influence of the engine longitudinal members, it must first be clear what needs not be considered. Hence the effective 

kind of loads can occur in real frontal collisions, mass is equivalent to half of the entire vehicle 
These loads are determined by the following five mass, i.e. 550 kg. 
collision parameters and their predominant values: 

In the extreme crash situation of 40 
1. Collision speed: at least 90 per cent of all per cent overlap, the effective mass equals the 

frontal collisions take place at speeds of up to entire vehicle mass, i.e. 1100 kg (assuming the 
56 km/h [1]. engine does not hit the barrier). 

2. Obstacle type: standard types are a rigid wall, a 

deformable barrier and a pole.                          The mentioned values were used as input for 
3. Impact location: the majority of frontal     the crash simulations: one longitudinal member 

collisions happen with frontal overlap against a rigid wall with an added mass of 
percentages varying from 30 up to 100 per respectively 550 and 1100 kg, at a speed of 28 and 
cent. 56 km/h and with a load direction of 0, 15 and 30 

4. Impact direction: considered are angles with the degrees. 
longitudinal car axis ranging from 0 up to 30 An optimized geometric profile has the highest 
degrees, energy absorption per unit of mass for the total 

5. Vehicle mass: an average car with two range of mentioned crash situations, with an 
occupants and luggage has a mass of acceptable energy absorption for any single crash 
approximately 1100 kg. situation. This is possible if one can guarantee a 

stable folding pattern for each parameter 
The goal for these simulation studies is to find combination. Therefore, a good combination of a single geometric profile suited optimally for all the profile thickness and perimeter for a specific shape 

mentioned parameters rather than a profile which is is necessary. The following cross-sectional shapes 
optimized for a single specific crash situation, are studied: square, rectangle, circle, hexagon and 

To this aim the following simplifications were octagon. To enable objective comparison the mass 
chosen in relation to the above mentioned per unit of length is kept constant. 
parameters: 
1. Two collision speeds, viz. 28 and 56 km/h. SIMULATION RESULTS 
2. Obstacle type: rigid walls. 
3. Two extreme overlap percentages, to be sure a The material selected for the five mentioned 

crash load will lead to acceptable energy profiles was St-14, a commonly used steel. Over the 
absorption in extreme crash configurations: full length of the longitudinal member the profile 
overlap (two longitudinal members and the thickness was kept constant at 2 mm. This value is 
engine are loaded) and 40 per cent overlap realistic and gives normally a stable folding pattern. 
(only one longitudinal member is loaded) [2]. 

4. Three impact directions: 0, 15 and 30 degrees. 
Table 1 5. Two vehicle masses: 550 and 1100 kg. The 

Dimensions of Five Profiles 
effective mass for a single longitudinal member 
depends on the specific impact location; 

!] profile shape perimeter [mm] 
In the extreme crash configuration of 

full overlap the effective mass changes from A square 75 + 75 + 75 + 75 
half of the entire vehicle mass (at the start of 

B rectangle 60 + 90 + 60 + 90 the crash the load is distributed onto two 
longitudinal members) into one fourth of the C circle rc × 95.5 
entire vehicle mass (the engine can take a half 
of the load when it hits the barrier [3]). In the D hexagon    50 + 50 + 50 + 50 + 50 + 50 
present research the simulations are confined to 

E octagon 45+30+45+30+45+30+45+30 the first 350 mm at the front end of the 
longitudinal member. The reason for this is that 
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¯ The dimensions of the profiles were chosen to the higher bending resistance of the profile results in 

have the same perimeter resulting in a constant mass a better energy absorption. To avoid unrealistic 

per unit of length (see Table 1). The undeformed simulations the calculations were terminated after a 

length of each profile is 350 mm. deformation length of half of the original length 

The results of the simulations which concern a because in this situation a rigid fixation of the 

¯ collision with 56 km/h, ~a mass of 1100 kg and a profile is assumed. This is illustrated in Figure 2. In 

load direction of zero degrees are shown in Figure 1. Figure 3 the simulation results are presented; the 

The energy absorption is plotted as function of the energy absorption as function of a maximum 

deformation length (rather than a function of time) deformation length of 175 mm. The graphical 

because this facilitates the comparison of different visualisation of these six deformed profiles is 

structural design concepts. With the deformation presented in Appendix 2. 

¯ length is meant the shortening of the profile. The 
simulation was terminated at the moment that the 
load shows a large increase as a result of reaching 
the maximum available deformation length. The 
graphical visualisation of these five deformed ~- 
profiles is presented in Appendix 1. - 

---t-- . 
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1 - Figure 2. Simulation with a load direction of 30 degrees 

until 175 mm. 
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Figure 1. Energy absorption of five different profiles with "~ 
~ ............. : ....... : ....... : .... ,,..:.. .... :. ...... : ....... : ...... a load direction of 0 degrees. ~ ! ."" ¯ - ~- " . ¯ i F 

¯ ~, :, .... 
: : 
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Based upon these five simulations it can be ~ "..,.~ .~ 13 
concluded that a square and a rectangular profile 
have a significantly lower energy absorption than the a.s......:..-;.~.....,.~. ..... : ........................... 
other three profiles. The octagonal profile absorbs ::,~" ~’~ " 
slightly more energy~ during the deformation than the 
circular and the hexagonal profile which absorb 
nearly the same amount of energy. It is noted that 
due to the longest possible deformation length the 

o ’20 /1o 60 80 lOO 120Deformationl,~0 160[rlalaa] 

circular profile absorbs in its final deformation 
slightly more energy. Figure 3. Energy absorption of six different profiles with 

The following simulations concern also a a load direction of 30 degrees. 

~ collision with 56 km/h and a mass of 1100 kg but 
with a load direction of 30 degrees. With an oblique From these simulation results it can be 

load direction it is interesting to simulate the cross- observed again that the profiles: circular, hexagonal 

section of the rectangular profile in two orientations: and octagonal perform much better than the square 

standing (portrait) and lying (landscape). It can be and .rectangular profiles. The octagon has the highest 
expected that in landscape position (profile code F)     energy absorption. Comparison of the Figures 1 and 

¯ 
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3 at the common deformation length of 175 mm 
Table 3 

shows that the absolute amount of absorbed energy Energy Absorption of Six Profiles with Three Different 
with a load direction of 30 degrees averages about Load Directions 
65 per cent of the energy absorption with a load 
direction of zero degrees (see Table 2 in which the 
percentages represent the energy absorption with profile shape energy energy energy 

absorptiOn absorption absorption respect to the energy absorption with a load [Nm] [him] [Nm] 
direction of zero degrees for each profile). Only the o degrees 15 degrees 30 degrees 

rectangle in landscape orientation looks less sensitive max. 175 mm 175 mm 

for variation of the load direction, the energy 
deformation deformation deformation 

absorption decreases to 76 per cent with a load A square 19208 10939 8490 direction of 30 degrees. 
59 % 66 % 59 % 

Table 2 B rectangle 18119 10715 7904 
Energy Absorption of Six Profiles with Three Different portrait 56 % 65 % 55 % 

Load Directions and Equal Deformation Length 
F rectangle see B 11486 9323 

landscape 70 % 65 % 
profile shape energy energy energy 

absorption absorption absorption C circle 32585 15919 12783 

[Nm] [Nm] [Nm] 100 % 96 % 89 % 
0 degrees 15 degrees 30 degrees 
175 mm 175 mm 175 mm D hexagon 31315 16505 13111 

deformation deformation deformation 96 % I00 % 91% 

A square 14161 10939 8490 E octagon 32043 16151 14437 

100 % 77 % 60 % 98 % 98 % 100 % 

B rectangle 
12300 10715 7904 In this situation the decrease of absorbed portrait 100 % 87 % 64 % energy with respect to the energy absorption with a 

F rectangle see B 11486 9323 direction of zero degrees shows larger differences 
landscape 93 % 76 % between the various profiles. The energy absorbed 

by the rectangle in landscape orientation decreases 
c circle. 19082 15919 12783 only to 93 per cent whereas the octagon decreases to 100 % 83 % 67 % 73 per cent (see Table 2). 

D hexagon 19703 16505 13111 In general, it can be concluded that with load 
100% 84% 67% direction variations for most profiles the energy 

absorption decreases with a comparable percentage if 
E octagon 22147 16151 14437 the load direction increases from zero to 30 degrees. 

100 % 73 % 65 % Only the rectangular profile especially in a landscape 
orientation is significantly less sensitive for variation 

It is remarked that ~if the simulations for all of the load direction (see Table 2). The remarkable 
profiles had been executed for a longer deformation difference between the low energy absorbing profiles 
length the difference in energy absorption would be (the square and the rectangle) and the high energy 
even larger because no further buckling of the absorbing profiles (the circle, hexagon and the 
material is possible with this oblique direction, octagon) is found with each load direction (see 

The next group of simulations at the same Table 3). 
velocity, with the same mass but with a load For the last group of simulations with a 
direction of 15 degrees gives, as expected, an energy different mass and at a different velocity, a profile 
absorption value between the values presented in the with a relatively low and a profile with a relatively 
Figures 1 and 3 (see Table 3 in which the high energy absorption are chosen: the square .and 
percentages represent the relative energy absorption the octagon. These simulations are done to verify the 
between the profiles for each load direction), influence of the mass and the crash velocity. 



¯ ¯ Figure 5). Note that this difference is especially due 

~ ~ : : : 
,~s6P, m~ 

to a somewhat shorter deformation length at lower 
l.a : ........ 

~’" ....... ~’ ’~ ~....ii 55.0kg.. 

velocity. The energy absorption at 28 km/h averages 

�~1.a ii i iii i!iiill iiiiiii . i ii i 
about 91 percent of the energy absorption at 56 

~" 1., 

ii ~ ~°ii i iiiii 

km/h for both profiles. Since the simulations with 

¯ 
"~ 

i i ~i 

both profiles result in the same conclusion that 

g l.~ reducing the mass does not have much influence and 
:: 110.0k:’g ~�~,,F’i ! 

1 .......... 

~~i" .......... ~i"~ ii~iill ..... 
: .......... : ....... 

reducing the crash speed yields a comparable 

o.a .......... ii.. ...... ................ i ! ......... decrease of energy absorption, it seems to be 

~!! iii~ if!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

allowable that only these two profiles as 
o.a representatives were simulated and that the 
0.4 conclusion may be general for all profiles with a 

¯ 
0.2 load direction of zero degrees. Simulations with a 

o : : load direction of 30 degrees (not presented in this 
0 50 100 150 200 

Deformation [mm] paper) result in the same conclusion. 

Figure 4, Energy absorption of a square profile with two CONCLUSIONS 

¯ different masses and at two different velocities. 
The simulation results clearly show that the 

From the simulation results presented in Figure circular, hexagonal and octagonal cross-sections 

4 it is clear that for the square profile reducing the offer a much higher energy absorption for each of 

mass from 1100 kg to 550 kg does not give a the considered load directions than those offered by 

significantly different value for the energy the square and rectangular profiles. The differences 

¯ absorption within the considered deformation length, between these three higher energy absorbing profiles 

This is also true for the octagonal profile in Figure 5 are marginal (see Table 3). Hence, from a 

although at the end of the deformation a little crashworthiness point of view no dominant choice 

difference occurs, can be made. They are also about equally sensitive 
for variations in the load direction. 

x lo" Although the rectangular profile absorbs 
3.5 

¯ ~_~ 56knl/h,llOO.l(g ~ significantly less energy, this profile in landscape 
orientation is the least sensitive for variations in the 

¯ 

~ 

:: i i i load direction. 
~.s .... ! ........ . ..i .......... ! .......... ~__ .::...5..59.k.g. Variation of mass does not noticeably influence 

~ ! i ,~:~.-" i    . the energy absorption for any of the profiles 

~ ~ .......... i 
:’~’"    : ....... : ...... : 

~!Skm~h, 1100kg:: (assuming that the considered length is fully 

¯ 1.s deformed). Reducing the crash velocity from 56 
km/h to 28 km/h for each profile results in an 

1 energy absorption decrease of about 9 per cent. 
~ : To put these conclusions into the practice of 

o.-~ ....~ ....... i .......... 
i .......... i .................... designing a car that has to sustain a wide range of 

frontal collisions, it is strongly advocated to use a 
¯ °o .~o loo 1so 2o0 2.~o ~oo rectangular .profile in a lying (landscape) orientation 

Deformation [mm] instead of the profiles which, are expected to absorb 

Figure 5. Energy absorption of an octagonal profile with significantly more energy. The reason is that it is 

two different masses and at two different velocities, more important to give adequate protection for the 

whole range of load directions rather than to 

Reducing the crash velocity from 56 km/h to 28 optimize the longitudinal member for minimal mass 
i~ km/h for the square profile (see Figure 4) yields a only. This rectangular profile, that must be 

slightly lower energy absorption�probably due to the constructed heavier to match the energy absorption 

fact that the material behaviour is strain rate of the well absorbing profiles with a load direction 

dependent: at higher deformation speeds the profile of zero degrees, will offer a much better energy 

acts slightly stiffer. For the octagon a comparable absorption .at oblique load angles in return. 

difference in energy absorption is observed (see 

¯ 
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It is concluded that with the cross-sectional 
shapes presented in this paper it is not possible to 

meet the various demands with regard to absorption 
potential to compensate for changes in crash velocity 
and overlap percentage. 

Our future research will concern more complex                                                           ¯ 
profiles that are intended to provide even higher 

energy absorption, i.e. profiles that absorb energy 

more efficiently per unit of mass for several load 

directions. 
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¯      APPENDIX 1 

Five profiles with a different cross-section, deformed 
with an axial load direction; A=square, B=rectangle, 
C=circle, D=hexagon, E=octagon. 

A 



APPENDIX 2                                                                                              . 

Six profiles with a different cross-section, deformed 
with a load direction of 30 degrees; 
A=square, B=rectangle in standing orientation, 
C=circle, D=hexagon, E=octagon, F=rectangle in 

¯ lying orientation. 

D ¯ 

A ¯ 

E 

C F ¯ 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT 

Drivinga car under conditions of reduced vision, like during as road side posts and illumlnated or non-illllminated traf- 
night-time, rain, snowfall or fog can create considerable dis- fie signs and -lights 
comfort and is moreover a contributing factor to quite a num- - perception of other traffic participants, especially of vehi- 
ber of traffic accidents. Among these the striking but rather cles ahead 
rare mass-collisions in dense fog have gained much public - perception and recognition of optical signals such as rear- 
attention. In the framework Of PRO~S various corn- lights, direction indicators, hazard warning si~,nols and 
panies started research to overcome the existing prol61ems, brake lights. 
The different approaches and demonstrator projects have Driving during daytime and under clear atmosphere the driv- 
been summed up under the name "vision enhancement", er can easily fulfil these visual tasks, given sufficient own vi- 
This paper concentrates on the system concepts which make stud capabilities. As soon as the situation described above 
use of the Infrared Technology, but the other concepts will changes with respect to the brighmess, to the atmospheric 
also be shortly described. Specific emphasis is put on results conditions or even to both the driver will experience an in- 
of theoretical and experimental research which has been per- creasing difficulty to perform the tasks. 
formed by BMW and some external partners to investigate The main external effects which impair the visual perfor- 
the potential of the Infrared Technology for a vision en- mance of the driver are: 
hancement system in vehicles. 

- glare 

INTRODUCTION - reduction of the object contrast 

The visual channel is the primary source of information for - scattering of light 
the driver at all levels of vehicle control, navigation, stabili- 

During night-time driving the human eye is operating at the 
zation and pl annlng. Driving a car requires a number of vi- 

so called mesopic level at which its contrast sensitivity is re- stud activities which are among others: 
duced compared to the daylight conditions (photopic vision). 

- recognition of road limits and markings Further detrimental effects can result from fluctuations in the 
- recognition of objects which serve for traffic guidance such brightness distribution within the visual field of the driver. 

¯ 
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¯ 
Such fluctuation can be due to changes in road il]~lmination, VISION ENHANCEMENT CONCEPTS IN 

the il]11minatioll of Oll¢omlng vehicles or even great changes PROMETHEUS 

in the brightness of the scenery. Especially older drivers are To ~olve the above described problem and to reach the goal 
rather sensitive to glare and means to reduce its detrimental of Vision Enhancement the car manufacturers joining the 
effect would b~ a ten1 benefit, sion l~nhancement Project followed up different concepts, 

¯ The atmospheric conditions can also affect heavily the per- which are briefly described. 
formance of the visual task. Rain or spray from other vehi- The main focus of the systeaa by SAAB and VOLVO 
cles lead to rexluced contrasts between objects and (Bergkvist et al., 1990) using auxiliary UV-lights was to de- 
background and can especially in combination with worn out tect animals on the road under driving conditions of dawn 
wlndsca.een wipers ereate additional difficulties due to stray and llighL Light coming from additional mounted UV-head- 
light effects. In principle, snowfall creates similar effects, lamps stimulates fluorescence effects in the coat of animals 

¯ which occur during night-time, when the own vehicle illnmi- geuera6ng a bright spot which increases the detection dis- 
nation is reflected by the snow. But the worst vision condi- tance by avoiding camouflage effects between the mostiy 
tions result from dense fog. Even if such situations are rather dark animal coat and the dark background. An use of this 
rare, most of the driver expedeuce this as very stressful. A teclmology for a normal traffic environment requires cooper- 
number of difficlllties in the performance of the visual task ative targets with fluorescent materials on the road (UV- 
are well known like the reduction in the ability to judge dis- pain0, road side posts and other traffic participants similar to 
tances to other .objects, to estimate the own vehicle speed or the reflective number plate for cars in Germany. Due to the 
to estimate the speed of other vehicle. The accident statistics invisibility of UV-light an advantage under foggy conditions 
indicate the high impact of reduced visibility ranges, even if can be achieved due to the absence glare effects. 
a direct cansal relation is difficult to establish. Especially the 
high accident figures at night-time, dusk and down should be An other concept from FIAT is based on the gated viewing 

interpreted with great care since they are confounded with technology. The objective is also the reduction of the veiling 

¯ other factors (alcohol, fatigue, slippe~ road conditions due ill,]minance. The main equipment is a Near hfraRed (NIR) 

to ice, incnzased likelihood for animals ~rossing the road laser for illmnlnation and a high speed locked NlR-camera. 

etc:). But the existing data allow uevertheless to conclude An in-car, monitor or a Head up Display (HuD) is used to 

that there is a considerable effect of reduced visibility ranges, present the image to the driver. The camera is triggered by 
the laser pulse and opens it’s lock delayed. The delay is ad- 

Due to the importance of these problems the E~ re- justable and should coaesponded to the fog density and the 
¯ search pogramme PROME~S has been dealing from its estimated or measured object distance. The delayed open 

very beginning with various concepts to overcome the situa- lock makes sure that only light, which is reflected by the ob- 
tion. The activities of the various companies were collective- ject and not by the fog droplets between camera and object 
ly pursued under the umbrella of the demonstration project will reach the camera The therefrom resulting avoidance of 
"Vision ~nhancement". The system aspects dealed with the the veiling ilhlminance increase the detection range. 
different aspects of the described problems. Therefore the 

¯ range of systems spans from additional UV C01traViole0- Constructive on the NIR-technology was a further approach 

headiamps, active Infrared lily, ruination over passive systems from the french partners. Also a NIR-camera is used, but the 

up to the vehicle-autonomous measuring of the visual range, ill~mination comes from two NIR-headlamps. A NIR-ilhlmi- 

Much emphasis was put on the investigation of the Infrared nator is effected by an normal vehicle headlight. The visible 

Technology which promised to have a rather large potential light portion can alternatively be filtered away. In order to 

due to its wide use in military applications. This contribution avoid dazzling from other systems or oncoming cars, the 
¯ describes after a short overview of the ongoing system deveb sensor (camera) is polarized parallel to the NIR illmninating 

opment in PROlVIETHEUS the results of a rather compre- equipment (Nguyen, 1990). 

hensive theoretical and experimental research on the All these approaches are called active systems because they 
applicability of IR-technoiogy to the vision enhancement need an artificial light source for ilhlmination of the scene. A 
function in vehicles. This research activity was, in coopera- system based on passive Infrared Technology, operating 
tion with some external partners, part of BMW’s contdbu- mainly around 10 gin, was examlnated by BMW and later by 

¯ tion to the related PRObIE~S task. Jaguar too. This approach will be explained in the following 
sections 
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BMW-RESEARCH ON VISION ENHANCEMENT ture (background). To explain this circ-m~tances it is suffi- ¯ 

BMW concentrated in its research on passive systems in the cient to moddl the determinesed factors, the earth and the 

areas middle Infrared (1V[IR) and far Infrared (FIR). Before sun, as bla_ckbodies. The spectral, emission (radiation densi- 

tl~ SeXlSort~hnology and ~ experin~ntal results will b~ 
ty) ofabodyis desedbedby the radiation law of Pl~nk: 

discussed in some detail the underlaying physical basis is 
outlined. 

Cl~ W ¯ 

Physical fundamentals Le’ ~" =               n~,5 
c2 [m2sr ] The atmosphere is transparent for the visual spectral range (exp~-~ 1) 

except in the case of fog, heavy mist, snowfall and rain. In 
the infrared range this property does not exist for all wave 
lengths. Rather it is - owing to the selective absorptions of 
trace gases - subdivided into high- and low-tronsmission LeA = Spectral radiant density 

¯ 

ranges ffIerrman, Walter, 1990, Kueizys et al., 1988) ~, = Wavelength 

T = Temperature 

Transmission of the Atmosphere el = 2rd~c2 = 3.74 108 

~ 
~. :~ __ _ 1 With an emission coefficient e = I the emission spectrum of a 

~ 
~ l so-called Plank-blackbody is obtained. Most of the non-me- 

i$ o.8 ~-- -- -~ tallic matexials behave like Pla-k-blackbodies due to their 

~ ,,l--- -- -’ high emission coefficient. Terres~al objects as well as the 
o,~ --- .... sun are modelled as black bodies with 300K and 5900K with 

¯ 
___ ’ the distance earth/sun being taken into account (following 

0., ---- _, Brasseur, Solomon, 1986). In Fig.2 the spectral radiation 

density of both black bodies is represented graphically. 

0,2 

Radiance of 
the Black Body ¯ 

0,1 0,2 0,4 0,6    1 2 4    6 10 20 40 60 100 

Wavelength [Wn] ~            ~ 10~ 

Fig.l: Tran,~nission of the atmosphere 
~ Io 

Fig. 1 shows high-transmission ranges in the so called "Near 
Infrared" (NIR: 0,8 - 2lJm) for the wavelength r~nges 3 ~ 

51Jm and 8 - 121~m, which are called "Middle Infrared" 
~ lo-, i’ 

(MIR) and "Far Infrared" (FI~) respectively. In this context 
lo~ 

MIR is the first and FIR the second atmospheric window, to-, ~ 

Especially the FIR range has already been investigated and 
used for military purposes since long; it turned out to be very I0-~ 

difficult to get access to any results and to make use of them lo- ¯ 

since they were mostly obtained under different conditions 
0.1 1 10 100 ~000 

tha_n those of a possible motorcar application. Therefore their Wavelength 
transferability to the application under discussion is rather 
limited. Fig.2: Blackbody radience pattern of the earth and the sun 

The reason for the large intexest in FIR is the high atmo- Fig. 2 shows that the visible and the NIR-spectral ranze are ¯ 
spheric transmission and at the same time the maximum ther- clearly dominated by the sun as external light source. The 
real emission of objects in a tempexature range of about 300 light emitted by a source, sun or headlight, is scattered from 
K. In the FIR objects are only detected on account of thek the objects surface to the sensor (detector, eye) - together 
own specific temperature and the different ambient tempera- with information modulated upon by the objects -; this is the 
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so called reflective vision with a reflective range up to about perature variations beans - from about 3p~m onwards - to 

5Bm. From about 5Bin onwards the 300K radiation prevails, dominate with the 300 black body, i.e. the occurring radia- 

This is the thermal vision, i.e. all objects are detected by sen- ticn density differences are not longer a function of external 

sors ~inly due to their characteristic temperatare (as lumi- photon sources. Maximum values and intersections of the ra- 

nous objects) and their surface properties (emissivity, diation density difference are in comparison with the abso- 
¯ radiation characteristics). The maximum spectral radiation lute radiation shifted towards a shorter wave length but 

density of a 300K radiator is about 10pro, a range which rem,in in the 10tim range. 

overlaps with the second atmospheric window (8 - 12ttm), When s11mmlng up the results from l~ig. 1 - 3, they expl,in - 
see Fig.1. Therefore it is particularly suitable for detecting particularly for the FIR-range - the independence of the FIR- 
terrestrial objects since they are in general at this temperature im~se from the visual environment brightness and especially 
level, its night suitability and the insensitivity of FIR im,gers to 

The radiation densities for a sensor as shown in Fig.2 cone- dazz!inS. This spectral range of IR-sensors therefore meets 

sponds to the illl,mlnstion levels or the "brightness". The de- best the objective of car application. 
tection- and -recognition specific information of a picture is 
primarily based on contrasts which are expressed as differ- SENSORTECHNOLOGY 
ences in radiation density (with s = I) The ]R-sensors, used for vision enhancement systems, can be 

¯ subdivided into active and passive sensors. Active sensors 
c2 need for operation under conditions of reduced visibility an 

additional light source. They operate in the NIR-region up to 
~Le’ ~’ ClC2exp~’~ 

[ 

W 

1 

1.1gin wavelength. 
= 

c2 
2 m2 sr K 

nT2~6 (exp~-~ 1) 
The passive sensors are primarily applied in the 10gm range. 
When ~mieonductor (q-antum) detectors are used, they 

must he cooled since otherwise they are overmodulated by 
their own thermal radiation. Cooling down to the tempera- 
ture of liquid nitrogen (LN2) i.e. at 77K can be done either 

and which are detected by the sensor. Fig. 3 shows the radia- with Joule-Thomson coolers or with a closed cooling circuit 
tiondensity differences for the stm (T ffi 5900K) andterrestri- (Stirllns cooler), Semiconductor detectors made by CMT 
al objects (T ffi 300K), both again modelled as blackbodies. (Cadmium-Mercury-Tellurid) for the 101am range can. for 

¯                                                         material reasons, hardly be produced as a matrix detector. 

Differential Radiance ot High efficiency cameras are therefore designed as 2D-scan- 
the Black Body hers and rectilinear detectors with equivalent 5002 scanning 

elements. The optical system normally is made of germaui- 
~ 103 

g, ! urn. These aspects lead to highly efficient cameras but also to 

¯ ~ ,0, i very high costs, i.e. currently between 300 - 400 thousand 

~ ~o 
i 

DM. 

~ ~ ~ Cameras with reduced efficiency in terms of perception sen- 
~ ~o-, ~ sitivity and picture definition (pixelnumber) consist of pyro- 
~ ~o-* ~ 

electric materials and am fabricated in forms of tubular 

S ~o-, i cameras and recently also as hybrid-type FPA (Focal Plane 

¯ -~ ~ Array) system (Whatmore 1991). Since pyrcelectric materi- 
~ ~0"~ 

. [ als am only responsive to radiation flux changes, they must 
a0-~ I not be cooled. A disadvantage is, however, that the creation 
~0- 

i of a radiation flux chsnge can involve a periodic interruption 

0., ~ lO ,0o ~00o of the path of rays in the camera (chopping), leading to a to 
w~v~.~,, r,~ low image rate. 

¯ For the 3 - 51Ira-range there are actually camera systems in 
Fig.3: Blackbody differential radiation pattern of the earth FPA semiconductor technology with 5002 pixel. They must 

and the stm 
also be cooled and have germanium type optical systems. In 

The ranges of reflective and thermal vision am also clearly the following table, the different types of. cameras used in 
separable. In the respective calculation the influence of tern- PROMETHEUS are listed. 
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- At night ]R-imaging sensors are well suited to fidfill the vi- 
Manufacturer Spectral region Structure Operatiion conditions 

$ion enhancement tasks and objectives due to the larger 
Rank Precision Ind. 8 - 12 ~m CMT / Scanner Cooling 77 Kelvin contrasts Of living objects, warm cars etc. than in the visi- 

ble region. A comparison of the MIR and FIR regions 
Inside Vision. GEC. 8 - 14 I~m Tube, FPA Chopper 

clearly shows the advantage of the FIR. With low cost sen- 
Mitsubishi 3- 5 lira FPA Cooling 77 Kelviu sors (e.g. pyroelectric sensors) an increase of traffic safety ¯ 

Sony a.o. 0.8- 1.1 ~tm FPA Aktive illumination at night could be achieved if the information for the driver 
can be displayed to the driver in an acceptable way. 

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION TO THE DRIVER 

The advantages of the FIR infrared sensors which lay prima- ¯ 
Table 1: Used cameras for Vision F.nhancement rily in the non-dazzling at night and the partly improved de- 

tection range in fog must be related to the effort of the driver 
BMW-system set up to obtain this additional information. 

For the first sysmm set up of the BMW research vehicle com- A number of presentation concepts are investigate& The 
mercially available sensors were used. In the first step the car most ambitious attempt is the "contact analogOUS" projection 
was equipped with three cameras: of the ]R-pictures by means of a Head-up-display (HuD). Di- ¯ 

- a camera for the visible spectral region as comparison unit rect view and IR-picture are superposed using the wind- 

forth e other, screen as HuD-combiner. This requires a very high 
reproduction quality over a wide viewing angle taking into 

- one for NIR extended camera with a daylight filter to re- account curvilinear windscreen surface. 
ceive only the NIR-part of the light with an operating band- 
width from 0,8 - 1,11xm, Several open questions have to be answered before such an 

¯ 

- a FIR-camera (TICM ID for the 10gin region with cooled 
approach will show its influence: 

and high sensitive detectors. - possible mismatch of direct view and IR-image can lead to 
irritations or even misinterpretations, 

The cameras are either operated in the vehicle or, due to 
physical conditions (the glass of the windscreen is not trans- - different vibration characteristics of ]R-camera and drivers 

parent for MIR and FIR-systems), outside of the vehicle. All eye can increase this problem, 
¯ 

cameras have nearly the same field of view (FoV). With this - an additionally superposed ]R-picture reduces the contrast 
car BMW gets its first experience in ]R-technology for car of the directly perceived scenery by 10- 20% with the con- 
application in 1988. The results of this first investigations sequence of approximate 20% reduction in viewing dis- 
lead to the PRO~S research project ]RIMIS (infra- tance (Mutschler, 1991), 
Red IMagin Systems for Control and as Driving Aid for indi- 
vidual Motor Vehicles at Night and Conditions of Limited - even with perfect superposition of images object signatures 

Visibility) for a deeper analysis of this issue. This project 
in direct view and ]R can look very different, ¯ 

started in 1989 and finished in spring 1993. A detailed de- interpretation abilities of drivers and necessary training 
scripdon of the Project IREVIIS is given in Beier et.al.,1994, must be studied very carefully. 

A second approach presents the ]R-picture on an additional 
Experimental results monitor inside the vehicle. This, however, implies that two 

The results of the project IRIMIS due to the applicability of basis sources, the environment and the monitor compete for ¯ 

IR-imagin sensors for vision enhancement systems can be drivers attention. Task benefit analysis of such a solution 

summarized as follows: must take into account the overall time budget considering 
minimum observation periods for extracting information 

- In rain or suowfall the IR-spectral range is not useful due to 
from the monitor: 

the low contrasts coming from the wet object surface. 
- necessary scan pattern for stabili~.adon and manoeuvering ¯ - In hate or fog conditions, independent from the time of day, 

tasks of the driver in direct view 
an enlarged vision range compared to the visible spectral 
aeda can be achieved only in limited situations. In most - tasks to be supported by monitor information e.g. detection 

cases the ]R visibility range is equal or even smaller than in of objects, estimation of parameters like distance or speed 

the visible spectral range. ¯ A general estimation based on the available observer models 
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¯ show general advantages for night-time driving and to some objects in the road area (parked vehicles, pedestrians) are 
extent for heavy fog but only limited value for light fog, where higher by up to a factor two. For night drives the vision range 
information gain and distraction are of similar size (Mutsclller can also be markedly increased (I--Iau~amann, 1992). 
1992). In order to get a benefit from a additional monitor a 

The attempt to use an automatic image comparison from the 
careful design of the optical parameters is necessary. With re- 

direct- and ]R-vision ranges for identifying potentially danger- 
¯ spect to the field of view and the size of the monitor compro- 

ons objects which are not geroeivable by the driver and to de- mi~s are necessary. A small field of view (30°) provides a 
duce therefrom direct warnings has not been substantiated yet. high resolution of details and can support classification tasks 

but does not allow orientation in the environment directly in Therefore investigations on ’~¢isien enhancement" will not 
front of the vehicle. So maneuvering render more difficult. A provide an universally applicable system which �liminates bad 
large field of view can improve this aspect but will reduce visibility conditions. The present knowledge rather suggests 

¯ available information acquisition to a detection task f~r obsta- improved detection of objects in the road area for specific 
ties. The monit~ size and location must fit into overall dash- driving siOJ_a_tlens (country roads), driver categories (impaired 
board design and other informatiou and controls necessary for vision at nights) or lighting conditions (low beam). 
the driver. A few inches (diagonal) as a typical size will lead 
to miniaturization and will restrict observation considerably. SUMMARY 

For both approaches (I-IuD, monitor) the field of view of an A the~ough and systematic consideration reveals that the ex- 
¯ ]R-camera is strongly limited compared to the drivers field of peered and obviously also existing potential of Infrared Tech- 

view using head and eye movements (> 180°). Therefore all nology for the creation of driver assisting systems under 
driving tasks needing information from the whole environ- reduced vision conditions can certainly not be exploited to the 
ment like lane changing, tanning at intersections are supported ~ expected extent in the near future. The reason is en one hand 
only to a very limited extend, the sensor technology. Within midterm perspective it is 

Another point is, beside the viewing angle problem, that no likely that sensors for the F]R-range - which offers clear ad- 
¯ extensive studies have been carried out so far how drivers will vantages, particularly when driving at night and sometimes in 

learn to integ~ret different contours in IR, particularly in the foggy conditions, will he available with the necessary efficien- 

FIR and in direct view. cy in terms of temperature and picture resolution and at a rea- 
sonable price. The solutions examined so far for information 

Road tests have also shown, that driving by monitor makes transmission to the driver are insufficient and could create a 
stabilization tasks more difficult to cope with and that for considerable risk potential (divided attention problem). If this 

¯ many driving maneuvers the required visual range is far from project is to be pursued further, considerable efforts will be 
being provided (lane changing etc.) (Mutschler, 1992). What necessary in regard to the conception of. an overall system in 
remains is the assistance with respect to detection of obstacles terms of sensor technology, of signal processing, man/ran- 
while driving along more or less empty country roads and chine-interface and also with respect to the effects on the over- 
highways, all traffic. A more short term oriented approach is driver 

As for gaining additional information and particularly tram- assistance by improved and objective information on the actu- 
¯ mitting this information to the driver, it is in any case impor- al vision conditions. The assistance system will help the re- 

taut to make sure that the possible advantage of a "larger range spousible driver to adjust speed and driving style to the 
of vision" - no matter in which form this has been achieved - existing environmental conditions. The feasibility of this up- 
does not involve risk compensatiom First vision enhancement proach has already been proven. 
tests in a driving simulator (Nielson, Alto 1990) in which test 
persons were, under foggy conditions, provided with a clear REFERENCES 
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ABSTRACT not aware of any published studies on reaction times to 
signals from neon lamps. Furthermore, since reaction times 

Standard incandescent brake lamps have a relatively to signals are sensitive to a variety of parameters (e.g., 
slow rise time. It takes approximately a quarter of a second subject load, visual angle between the line of sight and the 

¯ for them to reach 90% of asymptotic light output, causing signal, signal intensity and size, ambient illumination), it 
potential delays in responses by following drivers. The would be desirable to compare alternative brake lamps under 
present study evaluated reaction times to brake signals from the same conditions. Consequently, the present study was 
standard incandescent brake lamps and from three alternative designed to compare reaction times to brake signals from four 
brake lamps with substantially faster rise times: neon, LED, different types of brake lamps: standard incandescent, fast 
and fast incandescent. The study, performed in a laboratory, incandescent, LED, and neon. All lamps were tested at two 
simulated a daytime driving condition. The subject’s task was levels of luminous intensity. 

¯ to respond as quickly as possible to the onset of either of two 
brake lamps in the visual periphery, while engaged in a METHOD 
central tracking task. Brake signals were presented at two 
levels of luminous intensity. The results showed that Tasks 
reaction times to the alternative brake lamps were faster than 
to the standard incandescent lamp. The advantage averaged Subjects performed two concurrent tasks. One task 
166 ms for the LED and neon lamps (corresponding to a was to press a response button as soon as either of two brake 

¯ reduction of 4.6 m in effective stopping distance from 100 lamps was turned on. The lamp was turned off as soon as a 
km/hr), and 135 ms for the fast incandescent lamp response was made, so the subject received immediate 
(corresponding to a reduction of 3.8 m in effective stopping feedback. The other task was compensatory tracking designed 
distance from 100 km/hr), to approximate the perceptual and motor workload of driving. 

The subject viewed a dynamic, simulated road scene on a 
INTRODUCTION computer-dfiven monitor. The subject’s task was to keep the 

¯                                                              road centered on the monitor. 
The time that a driver has to recognize and react to 

brake signals is often limited. However, despite the Equipment 
importance of brake signals, the standard equipment used to 
provide them is relatively slow. After the voltage is applied A schematic diagram of the subject’s view of the 
to standard incandescent brake lamps, no measurable light is experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The subject sat 
emitted for about 50 ms, and it takes on the order of a quarter 4 m from the 68.5 cm television monitor that displayed the 

¯ second to reach 90% of the steady state output (Flannagan and tracking task. Subjects moved a computer mouse leftor fight 
Sivak, 1989; Sivak and Flannagan, 1993). with their left hand to control the tracking task. They used 

There are alternatives to standard incandescent brake their fight index finger to press a response button when either 
lamps that have faster rise times. One alternative is to brake lamp was turned on. Eye position was kept 
preheat the tungsten filament continuously at low voltage approximately constant across subjects by having them place 
(below visible), coupled with a brief overvoltage at the time their chins in a chin rest at a fixed position. 

¯ of the application of the brakes (Flannagan and Sivak, 1988). The brake lamps were positioned to either side of the 
Another alternative is to use light sources with inherently tracking-task monitor such that the visual angle from the 
faster rise times, such as LED or neon sources. While the center of either lamp to the center of the monitor was 20*. 
benefits of LED and fast incandescent lamps have been The distance between the lamps and the subject’s eye position 
evaluated (Olson, 1987; Flannagan and Sivak, 1989), we are was 4.26 m. The lamps were mounted on black stands. 
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Photoflood Brake lamp Television monitor for Brake lamp Photoflood ¯ 

lamp visible through the tracking task visible through lamp 

an aperture an aperture 

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the subject’s view. 
¯ 

Incandescent photoflood lamps were used to illuminate and a distance of 30 m (corresponding approximately to 1 s 

the face of the brake lamps at approximately 5,500 Ix. This time separation at a speed of 100 km/h). This time separation 
level of illumination is comparable to the illumination falling is within the normal range of driving behavior, but is less 

on a vertical surface on a partly cloudy spring or fall day (with than recommended for safety. It is therefore representative of 

the sun behind the clouds) in the northern latitudes of the realistic conditions in which fast responses to brake signals 
continental U.S.A. during early morning or late afternoon are important. To achieve the simulated distance of 30 m 

hours (Kaufman, 1984). (The maximum illumination with with the actual viewing distance of 4.26 m, a gray board with 
¯ 

direct sunlight on a clear day can approach 45,000 lx in those a small aperture was placed 18 cm in front of each lamp. 
latitudes [Kaufman, 1984].) Overhead fluorescent lights were (This arrangement allowed the ambient illumination to reach 

also on throughout the experiment. In order to prevent the the lenses of the lamps.) The apertures were 22.8 mm wide 
reflection of these lights from appearing on the television and 5.7 mm high. At the actual viewing distance of 4.26 m, 
monitor, a baffle made of black board was constructed and the visible portions of the lamps were 0.31° wide and 0.08° 
placed around the monitor. A matte black cloth covered the high (the same as a lamp 16 cm wide and 4 cm high~ at 30 m). ¯ 
wall that was immediately behind the tracking-task monitor To produce two levels of luminous intensity, each 

and the brake lamps. The resulting background luminance lamp was tested with and without a neutral density filter in 
was measured at two locations near the lamps. On the black front of the aperture. The filter had a transmittance of 
cloth above the lamps, the luminance was approximately 39 approximately 12%. The lamp intensities directed toward the 
cd/m2, while on the gray board that surrounded the lamp eyepoint of the observers were measured every test day using a 
aperture (see below) the luminance was approximately 63 Photo Research Pritchard 1980A photometer. The mean 
cd/m2. " effective luminous intensities for the simulated distance of 

¯ 

Two computers were used for the study, one to control 30 m, averaged over all test days, are shown in Table 1. The 

the onset and offset of the brake lamps and another to control actual measured luminous intensities (for the lamps at 
the tracking task. The computer that controlled the lamps 4.26 m) were smaller by a factor of 49.6. That is the ratio of 

also randomized the sequence of lamp presentations, controlled the square of the distance being simulated to the square of the 
the timing, and recorded the button-press responses. Hardware distance used in the laboratory (302/4.262). 

internal to this computer allowed reaction times to be recorded Also included in Table 1 are the chromaticity ¯ 
with millisecond accuracy. Data from the tracking task were coordinates for each of the lamps in the on state. All the 

not stored, lamps were within the current US standard of red required for 
brake lamps (FMVSS, 1991). 

Brake Lamps Figure 2 shows the light outputs of the four lamps as 
functions of time after the application of voltage. The rise 

Four lamps were evaluated: (1) Standard incandescent time of the particular neon lamp that was used in this study 

lamp. A standard incandescent lamp with a #1157 bulb; the was sensitive to the ambient illumination (being longer under ¯ 

brake filament was used. (2) Fast incandescent lamp. The low levels of illumination). The rise time shown in Figure 2 
above lamp coupled with a device that continuously applies applies to the ambient conditions of the present study. 
low voltage to the brake filament (keeping it just below 
visible intensity), and delivers a brief overvoltage at the time Subj ects 

of the closure of the switch (Flannagan and Sivak, 1988). (3) 
LED lamp. (4) Neon lamp. Sixteen paid subjects participated in the study. Eight ¯ 

The study simulated the following scenario: brake subjects were between the ages of 18 and 23 (mean of 21), and 

lamps 16 cm wide and 4 cm high (representative of high- eight were between the ages of 64 and 77 (mean of 70). There 
mounted brake lamps), luminous intensities of 42 cd and 5 cd, were four females and four males in each age group. 
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Table 1 . 
Mean Effective Luminous Intensity at the Simulated Viewing Distance of 30 m, 

by Lamp and Filter, Averaged over all Test Days; and the Corresponding Chromaticity Coordinates 

Luminous Intensity (cd) I Chromaticity Coordinate 

¯ 
Lamp Without Filter [ With Filter 11 x y 

Standard Incandescent 42.0 [ 4.9 [ 0.67 0.33 
I I 

Fast Incandescent 42.0 [ 4.9 [ 0.67 0.33 
I I 

LED 42.2 [ 5.0 [ 
0.73 0.27 

¯ Neon 42’0 [ 5.0 [ 0.67 0.33 

¯       ~1 /~--- Fast Incandescent ~ 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 

Time After Norminal Onset (ms) 

Figure 2. Light output of the brake lamps as a function of time after the application of voltage. (The curves for the standard 
incandescent and fast incandescent lamps are adapted from Flannagan and Sivak [1989], while those for the LED and neon lamps were 
obtained in this study.) 

Design Procedure 

Two of the four lamps were tested during each block of Each subject was tested individually during a one-hour 
trials. The two lamps were always shown at the same level of session consisting of nine blocks, including one practice 
luminous intensity. Because there was only one incandescent block of 20 trials, and eight test blocks of 20 trials each. (For 
lamp (used for both the standard and the fast incandescent-lamp each subject, the practice block used the same condition as the 

¯ conditions), the two incandescent-lamp stimuli were never first experimental block.) The tracking task was explained 
paired in the same block. Consequently, the neon and the first, and subjects were allowed to practice until they felt 
LED lamps were also never paired in the same block, comfortable with it. The reaction time task was then 

The eight combinations of the four lamps and the two introduced. On each trial, either the left or the right brake 
levels of luminous intensity were shown to each subject both lamp was energized. If the subject responded within one 
to the left and to the right of the tracking-task monitor, second, the lamp was turned off immediately, otherwise the 
Within each age-by-sex subject group, each of the eight lamp- lamp was turned off after one second. Responses longer than 

¯ by-intensity combinations was presented in each ordinal three seconds were not recorded; these were considered missed 
position of the test sequence (but only to one side of the trials and were rerun at the end of the block. There were five 
monitor). This was achieved by using four different sequences lengths of inter-trial intervals: 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 seconds. 
of the conditions, one for each subject in each age-by-sex These intervals were randomized, so that the onset time of the 
subject group, next lamp appeared unpredictable to the subject. Whether the 

left or right lamp would be energized on a given trial was also 
¯ randomized. Short breaks of one to two minutes were given 

between blocks while the experimenter exchanged lamps 
and/or filters. 
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RESULTS small but measurable period after the application of voltage 
(about 5 ms, see Figure 2). Other combinations of 

An analysis of variance was performed on reaction conditions and neon lamps might have different rise profiles. 

times. The analysis incorporated two within-subject However, as long as the combination of interest yields a 
variables, lamp and luminous intensity, and two between- simple step in light output, the present data can be used to 

subjects variables, age and sex. The effect of lamp was estimate reaction-time savings by taking into account the 

statistically significant, F (3, 36) = 41.6, p < 0.0001. The latency of the step. " 

mean reaction times by lamp are listed in Table 2." Planned This study evaluated two levels of luminous 

comparisons showed that the following differences were intensity ~2 cd and 5 cd. On average, the brake lamps at 5 

statistically significant at the .05 level: (1) The neon, LED, cd yielded reaction times that were 84 ms longer than those at 

and fast incandescent lamps yielded faster reaction times than 42 cd. This difference in reaction time was approximately 

the standard incandescent lamp. (2) The neon and LED lamps 50% of the difference between the reaction times to the neon 
yielded somewhat faster reaction times than the fast and LED lamps, on one hand, and thestandard incandescent 

incandescent lamp. (The difference between the LED and neon lamp, on the other hand. Furthermore, the difference between 

lamps was not statistically significant.) the reaction times to lamps at 42 cd and 5 cd was smaller than 
the difference between the fast incandescent lamp and the 
standard incandescent lamp. In other words, under the 

;Fable 2 conditions of the present study, the decreases in rise time from 
Mean Reaction Time by Lamp~ that of the standard incandescent lamp to those of either the 

fast incandescent, LED, or neon lamps had larger effects on 
Lamp Mean Reaction Time (ms) reaction rime than an eight-fold change in luminous intensity. 

Standard Incandescent 662 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
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¯ SIMULATION ON FRONT GLASS GIIOST IMAGE 

Toshiharu Goh 

Isuzu Motors Engineering Staff 

Japan 
¯        Paper No. 94-$9-0-03 

ABSTRACT arrangement of front glass. 

Shape    of front glass and inter 

¯ Nothing is more irritating relation    between driver’s eye 

for drivers to see ever changing point and front glass serve very 

ghost images of    himself and much to conditions    of    ghost 

passengers reflected from images beyond our expectations. 

windshield against dark sky in Usually shape of front glass is 

¯ the night. This image is greatly fixed    in the early stage of 

dependent on     shape and design work, and it is pretty 

arrangement of front glass, difficult to change later because 

To help solve this problem this change would require farther 

inter-relation between shape of large scale design change.    By 

¯        front glass and ghost image was      this r.eason designers have to 

looked     into    by        computer study about ghost ~mage before 

simulation.    As the result of hand in the initial    stage of 

vehicle test and simulation were design planning.    Now computer 

¯ very well matching our simulation aided    design work has    been 

calculation method is to be used popularized and many data 

for study of development of next concerning shape of front glass 

new model, are available for stylists which 

make it relatively    convenient 

¯ INTRODUTION to check about ghost image by 

using computer. 

These    ghost    images    are This     paper deals    with 

distorted    features    of driver computer simulation for solving 

and    passengers reflected     by the    problem    of ghos.t image 

large curved mirror    of front which considered to     be 

glass. In some cases these geometr.ical reflection from front 

images are enlarged while in glass    acting as    mirror.    For 

the    other cases they    are modeling    front glass    surface 

¯ shrinked very much, and under was broken into many groups of 

a certain condition very minor narrow plane and curved surface 

movement of driver or passenger at    constant curve rate. Then 

would cause very wild change ghost image was taken ..-up as 

of    images which result in proximity    of reflections from 

¯ irritation of driver, these planes and spheres. The 

The key to these irregular results     of our     simulated 

change of images is shape and calculation very well matched 
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with results of actual vehicle 
test. Our method requires simple 

in-put data and personal computer 

only which is very tauch different 

from    image    processing method 

where super computer is needed. 

So, this raethod is convenient for 

advance designing of stylists. 

Two Dimensional Flat Mirror Model 

To     make the     matter e _ 

simplified let us discuss from "\ . \ .,L ,    / 
\ I \./ ~ ~ /" 

2 dimensional straight    line "\     i ,.~ h..)’JI 
proximity model. 

"\,\ 
Some    nodal    points    were (b) / 

created on sect of curved front o 

glass. The more points    are 

provided, curve between 2 point 

becomes the nearer to straight Fig 1 2-D FLAT MIRROR MODEL 

line for ever. ^ccordingly, this 

curve can be taken as proximity 

of collection of short section of (3) Next,     cross    point X of 

straight lines when this straight reflection light between 

line section is as short    as eye point E     &     virtual 

possible. So front glass was made image point O    and     flat 

to    be    collection    of    micro mirror line (Ni-Ni+l)    was 

straight line section (element) obtained. Our    engineers 

and simulation was conducted by judgement    was    that    if X 

modeling this micro element as is    on (Ni - Ni+l) section 

flat mirror, hs shown by Fig 1 could be seen from E and 

nodal points on glass sect are if not on could not. 

N1 .... Nn, light source P and eye             Fig l(b)     AB      straight 

point E. Judgement was made if section represents Fig l(a) curve 

light source P could be seen between neighboring nodal points 

through micro    flat    mirror Ni & Ni+l, cross point between 

(Ni - Ni+l). Calculation    was straight     line     AB and 

conducted by the following order, perpendiculars from P is II. and 

(1) Engineers pay     attention 0 is symmetrical to P on AB. 

to    micro section (Ni-Ni+l) Vector from point 0 to ...points 

(2) Virtual image    point    O. A,B,P, II, Q    and eye point E are 

of    light source    P    was a , b, p, h, q , e and then 

obtained from flat mirror following equation is obtained 

going     through (Ni-Ni+I) 

¯ 
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h = a + n ( b - a ) (    flat    mirror     )    cut    at 

(n:const.) (1) neighboring nodal point. ~traight 

line shows, locus of light from 

as h ± b -a -= ( h, b -a ) = 0 light fpoint to eyepoint and line 

¯ virtual image to eye point. 

(a, a-b)                           As shown by this Fig 2 image 

¯ ". n = (Z) is very large in center area 

l a-b 1**2 where curve rate radius R is long 

and in corner area with small 
therefore virtual image    point       area    there appears compressed 

q is image in opposite hand. This is 

very well matching with actual 

q = 2*h -p veheele test results    and our 

= Zfh +2*nf(b -a )-p engineers    believe    that this 

(3) straight line proximity    model 

cross point of line of sight E-Q serves good for studying images 

and straight line    A-B is X created on glass surface. 

(vector x ) 

x = a +m*(b-a ) 

(m:const.) (4) 

OEll XE = [q-e. x-b ]--o 
therefore 

then, m    can    be obtained, image ......,.:~.~:i~:~!?i,. .." .." .. 

¯ "...:~.:::.:.~-’.".:~.~.~.Ji.i .." .. .. .. 
of ABC can be made as follows;                                .. ::::.:.::.:(~.:’:’:’:’:’:".":’.. ° .’" .’ ,’" 

Expanded 

¯ 0 ~ m < 1 "- X in ABC image 

(~) ......... . 

One Example of ^nalysis by 2 .". - 
¯ Dimentional Flat Mirror - Fig 2 

showes proximity graph of I0 
nodal points    on curves of 5 

sections: curve rate radius EYE L1GI1T 

( center angle ) 6(15° ), 2(15° ), 

O. 5(30° ) and 0. 3(30° ). Doted 

line is source light reflected Fig 2 An Examale of Analysis 

at center of micro section by 2-D Flat Element 
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Two Dimensional Model    With Rate t = (tl-t2)/(t3-t4) (12) 
Of Curve Taken Into Consideration where; 
-Fig 3 refered X:x =(x(O ),y(O )) tl = (v , x’)(n , q-× ) 

on    reflecting    surface    curve t2 = (n , x ’)(v, q-x ) 

line g (8)=0 and normal vector t3 = (v , q "x )(n, q -x ’) ¯ 
expressed as n and tangential t4 = (n . q -x )(v, q -x ’) 

vector as V are; 

n = ( 6 g/6 x, 6 g/6y) 
v = (-6 g/6 y, 6 g/6 x)                                                         ¯ 

On flat mirror going through X 

v direction, flat mirror image 
g=O     v           n 

point Q: q of light source. P: p 

is expressed; 

q = p+a n ,’ " ’~"" 

a = 2(n 
~ / (8) , .-.    / ¯ 

Therefore F: f on reflected ,,...:-" p 

1 ight    straight 1 ine P-B is o.":-- P 

expressed ; 

f = x +t(q -x ) (9) Fig 3 Curved Mirror Model ¯ 

~hen imaging point on g =0 curve 

i s c h a n g e d 1 i t t I e P --* P’ ( 0 --, 0 ’ )                                           ..::.-.::::::::::::: .:~.-:..~i.": 
.....-...-.-....: .......- ,,-.:; ... 

partial differential of parameter ..:.:.:.:.:.~:.:.,:,..::.,...,-: 
..::E.~.::::.7.::.:: 7:.;’ ..              ¯ 

0 is 0 because this is cross ...:.,..:::....::;,... . 

p o i n t o f s t r a i g h t 1 i n e P - B a n d 
.."..:::i;::~;;;~i.~;;i ...............’ .. 

P-B’ ........:.".:-.’.i~.::~:};)i.i..." :/ ...’" ...’ 

f " = 6 f /6 o =0 (lo) ¯ 

Therefore inner product with v , 

n are; 
.... ...~..,:,...;’::~.~:~." .......’.....’ .... 

(v, [ ")=o              (~) 

:::..:.:L 

When 6 t/6 0    is eliminated from , 

the above equations    parameter 

t for obtaining imaging point is 

obtained. Fig 4 An Examale of Analysis 

by 2-D Curved F, lement 
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ffhen Curve Rate of Reflection 

~urface is R constant - 

g =, (X**2+y**2-R*~2)/2                                 :" 

x = ( R)cos(O ),R*sin(O )) 

n = ( R¢cos(O),.R*sin(O )) 

v -- (-R*sin(O),R*cos(O )) 

(13) ........ .. 
so, if p =(kR, O), then following 

equation obtained 

k*cos(O )-I 
t = 

(a) by Flat Mirror Elements 
2*k**2-3*cos(O )+1 

¯ , (~) 

t he re for e         i mag i ng po i n t 

f =(Xf, Yf) can be obtained    as 

fol lows ..... 

k*R(k*cos(O )* 

(2*s i n ( 0 )*,2+1)-1} 

Xf 

2*k**2-3*cos(O )+1 

2*k**2*R*sin(O )**3 

yf ........ 

2*k**2-3*cos(O )+1 " 

(is) 

(b) by Sperical Mirror Elements 

n At light source dot pattern 

( alphabet G ) is placed and 

image ~s shown here. 

Straight line sho~vs locus of 

light reflected at pat.tern 

R                     center. kR 

Fig 6 Comaprative analysis by 

Fig 5 Spherical ~dirror Flat & Curved elements 
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Effects Of Curve Rate Change - One Example of Design Study by 
I~ffects of curve rate change was 2 Dimensional Model 

checked by moving light point = 

eye point by using model for Fig 8(a) shoves one example 

which curve rate was taken into of ghost image    on bus front 

consideration. As shown by glass. Aud Fig 8(b) showes sect 

Fig ~ imaging point was changed of this glass. 

very much in the area of curve This i~age can be divided 

rate change by this model and into the following 3 areas. 

it ~as found out that even slight (A) Side image of center area 

change    of curve rate affects of bus compartment 

reflected i~age    very    ~uch. (B) Image flow just in front 

( by straight line element model of driver 

this phenomenon    can not    be 

reproducted ) 

(a) Ghost Image 

". ""I’~:~;~... = ~ 

driver 

eye poin 

(b) Sect or Front 61ass 

Fig ? Analysis Of ~rrect 

of Curve Rate Change Fig 8 ~xample of 6host Images 

on Bus Front 61ass 
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(C) Compressed image of left 

right side corner area .... 

From among the above, (A) 

are very uncomfortable to drivers 

and (C) dos not attract much 

attention of drivers. 

Relative with (A) standing 

passengers are reflected and if 

curve rate is too small enlarged 

image sway back and forth or left 

and right greatly which causes ...... ¯ ..... 

uncomfortable feeling of driver. 

Fig 9(al) showes the image when 

passengers changed their position 

with driver’s eye point fixed. 

As shown here image changes very (al) (a2) much depending on location of 

light source. Fig 9(a2) is    Fig 

9(al) with large curve rate of 

center area. Much improvement was Fig 9 (h) Movig Passenger Point 

made by this large curve rate and 

image does not change so much 

when passenger walks. 

Relative with (B) image of 

driver himself is deformed and ...... 

when he changes his posture his :. 

,." 

deformed image moves in a strange 

way which is very uncomfortable 

to driver. In this area just in 

front of driver the rate of glass 

curve changes    very much    and 

virtual    image point    location 

changes from front to rear side 

of driver or vice versa according 

to inter-relation between curve 

rate and eye point.     In this way ’". ~.. 

the image on inner surface of 

window glass changes to opposite 

hand image suddenly, and image 

flow is caused.     Compared    with ’.. 

Fig lO(bl),Fig lO(b2) shows image (bl) (b2) "" 
changes on glass where high curve 

rate area relocated farther away 

from driver eye point. 
Fig 10 (B) Moving Driver Point 
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Three Dimensional Cubic Model n = [ a , b ]+[ b 0 c ]+[ c, a ] ¯ 

By 2 dimensional model curv [ a, b, c l-[p, n ] 

is taken as collection of many ft = 

micro sections of straight line. In 

In the same way, by 3 dimensional (19) 

model the curved surface is taken Next, cross point X of ABC plane 

as collection    of many    micro and eye point straight line EQ is 

triangles by proximity, and this to be obtaine.d. 

micro triangle is handled as flat 

mirror or spherical mirror with x = a + AX (20) 

constant curve      rate.      So, 

calculation is conducted in the As A,B.C,X are all on the same 

same way after line is replaced plane; 

by surface. 

Tips of triangle are A,B and AX = j*Ag+k*AC (j,k:const.) 

C, light source P, eye point E, (21) 

virtual image point of P on ABC As AB=b - a , AC= c -a ; 

plane Q, cross point of straight 

line Q~ and hBC plane ~. Each x = a + h~ 

points vector are a, b, c, p, q, = (l+j+k)* a +j* b +k* c 

x and ABC plane normal vector is = i* a + j* b + k* c 

n . ( Fig 11) (22) 

Then. n can be defined as Therefore, when X is in the area 

follows, of ABC; 

n = [ AB, AC ] i+j+k=l, i,j,k~ 0 

= [a, b]+[b, c ]+[c, a ] (23) 

PIt is orthogonal to ABC and in 

the same direction. $o, A 

Plt = ft , n (ft :const.) 

(1 ~) ,~ 
As (AIt-L ell) --- [All Pll]=O 

; 
{a, b, c]-[p, n] c 

,8 = ; ¯ 
b’", ’. ~: : ¯ 

I n 1’’2 P : 
’, ; ,,’ 

Therfore, virtual image point of n ""- " ; , ; 
... .. ;,; 

flat reflection can be obtained ""-... , 

by the following equation "’’"":~" ¯ o 

PQ = 2*PII = 2*ft * n Fig 11 3-D Triangle ~irror 
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¯ Next, when eye point straight Example    Of Application    Of 3 

line EQ=d =(dx.dy. dz); Dimensional Cubic Model - This is 

an     example of    application. 

EQ = d = m*EX Results were matching very well 

= i’*a +j’*b +k’$c with test result. 
~ 

(24) Fig 12 indicates flat mirror 

By matrixexpression; virtual image viewed from above 

and side. 

l i’J    I ax, bx, cx I {dxl Fig 13 shows images ou glass. 

~ IJ’ { = { ay, by, cy I Idy{ Results of comparative analysis 

ik’l    [ az, bz, cz I [dzl of 2 units of II/D tourist bus are 

(25) well matching with actual test 

From above: results. 

Fiug 14 showes comparative 

~ m = i’ + j’ + k’ analysis based on our method and 

i=i’/m, j=j’/m, k=k’/m I-DEA$ shading function ( ray 

(26) tracing method ) for reference. 

Therefore, condition    for eye 

~ 
sight going through triangle or 

point X in ABC shall be; 

a I 1 i.j. k i n a r e a o f o n !. .~L~:i~ ....................................... ~:~::~[~:$~;;-;;7 ....... 

V!l l] 

=~~!.~ 

Fig 12 Virtual Image of ll/D              Fig 13 Comparative Analysis 

Truck Front (}lass                           on Glass of I1/D Bus 
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Conclusion ¯ 

This    time    inter-relation 
with shape of front glass and 

drivers position was analysed for 

controlling ghost image. 

When not only shape of ghost 

image but also color, brightness 

and clearness of image is to bc 

checked    i t is    necessary    to 

analyse light source and 
characteristics of reflecting 

surface. 

this case driver and 
passenger were handled as light 

source. But    when color and 
brightness are to be checked our 
engineering attention shall be 
also directed to lighting source, 

lighting    in    bus compartment, 

lights from out-side of body or 

cab such as road lamp, volume and 

color of evening sun    shining 

in or their     reflection 

characteristics. Also    required 

will be analysis by paying due 

attention to change condition of 

out-side light coming in for 

shape change of front glass 

requiring wider area of glass. 

Fig 14 Comparative Analysis 

l-l)gA8 Graphics Shading 

Method and This Method 
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Human Factors Issues in Advanced Rear Signaling Systems 

Avrahant D. Horowitz 
General Motors Research and Development Center 
Warren, Michigan, United States 
Paper No. 94-$9-O-04 

ABSTRACT 
of atl vehicle crashes -- about 23% in the USA -- 

Integration of the human factors literature on and various indications that further changes in rear 

rear-end crash causation with that of rear signaling signaling and lighting might contribute to crash 
m~d fighting, yields a conceptual categorization of avoidance. 
potential advances. The paper addresses The purpose of the present paper is twofold. 
methodological human factors qnestions on how to First, to integrate the literature on rear-end crash 
strike a balance between nfinimizing nuisance signals causation with that of rear sig0_a~liag and fighting to 
and maxinfizing effective signals. Scenarios, yield a eoneeptual categorization of the main 
characterized by vehicle motion, the driver’s actions potential advances. Second, to outline human 
and/or the environment are discussed: factors aspects that might guide the research and 
I. Braking at low speed or stationary development of those advances. 
II. Decelerating withnobraking A critical review of the l-iterature suggests 
III. Sudden accelerator l~lal release potential hnprovements/advancements in rear 
IV. Anti-lock braking system automatic activation lighting and signaling in the following scenarios, 
V. Braking at any speed characterized by vehicle motion, the driver’s actions 

For each scenario, hmnan factors issues imply and/or the environment: 
potential signals and functions. Tiffs paper helps in. 
setting the foundation for an extensive evaluation I. Braking at low speed, say, less than 25 kin/h, or 
program of advanced rear signaling and lighting stationat~j 
systems. II. Decelerating -- for a few seconds at any speed -- 

with no braking, e.g., coasting, losing speed on 
INTRODUCTION an upgrade, or downshifting with manual 

transmission 
The extensive literature on rear signaling and III. Sudden accelerator pedal release 

lighting during the 1970’s and the early 1980’s 1V.ABS (Anti-lock Braking System)activation on 
culminated with the introduction of the CHMSL wet or icy road surfaces or due to hard braldng 
(Center High Mounted Stop Light) in the USA in on any surface 
1985. Since then, research in this area has V. Braking atany speed: signal thning (Fast-Rise 
diminished. For major reviews see Henderson et al., brake lamps), increasing the CHMSL’s area 

1983 and Sivak and Flannagan, 1993. Recently, and/or adjusting fight intensity to ambient light 
however, there is. renewed interest in the conditions 
methodological challenge of assessing the 
effectiveness of potential changes in the present rear Each scenario will be discussed separately, and 
signaling system. For example, NHTSA initiated, interactions among the scenarios will be also 
research for the development of an improved addressed. 
methodology (NHTSA, 1992, Project 4.2.5). 

The renewed interest stems from the recognition 
that rear-end crashes represent a significant portion 
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SCENARIOS The CHMSL is suggested as the focus of a 
unique display because eye fixations tend to 

I. Brakhlg at low speed, say, ie~ than 25 kmlh, concentrate on the rear-window of the lead vehicle 
or stationary and not in the neighborhood of the standard low- 

mounted brake lights (Sivak et al., 1986). Brake 
An i~nportant classification of rear-end crashes lamps that are closer to eye fixation are likely to 

distinguishes between "Lead-Vehicle Stationary" result in shorter driver reaction times than brake 
(LVS) -- about 70% -- and "Lead Vehicle Moving" hmps farther away from the f’txations (Cohen, 1983) 
(LVM) crashes -- about 30% (NHTSA, 1993a). In and in fewer missed signals. 
terms of the hltersection/non-intersection distinction, For a following driver, display "b" might create 
data indicate that a majority (65 %) of LVS crashes file illusion of getting closer, because the area of the 
occur close to an intersection, where the struck imaginary triangle formed by the standard brake 
vehicle just stopped or was stationary for the last lights and the CHMSL would increase. For any of 
few seconds. The major circumstances of LVS the above four alternative displays, the low-mounted 
crashes are driver inattention and/or following too brake lights would signal as in regular braking. 
closely. A necessary and not sufficient condition for the 

A byproduct of the studies which led to the effectiveness of a mfique display for this sceaado is 
introduction of the CH1VISL in the USA was the that it should provide more conspicuity than regular 
widespread realization that a majority of rear-end braking signals, when the attention of a following 
crashes occur when the struck vehicle is stationary driver is impaired. 
or nearly stationary for the last few seconds before 
the crash, leading to the conclusion that. a unique II. Decelerath~g -- for a few seconds at any 
signal may be required. For example, Mortimer speed -- with no braking, e.g., coasting, losing 
(1981) noted: "what may be needed is a signal speed on an upgrade, or downshifting with 
indicating that a vehicle is stopped or traveling at a manual transnfission 
very low speed.., such a signal would provide 
valuable information to drivers in those The LVM type of rear-end crash, when the speed 
circumstances in which most rear-end collisions of the struck vehicle is higher than 25 km/h, is likely 
apparently occur (p. 379)." to be more severe than in LVS crashes. In terms of 

The Signal. A unique signal would be issued to causal factors, there are hldications that the major 
provide information to following drivers that the circumstances are, shnilar to LVS crashes, driver 
vehicle is stopped or is likely to stop in the next few inattention and following too closely (Treat et al., 
seconds. Note that slowing down from 25 to 0 1979; NHTSA, 1993a). 
km/h at a severe deceleration of 7 m/s:z takes 1.0 One type of LVM rear-end crash frequently 
seconds and at a mild deceleration of 2 m/s~ takes discussed in the crash causation literature is 
3.5 seconds, associated with a lead vehicle which is relatively 

To characterize the stopped/stopping vehicle slow or slowing due to an incline. Trucks lose 
with a signal that is different from the regular speed faster than passenger automobiles and when a 
braking signal, the following alternative displays crash hwolves a truck, that crash is more likely to 
might be studied: result in a fatality than a crash between passenger 

vehicles (NHTSA, 1993b; Johnson & Stoke, 1994). 
a. Auxiliary red lights, one on each side of the Even when accumulated speed loss is significant, 

CHMSL due to coasting (removal of the foot from the 
b. One auxiliary rexl light above the CHMSL accelerator for a few seconds) or to an incline, there 
c. A high intensity CHMSL is no signal to following drivers. 
d. A flashing CHMSL This scenario might be also relevant for the 

avoidance of rear-end crashes where a passenger 
automobile is struck wlfile braking, after a long 
coasting of, say, tlu’ee or more seconds. 
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¯ A few studies (reviewed by Henderson et al., 1972, 1990). Thns, drivers are used to braking 

1983) investigated the signaling of speed. The signals that are not associatexl with a perceived 

experimental evidence on the benefits of such an headway change. 

indicator is not conclusive. Other studies looked A more liberal approach is an amber fight. 

into the value of signaling any time that the driver Amber light is inttfitively correct -- warning that a 
¯ removes his foot from the accelerator. For example, braking red signal may follow -- but the addition of 

Oyler (1983) found that a yellow deceleration light the amber fight adds to the difficulty of 

was not helpful. Also, Mortimer and Sturgis (1976) identification, because the more sig~mls there are, 

showed that coasting signals produce unnecessary the worse the identification is (Olson and Siva.k, 

accelerator release by the ~’bllowing drivers. 1981). 
¯ However, Mortimer (1971) suggested that a signal A research challenge for this scenario is to find 

given only when coasting duration exceeds three to the optimal level of speed loss that would trigger a 

four seconds would provide valid information. Such signal, to strike a balance between the peril of 

long coastings occur only in less than 10% of frequent annoying signals and the value of signaling 

coasting events, the 90th percentile of coasting, speed-loss early enough. The choice of the 90th 
¯ duration distribution. During three to four seconds percentile of speed loss coasting is merely a role of 

of coasting, the speed reduction on a fiat surface is thumb, which might require fine tuning. 

about 6 to 7%, and might be even higher on a 
incline. Ill. Sudden accelerator pedal release 

The Signal. A conservative approach would be 
¯ a regular red brake signal for one second; or less if Olson (1989) and Shinar (1993) evaluated 

braking starts during that second. If coasting is devices that sense the rate at which the accelerator 

followed by braking, the coasting signal is an early pedal is released. If the rate is faster than a 

warning which might reduce the reaction time of predetermined minimum, the device turns on the 

following drivers. Enke (1979) showed that the brake lights ,tbr one second. These devices are 

¯ initiation of braking by a following driver 250 msec designed to give an advanced indication of a likely 

sooner would lead to a reduction of about 30% in upcoming application of the brakes. The brake lights 

rear-end crashes, with a linear relation up to 500 ms. are illuminated about 250 msec sooner than they 

Enke’s calculations were based on the distribution of would be otherwise. As shown in the previous 

relative speeds in rear-end collisions in. Germany and scenario, an early alert might reduce the number of 

¯ on file assumption of a deceleration rate of 5 m/s:z. LVM rear-end crashes (Enke, 1979). 

The calculations also implicitly assume that the Sudden releases of the accelerator pedal are 

driver did not lose attention at the outset of the relatively rare events: 3.4% of all braking actions in 

signal. Empirical studies are needed to evaluate the Olson’s study, and only 0.9% of all braking actions 

signal’s benefits when a driver’s attention is partially in Shinads study. The difference among these 

¯ impaired, figures is due to the setting of the predetermined 

If the one second coasting signal is not followed minimum rate triggering the signal, the type of 

by braking, the following driver may perceive it as a device, and variation among drivers. 

short duration braking, since one second braking Olson (1989) reported that out of all the 

signals are common in about 11% of all. braking instances in which the device turned on the brake 

¯ instances (Shhlar, 1993). Moreover, such a short 
lamps, 22 to 47% (among three vehicles) were false 

braking is not associated with a perceived change in alarums -- instances in which the device turned on the 

headway. For example, a one second braking at the brake lamps, but no brake application followed. 

rate of 3 m/s~ at the speed of 90 km/h and a Shinar (1993) found a false alarm rate of 14 to 49% 

headway equivalent to 1.3 seconds of travel, reduces (among six vehicles). 

ll~ the headway by about 5%. Such a headway change The assessmeat of the effect of false alarms 

will be perceived with a probability of less than 0.1 should take into consideration the frequency of short 

because the 10th percentile of tile Weber distribution brake activations. Shinar (1993) reported that 11% 

of headway change detection is 6% (Mortimer, of all brake activations were of short duration -- 
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one second or less. Guelich and Gladback, 1992, V. Braking at any speed: signal timing (Fast- 
found a rate of 20% of one second or less braking Rise brake Imnps), increasing the CHMSL’s 
events. Thus, the number of one second brake light area andlor adjusting light intensity to ambient 
activations due to sudden accelerator pedal release light conditions 
not followed by braking -- false alarms -- is small 
relative to the total number of brief braking actions. SisTtal ~’ming. The safety benefits of fast-rise 

Note also that as shown in Scenario II, braking lamps, nmnely, neon, LED, and fast incandescent 
signals of one second or less are not associated with brake lamps, were discussed at this conference by 
a perceived headway change. Thus, the one second Sivak and Flannagan (1994). Flannagan and Sivak 
signal in case of a sudden release of the accelerator (1989) showed that the effect of fast-rise brake 
pedal might be perceived as similar to a short lamps is not simply to make the light appear sooner, 
braking signal. The benefit derived from the signal but also to attract attention -- make the light more 
is only when it is followed by braking; then the gain conspicuous. Tiffs fh~ding is consistent with 
of 250 msec might provide a benefit. For an evidence in the human performance literature which 
extensive discussion of this scenario see Koter suggests that abrupt-onset stimuli have special 
(1994). attention getting properties (Yantis and Jonides, 

In Scenarios II and HI the potential benefit of an - 1984). 
early regular braking signal is to alert following CHMSL~s Area. Some LED CHMSL lamps are 
drivers befbre an eventual braking, wide, as in the Cadillac Seville. It is unknown what 

A methodological challenge for assessing would be the effect of a large area CI-IMSL, be it, 
advances for Scenarios II and III is to quantify the neon, LED, or incandesceut, on the avoidance of 
benefits given the relatively low cost for system rear-end crashes. 
changes. The rear signalh~g visual display is not CHMSL Intensity. There is a need for 
changed at all; the function of the brake lights is systematic study of the h~fl.uence of CHMSL’s 
however extended beyond their standard use. intensity on the conspicuity of vehicles for different 

ambient light conditions. One possible outcome of 
IV. ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System) activation the study would be to match CHMSL intensity to 
on wet or icy road surfaces or due to hard ambient light: higher for daytime and lower for night 
brak|ng on any surface with an intermediate level for in-between ambient 

light conditions. 
General Motors researchers (Browne and Chin, Area and Intensity. Finding the optimal area 

1991) suggested that similar to the way drivers size and intensity for the CHMSL for different 
pump conventional brakes on a slippery surface, the ambient light conditions may provide a solution to 
activation of the ABS should automatically trigger Scenario I, the stopping/stopped vehicle conspicuity 
the flashing of the CI-IMSL. problem. 

ABS signaling might assist following vehicles 
which are not equipped with ABS by malting the DISCUSSION 
drivers of those vehicles aware of the danger of a 
slippery road or of hard braking. The conceptualization of scenarios for the design 

A flashing CHMSL will likely be distinguishable of advanced rear signaling systems sets the 
from turn indicators or hazard flashes, because of foundation for an extensive research program. 
the location of the lamp, and also by setting the Research tools vary from driving simulators to large 
frequency of the ABS flashing signal to a rate of fleet studies. Driving simulators allow the study of 
four to five per second, with equal on and off times, "dangerous" situations, wlnle large fleet studies 
as recommended for urgency signals (Van Cott and conducted for a long time period, say, two years, 
Kinkade, 1972). The assertion that ABS signalh~g can directly assess crash avoidance. Other less 
can easily be distinguished from other flashing expensive research tools are: 
signals should be tested. 
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¯ a. Static laboratory tests Koter, R. (1994). Advanced Indication of Braking: 

b. Controlled Proving Ground tests using A Practical Safety Measure ~br Improvement of 
instrumented vehicles Decision-Reaction ~tne f!)r Avoidance of Rear- 

e. Field tests using instrumented vehicles Etul Collisions, SAE Congress, Detroit, Michigan, 
March. 

The search for effective advanced rear signaling 
¯ 

and lighting systems, aided by modem electronics, is Mortimer, R.G. (1971). The value of an Accelerator 

a worthwhile endeavor for the engineering and ReleaseSignal, Human Factors, 13,481-486. 

human performance disciplines. 
Mortimer, R.G. (1972). Weber’s Law and Rear- 

End Collisions, Michigan Academician, 5, 99-105. 
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ABSTRACT cognitive or judgmental errors, particularly due to car 

drivers’ misjudgment of time-gap (or distance or 

In this study, we tested 41 drivers in right-turn speed) for an oncoming vehicle toward the 

¯ 
timing judgment .while looking at an oncoming intersection. 

vehicle from a stationary car in an intersection. This study was initiated to clarify the car driver 

We obtained "the hasty judgment rate" as the ratio behaviour in turning right in front of an oncoming 

of drivers .who reported hasty judgment under vehicle. In this study, we established the two research 

different kinds of traffic conditions. The hasty items listed below. 

¯ judgment rate changes with the following factors: (1) Test on right-turn timing judgment : 

(1) speed of an oncoming vehicle, We tested right-turn timing judgment of 41 car 

(2) "the time-gap" (gap in time units) for the oncoming drivers in daytime and nighttime, and obtained the 

vehicle to arrive at the intersection, hasty judgment rates. 

(3) the category of the oncoming vehicle, (2) Gap acceptance practice : 

¯ (4) daytime and nighttime. We conducted gap acceptance practice for 27 car 

Furthermore, we conducted the gap acceptance drivers whose hasty judgment rates were relatively 

practice for 27 car drivers to reduce the hasty high. 

judgment rate. 

TEST ON RIGHT TURN TIMING JUDGMENT 

¯      INTRODUCTION 

Method 

Vehicles are driven on the left in Japan. Therefore 

turning right in Japan is similar to turning left in the Subiect Car and Oncoming, Vehicles - A LED 

United States and most European countries, signal device was installed on the subject car. Three 

In Japan, one of the typical traffic accidents is that categories of oncoming vehicles were selected. These 

involving a car in turning right and an oncoming were a motorcycle (Figure 1), a car (Figure 2) and a 

vehicle in moving straight, heavy-duty truck (Figure 3). 

Surveys on traffic accidents have suggested that Test Course - A modeled intersection with four- 

many of those accidents could be caused by mainly      lane straight tracks in the Japan Safe Driving Center 

¯ 
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was used (Figure 4). 

Position of Subject Car and Approach of 

Oncomin~ Vehicle - The subject car was positioned at 

the intersection (Figure 5). ¯ 

The oncoming vehicle was driven at the specified 

speed on the inner lane and passed through the 

intersection. The specified speeds of the oncoming 

vehicles were 40km/h, 60km/h and 80km/h. 

The time-gaps between the onset of LED signal 

and the arrival of the oncoming vehicle at the 
Figure 1. Oncoming Vehicle (Motorcycle) 

intersection (line A in Figure 5) were 2 seconds, 3 

seconds, and 4 seconds. 

Right-Turn Timin~ Judgment - While looking at 

an oncoming vehicle from a stationary car in an 

intersection, the subject was asked to judge whether 

he (she) would turn right or would remain stopped 

when the LED turned on (Figure 6). 

Test Conditions - Test conditions were as ¯ 
follows. 3 (speed of oncoming vehicle) X 3 (time-gap 

for oncoming vehicle to arrive at the intersection) X 3 

(category of oncoming vehicle))< 2 (daytime and 

nighttime) = 54 conditions. 

The orders of test conditions were randomized ¯ 
for each subject. Tests were carried out once for 

each subject for all the test conditions above. 

Figure 2. Oncoming Vehicle (Car) For the motorcycle, the low-beam headlamp was 

turned on in the daytime tests, because of the daytime 

running light (DRL) has become popular in Japan. For ¯ 
the subject car and all oncoming vehicles, the low- 

beam headlamps were turned on in the nighttime tests. 

The road lighting was turned off in the nighttime tests. 

Test Subjects - Fourty-one Japanese drivers (male 

and female) participated in this test. ¯ 

Measurement of Time Spent to Pass through 

Critical Zone - We defined the area in which a 

collision could occur when an oncoming vehicle was 

driven straight on the inner lane and another vehicle 

was turning right as "the critical zone" (Figure 5). We ¯ 

measured the time spent for the subject to pass 

through the critical zone before the test on right-turn 

Figure 3. Oncoming Vehicle (Truck) timing judgment. 

¯ 
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Results 

When the time spent for the subject to pass 

through the critical zone exceeded the time-gap for 

the oncoming vehicle to arrive at the critical zone 

(line B in Figure 5), and the subject reported he(she) 

would turn right, a critical situation might occur. We 

regarded such judgment as hasty judgment. In the 

situation above, we could assumed that both the 

oncoming vehicle and the right-turning vehicle would 

be in the critical zone at the same time. 

Figure 4. Test Course We defined the hasty judgment rate as the ratio of 

the number of subjects who reported the hasty 

judgment to the total number of subjects. 

Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 show the hasty 

judgment rates under different conditions in relation 

xinao-~a~ to the speed of oncoming vehicle. 

Speed of Oncoming Vehicle and Hasty 

iud~ment Rate - With the time-gap of 3 seconds in 

which the hasty judgment rate was high, the hasty 

judgment rate increased with increasing speed of the 

oncomimg vehicles. For example, with the time-gap 

of 3 seconds for the oncoming car in the daytime, the 

hasty judgment rate was 0.17 at 40km/h, but it 
CIqlTICAL 

increased to 0.37 at 60km/h and to 0.44 at 80km/h 
ZOhlE 

(Figure 9). 

Figure 5. Position of Subject Car and Approach of Time-Gap for Oncoming Vehicle toward 

Oncoming Vehicle Intersection and Hasty iudt, ment Rate - The hasty 

judgment rate was relatively lower with the time-gap 

of 2 seconds Or 4 seconds, but the rate was higher with 

the time-gap of 3 seconds. 

For example, when the oncoming vehicle was the 

car with the driving speed of 60km/h in the daytime, 

the hasty judgment rate was 0.10 for the time-gap of 2 

seconds and 0.05 for 4 seconds, but 0.37 for 3 seconds 

(Figure 9). 

Those difference might be due to the following. 

With the time-gap of 2 second, few subjects judged to 

turn right, and with the time-gap of 4 seconds, there 

were few subjects whose time to pass through the 

critical zone was longer than the time-gap for the 

Figure 6. Test Situation oncoming vehicle toward the critical zone. 
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Cate~,orv of Oncomin~ Vehicle and Hasty remain stopped when a LED lighted while looking at 

Judgment Rate - The hasty judgment rate was low an oncoming vehicle from a stationary car in the 

when the oncoming vehicle was the truck, intersection. Test conditions were the same as those in 

Comparison of Hasty iud~,ment Rates in the test on right-turn timing judgment. 

]Oavtill~g lind Nighttime - With the time-gap of 3 T¢~t Subiects - Twenty-seven Japanese drivers 

seconds in which the hasty judgment rate was high, (male and female) whose hasty judgment rates were 

the hasty judgment rate in the daytime slightly relatively high were selected for the subjects in this 

exceeded that in the nighttime, test. 

GAP ACCEPTANCE PRACTICE Results 

Method To check the effectiveness of the gap acceptance 

practice, we compared the hasty judgment rates before 

Gan Acceptance Practice - We determined "the the practice with those after the practice for the time- 

just acceptable time-gap" as the gap in time units as gap of 3 seconds in which the hasty judgment rate was 

the follow. It was the time-gap between the subjective high. 

limit capable for starting right-turn and the arrival for Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 show the hasty 

the oncoming vehicle at the critical zone(line B in judgment rates before and after the gap acceptance 

Figure 5). practice in relation to speed of the oncoming vehicle. 

While looking at an oncoming vehicle from a In those figures, a bro.ken~ line shows the hasty 

stationary car in the intersection, the subject was judgment rate before the practice, a solid line shows 

asked to measure the just acceptable time-gap with a that after the practice, and an arrow indicates a 

stopwatch by himself or herself. And the subject was significant difference between the rates before and 

asked to compare the just acceptable time-gap with after the practice (p<0.05). 

the time spent for the subject to pass through the In most of test conditions, the hasty judgment 

critical zone written already on a check list. rates after the practice were lower than those before 

In this test, two categories of oncoming vehicles the practice. In particular, when the hasty judgment 

were used. These were the motorcycle (Figure 1), and rates before the practice exceeded 0.33 (which meant 

the car (Figure .2). The speeds of the oncoming more than 1/3 of the subjects reported the hasty 

vehicles were 40km/h, 60km/h and 80km/h. judgments), the hasty judgment rates after the practice 

PoSition of the subject carand the approach of the decreased to around 1/3 of those before the practice. 

oncoming vehicle were the same as those in the test on In eight of nine cases in which the hasty judgment 

right-turn timing judgment, rates before the practice exceeded 0.33, the 

When the just acceptable time-gap was shorter differences between the hasty judgment rates before 

than the time spent for the subject to pass through the and after the practice were statistically significant 

critical zone, the subject was informed with the result. (p<0.05, ~ 2 test). 

Around 20 observations were done for each These results suggest that the gap acceptance 

subject, taking around 20 minutes, practice of around 20 minutes reduces the hasty 

After the gap accep~nce practice, the subject was judgment rate to around 1/3 of that before the 

asked to judge whether he (she) would turn right or practice. 
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SUMMARY 

We hope this report could help trigger new ideas 

In this study, We tested car drivers in right-turn from many researchers worldwide for further and 

timing judgment and obtained the hasty judgment wider studies on the driver behaviours in right-turn 

¯ 
rate. We also conducted the gap acceptance practice situations. 

for car drivers to reduce the hasty judgment rate. 

The results can be summarized as follows. ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

(1) The hasty judgment rates increased with increasing 

speed of the oncomimg vehicle. The authors wish to express their appreciation to 

¯ (2) The hasty judgment rates were relatively low when the members of the Japan Safe Driving Center, and the 

the time-gap was 2 seconds or 4 seconds, but subjects for their willing cooperation. 

were high when the time gap was 3 seconds. 

(3) The hasty judgmentrates were low for the truck. 

(4) The hasty judgment rates in daytime were a little 

higher than those in nighttime. 

(5) Gap acceptance practice of around 20minutes 

reduced the hasty judgment rate to around 1/3. 

Since the test is not conducted for the traffic 

situations in actual road environment but for those 

reproduced in a proving ground, further studies 

would be necessary for covering this point, as 

well as for the development and evaluation of a 

more practical training method applicable to 

curricula in the driving schools and the safety 

driving centers. 

NOTES 

¯ The results of this study should not directly be 

utilized to predict the driver behaviour in turning right 

in an actual road traffic, because of the following 

reasons: 

(1) The test is not conducted for the traffic situations 

¯ in actual road environment but for these 

reproduced in a proving ground. 

(2) The numbers of traffic situations and subjects 

can not be said sufficiently large. 

(3) Concurrent measurements of the right-turn timing 

¯ judgement and the time spent to pass through the 

critical zone is not done, because of technical 

reasons, and also, this time spent is setfixed 

for each driver for simplification of an actual 

situation. 

¯ 
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Abstract informative results are presented for the described 
situations. 

Active safety is a generic expression for any 
system which improves the vehicule behavior Introduction 

¯ (braking, lightning, dynamic behavior, ...). But a 
specific system can be considered as an active 90% of road accidents depend on human 
safety system only if it spares lives or injuries. As factors (1). This high ratio shows up the 
the driver is one of the most important factors in importance of studying the driver behavior, his 
crash impairement, the study of his (her) behavior emotional reactions, his use of his car during a 
must be taken into account when tuning a safety " normal drive and especially in critical situations. 
system. It has already been shown that the study of the ¯ 

Psychophysiological measurements are Autonomous Nervous System (ANS) within 
performed in order to test the efficiency of the electrophysiological and thermovascular 
safety system with ordinary drivers in real driving parameters reflected the emotional load and 
conditions. Stress, concentration, ... can be attention level variations (2, 3). These methods 
evaluated and it is possible to explain the used until now in laboratory, have been adapted to 
difference of efficiency of a system within the a driving situation (4). ¯ 

driver. At last, the vehicule can be modified in 
order to be as efficient as possible for a larger Aim Of The Study 
population. 

These techniques have already been used to The Anti Blocking System is the best known 
evaluate the real efficiency of an ABS in primary safety system. His efficency in 
emergency situation and in order to determine the maintaining the vehicle trajectory has already been ¯ 

influence of the dynamic behavior on driving, demonstrated (5). However, the effective use of 
Psychophysiological measurements are the system by the driver and the trajectory control 

correlated with measurements on the car and in an emergency situation remains to be proved. It 
is the purpose of the present study, trying also to 

¯ 
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¯ bring to the fore the emotional load variations of avoidance or just a combined manoeuvre without 
the driver, according to his behavior, avoidance is not that important (see table 1). The 

main point is to know wether the driver is really 
Protocol able to control his vehicle while emergency 

braking or not. 
100 ordinary drivers (volunters for the test) 

¯ divided in four homogeneous groups with respect M-hiS M-hiS M-mS 
tO their age and their resistance to stress (Stroop Oroup AV Impact point Head-on Lateral Lateral 

test). (kin/h) Impact Impact Impact 
Driver Passenger 

In the group 1, drivers had a car without ABS. 1 44 Passenger 2 6 5-6 
In the group 2, drivers had a car equipped with compartment 
ABS but were not aware of it. 2 35 Before 1 2 2 

¯ In the group 3, drivers had a car equipped with A-pillar 

ABS and were axare of it. 3 35 Before 1 2 2 

In the group 4, drivers had a car equipped with A-pillar 

ABS, were aware of it and received a training on 4 34 Before 1 2 2 

its use, one or two monthes before the test. 
A-pillar 

Each driver realised several laps of a track Table 1 resumes the assumed severity of passengers ¯ including some intersections where cars were injuries in each vehicle, for people of each group who 
stopped on the lateral way. At the last lap, an tried to avoid the obstacle (braking and steering wheel 
unflatable dummy was put in place of one of these movemen0, taking the impact speed into account. 
cars, without drivers’s knowledge. The obstacle 
run trough driver’s lane and stopped on the right Table 1 also shows that the increase of safety 
part of the road so that a braking manoeuvre was isn’t only for the owner of the system but also for 

¯ not enough to avoid it (6). the other drivers. For the supposed driver of the 
The driver was equipped with sensors allowing obstacle, M-AIS (Major-Abbreviated Injury Scale) 

the evaluation of: falls from 6 (which is death) to 2 (which is a 
- the skin resistance minor injury). 
-the skin potential As we study the driver behavior, we will 
- the skin blood flow consider only two kinds of manoeuvres : 

¯ - the skin temperature - a correct one is a manoeuvre including braking 
- the heart rate and steering wheel movement 

Each signal was recorded continuously, during - an incorrect manoeuvre is only a braking 
all the test. The car was also equipped with When studying emotional load by 
numerous sensors allowing to characterize the electrophysiologic means, it is well-known (8) that 
driving behavior at the same time (7). the significative signal (i.e. skin resistance, 

¯ potential, ...) depends on the kind of stimulation 
Results and on the individual. This explains the high 

number of signals recorded and the fact that some 
All the drivers of the group 1, without ABS, results are presented with a total number lower 

ran into the passenger compartment of the obstacle than the studied population. This is called the 
In the groups 1, 2 and 3, only about 40% of "ANS preferential response" (9). 

¯ the drivers really tried to avoid the obstacle with a Driver attention level can be evaluated by the 
braking and a steering wheel movement, even skin resistance tonic level. The attention increases 
though, in the group 4, 80% of the drivers had a when the skin resistance decreases (8). A higher 
combined manoeuvre (4). attention to the driving task (i.e. a low level of 

Without steering wheel movement, the obstacle skin resistance), favours a manoeuvre adapted to 
was always ran into the passenger compartment the crash avoidment (figure 1). 

¯ (with or without ABS). 
In the group 2, 3 and 4, when the drivers 

performed a correct manoeuvre (braking and 
turning the wheel), they didn’t necessary succeded 
to avoid the obstacle. When there was a collision, 
it was always in front of the A-pillow and 

¯ generally before the front wheel. Actually, 
concerning the study, the difference between the 
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manoeuvre manoeuvre] Figure 2 : Distribution of the potential response shape 
according to the manoeuvre. The emotionnal load is 
higher for people who performed a correct manoeuvre 

Figure I : A high attentionnal level, characterized by a 
low tonic skin resistance, induces a correct manoeuvre 
(,!3<0.05). 14 

A high emotional load is characterized by a 12 
negative response of the skin potential (8). In the 
critical situation, 89% of the drivers presented a ~ 8 
negative response and only 11% had a positive �3 
one. These results suggest that the situation the o" 6 
subjects lived through was consider as a very 4 
realistic one. 2 

This emotion is confh’med by the response of 
the heart rate which increases dramatically in most 0 I I 
people, wathever the manoeuvre is. Even if the incorrect correct 

heart rate is the most well-known manoeuvre manoeuvre 
electrophysiological indicator of an emotional 
stimulation, it is shown here that its sensitivity 
related to the behavior is very poor. Figure 3 : The Ohmic Pertubation Duration is longer 

On the other hand, two of the recorded signals for drivers who performed a correct manoeuvre (p<0.04) 

were well correlated to the behavior. The phasic response of the skin resistance is 
The first one is the potential skin response. The also well correlated to the behavior. The more 

duration and the form of the skin potential vary informative aspect of this response is the duration 
according to the effect of the stimulus. The of the ohmic perturbation (OPD). The amplitude of 
SYDER code (8) introduces forms called A, B and the phasic response, being linked to the tonic level 
C which can each be positive or negative. The which is individual dependant, can’t be taken into 
emotionnal load increases as the code goes from A account. (8). In the present study, people who had 
to C. a long OPD had more chance to realise the correct Figure 2 shows that most of the people who manoeuvre (figure 3). 
performed a correct manoeuvre had a long skin The temperature signal is noised by the steering 
potential response (types B and C), even though wheel temperature and the temperature variations 
half of the drivers who performed an incorrect inside the passenger compartment. We are 
manoeuvre had a short potential response (type studying other possibilities to record this signal for 
A). All the drivers who did avoid the obstacle had next tests.The blood flow signal gave interesting 
a C response, results but yet difficult to analyse. Moreover, as 

the sensor was located on the hand palm, during 
the critical situation some people had their hands 
so tightened on the wheel that they were some 
artefacts on the signal. 
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¯ The events occurences during the critical according to the driver emotionnal reactions. 
situation is also a significant analysis dement. These emotionnal reactions show up the mental 
Physiological signals occurence is quite the same process involved while driving. It is then possible 
for everybody because it depends on physiological to detect at what time the environnement perceived 
constants. Even though, the driver behavior is by the driver differs from what he expects. At the 

¯ characterized by the signal sign or duration, as same time, it is also possible to distinguish the 
already shown, driver reaction time from the time he perceives the 

The most frequent events sequence is as emergency of the solution. 
follows : 

The first event is an accelerator throttle off and Nomenclature 
a braking associated to the hands tightened on the 
wheel, between 0.45 s and 0.6 s after the obstacle (1) J.R. Treat : A study of precrash factors involved in 

¯ started, traffic accidents, The HSRI. research review, vol.10, 

Emotional load indicators (e.i. ANS n°6/v°l’ll, n*l’1980" 
(2) J.I. Lacey, BJ. Lacey : Autonomic response specificity. parameters) appear then, between 0.8 to 0.9 s. Psychosomatic Medecine, 15, 8-21, 1953. 

Maximal braking and eventual steering wheel (3) E. Vernet-Maury, C. Deschaumes-Molinaro, G. 
movement occur only at 1.1 and 1.2 s after the Delhomme, A. Dittmar : The relation between bioelectrical 
obstacle started. This late one stops on the right and thermovascular skin parameters. I.T.B.M., 12, 1, 112- 
part of the road at the same time. 120, 1991 

The crash, or the obstacle overlap, occurs (4) A. Priez, C. Petit, B. Gu~zard, L. Boulommier, A. 
about 1.9 s after the obstacle started. Dittmar, G.Delhomme, E. Vernet-Maury, E. Pailhous, J.- 

The mental process can be explained as ¥. Foret-Bruno and C. Tarri~re : How about the average 
follows. For all the drivers, there is an automatic driver in a critical situation ? Can he really be helped by 

¯ act (accelerator throttle off and braking). At the primary safety improvements ?, 13th ESV Conference, 

same time, a cognitive comparison between the Paris, 4-7 November 1991 

perceived environnement and the memory occurs. (5) D; Lechner, P. Van Elslande, J.L. Jourdan ". Utilisation 
d’un systEme ABS par des conducteurs non professionnels 

In the case of a conflict between the perceived lors d’un freinage en courbe, rapport INRETS n°94, 1989 
environnement and driver’s expectation, this (6) A.Priez, C.Petit, C.Tarri~re, A.Dittmar, E.Vernet- 
cognitive comparison induces an emotionnal Maury : Neuro-Sensors and characterization of driver’s stress 
reaction. As already shown, this emotionnal during critical situations, in Dittmar A., Froment J.C., 

¯ reaction widely differs if the driver is able or not to Neuro-Magnetism, neuro-sensors and actuators, Proceedings 
perform a correct manoeuvre, that means he finds of the Annual International Conference of the IEEE 

or not a suitable solution. Engineering in Medecine and Biology Society, 1992, pp 
If the occurence of the physiological responses 245-250 

is the same whatever the manoeuvre is, drivers (7) C. Petit, A. Priez, C. Brigout, C. TarriEre, C. Collet, 

who performed a correct manoeuvre did brake E. Vernet Maury, A. Dittmar : Driver’s use of ABS in 

¯ earlier (0.1 s) and reached a maximal braking emergency : a physiological and behavioral trial. Isata, 
1993, Aachen 

earlier (0.3 s) than the others (p<0.05). Then, (8) C. Deschaumes-Molinaro, A. Dittmar, G. SicardandE. 
drivers who performed a correct manoeuvre Vernet-Maury ." Results from six autonomic nervous 
passed the obstacle 2 s after it started while the system responses confirm autonomic response specificity 
others crashed at 1.8 s. hypothesis, Homeostasis, 33, 1991, N°. 5-6 

(9) E. Vernet Maury, G. Sicard, A. Dittmar, C. 
¯ Conclusion Deschaumes Molinaro : Autonomic nervous system 

preferential response, Activas Nervosa Superior, 32, 37-38, 
The ABS is efficient but misknown by users. 1990 

Most of them consider that the system is aimed to 
reduce braking distance. The notion of control of Acknowledgements 

the car trajectory is totally misknown. However, 
¯ ABS remains an efficient primary safety system, Thanks, for their participation to the study, to : 

The Institut de Recherches Anatomo-Chirurgicale et 
as in our study, it would have saved lives in 40 % Bom~canique Appliqu6e (I.R.A.C.B.A.) 
of the cases. This ratio can be much increased if ¯ The Institut de Recherches Biom6caniques et 
the drivers are aware of its purpose and its actual Accidentologiques (I.R.B.A.) 
use. The Association d’Aide ~ la Recherche Int~ressant la 

Psychophysiological analysis gives relevant M&lecine du Travail (A.A.R.I.M.T.) 
¯ informations on the way driver reacts. It is Note 

possible to distinguish different behaviors This study was realized in accordance with the french ethic 
comitee on biomedical experiments. 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is that of demonstrating tile Driving any motor vehicle keeps many systems and ¯ 
ilffluence of the driver’s stress on the vehicle safety, functions of the driver busy to a greater or lesser extent. 

This analysis concerns through one aspect of the active They are employed in using it correctly and above all, in 
s~ffety because of the possibility to reduce accidents when guaranteeing the safety of the passengers. 
the capabilities of the drivers will be kept at the best level. In examining this situation we must take into 

Some anatonfic region of the body have been,taken into consideration many different factors, among which the 
consideration and analysed in terms of uncorrect posture external and internal environments of the vehicle and their ¯ 
which will produce stress, influence on the organism, as well as the systems and 

The regions analysed are the head including cervical fi~nctions involved iu driving, xvhether directly (sense 
spine, trunk and pelvis, upper and loxver limbs, organs, nervous, neuroendocrine and muscular-skeletal 

After a brief description of the function of these systems) or indirectly (cardio-vascular and digestive 
elements of the body the aspec,ts of the posture related to systelns). 
the distribution of the mechanical loads, both static and In this study xve will limit ourselves to the examination ¯ 
dynamic, have been analyzed, of only a few aspects of the problem: we ~Sll be mainly 

The uncorrect posture will modify the distribution of concerned x\~th analysing the influence of the types of 
such a loads and consequentely will produce stress, stress put on the driver by an incorrect position at the 

Even though a deep analysis of biomechanism of the wheel. 
regions of the body taken into consideration would involve This analysis x~Sll include some bit-mechanical 
more time, we have tried to put down the guide lines and evahlations of the physiology of the organs of movement ¯ 
the concepts for evaluating the relationship between load and of the effects of stress due to unusual exertion 
and posture in order to extablish the way to follow for determined by incorrect positions. We will also give an 
understanding better this important aspect of the safety, indication of the criteria of stress evahmtion. 

Tllerfore the mathematical aspects and fonuulas In evaluating the extent to which these positions are 
involved have been kept to tile minimum possible avoiding different from those considered correct xve have taken into 
complication in the presentation but withottt reducing the account above all the need to maintain a way of driving ¯ 
understanding of the problems, that allows the driver to use the controls efficiently and 

As a conclusion of this study we Call say that a sonnd promptly. 
choice of the geometry of the seat, of the steering, brake In order to indicate roughly the position of the driver 
and clutch is fimdamental for reducing stress and and to evaluate the COllfigurations that rite parts of human 
improving the s,’ffety of the car. body take and the possible stress deri,dng from incorrect 

¯ 
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positions, we have pointed out four main systems that 
indicate four regions of the body. These are: 

- the head. including the cervical spine of the column; 
- the trnmk and the pelvis; 
- the upper limbs; 
- the lower limbs. 

Head and cerwicalspine .~- o~ = ~ . 
The function of the head in the ability to drive is that of 

~ containing the two main organs that make it possible to see 
and decide, that is, the eyes and the brain. These two 
organs enclosed in the cranium need to work according to 
the various situations that come up in driving. Both require 
an optinmm position of the head in order to work under /~1 
the best conditions and for the longest time possible. 

The position of the head is determined by the 
movements that the vertebrae - the mobile ~’stems of the 
spinal cohmm - make possible. The vertebrae, in turn, 
depend on the function of the ligaments and muscles that Figure 2 - Conditions of balance of the head h~ flexion with 

can be considered the mechanism that control and stabilize indications of the loads applied to the seventh 

the desired positions, cervical vertebra. 

The head and the cervical spine can be represented as 
in fig. 1, where the anterior and posterior ligaments and 
muscles have been indicated as a number of elastic We have illustrated in fig. 2 the functioning of fl~e head 

elements which allow movement and stability by means of in movement and the conditions of balance needed to avoid 

contractions and extentions, movement when it is stimulated to move. This is a 
simplified diagram of the functioning of the head on the 
sagittal plane due to the xveight which, being offbalance in 
relation to the 7th cervical vertebra, creates a movement of 
flexion. Indicating the weight of the head by "F", with "a" 

as the lever arm of the point of applicatipn of the weight 
relative to the center of the disk of the 7th cervical 
vertebra, and "R" as the force that the posterior muscles 
have to develop and "b" the ann of that force relative to the 

___...,.,~" center of the disk, in order to maintain balance, we obtain: 
F.a = R.b 
To have and idea of the forcesthat are developed in the 

muscles and ligaments and to indicate ho~v to calculate 
them, in Fig. 3 we show the geometrical characteristics of 
the cervical, dorsal and lumbar vertebrae. 

Trunk and pelvis 
The position of the tnmk and pelvis has a primary role 

in conditioning the fimctioning of the lower limbs and also 
determines the conditions of optimum positioning of the 
cervical spinal column and the upper limbs in order to 

maintain stress x~Sthin acceptable levels. 

~ In order to analyse the distribution of the forces acting 

Figure 1 - Diagram of the head with indication of ligaments ,q,~d on the spinal colunm and consequently the stimuli acting 
mtmcles ia~volved in movement and stability, on it and its defonuations it is necessary to know: 

- the forces in intensity, direction, orientation and their 
points of application; 

The strains that are put ou the ligaments and muscles - the geometry of the spinal column, even ff only in the 

~i~ of the cervical spine, in order to give the head its necessary approximations of simplified diagrams. 
stability, depend on the Position assumed by the head Concenfing the previous considerations regarding how 
itself, to determine the various positions of the spinal column ~ve 
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now are faced with a new problem. We have to take into 
account tile various cotu’iguratioi’ts of tile driver’s seat. 

tUe~sP~°ru’mldyd supported by the back ~f the seat. 
l~wer limb muscle groups in correct 

N    ~ ’I,’"’~, ~ 
/~’~~ Another function is tlmt of oppo,sing the forces that the ~ ,~k arms apply to the steering wheel to the forces of inertia, 

which wotfld cause sudden movemeuts of the trunk in 
braking and oa impact. 

FOR~UL~ 

p__!_ 

Fig. 3 - Geometric characteristics of fl~e vertebrae and                                                                       ~ 
indications of tile couditious of balance on tile sagittal 
plane. 

In this case xve have chosen a simple diagram that 
makes it possible to follow the more sigafificant aspects of 
the phenomenoa. 

The seat was drawn as two planes that represent the 
cushion and the back of the seat. Hinged together, these Fig. 5 - Position of tile driver in tile driver’s seat with tile upper 

give the different angles formed by the seat. part of the spinal cohurul receiving limited support. 
Muscle groups of the upper limbs in 1Lvpertension. 

We can de,,-ice a diagram analogous to tile one we 
made for the cervical tratct of the spinal column in order to 
visualize tile forces acting on the spinal column due to the 

A flfird fuuction is that of holding back sideways 
reactions on the support points of the seat itself. In figs. 4, 

skidding due to centrifugal accelerations. 
5 and 6 some b’pical positions of the driver seated in the 

Given this, xve will aualyse the posidon that we tlfink 
driver’s seat are showa~, 

the driver should maintain at the wheel in order to satisfy 

Ul~l~er limbs 
the different needs. These needs are:. 

- control of the rectilinear trajectory with the least 
The functions of the upper limbs is esseutially tied to 

fatigue of muscles, tendons and ligaments; 
the need to use the steering wheel. 
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Figure 8 - hadication of the correct position of the hands on the 
wheel for the driver going straight ahead. 

Figure 6 - Position of the driver in the driver’s seat with limited While tile value of the two reactions does not change 
support of the lower part of the spinal coltnm~, substantially with changes in the inclinations of the two 
Muscles of the upper limbs in hypertension, parts of the limb (upper arm and forearm) xve must keep in 

mind that maintaining a position which is mostly extended 
(see figure 5) would require a considerable intervention of 

- possibility of intervening immediately and effectively the muscles. In this position it is the deltoid and cervical- 
to change direction; dorsal muscles that are primarily involved. 

- counterposition to possible movements of the trunk. 
The ~veight of the upper limbs, indicated as a 

percentage of the weight of the body in figure 7, must be ~ 

balanced by the reactions on the articulations xvith the 
trunk and hands resting on the wheel as represented in 
figures 8 and 9. 

Figure 9 - Ia~dication of the position or" the hands during a left 
tuna manoeuvre. 

Driving ~\dth the arms extended, the deltoid muscle, 
with tile function of abduction, anteposition and 

intraposition of the shoulder would be subject to 
coutinuous contractiou and consequently fatigue. 

The same holds for the cervical dorsal muscles,, which 
in this driving position would maintain its abnormal 
concentration with consequeut alteration of the 
physiological position of tile spinal column, and 
consequently fatigue. On the other hand, the opposite 
position, with the trunk too close to the steering wheel, 
while reducing the fatigue of the deltoid compared to that 
with tile arms extended, would bring the cervical dors,’d 
muscle more into play because the position of the spinal 
column would be the opposite of its physiological position 

Figure 7 - Distribution of xveights in the main zones of the due to the abuormal reduction of the cervical lordosis and 
human body. dorsal k)~0hosis (see fig. 6). As a consequence of this 
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altered postnre disturbances in ~.the cervical dorsal region Taking into account that tile accelerator alone requires 
are typical after ninny hours ~f driving. They can vary continnous intervention during driving, it is essential to set 
from a simple se~ksation of tiredness to a feeling of up the position of the driver in such a xs~.v as to have a 
continuous burning localized in file upper dorsal area¯ better position for the right leg, inclnding the foot. 

Ill the interests of precision we point out tlmt in certain On the other hand the position of the leg is also tied to 
cases, such as that of the racing-car driver, the position the angular position of tile pelvic-femoral complex on the 
such as that shown in figure 8 is needed in order to lmve seat cushion, for wlfich it is necessary to look at the 

-adeqnate control of the vehicle xvith a smaller steering problem globally. 
wheel. However in this case the stress for fatigne is The position of tile lower limbs which gives the best 
jnstified by the concentration and the limited dnration of position from file point ofview of minimizing stress in the 
the race. remaining articular areas of the body of the driver is given 

The position illustrated in fignre 8 represents a filir in a lateral view in figure 10. 
balance between the txvo primary necessities: minimization 
of fatigue and suitable position for driving a conventional 
vehicle. Here, the angle forme by the axis of the arm with 
the plane of the wheel is about 90°. This position is 
justified by the following considerations: 

- tile weight of the ann is balanced by the two 
reactions, one on tile head of the humerus and tile other on 
tile hands, that have only tile effort of holding tightly onto 
the steering wheel for sufficient control; 

- the symmetry of the txvo hands in relation to the 
central plane of the steering wheel makes it possible to 
discharge the xveight equally between file txvo arms with all 
improvement in control and a reduction of stress; 

- file need to intervene to change direction is facilitated 
by a better use of the greater force required by one hand 
(the pile which goes down) until it reaches the position 
beyond 9 o’clock in the case of the left hand (fig. 9), or file Figure l0 - Ideal position of the lower limbs, seen laterally, with 

position beyond 3 o’clock in tile case of the right hand; correct tension of the muscle ~oups. 

- tile near perp.endicularity between the axis of the arm 
and the plane of the steering wheel makes it possible to 
make better use of tile forces that the arm itself has to This is the posture that allows file greatest balance 

make on the muscles through theforearm and tile hands; between tl~e various opposing groups of muscles to 

-a last and obvious consideration concerns tile need for nmintain the ideal angle in terms of a driving with the 

a perfect agreement bet~veen the sagittal plane and the minimum of fatigue. 

plane of simmetry of the driver’s seat. Despite tile nonual mnscnlar tension necessary for 

In conclusion to this section on the function of file attention during driving, tile position of the driver must 

upper limbs it is necessary to ,’malyse what we have already always be the one which results in the proper tension 

disclosed, that is, the i~ffluence exerted by tile static and between agonistic and antagonistic muscles, with the 

dynamic forces of the upper limbs on the cervical dorsal purpose of being able to make immediate use of the 

region of the scapular humeral tract, muscular effort required in the various manoeuvres of 

From the mechanical point of view, the system can be driving. 

compared to a complex of levers x~Sth hinges on the The involvement of the muscles of the lower limbs both 

scapular humer~tl articulations, which put into function the in static and in moving positions for the necessary 
manoeuvres is seen in Fig. 11. complex of activating muscles of the shoulder, necessary 

for stability and movement. 
These considerations, translated into mechanical Muscle function and stress 

diagrams, make it possible to qnantify the conseqnences of As far as the cervical and dorsal-lumbar tracts of the 

stimuli on the entire system of muscles, capsules and spinal cohmm are concerned, a simplified diagram of the 

ligaments interms offorcesandconseqnentlyoffatigue, workings of the head with the muscles involved has 
already been shown. Analogously it is necessary to give an 

Lower limbs indication concerning the workings of the muscles of the 

The louver limbs have the main function of insuring upper and lower limbs. 

the intervention on the pedals of the motor vehicle. The movement of a segment of a limb in relation to 
another, connected to each other by means of hinges in the 
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a b 

Figure l I - a. Foot h, static position; muscle groups of fl,e l~ ill 
fl*e phase of rel~xation. ¯ 
b. Foot h~ doll flexion~ mumle groups of fl~e leg in 
the phme of tension. 

Figt~e 13 - Dia~m of the extending movement of tim elbow. C= 
fiH~un; F = applied force; R = m~culm force. 

case of the elbow, the knee and ~e neck of the foot, is 
carried out flarough fl~e contraction of muscles that make The muscles, as has alr~dy been pointed out, ~e ~e 
the movement ~ssible. In Fig. 12 we have sho~a~ the means of movement an~or contrast to movement. ~en a 
movement of the am~-for~nn as the working of a lever, in nmscle is activated to generate work we ~n ~y flint from 
extending the elbow, the fidcnxm C is found between the a condition of equilibrium, the work created by ~e muscle 
applied force F and the muscular force R. The same ann in its contraction, must be ~ual to that produced to move a 
can be seen as a lever when it works relative to a force for a certain distance. The other ~ncfion of ~e 
movement of flexion which brings the m~cular force back muscle is that of creating a force w~ch preven~ 
betxveen the ~Icmm C and the applied force F ffig. 13). movement and therefore which does not pr~uce work. 
The fimcfion of the two segments of the leg and foot can be This fimction is more relevant to tiffs ~per ~d concerns 
represented analogouslyffig. 14). the ~nctioninig of the muscles in conditions of 

equilibrium. 

Figure 14 - Dia~a,n of flexing movetnent of cite sole of the foot. 
C = fulcrum; F = applied force; R = muscular force. 

Figure 12 - Diao.qram of the flexing movement of the elbow. C = 
fiflcvum; F = applied force; R = muscular force. Muscular force is calculated by taking into account the 

lever arms of the lines of action of the force in relation to 
the hinges and the movements to balance. Returning to the 

Without spending any more time on these diagrams, xvorkings of a vertebra, relatively small lever arms (only a 
which in any case represent topics which have been few centimeters) are able to apply considerable amounts of 
already dealt with in other studies, we would like to muscular force. 
investigate only the concept of stress more throughly. Thns, stress is caused xvhen driving conditions impose 

abnonual muscnlar activation. The abnormal conditions 
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cau be due to incorrect positions, excessive contraction or, 3) Costanzo A.: Human factor capibilities for avoiding 
worse, uncertain~" and insecurity,behind the wheel, traffic accidents. XII International Technical Co~fference 

on Experimental Safety Vehicles. Gothenburg (Sweden) 
May 27/June 1, 1989. 

CONCLUSIONS 
4) Costanzo A.: Sicurezza Stradale ed Ergonomia. 

The position of the driver at the wheel implies the Relazione Congresso Internazionale Europa 1993. 
a.ctiwltion.of ~nuscles to maintaiu a situation of control of Universitfi degli Studi di Bologna Aula Magna 8-9 Giugno 
the vehicle and use of the instrmnents as needed. 1989. 

We must therefore be ready to expect fatigue even 
when no movements are being performed. Besides the 5) Costanzo A.: L’evoluzione e l’automobile. 
length of fl~e time that the muscles are activated, the level Evoluzione della mobilitfi dei veicoli e loro efficieaza. 
of fatige also depends on file amount of force created and Aspetti ergonomici e capacith di guida. Relazione al 
this is a function of the amount of movements that must be Convegno ACI-ANFIA-ANIA, Montecatini Tenne 17-18 
contrasted and fl~e justified or unjustified tensiou of the Maggio 1990. 
driver. 

Thus incorrect positions and states of anxious 6) Costanzo A.: Technical and Medical aspects 
insecnrity az~d tiredness must be avoided iu order to keep itffluencing a Motorist’s Driving Abili .ty. 13^ International 
the stress low which would other~vise interfere xx~ith safety, technical Co~fference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 

In order for file driver to be properly adapted to the Pads 4-7 Novembre 1991. 
driver’s ’seat tiffs aspect of driving must be inclnded in 

driver’s education courses. The teacher must nmke the 7) Costanzo A.: Guida del veicolo in funzione della 
student understand the mechanisms that bring about stress, sicurezza. Analisi ergonomica. IV Co~wegno A.C.I. - 
Recently the advantages of using simulators for teaching ANFIA - ANIA Montecatini Terme 17-18 Giugno 1992. 
driving has been proposed again, especially for high-risk 
vehicles such as heavy trucks and/or vehicles for 8) Costanzo A., Orsi G.: Atteggiamenti di guida. 
transportatiou of dangerous loads. In this context not only Carichi fi~nzionali e stress. 48^ Conferenza del traffico e 
wonld it be possible to improve the ergonomical functious della Circolazione Stresa 7-10 Ottobre 1992. 
by means of simulators, but also other functions that are 
fundamental to driving such as acoustic and visnal 9) Costanzo A., Orsi G.: Sicurezza stradale: aspetti 
fi~nctions, ergonomici e psicofisici nella preparazione del conducente, 

49^ Conferenza del Tr,~co e della Circolazione - Stresa 
6-8 October 1993. 
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ABSTRACT 

The first third of the 1990’s has been one of generation tools might include a family of 
declining accident rates in the U.S. and increasing biofidelic test dummies and human injury models. 

¯ interest in vehicle safety by consumers and The new tcchnologics will create a 
regulators worldwide. As automotive fatality rates corresponding need to educate the users of these 
continue to trend downward in the U.S., safety has new technologies. New design strategies will need 
become an important consideration in the to be carefully evaluated to assure that the 

consumer’s buying decision. Air bags and anti- technology provided keeps the consumer in mind; 
lock brakes are being purchased on cars and light that is, it is perceived by the consumer as having 

¯ trucks at very high rates. Consumers worldwide value and is understandable and easy to use. 

are demanding improved safety in vehicles. Manufacturers and regulators must realize that 
Ongoing studies by the governments in the U.S., approaches based on a "Technology-for- 
Europe, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Australia, and New technology-sake" or a "Regulation-for-regulation- 
Zealand are expected to lead to the next sake" may provide unexpectedly disappointing 

¯ generation of frontal impact, side impact, and results. 
reliever protection regulations. A focus on 
harmonization and real-world safety benefits is TRAFFIC SAFETY TRENDS IN THE U.S. 
essential. Designing to meet these demands will 
expand the limits of today’s technology. New The safety picture in i~he U.S. continues to be 
technologies will evolve to meet these challenges in one of good news. The Nati~onal Highway. Traffic 

O both the area of new design features and new Shfety Administration (NHTSA) recently 

design tools. Next generation features under announced that the U.S. fatality rate projection 
development include "tailorable" frontal air bags, declined in 1993 to an al~l time low of 1.7 deaths 
side air bags, personalized driving controls, and per 100 million miles of travel[I] (Figure 1). 
accident sensing radar applications. Next 
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6 have shown a fatality reduction of 16 percent 
overall for cars equipped with driver air bags 

5 when compared to vehicles with lap and shoulder 
belt only [3]. Also, State Farm Mutual Insurance, 

4 a U.S. automobile insurance company, conducted a 

3 
study of 1,654 crashes in which there was a driver 
air bag inflation. This study found "lower rates 

2 of potentially more serious head and chest injuries 
such as head concussions and rib fractures." [4] 

CONSUMER TRENDS 
0 
1960 65    70 75 80 85 1990 Surveys continue to indicate that consumers 

CALENDAR YEAR consider vehicle safety an important factor in 
their buying decision. In the U.S. this is 

Figure 1. U.S. Traffic Fatafity Rate 1960-1993 particularly true of women, who are involved in 
(per 100 million miles) over 50% of direct purchases or who influence 

over 90% of the buying decisions. Reflecting the 
Due in part to an increase in vehicles on the growing crime rates, customers indicate a growing 

road and miles traveled, U.S. 1993 traffic fatalities interest in designs which provide increased 
increased slightly from 1992 levels to 39,850 (L6%). personal and vehicle security as well. In Europe, 
However, this was only the second time in 30 years vehicle crash testing by various magazines and the 
that traffic fatalities fell below 40,000 and 1993 publishing of the results have made occupant crash 
was the seventh straight year of fatality rate protection a significant purchasing consideration. 
reductions. 

An increase in the use of safety belts and a REGULATORY AND CONSUMER INFORMATION 
decline in the rate of alcohol involvement in fatal TRENDS 
crashes are believed to be major contributors to the 
reduction in fatalities. NHTSA reports that safety The passage of the Intermodal Surface 
belt use was up to 66% in 1993, which is a Transportation EfficiencyAct(ISTEA)in 1991 by 
significant four percentage increase from 1992 [2]. the U.S. Congress established priorities for NHTSA 
Ten years earlier, belt use was only about 14%. that will impact safety regulations throughout the 
With 17 of the 50 states reporting rates in excess of decade [5]. Vehicle stability, interior head impact 
70%, Department of Transportation Secretary protection, and heavy truck braking are currently 
Frederico Pefia has set a goal of increasing safety NHTSA’s top three priorities. Europe’s top two 
belt use to 75% by 1997. NHTSA estimates this regulatory priorities are offset frontal impact 
increase will save an additional 1700 lives and protection and dynamic side impact protection, 
thousands of injuries from current levels. The Asia-Pacific countries of Australia, 
Secretary Pefia has also set a goal of reducing the New Zealand, Japan, Taiwan, and Korea have all 
percent of alcohol-related fatalities from the 1993 recently initiated studies aimed at developing new 
level of about 44%, to 43% by 1997 [2]. safety regulations. 

Also contributing to the declining traffic In 1992, the Australian government issued its 
fatality rate is the rapid introduction of the air first instrumented dummy crash standard, 
bag to supplement the safety belt. Ford Motor Australian Design Rule 69 (ADR 69). The ADR 
Company alone has produced, in the U.S., an focused on belted occupant crash protection only 
estimated 5.6 million cars and light trucks with air as safety belt use in Australia continues at over a 
bags. These vehicles have travelled an estimated 90% rate. The province of New South Wales is 
152 billion miles and have been involved in over considering consumer information test programs 
660,000 accidents, 76,000 of which were severe similar to NHTSA’s New Car Assessment Program 
enough to activate the air bag. This experience (NCAP) and may soon begin testing at speeds 
has shown air bags to be safe, reliable, and above the regulated ADR speeds, Also, as hasbeen 
effective, the case with independent organizations in Europe 

Several recent independent comparisons by the for the past several years, motoring organizations 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) and media groups have recently begun their own 
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¯ testing and have published results from 35 mph threshold. The level of protection provided by air 

testing(using the Hybrid III dummy), bags could be improved if the air bag inflation 
Efforts to promulgate safety regulations could be "tailored" to the crash at hand. 

have emerged in New Zealand, where the In a lower speed crash slightly above the 

government’s Land Transport Safety Authority inflation threshold, the inflation of the air bag 

¯ (LTSA) recentlylaunched draft levels of an initial might be slowed down, thereby providing 

series of ten safety rules; in Taiwan, where the protection but reducing the chance of the 

Minister of Communication and Transportation temporary facial bruising that can occur; or, in a 

(MOC&T) plans a phase-in of requirements higher speed impact, the inflation time might be 

beginning with a Type Approval Process; and in shortened to totally inflate the air bag before the 

Korea, where the MOT recently introduced 38 fast-moving occupant contacts it. By sensing the 
¯ new    safety items mandatory for vehicle occupant’s seat position, the inflation rate could be 

certification, optimized for a person o f short stature sitting close 
In Japan, the number of motor vehicles is to the steering wheel. The passenger air bag could 

increasing (currently one for every two Japanese), even shut itself off if it sensed that a rear-facing 

the driving population is aging, the Japanese life child safety seat was installed in the scat. 

¯ style is changing and resulting in more night-time It would also be desirable to sense if the safety 

driving, and the highway network is expanding belt were fastened and to tailor the air bag 

and providing more opportunities for high-speed performance accordingly. In the U.S., Federal 

driving. Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 (FMVSS) 

The Japanese government, in response to these requires unbelted dummy testing (in addition to 

trends, issued the Fifth Fundamental Traffic belted dummy testing). Air bag designs, therefore, 

¯ Safety Program in 1991 and established a target of emphasize protection of unbelted occupants which 

reducing yearly fatalities from the 1991 level of results in air bags that are stiffer in order to 

11,105 to 10,000 by 1995 [6]. To implement the restrain more of the unbelted occupant’s weight, 

Program, the Council for Transport Technology arc larger to anticipate less predictable occupant 

(CTT) submitted recommendations to the Ministry kinematics, and inflate quicker to "catch" the 

¯ 
of Transport (MOT) consisting of over 40 short unrestrained occupant who has not been slowed 

(effective 1994), mid, and long term safety items, down by the safety belt and is moving at impact 

In addition, by year end, the MOT is expected to speed. 

complete a major review of standards for The U.S. is the only country that emphasizes 

minivehicles, including improved frontal impact such unbelted testing. As previously mentioned, 

performance and is also pursuing an NCAP-likc the belt usage rate in the U.S. has rapidly risen to 

¯ consumer information program, its current level of 66% and will likely continue to 

Several Japanese manufacturers are rise with Secretary Pefia’s 1997 target of 75%. 

participating in the Japanese government’s Using belted-only testing would also be a major 

Advanced Safety Vehicle Program to produce step toward international harmonization. 

prototype vehicles to evaluate certain advanced To support a tailorable air bag system, 

technologies. Included are drowsiness monitors, sophisticated electronic sensors will replace the 
¯ door-mounted side air bags, warnings to following mechanical ball-in-tube or spring-mass used in 

vehicles, blind spot monitors, impact absorbing today’s sensors. Acceleration-based technologies 

vehicle bodies for pedestrian protection, automatic such as piezoelectric or silicon micromachincd 

emergency calling, and other features, acceleromcters and infrared-based heat detecting 
sensor technology are currently under study for 

¯ EMERGING SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES automotive application [7]. 
Electronic crash sensor systems, including 

Next Generation Frontal Air Bag associated microprocessors, offer numerous 

advantages, particularly the ability to select air 

As previously indicated, the air bag in bag inflation rate and inflation threshold in real 

combination with the safety belt has proven to be time as the crash event is occurring. Air bag 
¯ safe, reliable, and effective. While successful, performance could be further improved by 

today’s air. bags are designed to inflate at a matching the triggering threshold to such things as 

specified rate in collisions above a fixed severity the accident type and severity, safety belt use, and 
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PROPOSED EUROPEAN           USA FMVSS 214 
EUROSlD - 1 FRONT SEAT                    SID - FRONT & REAR SEAT 

.~ 54 km/h 

950 kg 1360 kg ¯ 

EEVC MDB NHTSA MDB 
MEAN EUROPEAN CAR MEAN USA CAR & LT. TRUCK 

INJURY CRITERIA INJURY CRITERIA 
HIC TTI(d) 

CHEST DEFLECTION & V*C PELVIC ACCELERATION 
ABDOMEN FORCE 

PELVIC FORCE 

Figure 2. Comparison of U.S. & Proposed European Side Impact Injury Criteria, Test Procedure & Dummies 

seat position. These sensors could also monitor and impacts (Figure 2). In addition, NHTSA is 
record many pre-crash conditions to aid injury considering additional testing beyond the FMVSS 
prevention research. 214 dynamic side impact requirements by 

For more efficient vehicle packaging, establishing an NCAP-like program (New Car 
manufacturing cost, and design flexibility, Assessment Program) for side impact ("SINCAP"). 
passenger air bag inflator technology may evolve Results of testing at 38 mph(61.2 km/h)(FMVSS 
away from today’s inflators which use a 214 speed is 33.5 mph(53.9 km/h) would be made 

.pyrotechnic to initiate the generation of nitrogen available to the consumer as an aid in the 
gas to a hybrid inflator using a pressurized gas purchasing decision. 
augmented with a heat generator or a dual-staged New designs which improve the energy 
inflator, management of the door and side structure will 

continue to emerge to meet these requirements. 
Next Generation Energy Absorbing Side Structures Some door hardware, such as window mechanisms, 
and Side Air Bags has already been relocated to provide a clear zone 

in the area of likely pelvis and thorax impact. In 

The 1992 Fatal Accident Reporting System some designs, foam within the door or padding on 
(FARS) data indicate that side impact fatalities the interior side of the door has been added to 
constituted 30% (6437) of total passenger car provide enhanced energy absorption. Also under 
fatalities in the U.S. and 13% of light truck consideration are rocker/sill "latches" to help 
fatalities. Regulators and industry have given reduce the intrusion of the door into the occupant 
much attention to improving the side impact compartment by transferring loads to the body 
crashworthiness of vehicles. The European structure and doors designed to preserve the door 
Community and NHTSA have, unfortunately, crush space for the dummy during crash. 
taken different approaches in developing Side air bags are under study and might 
requirements, procedures, and test dummies provide the next generation of side impact 
intended to help reduce the risk of injury in side technology. However, transferring front air bag 
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technology to the side presents many challenges, cars, the manufacturers will need to minimize the 

Compared to the front crush zone, the door loss of interior spaciousness. Also, during 

provides considerably less crush space and the inflation, the air bag must clear the occupant’s 

close proximity of the occupant to the impacting safety belts and the air bags must be evaluated for 

barrier means that side air bags will need to sense real-world situations such as an occupant leaning 

the crash and inflate much quicker than frontal against the door. 

air bag systems. Research indicates that the side Another frontier for side impact will be 

air bag will have to sense and inflate in protecting the head from contact with poles and 

approximately 12-15 milliseconds compared to other vehicles during the side impact. NHTSA 

about 50 milliseconds for a frontal impact estimates that nearly half of all side impact 

(Figure 3). fatalities are a result of head injuries and that 
poles and fixed objects are involved in over 25% 
of these fatalities [8]. Head air bags mounted in 

Side Impact Air Bag vs. Frontal Air bag the upper structure of the vehicle is a concept that 
lores- --2o-3oms is in the research stage. 

New interior and perhaps structural designs 
will evolve to provide improved interior head 
impact protection in side impacts. NHTSA was 
directed by Congress through ISTEA to issue a 
regulation addressing this topic. NHTSA is soon 
expected to propose a 15 mph (24~1 km/h) head 
impact requirement to be tested at points along 

s~.~n~T~mo a-sm~ So.~n~T~me 20~s various structural elements of the vehicle in the 
InflationTirnel0ms Inflation Tirne 20-30 ms vicinity of an occupant’s head in the seated 

position (Figure 4). It is not clear how this test 

Figure 3. Comparison of Required Sensing and could be applied to head air bags. 

Inflation Times for Side and Front Air Bags 

Advanced sensor technology developed to 
support tailorable front air bag systems may also 
find applications in the side air bag system. An 
even more advanced sensor, perhaps based on 
radar technology, which would anticipate the 
crash before it actually happens and begin to 
inflate the air bag prior to impact, would allow a 
slower inflation of the air bag and result in a less 
aggressive inflation. This technology would be 
most beneficial in side impacts, particularly for 
those occupants over 50 years old (who are 
involved in 2/3 of all side impacts). Anticipatory 
sensing could also benefit occupants of smaller 
vehicles involved in frontal impacts. 

The number, location, and the direction of 
inflation of the side air bag might vary based on 
vehicle characteristics. The air bag might inflate 
upward from the seat cushion, forward from the 
seat back, inward from the door panel, or Figure 4. In-Vehicle Head Impact Test Using a 

downward from the roof. Two separate air bags Robotics Arm to Locate and Fire the Headform 

might be used to provide protection for the pelvis 
and chest, or a less complex combination of air bag Numerous challenges remain for 

and padding might be used. Initial testing has manufacturers, particularly for smaller vehicles. 

been positive, but several issues remain. In Possible design solutions will involve vehicle 

packaging the side air bag, particularly for smaller structural changes and additional interior padding. 
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Next Generation Crash Energy Management require more sophisticated crash energy 

management approaches for the front structure of 
In addition to new technologies which provide the vehicles. New designs will balance and 

improved full-frontal and side-impact protection, optimize the crush characteristics in the various 

more emphasis is being placed on asymmetrical, or frontal, angular, and offset conditions and will 

¯ offset, impacts. For the past several years, offset balance energy absorption with aggressiveness in 

testing has been conducted in Europe by various side impact conditions. The approaches used will 

media groups and will become a two-phase depend on vehicle size and structure 

regulation in Europe starting in 1995 with a characteristics. Measures tomaintaintheintegrity 

second phase expected in 1998. In the U.S., of the occupant compartment, particularly in the 

NHTSA is considering offset testing, as well as footwell area, may require new structural 
¯ other means of enhanced frontal protection, as a approaches to door and cowl areas, or energy 

possible enhancement to FMVSS 208; the IIHS absorbing footwells. 

(Insurance Institute for Highway Safety)is hoping At the present time, Europe and the U.S. are 

to influence NHTSA and manufacturers by considering differentapproachestooffsettesting, 

developing an offset test (Figure 7). including various barrier configurations and test 

¯ Assuming traffic fatality rates continue conditions. Greater focus on harmonization 

downward, helped in part by new technologies, between the U.S. and Europe is essential if we are 

further improvements in occupant protection will to avoid a situation similar to what currently 

involve reducing non-fatal ankle, knee, and lower exists with side impact dummies previously 

leg injuries to preserve the quality of life. Early discussed. Lack of harmonization will 

1980 studies of lower extremity injuries (primarily unnecessarily burden manufacturers with 
¯ unbelted occupants) concluded that the ankle-foot conflicting design requirements and add costs to 

region was injured by floor or foot control the development process with no benefits to the 

contacts [13]. Occupants in today’s air bag- consumer. 

equipped vehicles have been shown to survive 
severe high-speed crashes in which a great amount Next Generation Safety Belts 

¯ of vehicle deformation was involved. As such new 
technologies continue to contribute to a reduction Safety belts need to accommodate a wide range 

in traffic fatalities, lower limb injuries may of occupant sizes. For example, the tallest 5% of 

account for a higher proportion of total survivable men are 6’1" (185.4 cm) or taller whilst the shortest 
injuries. 5% of women are 4’11" (150 cm) or shorter. Seat, 

belt, and interior package designs that provide the 
¯ occupants with the ability to select the best fit 

[~~~ 

may lead to increased belt usage. 
FLAT FIXED BARRIER AT 30 o Improved seat technologies may result in more 
WITH ANTI-SLIDE DEVICE 

widespread application of scats which integrate 
[-~ the upper torso belts and anchorages into the seat 

¯OFFSET FIXED RIGID BARRIER 
~ L~ and seat track structure, providing potentially 

improved belt geometry for a greater range of 

~5o 

~~~ 

occupant sizes and maintaining the geometry 
OFFSET FIXED RIGED BARRIER AT 

throughout a greater range of seat positions. 
Removing the upper belt anchorage from the B- 

~ 
pillar may also provide more of a "clear zone" for 

OFFSET FIXED DEFORMABLE BARRIER 

side air bag inflation or head impact as previously 
discussed. 

OFFSETDEFORMABLEMOVINGBARRIER(OR MOVABLE) i~j = ~;EI~ Various approaches under study include 

combinations of high-strength metals and light- 
weight composites to provide the high structural 

¯ Figure 7. Frontal Impact Orientations and Barrier ,integrity of the seat required to withstand high 

Types Under Study Worldwide belt loads under ,crash conditions. Rear seats in 
vans and minivans with integrated safety belts 

Designing for an offset test condition will may be able to provide improved geometry while 
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providing a less obtrusive looking belt system and Relatively sophisticated finite element 
providing the convenience of easy removal of the modeling techniques are already well established 
seats, in the industry. Vehicle models which simulate 

Advances in safety belt designs will continue structural responses, air bag models capable of 
to provide more and improved means of designing simulating the "unfolding" of the air bag during 
the best combination of comfort and performance inflation, and rigid body occupant models of the 
features tailored to the individual characteristics dummy which simulate dummy responses are 
of the vehicle and the other components of the currently in use [14] (Figure 8). 
restraint system. For example, mechanical and 
pyrotechnic safety belt tensioners, currently more 
prevalent in Europe, have been combined with the 
smaller-sized European air bags to reduce the 
amount of belt slack prior to crash. ~Web grabber" 
and "wedge clamp" belt retractors may bc used to 
reduce belt payout during crash. 

With electronic air bag crash sensors, the 
activation of an electronic belt tensioner could 
occur at a different time than the activation of 
the air bag. Other advancements might include 
anchorages capable of reducing belt loads on the 
occupant by absorbing energy proportional to the 
occupant’s size as determined by the amount of 
unwound belt. The dcgrcc to which these features Figure 8. Finite Element Simulation of a Vehicle 
will be used will depend on the characteristics of Impacting a Pole at 31 mph (50 kph) 
the vehicle and other occupant protection devices, 
such as air bags. Two and three dimensional models have 

been developed R for dummies, air bags, safety 
Modeling and Simulation Technology belts, scats, and other vehicle components m and 

have gained acceptance by manufacturers in 
Though transparent.to the consumer, improved various applications (Figure 9). 

occupant and vehicle modeling and simulation 
technologies will perhaps be the key technology 
which enables implementation of the above 
crashworthiness technologies. 

Extensive actual testing.of complete vehicles 
involving advanced technologlcs, or a combination 
of technologies, is costly and time consuming. 
Building and crash testing an early prototype can 
cost $400,000-$500,000 and can take months to 
complete. Even modeling the crash requires 
relatively large amounts of time and expense. A 
highly efficient complex vehicle crash model 
containing 30,000-35,000 �lements run on a 
powerful computer like the Cray C90 currently 
consumes 9-10 hours of single processor time and 
$4,000-$5,000. Quicker and enhanced models 
which offer new and improved features will be 
developed to provide the manufacturer early 
design guidance by allowing an earlier evaluation Figure 9. Finite Element Simulation of a Head 
of alternatives with the potential for a more fully Impact with Vehicle B-Pillar Structure 
optimized design with fewer prototypes. For the 
consumer, this translates to improved technology As computing power continues to rapidly 
available at an earlier date. increase, it will become more practicable to use 
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¯ finite element techniques to simulate various Work is currently under way to develop air 

dummies, including the SID, BIOSID, EUROSID, bag models capable of simulating "air bag slap" 

and Hybrid III family of dummies, and to simulate effects and air bag inflation effects on out-of- 

their kinematics during crash. Typically, the position occupants. Vehicle structure model 

finite element approach is currently limited to enhancements will allow modeling more complex 

¯ vehicle structure and NVH applications, due to the materials such as structural composites, foams of 

more involved "mesh" preparation and longer various densities, and side-door air bags as they 

computer run-times, are studied for possible applications in light- 
NHTSA indicates that they .are currently weight vehicles and side-door applications. 

developing finite element models for simulating 
the human brain, chest, spine, and leg. These Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems (IVHS), 

¯ models will be helpful in developing improved test Technologies 

dummies and associated dummy test "injury 
criteria." Also, NHTSA has an extensive cadaver Many new electronic control and driver 

test program and has already completed testing information technologies are being studied under 

about 50 cadavers to study human injury the various umbrella organizations involved with 

¯ tolerances which can be used to verify injury intelligent vehicles and highways: IVHS America 

models [15]. Modeling of the human response to a in the U.S. (Intelligent Vehicle Highway System); 

crash, taking into consideration muscle and other in Europe, PROMETHEUS (Program for European 

human characteristics not available in dummies, is Traffic with Highest Efficiency and 

the next frontier. Unprecedented Safety) and DRIVE (Dedicated 

New finite element models will couple the Road Infrastructure for Vehicle Safety in Europe); 

¯ individual front and side structure models, the air and VICS in Japan (Vehicle Information and 

bag deployment models, and the occupant Communication System). These programs have 

kinematic models to form larger more broad scope, are heavily funded by the various 

comprehensive system models with improved governments, and have long time-frames (20 years 

simulation capability capable of modeling for IVHS). 

¯ 
interaction effects among the various current Considering all aspects of IVHS technologies, 

model "types". This will be helpful in designing the initial safety goal of the U.S. IVHS strategic 

for full frontal, offset frontal, angular, and side plan is to reduce the number of annual fatalities 

impact conditions, in addition to simulating the and the number of annual injuries by 8% by 2011. 

vehicle and occupant reactions to impacts This is equivalent to 3,300 deaths and 400,000 

occurring at any specified impact angle and injuries [16]. 

¯ location (Figure 10). The strategic plan categorizes the various 
aspects of IVHS into five functional areas: 
Advanced Traffic Management Systems, Advanced 
Traveler Information Systems, Advanced Vehicle 
Control Systems, Commercial Vehicle Operations, 
and Advanced Public Transportation Systems. A 

¯ discussion of all of these areas is beyond the scope 

of this paper.    However, certain of the 
"autonomous" technologies, those which can be 
adopted to the vehicle and function without the 
need for new highway infrastructure, are 

¯ discussed in this paper. These technologies are 

primarily related to the functional area of 
~Advanced Vehicle Control Systems"(AVCS) and 
~Automatic Traveler Information Systems"(ATIS). 
AVCS is the most likely area to provide safety 
advancements in the near future. 

¯ Advanced Vehicle Control Systems m A U.S. 

Figure 10. Finite element model combining vehicle, study estimated that human error is a definite 

air bag, and dummy models cause in 70% of all accidents [17]. Vehicle control 
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system technologies, properly conceived and yd (500m) and imaging ranges of up to 437 yd 
implemented, can contribute to a reduction in the (400m) have been demonstrated. 
number of human-error accidents by assisting the Also under study are technologies based on 
driver and, in certain cases, performing some higher-frequency electromagnetic waves, such as 
functions better than the driver, infrared and laser. Each technology offers its own 

Forward-looking sensors using electromagnetic set of advantages and disadvantages. Infrared 
wave technology, such as radar, are currently offers the advantage of smaller antenna size 
being developed for automotive applications as requirements, but may not be as effective as radar 
part of advanced accident avoidance systems, in snow and fog conditions. Laser technology may 

Radar "ranging" systems will be capable of be more cost effective, but operating performance 
detecting obstacles and providing the driver a may be adversely affected by build-up of road 
warning of a potential rear-end collision by dirt. 
monitoring the lead vehicle’s distance and relative "Imaging" systems would provldc the driver 
velocity to the following vehicle. By warning the with enhanced driving "visibility," particularly 
driver of apotcntial collision,"Rear-End Collision during nighttime and other poor-visibility 
Warning Systems" may reduce the driver’s reaction conditions. By combining a head-up display with 
time allowing the driver more time to take the the output from either high-resolution scanning 
necessary evasive actions. The benefit may be a radar or infrared imaging sensors, either a 
reduction in rear-end collisions, particularly in symbolic representation of a lead vehicle or a 
situations whcrc thc lead vehicle is not moving-- "view" of the lead vehicle would be imaged 
a situation that NHTSA estimates accounts for directly in the driver’s forward field of view. 
about 2/3 of total rear-end crashes in the U.S.[18]. A radar based, "All-Weather Radar Imaging 

Though it is not presently possible to measure System" is under development that would take 
the benefits of collision warning systems in real- advantage of radar’s ability to function in adverse 
world applications, the warning is more likely to weather conditions, including fog and snow. In 
be effective in crash situations caused by lack of the future, with appropriate infrastructure 
attention than those caused by following too changes to the road, it would also be possible to 
closely. Simulation models using actual highway display the road lane markings in addition to 
recorded vehicle speeds, closing rates, and displaying the location of a lead vehicle 
headways have been developed to estimate the (Figure 11). 
effect of the warning on driver reaction time and 
to what degree accidents would or would not 
occur. Modeling results from a Ford Motor 
Company study indicate that collision warning 
systems with a range of about 250 feet have the 
potential to reduce the number of rear-end 
collisions by 50% and the more serious ones by 
over 60% [19]. A NHTSA-developed model 
similarly concluded that a high percentage of 
rear-end crashes could theoretically be prevented 
(40%-80% depending on modeling parameters)[18]. 
Further, the Ford study concluded that the impact 
speeds of those crashes that still occur are reduced 
by as much as 38%. 

Automotive applications of radar would 
require an antenna as small as possible to allow it Figure 11. Head-up Display Indication (Simulation) 
to be packaged on the vehicle. Radar systems are of Leading Vehicles and Road Markings Under Poor 
under development which would use higher Visibility Conditions 
frequencies and shorter wavelengths -- on the 
order of millimeters m to allow smaller antenna "Assisted Control" systems combining forward- 
size. Early designs using a 4.5-inch (ll.4cm) looking sensors with the accelerator and brake 
antenna at millimeter wave lengths have shown functions could lead to enhanced speed control 
promising results. Detection ranges of up to 547 systems assisting the driver in controlling the 



¯ vehicle. Such an"Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)~ Similarly, voice recognition technologies 

system, because it would be an enhancement to developed initially for navigation purposes will 

conventional speed control systems, may become lead to voice-activated controls. Voice operation 

the first automotive application of IVHS of those components which now require the driver 

technology utilizing forward-looking sensors to temporarily divertattention from the road, such 

Forward-looking "ranging" sensors would signal as the radio, would decrease the number of 
¯ 

the ICC to automatically accelerate or decelerate simultaneous tasks required of the driver and 

to help maintain a following interval selected by increase the driver’s ability to concentrate on what 

the driver. A warning could be provided if is happening on the road ahead. 

additional braking is required by the driver. 

The ICC will provide the driver the "Personalized Controls" 

¯ convenience of extending the use of speed control 

to crowded traffic conditions and could act as a Advances in electronics will lead to more 

driver support system. ICC may prove to be a key personalization of the vehicle to accommodate 

enabling technology for future IVHS technology differing occupant sizes and preferences. While 

applications because the driver remains involved many of these might be viewed as primarily 

¯ 
in the driving task and the concepts are built on comfort or convenience enhancements, they can 

the customer’s existing familiarity with have secondary positive effects on the driver’s safe 

conventional speed control, driving practices. Adjustable brake and 

For any warning or automatic control system, accelerator pedals would provide the driver with 

a key consideration is the algorithm used to decide the most comfortable reach while keeping the seat 

the conditions in which the driver will be warned in its most rearward position. This will enhance 

¯ or will receive assisted control. The algorithm the effectiveness of the air bag and reduce the risk 

selected must balance the need to minimize the of injury from being too close to an inflating air 

number of "false" (unnecessary) warnings with the bag. Memory driver’s seat cushion and seat back 

need to maximize the available driver response positions and memory pedals, steering column, and 

time to the situation at hand. Two factors that mirrors would assure the driver a convenient and 

present a significant challenge are the difficulty optimum driving environment with optimum 
¯ 

in measuring the coefficient of the road surface visibility. 

and the readiness of the driver to react to the 
warning. Both of these factors can have a CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 

significant influence on stopping distances and 

therefore on the algorithm selected. Though not a technology in itself, consumer 

¯ Driver and Vehicle Status Monitorin~ -- In real- education must not be overlooked. To realize the 

time, a combination of new and enhanced on- full benefits of new technologies, the consumer 

board sensors and advanced on-board computers needs to understand their intended purpose and 

would monitor and warn the driver should either proper use m avoiding misconceptions that can 

the driver or the vehicle begin to perform lead to unrealistic expectations and improper use 

erratically. Possible performance measures may or disuse. 
¯ include monitoring the steering wheel for erratic The industry’s experiences with air bag 

motion, supplemental restraint systems in the U.S. over the 

Technologies developed to support other IVHS past ten years illustrate this point. The media, 

efforts may provide enhanced safety or security NHTSA, and the manufacturers all have been 

benefits as well.    Using IVHS navigation involved in educating the consumer through 

¯ technologies and a cellular phone, quick various newspaper and magazine reports, 

"Emergency Messaging" of an accident and advertising, and dealer training and other special 

automatic identification of the vehicle’s location educational efforts, as tothe realistic effectiveness 

could be provided to the police and fire of air bags. 

departments. This would provide quicker response In spite of this, misconceptions persist [20]. 

times for emergency medical units and, in cases of Typical misconceptions include the type of crash 
¯ serious injury, would help get the victim to the in which the air bag is designed to inflate (frontal 

hospital in the critical first hour after the and near frontal), the fact that there is an 

accident, inflation threshold below which the air bag is not 
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designed to inflate (typically 8-14 mph), and the representation of ABS across all vehicle segments,¯ 
need to understand that, due to the high energies it is believed that driver misconception of how to 
associated with crash events and the corresponding make an emergency stop with ABS was also a 
need to inflate the air bag at high speeds, an factor. IVHS-related technologies that "assume 
occupant contacting an inflating air bag is not like control" of the vehicle, such as Intelligent Cruise 
a gentle "landing" into a soft pillow. This Control, and other future technologies will require¯ education process continues today, the development of driver awareness and 

Anti-Lock Brake systems (ABS) are another Understanding. Perhaps most challenging will be 
example of a new technology application requiring educating drivers who feel uncomfortable using 
more consumer education. Drivers have new technologies. 
traditionally learned to avoid skidding on slippery 
surfaces by "pumping" the brakes. This technique CLOSING PERSPECTIVES ¯ 
is opposite to the continuous application and "hold" 
of the brake pedal required with ABS, as the ABS Though many significant technological 
operates only in conjunction with the application advancements have been made which have 
of the brake pedal by the driver (Figure 12). contributed to the improved safety of today’s 

vehicles, even more significant advancements may O 
be coming for tomorrow’s vehicles. NHTSA 
estimates that even after full implementation of 

WithABs WithOUtABS driver and passenger air bags in the U.S., frontal 

Without~A~S impacts will still account for up to 10,000 
~ fatalities and 120,000 moderate to critical injuries 

With < 
~’~ (AIS>2) annually [23]. In the future,~ 

¯ ~ -- ~/ manufacturers and regulators worldwide will 
~ continue to make efforts to further reduce traffic 
-- fatalities, and an increasing emphasis will be 

~ \ \ placed on reducing the severity of non-fatal 

i i~ ! ’ ~ injuries. In looking to advanced safety technology ~ 
--’ ~ to provide the means for achieving such goals, 

~ I~ 
several key challenges need to be addressed. 

_ ~ Perhaps most important, the application of new 
technology must meet the needs of the consumer 

] Brakes Applied ] I Brakes Applied ] and actually improve vehicle safety. Technology 
Four WheelAnti-lock~b~akinghelpsprovidegreater must lead to consumer satisfaction. "Technology ¯ 
steering control (illustrated le~t) and smooth straight 
stops (flIustrated right) with a Purpose" is a phrase used at Ford Motor 

Company.    A technology-for-technology-sake 
approach will prove inefficient and costly and 

Figure 12. Advantages of ABS, When Properly Used       may not provide the desired results. 
In addressing the needs of the consumer, the ¯ 

A recent U.S. insurance industry report notes benefits of the technologies must be perceptible, 
that passenger cars equipped with ABS and the use of the technologies must be 
demonstrated impressive test track performance 

understandable. The video recorder (VCR) has 
during emergency braking on wet and slippery become the subject of many jokes in the U.S as 
surfaces by both decreasing stopping distances and many VCR owners do not know how, or care to 
improving the driver’s control of the vehicle learn how, to program the VCR. Safety ~ during braking. The report further notes, technologies cannot afford a similar fate. New 
however, that ABS-equipped passenger cars have safety technologies need to be clearly understood 
yet to show a reduction in the frequency of and easy to use; or they won’t be used, or won’t be 
insurance claims for damage when compared to used properly¯ Even more challenging will be 
otherwise similar cars [21,22]. While several finding ways to effectively change driver behavior 
factors probably contributed to this result, in those cases where it is necessary. Burdening the ¯ 
including the relatively infrequent nature of driver with technology overload must be avoided. 
emergency braking and an insufficient New technologies could create the need for 
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¯ new industry standards and practices and may lead [6] "Future Technical Measures To Ensure 

to new regulations. Continuous, sincere efforts Safety of Motor Vehicles," Council for 

must be made to achieve worldwide harmonization Transport Technology, Japan, March 31, 

and to avoid legislation-for-legislation sake 1992. 

regulations to assure that our limited resources are [7] Ashley, S., "Automotive Safety is in the Bag," 

¯ directed at providing the customer with the best M~hanical Engineering. January, 1994. 

technologies in the shortest time. [8] U.S. Department of Transportation, DOT 
Maintaining new vehicle costs at a level of HS-807-220,"PreliminaryRegulatoryImpact 

affordability which won’t drive consumers out of Analysis New Requirements for Passenger 

the marketplace has become even more challenging Cars to Meet a Dynamic Side Impact Test 

as manufacturers continue to be faced with a FMVSS 214," January, 1988. 

¯ growing list ofconsumer and regulatory demands. [9] Henson, S., Hultman R., Daniel, R., 

Extending the challenge to an even higher level Spadafora, A., Parekh, I., "Comparison of 

are those demands which have directionally BIOSID and EUROSID-1Dummies in Full- 

opposite solutions. Vehicle Crash Tests," Ford Motor Company, 

In Europe, the growing demand for more SAE-940563, February, 1994. 

¯ affordable vehicles is leading to a growth in the [10] Campbell,K, Wasko, R, and Henson, S., 

mini-vehicle and sub-B segment. And the need "Analysis of Side Impact Test Data 

for more fuel-efficient vehicles in the U.S., as Comparing SID and BIOSID," 34th STAPP 

represented by the SuperCar project, will lead to Car Crash Conference, SAE 902319, Orlando, 

lighter-weight vehicles. For both of these efforts, Florida, November 4-7, 1990. 

just meeting today’s safety standards may present [11] Wasko, R., Campbell, K., Henson, S., "Results 

¯ the greatest challenge, of MVMA Full Vehicle Side Impact Tests on 
1990 Model Year Pontiac 6000 Vehicles 
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¯ Dynamic Stability Control DSC - A Wheel Slip Control System with Extended Function 
Heinz Leffler 
BMW AG 
Germany 
94-$9-O-09 

ABSTRACT traction control device with brake .control at the 
driven axle only. Combined systems with trac- 

ABS-systems form the basis for different cate- tion and stability control require as intervention 
gories of traction and stability control systems, using engine and brakes. Regarding size, weight 
Combined traction and stability control systems and function, fully integrated ABS systems have 
in a similar manner as with ABS, are based on proven their outstanding qualities [1]. ¯ wheel speed information only. By intelligent The Automatic Stability Control, ASC of 
analysis of the different wheel speed signals it BMW belongs in the category of combined sta- 
becomes possible to differenciate between dif- bility and traction control systems. Based on the 
ferent driving situations, wheel speed information of the four wheels on- 

However a more exact definition of the re- ly, selected control commands are provided to 
spective driving situation requires additional in- give priority either to traction or stability. ¯ formation besides the wheel speed signals only. ASC operates with a combined interface 
This is especially true when more active correc- structure between brake and engine manage- 
tive measures are considered for sophisticated ment systems. For cars with automatic gear box 
wheel slip control systems, control, the information on the ASC-control- 

Besides conventional Automatic Stability status is used to adopt the gear change programs 
Control ASC, a new category of Dynamic Sta- in a suitable manner. ¯ bility Control DSC was developed to allow for The ASC-intervention on engine power is 
simultaneous consideration of longitudinal and based on throttle control, ignition timing and 
lateral slip control, combined ignition/injection cutout. Throttle 

The technical system layout of the different control is provided by either an additional elec- 
wheel slip control systems, is briefly described, tro-mechanical throttle actuator or by an elec- 
Results comparing the respective performance tronically controlled accelerator. ¯ of thedifferentcontrollersareshown. Brake control within the ASC-concept is 

It can be concluded that the evolutionary de- mainly used to improve traction in the speed 
velopment of the different stability control sys- range up to 40 kin/h, where individual brake ac- 
tems considered for this comparison, results in a tuation is allowed to prevent spinning wheels on 
highly remarkable contribution to the improve- I.t-splitted road surfaces (Select-High-Control 
ment of active safety. SHC). Above 40 km/h brake control is limited 
INTRODUCTION to a common actuation of both brakes at the 

driven axle (Select-Low-Control SLC). 
The penetration of ABS in different classes of Dynamic Stability Control DSC is based on 

vehicles has facilitated the introduction of an- the combined traction and stability control sys- 
other wheel slip control system, that prevents terns, but besides the four wheel speed signals 
spinning wheels during acceleration or during also utilizes the information on steering angle ¯ traction-critical driving situations, additionally. Using this signal it becomes possi- 

First systems were available as pure engine ble to compare the actual driving situation with 
power controlling stability systems, or as a pure 
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the ideal behaviour of the car. an extension of the basic ABS is a Traction 
The. more advanced recognition of the vehi- Control System TCS, this is based on controlled 

cles actual handling, with regard to its self- braking of the driven wheels. It is a system 
steering characteristics, allows to keep the car which operates in a limited speed range only 
within the neutral range and limit the oversteer- and sets priority mainly on traction. 
ing or understeering characteristics very effec- Combined stability and traction control sys- 
tively, tems such as ASC and DSC operate with brake 

Different stages of development regarding and engine control. The goal of ASC as with 
DSC are foreseen. The first system actually DSC is to ensure stability and steerability dur- 
available in the BMW 850 Ci will be replaced ing all driving situations, independent of wheth- 
by a second generation system which will be the er the car is accelerating, travelling at a constant 
first stability controller with a partially active of speed or e.g. driving on extremely dynamic 
function, sections of road. 

Test results obtained with the different wheel Additionally the traction on adhesion-critical 
slip control systems underlines the claim that surfaces should be optimized so that a well-bal- 
combined stability and traction control systems anced compromise between stability and trac- 
substantially contribute to the improvement of tion is obtained. 
active safety. The different levels of DSC-systems - DSC1, 

DSC2, DSC3 - in contrast to ASC-systems ana- CLASSIFICATION OF WHEEL SLIP lyse besides wheel speed information further CONTROL SYSTEMS 
sensor input signals to compare actual and nom- 

Wheel slip control systems can be divided into inal handling of the car during stability critical 
two categories: brake control systems and corn- situations. 
bined brake and stability control systems, Fig. 1. DSC1 uses the steering wheel angle input to 

The first brake control system introduced on determine the driver’s required driving direc- 
cars was ABS. It ensures steerability and vehi- tion. Based on a control procedure which com- 
cle stability during braking manoeuvres by pre- pares the nominal driving situation with the ac- 
venting the locking of wheels and thus. allows tual one [2], commands are used in a ’quasi 
for sufficient lateral stability. The optimization watchdog manner’ with the simultaneously acti- 
of the ABS-logic is equally directed to a mini- vation of the ASC. 
mization of the stopping distance. DSC2 as a logical extension of DSC 1 incorpo- 

Another brake control system which is used as rates a feature which allows active brake control 

Wheel Slip Control Systems 

- Stability - Traction - Traction - Traction - Traction - Traction 
- Stoorability - Stability and - Stability and - Stability - Stability 
- Brakin9 Steerability Steerability - Steerability - Steerability 

Per[ormance During Accelera- DuringAccelera- -Active - ActiveABS- 
tion, Driving tion, Driving ABS-Control and ASC-Control 

Longitudinal Slip Control Systems LongitUdinal and Side Slip 

Control Systems 
i 
I Passive Control Systems ~ Active Control Systems 
i 

Fig. 1. Classification of Wheel slip control systems. 
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¯ below the normal ABS thresholds. With this the respective brake circuits during ASC-control 
Cornering Brake Control, CBC, the first step to is required as well as the hydraulic pressure sup- 
a fully active stability controller is attained, ply [3]. 

Whereas DSC2 controls the brakes actively The combination of brake control and engine 
during cornering, DSC3 will operate during all control allows the realization of a combined sta- 
driving and braking conditions, guaranteeing bility and traction control system. The ASC-sys- 

¯ stability by simultaneously optimizing the trac- tems of BMW communicate with a sophisticat- 
tion and the braking performance, ed engine management system, which allows 

ABS, TCS and ASC are longitudinal wheel for the control of ignition timing and combined 
slip control systems, the detection of cornering injection/ignition cutout during ASC-control, 
is based on wheel speed information. In contrast Fig. 2. 
to the afore-mentioned systems all DSC-con- In case of engines with conventional throttle 

¯ trollers are based on longitudinal and side slip actuation an additional ASC-throttle together 
control, with an ASC throttle actuator is used for throttle 

Whereas ABS, TCS, ASC and DSC1 are pas- control during ASC. All ASC systems offer the 
sive systems DSC2 and DSC3 fall in the catego- additional advantage of the reduction of engine 
ry of active systems, decelerative moment during down-shifting pre- 

venting slip at the driven wheels. 
¯ TECHNICAL COMPARISON OF ASC In the case of cars with automatic gear boxes 

AND DSC an interface between the ASC and gear box con- 
The technical contents of both systems - ASC trol units is foreseen to allow for a modification 

and DSC - varies by the amount of additional of gear change programs during ASC-control. 
sensors required for the system layout. Consid- All ASC-systems at BMW are also available for 
ering that all DSC-systems are based on ABS- cars equipped with manual gear boxes. 

¯ integrated ASC, a short description of the ASC For the purpose of traction optimisation SHC- 
system is given as follows, control is applied up to 40 km/h. Especially I-t- 

splitted surfaces demand individual brake con- 
ASC, system architecture - The ABS-hy- trol of the driven axle. To limit negative effects 

draulics are extended for the purpose of ASC in on vehicle stability the afore-mentioned speed 
order to allow for individual braking control on limitation was introduced. 

¯ the driven axle. Additionally the separation of By a comparison of the front axle wheel 

Brake / Wheel Slip .... r---l ,~ FA: Front Axle 4 Wheel Speeds Input 

Control Hydraulics I 
i ~,                  RA: Rear Axle 

.--) Longitudinal Wheel Slip Control 

¯ / / Wheel- Individual Utilisation of 

- --~ / / 
~---, Adhesion up to 40 km/h ’ 

’ ABS/ 
..-) SHC- Control 

,RA A$C 

@ 

FA Ab°ve 40 km/h Brake C°ntr°l 
Guided by Low-it Wheel 

, , , , o Comparison of Front Axle Wheel 

" , ,, .--) Cornering Detection 

¯ AGS A 

/    ABS/ 
| DME 

ASC 
/ i~- 

ic: Ignition/Injection 
; Cutout 

AGS : Automatic Gear Box ,, THR IT: Ignition Timing 

Control 
[ I 

THR: Throttle Control 
DME : Engine Management ADS 2 A: Interface Automatic 

¯ ADS2: ASC Throttle Actuator Gear Box Control 

Fig. 2. Automatic Stability Control ASC with engine and brake control. 
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speeds a detection of a cornering manoeuvre is the side slip speed are required. ¯ 

possible. Modifications to the slip thresholds are Except constant vehicle parameters some load 
implemented when cornering is detected by the dependent values are required. Fortunately the 
ASC-logic. vehicle mass, the moment of inertia and the dis- 

DSC. the basic principles - The Dynamic tances to the centre of gravity change propor- 
Stability Control systems DSC1 and DSC2 use tionally with vehicle load. From pure experi- 
the wheel speed information of the 4 wheels and ence the parameters during a partly laden condi- ¯ 

additionally receive information of the steering tion have proved successful when used in the 
angle input by the driver. The basic idea of DSC formula for FAWSD. 
is to compare the actual and the nominal han- Concerning tyre cornering stiffness, as for the 
dling of the car~ Within a linear range it be- total vehicle model, linearity is assumed. The 
comes possible to predict the nominal handling tyre cornering stiffness includes steering elastic- 
by a single track simulation model, Fig. 3. ity under simulation purposes. For different ve- 

Establishing the equations of motion for a hicles an adaptation of the system is carried out 
simplified single track linear vehicle model re- in such a manner that the specific vehicle data 
suits in an expression [4], which defines the is considered carefully. 
front axle wheel speed difference FAWSD as The steering angle information is obtained 
the control variable for the stability control sys- from a potentiometer with two contacts stag- 
tern. gered by 90 deg. To define which actual steer- ¯ 

Comparing the actual, measured FAWSD, ing wheel position is obtained, a virtual deter- 
which is derived from the front axle sensor sig- mination is additionally carried out, whereby 
nals, with the value received from the simula- the front axle wheel speeds are used. 
tion, it allows us to define whether the car ex- ASC/DSC TEST RESULTS 
hibits an oversteering, understeering or neutral 
handling phenomena. To compare the different Systems ASC and ¯ 

The formula used for the prediction of DSC1, perforrnance tests on different test tracks 
FAWSD, Fig. 4, is based on the measured val- were carried out [5]. As the test car a BMW 850 
ues of steering angle and vehicle speed. Accord- Ci was used with a special installation which al- 
ing to the simulation the yaw acceleration and lows switching to either ASC or DSC1. 

Comparison of Actual and 

(DSC) -- , m Nominal Handling 
~"" / ctF 

Vv ~VF - Consideration of Linear 

.~/~,., / ) 

Range ¯ 

/ - Prediction of Nominal 

Vv Handling with Single Track 

, ’1’/ c. 
Simulation Model 

¯ 

tr,!(-41 

_ n 
6- (QF"-- ,~ rQ R~’~""’~ Definition of Front Axle 

I, , " R 
Wheel Speed Difference 

v~~~~v ~~f!’~ 

FAWSD as Control Variable 

Required Values: ¯ 

- Steering Angle 
- Vehicle Speed 

\ 

Q-R ¯ 

Fig. 3. Single track simulation mode used for DSC. 
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v s { 5F CF CRI- ;~ ~z (CF + CR)- ~ m v (ca IR- CF IF)} 
FAWSD = 

CF CR 12 + rn v2 (CR IR - CF IF) 

FAWSD ¯ Front Axle Wheel Speed Difference 
~ 

¯ Side Slip Angle Measured values: v, 5 F 
CF, CR : Tyre Cornering Stiffness ~, : Yaw Rate 

Simulated values: ~ ~ 
@z : Yaw Moment of. Inertia I : Wheel Base ’ 
m ¯ Vehicle Mass SF, SR " Side Force Front/Rear 
5F : Steering Angle s ¯ Track 
v ’ Speed FL, FR" Front Left, Front Right 

.Control Variable: Difference Between Measured and Simulated FAWSD) 

Fig. 4. Control variable front axle wheel speed difference, DSC. 

Cornering -To characterize the influence of can be quantified by the side slip angle or by the 
wheel slip control systems like ASC and DSC yaw rate. For a comparison the presentation in 
on the driver’s effort to control a car during crit- the form of a steering angle/side slip angle 
ical driving situations, the analysis of steering graph allows us to define the influence of differ- 
angle has ~roven successful. Vehicle stability ent systems on these values simultaneously. 

Ice Circle Wet Concrete Circle 
180 I I I I 270 ~ 

[deg] :~--,,~-’L-"~ with ASC with ASC 

-90. 
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-180 ¯ 
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-270 ,            ,            , , 0 
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Side Slip Angle Side Slip Angle 

Fig. 5. Cornering with ASC and DSC on an ice circle and on a wet concrete circle. 
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The results obtained on an ice circle - left part comparison tests were carried out on mountain 
of Fig. 5 - and on a wet concrete circle - right roads, 
part of Fig. 5 - are shown for the longitudinal In winter conditions on a pass, numerous test 
wheel slip control system ASC and for the more runs were carried out to define the diffei’ences 
sophisticated DSC1. The car was started fi’om a between ASC and DSC1 concerning vehicle dy- 
position on the circle and accelerated until max- namic characteristics. 
imum cornering speed with both control sys- The effective steering angle required with 
tems active. The required steering angle is ASC amounts to 103.6 deg compared with 91.4 
shown as a function of the resulting side slip an- deg for DSC 1, Fig. 6. DSC 1 thus reduces the 
gle. steering work required by the driver by 17.8 per 

The area covered in the steering angle/ side cent. The relevant data concerning vehicle sta- 
slip angle graph in case of ASC is bigger than bility indicates that the effective side slip angle 
for DSC1. Whereas on the ice circle, counter- is reduced from 4.3 deg to 2.5 deg, the yaw rate 
steering in both cases, - ASC and DSCI: - is re- with DSC1 amounts to 14.3 deg/s whereas ASC 
quired, on the wet concrete steering angles be- results in 15.9 deg/s. The lateral acceleration 
tween 36 deg and 210 deg are observed for the with ASC is 0.22g, with DSC1 on this low-l.t 
ASC and between 66 deg and 168 deg for the road 0.20g was achieved. Nevertheless the later- 
DSC1. al acceleration with DSC1 was found to be low- 

The variation of side slip angle indicates sinai- er than with ASC, the average lap time on this 
lar results and underlines the higher degree of course was identical for both systems. 
vehicle stabilization achievable with DSC 1: on The graphs of the side slip angle and yaw rate 
wet concrete ASC results in side slip angles be- on a time basis indicate that the maximum am- 
tween -6.6 deg up to 3.5 deg, whereas DSC cov- plitudes - especially for the side slip angle - axe 
ers a range between only -4.4 deg and 0.4 deg. more pronounced for the ASC. The time history 
When riding on the ice circle, the side slip angle also underlines the described result: the DSC1 
for ASC varies between -1.3 deg and 19.3 deg, mainly indicates that the maxima of the respec- 
for the DSC 1 car we find values ranging from - tive graphs are reached earlier than with ASC. 
2.7 deg to 11.3 deg. It can be summarized that on extremely dy- 

Mountain road, snow covered - Steady state namic low friction courses, the average traction 
cornering is a special situation, during normal performance of DSC1 and ASC is identical. Re- 
traffic situations it is not the rule. To compare markable reductions in steering effort and in the 
the two systems during more likely situations, vehicle dynamic values: side slip angle and yaw 
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Fig. 6. ASC and DSC on a snow covered mountain road. 
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¯ rate were identified, ing the car within the neutral range. Whereas 
Mmmtain road, dry asphalt - As another ex- this philosophy on low-ix surfaces primarily in- 

ample for the comparison test between ASC and fluences vehicle stability and not traction, on 
DSC1, a dry asphalt mountain road of similar high-l.t surfaces a reduction in understeer on 
characteristics like in the low-ix test, was used. more dynamic tracks results in a remarkable im- 

¯ Fig. 7 shows the time graphs of steering angle, provement in traction. 
yaw rate and side slip angle we recorded for the 
ASC and the DSC1 equipped 850 Ci. DSC2, MODIFICATION VERSUS DSCI 

The statistically processed data in the table The second generation of DSC realizes a hard- 
considers the steering angle, the side slip angle, ware integration and a new interface structure of 
the average speed and the lateral acceleration, the different logic blocs of ABS, ASC and DSC. 

In contrast to the low-Ix test, we can identify a Basically similar to DSC1, the input signals ¯ 
3.4 per cent higher average speed with DSC1 used are the four wheel speeds and the steering 
than with ASC. The lateral acceleration also angle signal. 
shows higher values with DSCI: 0.44g instead The signals are processed and used in the dif- 
of 0.42g for ASC. The side slip angle with ferent logical blocks as shown in Fig. 8. 
DSC1 was reduced by 10 per cent, the steering ABS operates either directly with the hydraul- 
effort is reduced by 3.5 per cent for the car with ic unit or controls the ABS-solenoids via the 

¯     DSC1.                                       Cornering Brake Control (CBC) circuit below 
The phase lag between the graphs on the time the slip and deceleration thresholds of ABS. 

basis obviously indicate the traction advantages DSC2 simulates the nominal vehicle handling 
of DSC1 obtained on the high-Ix mountain road. and supplies the predicted value for the lateral 
In relation with the higher average speed the deceleration to the CBC block. The control vari- 
steering effort was reduced from 120.9 deg for able of DSC2 - the FAWSD - also from the sim- ¯ 
ASC to 116.7 deg for DSC1, the side slip angle ulation is compared with the actual measured 
with 1.87 deg for DSC1 and 2.(i)7 deg for ASC value. 
show that although there is better traction per- ASC provides the control commands to the 
formance a higher level of vehicle stability is different engine and brake control circuits de- 
achievable, pending on the slip thresholds. The commands 

DSC1 reduces oversteer and understeer prop- are modified dependent on the actual degree of ¯     erties in order to optimize the stability, by keep-     vehicle stability. 
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Fig. 7. ASC and DSC on dry asphalt mountain road. 
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¯ 
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Arrangement I"l 

I I J of Control I ~ Control 
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I I 

¯ 
Automatic Gear I 

ABS " Anti-Lock Braking System CBC ¯ Cornerin.q Brake Control 
--- Box Control’1 

ASC : Automatic Stability Control MSR : Engine Braking Moment Control 

DSC : Dynamic Stability Control ’ FAWSD : Front Axle Wheel Speed Difference 

Fig. 8. Logic blocks and interface structure of DSC2.                                                ¯ 

Brake control is applied as with ASC on the hy- quires an increase of side slip at the rear axle - 
draulic ASC-unit, engine control operates with the driven axle - in order to compensate for the 
ignition timing and ignition/injection cutout side force. 
through engine management. Throttle control is An additional slight braking force disturbes 
carried out with a signal representing the nomi- the equilibrium of inertia forces and side forces ¯ 
nal engine torque, which is transformed into a in such a way that an over-proportional increase 
nominal throttle angle by the control unit of the of side slip at the rear axle is achieved which re- 
electronic accelerator. The reduction of engine suits in the oversteering of the car. 
braking moment during downshifting is carried An experienced driver is aware of this behavi- 
out in the same manner, our, but a lot of drivers which unintentionally 

experience a situation with unexpectedly high ¯ Cornering Brake Control CBC - The ABS lateral acceleration react incorrectly and do not 
of DSC2 is modified in such a manner that al- brake hard enough. 
ready below the normal range of ABS operation To improve this situation, CBC limits the 
modifications in the pressure build-up of the brake pressure of the inner wheels during cor- 
wheel brakes is made possible, nering when the lateral acceleration is higher 

The fundamental idea behind CBC is to pre- than 0.6g. If the normal ABS thresholds are not ¯ vent vehicle instability during brake applica- already reached, CBC allows for full pressure 
tions while cornering. There is a situation where build-up at the outer wheels. 
an unexperienced driver can cause vehicle insta- As shown from its principle in Fig. 9 a cor- 
bility by applying the brake too softly when the recting moment around the vertical axis of the 
car is cornering with a lateral acceleration of car is achieved, which balances the yawing mo- 
more than 0.6g. ment caused by the pre-described effect. If the ¯ If the brake is applied forcefully and ABS brake is applied harder, a constant transition to 
comes into operation, the car will come to a normal ABS-braking is carried out. CBC pro- 
complete stop with a slight understeering ten- motes neutral or understeering tendencies of the 
dency. If the brake is only gently applied, the car during gentle brake application when cor- 
handling of the car is different. The engine nering with high lateral acceleration. 
braking moment results in braking forces at the Test result, CBC - On a circle of 100m radius ¯ driven wheels and causes a slight weight trans- with wet asphalt surface, the car was brought to 
fer from the rear axle to the front axle. This re- a lateral acceleration of 0.75g and held constant. 
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I Active Brake Force Modification Below ABS Control Thresholds 
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Fig. 10. Standard brake and CBC-ABS, test results on a wet asphalt circle. 

A comparison.was carried out with conventional gently applied to generate a pressure of about 20 
¯ ABS and with CBC integrated ABS. bar. Without CBC the driver must quickly coun- 

At the instant marked in Fig. 10 the brake was tersteer to prevent instability of the car. Steering 
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corrections up to -400 deg were required during system and allows a permanent comparison of 
this test. The steering work can’ied out by the actual and nominal handling characteristics, in- 
driver with CBC is neglegible compared with dependent of whether the car is being braked or 
the car with conventional ABS. is in any other driving situation. 

The yaw rate for the conventional car in this Whereas DSC1 and DSC2 receive their infor- 
closed loop test turned out to vary between -45 mation on the actual degree of vehicle stability 
deg/s and 55 deg/s. With CBC the vehicle dy- mainly during the unbraked mode, DSC3 is 
namic values remain in an absolutely uncritical based on a permanent surveillance system of all 
range, the respective driving situations. A fully active 

CBC as a sub-system of DSC2 is the first ac- control of the driving situations using DSC2, is 
tive system of the stability controller at BMW. therefore limited to the brake phase only. 
The information required to generate CBC is the To allow an active stability function through- 
normal wheel speed signals and the steering out the whole range of driving situations re- 
wheel position signal. All other relevant infor- quires additional hardware. Besides the vehicle 
mation is received from derived signals or from speed and the steering angle signal already 
the simulation by virtual sensor signals, available from DSC1 and DSC2, a yaw rate sen- 

CBC is an improvement of the conventional sor and a lateral acceleration sensor are re- 
ABS and extends the operational range from quired. 
wheel lock prevention to active stability control. The block diagram, Fig. 11, indicates that all 

information is used simultaneously for the Ion- 
ACTIVE STABILITY CONTROLLER gitudinal slip controller - ABS, ASC and engine 
DSC3 braking moment control - and for the combined 

In contrast to ABS, ASC and DSC1, which longitudinal and side slip controller DSC3. 

are passive wheel slip control systems, DSC2 is The control commands initiated by DSC3 dur- 

the first system with an active function concern- ing vehicle instability lead to individual wheel 
ing cornering brake control, brake actuation. Thereby an active stabilization 

To extend DSC2, so that all driving situations of the car becomes possible with stabilizing mo- 

are permanently monitored and actively con- ments counteracting against yawing moments 

trolled, DSC3 was developed. DSC3 incorpo- and thus preventing instability of the car. 
rates all basic functions of ABS and ASC in- For the quick pressure build-up neccessary, a 
cluding engine braking moments control. Addi- modified ASC hydraulic unit is required. This 

tionally a yaw controller is incorporated in the hydraulic unit is used for ABS, ASC and the 

Physical Sensors         Controller              Controlled    - Throttle Control 

- Wheel Speed - ABS 
Accelerator 

t 
Ignition/Injection -Lateral -ASC *--~ . _, DigitalMotor , Cutout Acceleration ~ ~ - Engine Brake - 

- Steering Angle Control ~~1 [Electr°nics 
Ignition Timing 

- Yaw Rate 
[} | Automatic Modification of 

Longitudinal 

~~1 

Gear Box Gear Change 
and Side Slip Control Program 
Controller 

Brake- and Traction 
Comparison of 

ABS / ASC } Control 
.---. Actual and -- - 

Nominal 
" "    HCU ...... 

I 
Handling ~ 

I           Active Brake Actuation 

to Correct Vehicle 

I Quick Pressure I Instability 1~ 
> Build- Up Unit 

Fig. 11. Logic blocks and interface structure of DSC3. 
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yaw moment controller, trol Systems. 13th International Conference 
The interfaces between ASC and the engine on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Paper S7- 

and drivetrain management are used for "nor- 0-02, 1991. mal" ASC-control as well as for yaw rate con- 
trol. The relevant control circuits are also shown [2] Leffler, H.: Dynamic Stability Control DSC 
in Fig. 11. - A New BMW Control System to Improve 

The sophisticated DSC3 system is under de’ Vehicle Stability and Handling. Vehicle 
velopment by BMW and is intended to be op- Ride and Handling,. International Confer- 
tional equipment in various models in the close ence 1993, Proceedings of the IMechE 
future. Considering the growing demand for ac- 1993-9. 
tive stability control systems the penetration of [3] Leffler, H.: Traction Control Systems of 
all model ranges should become possible. Different Levels of Complexity - A Com- 
CONCLUSIONS pafison of Technical Effort and System Per- 

formance. Braking of Road Vehicles, 1993. 
The development of ABS-based wheel slip Proceedings of the IMechE 1993-2. 

control systems has contributed to the enormous 
success of ASC within the different BMW rood- [4] Egger, G., Hficker, D., Herb, E., Krusche, " 
el ranges, H.: Dynamische Stabilit~its Control DSC, 

As an extension of ASC different levels of Darstellung von Theorie, Funktion und Pro- 
Dynamic Stability Control systems DSC are in jektstand. BMW, Chassis Engineering, In- 
production or under development. DSC allows a ternal Report, 02/1991. 
comparison between actual and nominal han- [5] Leffler, H.: Consideration of Lateral and 
dling and therefore allows a more adaptive se- Longitudinal Vehicle Stability by Function 
lection of control commands. Enhanced Brake and Stability Control Sys- 

DSC1, which is already in production, corn- tem. SAE Paper 940832, 1994. 
pared with ASC shows impressive improve- 
ments in vehicle stability as well as in stress re- 
duction for the driver. Numerous test results un- 
derline the outstanding performance of this 
wheel slip control system, 

DSC2 incorporates cornering brake control 
CBC which offers an active intervention to the 
brakes during cornering and braking tbr the first 
time. This feature also contributes to the total 
improvements in active safety achievable with 
wheel slip control systems. 

DSC3 as the cun’ently most technically ad- 
vanced solution of active wheel slip control sys- 
tems will allow a permanent monitoring of all 
different driving situations, Thereby it should 
become possible to avoid the majority of acci- 
dents with oncoming traffic where cars have left 
their driving course ~s ~ result of instability. 

To make such systems available to all model 
ranges within BMW as soon as possible will 
help to improve traffic safety in general. The 
vohicle handling with DSC3 becomes more pre- 
dictable even under critical situations. The ef- 
fort to control a car is drastically reduced. DSC3 
will be one of the most important milestones in 
the history of wheel slip control systems. 
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ABSTRACT system uses an electronically controlled limited Slip 
differential in the rear axle to control drive toque 

Three performance areas can be singled out in the distribution to the fight and left wheels. An overview of 
human-machine system as key factors for improving the A-LSD system is presented along with the results of 
active safety. (1) The vehicle should provide good dfivingtests. 
response and controllability in relation to the driver’s 
operational inputs. (2) Vehicle behavior should be highly 
stable and free of any sudden changes. (3) There should RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DRIVER AND 
be a sufficient flow of information from the vehicle to the VEHICLE DYNAMICS 
driver to assure accurate recognition of present vehicle 
conditions and good predictability of subsequent vehicle The relationship between the driver and vehicle 
behavior. Based on this framework, an analysis was made dynamics is discussed here in the context of the operation 
of the torque split between the fight and left wheels, an~ of a motor vehicle. As illustrated in Fig. 1, driving a 
an optimum traction control method was devised for vehicle basically involves the repetition of a cycle 
improving the performance areas noted above. That consisting of information input, judgment and control 
method was incorporated into an electronically controlled task execution. The driver receives all sorts of 
limited slip differential system. Vehicle tests conducted information from sources inside and outside the vehicle, 
with the system confirmed that it significantly improves judges the situation on the basis of that information and 
vehicle dynamics, including traction, steerability and then executes driving operations representing vehicle 
braking stability while cornering, control tasks. This means that the key to enhancing active 

safety through improved vehicle dynamics does not lie 
solely in efforts to augment stability and other aspe;cts of 

INTRODUCTION the vehicle’s capacity. It is also essential to maintain an 
effective driver-vehicle control cycle so that the vehicle 

Growing concern about safety in recent years has always behaves according to the driver’s expectations 
¯ expanded the scope of research and development work on regardless of changes in the road environment or weather 
automotive safety technologies to include active safety conditions. That requires maintaining high levels of 
systems in addition to the traditional area of passive performance in the following areas at all times.* 
safety. Passive safety research has generally been 
concerned with the development of practical devices such (1) The vehicle should display good controllability by 
as air bags, which are designed to minimize injury to responding quickly and accurately to the driver’s 
vehicle occupants, in an accident. The aim of active safety operational inputs. 
technology is to prevent accidents before they happen. 
Typical examples here include braking and drive torque (2) The vehicle should have high stability and show little 

control systems such as anti-locking brakes (ABS), change in behavior in relation to changes in driving 

traction ,control and 4WD torque split control.* conditions. 

This paper describes an electronically controlled (3) There should be an effective information loop between 

fight-to-left torque split system (A-LSD)which has been the vehicle and the driver for conveying operational 

developed to enhance, active safety performance by inputs and the vehicle response, making it easy for the 

improving the relationship between the driver and vehicle driver to recognize the vehicle status and predict vehicle 

dynamics, Designed for rear-wheel-drive vehicles, the behavior. 
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¯ Steering 
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¯ Acceleration 
¯ Braking 

[ Drive as one wants. J J Driver should have a good 
I J                          feel of vehicle conditions. ¯ 

I I 

l Vehicle sh°uld m°ve as [ I Vehicle sh°uld n°t make 
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change in vehicle 
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driver input. 

Fig. 1 Concept of safty from the standpoint of vehicle dynamics 

MECHANISM FOR IMPROVING VEHICLE 
¯ DYNAMICS THROUGH RIGHT-TO-LEFT ~ 

TORQUE SPLIT CONTROL 
~ ~ b 

Studies were conducted with the aim of improving ~ cr 
the foregoing performance areas through the application h= ~ Tr 
of right-to-left torque split control. 

¯                                                                                  c 
Right.to-left torque split control with A-LSD 

The concept of controlling the drive torque To 
distribution to the fight and left wheels by means of the 
A-LSD system is explained here in reference to Fig. 2.* Left wheel 

¯ An ordinary open differential without any differential torque 
limitation always delivers an equal level of drive torque to 
the right and left. wheels, regardless of the driving 
conditions. Its performance is characterized by line-a in 

Slip limit torque 
the figure. In contrast, with the A-LSD system, the LSD 

T~sD = I T, - T, I output to the right and left wheels is controlled externally. 
The torque characteristics at the two wheels are unequal 

¯ at that time, and shift either toward line-b or line-c. By Fig. 2 Characteristics of electronically 
continuously controlling the hydraulic pressure applied to controlled LSD 
a multiplate clutch, the width between fine.a and line-b or 
line-c can be varied to modulate the drive torque split results in a torque characteristic corresponding to line-b. 
between the right and left wheels. Thus the axle torque at the right and left wheels changes 

from To to an unequal torque distribution of Tr at the 
¯ For example, consider a driving situation where drive fight wheel and TI at the left one. The difference in 

torque TO is input from the engine and the reactive force torque between the two wheels at this time, Fir - "Ill, is 
from the road surface causes the left wheel to rotate faster equal to the slip-limit torque. Control is possible over a 
than the right one. The operation of the A-LSD system range.from the free state of an ordinary open differential, 

¯ 
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with zero slip-limit torque Oine-a), to the fully locked                                                       ¯ 

state of the fight and left wheels, involving large slip-limit 
torque. 

To illustrate one effect of the A-LSD fight-to-left 
torque split control system on vehicle dynamics, the 
characteristic motion around the vehicle’s yaw axis is h ¯ 
shown in Fig. 3..The related yaw moments are given by 
.the following expressions: M 

M = My + MLSD (1) 

My = If. Yf - lr, Yr (2) Jr 
¯ 

MLSD = FLSD- tr/2 (3) 

FLSD = TLSD/ra 

M: yaw moment around vehicle’s center of gravity 

My: yaw moment produced by the difference in lateral ¯ 

forces between front and rear tires Fig. 3 Motion around vehicle’s yaw axis 

MLSD: yaw momentproduced by the difference in 
drive/braking torque between right and left tires Simulation model studies 
due to the slip-limit torque 

The effect of slip-limit torque control on vehicle 
Yf:. lateral force of front tires (Yfl +.Yfr) dynamics when accelerating or braking during cornering ¯ 

was examined using a simulation model incorporating the 
Yr: lateral force of rear tires (Yrl + Yrr) three equationin the previous section. 

If. distance from front tires to vehicle’s center of gravity 
Cornerint~ acceleration - When a vehicle is accelerated 

lr: distance from rear tires to vehicle’s center of gravity while cornering at near the friction limit of the tires, it 
tends to understeer toward the outside of the turn or 

¯ 

re: Static load radius of fires oversteer .toward the inside of the turn. A cornering 
acceleration simulation was conducted in which a step- 

tr: rear axle tread like acceleration input was applied from a steady-state 
cornering condition on a dry road surface. Figure 4 

FLSD: difference in drive/braking torque between fight shows the resultant amount of change in the yaw rate per 
and left tires second in relation to the longitudinal acceleration, Xg: ¯ 

Figures 5 and 6 show the yaw moments produced in this 
TLSD: slip-limit torque situation. 

Front-to-rear torque split control works to control the 
yaw moment of the vehicle by varying the balance of the 
lateral forces of the front and rear tires, Yf and Yr, as ~ .......... Free R 0=30m 
shown in Eq. (2). This is accomplished by controlling the --.~ ~ Mechanical V 0---- 1 4.3m/s ¯ 

----- Viscous difference in the slip rates of the front and rear tires, and it ~ I" 
achieves maximum effectiveness on icy or snowy roads, 

... ...... Locked 

where tire slip rates are large, and also during rapid 
om 0.2 

acceleration. Right-to-left torque split control, on the 
other hand, not only varies Yr in Eq. (2) by means of the o Reference line 
slip rates of the inside and outside wheels during o 0.1 ¯ 
cornering, it also controls the slip-limit torque, TLSD, 
which acts as a direct yaw moment, MLSD, as indicated ~ ~ Increase in turning radius 
in Eq. (3). As a result, this control procedure can control 
the yaw moment of the vehicle even in the region where 

>- 0 . 

0 1 2 
there is no tire slippage, which means that it can have a 
wider range of influence on vehicle cornering 

Xg (m/s 

performance. Fig. 4 Change in yaw rate relative to longitudinal ¯ 

. acceleration during cornering on dry road surface 
(simulation resul0 
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of the decrease in the lateral force of the rear tires, Yr. 
~" 

~ MY(Free) Consequently, it is necessary to correct MLSD according 
- J MLSD(Free)     R0----30m 

to the slip rate of the rcar drive whceis. 
~Z 

10 ...... 
MLSD(Locked!ll’ V0-----14.3m/s 

i! 

~ 5 !~ 
Brakin~ durin~ cornerln~- Gradual braking during 

¯ ~ ~= cornering under a condition-of large lateral acceleration 

~ !!~ 
tends to increase the yaw ram of ~a vehicle. Figure 7 

n ! .~, ............. ,,,~ ~.= shows the amount of change in the yaw rate per second in 
~ 

v . relation to longitudinal acceleration when a braking input 

I 
~ 

1 
Xg (m/s 2) 

was applied during steady-state cornering on a dry road 
surface. Figures 8 and 9 show the yaw moments 

~ - 51 =~ produced in this situation. 

0 
" 

Yaw moment My is produced in the oversteer 
~ -1 direction owing to the longitudinal load shift caused by 
>" braking, and it increases as the vehicle decelerates in the 

Fig. 5 Change in yaw moment relative to longitudinal region of a small tire slip rate. On the other hand, the 
acceleration during cornering on dry road surface effect of lateral acceleration reduces the vertical tire load 

¯ (simulation result) at the inside tire causing it to lock-up when braking torque 

¯ 
is applied. As a result, b~aking torque is generated at the 

~~ 
~ 

outside tire and drive torque is generated at the inside tire. 
This difference in torque between the right and left tires 

~ 

as a result of the operation of the LSD produces yaw 
moment MLSD in the understeer direction, as shown in 
Fig. 8. These results indicate that the amount of change 

¯ in the yaw rate can be controlled by using MLSD to 
cancel yaw moment My, which tends to increase in the 

/’.~ MY i 

~° ............ 

oversteer diction acc~panying ~leratiou. 

The foregoing simulation results are only for 
cornering on a dry road surface under a condition of large 

¯~ ~iiiii ’" i i --’"’°"" ..M::.v.iiiiiiiill lateralacceleration. Indrivingsituationsinvolvingalow 
level of lateral acceleration or a low l~-road surface, 
longitudinal load shifts and also lateral load shifts 
between the tires are smaller. Since tire slippage has a 
larger effect on vehicle dynamics in such situations, it is 
necessary to change the control procedure accordingly. 

¯ Fig. 6 Moments produced when accelerating during 
cornering 

~ Mechanica! R 

Yaw moment My, produced.by the difference in 
lateral forces between the front and rear tires, Yf and Yr, 
is generatedin the understeer direction as a result of the ~-- 
longitudinal load shift caused by acceleration. In the ~ 0.~ 

¯ region of a small tire slip rate, this yaw moment increases 
with an increasing rate of acceleration. On the other 
hand, the effect of lateral acceleration reduces the vertical 
load on the inside tire, causing it to spin on account of 
excess driving force. As a result, large drive torque is ~ 0.~ 
generated at the outside tire while less drive torque is 

¯ generated at the inside tire. This difference in axial >- 
torque between the right and left tires owing to the 
operation of the LSD produces yaw moment MLSD in the 
oversteer direction, as shown in Fig. 6. It is clear from 

-0.1 
these results, then, that a neutral steer characteristic can 
be maintained by controlling MLSD so that it cancels yaw 
moment My, which tends to increase in the understeer 

¯ direction with an increasing rate of acceleration. It should Fig. 7 Change in yaw rate relative to longitudinal 
be noted that yaw moment My changes to the oversteer acceleration when braking during cornering on dry road 
direction in the region of a large tire slip rate on account surface (simulation result) 
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/" ~ Slip Indicater .A~LSD Warning f ~.~<F,oo~ ..... I"0 .==~. I ---.....~ 
~ 

¯ 
~MLSD(Free) 

R 0=80m LamD ) 

Wet Multiplat    "" ’ "[~ ....... \ Wheel Speed    i ~-.~-’3 ^ . . 
z 10 

~ 

=~,~,~ 

\ Sensor ’ : : v Ulutcn 

~ 
5 

ii Unit _ ___J 
~ ’ > I " ~--. ’ - , 
"~ -s -              xg (m/s~) 

i l .~ Sen                                  ~ ~ .... 

:Fig. 8 Change ~ yaw moment relative to longitudinal 
acceleration when braking during cornering on dry road Fig.10 Configuration of A-LSD system 

surface (simulation result) 

~ 
! 

Differential �luch 
Push sleeve 

...... ...... 
Piston                           Hydraulic 

Fig. 9 Moments produced when braking during t,ornering Fig.11 Construction of" final drive unit 

. the right and left wheels. Control of the A-LSD system, is 

~OVERVIEW OF A-LSD SYSTEM integrated with ABS~ 

The A-LSD system for controlling the distribution of 
drive toque to the right and left wheels was developed on 
the basis of the simulation results presented in the Control specifications 

previous section. 
It was shown earlier that the optimum right-to-left 

torque split during cornering can be obtained by 
controlling the slip-limit torque according to the road 

System configuration surface condition, vehicle status during cornering and rate 
of acceleration or deceleration. Therefore, the A-LSD 

The configuration of the A-LSD system is shown system has been designed to perform the following 

.schematically in Fig. 10. The sensing devices used in the ¯ control operations. 

system to detect the vehicle status include wheel speed 
sensors, longitudinal and lateral accelerometers, and a Control durin~ acceleration - The basic control 

. throttle opening sensor. The signal outputs, of these procedure in this ~ase is to increase the slip-limit torque 
devices are fed into a controller that determines the according to the throttle opening in order to achieve 
optimum slip,limit torque. - The controller issues a improved control of vehicle behavior through accelerator 
command signal to a hydraulic unit which converts the inputs (Fig. 12). The rate of increase in the slip-limit 
signal to an equivalent hydraulic pressure. The pressure torque relative to the throttle opening ~s varied according 
is then applied to a multiplate clutch that is built into the to the vehicle’s lateral acceleration (= road surface tt). In 
final drive unit (Fig. 11) and controls the torque split to 
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~ addition, the.slip-limit torque is reduced in proportion to 
the slip rates of the drive wheels. Further, to. improve ---- Free 

.-. R0=30m start-off .acceleration on split-~ road surfaces, the split- cq 0.2 ,~- A-LSD 
V0=14.3m/s limit torque is increased according to the difference in ~ ........ Locked 

rotational speed between the.right and left wheels. 

"~’ "~’~~ ~ 
~ 

Fig.13 Change in yaw rate relative to longitudinal 

%~~ acceleration during cornering on dry road surface 

0%. ~ 
~ 

(experimental results) 
zGe\ 

0.4 ~ 
Free R 0==80m 

Me�ha. V0=24.2mls 
Fig.12 Example of control map for A-LSD ~- m^_ LSD 

Locked 
0.3 Control durin~ brakin~. To improve vehicle stability 

during braking, the slip-limit .torque is increased 
according to longitudinal and lateral acceleration and the t~ 0.2 

¯ vehicle speed. When ABS is actuated, the slip-limit 
torque is also varied according to longitudinal and lateral 
acceleration and the difference in rotational speed � 0J 
between the right and left wheels. 

,,..,,,..,.,,.:,,.,..,,.,. ~ 
-4 -6 

¯ " xg (m/st) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESLILTS OBTAINED VvTrH A 
TEST VEHICLE 

Fig.14 Change in yaw rate relative to longitudinal 
acceleration when braking during cornering on dry road 

Cornering acceleration performance surface (experimental results) 

¯ Figure 13 shows the results of cornering acceleration 
tests conducted on a dry road surface. With the LSD in locked, there was virtually no change in the yaw rat~. In 
the free state, the test vehicle understeered during gradual contrast, the A-LSD system controlled the yaw moment 
acceleration because no yaw moment was produced by according to the rate of deceleration to provide a suitable 
the LSD; when a rapid acceleration input was applied, amount of change in the yaw rate along with good braking 
the vehicle was unable to accelerate because the inside performance. As a result, it achieved better control of 
wheel slipped. With the LSD in the locked state, it vehicle behavior through braking inputs. ¯      produced a large yaw moment in the oversteer direction 

when a rapid acceleration input was applied; as a result, 
the vehicle oversteercd to the extent that it could not 
accelerate. In contrast, the A-LSD system maintained a Lane change combined with braking 
suitable yaw rate by optimally controlling the yaw 
moment produced by the operation of the LSD, thereby Driving tests were conducted that involved the 

¯ enabling the vehicle to accelerate rapidly, execution of a lane change combined with braking. This 
combination of steering and braking operations was 
intended to simulate an accident avoidance maneuver. 
Figure 15 shows the yaw rate response in relation to the 

Vehicle control by braking during cornering steering wbeel angle during the lane change which 
included gradual braking. These data were obtainedin 

Figure 14 shows the results of tests in which a open-loop tests carded out on a dry road surface. 
~ braking input was applied during cornering on a dry road 

surface. With the LSD in the free state, the vehicle The results in (a) are for the differential in the free 

showed a strong oversteer tendency; when the LSD was state. The rise in the yaw rate indicates good response at 
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0.5 0.5 

oO ~0 ................... 

0.5 0,5 

3 2 1 0 1 2 3 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

Steering wheel angle (rad) Steering wheel angle (rad) 

(a) Free (b) A-LSD 

Fig.15 Yaw rate response during lane change with gradual braking (V0=33.3m/s, 
Steering input=l.75rad and 0.5hz, Deceleration=-3m/s, on dry road surface) 

the outset of the steering maneuver, but the subsequent i 1~5 ~m[~ ’ 40m ~ i!5 m.~i 

convergence of the yaw. rate was poor. As a result, the [_ _ [ _ v~_ -~ o 
rate also shows poor convergence when the steering .............. ! ......... i ............... : ................ ! .......... T~ ....... yaw 

wheel was turned back to a straight-line position. The i i --, ........ ~ : ~/2 m 
results obtained with the A-LSD system are shown in (b). .~.~ ....... &....~...~x. 
The rise in the yaw rate at the beginning of steering V0=27 , 2 m 
indicates the same level of response as with the 

~iiiiilII" 

~ i -. 2m differential in the free state, and the subsequent 2 m 
. 

convergence of the yaw rate is noticeably better than with 
the free-state differential. The reasons for this improved 

/ ~,Start of steering maneuver 
performance can be understood, as follows. Because the 
slip-limit torque is controlled according to longitudinal /Start of braking or acceleration 
and lateral acceleration, yaw moment MLSD is kept small 
at the outset of the steering maneuver when the level of Fig.16 Closed-loop test course 
lateral acceleration is low. On the other hand, at the time 
of convergence, when there is large lateral acceleration 
and a yaw moment in the understeer direction is needed, CONCLUSION 
the high level of the slip-limit torque works to produce a 
large yaw moment MLSD. This has the effect of (1) Simulations were conducted to analyze the effect of 
improving convergence while still maintaining good yaw improved vehicle dynamics on the enhancement of active 

rate response at the initial stage of the steering maneuver, safety. A right-to-left torque split control method was 
In addition, the improved convergence works to suppress devised as a result. 
unnecessary transient vehicle motion, which has the effect 
of improving the yaw rate response to subsequent steering . (2) Based on the simulation results, an electronically 

inputs, controlled LSD system (A-LSD) was developed that 
continuously varies the slip-limit torque to provide the 

Driving tests were also conducted on an icy/snowy optimum torque split between the right and left wheels. 

mad where a test course was marked off by pylons, as 
indicted in Fig. 16. The yaw rate response obtained in (3) The results of driving tests conducted with a test 

relation to the steering angle in closed loop tests involving vehicle equipped with the A-LSD system showed that it 

hard braking (= actuation of ABS) is shown in Fig. 17. suppressed understeer and oversteer tendencies produced 

The results in (b) for the A-LSD system indicate that it by acceleration and braking inputs during cornering. In 

controlled the overall divergence of the yaw rate. addition, the A-LSD system also improved vehicle 

Moreover, the small area of the Lissajous waveforms also stability and controllability in a lane change maneuver 

indicates that the driver was able to execute the lane involving a combination of .steering and braking 

change with only small operational inputs, operations intended to simulate an accident avoidance 
situation. 
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¯ 
o.e                             0.6 

0.4 0.4 

~’0.2 : 0.2 

0.4                                             17.4 
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Steering wheel angle (rad) Steering wheel angle (rad) 

¯ . (a) Free (b) A-LSD 

Fig.17 Yaw rate response during lane change with hard braking 
involving ABS actuation (icy/snowy road surface) 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT 

Accident avoidance by interference in the driver-vehicle The conclusion is often that as most accidents are caused by 

loop by changing the vehicle is a specific area in the injury driver errors, traffic safety measures should be directed 

epidemiology field, not often studied in real life accident towards driver education and attitudes. Modem traffic safety 

materials. Such factors can be i .e improved handling, strategy stresses a more injury orien.ted view, where also 

visibility etc. One of the most spread safety devices in this crash.protection can be a very effective way to diminish 

field is Anti Locking Brakes (ABS). Such braking system severe injuries, as well as other automated systems. More 

is intended to improve the manouverability of the vehicle recently, it has been mentioned, that crash protection might 

when braking. To which extent such systems are effective is even be more effective than crash avoidence (1). The 

only partly known, effectiveness of seat belt use is in the region of 50 %, and if 

addedd by drivers side airbag, injuries to car drivers can be 

In this study the effectiveness of ABS in the accident reduced by more than 60%. There are no such accident 

population is studied. By studying cars with and without avoidence measures enforced with such high effectiveness 

ABS, but otherwise identical, it was possible to have a achieved. 

control group that was not affected by vehicle characteristics 

other than the braking system. Accidents were subdivided It is, however, very important to study the effectiveness 

into those types more and less affected by the braking of crash aviodence measures. Such measures can be directed 

system as well as on road surfaces with different friction, towards the driver (reduced drunken.driving etc), the 

Not only the occurence of the accidents were studied, but environment (better roads etc), or to the vehicle ( better 

also the severity, handling etc). In this paper, the effectiveness of Anti 

Locking Brakes (ABS) was studied. ABS are constructed in 

INTRODUCTION a way, that locking of the brakes are impossible, in order to 

allow steering. Firstly, the stopping distance should be 

Traffic safety measures can be divided into several areas, reduced, and secondly, the vehicle can still be possible to 

addressing to both the time (before, during or after the manouver by the steering. Accidents should therefore be 

impact) and to systems (driver, vehicle or environment), possible to avoid, or minimize the consequenses of, by 

Old fashioned traffic safety mixes the cause of an injury allowing the driver to handle the vehicle better. 

(or accident) with actions that should be taken to avoid 
injuries. 
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¯ ABS was introduced on the market broadly in the early method, where the injury outcome in two car crashes is 
eighties on up-market cars, and since the mid eighties also studied. The ratio of injured in the study car versus the 
on mid size cars. In Sweden most cars from mid size and up opposite car is used as a measurement of the relative injury 
has got ABS as standard equipment, while for smaller cars risk. The method is therefore free of external exposure. 
ABS can be ordered as an option. Among new cars sold in 
Sweden approximately 75% has got ABS (1994). In the car RESULT S 

¯ population, the proportion of cars with ABS is much lower 
(less than 25%). Accident involvement 

The aim of the present investigation was to In table 1, the number cars involved in accidents of different 
types are given, divided by road surface. 

- Study if there is any effectiveness of the presence of ABS 

¯ on cars on the number of accidents Table 1 The number of cars involved in accidents with 
personal injury, by accident type and road surface condition. 

- Study if the accidents occuring are more or less severe for 
cars equipped with ABS. 

Accident type Number of accident 

MATERIAL AND METHOD accidents 

The material utilized for the present study was collected Dry Wet Snow/ Totall 

by the National Bureau of Statistics (SCB) in Sweden, on surface surface ice 
the basis of police records. Only accidents with personal 
injuries are supposed to be collected. The accidents are coded 
by SCB on the basis of the police record and includes type Single accidents 5354 2791 3345 11490 

¯ of accident, road surface, invoved car models, injuries etc. 
The accidents occured between 1985 and 1992. The quality Car to car accidents 
is known to be limited, especially concerning the coverage Lane change/ 

for accidents involving unprotected road users (pedestrians, overturn 1024 635 713 2372 

cyclist etc), single accidents and accidents with low injury Rear-end accidents 5399 3099 1048 9546 

severity. The classification of injuries into minor and severe Oncoming on 

¯ is also known to be of limited quality. In all the mentioned same lane 2244 1434 3013 6691 
areas, the influence on the present study is judged to be Turning, same lane 4481 2237 1042 7760 

fairly low. Crossroad. diff lanes 6939 4226 2327 134.92 
Wild animal 902 373 197 1472 

The methods used are all based on induced exposure, 
that is, the exposure is taken from the accidents. The basis Total incl other 

¯ for this method used for ABS effectiveness is that some types 28223 15722 12293 56238 

accidents are more affected than others due to the presence of 
ABS. If ABS has no effect on the number of accidents, the 1) includes cases with known accident types and road 
distribution of accidents on types and road surfaces should surface. 
be identical, while any type of effectiveness, if it is 
selective, will show up as a modified distribution. The In table 1, it can be seen that the road condition 

¯ method though demands that all other factors influencing distributions are different for accident types. Especially 

the accident distribution is the same. One such parameter is accidents where onevehicle meets the other on the wrong 

the car models that are included in the analysis. In the side of the road (oncoming) occur often on roads with lower 
present study, cars with and without ABS, but otherwise of friction, while accidents involving animals and accidents in 

the same type and model ,~ were included. The car models crossings are less sensitive to road condition. Also, 

fulfilling this requirement was some types of Volvo 740, accidents involving turning (both vehicles on the same 

¯ some Ford Sierras, some Volvo 400 and finally some road) seems to be fairly insensitive of road condition: 

SAAB 9000. In the group of cars classified as non-ABS 
cars, there might be some cars that have been ordered with Including all accident types, the ratio between cars with 

ABS as option, but this proportion has been judged to be and without ABS was 0.292. The ratio though varies 

small, only influencing the results in a minor way. The cars between accident types, from 0.141 to 0.370. In table 2, the 

included in the study are mainly from the same year models, ratios are given for all accident types. There is a larger 

¯ variation that can be expected from the number of accidents 

The injury risk was estimated by the paired comparison occuring, that is, there is a significant difference between 
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the distributions between cars with and without ABS. lane before the accidents, there was a diferenc’e between ¯ 

those where the cars were travelling in the same versus 
opposite direction. Where they were on the same direction, 

Table 2. The number of cars involved in accidents with the ratio was smaller than those in the opposite direction, 
personal injury, by accident type and if the car was equipped indicating an ABS-effect on such accidents. 
with ABS (a) or not (b), and the ratio between a and b. 

For rear-end accidents, a more comprehensive analysis. ¯ 

can be performed. The accidents were coded in a way, that 
Accident type Number of accidents the bullit and the target (striking and struck) could be 

separated. 
With Without Ratio 
ABS (a) ABS (b) (a/b) 

Table 4 The ratio between the number of cars involved in          ¯ 
Single accidents 241 651 0.37 accidents with and without ABS in rear end collisions by 

road condition and involvement as struck and bullit vehicle. 
Car to car accidents 
Lane change/overturn 39 163 0.24 Road surface Struck car Bullit car 
Rear-end accidents 213 671 0.32 
Oncoming on Dry surface 0.32 " 0.36 ¯ 
same lane 122 348 0.35 
Turning, same lane 98 417 0.24 Wet surface 0.29 0.26 
Crossroad, diff lanes 161 729 0.22 
Wild animal 24 108 0.22 Snow/ice 0.73 0.14 

Total incl other types 980 3352 0.29 There is a large, significant and consistent difference ¯ 
between cars with and without ABS depending on the road 
condition and if the car was struck from behind, or acting as 

Intable 3, the ratios for different accident types broken the bullit car. On dry surface, the ABS cars are almost 
down by road condition are showed, equally acting as target or bullit car, but with reduced road 

friction, the picture changes dramatically, so that on 
Table 3 The ratio between the number of cars’involved in ’snow/ice, the ABS is seldom the b.ullit car, while it is ¯ 
accidents with and without ABS by road condition proport!onally very often acting as the struck c.ar. 

Dry Wet Snow/ Injury risk 
surface surface ice ¯ 

The relative injury risk for cars with and without ABS 
can be studied for accidents with two cars involved. In table 

Single accidents 0,38 0,37 0,36 5, the injury distribution for cars with and without ABS is 
presented. 

Car to car accidents 
Lane change/overturn 0,26 0,32 0,14 Table 5 The number of injured drivers in two car crashes ¯ 
Rein--end accidents 0,34 0,27 0,30’ with cars equipped with and without ABS, and the number 
Oncoming on of injured drivers in the oposite car. (paired comparison) 
same lane 0,37 0,32 0,37 
Turning, same lane 0,22 0,26 0,24 Car with ABS 
Crossroad, diff lanes 0,26 0,22 0,39 
Wild animal 0,19 0,16 Injured Not injured ~1~ 

In table 3, it can be seen, that there are variations in the Opposite car Injured 129 119 
ratio between cars with and without ABS. The highest rado 
was found for single accidents, with no correlation with the Not injured 187 
road condition. 

Regarding turning accidents, with thecars on the same 
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¯ Car without ABS of approximately 15%. 

Injured Not injured If, on the other hand, there are accident types where a 
possible risk compensation has occured or if ABS has a 

Opposite car Injured 458 479 negative effect in some situations, the 15% reduction can 
easily be reduced to no effect at all. 

¯ 
Not injured 640 

Regarding rear-end accidents, there was a clear effect of 
ABS, but it was going in two directions; cars with ABS 

For cars with ABS, the relative injury risk when were more hit from the behind, while ABS cars hitted less 
computing the number of injured in the ABS car relative to cars. The net effect was positive, but as the ABS effect was 
the opposite car was 0.78, while the corresponding realtion present mainly on accidents on low friction road surface, the 

¯ 
for cars without ABS was 0.85. At this level, the difference total reduction was limited 
could not be judged as statistically significant. More 
interesting is though, that the relation between injured and D I S C U S S I O N 
uninjured for the opposite car to the ABS and non-ABS cars 
were more or less identical, suggesting that the impact The magnitude of the traffic safety problem in the 
severity is more or less the same. This indicates, that the society stresses the need for a multidimensional approch to 

¯ crashes involving an ABS car are not more severe than prevent from road accident injuries and deaths. Several types 
other crashes, of safety measures must be used, only providing that they 

are effective. In recent years, a more cost-benefit approch 
If the crashes are subdivided, there is a tendency, that in has been discussed, introducing a more comprehensive 

rear end collisions, the ABS cars have more neck injuries analysis of the relation between the effectiveness of safety 
occuring (as they are slightly more often struck, than acting measures and their effectiveness. One of the most effective 

¯ as bullit car). In oncoming accidents with one car coming safety measures is the use of seat belts, being both highly 
over on the wrong lane, the injury risk is 15% lower for the injury reducing, but also being cheap to enforce. 
ABS car. 

Measures directed towards accident avoidance are 
The difference in injury risk is attributable to accidents generally more complicated to analyze, especially if they are 

on snow and ice, while on dry or wet surface, the difference linked to the vehicle. Better handling can be proved 
is neglible. More specifically, it can be found, that the experimentally to be beneficial, but in accident studies it is 
impact severity, as measured by the injury risk in the ABS hard tr find study groups where the influence of better 
and the opposite car is lower than for cars Without ABS, handling Can be studied separately. 
suggesting that the rear end collisions play an important 
role, but also that on snow and ice, accidents with ABS cars Anti-lock braking systems is a safety measure that have 
are less severe, been introduced during the 80-ties, and today is a very 

¯ common device on new cars, especially o~ mid size and 
The effectiveness of ABS large cars. The amount of studies aiming at estimating the 

effectiviness in real life conditions are, however, rare. 
The effectiveness of a safety measure is normally Several experimental studies (2,3,4)as well as accident 

expressed as the percentage reduction of accidents and studies predicting the outcome if ABS had been present (I), 
injuries in relation to the basic situation. There is a have shown that there is a potential effect, but accident 
fundamental difference in the meaning of the effectiveness studies involving ABS cars have sofar shown no 
of crash avoidance measures compared with crash protection effectiveness or even negative results (1 ~5,6). 
measures. In crash protection, the complete accident is 
avoided, thus reducing the injury risk for potentially several In the present accident study the approch was different 
occupants or road users, while safety systems like seats from other studies. Rather than only studying accident 
belts and airbags are addresses to individual occupants, versus exposure for cars with and without ABS, the 

relations between different accident types and road 
¯ In the present study, the ABS effectivensss was conditions were analyzed. The concept behind such an 

calculated on the basis of the different accident type approach is that ABS should have different effects on 
distribution for cars equipped with ABS. If the relation different situations. For some accident types, braking is 
between cars with and without ABS can be estimated to common, while for others loss of control only might be 
0.35 for those accident types where ABS has no or just more common. A different distribution for cars with and 
limited effects related to the overall proportion for all without ABS should therefore indicate that there are, 

¯ accidents of 0.29 (table 2), there is an overall effectiveness positive or negative, effects. Such a study type might be 
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very effective, as the exposure is generated within the In a broader discussion, it is very surprising that the 

accident material. Differences in the accident distributions number of studies in this area is so limited. The investment 

might though still be attributable to other factors rather into ABS made by the consumers is one of the largest ever 

than the presence or absence of ABS. The driver population done, where the safety is the only area addressed; The 

still might differ as long as the choice of system from the scientific and cost-beneficial basis for this investment is 

car driver is not experimentally designed. Some findings though extremely low if compared to i e airbags. Other 

might be hard to explain technically. In parts of the present studies have pointed out very limited benefits. These 

study it is however hard to find an explanation only linked findings might be attributable to several factors where both 

to the driver population, the reliability as well as the validity can be discussed. The 
study made by IIHS (6) is very large, but the way of 

Cars with ABS proportionally had more single measuring the exposure can be questionned. In the present 

accidents, and accidents where one vehicle come over to the study, the benefits seems to be merely a matter of roads 

wrong side of the road. This proportion was higher for all with snow and ice, which clearly is a more common in 

road surfaces. Regarding accidents in crossings, the Sweden than in many other countries, which might explain 

propQrtion was lower for cars with ABS. the difference. 

The most striking result of the study concerned rear end Another factor is the driver population. There might be 

accidents, where it was found that ABS cars on roads with a bias already introduced by the fact that an ABS car has 

low friction were proportionally were more hit from behind been choosed. The drivers of these cars might also be a 

than vice versa. The finding was consistent and statistically different population in that the cars are fairly new and not 

significant, the smallest cars. The results may change when the cars get 
older and reaches other categories with other behaviour. 

More generally, and under very wide assumptions, there Another factor is the training on how ABS cars works. In 

is an ABS effectiveness of maximum 15%, but as this th~ present study it can be assumed that most drivers does 

effectiveness calculation has so many restrictions, it is very not have an adequate training. Such training has in 

doubtful if this is a valid and reliable estimation. Furher experimental studies had a positive effect (3), but if this is 

studies must be performed, with other methods as well, to true also in real life is not understood yet. 

study the potential gain from ABS. Or~ finding that is hard 
to explain was, that while there was a clear ABS effect in In conclusion, it can be found that the presence of ABS 

rear end accidents related to the road surface condition, such changes the accident pattern, but it is only for one accident 

effect could not be found for most other accident types, type that this change seems valid enough for allowing any 

Instead, it seemed that the potential positive effect was statement. The effectiveness must be studied further, 

present for all surfaces. It is therefore very plausable, that although the number of ABS cars will increase whether 

there are confounding factors behind some of the results there is any positive effect or not. 

found. 

In a litterature review made by the European Transport 
Safety Council (ETSC), several studies are mentioned 
estimating the ABS effectivenss (1). The estimates varies 
between 4% (Bohlin 1973) to 15% (Langwieder 1986) based 
on studies trying to predict the possible reduction due to 
ABS. Studies based on actual ABS car populations shows 
no positive results (IIHS) (6) or even negative results 
(Ashenbrenner et al) (5) in that there was a more risky way 
of driving among those using an ABS car. 

Crashes involving ABS cars were not more severe than 
accidents without ABS except for some types on ice and 
snow, where the accidents were less severe. This indicates 
that any type of risk compensation at least does not affect 
that the crashes with ABS cars are more severe. Instead, the 
ABS effect may well be more present in that crashes still 
occur, but are less injury producing. This effect has not 
been studied according to the litterature, but should be more 
evaluated with other methods as well. 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 

A driver controlled fuel truck roll-over situation, In the seventies, the supply of LPG (Liquefied 
including the effect of load motions on the transient come- Petroleum Gas) was thought likely to increase substantially, 
ring behaviour of the vehicle, is analyzed. The vehicle as was its consumption in the Netherlands. In view of this 
velocity before entering the curve is 20 m/s. To account for likely trend, the Dutch Government decided to formulate a 
steering actions a driver controller is applied. A new driver policy on activities related to LPG in the Netherlands [1]. 
model is presented which is sensitive to the vehicle roll Different means of transportation of dangerous liquids are 
angle. The path deviation is reduced with this new driver still being studied with respect to the safety aspects. This 
model, but the risk of vehicle roll-over is increased, involves the probability of accidents occurring and the 

consequences if such an accident occurs. More recently a 
A dynamic threshold value for the steering angle is used to study to determine the collision resistance of LPG rail tank 
determine a worst case situation with response to the fill cars and the risk analysis of the three main shunting-yards 
level of the tank. It is found that the relative difference in the Netherlands has been concluded [2, 3]. When 
between rigidly suspended and rolling load is largest for a transported by road, dangerous liquids are mostly carried in 
fill level of about 40%. horizontal cylindrical tanks holding from 5 to 50 m3 and 

mounted on the chassis of a truck or trailer. The transport 
For three model configurations the same specified path, of liquid load with road vehicles can result in less stable 
radius of turn of 83.3 m, is used as input for the vehicle behaviour. Vehicles with liquid load are more likely 
simulations. The results show that load motions and driver to roll-over as compared to vehicles with rigidly suspended 
behaviour influence the threshold values for roll-over. There loads. 
are no consistent risk indication levels found for motions 
related to roll-over until roll-over actually occurs. When vehicle roll-over occurs, this can lead to injuries of 

the truck occupants, injuries of occupants of struck vehicles 
The environmental risk of the tractor semi-trailer fuel tank or vulnerable road users. The environmental risk of the tank 
truck can be expressed by the probability of rupture of the truck can be expressed by the risk of leakage from the tank 
tank during a collision due to the roll-over. The successive after the accident which can lead to environmental pollution 
leakage can lead to environmental pollution due to release or a BLEVE. Especially in densely populated areas the 
of fuel or a BLEVE (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour safety of a considerable number of bystanders may be at 
Explosion) which, especially in densely populated areas, can risk when toxic or flammable loads are lost. 
threaten the welfare of bystanders or the population in the 
close vicinity of the accident. This paper describes a numerical study on a tractor semi- 

trailer fuel tank truck to determine the influences of the 
The case is studied where the tractor semi-trailer fuel tank driver behaviour and the liquid load on a possible truck roll- 
truck after the roll-over slides over the pavement onto a over followed by damage assessment to the tank due to a 
tree. The tree, with a trunk diameter of 0.4 m, is assumed collisions with a tree after-sliding over the pavement. For 
sufficiently strong to withstand the collision without any this purpose several simulation models were developed at 
significant deformations. Even in that case it is found that the TNO Road-Vehicles Research Institute. 
rupture of the tank is unlikely for the accident analyzed. 
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¯ First, a dedicated BAMMS multi-body model of a tractor The manoeuvre 
semi-trailer configuration with suspended load was used for 
the development of the driver model. Second, the impact In Figure 2 the road course input for the simulation is given. 
vulnerability of the fuel tank is investigated with a The road course consists of a straight road followed by a 
MADYMO finite element model of the tank. The curve with a constant radius of 83.3 m: The initial vehicle 
environmental risk is studied by using the stiffness and speed is 20 m/s, which decreases to 16.7 m/s during the 

¯ strength characteristics obtained in a MADYMO multi-body manoeuvre because no traction is modelled.~ 
model. Finally the finite dement andmulti-body model are 
combined to analyze the successive impacts of the tank with 
the pavement and the trunk of the tree. The possible injuries 
of the truck occupants are not investigated. 

¯ CASE DESCRIPTION 

The case under investigation represents vehicle 
roll-over due to driver behaviour and load motions when 
entering a curve. The response of the driver (controller) in 
the attempt to follow the specified path results in wheel lift 

¯ followed by roll-over and finally a collision of the fuel tank 
with a tree on the pavement next to the curve. 

Tractor semi-trailer combination 

The tractor semi,trailer combination analyzed is 

¯ based on a standard tractor with a fuel tank trailer designed 
for transport of LPG, see Figure 1. ~ 

~ I 

Figure 2. Road course for simulation. 

¯ (,~)(,~) ~ SIMULATION MODELS 

Figure 1. Layout of tractor semi-trailer configuration,                               TWO different simulation packages, BAMMS and 

MADYMO, have been used. The results obtained with the 

The tractor is equipped with double tyres on both rear axles, different models have been exchanged in order to be able to 
Only the front tractor axle is steered. The centre of the benefit most of previous work and the specific options of 

¯ kingpin is located just behind the first rear axle of the both programs. 
tractor. 

BAMMS (Bond graph based Algorithm for Modelling 

The Wailer is equipped with three axles, each having single Multi-body Systems) is a symbolic simulation package 
tyres. The.tank capacity is 57.5 m3 and its centreline is 2.75 which uses user-defined components to model multi-body 
m above the road surface. The density of LPG is 550 kg/m3 systems. It can be used both for time domain and frequency 

¯ and is transported under a pressure of approximately 6 bar. domain analysis and is originally developed for vehicle 

The maximum fill level in the tank is 80%, which results in dynamics simulations [4]. The output of the program is in 
a load of 25.3 tonnes. The unloaded trailer weight is 17 Fortran 77 code, which can be used as a dedicated model 
tonnes, with problem specific I/O structure. 

Fuel tank ¯ MADYMO (MAthematical DYnamical MOdels) is a general 

¯ purpose software package with fully integrated transient 
The tank has an overall length of 13 m and is multi-body, and explicit finite dement techniques, which can 

made of St-E-460 (minimum 0.2% plastic strain limit of 460 be used to simulate the dynamic behaviour of 

MPa and tensile strength of 600 MPa). The cylindrical part (bio)mechanical systems [5]. A library of force models 

has a diameter of 2.5 m and a shell thickness of 0.011 m. which is mainly designed for passive safety studies can be 
The heads have an overall depth of 0.65 m and a shell applied. However next to the contact interaction, seat belt 

¯ thickness of 0.026 m. The tank is supported on the chassis and airbag models also tyre models and controllers are 

at 1.25 m, 1.8 m, 6.9 m, 8.15 m and 10.15 m from the from available.. 

end of the tank (see Figure 16). 
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Multi-body model tractor semi-trailer truck            ~ -- Ky(~-~                   11) 

In the process of building the dedicated model for 

/~.~.,~.... 

yt 
a tractor semi-trailer truck combination with rolling load, 
some simplifications have been made (Figure 3). These 

_...~-.._~.......~ 
simplifications result in shorter CPU times and do not affect " 

the general handling characteristics of the model if the "-~ "--.~ 
model parameters are chosen with some consideration: 

Bodies - The flexibility of the tractor and the 
semi-wailer frame is not modelled. The main vehicle bodies Figure 4. Driver model configuration with preview length. 

in the model are therefore rigid. They are connected by the 
kingpin. The kingpin is modelled with a universal joint and vehicle motions is considered to be mainly due to the rolling 
is rigid for relative roll motions between tractor and semi- motion of the vehicle. It is assumed that a truck driver 
trailer frame. The relative pitch and yaw angles are not estimates the level of danger from the roll angle, mainly 
restricted, based on his experience with the vehicle. 

Axles - The total number of axles in the 
simulation model is reduced to three. The axle pair at the In the driver model, the roll angle is used to estimate the 
rear of the tractor is modelled as one equivalent axle with road curvature. When the road curvature increases, the 
single tyres. Similarly the three axles of the Wailer are preview length of the driver model must be reduced to limit 
modelled as one equivalent axle with single tyres, the path deviation due to cutting off comers. The 

Axle suspension - The axle suspension is reduced relationship between road curvature and preview length is 
to roll suspension only using one central revolute joint. The set by allowing a maximum path deviation due to cutting off 
position of this joint-is chosen at the kinematic roll axis of comers. On entering a curve, this initially results in a 
the actual axles. In Figure 3, this is recognized in the offset reduced steering input at increasing roll angle. 
of the axle indicators (squares) relative to the wheel centre. 
The dynamic characteristics of the vertical axle suspension The driver’s feel is assumed to be related to the roll 
are incorporated in the roll suspension characteristics, gradient of the vehicle under straighVahead driving. The roll 

Suspended load - The suspended load is modelled gradient (r~) is defined as the ratio between roll angle (q~) 
as a rigid body. The joint suspending the load can be made and lateral acceleration (ay) in accordance with EQ (2). 
rigid, flexible or forceless, in each of the six degrees of From the forward velocity (V) and the lateral acceleration, 
freedom. For the case in question, the body representing the the turning radius (R~) is estimated using EQ (3). 
liquid load can only rotate freely around the longitudinal 
tank axis, which is considered an acceptable representation 

r~0 -- ~ (2) 
for a liquid load in a cylindrical tank under stationary ay 

cornering conditions [6]. 

R -- m (3) 
e    ay 

Figure 3. Simulation model configuration. For the path deviation due to cutting off comers it is 
assumed that the vehicle is at the desired path, and the 
driver is looking at a point on the road which is a certain 

Driver model distance (approximately the preview length /pvw) further 
along the desired path. When the vehicle would move in the 

A special driver model is developed to investigate direction that the driver is looking, the path deviation would 
to what extent the driver behaviour can influence possible be largest at half that distance (see Figure 5). The value of 
vehicle roll-over. The base for the new driver model is a this cut-off path deviation (d) is calculated using EQ (4) in 
simple driver model with preview and a feedback on lateral which the real turning radius (R) is used. The cut-off angle 
path deviation only (see Figure 4). The steering angle (~i) is (~z) is determined by EQ (5). 
defined by EQ (1) and is proportional to the difference in 
target position (y~) and the position of the preview point 

(Ypvw). The preview point is at a certain distance (the 
preview length, lp~w) in front of the vehicle. By adjusting 

the steering gain (Ky) or the preview length, the driver 
behaviour is influenced. 
The adaptation of the driver behaviour to out of plane 
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¯ Models of the fuel tank 

To be able to determine if rupture of the tank 
occurs, the stiffness and strength of the tank when colliding 
with the trunk of a tree must be determined. An option is to 
model the tank with t-mite elements and support this onto 

¯ the chassis of the trailer. Using the combined multi-body 
and finite element model to simulate the manoeuvre, roll- 
over and impact would however lead to very high 
computing times (over 10 hours CPU on an engineering 
workstation for 0.5 sec real time). Therefore, to efficiently 
evaluate different impact locations, the interaction between 

¯ tank and tree is modelled with the MADYMO ellipsoid- 
ellipsoid contact model. This model however requires a 
force penetration function to characterize the contact 
stiffness. To obtain this force-indentation and the maximum 
strain-indentation characteristics, fh’st separate finite element 

Figure 5. Path deviation due to cutting off comers, 
models of the tank are build. 

d -- R(1 - cos~t) (4) If the stiffness and strength of the tank for the different 
impact locations would have been analyzed with just one 
finite element model, a t-me element grid for almost the 

l~,~w -- 2Rsinet (5) whole cylindrical part would be necessary. To limit the 
number of shell elements different models of the tank have 

¯ For small angles EQ (4) and (5), can be rewritten as EQ (6) been build to evaluate three different impact locations. In 
and (7) respectively. For a constant cut-off path deviation each case the tank has been modelled using over 3000 
(de) this defines the relationship between preview length and quadrilateral shell elements with single point integration. For 
turning radius in accordance with EQ (8). integration of the stresses over the shell thickness five 

Gaussian integration points are used. In the close vicinity of 

d -- R0~2 (6) the contact zone a relatively f’me mesh with element sizes of 
¯ 2 0.1 m are used. At some distance of the contact zone larger 

elements are used. The finite element model is supported at 
1.25 m, 1.8 m, 6.9 m, 8.15 m and 10.15 m from the front 

l~,~ -’- 2R~ (7) end of the tank. Figure 6 shows a top view of the element 
grid of the rear end of the tank and the trunk of the tree for 
impact location B (see Figure 16). 

¯ lpvw __ 8f~-cR (8) 

In the adaptive driver model the estimated turning radius 
(R~) is used to adjust the preview length. The constant cut- 
off path deviation (de) is chosen at a value of 0.25 m, which 

¯ ideally would be the path deviation during steady state 
cornering. Combining EQ (2), (3) and (8) this leads to EQ 
(9). 

l~,~w=.[2r~V,2" 

(9) Figure 6. Finite elemcut mesh for impact location B. 

An elasto-plastic material behaviour with isotropic hardening 

A maximum preview length of 40 m is used. The calculated based on the von Mises yield criterion is used. The stress- 
preview length is applied through a first order falter with a strain relation used (St-E-460) is shown in Figure 7. 
bandwidth of 0.52 rad/s. Immediately at the start of the 
simulation, the driver notices the curve. 
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Table 1 

arm~trm &armnt~ic o~thetank m~d Dynamic Roll-over Threshold Steering Angles 

e0. ~ Fill level Roll-over threshold steering angles [deg] 

Rigidly suspended Rolling load 

~ oo. 
load 

! 0 5.59 5.59 
~ ~0- 

10 5.28 4.47 
100- 20 4.87 3.97 

30 4.44 3.58 

0~ ~ ~ 6~ ~t 10~ ~2~ ~t ~6~ ~ 40 4.10 3.30 
a,~. 50 3.73 3.10 

60 3.42 2.90 
Figaro 7. Stress strain relation of the tank material 70 3.16 2.79 

80 2.86 2.66 

ANALYSIS OF THE ROLL CHARACTERISTICS 90 2.60 2.53 
100 2.36 2.37 

The worst case situation for the fill level is 
determined using the multi-body model. The influence of 
liquid load in a tank can be separated into dynamic and 
static influences. Under stationary cornering conditions the 

D~aagkroll-~vcrthruholda~inga~.l~ 

centre of gravity of the liquid shifts sideways and upward 10~ 
depending on the tank geometry, the fill level and the lateral 

8t 

acceleration, With the roll characteristics of the vehicle and          ~ 
Rigidly susl~nd~d 10ad the vehicle’s weight and centre of gravity position, the static ~ ~ 

roll-over threshold can be determined. In literature many .* ~ . Rolli~gload 

investigations have been carried out to determine the static 
] 
~ 

¯ ~du~o, 
roll-over threshold [7, 8]. Under transient cornering 
conditions the interaction between payload and vehicle is ¯ 

: .... , more complex [9]. 0~ 20~ 40~ 60~ ~0~ ~00~ 

The worst case situation for the simulated case is selected Figure 8. Dynamic roll-over threshold steering angles. 
USing a dynamic roll-over threshold. In this investigation a 
dynamic roll-over threshold is determined by performing ROLL-OVER SIMULATION 
step steer simulations with different steering amplitudes. 
These were performed for different fill levels. Three configurations are simulated, all with a tank 

fill level of 40%. In Table 2 the simulated configurations 
When vehicle roll-over occurs, the trailer wheel lifts first are listed. The standard driver model configuration uses a 
followed by the rear and front tractor wheel respectively, fixed preview length of 40 m, which corresponds to an 
For several steering amplitudes, the minimal vertical tyre initial preview time of 2 seconds. The adaptive driver model 
load of the trailer wheel during the step steer simulation is uses a maximum preview length of 40 m which, after 
determined. The step steer amplitude for wheel lift is entering the curve, is shortened according to EQ (9). In all 
estimated by linear interpolation. This has been done for simulations the gain of the driver model (Ky) is set to - 
rolling load and for a rigidly suspended load. In Table 1 the 2.865 deg/m. 
results for the dynamic roll-over threshold steering angles Table 2 
are given. In Figure 8 the reduction of threshold steering Model configurations in roll-over simulation 

angle due to the rolling load influence is also presented. 
Model configuration Load Driver model 

The threshold value reduction for the steering angle is the Fixed Rigidly suspended Adaptive 
largest at a fill level of 20%. When calculating the relative Rollover Rolling Adaptive 
reduction in threshold amplitude, the difference is largest for Roll Rolling Standard 

a fill level of 40%. In that case the threshold steering 
amplitude for the rolling load is 80% of the value for the 
rigidly suspended load. A fill level of 40% has been 
selected for further simulations. 
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In Figure 9 the resulting path of the simulation is given for 
each of the three configurations. Comparing these results, it 
is seen that the path deviation is smaller when the driver 
model with adaptive preview length is used. Roll-over 
occurs for the configuration with the adaptive driver model 
in combination with the rolling load after almost one quarter R01L 

of a circle has been driven. 
~{~ ,.,~ 1_~~~--"- "~" " | 

slnnd.d i~h. or the �~uflpn~-- O~l~’v , , ,     1,       , 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

~o __~=~ 

~ 

FJ~ur~ TO. S~e=rin~ ~put for roll-over 

.... 

~ 
1~ 

~ ROILO;’ER ~10 

2 4 6 8 10 

2o -+                                   x 

/ 
o ~ ,, ¯ I ~- I I 

Figure 11. Preview l~ngth of driver mod~l during roll-over simulations 

~0 ,o ~0 ~o ~00 ,~0 ~40 Lateral acceleration - The recorded levels of 
~.~,~-t.~ lateral acceleration are given in Figure 12. The maximum 

Figure 9. Resulting paths for the three model configurations, lateral acceleration for the roll-over configuration (4.42 
m/s2) is slightly higher than that of the roll configuration 

The vehicle motions that are related to roll-over are: (4.30 m/s~). The highest lateral acceleration is found for the 
- lateral acceleration fixed configuration (4.49 m/s2). Differences are very small. 
- roll angle 
- roll angular velocity. 
- roll angular acceleration 

Apart from the above mentioned motions, the steering input 
.*_,~ ~ .~ - - is of influence on the roll-over risk. In the driver model, the ~ ~ 

steering actions are influenced by the preview length. The          ] ~ 
~ R0ILOVER steering input during the simulations is given in Figure 10. ] ~ 

In Figure 11 the preview length for the different simulations ] 0 . . .. , is displayed. For the roll configuration (see Table 2) the ~ ~ 
preview length is constant. After about 5 seconds, the 
preview length is shortening faster for the configuration 
with rolling load as compared to the fixed load. This occurs Figure 12. Lateral acceleration during roll-over simulations. 

because roll-over is initiated and the preview length is Roll angle - The roll angles of the configurations 
related to the vehicle roll angle, are displayed in Figure 13. The roll angle is smallest for the 

Steering input - In Figure 10 you can see that fixed configuration. Until approximately 4 seconds, the roll- 
similar steering actions for rigidly suspended and rolling over configuration has a smaller roll angle than the roll 
load only result in roll-over for the roll-over configuration, configuration. 
Until the roll-over time (about 5 seconds), the steering Roll angular velocity- The roll angular velocity 
amplitude is even slightly larger for the fixed configuration, during the simulations is given in Figure 14. The roll’ 
The .non-adaptive driver model generates lower frequency configuration shows the highest roll rate. The roll rate for 
steering actions, for which the amplitude is similar to that the roll-over configuration is in some parts higher than that 
of the roll-over configuration, of the fixed configuration. At the point of roll-over, the roll 

rate rapidly increases. 
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sufficiently strong to withstand the collision without any 
~,,~ d~ ~,a~, significant deformations. 

-i I ~ 4 6 8 i0 Impact vulnerability of the tank 

,_ ~ - - Ro~ To determine the impact vulnerability of the tank 
§ ~ 
~ ~ t \ ----~oo.ow were performed representing three impact locationson the 

cylindrical part. In each analysis the MADYMO finite 
element model of the tank is rigidly supported to inertial 

" ~ ~ space at the supports. A cylinder with a diameter of 0.4 m 
~t,~ representing the trunk of the tree is pushed with a 

Figure 13. Roll angles during roll-over simulations, prescribed velocity of 20 m/s against the tank at one of the 
three impact locations (4.35 m, 7.5 m and 10.15 m from 
the front end of the tank, Figure 16). The LPG load is 
accounted for by applying a surface pressure of 6 bar onto 
all shell elements. 

4 

~eN Figure 16. Impact locations and supports on the tank. 

Figure 14. Roll angular velocity during roll-over simulations. 

The resulting force-indentation characteristics are presented 
Roll angular acceleration - The roll angular in Figure 17. After an indentation of 0.2 m an almost 

acceleration is presented in Figure 15. The level of the roll constant stiffness of 10 MN/m is found. From this figure it 
angular acceleration is similar for all three configurations, can be concluded that the precise longitudinal location of 
The configurations with rolling mass show a lower level of contact between the tree and tank is of minor importance for 
roll angular acceleration over a large part of the simulation, the force-indentation characteristic. 
At the moment of roll-over, the roll angular acceleration 
rapidly changes. 

5000, 

~ ~oo. 
---- ROU, 

!I 

~:f"~,~, , 

~ -3:1t~. 

~ -4000, Inde~t~flm d~lah [ml 
-~0 Figure 17. Force-indentation characteristics 

Figure 15. Roll angular acceleration during roll-over simulations. In Figure 18, the maximum effective strain-indentation 
characteristics are presented. The maximum effective strain. 

ENVIRONMENTAIS RISK STUDY is the maximum value of the effective strain for a certain 
indentation anywhere in the model. The location of the point 

The environmental risk of LPG transport with a with the maximum effective strain is moving outwards with 
tractor semi-trailer truck can be expressed by the probability increasing indentation from the point of initial contact and 
of rupture of the tank during a collision due to a roll-over, is approximately at the locations where the contact between 
This study is limited to the case where the tractor semi- cylinder and tank ends. The strains are an underestimation 
trailer track after the roll-over slides over the pavement onto of the actual strains due to the finite dimensions of the 
a tree. The tree, with a trunk diameter of 0.4 m, is assumed relevant shell elements, squares with sides of 0.1 m, and due 
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¯ to the position of the outer Gaussian integration points used, tank and pavement has been modelled with the ellipsoid- 
for five layers at approximately 90% of the thickness. The plane contact model without friction and a constant contact 
maximum effective strains do depend on the longitudinal stiffness of 150 N/m. The crash analysis is started at the 
location of contact between the tree and tank. point of roll-over as determined with the BAMMS model 

with adaptive driver and rolling load. The motion of the 
suauau~au~�~ 

different bodies at that time point in the BAMMS model are 
used as initial conditions for this MADYMO model. ,. 

podionA 
,o"                          In Figure 19, the indentation as a function of the different 

I ~ j~ ~o,,B locations of the first contact point is presented. 

I~ 

~ 

-- posit on C 
Ind~tll~ll dep~ldillg 0n contact 10clll~ 

0~- 

~ 0.1~- 

I~ Mainly based on the effective strains and the global tank 
~ ~’~ 

defon~ations, it is assumed ti~t for indentations smaller          ~ ~’~ 
than 0.~ m n~pt~re of the tank is unlikely to occur. 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Integrating the force-indentation characteristic to this 
indentation-results in an energy of approximately 1 MJ. The t+igum 19. Indentation as a function of the contact location. 

kinetic energy in the tractor semi-trailer truck at the point of 

¯ roll-over is almost 7 MJ. If all this energy would be used to It is clear that for contacts near the kingpin location the 
deform the tank an indentation of more than a meter would maximum indentation is found. From this figure it can be 
be formed, deduced that after roll-over and colliding with a tree, rupture 

of the tank is unlikely to occur for the accident analyzed. 
To estimate the contact stiffness for the impact of the tank 
onto the pavement a separate finite element analysis has Analysis successive impacts o1’ the tank 

¯ been performed. A large rigid plane parallel to the 
centreline, is pushed against a finite element model of the In the preceding section it is assumed that the contact 
tank with a prescribed velocity of 4 m/s (the angular interaction of the tank with the pavement has no influence 
velocity just before roll-over is approximately 2 rad/s). The on the contact interaction of the tank with the tree, two 
resulting estimation of the contact stiffness is 150 MN/m. independent stiffness characteristics are used. Moreover a 
This stiffness is more than an order of magnitude higher force-indentation relation is used which is based on a 

¯ than the stiffness for the much more localized contact perpendicular penetration of the tree into the tank whereas 
interaction with the trunk of the tree. the simulations with the multi-body model shows a 

significant sliding of the tank over the tree during the 
Analysis o1’ the influence o1’ the impact location contact interaction. To check the influence of these ’ 

simplifications an analysis has been performed where a 
In the previous section it was shown that the finite element tank model with frame replaces the trailer 

¯ location of the contact of the tree with the cylindrical part body in themodel of the preceding section. A friction 
of the tank is of minor importance for the impact coefficient of 0.3 is used for the contact between tank and 
vulnerability of the tank. However depending on the centre tree. The rigid body representing the moving fluid is 
of gravity of the tractor semi-trailer truck and the contact connected to the frame body as is the trailer axle. The initial 
location, the vehicle will slide along and rotate around the conditions for the different bodies are identical to those in 
tree thus influencing the energy used for deforming the.tank, the preceding section for contact location A. The results of 

¯ Different impact locations are studied using the MADYMO this simulation show that the contact between tank and tree 
multi-body model of the tractor semi-trailer truck. The moves over 3 m in the longitudinal direction of the tank. 
interaction between tank and tree has been modelled using Due to this simultaneous sliding and penetration the local 
the ellipsoid-ellipsoid contact model assuming Coulomb deformation of the tank in the contact area is no longer 
friction with a relatively high friction coefficient of one to symmetrical which results in a smaller indentation of the 
account also for the sliding resistance due to the tank tank as compared to the indentation found in the preceding 

O deformations. The force-indentation characteristic for contact section for the same impact location (,point A). Also the 
point A, as determined in the preceding section, is used to maximum effective strain found in the contact area is 
define the contact stiffness. The contact interaction between somewhat smaller. It is therefore concluded that the 
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followed approach lead to somewhat conservative values for [3] Hoftijzer G.W., van der Schaaf J.B.R., Lupker H.A., 
the tank deformations. (1989) ’The Risks of Shunting-yards due to the Transport of 

LPG in the Netherlands and the Possibilities of Reducing 
CONCLUSIONS the Risk of a BLEVE of a LPG Rail Tankcar’, Proceedings 

of the 6th International Symposium on Loss Prevention and 
The step-steer based dynamic roll-over steering Safety Promotion in the Process Industries, June 1989, Oslo, 

threshold shows the largest relative difference between Norway. 
rolling and rigidly suspended load for a fill level of 
approximately 40%. At a fill level of approximately 20% [4] Verheul, C.H. and Pacejka, (1988) ’Bondgraph based 
the actual values for the threshold steering angles differ modelling using macros, an introduction to the program 
most. BAMMS’, IMACS proceedings, July 1988, Pads, France 

The combination of rolling load and driver behaviour [5] Koppens W.P., Lupker H.A. and Rademakers C.W., 
influenced by roll angle, results in roll-over of the vehicle. (1993) ’Comparison of Modelling Techniques for Flexible 
The other configurations, either fixed load or non-adaptive Dummy Parts’, Proceedings of the 37~ Stapp Car Crash 
driver, do not roll-over when the same path is used as input. Conference, November 1993, San Antonio, USA. 

For the configuration with adaptive driver and rolling load, [6] Sankar, S.,Ranganathan R. and Rakheja, S. (1992) 
roll-over is obvious after approximately 5 seconds. The ’Impact of Dynamic Fluid Slosh Loads on the Directional 
results show that roll-over occurs at lower levels of steering Response of Tank Vehicles’, Vehicle System Dynamics, 21 
angle, lateral acceleration and roll values for a rolling load (1992), pp. 385-404 
compared with a rigidly suspended load. The configuration 
with a standard.driver model does not roll-over in spite of [7] Rakheja S. and Ranganathan R. (1993) ’Estimation of 
the fact that the levels in steering angle, lateral acceleration rollover threshold of heavy vehicles carrying liquid cargo: 
and roll values are very similar to the roll-over a simplified approach’, Heavy Vehicle Systems, Special 
configuration. This indicates that the driver behaviour series, Int. J. of Vehicle Design, vol. 1 no. 1, pp. 79-98 
influences roll-over risks. In order to set roll-over warning 
levels based on vehicle motions, the behaviour of the driver [8] Ranganathan R. (1993) ’Rollover threshold of partially 
must be taken into account, filled tank vehicles with arbitrary tank geometry’, Technical 

Note, Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 207, D03392 IMechE 
The impact vulnerability study of the tank indicates that the 1993 
different impact locations lead to almost identical force- 
indentation and similar maximum strain-indentation [9] Rakheja, S.,Ranganathan, R. and Sankar, S. (1992) 
relations. For indentations of more than 0.2 an almost ’Field testing and validation of directional dynamics model 
constant stiffness of 10 MN/m for the contact interaction of a tank truck’, Int. J. of Vehicle Design, vol. 13 no. 3, pp. 
with the trunk of the tree is found. A stiffness of 150 MN/m 251-275 
is found for the contact interaction with the pavement- 

If contact with the tree occurs more towards the end of the NOMENCLATURE 
tank a smaller indentation is found due to the larger rotation 
of the trailer around the tree. For the accident studied, ~5 [deg] Steering angle 
indentations of less than 0.35 m are found despite the high I~ [deg/m] Driver controller gain 
truck velocity of more than 70 km/h at the start of the Yt [m] Target lateral position 
manoeuvre. It is therefore concluded that it is unlikely that Ypvw [m] Preview lateral position 
the tank will rupture during similar accidents, ro [deglg] Roll gradient 

¢p [deg] Roll angle 

a~ [m/s2] Lateral acceleration 
REFERENCES R, [m] Estimated turning radius 

V [m/s] Forward velocity 
[1] Dutch Ministry of Housing, ’LPG-A study’ May 1983. d [m] Cut-off path deviation 

d¢ [m] Cut-off path deviation (constant) 
[2] Lupker H.A. (1990) ’LPG Rail Tankcars under Head-on R [m] Turning radius 
Collisions’ Int. J. of Impact Engineering, Vol 9, No 3 pp ~x [deg] Cut-off angle 
359-376. lpvw [m] Preview length 
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ABSTRACT THE CURRENT SITUATION IN GERMANY 

The intensified research into accidents with children in The safety of children in cars is still a major 

cars during the last few years has provided more engineering challenge. The need for biomechanical 
knowledge; safety standards have been updated and new research findings is as acute as ever. The last decade has 

solutions to problems are to be expected. In spite of this seen an intensive technical development. There are today 

there are problem areas which are not sufficiently analysed different lines of development, such as 
yet. These are 

¯ child safety seats held in place by the seat belt ¯ Level of biomechanical tolerance of children, 
¯ systems optimally connected to the car by ISOFIX 

especially injuries to head, neck and abdomen 
[10] (standardised plug connections) ¯ Safety measures for increased protection of children 

involved in side impacts 
¯ integrated systems. 

¯ Use of adult, belts as "suitable system" for children 
Intensive work is necessary to harmonise the various 

up to 12 years of age lines of development with one another and to combine 
¯ Prevention of misuse 

them into an overall concept to achieve not only optimum 
These problem fields are analysed on the basis of development conditions but also optimum consumer 

interviews, crash tests and new accident material "Child information and market transparency. The general 

Safety 95". A representative survey of parents, which has conditions for more safety for children in cars have shown 

been started recently, indicates that there is a substantial a marked improvement in the last few years: 
potential for misuse (about 40%). Preventing misuse has 
to be an aim of development for the future. A crash-test ¯ The governments have become aware of their 

programme has been started to analyse injury mechanisms obligation, and in many countries today there are 

of children restrained with adult belts and to explain regulations for restraining children, although these 

observations from real accidents. The influence of the regulations unfortunately differ greatly from one 

special misuse "children restrained with adult belts" on another. Accident research must make its 

injury risks is analysed i~l real accidents. This accident contribution here towards harmonisation. 

study showed that using adult belts too early results in a ¯ The improvement in the legal regulations for child 
roughly two- to threefold risk increase - chiefly by raising restraint systems is today, to our great satisfaction, 

the number of abdominal injuries. 
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an important area of the standardisation work being 1990/92 the number of children killed in a reunified 
carried out by the ECE, EC and ISO. Germany was over 200, since over 80 children killed per 

¯ Since 1 April 1993 the legal obligation to use annum from the new eastern states were added to those 
restraint systems has made the parents aware - at killed in western Germany. In the Federal Republic of 
least in Germany- of their responsibility for children Germany more children are therefore killed today as 
in ears and restraining them; against a background of passengers in cars than as cyclists or pedestrians [1]. 
broad acceptance, this obligation to use ECE proved         Years ago accident research called for the compulsory 
[8] restraint systems constitutes, a "legislative use of restraint systems for children [2]. Since 1 April 
encouragement" to overcome the adults’ negligence 1993 all children under the age of 12 whose height is less 
and to greatly enhance the protection of children in than 150 cm have to be restrained by suitable child 
cars. restraint systems when they are riding in a ear. From the 

age of 12 children are subject to the same requirements as 
¯ In 1993 these prerequisites resulted in a marked adults; the adult belt is then the standard restraint and may 

improvement in the accident situation for children in cars. be used without any accessories. 
From 1987 to 1990 rising figures for children killed in The obligation to use restraint systems in cars has 
cars (0 to 14 years) were observed in West Germany [1] sharply increased the usage rates [3] (Figure 2). Today 
(Figure 1). In the years 1991 and 1992 as well, the they are 88% in built-up areas in east and west Germany, 
accident figures were still considerably higher than in the a very gratifying level, although they are still lower than 

¯ relatively favourable years 1986/87. Thus in the years the rates of belt use of adults on the front seats of cars 
(92-93%). The intense public relations work has thus 

No. made the parents so sensitive to the matter that the legal 
250 regulation constitutes, in the end, only the reason for a 

~ New Federal States (East)    225 . 

~ Old Federal States (West) ~/JJJ/~/ 207 conscious act of an already generally accepted willingness 
200 ............................... 

~ 

196 
7///J/~ .... to use restraint systems. 

~ A consequence of the relatively high rate of children 
15o ....................... ~/-/-//, ~-~/~, using restraint systems is that in Germany in 1993 the 

122 number of children killed in cars dropped by about 15% 
105 

lOO 90 .... 9o--- compared with the previous year (Table 1). The number of 
140 123 those injured declined by 3.5%. 

115 
50 104 

Table 1 
0 Children (0-14 Years) Killed and Injured 

19s6 19s~ 19ss 1969 1990 1991 1992 199~ in Cars in Germany 

Source: [1] 

Killed Injured 

¯ 
Figure 1. Number of children (0-14 years) killed in 
cars in Germany. 

Year Year 

1992 1993 Change 1992 1993 Change 

West        123 104     - 15.4%     12,774 12,493      - 2.2% 
% 

100 ~ New Federal States (East) ~ East 84 73 - 13.1% 4,120 3,,814 - 7.5% 

~-] Old Federal States (West) 82 82 

_s 

Total 207 177 - 14.5% 16,894 16,307 - 3.5% ¯       60 

It emerges from the traffic observations made by the 

¯ 
~o Federal German Road Research Institute [3] that today 

relatively few children up to 5 years of age are carried as 
o passengers in cars without any form of restraint at all 

6/91 6/92 6/93" 9/9a* (Table 2); in the case of children of 6 years of age or 
Month/Year ¯ = ~nside built-up areas above, however, it can be seen that many of the restrained 

s ...... 131 children are still not being transported in the prescribed 
child restraint system appropriate to their age, but merely 

¯ Figure 2. Rate of children using restraint systems using adult belts, ie three-point or lap belts.. Even so, in 
in cars. the new Federal States 37% of the children aged 6 or 
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Table 2 Table 3 
Use Rates of Child Restraint Systems (CRS) and Poll of Adults in November 1993 (N = 207) 

Adult Belts only, Inside Built-up Areas Depending 
on the Children’s Age Statement Rate of 

agreement 

,I West ,I East systemlt is right to restrain children withe child restraint 
97 % 

9/92 9/93 9192 9/93 Older children are adequately restrained with 
a lap belt + booster 19% 

~ 5 years If there happens to be no child restraint system in the 
Unrestrained 21% 6% 41% 8% car it is possible that the child is not restrained during 

Adult belt only 25% 5% 16% 8% the ride or is only restrained by an adult belt 18% 

CRS 54% 89% 43% 84% 

~ 6 years 
Unrestrained 40% 17% 55%. 14% spite of all the improvements the proportion of misuse is 
Adult belt only 53% 58% 43% 37% still around 40%. 
CRS 7% 25% 2% 49% From this emerges the necessity to design restraint 

’ s ...... tel systems so that the possibilities for misuse are narrowly 
restricted by the design itself. Secondly, the fundamentals 
have to be improved for assessing what effect restraining 

above were still restrained by belts alone, and in the old children by the adult belt has on the loadings and thus on 
Federal States (in the west) it was as many as 58 %. It is the injuries to children. To do this sled tests were carried 
one of.the principal aims of this paper to make parents out and real-life accidents were analysed. 
aware of this form of misuse by restraining children with 
adult seat belts only. SLED TESTS 

A REPRESENTATIVE SURVEY OF PARENTS In an initial series of tests by TNO Delft in 
cooperation with the HUK-Verband [12] the influence of 

In 1993 the German motor insurers, in cooperation belt slack when child seats are fastened in the ear was 
with market research institutes and psychologists, carried analysed together with other factors. These tests produced 
out their own survey of parents to find out the attitude and the finding that as little as 4 cm of belt slack and thus a 
behaviour of parents and children with regard to the greater forward displacement of the entire child restraint 
compulsory use of restraint systems for children in cars. system result in an increase in the neck force of 27 % and 

77% of the respondents regarded the compulsory use the neck moment of 147%. An unfavourable interface 
of these systems as a step forward, as it would raise the between the child, seat and the car thus leads to 
safety level. 8% said that the regulation was considerable additional loading on the child. The 
advantageous, as the parents would be forced to restrain development of child safety seats that are firmly attached 
their children, but 15% were opposed to compulsion being to the car, for example by a plug connection such as 
imposed by the state. 42% have changed their behaviour ISOFIX [10] or by integrated child safety seats, therefore 
in some form or other as a result of the regulation, and constitutes an important additional task in the future. 
two-thirds of these respondents have acquired a new child In a second HUK test series the present-day forms of 
restraint system [11]. Another important finding was the "misuse of adult belts", ie the too early use of three- 
(Table 3) that most of the parents are willing to always use point or lap belts, were examined. In a third test series, 
restraint systems for their children (97 % approval). But planned for the end of 1994, the effect of the "real-life 
they also tolerate methods of restraint which constitute environment" on child safety seats in frontal and side 
misuse and may be dangerous (19% agree with "lap belt collisions is to be studied. 
+ booster", assuming that this is a safe kind of restraint). The test series to analyse the "misuse of the adult belt" 
Some 18 % of the parents admit that situations might arise was to be carried out under the most realistic 
in which they dispense with any kind of restraint at all or environmental conditions possible. For this reason a sled 
accept certain forms of misuse (restraint by using the adult was used with a cut-off car body mounted on it (Figure 3). 
belt). The original back seats were built into the passenger cell, 

Other kinds of misuse - children are restrained in and the original seat belts were used. The seat belts were 
certain kinds of restraint systems too early on and children exchanged after each test. The dummy was a 6-year-old 
use certain restraint systems too long - were reported in P572 child dummy, with the head and thorax each 
[2]; here the proportion of misuse was about 20%. Added equipped with a three-axial acceleration sensor. The tests 
to these cases is a still considerable percentage of were performed with the following kinds of restraint, 
excessive belt slack or the wrong use of basically correct which are to be described as "misuse" according to the 
child restraint systems. It may thus be assumed that in 
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¯ 
Figure 3. Sled with cut-off car body. 

¯ 
Figure 4c. 6-year-old child dummy restrained with 
the 3-point belt only,,left rear. 

German regulations for restraining children of 6 years of 

age: 

¯ ¯ Dummy restrained by a lap belt, centre rear 
(Figure 4a) 

¯ Dummy restrained by a lap belt with a booster 
cushion, centre rear (Figure 4b) 

¯ Dummy restrained .by a three-point belt, left rear 
(Figure 4c) 

¯                                                              Each test was carried out twice to improve the 

reliability of the results. The experience with these tests 
showed that the measurement data in Table 4 can only 
partly describe reality and measuring instruments earmot 
record in particular some important risk factors which, 

¯ 
Figure 4a. 6-year-old child dummy restrained with however, in a real-life accident result in considerable 
the lap belt only, centre rear. dangers and can only be recognised from the motion 

sequence. 

Table 4 
Misuse of Restraint Systems: Sled Tests with 

¯ 6-Year-Old Child Dummy Restrained with 
Adult Belts 

Lap only       Lap + Booster     3-point only 

vS [km/h] 49.0 48.1 49.0 48.5 49.3 49.6 

¯ aMS [g’s] 18.9 18.2 18.2 18.2 18.4 19.8 

amax S [g’s] 29 29 29 28 28 31 

ares Head [g’s]    187 213 134 111 59 47 

ares Th [g’s] 66 65 51 37 40 

Two Tests in each Case 

vS = Sled Speed 

aMS = Mean Sled Deceleration 
Figure 4b. 6-year-old child dummy restrained with amax s = Maximum Sled Deceleration 
the lap belt + booster, centre rear. ares Head = Resultant Head Deceleration 

ares Th    = Resultant Thorax Deceleration 

¯ 
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128 ms 0 ms 

¯ 
160 ms                                                                           32 ms 

192 ms 64 ms 

224 ms 96 ms 

¯ 
Figure 5a. Motion sequence; lap belt only. 

The spe.~l of the sled before the impact was between ¯ the extreme jackknifing with forward displacement 
48.1 and 49.6 km/h. The dummy measurements show that (Figures 5a and 5b) and 
in the case of restraint with a lap belt both with and ¯ submarining when the adult belt is used too early 
without a booster cushion very high accelerations occur to (Figure 5c). 
the head and thorax; they are far above the figures which 

The tests confirm that the limit for using adult belts 
are def’med as the maximum loading in the ECE-R 44 [8] 

alone which are not accepted by law in Germany for a 
and which apply to adults in the FMVSS 208. 

child’s height of less than 150 cm is justified and that it 
Although restraint with a three-point belt without an 

cannot be assumed from our present level of knowledge 
additional system did not indicate any critical 

that the use of adult seat belts would be acceptable for 
measurement to the head (47 to 59 g’s) and thorax (37 to 

smaller heights. It was also confirmed that the use of 
40 g’s), in both tests submarining occurred, causing the 

booster cushions may o~dy be raised in conjunction with a 
lap belt to make a deep cut into the abdomen (see Figure 
5c). These injury risks do not show up in the test, since so 

three-point belt. 

far no binding measuring methods or biomechanical 
The question arises as to what effects recognised 

threshold values have been defined for the abdomen (nor 
shortcomings in restraining (using a lap belt, restraint with 
a three-point belt alone) but also correct restraint by means 

for neck/spine injuries) in safety standards. The tests 
of a child restraint system have on children’s injuries in a 

clearly indicated that - in particular in the real-life 
real-life accident. To answer this question new accident 

environment of the car’s interior when including the safety 
material was compiled in which the relative importance of 

seat’s characteristics- there are considerable dangers if the 
frontal, side and rear-end collisions can be more clearly 

adult seat belt is used too early caused by 
recognised. 

¯ the unfortunate position of the belt lock (see 
Figure 4e) 

¯ 
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ACCIDENT MATERIAL "CHILD SAFETY 95" 

This accident material is based on car accidents 
involving personal injury from the period 1990/1991 
(Table 5). For the material "Child Safety 95" all the 
accidents with at least one restrained child in the car were 
selected. 

The evaluation is not yet complete. By the end of April Others: S cases 
1994, however, data had been collected on 310 children 
(0 to 11 years of age), and 274 of these were restrained. 
These accidents with 274 restrained children form the 13.3 
basis of the following studies. DoD 1:9 ............. 

i:::112.7 ’ 
12~.6 

Table 5 
DoD 2////////////////J 21.6 

:i: :i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i::,:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:]4?.6 

1 36:8 Basic HOK-Material of "Child Safety 95" DoD 3/,////,//////////////////~Q[ 3a.3 : 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 31,7 Accidents with Personal Damage 

23.7 ’ 
DoD 4/////////////////////////,~ 35.~ 

~3,2 

Car/Car I Single-Car 
~1/_~A35, 

1 Front 
DoD 5~4.s9 

[] Side 1990 15,000 1,000 

1991 1,000 100 n.a.* ~3.59"3’ [] Rear 
o 

In-depth study 568 
MAIS 3+, 1990 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

% 

DoD = Degree of Damage 

* n.a. = not ascertained 
Distribution of the impact areas/accident severity 

Figure 6. Frequency of impact areas and 
The distribution of the impact areas in connection with distribution of the degree of damage. 

the degree of damage to the car are given in Figure 6. The 
degree of damage is a general indication of the accident 
severity, although it is not as accurate as the EES [5]. 
Examples of varying degrees of damage to the car’s front 
are shown in Appendix A. 

Accidents with personal injury and children in the car 
% 

correspond to the normal distribution of all ear accidents 2s 23.5 
¯ Front with personal injury with regard to the distribution of the 

impact areas. In this material the cars were most 20 ~ ~]Side 

frequently struck at the front (55.5%), and side impacts DRear 

have a frequency of 18.6%. The impact area "Others" (8 15 
13,1 

cases) covers rollovers and glance-off collisions. With a 
frequency of 2.9 % they are only of secondary importance, lO 9.5 

MAIS 0+1 

~ 

7.8 
The large proportion of degrees of damage 3 to 5 not ehown here 

(about two-thirds of all cases) makes it clear that the 
material with 274 restrained children contains a relatively 

i!ii 2.0 2.01 3 ~ high average accident severity, o :::                ~ 
ii///           , 

2.0 

Injury severity and impact area 
Front 41    86 20 ’ 3     2         152 ~ 100% 

Figure 7 gives an overview of the maximum injury Side 13 20 12 1 4 1 51 100% 

severity (MAIS) [6] of all children (aged from 0 to 11 
Rear 16 41 6 63 100% 

years) also in relation to the impact area. The proportion 
of uninjured children (MAIS 0) - 25% to 27% - is roughly Others 1 5 2 8 10o% 

equal in all kinds of collisions dealt with here (with the 
exception of "Others"). The injury severity MAIS 2+, Figure 7. Number and frequency of the injury 

however, occurred in side collisions more than twice as severity MAIS depending on the impact areas. 
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¯ 
frequently (altogether 35.3%) as in frontal collisions contour of the seat. A change to the safety seat itself 
(16.4%). Side collisions with children in the ear, would thus make no sense in the ease of angled side 
compared with frontal collisions, are relatively rare; but in impacts; whether in the case of right angled impacts safety 
the event of a side collision occurring, the risk of improvements are necessary and possible has to be 
restrained children sustaining MAIS 2+ injuries is about established from the worldwide compilation of cases by 

¯ twice as high as in frontal collisions. An analogous result this ISO ad hoe group "Children in Cars - Side Impact 
was previously obtained in [4]. Study’. Although these are relatively rare eases, a way 

MAIS 2 injuries also occurred in rear-end collisions; should be found of providing more safety without 
MAIS 3-6 injuries were, however, not to be found in the unnecessarily impairing the acceptance and the possible 
accident material, although in some rear-end collisions, uses of child restraint systems. The subject of the "risk to 
too, there was a very high accident severity (see Figure 6). restrained children in side collisions" has to be pursued 

¯ 
This result, too, agrees with earlier findings [4]. especially vigorously. 

To examine measures that could be taken to counter 
the increased risk to restrained children in side collisions The injury risk in relation to the kind of restraint 
the accidents would have to be broken down into "impact- 
side passenger" and "bpposite-side passenger’. There are On retrospectively analysing accidents with children it 
different motion sequences and different injury risks for cannot be established with certainty in every case in which 

¯ these different impact positions. In the case of the 18 side type of child safety seat (for example a child safety seat 
collisions with an injury severity of MAIS 2 + examined with a 4-point belt or with an impact shield) the child was 
here - especially when divided up into ages of the restrained. In some cases the only information is "Child 
children, various kinds of restraint, various accident restrained", so that in Tables 6-8 the following four 
severities and kinds of side collisions - no general restraint systems haveto be differentiated: 
assessment is possible, as they are only individual cases. ¯ restrained by a child restraint system (ECE Group 

¯ 
This has been the problem with practically all the 

0 to III) material published hitherto on children’s side collisions in 
ears. There is no question that there is a relatively high 

¯ restrained by a three-point belt only 

risk to children in side collisions. It is not possible to 
¯ restrained by a lap belt only 

derive a typology from the individual bodies of accident 
¯ restrained, yes, but restraint system not exactly to 

material which could then also be a sufficient basis for 
identify (a mixed group of the three above forms of 

¯     international safety standards in side collisions,                    restraint). 
For this reason an ad hoe group was formed within the In Table 6 the age distribution of the 274 restrained 

ISOWorking Group 1 "Child Restraint Systems (inRoad children is presented, and how the children were 
Vehicles)" to collect concrete cases of side collisions with restrained - in relation to age. Thus almost 20 % of the 
children in cars worldwide [16]. It is the aim of this group children were restrained with the three-point or lap belt 
to draw a dearer dividing line between the impact alone; even 2-year-old children were restrained with a 

¯ conditions (angled impact or 90° impact, flat or triangular three-point belt. The observations of the Federal German 
intrusion) and to collect information on the children’s age Road Research Institute (see Table 2) and the findings 
groups, the kind of restraint systems used and how they from the survey of the parents (see Table 3) are thus 
are positioned in the car (impact/opposite side) in relation confirmed in real-life accidents; deviations are explained 
to the injury criteria. This work, which will be by the fact that the available accident material comes from 
coordinated by the accident research of the German motor the years 1990/91 and the above-mentioned traffic 

¯ insurers inside the ad hoe group, is to be completed by observations/survey were carried out in 1993.. 
September 1994. The way in which this kind of misuse "restraint with 

For the possible protective measures in side collisions the adult belt" influences the injury severity (MAIS) is 
the various kinds of child restraint systems have to be presented in Table 7. Children restrained by a child 
differentiated. For rearward facing systems safety restraint system remained un!njured (32.2%) far more 
measures are possible in the case of the side impact, as the frequently than children restrained by the three-point belt 

¯ children are pressed into the child safety seat by the (6.4%) or lap belt (14.3%). TheriskofMAIS2+ injuries 
combined longitudinal and lateral deceleration. The latest is much lower for children using a restraint system 
revised version of the ECE-R 44/03 prescribes a height of (18.9%) than for children using a three-point belt (29.8%) 
90 mm for the side wings of rearward facing child or a lap belt (42.9%). Although in the available accident 
restraint systems [13, 15]. The enlarged side wings material only seven children were restrained by a lap belt 
provide better support for the head and a controlled and thus the number of cases is too small to make any 

O cushioning in a side impact. In the forward facing reliable statements, the trend towards a greater injury 
systems, however, the child normally moves out of the severity to children who were only restrained by an adult 
child safety seat, and it is usually the head that leaves the belt can be clearly recognised. 
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Table 6 Table 8 
Kind of Restraint System Depending on the Number of Impact Areas Depending on the Kind of 

Children’s Age |0-1 1 Years) Restraint System 

CRS 3-po|nt only Lap only RSn Total J CRS J 3-point only I Lap onlyj RSn 

Age ’ No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Front 49 24 5 74 

0    14 15,6                     2 1.5 16 5.8 
Side         22        12                  17 

1      28 31.1                                 7     5.4    35    12.8 
Rear          14        11         2         36 

2 14 15.6 2 4.3 9 6.9 25 9,1 

3 18 20.0 2 4.3 15 11.5 35 12.8 Others 5 3 

4 11 12.2 1 2.1 2 28.6 12 9.2 26 9.5 Total 90 47 7 130 

5 3 3.3 7 14,9 1 14.3 10 7.7 21 7.7 
RSn = Restraint System not exactly to identify 

6 1 1.1 1 2.1 I 14.3 9 6.9 12 4.4 

7 5 10.6 1 14,3 14 10.8 20 7,3 

8 1 1.1 2 4.3 18 13.9 21 7,7 Injuries to different parts of the body 

9 8 17.0 15 11.5 23 8,4 

10 6 12.7 2 28.6 10 7.7 18 6.5 In Figure 8 the injury frequencies for the different 

11 11 23.4 2 1.5 13 4.7 parts of the body in all kinds of collisions in relation to 

n.a.* 2 4.3 7 5.4 9 3.3 the kind of restraint without further subdivision into ages 

Total1} 90 100 47 100 7 100 190 100 274 100 of the children are shown. Head injuries occurred most 
frequently for all three kinds of restraint, followed by 

[ Total2l I 80 132.8 t 47 117.2 [ 7 I 2.6 1130 147.4 ] 27411oo I neck/spine and abdominal injuries. The results of this 

1) Column = 100% current case material are confirmed by a comparison with 
21 Line = lOO% earlier HUK material, which showed the same pattern of 
RSn = Restraint System not exactly to identify injuries to restrained children [4]. 
* n,a. = not ascertained 

The comparison of injuries of all degrees of severity - 

Table 7 depending on the kind of restraint used - shows no 
Distribution of the Injury Severity MAIS Depending essential differences in frequency for head and spine/neck 

on the Kind of Restraint System 

CRS I 3-po’nton’y I Lap°n’Y I RSn I C.S 3-point only Lap only 

No.    %    No.    %    No.    %    No.    % 161.9% 65.4% 

25.0% 26.2% 

MAIS2 15 16.7 , 19.1 2 28.6 14 10.8 

(//d/" /" / ~.~    /A. ~ ~.~-~ 11.5% 14.3% MilS3 __ 3 6.4 _ _ 1 0.8 

) .//~ t      ’./~ ’ ~1 23"1°/° I 40"5% I 83"3% I MAIS 415 1 1.1 2 4.3 1 14.3 2 1.5 

MAIS 6 1 1.1 ..... 52inj.= 100% 42inj.= 100% 6inj. = 100% 

Total 90 100 47 100    7 100 130 1 oo 

I I I I I I I I I I 

Number of injuries AIS 1-6 
MAIS 2+ 17 18.9 14 29.8 3 42.9 17 13.1 

Head                 34          26          4 
RSn = Restraint System not exactly to identify 

Neck 13 11 1 

Chest 6 6 

The result, surprising at first sight, that the mixed Abdomen 12 17 5 

group "restrained, yes, but restraint system not exactly to Arms 5 9 1 

identify" with 13.1% shows fewer MAIS 2+ injuries than Legs 5 5 2 
the group of children using a restraint system (18.9 %) was 

T/L Spine 2 1 
explained on closer examination: in this mixed group the 
accident severity was generally lower, and in addition 

Total 75 76 14 

there was a far lower proportion of side collisions (Table 
8) with the relatively serious injuries they result in. In the Figure 8. Number and frequency of injuries 

case of the other kinds of restraint, however, the accident AIS 1-6 to different parts of the body depending on 

severity was largely balanced out. the kind of restraint system. 
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¯ injuries. In the ease of abdominal injuries, however, major ¯ Child restraint system: 1.4 injuries per child 
differences do emerge: injury frequencies in the available ¯ three-point belt: 1.8 injuries per child 
accident material are two to three times more frequent ¯ two-point belt: 2.3 injuries per child. 
when the child is restrained by a three-point or lap belt 
than by a child restraint system. The frequency of injuries Finally Table 9 shows the severity of injuries (MS) to 
to the upper and lower extremities is also higher for an the individual parts of the body [6] for each kind of 
adult belt than for a child restraint system. The average      restraint. Here again it must be pointed out that On 
number of individual injuries also clearly shows the in- account of the sometimes low number of cases and the 
creased risk when the adult belt is used at too early an age: presentation together of different kinds of impact/accident 

Table 9 
¯       Frequency and Severity of Injuries to Different Parts of the Body Depending on the Kind of Restraint System 

Child Restraint System (N = 52 Injured Children) 

Head Neck Chest Abdomen Arms Legs T/L Spine Total 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

AIS 1 24 70.6 12 92.3 6 100 11 91.7 3 60.0 2 40,0 58 77.4 

AIS 2 9 26.5 - 1 8.3 2 40.0 3 60.0 - 15 20.0 

AIS 3 - 

AIS 4/5 1 2.9 - 1 1,3 

¯ AIS 6 1 7.7 - - - 1 1.3 

Total 34 100 13 100 6 100 12 1 O0 5 100 5 100 75 100 

3-Point Belt only (N = 42 Injured Children) 

Head Neck Chest Abdomen Arms Legs T/L Spine Total 

No. ~% No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

AIS 1 19 73.1 11 100 5 83.3 14 82.3 5 55.6 3 60.0 2 100 59 77.6 

AIS 2 6 23.1 2 11.8 2 22.2 1 20.0 11 14.5 

AIS 3, - 1 16.7 2 22.2 1 20.0 4 5.3 

AIS 4/5 1 3.8 1 5.9 - - 2 2.6 

AIS 6 - - _ 

Total 26 100 11 100 6 100 17 100 9 100 5 100 2 100 76 100 

Lap Belt only (N = 6 Injured Children) 

Head Neck Chest Abdomen Arms Legs T/L Spine Total 

¯ 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. ~ %’ 

AI$ 1 1 25.0 1 100 4 80.0 2 100 1 100 9 64.3 

AIS 2 3 75.0 - 1 100 - i - 4 , 28:6 

AIS 3 ’ ~ . = ’ 

AIS 4/5 1 20.0 - 1 7;.1 , 

AIS 6 ’ ~ 

Total 4 100 1 ; 100    - 5 100 1 100 2 100 1 100 14 100 
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severity it is generally not possible to draw definitive research task in the future, and there is a demand for these 

conclusions. Nevertheless trends can be recognised which test criteria and threshold values to be taken into account 

must not be withheld and which at some future date should in the next revision of the ECE-R 44. 

be backed up by comparison with other studies. Table 9 
shows that there is an increased risk of abdominal injuries SUMMARY 

if children are restrained by a three-point or lap belt 
alone - the abdominal injuries which occur are not only Safety for children in cars has greatly increased in the last 

more frequent but also more severe, few years, as a result of not only an improved framework 
In view of the low number a special analysis of the of legislation and international regulations but also an 

individual cases is absolutely essential when the injuries improvement in the products and a heightened awareness 

are serious. This also applies to a new fatal spine injury on the part of the parents. Intensive public relations work 

which was recorded in the case of a child which was in Germany has made parents more conscious of the 

restrained in a child restraint system. This accident is dangers. The compulsory use of restraints for children 

described in Appendix B. It was a side impact starting at which came into force on 1 April 1993 led to a 

the right frontal side area of the car with strong intrusion considerable increase in the number of children using 

in the area of the front passenger seat. The 3-year-old restraint systems in cars and thus to a decline in the 

male child who was restrained in a child safety seat by a numbers of deaths. It could be observed that not only the 

4-point belt was sitting on the left at the rear. He was not belting rate but also the proportion of children using a 

in the immediate collision area and sustained an isolated child restraint system have increased. Nevertheless 

neck fracture. It is known from the literature [2, 13, 14] between one-third and half of the children aged six or 

that in sled tests various loadings occur to the neck and above are 0nly restrained by an adult belt - a form of 

spine depending on the kind of restraint system restraint which involves disproportionatelyhighrisks. 

(Table 10), the most serious in child restraint systems Today the German motor insurers’ accident research 

using four-point belts. In a real-life accident these intense on the subject of "Children in Cars" covers three areas: 

loadings to the neck and spine may result in neck!spine 
fractures; cases in which children who were restrained by ¯ the analysis of real-life accidents 

four-point belts sustained serious injuries to the neck/spine ¯ experimental work/sled tests and 

are reported in [4, 7, 9]. Although it is true that accidents ¯ representative surveys of parents and children. 

resulting in neck and spine fractures in restrained children 
are extremely rare, they account for a considerable The most recent studies make it clear that about 20% 

proportion of fatal injuries, of the parents still do not realise that using an adult belt to 
restrain children at too young an age constitutes a 

Table 10 disproportionately high risk. A further share of at least 

Typical Neck Forces Depending on the Kind of 20% of misuse cases in which child restraint systems 
Child Restraint System which are in themselves correct but wrongly used has to 

be added to this 20% of "misuse by restraining with an 

Turbell [131 tangwleder adult belt". The subject of "misuse" thus constitutes a 
et al. [2, 14] problem which has just the same importance as the safety- 

4-point belt 3.2 kN 3.2 kN design of child restraint systems. For this reason, in future 
3-point belt 2.5kN 2.6 kN regulations the same priority should be given to the 
Impact shield 2.4 kN 2.4 kN 

demands to eliminate misuse as to technical safety. Many 
Rearward-facing 0.5 kN 0.5 kN 

of the problems of misuse or the loose interface between 
the restraint system and the car can be solved by new 

In future therefore emphasis must be placed on work to developments in fastening child safety seats in the car, 

improve biomechanical safety standards for children, such as, for example, a rigid plug connection (ISOFIX) or 

especially as far as neck/spine and abdominal criteria are integrated child safety seats. These developments should 

concerned. The frequency of injuries to the neck/spine or be speeded up with the greatest intensity and lead to a 

the abdominal region is roughly twice as high as to the harmonisation internationally as soon as possible. 

thorax - with regard to not only all the degrees of injury Irrespective of this, however, it must be realized that the 

severity but also serious injuries." Maximum allowed universal systems as we know them today will in future 

loadings to the thorax for child dummies have been laid " remain indispensable for many parents and, in view of the 

down in the ECE-R 44, so it mast be considered a numbers of restraint systems and cars that exist today, an 

fundamental disadvantage that no biomechanical threshold important basis for measures to restrain children in the 

values or uniform measuring methods yet exist for the far foreseeable future. 

more frequent and more serious injuries to the neck/spine The study showed that using three-point and lap belts 

and abdomen. This constitutes an essential and central at too early an age results in a roughly two- to threefold 
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¯ 
risk increase - chiefly by raising the number of abdominal 3. Bundesanstalt fiir Strassenwesen, "Anlegequoten yon 
injuries. The minimum height of 150 cm or the minimum Sicherheitsgurten und Benutzung yon Kinder- 
age of 12 years for the use of adult seat belts, as laid down Rfickhaltesystemen in Pkw’, Bergisch Gladbach 
in the German regulation, can be regarded as correct in the 4. K. Langwieder, Th. Hummel, "Children in Cars - 
light of the sled tests carried out and the findings from Their Injury Risks and the Influence of Child 
real-life accidents. Although using the adult belt is better Protection Systems’, Twelfth International Technical 

¯ than no restraint at all, the adult belt alone results in an Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 
increased risk of injury compared with child restraint GSteborg, May/June 1989 
systems. These facts should also be taken into account 5. F. Zeidler et al., "Injury Mechanisms in Head-On 
when harmonising the child restraint regulations in the Collisions Involving Glance-Off", 25th Stapp Car 
European countries. Crash Conference, San Francisco, California, 

The studies also showed that in future there is a further September 1981 
¯ need to regulate child restraint systems. The discussion on 6. "Abbreviated Injury Scale - 1990 Revision~, 

the necessity for safety standards for side collisions with Association for the Advancement of Automotive 
children in cars must be intensified. Side collisions, it is Medicine, Des Plaines, IL, 1990 
true, only make up about 20% of all accidents in which 7. K. Langwieder, Th. Hummel, D. Otte, "Bedeutung 
children are injured and are thus relatively rare. In the und Biomechanik yon Verletzungen der Halswirbel- 
event of a side collision occurring, however, the risk of s~ule bei gesicherten Kindern im Pkw", 

¯ MAIS 2+ injuries is about twice as high as in frontal Kongre~bericht der Deutschen Gesellschaft ffir 
collisions. For rearward facing child restraint systems Verkehrsmedizin e.V., Herausgeber (published by): 
countermeasures are possible by enlarging the side wings, Bundesanstalt ffir Stra~enwesen, Bergisch Gladbach, 
as envisaged in the new ECE-R 44/03. But for the other Schriftenreibe Unfall- und Sicherheitsforschung 
categories of child restraint systems the general conditions Strassenverkehr, Heft 82, 1991 
in side collisions with injuries to the children have to be 8. ECE-R 44, "Einheitliche Bedingungen fiir die 

¯ ascertained from real-life accidents to ensure that possible Genehmigung der Rfickhalteeinrichtungen ffir Kinder 
safety standards for side collisions really do increase in Kraftfahrzeugen", Economic Commission for 
safety without impairing the use and acceptance of these Europe 
systems. Regardless of all these difficulties, the subject of 9. K. Langwieder, Th. Hummel, "Neck Injuries to 
side collisions is of immediate importance for the next Restrained Children", International IRCOBI 
revision of the ECE-R 44. Conference on the Biomechanics of Impacts, 

O Another demand is that threshold values for abdominal Workshop "Future in Child Restraints", 1989 
and neck/spine loadings must be found. Injuries to these 10. T. Turbell, R. Lowne, B. Lundell, C. Tingvall, 
parts of the body with regard to both the frequency and "ISOFIX - A New Concept of Installing Child 
the severity are of far greater importance than thoracic Restraints in Cars", Child Occupant Protection, 
injuries, for which a threshold value is defined in the Special Session, November 1993, Published by SAE, 
ECE-R 44.~ For this reason priority must be given to SP-93/986, ISBN 1-56091-422-X 
carrying out biomechanical studies to establish 11. P. Stadler, F. Ruppert, M. Kuhn, M. Thoma, H. 
corresponding threshold values for neck/spine and Wenzel, "Kinderschutzsysteme im Auto    Eine 
abdominal loadings. Elternbefragung nach Inkrafttreten der gesetzliehen 

In the last few years international cooperation has Neuregelung zur Sichernngspflicht von Kindern in 
become closer, but in future it must be further intensified Pkw zum 1. April 1993", Institut ftar Angewandte 
and the exchange of views must be stepped up in the fields Psychologic, Munich, June 1993 
of both biornechanics and the analysis of real-life accidents 12. E.G. Janssen, C.G. Huijskens, R. Verschut, K. 

¯ and injury criteria for children. For only in this way can Langwieder, "Improved protection of child 
the results required be achieved in an acceptably short passengers in car crashes with respect to severe neck 
time. injuries",    TNO-report 750210335,    Delft, 

Netherlands, January 1993 
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APPENDIX A 

¯ 

Examples of degree of damage classification 

Degree of Damage 2                         Degree of Damage 3                        Q 

¯ 

Degree of Damage 4 Degree of Damage 5 
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APPENDIX B 

"Child Safety 95" 

Case No. 139 

Car A: Ford Escort 

¯ 
Injuries to the child, 3 years, 5 months, 
restrained in a child seat with 4-point 

Injuries to the belted driver: belt: 

MAIS 1 MAIS 6 

- Cuts in the face - Neck fracture 
- Thoracic contusions Contusions to the entire right side 

of body 

¯ 

Car B: Audi 80 Coup~ Accident sketch 

Restrained child, 9 months 

¯ Car B 

Belted front-seat ---/-~J/~/ 
passenger        ~ /~L..Belted driver 

~) 
Belted driver O 
MAIS 1 ~ ¯ 

Restrained child- ¯ 
3 years 
MAIS 6 ---Car A 
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¯ 
The Development of a Unified Child Restraint to Car Attachment System - a Contribution to the ISOFix Discussions 

R W Lowne (On behalf of the UNIFIX Task Force) 
Transport Research Laboratory 
United Kingdom 

¯ 
T Turbell 
SwediSh"Road and Traffic Research Institute, VTI 
Sweden 
94-S10-O-02 

ABSTRACT 

The development of child restraints from the attachment of child restraints. This system was called 

1960s has led today to designs that are attached to the car ISOFIX. The term ISOFIX has now been modified to 
structure using the adult belt system, sometimes with describe a concept whereby a universal rigid system is 
supplementary straps, or by special attachment methods provided in car seating positions for the attachment of any 
which are specific to a certain vehicle model or limited child restraint. 
range of models. The use of the addt belt is intended to In the UK, the Department of Transport and the ¯ 
make the fitmentuniversal. However, adult belts and the Transport Research Laboratory recognised this as a 
location of their anchorages are designed for use by potential means of retaining the advantages of the current 
adults. This causes problems in the fit and satisfactory child restraint attachment system while removing the 
performance of some child restraints in some cars. In disadvantages. A successful system needs to be simple, 
addition, the complex and variable routing of the belt on easy to use, difficult to misuse, independent of the 
the child restraint results in a high level of misuse. The location of adult belt anchorages and hardware, and it ¯ 
concept of a simple plug-in system of attachment has been should provide a more direct attachment to the car 
considered by the International Standards Organisation structure giving the opportunity for improved dynamic 
Working Group. In the UK, a consortium of car and performance. In addition, it could provide a solution to 
restraint manufacturers and research organisations has a new problem related to the use of rearfacing child 
been studying the requirements for such a system taking restraints in association with airbags. With current 
into account the range of car seat dimensions and child designs of child restraint, this has been demonstrated to ¯ 
restraint types as a contribution to the ISO work. This be potentially dangerous. The ISOFIX attachment system 
paper describes the results of this study and gives the UK could provide a means of switching the airbag firing 
recommendations, mechanism off when a child restraint was in use in that 

seating position. 
INTRODUCTION - ISOFIX AND UNIFIX In order to further this general concept a UK task 

force, led by TRL, was formed and included restraint ¯ 
In 1991, the Swedish delegation made a proposal manufacturers, car manufacturers, the DoT, a University 

to ISO/TC22/SC12/WG1 for an alternative method for research unit and consumer interests in order to develop 
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¯ a consensus for a UK proposal. In addition, the task A central single attachment at approximately the 

force has benefitted from regular discussions with experts level of the centre of gravity of the occupied child seat 

from Sweden. In order to avoid confusion, this UK (K) would probably be the optimal design for the child 

concept would be known as UNIFix, but the intention was restraint manufacturer. This would have the serious 

to develop this only as a proposal for ISOFIX. disadvantages that the location and attachment of the child 
seat would be difficult for the user to see when installing 

¯ SELECTION OF POSSIBLE ANCHOR the restraint and would require hardware in the vehicle 

CONFIGURATIONS seat in a position where an adult passenger would notice 
it: it might cause discomfort during normal motoring, or 

The initial meeting of the UNIFix Task Force it could cause injury in a rear impact. 

established th.e range of possible variations in the location Single attachments at the rear and at the front (C 

of attachment points for a child restraint and car seat. As and J) were considered to be the minimum possible 
¯ these could be at the top, centre or bottom of the back or arrangements but with potentially poor lateral impact 

front base for forward facing child seats or the front or results. It was decided to evaluate one of these. J was 
rear base for rearward facing child seats and could be on selected for further study as the rigid link at the front 

the centre line or at each side of the child restraint at each would be more likely to reduce the variable interaction 

of these locations, and each attachment could be rigid or effects with car seat cushion than C with two flexible 

flexible, the number of possible combinations is very links. M (single flexible attachments at the top and bottom 

¯ large. The task force limited these to 14 practical rear of the child restraint) was deleted from further 

combinations (Figure 1). In order to reduce these further consideration for similar reasons. 

to manageable proportions for a dynamic test programme, Three point attachments were considered to be 

the task force considered the advantages and preferable to two point attachments from the stability 
disadvantages of each of these, aspect. However, flexible links would retain some 

Configuration A is the original ISOFIX dependency on the car seat design .and stiffness. 

¯ arrangement, relying on two rigid attachments at the rear Therefore D and E were eliminated at this stage. L 

of the vehicle seat cushion. This was considered to be (single lower flexible rear attachment + two upper 
too demanding if all oft he rotational reaction forces were attachments) also was not considered further for this 
to be taken out on just the two attachments and would be reason and because of difficulty in the user locating the 

likely to result in a consequently expensive solution for lower anchorage during installation. 

the vehicle manufacturer. For this reason, and the fact To allow the possibility of a single rear 

¯ that this was already being developed and evaluated attachment without the disadvantage of poor visual 

elsewhere, this configuration was not considered further, accessibility, a single rear attachment at one side only of 
the child restraint was considered (I and H). However 
these were eliminated due to the severe twisting moment 

UNIFIX CONCEPTS 
that would be applied to the child restraint structure 

~ 
...~ .~. 

during impact, which would require a strong, and 

¯ thereby heavy and expensive, design of the child restraint. 
: : "" Further studies concentrated on the five most 

...~~, ..~~ ,..~.,         ",.        .     ",. ",,. 

promising arrangements. These were:- B, F, G, Jand N. 

~ ,~~ 
,~ 

Simulations of these five potential ’UNIFix’ 

arrangements were produced using two current forward 
/ ",, "’,. facing frame child seat designs and adult seat belt buckles 

~ ~> ...... :~ 

and tongues as attachments. These were subjected to 
front, rear and side impacts while restraining a three year 

’ old child dummy. The results are shown in Table 1. 
.... ~    ~ 

’ 
..... IN] "". The poor lateral control of the two point system, 

: ~ Xttgid J, was confirmed by the relatively high head 

¯ displacement. The twin flexible rear attachments, B, 
showed the same dependency on seat cushion properties 
as the current frame seats attached by adult lap belts or 
dedicated lower attachment straps, one test resulting in 

Figure 1. Selected Range of Possible UNIFix high chest acceleration. 

O 
Anchorage Combinations Overall, the best results were achieved by 

configurations G (two flexible rear + a rigid front) and 
N (two lower attachments and one upper ’top tether’). 
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In essence, these two configurations are rather similar in was considered good from the performance aspect but it ¯ 
that the forward motionof the child seat is effectively was rejected due to the difficulty of defining a location at 
constrained by the two lower rear attachments while the the top of the car seat that would suit all car sizes and be 
forward rotation about these two attachments is controlled independent of backrest rake. N was left as a reserve, to 
by a third attachment at some distance from the first two. be considered again if these problems could be solved. It 
With arrangement G, this third attachment is at the lower should be noted that, at this stage, four attachment points 
front part of the child restraint system (CRS) while for had not been considered as three attachments represented ¯ 
arrangement N this is at the rear top of the CRS. The the least complex design which would give the desired 
relative merits of these third positions were considered in performance and three locations give the optimum 
some detail. The lower front position would require a kinematic design. 
strong point somewhere to the front edge of a car seat. A second series of dynamic tests were performed 
The upper rear point (N) is already used in some using arrangement G (subsequently referred to as the 
countries for a top tether. However, this latter point ’basal 3-point’ system) to determine the force generated ¯ 
would move in space relative to the lower attachments as at each anchorage, and the effect of the degrees of 
the backrest angle changed and, if it were to be at a fixed freedom at the forward anchorage. The acceleration 
height, it would be above some backrest heights while it pulses were those specified in ECE Regulation 44. The 
would be buried in the middle of others. This would results of these tests are shown in Table 2 for forward, 
eliminate the possibility of a rigid link because a fixed rear and side impacts. 
length attachment and suitable location would be ¯ 
impossible to achieve for all car seats and seat Table 2 
adjustments. A flexible and adjustable link at the top Forces on Anchorages in Tests of ’Basal ’ 3-Point 
would be counter to the objective of eliminating misuse as UNIFIX Arrangement 
it may be maladjusted or not used at all. In addition, a 
flexible link for rear facing child seats would provide no 
restraint against tipping up in rear impacts. While this Direction Restraint Anchorage Anchorage Anchorage ¯ 

might be acceptable for infants where their small size 

would allow them to be ’cocooned’ within the CRS, it F~o~ Rigid (1) 4.9 6.2 
would present an unacceptable risk for older children. 

Facing           Pivoting           4.6             5.9 

Table 1 Rigid (2) 3.1 3.6 

Dynamic Test Results on Prototype UNIFix Child Rea~ Faelng Pivoting 4.5 6.2 
¯ 

Seats with Different Attachment Arrangements Rigid 3.8 5.0 

Rear Forward 2.9 3.2" 

Side 
Facing Rigid 

3.4 0.8 

Front impact Rear Impact Side Impact ’Typical’ Maximum force 4-5kN 5-6kN 

(ECE R44) (ECE R44) (NZS5411) 

Attachmont Child Head Chest Head Chest Head Chest ¯ 

* Tensile force. paeitlom Restraint Fwd g Fwd g Disp~ac g 
(figure 1) Model Movem Movem ement 

ent ent 

The typical force maximum applied to each rear 
^    ~o ~                                 anchorage was about 4-5kN and about 5-6kN to the front 

B                                           655    39 
B 567 45 anchorage. The front anchorage would have to be rigid 

^ 3so 45 to withstand tensile and compressive force, but the results ¯ 
J t47 ~ 7al 3o suggested no significant difference between a pivoting or 

B 543 46 
rigid front anchorage. Any requirement for anchorage 

F B s2s 43 
strength would need to include a safety margin on these 

O A 400 44 240 32 656 52 figures. 

A ~t ~ These tests provided the opportunity to compare 
N 461 3S the likely performance of a UNIFix attached child ¯ B 436 44 

restraint with the performance of the same frame seat 

mounted conventionally by means of an adult 3-point belt 

in three different car bodyshells (Table 3). In each case 

The results of this study, together with the         the child seats restrained a three year old child dummy. 

further logical decisions described above, led to the 

conclusion that arrangement G gave the best combination ¯ 

of performance and practical use. Arrangement N also 
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Table 3 balance, simple bars were preferred onto which a latch 

Comparison of Performance of UNIFix and could attach. Both vertical and transverse horizontal bars 

Conventional Child Restraint were considered and their individual advantages assessed. 
These are summarised in table 4. 

Table 4 
~ ~ ~ ~m) Ch, t ^~k~ Advantages of Hod~n~ ~d 

V~ Ancho~e ~ 
~O~ [~A~ ~E Re~ ~ p~) 

~k ~ng: ~ ~1 A 575 71.1 

~ ~: ~ m~l B 574 62.4 

~ f~g: ~ m~el C ~ ~.0 H~ Ve~ 

UNIF~ 427 ~. 1 
$~p~ f~ ~ ~r ~ ~ ~ a ~r ~’ 

SIDE I~A~ ~ ~d S~ ~11 p~) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. 

~ R~ ~t ~ ~ 38.3 
T~e~t ~ ~ m~t ~r ~ ~1 d ~ 

UNIF~ 491 ~.4 

~me ~ ~mpl~ ~ible (f~ 

side im~ - s~ck side) 

~e ~tential adv~ge in perforate from 
~ ¢m~l of chad 

~gid at~c~ent ~ ~ ~n from the~ r~ul~. 
~bl~ ~ of ~ ~t ~ 

~CHOR DESIGNS                                             ~ ~id, ~ of ~hi~d ~ 

As the ISOFIX at~chmen~ ~uld be fitt~ to ~y 

p~senger s~ting position ~d ~ssibly to all ca~, a ¯ 

d~ision w~ ~en to define the UNIFix at~chments such 

that the pa~ on the vehicle would be ~ simple ~d With the ability to slide the child restra~t along 

~expensive ~ ~ssible, with the more expensive latching the car s~t cus~on du~ng ~s~llation, ~ provid~g 

m~h~sm fitt~ to the child restraint, some recital ~i~ce, it w~ felt that hofi~n~l 

~e r~uirement was for a d~i~ that would:- ~salignment would ~ more co~on th~ venial 

- be simple ~d inexpensive ~salignment. On halite, ho~n~l ba~ were 

- ~ acco~o~t~ within a relatively s~ll space ~l~t~ for the desi~ of the ~chorages. Sub~uent 

- not interfere with the comfo~ of adult p~sengers expeden~ with producing prototype ~r ~ ~ t~s 

- not r~uire action on the pa~ of the user to be concept confi~ the preference of ~e ~r ~ufac~re~ 

’deployS’, thus r~ucing the ch~ of ~su~. for ho~n~l bars. 

- allow relatively s~ll at~chmen~ ~d latch~ on ~e at~chment ba~ n~ to ~ Sufficiently strong 

the child r~traint so that the ent~ aper~res in to suppo~ the impact for~ from the restart w~le ~g 

¯ e s~t tdm would be s~ll or negligible. ~ s~ll as possible to pe~t a !ow profile latch. Str~s 

be relatively ~sensitive to the most likely type of ~alysis indicat~ that a 6~ diameter bar, ~ long 

~lignment of the child restraint dudng ~ppo~ fi~y at ~ch end, ~de from st~l of yield 

~s~llation. stress 600N/~2, would sup~ a force of 8.2~ appli~ 

provide some ’self aligning’ guid~ce for the at the centre without bring. ~is would provide a 

~er when ins~lling the child restraint, safety ~rgin of about 50 per ~nt on ~e m~ur~ 
values. Expe~men~l tests us~g silver st~l (yield str~ 

A number of potential ~chorage desi~s were approximately 770N/~ gave a failure load of 11~ 

considerS, ~cluding conventional s~t belt tongues, for test sp~imens with weld~ ends to ~e b~. ~, ~ 

~gs, holes ~ plates ~d bars. Ton~ were thought to 6~ bars could provide the n~ strength, t~s w~ 

~ more expensive th~ the others ~d would o~upy .too sel~t~ for the ~ifi~tion of ~e at~c~en~. A 

much ~a~. ~ey were also likely ~ cause proble~ in ~nimum citrate had ~ be s~ifi~ aro~d ~e bar to 

the at~c~ent buckle if subj~t~ to bending moment, ensure acc~s for the latch. ~tch d~i~ exerci~ 

Hol~ were thought to be t~ ~nsitive to ~li~ment show~ that the bar should ~ off~t to ~ a 

~d to r~uire too much space behind the load ~ng ~nimum to~l citrate si~ ~d to allow latch~ of 

plate for a sufficiently strong at~chment device. On sufficient strength. ~e final cl~r~ce space ~ifi~ is 
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shown in figure 2. seat cushion was unacceptable to the car manufacturers, 
as would be a section of cushion which tilted forwards, 
revealing the front attachment point. On the other hand, 
if the attachment point were a long way forward, the 
framework on the child seat would pose a comfort and 
potential safety hazard to the child’s legs. 

Attachment to the vehicle floor would be difficult 
due to the variable cushion heights from the floor and 

~ ~ adjustable front seats would mean that the seats would 
:////////// ~ have to be in a specific position before access to the floor 

~I attachment could be guaranteed. l0 ¯ These difficulties lead to the abandonment of a 
single fixed geometric relationship between the rear and 
front anchorages and provision was made for a limited 

~ ~ ~ z0 _ range of adjustment in the child restraint attachment 
system to accommodate the range of typical car seats 
measured. 

To give the maximum design freedom, the 
Pigure 2. Definition of Access Space around concepts for front attachments allowed both swinging and 
Anchorage Bar sliding adjustment systems to be used. Modem car front 

seat designs result in the strong parts of the seat frame 
ANCHOR LOCATIONS being towards the outer edge of the seat. From the 

practical requirements to keep the forces applied towards 
An investigation of car seat design and the edge of the seat for front seat use, a proposal was 

dimensions was made with the cooperation of the UK developed for two locating sockets at the front edge of the 
vehicle manufacturers represented on the Task Force. car seat instead of the single point in arrangement G. A 
This information, together with information on the range in the longitudinal dimension for the socket location 
internal dimensions of cars and the widths of typical child was given in order to cover the range in car seat lengths 
seats given by the child restraint manufacturers, was used observed. The front attachments have to withstand 
to define the location in space for the attachment points, essentially vertical forces from the child restraint (in both 

directions) under impact conditions. However, the 
Rear Attachment Points attachments must withstand the forward inertial force 

trying to throw them from the front anchorage locations 
The location of the rear attachment points was in frontal impacts. These locations would each contain a 

determined from a combination of the location of the horizontal 6ram bar which would provide the vertical 
strong structures of car front seats and the maximum reaction force required and would allow latching to 
width that would permit three child seats across the rear withstand the inertial force. If the two front child 
of most family cars. The specification was for two restraint attachments are joined and not independent, only 
attachments 280ram apart. The attachment bars would be one side needs to be a full latch. 
toward the back of the backrest cushion so that they The separation of the two front attachments was 
would not be felt by an adult passenger. There would be selected to be the same as for the rear attachments, 
a funnel aperture to guide the latch onto the attachment 280ram. This again is linked to the typical location of 
bar. strong members of front seats. In addition, this has the 

advantage that, in rear seat use in cars too narrow to 
Front Attachment Point accommodate three child restraints side by side, four 

attachment points at the rear and four at the front of the 
The locationofauniversalfrontattachmentpoint seat, all separated laterally by 280ram from their 

was found to be more difficult. The objective of reducing neighbour(s), allow the use either of two child seats, one 
the possibility of misuse lead to the conclusion that the at each side, or a single child seat in the centre (and 
ideal system would preclude the ability to adjust the front probably safest) position. (See Figure 3). 
anchorage position to suit individual car models. If a 
single simple attachment point fixed to the car structure An illustration of a prototype UNIFIX Child Seat 
were to be used, it would either have to be sufficiently far and the attachment principle is shown in Figure 4. 
forward to avoid the front of any car seat cushion or 
would have to lie within the seat cushion of cars with long 
seats. The provision of a slot or hole in the top of the 
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the child restraint can latch onto the 6mm bars which 
form the car anchorages. 

Figure 3. Rear Seat Attachment Layout 

Figure 5. Child Restraint Fixture 

¯ The profile of the Child Restraint Fixture (CRF) 

now acts as a control on the location of, and access to, 
the anchorages in the vehicle. In use, the front profile 
of the CRF has a sliding adjustment along the base plane 
to provide a range of lengths between the front and rear 
anchorages allowing for a wide range of ear seat 

¯ dimensions. This controls the fore-aft location of the 

front anchorages but not their height, except as limited by 
the profile of the car seat. If the relative heights; of the 
front and rear anchorages are uncontrolled, the child 
restraint manufacturer will not be sure of the appropriate 

Figure 4. UNIFix attachment system angle to use in the design the child seat backrest. It has 
¯ been decided to control this parameter by a limit on the 

range of the angle of the baseplane of the CRF. The 

UNIFIX SPECIFICATION value of this limit must be selected as the optimum for 
typical car seats. The absolute value is not important, 

In order to permit the maximum design freedom provided it is controlled over a limited range. The CRS 

both for car manufacturers and child restraint manufacturer can then design to this value, knowing that 

¯ manufacturers, it was decided to specify the UNIFix child the backrest will not be too vertical nor too reclined in 

restraint-car interface by means of two fixtures. These normal use. From a limited survey of ears on the UK 

specify both the attachment locations and the physical market, a value of 19°+5* from the horizontal has been 

dimensions of the child restraint. The Child Restraint proposed. 

Fixture (Figure 5) represents a child restraint and forms The Vehicle Seat Fixture (Figure 6) represents a 

the maximum profile that a child restraint can have. It ear seat and anchorages. The profile of the Vehicle Seat 

¯ also has a representation of the attachment latches of a Fixture (VSF) defines the maximum space available to the 

child restraint and will include a method for ensuring that child restraint manufacturer in which to fit the child 
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restraint and the range of possible anchorage positions Child Restraint Approval. 
¯ 

with which the child seat has to contend. The surface 
profile matches the maximum surface profile that the The UNIFix task force considers that the 
vehicle manufacturer will work to in designing the approval of child restraints to the ISOFIX concept could 
location of the car anchorages. The tolerances on the be achieved by a simple addition to existing child restraint 
dimensions of these two fixtures are designed to ensure standards (for example, ECE Regulation 44). 
that any child restraint built up to these maximum The requirements for the dimensional aspects of ¯ 

dimensions will fit into any vehicle seating position to the CRS and attachments would be assessed using the 
. which the Child Seat Fixture can be attached. Vehicle Seat Fixture. The attachments would be required 

to locate onto the VSF anchor bars and the latches 
operate. There should be a positive indication of latching. 
As the rear anchorages and latches will be out of sight, 
and installation of the CRS into the user’s car could be on ¯ 

a noisy road, the latching indication(s) should be visual 
and visible from the front or to both sides of the CRS. 
Interconnection between the front and rear latches to 
preclude any misuse condition could be acceptable. 
Attachment to all anchorages must be possible at any 
position of the VSF within the specified range of ¯ 

adjustment. 
The test seat in the regulatory standard would not 

be required since the principle of UNIFix is that the 
performance of the CRS is independent of the vehicle 
seat. A rigid framework supporting the 6ram anchorages 

¯ would be required on the test sled. Because there is a 
range of possible fore-aft locations for the front 

¯ : anchorages and there could be a difference in performance 
~ for the child restraint at these positions, it is 
".~ recommended that the CRS be tested at each extreme 

,’ location for these anchorages. Thus two sets of front 
anchorages (or an adjustable set) would be required on the      ¯ 

test sled. The anchorages would be set such that the 
angle of the baseplane of the CRF would be as specified 
(19° to the horizontal proposed). 

The existing requirements for child restraints 
Figure 6. Vehicle Seat Fixture could be applied to the ISOFIX restraints. For instance, 

in ECE Regulation 44, the forward displacement limit ¯ 

could be retained except that it would need to be 
REGULATORY APPROVAL. redefined in the absence of the ,test bench Cr point. 

Since, for adult comfort reasons, the ISOFIX rear 
The UNIFix concept has been developed as a anchorages are unlikely to be closer than 50mm behind 

contribution to the ISOFIX discussions, which are the Cr point, it is suggested that the forward excursion 
intended to result in an ISO Standard. While ISO is not limit plane AB should be at 600mm from the centreline of ¯ 
a legislative organisation, it is a useful forum for the rear anchorages. 
producing internationally agreed test procedures. 
Adoption of an ISO standard test procedure and Vehicle Anchorage Approval. 
prescription can enhance harmonisation. For Europe, it 
is envisaged that the ISOFIX Standard could be adopted The vehicle anchorages for ISOFIX should be 
into the regulatory format of ECE Regulation 44 for the assessed for location, access and strength. The location ¯ 
child restraint part and either ECE Regulation 14 or a and access of the anchorages would be assessed using the 
new child restraint anchorage Regulation for the ISOFIX Child Restraint Fixture. It must be possible to attach the 
anchorages. Therefore some consideration has been CRF adjusted to at least one position within the specified 
given to the means by which ISOFIX could be added to range of adjustment of the CRF. A positive indication of 
the existing possibilities for the approval of child complete access to the anchor bars by the CRF must be 
restraints, achieved. The CRF must be equipped to give this ¯ 

indication once the anchor bars have reached the proper 
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¯ location on the CRF. The relative vertical location of the indicators. 

front and rear anchorages will be assessed by the angle of 

the baseplane of the CRF when fully located. To ease The combination of an ISOFIX child restraint in 

installation of child restraints into the vehicle, it should be an ISOFIX vehicle should provide a genuinely universal 

possible to rotate the CRF backwards from the nominally system with improved dynamic performan~ a~i reduced 

latched position (front latches not engaged) by a small misuse. 

Q amount, say 5°, without excessive compression of the 

backrest of the vehicle. It is proposed that the simplest Crown Copyright 1994. The views expressed in this 

way of specifying the interaction with the car seat for this paper are not nec~’ly those of the Department of 

requirements would be the maximum compression Transport. The elementofworkdescribedinthispaper 

distance of any part of the vehicle seat. The fore-aft forms part of a Department of Transport funded resea~h 

location of the rear anchorages should be controlled since programme conducted by the Transport Research 

Q the further forward the CRS is mounted, the less ride Laboratory. 

down space is available, and assumptions are made about 

this in the CRS approval. It is therefore proposed that the APPENDIX 

rear anchorages (centreline of the 6ram bars) should be at 

least 120ram behind the seat H-point. Principal members of the UKUN-IFix task force and their 

Individual testing of the strength of each affiliations. 

O anchorage was considered but it was concluded that it 

would be preferable to test the strength of the anchorages Mr J Austin (Nissan European Technology Centre 

simultaneously using an anchorage fixture. This simulates Mr G Barley (Britax-Excelsior) 

the attachment of a child restraint and applied a force at Mr D Burleigh (BSG International) 

about the typical centre of gravity of an occupied child Mr R Corrigall (Rover Group) 

restraint. The attachment of the test device to the vehicle Mr P Gent ((Securon) 

-~ anchorages should simulate the worst case for a CRS latch Dr M Hayes (Child Accident Prevention Trust) 

by using round sectioned material attached at the centre of Mr I Knowles (Department of Transport) 

the required width of the anchor bar. Mr R Lowne (TRL) Chairman 

Mr M Phillips (Autoliv) 

CONCLUSION Mr M Rashidi (Ford Motor Co. Ltd) 

Mr A Roberts (TRL) Secretary 

¯ A UNIFix proposal for ISOFIX has been Mr P Roy (Middlesex University) 

produced based on the separate approval of a set of Mr M Scott (Jaguar Cars) 

ISOFIX anchorages in a vehicle and ISOFIX child Mr M Smith (Rover Group) 

restraints. Mr B Thirlwell (IKEDA Hoover) 

Mr C Tweddle (Electrolux Klippan) 

To provide a maximum freedom of design both 
¯ for child restraint manufacturers and vehicle 

manufacturers, the specification has been based on the use 

of two fixtures. 

The vehicle anchorages are specified using a 
Child Restraint Fixture (CRF) to ensure adequate access 
to the anchorages for a child restraint built within the 
ISOFIX maximum shape, and by applying an appropriate 
force to the anchorage fixture to ensure adequate strength. 
The use of the CRF will limit the possible range of tilt of 
child restraints in use. 

¯ The child restraints are specified using a Vehicle 
Seat Fixture to control the maximum envelope of the child 
restraint and the provision of attachments that will latch 
to vehicle anchorages at any position within the permitted 
range of locations. The dynamic performance of the child 
restraint should be evaluated on a sled using standard 

¯ anchorages. Incorrect latch engagement should-be 
controlled by the requirement for positive latching 
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Interaction of Air Bags and Child Restraint Systems 

George E. Mouchahoir 
Lisa K, Sullivan 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
United States 
Paper No. 94S10004 

ABSTRACT discusses actions that the agency undertook to address 
the potential negative interaction of passenger side air 

Child restraint systems have been providing bags and rear-facing child restraintsystems. 
effective protection to children traveling in motor 
vehicles in the United States. The emergence of new INTRODUCTION 
model vehicles equipped with passenger side air bags 
raised some questions about potential negative In 1990, it became apparent that air bags, although 
interactions between two highly effective safety devices - not required by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
- air bags and child restraint systems placed in the front Administration (NHTSA) regulation (the regulation only 
seats of motor vehicles, required automatic protection -- air bag o~ automatic seat 

This paper summarizes the results of a research belts), were becoming widespread in use. On September 
effort conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety 2, 1993, NHTSA amended Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Administration to determine the effects on child restraint Standard No. 208, Occupant Crash Protection to require 
systems by deploying air bags. The research consisted that automatic c~rash protection be provided by an 
of identifying potential interaction problems and inflatable restraint (air bag) in all passenger cars and 
dynamically testing combinations of air bags and child light trucks. Further, the amendment required that 
restraint systems to determine the effects of the seating positions protected by an air bag should also be 
deploying air bags on the restrained child occupants, equipped with a manual lap/shoulder vehicle belt system. 
Findings of this testing indicate that deploying passenger 
side air bags tend to increase substantially the head and The emergence of new model vehicles equipped 
chest accelerations of child dummies restrained in rear- with a passenger side air bag raised some questions 
facing child restraint systems. On the other hand, the about potential interactions of deploying air bags and 
testing indicates that the values of these accelerations child restraint systems placed in the front seats of these 
tend to decrease when the child restraint system is placed vehicles. Because of the scarcity of research data 
in a forward facing configuration. This paper also available addressing this type of interaction, the agency 
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undertook a research testing program, in Summer 1991, sled tests with and without an air bag was performed. 

to identify the magnitude of any possible negative The tests performed without an air bag served as a 

interaction problems between air bags and child restraint baseline test matrix. Dummies representing a newborn 

systems. NHTSA incorporated this issue into its Office infant, 9-month-old and 3-year-old children were placed 

of Rulemaking’s Planning Document on Potential in various types of child restraint systems, which in turn 

Standard 213 Upgrade; Child Restraint Systems. This were restrained to the test seat assembly. All of the tests 
document was published in the July 17, 1991, Federal were conducted using the FMVSS No. 213 acceleration 

Register, which contained several safety issues and pulse that corresponds to a 48 km/h velocity change. 
activities to be addressed during this upgrade. The For the mid-mount test series, the deployment of the air 

agency has also been participating in and closely bag started 9 ms into the crash. For the top-mount air 
monitoring the activities of the Society of Automotive bag test series the deployment of the air bag started 18 
Engineers (SAE) Child Restraint and Air Bag Interaction ms into the crash pulse. The deployment times, derived 
(CRABI) Task Force. The CRABI Task Force by "tuning" the specific vehicles to the FMVSS No. 213 
developed an Information Report containing test acceleration pulse, were supplied by the manufacturers 

procedures and test configurations which can be used to of the vehicles being simulated. 
investigate interactions between air bags and child The analysis consisted of comparing the dummies’ 

restraints. The Task Force has stated that "when kinematics and performance criteria -- Head Injury 

statistically-significant real-world data are available, in Criteria (HIC) and the 3 ms chest acceleration clip -- to 

which air bags have contacted a variety of child evaluate child restraint systems used in configurations 

restraints, and there is more testing experience with this with and without an air bag. Although the tests 

interaction, it may be appropriate to develop an SAE performed in the baseline configuration and with the air 

Recommended practice." bag systems are not compliance tests, the injury criteria 
were used as a means of relative comparison. The HIC 

METHODOLOGY and chest acceleration values were determined for the 9- 
month-old and 3-year-old dummies. The newborn 

Dynamic sled testing was conducted in the agency’s dummy was not instrumented; thus, there were no 

research program to determine the interaction between numerical data for the tests with the newborn. 
air bags and child restraint systems. The FMVSS No. 
213 specified test buck was modified according to the Baseline (No Air Bag) Test Matrix 

CRABI Task Force’s Information Report, to allow 
simulation of passenger compartment geometries for The first series of child restraint tests was conducted 
different types of vehicles. Further, the test seat fixture in a baseline (no air bag system) condition to determine 

was modified for use as a generic seat, with the back how well the restraints would provide protection without 
angle adjusted to 25 degrees from the vertical and the the effects of interacting with the air bag system present. 
seat cushion angle readjusted from 6 to 15 degrees from Four types of child restraints were evaluated in the 
the horizontal. The testing used the passenger 
compartment geometries for the Lincoln Town Car and 
the Pontiac Bonneville SSEi. Two types of passenger air 
bags were selected to be tested -- mid-mount and top- 
mount -- which were represented by the systems used in 
these cars respectively. The simulated instrument panel 
(IP) and windshield were fabricated to: i) adjust fore and 
aft, vertically and laterally with respect to the test seat, 
and ii) rotate to allow proper orientation of various air 
bags. Four onboard and one offboard cameras with high 
speed films were used to record the crash events at 
speeds of 1000 frames per second. A pre-test set-up of 
the test seat assembly is shown in Figure 1. 

To determine the effects of deploying air bags on Figure 1. Child restraint/air bag generic ItYGE sled test 

child restraint systems, a comparative approach using buck 
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baseline tests: For the baseline tests, the simulated IP was removed 
¯ Lateral car bed from the test buck. This was done because the IP 
¯ Rear-facing infant seats (1 convertible in rear- structure was fabricated from 25 mm square steel tubing 

facing mode) with a 3 mm thick aluminum front, which is not 
¯ Convertible infant/toddler seats, in forward representative of the stiffness characteristics of a vehicle 

facing mode IP. Due to the lack of an IP, two occurrences which 
¯ Booster seats could influence dummy responses were not present in 
The three dummies used in the dynamic testing this test series: (1) there was no possible contact with the 

consisted of: IP during the crash event, and (2) the child restraint 
¯ Newborn (CAMI) - 3.38 kg could not possibly "ride down" the crash event with the 
¯ 9-month-old (TNO P 3/4) - 9.00 kg IP, as sometimes occurs when the restraint is initially in 
¯ 3-Year-Old - 15.1 kg contact with the IP. 
Currently, neither the newborn dummy nor the 9- 

month-old dummy are required for testing under FMVSS Mid-Mount Air Bag Test Matrix 
No. 213. However, rulemaking has been completed on 
incorporating the newborn and uninstrumented 9-month- The initial series of child restraint/air bag tests were 
old dummy into Part 572, "Anthropomorphic Test conducted using the mid-mount air bag system. The 
Dummies". Further, a proposal to include these and four types of child restraints, three sizes of dummies and 
other child dummies into FMVSS No. 213 is currently combinations of child restraint/dummy size which were 
underway. The 9-month-old dummy was primarily used evaluated in the baseline test series were used in this air 
as an inertial device to assess the performance of the bag test series. Each child restraint/dummy 
rear-facing infant seats at their stated upper mass limit configuration was tested with the vehicle seat at the full 

¯ and the forward facing convertible/toddler seats at their forward and full rearward locations, along the seat track, 
stated lower mass limit. Instrumentation was added to relative to the air bag. These positions represent the 
the dummy for research and comparative purposes and "worst" and "best" locations, respectively, for placement 
should not be used as an indication of the protective of the child restraint. Based on the results of these two 
capability of the child restraints, tests, some of the child restraints were tested with the 

The newborn dummy was used solely as an inertial vehicle seat at the mid-track location in an effort to 
device. The 9-month-old and 3-year-old dummies were explore results between "worst" and "best" seat 
instrumented with triaxial accelerometer arrays in the locations. 
head and chest. The combinations of child restraint and 
test dummy(ies) used were as follows: Top-Mount Air Bag Test Matrix 

¯ Lateral car bed 
- Newborn dummy The specific tests to be conducted in the top-mount 

¯ Rear-facing infant seats (1 Convertible rearward air bag sled test series were determined upon completion 
facing) of the mid-mount air bag sled test series. Due to the 

- Newborn and 9-month-old dummies type of results observed for the interaction between rear- 
* Convertible seats (forward facing) facing infants seats and the mid-mount air bag, it was 

- 9-month-old and 3-year-old dummies decided to evaluate only the four rear-facing infant seats 
¯ Booster seats with the top-mount air bag system. The dummies used 

- 3-year-old dummy in this series were the newborn and the 9-month-old. As 
Each child restraint with adjustment capability was with the mid-mount air bag series, the vehicle seat was 

adjusted to the manufacturer’s suggested usage positioned full rearward, full forward and at mid-track 
depending upon the test configurati6n (i.e., all rear- relative to the air bag. 
facing restraints were in the full reclining position and 
all forward facing restraints were in the full upright DYNAMIC SLED TEST ~TS 
position). The semi-reclining position available on some 
convertible/toddler seats was not evaluated. The Ford As previously stated, the HIC and the 3 ms chest 
Tot-Guard booster seat base was oriented for the 76 mm acceleration clip and various dummy kinematics were 
seat height, used to evaluate various types of child restraints used 
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¯ with and without an air bag. The following summarizes in the forward facing mode. The restraints and dummies 
the test results for the baseline, mid-mount and top- initially moved forward on the vehicle seat cushion. 
mount air bag test series: After maximum forward dummy excursions, the 9- 

month-old and 3-year-old dummies rebounded into the 

Baseline Test Results seat backs of the child restraints. The tests conducted 
with the 2 booster seat/3-year-old dummy combinations 

¯ Baseline tests were conducted with each child exhibited kinematics similar to those observed with the 
restraint/dummy size combination. Review of the high convertible seats. The dummy contacted the small shield 
speed film was the primary means of evaluating the tests of the CR-3 seat. and the high profile shield of the Tot- 
conducted with the newborn dummy. High speed films Guard seat prior to rebounding into the vehicle seat back 
and instrumentation data collected were used to evaluate cushion. Both the 9-month-old and 3-year-old dummies 

¯ the tests conducted with the 9-month-old and 3-year-old exhibited head and knee excursions less than 813 nun 
dummies, and 914 mm (FMVSS No. 213 criteria), respectively, 

The Cosco Dream Ride lateral car bed, the Cosco when tested in the forward facing restraints. 
TLC infant seat and the Century 590 infant seat were Table 1 contains a summary of the HIC and 3 ms 
tested with the newborn dummy. Review of the high chest resultant accelerations for the baseline tests. The 
speed test films for the baseline tests with these restraints HIC and chest acceleration values for all of the tests 

¯ revealed the following: conducted were below 1000 and 60 g, respectively, 
¯ The car bed initially moved forward on the except for the two forward facing convertible seats tested 

vehicle seat cushion, then began its rebound with the 9-month-old dummy. HIC values observed for 
motion. During rebound the car bed rotated these two tests were 1557 and 1338. The high HIC 
rearward onto its side with the top surface of values are partially due to the fact that the dummy’s 

¯ the car bed contacting the seat back cushion, head contacted the small shield of the one seat and the 
¯ The Cosco TLC rear-facing infant seat initially flip-oVer shield of the other seat. 

moved forward on the vehicle seat cushion, then 
began its rebound motion. The infant seat Mid-Mount Air Bag Results 
rotated rearward onto its lower edge, allowing 
the dummy and the top of the restraint to A total of 26 tests were performed using the mid- 

~ contact the vehicle seat back. The restraint then mount air bag system, of which 11 were with the vehicle 
returned to its original position on the seat seat in the full rearward position, 13 with the seat in the 
cushion prior to completion of the test. full forward position and 2 with the seat in the mid-track 

¯ The Century 590 rear-facing infant seat moved position. Table 2 contains a summary of the HIC and 3 
forward on the vehicle seat cushion prior to ms chest acceleration values for the this series of air bag 

¯ beginning its rebound motion. During rebound, tests. The results for the individual types of child 

the infant seat rotated slightly rearward~ then restraints tested with the mid-mount air bag will be 
returned to its original position on the seat discussed in the following sections. 
cushion. No contact of the dummy or the infant Lateral Car Bed - Cosco’s Dream Ride car bed 
seat with the seat back occurred during testing: was tested using the newborn dummy, with the vehicle 

In addition to the data collected for the 8 baseline seat in the full rearward and full forward track positions. 
¯ testsconducted with restraints having instrumented No test was conducted with the seat in the mid-track 

dummies, high speed films were also reviewed. For the position because of the similarities.observed between the 
two restraints tested in the rear-facing mode (Fisher full rearward and full forward test results. Review of 
Price Infant Seat and Fisher Price Convertible), both high speed films was the primary method of evaluating 
seats initially moved forward on the vehicle seat cushion: the interaction between the air bag and the car bed due 

¯ During rebound, both seats rotated rearward on their t0the lack of instrumentation for the newborn dummy. 
lower edges allowing the dummy and restraint seat back The mid-mount air bag deployed primarily over the top 
to contact the vehicle seat back cushion. Both seats of the car bed, barely contacting the bed. The car bed 
remained on their ends following completion of the tests, then rotated rearward onto its side during rebound and 

Similar kinematics were observed among the 4 remained in that position (top of car bed resting against 
combinations of dummy size and convertible seats tested the seat back) at the end of the test. This interaction 
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Table 1 
Baseline Child Restraint Test Results 

Head Injury 3 ms Chest 
Child Dummy Criteria Acceleration 

Restraint Size (HIC) (G) 

Rear-facing Infant//1 (Cosce TLC) Newborn No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant//2 (Century 590) Newborn No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant//3 (Fisher Price AO9149) 9-Mos-Old 195 45.5 

Rear-facing Infant//4 (Fisher Price AO9101) 9-Mos-Old 331 46.0 

9-Mos-Old 1557 56.0 Forward Facing Convert. #1 (Fisher Price AO9101) 

3-Yr-Old 499 51.7 

9-Mos-Old         1338           47.2 Forward Facing Convert. #2 (KolcraR Traveler 700) 

3-Yr-Old 769 45.6 

Booster #1 (Century CR-3) 3-Yr-Old 730 31.1 

Booster #2 (Ford Tot-Guard) 3-Yr-Old 561 40.2 

Lateral Car Bed (Cosco Dream Ride) Newborn No HIC No Ace. 

Table 2 
Child Restraint/Mid-Mount Air Bag Test Results 

Rearward Seat Mid-Track [[ Seat Full Forward Seat Full 

Child Dummy 
Restraint " Size                   3 ms 3 ms 3 ms 

HIC Chest HIC Chest HIC Chest 
Acc. (G) Ace. (G) Ace. (G) 

Lateral Car Bed 
(Cosce Dream Ride) Newborn No HIC No Ace. No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant #1 
(Cosco TLC) Newborn No HIC No Ace. No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant #2 
(Century 590) Newborn No HIC No Ace. No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant #3 1-3156 1-50.4 
(Fisher Price AO9149) 9-Mos-Old 486 57.1 402 44.0 R-2857 R-53.8 

Rear-facing Infant #4 1-2046 1-85.5 
{Fisher Price AO9101) 9-Mos-Old 559 40.5 566 55.8 R- 958 R-82.8 

Forward Facing Convert. #1      9-Mos-Old 418 49.0 375 46.4 
(Fisher Price AO9101) 

3-Yr-Old 204 55.7 253 42.9 

Forward Facing Convert. #2 9-Mos-Old 227 49.5 745 59.1 
(Kolcrat~ Traveler 700) 

3-Yr-Old 156 53.4 893 56.8 

Booster #1 (Centu~ CR-3)       3-Yr-Old 263 46.5 244 52.0 

Booster/t"2 {Ford Tot-Guard) 3-Yr-Old 430 38.0 426 43.0 

I - Initial Test    R - Repeat Test 
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between the air bag and car bed was virtually identical between the carrier handle and the seat back is shown in 
regardless of the vehicle seat’s position relative to the Figure 3. 

IP. The remaining two rear-facing seats, the Fisher 
Rear-facing Infant Seat - Four rear-facing infant Price Infant Seat and the Fisher Price Convertible, were 

seats were tested with the mid-mount air bag system, tested using the instrumented 9-month-old dummy. Both 
Three of the seats are specifically marketed for infants seats were tested with the vehicle seat in full rearward, 
whose mass is from 0 to 8 or 9 kg, and are to be used mid-track and full forward positions. The mid-track 
only in the rear-facing mode. The fourth seat is a position tests were conducted based on the results from 
convertible infant/toddler seat, which is specified for the full forward tests. Analysis of the test results 
children whose mass is from 0-19 kg, and can be used included review of the h~h speed films, plus the 
either in the rear-facing or forward facing mode. This determination of HIC and 3 ms chest acceleration values. 
seat was chosen because convertible seats have a higher The mid-mount air bag inflated over top of the 
profile seat back than infant only seats. It was of restraint and the dummy’s head when the Fisher Price 
interest to observe what possible effects seat back height Infant Seat was tested with the vehicle seat in the full 
might have on responses, rearward and mid-track positions. The inflated bag 

Two of the rear-facing infant seats, the Cosco TLC prevented the infant seat from rotating rearward into the 

and the Century Model 590, were tested using the vehicle seat back, as was observed during the baseline 
newborn dummy. The infant seats were both tested with test. With the seat in the full forward position relative 
the vehicle seat in the full rearward and full forward to the air bag, the inflating bag severely loaded the 
track positions relative to the air bag. No test was upper region of the infant seat and caused a rearward 
conducted with the vehicle seat at mid-track. As with rotation of the infant seat into the vehicle seat back. 
the lateral car bed/newborn tests, the primary method of This test configuration was performed twice due to the 
analyzing these tests was the review of high speed test structural damage of the seat back and the dummy 
films. The air bag contacted the rear of the Cosco TLC exceeding 200 g full scale values on the head 
infant seat causing the shell of the restraint to bend accelerometers during the initial test. No structural 
rearward at the head/neck area of the dummy, which in damage of the infant seat occurred during the repeat test. 
turn caused severe forward flexion and motion of the A photo of the post-test positioning of the air bag and 
dummy’s neck/head. This occurred with the vehicle seat Fisher Price Infant Seat is shown in Figure 4. A close- 
in both the full rearward and full forward seat track up view of the physical damage to the infant seat caused 
locations. Post-test examinations of the Cosco TLC seat by the deploying air bag is shown in Figure 5. For the 
backs showed permanent stress points in the shell where tests performed with the Fisher Price Convertible in the 
bending had occurred. The stress points on the Cosco rear-facing mode, the inflating air bag contacted the 
TLC seat back due to the bending of the shell are higher profile seat back of the restraint and rotated the 
highlighted in Figure 2. restraint rearward. The dummy’s head and the child 

With the vehicle seat in the full rearward track restraint seat back contacted the vehicle seat back 
position, the mid-mount air bag contacted the Century cushion.. These kinematics were present, regardless of 

590 seat back and rotated the restraint rearward onto its the vehicle seat,s position relative to the air bag/IP. 
edge toward the vehicle seat back. The infant seat Two tests were conducted with the rear-facing Fisher 

returned to its original position with the base of the Price Convertible. and the seat at the .full forward 
restraint on the seat cushion prior to the completion of position, due to the seat belt buckle unlatching at 

the test. A different set of kinematics was observed approximately 40 ms into the initial test. 

when the vehicle seat was moved to the full forward The numerical results for the 9-month-old dummy 

position. Upon initial deployment, the air bag entered in the rear-facing seats indicated that, with the vehicle 
the space between the movable carrier handle and the seat positioned full forward relative to the passenger air 
seat back of the restraint and continued its deployment bag, the infant could experience severe injuries. This is 
beneath the carrier handle. While this was occurring, based not only on high HIC values and chest 

the infant seat rotated rearward on its end toward the accelerations but also on visual inspection of the impact 
vehicle seat back and remained in that position for the severity of the air bag against the child seat for the four 
duration of the test. The routing that the air bag took tests conducted with the vehicle seat in that track 
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Figure 4. Post-test View of Mid-mount Air Bag and Fisher Price Infant Seat/9-month~old 
Dummy 

Figure So Structura~ Damage of 

Fisher Price Infant Sea~ Due to 

Deploying Midomount A~r Bag 
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location. With the vehicle seat positioned at full bag prior to rebounding into the vehicle seat back 
rearward and mid-track relative to the air bag, HIC cushion. All of the booster seat tests conducted with the 
values and chest accelerations were much lower and mid-mount air bag system resulted in dummy HIC values 
would probably not indicate severe injuries for the 9- less than 1000 and 3 ms chest acceleration values less 
month-old dummy/rear-facing seat combinations, than 60 g. HIC values ranged from 244 to 430 and 

Convertible Seat (Forward Facing Mode) - The chest accelerations ranged from 38.0 to 52.0 g. 
convertible infant/toddler seats (in the forward facing 
mode) used were the Fisher Price Convertible Seat Top-Mount Air Bag Results 
Model AO9101 and the Kolcraft Traveler 700. Each 
seat was tested using the 9-month-old and 3-year-old Based on the results of the series of tests conducted 
dummies, with the vehicle seat in the full rearward and with the mid-mount air bag system, it was believed that 
full forward track positions, the interaction between rear-facing infant seats and the 

The high speed films for the 4 dummy/convertible top-mount air bag system would be potentially harmful 
seat combinations tested with the seat in the full to the infant. The interactions between top-mount air 
rearward position revealed that the air bag inflated, bags and children in lateral car beds~ forward facing 
contacted the dummy’s head and the dummy essentially convertibles and booster seats were believed to not 
"rode down" the air bag during the crash event. For the produce higher injury levels than those observed with the 
tests conducted with the vehicle seat in the full forward mid-mount air bag system. It was decided to test the 
position, the air bag inflated around the dummy’s head top-mount system with rear-facing infant seats only. 
providing good restraint but, possibly, increasing the A total of 9 tests were conducted using the top- 
rebound velocity. Although the tests conducted with the mount air bag system, of which 4 were with the vehicle 
vehicle seat in the full forward track position visually seat in the full rearward position, 4 with the seat in the 
seemed to produce a more severe rebound into the child full forward position and 1 with the seat in the mid-track 
seat, no specific trend in the numerical data supported position. As with the mid-mount air bag systems, the 
that observation. HIC and 3 ms chest acceleration Cosco TLC and Century 590 infant seats were tested 
results were less than 1000 and 60 g, respectively, for with the uninstrumented newborn dummy and the Fisher 
the 8 tests conducted with the convertible seats. Price Infant Seat and Fisher Price Convertible Seat were 

Booster Seat - Two booster seat models, the tested with the instrumented 9-month-old dummy. 
Century CR-3 and the Ford Tot-Guard, were used to High speed films were the primary means of 
evaluate the interaction effects of the booster seat and the evaluating the Cosco TLC and Century 590 tests. With 
air bag. The 3-year-old dummy was used with each the vehicle seat in both the full rearward and full 
booster type. Each booster seat was tested with the forward positions, the top-mount air bag deployed over 
vehicle seat in the full rearward and full forward track the top of the Cosco TLC seat. This motion by the air 
positions. Although the Ford Tot-Guard is no longer in bag kept the rear-facing infant seat from rotating 
production, it is still available from the manufacturer and rearward into the vehicle seat back cushion, as was 
it was of interest to observe how the higher profile observed in the baseline and mid-mount air bag tests. 
shield in front of the dummy reacted with the deploying During inflation of the top-mount air bag, the bag 
air bag and, in turn, with the dummy, contacted the carrier handle on the Century 590 restraint 

For the CR-3 booster seat/vehicle seat in full and pushed the handle into an upright position. This 
rearward position, films revealed that the air bag was observed in both tests, regardless of the seat 
contacted the dummy during inflation and the dummy position relative to the air bag/IP. It must be noted that 
"rode down" the air bag prior to rebounding into the the Century 590 seat was tested with the base attached to 
vehicle seat back cushion. With the seat in the full the carrier, thereby raising the infant seat slightly higher 
forward position, the air bag inflated and engulfed the with respect to the air bag/IP than was the Cosco TLC 
dummy’s face which caused the dummy to rebound more infant seat. The post-test view of the Century 590 infant 
severely into the vehicle seat back cushion. For both of seat and top-mount air bag, with the vehicle seat in the 
the Ford Tot-Guard tests conducted with the 3-year-old full forward position, is shown in Figure 6. During the 
dummy, the mid-mount air bag inflated and initially test with the seat in the full forward position, air bag 
contacted the higher profile shield of the booster seat. contact with the child restraint seat back resulted in 
The dummy’s head then contacted both the shield and air structural damage to the top edge of the carrier. 
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The toporaonnt air bag inflated over the top of the position, the dummy’s H[C w~ 3015 and the chest 
Fisher Price Infant Seat, preventing the rearward rotation acceleration was 60.5 go The dummy’s HIC was 1190 
of the seat into the vehicle seat back, regardless of the when the convertible seat was teste~l with the vehicle seat 
seat position. The Fisher Price Convertible Seat was in the mid-track pos~tiono The c~est acceieratior~s at the 
tested with the vehicle seat in all 3 positions relative to mid-track and t~a!l rearward positions were 48.5 and 37° t 
the air bag/IP. In the full rearward test, the air bag g, respectively. The dummy’s HIC valne wher~ tested at 
inflated over the top of the restraint/dummy and the fult rearward position was 382~ 
prevented rearward rotation of the convertible into the 
seat back. For the mid-track and full forward tests, the CONCLUSIONS 
air bag inflated and more directly contacted the upper 
seat back region of the restraint. This was due to the Two importa~t items must be considered when 
higher profile of the convertible seat when compared to examining the child restraint!passenger side air bag test 
an infant seat. As with all of the other rear-facing results presented in this report: 
restraint tests, the air bag prevented any rearward ÷ The injury measures/criteria specified in 
rotation of the convertible seat into the vehicle seat back. FMVSS Noo 213 (HIC, 3 ms resutt~t chest 

acceleration, head and knee excursions) are 
A summary of the HIC and 3 ms chest acceleration cited solelN ibr comparative pu~oses. The tests 

values for the top-mount air bag test series is contained were conducted for research purposes only; they 
in Table 3. The HIC values ranged from 647 to 862 and were not conducted to determine if the child 
the chest accelerations ranged from 49°4 to 57ol g for restraints complied with FMVSS Noo 2!3. 
the 2 tests conducted with the Fisher Price Infant Seat. * The 9-month--old dummy was used to examine 
For some of the tests conducted with the higher profile the npper mass limit of rear-facing infant seats 
Fisher Price Convertible Seat, HIC and 3 ms chest and the lower mass limit of the forward facing 
acceleration values were greater than 1000 and 60 g, convertibleAoddler restraints° The dummy was 
respectively. With the vehicle seat in the full forward instrumented for research arid 
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Table 3 
Child Restraint/Top-Mount Air Bag Test Results 

Seat Full Rearward Seat Mid-Track    Seat Full Forward 
Dummy 

Child Restraint Size 3 ms 3 ms 3 ms 
HIC Chest HIC Chest HIC Chest 

Acc. Acc. Acc. (G) 
(G) (G) 

Rear-facing Infant #1 
Newborn    No HIC No Acc.                  No HIC No Acc. 

(Cosco TLC) 

Rear-facing Infant #2 
(Century 590) Newborn    No HIC No Ace.                   No HIC No Ace. 

Rear-facing Infant #3 
9-Mos-Old 647 57.1 862 49.4 

(Fisher Price AO9149) 

Rear-facing Infant #4 
(Fisher Price Convert. 9-Mos-Old 382 37.1 1190    48.5 3015 60.5 

AO9101) 

comparative purposes. The capability of the generally resulted in the bending of the seat 
instrumentation to accurately and objectively backs, which in turn produced severe forward 
predict injury measures is still not determined, flexion of the dummy’s head. During one test, ¯ 

Based upon the results of the three series of tests the loading of the seat back by the air bag 
conducted during this research program, the following resulted in major structural damage to the infant 
conclusions were made: seat. 

¯ Data from the sled tests performed with the 9- ¯ The deploying mid-mount air bag generally 
month-old dummy in rear-facing child restraints interacted with the rear-facing seat to produce a 
with the seat full forward indicate that deployed more severe rotation of the child restraint ¯ 
passenger side air bag generally result in rearward than was observed in baselinetests. 
substantial increases in the HIC and chest ¯ When tested with the mid-mount air bag and the 
acceleration responses when compared with the vehicle seat in the full rearward position, the 
results from baseline (no air bag) tests, dummies in the forward facing seats 

¯ Data from sled tests performed with forward (convertibles and boosters) tended to "ride 
facing child restraints indicate that interaction down" the air bag prior to their rebound 
with air bag result in substantial reductions of motion. With the seat in the full forward 
the HIC values for the 9-month-old dummy position, the air bag tended to inflate around the 
when compared with the baseline test results, dummy’s head providing good restraint but 
Data also indicate that modest decreases in the causing more rebound into the convertible seat 
HIC values were experienced with the 3-year- back or the vehicle seat back. In most cases, ¯ 
old dummy when interacting with the deploying however, HIC values did not increase 
air bag. significantly. 

¯ The mid-mount air bag system produced severe ¯ The mid-mount air bag deployed over the top of 
loading on the rear-facing child restraint seat the lateral car bed, regardless of the positioning 
backs with the seat full forward. This loading of the seat relative to the air bag/IP. The 

¯ 
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¯ kinematics of the lateral car bed were very Based on these timings, the agency issued several 
similar to those observed during the baseline rulemaking actions to address this concern. These 
tests, actions consist of: 

¯ The top-mount air bag systems inflated over the * A final rule was published on September 2, 
top of the backs of two of the rear-facing seats - 1993, in the Federal Register, requiring certain 

¯ - ones with low-profiled backs -- and over the warnings and information about the effects of 
front of the dummies, thereby preventing air bags on rear-facing child seats be placed on 
rearward rotation of the child restraints into the labels on sun visors of vehicles equipped with 
seat back. This occurred regardless of the an air bag and provided in the vehicle owner’s 
vehicle seat’s position relative to the air bag/IP, manual. The effective compliance dates for 

¯ The top-mount air bag interacted more severely these requirements are March 1, 1994 for 
¯ in the case of the other two rear-facing seats -- vehicle label requirements and September 1, 

the Century 590 Infant Seat and the rear-facing 1994 for owner’s manual requirements. The 
Fisher Price Convertible Seat. The severe label states: 
interaction was due to the higher profiled backs, 
with respect to the air bag/IP, that these two CAUTION 
seats had when compared to the other two rear- To avoid serious injury: 
facing infant seats. The most severe interaction For maximum safety protection in all types 
primarily occurred when the vehicle seat was in of crashes, you must always wear your safety 
the full forward position. For the Century 590 belts. 
test with the newborn dummy and the vehicle Do not install rearward-facing child seats in 
seat adjusted to the full forward position, the any front passenger seat position. 

¯ deploying air bag structurally damaged the child Do not sit or lean unnecessarily close to the 
restraint seat back. air bag. 

Do not place any objects over the air bag or 
AGENCY’S ACTIONS between the air bag and yourself. 

See the owner’s manual for further 
Based on the preliminary findings of the sled tests information and explanations. 

¯ to determine the interaction of passenger side air bags 
* On February 16, 1994, a final rule was 

and rear-facing child restraints, NHTSA issued, on published requiring manufacturers of child 
December 10, 1991, a consumer advisory warning restraint systems to warn consumers--by means 
owners of rear-facing infant seats not to use them in the of a label to be permanently affixed to and 
front seats of cars equipped with an air bag on the printed instructions accompanying the restraint-- 

¯ passenger side. The consumer advisory also stated that about potential risk to children riding in rear- 
if it is absolutely necessary to place a child in the front facing child restraint systems placed ,in the front 
with the driver, the passenger seat should be moved as seats of vehicles equipped with passenger side 
far back as possible, air bags. The final rule also required that the 

The final agency’s research findings determined manufacturers include, in the instructions 
that: accompanying the child restraint, this 

¯ ¯ there is conclusive evidence of negative information and reasons for it along with 
interaction of rear-facing child restraints with consequences of not following the warning. 
air bags, especially when the vehicle seat is in Also required is labeling of rear-facing child 
a full forward position, seats stating for convertible and infant seats the 

¯ deployed air bags have generally resulted in following, respectively: 

¯ substantial increases in head and chest injury 
criteria for rear-facing child seats, and WARNING: WHEN YOUR BABY’S SIZE 

¯ deployed air bags generally resulted in decreases REQUIRES THAT THIS RESTRAINT BE 
in head and chest injury criteria for front-facing USED SO THAT YOUR BABY FACES THE 
child seats. REAR OF THE VEHICLE, PLACE THE 
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RESTRAINT IN A VEHICLE SEAT THAT ¯ 

DOES NOT HAVE AN AIR BAG. 
OR 

WARNING: PLACE THIS RESTRAINT IN A 
VEHICLE SEAT THAT DOES NOT HAVE 
AN AIR BAG. ¯ 

The effective compliance date is August 15, 1994 
for the labeling and accompanying instructions 
requirements for rear-facing child restraints. 

It should be noted that the agency is evaluating 
concerns to which these warnings do not apply. These ¯ 

concerns include: 
¯ vehicles that have only a front row of seats, 

precluding child seats to be placed in the rear, 
and 

¯ parents who still feel the need to place a rear- 
¯ 

facing child seat in the front seat to watch over 
an infant, especially in the case of small and/or 
premature infants. 
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The Potential for an Improved Rear Impact Test Procedure 
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¯ Paper No. 94 $10 O 05 

ABSTRACT integrity, with occupant injury only considered by a limitation 
on deformation to the rear seat occupant compartment. 

¯ A series of rear impact tests has been conducted to The first series of tests was conducted according to the 
evaluate the current test procedure contained in ECE current regulatory test procedure, using a Mobile Rigid Barrier 
Regulations 32 and 34. The specifications for these tests were (MRB). An exception was that crash test dummies were 
determined after an analysis of rear impact accident data. It positioned in the front seats. Comparisons were made of the 
has been found that the existing test, which uses a mobile rigid damage to the target vehicles in these tests with that seen in 
barrier, does not replicate the damage seen in rear impact rear impact accident cases held on the Co-operative Crash 

¯ accidents. Rear impact tests using a deformable barrier were Injury Study (CCIS) database (Renouf, 1991). 
found to replicate accident damage far better than the rigid A second series of tests was then conducted using a 
barrier. The possibility of including a neck injury criterion Mobile Deformable Barrier (MDB). Again comparisons were 
was also investigated. Proposals are made regarding the made of the target vehicle damage with that seen in accidents. 
potential for improving the regulatory rear impact test Neck transducers fitted to the dummies allowed the possibility 
procedure, of introducing a neck injury criterion tobe investigated. Neck 

¯ injuries are the dominant injury in rear impact and can lead to 
INTRODUCTION long term disability (Carlsson et al., 1985). Studies by 

Langweider (1981) and Kahane (1982) suggest that of those 
Rear impact work at the Transport Research Laboratory occupants injured in rear impact accidents 80 to 90 per cent 

(TRL) was started with the aim of evaluating the suffer neck injury. Analysis of CCIS data has indicated that 
appropriateness of current rear impact regulations. Of 95 per cent of neck injuries to front seat occupants are 

¯ particular concern was the incidence of fire in rear impact recorded as AIS 1. However, such injuries can result in long 
accidents. While studying this aspect, the opportunity of term disability, making their cost higher than their severity 
investigating injury risk was taken, might suggest. 

UN ECE Regulation 32, on the Structural Behaviour of A cost benefit analysis on neck injuries and head 
Vehicles in Rear Impact, and UN ECE Regulation 34, on the restraints has been carried out. This includes an estimate of 
Prevention of Fire risks in Passenger Cars, contain a test that the frequency of neck injury in rear impacts, in the United 

¯ was designed to simulate a rear-end impact by another vehicle Kingdom, and the associated casualty cost. Four proposals to 
in motion. The requirements principally concern fuel system reduce this frequency are presented with the estimated costs 

and benefits. 
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Improved fuel system protection was also the subject of test on all fuel tanks. The test procedure is identical to that 

a cost benefit analysis. An estimate was made of the number specified in Regulation 32. The main criteria are that: 

of casualties that might be prevented by introducing improved 
protection. A break-even cost of implementation was derived 1. Leakage from the fuel installation is limited to a 

from the predicted casualty cost saving, maximum of 30g/min. 

Recommendations have been made regarding revision of 2. No fire maintained by the fuel shall occur. 

the regulatory test procedure. These revisions would improve 3. The pipes and all other parts of the fuel installation shall 

occupant protection in rear impact accidents, be accommodated on the vehicle at sites protected to the 
fullest possible extent. 

RELEVANT REGULATIONS AND DIRECTIVES 4. . The fuel tank shall not be situated in, or form part of a 
bulkhead. 

UN ECE Regulation 17 / EEC Directive 74/408 - Strength of 
Seats and their Anchorages 

None of these criteria address neck injury, which 
The intention of these is to evaluate the resistance of the frequently occurs in rear impacts. Although often of low 

seat structure and adjustment mechanisms to failure in forward severity there is a risk that such injuries will lead to permanent 

and rearward impacts. There are two requirements relevant to disability (Olsson et al., 1990). It is therefore considered 

rear impact concerning the seat frame, mountings and important to investigate the inclusion of a neck injury criterion 

adjustment mechanism: that they shall not fail when the seat in the regulatory test. 
back is subjected to a rearward moment of 530Nm about the 
H-point and; that they shall not fail when the seat is subjected REAR IMPACT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

to a force of twenty times the seat weight, applied rearwards 
through the centre of gravity of the whole seat. A review of rear impact accident cases on the CCIS and 

Stats 19 databases (Department of Transport, 1993) suggested 
UN ECE Regulation 25 / EEC Directive78[932 - Head that their frequency lies at around 17 per cent. 
Restraints of Seats of Motor Vehicles Analysis of the CCIS database has shown that nearly 50 

per cent of rear impact accidents involve the full width of the 
Certain limitations are placed on the design of head struck vehicle. In 65 per cent of cases the striking vehicle is 

restraints by these requirements. A maximum rearward a car. It was also found that fuel system damage occurs in 28 

displacement of the restraint is specified for a rearward per cent of rear impacts, that fuel leakage is known or 

moment of 373Nm applied about the R-point through a suspected in 14 per cent of cases and fire occurs in 2 per cent. 

spherical head form. The restraint is also subject to an energy A cumulative distribution of rear impact accidents by AV 

absorption test, with a limit being placed on the acceleration (the velocity change of the target vehicle) has shown that 

seen by the head form. approximately 75 per cent of accidents occur at a AV of less 
than or equal to 38km/h. States et al. ~1972), in an 

UN ECE Regulation 32 - Behaviour of the Structure of a investigation of 24 injury producing rear impact accidents in 

Vehicle in Rear-End Collision the US, found that 75 per cent occurred at impact velocities of 
less than 20km/h. However, a study on protection against rear 

This is a dynamic impact test of a rigid impacto~ into impact accidents (Thomas et al., 1982~ presents AV for 172 car 

the rear of the vehicle at a velocity of between 35km/h and to car and nine car to fixed obstacle rear end impacts. These 

38km/h. The impactor can be a moving barrier or a pendulum are similar to those recorded on the CCIS database. The 

and is of rigid steel construction. There are four occupant cumulative distribution will depend on the accident sampling 

protection criteria currently included: procedure. The CCIS study covers all towaway accidents. 

1. Displacement of the rear seat H-point shall not exceed BASELINE IMPACT TESTS (RIGID BARRIER) 

75mm. 
2. No rigid component in the passenger compartment shall The objective of the first programme of impact tests was 

constitute a risk of serious injury. ~ to establish whether the current test procedure is representative 

3. The side doors shall not open under impact, of rear impact accidents. Following a review of rear impact 

4. The opening of a number of doors, sufficient to enable accident cases held on the CCIS database two target vehicles 

all the occupants to emerge, shall be .possible without were chosen. These were the Austin Mini and Ford Sierra, 

the use of tools, which differ in size and construction and which appear in 
relatively high numbers in the database. 

UN ECE Regulation 34 - Prevention of Fire Risk One test on each of the vehicle models was performed 
(test numbers 2BR and 4BR) according to the requirements of 

This Regulation includes both frontal and rear impacts, UN ECE Regulation 34, except that two dummies were placed 

a series of component tests on plastic fuel tanks and a pressure in the front seats. In addition a Sierra was also impacted at 
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51km/h (test number 3BR). This impact speed was chosen to The Ford Sierra was chosen as the target vehicle to 
produce the same energy absorption in the target vehicle as in allow direct comparison of the damage caused by the three 
a car to car impact with a AV of 38km/h, which represents the different bullet vehicles (MRB, MDB and car). Hybrid III 
75th percentile in the accident sample, crash test dummies were placed in the front seats, with the 

In addition to the measurements specified in Regulation front seats being positioned as required for UN ECE 

¯ 34, head and chest accelerations were measured. Regulation 33 on frontal impact. To investigate the possibility 
Measurements of target vehicle and mobile barrier of introducing a biomechanical tolerance into the test 
accelerations were also taken. No neck force transducers were procedure, six axis load transducers were fitted to the upper 
available for these tests, neck. Head and chest accelerometers also were fitted. In each 

test the driver’s head restraint was positioned so that its centre 
Observations was approximately behind the centre of gravity of the driver’s 

¯ head. The passenger’s head restraint was removed in an effort 
~ - Figures 1 and 2 show accident and MRB to evaluate the benefit of head restraints in rear impact. 

impact test damage. The target vehicle velocity change was Five tests were carried out. Two tests were conducted 
similar in both cases. The regulatory test does not replicate at 52km/h, one with a car as the bullet vehicle (test number 
the accident cases on the CCIS database. The impacting 1CR) and the other using the Kenmont EEVC barrier face (test 
barrier loads the vehicle from below the rear bumper level thus number 3CR). These tests were designed to result in the same 

¯ involving the rear sub-frame. Loads are then transmitted energy being absorbed as in the Regulation 32 test, on the 
forward into the body shell. Intrusion into the rear passenger assumption of equal energy absorption between target and 
compartment was more extensive in accident cases than in the bullet vehicles. The damage to the target vehicles was 
impact test due to the impacting vehicle overriding the rigid compared with that caused in the equivalent MRB test and in 
subframe. This higher intrusion and body panel distortion in typical accident cases. 
accidents frequently causes the fuel filler cap to be pulled The next two tests were conducted at 76km/h with bullet 

¯ away from the filler tube. vehicles as above (test numbers 4CR and 6CR). These were 
Ford Sierra - Figures 3 and 4 show accident and MRB designed to result in the same energy being absorbed by the 

impact test damage. The target vehicle velocity change was target vehicle as in accidents where the AV was near the 75th 
similar in both cases. Again the regulatory test does not percentile, and in the 5 lkm/h MRB impact in the previous test 
replicate the damage seen in cases of rear impact held on the programme. Again the damage to the target vehicle was 
CCIS database. The tall, flat faced rigid barrier loads the rear compared with that caused by the equivalent MRB test and in 

¯ of the vehicle from the bottom of the bumper to the top rear typical accident cases. 
edge of the tailgate. In many CCIS cases the tailgate had not The final test (number 7CR) was designed to produce 
been contacted. Damage to the seat runners in the tests was similar damage with the MDB as the 76km/h car to car test. 
similar to that seen in some CCIS cases. This suggests that Damage to the target vehicle in the 76km/h MDB to car test 
the level of loading into the passenger compartment in the test showed that the target vehicle had absorbed more energy than 
typifies accident cases, in the 76km/h car to car test. By proportioning the structural 

¯ General - The Regulatory test is designed to simulate deformation the relative difference in the energy absorbed was 
what happens in real accidents. From the experience of these estimated. This relative energy difference was then used to 
three tests there are strong indications that the test procedure calculate an impact of 63km/h velocity for the final test. 
is failing in its intent. A flat faced rigid impactor does not 
simulate the characteristics of a typical impacting car. Observations 

¯ DEFORMABLE BARRIER IMPACT TESTS Damage to Vehicle Structure - Damage to the target 
vehicles in the MDB impacts was similar in nature to that seen 

An alternative to the MRB is the Mobile Deformable in car to car accidents. This can be seen by comparing 
Barrier (MDB) of which there are two main types. Firstly Figures 3 and 5. In particular the damage caused in the 
there is that used in the US FMVSS side impact test, which 52km/h MDB test (3CR)was very similar to that seen in CCIS 
was designed to simulate a severe accident based on US traffic case number 7300, where the full width of the case vehicle 

¯ conditions. Secondly, there is the EEVC side impact barrier was struck by another car. A AV of 26km/h has been 
face which was designed to represent a mid-size European car. estimated from the impact severity given in the CCIS file. 
The Kenmont design of the EEVC side impact barrier is made The driver’s seat is reported to have displaced rearwards by 
from rigid polyurethane foam. It was chosen since it is readily 20cm, measured at the top of the seat back. The fuel tank was 
available and TRL has much experience with it in side impact, distorted but no leakage was reported. Both of the rear doors 

The objective of this impact test programme was to and the left front door jammed and the maximum crush was 
O investigate whether rear impact by a deformable barrier was 45cm. In CCIS case number 9050, where the vehicle struck 

more representative of car to car accidents than a rigid barrier, a retaining wall, the calculated AV was again 26km/h and both 
Also, the most appropriate impact speed had to be considered, front seats twisted and collapsed onto the rear seat. 
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Values of AV recorded for the 52krnih tests were There was fuel leakage in all five tests. This was not 

26.5km/h for the car to car (1CR) and 26.3km/h for the MDB detected in three cases until the cars were placed on their sides 

to car (3CR). Both of the tests appear to have been more for a thorough inspection of the underside. This is something 

severe than CCIS case number 7300 as the front seats fully that needs to be considered carefully as UN ECE Regulation 

collapsed onto the rear seat. In addition there was fuel 34 states that there shall be no more than a slight leakage on 

leakage and all four doors jammed. However, the maximum collision. Damage of this nature would therefore not be 

crush was less, at only 32cm for the MDB to car test and picked up by the current test procedure. As fuel tanks are not 

21cm in the car to car test, compared with 45cm for the removed during accident investigation, the occurrence of fuel 

accident case. These differences in deformation are most tank damage and leakage might be greater than suggested in 

likely due to the different frontal structures of the bullet the CCIS database. 

vehicles. Different vehicle frontal structures will interact with ~911apse o1’ Front Saat~ - In each of the first four tests 

the rear structures of the struck vehicle in different ways. the front seats of the target vehicle collapsed onto the rear seat 
In case number 7300 the higher structural deformation within approximately 20ms o;f impact. This was due to failure 

may have reduced the acceleration of the front seats, and of the back angle adjustment mechanism as the occupant is 

therefore the extent of their damage. In case number 9050, forced into the seat back. The advantage of this collapse is 

where there was more damage to the front seats, the structural that the seat absorbs energy instead of the occupant, thus 

members would have been fully, engaged due to the impact reducing the likely injury levels. A study on protection 

with the retaining wall. A higher force is likely to be against rear end accidents (Thomas et al., 1982)suggests that 

transmitted to the front seats if these members are very stiff, failure of the seat back or mountings has a greater effect on 
Although no fuel leakage was reported in case number reducing cervical spine injury than the head restraint. 

7300 the tank may have been holed, since in two of the tests However, there have been cases where rear seat occupants 

leakage was detected only when the cars were rolled onto their have been killed by the front seat collapsing onto them 

sides for inspection. One of these was the 76km/h MDB (Lowne et al., 1987). Some form of limited collapse of the 

impact which was the most severe of all the tests, front seats is therefore desirable. In this way energy could be 
Unfortunately there is no suitable accident case absorbed by the seat, reducing the risk of injury to front seat 

involving the selected target with which to compare the high occupants, without endangering rear seat occupants. 

speed tests. There are three cases of similar severity but all For the fifth test the back angle adjustment mechanisms 

involved partial overlap, were welded solid and the seat frames stiffened. This resulted 
The main difference between the car to car and MDB to in the seat back remaining in the same position relative to the 

car tests was that the car loaded the rear structure more seat base. However, failure of the seat mountings and runners 

uniformly, whereas the MDB caused greater deformation at the of the passenger seat and the side members of the driver’s seat 

centre. This shows that the MDB has a greater concentration base occurred instead. Both front seats collapsed onto the rear 

of stiffness in the centre than the car that was used. seat as before. 
Displacement of the rear seat H-point was found to be Analysis of the CCIS database has shown that there 

negligible compared with the regulatory test requirement. This appears to be a AV above which seat damage occurs. This 

is felt to be due to the MDB and car not engaging the stiffer value varies between makes and models and suggests that 

parts of the structure in the same way that the MRB does. some manufacturers make stronger seats and mountings than 
In case number 7300 both rear doors and the left front others. The particular value of AV for the Ford Sierra is 

door jammed. Analysis of rear impact accidents on the CCIS around 26km/h. At this point there was damage to the seat 

database shows door jamming to be a common occurrence, back, back angle adjuster and mountings and both seats 

All four doors in every testjammedduring impact. The backs collapsed onto the rear seat. The actual values of target 

of the rear doors were forced outwards during impact which vehicle AV for the 52km/h test were 26.3km/h and 26.5km/h 

damaged the latches. The front of the rear doors then under for the car to car and MDB to car impacts respectively. 

or overlapped the rear of the front doors. None of the doors Similar seat damage occurring at the same AV shows good 

could be opened without the use of tools. While this is accident replication. 

unlikely to present a problem to the fire and rescue services it ~ - The dummy responses for the MDB to car 

does leave the windows as the only immediate means of and car to car impacts are similar (see Table 1). Analysis of 

escape, which is clearly undesirable in the event of a fire. the high speed film showed that the recorded HIC and 
From these tests it appears that the MDB can replicate maximum neck loading occurred after the seats had collapsed 

the damage seen in car to car rear impact accidents far better in all five tests. Due to the rapid collapse of the seat the 

than the MRB. driver’s head did not contact the head restraint until the’ seat 
Damage to Fuel System - There are 22 cases involving was fully collapsed. This rapid seat failure in all the tests 

the selected target vehicle on the CCIS database. Of these means that it has not been possible to evaluate the suitability 

there are eight cases (36 per cent) where fuel leakage was of available neck injury parameters. 

either known or suspected, including one case of fire. Five of It is possible to suggest how the Hybrid III head/neck 

these eight cases resulted from full width impacts, system responds in this acceleration environment. However, 
it is not easy to relate this to the way in which a human head 
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and neck would act under the same conditions. Seemann et Functioning (LYF). The cost of the injury is found by 
al., (1986) showed that there are considerable differences in multiplying the LYF by the Value of a Life Year (VOLY). 
the Hybrid III and human volunteer head and neck kinematic Using this approach an estimated cost of £4,000 per 
responses to acceleration. They also found significant neck injury is provided. This includes the tangible costs such 
differences in the characteristics of the motion of the head as emergency services and physiotherapy, and the intangible 

¯ relative to the neck. It was stated that the Hybrid III neck is costs of pain, grief and suffering. The total cost of the 
much too stiff to respond in a human like manner to rearwards estimated 14,700 neck injuries per year is therefore £58.8m for 
and upward accelerations. Svensson (1992) states that the the United Kingdom. 
spinal structure of the Hybrid III dummy is extremely rigid 
and is therefore unlikely to interact with the seat back in the Four methods of reducing this casualty cost were examined: 
same way as would the human spine. This is not surprising 

¯ bearing in mind that the Hybrid III was not designed as a rear 1. Compulsory fitment of head restraints to all new 
impact dummy. At present it is only possible to state which cars 
conditions are more likely to result in higher levels of injury. 2. Encouraging the correct adjustment of all head restraints 

3. Improving the design of head restraints 
COST BENEFIT STUDIES 4. Compulsory fitment of improved head restraints to all 

new cars 

¯ Two cost benefit studies have been carried out." one on 
neck injury and head restraints and the other on vehicle fires Compulsory. Fitment - In the United Kingdom 16 per 
in rear impact. Benefits were calculated over the lifetime of cent of cars are not fitted with front seat head restraints 
one year’s production of cars. Three assumptions were made according to CCIS accident data. Compulsory fitment would 
to keep these calculations as simple as possible. Firstly, that reduce the annual number of neck injuries, since head 
the total number of rear impact accidents remains at the restraints have been shown to reduce the frequency of neck 

¯ current level over the lifetime of the cars. Secondly that there injury (Thomas et al., 1982). The cost of fitting head 
is a constant rate of accident involvement over the lifetime of restraints as original equipment, to those cars not currently 
a car. Thirdly, that the number of cars in use remains equipped, is estimated to be £20 per car. The benefit of their 
constant. The life of a car was taken to be 10 years and fitment is estimated to be £6.90 per car. 
benefits were discounted at 5 per cent per year. The studies Encoura~in~ Correct Adiustment - Few occupants 
and their findings are described below, correctly adjust their head restraints. This results in 51 per 

¯ cent of occupants who have a head restraint still suffering neck 
Neck Injury and Head Restraints injury in rear impact accidents, according to CCIS data. 

Advising occupants on both the risk of neck injury and correct 
Occupants Iniured - Symptoms of neck injury resulting adjustment of head restraints could therefore be beneficial if 

from rear impact accidents often appear hours or days after the it resulted in better adjustment. It has been estimated that 
accident. Consequently, many injuries not evident at the scene correct adjustment would reduce the frequency of injury, to 

¯ of the accident are not reported. This makes it difficult to those occupants having a head restraint, to 15 per cent. 
estimate the number of occupants who suffer neck injury. Assuming that 80 per cent of occupants follow advice on 

Road accident statistics (Department of Transport, 1993) correct adjustment there would be a benefit of £21.9m. This 
show that in 1992 163,060 front seat occupants of cars and corresponds to a break-even cost of £12.90 per car. 
light vans were injured in Great Britain. On the basis that 17 Improved Head Restraint Desi~ll - A new design of head 
per cent of accidents are rear impact, as already stated, restraint could be introduced. This could be always correctly 

¯ approximately 27,720 front seat occupants are injured annually positioned for up to a 95th percentile adult male, with 
as a result of rear impact accidents, adjustment available for the top 5th percentile. The extra cost 

A study of 45,000 car accidents (Langweider et al., of fitting such a head restraint to the same proportion of cars 
1981) shows that 53 per cent of front seat occupants injured as is currently equipped is estimated to be £5 per car. If 80 
in rear impact accidents suffer neck injury. Applying this per cent of the top 5th percentile adjust the restraint correctly, 
frequency to the estimated 27,720 front seat occupants injured the estimated benefit equates to £15.90 per car. 

!~    in rear impacts each year, indicates that 14,700 would suffer Possible disadvantages of such a head restraint include 
neck injury, reduced rearward visability and claustrophobia for rear seat 

Injury Cost - To find the cost of a neck injury the occupants. 
Relative Utility Loss Approach described by Ives et al. (1993) Compulsory Fitment of lm~roved Head Restraints - 
was used. A range of injury states has been defined which are Further benefits can be expected from the compulsory fitment 
taken as being representative of the spectrum of serious traffic of improved head restraints to all cars. The cost of fitting 

O injuries. Each of these states is assigned a utili.ty score on a improved head restraints in place of existing ones and where 
scale from zero to unity. A score of zero represents death and none are currently fitted, averaged over all cars, has been 
unity full health. This score is then multiplied by the typical predicted to be £8.10 per car. The potential benefit has been 
duration of the particular injury to give the Lost Years of estimated at £16.30 per car. 
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Vehicle Fires Kenmont MDB simulates rear impact accidents in a far more 
realistic way than the MRB. This is because the MDB not 

This study was carried out to investigate the possible only causes deformation but can itself be deformed by stiffer 

benefits of improving fuel system protection. Three sources parts of the target vehicle structure. The structural damage 

of statistics were examined to establish the extent to which and dummy response for the MDB to car and car to car 

vehicle fires are a problem in the United Kingdom: impacts compare well. This supports a move to use the MDB 
in the test procedure contained within UN ECE Regulations 32 

1. The CCIS database, and 34. However, it must be remembered that these 

2. The Home Office statistical bulletin (Home Office conclusions are based on tests on only two car models and one 

1993). car to car combination. 

3. A survey published by the Chief and Assistant Chief Evidence from the CCIS database suggests that, to cover 

Fire Officers’ Association (Smith, 1991). 50 per cent of AIS_>I injury producing rear impact accidents, 
an impact speed of 52km/h is required. The car and MDB 

From these sources it is estimated that there are 43 fires impacts caused similar damage to the target vehicles. This 

resulting from.rear impact accidents each year in the United damage was itself similar to that caused in a car to car 

Kingdom, involving 65 occupants. It is estimated that of these accident, involving the same target vehicle, with the same AV. 

65 occupants 17 are killed and 17 seriously injured from fire. It was proposed that to cover 75 per cent of AIS_>I 

Using Department of Transport estimates this equates to an injury producing rear impact accidents an impact speed of 

annual casualty cost of £13.4m. 76km/h would be required. However, it was found that an 
Although fuel system damage and leakage is not MDB impact speed of 63km/h closely replicated the 76km/h 

uncommon in rear impact accidents, there are relatively few car to car test. Therefore, 63km/h is a better estimate of the 
cases of fire. Accident analysis has shown that many rear impact speed required to cover 75 per cent of AIS>I injury 

impact fires result from high energy collisions. In such cases producing rear impact accidents. 

it is possible that fatalities result from the imp~act itself rather The CCIS database shows that there is frequent evidence 

than the fire that follows, of seat collapse, door jamming and fuel leakage in accidents 
The CCIS database contains eleven cases of rear impact involving the selected target vehicles. All tests in this 

fire. Around 25 per cent of these fires may not have occurred programme have replicated this damage. Any revisions to the 

if the vehicle had been designed to meet the requirements of regulatory test must also show these failures. 

a reasonable and representative rear impact test. These The current test procedures include no biomechanical 

casualty savings equate to a potential annual cost saving of criteria and give very little incentive to produce vehicle 

£336,000. Applying this annual cost saving to the lifetime of structural designs that are intended to reduce injury in rear 

one year’s production of new cars gives a discounted benefit impacts. Therefore, the principle of including an occupant 

of£2.7m. This equates to a break-even cost of£1.30per car. injury criterion seems a good idea when looking at the 
Simply placing the fuel system in a safer position is frequency and potentially disabling effects of neck injury. 

likely to improve protection against rear impact accidents. If However, there is the problem of deciding the limits for such 

this were to be considered at the design stage the associated a criterion due to the unhuman like response of the Hybrid III 

cost may be quite low, possibly below the break-even cost head-neck system. In addition neck injury is likely tobe more 

calculated. However, design modifications to, existing systems severe when collapse of the front seats does not occur, as 

to reduce the risk of fire are unlikely to be justifiable. If the might be the case at lower impact speeds. Therefore collapse 

regulatory test was a more realistic evaluation of vehicle of the front seats in the tests means that the recorded neck 

performance, an improvement in fuel system protection might loadings are probably lower than might be the case at reduced 

be brought about, impact speeds. It is felt that at this stage it is not possible to 
propose an occupant injury criterion. 

DISCUSSION Changes could be made to head restraint design so that 
adjustment would only be required for the top 5th percentile 

The MRB has a large impacting surface with a very high of occupants. This would significantly reduce the frequency 

and uniform stiffness. It therefore loads the rear of a vehicle of neck injuries resulting from rear impact accidents. 

in a very different way from a car. Deformation is uniform The frequency of fuel tank damage and leakage could be 

across the whole rear of the vehicle even though the stiffness greatly reduced if there was greater energy absorbing 

of its structure varies. This is not so in car to car accidents capability behind the fuel tank. A more representative 

where both vehicles are deformed, with stiff parts of the regulatory test may bring about an improvement in fuel system 

structure of each vehicle deforming softer parts of the other protection. Introducing the deformable barrier purely to 

vehicle. Vulnerable fuel systems, which might be protected in improve fuel sy stem protection is unlikely to be cost-beneficial 

the current test procedure by a rigid subframe or stiff part of 
the structure, might be at risk in actual accidents. 

Comparison of the structural damage caused in the tests 
with that seen in accidents, clearly shows that the EEVC 
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PROPOSAL FOR A REVISED TEST PROCEDURE involves protecting front seat occupants against neck injury, 
rear seat occupants against collapse of front seats and all 

When dealing with Type Approval it is essential that any test occupants against fire. As indicated already there are four 
procedure can produce repeatable results that are easily existing standards that need to be examined: 
recorded. Also there should be no subjective assessment with 

¯ the results clearly showing whether the vehicle has passed or 1. UN ECE Reg. 17 / EEC Directive 74/408 - Strength of 
failed the test. Where possible the test should replicate Seats and their Anchorages 
common accident conditions. To some extent the test should 2. UN ECE Reg. 25 / EEC Directive 78/932 - Head 
be sympathetic to manufacturers in that the cost should be as Restraints of Seats of Motor Vehicles 
low as possible whileremaining effective. 3. UN ECE Reg.. 32 - Behaviour of the Structure of a 

Vehicle in Rear-End Collision 
¯ The Impacting Barrier 4. UN ECE Reg. 34 - Prevention of Fire Risks 

Analysis of rear impact accidents and the tests conducted Seat strength needs to be such that the risk of neck 
so far show that the use of the MRB in the regulatory test is injury to front seat occupants is kept to a minimum, while 
unrealistic. If the regulatory test is to be a simulation of the preventing the front seat from collapsing on to the occupant 
real accident situation then the MRB must be replaced by a behind. These requirements affect the strength of the seat 

¯ MDB. The EEVC Kenmont MDB provides a close frame, adjustment mechanisms, runners and floor mountings. 
representation of the damage caused in rear impact accidents, Behaviour of the vehicle structure and the prevention of fire 
as might other similar barriers, risks must be assessed in a realistic way. 

The study indicates that these requirements could be 
Impact Velocity integrated into a single test procedure. This test could take the 

form of a moving barrier or pendulum impact test as at 

¯ To achieve the same energy input from the MDB as the present. Alternatively, the test might be conducted using a 
MRB the impact speed will have to be increased. Using the "oody in white’, based on either a pendulum or sled impact. 
assumption that the MDB will absorb half the impact energy However, this would not take in to account the effects of 
whereas the MRB absorbs none, the existir5 impact velocity suspension and transmission components. 
of 35-38km/h would have to be increased to 50-54km/h. The The head restraint test might prove difficult to conduct 
CCIS database shows that to represent 50 per cent of all rear within a vehicle and is therefore possibly better evaluated as 

¯ impact injury accidents the target vehicle AV needs to be a component test. 
26km/h. Comparison of accidents with car to car tests and 
MDB to car tests suggests that an MDB impact speed of CONCLUSIONS 
52km/h is required to cover 50 per cent of all rear impact 
injury accidents. To represent 75 per cent of all rear impact From the rear impact test research conducted at TRL the 
injury accidents, a target vehicle AV of 38kin/h, it is estimated following conclusions can be made: 

¯ that an MDB impact velocity of 63km/h would be required. 
This could not be verified since no appropriate accident case 1. The current regulatory test is not representative of rear 
exists with which to compare the target vehicle damage, impact accidents. 

Fuel System Protection 2. A soft faced barrier provides far better accident 
replication than the rigid barrier. 

¯ It is possible for a fuel tank to be holed during the 
regulatory test in such a way that no leakage is detected. This 3. An MDB impact speed of 52km/h would be required to 
situation can be avoided in two ways. First, the tank could be account for 50 per cent of all rear impact injury 
removed from the vehicle immediately after the test for a accidents. 
thorough examination. Secondly, the same conditions could 
be applied as in FMVSS 301 where the whole vehicle is 4. An MDB impact speed of 63km/h would be required to 

¯ rotated about its longitudinal axis. This US standard says that account for 75 per cent of all rear impact injury 
the vehicle should be rotated to each successive increment of accidents. 
90 degrees within a period of one to three minutes. After 
reaching each 90 degree increment, the vehicle is held in that 5. There are significant benefits to be gained from 
position for five minutes, improving the design of head restraints. 

¯ A Fully Integrated Test Procedure 6. The introduction of a more realistic regulatory test could 
bring about improved fuel system protection. 

The test work carried out has shown protection against 
injury in rear impact accidents to be quite complex. It 
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7. There may be the potential to develop an integrated rear SVENSSON M Y (1992). Rear End Collisions. Development 

impact test procedure, and Validation of a New Dummy Neck. Chalmers University 
of Technology, Sweden. 
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Figure 1 Austin Mini After a Rear Impact Accident Figure 3 Ford Sierra After a Rear Impact Accident 

¯ 

Figure 2 Austin Mini After MRB Impact Test Figure 4 Ford Sierra After MRB Impact Test 
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Figure 5 Ford Sierra After MDB Impact Test 
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ABSTRACT In Sweden, a study showed that 11.7% of all car 

Neck injuries in rear-end collisions and the societal accidents involving injuries to belted drivers were rear-end 
costs associated with these injuries are increasing yearly, collisions. Of these about 13% of the drivers suffered from 
This situation calls for further research in the field, one area neck pain following the accident (Nygren, 1984). 
of interest in this context being the influence of the various Neck injuries in rear-end collisions mostly occur at very 
vehicle compartment components on the human body low impact-velocities, typically less than 20 km/h (Kahane, 
response in the interaction with the body during a rear-end 1982; Romilly et al., 1989; Olsson et al., 1990) and are 
impact, mostly classified as AIS 1 (Foret-Bruno et al., 1991; James 

Rear-end collision sled tests were carried out in order to et al., 1991; Ono and Kanno, 1993) since the scale reflects 
investigate the influence of a standard three-point retractor the fatality risk. In spite of this low AIS rating, these in- 
seat-belt system and that of the crash pulse magnitude on juries lead to permanent disability (disability-degree >10%) 
occupant response. A mathematical (MADYMO) model of in some 10% of the cases (Nygren, 1984). This can be 
the test set-up was implemented and validated. The model compared with other AIS 1 injuries where the risk of 
was used to further investigate the infhrence of the permanent disability is0.1% (Nygren etal., 1985). 
parameters. Indications that the wearing of a seat-belt may increase 

According to sled test results, the seat-belt system did the risk of neck injury in a rear-end collision have been 

not have any significant effect on dummy response, reported (Severy et al., 1968; States et al., 1970). However, 
However, using the MADYMO model it was possible to in a volunteer study, McConnell et al. (1993) found no 
vary the friction between occupant and seat-back, which evidence that the normal three-point seat-belt had any 
resulted in a certain influence of the seat-belt in limiting the influence on the occupant motion during a rear-end impact, 
ramping up of the dummy along the seat-back at high except for the very last part of the event when the 
velocity changes (Av) and low seat-back friction, occupant’s trunk was moving forward relative to the vehicle 

For a given velocity change a doubled sled crash-pulse compartment due to the seat-back rebound. Viano (1992) 

magnitude resulted in increased linear accelerations, reported that the lap part of the seat-belt had the effect of 
angular accelerations and neck loads in the dummy, keeping the occupant in the seat during severe rear-end 

impacts where the seat-back yielded significantly rearward 
INTRODUCTION thus allowing the occupant to slide up along the seat-back. 

Based on British accident data, Tingvall (1994) showed 
Neck injuries with a large risk of permanent disability that the neck injury risk in a rear-end impact was higher in 

are frequent in low severity rear-end collisions. Because smaller and lighter passenger cars compared with larger and 
such accidents are common, they cause significant human heavier ones. These results may be explained by the fact 
suffering and high societal costs, despite the fact that the that, on average, the velocity change (Av) in a rear-impact 
injuries are usually classified as "minor" (AIS 1) in the increases with decreasing vehicle mass. The results may 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) (Nygren, 1984 and Nygren also partly be explained by the fact that modern small cars 
et al., 1985). According to Tingvall (1994), the annual cost often have a relatively short rear crush-zone, which means 
for AIS 1 neck injuries from rear-end collisions in Sweden that the rear structure of such vehicles is relatively rigid in 
(9 million citizens) is estimated to 2 billion SEK (250 order to minimise the risk of passenger compartment intru- 
million USD). A Dutch study by Kampen (1993) showed a sion in rear-end collisions. This in turn means that the crash 
29% increase in the annual number of rear-end collisions pulse reaches a relatively high level (Tingvall, 1994). In a 
and a 54% increase in the annual number of neck injuries field accident study, Olsson et al. (1990) found indications 
from these accidents during the period 1983 to 1991. of increased neck injury severity with increasing crash 
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¯ pulse magnitude. By means of a mathematical model, a modern standard bucket type front-seat and using a stan- 
Robbins et al. (1974) investigated the influence of the shape dard seat-belt geometry. The sled test results were then 
of triangular crash pulses at a given Av on the resultant used as a base for mathematical modelling of the same 
head acceleration and on the bead-torso extension angle and crash situation by means of the MADYMO code. With the 
found decreasing maximum values with delayed crash mathematical model the influence of various parameters 
pulse peak. (e.g. seat friction) could be studied and repeated. The 

mathematical model also enabled analysis of parameters 
¯ Occupant kinematics and the risk of injury that were difficult to obtain during the sled-tests (e.g. head 

angular acceleration). 
The relation between kinematic and kinetic parameters 

of the head-neck motion and the risk of sustaining an AIS 1 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
neck-injury in a rear-end impact are not fully known. SAE 
(1993) published limits for neck loads at the occipital Sled tests 

¯ condyles for volunteers and cadavers based on the work by 
Mertz and Patrick (1967; 1971). For a volunteer, a bending A series of rear-impact sled tests was carried out on the 
moment (Y-direction) of 30.5 Nm, a shear force of 231 N sled track at Autoliv AB in Vfirgfirda, Sweden. Velocity 
(X-direction) and an axial load of 249 N (Z-direction) was changes (Av) of 5, 12.5 and 25 km/h (1.4, 3.5 and 6.9 m/s) 
sustained without any injury occurring, were applied according to Table 1. Crash pulses of about 

McConnell et al. (1993) carried out staged rear-end 35, 70 and 85 m/s2 (Fig. 1) were used in tests 01-03 (Fig. 
collisions at low impact-velocities in which volunteers were 1). The crash pulses of tests 04 (70 m/s2) and 05 (120 ¯      seated in car seats with head-restraints. The volunteers were        m/s2) are shown in Figure 4. 

not exposed to hyper-extension of the complete cervical 
spine during the tests and yet mild and transient, but 
clinically classical neck discomfort symptoms were experi- loo- ~, 0.. 

Sled ace 01 enced. Mertz and Patrick (1967) carried out rear-end impact ~ 8o- ~ .. s~d aoo o2 
sled tests on a volunteer in a seat with a high, rigid seat- [ 60. ¢e \ ~ -.÷.-Sleda¢¢03 

¯ back. In this study the volunteer’s head was always in .~ 40. 
contact with the seat-back during impact. Tests were done ~ 2o. 

at velocity changes (Av) of up to 30 km/h without the ~8 0 ..... 

occurrence of injury symptoms. These results indicate that -20 I i"    I I I 
neck injuries do not occur during rear impacts if the bead is so 1oo    1so 200 
prevented from moving rearward relative to the torso in the 
sagittal plane. Figure 1: The sled pulses of tests 01-03. 

¯         By means of biological experiments in which pigs were 
A 50th percentile Hybrid III-dummy equipped with a 

exposed to transient neck extension trauma, Svensson et al. RID-neck was used. The dummy was seated with its lower 
(1993c) investigated a hypothesis put forth by Aldman arms resting on its lap. In order to ensure good visibility of 
(1986) regarding transient pressure gradients between the the torso motion during the test, no clothes were put on the 
spinal canal and its ambient soft tissue as being a possible dummy upper body. This produced relatively high friction cause of injury to the nerve root region of the cervical spine between dummy torso and seat-back. A bucket-seat, taken 

¯ during rapid neck-extension motion. The results from a midsize car model, with a relatively high and strong 
corroborated the hypothesis and also indicated that the risk seat-back (recliner mechanism stiffness of 13 kNm/rad) 
of injury in a rear impact may depend on the velocity and was chosen for the present study. The dummy was acceleration of the head-neck motion, equipped with accelerometers in the head, chest and pelvis, 

and with force-moment transducers at the upper neck (R.A. 
Dummies for rear-end impact simulation Denton, type:1716) and at the lower neck (R.A. Denton, 

¯ Svensson and LOvsund (1992) developed and validated 
type:1794). The sled acceleration was also measured. 

a Rear Impact Dummy-neck (RID-neck) for rear-impact Table 1 : The configurations of sled tests 01-05. 
testing purposes, which can replace the standard neck of the 
Hybrid-HI dummy in this type of tests. The reason was that 5 km/h I 12.5 km/h 25 km/h 
the neck of the Hybrid-III dummy had been found to be too 

I stiff for a human-like response in the sagittal plane        Three-point belt         01       02       03 

¯ (Seemann et al., 1986 and Foret-Bruno et al., 1991). 04 Low head-restraint, 

~ 

Aim no seat-belt, 70 rrYs2 
Low head-restraint, 05 

The aim of the present study was to investigate the no seat-belt, 120 m/s2 

influence of the three-point seat-belt and the crash pulse on 
the occupant response during a rear-end collision. The first A standard three-point retractor seat-belt system was 

¯ step was to carry out a short series of sled tests using a used in tests 01-03. The system had a single retractor at the 

Hybrid III-dummy equipped with a RID-neck and seated in shoulder end of the belt, and the belt tongue allowed for 
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belt slip. Tests 04 and 05 were run without a seat-belt. Thus both the 12.5 km/h and the 25 km/h impacts were ¯ 
Tests 01-03 were run with the head-restraint in its upper- simulated using both "low" crash pulses identical to sled 
most position, the top of the head-restraint being 0.04m tests 02 and 03 and "high" pulses which had twice the 
above the head CG (Centre of Gravity), and in tests 04 and magnitude and half of the duration compared to test 02 and 
05 the head-restraint was placed in its lowest position with 03, respectively. In order to study the effect of belt-usage, 
the top of the head-restraint 0.03 m below the head CG. each of the impact velocities and crash pulses were run 

All tests were filmed with one high-speed film camera both with a belted and an unbelted dummy. In contrast to ¯ 
and one high-speed video camera, both at 500 the test-series, belt-slip through the buckle tongue was 
frames/second. In tests 01-03 an additional high-speed eliminated in the simulations, since this was thought to 
video camera (500 frames/second) covered the vertical part increase the possible effect of the seat-belt. In the sled tests, 
of the seat-belt just above the retractor, the friction between the dummy torso and the seat-back 

was unusually high. Therefore all test configurations were 
Mathematical simulations simulated again, only this time the friction was lowered. 

The complete test-matrix can be seen in Table 2. ¯ 
The conditions of the sled-test series were transferred 

into the mathematical model MADYMO3D, version 5.0 RESULTS 
(TNO Crash Safety Centre, 1992). The static load-deflec- 
tion properties of the seat-back and the torque-angle Sled tests 
relation of the recliner were measured. The Hybrid-III 
dummy was described according to the database provided The high-speed video recording of the seat-belt retractor 

¯ by the TNO (TNO Crash Safety Centre, 1992), but the showed that the retractor was only capable of reducing a 
single-element neck used in this standard database was fraction of the large belt slack that was introduced during 
replaced by seven elements, each describing one "vertebra" the rearward motion of the body relative to the seat in the 
of the RID-neck (Dusserre, 1993). To the standard descdp- initial stage of the crash event. No belt load was observed 
tion were also added contact contours of the rearmost parts until late in the crash event, when the dummy torso was 
of the lower torso and the head, in order to better model the moving forward relative to the sled as a result of the seat- 
interaction of these dummy parts with the seat-back and the back rebound. The dummy response was thus not ¯ 
head-rest, respectively. The shape of these contours were influenced by the belt-system until the belt started taking 
based ondrawingsoftheHybrid-IIIdummy, load which is illustrated by the horizontal chest 

The geometry of the seat-belt system was taken directly displacement of tests 02 and 04 in Figure 3 where it can be 
from the test set-up. In order to model the separation of the seen that only the forward phase of the.chest displacement 
chest from the seat-belL which occurs because the dummy was influenced by the belt. The lack of effect of the belt in 
moves rearward with respect to the seat-belt anchorage the initial rearward phase of the dummy motion was 
points during the test, the diagonal part of the seat-belt was evident in all of the tests 01-03. ¯ 

modelled by means of 55 triangular membrane elements, A comparison between tests 04 and 05 Clearly shows 
comprising altogether48 t-mite element nodes, that the crash pulse significantly influenced dummy 

The validity of the mathematical model was checked response (Figure 4). The angular and linear displacements 
against the results from sled-tests 02 and 03. These tests of the head relative to the torso as Well as the X- and Z- 
were simulated by exposing the dummy and the seat-back accelerations in the head, chest and pelvis had earlier onsets 
to the accelerations registered in the sled during the and reached higher maximum values with the 120 m/s2 . 
corresponding sled-tests. Some input parameters, such as sled pulse (test 05) compared to the 70 m/s2 pulse (test 04). 
the linear stiffnesses and coefficients of friction of the 

The same was true for the X-forces and the Z-forces of the 
head-restraint as well as of the seat-back cushioning, were 

upper and lower neck. The results from the neck Y-torque 
tuned until the linear accelerations in the centre of gravity 

measurements were ignored since errors occurred in the 
in the head, the chest, and the pelvis corresponded with 

data acquisition in some of the tests. 
their counterparts from the sled-tests (Fig. 2a-c). Figure 2d 

¯ shows that the shear force in the x-direction and the axial 
Mathematical simulations 

load in the neck were well predicted by the mathematical 
model at both impact velocities. 

The maximum values of the head rearward angular 
In the model, the effect of the crash-pulse was studied 

displacement relative to the torso, the head angular 
by varying the height and the duration of the pulse in a 

accelerations and the shear and axial forces at the occipital 
similar way as for the low impact velocity in the test-series. 

Table 2: Test matrix for the mathematical simulations. 

High friction (dummy)       Low friction 
z~v=12.5 [km/h]_ Av=25 [km/h] Av=12.5 [km/h] z~v=25 [km/h] 

No seat-belt Low pulse x x x x 
High pulse x x, x x 

Seat-Belt Low pulse x x x x ¯ 
High pulse x x x x 
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Figure 2: A comparison between tests 02 (~v=12 km/h) and 03 (AV=25 km/h) and the corresponding model 

runs. The linear accelerations in the centre of gravity in the head, the chest, and the pelvis, as well as the 

¯ 
neck forces at the occipital joint. 
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-1 ~o- chest 02 " exception of a minor decrease (from 14 degrees to about 12 . 

~ -1oo ........ Chest 0~ " ,’:. degrees) in the head angular displacement. 
-8o- / ~. When seat-back and head-restraint friction was 

~ o-~ 

~~._..,.,~. 

decreased, an increase in maximum rearward head angular 
~ so-- displacements (from 14° and 12° to about 17°) and a de- 

~ loo-- -.. crease in forward head angular accelerations (20% decrease 
"- on average) were observed. The rearward head angular 

so loo lso 200 28o 300 acceleration was unaffected. At the occipital joint the T~me[ms] 
forward shear force was increased by about 80%, the 
rearward shear force was reduced by about 30% and the Figure 3: Horizontal chest displacement of 

tests 02 (belt) and 04 (no belt), 
tensile neck loads diminished by about 45% on average. 

Av=25 km/h 
joint are shown in Figure 6. Typical time-histories of the 

At the Av of 25 km/h the seat-belt had very limited ¯ rearward angular displacement of the head and the torso, 
influence at high (dummy) friction, but a significant 

and of the head angular acceleration are shown in Figure 5. 
influence when the seat-back and head-restraint friction 

The time points of the different peak values of Figure 6 are 
was lowered. At low friction the head maximum rearward 

also indicated (example taken from model run at Av--25 angular displacement was reduced from 35° to 32° at the 
km/h, low crash pulse and low friction), 

low acceleration pulse, and from 65° to 46° at the high 
acceleration pulse when the seat-belt was used. The reason 

AV=12.5 km/h for this very significant effect of the belt was that the ¯ 
At the Av of 12.5 kln/h the seat-belt did not have any 

dummy tended to ramp up along the seat-back at ,low significant influence on any of the responses, 
friction. With increased crash pulse all responses had a minor 

increase similar to the sled tests (04 and 05) with the 

.~50- 400- 

ea x 

~-10-. - ...... Head-torso angle 04 "% "’.. <-100-- ,." 
,, 05 "’]"" ~                                          l l I ~-’20 "’i .... Headitorso angl~ I -20~ 
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T -200. 
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2 - Time [ms] 120 "lqme [ms] 
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Figure 4: A comparison between tests 04 and 05. The results show that the onset was earlier 
and the maximum values became larger for all parameters measured.                                    ¯ 
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Chest angular displacement been investigated by means of mechanical (sled) as well as 
¯ m --Head angular displacement 

mathematical (MADYMO) modelling. 
-- = -- Head-to-chest angular displacement 

-s0 ............................ ~ ............. ~ ............................. The results from the mechanical tests showed an earlier 
!       i ~-" Maximum for ~ i ~ tensile axial and onset and higher peak values in the acceleration-, and force- 

~ -40 .............. ~ ............. 

.+’""~..’""" rearward shear E [ i /.~...~ i n~ekforces 
measurements when the sled-acceleration pulse was in- 

~ -so .............. .., ............. .*--t; ..... ~ ............. : .............. i creased from 70 m/s2 to 120 m/s2 (tests 04 and 05). This 
i !7" ~ i i indicates that for a given Av, the severity of the mechanical 

¯ 
~ -20 .............. ~ ............. ~--- .......... ~’""~’"i .............. i loading of the head and the neck increases with decreasing 

~ -lo .............. -............,-.......~.-~’-...-------.i ........... ~ ........... i ........... : ............. i duration of the acceleration pulse, and thus that the risk of 
g, ~~-’~, .~N~ i sustaining neck injury may increase with decreasing pulse 
~ o-~~ duration. However, the differences in dummy response 

between the two crash pulses are smaller than the 
10 0 

40 80 120 160 200 differences in dummy response between different seat types 

¯ 
Time [ms] found by Svensson et al. (1993a and 1993b). 

Head angular acceleration It should be noted, however, that in sled-tests 04 and 05 

~1. i 
i i the head-restraint was in a low position, with the top of the 

Maximum forward head-restraint well below the ear of the dummy. The reason 
% acceleration for placing the head-restraint in the lowest position in tests 
’- ~- 04 and 05 was to ensure that a difference in head-torso 
--g displacement between the two pulses was not eliminated by 

~ _            ~ o.s- the head-restraint. The results of tests 01-03 showed 
~ o- namely, that when the seat used in the present study had its 

~ Max. rearward angular head-restraint in the uppermost position, only a small 
--o 

=~ 0.5 rearward rearward head-torso displacement was observed. With the 
< neck shear force high (dummy) friction between the dummy and the seat, the -1 

0 40 80 120 160 200 observed effect of the crash-pulse was somewhat lower in 
"l’imo [ms] the mathematical model, in which the head-restraint was 

¯         Figure 5: Typical angular displacements and angular          properly adjusted in all simulations. In the ease of head-to- 
accelerations. Time points for the occurrence of torso angular displacement, the higher pulse gave an even 
various maximum values are indicated to explain the lower value than the lower pulse in the MADYMO-model. 
data of Figure 6. This may be explained by the kinematics of the torso, 

which when exposed to the higher pulse, penetrated deeper 
The belt also reduced the head forward angular into the seat-back and thus brought the head closer to the 

¯ 
acceleration by about 28 percent and the neck shear forces head-restraint early on in the crash event. This effect could 
by about 60 percent, not possibly have been observed in the sled-tests, since the 

Increasing the magnitude of the crash-pulse, adversely head did not come into contact with the low head-restraint 
affected the head angular acceleration and the forces in the until about 10-20 ms after the time of maximum rearward 
neck, irrespective of seat-back friction. The head maximum chest displacement (Fig. 4). 
rearward angular displacement was virtually unaffected by When a similar difference in crash-pulses was simulated 
crash-pulse magnitude when the friction between the at 25 km/h Av, similar differences in response as in the tests 

~ dummy and the seat-back and head-restraint was as high as at 12.5 km/h Av were observed, only this time the differ- 
in the sled-tests, but it was significantly affected by the ences in head angular acceleration and neck forces were 
crash-pulse magnitude when the friction was lowered. For considerably greater. At the higher (dummy) seat-back 
the belted dummy the head angular displacement increased friction the head-to-torso angular displacement showed a 
from 32° to 46° when the magnitude of the crash-pulse was minimal decrease with increased pulse magnitude, similar 
doubled, and for the unbelted dummy it increased from 35° to that of the 12.5 km/h impact. 
to 65°. The reason for this significant increase in angular The difference in response to the different types of ¯ displacement was that with the low friction against the seat- crash-pulses was amplified when the friction between the 
back, the unbelted dummy ramped so high up along the dummy and the seat-back and head-restraint was reduced. 
seat-back that the head virtually never came into contact In this case all criteria were higher when the "high" pulse 
with the head-restraint, was used, although this effect was pronounced only at the 

high impact velocity. The case of low friction and high 
DISCUSSION impact velocity was also the only case that showed a 

¯ significant influence of the seat-belt on dummy motion. In 
Few studies have specifically dealt with the influences these simulations all criteria were lower for the belted dum- 

of the seat-belt and the crash-pulse on the occupant my than for the unbelted, and particularly so when the high ¯ 
response in rear-end collisions. In this study the influences pulse was used. Exposed to the high pulse at 25 kin/h, the 
of seat-belt usage and crash-pulse magnitude on some unbelted dummy ramped so high up along the seat-back 
supposed injury-related response criteria of a human that the head virtually lost contact with the head-restraint, 

~ 
substitute during rear impacts of 12.5 and 25 km/h Av have and the head-to-torso angle reached 64.8 degrees. 
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Figure 6: The maximum values of the head rearward angular displacement relative to the torso, the head rearward and 
forward angular accelerations as well as the forward shear, the rearward shear and the axial forces at the occipital joint. 
Only data for the rearward phase of the dummy motion are presented (times from the start of the impact until the 
dummy passes its initial position on its way forward). 

The belt, however, prevented the dummy from The reason for simulating impacts with considerably 
excessive ramping, thus limiting the peak head-to-torso lower friction between the human substitute and the seat- ¯ 

angle to 44 degrees. These findings agree with the results back than in the sled tests was that in order to ensure that 
froma previous study of rear-impacts of high Av:s (Viano, vilal parts of the dummy could be traced on the high-speed 
1992). Also the head-forward angular acceleration and the film and video recordings, the dummy did not wear any 
shear-forces in the neck were significantly reduced in the clothes on the upper part of the body during the tests. Thus 
belted case, whereas the axial neck-load and the rearward the rubber "skin" of the dummy was in direct contact with 
angular acceleration remained unaffected, the fabric cover of the seat-back and head-restraint during ¯ 

the tests. In the mathematical model the results corre- 
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¯ sponded to the results from the sled tests when the friction However, despite the elimination of belt-slip through the 
coefficient for contacts between the seat-back and the torso tongue, the effect of the belt was minimal at 12.5 km/h Av. 
and arms was set to 0.6, and that for the contact between The most common injury type in rear-end impacts is 
the head and the head-restraint was set to 0.8. In a real neck injury of AIS 1 and most of these injuries occur at low 
impact there are several possible surfaces where slip can impact velocities (typically less than 20 kin/h) (Svensson, 
occur. The car occupant’s skin may slip against a shirt, the 1993). This means that the tests at Av--12.5 km/h are the 
shirt may slip against a sweater, then there may be a coat most representative for this injury type. As have been 

¯ with nylon lining, and so on. The surface with the lowest discussed, the lack of significant effect of the seat-belt on 
friction determines the actual friction. From simple occupant response at Av=12.5 km/h in the seat type used in 
experiments we deduced that 0.3 perhaps would be a more the present study does, however, not exclude, that the seat- 
realistic "active" friction in a low-speed rear-end impact, belt could have an effect in a seat type with other 

The results showed that a correct assumption of the mechanical properties. 
coefficient of friction is crucial for the test validity, 

¯ especially at high impact velocities. The conclusion is that CONCLUSIONS 
improved knowledge about the interaction between the 
occupant and the seat-back in the plane-parallel direction is The effect of crash-pulse magnitude and seat-belt usage 
desirable, and that the use of a naked dummy may on some head and neck parameters during rear-end impacts 
introduce important artefacts to the test. Furthermore, the of low and medium severity have been studied. The results 
rear structures of the dummy torso are rigid and have sharp indicate that for a given Av, the risk of sustaining neck 
comers which can penetrate into the seat-back cushion thus injury increases with decreasing pulse duration. The results 

¯ introducing even more unrealistic motion-resistive effects, also show that the seat-belt only seems to have effect in ira- 
The results of this study indicate that a model that over- pacts of rather high severity, given that the seat-back has 
estimates the resistance to upward motion of the occupant high resistance to rearward bending. The results further 
is very likely to wrongly estimate the head angular motion show that the friction between the occupant and the seat- 
and the neck loads, back has a significant influence on the occupant motion 

This means that the effect of the seat-belt in a rear- during a rear-end collision. It is therefore important to 
¯ impact remains. This study showed that if the real friction further investigate the friction between car occupants and 

between the occupant and the seat-back is as high as bet- seat-backs. 
ween the dummy and the seat-back, the belt has virtually no 
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ABSTRACT program to provide federal leadership in assuring 
alternatively fueled motor vehicle safety. 

A sizeable increase in the number of alternatively 

fueled motor vehicles in the United States is expected, due STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND RELATED 

¯ to the focus by. the Congress, the President, State REQUIREMENTS 

governments, and various private interests on these vehicles 

as a means of reducing air pollution and conserving energy. NHTSA’s alternative fuel safety authority is part of 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the the agency’s overall authority to assure the safe performance 

United States Department of Transpo~tion has undertaken of on-road motor vehicles. The National Traffic and Motor 

a comprehensive program to assure the safe performance of Vehicle Safety Act of 1966,as amended (the Vehicle Safety 
¯ these vehicles on the road and in crashes. This paper Act) authorizes the agency to regulate the safety 

discusses the issues and potential approaches in the context performance of motor vehicles and motor vehicle 

of the agency’s statutory authority~ regarding alternatively equipment, by issuing federal motor vehicle safety standards. 

fueled motor vehicle safety, the safety issues that are unique The Vehicle Safety Act also authorizes the agency to 

to these vehicles, and .the agency’s current and potential require manufacturers to recall defective or noncomplying 

¯ future program direction in providing national safety motor vehicles or items of motor vehicle equipment. A 

leadership in this area. manufacturer shall conduct a recall if a vehicle or item of 
motor vehicle equipment does not comply with a Federal 

INTRODUCTION motor vehicle safety standard or when there is a 
standard-related defect that presents an unreasonable risk 

A momentum appears to be building in the United to motor vehicle safety. In such a case, the manufacturer 
¯ States for a rapid increase in the number of alternatively would be responsible for notifying purchasers of the product 

fueled motor vehicles on the road, to. support goals of and remedying it free of charge. 

improved air quality and energy conservation. The National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)of the Supplementing this authority in the area of 

United States Department of Transportation is responsible alternatively fueled motor vehicle safety is the Energy Policy 

¯ for assuring the safe performance of these vehicles on the Act of 1992. This Act requires that NHTSA must "withi~ 

road and in crashes, to reduce motor vehicle accidents, three years after enactment promulgate rules setting forth 

deaths, and injuries. NHTSA is developing a comprehensive safety standards in accordance with [the Vehicle Safety Act] 
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applicable to all conversions." the agency expending major resources at this time 

establish safety standards or guidelines relative to this type 
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (the of fuel. 

Amendments) include provisions that promote the use of 

alternative fuels in motor vehicles. Under the Amendments, Alternatively fueled vehicles must comply with the 
fleet vehicles sold in geographic areas with the most serious same federal safety standards as conventionally fueled 
air pollution problems will be subject to emission standards vehicles. For example, NHTSA’s requirements for occupant 
that will require the use of clean fuels, including methanol protection and lighting apply to a vehicle whether it is 
and ethanol, reformulated gasoline, natural gas, liquefied fueled by gasoline, compressed natural gas (CNG), or 
petroleum gas (LPG), and electric power. NHTSA must electric power. 
assure the safe performance of these vehicles. The 

Amendments direct that NHTSA "shall, if necessary, Occasionally, a safety standard may need 
promulgate rules" regarding the safety of alternatively fueled adjustment to accommodate an alternative fuel technology 
vehicle conversions, and shall promulgate regulations while maintaining the same performance level as a 
regarding the safety of "fuel storage cylinders and fuel conventionally fueled vehicle. For example, NHTSA 
systems ... in conversions of motor vehicles." initiated a rulemaking to modify its windshield defrosting 

and defogging systems standard for electric vehicles. ThisO 
In addition to issuing federal motor vehicle safety is because the warm-up test procedure in the standard was 

standards, NHTSA also has the authority to issue guidelines developed for internal combustion .engine vehicles and did 
for States to use in state motor vehicle inspection programs, not fit electric vehicles.    The final rule, effective 
Another source of direction is through executive guidance September 6, 1994, revises the test language to reflect 
titled "Federal Participation in the Development and Use of electric vehicle characteristics, without modifying the 
Voluntary Standards," which is issued by the Office of performance requirements.    Other than this type of O 
Management and Budget in the Executive Office of the situation, the agency’s safety standards apply to a vehicle 
President. This encourages federal agencies to work with regardless of its fuel. 
private industry to develop and support voluntary industry 
guidelines. The one exception is the Federal motor vehicle 

safety standards for fuel system integrity. FMVSS 301 Fuel 
NHTSA also can influence alternatively fueled System Integrity applies to vehicles powered by fuels with a 

vehicle safety by coordinating with other federal agencies to boiling point above 0 ~C, essentially gasoline, diesel, 
assure a national focus on safety in development, methanol and ethanol. FMVSS 303 Fuel System Integrity 
demonstration, and purchase of these vehicles. Currently, of Compressed Natural Gas Vehicles will be effective for 
NHTSA representatives participate in alternative fuel task CNG vehicles as of’September 1, 1995. The fuel system 
forces that include representatives of other United States integrity of vehicles powered by other alternative fuels~ 
government agencies, the Canadian government, and private currently is not regulated. 
industry. Finally, NHTSA potentially can provide 

alternatively fueled vehicle safety information directly to DEFINITION OF SAFETYPROBLEMS AND REMEDIES 
consumers through press releases, brochures, and the 

agency’s Auto Safety Hotline. NHTSA typically determines that Federal 

involvement is merited after analyzing accident data which 
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR ALTERNATIVELY help the agency understand the nature and extent of the 
FUELED VEHICLES safety problem. In the case of alternatively fueled vehicles, 

there are not enough vehicles on the road and in accidents 

NHTSA’s statutory authority extends to vehicles and to permit statistically valid analyses of the factors 
items of motor vehicle equipment associated with all contributing to the safety problems of these vehicles. The 
alternative fuels, and to all sizes and types of on-road motor Vehicle Safety Act requires that in order to promulgate 
vehicles. In practice, the agency typically focuses on a standards for safe vehicle performance, the agency must 
subset of this larger population, as some fuels may not be determine that there is an unreasonable risk of accidents, 
used in vehicles in large enough numbers to justify federal death, or injury, and that the standard to reduce this risk is 
action. An example is hydrogen; although the agency will reasonable, practicable, and appropriate. Without enough 
keep apprised of its developments and potential safety accident data to analyze, the agency must turn to surrogates, 
problems, the small number of hydrogen vehicles currently in order to make such determinations. 
on the road and projected for the near term argues against 
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¯ NHTSA is using a number of alternate approaches the safe performance of the vehicle fuel system, to protect 

to define and understand potential safety problems of against an unreasonable risk of accidents, death, or injury. 

alternatively fueled vehicles. One method is assessing NHTSA regulates the fuel system integrity of conventionally 

comparable non-vehicle uses of alternative fuels. For fueled vehicles of 4536 kg gross vehicle weight rating 

example, while there have been few motor vehicle accidents (GVWR) or less, and all school buses. FMVSS No. 301, 

involving CNG fuel containers, these CNG fuel containers "Fuel System Integrity," regulates the performance of fuels 

¯ - are based on the same technology as CNG transport which have a boiling point above 0 ~, essentially gasoline, 

containers in which CNG is transported from one location diesel, methanol and ethanol. The standard requires that, 

to another. CNG transport containers are an item which for vehicles of 4536 kg GVWR or less, there be no more 

the federal government regulates. The technology has been than 28.3 g (by weight) per minute fuel loss, when the 

in production for many years, and the Research and Special vehicle is subjected to a frontal fixed rigid barrier impact 

¯ Programs Administration (RSPA), also within the U.S. crash test, and lateral and rear moving barrier impact crash 

Department of Transportation, has experience with these tests, followed by a static rollover test. For school buses, 

containers and regulates their safety performance. NHTSA the standard requires a moving barrier impact at any point 

has greatly benefitted from this knowledge in developing its from any angle on the bus with the same maximum fuel loss 

own CNG regulatory proposal, limits. FMVSS No. 301 does not regulate other vehicles 

over 4536 kg GVWR, nor does it regulate fuel system 

¯ Another source of guidance is voluntary safety equipment such as the fuel tank. It also has no design 

standards which are developed by industry. As previously requirement for installing the fuel tank or system. 

mentioned, the Office of Management and Budget 

encourages federal agencies to support and rely on voluntary Fuels that do not have boiling points of over 0 

industry standards when appropriate. An example of such and therefore are not regulated by FMVSS No. 301,include 

¯ a standard is ANSI/NGV2, which was developed by the CNG, LPG, liquefied natural gas (LNG), electric power, 

CNG motor vehicle and equipment industry and and hydrogen. NHTSA has the statutory authority to 

subsequently has been adopted by the American National regulate the fuel system integrity of vehicles powered by any 

Standards Institute.. NHTSA has used this standard as a or all of these fuels, by regulating fuel system integrity of 

basis of reference in its CNG rulemaking, the vehicle based on FMVSS No. 301 performance-type 
testing, by regulating performance through a different 

¯ A further resource is knowledge gained through approach than in FMVSS No. 301, by regulating the fuel 

NHTSA’s own research and testing capability. The research system design rather than or in addition to performance, or 

conducted both by the agency’s own research and test by directly regulating equipment such as the fuel tank. 

center, and also under contract, helps the agency to define 

potential alternative fuel safety problems and to identify Such regulations could apply to the Same vehicle 

¯ actions that the agency can take to lessen safety risks. For population as FMVSS 301, or could include vehicles with a 

example, the agency recently conducted both vehicle and GVWR of over 4536 kg, such as transit buses and larger 

component tests in support of the CNG rulemaking, commercial trucks. These regulations also could place more 

emphasis on refueling safety, for example, by labeling 

In the future, as larger numbers of alternatively maximum fill pressure for CNG fuel containers, or focus on 

fueled vehicles appear on the roads, the agency expects to post-crash scenarios, such as the safety of rescue personnel 

¯ benefit from increased accident data. For the present, the in the case of potential electric vehicle shock hazard. 

agency plans to initiate a study of anecdotal information 

which alternative fuel fleet operators can provide regarding In order to regulate vehicle safety characteristics or 

the safety performance of their vehicles. These fleet performance, NHTSA must promulgate standards through 

operators have day-to-day contact with the vehicles, notice-and-comment rulemaking. Optional first steps to 

¯ 
NHTSA expects that their accumulated experience and solicit publicparticipation include publication in the Federal 

instincts can provide a useful real-world perspective on Register of a notice for comment, an advance notice of 

safety problems to supplement the agency’s other sources proposed rulem~king, or notice of a public meeting. While 

of information. This study is planned for completion by the not mandatory, these approaches are particularly useful in 

end of the year. the case of alternative fuels, where the agency is still in the 

early learning stages regarding safety problems and possible 

¯ FUEL SYSTEM INTEGRITYREGULATIONS remedies. In the agency’s CNG rulemaking, for example, it 

both held a public meeting and published an advance notice 

Federal fuel system integrity requirements support of proposed rulemaking. 
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The mandatory elements of notice-and-comment requirements in the previously referenced ANSI/NGV2 
rulemaking are publication in the Federal Register of a voluntary industry standard. As of the writing of this paper, 
proposed approach and regulatory language upon which a final rule has not been issued for CNG fuel containers, 
interested parties may comment, and agency consideration but is anticipated in 1994. 
of these comments. When these steps are completed, the 

agency can issue a final nile promulgating a Federal motor FMVSS 303 Fuel System Integrity of Compressed 
vehicle safety standard. Natural Gas Vehicles becomes effective On September 1, 

1995, for CNG vehicles of 4536 kg GVWR or less, and all 
NHTSA’S APPROACHFOR SPECIFIED ALTERNATIVE school buses. For vehicles of 4536 kg GVWR or less, the 
FUELS standard places a limit on the post-crash pressure drop in 

the fuel system one hour after the vehicle is subjected to a 
Alcohol Fuels (Methanol and Ethanol) frontal fixed rigid barrier impact crash test, and lateral and 

rear moving barrier impact crash tests. For school buses, 

The fuel system integrity of alcohol powered the same limit is placed on the post-crash pressure drop, 
vehicles is regulated along with gasoline and diesel fuels one hour after the vehicle is impacted by a moving barrier 
under FMVSS No. 301. In January 1993,NHTSA amended at any point from any angle on the bus. 
this standard to require anti-siphoning performance for 

alcohol fueled vehicles, effective September 1, 1993. Electric Vehicles 
Methanol has a significantly greater level of toxicity than 
gasoline if ingested. The anti-siphoning requirements are Electric vehicles have been in existence for as long 
intended to prevent deaths and injuries caused by the as the automobile, itself. NHTSA testing conducted in Fall 
accidental ingestion of this highly toxic fuel. Ethanol was 1993 indicated potential problems involving electrolyte 
included because ethanol vehicles can be designed to spillage and post-crash shock hazard that may merit further 
operate without major modification on methanol as well. investigation. NHTSA crash-tested two converted electric 

vehicles equipped with lead acid batteries, conducting frontal 

The anti-siphoning requirement prohibits a hose barrier crashes at 48 km/h. In both crashes, the batteries 
with a 5.2 mm or greater outside diameter from contacting sustained serious damage. Large amounts of electrolyte 
fuel in the filler neck when the fuel tank is filled to 90-95 were spilled (10.4 liters and 17.7 liters) when the batteries 
percent of capacity. The agency believes one means of were crushed. The potential toxicity of the acid in the 
manufacturer compliance is by installing a mesh screen electrolyte solution makes this an area of potential concern, 
device in the filler neck. Because the basic fuel system regarding injury to both vehicle occupants and individuals 
integrity performance of alcohol fuels is regulated under outside the vehicle. 
FMVSS No. 301, NHTSA does not anticipate further 
regulation regarding alcohol fuels. Electric shock is a second potential hazard with 

electric vehicles. Several arcs were evident under the hood 
Compressed Natural Gas of one vehicle during NHTSA’s electric vehicle crash tests. 

Shock hazard can occur at crash sites, with danger to 
NHTSA is involved in regulating the fuel system occupants, emergency medical technicians, and other first 

integrity of CNG vehicles. In January 1993, the agency responders. There also is the danger of electric shock to 
proposed to regulate both the vehicle and the fuel container, mechanics during repair of the vehicle. 
In developing CNG vehicle performance requirements, 

NHTSA aimed for consistency wherever feasible with The agency plans to publish a Request for 
FMVSS No. 301,and proposed to regulate the same vehicle Comment to seek public participation in its effort to better 
population, using the same type of testing and a fairly understand the extent and severity of these problems, and 
equivalent limit on fuel leakage. The agency also proposed to leam what steps manufacturers, voluntary industry 
to regulate CNG fuel containers due to the potentially groups, and others are taking to address them. With this 
severe consequences of a high pressure container failure, broadened perspective, NHTSA can better determine it 
These containers are typically pressurized to between 20.7 Federal involvement is merited. 
MPa and 24.8 MPa. 

Other Alternative Fuels 
In a supplemental proposal published in December 

1993, NHTSA proposed that certain performance tests for The other alternative fuels for which NHTSA ma) 
CNG containers be modeled on design and material assess the need for Federal safety activity are LPG, LNG 
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¯ and hydrogen, vehicle is converted before or after the first sale to the 

ultimate consumer. 

LPG has been used as a motor fuel for many years, 

and a number of commercial fleets in the United States are When a vehicle is converted to an alternative fuel 

powered by this fuel. LPO is stored in fuel tanks at before the first sale, the converter is in the same position as 

pressures of approximately 1380 kPa. This level of an original vehicle manufacturer. The converter must certify 

¯ pressurization, while not of the magnitude of CNG, may that the vehicle still complies with all applicable Federal 

merit investigation regarding safety. Also, because LPG is motor vehicle safety standards, including any fuel system 

heavier than air, it pools in the lowest possible area when integrity standards applicable to the alternative fuel. For 

released in air. This characteristic may create a problem in example, if a converter before the first sale converts a 

enclosed areas such as tunnels and parking garages, where gasoline powered model year 1994 vehicle to methanol, for 

¯ LPG could collect without means of escape, which there is an anti-siphoning performance standard, the 
converter must certify that, among other requirements, the 

LNG is an alternative to storing natural gas in a vehicle complies with the anti-siphoning requirement of 

compressed state in the form of CNG. LNG is liquefied by FMVSS No. 301 for alcohol fuels. In the case of a 

reducing its temperature to -162 eC at atmospheric pressure, noncompliance, the manufacturer or converter must recall 

and it is stored in this cryogenic state. LNG is appealing and remedy the noncompliant vehicles by repair or 

¯ for use in large commercial vehicles because it can be replacement; in addition, NHTSA has the authority to 

stored at increased density, which translates into an impose a civil penalty of $1000 per vehicle up to a 

extended driving range. Because LNG is not stored under maximum of $800,000. 

high pressure, the potential safety problems associated with 

CNG are not at issue. NHTSA will review available By contrast, if a vehicle is converted after the first 

¯ accident data and other information to determine if there sale to a consumer, different requirements apply. The Act 

are safety issues specific to LNG fueled vehicles which provides that no converter shall knowingly render 

should be addressed at the federal level, inoperative any device or element of design installed on or 

in a motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment in 

Other alternatively fueled vehicles, such as hydrogen compliance with an applicable Federal motor vehicle safety 

and solar powered vehicles, are on the road in small standard. This includes a vehicle’s fuel system. (The 

¯ numbers. Therefore, while NI-1TSA is interested in their prohibition only applies to a converter which is functioning 

development and safety performance, the agency does not as a "manufacturer, distributor, dealer, or motor vehicle 

anticipate major agency safety activities at this time. repair business," not to an individual or to a commercial 
entity which converts a vehicle for its own purposes.) This 

Conversions provision differs from requirements before first sale in that 

¯                                                            the converter does not "certify~ compliance with the 
It appears that at least for the near term, a large       standard, but instead must not "knowingly render 

proportion of the alternatively fueled vehicles on the road inoperative." 

will be conversions, primarily from gasoline, and diesel fuel. 

Such conversions are encouraged by national legislative and Using the above example of conversion from 

executive policy. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires gasoline to methanol, if a converter after first sale converts 

¯ States either to increase the percentage of alternatively a gasoline-powered model year 1994 vehicle to methanol, 

fueled vehicles as part of their new fleet purchases, or with the converter need not certify compliance to FMVSS No. 

a plan approved by the U.S. Department of Energy, to 301. However, the converter cannot knowinglyperfonn the 

convert a comparable portion of existing gasoline vehicles to conversion in such a way that the vehicle will fail to meet 

alternative fuels. Also, President Clinton, in an Executive the anti-siphoning requirements. The penalty for 

¯ 
Order signed in April 1993, directed an aggressive increase noncompliance with the Act’s render inoperative provision 

in the number of alternatively fueled vehicles for use by the is $1000 per violation, up to a maximum of $800,000. 

Federal government, both by purchase and conversion. 
In addition to Federal motor vehicle safety 

NHTSA is considering vafiousspproaches to assure standards, NHTSA has the statutory authority to issue 

the safety performance of vehicles converted to alternative vehicle safety inspection standards which can serve as 

¯ fuels. In defining the agency’s regulatory authority, the guidelines for those States which conduct safety inspection 

Vehicle Safety Act distinguishes between two populations of programs. The agency could issue such inspection standards 

vehicle conversions. The distinction isbased on whether the for alternatively fueled vehicles, which a State could 
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voluntarily use if it opts to conduct vehicle inspections for                                                         ¯ 

converted alternatively fueled vehicles. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has described NHTSA’s regulatory role 
regarding alternatively fueled motor vehicle safety. Within                                                          ¯ 

this broad mandate, there are a number of choices to be 

made. These include determining which alternatively, fueled 

vehicles to regulate, whether to set specific performance 

requirements for items of equipment such as the f~el tank, 

and for which sizes and types of vehicles. In addition, the                                                          ¯ 

agency can promote safe alternatively fueled vehicle 

performance through other means, such as supporting State 

safety activities, providing information to consumers, 
working with other Federal agencies and nations for a 

coordinated and harmonized approach, and working with 
industry to support the development and implementation of                                                         ¯ 

voluntary industry guidelines. NHTSA is in the early stages 

of setting program goals and priorities with regard to 

alternatively fueled vehicle safety. The agency’s role 

continues to evolve as the technology and incentives for 

alternatively fueled vehicles develop. NHTSA’s desire is to                   ¯ 

assure that alternatively fueled vehicles perform safely in the 
United States as they become an increasing large segment 

of the motor vehicle fleet. 

DISCLAIMER 

The opinions advanced in this paper are those of 
the author and do not necessarily reflect the policy of the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 
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and 1963 on all Volvo models. Successively, more refined 
ABSTRACT belts (retractorbelts in the late sixties and belt tensioners in 

the mid eighties) have further raised the safety standards of 
The safety of the rear seat of estate cars (station wagons) the front seat. 

is discussed. Recent improvements to the rear seat safety Over the same time period the safety standards of the 

¯ systems of these cars will be explained. The customer- rear seat of Volvo cars have also been improved. Three- 
oriented design process, using QFD technique, of the new point belts were introduced in the late sixties. Three-point 
rear seats for estate cars, is described, retractor belts were introduced on some markets in 1972, 

The new designs include three-point belts and head and became standard on all markets in 1975. A further 
restraints on all seating positions, integrated child booster improvement to the rear seat was the anti-submarlnlng floor 
cushion, convenient seat folding mechanisms and integrated ridge introduced in the Volvo model 760 in 1982 (Lundell 

O luggage restraints, et al 1981). 
The accident experience of the rear seats in passenger In the rear centre seat the lap-belt was the only belt 

cars is summarized, with special attention to estate cars. available for several years. However, an improvement to 
The result is a new concept of estate car rear seats with the rear centre belt started in 1986, with the introduction of 

a high level of safety, comfort and convenience, a three-point belt and head restraint for the centre seat as an 
accessory with the Volvo 700 sedan model (Karlbrink, 

¯ INTRODUCTION Mellander 1987). This was followed by the introduction of 
three-point belts as standard equipment in the rear centre 

Safety standards for passenger cars have been steadily seat of the Volvo 900 sedan models in 1990. This 
improving for several decades. For Volvo cars, several specification was also offered for the new Volvo 850 model 
safety improvements both to the interior and the structure when it was introduced ’in 1991. Adjustable height head 
of the car have contributed to the present high safety level, restraints were introduced together with the three-point 

¯ A major step in this process for Volvo was the belts. An integrated belt-positioning child booster cushion 
introduction of the three-point belt as standard equipment was also offered as an optional extra, for which the three- 
in the front seat, which was done gradually between 1959 
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point belt and head restraint were necessary prerequisites Rear seat and belt usage data 
(Lundell et al 1991). 

With these improvements of the rear centre seat in sedan A summary of the number of accidents from different 
cars of the 850 and 900 models, only the estate cars accident years and presence and seat belt use of rear seat 
continued to be fitted with a lap belt for the rear centre occupants are presented in Table 1. The restraint usage is 
seat. One reason for this was that it was more difficult to shown also in Figure 1. These data includes all types of 
find a stable anchor point that was sufficiently high for the accidents. The rear seat occupants are divided in two 
upper belt attachment. In an estate car, there was no rear groups, rear outer seating position and rear centre seating 
shelf to support the retractor. Finding effective solutions for position. The belted occupants in the outer seats have used 
these problems was a clear design challenge. This challenge three-point retractor belts and in the centre seat static lap 
was overcome with the MY93 (Model Year ’93) design for belts. If the seat belt usage was unknown, these occupants 
the Volvo 900 series estate car and the new Volvo 850 were excluded in the table. 
estate model, the latter being introduced in January 1993. 
In the following pages, the design of these rear seats will Table 1 
be explained more in detail. Number of accidents, rear seat occupants, seat usage 

and belt usage 
ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE OF THE REAR SEAT 

1976- 1981- 1986- I 1991- 
Year        80    85    90 

Before explaining the design of the new rear seats, we 
will discuss the accident experience of the rear seat. This No. of 

4401 3692 10188 4475 
experience supports the improvements made to the rear accidents 

seats, e.g the introduction of three-point belts in the centre 
Seat 

outer/ outer/, outer/ outer/ 
seat. There are a few reports of the effect of the three-point centre centre centre centre 

belt in the rear seat. One estimate, based on accident No. of rear 935/ 942/ 2400/ 1051/ 
experience, reports an injury-reducing effect (AIS 1+ seat occupants 181 182 293 131 
injuries) of 52 % for children and 28 % for adults (Norin et Average seat 10.6/ 12.8/ 11.8/ 11.7/ 
al 1980 and AAAM 1980). (The injury-reducing effect is usage (%) " 4.5 4.9 2.9 2.9 
defined as the ratio between the reduction in injury rate for Belt usage 9.3/ 26.6/ 84.1/ 89.7/ 
an improvement and the injury rate when no restraint or an ( % ) 5.5 18.7 72.6 82.4 
inferior restraint is used). Another estimate, by Evans, for ............... 
rear seat three-point belts is that they are 32 % effective in 
reducing the risk of death (Evans 1986). When changing 
from lap-belt to three-point seat belt in the rear centre 100 

position of Volvo sedan models, the injury-reducing effect 
(compared with lap-belt) for AIS 1 + injuries was estimated I 
to be 25% (Lundell et al 1991). 

The most recent data from Volvo’s accident data base 
will be summarized below. 40 

Volvo’s accident data base 20, 

All new Volvo cars in Sweden are covered by a three 
years damage warranty in the Volvia insurance company. 
About 10 % of these cars are involved in some kind of Figure 1. Restraint usage by rear seat occupants in 
accident each year. Accidents in which the repair cost outer and centre position. 
exceeds a certain level (today 25000 SEK, approx. 
3000 USD) are investigated by Volvia’s insurance claim It is clear from Figure 1 that the frequency of belt usage 
inspectors. Technical data about the damaged cars, together has increased markedly after the introduction of the law in 
with accident, occupant, and injury data is collected for Sweden in 1986 regarding mandatory rear seat belt usage. 
each case and stored in a computer data base. The injury The figures after 1986 might be somewhat too high since 
data are gathered from medical injury reports and analyzed they are based on the occupant’s own information, and can 
by a physician associated with Volvo’s Accident Research be assumed, to be exaggerated after the law was introduced. 
Team. The injuries are coded by body region, using AIS, Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 1 that the 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AAAM 1980). The present data average seat usage is rather stable over the years. For the 
base consists of about 22000 accidents involving about center seating position, however, there is a small decrease 
38000 occupants in the Volvo cars, of which about 6700 for the periods after 1986. The reason for this decrease is 
were rear seat occupants, not known. 
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Sedan and estate models usage data Table 4 
Injury rates for rear seat occupants 

Rear seat usage in sedan and estate cars is shown in 
Outer 

Table 2. We can see that there is no significant difference Centre and 
concerning the restraint use for rear seat occupants in sedan 

Injury 
Outer seats 

seat centre 
O and estate cars. The comparison is done for the period 1986 

rate seat 
to 1990 and involve 4523 sedan cars and 3103 estate cars. 

booster no 
3-p belt         lap belt 

Table 2                                              cushion            restraint 
Restraints usage for rear seat occupants in sedan and AIS 1-6 26.2%    22.5% 38.7% 39.0 

AIS 2-6    5.6%     4.2%     9.7~    10.8 
Outer position Centre position 

Sedan 85 % 75 ~ 

Estate 83 ~ 75 % The effectiveness of the different types of restraints in 
the rear seat, compared with unrestrained occupants, is 
presented in Table 5. 

In Table 3 the average seat usages for the rear seat is Table 

presented. This and the following tables are for the whole Effectiveness of rear seat belts 

1976-1994 period. Outer seats Centre seat 

¯ Table 3 
Injury rate Booster 

3-p belt Lap belt 
Average rear seat usage for sedan and estate cars cushion 

Left outer Right outer Centre AIS 1-6 33~ 43% 1 
position position position 

AIS 2-6 52% 64% 10% 
Sedan 11.7% 13.6% 3.4% 

Estate 14.2% 15.2% 5.1% 

The highest effectiveness can be seen for the occupants 
using booster cushions in the rear outer positions. The 
relatively high figures for the booster cushion can probably 

Table 3 shows that the average rear seat usage is higher be explained by the fact that the occupants using the booster 
¯ in the estate cars. It is also shown that the usage rate for cushion are children and the unrestrained group is a mix of 

the centre seat is considerably higher in estate cars. One all ages. In earlier studies it has been seen that children 
explanation for this might be that the estate car is often have a lower injury risk compared with adults (Norin et al 
used as a family car. This motivates the efforts to provide 1980). It can also be seen that the three point belt, 
the centre seat of also estate cars with three-point belts. (excluding occupants using booster cushion) has a .high 

effectiveness, 33% for AIS 1+ and 52~ for AIS2+ 
¯ Injury rate and restraint effectiveness respectively. For the occupants using lap belt only, the 

effectiveness is lower. This also motivates the efforts to 
In Table 4 the injury frequencies (MAIS 1 + and provide the centre seat with three-point belts. 

MAIS 2 +) in frontal impacts are presented for rear seat 
occupants using three point seat belts or belt positioning Injury data for each body region 
child booster cushion in the outer positions, lap belts in the 

O centre position, and unrestrained occupants in all three The data in table 4 is studied more in detail in Table 6, 
positions. Child occupants using a booster cushion on the where the injury frequencies (MAIS 2 +) for different body 
rear centre position are not included, as they are too few to regions are presented for restrained and unrestrained 
give statistically significant results, occupants. 

¯ 
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Table 6 requirements and use them in the engineering process. The 
lajury frequencies (MAIS 2+) for restrained and method used is termed QFD, Quality Function Deployment. 

_                    , .............. QF’D method 
Outer and 

Centre 
centre The QFD is a method to identify the most valuable Outer seat 

seat ~ seat features of a new product. By using a matrix (or a series of 
3-p belt Cushion Lap belt No belt matrices) the customer requirements are developed into 

design requirements. The technique also ranks the No. of    2552 
351 268 1649 requirements in order of their importance to the customer. occupants 

Factors suggesting that adoption of QFD might be 
Head 1,8 2,9 3,4 7.0 appropriate were: 

Neck 0,4 0,4 0 0,6 -- The rear seat mechanisms are frequently used 
-- The high safety standards needed to be carefully 

Back      0.7       0.4       4,5      0.9 balanced againgt other customer needs 
Chest 1.9 0.4 0.6 2.0 A multi-disciplinary QFD working group was formed 

Abdomen 1.0 0,8 2,3 1,5 and conventional QFD methods were applied. 
A reference group was also established to represent the 

Pelvis 0.4 O 0 0.8 customers in the process. The group was asked to evaluate 

Arms 1.1 0.8 2,3 3.2 existing rear seats from Volvo’s models and those of 
Volvo’s competitors. The group was also asked to express 

Legs 0,7 0.4 0 2.2 
and rank general requirements on the seats. 

The most fundamental conclusions to emerge from the 
initial study are described below, 

It can be seen from Table 6 that most injuries at 
MAIS 2 + level are reduced for the occupants using some Resul/s of QFD 
kind of restraint. For example, the injury reducing effect 
for head injuries is 74~, 59% and 51% for the occupants The items given the highest priority by the reference 
using three-point ~seat belt, bo~ster cushion on the outer group were safety and comfort. 
seating position mid occupants using lap belt on the centre A notable weak point for all rear seats (including 
position respectively. The only exceptions from the injury Volvo), was the centre seat belt (i.e. the lap belt), in 
reduction are for the occupants in the centre position using particular concerning: 
lap belts, where a clear increase of injuries to the back and - Operation and adjustment 
abdomen can be seen. This does however not oppose the - Tidiness ~ 
overall injury-reducing effect of the lap-belt given in - Safety: as percieved by the customer. 
Table 5. Weak points for most rear seats (better solutions 

available in some cars) were the general mechanisms for 
Experience of the centre seat three-point belt. folding/unfolding of the rear seat: 

Operation and adjustment of head restraints 
The accident data for the three-point belt in the centre seat - Operation and adjustment of safety belts 
is so far limited. We have only 24 occupants who were - Control levers, knobs etc. used for folding of the 
sitting in a rear centre seat equipped with a three-point belt seats 
in an accindent. Of these 22 used the belt, some of which - Safe locking of the seat hackrest/cushion when in 
were children using the belt and the booster cushion. Of raised position 
those belted, only four were injured, and none more severe Especially strong points and features unique to Volvo: 
than AIS 1. - Sculpturing of the seat cushion, backrest and head 

restraints, giving good comfort 
DEVELOPING CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS - Fold out arm rest 

- Comfort and vibration isolation 
AS an early stage in the development of the improved - Layout and design of loading area with backrest in 

rear seats for estate cars, it was decided that customer both upright and folded position 
requirements were of high priority. The requirements 
concerning safety were very important and also rather easily 
developed, due to Volvo’s long experience in this field. 
Other customer requirements, e.g. comfort and 
convenience, were not so obvious. It was therefore decided 
to develop a systematic approach to identify these 
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Impl~nentation of QFD results 

The following areas were selected for special innovative 
efforts due to a combination of high customer importance 
and weak existing solutions: 

Increased rear centre seat safety 
User-friendly folding of rear seats, in particular easy 
handling of head restraints and seat belts when 
folding and unfolding the seat 

Other conclusions were: 
Special design effort to adapt specific features from 

¯ other Volvo products: e.g. integrated child booster 
cushions (from Volvo sedan models) 
Keep and refine Volvo strong points i.e. those Volvo 
features which were identified as being important to 
the customer and superior to the competitors’ 
products as percieved by the customer 

¯ When prototypes for the new rear seat’s subsystems were 
available, the reference group was again employed to verify 
that the design requirements were adequately met. The same 
screening procedure was repeated for the complete design Figure 2. Rear seat in the 850 estate 
solution prior to full production status. The results 
indicated that the new design met the exacting customer The seat belt buckles are flexibly mounted on the floor, 

¯ requirements stipulated as the basis for the project, giving an effective lower belt geometry and buckles which 
The QFD method was found to provide a very useful fold away or get pressed down if you happen to sit in on 

tool in developing customer requirements, them. They also allow one-hand buckling. 
The chosen design and its details are described in the In the 900 estate, the outboard belts are traditionally 

following section, fastened to the C-pillar, Figure 3. This is an effective 
design in this car geometry for a safe function and for an 

O REAR SEAT DESIGN easy folding/unfolding of the seat back, without the 
drawbacks of some seats with this design described above, 

The major design goals for the new rear seats of the 850 . where the belts may get tangled with the seat in the folding 
and the 900 estate cars have been covered in the previous 
chapters. 

The following section refers to the design of the 850 
model unless otherwise stated. Comments on differences 
with the 900 model are added where relevant. 

The general layout of the rear seat of the 850 estate is 
shown in Figure 2. 

The uppermost attachment points of the rear outboard 
belts for the 850 estate are mounted in the foldable 
seatbacks, see Figure 2. 

This provides a number of advantages: 
The belt geometry suits all occupant sizes including 
children sitting on a booster cushion. 
The seat backrest may beeasily folded as opposed to 

a seat where the seatbelts are fixed to the car body 
since the latter can hinder folding and get clamped in 
the seat back when unfolding the seat. 
The seat is easily installed as it is delivered from the Figure 3. Belt configuration in 900 seat 
manufacturer complete with belts after functional 

¯ 
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Centre Three-Point Belt For impacts to the rear end of the car the forces on the 
backrest are restricted to the inertial forces associated with 

The three-point belt for the rear centre seat was first the two passsengers and the backrest itself. 
introduced as standard for the Volvo 900 series sedan The structure of the seat’s backrest in the Volvo 850 is 
models in August 1990 (MY91) and followed for the new shown in Figure 4. 

850 series in Jtme 1991. (Lundell et al, 1991.) 
The provision of a three-point belt for the rear centre 

seat in estate cars was first introduced in the 900 series 
from August 1992 (MY93), and in the 850 estate from the 
latter’s introduction in January 1993. 

The advantages with the three-point for the rear centre 
seat are as follows: 

High level of protection to the occupant, with an 
effective geometry when the belt is worn 
The use of this type of belt facilitates the use of an 
integrated child booster cushion, making the centre 
seat an attractive and well protected seating place for 
the child 
This belt allows the use of conventional child seats 
which require a three-point belt ~-~ 

- This system offers ease of installation during 
manufacture as the belt, including retractor, is pro- 
mounted in the seat backrest by the supplier Figure 4. Structure of 850 backrest (right section). 

- The mounting of the belt in the seat backrest 
provides a part of the belt system’s energy absorption The backrest’s structure is a welded framework of closed 
in a crash, by controlled deformation of the backrest profiles, both vertical and horizontal. Closed profiles offer 
structure high stiffness in torsion and bending. 

One difficulty in mounting the uppermost attachment of The loads on the backrest frame are transmitted to the 
the centre belt, as well as the outboard belts, in the seat car body through the seat’s three attachment points namely 
backrest was to get a sufficiently high attachment point, the two floor hinges (on which the backrest pivots when 
both to fulfil legal aspects of belt geometry and to give a folded) and the unsymmetrically placed upper outboard 
comfortable and safe geometry. This required the seat lock. The asymmetry gives rise to torsional moments in the 
backrest to be higher than in previous designs. Compared backrest frame in a crash and it is therefore essential that 
with the backrest in the Volvo 700 estate model, the the backrest frame be designed with a high torsional 
backrest in the 900 estate model is 60 mm higher, strength. 

Seat Design 

The rear seat is divided in two foldable sections, the 
larger accommodating the right outboard seat and the centre 
seat, and the smaller section the left outboard seat, 
Figure 2, The orientation of the centre belt is such that the 
upper belt guide is on the outboard side of the backrest (i.e. 
over the right shoulder of the occupant) to decrease the 

~ ~@ "~ 
loads on the backrest. Nevertheless, having the centre belt 
as well as the outboard belt in the backrest creates high 
forces on the backrest in a crash, thereby necessitating 
particular attention to the design of this backrest. The 
forces on this backrest in a frontal crash may be 
summarised as follows: s~ ~k k~, / 

The two seat belt loads i.e. centre and outboard belts 
Inertia of the seat backrest itself 
Distributed load from luggage/cargo pressing against Figure 5. Upper backrest lock (850, left side). 
the seat backrest or load net or from an extra seat 
fitted in the cargo area The unsymmetrically placed upper locking catch also 

takes high loads in a crash. It is made of high tensile steel 
and engages a U-shaped, forged locking eye monted on the 
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car body, Figure 5. Great attention was paid to the safety Integrated Child Booster Cushion 
of the locking mechanism. A red indicator warns when the 
lock is not engaged. The introduction of the three-point belt and the 

-. adjustable head restraint for the rear centre seat were 
necessary prerequisites for the development of an integral 
belt positioning child booster cushion for this seating 
position. An integral child seat was first introduced 
simultaneously with the introduction of the three-point belt 
as standard in the rear centre seat of the 900 and 850 sedan 

~ ’ models. (Lundell et al 1991) 
~ 

.~ 
An integral booster cushion is now available also with 

~ 
all new Volvo estate models. The cushions are in prinoiple 

~/ 
~,              ~ 

the same as those fitted in sedan models and are integrated 
i.: . into the foldable armrests in the same way. They are 

intended for children between 3 and 10 years of age, i.e. 
ECE Regulation 44 groups 2 and 3. 

Figure 6. Backrest design of 900 model. 

The Volvo 900 estate has a similar rear seat design, 
Figure 6. One difference is that the upper anchoring points 
for the outboard belts are mounted on the C-pillar and not 
on the seat backrest as in the 850. Nevertheless, the 
backrest has to take the loads from the centre belt, so it has 
a very strong construction also in the 900. 

To sumn~rize, both the 850 and 900 seats are of a very 
strong design, to withstand the loads from the occupants as Figure 7. Integrated booster cushion (850). 

well as from luggage in the cargo area. 
The added strength as well as the new items included in The cushions used in the 850 and 900 are largely the 

the seat did of course increase the weight of the seat. Since same. The 850’s child cushion is illustrated in Figure 7. It 

the new rear seat in the 900 model is a development of the has an expanding mechanism such that its seat cushion 

seat in the 700 model, with a lap belt only for the rear widens when it is folded down. When folding up, its width 

centre seat, it is possible to compare the weight of the two contracts to the original armrest width and is stowed in the 

seats. The rear seat is approximately 10 kg heavier in the armrest recess. When the cushion is unfolded without 

900 than in the 700 model, operating the widening mechanism the cushion functions as 

A difference between the 850 and 900 is the relative an ordinary armrest. 

positions of the large and small seat and backrests sections. In comparison the 900 series child cushion is of constant 

The larger of the two sections is fitted on the right hand width whether used as a child cushion or as an armrest. 

side in the 850 and on the left hand side in the 900. This 
change in seating geometry was adopted for a number of Head Restraints 

practical reasons, though in terms of safety there is no 
difference between the two solutions. One reason for having The head restraints of rear outboard seats in the 850 

the wide part on the right hand side in the 850 is that 850 estate are of a unique, patented construction, Figure 8. The 

is fitted with a forward folding passenger seat. Thus, when overriding design consideration was, of course, to provide 

the front passenger seat and right rear hand seats are both maximal protection from injury, especially in rear end 

folded down, long and wide cargos may be loaded. For crashes, but passenger comfort and sound ergonomics when 

example a stretcher may be carried while another passenger folding the rear seat forward to give a larger load carrying 

sits on the narrower, rear left hand seat, to tend to the area were also important, as a result of the QFD study. 

srtetcher patient. 
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When folding the seat backrest, the head restraints need in the 850. Completely automatic folding was not possible 

not be removed. Instead, the head restraint is easily lifted together with the integrated load net in the 850 model. 

and folded forward. When the backrest is then folded In summary Volvo estate’s rear outboard head restraints 

forwards, the head restraint fits into a hidden and well have the following common features: 

protected position between the raised seat cushion and the High level of crash safety,~ concerning both strength 
anti-submarining ridge on the floor. In this way the head and geometry 
restraint does not reduce the cargo loading volume and is The head restraints do not need to be removed in 

well protected from dirt and soiling by goods loaded, order to fold down the rear seats 
When the seat backrest is folded, the head restraints 
are protected from the load and do not impinge upon 
the effextive load bearing area 
The head restraints are always raised when the seat is 
occupied, to ensure maximum protection in a 
collision 
Visibility may be increased by folding down (850) or 
pushing to a low position (900) 

The centre seat of both the 850 and 900 series have head 
restraints. These may be.raised or lowered manually, to 
adjust to the height of the occupant. They have to be 
pushed down before the seat backrest may be folded down, 
although this operation is very simple. This manual 
operation is justified by the low usage frequency of the 
centre seat compared with the outer seats. The head 
restraint is adjusted to a higher position simply by pulling 
upwards, and it is automatically locked against being 
pushed downwards. To lower again, the head restraint is 
first pulled slightly forward without the need for a release 

Figure 8. Folding of seat and head restraint (850). button which might be difficult to reach. 

When the seat backrest is folded upright again the head Integrated Load Net 

restraint is easily erected by a pulling and lifting motion. A 
spring then pulls the head restraint down and locks it in the The 850 estate has a unique, patented, split load 

upright position, protective net in the top of the two seat backrest sections 
The head restraint can also be left in the forward-folded (see Figures 4 and 9-11. This loadnet is retracted in a 

(horizontal) mode so long as no passenger is sitting in that housing when not in use, forming part of a closed profile 

position. In this mode it presents no restriction to the in the top of the seat back, Figure 9. 

rearwards visibility for the driver or for a car behind. It is 
however, due to bad comfort, not possible to sit in the seat 
without raising the head restraint to the upright position. 

The 900 estate is fitted with outboard rear head restraints 
of another unique and patented construction, already shown 
in Figure 6. The head restraint has an automatic folding 
mechanism. Further its height is adjustable. The head 
restraint is retracted automatically when the seat backrest is 
folded forwards, even when the head restraint is adjusted to 
its maximum height. It folds into a recess in the foam of 
the seat backrest Such that it is completely out-of-the-way 
and protected from any luggage or cargo loaded, in the 
same way as in the 850 model. When raising the seat 
backrest again, the head restraint extends to its lowest 
protective position and may then be manually adjusted to a 
higher position. 

Head restraints that do not need any action from the user . . 
when folding the rear seat was one of the most strongly 
expressed customer requirements in the QFD conducted 
before design work commenced. This requirement was Figure 9. Loadnet housing in backrest (850). 
completely satisfied by the 900 design and to a large extent 
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The load net can be used both when the seat backrests The integral load net gives the following advantages: 
are up i.e. to carry passengers (Figure 10) or when the High protection from goods in the luggage area in 
backrests are folded down to carry large loads (Figure 11). case of a crash 
The section of the loadnet covering the larger section of the The net is always available 
seat may be used separately, regardless of the position of There is minimal reduction of effective load carrying 

~ the smaller section of the seat. length (only 8 ram) 

When retracted, the net is nicely covered by a There are no stowage problems for the net when it is 
springloaded folding lid along the seatback, not needed 

When used, the net is prevented from extending further The load net may be used whether the two rear seat 
in the case of a crash, sections are up or down, and separately in the larger 

section regardless of the position of the sn~tller 
section 
The seat back is manufactured to facilitate installation 
of the load net as an accessory 

Rear Seat Folding Ergonomy 

As stated earlier above, a high priority was given to the 
fulfilment of customer demands from the very start of the 
project. Accordingly it was important that the new rear 
seats should be not only safe and comfortable but also very 
easy to operate when folding and unfolding. 

Folding down the seat backrest to maximize the load 
¯                                 carrying area is facilitated by the following innovations: 

The seat cushion is folded forwards by pulling a strap 
on the outboard side, which simultaneously releases 
the cushion lock 
As explained above, the head restraints need not be 
removed in order to fold down the seat. 
The seat backrest has in the upper outboard comer a 
release lever that may be operated with one hand. 

Figure 10. Loadnet shown with rear seat in passenger 
The lever is ergonomically designed such that it is 

configuration (850). 
easy to see, reach and operate. 

- Balancing springs are used to ensure that folding the I backrests up or down is almost effortless. 

¯ - The load nets do not need to be removed when they 
are not in use but are instead rolled up in a specially 
designed resess. 
The child cushion does not have to be removed when 
not in use but folds away in the same way as the 
folding armrest. 

The seat belts need not be handled at all when 
folding or unfolding the seat. 
A wide, folding armrest is provided as standard. 

CONCLUSIONS 

¯ The new rear seats in the estate models of the 850 and 
900 series have raised safety standards of the Volvo estate 
models. This result has been achieved by the combination 
of a new three-point belt for the rear centre seat, new head 

~ restraints and the fitting of an integrated child booster 
cushion for the rear centre seat. The !oad-carrying 

¯ Figure 11. Loadnet shown with rear seat folded capability of the seat back, and the integral load net fitted 

forward in load conf’~uration (850). in the 850 also contribute to the high safety level. 
Furthermore, the ergonomics of the seats have been 
developed to simplify the use of the seat functions. Taking 
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¯ 
these improvements as a whole, the new rear seats of the 
Volvo 850 and 900 estate models have excellent safety,. 
versatility and handling cemfort. 
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¯ 
Child Restraint System Development in Australia               Australia is also looking forward to better booster chairs 

offering higher levels of protection for the four to ten year 
Michael Griffiths olds and the incorporation of integrated child seats into new 
Julie Brown cars. 
Paul Kelly The paper questions, if Australia had validated and 

¯ 
Road Safety Bureau, RTANSW, Australia reported it’s experience with child restraint design in 
Paper Number 94 S 10 015 overseas proceedings and conferences, whether other parts 

of the world might have been able to make more timely use 
ABSTRACT of lessons learnt the hard way through death and serious 

injury on Australian roads. 
This paper reviews: 

¯ - the development of child restraint systems in Australia, 1.0 INTRODUCTION 
- current development work for improved Standards, 
- lessons learnt from real world performances, and This paper presents a review of the development of child 
- experience with reducing misuse, occupant protection in Australia over the past 24 years. It 

Australian child restraints have taken on some unusual focuses specifically on improvements made to child restraint 
features compared to their North American and European design through constant development of the Australian 

O counterparts: Child Restraint Standard, relevant Australian Design Rules 
- Infant restraints are generally confined to the rear seat; and legislation and regulations relating to child restraint use. 
- The most popular infant restraint is a detachable hand Many of the developments to the Child Restraint 
held capsule which leaves the base semi-permanently Standard and crash protection for children in general have 
mounted in the car; come about as a direct result of findings and observations 
- Most children go into forward facing restraints at the age from in-depth studies and laboratory tests. 

¯ of 5 or 6 months; Incorrect installation and misuse of child restraints have 
- The forward facing restraints use a virtually mandatory also been successfully addressed in Australia. Usage rates of 
6 point harness with dual crotch straps, no shield style 88 percent and correct installation and usage rates of 
devices, no shoulder harness clips; approximately 75 percent, coupled with the stringent nature 
- Top tether straps since 1976; of the Child Restraint Standard to which all child restraints 
- The Australian Standard is also arguably the toughest must conform, results in children in Australia being offered 

O performance standard in the world with four separate crash one of the highest levels of crash protection available world 
sled tests for frontal, rearward, sideways and inverted wide. 
impacts; and 
- Network of "Safety Restraint Fitting Stations" and 2.0 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILD RESTRAINT 
associated developments resulting in misuse rates falling to SYSTEMS IN AUSTRALIA 
below 20%. 

~ Reviews of fatalities, children’s hospital admissions and Chairs designed for carrying children., in cars first 
mass crash data haven’t been able to find any of the neck appeared on the Australian market in the late 1950’s. These 
injury problems reported with forward facing child restraints early devices were not designed to provide crash protection 
in North America and Europe. but were intended to provide children with comfortable 
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This procedure doesn’t always detect problems in that it Standard AS1754-1975. Anchorages must comply with 

does not take into account the thickness of the seat back and ADR 34, or subsequent editions, as appropriate. 
in some cases the anchorage point is placed too close to the 
seat back. This causes problems with adjusting the top 6.0 CURRENT ISSUES IN CHILD RESTRAINT 
tether. STANDARDS, LEGISLATION AND DESIGN 

A proposal has been drafted to replace this method with DEVELOPMENT 
one that uses the front edge of the seat back as a datum for 
locating the anchorage point. 6.1 Improved Side Impact Test Procedure 

5.3 New South Wales Child Restraint Legislation (8) Work is currently underway on an improved side impact 
test procedure aimed at improving the head protection 

In October 1971, seat belt wearing became compulsory, afforded by all types of child restraints. It is believed that 

Children under the age of 8 years were exempt, this test will be more realistic than the current side impact 

From March 1977, the driver of a car (other than a taxi), test. 
station wagon, utility or panel van could not permit a child At present, the side impact dynamic test assesses a child 
under the age of eight years to travel unrestrained if a restraint ability to maintain position and restrain a child 

suitable restraint is available in the vehicle. In the case of a within the device. This is achieved by mounting the child 
child aged 12 months and over, an adult seat belt was restraint on a open rig test seat which is mounted on the sled 

deemed as ~ suitable restraint. It was also provided that if a in a side configuration. The new test will include a simulated 
car or station wagon had front and rear seats, the driver intruding door structure. A limit will be placed on the 
could not permit a child under the age of eight years to travel amount of head excursion and acceleration. The new test 
in the front compartment if a rear seat position was will apply to all types of child restraints. 

available. 
Children under 8 years of age were prohibited from 6.2 Child Restraint Assessment Program 

being carried unrestrained in the front seat of motor vehicles 
from January 1982. Exceptions were allowed on medical Researchers are currently working on a child restraint 
grounds or where no rear seat was available, assessment program designed along the lines of the New Car 

From July 1982, the driver of a motor vehicle became Assessment Program (NCAP). In this program every child 

responsible for ensuring that any child under the age of restraint currently available in Australia (except full harness 
14 years in a motor vehicle uses an available child restraint, systems) will be subjected to a number of tests and then 
The driver’s responsibility previously applied to children rated according to their performance. Parameters that are 
under 8 years. From March 1986, the driver could lose being measured include head acceleration, head excursion 

2 demerit points, with any accompanying fines, for each and chest acceleration. The ease of use is also being assessed 

child permitted to travel unrestrained. This was increased to based on ISO draft procedure ISO/CD 13215-2. 
3 demerit points in December 1989. The accumulation of Compatibility and installation of the child restraint and the 

12 points over a three year period usually leads to loss of a vehicle in which it is likely to be fitted (in terms of the child 

licence or a restriction, restraint’s size) is also being assessed. 
In March 1988, it became compulsory for children under 

12 months to be restrained by a restraint appropriate for their 6.3 Test Dummies 
age in private passenger vehicles. 

Prior to July 1989, both adults and children were exempt Data is currently being collected regarding the 

from compulsory restraint legislation when travelling in taxi anthropometry of low birthweight infants. This information 
cabs. From this date, taxi passengers including children aged will be used to manufacture a 2 kg "rag doll like" dummy 
1 to 14 years must be properly restrained, that will be representative of this group in size and mass 

The regulations were clarified in December 1991 to distribution. 
make it clear that adult passengers have to wear any A dummy of this size will give particular insight into the 
available seat belt before they can go unrestrained and possibility of ejection for smaller, premature babies who are 

unrestrained children (for whatever reason) must travel in a often discharged early from birthing hospitals. 
rear seating position, if no specific child restraint is available Another current concern regarding dummies and the 

(9). assessment of ejection relates to the TNO P0. The use of this 
From March 1993, it became compulsory for all children dummy was written into the current 1991 Standard for the 

under 1 year to be suitably restrained. That is, to use an sake of uniformity. However, since its introduction, 
Australian Standards approved device suitable to the child’s concerns have surfaced regarding this dummy’s limbs. 
height and mass. The fact there may not be a restraint Because the limbs are not articulated and are fixed in one 
available in the vehicle is not a defence to prosecution, particular position, the limbs tend to catch in the harness 

Child restraining devices ~nust comply with Australian straps and reduce the possibility of ejection. The Standard is 
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¯ 
being amended to revert to the previous loose limbed 7.0 CONCLUSION 
dummy, TARU Theresa, which is a more pliable dummy. 

The lack of an 18 kg (4 year old) dummy is also a The design of Australian child restraints brought about 
concern. This is hindering aspects of restraint development, by the development of relevant Standards and Design Rules, 
particularly forward facing seats. Currently many standards together with legislation and programs aimed at improving 

¯ have normal change over at the 4 year old child mark, yet the correct installation and usage of child restraints, has 
only 3 and 6 year old dummies are available. New product meant that Australia now has very high levels of crash 
is either tested below or well above its 4 year old child protection available to children. 
design point. In summary, Australian child restraints take the form of: 

An attempt is being made to use the 6 month CRABI (i) Infant restraints- all are rearward facing, confined to the 
dummy in two minor projects. The first is a comparison of rear seat and are anchored to the vehicle by an adult seat belt 

¯ 
the TNO P3/4 and the CRABI dummies, both fitted with a and top tether strap; 
neck transducer in the hope of obtaining some data and (ii) forward facing seats designed for use by children in the 
experience should neck load measurement be introduced 6 months to 4 years age group - all have in-built 6 point 
into Australian Child Restraint Standards. There has been harnesses with leg straps, a centrally located buckle low 
some discussion in this direction. The second will attempt to down over the torso and are anchored to the vehicle by an 
use the CRABI to compare tethered and untethered adult seat belt and top tether strap; 

¯ restraints. (iii) restraints for the over 4 year old group - boosters are 
The Child Restraint Assessment Program is also available to improve available seat belt geometry and fit. 

attempting to use CRABI, the Hybrid 3/6 year old and other Full harness systems are also available. 
instrumented child dummies. All child restraints are tested to arguably the most 

stringent Standard in the world. This includes dynamic 
6.2Future Directions requirements for front, side, rear and inverted test 

¯ configurations. Work is currently being conducted to further 
Integrated Child Seats - It is hoped that more improve this level of protection, especially in side impacts. 

integrated child seats will appear in Australia in the near In recent times, Australia has taken a more active role in 
future. Although the advantages regarding correct fitment of the ISO child restraint committee to pass on its experience 
integrated seats are obvious, there are some concerns and learn from others. 
regarding the introduction of these devices in Australian 

¯ 
cars. Firstly, inbuilt vehicle components are regulated by 8.0 BIBLIOGRAPI-IY 
Australian Design Rules. Therefore, unless provisions are 
made in the ADRs directly comparable to those in the 1.0 Herbert D. C. 
Australian Standard, there is the possibility that integrated Evolution of Australian standard for Child Restraints 
seats will be inferior to the level of protection currently TARU RN 1/77 
being provided by after market child restraints. 2.0 Radovich V. G. 

O 
Secondly, it will be hard to maintain the level of Development of Infant and Child Restraint 

protection in the current Standard if the after market child Regulations and their Application 
restraints have to compete with devices that do not have to SAE 831655 
meet the same requirements. 3.0 Vazey B. A., Herbert D. C. & Leitis V. 

ISO Fix Type Devices - From January 1995, with the Crash Protection for Babies 
fitting of at least one child restraint anchor fitting as original TARU RN 2/74 

~ 
equipment in new cars, coupled with mandatory top tether 4.0 Henderson J. M., Herbert D. C., Vazey B. A. 
use, Australian child restraints will be compatible and easily & Stott J. D. 
exchanged between vehicles. The next step would be Performance of Child Restraints in Crashes and 
logically something similar to the ISO fix~ There are, in Laboratory Tests 
however, some concerns with such a device, The main one TARU RN 3/76 
being that unless each seat in a vehicle is required to be 5.0 Von Wimmersperg H. F. & Czemakowski W. J. 

D 
fitted with three or four universal attachment points, The Safe Deceleration of Infants in Car Crashes 
Australia will be actually in a situation less agreeable than 760816 Twentieth Stapp Car Crash Conference 
the present; that is; at least three anchorage points are 6.0 Griffiths M. & Kelly P. 
currently required in most Australian cars and other Improving The Quality Of Safety Restraint Fitting 
passenger carrying vehicles, and Wearing In Vehicles 

7.0 Fell D. 
Personal Communication 

¯ 
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chairs in which they could see out of windows and be held (ii) when coupled with the restraining systems they pivoted 
in place when they fell asleep. Installation of these devices at the base of the basket allowing child dummies to be 
involved either hooking them over or under the vehicle seat ejected during laboratory crash simulations (3). 

back. In 1975 the Australian Standard was rewritten and 
It soon became apparent that these devices did not fare reissued as AS1754-1975. The performance requirements 

very well in real world crash situations and offered very were restated in the hope that a suitable restraint would be 

little crash protection for the child occupant. Indeed in many developed (1). AS 1754-1975 stated that "Type A child 

cases they became launching pads for children in crashes, restraints shall be designed to distribute forward 

This was confirmed by examination of high speed film of deceleration forces as uniformly as possible over the whole 

crash simulations performed in the Crashlab (previously of the occupant’s torso and head in the posterior/anterior 
known as TARU) laboratory (1). direction. Provision shall also be made for occupant restraint 

The inadequacy of these devices in providing crash in rearward and sideways deceleration and roll over of the 

protection for children, led to the issue of the first Australian vehicle, rearward deceleration forces being distributed as 

Standard for Child Restraints in 1970(E46-1970). This widely as possible over the torso." Requirements concerning 

Standard set design restrictions and performance the harness system were also included. Harnesses had to 

requirements. It was essentially a design standard that provide upper torso and pelvic restraint, the latter without 
assessed structural integrity using static testing and included applying pressure above the pelvis. Any infant restraint that 

labelling provisions (2). It covered specially designed was equipped with a harness system that did not meet the 
restraints, including full harnesses suitable for children from harness requirements had to fulfil the force distribution 

0 to 11 years, requirements with the harness not in use. 
The first seats to meet the requirements of the 1970 Around this time an American rearward facing restraint 

Standard were all forward facing seats. Most had built-in became available on the Australian market. This restraint 
five pointharness systems. (Designated as Type B restraints did not meet the Standards requirements. The main 

by E46-1970.) Most employed integrated anchorage perceived difficulties with this device were that the harness 

systems, did not utilise the available adult belts and were system was a 3 point configuration which, in forward 

confined to rear seating positions. All of the seats were impacts, placed too much reliance on the harness for 

designed for children whose mass fell between 9 kg and occupant restraint. The manufacturer was encouraged to 

19 kg which corresponds to an age range of approximately modify it with a 5 or 6 point hamess and a top tether strap, 

6 months to 4 years. There were no approved restraints but declined to so. 

suitable for infants, from birth to 6 months. However, there The first specially designed infant restraint that met the 

was a small number of three point, full harness systems requirements of the Australian Standard was the Steelcraft 

available for children over the age of 4 years. "Swinger" (See Fig 1). This device was based on the design 
described by Von Wimmersperg (5). Being similar in 

2.1 Crash Protection For Infants concept to common bassinettes and carry cots etc, it was 
designed to sit along the length of rear seats. 

In a 1974 study "conducted to ascertain the methods The initial design put forward by the manufacturers did 

employed by parents to restrain infants, Vazey et al (3) not meet the Standard as it rotated forward, rather than 
found that parents had little choice in the safe transportation 
of infants in cars, Parents could: 
(i) nurse babies while they themselves were restrained by 

adult seat belts, 
(ii) attempt to restrain their babies in seats designed for 
older Children, or 
(lii) carry their babies in bassinettes or carry beds placed on 
the seat or the floor. 
(iv) The remaining option was not to travel with babies in 
cars until 6 months of age. 

Obviously, none of the above provide any real protection 
for an infant in a crash. 

Manufacturers at the time appeared to be concentrating 
their efforts towards net or webbing restraints designed for 
restraining bassinettes on the rear seat. However, none met 
the requirements of the Australian Standard. The chief 
objectiofis to the basket type restraints were that: 
(i) they were too flexible, insufficiently padded and without 
the structural integrity to provide crash protection, and           Figure 1. Steelcraft "Swinger" 
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¯ backwards, in frontal crash sled tests. However, after some within the bassinette by a "Velcro" body band. Initially, the 
alterations were made the subsequent design met all of the device was designed to be anchored to the car by the adult 
requirements and gained Standards approval in 1981. The seat belt on the base only. This configuration restrained the 
initial design was anchored on the rear seat by integrated dummy adequately in forward and rearward laboratory 
straps that attached directly to the car body. It did not simulated impacts, but was found to be inadequate in 
include top tethers or make use of the adult seat belts. The laboratory simulated side impacts. In simulated side 

¯ chief objection to the initial design was that upon impacts, the bassinette dislodged from the base. The 
examination of high speed film of laboratory crash addition of a top tether, anchoring the "Capsule" to the 
simulations, the device was found to rotate after the impact parcel shelf, prevented the release of the bassinette and was 
phase of the crash. During the impact phase the device therefore included in the design of the device that eventually 
moved forward causing the test dummy to be thrown gained Standards approval. The addition of the top tether 
violently against the side of the device, also confined the device to rear seat use only. 

¯ Developmental work carried out in the laboratory found This device proved to be very successful on the 
that the addition of top tether straps and side attachment to Australian market and with little modification is still one of 
existing seat belts overcame the post impact rotation the most popular infant restraints in use. The only significant 
problem and promoted rotation towards the seat back during modification to the Safe-N-Sound Capsule has been the 
the impact phase. This allowed the device to pivot in such a replacement of the wide "Velcro" body band with a six point 
way as to maintain anterior/posterior deceleration in forward harness (which includes adjustable shoulder and crotch 

¯ decelerations. The infant was restrained within the device by straps). The Safe-N-Sound device accounted for almost 
a"body bag" (See Figure 1). 100% of infant restraints sold and hired* from it’s 

This device was not popular on the Australian market, introduction until the early 1990’s when convertible child 
mainly because it occupied the entire rear seat. restraints became available. More recently a number of 

Several years after the Steelcraft Swinger gained smaller rearward facing infant restraints approved by 
Standards approval, a second device, capable of meeting the Standards Australia, have also become available. 

¯ requirements of the Standard, became available. Again, this A "convertible" child restraint is one which is designed 
device met the requirements only after further development for use as a rearward facing restraint for children aged 0-6 
of the initial design. This device, which is still in production months and can then be "turned around" and used as a 
is the Safe-N-Sound Baby Safety Capsule, shown in forward facing restraint for children aged 6 months-4 years. 
Figure 2. The authors feel that the dual nature of this design leads to a 

compromise of the effectiveness of the restraint provided in 

¯ both configurations. This opinion is based on experience and 
observation of sled testing, but has not been proven from 
evidence in real world situations. Concerns with 
convertibles are the lack of adjustable crotch straps and the 
problem introduced by the recline angle. Forward facing 
restraints are allowed a maximum recline angle of 45 

¯ degrees. If a convertible is used in the rearward facing 
configuration with this angle of reclination the occupant 
may in some cases be seated at an angle of 30 degrees from 
the vertical (because of the 15 degree inclination of the seat). 
This is an unfavourable situation. A proposal for a 
requirement for a minimum recline angle is currently being 

¯ prepared by Standards Australia. 
Smaller rearward facing infant restraints are now 

appearing on the Australian market and in rental schemes. 
These devices overcome the minor complaints received 
regarding the use of the Safe-N-Sound Capsule and 

Figure 2. Safe-N-Sound Baby Safety Capsule convertible restraints in that their size limits their use in 
O small cars and that the design of the "Capsule" bassinette 

This device is based on the concept of rearward facing makes it awkward to lift in and out of some cars. All of these 
restraint allowing the peak deceleration forces to be 
distributed over the infant’s head and torso in the *To counter the cost of purchasing a restraint that has a 
posterior/anterior direction. It consists of a moulded plastic limited use of six months and therefore make the safe 
base that is mounted on the rear seat using an existing adult restraint of infants available to everyone, the New South 

O belt and a moulded plastic bassinette which is inserted into Wales Road Safety Bureau set up a state wide network 

the base. In the original design the child was restrained of Infant Restraint Hire Schemes. Such networks are 
nationwide. 
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devices employ a six point harness and are tethered to the serious problems were created. They were: 

vehicle by both a top tether and an existing adult belt. (i) hazardous throat contact (self strangulation), and 
(ii) emergency release. 

2.2 Improved Protection For Children Aged 6 months In at least one case a child left unattended in the seat died 

to 4 years from asphyxiation after sliding down into the "V" of the 
shoulder straps. There were also a number of reported near 

The first child restraints to gain approval to E46-1970 misses. In two other cases children died in car fires when 

for children aged up to 4 years were all of a similar design, rescuers were unable to quickly release the children because 

Most had five point in built harness systems and were they could not determine how the harness released. 

anchored to the vehicle using integrated anchorage straps. 2.2.1 Release Buckle and Crotch Strap Location - 
Most of the early harness systems had at least 4 strap These events led to a test for hazardous throat contact being 

adjusters. The multiple adjusters created general misuse placed in the Standard together with a mandatory 

problems in that it was difficult and time consuming to requirement for buckle type quick release devices to be 

achieve a good fit for the child occupant, centrally located over the front of the occupant’ s torso. The 
This was addressed in the next issue of the Standard test for hazardous throat contact effectively mandates the 

AS1754-1975 by including in the dynamic test the use ofacrotchstraporlegstraps. 

requirement that each device be tested with 75 mm of slack In the 1991 issue of the Standard, a requirement that a 

in each adjuster. In order to improve their test performance, crotch strap shows no evidence of contact with the genital 

manufacturers gradually reduced the number of adjusters, area, virtually eliminated single crotch straps in Australian 

The integrated anchorage straps in early forward facing devices. 

child seats led to problems of top strap adjusters slipping 2.2.2 Top tether anchorage points - Child restraint 

over time, allowing the seat to drop down onto the seat systems have been utilising top tethers for anchorage to 

cushion. This allowed excessive excursion in a crash, vehicles since 1976. Many of the forward facing child seats 
The 1975 Standard required that a child restraint be approved to AS1754-1975 employed dual installation 

designed to be anchored to the vehicle by either an adult systems comprising either a top tether in.conjunction with a 

belt, integrated anchorage straps, a combination of these seat belt, or a three point seat belt. In many cases seat belt 

two or an anchorage system built into the vehicle. A geometry is not amenable to good child restraint installation. 

recommendation was included in this Standard advising that Often the top anchorage is forward of the front surface of the 

child restraints should be designed to be anchored by an vehicle seat, resulting in unwanted forward movement of the 

adult belt for at least the lower anchorages and a top tether, seat. This situation is exacerbated by retractable seat belts. 
This recommendation was to induce manufacturers to To address this problem a mandatory requirement was 

move away from integrated straps while still maintaining the introduced in 1991 that all child restraints, except boosters, 

principle of a minimum of 3 anchors to the vehicle. This etc be fitted with a top tether. 

principle was carried over from the 1970 Standard which A simple North American hook style anchorage 

required that there be a minimum of 3 anchorages and that attachment for the top tether has also been regulated in order 

they should form a triangle, allowing the line of action of the to increase the ease of interchange of child restraint with 

deceleration forces to act through the centre of the triangle, different vehicles. This is in alignment with an amendment 
This has eventually led to the widespread and now to the relevant Australian Design Rule (ADR)that regulates 

mandated provision of top tethers, which will be discussed the installation of at least one corresponding anchorage 

later, fitting in every car manufactured from January 1995. 
All of the early devices had the harness quick release An amendment to the relevant ADR relating to the 

device (buckle) positioned centrally over the lower torso, positioning of anchorage points is also being prepared 

The easy access to the buckle led to problems with (discussed in later section). Complementing this is a 

occupants releasing the buckle, proposal before Standards Australia for a maximum length 
In an attempt to address this problem, one Australian of top tether straps when adjusted to their shortest length. 

manufacturer of a second generation device positioned the Another problem with seat belt geometry currently under 

buckle low down on the metal frame supporting the seat investigation is it’s compatibility with child restraints. The 

shell, out of sight and easy reach of the occupant. The problem exists principally because child restraint 

harness configuration did away with a crotch strap or leg manufacturers do not make sufficient allowance for the 

straps. The shoulder straps comprised a single length of variability of lap belt geometry and buckle strap length in 

webbing folded into a "V". The lap belt was permanently their designs. A proposal has been made for Standards 

attached low down on one side of the frame. To use it, it had Australia to adopt J1819 - Draft S AE Recommended 

to pass in turn through a slot in the seat, the shoulder straps, Practice - Securing Child Restraint Systems in Motor 

and a slot in the other side of the shell, before engaging the Vehicles, with some amendments to take into consideration 

buckle, seat belts anchored forward of the intersection of the seat 

In attempting to solve one problem, two rather more cushion and seat back. 
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¯ 2.2.3 Harness Release Buckles - Further current 2.3.1 Booster Seats - Boosters, aimed at correcting 
developments with AS 1754-1991 are concerned with some of the problems associated with poor seat belt fit were 
construction of the harness release buckle and the amount developed and introduced in Australia in 1977 following 
of slack introduced into harness systems during dynamic legislation making it compulsory for children to use 
testing, available restraint systems in motor vehicles. They can take 

During recent Crashlab testing, buckle release was the form of a cushion, comprised of a seating area only, or a 

¯ recorded on a number of occasions when the IMMI buckle chaise which also incorporates a seat back. Both forms are 
(a buckle new to Australian devices, where the release designed for use with adult lap/sash belts or full harness 
button is not recessed and only requires a very short systems. That is, they do not contain integrated restraint 
displacement to release) was struck by the head of the test systems and they must not be used with lap only belts. (See 
dummy. In each case the dummy was not ejected but was Figures 3 and 4.) 
found sitting uptight with the shoulder straps still across the 

¯ shoulders. There was no prior evidence of this occurring in 
real world crashes. Nonetheless, as a safety first measure, a 
test was proposed which will ensure that the release button 
is well recessed into the buckle housing, thereby mitigating 
the effects of possible head strike. 

Since the completion of the tests and the proposal, two 
¯ real world crashes have been investigated in which a child 

seat harness reputedly opened. In one crash the child was not 
ejected and was found post impact in similar circumstances 

as that observed with the test dummies. In the other crash, 
the child suffered webbing burns to the shoulders and was 
ejected. However, evidence suggests that the ejection 

¯ occurred after the initial impact. Figure 3. Booster Cushion 

2.2.4 Harness Adjusters - The reduction of multiple 
adjusters on child restraint harness systems to a single 
system adjuster was achieved by a test specification that 
mandated 75 mm of slack at each adjuster be used during 
testing. This provided an incentive for manufacturers to 

¯ reduce the number of adjusters. The single adjuster made 
adjustment much simpler, decreasing the risk of misuse and 
increasing the probability of achieving a good fit. This was 
changed to require a 25 mm spacer between the test dummy 
and seat back. Unfortunately this has led to manufacturers 
again contemplating the addition of multiple adjustors. A 

¯ proposal has been drafted for Standards Australia to revert to 
the requirement for 75 mm slack in each adjuster. 

Convertible restraints also are designed for use by this 
age group. Potential problems with these devices have been 
discussed earlier. 

Figure 4. Chaise 

¯ 2.3 Improved Protection For Children Aged 4 years Booster cushions are devices that provide better seat belt 
and Over fit by boosting the seated height of the occupant. They also 

allow children to see out of the window (while remaining 
Nearly all of the specially designed child restraints restrained). 

available in Australia prior to 1977 were designed for use by Researchers at Crashlab (previously known as TARU) 
children aged approximately up to 4 years. Crash studies and designed, manufactured and tested prototypes from flexible 

O laboratory simulations revealed the obvious gap in specially polyurethane. Specifications and manufacturing instructions 
designed crash protection available for children aged 4 years for a cushion and chaise were then drawn up and directed 
and over. The only restraints available to this age group were towards parents, enabling them to manufacture devices for 
adult seat belts and full harness systems. Although real their own children. Small after market auto accessory 
world evidence supports the opinion that adult seat belts businesses ran with the idea commercially, staying with the 
offer much better crash protection to children in this age original flexible plastic foam design. 

I~ group than no restraint, there are problems with poor fit and Child restraint manufacturers were slow to move into the 
poor belt geometry, market of booster cushions and chaises. They finally did so 
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following requirements being included in the Standard in There are no soft cushions or chaises currently available 

1978 covering the construction and performance of booster in Australia. To ensure this situation continues, the Standard 

seats. Their initial product ranges included cushions and is presently being amended to limit the amount of seat 

chaises of a design that was technically superior to the cushion compression. 

Crashlab/TARU cushion and more sophisticated in terms of In the most recent edition of the Standard, AS 1754-!991, 
the material and production techniques employed, the lower limit for the design mass has been raised to 14 kg 

AS1754-1975 (as amended 1978) required that boosters (previously 9 kg). This was aimed at countering the practice 

be designed to carry children between a mass range of 9 kg of moving children prematurely from a car seat into a 

and 38 kg. The allowable mass of a cushion was restricted to booster cushion. The upper design mass limit was also 

3kgandto2kgforchaises. The lower mass limit for chaises lowered in the 1991 edition from 38 kg to 21 kg. The 

was intended to minimise their inertial effects on their purpose of this requirement was to ensure that the 

occupants in a crash, occupant’s head sits below the top of the vehicle seat back, 
Evidence from the field and laboratory testing also hence reducing the risk of neck injury in rear end crashes. 

indicated there was a need to restrict seating geometry and There are, however, provisions within the Standard that 

seat area in order to prevent submarining and a need for allow the upper limit to be extended to 32 kg if the 
cushions to be directly restrained to the vehicle. This was manufacturer can show suitability. 

included in the original Crashlab/TARU specification. In The 1991 edition of the AS1754 raised the allowable 

practice this led to devices being tied to the vehicle either by mass limit for chaises to 4 kg (previously 2 kg), provided 

the adult seat belts and/or a non load bearing top tether, they are fitted with a load bearing top tether. This increase 

Subsequent relevant requirements were therefore added to was adopted in response to manufacturers’ claims that the 

the Standard. The height of the back of the chaise was also 2 kg upper limit restricted their ability to develop chaises 

restricted to a maximum of 600 mm. which could adequately support a sleeping child. 
The original chaise design put forward by 2.3.2 Harnesses - Full harness systems have been 

Crashlab/TARU researchers consisted of a simple "L" covered by Australian Standards since the first issue in 

shape. There was, therefore, no means of head support for a 1970. They are directly anchored to the vehicle at the top 

sleeping child. Complaints regarding the lack of lateral using the child restraint anchorage and at the bottom by the 

support led to the next generation of chaises incorporating lap portion of adult belts. They can be used independently or 

"side wings" that extended forward from the seat back in the in conjunction with a booster cushion. The major problem 

region of the child’s head and neck. However, this generally with harness systems observed in Australia involves the 

interfered with seat belt routing, resulting in poor sash strap possibility of over tightening shoulder straps leading to the 

geometry. The next design of chaises overcame this problem lap portion of the adult belt being "pulled up" the child’s 

by including a positive means of locating the sash by torso. This leads to a very real risk of submarining in a crash. 

altering the shape of the "side wings" or including a There is an unresolved view that the disbenefits of misuse of 

detachable sash guide, harnesses could out weigh the benefits of use, compared to 

Even though, all current chaises incorporate some form a lap belt only. 

of "side wings" and are more rigidly constructed than their 2.3.3 Lap Only Seatbelts - Children whose mass is 
original counterparts, they are still failing to adequately greater than 21 kg (approximately >6 years) are left with no 

address the problem of lateral support for sleeping children, option other than an adult belt. Indeed all children over the 

Clearly, the restraint cannot work safely in a crash if the age of 12 months are required by law to make use of the 

sleeping child has fallen sideways, out of the upper torso adult belts if no other appropriate child restraint is available 

restraint. This is currently being addressed through within the vehicle in which they are travelling. Children 

Standards in conjunction with proposals for more stringent under 12 months must be restrained in an appropriate 

head protection requirements for all types of child restraints. Standards approved child restraint. Although it is generally 

It is envisioned that the nature of future head protection true that an adult belt provides better crash protection for 
requirements will effectively remove all cushion only style children of all ages than no restraint, it seems clear that this 

restraints from the market, protection is not optimal. 
Concerns have been raised regarding the risk of Australian vehicles are fitted with lap/sash seat belts in 

submarining when boosters incorporating soft compressible all outboard seating positions and lap only belts in the centre 
seating surfaces are involved in a crash. There has been no rear position (and centre front where such a position exists). 
evidence from the field to support this concern but the Lap belts, although better than no restraint, provide 

possibility of such occurrences has been noted in laboratory inferior protection for children and adults compared to lap 

simulations using anthropometric child dummies. Of more sash seat belts (17). For this reason the replacement of lap 

concern is the risk of self strangulation. Small children belts with lap/sash belts is currently being actively 
moving about on the seat surface have been known to campaigned for by most States. Two Australian car 

compress the edges, allowing them to fall sideways or slip manufacturers have pre,empted any design rule regulation 

under the lap belt. by installing lap/sash seat belts in the centre rear of their 
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¯ 
main family size car. Retro fit kits are also available and Road Safety Bureau any crash in which they observed 

States are encouraging their use. significant good or poor performance of the available 
protection. The details are then collected and the equipment 

3.0 THE REAL WORLD PERFORMANCE OF performance (and vehicles where possible) are inspected. 

AUSTRALIAN CHILD RESTRAINTS All of the information collected is then entered into a data 
base. It is hoped that this data base will eventually be useful 

¯ 
A number of in-depth studies have been carded out in in identifying common problems in road user protection 

NSW over the last 20 years. These have been instrumental equipment. 

in the identification of problems regarding the design, use 
and installation of restraints for children. They have also 3.4 1993 NSW Study 

been a substantial basis for the development of Australian 

¯ Standards. The more significant of these studies will be In 1993 another in-depth study of accidents involving 

briefly reviewed, children as occupants was undertaken in NSW. This was 
conducted by the Child Accident Prevention Foundation 

3.1 1975 NSWStudy with funding from the Motor Accident Authority. This 
project was initiated by the Road Safety Bureau and funding 

Between January 1974 and May 1975, a large scale in- obtained for the Child Accident Prevention Foundation in 

¯ 
depth study of crashes was undertaken in NSW. This study the hope that information obtained could give insight into 

was known as Impact 3. It aimed at obtaining some the following: 

indication of the extent to which young children were being (i) the degree of protection currently afforded by Standards 

assisted by restraints, to indicate practical problems with approved restraints; 

them and to guide selection of future priorities for the (ii) the assumption that problems of misuse and incorrect 

development of crash protection for children (13). installation had been reduced; 

¯ Many of the observations made in this study were (iii) the indication from searches of mass crash data that 

developed into design criteria and eventually manufacturing there was in NSW no evidence of the neck injury to 

practices through Australian Standards regulation, restrained children as being investigated internationally, and 
(iv) identification of further factors inhibitory to the good 

3.2 1978 NSW Study protection afforded by approved child restraints in Australia. 
Final outcomes from this study are to be presented in the 

¯ An in-depth study of crashes involving child occupants near future (15), but an interim presentation part way 

was again undertaken in 1977/78. The aim of this study was through the study indicated that: 

more focused at identifying, any possible shortcomings in - approved restraints when used and installed correctly 

approved restraints and adult belts in the protection of were providing children with good restraint, and 

children in crashes. This study was known as Impact 7 (14). - in circumstances in which children using approved 

In particular, Impact 7 recorded the widespread misuse restraints were injured, there was either a misuse/incorrect 

¯        and incorrect installation of child restraints. It also noted the      installation problem, a problem with the incompatibility of 

problem of poor fit in children using adult belts in crashes, vehicle interior, loose solid objects left to move around the 

These observations led to concerns of ease of use and passenger compartment in a crash or severe crash forces. 

installation that were subsequently inserted into Standards It is worthwhile to note that the incompatibility of 

design requirements. It also led to schemes of restraint vehicle interiors and the problem of unrestrained objects 

fitting stations and infant restraint hire programs, both in the passenger compartment and luggage space was 

¯ Between 1978 and 1993 no further large scale study of also noted in the first in-depth study conducted in NSW, 

accidents involving children as occupants was undertaken in Impact 3 in 1975. 

NSW. Instead investigations of single accidents were (and 
still are) routinely carried out in any noteworthy situation. 4.0 ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM OF MISUSE 

Such accidents were mainly picked up through routine RTA 
fatality notification, Police reports and advice from the For ~estraints to perform at their best, they must be used, 

O general public, correctly fitted to the vehicle and correctly worn by the 

Recently a more formal procedure has been developed occupant. 

by the Road Safety Bureau for the notification, investigation Education and advertising campaigns aimed at 

and recording of details of crashes. This is known as the promoting use of child restraints have been running in NSW 

Road User Protection Equipment Performance (RUPEP) since 1980. Coupled with legislation requiting all children 

program. In this protocol, notification sheets asking for under the age of 8 years (and later 14 years) to use approved 
O specific accident and restraint/safety equipment details have restraints, this has led to current child restraint usage rates as 

been circulated to Police, Ambulance, etc throughout NSW. high as 88% (94% for children under the age of 12 months) 

People investigating crashes have been asked to report to the (7). But as described above, the use of restraints designed to 
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offer good protection to children in crashes is insufficient                                                               ¯ 
unless the restraint is correctly installed in the vehicle. 

Studies of the real world performance of child restraints 
approved to Australian Standards have revealed the 
unfortunate consequences of incorrect use and installation 
on the performance of child restraints. In an attempt to 
increase the correct use and installation of child restraints, a ¯ 
trial safety restraint fitting station was set up by the Road 
Safety Bureau in 1984 (6). 

The aim of this station was to provide a specialist 
restraint fitting service that could: 
(i) provide technical advice to the general public regarding 

the fitment of child restraints to vehicles; ¯ 
(ii) carry out modifications to vehicles in order to make the 
installation of child restraints possible in vehicles where it 
would otherwise be a problem; 

Figure 6. Universal Frame 
(iii) install restraints for members of the public who are 
unsure on how to do so correctly;                            (iii) Sash Guide - this device is designed to realign webbing 

¯ (iv) provide special accessories necessary to allow 
so that a comfortable and safe geometry can be maintained. 

installation of child restraints in vehicles in which it would 
A restraint fitting manual was also prepared in 

otherwise be a problem, 
conjunction with the trial fitting station. The manual 

As the trial fitting station developed it’s procedures, it 
provides detailed descriptions of the various types of child 

was found that many of the problems with restraint fitting 
restraints available, their installation instructions and their 

required the development of special accessories. For 
limitations. It also provides detailed solutions to restraint 

¯ instance, vehicles without child restraint anchorage points 
fitting problems. The original manual has been updated from 

needed an alternative means of attaching top tether straps, 
time to time. 

Examples of some of the special accessories developed by 
The initial restraint fitting station proved very successful. 

the Road Safety Bureau during the trial fitting station 
The proportion of incorrectly fitted child restraints was 

include: 
reduced significantly from 29% in 1984 to 19% in 1987. It 

(i) A Child Restraint Anchorage Bar - this device is a 
has since led to a nationwide network of such fitting stations. 

¯ structural member that spans the vehicle in the approximate 
Each restraint fitting station in NSW must carry RTA 

location, relative to the seat back, of a rear parcel shelf. It 
authorisation. Currently in NSW there are 112 fitting 

provides a solution to the installation of child restraints in a 
stations operating which deal with an estimated 18,000 

vehicle that has no child restraint anchorages. Suitable 
enquiries/modifications/installations annually. The Road 

mounting points for the bar were also nominated for all 
Safety Bureau provides support to this network and carries 

vehicles in which it was likely to be installed. (See Figure 5.) 
out all training and issues all authorisations. Current correct 

¯ 
installation and usage rates for child restraints are estimated 

at 75% (7). 

5.0 EVOLUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
STANDARD FOR CHILD RESTRAINTS AND 
ASSOCIATED LEGISLATION                            ¯ 

As described earlier, the first Australian Standard for 
Child Restraints, E46-1970, was issued in 1970 in response 
to the inadequacies of devices for restraining children 
available at that time. 

This discussion focuses on the development of the 
¯ Figure 5. Child Restraint Anchorage Bar 

Standard in regard to dynamic test requirements and a 
number of other areas relevant to current international 

(ii) Universal Frame - this device is a frame that is designed 
debate, the evolution of relevant Australian Design Rules 

to hold rearward facing and forward facing seats. It provides and child restraint legislation. 
a means for fixing child seats in the rear cargo areas of vans. 
(See Figure 6.) 

¯ 
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5.1 Dynamic Test Performance Requirements schedule in each configuration. 

of The Australian Standard The different simulated impact configurations were 
achieved by mounting the child restraint as per the 

The first Australian Standard, E46-1970, did not contain manufacturer’s instructions onto a test seat. The test seat 

dynamic testing requirements. Structural integrity of child was then mounted onto the sled orientated in the direction of 

restraints was assessed through static testing only. Although the required simulated impact. 

requirements for the distribution of deceleration of forces The latest issue of the Australian Standard AS 1754-1991 

were included in this Standard, there were no means for dynamic requirements are shown in Table 2. (Note that 

assessing this property, velocity/deceleration data is given in m/s. Kilometre/hour 
In 1975, the Standard was completely rewritten and equivalents are given in brackets.) 

issued asAS1754-1975, it called up both static and dynamic The most important addition in regard to dynamic 

testing. During the life of AS1754-1975, static testing performance was the inclusion of an inverted test 

proved superfluous. Unlike dynamic testing, it was not able configuration. An early draft for a static inverted test was 

to detect a flaw in any of the products submitted for initially to be included in AS1754-1991. But Crashlab 

Standards certification during this period. This was the researchers found the static test difficult to perform in 

major reason for static testing being deleted when drafting accordance with the set procedures and very time 

the 1991 edition of the Standard. consuming. It now appears that the static test method was 

The dynamic test method consisted of a minimum of 6 not helpful in detecting possible ejection problems. This was 

tests for each device as shown in Table 1. first brought to the attention of Crashlab researchers during 

In devices so designed that where the head of the a research project using the crash sled to simulate the effects 

occupant was decelerated by contacting part of the child on child restraints of a vehicle crashing on its roof. 

restraint (excluding webbing) or vehicle, head acceleration A subsequent proposal for inclusion of a dynamic 

was limited to 75g, if head travel exceeded 75 mm before inverted test and a relevant method were compiled and 

head contact was made. This was a performance presented to Standards Australia which then adopted the 

requirement designed to discourage the development of procedure for inclusion into the 1991 Standard. 

barrier type child restraints. The 1991 edition of the In the inverted test, the child restraint is mounted 
Standard has no provision in it for this type of device, normally onto the test seat but the test seat is mounted at 

If the design of the child restraint was such that it could 90 degrees to its configuration in frontal impacts. That is, the 

be used in different modes (eg had different recline angles), test seat is mounted by its seat back to the sled. (See Fig 7.) 

the device was required to undergo each of the tests in each 
mode. If the restraint could be used both rearward facing and 
forward facing, it was required to undergo the complete 

Table 1. AS 1754-1975 Dynamic Requirements 

Impact Number of Tests Velocity Change Deceleration Test Dummy Other 

Configuration (km/h) Requirements Requirements 

Rear 1 ,16 >8g but <20g for Corresponding to 75 mm of slack 

<10ms minimum occupant in each adjuster 
design mass 

Side 1 32 >14g but <20g for Corresponding to 75 mm of slack 
<15ms minimum occupant in each adjuster 

design mass 

Front 4 i) 50 >18g but <25g for Corresponding to 75 mm of slack 
<20ms minimum occupant in each adjuster 

design mass 

ii) 50 >18g but <25g for Corresponding to 75 mm of slack 

<20ms minimum occupant in each adjuster 
design mass 

iii) 50 >18g but <25g for Corresponding to 75 mm of slack 

<20ms maximum occupant in each adjuster 
design mass 

iv)     50               >18g but <25g for Corresponding to No slack in 
<20ms maximum occupant: the system 

design mass 
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Direction of test trolley Direction of test t~’olley with a child restraint anchor fitting in the centre rear seating 
travel --                                         ’ travel to impact -- 

~ 
r- position since September 1988 and June 1990, respectively. "~ Hyge type test rig impact type test rig 

From January 1995, this will also apply to all passenger 
vehicles. 

Interstate coaches (buses) will also be required to have a 

~ 
~ Seat cushion number Of anchorage points and fittings from July 1994. ¯ 

ADR 3/00 was first issued in 1971 as ADR 3. ADR 3 
was amended in 1975 to ensure adequate seat back and seat 

~ 
anchorage strength when CRAs are mounted in the seat back 
or in the body structure more than 100 mm below the top of 
the seat back. Testing requires either 3.4 kN static loads to 

Test trolle~7 

~~.~ 

be applied simultaneously to the CRAs or simultaneous ¯ 
loading under dynamic test conditions (20G x 49 kin/h) 

/, [-- ~1 using 22 kg dummies. 
////////,/////////////// The 3.4 kN force has been challenged as being 
Figure 7. Orientation of the Child Seat for Testing in an Inverted Position inadequate and a recommendation made to adopt a force of 

5.3 kN. CMVSS 213 currently specifies 5.3 kN for the same 
5.2 Australian Design Rules test. Any attempt to make the test more onerous has been ¯ 

strongly, and so far successfully, resisted by the vehicle 
Two ADRs relate to child restraints. They are ADR industry. Representatives have claimed that because there 

34/01 and ADR 3/00. These regulate the provision of child have not been any CRA failures reported in real world 
restraint anchorages in motor vehicles, crashes, the present requirements are adequate. 

ADR 34/01 was first issued in July" 1976 as ADR 34. It Laboratory tests have indicated that the strength of 
required all sedans manufactured from that date to have CRAs, in most vehicles probably exceeds the current ¯ 
anchorage points for each rear seating position. This was requirements to a significant degree. 
extended to hatch backs and station wagons in 1977 and Currently Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 
passenger vans in 1986 (9 seaters) and 1988 (12 seaters). (CMVSS) 213 has the identical requirement to ADR 34/00 
Four wheel drives were included from July 1990. The only for locating the child restraint anchorage in motor vehicles. 
exception made was for vehicles which incorporated a split This procedure utilises a 2D manikin placed in the seating 
rear seat. position. A 230 mm arc is measured backwards from a ¯ 

Hire cars and taxis have also been required to be fitted reference point on the dummy’s shoulder. 

Table 2. AS 1754-1991 Dynamic Requirements 

Impact Number of Tests Velocity Change Deceleration Test Dummy Other 
Configuration (kin/h) Requirements Requirements 

Rear 1 32 >137rn/s2 but TNO dummy 25 mm space ¯ 
<196m/s2 within Corresponding to between the 
30ms for >20ms minimum occupant occupant and 

design mass       seat back 

Side 1 32 ’ >137m/s2 but TNO dummy 25 mm space 
<196m/s: within Corresponding to between the 
30ms for >20ms minimum occupant occupant and ¯ 

design mass       seat back 

Front 2 i) 49 >235rn/s2 but TNO dummy 25 mm space 
<335m/s2 within Corresponding to between the 
30ms for >20ms minimum occupant occupant and 

design mass       seat back               ¯ 

ii) 49 >235rn/s~ but TNO dummy 25 mm space 
<335m/s2 within Corresponding to between the 
30ms for >20ms maximum occupant occupant and 

design mass       seat back 

Inverted 1 16 >78m/s2 but TNO dummy 25 mm space 
<147m/s2 within Corresponding to between the ¯ 

30ms for >20ms minimum occupant occupant and 
design mass       seat back 

¯ 
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The Frontal Impact Performance of a Sample of Current UK ¯ 

Child Restraint Systems When Mounted in Car Body Shells 
A. P. Roy 
Middlesex University, 

A. K. Roberts 

Transport Research Laboratory ¯ 

United Kingdom 
94-S10-W-12 

ABSTRACT As adult belts began to be fitted in the rear seating 
positions of cars it became clear that they could be used as 

The current generation of framed Child Restraint the CRS securement system. Current designs of CRS are ¯ 
Systems (CRS), when used by children in ears, are retained in the car using the adult seat belts already fitted. In 
commonly attached to the structure by lap and diagonal general the newer CRS consists of a shell in which the child 
automatic seat belts. In order to conform to ECE R44 (the is seated and restrained using a five point harness. The child 
European regulation) these systems are dynamically tested in shell is attached to a frame which rests on the car seat 
simulated vehicle frontal impacts using a standardised test cushion. The adult lap and diagonal or lap belt passes 
seat and anchorage positions, with static lap and diagonal through the frame, securing the CRS to the vehicle. In some ¯ 
belts. However when used in cars, the value of certain cases the shell and the frame are replaced by plastic 
parameters may differ from those in the compliance tests, mouldings. In the majority of seating positions an automatic 
This study assesses the performance of a sample of current lap and diagonal belt is available to secure the CRS, 
UK CRS in car body shells, mounted on a sled, compared although at present very few cars have this facility in the 
with baseline CRS performances. All tests were based on the centre rear seating position. However this method of 
standard ECE R44 impact pulse. Differences in initial securement introduces slack into the system for several 

¯ 
webbing tension and stiffness and belt anchorage geometry reasons. The outboard anchorages are now often further 
are shown to result in changes in performance of the CRS. forward than that used with the former type of CRS. The 
Comments are made regarding the influence of seat forward anchorages are used to improve the lie of the lap 
cushions. As a result of this study some modifications to the belt over the thighs of an adult, reducing the probability of 
current test procedure are proposed, abdominal injury. Automatic belts, rather than fixed length 

straps, are used and the CRS is supported on the vehicle 
¯ INTRODUCTION seat. Under deceleration conditions, slack is introduced into 

the system due to inertia reel locking delay and webbing 
In the early 1970s the forward facing Child tightening on the reel. Webbing locks are sometimes 

Restraint System (CRS), used in the United Kingdom, incorporated in the CRS in order to minimize the slack 
usually consisted of a plastic shell secured to the car by four effect. Separate surveys have suggested that, in practice, 
webbing straps. These straps were bolted to the structure adults I’md difficulty in adjusting the straps tightly enough to 
through specially drilled holes. Sometimes the upper prevent relative movement between the CRS and the vehicle ¯ 

anchorages holes were drilled in low strength panels or even during vehicle manouvers. The test procedure, used to 
the cardboard of rear parcel shelves, and hence could fail evaluate CRS impact performance, is specified in ECE 44 - 
under impact conditions. The lower anchorage holes were in 1986(2), and uses a static belt. Hence it does not incorporate 
general located behind the rear face of the seat cushion. The the effects of the belt performance, such as inertia reel 
anchorage positions specified in ECE Regulation R44 -1981 locking time or ’spool-out’. 
(1) reflected this situation. ¯ 

¯ 
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¯ R is dear that there are a number of differences Dummy - Head and chest acceleration in the X, Y and 
between the way that CRS are approved to ECE R44- Z directions in the P3 dummy, the adult belt strap tensions 
1986(2) and their current use in the vehicles. The and dummy head excursion. 
programme described in this paper investigates the effect of Standard data processing techniques were used. 
some of these differences on the impact performance of five 
common Group 1 CRS used in the United Kingdom. These PHASE 1. EVALUATION OF STRAP TENSIONS 

¯ restraints are designed for Small Children of Mass range 9kg OCCURRING DURING ADJUSTMENT 
to 18kg which approximately corresponds to children of ages 
9 months to 4 years. It reviews alternative test conditions, The observations of several researchers has suggested 
comparing the performance of the CRS in these tests that, in general, the straps of both the adult retaining belt and 
conditions with their performance in car bodies, the harness in framed CRS are adjusted with a sigltifieant 

amount of slack in normal use. In order to evaluate the 

¯ PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES AND PHASES values of strap tensions and slack in normal use, the 
following programme was carried out. 

1) Establish the way current CRS are set up and adjusted 
by users in ears. Evaluation Programme 

2) Measure the performance of five current CRS when . The rear half of a Volvo 343 body shell, fitted with 

¯ subjected to the frontal impact dynamic test standard rear automatic belts, was used. A two door car was 
requirements of ECE R44-1986(2) - Appendix 7 but used as it is more difficult to tighten the CRS successfully 
with a more realistic adjustment of the CRS restraining from outside the vehicle and hence represents the least 
straps. These are considered to be the "Baseline favourable ease. The roof together with most of the front half 
Tests" and were completed with static belts, of the vehicle had previously been removed for other studies, 

leaving the front passenger seats and floor intact. To make 
¯ . 3) Determine the crash performance of CRS more the shell more like a real vehicle the roof was replaced by a 

accurately by installing them in car body shells section of chipboard. Webbing load gauges were attached to 
mounted on a crash sled, and subjecting the assemblies each of the three straps of the lap and diagonal seat belt so 
to the crash pulse defined in Regulation R44. that forces in the straps could be measured. 

4) Study the performance of the CRS on the R44 test seat               A sample of eleven subjects, used in the trial, was 
using automatic belts in conjunction with revised belt         mainly recruited from within the university and included both 

¯ anchorages which better represent those found in the male and female subjects whose ages ranged from the early 
rear of current ears. twenties to the late f~ies. 

Five current CRS used for the evaluation. When Evaluation Procedure. 

adjustable they were used in the upright position. Codes are 

given for each make/model of CRS. A = Booster seat, B = The P3 dummy was placed in CRS on the rear seat, 
¯ Framed Child Seat, C = Framed Child Seat, D = Framed left hand side. To eliminate misuse a laboratory technician 

Child Seat and E-O & E-M = Moulded Plastic Seat fed the Lap and Diagonal through the seat frame and secured 

(Original and Modified versions). For all tests the TNO P3 the buckle, leaving plenty of slack in the webbing. The strap 

dummy of mass 15kg was used. tensions were measured when the subject considered that the 
CRS was appropriately adjusted according to the 

Dynamic Test Facility instructions. Two series of measurements .were taken with 

¯ the test subjects, further force measurements were then 

The impact tests were carried out using the retrospectively taken : 

dynamic test facility of the Road Safety Engineering 

Laboratory of the Middlesex University. This facility consists Series 1 - In this series, subjects were asked to adjust 

of a "oungee’ powered crash sled running on rails which is the adult L & D with no prior knowledge of the 

decelerated using the appropriate ECE polyurethane tubes, adjustment method, thus it was their In’st attempt. Ten 

¯ This facility has been described in detail elsewhere (3). Both subjects were used. It should be noted that some 

dummy and sled accelerations and strap forces were subjects, members of laboratory, would have had prior 

recorded on a PC-based high speed data capture system, knowledge of adjusting CRSs, and that the parents in 

Kinematic movements were recorded on both high, speed the sample would also have similar knowledge though 

film and high speed video media. The following there was probably only one. One member of the test 

measurements were generally taken - team was used to obtain maximum values, by applying 

¯ Sled - Velocity change, deceleration and stopping maximum effort in tightening the belt. 

distance. 

¯ 
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Serie~ 2 - In this series the same subjects were asked to 

adjust the L & D belt five times in succession, in order Lip mad Dl~tgonll belt l~nslon (lq’) 

to assess repeatability. 

When the programme was planned, it was envisaged 
that the tension values in the inboard and outboard lap straps 
would be the most important, as it was these two straps that 
stgbilised the CRS onto the vehicle seat by pulling the frame 
down into the vehicle seat cushion and that the force in the 
diagonal strap between the buckle tongue and the lock-off 
would be expected to be of the same order. Hence the 
tension between the CRS lock-off and the retractor was 
measured in order to establish the effect of the reel tension, ~a,~ e~a D mt~ e e~ D e~ ~.o 
and not the tension between the buckle tongue and the 
lock-off. As a consequence of various discussions it became Figure 1 - Webbing tensions when diagonal belt is shortened in 20mm 

clear that the latter tension was also required, thus some increments - ECE R44 test seat with current foam cushion. 

supplementary measurements were taken retrospectively. 

Results In the supplementary measurement programme a 
mean diagonal tension measured across all the CRS was 

Series I - A considerable variation in the lap strap tensions found to be 5ON. Figure 1 displays the results of shortening 
was obtained by the different subjects. In general one the diagonal strap of the adult belt in steps of 20ram for each 
standard deviation was of the order of half the mean value CRS. It was not possible to remove the same amount of 
for a given CRS. Strap tensions varied between zero and webbing from CRS A as for all the other CRSs. 
175.5N for the single trials. A value of 234.8N being 
obtained using, what was thought to be, excessive force. 

Conclusion from setting up trials. 
Series 2 - A considerable variation in the range occurred. 
For the buckle (outboard) side the overall mean values lay The results suggest that overall the values of lap 
between 39.5N and 58.4N for four of the CRS, whilst for strap tension would be expected to lie within the range ON to 
CRS C the value was 99.9N. For the inboard lap strap the 160N and that a tension of 50N should be used initially to set 
mean values for four lay between 18.9N and 30.2N whilst up the diagonal strap. 
for CRS B the value was 48.7N. 

PHASE 2. DETERMINATION OF THE 
The most consistent values of strap tension were PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED CRS ON THE ECE 

found in the case of CRS D (Standard Deviations, 14.8N and R44 SEAT. 
17.1 hi). However for this CRS it was found that the 
adjustment procedure had to be carried out with the CRS in The performances of the selected CRS do not 
the reclined position and then the child seat readjusted to the necessarily relate to approvals that the products had 
upright position. This operation then loaded the straps, received, since they were set up in the R44 test seat in what 

might be termed a more realistic way, based on the trials 
Table 1 shows the overall mean ± one standard performed at the beginning of the evaluation. 

deviation strap tensions for the five CRSs. 

Setting Up Procedure 

Table 1 
Strap Tension N ( Mean ± 1 Std Dev) In order to evaluate the performance of CRS a 

standardised methodology of setting up initial strap tension 

CRS Inboard Lap Outboard Lap was adopted. 

A 7.5 to 75.1 5.9 to 54.5 Method of Setting up Initial Strap Tension. 

B 23.1 to 93.7 23.2 to 74.2 The CRS with dummy was placed on the R44 bench 

C 40.4 to 159.4 4.8 to 46.8 scat. The tension in the diagonal belt was increased until the 
CRS compressed the rear of the R44 back cushion by 20mm. 

D        21.1 to 50.8          4.1 to 38.3 
For the impact programme it was considered that the 

E 31.6 to 77.2 0 to 48.4 most significant indicators of performance would be the 

¯ 
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O resultant 3ms chest deceleration. The results of these tests body shells. Tabl~ 3 details the vehicle configurations tested. 

are shown in Table 2 and are used as the base line In addition, in the early tests with split rear seats it was noted 

performance of the selected child restraints in the rest of the that the CRS was loaded by the deforming seat backs. In 

paper, order to minimise this effect the split rear seats were tied 

Table 2 
together and reinforced. 

~ Base line performance of selected CRS, For all vehicle testing each CRS was adjusted to the 
Maximum Max resultant Maximum Strap Loaas mean strap tension by slack removal. The CRS and P3 

CRS Head 3 ms Chest (kN) dummy were placed on the vehicle seat and the diagonal 
Excursion aecel 

(ram) (g) Buckle Lap Dia~ strap adjusted to a tension of 50N. The strap was then 
’locked off’ in the ease of the CRS B, C and E. In the ease of 

A       418        56.00       3.80     1.50    3.80 CRS D the strap was passed through the slot provided. (A 
~ B 523 52.40 5.40 3.70 4.00 lock off is a clamping device attached to the CRS. It is used 

C 514 43.80 5.10 3.00 2.60 to minimise the amount of webbing that could feed from a 

D 528 40.60 3.60 2.50 3.30 retractor and into the webbing around the CRS. A lockoff 

E-O 569 49.00 5.90 3.70 4.70 
therefore minimises any tendency for increasing slackness 

around the CRS). The lap strap tensions were noted. It was 
E-M 550 48.70 noted that considerable variations in the lap strap tensions 

occurred. Because the philosophy of adjustment was that 
only the diagonal strap should be adjusted to the given 

PHASE 3. DETERMINATION OF THE tension no attempt was made to equalise the resulting 
PERFORMANCE OF CRS IN CAR BODIES. tensions in the lap belt. The P3 dummy was set up in the 

CRS as defined in ECE R44. Frontal impact tests were 
In this part of the programme body shells from four Table 4 

~ different types of vehicle were used. Within these vehicles Response of CRS in body shells with normal lower 
two types of rear seat were found, full width and split, anchorages. 
During early testing in the Cavalier and Sierra it was found 
that the metal work around the lower adult anchorages Test Vehicle CRS Resultant Max Head Maximum Strap Load (k_W) 

plastically deformed. Subsequent tests in these body shells 
ChestDecel. Excursion 

3ms (g) (ram) Buckle Lap Diag 

were carried out with strengthened anchorages. Significant , , , 

¯ plastic deformation did not occur in the Peugeot and SAAB Cavalier c 56 655 
Full Seat , , , 

Table 3 - CF E-O 57.3 635 

Vehicle and seat configurations used. Sierra B 61.S 530 4.5 2.9 3.5 

Full Seat 

Body Shell Lower Adult belt type - sF D 48.5 678 3.2 1.4 3.1 
(Abbreviation Anchorage 
used in paper) 8-M 58.1" 585 5.3 2.4 4 

Cavalier with Strengthened Automatic Lap s~a~ 9000 A 64.2 393 4.2 1.7 3.8 

split rear seat and Diagonal F~l Seat B 60.4 553 6 3.7 3.9 
(Cs) - Shy 

C 49 640 5 2.5 4.7 

Sierra with split Strengthened Automatic Lap D 53.6 617 4.1 2.9 4.2 
~ rear seat (Ss) and Diagonal 

E-M 52.5 597 5.8 2.4 5.3 

Cavalier with Normal Automatic Lap 
Peugeot 205 A 65.6 526 4.6 2 4 

full width rear and Diagonal Full Seat 
seat (C) - PF B 63 658 5.3 3.6 4.2 

Sierra with full Normal Automatic Lap c 43.8 733 5 1.8 3.7 

~ width rear seat and Diagonal v 46.4 688 3.7 2 4 

(S) E-M*** 65 675 6.7 2.3 5.2 

Peugeot 205 (P) Normal Automatic Lap E-M*’*" 65.4 664 7 2.6 5.4 

and Diagonal c~ tests used automatic lap and diagonal belts which were set up with 50N tension in the 
diagonal strap. 

¯ 
SAAB 9000 Normal Automatic Lap * No values due to instrumentation failure. 

(SB) and Diagonal ** Estimated value due to signal problem. 
¯ ** Front seat in body shell 
¯ *** Front seat removed from body shell 
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Exoursion (ram) - Tekon ~om Hyspeed S2 
7s0                                                                  Resultant Chest Aooelet~lon (3ms) g 

SSO ~0 

4S~ " - 50 - 

3S0 - ~0 - 

CRS A ~ ¯ C~8 C CU D CU ~ ~U ~M 0 

~ ~B~    ~ ~ ~ 8~                        CUA    ~3    CUC    ~D    cUE~ 

m m 
Yigure ~ - Ma~m~ Head Excision of P3 d~y, R44 

pulse, C~ Nodal Anchorages. Figure ~ - Chest Result~t Activation (3ms), R44 pulse, 
C~ ~ehorages s~ed. 
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performed on the samples specified above to the adult seat belt lie, the outboard anchorage in a number of 
requirements of ECE R44 - 1986 Appendix 7(2), using the current cars have been moved forward and upward. This 
five CRS already defined, alters the geometry of the lap belt when used with a CRS. 

Several organisations have proposed new anchorage 
The results of the vehicle tests are split into two locations to reflect these changes in vehicle design. The R44 

groups - those where the adult belt anchorages were not test is based on a simulated static belt, whereas the majority 
strengthened and those where they were. The strengthening of modern cars have automatic belts fitted. A limited test 
of the anchorages had the effect of reducing the overall programme has been carried out to investigate the main 
effective length of the lower belt system, combinations of belt and lower anchorage. Nine test 

configurations could have been performed in this part of the 

Results of tests with normal lower anchorages evaluation programme. The configurations tested are shown 
in Table 6 and described in the text. The abbreviations used 

Table 4 shows the head excursion, chest in the text are shown in brackets. 
acceleration and strap forces for the tests in the body shells 
with normal lower anchorages. Figure 2 and Figure 3 
graphically compare the differences in the maximum head R44 Lower Anchorages / Static Belt - (4/S) - This 
excursion and 3ms chest acceleration for these tests, configuration used the original ECE R44 lower anchorage 

positions but with a commercial static belt. 
Results of tests with strengthened lower anchorages R44 Lower Anchorages / Static Belt - BSI slack 

~l~Jllttal.,(.4~t - This configuration used the lower 
Table 5 shows the similar results for the body shell anchorage positions defined in ECE R44 together with a 

tests in which the lower anchorages were strengthened, shoulder anchorage which has two positions. The shoulder 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 displays this ear based data in strap was led through a D-ring anchored at point "D" (BS 
comparative graphical form. AU202). The free end was then attached to an anchorage 

plate bolted to a point X. The diagonal strap was then 
Comparison of CRS performance in body shells with tensioned to 50N and the strap locked off, where possible, in 
ECE R44 paragraph 7 criteria, the CRS. The anchorage plate was then moved vertically to a 

position Y, 25mm above X. This simulated the spooling 
In none of the body shells, whether with effect of the webbing on the reel during the loading cycle. 

strengthened or normal lower seat belt anchorages, did any 
of the five CRS comply with all three R44 paragraph 7 R44 Lower Anchorages / BASt Retractor (4/R) - 
criteria. This configuration used the R44 lower anchorage and D-ring 

positions. The retractor was fitted vertically below the D- 
(a) Maximum Head Excursion < 550ram - Apart ring at a distance which was the same radial distance from 

from CRS A in all shells and the CRS B in the Sierra (full the D-ring bolt as point X. The adult belt used in these tests 
width seat back and strengthened lower anchorages), all was a retractor supplied by MPA/BASt. 
CRS exhibited Maximum Head Excursions greater than Median Lower Anchorages / MPA-BASt Retractor 
550ram. (M/R) - This configuration used lower anchorage positions 

forward of the R44 positions but less extreme than the 
~b) Maximum Chest Deceleration (3ms)< 55~- forward positions described later. The retractor was 

Apart from CRS D, all the other CRS failed to meet this anchored vertically below the D-ring, the shoulder strap 
criterion in some of the body shells, passing through a D-ring. 

Forward Lower Anchorages I MPA-BASt Retractor 
PHASE 4. DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF (F/R)- This configuration used lower anchorage positions 

REVISED ANCHORAGES. further forward than the Median positions but with the same 
pillar loop webbing anchorage and retractor position. The 

The adult lap belt rear anchorages in the early period of Table 6 
rear seat belt fitting were located in the area behind the seat Combination of Belt Type and Lower Anchorage - Codes 
cushion, and below the seat squab. (i.e. behind and below Lower Anchorage 
the Cr igoint. The Cr point is defined as the intersection Belt Type 
be~’een the forward surface of the rear cushion and the top ECE R44 Median Forward I 

surface of the bottom cushion). This position allowed the Static 41S 
lap belt to pass across the abdomen of the adult occupant at a 
very shallow angle. Field injury analysis suggested that this Static - BSI slack    4/B 

led to abdominal injuries. The anchorage positions specified MPA/BASt 4/R M/R F/R 
in the ECE R44 - 1981 (1) and its amended version (2) Retractor 
reflected these positions. However, in order to improve the 
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Table 7 
New Lower Anchorage Positions relative to the Cr point 

Bx©ursion (rim) - Taken from Hyspeed S2 

Anchorage Inboard Lap Outboard Lap 
x,y x,y 

R44 -125-125 -125.-125 

Median -40 -70 +50,-50 

Forward -tO,- ] O0 +70,-80 

[] position was one proposed by IOCU - the International [] 
Organisation of Consumers Unions. 

Figure 6 - Maximum Head Excursion of P3 dummy, R44 
Table 7 shows the locations of the lower anchorages pulse,. Alternative Anchorage Positions: 

tested relative to the Cr point of the R44 test seat. 

All of the dynamic tests were carried out to the 
requirements of ECE R44 - 1986 Appendix 7(2) using the 
five CRS already defmed in the programme. Resultant Chest Acceleration (3ms) g 

Results 

The results are displayed in Table 8 and graphically Shown 
in Figure 6 and Figure 7 compared to the base line R44 test ~e- 
results. ~e - 

Table 8 o 
Response of CRS subjected to R44 pulse, onR44 seat 

Altemative Lower Anchorage/Belt Positions [] 
Anchorage CRS Resultant ; Maximum Maximum Strap Loads [] 

Belt Chest Head (kN) 
2onfiguration Deed Excursion 

3ms (g) (ram) Buckle Lap Diag 
Figure 7 - Chest Resultant Acceleration (3ms), R44 Pulse, 
Alternative Anchorage Positions. 

R44/BSI B 56 534 5.1 3 3.6 
Slack 
- 4/B C 46.1 561 4.4 3.4 1.9 

D 44.2 545 3.8 2.6 3.2 

E-M 49.9 600 5.8 3.1 3.8 

R44/ B 65.4 516 5.5 4.1 2.9 
Retractor 

- 4/R      E-M 55 580 6 3.8 3 

Medium/ B 59.2 531 6.2 4.4 2.6 
Retractor 

- M/R 
C 60.4 647 4.8 3.9 2.3 

D 54.1 637 3.6 2.3 3.3 

E-M 71.3 625 7 3 3.3 

Forward/ B 67.9 580 5.9 4.3 2.7 
Retractor 

- F/R C 72.4 646 6.6 2.2 2.8 

D 60 665 3.9 1.8 3.6 

E-M 62.9 665 6.8 2.2 3.8 
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DISCUSSIONS the lower anchorages and stiffness of the cushion. However a 
number of qualitative remarks can be usefully made. 

CRS performance on the R44 bench seat - Ba~e Hne 
impacts. Motion on the ECE R44 Seat. - During the base line 

impacts on the ECE R44 seat the effect of the CRS foot size 

O It should be remembered that the CRS were not set up was apparent. CRS !1 whose fl’ont foot is a tube was 

on the test bench in the same way as for approval testing. No observed to sink into the cushion early into the impact phase 

CRS structural failures were observed in any of the tests, thus causing the system to rotate. CRS E whose base was a 

(Table 2) large plastic rectangnla~ plate tended to translate over the 

Head Excursion - CRSE in its original form did not pass cushion surface and sink into the cushion later in the impact 

the head forward excursion criteria and in its modified form phase. CRS C and D exhibited motions somewhere in 

¯ equalled the criteria, between which consisted of translation and rotation. As the 

Chest Accelerations - Only CRS A failed the R44 criteria, outboard anchorages were moved forward initial translation 
occurred over a long time period as the slack was taken up 

The kinematic performance of the CRS was observed to be a and lateral movement of the dummy increased. For the most 

function of the CRS design, in particular the CRS footprint forward lower anchorages (Forward) CRS B sank into the 

onto the seat and the degree of CRS slide across and/or into cushion a vertical distance of about 115ram and CRS E, 

O 
the test seat. A fuller discussion on the kinematics of the 90ram at the point of maximum head excursion. 

CRS appears later in the paper. 
Motion in the car body shells. - The split seat backs in 

CRS performance in vehicle body shells the Cavalier and Sierra tended to load the rear of the CRS 
shell as they dcforrned. The structure around the lower 

Deformation of the vehicle rear seat backs added to the anchorages plastically deformed which indicated the need for 

effective mass of the CRS and dummy in several tests. It impacts with strengthened anchorages. In the Peugeot 205 
¯ should be noted that no additional masses ~,ere located the frontal hinges of the seat cushion deformed forward 

behind the vehicle rear seats. If additional mass had been during the impact. Thus the CRS and the cushion moved 

present it ia expected that there ~,ould have been significant forward together off the seat pan and on to the floor. Hence 

overloading of the CRS. In some vehicles the lower adult neither CRS B or E sank into it significantly at the point of 

anchorages plastically deformed increasing the effective maximum head excursion. About half the base of CRS C 

length of the adult belt, used to restrain the CRS. moved over the front edge of the seat cushion. Both CRS B 
¯ and E in the SAAB translated across the surface of the 

In general head excursions were greater in vehicles where cushion with a small vertical displaeernent of about 20mm at 

the lower anchorages had been strengthened. The R44 head the point of maximum head excursion. 

excursion criteria was exceeded in 63% of the vehicle tests. 
The head excursion in the vehicle tests is based on a best 
estimate of the equivalent R44 Cr point. 

More than two thirds of the tests yielded chest accelerations 
in excess of the R44 criterion. Some of these high values can 
be attributed to the influence of the deforming vehicle seat 
backs. 

¯ CRS performance on the R44 bench seat -Revised 
Anchorages - (Table 8) 

Head Excursion - In only four tests did a CRS give a head 
excursion under the 550mm R44 limit. 
Chest Accelerations - Only three CRS gave a chest 

¯ acceleration reading below the 55g limit and one other was 
on the 55g limit. 

General Kinematic Observations. 

A review of the films revealed that, in general, the 

¯ motion of the CRS on the vehicle seats differed from that on 
the ECE R44 seat cushion. Research is still continuing to 
quantify specific effects, such as function of the position of 

¯ 
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Table 9 Table 10 

Ranking of CRS by Head Excursion Ranking of CRS by Chest Acceleration 

(ear tests) (ear tests) 

% Deviation Test Configuration % Deviation Test Configuration 

from R44 from R44 

~ 
55g ~ii CF SF SBF PF CSs CFs SSs 550 mm SF SBF PF CSs CFs SSs criterion erilcrion ~ .... i’.’. i.!!:ii 

>15% a~ove ’,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i C D C B C D >IS% above 
i 

A A A B 

Very Bad Fail ~il ~ D C Very Bad Fail 

i 

E B E 

D 
E 

:~:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i E 5-15% above ~ B B B C A    A 

5-15% above E E D D B Bad Fail i 
E B 

E Atx:eptable .................... E E D 

Good Pass Pass !.!.i.!.i.i.!.!.::. 

!i l 
A 

Pass any rank order of’within’ group performance. In these 10% 
groupings it can be clearly seen that all the CRS would pass 

CF - Cavalier, Full width rear seat 
the R44 approval test. The head excursion performance of 

SF - Sierra, Full width rear seat 
SBF - SAAB, Full width rear seat CRS A is good in all the cars and that of CRS B is good or 
PF - Peugeot, Full width rear seat acceptable in four of the six cars. CRS C shows acceptable 
CSs - Cavalier, Split rear seat, strengthened lower anchorages head excursion in one car whilst all the other CRS in the ears 
CFs - Cavalier, Full width rear seat, strengthened lower anchorages 

SSs - Sierra, Split rear seat, strengthened lower anchorages indicate a poor performance. As far as chest accelerations 
are concerned CRS A is not acceptable in three of the six 

COMPARISON OF CRS PERFORMANCE 
CarS. 

An attempt has been made to classify and rank the CRS 
ECE R44 seat with different anchorage locations and 

in the different impact configurations. Some level of test 
belt configurations. 

variability both in test set up and in CRS performance must 
be expected. Thus the results obtained in these impact tests 

Table 11 and Table 12 show the perfomance of the 
might not correctly rank the CRS, if their comparative 

different CRS in the performance groups described above. 
performances are similar. In order to overcome these 

The CRS in each band are shown alphabetically and not in 
problems five performance groupings have been adopted 

any performance related order. 
centred on the R44 approval criterion. The width of the 
bands has been set at 10% of the criterion. Thus a CRS Table 11 

whose performance was within ±5% of the pass criterion is 
Ranking of CRS on R44 test seat 

classified as acceptable. Other 10% bands have been set up (Head excursion) 

either side on the ’acceptable’ band. % Deviation Test Configuration 
fi’om R44 
550 mm Anchorage R44. R44. R44. Median Forwarc 

The tables indicate a degree of’acceptability’ of the criterion Belt/adj. Static BSI Ret. Ret. Ret. 
different CRS in the different test configurations. They also 

> 15% above B C C 
show the influence of changing belt/adjustment strategies Very Bad Fail D D 
and anchorage locations. However it should be noted that the E 
’pass/fail’ (acceptance) criterion for all the test configurations 5-15% above E E E B 
has been taken as the R44 criteria of 550mm and 55g. For Bad Fail 

the alternative test configurations, other ’equivalent to’ R44 ± 5% B C B 
criteria might be appropriate. Acceptable D D 

E 

ECE R44 seat with that in car bodies. 5-15%below C B 
Good Pass 

Table 9 and Table 10 show the performance of the >IS%below A 
different CRS in the performance groups described above. Cery Good Pass 

The CRS in each band are sho~t,n alphabetically and not in. 
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¯ 
Table 12 Table 13 

Ranking of CRS on R44 test seat Performance order of CRS 
(Chest acceleration) ’in vehicles’ compared with ’approval’ test configurations. 

o/6 Deviation Test Configuration 
from R44 CRS performance in descending 

¯ 
55 g Anchorage R44. R44. R44. Median Forwar¢ Test Condition order 

criterion Bell/adj. Static BSI ReL" ReL Ret. 

>15% above B E B 
Head excursion Chest acceleratior 

Very Bad Fail C (3ms) 

5-1’5% above B E Mean in vehicle B - C - DE D - E - BC 
Bad Fail C D 

response 
¯ ± 5% A B E D 

Acceptable B R44/Static 4/S" C - B - D - E D - C - E - B 
5-15% below E E 

Good Pass R44/BSI slack 4/!1 B - D - C - E D - C - E - B 

>15% below C C 
Very Good Pass D O R44/Retractor 4/R B - E E - B 

O Median/Retractor B - E - D - C D - B - C - E 
’Ret. = Retractor M/R 

Considering only retention system changes, and the Forward/Retractor B - C - DE D - E - B - C 
parameter of head excursion on the R44 test seat, it can be F/R 
seen that the BSI adjustment system has a major effect on 
CRS B and a smaller effect on CRS E. Although only two 

¯ CRS have been evaluated on the R44 test seat with a Note - CRS A was not tested with the alternative test 

retractor belt these tests dramatically change the rank order conditions, and has not been included in this 

of CRS B and E. If chest acceleration is considered the analysis. 

’approval parameter’, then only CRS B is greatly affected by The order of the CRS in the alternative test 

the greater use of a retractor, conditions has been taken from absolute test 
results, since the adopted banding system can not 

¯ The influence of anchorage position changes on the differentiate the CRS within the bands. 

performance of the selected CRS is much more dramatic. All 
the CRS would fail with the alternative Median and Forward Overall Performance of CRS. 
anchorages, if both criteria are considered together. 

In the body shells in which it was tested, CRS A had the 
Alternative test conditions as ’approval’ test conditions, lowest maximum Head Excursions, (range 393mm to 

¯ 526mm) but exceeded the 55glimit for maximum Resultant 
In order to investigate which of the alternative test Chest Deceleration (3ms), [range 62.2g - 71.7g]. 

conditions might be better correlated to the ’in vehicle tests’ CRS A is a booster chair where the main restraint of the 
the CRS have been performance ranked in the descending child is by the adult belt directly. The results from tests with 
order of their banded performance. The order does not this C RS more accurately reflects the performance of the P3 
differentiate between approval or non approval. An approval dummy restrained by an automatic adult Lap and Diagonal 

¯ thresh-old could be different for each test condition, belt on a booster cushion. 

Examination of Table 13 indicates that the best test Tests in vehicles with unstrengthened rear seat backs 
configuration for grading the different CRS is the showed that the collapsing seat backs had a detrimental 
Forward/Retractor condition followed closely by the effect on the performance of the CRS. These tests therefore 
Median/Retractor combination, based on these very limited indicate that the current standards, relating to seat back 

~1~ tests, strength are too low arid that current seats would not prevent 
additional loading to a child and CRS, in a severe impact. It 
should be noted that no additional load was present behind 
the rear seats. 
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Development of ECE Regulation R44. REFERENCES 

In 1993/4 a major review and upgrading of the (1) ECE Regulation 44 - 1981. Uniform provisions 
European Child Restraint Standard R44 has taken place, concerning the approval of restraining devices of child 

With respect to this study the most significant change has occupants of passenger driven vehicles. Economic 
been with respect to anchorage positions. A revision to the Commission for Europe, Geneva, 1981. 
regulation adopting a retractor and lower anchorages (2) ECE Regulation 44 - 1986. Amendment 01,02. 

between the Median M/R and Forward F/R lower positions Uniform provisions concerning the approval of restraining 

has been agreed in principle. In addition the specification of devices of child ocoupants of passenger driven vehicles. 

the R44 seat cushion has been made more precise. Economic Commission for Europe, Geneva, 1986. 
(3) Hill K J, Roy A P. Simulation of the Effects of 

CONCLUSIONS Vehicle Impacts on Restrained Child Occupants- Part A: A 
description of the KL/MP. Dynamic Test Facility. Journal of 

1 a) The force exerted by general CRS users when the Society of Environmental Engineers 21 st March1982. 

installing CRS in vehicles varies from 0 to 16ON, (4) Roy A P, Savage G T, Witherington C T. 
measured in the diagonal strap. Compar~itive Study of Child Restraints on the ECE44 Seat 

b) The study proposes a more representative method of and Vehicle Seats. Second Interim Report, RSEL-Middlesex 

CRS adjustment based on initial webbing tension of University, London,1993. 
50 N, measured in the diagonal strap. 

2 a) The performance of CRS, whether measured by head 
excursion or chest acceleration varies greatly in different 
vehicles. 
b) All of the CRS failed at least one of the R44 
Paragraph 7 criteria when tested in vehicle installations. 

3 The ranking of the CRS in the R44 approval tests 
compared poorly with the ranking as assessed in the 
vehicle based tests. 

4 The performance of the CRS on the various test seats is 
seen to be a function of restraint type and adjustment, 
cushion profile and stiffness characteristics, anchorage 
position and CRS design. 

5 The performance of the selected CRS is influenced more 
by anchorage location than by restraint system. 

6 Based on the limited test programme the 
Forward/Retractor and Median/Retractor test 
configurations more accurately assess ’in vehicle’ CRS 
performance than does the current R44 test 
configuration. 
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¯ 
Abstract internal combustion engine during the nineteen 

sixties, studies were conducted at General 
This paper describes General Motors studies of Motors on electric vehicle batteries, 
thirty years ago, the conclusions of which appear electrochemical engines, electric propulsion 
to the author, to still be appropriate today. The motors, hybrid electric/ICE configurations, 
paper further relates the conclusion of these electronic controls and the design of vehicles 
studies to the design and construction of electric       which would serve consumers, accommodate the 
and hybrid electric vehicles since that time, at components and be marketable. 
present and in the future. 

Those General Motors, confidential studies (Ref. 
That conclusion was (and still is) that electric 1-3) led to the fabrication and limited 

¯ 
automobiles cannot be consumer competitive production of several different prototype 
practically, socially, or economically unless vehicles, continuing research at GMR and 
something changes, such as the available ’ additional electric and hybrid electric vehicles at 
technology, or the consumers expectations, or Minicars Inc. While several papers were 
the economic environment, published (Ref. 4-7), several important 

conclusions about the design and marketing of 
¯ The truth of the matter is that given any electric alternative fuel vehicles and their power trains 

vehicle design, styling, structure and any set of remain tacitly confidential at GM still today. 
amenities, substituting an equivalent performing 
internal combustion engine/transmission, with This paper is intended to describe those studies 
appropriate environmental modifications, the of thirty years ago, the conclusions which appear 
results will be a more competitive and to the author, still appropriate today. It will also 

¯ marketable product than any electric or hybrid relate the sudies’ conclusions to the design and 
electric combination foreseeable in the past or construction of alternate fuel (primarily electric 
present, and hybrid electric) vehicles since that time, at 

the present and in the future. 
The conclusion of this paper is that, it will not" 
be possible for at least twenty years after the Discussion 

¯ decision is made, and until some $20 billion in 
resources are available, to design an Electric vehicles have been and are feasible, 
electrochemical engine to power a consumer practical and serve many transport functions 
competitive automobile that people would buy. worldwide. Within the limitations of current 
Even so, the risk of failure is high and the cost state-of-the-art batteries, electric vehicles are 
estimates are optimistic, easy to design to serve a specified function. 

O However, it was not possible in 1968, it is not 
Introduction and Background possible today and it will not be possible for at 

least twenty years after the decision is made and 
In response to governmental concerns about the resources are available, to design an automobile, 
role of automotive emissions in environmental that people would want to buy with an electric 
pollution, and the potential of alternatives to the engine. 
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Current reported research efforts make clear that 
That is not to say that an electric car cannot be the limitations foreseen in the sixties have not 
designed to meet what people claim they would been adequately addressed and as then, are 
find acceptable, or what they perceive to be twenty years from being resolved, while the 
acceptable. It means that an internal consumer’s appetite for power and flexibility is 
combustion engine can be modified to meet undiminished. 
almost any social requirement with substantially 
more consumer value and higher benefit to cost The heart of the problem is the automotive 
ratio than a battery electric engine, consumer’s expectations and requirements for 

power and energy, and the available electric 
The truth of the matter is that given any electric power plant’s ability to compete with the 
vehicle design, styling, structure and any set of developed capacity of the ICE/gasoline power 
amenities, substituting an equivalent performing plant on a horsepower/pound and horsepower- 
internal combustion engine/transmission, with hour/pound basis. There are wide ranges of 
appropriate environmental modifications, will component and system performance (results and 
result in a more competitive and marketable claims), but the magnitude of the problem is 
product than any electric or hybrid ele~u’ic clear enough. To illustrate, and for the sake of 
combination foreseeable in the past or present, comparison, gross "ball park" estimates are used 

in the following discussion: 
Notwithstanding any legislative or EPA 
mandate it is inconceivable that consumers will From a rotating power point of view, 
accept or consider on its merits, an electric or 
hybrid electric power-plant given a real social 1. A typical ICE delivers one hundred 
and/or economic (rather than wishful) choice, horsepower and weighs 500 pounds or 5 pounds 
In other words, even if the strictest EPA rules per horsepower,; 
could be enforced, the restricted flexibifity and 
performance of currently available electric 2. A conventional DC motor weighs 
batteries and the lack of necessary infra- about 400 pounds per 100 horsepower or 4 
structure, would preclude consumers buying and pounds per horsepower; while 
continuing to use them in any quantity. 

3. A high performance inverter/AC 
That is not to say, that special circumstance electric motor (Ref. 8) weighs 200 pounds and 
local transportation vehicles such as in Zermatt, delivers about 100 horsepower or 2 horsepower 
Switzerland, or in Long Beach, California, per pound. 
USA, may not enhance the environment by the 
addition and private use of electric vehicles, or Therefore except for cost, power isn’t the 
that electric golf carts and factory forklifts and problem. 
travelers are not competitive. 

The problem is the horsepower and horsepower-. 
On the other hand, true commercial hour per pound of battery as compared to 
transportation experiments such as the 26 gasoline. 
identical 70 passenger electric and diesel buses 
built in 1982 for the limited access 16th Street 1. A lead acid battery can supply about 
Mall in Denver, Colorado and sponsored by 1/10 horsepower per pound and about 1/100 
their Regional Transportation District (ref 10), horsepower-hour per pound; as compared to 
have after ten years succumbed to the economies 
of an all diesel fleet. 2. The 20 horsepower-hours per gallon 

(7 pounds) of gasoline (converted) or 3 
Even in Europe, where the price of gasoline horsepower-hours per pound; 
includes more than two dollars a gallon in taxes, 
private electric vehicles have little competitive 3. An expensive (limited recharging) 
consumer appeal, silver zinc battery can deliver 1/20 horsepower- 

hour per pound, four times as much as lead acid 
but only 1/60 as much as gasoline. 
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¯ job of monumental proportions requiring skills, 

The point is that the disparity is a factor of 100, talents, resources and ten to twenty billion 

and several 20% component improvements, or dollars, none of which is readily available. 

even several two to 1 component improvements Furthermore, there are many who consider the 

or breakthroughs won’t solve the battery project controversial and readily challenged on 

problem, practical and safety grounds. 

To understand the magnitude of the difference, An electrochemical engine delivering 10 to 
think about the fact that with your auto’s 500 twenty times the energy/pound of the lead acid 

pound engine and transmission and two gallons battery was begun at General Motors in the early 

(15 pounds) of gasoline you can travel 60 miles. 1960’s and several high energy battery projects 

To do the same thing with an electric power were initiated at the same time elsewhere at 

¯ plant the vehicle weight would increase by at GM, at Ford and at Government Labs. Ford at 
least (60 x 15 = 900).1000 pounds. And it takes least, has been persistent with its sodium sulfur 

another 1000 pounds for each additional 60 batteryand perhaps is further along than 

miles range, anyone. But, recent indications are that the 
functional application and use problems 

On that basis, it was (and is) clear that electric foreseen in the sixties are again meeting with 

¯ automobiles cannot be competitive practically, public and management resistance. 

socially, or economically unless something 
changes, such as the available technology, or the That resistance stems from the fact that all high 
consumer’s expectations, or the economic energy batteries involve very energetic, 

environment. That was the situation when Ilet~ corrosive, toxic, high temperature molten 

GM in 1968. chemicals such as fithium, chlorine, sodium, 
¯ iodine, etc. This means they are difficult to 

General Motors did not release these contain, control, isolate, insulate and package 

conclusions and still offers hope to Government and they bring up the specter of mass 
demands and consumer wishful thil~king by contamination and distruction with every 

developing and demonstrating 20% component accident. And to some extent it is all true, 
improvements, and combining them into a non- which of course is why such a project is likely to 

¯ competitive product such as the "Impulse" be so expensive. 
prototype vehicle. 

Conclusions 
No one considers that ffthe "Impulse" were 

¯ fitted with a gas tank instead of its battery, and a The 1960’s decision to put the electrochemical 
high fuel economy, high performance, low engine and high energy battery projects on the 

¯ emission Honda Vetec engine with an electric "oack burner" has precluded the development of 

preheated low emission catalytic converter, the a competitive electric car. 

vehicle would be able to be driven across all the 
land areas of and around the world, without We CAN be certain that the path of science into 

refueling and with a minimum of emissions, the future will be loaded as always with twists, 
turns and cut-backs. But in moving forward, 

¯ In the last twenty years, much similar research perhaps we should spend more effort in 

effort sponsored by the US Department of researching how to change consumers 

Energy and other commercial interests has gone exp~tions, or effecting change by economic 

into reducing the weight and power dis-incentives, or by taxing offensive polluters, 

consumption of developmental electric cars. or by producing ultra low emission ICE 

From a practical point of view these are the only vehicles. 
things that can be done, but are useless in the 
larger framework of developing competitive References 
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ABSTRACT as prevention of accidents, be made valid prog- 
The present paper describes effects of ress. Improvements in the crash eharaetenTstics 

lap-shoulder belts for occupants, focusing on of vehicles 1),2), and stealing column 3),4) 
rear seated occupants, in relation to collision and the development of seat belts 5),6) and 
configuration and seating position. The study airbags 7)-9) are proceeding to reduce injury to 
was motivated by the need to provide the visual occupants. The seat belt is an especially 

¯ tool to make every passenger wear the seat belt well,known device, and occupants on the front 
in safety programs. Fatal injury mechanism of seats are obliged to wear them by mandatory 
rear-seated occupants and kinematics of vehicle wearing laws in Japan. In this connection, all 
are investigated in real world accidents by means new passenger vehicles will be obliged to be 
of accident reconstruction. The results indi, equipped with rear lap-shoulder belts after 
care that most rear seated unbelted occupants 1994. Seat belts, however, are safety devices 
received fatal .head injury localized as they hit such that their proper effect cannot be expected ¯ their heads against around center pillar immedi- .merely from being furnished in vehicles, and it 
ately after collision, is important that passengers have safety con- 

Six collision tests simulating the acei- sciousness with regard to wearing seat belts. 
dent eases reconstructed are carded out to Many studies on the effects of seat belts 
elucidate the dynamics and kinematics behavior of have been reported, but most of them are con- 
rear s~ated occupants, in which the impact cemed with front-seated occupantsl9),10~. 

¯ configurations simulating the accident cases, Very few report are concerned with rear-seated 
using the same model passenger ears as the acei- occupants, which is based on statistic rather 
dent eases and dummies as passengers. Mainly than on in-depth investigation, such as by means 
dyrmmies and kinematics of dummies are demon- of reconstruction, from field aceidentsl2)-I 4). 
strated with respect to usage and no-usage of Also, most reports are only backed up with sled 
lap-shoulder belt and seating position from high tests, and the complex kinematics of rear-se.at 
speed films and electronic instrumentation, occupants inrealworldaccidentcollisiontypes ¯ Most unbelted rear-seated occupant has impacted has hardly been clarified 6)~ However, it is 
a~gainst interior of the vehicle directly. And clearly that lap-shoulder belts in rear-seat 
also an aggressive aspect of rear-seat unbelted occupants contribute preventing ejection and 
occupant to the front-seated occupant was real- impact mitigation as the principal safety feature 
ized on exposing the severe impact through the in preventing occupants 11). In spite of it, 
backrest by the impact, most passengers could not judge of wearing seat 

¯ belts or not on the vehicle. The main reason is 
Background that there is a general lack of information on 

Fatal and seriously injurious accidents the technical aspects, performance, and efficacy 
caused on ear passengers have markedly inereased of lap-shoulder belts in rear-seat occupants. 
and have come to exceed 40% of the total of the It is Important that a proper tool using visual 
fatal and injurious accidents occurring in Japan technique provided for an education of driver and 
each year. Hence, it has become an maportant passengers. In view of this situation, a eom- 

¯ socialrequest for safety programs that impact .prehensive examination concerning the effect of 
mitigation to occupants during collision, as well lap-shoulder belt in rear-seated occupants have 

¯ 
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been carried out to examine the behavior of oeeu- than 9%(882) in total. Even of the fatalities 
pants during collision, such as the statistic in unbelted occupants in vehicles running at high 
analysis, accident reconstructions, and a series speed, only the fatalities due to general inju- 
of full scale collision tests. This report is nes account for no more than 8%, the majority of 
a preliminary report on theses studies, which are due to localized injuries. This fact 

may be said to reveala characteristic feature of 
1. Fatality and Serious Injury to Occupants. the present status of passenger fatalities due to 

In the past five years, the number of aoutomtive traffic accidents. In other words, it 
fatalities due to traffic accidents has been indicates that localized impact mitigation to 

~radually increasing, and has exceeded ten 
head is very important for preventing fatal occu- 

ousand since 1989 as shown in Fig.1 15). pant injury. 
The number of fatalities in occupants has 
increasedyear after year, and accounted for 42% l)eaths 

of total of the fatal accidents in 1993 as shown 
in Fig.2. 
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Fig.4 Number of deaths in injury regions due to 
vehicle belted and unbelted occupants. 

0 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992                    Table 1 shows the number of fatalities 

Fig.2 Number of deaths in road user categories, according to principal impact and seating posi- 
tion from 1990 to 1992. 50%(4,946) of the 

Fig.3 shows occupants injury regions of total is accounted for by fatalities due to 
fatal accidents in 1990. The proportion of frontal collisions, and 75%(7,488) of the 
fatalities due to fatal injuries to the head is total is accounted for frontal collisions if 
52%(2,325), and the second greatest proportion oblique frontal collisions are included. In 
is accounted for by. chest injury.. In contrast, contrast, fatalities due to side impacts account 
among non-fatal injuries, injuries to the head for 19%(1,950) as shown in Fig.5. And Fig.6 
account for 11%. Fig.4 shows the fatalities shows the number of fatalities of rear-seated 
major injury regions according to belted or passengers accordingtoprincipal impact. With 
unbelted occupants from1991 to 1992. The respect to rear passengers, 705 passengers met 
number of fatalities unbelted occupants is four their deaths because frontal collisions including 
times as many as the number of belted occupants, with oblique frontal impacts, however no more 
No less than 45%(881) of the total met their than 488 passengers in the rear seats met their 
fatalities because of head injuries, and it is deaths because of side impacts, of which is less 
noticeable that 53%(3,856) of the total is ac- than that due to frontal collisions. This fact 
counted for in unbelted occupants. On the other suggests that more unrestrained rear-seat pas- 
hand, it is also remarkable that the number of sengers met their fatalities in a situation where 
fatalities due to general injuries is no more no damage of rear compartment was caused. 
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Table 1 Fatalities due to seating positions 2.1 Method 
(1990-1992) 2.1.1 Test Configurations 

Three collision configurations are 
Passenger conducted using JARI collision test facility. 

Front Rear Fig.7 shows the test collision configurations: 
~l)river seat seat Others Total collision angle, principal impact point and 

¯ ,Front 4946 1011 410 10 6386 vehicle speeds, simulating the world accident 
R. O. F 1686 251 145 2 2084 cases. In the tests, commercial cars are em- 
L. O. F 856 419 141 5 1421 ployed the same model in the accident as test 
Right 1155 167 200 11 1533 cars. In this paper, a test car with fatality 
Left 795 591 288 6 1680 of rear-seated passenger is called a strucl~ ear 
R. 0. R 66 16 21 7 110 and another one striking ear. Dummies are load- 

¯ L.O. R 76 22 20 5 123 ed in the struck car, on each of the front and 
Rear 212 56 56! 1 325 rear seats in a similar manner of the accident 
Others 145 42 24 23 234 : ease described later in the ease studies. The 
Total 9937 2575 1314 70 13896 ears were forcibly stopped in two seconds after 
R. O. F=Right Oblique Front R.O. R=Right Oblique Rear collision. 
L 0. F=Left Oblique Front L.0. R=l~ft Oblique Rear 

¯ Striking Car 

¯ 
55k~tlh ~0.5m ( 1 ) (1 1 ) 68 \ 

" Sturck Car 

I~ 212 / Stri.kinR Car 

(2, 15) Test K201 and K202 
Test K101 and K102 Sturck Car 

Fig.5 Fatalities of occupants due to Striking Car ............. 16~" Test K205 and K301 
principal impact 

Fig.7 Test configurations. 

¯ (1t.48~) 
(1~-0~) 2.1.2 Dummies andLap-Shoulder Belts 

A seat belt is employed with an 
21 lap-shoulder belt (ELR type) for the front 

I4 ! 9 
( 1.6 %) dummy and an lap-shoulder belt (NLR type) for 

( ) the rear dummy respectively. Also, greasepaint 
was drawn to the faces of the dummies to check 

(4.~) for interior contacts of the heads. The seat 
adjustment, such as slide position fixed in 

I 
mid-position and the seat back to the standard 

(1~’4~) (1.250~) design state, is set normal position respective- 
ly. The door is unlocked left. Fig.8 shows an 
example of set up of belted and unbelted dummies 

Others 

(i.~%) (2~!~) 

inthe test car. 

2.1.3 Measurements ¯ Fig.6 Fatalities of rear passengers due to Impact accelerations were measured of two 
principal impact, points on the struck car and of three parts 

(head, chest and pelvis) in the dummies with 
aecelerometers as shown in Fig. 9. Also the time 

2. Experiments when a dummy reaches from the collision to the 
Full scale collision tests with dummies door is measured with a switch. 

¯ are carried out, with respect to the side swiped For Test No.K101,K201 and K205, load 
and oblique frontal crash, which are simulating histories of lap and shoulder belt are measured 
the accident cases where an unbelted rear-seated during Collision, in which case acceleration data 
passenger having fatality in spite of the fact are performed using a filtering process recom- 
that the rear compartment had little damage, mended by SEA 16). The kinematics of dummies 

¯ 
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and vehicles were photographed with _the high 2) Test K201 and K202 
speed cameras. The changing of the velocity, Both vehicles kept on advancing in the 
angle, and angular velocity of cars are analyzed same direction as before the collision after the 
using a film motion analyzer from the high speed collision, and then reached a maximum engagement 
f’rims. The deformations of the ears were photo- after about 50ms. After a lapse of lOOms, the 
graphed with a stereo camera set and the cross ear began to rotate counterclockwise, whereas the 
sections of the cars at the heights of the dummy struck ear began to rotate clockwise. After 
waist were represented in graphic form for analy- both vehicles kept their contact state for about 
sis. 200ms, they were separated from each other 

(Fig.10-b). 

3) Test K205 and K301 
For approximately 50ms from collision, 

both of striking and struck ears kept on advanc- 
ing in the same direction as before the colli- 
sion, and then reached a maximum intrusion 
(engagement) after a lapse of approximately 
70ms. After maximum engagement, both vehicles 
turned clockwise with contacting head of each 
other till 200ms. The fmal position of the 
vehicles is near around the impact position 
(Fig. 10-c). 

Fig.8 An example of set up of the dummies. 

’i 
Fig.10-a 

Test K101 and K102 
¯ 

TestK101 and K102 Test K201 and K202 

head                                                                              ¯ 

~ struck ear 

Test K205 and K301 --- 
Fig.10-b ; J Test K201 and K202 

Dummy 

=~ struck car .-* strikir~ear 

~Fig.9 Locations of accelerometers in                               , ,-~ ’’ 
vehicles and dummy. 

2.2 Results struck ’ ¯ 
2.2.1 Kinematics of Vehicles 

Fig. 10 shows vehicle kinematics. 
1) Test K101 and K102 struck- ear 

For approximately 40ms from collision, 
both of striking and struck cars kept on advane- ’~ Test K205 an& K30! 
ing in the same direction as before the colli- Fig. 10-e ’ 
sion, and then reached a maximum intrusion s ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ¯ 
(engagement) after a lapse of approximately 
80ms. After maximum engagement, both vehicles 
began to rotate rapidly (Fig.10~a). Fig.10 Kinematics of vehicles. 
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¯           2.2.2 Deformation Pattems of Vehicles 
a broken line for sharp contrast indicate the 

Fig. 11 shows the deformation patterns deformation patterns with two tests with the same 
drawn as horizontal cross section at ears bumper configurations respectively. Those differences 
level from the films by the stereo camera and in. deformation patterns were actually rather 
damaged vehicles. In Fig. 11, a solid line and minor. Striking Car 
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Fig. 11 Danaaged vehicles and deformation patteruns. 
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The damage to the struck car was most se- the rear dummy occurred afi~ the dummy collidexi ¯ 

vere at its front left. The forward force with the door. This fact suggests that the 
applied bent the front and rear doors outward lap-shoulder belt restrains the rear dummy, 
into convexity "<" shape, resulting in deformed against with an inertial force of the dummy 
side sill. For example, the maximum lateral worked when the vehicle begins to rotate after 
deformation occurred at the center of the fro.nt the collision (Fig. 12-a). 
seat in K203 and in front of the front seat m ¯ 
K204. Consequently, the intrusion of the door 2) Test K201 
in K203 was greater than that in K204. In In rear belted dummy, there were some 
generally, in these tests the front compartments differences in the occurrence time for maxima ac- 
recurred damage over around the impact points, celeration and duration time, etc., between the 
However, the rear compartments underwent line lap-shoulder belt load and spinal acceleration. 
deformation. The shoulder seat belt load, on the one hand, 

reached its maximum after the spinal acceleration       ¯ 
reached its maximum and its duration time also is 

2.2.3 Loads on Lap-Shoulder Belts and longer. Unlike the shoulder seat belt load, the 
accelerations lap belt load showed three peaks. The first 

Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the oeak almost agreed with the peak of the ~elvie 
loads on lap-shoulder belt and spinal and pelvic acceleration. The second peak agreed with th 
acceleration of rear dummies. In Fig.12, the maximum of the shoulder belt load. The maxima ¯ 
maximum load in K205 is highest than that in of the shoulder belt load and the second peak of 
K101 and K201, also the occurrence of loads the lap belt load are considered to have been 
are faster than them, because the configuration caused by the inertial force of the d ,upamy .w..orked 
of K205 is similar to the frontal crash, when the vehicle rotated after the collision. 

The third peak is coincide with the time when 
1) Test K101 the dummy strike to the rear backrest pulling 

The maximum lap and shoulder belt load on back by the lap belt (Fig.12-b). ¯ 

the rear belted dummy occurred with some delay 
while the pelvic acceleration has declined and 3) Test K205 
worked inverted. Also, the lap belt load was In rear belted dummy, there were some 
acting for about 150 ms. As to the relationship ¯ differences in the occurrence time for maxima ac- 
between the acceleration of the dummy and the celeration and duration time, etc., between the 
lap-shoulder belt load, the load of the belt on lap-shoulder belt load and spinal and pelvic ¯ 

i[ 

MIn.    -2.4 Time     35.5 

I I I I 1 1 

PELVIS 

I 

Fig. 12-a 
Fig.12-b 

Fig. 12 Loads on lap-shoulder belts and Accelerations. 
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.... Rv.~ kinematics behavior of dummy head during colli- 
,,,. ,33.8 T,,~ 98.~ sion comparing with on belted and unbelted after 

collision. 

1) Test K101 and K102 
The belted rear dummy remained restrained 

to the seat and hardly moved. The left side of 
the face into slight contact with the side of the 

, j, , k.~ ~ - ~ , door window frame, but the head collided with 
~--[- t.~ neither. On the other hand, the unbelted rear 

,,~. ~.~ ~.,,. ~., dummy head forcibly collided against the upper 
~ ,,o. -~.~ ~,,. ~,~.9 part of the rear door and center pillar after a 

lapse of about 80 ms, as a result it was protrud- 
edthrough the window frame of the rear door. 
That is, it is apparent that the belted dummy 

"’    ~’ ~ ~- : ~ - ~ head hardly moved and did not collide against the 

~ so~z ~o~. ,., T,~ ~9,.~ interiorsofeompartment. Byeontrast, thehead 
-- N .... ~.8 T Im~ B~.B of unbelted dummy moved by no less than 70cm, and 

i 
°l 

the breast collided with the door, so that the 
’ "-~--~-----~’~-~" , door deformed outward (Fig.13-a). 

~-, 2) Test K201 and K202 
,. .... ,~.~ ~,.. ,~.~ Both of belted and unbelted rear dummy 

~ ~ w_~vzs , .... 3,., ~,,~ ,~,., moved oblique forward till about 40ms after 

~ [ collision. Belted dummy was pulled rearward by 
¯ ~ o/ ~~/~’,-~- ~÷ _ ~-~_ the seat belt. In contrast, unbelted dummy 

pushed down the front seat back in inclined ahead 
~ position and moved up over the seat back, so that 

-’ the head collided against the instrument panel. 
~ ’ ’ ’ ~ ~ In K201. belted front dummy head lunged for- 

Fig. 12-c 
r~,~ ,,~, ward at 60 to 100ms because of the restriction 

of the seat belt and the top of the head collided 
¯ Fig.. 12 Loads on lap-shoulder belts and slightly with the window frame at about 120ms, 

acceleration so that the head was pulled back. In K202, in 
contra~, unbelted dummy moved ahead in the same 

acceleration. The shoulder belt load reached seated posture as before the collision, though 
its maximum after the spinal acceleration reached the knees collided against the instrument panel. 
its maximum and its duration time also is longer Then, the upper body began to fall forward, so 

¯ than that spinal acceleration. It is inferred that the forehead violently collided against 
that a reason for late load pattern is the diree- frontal pillar. Subsequently, the head was 
tion of inertia exerted on the dummy changed due protruded from between frontal pillar and the 
to the dummy began to turn around z-axis simulta- deformed window frame. In this state, the front 
neously when the dummy was restrained by seat dummy was forcibly pushed yet farther ahead via 
belt. The lap belt load showed three peaks, the seat back from unbelted rear dummy. It is 
The firstpeak is found at about 70ms. It is presumed that the head collided must have become 

¯ considered to have been caused by the aberration more severe (Fig. 13-b). 
of a belt location during initial moving forward 
because of pelvic acceleration having tow peaks. 3) Test K205 and K301 
The second peak agreed with themaximum of the Both of belted and unbelted rear dummy 

~oelvic acceleration. The third peak is very moved forward till about 80ms after collision. 
w. It is coincide with the time when the The rear belted dummy bumped the knee slightly 

¯ dummy strike to the rear backrest pulling back by with the front backrest in ahead position at 
the lap belt (Fig.12-c). about 50ms after collision. After that, the 

dummy was pulled back, and turned greatly in the 
2.2.4 Dummy Kinematics and Contact Areas in area around z-axis (vertical axis) with contact- 

Vehicles ing the right rear door inside. As a result, the 
Dummy kinematics are described as a result belted dummy did not collided against any interi- 

from deposits of greasepaint on the interiors and ors of the compartment (K205). In contract, in 
¯ high speed film analysis, the contact status of K301, unbelted rear dumm~� pushed down the front 

each part of the dummy with the inside of the backrest in ahead position at about 50ms. At 
compartment for both eases of seat belt usage and fLrst the knee bumped with the backrest, then the 
non-usage. Fig. 13 shows the fmal dummy posi- upper body forcibly impacted with it. At around 
tions in the compartment and illustrates the 100ms, the dummy beganto fall forward abruptly, 
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the upper body run over the backrest. Subse- 
quently, the head violently impacted with the 
center pillar, the steering wheel rim and the 
head of the front dummy (Fig. 13-e). 

Front 

-- ¯ --K101 Front Dummy 
--- O .-- K102 

(100reset) -- ¯ -- Kz0~ / --Rear Dummy 
xzoz / 

(lO0~sec 
)~_ 

Rear Dummy ~’/’ I 0.~ I - 

~-’-~: Test KI~I and K102 
Front Dummy Fig.13-b Test K201 and K202 

Fig. 13-a 

Front Front Dummy Rear Dummy 

--- 0 --- 

Rear Dummy (100insect) 

Fig. 13-c     T~st K205 and K301 
Fig.13 F~al positions and k~matics of d~mi~s. ~ 0. s~ ~ 

2.5 K~matics S~ulations by ~~O 
A vi~l ~afion as a driver ~ducational be~d ~e ~ont d~y, o~y motion of ~e head 

tool can con~but~s sig~ficantly to ~der- of ~ re~ d~y c~ b~ r~co~ed ~om ~ s~t. 
~d~ of~ differences ofk~ematics b~hav- Fig. 15 ~d Fig. 16 illus~ate ~e ~- 
ior for b~It~d and ~b~It~d d~my~ pa~icularly mafics be~vior of ~� d~mi~s ob~d ~om a 
~modds ~ ~d ~conj~cfion~~e~en- ~ d~nsional s~ulation based on ~ ac- 
~I results and ac~l accidents, c~lerations of ~e v~cles d~g collision by 

Fig. 14 shows ~ ~x~ple of ~ ~mafics ~~O 17) ~ K I01 ~d K 102. The b~hav- 
~or of ~I~ ~d ~I~ d~y ~om ~ ior of the front belted and ~belted d~mies 
sp~d fi~s ~k~n by a c~ra ~s~lled on ~ sho~ ~ Fig.15-a as a whol~ comp~d ve~ w~D 
bo~et of v~cl~, ~ KI01 and KI02. In with ~e t~st results sho~ ~ Fig.14. Th~ 
Fig.14, ~e be~vior of ~e ~ont d~ies c~ b~ ~belt~d d~y violently ~t ~s h~ad aga~ ~e 
ob~ed cl~arly. But ~ rear d~my is hidden c~nter pillar as sho~ ~ Fig. 16. 
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¯                    Fig.14 Durrtmy kinematics from high speed films m K101 and K102. 

¯ 

I 0msl 60ms 0ms 160ms 

¯ 

40ms 200ms o° 40ms 200ms 

80ms           /        240ms _ 80ms         _           240ms 

¯               ~-                             o 0      300ms 

120m~                       300~s 

Fig. 15 Kinematics of front dummies by MADYMO in K 101 and K 102. 
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Kldl                       KI02. 

Fig. 16 K~em~fies of rear d~mies by ~~O.~ K101 ~nd K102~ 

10ms’,’, 

20~s, 300ms~ 

K201 

K202 

Fig.17 Kinematics of rear dummies ink201 and K202 by MADYMO. 
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¯ 
Fig. 17 illustrates the kinematics of the 

belted and unbelted rear dummy in K201 and 
K202. The belted dummy are restrained by the 
seat belt without impacting against interiors of 
the vehicle. In contract, the unbelted dummy 
moved forward freely till colliding against the 

¯ front backrest with the about same as the impact 
velocity. It is possible to identify and under- 
stand the differences of the kinematics between 
belted and unbelted dummy clearly. 

¯         3. Case Studies                                       Fig. 18 Accident scene. 

- Fatalities of Rear-Seated Occupants in                     ~il ~--~k~ 

Reconstruction-               ~e~ele A~~ 
Some actual accidents, which is oblique ~. ~ ’ ~----~ 

frontal and side swipe erashes where a rear seat 

~I ][~ \~"i~dmarks - 
-- ¯ occupant(s) of a passenger car met their fatal- 

ity, are investigated and reconstructed from the !i Vehicle B 
viewpoint of impact mitigation to rear seated 

_ __-_:’~ ~ ~/~, /Vehicle A occupants. That is, three accidents with regard 
~ ~~~ ,,~..~.,~e _.~B. _~ to injury mechanism of rear seated occupant are 

described in this paper, in which rear seat pas- 
sengers were killed despite the fact that the                             ’ 
rear compartment only sth~ined minor damage. 

3.1 Case 1 
(Side Swipes Collision in Intersection) Vehicle A 

A passenger ear (Vehicle A: 1500ce) with 
¯ three occupants and a passenger car (Vehicle 

B:660cc) with two occupants collided in an 
intersection at midnight as shown in Fig. 18. 
The driver of Vehicle A ran straight alaead 
against the red light signal into the intersec- 
tion at a speed of about 40kin/h, while the driv- 
er of vehicle B obeyed the signal and ran into 

¯ the intersection at a speed of about 50km/h. At B 
the middle of the intersection, the front part of 
vehicle B collided with the fight-hand side of 
vehicle A at a collision angle of about 80 
degree. As a result, a rear seated passenger of 
vehicle A collided against centerl~illar, and 

¯ after that he was ejected throughthdrear-right 
door of the vehicle. Thus the rear seated 
passenger fatally injured from a cerebral contu- 
sion, though the other passengers were only 
slightly injured in the accident. 

Fig. 19 Initial and final positions of 
Fig. 19 shows the initial and final vehi- " vehicles, and damaged vehicles. ¯ cle positions and skidmarks from tires in the 

accident scene, The damages of Vehicle A and 3.1.1 Reconstruction 
Vehicle B are shown in Fig.18. Vehicle A 
rushed obliquely into a guard rail and stopped Fig.20 shows the initial and engagement 
there. The damage on the fight’hand side was collision configuration and kinematics behavior 
relatively slight such as the rear right door and of the vehicles are reconstructed on the basis of 

¯ fender deformed. Vehicle B, on the other hand, the data from the accident scene concerning 
stopped on a pedestrian crossing with a turning skidmarks, the damages and final positions of 
about 180 degree. The damage is very slight, vehicles. Both vehicles turned once clockwise 
the front bumper and the hood underwent deforma- after the collision and then stopped at the 
tion. respective f’mal locations. 
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(1) Collision Configuration and Kinematic 3.2 Case 2 (Frontal Oblique collision 
Behavior In Straight Road) 

The accident occurred at the intersection 
as shown in Fig.20-a, and the maximum engage- The accident occurred against traffic on 
ment was such that the rear right part of vehicle a straight road in a one-way street at midnight, 
A was engaged with the front left bumper of an initial and fmal locations of vehicles are 

shown in Fig.20. A passenger ear (Vehicle vehicle B (Fig.20-b), which suggests a side 
swiped collision having occurred at a collision_ A:2500ce) transgressed over the center line and 
angle of 80 degree. Kinematics behavior of into the opposite lane while running at a speed 
vehicles are shown in Fig.20-e after collisions of about 70 kmBa, and collided obliquely with 
as a result of a reconstruction. The right the front part of a taxi (vehicle B:1500cc) 
doors ( on the driver side) of vehicle A was running at about 60 km/h with a passenger rear 
compressed obliquely from the front toward the seated. After the collision, vehicle A slid 
rear by the front edge of vehicle B. At the sideways for about 5m and stopped in the lane 
maximum intrusion, the rear right fender was after rotating clockwise by about 90 degree. 
violently crushed, immediately after that Vehi- On the other hand, vehicle B collided against 

the curb situated diagonally ahead and then cle A advanced with quickly rotating clockwise. 
Subsequently, vehicle A collided against the stopped. In this accident, the drivers of both 
guard rail shown in Fig.20-a. On the other vehicles suffered serious injury. Also the 
hand, vehicle B was pulled in the advancing rear-seated passenger in vehicle B died from 
direction of vehicle A immediately after maximum cerebral " 

engagement, and then turned clockwise round the 
front left shown in Fig.20-b. 

(2) Occupant Injuries 
The rear seated passenger of vehicle A 

was moved obliquely toward the front right seat 
back after the collision and bumped his head with 
center pillar. The car body rotated quickly 
immediately after maximum engagement,, mad ~e 
rear seated passenger was pressed .Vlolenuy 
against the rear right door in the outward direc- 
tion. He was ejected through the rear door ............. 
after the vehicle body turned once because the 

" " 1                                 / 
strength of the rear right door latch of vehicle Vehlc,e B .,~--.~,.. 
A failed on account of the collision with vehi- 
cle B. It is inferred that he received a fatal 
injury in head when his head bumped against 
center pillar because of the pillar damage. 

--- 

/.!- ..,:-,.. 
__~-~ __:.=-=-_=_== ....................... .- _ 

Fig.21 Accident scene, and initial and 
initial engagement       maximum e~gagem,ent:               final position of vehicles. 

3.2.1 Reconstruction 

~q ~ ---- (1) Collision Configuration and Kinematic 
~ behavior 

~ Fig.21 shows damaged vehicles. Vehicle 
A was greatly deformed in the front part, 
particularly in the right-hand front. The cen- 

t 
= ~ tral part of the front bumper of vehicle A was 
~ dented in, which suggests that part had obliquely~ 

.veh~cleB - offset collided against the right comer o~ 

~ -~==~ vehicle B. The front right side of vehicle B 
Vehicle A -- was crashed by about 170em and its front left by 

.... about 50era. The frame of the front right door 
Fig.20 Vehicle Kinematics was greatly deformed, and the door latch was 
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destroyed thus releasing the door. injuries occurred. Although the driver ofvehi- 
The rear right door was deformed, but the ele B suffered a serious injury, yet he could 

door itself remained closed. Vehicle B avert a fatal injury to his head and thorax. On 
then advanced almost parallel to the lane in the other hand, the passenger in the rear seat 
which vehicle B was running, whereas vehicle A received a fatal wound despite the fact that he 
transgressed into the opposite lane. Vehicle A hardly suffered general injuries. ¯         was running at speed of 70km/h and that of 

vehicle B at 60 km/h. The accident is ascribed 
to an oblique frontal offset collision at a 
collision angle of about 145 degree shown as in 
Fig.23. 

¯ 2) Occupant Injuries 
There was pretty much no damage found 

interior of vehiele A, but the central part of 
the front windshield was dented outward because 
of the unbelted driver head colliding against it. 
The instrument panel of vehicle B and other ~_______; .... ~.. ~.~ 
parts were almost completely destroyed. Never- " ~ ..... " 

¯ theless, there was no trace of the belted driver 
having collided directly against the front 
windshield. Right center pillar of vehicle B 
underwent local concave damage, and hair deposits 
as well as a large amount of blood left on it. 
Also, the head rest on top of the front right                  --- 

¯ seat underwent forward deformation, which sug- 
vehicle A gests that the rear-seated passenger must have 

collided against the vicinity of this deformed 
part as shown in Fig.24, 

The passenger injuries was as follows: 
the driver of vehicle A suffered a fractured 

¯ fight clavicle, a fractured fight elbow, as well 
as forehead and knee contusions, injuries which 
required medical treatment for three months. On 
account of not wearing seat belts, the passengers 
sustained serious injuries in spite of the fact 
that there were no damage inside the compartment 

¯ The driver of vehicle B suffered a series of 
serious injuries, such as a fractured left 
pelvis, a fractured right rib, bruises on the 
front right part of the head, the forehead, the 
left calf, the thorax, the shoulders, and the 
stomach, as well as internal injuries and trau- 
matic liver trouble, which required rest treat- 

¯ ment for four months. All the same, it can also vehicle B 
be pointed out that fatal injuries were probably 
averted on account of the victims wearing seat Fig.22 Damaged vehicles. 
belts. . 

The rear-seated passenger died one hour 

¯ after the accident from a cerebral contusion .__~1. ~_.~L ) / 
attendant on a laceration to the right region of .... ~ ~:~.~~h_icle t) 
the forehead and a skull fracture, despite the . vehi_cle.B...,_ 
fact that he pretty much sustained no injuries 
other than that to the head. The passenger on 
the rear seat, who wore no seat belt, was thrown 
toward the seat back of the driver seat, so that vehicle -A.. ~ , ,~_ -~.i 

¯ the right side of his head collided against the 
enteri~ head rest on the diver seat. Moreover, the pas- c_ ........ 

senger on the rear seat was pressed against the °....,.:                 . -. ¯ ..... .. 
rear right door by the lateral movement of vehi- 
cle B during the collision, though no other Fig.23 Vehicle kinematics during collision. 
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right front and fight side were driven in and 
backward about 70em. The fender was crushed. 
The fight front wheel blew out and the wheel 
itself was crushed from both sides. Damage and 
deformation did not extend to the door on the 
driver side, however, and the inside of the 
vehicle was undam.aged.                             ¯ 

Vehicle B, m contrast, was heavily 
damaged and deformed. The right liont wheel was 
retracted far enough to enter the driver seat. 
The door on the driver side was completely 
crushed and the interior of the driver seat 
heavily damaged. The left side, in contrast, ¯ 
was undamaged. No obvious damage was found to 

Fig.24 Damaged compartment of vehicle B. the rear seat. 
3..3.1 Reconstruction 

3.3 Case 3 
(Head-on Collision on a Curve) (1) Collision Configuration 

An "offset" head-on collision is inferred 
The accident occurred on one of a number in that the two cars collided from the fight ¯ 

of successive curves on a national highway 6.6 front for about 50era at a collision angle of 
m wide at early morning as shown in Fig.24. A about 25 degree. The fight front wheels of the 
passenger ear (Vehicle A:2500 ce) crossed the two vehicles cut into each other at the bumper at 
center line, colliding head-on collision maximum engagement shown in Fig.27. After the 
obliquely with another passenger ear (Vehicle collision, both vehicles had swerved nearly 180 
B: 1410 cc) traveling in the opposite direc- degree and came to a stopped in directions oppo- ¯ 
tion. site those in which they had been traveling. 

The driver (front fight) and the passenger 
(front left) in Vehicle B were severely injured 
and the rear-seated passenger died about one hour 
later due to trauma involving fractured cervical 
vertebrae. The driver of Vehicle A was unin- 
jured and the front left seated passenger sus- ¯ 
mined only light injuries. 

vehicle A 

Fig.25 Accident scene, and initial ¯ 
and final positions of vehicles. 

vehicle B 
Fig.26 shows damaged vehicles. Vehicle 

A was damaged as follows: About 50cm along the Fig. 26 Damaged vehicles. 
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sions. This fact suggests that deadly injuries 
(2) Occupant Injuries to passengers in the rear seats hardly have to do 

The driver of Vehicle B was severely with the degree of direct destruction of vehi- 
injured, sustaining broken bones in seven places, eles. 
including multiple pelvic fractures, a skull Most deadly injuries to passengers in the rear 

¯ fracture, and a fractured right thighbone. The seats are local injuries, chiefly to the head, 
passenger seated next to the driver was also from which fact we can expect that damage to 
severely injured, sustaining facial lacerations, passengers in the rear seats can be alleviated by 
a head concussion, and loss of eyesight due to wearing seat belts. However, it seems difficult 
eyeball rupture. The passenger in the back seat to prove this tendency from the statistic data 

’ died about one hour after the collision due to available in Japan. Again, Japanese statistic 
trauma involving fractured cervical vertebrae and data does not explicitly reveal the seat posi- 

¯ a broken right arm. tions (left or right) of rear-seated passengers 
The passenger in rear-seated may also have nor relationship with the collision configura- 

suffered a broken neck because of the head col- tion. Needless to say, an evaluation of whether 
liding with the back left window. This was a or not seat belts had a favorable effect on the 
secondary collision into the passenger eompart- alleviation of injuries to passengers has to be 
ment caused when Vehicle B swerved swiftly made through a detailed review of the injury 
clockwise about 180 degree after the collision, mechanism. For this purpose, it is indispens- 

¯ The violence of the secondary collision, meaning able not only to conduct micro surveys and real 
the degree of injury to the passenger, was in- automobile collision experiments, but also to 
creased because the seat belt was not in use. carry out still more case studies and experi- 

ments. 

4.2 Injuries and Impact Parts 
¯ In our study here, we have collected and 

analyzed a document of accidents surveyed by the 
initial police. In our detailed case analysis, we 

collected more detailed data through direct 
vehicle B c,’ investigation of the sites of accidents and 

vehicles which had accidents. However, it was 
often difficult to examine in detail the rela- 
tionship between injuries to passengers and in- 

vehicle A jured regions for failure to investigate vehicles 
and lack or insufficiency of medical records on 
circumstances, regions, and degrees of injuries. 
In practice, still further investigation and 

maxim_ .urn engagement research are required for the accumulation of 
¯ _-,--.. ......... ~    , effective cases. From this point of view, we 

~ ° ..... ’    ~~" have brought out the contrast between data ob- 
~: ,.J.~ . ~"b~ rained from realvehicle experiments and similar 
-~---~=~-----__2~.-_-.~ ~,__~_~~~.;,.~_~ o ~ examples of accidents. 

.-._--~. ~~ ,. ~ 4.3 Kinematics of Rear-Seated Occupants 
~ "~ .    _ Through real vehicle experiments on three 

¯ ~-- ~~ vehicle A cases, we have clarified the differences between 
center lm~~ .~_ 

~/G~;~’-~" ,~~-~ the presence and absence of seat belts in the 
,: "~    /./’. ~,,.. "-’d~ :" I ",~-- ../ ~---~’~ 
~,, ¯ .... ~ ~..~,, ....... ¢ ~ ~, ,,~:!~ behavior of passengers on the rear seats in 
~ 

Vehicle kinematics\ \ ~ collision. It has been verified that wearing 
seat belts at least restricts passengers from 

Fig.27 Collision configuration and vehicle moving and restrains secondary collisions from 
¯ kinematics during accident, occurring inside the vehicle. This verification 

was made primarily on the grounds that displace- 
4. Discussion merit of the head is considerable, but actually it 

is considered that the modes (crashed regions, 
4.1 Statistic Data injured regions, shapes of injured regions, 

According to a survey of statistics data etc.) of collision with the inside of the corn- 
in the U.S.A., it is reported that the effects partmentare more important. Also, particularly 

¯ on rear seated passengers wearing seat belts are m a lateral sliding collision, attention should 
evident 9),10),11),12). In Japan as well, it be paid to the temporal relationship between the 
is reportedthafmore fatalities when rear-seated movement of passengers and the deformed behavior 
occupants tend to meet upon a frontal or oblique of ear bodies. 
frontal collisions rather than on lateral eolli- 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT                                          INTRODUCTION 

Drivers derive a large amount of important information 
The purpose of this research is to discuss the minimum 

for safe driving from the forward traffic situation. For ex- 
field of view a truck requires for driving in a straight line. We ample, the behavior of the vehicle in front in the same lane 
call this the drivable field of view (DFV). The approach we 

and the vehicle which may enter the same lane are believed 
took consists of investigating the drivers, vehicles, and road 

to be particularly important information for preventing acci- 
environments, dents. The purpose of this research is to clarify the forward 

The necessary basic data for analyzing DFV were ob- minimum field of view which must be wiped by the wind- 
tained. For example, the visual targets were analyzed from 

shield wipers of trucks in bad weather. We call this the driv- 
the records of the lines of sight of truck drivers. In addition, 

able field of view (DFV). In order to achieve this purpose, 
the drivable sight distance (DSD) between visual targets and 

visual targets important for preventing accidents were se- 
driver was calculated based on gap acceptance and reaction 

lected, and the target positions were analyzed. 
time. Forbes (1973) conducted research considering the for- 

The DFV was calculated using the visual target positions ward field of view for application to the design and evalua- 
determined by actual road-traffic surveys, DSD, and the po- 

tion of windshield openings. Those fields of view were con- 
sition of the driver’s eye-point. The results show that the siderably larger than the fields of view obtained in this re- 
DFV is a fairly narrow area within the forward field of view. 

search, particularly in the horizontal angles. A major cause 
DFV is useful for determining the area which must be wiped 
by the windshield wipers of trucks in bad weather, 

could be that the intersections in Japan for our study gener- 
ally have narrower views than intersections in the US used 
for his study~ 
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hicles in front in the same lane and those which may enter 

APPROACH the same lane (traffic signals were excluded). 

Figure 1 shows the approach in this research. It consists of 
investigating the drivers, vehicles, and road environments in 
two phases. In phase I, the important visual target positions 
were analyzed by actual road-traffic surveys. In phase II, the 
necessary basic data for phase I were collected. 

~ I. Visual Target Positions ~ 

II. Basic Data                            Figure 2. Subject Wearing Eye-Mark Camera 

2.Driver’s Visual Targets1 (3. Drivable Sight Distance" [ [Braking Distance [ 

( 1. Important Traffic Situation ] 

Figure I. Approach 

ANALYSIS OF BASIC DATA 

Investigation of Important Traffic Situation Figure 3. Line of Sight Depicting Oncoming 
Vehicle for Right Turn 

The percent of traffic accidents by accident types was in- 
vestigated using road traffic accident statistics (1 in Figure Analysis of Drivable Sight Distance 

1). The results indicated that 35.7% of the accidents were 
rear collisions with parked or stopped vehicles, 9.4% were In this research, the distance from the driver to visual tar- 

rear collisions with moving vehicles, 9.0% were collisions gets necessary for preventing accidents is called the drivable 

with crossing vehicles, 5.0% were collisions when turning sight distance (DSD) (3 in Figure 1). Figure 4 shows that the 

right, and 4.7% were collisions when turning left. Therefore, driver has to make a decision depending on the situation of 

it was assumed that the important traffic situation is driving the visual targets, and that the driver’s gap acceptance be 

straight which relates to the top three accident types. From 
this, DFV can be related to preventing 54.1% of the total ac- 

~ 
cidents. ~ 

Analysis of Driver’s Visual Targets                       ~ 

The visual targets were analyzed from the records in ~ ~ 
which the lines of sight of six truck drivers were recorded ~ 

~ ~ 
with an eye-mark camera during driving on rural roads, ur- 

~ ~ 
ban streets, and expressways (2 in Figure 1 and Figure 2). - < 

Figure 3 shows an example of driver’ s line of sight. The im- o 1.0 3.5 Time (sec.) 
portant visual targets were vehicles running in front, oncom- I~ong t, 

ing vehicles, parking vehicles, left- and right-turning ve- Driver’s Gap Acceptance 

hicles, oncoming vehicles making right turns, and intersect- Figure 4. Relation between the Driver’s Gap Acceptance 

ing vehicles, as well as pedestrians, cyclists, two-wheeled and the Importance of Field of View 

vehicles, and signals. These are generally found to be ve- 
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comes shorter as he approaches the visual targets. Therefore 
it is assumed that the field of view at this time is the most 
important in this research. 

Figure 5 shows the situation in which lane changing to the 
right to avoid a vehicle parked on the road side was repro- 
duced in the test course. The time which the driver required 
from initiating to completing the parked vehicle avoidance 
maneuver was measured as gap acceptance. Test subjects 
were 10 professional truck drivers. Their gap acceptance 
ranged from 1.0to 3.5 seconds. In this research, the shortest 
case (1.0 seconds) was selected inconsideration of safety. 

Test Vehicle Parked Vehicle 

~"-~J-- Figure 6. Video Camera Mounting 

"° ......... "t ...... 
¯ Method of Data Analysis - The visual target position pro- 

jected on the survey video screen and measured by the film 
- analyzer were input into a personal computer. The vertical 
~-    T -~ and horizontal visual target coordinates as defined in Figure 7 

~. (Driver’s Gap Acceptance) were analyzed from the following equations: 

Figure 5. Method of Measuring Driver’s Gap Acceptance 
Y = (A × y)/ fl (2) 

The DSD was obtained based on the driver’s gap accep- 
Z [[A2 + ~!                          ~/ + H tance and braking distance by literature surveys and is given = 1~ Y2/2 x zj f2 (3) 

byEQ (1). 

S= v(r + t)+(v2/2~)+ L o) 
where: 

where: 
Y is the right and left distance from the driver’s center, 

V is vehicle speed (40 km/h speed limit on rural roads and 
Z is the distance from the ground to the visual targets, 
y is the distance in the Y direction on a video screen, 

urban streets, 80 km/h speed limit on expressways), 
z is the distance in the Z direction on a video Screen, 

T is the driver’s gap acceptance (1.0 seconds), 
t is the driver reaction time (0.7 seconds), fl is the focal length including a video camera and a televi- 

g is the unit of acceleration (9.8m/sec2), sion in the Y direction, 

f2 is the focal length including a video camera and a televi- f is the coefficient of friction (0.7 dry road, 0.4 wet road), 
sion in the Z direction, 

L is the distance from the eye point to the front bumper (1.1 m 
A is the distance from visual targets to the video camera, 

average for seven trucks). 
For traffic signals, a distance of 25m from the stop line to H is a known elevation of the reference point on the video 

the signal at the standard intersection was added, 
survey vehicle (from ground to video lens ). 

ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TARGET POSITIONS Visual Target 

Method of Actual Road-Traffic Surveys (Z2 + y2)112 

Method of Recording Visual Targets - Figure 6 shows 

the video camera which was mounted at a point correspond- Z 
f~ VideoyScreen 

ing to the standard eye point of a heavy-duty truck driver 
(237cm from the ground, the average of 7 trucks). The odom- A Z 

eter and a signal generated when passing the side of visual Video Camera 

targets were recorded in the screen to measure the distance Ground Plane 

from the driver to the visual targets. 

Test Roads - The survey vehicle was driven over Figure 7. Location of Visual Target and Video camera 

2,500kin on expressways,, rural roads and urban streets fie- 
The results were transformed into the vertical and hori- 

quemly used by heavyduty truck drivers, 
zontal angles as defined in Figure 8, which were analyzed 
from the following equations: 
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01 = tan-1 (Y / S) 
(4) DISCUSSION 

02 = tan-1 {(Z - H)/(S2 + y2 f/2 } (5) The signals were confined in a narrow central field straight 

where: ahead of the eye point because there were numerous signals 

¯ 01 is the horizontal angle, which project over the road using a mast and cross arm near 

02 is the vertical angle, 
the road shoulder. The right and left maximum values were 
due to viewing vehicles approaching from an intersecting 

S is DSD, 
road. For example, assume the survey vehicle to be traveling H is the eye point height. 
in the middle lane on a six-lane highway. In this case, when 
DSD is calculated by equation (1), the driver will search 

Visual Target about 29m ahead. Also, the driver’s sight ranged about 9m 

¯ from the fight and left sides of targets as shown in Figure 10. 

Intersecting Vehicle 

Z 0.75m "~ 

Y 3.0m~ "~                     ~ 9.0m 
¯      Straight Ahead                                  I    I~_ )           " 

2 

Survey Vehic ~ 18" 

3.0m~ 
~ 

9.4m 

Eye Position 
0.75m 

¯ 
/’~ Intersecting Vehicle 

Ground 
Figure 10. Driver’s Visual Range 

Figure 8. Field of View Angles Subtended The driver’s field of view is affected by the weather. For 

¯ 
by the visual Target example, forward field of view is limited within the area 

wiped by the windshield wipers during heavy rain. DFV was 

RESULTS therefore analyzed using a coefficient of friction of 0.4 for 
wet roads, but DFV is 20% narrower than in fine weather 

Figure 9 shows the results. The DFV extends from 5 de- because DSD is longer. Only fine weather needs to be con- 

grees above horizontal to 5 degrees below horizontal, and 17 sidered because the DFV in bad weather is included in that of 

degrees left to 18 degrees fight of the driver’s eye point fine weather. 

¯ centerline. The upper visual targets were the signals. Thus, 
the distribution is confined in a relatively narrow central SUMMARY 

field. The lower boundary line was related to all visual tar- 
gets except signals. The fight and left maximums were due to The DFV was investigated by actual road-traffic surveys 

viewing a vehicle approaching from an intersecting road. to determine the minimum field of view that trucks required 
in driving straight. The results show that DFV was fairly 

¯ narrow within the forward field of view. In addition fight and 
N = 754 

"~ ,o. I left maximums were found because drivers search about 29m 
~ 30. 

I 
ahead and search for targets within limits of about 9m fight 

o ~ and left at intersections. The upper maximum was due to sig- 

~ lo. i nals, and the lower maximum, to all visual targets except sig- 

~< -" ~ nals. 
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Fatal Accidents Involving Heavy Goods Vehicles in Great Britain, 1988 - 1990                                             . 

Brian J. Robinson 
Transport Research Laboratory 
United Kingdom 
Paper No. 94-S11-O-02 

ABSTRACT 

Between 1988 and 1990 there were roughly 2480 fatal This report describes an analysis of fatal accidents involving 
accidents involving heavy goods vehicles (over 3500 kg heavy goods vehicles which occurred in Great Britain in the 
gross weigh0 in Great Britain. The Police files from 1585 period 1988 to 1990. 
of these accidents have been analysed and the main findings 
are presented in this paper. The accident s,’unple contains Between 1988 and 1990 there were roughly 2480 fatal 
details of heavy goods vehicle accidents involving accidents involving at least .one HGV iu Great Britain, 
pedestrians, cars, motorcycles, pedal cycles, light goods according to information held in the UK’s Road Accident 
vehicles and other heavy goods vehicles, as well as some Statistics database, STATS 19. The Transport Research 
single vehicle accidents. The effects of many possible Laboratory has obtained many of the Police reports on these 
design improvements have been assessed, including accident fatal accidents from most of the Police forces in England 
avoidance features such as anti-lock brakes, and severity and Wales. These Police reports often contain a great deal 
reduction measures such as sideguards, front and rear of useful information, including witness statements, vehicle 
underrun guards, improved cab strength and use of seat examiners’ reports, Post-Mortem reports and photographs of 
belts. Throughout the analyses the effects of each the vehicles and accident scene. 
countermeasure have been assessed in terms of the numbers 
of fatalities within the sample that might have been This report starts with a brief review of the sources of 
prevented. The likely annual fatality saving of each measure accident data used. This is followed by a description of the 
for Great Britain as a whole has also been estimated, overall accident details such as time of day, weather and 

lighting conditions, road class and vehicle types. There then 
INTRODUCTION follows a detailed description of the findings from an 

analysis of each accident type, broken down by category of 
The Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) is undertaking a road-user killed. In each category the potential effects of 
progr,’unme of research into accidents involving heavy goods various relevant HGV vehicle countermeasures, such as 
vehicles (vehicles over 3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight) in Front Underrun Guards, sideguards, rearguards, HGV 
order to assess the effectiveness of current vehicle design: occupant seat belts, improved HGV forward visibility, etc. 
An assessment of proposed changes in design will be made are described and discussed. The final part of the report 
and areas where further cost-effective safety improvements highlights the main findings and conclusions from the 
might be possible will be identified, various analyses. 
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THE ACCIDENT SAMPLE Some of the analysis has been used to derive predictions as 

to likely effects of various countermeasures on the overall 

Of the 2480 fatal accidents involving heavy goods vehicles UK casualty figures, on an estimated savings per year basis. 

recorded on the STATS 19 database for Great Britain in 
1988-90, 1585 of the police reports were received by TRL. To make these predictions, some estimate needs to be made 

All these files have been analysed, representing almost of the likely accident and casualty figures over the next few 

two-thirds of the total number of such HGV accidents in years. By studying the involvement rates of heavy goods 

Great Britain in the period 1988 to 1990. In 247 of these vehicles in fatal accidents over the last decade or so, as 

1585 accidents either the HGV was not involved in the defined in the STATS 19 database, it can be estimated that 

major impact, the accident did not involve any vehicle over . there will be approximately 800 fatal accidents involving 

3500kg Gross Vehicle Weight or there was at least a strong HGVs in Great Britain each year over the next ten year 

suspicion that the "accident" was in fact a deliberate suicide period. Throughout this report, estimates of fatality 

by the victim. A breakdown of the remaining 1338 accidents reduction potential of various countermeasures have been 

is shown in Table 1. Two accidents involved fatalities in made on the assumption that there are approximately 800 

more than one road-user group, so the total shown is fatal accidents involving one or more HGV in Great Britain 

slightly higher than 1338. each year. This prediction is subject to a margin of error of 
approximately +5%. However, the detailed accident analysis 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the proportions of each found that only around 84.4% of the fatal accidents 

accident type (road user killed) are very similar for each of identified by STATS 19 actually directly involved a heavy 

the three years studied. It is therefore appropriate to goods ~,ehicle. Using this classification, it can be estimated 

combine the data from each year into one data set. that there are approximately 675 such accidents in Great 

Throughout the remainder of this report, results from the Britain each year, involving around 760 fatalities. 

complete data set are shown without going into the detailed 
results from each individual year. Month/day/time 

Table 1 HGV fatal accidents were found to occur more commonly 

Accident Types Within Sample in the second half of the year. Forty-five per cent (565) of 
the accidents occurred between January and June, but 

II 198 1989 1990 1988-1990 19~ 
fifty-five per cent (682) occurred in the second half of the 

II No. of 
No.of 

year. Transport Statistics Great Britain (References 2,3 and R~ o~,y~ II ~i~n~ 
i~ 4) report that in between 1988 and 1990 just over 50% of 

[[2~1 in the January - June period. It is 
Car~upa*t    271 52 328 244 52 289 200 55 237 715 53 8~4 HGV traffic was travelled 

83 ~8 possible to compare a .measured distribution with a Pede~ian 
|l 83 

1~ 83 69 15 70 62 17 64 214 16 217 

Meto~y¢le rider || 55 1 59 44 9 44 29 8 29 128 10 132 

49 9 50 46 10 49 30 8 30 125 10 129 theoretical or expected distribution using the chi-squared HGV occupant |l 49 

28 5 39 21 5 24 20 6 23 69 5 86 
1~2V occupant 28 

Pedalcyctetider 
242 

4 22 36 8 36 17 5 17 75 6 ~5 statistical test. Such a test, wheu performed on the 
0~, 1 4 ~ 1 ~ ~ I 10 ~4 i 19 distribution found in the accident sample and that expected 

ro~^~s 11512512 
100 585 465 i00517 363 i004~0 1~40. 100 m2 from the traffic figures, reveals that the difference is 

* 2 a~cident~ involved HGV and I~CV ~Fo~valxl Control Vehicle) occupant fatalitie~ 

statistically significant at the 5 % level of confidence (Z2 = 

13.1, one degree of freedom). The possible reasons for the 
apparent high propensity for HGVs to be involved in fatal 

OVERALL ACCIDENT DETAILS accidents in the July - December period a~ beyond the 
scope of this report. 

All the police files of fatal accidents which directly involved 
at least one heavy goods vehicle have been analysed in Table 2 shows the distribution of accidents by day 

detail, with the exception of some, mainly car occupant (weekdays and weekends) and time. It is noticeable that 

fatality files, where the amount of useful information very few (8.9%) of these accidents occurred at weekends, 

available was insufficient. In total, 91 files were not presumably because of the much lower amount of HGV 

examined for this reason. The following sections present traffic. The lower traffic volume is confirmed by Transport 

some of the findings from the detailed analysis of the Statistics Great Britain 1978-1988 which shows that, on 

remaining 1247 accidents. Some of the information could average, in 1988, 8.3% of HGV traffic was at weekends. 

not be found from all the accident files. Hence some ofthe Traffic figures for 1989 and 1990 are not available. The 

data tables show a small nmnber of "details not known" overwhelming majority of accidents (75 per cen0 happened 

cases. All percentages quoted in the text have been between 6am and 6pm on weekdays. 

calculated by excluding these cases. 
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Table 2 HGV details 
Fatal Accidents Involving HGVs by Day and Time 

Time of day Week- Week- All All days Type of HGV - The police sample of fatal 

days ends days %age accidents involved 1342 heavy goods vehicles, 1332 of 
known type. Of these, roughly 54% were rigid HGVs, 43% 

00:00 - 01:59 21 7 28 2 were articulated vehicles, 2% were drawbar combinations 
02:00 - 03:59 11 5 16 1 and 1% were tractor units. According to published figures 
04:00 - 05:59 38 5 43 3 (Reference 5), between 1988 and 1990, 66% of all distance 
06:00 - 07:59 138 15 153 12 travelled by HGVs was by rigid vehicles and 34% by attics 
08:00 - 09:59 150 11 161 13 (including drawbars). The difference between the 
10:00 - 11:59 165 20 185 15 
12:00- 13:59 157 13 170 14 

distributions is significant at the 5% level, (~2 = 82.0, 1 

14:00 - 15:59 185 11 196 16 degree of freedom). There is therefore a strong suggestion 

16:00 - 17:59 139 11 150 12 that articulated HGVs are more likely to be involved in fatal 
18:00- 19:59 60 6 66 5 accidents than would be expected from the mileage they 
20:00 - 21:59 49 2 51 4 travel. A more detailed analysis of the mileage covered by 
22:00- 23:59 23 5 28 2 each type of vehicle on different types of road and in 

urban/rural areas would be needed before the suggestion 
TOTALS 1136 111 1247 100 could be confirmed or otherwise. Such an analysis is beyond 

Weather and lighting conditions the scope of this report. 

HGV weisht and number of axles - Table 3 As would be expected from the time of day distributions 
shows the numbers of vehicles in each axle category. In already discussed, the majority (73%) of accidents happened 
addition, the Table also shows the breakdown of two-axled in daylight. Most of the remainder (13%) happened on unlit 
rigid vehicles by gross vehicle weight. Almost all the other roads at night. A further 7% occurred at night on roads 

illuminated by streetlights, axle category vehicles were plated at or near the maximum 
permitted gross weights, as defined at the time in the Road 
Vehicles Construction and Use Regulations 1986 (eg. 30.49 Roughly 58% of the accidents occurred on dry roads, 41% 

on wet roads and 1% on icy roads, tonnes for 4 axle rigids, 38 tonnes for 5 or 6 axle artics). 

Road class/speed limit Table 3 shows that of the rigid vehicles, 73% of those with 
known details were two axle and 27% were three or four 
axle. According to published traffic statistics (Reference 5), Over half the accidents occurred on 60 mph A or B roads, 
between 1988 and 1990, roughly 82% of all distance while just under 20 per cent occurred on 70 mph dual 
travelled by rigid HGVs was by two axle vehicles and less carriageways or motorways, 
than 18% was by the larger three or four axle vehicles. The 
difference between the two is statistically significant Traffic statistics (Reference 4) use a slightly different road 
(~2= 39.9, 1 degree of freedom) and provides further classification system (eg. built up major roads), but it is 

possible to convert the published figures into a format evidence that larger HGVs are more likely to be involved in 
fatal accidents than smaller ones. For articulated vehicles similar to that used for this study. Such an analysis shows 
(and drawbars), roughly 51% of distance travelled between that between 1988 and 1990, roughly 30% of HGV traffic 

was on motorways, 35% on non built up major roads (A 1988 and 1990 was by three or four axle combinations and 

roads with speed limit of 50 mph or more) and 35% was on 49% by five or more axle vehicles. Of the articulated 
vehicles within the accident sample, 45% were three or four other roads (built up A roads and all B,C and unclassified 
axle and 55% were five axle or more. The difference is roads). The corresponding percentages in the accident 

sample were 9% on motorways, 52% on built up major again significant (X2 = 5.60, 1 degree of freedom). It is 

roads, and 38% on other roads. The distributions are important to state, however, that although the accident data 

significantly different (X2 -- 290, 2 degrees of freedom), strongly suggest that larger heavy goods vehicles are more 
likely, mile for mile, to be involved in fatal accidents than indicating that HGVs are very much more likely to be 
smaller vehicles, the difference in accident rate is involved in fatal accidents on non built up A roads (higher 
proportionally much smaller than the difference in payload risk per kilometre travelled), and very much less likely to 
weight. This means that a small number of very large be involved in fatal accidents on motorways, than the 
vehicles will be involved in far less fatal accidents than the distance they travel on each type of road would lead one to 

expect, much larger number of small vehicles which would be 
needed to transport the same weight of goods. 
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O Table 3 Month/day/time 
Number of Axles/Weight Details of HGVs 

Involved in Fatal Accidents The car occupant fatality cases were found to be distributed 

Rigid vehicles Articulated vehicles 
by month in a very similar way to the overall distribution 

(incl. drawbars) described earlier, that is with around 55% of the accidents 
occurring in the second half of the year (July - December). 

¯ No. of axles/ In No. of axles In Over two-thirds of the accidents occurred between 06:00 
gross weight sample %age sample %age 

and 18:00 on weekdays. Only 10% occurred at weekends. 
2 axles 3 axles 29 5 

up to 7.50t 215 30 

7.5t- 12t 24 3 4 axles 222 40 Road class/speed limit 

12t- 17t 255 36 

Weight not lmown 28 4 5axles 264 48 The vast majority of car occupant fatality accidents 
¯ All 2 axle vehicles 522 73 

6or more axles 37 7 happened on 60mph A or B roads (67%) or 70 mph 

3axles 83 t2 motorways and dual carriageways (16%). Only 14% 
occurred on roads with speed limits of less than 60 mph. 

4 axles 106 15 

Details not known 12 Details not 43 Road and weather conditions 
known 

O All body types 723 100 ~al body typ~ 595 100 The road surface conditions were evenly split between wet 

and dry. Most of the accidents occurred in clear daylight. 

HGV driver behaviour Impact point on HGV 

In the majority of cases within the police sample, no blame In total there were 615 fatal collisions between HGVs and 
¯ could be attached to the driver of the heavy goods vehicle, cars, the remaining 12 cases involving either the load falling 

Of the 437 drivers who were suspected of being at least onto a car (9 cases) or a wheel becoming detached and 
partly to blame for the accident, the most common fault was striking a car (3 cases). The impact point on the HGV was 
"lack of attention", that is not fully concentrating on the known in 607 of the 615 cases. These involved 476 front 
driving task (238 drivers). Excess speed was a factor in 131 impacts (78%), 74 side impacts (12%) and 56 rear impacts 
cases, driver fatigue in 55 cases and driver inexperience in (9%). Table 4 shows the impact regions and Figure 1 shows 

¯ 25 cases. Over half of the fatigue cases occurred in the early the results in a pie chart, graphically highlighting the 
hours of the morning (before 8ran). Alcohol and drugs were overwhehning number of frontal impacts within the sample. 
a factor in just five accidents. In some instances more than 
one factor contributed to the accident. Table 4 

Impact Points on HGVs 
HGV defects -Car Occupant Fatality Accidents 

Roughly seven per cent of the HGVs involved had some Impact point/ Number of %age 

kind of defect which contributed to the accident. Three per region vehicles 

cent had brake defects, one per cent suffered a puncture and Front (n/s) 52 9 
just under one per cent suffered a wheel loss. Front (centre) 161 27 

Front (o/s) 263 4__~3 
¯ ACCIDENTS INVOLVING CAR OCCUPANT 

All Front 476 78 
FATALITIES 

Nearside 18 3 
This group of accidents represents the largest single accident Offside 56 9 
type within the police data sample. Of the 715 accidents 
involving at least one car occupant fatality, 88 were rejected Rear 56 9 

¯ from detailed analysis as the information contained within 
the police file was insufficient to allow a reliable assessment Other 1 0 
of the impact conditions to be made. The main findings 
from an analysis of the remaining 627 cases are presented TOTAL 607 100 

here. For the purposes of this study car derivative vans have 
been classified as cars, rather than Light Goods Vehicles. 

¯ Only about six per cent of the vehicles in the sample were 
such vans. 
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Table 5 
Rear Impact Points on the Cars - 

9% Front of HGV Accidents 

Offside 
9% Impact point/ Number of %age 

region of car vehicles of known 

Nearside 
3% Front (n/s) 13 3 

Front (centre) 90 19 
Front (o/s) 163 3~5 
All Front 266 57 

Nearside 74 16 
Offside 95 21 

Front 
78% Rear 28 6 

Figure 1. Car to HGV impacts - impact point on HGV. 
Details not known 13 

The following sections present an analysis of the front, side TOTAL 476 100 
and rear impact accidents respectively. 

Impact speeds - frontal collisions - For each 
Car to front of HGV impacts accident it was usually possible to estimate the speeds of 

each vehicle involved just prior to impact. Such estimates 
Table 4 and Figure 1 show that over three-quarters of all the were often based on tachograph records, witness statements 
fatal car to HGV collisions studied involved the car or physical evidence at the scene such as skidmarks and are 
impacting the front.of the HGV. Over half of those impacts unlikely to be very accurate, as details, particularly for the 
were to the front off-side of the HGV, with most of the cars, were often scarce. With a reasonably large sample any 
remainder being to the front centre. Well over ninety per errors in the estimates are likely to sum to near zero, so it 
cent of all the frontal impacts involved head-on or near is possible to get a reasonable idea of the likely distribution 
head-on collisions, that is directions of force of between 11 of impact speeds. 
o’clock and 1 o’clock. Table 5 shows the known impact 
points on the cars. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of estimated 

closing speeds at impact for the head-on or near head-on 
The most common impact configurations were: front of HGV to front of car impacts. Because of the 

uncertainties in predicting closing speed, the graph shows a 
(i) Front off-side of HGV to front off-side of car. This broad range of speeds. From the graph it can be seen that 

accounted for roughly 32% of all HGV frontal roughly 25-40% of the impacts occurred at closing speeds 
impacts. The average overlap on the car front was of 60mph or below, 40-65% at 70 mph or below and 75- 
around 50%. 90% at 90 mph or below. 

(ii) Front off-side of HGV to off-side of car. Roughly Percentage of impacts at or below given speed 
10% of HGV frontal impacts fell into this category, t o~ 

~ 
Almost all involved directions of force on the car 90 

~~. 

structure of between 2 and 3 o’clock, ao 

70 
(iii)    Front centre of HGV to front centre of car. This 

6o 
full head-on impact configuration also accounted 
for around 10% of HGV frontal hnpacts. 5o 

40 

(iv) Front centre of HGV to near-side of car. 9% of all ao 

HGV frontal impacts. 20 

lO 

o 
0 10 20 ‘30 40 50 60 70 60 90 1001101201,30140150 

Approximate closing speed (mph) 

Figure 2. Closing speeds at impact - HGV front to ~ar 
front collisions. 
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O Potential benefit of Front Underrun Guards - If it is assumed that somewhere between 309 and 341 car 
The 476 car to front of HGV impacts produced 571 car occupants are killed in collisions of this type each year, then 
occupant fatalities. The most effective single countermeasure this research suggests that rigid guards would save about 
was found to be the fitting of a Front Underrun Guard 69-76 lives per year and energy absorbing guards about 81- 
(FUG). For each fatality studied, a judgement was made as 90 lives. 
to whether fitting such a device might have reduced the 

¯ severity of the injury to non-fatal. In making this judgement It is likely that future legislation on the fitting of front 

many factors had to be taken into consideration, including underrun guards will apply only to certain categories of 
the impact configuration, closing speed, age of car occupant heavy goods vehicle. Table 7 shows the best estimates, from 
and seat belt use. Because oft he rather subjective nature of the police fatal accident sample, of the likely fatality 
this judgement, a probability scale was used with the FUG prevention effects per year from various possible options. 
being marked as "definitely", "probably" or "possibly" The results given in the previous paragraph assume that 

¯ reducing the severity of the injury, front underrun guards would be fitted to all heavy goods 
vehicles, that is all vehicles with a gross weight in excess of 

Both rigid guards and energy absorbing guards were 3500 kg. All the figures are based on the assumption that 

assessed and were in all cases assumed to have a ground 325 car occupants are killed in frontal collisions with HGVs 
clearance sufficiently low to allow the energy absorbing each year. 
structure of the car to be used and to be strong enough to 

O withstand the impact without breaking away from its Table 7 

mountings. The energy absorbing guards were assumed to Front Underrun Guards - the Effects of Fitting To 

be similar in nature to those used in an extensive Various Classes of HGV 
programme of impact tests conducted at TRL during the 
1980s (References 6,7,8). These guards are able to collapse 

nov category "Best estimate" of number of 
fatalities prevented each year in 

fully when struck by small cars at speeds of a~ound 40 mph Great Britain 
¯ or higher, but are mounted sufficiently strongly to not break 

off when struck by larger cars. 
Rigid FUG Energy absorbing FUG 

(a) Fit to all HGVs > 3500 kg 72 85 

Table 6 shows the possible effects of these countermeasures. (b) Fit to all HGVs > 6000 kg 72 85 

The table also shows the "best estimate" of the likely effects (c) Fit to all HGVs > 7500 kg 62 73 
(d) Fit to all HGVs > 17000 kg 41 51 

of the countermeasures, in terms of percentage of car (~) Fit to all articulated HGVs only 26 30 
¯ occupants killed in frontal collisions with HGVs that are 

most likely to be prevented. This is derived by assigning 
probabilities of 1.0 to the "definites", 0.75 to the "probables" It can be seen that, for example, choosing a cut off point at 

and 0.25 to the "possibles". 7500 kg (thus exempting the large numbers of 2 axle rigid 
vehicles operating at or just below 7500 kg) would mean 

Table 6 that around 10-12 lives will be lost each year that would not 
¯ Vehicle Countermeasures - Severity Reduction be lost if a cut-off of around 6000 kg were chosen. 

Front of HGV to Car Impacts 
Counte ..... (s) Number of fatalities pr .... ted Car to side of HGV impacts 

Definitely Probably Poss~ly "Best ¯ 

estimate" The 74 accidents involving a car striking the side of an 
~) HGV involved 81 car occupant fatalities. Various 

¯ (a) Fit rigid Front Undernm Guard 16 98 149 22.2 

(b) Fit energy absorbing Front Underrtm Guard 25 114 159 ~6.3 
countermeasures were again considered and assigned with 
probabilities according to their likelihood of preventing the 
fatality. The results are shown in Table 8. The "best 

The best estimate is therefore that rigid front underrun estimate" column refers to the most likely percentage 

guards would save about a fifth of all car occupants killed reduction in the nmnber of car occupant fatalities, killed in 

in collisions with the fronts of HGVs and that energy collisions with the sides of HGVs, expected from each 

¯ absorbing guards would save a quarter, countermeasure. This is derived by assigning probabilities 

of 1.0 to the "definites", 0.75 to the "probables" and 0.25 to 
By combining data from the national STATS 19 database the possibles". 

and the accident sample, it can be estimated that there are 
approximately 325 car occupants killed in frontal collisions 
with HGVs each year in Great Britain. This estimate is 

¯ subject to a roughly + 5% margin of error from the 
uncertainties in predicting the likely number of accidents 
each year. 
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Table 8 to HGV accidents involved the rear of the HGV, whereas 
Vehicle Countermeasures - Severity Reduction for the period 1988 to 1990 the figure had fallen to just 9%. 

Side of HGV to Car Impacts 

conn~’m~are(s) Num~, of~u~ti,* ~ven~ For each accident, however, an assessment~was made as to 
o~nite ~,obably Po~b~ "~ut whether the fitting of various types of rear guard might have 

estinlate~ 

(,~) been able to reduce the severity of the injuries to non-fatal. 
(a) Impcove existing aideguards (s~ngthen) 6 4 ~ The 56 accidents involved 60 fatalities. Table 9 shows the 
(b) Fit strong stdsguatds to ~rrently ex*mpt vehicles 2 ~ Z.~ potential effects of the countermeasures considered, using 
(c) Fit strong guards behind the rear wheels 8 4 8.6 
(a)~ntesratesiaeof~abwitn*iaeoft,ox~oua,eetion s ~ ~.~ the probabilistic approach described earlier. The "best 

estimate" column is based on the percentage of fatalities 
from car to rear of HGV impacts that are most likely to be 

It can be estimated that there are approximately 40-44 car saved by each of the countermeasures. This is derived by 
occupants killed in collisions with the sides of HGVs in assigning probabilities of 1.0 to the "definites", 0.75 to the 
Great Britain each year. The most effective single "probables" and 0.25 to the "possibles". 
countermeasure would be to put strong guards behind the 
rear wheels. This would probably save around three or four Table 9 
lives annually. Strengthening the existing guards would Vehicle Countermeasures- Severity Reduction 
probably save three lives annually. Fitting strong sideguards Rear of HGV to Car Impacts 
to currently exempt vehicles and strengthening the guards con~te,~,~re~) Nu,~eroffataUaes~ventea 
already fitted would probably save about 10% of the 

Definitely Probably Po~ibly "Best 
fatalities, that is four or five lives per year. Combining all ~m~" 

(~) the measures shown in Table 8 would probably save around <a) Fit current rear guard to all vehicles 2 1 6 7.1 
8 or 9 lives per year. <b) Improve existing rear guard design (strengthen) 4 7 8 18.8 

(c) Fit strong rear guard to currently exempt vehicles 3 4 4 11.7 

The exact strength requirements for sideguards to save car 
occupants in perpendicular or glancing hnpacts are difficult By far the most effective single countermeasure would thus 
to assess. From the available figures, however, it is be to replace the existing rear guards with versions that are 
suggested that if such guards were able to withstand strong enough to withstand impacts at closing speeds of up 
perpendicular impacts at around 40 mph and glancing to around 50 mph. At that sort of speed it is also considered 
impacts at 60 mph, then most of the potential savings very likely that the existing ground clearance requirements 
described in the previous paragraph would be realised, will need to be amended to allow the energy absorbing 

structure of the car to be better utilised. The maximum 
Car to rear of HGV impacts ground clearance will need to be around 400 mm for this to 

be the case. 
Over two-thirds of the 56 car to rear of HGV impacts 
involved stationary HGVs. Roughly 75% of the accidents It can be estimated that between 30 and 34 car occupants 
occurred at closing speeds of 60 mph or less. are killed in collisions with the rear of HGVs in Great 

Britain each year. This research suggests that replacing the 
Rear underrun guards - Of the 56, most (over existing rear guards with strengthened and lowered versions 

67%) involved HGVs fitted with some form of rear would probably save around 6-7 lives each year. If all 
underrun device. Some of the impacts with current guards vehicles, including those currently exempt, were fitted with 
were at quite low closing speeds, but the occupants strong guards, then roughly 9-11 lives would be saved each 
concerned were either very elderly, unbelted or both. This year. 
would seem to indicate that current guard designs are 
effective in protecting belted occupants in impacts at speeds Summary of countermeasures - car occupant fatality 
up to about 30 mph. In higher speed impacts, most of the accidents 
existing rear guards either broke off at their mountings or, 
if struck at one edge, bent back out of the way. In either The annual fatality savings from the main HGV based 
ease the cars involved were able to underrun the.rear of the countermeasures considered are summarised in Table 10. 
HGV and thus suffered severe high level intrusion into the The maximum combination of measures (fitting energy 
occupant compartment, absorbing front guards and strong side and rear guards) 

would probably save around 104 lives per year, that is 
Further evidence on the effectiveness of current rear guards around a quarter of the 400 car occupant fatalities from 
can be found by comparing the current fatal accident sample accidents involving HGVs in Great Britain each year. 
with a similar study conducted in 1980 (Reference 9) on 
data from 1976 (before rear guards were legally required). 
Such a comparison reveals that in 1976, 14% of all fatal car 
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Table 10 Just over half the HGVs involved were known to be fitted 

Annual Car Occupant Fatality Savings with sideguards. 

HGV based countermeasure Lives saved 
per year It is encouraging that none of the accidents studied involved 

(a) Fit rigid Front Underrun Guard 72 a simple strike on existing sideguards. This suggests, but 

(b) Fit energy abso~ing Front Underrun Guard 85 cannot confirm, that the current sideguards are able to 
(e) Improve existing sideguards (strengthen) 3 prevent the accidents for which they were designed. Only 
(d) Fit strong sideguards to currently exempt vehicles 1 three of the fatalities were felt to be preventable by fitting 
(e) Fit strong guards behind the rear wheels 4 

(f) Integrate side of cab with side of box load section 1 sideguards to those vehicles which are currently exempt. All 

(g) Fit current rear guard to all vehicles 2 these exemptions were due to the age of the semi-trailer. 
(h) Improve existing rear guard design (strengthen) 6 One fatality may have been saved by fitting sideguards 
(i) Fit strong rear guard to currently exempt vehicles 4 behind the HGV’s rear wheels. 

Maximum combination (b, c, d, e, f, h and i) 104 

Further evidence on the effectiveness of side guards can be 
found by comparing the current fatal accident sample with 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING PEDESTRIAN a similar study conducted in 1980 (Reference 9) on data 

FATALITIES from 1976 (before side guards were legally required). Such 
a comparison reveals that in 1976, 33% of all fatal 

Table 1 showed that pedestrians make up the second largest pedestrian to HGV accidents involved the side of the HGV, 

group of road users involved in fatal accidents with HGVs. whereas for the period 1988 to 1990, the figure had fallen 

This section identifies some measures which could help to to 21%. 

reduce the current injury toll. 
Given the generally elderly nature of the pedestrians and the 

Around half the HGVs involved were travelling at 10 mph aggressive nature of the front of HGVs it is difficult to 

or less at the point of impact. Such low impact speeds are envisage any modifications to the design of the trucks that 

negated by the extremely aggressive nature of the structure would be of much benefit. Measures to separate pedestrians 

of most trucks and by the elderly, frail nature of many of from all forms of traffic, or to slow traffic down to very 

the pedestrians, low speeds, are likely to be of most use. 

Three-quarters of the accidents involved pedestrians being The area of HGV design that would yield the greatest 

struck by the front Of the HGV and almost all the rest benefits is to improve the forward vision afforded to HGV 

involved an impact with the side. Over 80% of the side drivers. Thirty six (17%) of the accidents studied arose 

impacts involved the near-side, because the driver of the .(stationary) HGV was unable to 
see pedestrians walking in front of his (or, rarely, her) cab. 

One of the major areas of research and legislation in the The driver then pulled away as traffic, lights changed or 

area of pedestrian protection from HGVs in recent years has traffic cleared and unknowingly knocked pedestrians to the 

been the use of sideguards. Twenty five of the accidents ground and often ran them over. The most effective design 

studied involved an impact point that may be relevant to change for HGVs would be to lower the bottom of the 

sideguards. A closer inspection of these accidents revealed windscreen and dashboard such that adult pedestrians of 

that most of the pedestrians died in circumstances where average height could be seen, even when right up against 

sideguards would not be relevant, however. The accidents the front of the HGV. The best estimate is that such a 

were not relevant to sideguards for various masons, the most design change would have saved 26 of the fatalities studied, 

common being: that is 12% of the 217 pedestrian fatalities within the 
sample. 

(i)     Pedestrians were on the ground before impact, 
allowing sideguards to pass over them. Other more general accident prevention countermeasures, 

(ii) Pedestrians were struck by the front comer of the which are relevant to accidents involving pedestrians and all 

load section and died from those injuries, other road users, are discussed later in this report. 

(iii)    Pedestrians were crushed between the nearside of 
the HGV and the offside of their own stationary By combining data from the national STATS 19 database 

vehicle or a wall. and the accident sample, it can be estimated that around 130 

(iv) Pedestrian knocked to ground by HGV, which was pedestrians die in accidents involving HGVs in Great Britain 

turning, sideguards pass over pedestrian and rear each year. It was estimated that around 12% of the fatalities 

wheels run over. Sideguards fitted but not designed could have been prevented by improving the forward vision 

for this type of accident, of HGVs. This would yield an estimated 16 lives saved each 

(v) Pedestrian knocked over by HGV but not run over, year. 

killed from head injuries after striking kerb. 
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Table 11 summarises the annual fatality savings from the (iv) Two-wheeler user struck by side of HGV without 
HGV based countermeasures considered for the pedestrian sidegnards, fell under rear wheels and was run 
fatalities, over. Sideguards relevant. 

(v) Pedal cyclist struck by side of HGV, fell in gap at 
Table 11 front of existing sideguards, run over by rear 

Annual Pedestrian Fatality Savings wheels. Sideguards relevant. 
HGV based countermeasure Lives saved (vi) Two-wheeler user struck by side of HGV with 

r~ year sideguards, fell under rear wheels and was run 

(a) Improve forward vision from cab 16 over. Sideguards relevant. 
(b) Fit sideguards to currently exempt vehicles 2 

(c) Fit sideguards behind the rear wheels 1 It is only scenarios 0v),(v) and (vi) that are relevant to 

Maximum combination (a, b, and c) 19 sideguards. All the scenario (iv) fatalities might have been 
prevented had existing sideguards been fitted. All the 
scenario (v) fatalities might have been saved by extending 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING MOTORCYCLIST OR the existing guards to fill more of the gap between front and 
PEDAL CYCLIST FATALITIES rear axles. 

The majority (roughly 75%) of accidents happened in There was only one accident involving a simple strike on an 
daylight. The proportions of accidents occurring in daylight existing sideguard and the two-wheeler user being run over 
were similar for motorcycles and pedal cycles. An by the rear wheels (scenario (vi). The details of this accident 
interesting difference between the two samples emerged were not entirely dear, but it appeared that the pedal cycle 
when the road surface condition was analysed. It was found involved fell towards the side of the HGV when it made 
that motorcycle accidents were twice as likely to occur on contact with the kerb, allowing the cycle and rider to go 
wet roads as pedal cycle accidents. A large number of under the guards and be run over. With this one exception, 
motorcyclists lost control of their machines prior to impact the data suggests, but cannot confirm, that the current 
with an HGV. This was often a result of locking wheels sideguards are effective in preventing the types of accidents 
under heavy braking on wet roads, they were designed for. 

Around half the HGVs involved in the pedal cycle accident Further evidence on the effectiveness of side guards can be 
sample were travelling at 10 mph or less at the point of found by comparing the current fatal accident sample with 
impact. Like the pedestriau accidents, such low impact a similar study conducted in 1980 (Reference 9) on data 
speeds are negated by the aggressive structure of most from 1976 (before side guards were legally required). Such 
trucks. The high travel speeds of many of the motorcycles a comparison reveals that in 1976, 57% of all HGV 
involved often ensured that the closing speeds in these accidents involving a pedal cyclist fatality, involved the side 
impacts were much higher, of the HGV, whet ~e41s for the period 1988 to 1990, the figure 

had fallen slightly to 51%. 
Sideguard~ were designed to protect pedestrians and pedal 

cyclists when struck by the sides of HGVs by preventing Fourteen of the fatalities (5 motorcyclists and 9 pedal 
them falling under the HGV’s rear wheels. It was also hoped cyclists) were felt to be potentially preventable by fitting 
that in some circumstances they may be of benefit to current designs of sideguards to exempt vehicles. A better 
motorcyclists. It was found that 29 of the motorcycle estimate, using the probabilistic approach described earlier, 
accidents, and 25 of the pedal cycle accidents, involved an would be that around 7 of the fatalities (5, 6% of, pedal 
impact point that may be relevant to sideguards. Fifteen of cyclist and 2, 2% of, motorcyclist fatalities) would have 
the HGVs involved were known to have been fitted with been saved in this way. Most of the vehicles involved were 
sideguards and sixteen were known to have not been fitted, exempt through age, so requiring sideguards to be fitted to 
Sideguard fitting was not known in the other 23 cases. A vehicle types which are currently exempt through design or 
closer inspection, however, revealed that most of the use would only have saved about two of the fatalities 
fatalities died in circuanstances where sideguards would not studied (1%). 
be relevant. There were six accident scenarios involved: 

Eleven of the fatalities (4 motorcyclists and 7 pedal cyclists) 
(i) Motorcycle struck side of lorry in a near were felt to be potentially preventable by improving the 

perpendicular impact, thus sideguards not relevant designs of sideguards already fitted to HGVs. A better 
(ii) Two-wheeler user fell to the ground before passing estimate would be that around 5 of the fatalities (4, 5% of, 

under side of HGV and being run over by rear pedal cyclist and 1, 1% of, motorcyclist fatalities) would 
wheels. Sideguards not designed to prevent this. have been saved in this way. The improvements needed 

(iii) Two-wheeler user struck by side of HGV, with or would be to reduce the ground clearance, making it more 
without sideguards, but not run over. difficult for people who are already on the ground to go 
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under the sideguards, and to extend the guards to fill more Seventy of the accidents involved HGV to HGV (or very 
of the gap between front and rear axles, rarely HGV to Forward Control Vehicle, FCV) collisions 

and 55 were single vehicle accidents. 
No HGV design changes considered were found to have the 
potential substantially to reduce the present toll of death and It was found that over a third of the accidents occurred 
injuries from accidents involving motorcycles or pedal early in the day, that is before 9am. Almost a fifth happened 
cycles. Much greater benefits were found to be possible in the early hours of the morning before 6am. It is perhaps 
from countermeasures concerned with the cycles or their not surprising therefore that over 28% of the accidents were 
riders. Anti-lock brakes, for example, fitted to all at least partly attributable to fatigue or sleepiness on the part 
motorcycles would probably have saved around 8% of the of the HGV driver. Similar proportions were attributable to 

motorcyclist fatalities. The use of cycle helmets by pedal excess speed by at least one of the HGV drivers (not 

cyclists would probably have saved 12% of those fatalities, necessarily the fatality) or a lack of attention. 

It can be estimated that, in Great Britain as a whole, around The most effective single countermeasures considered were: 

66 motorcyclists and 44 pedal cyclists die in accidents 
directly involving HGVs each year. Fitting current designs (a) Fit and wear a full 3-point lap and shoulder seat 

of sideguards to exempt vehicles would save roughly four belt. 

pedal cyclist or motor cyclist lives per year. Fitting such (b) Fit and wear a simple lap belt, for which many 

guards only to vehicles exempt through design or use (rather HGVs already have anchorages. 

than age) would probably save one fatality per year. (c) Increase the roll and impact strength of HGV cabs 

Improving the existing sideguards by lowering and to prevent crushing of the cab during roll-over and 

extending them to fill more of the gap between axles would to reduce intrusion levels in severe frontal impacts. 

save around three lives each year. 
For countermeasure (a) and (c), it was assumed that the 

Various HGV based accident prevention countermeasures, HGV cabs could be modified to provide a strong anchorage 

which are relevant to accidents involving pedal cyclists, point for a 3-point belt, and to be sufficiently strong not to 

motorcyclists and all other road users, are discussed later in collapse significantly when subjected to loads from a partial 
this report, or full roll-over. The practicalities of such modifications 

have not been investigated. An assessment was also made 

Table 12 summadses the HGV based countermeasures that of the potential effects of combining some of the single 
would be effective in accidents involving two-wheeler user countermeasures. The combinations considered were: 

fatalities. It should be remembered that measure (a) (see 
Table 12) was also found to be of potential benefit to (d) 3-point seat belt and increased roll and impact cab 

pedestrians, probably able to prevent a further two strength. 

pedestrian fatalities per year. (e) Lap belt and increased cab strength. 

(0 Lap belt and airbag 

Table 12 (g) Lap belt, airbag and increased cab strength 

Annual Two-Wheeler Fatality Savings 
Table 13 shows the potential effects of the single and 

HGV based countermeasure Lives saved 

pex ye~ combined countermeasures considered, using the 
probabilistic approach described earlier. In all, twenty-six of 

(a) Fit sideguards to currently exempt vehicles 4 the fatalities were felt to be unpreventable by any of the 
(b) Improve existing sideguards (lower and extend) 3 single countermeasures considered. The "best estimate" 

Maximum combination (a and b) 7 column is based on the percentage of HGV occupant 
fatalities that are most likely to be saved by each of the 
countermeasures. This is derived by assigning probabilities 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING HGV OCCUPANT of 1.0 to the "definites", 0.75 to the "probables" and 0.25 to 

FATALITIES the "possibles". 

The 125 accidents involved 129 HGV occupant fatalities, 
travelling in 125 separate "case’ HGVs. The "Case HGV’ is 
defined as the vehicle in which the fatality was travelling. 
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Table 13 ACCIDENTS INVOLVING FQRWARD CONTROL ¯ 

Vehicle Countermeasures - Severity Reduction VEHICLE OCCUPANT FATALITIES 
HGV Occupant Fatality Accidents 

For the purposes of this study, Forward Control Vehicles 
Count~mneasure(s)                        Number of fatalitiea prevented 

were defined as all light goods vehicles (up to 3500 kg 
Definitely Probably Po~ibly "Beat gross weight) excluding car derivative vans. 

(%) 

There were 69 accidents involving the death of at least one 
(a) 3-point seat belt 10 14 19 19.6 Forward Control Vehicle occupant. In total, 86 FCV (b) Lap belt 6 10 15 13.4 

(¢) I .... ed cab strensth 0 6 35 9.9 OCcupants were killed. A high proportion of them (one third) 

(d) 3-point seat belt and increased cab strength 20 45 16 44;.8 
OCCurred in the morning peak period (6am - 9am), the 

(e) Lap belt and increased cab strength 13 33 32 35,5 remainder being spread fairly evenly throughout the rest of 
the day. Most (78%) occurred on 60 mph or 70 mph A-     ¯ 

(t) Lap belt and ah’bag * 8 10 10 22.8 

(g)Lap belt, airbag and increased cab strength * 15 30 20 53.8 roads or Motorways. Most of the FCVs involved were 3.5 
tonne vans, only six (9%) were the very small microvan 

¯ Note: Combinations (f) and (g) only considered for 1989 and 1990 accidents 
type vehicle. 

It can be estimated that between 57 and 63 HGV OCcupants There was found to be very little scope for HGV based 
are killed in road accidents each year in Great Britain. This countermeasures. The most effective HGV based measure ¯ 

research suggests that the most effective single was the fitting of a front underrun guard (rigid or energy 
countermeasure, namely using 3-point seat belts, would absorbing). Ten of the fatalities would possibly have been 
probably save around 11 or 12 lives annually. Simple lap saved by such a device, though five fatalities (6%) would be 
belts, which would be easy to install on many HGVs, would a best estimate of the potential of such devices in these 
Save around 7 or 8 lives per year. Much greater benefits are accidents. One fatality (1%) would probably have been 
possible by combining seat belt use with increased HGV cab saved by fitting a current design of rear guard to the HGV ¯ 

strength. The use of a 3-point belt and an improved strength and two (2%) would have survived if the existing guards 
cab would probably save around 25-28 lives per year. Using were¯ replaced with stronger versions. 
a lap belt in improved strength cabs would yield a probable 
saving of around 20-22 lives per year. If lap belts are It can be estimated that there are approximately 38-42FCV 
combined with driver’s side airbags, then roughly 13-15 occupants killed in collisions with HGVs in Great Britain 
lives would be saved with existing cab designs and 30-34 each year. Table 15 smmnarises the annual fatality savings ¯ 

lives if cabs were also strengthened. The extra benefits of from the HGV based countermeasures considered for the 
lap belt and airbag combinations over those from three-point FCV OCcupant fatalities. 
seat belts are surprising, as car accident dam suggests that 
three-point belts are preferable to lap belts and airbags. Table 15 
Since there is no information available on the efficacy of Annual FCV Occupant Fatality Savings 
HGV airbags, it may well be that the benefits of airbags H~V based countermeasure Lives saved 
have been slightly over-estimated, p~ y~ 

Table 14 summarises the annual fatality savings from the (a) Fit front underron guard (rigid or energy absorbing) 2 

(b) Fit current rear guard to all vehicles 1 
HGV based countermeasures considered for the HGV (c) Improve existing rear guard design (strengthen) 1 
occupant fatalities. 

Table 14 OTHER STUDIES - LOAD SECURITY, ANTI-LOCK 
Annual HGV Occupant Fatality Savings BRAKES AND OTHER ACCIDENT PREVENTION 

HGV based countermeasure                             Lives saved         MEASURES 
per year 

Load security accidents 
(a) 3-point scat belt 12 . 

(b) Lap belt 8 

(c) Increased cab strength 6 Seventy-three accidents (5.5%) were found to be relevant to 
a study of load security. Twenty-six (1.9% of all fatal 

(d) 3-point scat belt and increased cab strength 27 accidents involving HGVs) of these seventy-three accidents 
(e) Lap belt and increased cab strength 21 were caused by load shift, the remaining 47 load 
(0 Lap belt and airbag 14 

(g)Lap belt, alrbag and increased cab slrength 32 movements occurring as a result of the accidents (3.5% of 
all fatal accidents).                                   ¯ 

¯ 
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Nineteen (73%) of the 26 accidents caused by insecure loads     involving HGVs which each countermeasure is most likely 
involved load shifts covered by the existing UK Code of to save. This is derived by assigning probabilities of 1.0 to 
Practice. In sixteen (84%) of these cases the Code was not the "def’mites", 0.75 to the "probables" and 0.25 to the 
complied with. "possibles". 

Of the accidents caused by load shift, the most common Table 16 
¯ deficiencies with the restraint systems used were: Vehicle Countermeasures - Accident Prevention, Fatal 

Accidents Involving HGVs 

(i) Insufficient number of restraining devices used. 
(ii) Edge protectors not used. 

co~,-~,~s~.~s) Number of fateliti~ pr~vent*d 

(iii) Not lashing parts of load independently of other Definitely Probably Possibly "Beat 

parts. (~) 
¯ (iv) Not checking the security of the load during a 

journey. (a) Fit ,~fi-lo~ 
(b) Control ~*d of HGV to be below limit 28 28 35 4.1 

(v) Using a slippery load platform. (c) p~vent 

(vi) Baulking not used, or not used properly. (d) Prevent tyre puncture 9 2 I 0.8 
(e) Improve forward vision from HGV cabs 8 23 8 2.0 

(f) Improve rear/side vision from HGV cabs I 16 14 1.2 

Flat bed load platforms were found to be particularly (g) lmproveHGVlighting 6 11 25 1.5 

¯ common in the accidents caused by load shift sample. With 
~h) Fit Electronic Braking System (EBS) 0 19 5 I.I 

this type of load platform the use of baulking and 
intermediate lashings with high loads should be standard It can be seen that fitting anti-lock brakes to HGVs is likely 

practice, to save around 5% of all fatalities from accidents involving 
these vehicles. There arc roughly 720-800 people killed in 
accidents directly invol~,ing an HGV each year in Great Most of the load shifts caused by accidents involved severe 

¯ impacts, for which the restraint systems specified in the Britain, so anti-lock is likely to save around 40 fives each 

Code of Practice arc unlikely to be of use. In almost all year. 

cases the load spill did not affect the injury severity of the 
accident. Limiting the speed of HGVs on all roads to be no more 

than ten per cent in excess of the applicable speed limit 

Ten (21%) of the load spills caused by accidents were felt would probably save around 30 lives each year. Most of 

¯ to have been preventable. Six of these could have been these would be on rural roads where the HGV speed limit 

prevented by adherence to the existing Code. The remaining is 40 mph. Such a device would therefore need to be linked 

cases involved overturned tipper lorries where coverings in some way to devices placed at the side of the road, or 

strong enough to retain a load ill such an event would have under the road surface, which would inform the system of 

been beneficial, the speed limit on that particular stretch of road. 

¯ It was shown earlier that there are roughly 720-800 people Improving the forward vision from HGV cabs has already 

killed in accidents directly involving an HGV each year in been discussed in the section of this report detailing the 

Great Britain. Preventing all accidents caused by load shift pedestrian fatality cases. Such a measure was also found to 

would probably save 1.9% of these, that is approximately 15 be potentially beneficial in one of the two-wheeler user 

lives per year. fatality accidents and could save around 16 lives annually. 
Improving the rear/side vision of HGVs, by the installadon 

¯ Anti-lock brakes and other accident prevention of better side-view mirrors or closed circuit TV cameras to 

countermeasures assist low speed manoeuvring, could save several pedestrian 
and two-wheeler fatalities. In all around 9 fatalities could be 

For most of the accidents studied, an assessment was made prevented by such measures each year. 

as to whether any of a variety of vehicle based 
countermeasures could have prevented the accident from Improvements to HGV lighting, to provide better forward 

O happening. The most effective single countermeasure was vision for HGV drivers and to make HGVs more visible to 

found to be the fitting of anti-lock brakes to HGVs. These other road users (particularly along the sides of the HGVs, 

systems eliminate locked wheel instabilities such as jack- where even if small side marker lamps were fitted, they 

knifing and trailer swing and allow the driver of an HGV to were often obscured by dirt) were found to be of potential 

steer the vehicle whilst under heavy emergency braking. The benefit for 42 fatalities in the sample. Such improvements 

potential effects of this and some other countermeasures are would probably save around 10-12 fatalities each year. 

¯ shown in Table 16. As usual, the assess~nents have been 
based on a probability scale. The "best estimate" column Electronic Braking Systems (also known as "Brake by 

shows the percentage of all fatalities from accidents Wire") have two potential effects on an HGVs braking 

¯ 
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capabilities. The first is to replace much of the compressed suggestion that articulated HGVs are more likely to be 
air system with wiring, thus reducing the system’s response involved in fatal accidents than would be expected from 
time to inputs from the foot brake. The second is to provide the mileage they travel. An analysis of the HGVs by 

a fault detection ability. This is done through the micro- gross weight also suggested that larger HGVs (dgids 
processor which controls the system. Such devices are not and attics) are more likely to be involved in fatal 

as yet commercially available and hence very little accidents than smaller HGVs. It is impoaant to state, 
information on their potential is available. For the purposes however, that the difference in accident rate between 
of this study it was assumed that the reduced response time large and small HGVs is proportionally much smaller 
would have very little effect on overall braking ability but than the difference in payload weight. This means that 

the fault detection would be able to warn the HGV driver of a small number of very large vehicles will be involved 

any brake inefficiency. EBS was therefore felt to be of in far less fatal accidents than the much larger number 
potential benefit in any accident where an HGV brake defect of small vehicles which would be needed to transport 
was likely to have been a contributory factor. In all, 24 the same weight of goods. 
fatalities died in such circumstances and EBS is estimated 
to be able to save around 8 or 9 lives per year. 4. Roughly 78% of all car to HGV impacts were to the 

front of the HGV, 9% were to the rear and 12% were 
Table 17 summarises the annual fatality savings from the to the side (usually the off-side). 
HGV based, accident prevention countermeasures 
considered. 5. The most common accident configuration was the front 

off-side of the HGV being struck head-on, or near hcad- 
Table 17 on, by the front off-side of the car. The average overlap 

Annual Fatality Savings - was around 50% of the car’s front. 
Accident Prevention Countermeasures 

HGV based countermeasure Lives saved 6. It has been estimated that rigid front underrun guards 

per year would save about a fifth of all car occupants killed in 
collisions with the fronts of HGVs and that energy 

(a) Fit anti-lo~k braking system 39 absorbing guards would save a quarter. It is estimated 
(b) Control speed of HGV to be below limit 31 

that around 325 car occupants are killed in collisions of 
(c) Prevent wheel loss 6 

(d) Prevent tyro puncture 6 this type each year. This research suggests that rigid 
(e) Improve the forward vision from HGV cabs 16 guards would save about 69-76 lives per year and 
(0 Improvotherear/side vision from HGV cabs 9 energy absorbing guards about 81-90 lives. Roughly 
(g) Improve HGV lighting 11 

(h) Fit Electronic Braking System (EBS) 8 15% of the potential fatality savings from front 
underrun guards would be derived from HGVs of just 
under 7500 kg gross weight. 

CONCLUSIONS 7. Most of the impacts with pedestrians occurred at very 
low speed (under 10anph), but the aggressive nature of 

1. 1585 police fatal accident reports have been analysed, the front of HGVs and the elderly nature of many of 

representing almost two-thirds of the total number of the pedestrians combined to produce fatal injuries. 

such HGV accidents in the period 1988 to 1990. 
8. Indications are that existing sideguards are effective in 

2. The vast majority of accidents (75 per cen0 happened preventing the pedestrian fatalities they were designed 

between 6am and 6pm on weekdays. Over half the for, since there were no cases in the Police sample 

accidents occurred on 60 mph A or B roads, while just involving a simple strike on an existing guard. Most of 

under 20 per cent occurred on dual cardageways or the remaining cases involving pedestrians impacting the 

motorways. Three-quarters of the accidents happened in sides of an HGV would not have benefitted from any 

clear daylight and nearly 60 per cent were on dry roads, practical modifications to the existing sideguard 
requirements. 

3. Roughly 54 per cent of the heavy goods vehicles 
involved were rigids and 43 per cent were articulated 9. Many fatalities arose from the HGV driver being unable 

vehicles, the remainder being tractor units or drawbar to see pedestrians walking directly in front of the cab 

combinations. According to published figures, between while the vehicle is stationary at traffic lights. It has 

1988 and 1990, 66% of all distance travelled by HGVs been estimated that improving the forward vision of 

was by rigid vehicles and 34% by artics (including HGVs, by lowering the bottom edge of the windscreen 

drawbars). The differences between the distributions are and the dashboard, would probably save around 16 

statistically significant. There is therefore a strong pedestrian lives in Great Britain each year. 
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¯ 10. Most of the pedal cyclist impacts occurred at very low REFERENCES 
HGV speed (under 10mph), but the high travel speeds 
of the motorcycles often ensured that the closing speeds 1. Department of Transport, Road Accidents Great Britain 
in these impacts were much higher. 1992 - The Casualty Report. HMSO, London 1993. 

11. Indications are that existing sideguards are effective in 2. Deparlment of Transport, Transport Statistics Great 
¯ preventing the two-wheeler user fatalities that they were Britain 1978 - 1988. HMSO, London 1989. 

designed for, since there was just one case in the police 
sample involving a simple strike on an existing guard 3. Department of Transport, Transport Statistics Great 
and the two-wheeler user being run over by the HGV’s Britain 1979 - 1989. HMSO, London 1990. 
wheels. The guards appear to be effective for pedal 
cyclists and motorcyclists, though they were primarily 4. Department of Transport, Transport Statistics Great 

¯ designed to protect pedal cyclists. Most of the Britain 1991. HMSO, London 1991. 
remaining cases involving two-wheeler users impacting 
the sides of an HGV would not have benefitted from 5. Deparlment of Transport, Transport Statistics Great 
any practical modifications to the existing sideguard Britain 1993. HMSO, London 1993. 
requirements. 

6. Riley, B.S., S. Penoyre and HJ. Bates, Protecting car 
¯ 12. No HGV design changes considered were found to have occupants, pedestrians, and cyclists in accidents 

the potential substantially to reduce the present toll of involving heavy goods vehicles by using front underrun 
death and injuries from accidents involving motorcycles bumpers and sideguards. Proceedings of the Tenth 
or pedal cycles. International Technical Conference on Experimental 

Safety Vehicles, Oxford 1985. 
13. There are approximately 60 HGV occupants killed in 

¯ road accidents each year in Great Britain. This research 7. Riley, B.S., A.J. Far, vel! and T.M. Burgess, Front 
suggests that using 3-point seat belts would probably underrun guards for trucks. Proceedings of the Eleventh 
save around 11 or 12 lives annually. Simple lap belts, International Technical Conference on Experimental 
which would be easy to install on many HGVs, would Safety Vehicles, Washington 1987. 
save around 7 or 8 lives per year. Much greater benefits 
are possible by combining seat belt use with increased 8. Robinson, B.J. and B.S. Riley, Improving HGV safety - 

¯ HGV cab strength. The use of a 3-point belt mad an front underrun guards and anti-lock braking systems. 
improved strength cab would probably save around 25- Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Technical 
28 lives per year. Using a lap belt in improved strength Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Pads 
cabs would yield a probable saving of around 20-22 1991. 
lives per year. 

9. Riley, B.S. and H.J. Bates, Fatal accidents in Great 
¯ 14. There was found to be very little scope for HGV based Britain in 1976 involving heavy goods vehicles. TRL 

countermeasures in preventing fatalities amongst Supplementary Report SR586. Transport Research 
Forward Control Vehicle occupants, though front Laboratory, Crowthome 1980. 
underrun guards might save around 2 FCV occupant 
lives each year. 

Crown Copyright 1994. The views expressed in this paper 
¯ 15. Some countermeasures to prevent HGVs from having are not necessadly those of the Department of Transport. 

accidents have been considered. Fitting anti-lock brakes Extracts from the text may be reproduced, except for 
to HGVs is felt likely to save around 5% of all fatalities conunercial purposes, provided the source is acknowledged. 
from accidents involving these vehicles, that is around 
40 lives each year. 

¯ 16. Limiting the speed of HGVs on all roads to be no more 
than ten per cent in excess of the applicable speed limit 
would probably save around 30 lives each year. Most of 
these would be on rural roads where the HGV speed 
limit is 40 mph. 
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AI]S’I’I:IAI2T lations were conducted in order to study the potentials and 
limitations of possible design solutions. 

Trucks are involved in 25 to 30% of all fatal road traffic 
accidents in the European Community yearly. More than Results of tests and simulations will be presented in this 
50% of these fatalities appear to involve car occupants and paper. Other results include insight into the validation level ¯ 
about 20% truck occupants. The others include cyclists and of the computer models used in this study and potential 
pedestrians, hardware solutions. 

The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of 
recent research activities conducted at the TNO Crash- IN’I’I:IODIJI~TION 
Safety Research Centre dealing with heavy truck safety. ¯ 
Three different accident types will be considered: the pro- As a result of road-traffic in the Netherlands, each year 
tection of truck occupants in a frontal collision, the protec- 1,400 people are killed and 50,000 people are injured. 
tion of car passengers in head-on collisions with a track and Converted in time, every six hours one person is killed and 

the protection of cyclists and pedestrians in contact with the every ten minutes one person is hospitalized. Dutch figures 
side of a trailer, about the accident risk and the consequences illustrate the 

extent of the problem [1]: ¯ 
For the first two accident types an integrated approach ¯ the chance of getting injured in a traffic accident is over 

of testing and computer simulation was used in order to 60% for all people during their lifetime; 
achieve an improved crash protection. In the car/truck ¯ the chance of young people getting killed in a traffic ac- 
frontal collision configuration this resulted in a prototype cident is 3-23 times as big as for people of an average 
design for an energy-absorbing truck front underrun pro- age; 
tection system. For the third accident type, computer simu- 

¯ 
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¯ the risk for older pedestrians and cyclists is 15-20 times approximately 4% of the deaths in traffic in 1992 [8]. ECE 
as high as for car occupants; Regulation No.29 controls the protection of the occupant by 

¯ in 80% of all serious accidents at least one passenger describing tests to check the strength of the front, the roof 
car is involved; and the rear wall of the cabin. The occupants of passenger 

¯ heavy vehicles are involved in 20% of all fatal acci- cars are at greatest risk in collisions with trucks: in the 

¯ dents; Netherlands in 1992 they accounted for 9% of all fatal in- 
. most deaths and serious injuries occur on 80 km/h roads juries [8] and in the European Community for approxi- 

and on main roads within the city limits; mately 15% yearly [5]. With respect to their protection, 
¯ 20% of the sick-rate is due to traffic accidents. ECE Regulation No.58 covers the rear underrun protection 

and ECE Draft Regulation TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/377 on 
Traffic unsafety costs a lot of money and can be con- front underrun protection is ready to be signed. In con- 

¯ sidered as a yearly disaster. In 1987, the Dutch government tinuation of this last regulation, EEVC Working Group 14 
set a traffic safety target for the year 2000: 25% fewer road has been founded to investigate the possibilities and profits 
victims with respect to 1985 and for the year 2010: 50% of energy-absorbing front underrun protection systems for 
fewer deaths and 40% fewer injured. To gain this target, six trucks (FUPSs). 
primary fields of activities were defined: alcohol, safety 
devices, speed, dangerous situations, cyclists and heavy The objective of EEVC Working Group 14 is to develop 

¯ traffic. In this paper attention will be paid to some aspects a test procedure and performance standard for energy- 
of this last item. absorbing front underrun protection systems for trucks in 

order to reduce the injuries in frontal collisions with pas- 
The Netherlands gives high priority to heavy traffic senger cars. The activities of this working group include 

safety, since heavy traffic is very important due to its rela- accident data collection, injury assignment and research. A 
tively large share in the European goods transport. For this representative type of accident is specified with respect to 

¯ purpose, the government initiated a number of research relative speed, horizontal overlap, impact angle, track mass 
policies, containing defined actions to be carried out. These and colliding car classes. A research programme has been 
policies concern: defined to determine the requirements on energy-absorbing 
¯ efforts to minimize the number of truck movements; FUPSs. The requirements are included in a test procedure 
¯ efforts to stimulate the inhibition of traffic safety in the which will describe static/dynamic tests and/or mathemati- 

way of thinking of transport companies; cal simulations, which represent methods to identify the 

¯ 
¯ efforts to minimize the amount of heavy goods transport parameters to be fulfilled. A detailed cost-benefit analysis, 

within urban areas; based on the type of accident studied in the research pro- 
. efforts to improve the active and passive safety of gramme, is part of the work. The mandate of the working 

trucks, group is three years. The participants have been selected by 

the national governments and are research institutes, uni- 
As part of this last policy, in 1991 TNO was contracted versifies, insurance companies and representatives of the 

¯ to investigate certain aspects of the active and passive local truck industry. 
safety of trucks. In the field of active safety, criteria for safe 
driving behaviour with respect to stability and manoeuvra- In this paper, the safety of the truck occupant and the 
bility of heavy vehicles were set up: manoeuvres, related car occupant will be emphasized. Truck frontal collision 
distinctive numbers and realistic criteria were defined [2]. tests as an alternative to ECE Regulation No.29 to evaluate 
Software was developed to determine the stability of arficu- passenger safety will be presented. Further, work carried 

¯ lated truck-trailer combinations [3]. In the field of passive out for the government in the framework of the EEVC Ad- 
safety, the protection of car occupants in a frontal collision hoc group will be shown and discussed. The safety of the 
with a truck was investigated through participation in an vulnerable road users in interaction with a truck (which 
EEVC Ad-hoc Group on front underrun protection of accounted for approximately 10% of all fatalities in the 
trucks. The objective of this group was to compile the Netherlands in 1992 [8]) is controlled by ECE Regulation 
knowledge and quantify the effectiveness of front underrun No.73 on the lateral screening of goods vehicles. In the dis- 

¯ protection. The Ad-hoc Group presented their findings in a cussion, measures on their safety will be illustrated by 
report to the EEVC Steering Committee [4] and parts of the means of Computer simulation results. 
work have been presented at various conferences [5,6,7]. 

In truck accidents, three parties are chiefly involved: the T~IIJI~K OI~I~IJI~AI~IT SAFI::TY 
truck occupant, the passenger car occupant and the vulner- 

¯ able road user (the motor cyclist, the cyclist and the Truck occupants sustain the most severe injuries when 
pedestrian). Truck occupants are relatively safe in collisions being ejected from the cabin [9]. This may happen to un- 
with other road users. In the Netherlands they accounted for belted truck occupants in collision with static objects or 
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Figure I. Different seating attitude for truck occupant (left) [111 and car occupant (right) [12]. 

during a rollover. In most trucks, seat belts have been At TNO, tests similar to the ’Front Impact Test’ as 

available for years. Getting the occupants to use them is described in ECE Regulation No.29 have been carried out 

another challenge. But even belted occupants may sustain on trucks to evaluate the truck occupant safety. This regula- ¯ 
severe injuries when the survival space in the cabin tion describes a 1500 kg pendulum test with a striking sur- 

decreases due to strong deformation, e.g. in collision with face of 2.5 m wide and 0.8 m high, striking the cabin front 

another truck, structure with an impact energy of 45 kNm. This test was 
translated into a dynamic impact test against a rigid wall in 

.Generally, the seating attitude of truck occupants is order to evaluate the cabin strength and the occupant injury 

quite different from that of car occupants, as shown in assessment as well in the same test. For that purpose, a ¯ 
Figure 1 [ 11,12]. Where the car occupant leans backwards, structure with the geometry of the pendulum is mounted on 

the truck occupant has a more upright position. Often the a load cell barrier against this wall. The barrier is centred 

truck driver has a sprung seat or an air-suspended seat. with the instrument panel, at about the pendulum height 

Adapted seat belt configurations are necessary. In a truck according to the regulation and on the other hand to simu- 

the steering wheel is bigger and the rim is much closer to late the rear impact on another truck. The test set-up is 

the driver’s chest than in a passenger car. Further, the steer- shown in Figure 2. The impact velocity is approximately ¯ 
ing column and steering wheel angle as well as the cabin the pendulum velocity at impact, which is 30 krn/h. The 

internal structure, i.e. dashboard, windscreen, differ from barrier can penetrate the truck cabin over 400 mm. At that 

that of a passenger car. time the truck bumper and chassis hit the wall. 

The use of airbags like in passenger cars may imply dif- The tests were carded out with a 7 tonnes truck (test #1) 

ferent airbag lay-out and different airbag inflation due to and a 9 tonnes truck (test #2). Driver and passenger 50th ¯ 
these differences. In Sweden, the effect of a Supplementary percentile Hybrid-III dummies were installed and restrained 

Restraint System (SRS) Airbag in the steering wheel of a by 3-point belt systems, including retractors. Driver and 

truck has been studied [10]. An in-depth examination of 94 passenger dummy positions are shown in figure 3. In test 

accidents was carried out in detail. This sample was repre- #2 the steering wheel was equipped with an airbag. 

sentative for heavy truck accidents with injury to the driver. 
Only 4 of the 94 drivers used the seat belt. The conceivable ¯ 
effect, had they been using a seat belt, as well as the effect 
of an SRS Airbag were estimated. The injury-reducing 
effect of using a belt alone is around 60%, while the addi- 
tional use of the airbag would have reduced the injury in 
21% of the accidents. These figures prove the importance 
of using restraint systems, even in trucks. ¯ 
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Figure 2. The test set-up for truck occupant safety evalu- Figure 4. MAD YMO model set-up for truck passenger 
ation, simulations. 

During the crash the cabin moved backwards and the Simulation results for upper and lower torso resultant 
barrier penetrated the cabin. This caused dash and steering accelerations, together with the results from test #1 are 

¯ column intrusion as well as rotation. In both tests the steer- shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 presents the resulting kine~ 
ing wheel rim penetrated the chest of the driver. However, matics from the simulation. A parametric study was carried 
test #2 showed the positive effect of the airbag: the chest out, studying several parameters in order to find an optimal 
deflection was reduced and the head penetrated the airbag solution for the belt system, like D-ring location, belt slip 
without steering wheel contact. The results of the passenger and seat design. The most important conclusion of this 
dummy in test #2 are better than in test #1, due to seat and study was that main improvements can be expected from 

¯ belt optimization with respect to test #1. changes in the belt system by allowing less slip through the 
buckle. A more advanced solution would be the use of a 

To obtain these results, computer simulations with retractor pretensioner in the shoulder part of the belt. 
MADYMO were carried out. Figure 4 shows the simulation 
model to analyse passenger behaviour and to evaluate 
measures to reduce the risk of injury~ The model represents 

¯ the passenger and its environment: the cabin, the seat and 
the 3-point belt system. 

Figure 3. Driver and passenger dummy in truck cabin. 
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Figure 5. Results of simulation and experiment of truck In most cases a collision between a ~ck and a passen- 

passenger in a 30 k~ frontal collision. Values as % of ger c~ is unfavourable for ~e c~ occupant(s). Most fatal 

maximum value (solid line: simulation; dashed line: accidents [5] ~e frontal collisions (55%), followed by side 

experimenO, collisions (25%) and re~ collisions (15%). Passenger c~s 
~e improved continuously for optimum occupant safety. 

In test #2 a different belt config~ation has been used, The most £equent cause of severe and fatal inju~ of car 

according to the advice from the p~e~ic study. ~ere- occupants in a c~-to-~ck collision is the incapacity to ad- 

fore t~s test showed better results for the passenger du~y dress ~e energy-absorbing s~cture of the passenger c~ in 

than obtained from test #1. Comp~ed to inju~ tolerance an opfim~ way (compatibility problem). 

levels no,ally used in relation to c~ frontal impact tests, 
both the driver and the passenger are in the position to Generally, the closing speed in the case of side-and re~ 

sust~n t~s type of collision, since all recorded injury val- collisions with a ~ck is relatively low, w~ch implies that 

ues ~e well below ~ese levels, the energy-a6sorbing capacity of ~e passenger c~ will be 

sufficient to protect ~e passenger, provided side- and re~ 
unde~n protection is av~lable. In front~ collisions, the 
average closing speed is often above the design speed at 
w~ch ~e passenger c~ provides safety to the occupant(s). 
Therefore, addifion~ provisions should be installed at the 

~ck to absorb the ex~a ener~. 
Todays’ passenger c~s supply protection to belted oc- 

cupants in frontal collisions wi~ a rigid b~rier up to 50 
~. It is assumed that passenger c~s of tomorrow ~e 
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¯ 
Table 1. 

Simulation results of 65 kndh 40% overlap frontal collisions into an energy-absorbing barrier. 

# FUPS FUPS Tubs Tunnel Compartment FUPS FUPS 
lead mass configuration sccelstlon deformation displacement energy 

crush-load/length absorption 
¯ (mm) (kg)             (kN)l(mm) (m/s2) (%) (mm) (%) 

1 400 106 95/400, 20/390, 284 24 279 29 

20/380, 20/370 
2 0 106 95/400, 20/390, 330 100 61 5 

20/380, 20/370 

3 400 25 95/400, 20/390, 277 8 294 31 

20/380, 20/370 
¯ 4 400 50 95/400, 20/390, 277 18 286 30 

20/380, 20/370 
5 400 150 95/400, 20/390, 286 21 265 27 

20/380, 20/370 

6 400 106 20/400, 20/390, 277 24 405 31 

20/380, 20/370 
7 400 106 20/400, 95/350, 289 34 258 24 

¯ 20/325, 20/300 
8 400 106 20/400, 20/390, 259 24 398 36 

20/380, 95/210 

built in such a way that belted occupants are protected in mentioned earlier. An outline of the model is shown in 
offset frontal collisions up to 50 km/h. To protect car occu- Figure 7. Figure 8 presents some results of the validation. 

¯ pants at higher speeds, it is essential that the opponent is Next a parametric study was carried out to observe the ef- 
not a rigid structure but is able to absorb part of the energy, fect of design changes of the energy-absorbing FUPS. By 
If this structure absorbs 40% of the impact energy, the sur- choosing crash boxes with crumple tubes as energy-absorb- 
vivable closing speed would be 65 km/h [5]. The amount of ing elements in the system, an optimum tube configuration 
energy-absorption that can be provided by a front structure and other design parameters were predicted by the model. 
of a truck is limited by two factors. The total crush distance Table 1 shows the effects of variations in lead, mass and 

¯ must not exceed the bonnet length of the car and the crush crash tube configurations on the vehicle response and FUPS 
force levels of both the truck front and the car front must be operation in 65 krn/h 40% overlap frontal collisions. It can 
compatible, be concluded that the lead should be as large as possible 

(simulations #1 and #2). Further, reducing the mass of the 
In 1991 TNO started a research programme to investi- FUPS only has a minor positive effect (simulations #3 to 

gate the feasibility of this approach [5]. The influence of #5). And finally, a 40% energy-absorption should be feasi- 

¯ ground clearance was studied by colliding 2 middle-sized ble with a stroke of 400 mm (simulations #6 to #8). With 
cars at 65 km/h and 40% left side overlap against a rigid this information, prototype energy-absorbing FUPSs were 
truck front with FUPS heights of 550 mm and 350 mm re- developed [6,7]. 
spectively. The effect of stiffness modifications was studied 
in three tests with FUPS ground clearance of 350 mm. Two ~w 
frontal collision tests at 65 km/h and 40% overlap into an 

¯ 
energy-absorbing FUPS with 0 mm and 400 mm lead re- 
spectively were carried out. The third test (the so-called 
reference test) was a 50 km/h 40% overlap frontal collision / 

into a rigid FUPS. From all three tests the dummy results 
were compared. The tests clearly showed the positive effect 
of the lowest FUPS height (350 mm). They also showed the 

¯ 
negative effect of aligned rigid truck front structure and en- 
ergy-absorbing FUPS (0 mm lead) in which case the collid- 
ing car strikes both. 

The research programme was continued with mathemat- 
ical simulations, using a MADYMO lumped mass model 

¯ 
involving a 2D passenger car model and a simplified FUPS. 
The model was validated against previous test results and Figure 7. Outline of car structure lumped mass model for 

the results c;f the tests with the energy-absorbing FUPSs, 40% overlap frontal collisions. 
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Figure 11. Simulation of the effect of lateral protection provisions on trailers. 

The official demands of truck occupant safety at the view, all truck manufacturers show their interest in occu- 

moment are mainly limited to the strength of the cabin, pant safety improvements. 
Many truck manufacturers do not limit their activities to the 
cabin only. Although there is no legislation for the use of Although not yet explicitly demonstrated, (energy-ab- 
safety belts, these devices are often installed. Further, the sorbing) FUPSs can have positive effects on the manage- 
use of airbags on the driVer’s (and passenger’s) side is ment and dependability of the transport company. The op- 
being investigated. This paper presented applications and posite has definitely been demonstrated. The material dam- 
(experimental and numerical) investigations of these safety age to a truck in a frontal collision where a passenger car 
dev!,ces. The positive effects on the occupant injury as- underrides the truck is considerable, apart from the personal 
sessment were demonstrated. From the competitive point of damage. A number of parties can benefit from this safety 
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¯ 
measure. The truck owner experiences less damage, so the REFERENCES 
truck is available for use sooner. The insurance company 
experiences less damage, so may. decide to decrease the in- [1] Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, Hoofdafdeling 
surance premium. The car occupant may suffer reduced in- Verkeersveiligheid 
jury. The truck occupant may suffer reduced trauma. The Meerjarenplan Verkeersveiligheid. 

¯ overall costs for the community are accordingly lower. Den Haag, 1991 (in Dutch only) 
In accidents with vulnerable road users (motor cyclists [2] Ruijs, P.A.J. 

outside the city limits and cyclists and pedestrians within Criteria veilig rijgedrag zware gelede vrachtwagens. 
the city limits), the side of the truck or the trailer is the most TNO report, 1993 (in Dutch only). 
dangerous part. To reduce the number of casualties, or at [3] Elink Schuurman, R., Kleuskens, R.J.A., Jansen, 
least the injury in case of casualties, measures of passive S.T.H. 

¯ safety as lateral protection provisions are to be considered. Berekening van de stabiliteit van gelede voertuigen 
By means of computer simulations, the effect of truck and met PLBAVA-PC. 
trailer side-structure screening on cyclists/pedestrians be- TNO report, 1993 (in Dutch only). 
haviour during impact can be analysed. Figure 11 shows [4] European Experimental Vehicles Committee 
simulation results of the interaction between a cyclist Report EEVC Ad-hoc Group Front Underrun 
(speed 8 krn/h) and the side of a trailer (turning off, speed Protection of Trucks, 1992. 

¯ 36 kin/h), without screening (ground clearance 1.25 m), [5] Goudswaard, A.P., Nieboer, J.J., Janssen, E.G. 
with bar screening (ground clearance 0.52 m) and with Truck Front Underrun Protection 
plate screening (ground clearance 0.25 m) respectively. In IRCOBI Conference, Berlin, 1991. 
the configurations shown, the cyclist and his bike are run [6] De Coo, P.J.A., Goudswaard, A.P., Nieboer, J.J., 
over in case the trailer is unscreened. In case of bar protec- Raue, V. 
tion, only the lower legs of the cyclist and his bike are run Numerical Analysis of an Energy-absorbing Truck 

¯ over. A plate structure with the assumed ground clearance Front Underrun Protection Device. 
of 0.25 m provides sufficient protection against overrun- 6th International Conference on Numerical Analysis 
ning by the trailer. The distance between the ground and the in Automotive Engineering. 
protective structure, as well as the smoothness of the pro- Wfirzburg, 1992. 
tective surface, are very important factors in the realization [7] De Coo, P.J.A., Nieboer, J.J. 
of safety for the vulnerable road user. Improved Safety of Car Occupants in Frontal 

¯ Collisions with Trucks. 
In traffic, safety is governed by measures related to 25th FISITA Congress (to be presented). 

crash avoidance and measures related to crashworthiness. Beijing, People’s Republic of China, October 1994. 
Those directly involved in traffic are not the only people [8] Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 
who affect the results of both measures. The people who Statistiek van de Verkeersongevallen op de Openbare 
have taken these measures are responsible too. An accident Weg 1992. 

¯ is the result of (a concatenation of) bad choices by both SDU, Den Haag, 1993 (in Dutch only). 
parties. Limiting the possibilities of making bad choices [9] Goudswaard, A.P., Janasen, E.G. 
should have high priority. Therefore, legislation, infrastruc- Passieve Veiligheid Bedrijfsvoertuigen 
ture, design and structural measures, user- and owner de- TNO report, 1990 (in Dutch only). 
mands should harmonize. Especially (international) work- [10] Svenson, L., Vid6n, S. 
ing groups with representatives of all parties involved Accident Investigation, report 4: Accidents involving 

¯ working on safety measures (such as EEVC Working Volvo Trucks resulting in Driver Injury, and the 
Groups, initiated by governments and including members estimated Effect of the SRS-Airbag. 
of research organizations and industry) have high probabili- Volvo Report, G6teborg, March 1994. 
ties of success. [11] Miihe, P. 

Arbeitsplatz Nutzfahrzeug; ein Beitrag zur Sicher- 
heit. 
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Figure 9. First prototype energy absorbing FUPS. 
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¯ 
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Figure 8. Left and right sill results of MADYMO simula-                                                             ¯ 
tions and.full-scale experiments of frontal collisions (solid 
line: simulation; dashed line: experiment). 

The crash box of the first prototype contained 4 tubes 
with a length of 520 mm and 3 tubes with a length of 440 
mm (Figure 9), thus accounting for an energy absorption of ¯ 

60 kJ theoretically. The 4 longer tubes penetrated through 
the wall of the crash box. The 3 shorter tubes were included 
in the box. This configuration was tested using a moving Figure 10. Second prototype energy absorbing FUPS. 

barrier with an NHTSA honeycomb front. The barrier mass 
was 1200 kg, the impact speed 65 km/h and the overlap 
40%. Due to the failure of one of the long tubes (this tube DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ¯ 

penetrated the honeycomb front of the barrier), the energy 
absorption was only 47 kJ, which is 24% of the initial ki- In 1987, the Dutch government set a road-traffic acci- 

netic energy. In the second prototype FUPS the reason for dent target for the year 2000: 25% fewer road victims with 

the failing of the tubes was eliminated by including all respect to 1985. In 1985, the number of people involved in 

crash tubes in the crash box (Figure 10). With a middle- road accidents totalled 15,958 (1,438 deaths and 14,520 

sized passenger car, this configuration was tested in a real hospitalizations). In 1992, these numbers were respectively ¯ 
12,939 (1,285 and 11,654). At this moment, a reduction of life situation under the same conditions as prototype 1 was 

tested. After some amount of deformation of both the vehi- 19% has been realized. However, since 1990 this figure of 

cle front and the FUPS, the FUPS was extremely loaded in 19% has ceased to increase due to the increase of the mobi- 

vertical direction. As a result, the FUPS collapsed globally lization. It is not hypothetical that this figure will decrease 
in future. More stringent measures are needed to reach the and the required amount of energy was not absorbed. In a 

real situation, the FUPS is installed under the truck cabin, target. ¯ 

so that extra vertical support is gained. However, the test 
showed that the design still has to be improved. 
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY OF THENEW MAN INTERURBAN COACH FRH 422 

Gerhard Rieck, Hans-J~rgen Hahn 
MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG 
Engineering 
Germany 
Paper No. 94-S11-0-04 

e 

Abstract 
Fatalities per billion petson-kllometres (former West Germany) 

In summer 1993 MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG 
delivered the first coaches from the FRH 422 "Lion’s Star" 
range presented in late 1992. 

Apart from improvements in environmental 
compatibility, economy, quality and reusability of 
materials, the development targets which characterised 
the concept were further increases in comfort, 
convenience and safety° The great importance of interior 
and exterior design too was taken into account in the new 
vehicle. All development activity was centred around the ........... ,-* ,-, 
passenger, but the demanding requirements of the driver 
and the operator were not neglected. 

¯ The following article describes in particular the port 
improvements relating to the safety of the FRH 422, 

Safety of touring coaches 

For years now the touring coach has been one of ~--~ 
~ ~ 

~ the safest means of transport around. Fig. 1, which is I I 
I 

taken from a publication of the German Federal Office of 
Statistics, shows that the relative risk involved in 
travelling by bus or coacb is considerably lower than 

whenrisk inarailCar oriS uSedair travel.and Comparable to if not lower than the 

Safety in road traffic is determined by three 
variables, man, vehicle and road, Fig. 2. As with all 
means of road transport safety in buses and coaches ............................................................................................. : ................................... 
depends to major extent on the driver. Fig. 2 Safety factors in road transport (after G6hring) 

¯ 
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The outstanding comparative values yielded by statistics 
reveal how well qualified bus drivers already are and how ’. ...... ,.,o,p .... .. . 
great the influence of a well-trained, rested and respon- 

... ~ ...... ,.,o,p,vo, ~._ ....................... .. .. sible driver on passengers and other hand road users is. . ................... ~.o,:=.:=.~ ............ ~’. !-J"~)~ 
The few, in the main serious, accidents involving buses on . 
the one hand show the importance of further improve- 
ments in the qualification of drivers and bus operators and 

~ ~ on the other underline the significance of further 
developments in active and passive safety. Active safety 
measures are designed to prevent accidents from oc- . ................. 
cutting in the first place, while passive safety lessens the 
consequences of accidents in the event of human error. 
Vehicle safety is for this reason one of the principal 

ii ’ 

development targets of MAN. 

Active safety Fig. 4 Rolling axis of vehicle with optimised rear axle 
pole axis inclination (after Fuchs) 

All criteria which go to make up active 

i.e. driving safety, alertness, perception and safety of Both calculations and trials showed that 
controls, have in the FRH 422 been significantly improved stabilisers are not necessary. Even without stabilisers a 
from the levels in the predecessor model, lateral acceleration of 0.6 g is achieved before the vehicle 

Driving safety was increased by a modified reaches the rullover limit. 
suspension and axle location system, Fig. 3, the indcpen- The version with stabiliser is indeed more critical 
dent front wheel suspension being retained. The rear axle in this respect, as the transition to the rollover limit is 
is located on four control arms arranged so that the pole more abrupt and the driver, because of the smaller lateral 
axis of the rear axle and the roll axis of the coach (the inclination, is less aware of the critical range, Fig. 5. 
latter is formed by the line connecting the roll pivots of Driving safety was increased als0 by installation 
the front and rear axles) are on the same line, Fig. 4. This of an air-actuated disc brake on the front axle, Fig. 6. 
makes the roll steer effect of the vehicle stable and safe, Because the wheel brake torque is higher with disc brakes 
even in the event of large rolling movements, than with dram brakes a maximum average retardation 
Whether laden or empty, the FRH 422 is neutral in its from 100 km/h of 0.7 g for the bus laden with 16 Mp is 
behaviour during cornering and, with its slight tendency achieved, almost without thermal fading, Fig. 7, On a dry 
to oversteering in extreme situations, is always easy to road this high rate of deceleration brings the vehicle to a 

...k..e...e~.....u~....d...e..r...c...°..n..t.r.°..l.: ....................................................................................... standstill within less than 60 m of the start of the braking 
operation. An anti-lock braking system is fitted as stan- 
dard, while anti-spin regulator (ASR) and effective 

, __ .......................... 

.......... Empty 

Fig. 3 Rear axle suspension 

, 

Fig. g Comparison of body inclination during cornering 
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Fig. 8 Wind tunnel test with full-scale vehicle 

Fig. 6 Disc brake on the front axle 

Fig. 9 Diagonal mirror arrangement 

0 The design of the driver’s station in the FRH 422, 

..... and also of that of the courier’s area, is the outcome of 
vo. ...... ,~. ............... qo,pp.. .............. intensive ergonomic analysis. Fig. 10. 

Fig. 7 Deceleration under braking from 100 km/h Passive safety 

A further measure aimed at improving driving Substantial improvements were also achieved in 
safety is the new Servocom 8098 steering gear from ZF. the FRH 422 in the field of passive safety. Attention here 
Its variable ratios between 22.2:1 and 26.2:1 yields a was focussed on the safety cell of the passenger compart- 
precise and direct steering feel in straight-ahead running, ment, which satisfies the criteria of the rollover test to 
The engine rating of 309 kW coupled with the drag ECE R 66, Fig. 11. This was evidenced by calculations to 
coefficient, which is 15 % lower than in the predecessor the finite elements method with which for the first time at 
model, permits readily manageable and thus safe MAN computer programmes were used for plastic defor- 
overtaking, mation too, Fig. 12. All transverse spars were reinforced; 

To increase the driver’s alertness - a pre-requisite the work absorbed by the side wall posts, which were 
for attentive driving - the driver’s seat and the climate in strengthened by the insertion of an inner tube, was 
the driver’s station in the FRH 422 have been improved, increased by a factor of 2.5, Fig. 13. 
Modifications to the aerodynamics, particularly at the 
front of the vehicle, Fig. 8, also made it possible to reduce 
the noise level at the driver’s station to only 69 dB(A) 
during driving at a constant 100 km/h. 

The view all round is better than statutory 
regulations (German StVZO § 35b) demand, while the 
mirror arrangement, lighting and direction indicators 
improve perception, Fig. 9. 
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... .......................................... -.-- ..................................... ..-=.=.-+ +. ............................................................................................................................... ¯ 

3+000�,02 

Half-siz~ model without l~ide tube 2 +500e+02 

2 

Haff+~ze m~el with inside 

Fig. 10 Driver’s ~d courier’s ~ea [~ ~ 

Fig. 12 Comparison of local deformations and von Mises’ 
stresses for different window post designs 

...............................: .... I---",-",- ..... 4’ ...... 

................................................................................................................................. (segment analysis)Fig" 11 Rollover phases corresponding to ECE R 66 
° 

.................................................................. Fig. 13 Increase in resistance to deformation with inside 
tube in side wall post 
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The detailed calculations were carried out 
initially for various nodal points of the skeleton and for 
one spar segment, and the results coincided well with 
those from component tests. Finally a test was carried out 
to ECE regulations on a trial vehicle so that both the exact 
movement sequence and the structural bchaviour could be 
adjusted to the calculation procedure, Fig. 14. 

This provided a very detailed understanding of 
the function of the supporting structure under stresses of 
the type occuring in accidents and meant that local 
reinforcements could be specified which very efficiently 
supported the favourable behaviour of the stiffened      ." 

¯ structure. Fig. 15 .Variable scaring arrangement 
Evidence of the rollover safety of the series- 

production vehicle and of variants will be brought on the A further new passive safety feature in the FRH 
basis of this structural analysis, which has been precisely 422 is the crash behaviour in the event of a head-on 

o..a..d.j.u...s.t....~....t..o...~.c...t..c..s.~..n.~... ................................................................................ collision with a car. Here the supporting structure of the 
bumper with integrated air dam was reinforced and 
adapted to the following structure of the first rib bearer in 
such a way that a car colliding with the coach at 50 km/h 
is, even in the event of a 50 % lateral offset crash, 
effectively stopped, use thereby being made of the 
supporting structure of the car. 

This too was proved by plastic deformation 
analysis, Fig. 16. A frontal area designed in this way 
reduces consequential damage and thus also the repair 
costs. A collision plate integrated in the first rib bearer 
protects the steering gear, which has been located behind 
it, Fig. 17, and ensures that this safety-related component 
will function even after a collision. 

Fig. 14 Rollover test with prototype bus 

Safety inside the vehicle was improved by 
making the floor completely level, i.e. the seats are not on 
raised platforms. This type of floor reduces the risk of 
tripping, makes the passenger cell more rigid and also 
permits extremely varied seating arrangements, Fig. 15. It 
is for example now possible to offer "first-class" seating 
with three wide single seats abreast without altering the 
skeleton - an important design feature for enhancement of 
the passenger compartment. One consequence of the level 
floor is the much larger luggage racks above the 
passengers, who can therefore have access to more hand 
baggage, which, thanks to the rack flaps, they can also 
stow safely away. All in all the level floor results in a new 
"interior feeling" combined with the advantage of greater 
freedom of movement and greater seating comfort. 

Design of the seats and the interior fittings too 
took into account not only general occupant safety 
principles but also the results from the vehicle roliover 
test. 

Fig. 16 Reinforced front section designed as underride 
guard; simulated car crash with 50 % offset 
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The seat mounting system complies with the 
c ~,      ~ ECE R 80 regulation. Lap belts can be attached to all 

/ 

~~ .i:i i:.i 

seats’ thus prOviding a further safety gain for passengers 

(provided of course that they fasten their belts), in 
particular if the coach turns over. The two ejectable roof 
flaps, the ejectable rear window and the courier’s seat, 

., which turns at the push of a button, make it possible to 
--.-< _ ~, ¯ ~i ~ ’ ¯ 

leave the coach quickly in the event of an accident and 

~ " ~ : ~’~:: provide good access for rescue teams, Fig. 19. It goes 

" . ,:, ..~:::,i without saying that the requirements on emergency exits, 

~~ 
: ~’~ ..... ,iii 

corresponding to ECE R 36, are complied with. 

.~. ~!!. ~... i.~ The list of further passive safety developments in 
¯ 

the new coach from MAN is completed by synthetic fuel 
1. ~i~ ,.i tanks with a higher bursting resistance, by use of only 

... ’~: non-splintering materials as stipulated by the FMVSS 302 
standard on fireproofing and by careful routing of 

........................................................... 

collision plate 

Fig. 17 Safety steering column 

Modern calculation procedures were used not 
only for the safety analysis mentioned above but also for 
the complete coach structure, Fig.18, and even for solving 
problems in the dynamics such as driveline vibrations and 

..................................................................................... 

Fig. 19 Positions of safety equipment and emergency 
exits 

Fig. 18 Main structure of the MAN FRH 422 (sheet 
metal parts are not shown) 
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¯ Summary 

MAWs new FRH 422 touring coach demonstrates 

a high level of active safety and new quality of passive 
safety. The major development objectives - environmental 
compatibility, economy and comfort/convenience have 

¯ thereby been retained. The high expectations which both 
the public and the passenger have of the coach as a means 
of transport justify the effort and expense involved in 
further development of these already safe vehicles to make 
them even safer and thus more attractive. 

Against this background the "Coach of the Year 

¯ ’94" award is both an encouragement and a challenge for 
the FRH 422 development team. 
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Development of an Australian Design Rule For Seat Belts in Heavy Omnibuses 
Alan R Gascoyne 
Keith A Seyer 
Federal Office of Road Safety 
Australia 
Paper No. 94 - $11 - O - 05 

ABSTRACT A comparison between the relative levels of safety for 
differing transport modes reveals that bus travel is some 20 

In 1989, it was agreed that a new Australian Design times safer than passenger car travel. 

Rule (ADR) 66/00 [1] based on ECE Regulation 80 be Despite this fact, during the late 1980’s, a series of 

implemented. This ADR would require improved seat and serious bus crashes occurred resulting in significant loss of 

seat anchorage strength and padding aimed at both life and serious injuries. In particular, public concern was 

cushioning and restraining the occupant without the use of expressed following two tragic crashes involving buses 

seat belts. This requirement would offer protection in towards the end of 1989 on the Pacific Highway in New 

crashes with heavy vehicles at urban speeds, or with lighter South Wales which claimed a total of 55 lives. The fact 
vehicles at highway speeds, that a large coach carries as many passengers as the smaller 

However, two tragic bus crashes at highway speeds planes used in scheduled aviation services highlights the 

towards the end of 1989 focussed attention on the tragic dimensionsinlossoflives. 

provision of lap sash seat belts in long distance coaches. During the mid 1980’s the Australian Government in 
This led to the development of ADR 68/00-Occupant conjunction with State Governments identified 

Protection in Buses which would require lap sash seat belts improvements to heavy vehicle safety, including bus and 
integrated into the bus seat and aimed at providing coach safety, as a priority issue. By the time of the series 
protection at deceleration levels up to 20g. of tragic bus crashes a number of new heavy vehicle safety 

This paper describes the research and testing done to initiatives had already been put into place. The general 

develop a test procedure to design and test seats to comply philosophy being adopted was that bus occupants should 
with the ADR. The work included a sled test series using be afforded a similar level of occupant protection as 
Hybrid III instrumented dummies to record injury levels passenger car occupants. 
and an analysis of dummy kinematics. In response to the call for seat belts in buses, the 

Federal Office of Road Safety began development in 1990 
INTRODUCTION of a new Australian Design Rule to require integrated lap 

sash seat belts in buses. The call for seat belts gathered 
Australia has a highly developed bus and coach impetus from the appearance of a prototype seat with 

industry both in terms of technical sophistication of integral lap sash seat belts which tests indicated would 
equipment and operational expertise. These factors have withstand the loads imposed by a crash of similar severity 
contributed to bus travel being among the safest form of to the Pacific Highway accidents. 
land transport in Australia. 
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¯ BUS CRASHES IN AUSTRALIA that bus travel is some 4 times safer than rail, 10 times 
safer than rigid truck, 20 times safer than passenger car, 40 

In analysing fatalities and serious injuries arising from times safer than articulated truck, 90 times safer than 
bus crashes it is always important to keep in mind the general aviation and more than 300 times safer than 
relative safety of the different modes of transport. Table 1 motorcycle. 
shows a comparison of fatality rates for different modes of It is of interest to analyse the fatal and some of the 

¯ travel in Australia for the year 1988. Although these more significant bus and coach injury crashes that 
figures are from the period before the series of serious bus occurred, in Australia, from 1988 to 1993 to evaluate the 
crashes they are still considered to be representative of the likely benefits that lap sash seat belts may have provided. 
last decade. Table 2 [2] summarises crashes during this period by crash 

type. Due to shortcomings in accident reporting 
Table 1 procedures some crashes involving injuries only are not 

¯ Comparison ofFatalityRatesforDifferent included although it is understood that some of these 
Modes of Travel crashes involved a considerable number of injuries. 

Mode Number of Fatalities per Fatalities per 
Passenger 100 Million 100 Million 
Fatalities Vehicle Passenger Table 2 

Kilometres Kilometres Fatal and Serious Injury Coach Crashes 
Travelled Travelled Australia 1988 - 1993 

Scheduled 0 0.00 0.00 Crash Type Number Fatalities Injuries ~" All 
¯ Airlines Casualties 

(Domestic) Coach & Car 4 1 > 44* > 45 

Bus 11 0.78 0.04 Coach only 8 ~ 17 167 184 

Rail 14 Not Available 0.17 (single vehicle) 
Rigid Truck 36 0.46 0.42 Coach & Other 10 74 > 229* > 303 

Car 1770 1.29 0.86 Heavy Vehicle 

Articulated Truck 74 1.95 1.78 Other (Coach/        1 5 17 22 

¯ 
General Aviation 60 12.85 3.57 Car then Tree) 
Motorcycle 293 15.13 13.75 Total 23 97 > 457 > 554 

Notes: A summary of the crash types and likely benefits of 
1. All fatality rates are based upon passenger/occupant deaths only, improved occupant protection is provided below: 

although these are not restricted to deaths resulted from collisions. For 
example, in the case of rail fatalities all passenger deaths were due to 

¯ 
falls in, on, or from the train Crashes involving a Coach and a Car. 

2. Passenger deaths for various forms of road transport were derived 
from the Federal Office of Road Safety’s 1988 "Fatality File". Bus There are four crashes in this group, representing 17% 
fatalilies include all forms of urban and interstate bus/coach services, of the total. In total these resulted in at least one in-coach 
Figures for all forms of road vehicles are slightly less than total road 

fatality and 44 injuries. fatalities published elsewhere because of missing data for vehicle type. 

3. Aviation fatalities and hours flown were derived from the Bureau Typically, these crashes involved a car leaving its own 

of Air Safety’s 1988 publication, "Survey of Accidents to Australian side of the road on a single carriageway and striking the 
¯ Civil Aircraft". General aviation Imvel estimates were derived by oncoming coach head-on. In three of these crashes the 

assuming that an average flight speed of 240 km/h. Total hours flown 
coach veered of the road, either as a result of the impact or include travel associated with the following types of flights: commuter, 

charter, agricultural, training, private/business and other aerial work. in an unsuccessful attempt to avoid impact, and overturned. 
4. Rail fatalities were obtained from detailed statistical tables There is a strong presumption that many casualties within 

associated with the ABS catalogue No. 3303.0. "Causes of Death, the coach occur during this part of the crash sequence. 
Australia 1989". 

5. Rail passenger kilometres travelled were obtained for the 1986-87 
It is a truism of occupant safety that, on balance, 

¯ financial year from the publication, "Rail into the 21st Century, Railways vehicle occupants have the greatest chance of avoiding 
Industry Council Discussion Paper, May 1990". Rail passenger injury if they are restrained in their seats. 
kilometres ffavelled were 2.625 billion non-urban passenger kilometres It can be considered a strong possibility that many 
plus 5.79 billion urban passenger kilometres ( 386 million jourueys times .... 

15 kilometres, which was assumed to be the average journey length), 
lnjurtes in these crashes could have been mitigated had the 

6. Vehicle kilometres travelled for road transport were derived from occupants been restrained. 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ Survey of Motor Vehicle Use (1988). 

¯ 7. Passenger kilometres have been estimated assuming the following Coach-only Single Vehicle Crashes. 
average load factors: Cars 1.5, Buses 20, Rigid and Articulated Trucks 
1.1, Motorcycles 1.1, General Aviation 3.6. 

8. In the case of transport modes with large load factors such as rail There are eight crashes in this group, representing 35% 
and scheduled domestic aviation, the fatality rates quoted would change of the total. These crashes resulted in 17 fatalities and 167 
significantly in any given year in the event of a single major collision, injuries (figure 1). All except three involved the coach 

overturning as part of the crash. 
Based on fatalities per 100 million passenger 

kilometres travelled from Table 1 it can be approximated 
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entering the carriageway, then crossing the road and ¯ 
striking a tree heavily. This crash resulted in 5 fatalities 
and 17 injuries. 

In terms of impact effects, this crash is most nearly like 
the heavy vehicle crashes and first raised the issue of 
inadequate seat and seat anchorage strength. 

THE AUSTRALIAN DESIGN RULE PROCESS. 

The Australian Design Rules (ADRs) set down the 
performance and design requirements for motor vehicle 
safety and are amongst the most stringent in the world. 

The ADRs take force nationally under the Federal ¯ 
Motor Vehicles Standards Act which is administered by 
the Federal Office of Road Safety. The ADRs are 
approved as "National Standards" by the Federal Minister 
for Transport and tabled in the Federal Parliament. 

It is the government’s policy to harmonise, wherever 

Figure 1. Result of Bus Crash, 4January 1992, possible, with international standards unless there are ¯ 
Gunnedah NSW; 5 Dead, 40 Injured significant safety grounds to do otherwise. At present, 

over 60% of the ADRs are aligned with international 

As for the first crash type overall reduction or standards, predominantly the Economic Commission for 

prevention of injuries would have been achieved if Europe (ECE) regulations. 

occupants had been restrained in their seats. Remarkably Development of the ADRs involves a consultative 

in one of these crashes where rollover was involved the process with representatives from Federal, State and ¯ 
roof became detached from the vehicle and the occupants Territory governments, industry, consumer groups and 

thrown out of the bus without fatality but resulting in 25 vehicle safety experts. The process also involves the 

injured. National Road Transport Commission (NRTC) which is 
tasked with promoting national uniform requirements in 

Coach and other Heavy Vehicle. the transport industry. 
There is a structured consultative process during which ¯ 

There are ten crashes in this group, representing 45% draft ADRs are circulated widely for public comment 

oi the total. In these crashes there were 74 fatalities and at before being finalised. 
least 229 injuries. Of these crashes four involved head-on 
impact with another heavy vehicle and in one casewith REGULATORY SITUATION WHEN CRASHES 
another coach resulting in 35 fatalities and 39 serious OCCURRED 
injuries being Australia’s worst road crash~ ¯ 

Three of these crashes involved sideswipe .with another Several new or amended Australian Design Rules had 
heavy vehicle usually the leading edge of a semi-trailer. In either already been approved or were being finalised when 
the worst of these crashes there was 20 fatalities, the bus crashes occurred in New South Wales. A list of 

In the two most serious of these crashes the main these ADRs, their implementation dates and equivalent 
occupant protection issue was the fracture of the seats and international standard is given below: 
seat mounts which resulted in allowing the occupants to be ADR 4/01 Seat Belts (1 July 1992 - seat belts required 

¯ 
thrown forward down the bus thereby inflicting injuries on ’exposed’ seats, improved drivers’ seat 
caused by the sharp edges from the broken seats. These belt) 
crashes represent very high accelerations estimated to be in Similar requirements to ECE R16 
the orderof20g. ADR5/01 .Anchorages for Seat Belts and Child 

For the remaining crashes it seems likely that seat and restraints (1 July 1992 - seat belt anchorages 
seat mountings of moderate strength, say 10g, and some required for driver’s seat and for non- 
form of restraint would assist in mitigating injuries in protected seats) ¯ 

seating positions remote from the actual impact point. Similar requirements to ECE R14 
ADR 59/00 Omnibus Rollover Strength (1 July 1992 for 

Other ME; 1 July 1993 for MD2, MD3 & MD4) 
Technical requirements same as ECE R66 

This section includes one crash which does not fit into ADR 65/00 Maximum Road Speed Limiting for Heavy 
¯ any other group. This event involved a coach stalking a car Goods Vehicles & Heavy Omnibuses (from 
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1 Jan 1991 (>14.50 and 1 July 1991 (5 to demonstrated that it was technically possible 

14.50) to produce a seat with integral lap sash belts 
Similar requirements to BS AU 217 to withstand 20g accelerations at a 

ADR 66/00 Seat Strength, Seat Anchorage Strength & reasonable weight and price. 
Padding (1 July 1992 for heavy coaches; and 4. The very high seat belt wearing rates in 

1 Jan 1993 for medium coaches), passenger cars by the Australian community. 
¯ Similar requirements to ECE R80 Typically 95-98% for front seat occupants 

Definitions of the vehicle categories are: and 80-85% for rear seat occupants. 
MD2 - < 3.5 tonne GVM > 12 seat Therefore a development process began in 1990 with a 
MD3 - > 3.5 tonne GVM < 4.5 tonne GVM series of baseline tests to determine where seats currently 
MD4 - > 4.5 tonne GVM < 5 tonne GVM used in Australian coaches stood when tested to the static 
ME Heavy Omnibus and dynamic requirements of ADR 66/00 (ECE R80). 

Of special significance was the impending introduction 
of ADR 66/00 - Seat Strength, Seat Anchorage Strength & Testing of Existing Seat Designs to ADR 66100 
Padding which was based on ECE Regulation 80. (ECE RS0) 

ECE R80 had been developed over a period of 10 to 15 
years. The requirements are for a passive occupant All seat testing referred to in this paper was carried out 
restraint system for coaches which offers protection in a at the New South Wales Crashlab facility under 

¯ crash without the occupant having to do anything, ie commission and direction of the Federal Office of Road 
fastening a seat belt. Safety. 

In simple terms, the finalised standard, ECE Regulation Static Testing - During August 1990 [3] testing was 
80requires that: conducted to determine the structural and mounting 
1. passengers are restrained correctly by the seat in attachment strength of seats currently in use in Australian 

front coaches against the static test requirements of ECE 
¯ 2. passengers are protected from serious injury (ability Regulation 80. 

of the seat back in front to absorb the crash energy) The static strength test specified in ECE R80 simulates 
3. no part of the seat, seat anchorage or accessories the loading of a coach seat by the occupant(s) in the 

becomes completely detached corresponding seating position(s) immediately behind the 
The intent of the regulation is to achieve these test seat under an impact situation. This is done by the 

requirements by using the seat back both as an energy simultaneous application of two horizontal loads to the 

¯ absorbing and restrainingdevice, back of the seat assembly at each seating position 
The regulation allows the use of either a static or provided. The two load rams simulate the chest and knee 

dynamic test method to demonstrate compliance, contact of the rear seat occupant. 
While this regulation provides good protection in It should be noted that construction of this single 

frontal crashes it does not offer the broader benefits of seat purpose test rig is expensive. Any consideration of the 
belts in other types of crashes, static versus dynamic testing would need to take account of 

¯ the more versatile nature of the dynamic test rig. 
DEVELOPING ADR 68/00 ECE R80 static test requirements are that at completion 

of test the forward displacement of the central point of 
Introduction each force does not exceed 400mm. 

Of the ten sets of coach seats tested nine clearly failed 
Following the tragic crashes at the end of 1989~ an to meet the pass criteria. One seat came very close to 

¯ expert working group was tasked with developing an ADR meeting the pass criteria. This seat demonstrated the 
to provide protection in crash severities up to 20 times the ability to sustain the four required test loads, however it 
effect of gravity. This is twice the severity required in did not manage to sustain the four loads simultaneously for 
ADR 66/00 and ECE R80. 0.2 seconds or longer. 

The four factors leading to the decision to provide The nine conclusive failures which did occur were 
occupant protection in a 20g crash were: evenly divided between three modes of failure: 1) collapse 

¯ 1. From an analysis of the two most serious of the seat squab(Figure 2); 2) penetration of the seat 
crashes the estimated deceleration was 20g. squab by the lower body blocks; and 3) separation of the 

2. This level of protection is equitable with that seat structure at the floor anchorage points (Figure 3). 
afforded to passenger car occupants as 
required by ADR 4/01 for seat belts. 

3. At about the same time, an Australian 

¯ . company, Stratos, previewed a prototype 
coach seat which incorporated integral lap. 
sash seat belts. This prototype seat 
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anthropomorphic test manikin, at each seating position 
provided. The test manikins were positioned unrestrained 
on an auxiliary seat identical to, and to the rear of, the one 
under evaluation. The test and auxiliary seats were 
mounted on the Crashlab Monterey Crash Simulator (sled) 
which produced the required impact deceleration. The 
deceleration pulse used for the tests was in accordance 
with the specifications on ECE R80. 

The manikins used were TNO 10 anthropomorphic 
dummies. The ECE Regulation calls for the use of Hybrid 
II manikins which accommodate instrumentation to 
measure head and chest accelerations and femuf leg forces. 
However, as all of the seats had previously failed the static 
strength tests it was decided not to use instrumented 
dummies as they may have been exposed to unnecessary 
risk of damage during this series of tests~ 

All six seat assemblies tested were successful in 
~:~:~:~"~:: restricting the forward movement of the test manikins to 

Figure 2. Collapse of Seat Squab less than 1.6 metres during impact (Figure 4). One of the 
seat assemblies did, however, sustain a failure of the 
inboard anchorages even though the dummies were 
contained. 

Figure 3. Failure of Seat Mounting to Floor 

The pseudo-dynamic nature of this test was found to 
cause difficulties in its execution. The requirement to Figure 4. Forward Movement of Occupant restricted 

apply the forces "as rapidly as possible" is not specific during impact 

enough. The variations in loading rates permitted could 
lead to a variation in test results. The results produced in the dynamic tests indicate that 

It was also found difficult to assess that a seat has this test is not as severe as the static test. The results also 

passed by simultaneously achieving the required test loads indicate a poor correlation between test results for static 

for 0.2 of a second. Unless computer data acquisition rates and dynamic tests on the same seat type. 
To establish if the seats fully complied with the are specified there is again scope for a variation in test 

results, dynamic performance requirements of ECE R80 a further 

Dynamic Testing - The first series of dynamic testing series of dynamic tests [5] was conducted using Hybrid III 

[4] included testing of six sets of seats identical to the seats anthropomorphic test dummies ( Figure 5). Nine seat 
models were tested in this stage of the program, four of tested statically as above. The aim of this series of tests 

was to establish the dynamic performance of the seats and them being identical as those tested in the static tests 

use the results to determine the correlation between the above. 

static and dynamic tests specified in ECE R80. 
The test method used involved impacting the seat under 

evaluation from the rear, simultaneously with an 
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¯ l~igure 5. Testing Existing Seat Designs to ECE R80 Figure 6. Stratos Prototype Bus Seat Design 
u’,ing Hybrid HI Dummies. 

The Stratos seat was a twin occupant bus and coach 
All of the seat assemblies tested were successful in seat which provided a separate lap sash emergency locking 

meeting the occupant forward movement criteria and seven retractable seat belt for each occupant. The seat belt 
were successful in meeting the criteria of the dynamic test mounting points were integrated into the seat structure. 

¯ requirements. One seat did not demonstrate full The Stratos seat was developed to provide occupant 
compliance, by failing to meet the anchorage strength restraint for impacts equivalent to that specified in 
criterion, whilst another gave marginal result on the aisle Australian Design Rule 4/00 for seat belts. This equated to 
side thorax reading, an average 20g deceleration over 20 millisecond with a 

This result raised serious doubt about the adequacy of velocity change of 49 km/h. Unfortunately the seat never 
the ECE R80 dynamic performance requirements as went into production. 

¯ existing seat designs which had been shown to meet the Dynamic Testing of Stratos Seat - Dynamic tests 
test requirements had failed and contributed significantly were conducted [6] in response to concern that a seat 
to extent of injuries sustained by the occupants in the strong and rigid enough to withstand the forces imposed by 
serious bus crashes, integral seat belts would present a serious threat of injury 

to any unrestrained passengers seated behind them. 
Stratos Seat With Integral Lap-sash Seat Belts Also of concern was the capacity of the seat anchorages 

¯                                                                to remain intact under the combined load produced by a 

Concept and Design Detail - In June of 1990 an restrained occupant and an unrestrained rear occupant 
Australian company, Stratos Pty Ltd, announced a bearing on the back of the seat, under crash conditions. 
p~ototype coach seat which incorporated integrated lap The tests therefore were aimed to establish if the prototype 
sash seat belts (Figure 6). seat would be able to safely restrain its occupants, by 

means of integral lap sash belts, and the unrestrained 
¯ occupants in the seat behind it. 

The injury risk to the unrestrained occupants was 
assessed against the dynamic test criteria of ECE R80. The 
assessment criteria included the forward movement of the 
test manikins, the strength of the seat and seat mountings 
and the biomechanical head, thorax and femur injury 

¯ acceptability criteria. 
The Stratos seat demonstrated a level of performance 

very close to meeting all of the requirements of ECE R80 
(10g pulse). In the tests conducted at impacts above the 
ECE pulse the seat demonstrated a potential to contribute 
to serious injury of unrestrained occupants. The inherent 

¯ nature of the design of this seat being one piece and hinged 
at the front rather than the conventional concept of hinging 
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at the middle of the seat tended to exacerbate this problem, durntnies restrained with the lap/sash seat belts and the rear 
However, the repeat test conducted at the 20g pulse row of seats equipped with unrestrained test dummies 
demonstrated the potential for reducing the likelihood of without instrumentation. 
injury through the use of additional energy absorbing ¯ The acceptability requirements specified were: 

material on the rear of the seats. ¯ the head injury criteria must be less than 1000 
¯ the thorax injury criterion must be less than 590 m/s/s 

DEVELOPING THE TECHNICAL ¯ the femur injury criterion must be less than 10kN 

REQUIREMENTS OF ADR 68100 . the compression deflection of the stemum relative to 
the spine must not exceed 76mm 

Introduction ¯ no part of the trunk or the head of the dummy in the 
rearmost seat is to pass beyond the transverse vertical 

The aim when developing ADR 68/00 - Occupant plane situated at 1.6m from the H-point of the 

Protection In Buses was to provide protection in crash rearmost seat in the test 
severities up to 20 times the effect of gravity.. ¯ there must be no failure of any component of the seat 

During the initial drafting of the ADR, it was hoped 
that the design criteria used by the manufacturer who had Static Test Method 
produced the prototype Stratos seat which had been 
demonstrated to withstand the proposed loads could be Time constraints did not allow for the development of a 
used as the basis for the ADR requirements, fully researched procedure which had demonstrated 

Initially, only a dynamic test procedure specifying correlation to the dynamic tests. It was therefore accepted 
injury criteria was to be developed. However, industry that the static test would be more onerous than the dynamic 
sought an alternative static test method to reduce test method. 
development and certification costs. This was despite With this in mind, it was decided to use the static test 
testing of seats to ADR 66/00 which had shown the static method in ADR 66100 as a basis in ADR 68/00.    To 
test method to be much more onerous than the dynamic test address the seat belt loadings on the seat itself passenger 
method specified, car seat belt loads were taken from ADR 5/00 and 

It was agreed that the requirements needed to ensure superimposed on the seat back loads from ADR 66/00. 
that the seat was capable of withstanding the loads applied A further test was required to determine the energy 
by an unrestrained occupant in the seat behind so as not to dissipating characteristics of the seat back. These 
reduce the level of protection for the restrained occupant, requirements were based on ECE R21 and calls for a 
In addition it was agreed that there should not be specific 165ram diameter headform to strike the seat back at a 
requirements to protect an unrestrained occupant, velocity of at least 6.69 rn/s. During this test the headform 

Other features of the rule included requirements for all deceleration must not exceed 785 m/sis for more than 3 
seat belt mounting anchorages to be integral with the seat, milliseconds. 
that at least six seats be fitted with child restraint 
anchorages, strength and minimum radius dimensions for THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF INTRODUCING 
armrests and any accessories on the seat and rearward ADR 68/00 
moment strength requirements for the seat-back. 

Before approving new ADRs the Federal Minister for 
Dynamic Test Method Transport seeks advice from the Ministerial Council for 

Road Transport which consists of transport ministers from 
The dynamic test procedures and injury acceptability each of the States and Territories and the Federal Minister. 

criteria adopted were the same as for ADR 66 (ECE R80) As part of their process of consideration of proposals 
with the simulated crash pulse taken from the requirements for new ADRs a regulatory impact statement is required to 
o~ ADR 4 for passenger seat belts. This requirement was be prepared. The regulatory impact statement addresses 
for an impact simulation produced when the test rig issues such as: 
subjected to a velocity change of at least 49 km/h achieves ¯ Description of proposal 

a deceleration of at least 196 m/sis within 30 milliseconds ¯ Objectives and necessity of proposal 

for not less than 20 milliseconds. ¯ Alternative courses of action 
Rather than specify the Hybrid II test dummy it was ¯ Consultation with affected parties 

decided to use Hybrid III dummies to measure injury ¯ Impact analysis 
criteria for the head, chest and upper legs. This decision ¯ Summary justification 
was based on their higher degree of biofldelity and their The analysis to produce the regulatory impact statement 
availability in Australia. includes examining the crash statistics, the likely costs to 

The test called for three rows of the seat type under test industry in terms of productivity, capital costs of coaches, 

to be mounted on the test rig. The front row of seats to be etc, the likely benefits, and the consumers willingness to 
unoccupied, the centre row equipped .with Hybrid III test pay and use the improved levels of protection. 
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Survey of Attitudes to Seat bdt Usage in Coaches Further it was estimated that when fully implemented 
across the subject vehicle fleet the savings from this 

Sections of the bus industry had consistently argued measure were estimated to be in the order of 10 lives and 
that there would be a significant passenger resistance to the 50-100 serious injuries per decade. 
wearing of seat belts in coaches. These comments were The cost/benefit analysis suggested that at best, the 
largely based on perceived levels of passenger discomfort likely savings in road trauma might be of the same order of 
wearing seat belts on coaches,                                magnitude as the cost of implementing the regulation. 

To address this issue the Federal Office of Road Safety Consequently other factors such as the potential for a high 
commissioned a consultancy [7], during the early part of level of road trauma in individual bus crashes due to the 
1991, to assess attitudes to seat belt usage in coaches. The high number of passengers in each vehicle are relevant. 
results of this research can be summarised separately for The community and media reaction to bus crashes suggests 
passengers and coach operators, that there is an expectation of a high level of occupant 

¯ Passengers protection in these vehicles, in a similar way to the high 
¯ two-thirds of the 1,033 passengers interviewed level of safety regulation imposed on aircraft used for 

agreed with the introduction of lapsash seat belts regular passenger services. This view was supported by 
on coaches the decision of Transport Ministers to endorse the new rule 

¯ assuming a 5% increase in the cost of fares to and to seek an earlier implementation date. 
pay for seat belt installation, overall agreement 

O with their installation fell from 65% to 54% of REFINING ADR 68/00 
the total 

¯ expected usage of seat belts on coaches was: Prior to the introduction of ADR 68/00 public interest 

- 82% if their usage was completely voluntary led some operators of interstate bus services to request the 

- 92% if usage was advisory two major seat manufacturers to develop a seat with lap 

¯ - 97% if compulsory by law sash seat belts which complied with ADR 66/00. These 
seats would be used for exposed seating positions instead 

Coach Operators                                       of using a "modesty" panel to restrain occupants. 
¯ only four of the thirty operators interviewed 

Once the Federal Office of Road Safety became aware 
agreed with the introduction of seat belts in 

of these designs, it asked the manufacturers whether they 
principle 

were willing to supply seats for dynamic testing to ADR ¯ the majority (18 of 30) did accept the need 
68/00 in order to determine how close the seats came to 

¯ for seat belts in unprotected parts of the meeting the requirements. The purpose in carrying out 
coach 

these tests was twofold. Firstly to provide assistance to the ¯ coach operators argued strongly that the 
industry in developing seats meeting the requirements of 

driver and the coach company should not be 
ADR 68/00 and secondly to examine the opportunities to 

held responsible for passenger compliance, 
simplify the dynamic test procedures in ADR 68/00. 

They unanimously agreed that passengers 
The initial set of tests looked only at the strength of the 

should be responsible, and several felt that 
seat and its anchorages using uninstrumented test dummies. ¯ 

enforcement would be very difficult. 
In addition to the strength of the seat and its anchorages the ¯ coach operators were, however, willing for 
second series of tests looked at injury criteria results for 

drivers to advise passengers to wear seat 
the dummies as well as examining dummy kinematics to 

belts, or place advisory signs on coaches, 
see if the ADR 68/00 test method could be simplified. The 

The survey of attitudes concluded that there would be 
second test series was then extended to look at the effects some resistance from coach operators to the introduction of 
of seat pitch on injury criteria. 

seat belts, largely due to concerns about cost increases. 
The seats tested were designed to comply with ADR Most passengers would be willing to wear them, provided 

66/00 and were developed using a static test method which 
that it would not adversely affect fares, and if some 

from previous testing was known to be more severe than 
exemptions to usage would apply, including breaks during 

the dynamic test procedures. 
longer journeys. The majority preferred usage to be 
advisory rather than compulsory. 

First Test Series 

kegulatory Impact Study                                   The initial tests were aimed at determining whether the 

seat designs to ADR 66/00 static test procedures could The regulatory impact statement noted community 
withstand the restrained occupant and inertial loadings in a 

expectation for improved occupant protection in coaches, 
dynamic test. 

which are generally used for commercially supplied 
The first set of tests [8] were conducted using a 15g 

~ transport systems. This was supported by the results of a pulse to see if the designs could withstand the loads bus passenger survey carried out. 

¯ 
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imposed. Once this was established the tests were repeated finalising their designs in preparation for certification 

at the 20g pulse, testing to ADR 68/00. Table 3 provides the results for this 

The tests at 20g pulse results indicated that both seat test of the two seat designs tested 

designs and their anchorages were structurally capable of 
withstanding the 20g deceleration level specified in ADR Table 3. Results from two seat designs tested 

68/00. This result again demonstrated the lack of at 20g pulse. 

correlation between the static and dynamic test procedures. Seat Design "A" Seat Design "B" 

Aisle Window Aisle Window 

Head Resultant Gs 179.7 223.6 380.4 452.0 

Second Test Series (3 reset) @ 144.2ms @ 138.9m (92.6) (111.6) 

s 

Having gained confidence, in the structural integrity of HIC 36 1582.8 1797.6 3205.1 3153.4 

the seats and their anchorages, from the first test series the 
Chest Resultant Gs 27.2 25.4 40.5 36.1 

(3 rasec) (26.0) (23.8) (39.6) (34.1) 

second series of sled tests were conducted to investigate (10msec) (23.9) (22.1) (36.1) (30.5) 
the performance of the two seat designs when tested in the Deflection(ram 9.3 12.5 19.8 23.1 

dynamic test configuration specified in ADR 68/00 (Figure ) 

7). 
Femur Left (kN) 4.3 9.0 5.0 8.5 

Right (kN) 5.9 4.2 .8.1 5.9 

Belt Sash (kN) * 3.2 * 4.8 

Lap (kN) * 1.7 * 1.1 

Examination of the high speed film indicated that the 
loadings by the unrestrained dummy on the back of the seat 
in front of it were found out of phase with the loading of 
the restrained dummies to the extent that the kinematics of 
the restrained durfirnies were not affected by the 
unrestrained dummy loading. However, the high speed film 
did indicate an overlap of loads on the seat structure 
resulting from the unrestrained occupant loading and the 
seat belt loads from the restrained occupants. 

Manufacturers advised that the great majority of bus 
seats are installed at 800mm or greater pitch. Therefore it 
was decided to conduct tests [9] at 800 mm pitch (750 nun 
pitch is specified in both ADR 66/00 and ECE R80) to 
examine the effect on dummy kinematics and injury 

Figure 7. Dummies and Test Setup for ADR 68/00 criteria. It was found that the increased pitch reduced the 
severity of the head strike of the restrained dummy onto 

The restrained dummies were deleted from the front the seat in front. This resulted in a lower HIC. However, 

seat pair as the sled’s capacity did not allow for the to harmonise with existing regulations and establish a 

resulting total mass of three seat pairs and their dummies, worst case testing requirement, it was decided to leave the 

It was considered that deleting the dummies from the front pitch at 750 mm. Table 4 shows the comparative results 

seat pair would provide a worst case condition for head obtained for the same seat design tested at 20g deceleration 
for 750mm and 800mm installed pitch. strike by the restrained dummy behind because the seat 

back would not be pulled forward from the seat belt TABLE 4. Comparison of test results 
1c~ading it. at differing seat pitches 

The results of this test series demonstrated that one of 
the seats had the ability to meet the performance 750mm Seat Pitch 800mm Seat Pitch 
requirements of ADR 68/00 but at the lower 15g impact Aisle Window Aisle Window 

pu|se. Head Resultant Gs 179.7 223.6 207.7 120.4 

The other seat type did not fully demonstrate the ability 
(3 msec) @144.2ms @138.9ms @108.9 @112.9 

mS Ins 

to meet the performance requirements at a 15g impact HIC36 1582.8 1797.6 610.5 716.3 

pulse. However, a contributing factor may have been the Chest Resultant Gs 27.2 25.4 36.3 35.2 

malfunction of the seat back adjustment mechanism rather (3 msec) 26.0 23.8 35.1 33.7 

Deflection(mm 9.3 12.5 17.3 16.5 
than the actual seat design.. ) 

Both seat types failed to meet the dynamic performance Femur Left (kN) 4.3 9.0 8.2 2.5 

requirements of ADR 68/00 when tested at the 20g impact Right (kN) 5.9 4.2 1.7 6.1 

pulse as specified in ADR 68/00. However, the Belt Sash(kN) * 3.2 3.9 4.8 

information gained assisted the seat manufacturers in 
Lap(kN) * 1.7 4.4 3.7 
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¯ During the testing, some difficulty was found with Initial concerns of perceived passenger discomfort and 
positioning the arms, legs and feet of the Hybrid III consequent low wearing rates were alleviated by results 
dummies with their prescribed set-up procedures with the from the Attitudes to Seat Belt Usage in Coaches report. 
seats installed at 750 mm pitch. This is due to limited leg Initial community concerns about safety in long 
aJ~d elbow room. The set-up procedures for the dummies distance coaches following a number of serious crashes 
have now been revised in the ADR to account for these including two tragic crashes on the Pacific Highway were 

¯ problems, strengthened by a continuing series of serious long distance 
The results of these tests have allowed for some coach crashes attracting considerable media attention. 

simplification of the ADR 68100 test procedures. An After considerable investigation and testing the Federal 
alternative test procedure of allowing two separate tests Office of Road Safety concluded that it was practical, 
with only two pairs of seats and one pair of dummies in technically feasible and politically desirable to implement 
each test was added (Figure 8). One test would check for a new Australian Design Rule requiring lap sash belts, 

¯ compliance with injury criteria while the other would providing equivalent level of protection as for passenger 
check the ability of the seat to sustain both the seat belt cars, to all seating positions in long distance coaches. 
loads from the restrained occupants and the loading from This resulted in the issuing of Australian Design Rule 
the unrestrainedoccupants behind. 68/00 to be implemented from 1 July 1994 for heavy 

omnibuses and from 1 July 1995 for medium omnibuses. 
Following further testing of latest seat designs the test 

procedures set out in ADR 68/00 were simplified. 
It is interesting to note that one major coach operator 

has already moved to order buses with lap sash seat belts, 
although the specification was for seats designed to ADR 
66/00 rather than ADR 68/00. It is expected that when 
these coaches go into service there will be a mushrooming 
effect as passenger demand drives the market. 
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Evaluation of Restraint System for Coach Passengers 
P. Botto, M.C. Caillieret, C. Tarri&e, C. Got, A. Patel 

¯ Renault 
France 
94-S 11-O-06 
ABSTRACT 

One of the most important ways of improving safety 
¯ 

in coaches is to develop a specific restraint system, a seat FOREWORD 
lap belt, public transport systems. 

This paper is based on accident research on 47 real Whenever a severe coach accident occurs, whether in 
world coach accidents. France or elsewhere in Europe, all the media usually give 

This document is proposed for the ESV 1994 great publicity to such an event. This can no doubt be 

¯ programme. It analyses the potential effectiveness of a explained by the fact that these accidents are spectacular, 
restraining system for coach passengers and for all vehicle numerous persons are involved, and the victims are 
seats. The paper first clearly defines the type of restraint sometimes children or elderly persons. Sometimes whole 
system required for effective coach passenger safety, families consisting of three generations are involved. 
Finally, we estimate the level of efficiency that can be But the statistics show that severe coach accidents 
achieved by such a restraint system based on a sample of are most fortunately very rare. Although the coach is the 
47 real world coach accidents that have occurred on safest means of passenger road transport, public opinion is 
French territory, alarmed at the risks incurred and demands from the 

This paper is based on the different types of main authorities ever greater safety measures adapted to the 
impact but above all on the various injury mechanisms, cases brought to its attention. 

Results are provided after considering each passenger The present level of safety afforded by public 
case involved in 47 coach crashes, transport vehicles is indisputable. All the available 

For each passenger, we know precisely his or her statistics have demonstrated that this mode of road 
¯ 

location inside the vehicle before the crash, and the transport is that which produces the lowest rate of victims 
medical records of his injuries, per kilometre travelled on the road. 

This study shows to what extent it is necessary to Coaches account for a very small proportion of the 
improve safety for coach passengers and this can be large number of road accidents. Over the last five years in 
achieved thanks to a specific restraint system. France, only 0.3% of fatalities each year were on board 

¯ 
public passenger transport vehicles. 
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The presumed trajectory and injury mechanism of 
Table 1 shows the number of passenger fatalities and each occupant at impact are deduced from all this 

severe injuries each year in France over the last five years information. 

in public passenger transport vehicles. This document endeavours to evaluate the gains to be 
expected from a specific passenger restraint system in 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i i!iii::i::i::i:: !::ii::::i::::::::i iii::::::ii::::i! i::::i::iii~:::ii: i::~i!::~iiiii coaches in the event of accidents. 
:~:~:~:~::~i~i~::~i~i::i::::i::::::iii!i!!ill ii~i iii~!i i~i i~ii iii~i The sample adopted for the study defined above 
ii~i~i~i~iii~iii!!~i~ii~iiiii!i consists of 47 coaches involved in real-world accidents in 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: which there is at least one severe injury or passenger 
iiiiii!iiii~~ ii!!iiiiill 19 15 32 29 6 fatality. 

i~::~:?i~i~::~::~::~::~i~i~i~!~i~::~i~::i::ii!ii::i::::::::i:: 
Definition of the sample 

i ii~ i~ii~il ii 104 103 143 93 64 

The following analysis accordingly t~es into 

account 2058 occupants involved in accidents in these 47 
Table 1. Breakdown over 5 years of severe victims in vehicles. 
means of public transport in France ~is represents an average occupancy rate of 44 

passengers per public transpo~ vehicle. 
~e gains to be expected from the restraining systems 

INTRODUCTION analysed ~d evaluated in this paper are calculated only on 
the basis of passenger fatalities and severe injuries. The 

In France, the study of real-world coach and bus distribution of ~is type of victim for the 47 coaches is 
accidents sta~ed in the e~ly eighties. At the request of accordingly given below: 
Renault V6hicules Industfiels, accident research was number of passenger fatalities: n = 130 
organized to analyse severe public passenger ~anspo~. number of severe passenger injuries: n = 2~ 
accidents occu~ng throughout France. Total sample: n = 374 severe accident victims 

The twin-disciplina~ "engineer-doctor" type su~ey An imagina~ 55-seater coach with 44 passengers, 
ca~ed out in France at present covers 56 public transpoa involved in a severe accident causing 3 fatalities and 5 
vehicles involved in road traffic accidents causing bodily severe injuries, represents the average image of our 
harm. Our study deals with coaches travelling in France sample. 
wi~out distinguishing brands or types. The most severe Apa~ from the abstract, foreword and introduction, 
cases are selected and analysed. The criterion for this document consists of three pa~s as defined below: 
inclusion in the sample is that at least one person was - Pa~ 1: ~is section contains a classification of the 
injured in the accident, main types of impacts and a definition of the inju~ 

mechanisms. 
Pm 2: This section analyses the restraining system 

The data collected consists of : selected and its potential effectiveness. 
Pm 3: The last section deals with another system for 

an analysis of the circumstances, collection of the res~aining occupants within the vehicle’s structure, and 
photographs of the site and configuration of the expected effects. 
accident, with help from the French national A general conclusion will summarize the advantages 
gendarmerie; highlighted in this study, and the gains to be expected 
a detailed technical examination of the coach covering from the various countermeasures proposed. 
~1 safety matters; 
measurements of external and internal defo~ation; 
photographs of the vehicles; PART ONE 
ve~ careful, systematic inspection of all seats: ~eir 
characteristics, defo~ation, total or pa~ial unloc~ng Pa~ One outlines the main characteristics of accident 
and any occupant impacts are analysed in detail; research specific to coaches. 
in pa~icular, dete~ination of the position occupied by These main results are essential to understand the 
each passenger in the coach before the accident by utility of the proposed counte~easures. We shall first 
cros~-chec~ng various info~ation obtained from eye- give the breakdown of main impact types for coaches 
witness repots by adjacent occupants, usually (Table 2). 
members of the same fa~ly; 
finally, complete medical evaluation of each person 
involved, in the receiving hospitals. 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i~iiiiiii~iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii Diagram 1 gives the breakdown of severe accident 

iiiiiiii!iiiil ii iii iiii~~iii i i iii i i i i !iI i i !f! ~@~ i !i il ii victims according to the main injury mechanism. 

[t~ A!l~~ victims, all levels of severity 

% 4~ 33 

2 

P~J~tion Int~sion To~ ~ph~ P~ Un~o~ 

ejection e Jet.on 

Table 2. Breakdown of accidents as a function of the ~y ~SMS 
main impact type. 

Two r~sults are notewoghy in Table 2: Diagram I. Breakdown of victims according to the 

The relatiwly small propo~ion of frontal impacts main injury mechanism. 

04%). ~wn though frontal impact is the most 
Th~ largest number of victims are injured by frequent type, it r~Wesents only 44% of cases, wrsus 

~0% for pass~nger~ars or t~cks, pm~¢~tion inside the vehi~l¢. A r¢strainin~ system, 

~is ~an b~ explained by th~ large propo~ion (~2%) of combined wRh tilting out of th~ occupant deceleration 

tipowrs and rollovers landing on the roof or wh~ds, spac~ (~.g. rear of seat ba~k), will b~ ~ff~c~w for those 

~is ~ropo~ion ~s v¢~ sp¢¢ifi~ to coach acdd~nt passengers who are viCtims of projection and total 

rese~ch, ejection, i.�.: 

A~ter anMysing the main impa~t ~onfi~o~ations, w~ 71% of victims of all lev~ls of s¢v~ty (oY coors~, it 

shall now d¢~n~ th~ fiv~ main injory m~hanisms will not b~ possibl~ to prevent light inj~s soch as 

r¢sponsibl~ for injures to the victims of CoaCh a~cid~nts, b~is¢s and wounds (AIS I) in frontal imp~t 
~sp~ially); 

Deflation of injury mechanisms - ~7% of s~ver¢ accident victims (fatalities + sewm 
inju~¢s). 

Persons in~ur~d inside th~ coaCh d~¢ to movement of A ~nal impo~ant detail,is the seventy index for ~a~h 

their own body du~n~ ~ accident (e.g., du~ng inju~ mechanism. 
To establish a hierarchy of injury m~hanisms in d¢c~l¢ration in a frontal impact) are considered as 

vic~ms of PROJeCTION. te~s of owrall injury s¢w~ty, ~ seventy index is 

OCcupants injured insid~ the Coach following the calculated for each mechanism. ~is index is defined as 

movement of a whirl� st~ctur~ which impacts the follows: 

passenger am defined as victims of INTRUSION. 
- Users injured outside th~ coach du~ to the ~ompl~t¢ severity : No. oYfataliti~s and sev~r~ injures x I00 

ejection o~ their body du~ng the accident are classifi~ index Total number of victims 

as victims of TOTAL ~]ECTION. 
Passengers inj~¢d while pa~ of their body is outside 
th~ whicl¢ st~ct~s after side deformation of th~ roof 
panel am ~ounted as victims oY PARTIAL E]~CTION. 

- ~ollowing a fire, the main injury m~chanism is 
ASPH~IA. 

¯ 
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The solution adopted at present by Renault Vrhicules 

Industriels is a so-called "HOLDING SEAT BELT". 

Definition of the holding seat belt (lap belt) 

- This is a sub-abdominal seat belt with two anchorage 
PARTIAL ,~ 92 % 

points mounted on the seat bench and equipped with a 
EJECTION_ 

~k82 % reel. This lap belt should eqnip all seating positions in a 
ASPHYXIA coach. 

- ~,57 % This safety stipulation should be initially applied 
INTRUSION only to large-capacity vehicles, i.e. with more than 22 seat 

TOTAL- ,~,41% positions. 
EJECTION The installation of this lap belt must be accompanied 

PROJECTION" 
13 O/o~, at the same time by a study of the deceleration space of 

.... the restrained occupants, as a function of the distances 

i00 80 60 40 20 0 % between seat benches. 

This lap belt should provide coach passengers with 

Diagram 2. Severity index by type of injury extensive new protection in all impact configurations by 

mechanism helping prevent projection and total ejection from the 

coach. It should prevent severe injury risks due to 
It therefore appears that while projection is projection against the rear side of the seat back located in 

responsible for the largest number of victims (63%), it is front of the occupant in frontal impacts. "’It~hould also 
also the mechanism which has the lowest severity index prevent risks of total ejection of passengers in rollovers 
(13%). Conversely, partial ejection, which is responsible landing on the wheels. 
for a small number of injuries (5%), has the highest 

severity index (92%), and is therefore the most dangerous Overall evaluation of the expected effectiveness of the 
for the occupants, application of this lap belt 

Having defined the injury mechanisms, it is useful to 

know their proportion based on each main impact Remember that this study was performed on all 
configuration: severe accident victims (severe injuries + fatalities ==> n 
- Intrusion is responsible for a large number of victims, = 374). 

especially in frontal impact but also in side impact and To determine the potential effectiveness of this lap 
¯ in rollovers landing on the roof; belt, analysis is carried out vehicle by vehicle and then 

- Total ejection is encountered above all in rollovers especially for each severe accident victim for whom we 
landing on the wheels. It also occurs in tipovers and know their exact position, injury mechanism, direction of 
rollovers landing on the roof, but to a lesser extent; impact and detailed medical evaluation. 
Partial ejection is encountered only in rollovers landing 

on the roof, and in tipovers at speed; Result: The countermeasure of the "lap belt" type 
- Projection is found in all configurations, but especially should be effective for 175 severe accident victims in our 

in tipovers, rollovers landing on the wheels, and frontal sample. This means it would be effective for 47% of 
impacts; fatalities and severe injuries. 

- Asphyxia is strictly confined to cases of fire. 

PART THREE 
PART TWO 

Through accident research on certain real-world 
For all the countermeasures planned to enhance accidents and especially on coach rollovers landing on the 

further the safety of coach passengers, and given the roof and tipovers at speed, we observe that the victims of 
preceding results, it seems essential to maintain all partial ejection will not be able to be protected by any 
passengers in the vehicle’s passenger compartment, restraining system of whatsoever type. 
whatever the impact configuration. 

In view of this absolute necessity, the idea of a 
system for restraining passengers in their seat was a 
natural suggestion. 
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¯ 
Consequences: 11 fatalities, 16 severe injuries, 40 light 
injuries and 9 unharmed. 73% of those killed and 93% 
of those severely injured were seated in the upper 
section.    Main injury mechanism: PARTIAL 
EJECTION. 

Planned countermeasure 

To help prevent the mechanism of partial ejection, 
the need is still the same: to maintain in the passenger 

¯ compartment the passengers of the accidented coach. In 
this situation, a satisfactorily restrained occupant would 
sustain the same injuries as an unrestrained passenger. 

Here, the effective countermeasure would be a side 
window which, even when broken, would remain in 
position throughout the impact and would act as a "safety 
net" keeping the passengers in the passenger compartment 

¯ 
of the coach. 

¯ Photo 1. Example of rollover landing on roof with side 
movement of the roof panel. Coach empty. Driver 
injured. 

Structural deformation of the roof panel, which will 
collapse laterally (on the fight or left) will inevitably 

¯ partly eject the occupants located along the sides (see 
photo). This partial ejection, due to side movement of the 
roof panel as the vehicle slides over the ground, will 
inevitably cause very severe injuries to the occupants. 

At present for this type of accident, in most cases the 

¯ side window panes are completely ripped out at the start of 
the impact, for all brands of coach. 

Photo 3. Another example of rollover landing on roof. 
Numerous partial ejections. 
Consequences: 3 fatalities, 11 severe injuries and 28 
light injuries. 

¯                                                              Result: A countermeasure such as side windows 

remaining in position whatever the type of accident should 
be effective for 29 severe victims in our sample, This 
means it would be effective for 8% of the fatalities and 
severe injuries. 

The application of this second countermeasure must 
¯ 

be accompanied by a study of the rapid evacuation of the 
vehicle after impact. This countermeasure may seem to 
contradict the need to get out of the coach quickly after 
the impact. Accordingly, the side window must remain in 
position during the impact, and then, once the coach has 

¯ come to a stop, be able to be ejected easily and rapidly to 

Photo 2. Example of tipover at speed. No side window allow evacuation of the accident victims. 

pane remained in position in the upper section. 

¯ 
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Combined application of the two countermeasures 
described in this document would make it possible to 
prevent 55% of the fatalities and severe injuries in coach 
accidents. 

For France, this represents an annual gain of: ¯ 
14 fewer fatalities 

- 60 fewer severe injuries. 

Given the small number of cases (n = 47) of coach 
accidents inventoried, the stability of the results cannot be 
guaranteed. ¯ 

This is why, in our opinion, it would be advisable for 
similar research to be undertaken on the European level, to 
consolidate the sample and examine the convergences and 
divergences concerning the foreseeable countermeasures. 

The probable appearance of seat belts in coaches is in 
fact a normal and natural development based on our 
knowledge to increase road safety. 

After private cars, where the seat belt has proved its 
incredible effectiveness, it seems logical to see the use of ¯. 
the seat belt become more widespread in the other types of 
vehicles travelling on our roads. 

¯ 
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¯ Abstract 

A study is presented on the effectiveness of front underrun of heavy duty vehicles in the case of head-on colli- 

protector(FUP) for Heavy Duty Vehicles based on the analyses sions, passenger car occupants have been receiving 

of accident investigation data, full scale front underrun tests on serious injury. Thus, safety measures to lessen the in- 

passenger car, and computer simulation. From accident investi- jury of car occupants are required. Many studies to lessen 

¯ gation data, the magnitude of cars underrun Iravel vchere fatal injury of car occupants have been conducted actively in 

or serious injury occurs is shown. Also we show the relation many countries. We also conducted a three-step study on this 

between collision speed and the car Underrun travel during the subject. In order to examine the effectiveness of FUP for 

accident. This relation can be shown by the approxi- heavy vehicles, for the first step, we investigated real-life ac- 

mate formula with a parameter of the overlap ratio of cidents in Japan. For the second step, passenger car full scale 
¯ 

the car width when colliding. For the final step, the fron~ underrun tests were carded out. In these tests, weexam- 

effectiveness of FUP were estimated by computer ined the energy absorption characteristics of four kinds of 

simulation based on the results of full scale tests when passenger cars. And it is found that the energy characteristics 
the strength and the ground ’clearance of FUP were of passenger cars converges to a certain tendency by colli- 

¯ variously changed, sion modes. Lastly, we tried to forecast the phenomenon of 

the collision by computer simulation under varied condi- 

Introduction tions, such as, impact mode, speed, FUP stiffness, ground 

Since passenger cars underrun the front-end area clearance, etc. 

¯ 
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Accident Investigation Table I. Type of Collisions in Heavy Vehicle to 
Passenger Car Accidents and Frequency of Occurrence 

Accident Data Trends 

[Heavy Vehicle Accident Fatalities] Accidents 
The Accident investigation data are conducted based on 

fflV/Car) Type of Collision Fatal Serious Minor Total 

297 353 607 1,257 ¯ the data from the Police Department and Ministry of Head-on 
[ [ I ~ ($9.0) (34.1) (8.7) (14.8) 

Transportation(MOT) in Japan. Figure 1 shows the distribu- (Front/Fron~ I23.61 128A] I48.3] 1100%1 
Rear-end 38 82 348 468 

tion of the fatalities over the accident groups including heavy (Rear/Front) I I I [-~ (7.6) (7.9) (5.0) [ 5.5) 
18.11 [17.51 I74,41 II00%1 

30 144 3,799 3,973 vehicle, and other road users in Japan, 1992. About 1400 R ..... d [-~ I [ I (6.0) (13.9) (.54.6) (46.7) 
road users were killed in heavy vehicle accidents. This figure 

(rron~R~0 [O.Sl [3.61 [95.6] [loo%] 

is about 12% of all fatalities. Among these heavy vehicle ac- sldo 
Z: Z 76 264 941 1,281 

cident groups, the largest group is accidents involving pas- 
Angle or (15.1) (25.5) (13.5) (15.1) 

etc. [5.91 [20.6] 173,.~ [IOO%] 

senger cars, the share in heavy-vehicle accidents is about                  -- -- 
193 1,268 1,523 

40%. Table 1 shows the distribution of heavy vehicle-to-car Othe~ & Ullk .... (12~32) (18.6) (18.2) (17.9) 
f4.tl f12.71 [83.21 flO0%l 

accidents over injury levels and collision types. Rear-end [ $ 03 1.036 6,963 8,502 
Total (too,x,) 0oo%) (1oo%) 11~o%) 

¯ 
collision by heavy vehicle front ends occur most frequently. [ [ 5.91 [ 12.21 [ 81.91 [100%1 

These rear-end accidents are about 50%. However, most of 

these rear-end collisions cause only minor or slight injury. In-depth Investigation 

On the other hand, so many fatal accidents happen in head on Studies were carried out using MOT data for 46 acci- 

collisions. About 60% of all fatal accidents are head on colli- dents, with heavy vehicle to passenger car head on collisions, 

sions. This ratio is considerably high. A similar tendency collision mode, car crash stroke, occupant injury, etc. were 

also exist in serious accidents. Also, fatal or serious accidents examined. 

occurred at a rate of about one per two in car to heavy vehicle 

head on collisions. [Collision Mode Trends] 

This accident data trend in Japan is similar to that reported Table 2 shows the distribution of accident frequencies by ¯ 

by Langwieder and Danner (1) - (3) from the investigation collision modes. As seen from this table, the rate of fre- 

results of truck accidents in the Federal Republic of Ger- quency in collisions with overlap of less than 50% is greater 

many. than that of other collision modes. This means it is important 

to consider the occupant protection under the offset collision. 

(a) Car Total: 5,648 (¢) TW Total: 1,639 
Passenger Car Head on Collision and Frequency of 

(B) M&S-Truck 

f~S-’~.ck S~.g~ ..,_ 
~ 

Occurrence 
k 193 

@&s.~oo~c,~).,- ~ Collision Mode Frequency of Occurence 411. 

M&S Truck/M&S’~-- ~ All Fatal Acci ten~: 10,891 "~ ~ 
¯ 

7;- .Troop, 
’1 

-k ~6 .~ 
L~pRatio 10~49% ~ 60% 

Lap Ratio 80~100% 
8% 

{40%} M&S-Truck : Medium & Small Truck (GVW<Ston) 
I I 

~v :~ow~,~ Angled 

~1~ 1 
n~ v~ 10% 

0           50          ~00% ¯ 

~igare I, Traffic Aeddents in Japan in 199~ with Falalities               (Note : Heavy Vehicle Maximum Specimen Weight _~ 3 

¯ 
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[Crash Stroke Ratio vs Injury Level] [2] overlap rate : 40%~70% 

Figure 2 shows the occupant injury levels against pas- Speed Range : (30km/h< Vr I <70km/h ) 

senger car crash stroke ratio. In the accidents with O signs in (Cs/Lo) × 100 = 2.02 ( Vr I ) - 18.7 

the figure, occupants were killed without wearing seat belts, 

in spite of enough occupant space remaining. Then, the acci- [3] overlap rate¯ 70% ~ 100% 

dents with ’~ signs are for occupants wearing 3 point seat Speed Range : (45km/h< Vr I <90km/h ) 

belts. In these accidents, even if occupants were wearing seat (Cs/Lo) × 100 = 1.49 ( Vr I )- 18.7 

belts, they were killed when the crash stroke ratio reached 

about 100%. Thus, when passenger car front-end crash Where 

stroke reached about 80%, the increase in fatal accidents (Cs/Lo) × 100 : crash stroke ratio(%) 

were estimated. Moreover, when the crash stroke reached Cs : car front-end crash stroke length 

about 60%, serious accidents begin to occur¯ Lo : bonnet area over all length ( front-end of the 

........ : .... bumper to bottom of the front windshield) 

cria~ s [O~"i Vt : heavy vehicle collision speeds 

None 0 [ i } i i i i i i i i i ~ 30% --40% Lap Collision 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 X 

Crash Stroke Ratio ((Cs/Lo)~lO0%} ~ 150 

~) 
. 3 Point Seat Belt Wearing 

.~100 
J. 

(~Cs/Lo) X 100=2.63 

O 3 Point Seat Belt No Wearing "~ 

Seat Belt ~1o Wearing & ’ "~ 
50 

Eaough Occupant Space Car ¯ (IVrl)-- 18.6 

0    20 40. ...... 60    80 
. . Re!ative Collision S~A (IVrl~ - km/h 

(Cs/Lo)xtO0% : crash stroka ratio 

front end to bottom of wind shield ~" 200 [2] LO bumper 

Cs : crash stroke "~ 

X 
40% ~70% Lap Collision 

Figure 2. Car Occupant Injury Scale and Crash ~ 150 
Stroke Ratio in Car to Heavy Vehicle Head on Collision ~ 

[Collision speeds vs Crash Stroke Ratio] 
~, ~ 

The relative collision speed in car to heavy vehicle head 
~ 

. (cs,5.~o)× lOO=2.02(Wr[)- 18.7 

on collisions were obtained for using energy absorbing char- ~ 0    20    4o    60    80    100 
Relative Collision Speed (IVrl) -.km/h ¯ acteristics of car bodies obtained by passenger-car full scale ~ 200 13.1 - 

underrun tests. Figure 3 shows the relation between collision ~ 
70% ~100% Lap Collision 

X 

speeds and the crash stroke ratio. All points in Figure 3-[1] ~ is0 
were for the accidents in which the car engine came in con- ~ 

tact with the heavy vehicle body. Even if the collision speed .~ i00 

is the same, it’s clear that the more overlap rate, the less crash ~ 50 
stroke. As shown in this figure, it was found that the relation 

. "~ 0 ,,- i (. (Cs(Lo)X 10~=~-l.49(}Vrl)--18.7’ 

between the collision speeds and crash stroke ratio can be : t~ 20    40    60    80    100 
Relative Collision Speed.(tVri) - km/h 

expressed by the following approximation formulas. " r~otg : ~ I Vr 
Vt ; Truck Collision Speeds 

Vp ; Passenger Car Collision Speeds 
[1] overlap rate: 30% ~ 40% 

Speed Range : (20km/h < I Vr I < 70krn/h ) Figure 3. Crash Stroke Ratio as a Function 
of Relative Collision Speeds in the Passenger 

(Cs/Lo) X 100 = 2¯63 ( I Vr ] )- 18.5 Car to Truck Frontal to Frontal Collisions 
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These approximate rectilinear and formulas were shown in four types of passenger cars with a total mass of 875 - 1220kg 

figure 3. Moreover, the collision speeds coefficients (K*) were used, and the cars impacted to the rigid structure at a 

can be presented as a function of the car overlap ratio, as speed of about 70km/h. Impact height was adjusted to three 

shown in figure 4. steps (300, 400, and 550mm) from the ground. The overlap 

((*) : (Cs/Lo)× 100 = K ( I Vr I )- 18.6 ) rates of the passenger cars were at the full lap impact (100%) 

This approximate formula is and 50%-lap impact. 

K = -0.018 {(Ws/Wo) × 100 } -t-3.1 By the way, variation in structural elements in contact 

Where with the barrier by ground clearance (H) are roughly as fol- 

K : the collision speeds coefficients lows, and this variation is shown in figure 6. 

Ws ¯ passenger car overlap length 

Wo ¯ passenger car over all width Ground Clearance Contact Area 
H=300mm     [Side Member(*) ] + [Engine Block] + I Upper Member] 

~ 5 H--400nun [Side Member (**)] + [Engine Block] + [Upper Member] 

~ ~ 
H=550mm [ no contact ] + [Engine Block] + [Upper Member] 

~ ~ Note: 

~ -° 
0 ~ 

(*) ", contact with the whole area of side member cross 

~ 
2 section height 

~1 
(**) ; contact with about half area of side member cross 

section height 
K=-O.018x{ (Ws/Wo)x 100}+3.1 

(under the passenger car full occupants) 

0       20      40      60      80      100 

Overlap Ratio { (Ws/Wo)x 100% } 

E wo ; C~r Ov~rsU w~ Test Car (4type) 

Barrier 

Figure 4. Collision Speed Coefficients as a 
Function of Overlap Ratio 

H : Ground Clearance 300, 400, 550ram 
From these formulas, we found that the passenger car crash "~ L~p R,~o: ~00. ~0~ 

stroke ratio in front underrun collision is expressed with rela- 

tive collision speed and overlap ratio, as follows ¯ 

(CsiLo) × 100 = {3.15-1.87(Ws/Wo)} × I Vr I --18.6 
Allowance of overlap ratio ; 20~ (Ws/Wo) × 100~_ 100 

Car Full Scale Front Underrun Test 

[Test Methodology] 

Various tests for passenger car full scale front underrun 

have been carried out, and the effectiveness of FUP has 

been analyzed (5) - (8). In order to study the FUP character- 
Figure 5. Full Scale Underrun Impact Test Scene 

istics such as stiffness, ground clearance, etc., we try as a 

first step, to obtain the energy characteristics of the passen- 

ger car front-end area under the front underrun collisions. 

The layout for the test is shown in figure 5. In these tests, 

O 
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¯                                                               Amount of coefficient (A) decreases with an increase in 

[-~=550mm : No Contact ground clearance when the overlap ratio is the same, while A 
Side Member 

I H--400mm : About Half Hight of Cross Section 

I I-l--300mm : Full Contact increases with an increase in overlap ratio when the ground 

clearance is constant. 

¯ From the comparison between the results of ground 

clearance of 400mm and 550mm under the same overlap ra- 

tio, absorbing energy in the case of 400mm is about 30% 

higher than that of 550mm. 

Also, with the overlap ratio 100% and 50% under the 

¯ same ground clearance, absorbed energy in the case of 100% 

lap are about 35% higher than that of 50% lap impact. 

250 
100% Lap, ~’300rnm Figure 6. An Outline of Contact Area of Car Front End 

~ 20o- vo.~c,e o 
~,~ 150- 
to 

~ 100- ¯     [Energy Absorption Characteristics] 

Figure 7 shows the relation between crash stroke ratio ~ so- 
~ E-~.,×,o ~,c,,Lo~ ×,oo~ 

and the amount of absorbed energy for each impact mode. 00 v -,20 
40’ s’o so’ 100 

The energy in this figure is expressed as an amount per unit Crash Stroke Ratio (Cs/Lo)X 100% 

¯ curbweight’andthecrashstr°keisexpressedastherati°t° 

2s° 

’/ 

l~’~, v ....... 
^~o                      n overall bonnet area length. With these conversions, the value ~ 200 - ,oo,,o,, .-,oomm Veh~¢teA ’ -- 

of energy converges to a certain tendency. That is to say, ab- ~ 1so 

sorbed energy is independent of car types, and can be ex- 81oo 

pressed as a function of car crash stroke ratio. This function to       ~= so 
C$/Lo) X~O01 E-4.82X10 

¯     is represented by an approximation curve for each impact              o 
20     40     60     80    100 

mode. These approximation curves can be expressed as fol- Crash Stroke Ratio I(Cs/Lo)Xl00NI 

lows. 2~o 
100% Lap, H’550mm 

Overlap rate, Ground clearance (H) 
~ 2oo- v,~,c~: ,~~c 

(1) 100% Lap, H=400mm ~1so- 
^ 

~ 
E=4.82x10"2{(Cs/Lo)xlO0}2. ~100->" 

(2) 100% Lap, H=550mm ~ SO- 
E-3,32X10 X1001 

E=3"32x10"~{ (Cs/L°)xl00}~ o --~ ,       , 
(3) 50% Lap, H=400mm o 20 40,    6~0 8’0 100 

E=3.04xl0.~{(Cs/Lo)xl00}~ 
250 , 

¯          (4) 50% Lap, H=550mm                                   .~2oo- verbose. ~c 

E=2.19xl0.z{(Cs/Lo)xl00}2 
~ 1 S0- 

It is obvious that overlap ratio and ground clearance ~ 100- 

cause the car deformation energies to ~hange. As shown in to so- 

¯ 
above equations, the coefficient (A) of crash stroke ratio o - , , , , 

o 20 ~o 60 so lOO 
(E=A { (Cs/Lo)x 100 } 2) can be described as follows. 

50% Lap. H’S50mm 
Impact Mode coefficients Difference of Energy 

~ 200- 
(A) caused by ground clearance overlap rate x~ 

~ 150- 
{ (2)/(1) } & { (4)/(3) } { (3)/(1 ) } & { (4)/(2) } to 

(1)100% Lap, H=400 4.82 ~ lo0- o 

I~ (2)100% Lap, H=550 3.32 {(2)/(1)}=69% {(3)/(1)}=63% t~ SO- 

(3) 50%Lap, H---400 3.04     {(4)/(3)}=72%         {(4)/(2)}=66%                                        ~-z~x~o "~c,tLo) x~oo~ 
0- 

(4) 50% Lap, H=550 2.19                                                  0 to 20 30 40 so ~0 70 so 90 ~o0 

Crash Stroke Ratio I(Cs/Lo)X 100%} 

Figure 7. Absorbed Energy As a Function of Crash Stroke 
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[ Energy Matrix ] 

An important parameter in the evaluation of automobile 
/12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 ~? .~ 

accidents is the relative collision speed. At actual accidents, 
129 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

collision type and car deformation mode are ample in varia- 
4 60 I 46 46 46 46 46 46 6 46 70 

tion. If a car deformation energy could be obtained for any 
I 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 

collision modes, we could establish the collision speeds eas- 
~ .~ ’ 100 

ily. 

Thus, we tried to express the car deformation energy dis- 

tribution over a bonnet-area matrix of a car in front underrun. 

Figure 8-1 and figure 8-2 show the deformation energy by 

matrix based on the results of car full scale underrun tests. In 

this figure, fractional energy in each matrix element is ex- ( Ground Clearance : H=550mm ) 

pressed as an amount per unit curb weight, and the crash 

stroke is expressed as a ratio to the overall length of the bon- Figure 8-1. Deformation Energy Distribution in 
Front Underrun Impact [ Overlap Ratio : 100% 

net area (from front end of the bumper to the bottom of front 

windshield). From these results, we can establish the relative 

collision speeds easily, and with reasonable accuracy, if we 

only know the car model, car weight, and deformation pat- ~-~-~1 I 

tern in an accident. But these energy matrix were obtained I I I I 3838 3838 
53 53 53 ~l 30 

for only three car models in front underrun impact tests. I 
I I I I 

Strictly speaking, an analysis like this should be made for 
11499114/11411iil99999960704 

every car model, since every car will have its own energy- 
I I I | |(145~ (145~ (145)~145~ 90 

absorbing characteristics. Still, the above examples show 

that, admitting certain error.s, a common distribution pattern 

~ 

could reasonably be used in which all values are expressed as 

fractional ratios. 

(Ground Clearance : H=400mm) 

"-18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1"~ 10 ~ 

30 30 ~0 ~03030 30 30 20 ~ 
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 

30 

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 40 

67 67 67 67 67 67 67[67 50 ,.~ 

78 7878 787878 78 7860~ 1616 16 1612a~0 .~’ 
91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 

70 

(102. (1021 (102 (1021 (102 (10211102~ 102 80 ~ 
28"382838 2838 283840 

(115:](115:(115 (1L’ (115(115):(115::115 90 ~ 
49494949[ ~0~ 100 ’ 60     oo 60 

82 82 82 82 

94 94 94 94190 

i ~--~    1o4 a~r--~m lo4/lo0 
x (1/10) J/kEnergy :                                                              ~            (115 ~(115’ (1151 (|15~110 

(Ground Clearance : H=400mm) 

Figure 8-1. Deformation Energy Distribution in 
Front Underrun Impa~:t [ Overlap Ratio : 100% ] 

(Ground Clearance : H=$$0mm) 

Figure 8-2. Deformation Energy Distribution in                   (~ 

Front Underrun Impact [ Overlap Ratio : 50% ] 
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Computer Simulation 

[Car Occupant and Vehicle Model] 

~~________~~/~=."         T=O 

___. 

MADYMO was used for the computer simulation. Fig- 
" 

ure 9 shows the vehicle-and-dummy model used.. The pas- 

senger car occupants was made by the data set for the part           ._.~1~ .~ 

572 dummy provided in the MADYMO. In the passenger car 

~’~:aa~~’        T=20msec__~__~ model for the front end area, bumper and engine compart- - ~ .."            - ’r~ 

ment are represented by ellipsoids, and the driver seat, wind 
~ 

shield, and the roof as planes ; the dimensions of these ele- 
_ _.,~__.~ T=40msec 

¯ merits were set to the average values of a small car. In the ]~ig[~[~.~___4~i~l!" 

heavy vehicle model, the front underrun protector ( FUP ), 
~ 

cab front panel and others are represented by planes. 
¯ 

" T=60msec .... 
Cab Front Panel 

~ 

Underrun Protector (FUP) 

Engine Compartment 

Steering System (3 ellipsoids) ..~, T~=80msec 

Part 572 Dummy. 

~ 

Figure 10. Comparison between Full Scale Test and 

S~ . Computer simulation (MADYMO) Overall Behavior 

bnt Bumper 

1[ - ~._..,~..100%Lap’ H=300mm 

¯ Figure 9. Vehicle and Passenger Model 
~ 

/ ,- 

~ 0.5 Simulation 

........... Full Scale Test ~ 0 

[Input Data] 
~ 

o 50 lOO    i5o ~oo 
Time (ms) 

The force-deformation characteristics in passenger car 

front end areas were determined by the results of full scale ~ 
1 100%Lap. H=~.00mm 

¯ front underrun tests, in which the impact conditions (impact 
~ 

~i 

~ 0.5 ~ Simulation 

height, overlap rate, car model etc.) are varied. Heavy ve- ~ ........... ~u~ Sca~e Test 

hicle FUP stiffness can be set to any value, but in this simula- 0 50 loo    !50 200 

tion analysis, we tried both ~he infinity and the force-defor- 
Time (ms) 

marion characteristics based on ECE-recommends strength. ~ 
1 100%Lap, H=550mm 

[Validation of Models] 

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the results of a 
~ 

[/ ........... ~u~l Scale Test 

full scale underrun test and the computer simulation for over- 0 50 100    150 ~00 

allvehicle behavior. Figure 11 shows the comparison of dy- 
Time (ms) 

1.5 50%Lap, H=400mm 

¯ 
namic stroke curves. And, figure 12 show the dummy head, 

~ 
chest, and pelvis resultant accelerations. The results obtain 

~ l.~, ..... 

"" 

by MADYMO agree well with the full scale test results, suc-              .~ 0.5 
Simulation 

cessfully reconstructing car underrun stroke, and dummy ac- ~ 
,’" , 

......... Full Scale Test 

celerations. MADYMO was able to simulate reliably a colli- 0 , 
o 5o    ~oo    15o :~oo 

~lt sion between a car and heavy vehicle front underrun colli- ,Time (ms) 

sion. 
Figure 11. Comparison of Car Crash Stroke between 
Test Result and Computer Simulation (MADYMO) 
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].oo~Ae~to,o.o. mo-~^c.,o=,ioo~ 65km/h. For the change in H at 100% lap, no obvious 500 2000 

~ ~ 
changes are seen either in the crash stroke, car acceleration, 

.-~ 250 ~ooo and the chest acceleration, while at 50% lap, the change in 

"~ o 
o 

these values are obvious indicating better FUP performance 
0 5o ~oo ~50 200 o ~o    ~oo ~o 200 with H=400mm than that with H=550mm. Attention shoula 

Time (ms) T~mo Cm,~ 
be paid to the difference in the structural elements in contact, 

500 ]Chest Acceleration] IChes~ Acceleration] 

~ I 

~ooo [ 
,~ which are both the upper and lower segments for H=400mm, 

~25o~ ~.,..,./~i, ~~~’’L 
while the upper one only for H=550mm. With all these re- 

~ suits of analysis by simulation, it canbe said that a good con- 
< 0 , o ~ -o tact of FUP with th~ front lower segment of the car c0~trib- o 5o    ~oo ~5o 200 o ~o ~® ~o 2oo 

T~me ~,~ Z~r~o ~,~ utes much in the effectiveness of FUP. 

500 [Pelvis Accelerationl                          [Pelbis Accelerationl tooo 

¯ 
~~ ~o 

~ H=400mm 100%Lap 

o               ;’"’’%"’-’-�’ o                                  Vehicle Floor Accelerotion (m/s’-) 
o     50     ]oo    ~5o    200    o     ~o     loo    lso    ~oo               V=25km/h ......     V=50km/h             V=70.0 km/h 

Time (ms) Time (ms) 

-- Simulation -- Simulation 
.......... Pull Scale Test .......... Full Scale Test 

[Impact Speed : 45.4km/h] [Impact Speed : 65.5km/h] "--, 

Figure 12~ Comparison of Car Full Scale Test Results                      °* 
Time (ms)            Time (ms)           Time (ms) 

with Simulation Result (MADYMO) 
Car Crash Stroke (m) 

[Parameters]                                                                                .- - 

Parameters were varied in passenger car overlap ratio, 

collision speeds, heavy vehicle FUP stiffness and ground 

clearance. *o 

Time (ms)           Time (ms)           Time (ms) 
[Influences of FUP stiffness and the ground clearance (H)] 

Figure 13-(1) and (2) show simulated results for Dummy Chest Acceleration(m/s~) 

H=400mm and for two cases of FUP stiffness ; one with in- 

finity and another with lower limits by ECE recommended 

values (i.e. 44.8ton/m for 100% lap and 22.4ton/m for 50% 

lap). These lower limits are derived from the specified 

gth (i                                                                  ’ -’- stren s .e., of" _~16.3ton, stroke ~_400mm " for 100% ....... 

lap ) with a static / dynamic ratio of 1.4. The crash stroke Time (ms) Time (ms) Time (ms) 

decreases with increasing FUP stiffness for the same colli- 

sion speed, as expected. For the speed of 50krn/h, the change 

in FUP stiffness from 44.8ton/m to infinity results in a rela- 

five decrease of about 25% in the crash stroke. Car-body and FUP Stiffness 

passenger-chest accelerations also tend to show higher val- ¯ ............ Infinity 

ues with increasing FUP stiffness, like those for the speed of 
~ 44.8ton/m 

50km/h, although this is not obvious for 70km/h. Figure 14- 

(1) and (2) show simulated crashes for various ground clear- 
Figure 13-(1). Simulation Results for H=400mm and for Two 

ances (H) and for both laps of 100% and 50%, while with Cases of FUP Stiffness [Car Overlap Ratio : 100%] 
fixed FUP stiffness of infinity and fixed collision speed of 
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H=400mm 50%Lap -- Vehicle Floor Accelerotion (m/s2) 
"HL-q34~Om m ~ H=S50mm 

V=25km/h V=50km/h V=70.0 km/h 

~~ Time (ms). Time (ms) Time (ms) 

~ Car Crash Stroke (m), 

Time(ms) 

Time(ms)1~- 
/.Time (ms) "=~’ ~~’~ "i~ 

Car Crash Stroke (m) 

~ 

, (ms) (ms) Time (ms) 

- Dummy Chest Acceleration (m/s:) 

O 

Time (ms) Time (ms) Time (ms) ,. 
j 

Dummy Ch~t Acceleration (mis2) 

=o , ~     ’         =o. :                                    Time (ms)               Time (ms)               Time (ms) 

~--= .a - X] =     -’        \ t!~S0m 
100%Lap V=65.0km/h Truck-FUP Infinity 

FUP Stiffness 
............. Infinity Overlap Ratio : 100%, 

~ 22.~ton/m 
Impact Speed : 65km/h, 

FUPStiffness : Infinity 

¯ Figure 13.(2). Simulation Results for H=400mm and for Two Figure 14-(1). Simulation Results of Crashes for Various 
Cases of FUP Stiffness [Car Overlap Ratio : 50%] Ground Clearance (H) 

¯ 
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Summary and Conclusion 

Vehicle Floor Accelerotion (m/s2) . In Japan, the fatalities involved in heavy vehicle acci- 

~0~ H=400mm ~. H=550mm 
dents are approximately 12%of all traffic fatalities. Among 

these heavy vehicle fatal accidents, those involving passen- 
,~ ~o. ger cars clearly ~ shows the largest, share of about 40%. In 

~ ~ t~A,^^ __ 
these heavy vehicle to car accidents, head-on collision occu- 

pied about 60%. Thus, fatal or serious accidents occurred at a 

....... - ..... rate of about one per two in car-to-heavy vehicle head-on 

Time (ms) Time (ms) collisions. 

Our in-depth analysis of accident data shows that, in 

Car Crash .S.~gke (m~ these head on accidents, an offset collision happened most 

’~~. 
’~~ 

frequently. Therefore, the car occupant protection in offset 

, , collisions should be focused on more. An increase in fatal 

........ accidents was also observed, when the passenger car front- 

.... end crash stroke reached about 80%. We obtained approxi- 

.... mation formula of crash stroke ratio as functions of collision 

0, ..... ~0 ,~. ,;~ ..~ speed and overlap ratio. 

Time (ms) Time (ms) The results obtair~ed from parametric studies by passen- 

ger car full scale underrun tests and computer simulations are 
Dummy Chest Acceleration (rn!s~) as follows. 

(1) In the full-scale front underrun test, the relation between 

the deformation energy and the crash stroke ratio converges 

onto a certain approximation curve irrelevant of car type. 

(2) We obtained the distribution bf deformation energy over 

, ,~ ,~, .~ ~ ....... the matrix covering front-end of a car in the case of front 

Time (ms) Time (ms) underrun collision, which can effectively be used for estimat- 

ing relative collision speed for accident analysis. 

50%Lap V=65.0km/fi Truck-FlJl5 Infinity (3) FUP stiffness greatly influences car front-end crash 

stroke. 

(4) Influence of FUP ground clearance : In case of passenger 

OverlapRatlo ." $0%, Car full- lap collisi~n (100%Lap), it seems that car crash 

Impact Speed : 65kin/h, stroke is at an allowable level for impact speeds of about 
FUP Stiffness : Infinity 

70km]h with both ground clearance of 400ram and 550mm. 

But, at the 50% lap impact, it seems that the effectiveness of 

FUP for underrun protection clearly improves for ground 
Figure 14-(2). Simulation Results of Crashes for Various clearance 400mm. 
Ground Clearance (H) (5) In order to protect car front underrun, it is important that 
[Overlap Ratio : 50%, Impact Speed ." 65km/h, FUP Stiffness : Infinity] FLIP should contact to car lower segments. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cooperative industry/government efforts are underway in conducted baseline crash testing and reviewed crash data and 

the U.S. to improve heavy truck occupant crash protection and previous work on erashworthiness in order to make a 

to reduce heavy truck aggressivity in truck/ear collisions in preliminary assessment of whether heavy truck occupant crash 

which the front structure of the truck contacts the car. The protection performance could practicably be improved. 

importance of this work is highlighted by the fact that in the Findings from those early efforts highlighted the fact that seat 

U.S. in 1992, 584 medium/heavy truck occupants and 3,455 belt use rates among combination-unit truck drivers were low 

other vehicle occupants were killed in crashes involving (6 percent in 1982) and that significant numbers of fatalities 

medium/heavy trucks (FARS, 1992). The occupant crash were attributable to unrestrained occupants being ejected from 

protection work is focused on developing component or their vehicles, primarily in rollover crashes. Occupant trauma 

subsystems-level performance test procedures to assess the resulting from secondary impacts with interior surfaces and 

crash protection properties of restraint systems, cab interior objects (notably, steering wheels), again primarily involying 

surfaces/objects (primarily steering wheels), and cab structures, unrestrained occupants, was also identified as an important 

The front structure aggressivity work is focused on developing concern. Finally, cab structural integrity was identified as an 

ways of reducing the geometric and structural mismatches that issue warranting further attention. 

occur between trucks and cars when they collide. This paper 

provides an overview of the work completed to date and In the final report documenting this early work, Clarke and 

outlines the plans and direction of future work. Leasure (1986) suggested focusing first on seeking 

improvements for combination-unit trucks and limiting the’ 

OCCUPANT CRASH PROTECTION ACTIVITIES types and severity levels of crashes for which solutions could 

practicably be sought. Based on work done by Labra (1982) 

Background on highway barrier/impact attenuator performance, and the 

logic outlined in Table 1, it was suggested that rollovers and 

In 1980, in response to a congressional directive, the frontal collisions with deceleration levels on the order of 9 g’s 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) were appropriate target crash types for which occupant 

¯ 
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¯                                                          Table 1. 

Vehicle Occupant Protection Targets 

(Clarke & Leasure, 1986) 

I 
Index 

I 
Passenger Car Combination-Unit Truck 

Crash Conditions for which 

protection improvements will be 

sought: 

Primary Impact Mode Collision, frontal Rollover, side & roof 

¯ Impact Events Single event, short time duration, high Multiple events, long time duration, low 

deceleration spikes individual decelerations per event 

Deceleration Levels High (30 g’s) Low (9g’s) 

Criteria by which performance 

¯ will be judged: 

Vehicle Structures Ability to absorb kinetic energy through Structural integrity, survival space 

crush maintenance 

Occupants Management of high peak deceleration, Keeping driver in seat to maintain 

amelioration of secondary impacts with control of vehicle, ejection prevention, 

¯ interior surfaces survival space maintenance (especially 

in area of driver’s head, amelioration of 

secondary impacts 

protection improvements should initially be sought. Based on * Analyze occupant dynamics based on simulations 
this early problem identification work, research was primarily that employ the composite crash force/time 

¯ focused throughout the middle 1980’s on identifying improved histories to identify trauma-producing 
restraint system designs and on improving truck driver seat mechanisms. 
belt use rates. 

Categorization of U.S. heavy truck fatal crash patterns was 
Current Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Activities accomplished using NHTSA’s Fatal Accident Reporting 

System (FARS). Heavy-truck crashes resulting in truck 
¯ In 1991, the program was expanded and made a jointly- occupant fatalities were categorized in terms of event 

funded industry-government effort under the auspices of the sequences, irrespective of their causes. The analysis focused 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). The ultimate primarily on combination-unit trucks, since they encompassed 
purpose of the project was to develop the basis and content of 78% of the vehicles involved in fatal heavy truck crashes - the 
consensus Recommended Practices (R_Ps)consisting of test remaining being single-unit trucks, and because it was 

¯ procedures andreporting standards for evaluating the occupant presumed that improvements in tractor occupant protection 
¯ crash protection performance of heavy trucks. An SAE Heavy would also benefit single-unit trucks as well. Based on the 

Truck Crashworthiness Review Task Force (Task Force) was analyses, the following conclusions were drawn: 
organized to technically direct this research project and 

directly develop the RPs. The Task Force includes * Combination unit heavy truck crashes resulted in 
membership from the contributing private sector and 11,640 occupant fatalities between 1975 and 
government organizations. 1989. These crashes were grouped into 13 

¯ elusteis of homogeneous crashes events as shown 
The program has evolved into a three phase effort, the first in Table 2. 

of which has been completed and is discussed in summary, 

herein. The objectives of the first phase of the SAE * The crash clusters contain combinations of three 
industry/government project were to: major crashes classifications: 1) rollover, 2) 

collision with motor vehicle, and 3) collision with 
O * Analyze representative heavy truck crashes as a fixed object. 

basis for developing composite crash force/time 

histories to be used as initial target criteria and, 

¯ 
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* When rollover is present as a single crash event . Next, 182 case summaries of fatal heavy truck crashes from ¯ 

or with other crash events, it frequently becomes the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB, 1990) were 

the most harmful event in the crash, examined as a means of developing crash pulses, for the 

prominent crashes scenarios identified in Table 2. The NTSB 

* In the majority of collision crashes, the principal investigations contained detailed data essential for crash 

impact was frontal in nature, reconstruction and were reasonably representative of the types 

of fatal heavy truck crashes that are of interest and which had ¯ 

* Cab style ("conventional", cab-behind-engine been identified in the FARS analyses. Sixty-eight (68) NTSB 

versus "COE", cab-over-engine) did not alter cases were selected from the original 182 so that in-depth 

cluster formation for combination unit heavy analyses could be performed to provide insight into specific 

trucks, issues and attributes associated with the prominent crash 

scenarios that had been identified in the statistical analysis of 

* The post-crash events "ejection", "fire", and the FARS data base. Attention was limited to crashes ¯ 

~’extrication" did not form unique clusters of involving tractor-trailers. Existing analytic methods and 

crashes sequences. Rather, these events are well specialized heavy truck crash reconstruction methodologies 

distributed in all 13 clusters, were combined to derive composite characterizations of 

damage patterns and survivability likelihood. 

Table 2. ¯ 

Distribution of Crash Types in Crashes 

Fatal to Combination-Unit Truck Occupants 

(FARS 1975-1989) 

Proportion of 

Combination- Crash Description 

Unit Truck 

Involvements 

in Crashes Run Off Road Initial Harmful Event Subsequent 
Fatal to Prior to Harmful Event, Rollover 

Occupants Crashing? Strike Fixed Involved? 

(%) Object? 

16.2 No Overturn No Yes 

16.0 No Striking Vehicle in Transport No No 

11.8 Yes Overturn No Yes 

11.0 No Struck Fixed Object No No 

10.6 Yes Struck Fixed Object No Yes 

9.1 Yes Struck Fixed Object No No 

7.8 No Struck Fixed Object No Yes 

7.2 No Striking Vehicle in Transport No Yes 

3.6 No Struck By Vehicle in No No 

Transport 

3.4 No Struck Non-Fixed Object No No 

1.8 No Struck & Striking Vehicle in No No 

Transport 

0.8 Yes Overturn Yes Yes 

0.7 No Overturn Yes Yes 

¯ 
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¯ Through this combined approach of statistical analysis, angular decelerations, are shown in Table 3. In the 90° 
crash reconstructions of NTSB eases, and a review of available rollover with subsequent collision ease, the crash pulse onsets 
literature on the subject, representative deceleration time are time-phased to represent sequential, multiple impacts, as 
histories were developed as initial targets for collision and shown in Figure 1 
rollover crash mitigation efforts, one simulating rearend 

collisions, the next, 90° rollovers without subsequent impacts, Additionally, the following conclusions were drawn: 
¯ and the last, 90° rollovers with subsequent impacts. 

General 
Each set of crash pulses assumes the following analytical form 

(all crash pulses are relative to the tractor coordinate frame): * Tremendous amounts of energy are dissipated in 

a(t) = ½.A.[1-eos[(2.rt.t)iT]] fatal-to-driver heavy truck crashes. The energy 

dissipated in the most harmful event frequently 
¯ where a(t) is the linear deceleration time history, A is the peak constitutes only a small portion of the overall 

deceleration and T is the pulse duration, energy lost during the entire crashes sequence. 

The roll angular deceleration crash pulse developed for the * Although fatal-to-truck-driver crashes typically 
rollover crashes is of similar form: involve a complex sequence of events, there is 

generally a single event (rollover, frontal impact 
¯ o~(t) = ½.o~,~x.[1-cos[(2./t.t)/T]] or post-rollover impact) that produces the 

deceleration or intrusion that harms the occupant. 
where O~m~ is the peak roll angular deceleration and T is the 
pulse duration. * Heavy trucks have characteristic damage patterns 

unique to various rollover and collision events. 
The derived levels for translational decelerations in the 

¯ longitudinal, lateral, vertical directions as well as lateral roll 

Table 3. 
Preliminary Target Crash Pulse Performance Levels 

Heavy Truck Occupant Crash Protection 

900 Rollover 900 Rollover 
Crash Pulse Rearend Collision w/out Subsequent w/Subsequent Collision 

¯ Collision 

Longitudinal Deceleration Pulse 

A= 11 g’s 11 g’s 

@ T = 130 ms 130 ms 

Lateral Deceleration Pulse 

A = 10 g’s 10 g’s 

@ T = 100 ms I00 ms 

Vertical Deceleration Pulse 

A = 5 g’s 

@ T = 190 ms 

Roll Angular Deceleration Pulse 

O ’~,~x = 111 rad/s2 111 rad/s2 

@ T = 100 ms 100 ms 
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Collisions compartment intrusion is partly caused by height ¯ 

mismatch between the striking tractor frame and 

* Fatal-to-truck-driver collisions are primarily the struck trailer frame. 

frontal, and consist mainly of head-on and 

rearend collisions into another heavy truck, and * Maximum 5th wheel load, cargo tie-down 

head-on with fixed objects, strength, and trailer front end strength are among 

the factors that must be considered if the tractor ¯ 

* Large amounts of crush and occupant " front end is stiffened. For example, failure of the 

compartment intrusion caused by high closing 5th wheel/kingpin assembly generally occurs at . 

speeds are characteristic of fatal-to-truck-driver quasi-static loads of approximately 300,000 - 

head-on collisions with another truck or with 360,000 lbs (approximately 5.5 g’s for a loaded 

fixed objects, trailer), notwithstanding the fact that in several 

crash reconstructions, 5th wheels were observed ¯ 

* Fatal-to-truck-driverrearendeollisionsoecurover to withstand substantially higher short time 

a range of closing speeds. Occupant duration peak loads. 

LONGITUDINAL (I) D£(:r4 ERAi30II PULBF. LATER~,L (Y) DF.CELER,&I’}ON PULSe. ’~" 

~’       i i ~. I t~’i : : : : - : : ¯ : ; 

I ,’ ....... ",. ....... + .............. T- .,.. ,.,:,,, , , +. +-.-, ,,,, . +,o + , 

....... ~. ....... ~ ....... ~’"’~°.’r’" "~--* ....... ~" ..... "* ....... ~ ....... ~ ....... ~ ~ ......... ! ....... ~ ..... ~ ~ =- i -: 

++ ...... ,..L..L...~i ...... .’:- ....... ~ ....... .i .............. ~¯ ............................................................ -: ........ 

....... + ....... +,,...i.+.++..,...÷ ....... +..\,,.+ ....... ; ....... ÷ ...... .++ ....... 

Figure l. Preliminary Target Crash Pulse Characteristics: 90° Rollover with Subsequent Collision 
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¯ Roilovers Ongoing and Future Efforts 

* Tripping was not commonly observed in the Based on the work completed to date, the SAE Task Force 
NTSB rollover eases examined. This observation has recognized that additional research will be needed before 
is consistent with the low lateral stability a well-founded set of SAE truck occupant protection RPs can 
characteristics of heavy trucks, be developed. Specifically, trucks rolling 180° onto their 

¯ roofs, could not be adequately characterized with the crash 
* FARS coding may underestimate the frequency of reconstruction methods being utilized. Since 180° rollovers are 

rollover with sub’sequent collision. The NTSB involved in approximately one-third of truck occupant fatalities 
study revealed that in some cases an object that in the eases sampled in this study, a more thorough 
was thought to be a tripping mechanism was investigation was deemed to be needed to determine if truck 
impacted after the rollover occurred, cabs can reasonably be designed to withstand these rollovers. 

* Of the 42 rollovers observed in the 68 NTSB Therefore, the objective of the seeondphase of the program 
eases that were examined, slightly more tractors is to determine, with a better degree of accuracy, the vehicle 
rolled to the right than to the left. For this dynamics, and truck cab roof deformation patterns. This work 
sample of crashes, nearly 50% rolled 90°. is scheduled to be completed by the end of 1994. Assuming 

this can be done successfully, the test protocols that SAE will 

¯ * One-quarter turn (90°) rollovers (without be developing for use in evaluating the erashworthiness of 
subsequent eollision)typieally donor compromise heavy truck cabs and interior components, could include 
occupant space integrity. Average deceleration consideration of 180° rollover crashes as well. Specifically, 
levels of approximately 3-6 g’s in the lateral the ongoing second phase effort will: 
direction can be expected. Tractor lateral impact 

velocities are approximately 3-6 mph in rollovers * Perform quasi-static crush tests of two cabs (of a 
¯ on flat terrain, representative model of U.S. COE truck cab) in 

the two loading directions shown in Figure 2. 
* Tractors towing flatbed and tanker trailers have a The tests will provide baseline data relative to the 

greater propensity to roll onto the roof (180°) than overall structural behavior of U.S. heavy truck 
van trailers. This observation is consistent with cabs under loading conditions typical of those 
the inertial and geometric characteristics of the encountered in 180° rollover crashes. Each test 

¯ various trailers, will be performed, using quasi-static loading, 

until the roof contacts the instrument panel. 
Survivability 

* Using programs such as DYNA3D, develop a 
* A crash was subjectively judged to be survivable finite element model of a tractor cab roof, roof 

if enough space was available for a restrained support structure (the so-called "greenhouse"), 
¯ occupant. Based on this criterion, approximately and cab base. The model will be refined until it 

22% of the 68 NTSB fatal-to-truck-driver crashes correlates reasonably well with the cab crush test 
analyzed were judged to be at least possibly results. 
survivable with restraint use, given the structural 

integrity properties of the cabs involved. * Using the DYNA3D (or equivalent) model, 
Additional eases could possibly have been perform parametric cab structure studies to 

¯ deemed survivable if enhanced cab structural estimate the extent to which changes to certain 
integrity properties were assumed, cab structural properties might positively affect 

cab crush resistance performance. Among the 
* Of the survivable fatal-to-driver heavy truck parameters considered will be: A-pillar and B- 

crashes, 80% involved rollover. Rolling 90° to pillar strength and stiffness; halos (roof perimeter 
the right (far side) was observed to likely be headers) strength andstiffness; initial roofheight; 

¯ more survivable than rolling 90° to the left (near joint stiffness and load stability, and; material 
side), properties. 

* Rollovers onto the roof were generally not * Perform a rigid body dynamics analysis of a 180° 
survivable because the occupant compartment tractor-trailer rollover to determine vehicle 
integrity was compromised. Further investigation motions (linear and rotational displacements, 

¯ into the roof strength required to prevent velocities, and accelerations) as a basis for 
occupant space intrusion is necessary, estimating load magnitudes and directions that are 

imparted to cab structures in these type crashes. 
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* Based on the rollover motion predicted by the * Develop tests for evaluating cab structural ¯ 

ridgid body dynamics model, analyze the roof integrity under as many of the loading conditions 

crush phase of the rollover using the benehrnark described above as is practicable. 

finite element model. This serves as a means of 

further validating whether finite element * Develop draft SAE Recommended Practices 

modelling predicts reasonably well the damage covering all the test procedures described above. 

patterns seen in the NTSB cases. ¯ 

Current plans call for all three phases of this landmark 

* Finally, load criteria for cab structural tests will cooperative industry/government effort to be completed by late 

be developed, including the sequence of load 1996. It is anticipated that these Recommended Practices will 

app!ieations, as a method of evaluating cab ultimately serve as benchmarks for heavy truek manufaeturers 

structural responses in 180° rollovers. These and their component parts suppliers in their efforts to enhance 

criteria will be used in the portion of the Phase the occupant crash protection performance of their products. ¯ 

III effort which focuses on developing cab 

structural tests. HEAVY TRUCKFRONT STRUCTURE AGGRESSIVITY 

REDUCTION ACTIVITIES 

Roof Rail Obl ique A-Pillar Background 
Side Load Corner Load 

¯ 

Approximately 3,500 passenger car and light truck 

(hereafter referred to as light vehicle) occupants are killed 

annually in collisions with medium and heavy trucks (hereafter 

referred to as heavy trucks). Another 63,000 are injured in 

these types of crashes. A majority (70%) of those collisions 

involve the front structure of the truck impacting the front, ¯ 

side, or rear of the other vehicle in the collision. 

In the past, it has generally been assumed that this type of 

collision could not be addressed due to the large mass 

Figure 2. Cab Roof Crush Test Conditions for differential between the two vehicles involved. Recent studies 

Simulating the Effects of 180° Rollovers have noted, however, that geometric mismatches between the ¯ 

collision partners, as well as the unusually stiff and rigid 

structure of the heavy truck contribute to the lethality of these 

Once this second phase work is completed, SAE with the collisions. Recognizing this, NHTSA initiated an effort in 

support of its government/industry sponsors, intends to 1991 to make a preliminary assessment of the potential 

develop a series of erashworthiness test procedures in a final, feasibility of addressing these issues. 

third phase project. Tentatively, this work will begin at the 
¯ 

end of 1994. Specifically, this third phase effort will: Crash Data Analyses 

* Develop dynamic impact tests for evaluating A seleetion of NASS crash reports involving a heavy truck 

occupant restraint systems under test conditions impacting a light vehicle was reviewed both statistically and 

simulating: frontal impacts; 90° degree rollovers, in-depth. In order to broadly characterize the speeds at which 

both right and left, without subsequent impact; trucks and light vehicles. Collide, so as to guide the choice of ¯ 

and 90° rollovers, right and left, with subsequent test conditions, NASS crash data (unweighted) were retrieved 

frontal impact. Depending on the outcome of the for calendar years 1981-1987 and filtered .to capture all cases 

second phase of work, consideration will also be involving light vehicles (e.g., passenger ears, light trucks, 

given to developing an innovative impact test vans, etc.) with gross vehicle weight (GVW) < 10,000 lbf, and 

fixture to simulate 180° rollovers with and heavy trucks with GVW > 26,000 lbf, occupants with known 

without subsequent frontal impact, and a 90 injuries (1 <AIS < 6)andunknown injury severity (AIS = 7), ¯ 

degree rollover with subsequent vertical (Z-axis) heavy truck impact direction in the 11, 12, and 1 o’clock 

impact, positions and light vehicle impact in all directions. 

* Develop dynamic impact tests for evaluating There were a total of 243 crashes and 346 injuries in the 

interior components including: steering wheel above mentioned 7 year period. Out of the 243 crashes, 49 

rims (i.e., far side 0f the rim) and/or hubs and were serious-fatal (3 < AIS < 6), 178 were non-serious ¯ 

spokes; header panels and roof pillhr areas; (I<_AIS<2), and 16 were cases with unknown injury severities. 

instrument panels; and door panels. 
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¯ For heavy truck to light vehicle serious crashes (AIS > 3) Figure 3. However, this analysis is biased toward lower AV 
involving truck fronts, 45% of the crashes involved the front values since the more severe impacts (where CRASH3 
of the light vehicle. The right and left sides of the light algorithm could not be used) were excluded. 
vehicle were each involved in about 22% of the crashes. 

The NASS database was searched for all serious (MAIS > 

¯ 3) crashes involving truck fronts and ear fronts in the years 

1981-1987. There were 1,919 serious truck-car front impacts, 

resulting in 1,219 fatalities in this period An analysis of 

hardeopy ease histories (examination of crash data-forms, 

injuries, collision diagrams, estimated crash speeds, and 

collision geometries) led to an estimate that about 55 % of the 

¯ serious front impact crashes could possibly be addressed by ~ ~ 
° 

the combination of lowering, softening, or contouring the truck 
se . . 

bumpers. In certain eases, ’however, changing the shape of the ’~ . ~,3,~ v 

truck bumper could result in presenting a narrower and, 

therefore, possibly more aggressive profile to the car. ~ ~:. . 
Additionally, consideration of a hypothetical bumper design 

¯ that deflected a colliding light vehicle yielded the paradoxical 

conclusion that it might improve, 36% of the cases ........................ 

investigated, but could possibly create more severe impact 10 ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~ T0 ~ ~ 1~ 110 

conditions in 21% of the cases. 

Significant Factors Affecting Crash Severity - Statistical 

¯ analyses were conducted on t-he front impact data to broadly Figure 3. Delta V Distribution, All Cases 
characterize the factors which affect crash severity. MAIS and 

the number of fatalities in a crash were considered to be the 

indicators of crash severity. Intrusion, override factor, and AV 

were found to be the three most significant factors (with R2= 1.. 
0.8) in determining the MAIS. It should be noted that the 

¯ value of intrusion is not well determined in the NASS 

I ~ ’ hardeopies, with most cases being marked as "intrusion > 12 

inches".. As a result, a value of 12 inches was assigned as the ~ ~ ’ 

level of intrusion in these eases. Also, the values of MAIS 
~ 

’ 
and the number of fatalities are discrete integer values and fall . 
in a narrow range. Thus, the results of the regression analysis 

¯ Should be interpreted with these assumptions in mind. 

I 

Distribution of AV - The distribution of AV of serious 

eases involving the heavy truck and light vehicle fronts was 

examined. The cumulative fraction of eases (national 

¯ estimates) was plotted as a function of AV. The plot for all 

eases examined "is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 4. Delta V Distribution, CRASH3 Analysis 
It should be noted that in the crash eases where the damage 

measurements were not available, AV was calculated using 

conservation of momentum, assuming initial velocities of the The above figures indicate that the AV in 50% of the 
¯ vehicles to be the posted speed-limits, and both vehicles serious front impacts is below 40 mph, when all eases are 

attaining a common velocity. These assumptions will considered (and the higher AVs are calculated using the less 
generally result in high values of AV for the light vehicle, as accurate conservation of momentum method). When only the 
the loss of speed of the vehicles involved due to braking, eases reconstructed using the CRASH3 algorithm are 
road/shoulder friction, driver intervention, etc. were ignored, considered, 70% of the cases have AV less than 40 mph 
The speed distribution in eases where the AV was calculated (biased towards lower values since eases with velT high 

¯ using.the CRASH3 damage" algorithm is plotted in Figure 4. severities are not considered). 
The values of AV in this plot are thought to be more 

representative of actual speeds than are the data shown in 
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The CRASH3 damage algorithm has to be used with care                                                                  ¯ 

in analyzing heavy truck crashes. This algorithm is not 

normally used in cases involving heavy trucks because many 

assumptions 
related to ear crash performance are employed in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ the damage algorithm. The principal one is that the energy 

absorbed by both collision-involved vehicle structures must be 

considered in the AV equations. However, because the extent 
¯ 

of truck damage is not well documented in the NASS files, 

and because values for the truck’s structural stiffness were not 

zeroaVailable’ the energy absorbed by the truck was assumed to bein the AV calculations. 

I I I 
After the first few crash tests were conducted, the values of 

¯ 

AV calculated by CRASH3 were re-examined and modified to gull ~0% 2~% Oblique Obllquo 

account for the energy absorbed by the truck structures. A 
Otter Otis! Slde 

revised estimate for AV was calculated after conducting 6 tests 

and, as a result, a scaling factor of 1.6 was applied to account 

for the energy absorbed by the truck. 
Figure 5. Impact Modes                                 ¯ 

Selection of Test Conditions 

Parameters of interest in truck-ear front collisions are: car Test Setup - It was decided to have the truck moving and 

size and front geometry, collision geometry, truck bumper impacting a stationary passenger car because it was judged that 

height, stiffness, geometry. Therefore, the initial set of test the rotational inertia of the truck wheel is an important factor 

runs included variation in car size and geometry by contributing to the truck overriding the car structure. Having ¯ 

considering two car models, compact and large. Potential both vehicles moving was considered impractical, given the 

changes that could be made to truck front structures, and large mass of the heavy truck. 

whichwere selected for initial consideration, included: lowered 

truck bumpers (as a means of preventing the truck from Selection of Impact Speeds - The speed of the baseline 

overriding the energy absorbing and load bearing ear bumper tests was chosen on the basis the NASS hardeopy analyses 

structures), less-stiff front structures (as a means of managing which indicated that 70 % of the serious crashes (maximum ¯ 

and reducing the severity of the crash pulse in the ear), and AIS > 3) involved impacts with ear AV of 40 mph or less. 

tapered front structures (as a means of deflecting the ear away Therefore, an approach speed of 40 mph was initially used. 

from the truck in some impact modes). After a few tests were conducted, test speed was increased to 

45 and then 50 mph. This was done when it was determined 

Collision Geometr~ - The impact modes in Figure 5 were that the CRASH3 speed estimates were too low because of the 

considered. These modes were initially selected after energy absorbed by the truck. Also, at higher test speeds, the ¯ 

examining the crash data to identify common impact test damage more closely represented the crash damage seen 

configurations. The full front and offset front modes represent in the NASS hardcopy review. 

the common impact mode when either vehicle crosses the 

center-line and collides with the other. The two offsets (100% Selection of Passenger Car - The passenger car selected 

and .50% overlap of the light vehicle) differ in the stiffness for this series of tests was a midsize/large high volume make 

exhibited by the light vehicle. The angled impacts represent and model; 1986-1990 Ford Taurus sedans. None of the cars ¯ 

eases in which a light vehicle skids into the path of the truck, were equipped with air-bags. A few tests were also carried 

The two different orientations of the light vehicle simulated out with a small car model with an air-bag (1992 Honda 

cases in which the car rotates into the path of the truck and Civics). All of the small cars used were equipped with air- 

the side of the ear is struck, or conversely, the ease in which bags. 

the car rotates away from the truck and expends its residual 

kinetic energy in other secondary collisions or in tire-road Selection of the Truck Frame - The heavy truck frame ¯ 

friction. The 25% offset test condition was added to simulate selected for conducting the crash tests was a representative 

the side-raking effect found in many crash eases. The angled model, conventional cab, 3-axle truck tractor. Since the cab 

centered test condition was added to replicate the extensive itself did not play a role in the crash outcome (it is above the 

damage that results when the truck frame is impacted but the ear’s height, and generally does not make significant contact 

truck’s tires are not contacted, with ear structure), it was removed from the frame. The gross 
vehicle weight was ~40,000 lbf, with -12,000 lb¢ on the front ¯ 

axles. The frame, as used in the crash tests, consisted of all 

the axles, tires, braking systems, and steering mechanism. The 

¯ 
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¯ engine and drivetrain were removed. Minor changes were 
made to the frame of the truck to allow weights in the form of with the range of observed values extending from 6 to 30 
steel or concrete blocks to be placed and anchored to the inches. About half of the observed trucks had the larger 
frame to achieve the desired gross weight, overhang of ~22 inches, these generally being newer models. 

Accordingly, the bumper overhang used in the truck frame for 
The geometry of the truck front in the baseline tests the first 10 tests was 4 inches, which is the lowest value in the 

¯ (factory bumper) is shown in Figure 6. The geometry of the survey of the heavy truck bumper geometries. The series of 
tapered, softer front end is shown in Figure 7. The car tests which simulated the larger bumper overhang employed a 
geometry shown is that of a Ford Taurus. 22 inch overhang. 

Tests with Larger Axle Setback Frame - A review of the The truck weight for the first 4 tests (baseline) was ~40,000 
baseline test results indicated that the interaction between the lbf, and the test speed was ~40 mph. This was close to the 

¯ truck tire/axle and the car bumper/stiff structure was a limit of the TRC testing facilities (current limit on the tow 
significant factor in reducing the intrusion of the truck into the motors, pulling capacity of the tow release mechanism). 
car occupant compartment. It was noticed that the override of Therefore, when the test speed was increased to 45 and 50 
the truck stopped when the truck understructure (i.e., front axle mph, the truck weight had to be reduced to -30,000 lbr and 
and tire/wheel assembly) engaged the car bumper or engine~ 25,000 lbf respectively. 
block, suspension towers, etc. 

¯ Light Vehicle into Simulated Deflecting Truck Front 
¯ By comparison, in the axle setback configuration, a larger Structure - The mass of a heavy truck is obviously very large 
truck bumper overhang (distance the truck bumper is ahead of compared to that of a car. Therefore, the amount of kinetic 
the front of the truck tire) would directly influence the energy that must be dissipated in a collision between these two 
intrusion of the stiff truck bumper and frame rail structure into vehicle types is also very large compared to that dissipated in 
the passenger compartment of the car. Therefore, even though a car/car collision. Recognizing this, it was reasoned that it 

¯ the crash pulse would be less severe (because of override of might not be possible to absorb all the collision kinetic energy 
the car bumper and crushing of the softer structures on the through crush, either in the car or the truck, if closing speeds 
car), the substantial intrusion into "the occupant compartment were very high. Accordingly, another mechanism for 
that resulted, would produce severe damage and increase the mitigating the aggressiveness of heavy trucks in collisions with 
likelihood of serious or fatal injuries, lighter/smaller vehicles is to redirect the light vehicle away 

from the path of the truck, thereby leaving as a residual a 
¯ Based on an informal survey of 434 trucks, conducted at a substantial portion of the crash kinetic energy that occurs in 

truck stop north of Columbus, Ohio, bumper overhang on the the crash event sequence. An attempt was made to combine 
trucks was found to average between 10 inches and 22 inches, deflection and energy management by using a 30° sweptback 

¯ 
Figure 6. Baseline Truck, Front Structure Geometry 
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TOP VII.                      STEEL kLUHI NUH 
EACKZNG HONEYCOH8 

PLATE FACE 

Ir TRUCK EU~PER 
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FRONT VIEN 

¯ 

Figure 7. Modified Truck, Front Structure Geometry 

angled truck front end structure, as shown in Figure 7. * Lowering the truck’sbumperheightredueedcrush 

However, impacts into this angled structure did not deflect the and compartment intrusion compared to the 

passenger car to any significant degree. Therefore, a baseline impacts which resulted in significant ¯ 

compound angle simulated truck front structure was crush levels to the front of the car. One baseline 

constructed with 50° sweepback (in top view) and 45° tiltback test resulted in the truck tire intruding into the 

(in side view). The structure was not padded with honeycomb compartment. The" tests with lowered frontal 

to facilitate sliding and deflection of the ear. Test number structure on the truck resulted in solid 

18 in the test matrix was that of a ear into this compound engagement of the bumper of the car, 

angle simulated deflecting truck front structure, significantly less crush and no compartment ¯ 

intrtision. 

Test Results 
¯ Modifications did not lower occupant acceleration 

The crash test results are summarized in Table 5 The response. Since the baseline truck had little front 

collision geometries noted in the last column of Table 5 are overhang, and the velocity used was somewhat 

shown in Figure 8. below that required for passenger compartment ¯ 

intrusion, lowering the front of the truck caused 

Test Result Observations - The results of the initial series more solid structural engagement of the ear, and 

of tests indicate that: higher compartment accelerations, Lowering and 

softening the front of the truck resulted in higher 

¯ In most baseline tests, the truck did not intrude accelerations than the baseline tests. 

into the passenger compartment. In one test, the 
¯ 

front axle of the truck overrode the fender region 

of the ear, broke loose from the truck and 

deformed the A-pillar region into the passenger 

compartment. This did not result in head contact 

with the dummy. 
¯ 

¯ 
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Table 4 
Truck/Car Aggre~ivity Test Results 

M,$$(Kg.IMa$$(Kg. Spe,d(l(ndh)     1(3 mse¢)lOerl(mm)IFem.r(N) IFem.~N) Car f Truck Front    IOrlelttatl01t 

l’est#1 19,001 1,581 64.9 501    33.7    50.7 4944.1 . 7416.4 Tauru Baseline B 

¯ Test#2 19,001 1,584 65.0 1051    47.2    48.4 6924.2 4680.0 Tauru Baseline A 

]’est#3 19,001 1,580 64.9 586 72 44.3 11104.5 2783.7 Tauru Baseline D 

rest#4 19,001 1,579       64.9 339    57.6    37.8 6204.1 4491.4 Tauru Baseline                   E 
¯ 

Test#5 14,325 1,581 72.6 45 21.9 19.4 3605.0 3411.0 Tauru Baseline C 

Test #6 14,229 1,122       72.6 302    35.8    38.2 7908.0 5954.0 Civic Baseline                   B 

¯ 
Test#7 11,748 1,584 83.0 1711 58.3    59.1 8711.0 14801.0 Tauru Baseline F 

Test #8 12,200 1,598 75.0 979 45 35.6 2577.0 7692.0 Tauru Straight Lowered Soft G 

¯ 
Test#9 11,426 1,579 82.1 1891 64.6 47.0 2519.0 5867.0 Tauru Cured Lowered Soft H 

Test#10 11,426 1,579 80.5 810 44 22.0 2073.0 8385.0 Teuru Cur~ed Lowered Soft I 

¯ 
Test#11 11,426 1,582 80.31 4675 70.6 38.5 3090.0 8970.0 Tauru Cured LoweredRigi J 

Test#12 11,163 1,581 80.5 2035 46.4    38.2 8110.0 13209.0 reuru Extended K 

¯ Test#13 11,163 1,581 80.5 1038 50.4 62.0 8092.0 14435.0 Tauru Extended L 

Test#14 11,163 1,122 80.5 413 36    37.0 6854.0 3363.0 !Civic Extended K 

Test#15 11,163 1,121 80.4 295    43.5    36.5 7951.0 6746.0 Civic Extended L 

Test#16 11,353 1,122 80.3 1542    60.8    49.5 4613.8 6866.3 Civic Straight LoweredSof~ G 

Test#17 11,318 1,122       80.1 1437    72.8    37.8 3521.4 7843.2 Civic Straight LoweredRigi      M 

Test#18 1,581 80.3 508 42    14.0 1102.0 1711.0 Tauru Angled LoweredRigi 

¯ 
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consideration, however, is the fact that large        ¯ 

angles may affect responses in some impacts. 

Truck fronts with large deflecting angles may be 

more aggressive in certain collision modes, e.g., 

~A 
~B ~C. ~~’[_J [ [ 11 

front centered impacts, side impacts etc. 

[--I [-q ~ 1, * Impact speeds tested (40-50 mph)resulted in less ¯ 

structural damage to the car than was observed in 

the fatal NASS cases reviewed. The initial 

~ 

~ 

~ 
~~~/ 

analysis performed with the CRASH-3 modelspeeds occurring 
F 13 tt I resulted in a selection of a 40 mph impact speed, 

thinking this was representative of the impacts 
0do, 

7~°d°s in real-world crashes. This was ¯ 

later revised upward based upon estimates of 

energy absorbed by the truck. Even this higher 
J L M speed did not duplicate the car damage patterns 

seem in real-world crashes. It is estimated that 

D 
~ 

" 
~*’** impact speeds on the order of 65 mph, and/or 

crabbing the impacting truck, and/or having both ¯ 

vehicles moving will be necessary to produce 

occupant compartment intrusions similar to those 

noted in most of the NASS crash cases reviewed. 

Figure 8. Truck/Car Aggressivity Test Collision 

Geometries * If it is assumed that all the kinetic energy of 
car/truck eollision must be consumed in the ¯ 

vehicle-to-vehicle contact portion of the overall 

¯ Certain damage patterns evident in NASS eases crash event, it will be difficult to practicably 

were not reproduced in the crash tests, address this issue through modifications to truck 

specifically eases in which a large part of the side front end designs, especially at the higher impact 

of the ear was severely compromised by a raking speeds (60-65 mph) being contemplated. Clearly, 

action of the truck. It is anticipated that large present car occupant protection systems, (i.e., ¯ 

offsets and test conditions with both Vehicles restraint systems, front end structural 

moving (or with the truck crabbed, i.e., the deformation/energyabsorptionproperties, ete.)are 

longitudinal axis of the truck being 15o from the designed to cope with impact speeds in the 30-35 

longitudinal travel path of the vehicle), and/or mph range, within the context of present 1000 

higher impact speeds are required to simulate this HIC/60 g chest deceleration criteria. If future 

effect. These conditions were not implemented work in the 50+mph range is to proceed, ¯ 

because of practical difficulties in crabbing a appropriate benehrnarks will be needed for 

heavy test vehicle, gauging whether improvement or success has 

been achieved. With this in mind, it is clear from 
¯ Vehicles did not deflect in the modified 300 these initial tests, that some combination of 

angled truck fronts tests. The trajectory of the energy absorption and deflection will be needed 

ear did not change significantly in the tests with to accommodate both the impact speed and truck ¯ 

the lowered deflecting truck front. Angles larger mass constraints that are evident. The notion of 

than 30°, or truck fronts with compound angles whether it is acceptable to redirect a 

will likely be required to deflect an oncoming ear striking/struck car will have to be judged in terms 

in front impacts, of whether it is better to do this compared to the 

consequences that often occur now when these 

¯ Large angles/offset may be required for two vehicle types collide. This question can ¯ 

deflection. This was demonstrated by Test # 18, more reasonably be debated when the concept for 

where a compound angle simulated truck front achieving the technical objective (i.e., 

structure did deflect the approaching car, but the absorption/redirection) is better defined and 

subsequent trajectory of the car was not refined and more crash data have been reviewed 

satisfactory; it rolled over. Additional work is to better bracket the impact speed range at which 

needed to determine a truck front end shape that fatal ear/truck collisions occur. ¯ 

will absorb some kinetic energy while deflecting 

a ear in a "stable" trajectory. A confounding 
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SUMMARY 

Research has been underway within the U.S. for the past 14 REFERENCES 

years directed at identifying practicable methods by which the 

truck occupant crash protection performance of heavy vehicles Clarke, R.M., and Leasure, Jr., W.A., Truck Occupant 

could be improved. The characteristics of heavy truck crashes Protection, USDOT Report No. DOT-HS-807-081, 1986 
¯ resultihg in truck occupant fatalities differ markedly from 

those in which smaller vehicles are involved and, for that Labra, J., Impact Attenuators for Motor Vehicles - A 

reason, a different set of criteria by which to gauge relative Feasibility Study, USDOT Report No. FHWA RD-82/160, 

performance has evolved and been applied in efforts to 1960 

improve performance in this regard. Progress has been steady 

and has been marked by an unusual degree of cooperation Mak, K.K., Beason, W.L., Hirsch, T.J., and Campise, W.L., 

between government and industry as well as steadfast resolve Oblique Angle Crash Tests of Loaded Heavy Trucks into an 

and sustained willingness to make progress. These efforts are Instrumented Wall, USDOT Report No. DOT-HS-807 256 

paying off. Medium/heavy truck occupant fatalities decreased 

46 percent between 1984 and 1992, in large part because of National Transportation Safety Board, Safety Study: 

improved restraint system designs and greatly increased usage Fatigue, Alcohol, other Drugs, and Medical Factors in 

¯ rates (55 percent in 1991, up from 6 percent in 1982), both of Fatal-to-the-Driver Heavy Truck Crashes, NTSB Report 

which were byproducts of this program. No. NTSB/SS-90, February, 1990 

More recently, work has been initiated to assess whether Rice, R.S., Heavy Truck Pilot Crash Test - Rollover, 

anything practicable can be done, in terms of the design of USDOT Report No. DOT-HS-807-256, 1981 

truck front end structures, to reduce the number of fatalities 

that are sustained among occupants of other, generally smaller 

vehicles, which are involved in collisions with heavy trucks 

each year. Early work in this area indicates that the most 

effective crash energy management approach may be designs 

which only partially absorb the kinetic energy generated in 

such crashes, leaving residual kinetic energy to be dissipated 

¯ 
after the two vehicles have been redirected away from each 

other. 

Further improvements are anticipated in the future as a 

result of both these programs. 

¯ 
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ABSTRACT safety. For years, the passenger car industry has been ¯ 
concerned with the crash safety of its cars. Using a 

Recent research on buses has associated life combination of crash tests and computer simulation, crash 

threatening danger with bus rollover. As a result, an alarmed performance has been researched and improved. Recently~ 
industry has focused attention on the need to develop a these concerns and ideas have carried over to the bus 
stronger bus structure that protects survival space in the industry, especially in the area of bus rollover. 
event of a rollover. Already in effect in Australia is a Focusing on Japan, the number of bus rollover ¯ 
regulation concerning the performance of buses in rollover accidents from the years 1982 - 1989 results in only 178 
accidents and a similar regulation is being considered in incidents or slightly less than 1% of total bus accidents 
Europe. during that time period (see Table 1) (*). However, Figure 1 

However, because improving rollover performance 
currently requires many iterations of testing and 
development, there is need for a less costly and more Table 1 . 
efficient development process. One alternative is the Yearly Number of Bus Rollover 

combined use of computer simulation and rollover testing. Accidents From ’82-’89 
As a step in this direction, this paper describes the computer 
simulation of a bus rollover test. ’82 ’83 ’84 ’85 ’86 ’87 ’88 ’89 

First, as a base, a live rollover test was conducted and 
the mode of deformation was studied. Next, window pillar ~ 19 18 15 31 33 20 28 14 . 
test pieces were impact tested for absorbed energy 
characteristics. These impact tests were then simulated with 
the finite element code LS-DYNA in order to study efficient 
and accurate modelling techniques. Applying the knowledge .- Rollover 18 
gained, a complete bus structure involving shells, beams and r~ Fire accidents 3 ¯ ¯ ~m Railroad crossing I rotational springs was developed and a rollover test was ¯ 
simulated. 

The simulation results compared well with the live test 
results in both deformation mode and amount of 
deformation. From this simulation, it was determined that 
42% of the initial potential energy was absorbed as plastic 
deformation and the remaining 58% was dissipated as elastic ¯ 
energy. The results confirmed the usefulness of the bus 
model. 

INTRODUCTION Figure 1. Breakdown of all bus accidents 

Heightened concern over automobile safety has led the 
resulting in over 10 casualties (’50-’85). 

¯ 
industry to focus more research and development efforts on 

(*)Ishigaki, Hideo, "Survey and ResearchConcerning Bus 
Safety" (Japanese Text), JARI, 1993. 
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shows the breakdown of bus accidents resulting in more than 
10 casualties from the time period of 1950 - 1985 (*). Bus 
rollovers account for 82% of these accidents, illustrating the Rotati on al vel oci ty 
life threatening danger associated with rollover. This type of 
research has led concerned bus manufacturers in Japan to 

research and develop stronger bus structures which 

:! 11 

¯ maximize survival space in the event of a rollover. ~ , . 
This need for a stronger bus structure has also been [ [ 

recognized on an international scale, prompting the drafting 
of bus rollover regulations in both Australia and Europe. 
Effective since 1992, a regulation known as ADR59 in 
Australia, terms bus rollover testing criteria that must be met 

¯ by all buses in a specific class. In Europe, a similar / 
regulation, known as ECE66, is also being proposed. 

As the emphasis on a stronger bus structures increases, I ©1 
so will research, development and testing in this area. 
However, similar to the passenger car industry, a less cosily 
and more efficient development procedure applying 

¯ computer simulation is needed. Taking a step in this Figure 3. Regulation ADR59 test conditions. 

direction, this paper describes the development of a complete 
bus model and confirms the feasibility of using computer In accordance with ADR59 specifications, the bus was 
simulation to study bus rollover, placed on a platform located 800 millimeters above concrete 

To accomplish this, first an actual bus rollover test was ground, which was then given a rotational velocity of 0.03 

conducted and the bus deformation mode was studied. From rads/s about its longitudinal axis until the bus free fell to the 
¯ the study, it was determined that reproducing the ground. After impact, the buses’ residual survival space was 

deformation at three areas would be critical in reproducing measured according to the regulation and window pillar 

overall bus deformation. These three areas were then deformation was also measured. 
individually studied and modelled for bending The tested small-sized bus passed all ADR59 

characteristics. The complete bus model then. incorporated specifications and the final impacted bus shape is shown in 

¯ 
these modelling techniques and bus rollover was simulated. Figure 4. It was noticed that there was little difference in 

LIVE ROLLOVER TEST 

To gain a better understanding of the nature of bus 
rollover and its mode of deformation, a live rollover test was 
conducted on a small-sized bus (see Figure 2) and the test 
was carried out as shown in Figure 3. 

¯ ~ Final bus deformation 

o 

6,990 

Total l. engLh 6990mm 

Total Width 

Total }]et g1~ t 2836mm 

Veh i c I e We I eh t 4a Z 0~e ~ Defo~ed shape 
Ri fl i ng C~pac 1 ty ~ax29per sons ..o-- Origin~ shape 

Figu~ 2. Bus dimensions. 
Defo~ed outline 

Figure 4. Ro]lover test results. 

(*)Is~g~, ~o, "S~ey ~d Re~chConce~ng Bus 
Safety" (Ja~se Text), JARI, 1993. 
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deformation between the front of the bus and the rear of the DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC PILLAR 

bus. It was also noticed that the deformation at the impacted DEFORMATION 

side of the bus was slightly larger than the deformation at the 
opposite side. Most important, however, was the In order to understand the bending characteristics that 
deformation at the base of the window pillar, the roof - could’nt be obtained from the live rollover test and to model 
window pillar junction and the floor - side pillar junction, the plastic deformation of the window pillars, window pillar 
The deformation of these three areas determined much of the test pieces were individually studied. First window pillar test 

bus body’s overall deformed shape and an accurate pieces were impact tested and the amount of absorbed energy 
modelling of these three areas would produce an accurate was calculated. Next, the impact test was simulated on 
simulation, different window pillar models and the results were 

Overall, the live rollover test provided base data for the compared with live test results. The most accurate and 

rollover simulation and also provided valuable insight into efficient model was then chosen for incorporation in the 

the bus deformation mode. It was determined that an complete bus model. 

accurate modelling of the base of the window pillar, the roof 
- window pillar junction, and the floor - side pillar junction Impact Test 
required an individual study of these three area~. The main 

study focused on modelling the plastic deformation of the As showa in Figure 5, the impact test device consisted 

window pillars, of a steel frame and a falling, impacting weight. The 
impacting weight, or impactor, consisted of two parts and 

/’~,~/n n e r) 

, . 

Upper 

~!pa r t 

~./ Load Lower 

~ cell 
part 

Tes ~ p i ece Imp~c~or cons ~ ruc~ i on 

Figure 5. Impact test. 
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¯ 
weight was adjustable by placing plates in between the two displacement curve was obtained. The impact test data was 
parts and bolting them together. The tip of the impactor had then used as a base for the development of an accurate and 
a semi-cylindrical shape to allow for a constant loading efficient window pillar model. 
throughout impact and a load cell was located on the 
impactor neck. The test piece was securely fixed to a test Computer Simulation 

¯ bench. 
The initial conditions of the impact test included the Simulations of the pillar impact tests were carried out 

weight of the impactor and the height from which it fell. using the finite element code LS-DYNA and applied the 

These conditions were adjusted until the velocity just before same conditions as the live test. A model of the simulation is 
impact and the final pillar deformation matched that of the shown in Figure 7. All parts were modelled with shell 
live bus rollover test. The final mass was set at 40kg and the 

¯ final height was set at 1:7 meters~ 
From the above conditions, the mass was released and Pillar Impactor 

the test pillar was impacted. The load during impact was 
recorded using the load cell and the pillar displacement was 
recorded using high-speed video. Finally, the impactor’s -’,-- 
velocity just before impact was measured with a laser ~~. ’-" ~: ..................... " 

¯ measuring device. 
The final impacted window pillar is shown in Figure 6. 

The deformation mode of the live bus rollover was 
reproduced in the pillar test and the pillar’s force - 

¯                                                            Figure 7. Finite element model of pillar test. 

elements and the material that was used for the pillar shells 
was an elastic-plastic material which accounted for strain 
rate using the Cowper and Symonds model (*). Discrete 
springs were used to fix the model and the lo~iding device 

¯ was given the same weight and impact velocity as in the 
experiment, 40 kg and 4.95 m/s respectively. 

Using the above initial conditions, impact tests were 
carried out on three different pillar models with varying 
mesh sizes. According to the explicit method of LS-DYNA, 
a stable calculation requires that the smallest shell be large 

¯ enough so that a sound wave will not pass through the 
Pillar test element within a given time step (**). Because the velocity 

of a sound wave through metal is approximately 5.0E+6 mm/ 
s and the generally used time step is 1.0E-6 seconds, the 
smallest shell size that can be calculated within this time step 
is a 5mm x 5mm shell. Larger shell sizes reduce calculation 

¯ time at the expense of solution accuracy. In order to find an 
accurate and efficient shell size, Model 1 used a 5mm x 5ram 
shell, Model 2 used a 10ram x 10mm shell and Model 3 used 
a 20ram x 20mm shell. 

The deformation modes are shown in Figure 8. The 
deformation modes of Model 1 and Model 2 show good 

¯ agreement with the actual test while Model 3 showed an 
hour-glass mode (zero-energy deformation) because the 
shell size was too large. Figure 9 shows the force - 
displacement curves of the actual test, Model 1 and Model 2. 

Vehicle test 
Model 2 shows a 18% error in final pillar displacement. 
Model 1, on the other hand, shows only a 2% error in final 

¯ pillar displacement . 
Figure 6. Pillar deformation mode. Based on these results, the 5mm x 5mm shell was the 

most accurate and efficient solution. The mode .of 

(*)Jones, Norman, "Structural Impact", Cambridge University 
Press, 1989. 

(**)Hallquist, J.O., "LS-DYNA 3D Theoretical Manual", 
¯ - 1779 - LivermoreSoftwareTechnology Corporation, 1989. 



and this information was applied to the complete bus model. 

OF FULL Experiment DYNAMIC ANALYSIS VEHICLE 
ROLLOVER 

~ 
applied the The full vehicle model knowledge gained 

applied from the pillar analysis and also other techniques for 
an accurate and efficient rollover simulation. Simulation 

Simulation results were compared to live test results for accuracy. 

Bus Model                  . 

Figure 8. Deformation mode.                             The final bus model focused on accurately modelling 

the deformation at the three important areas: the base of the 
window pillar; the roof - window pillar junction; and the 

!1 /\ floor - side pillar junction. It was determined from the live 

3o’t !’ _\ Model "1 
rollover test that the influence of the side panels, windows, 
etc., to the overall rollover strength of the bus was negligible ~ 

l~l~~iild~ilt and therefore, modeling was limited to frame members. 

~ 
While most frame members were modelled as simple 

oO 
beams, the window pillars were modelled using a 
combination of beams and shells. The previous individual 
pillar simulation showed the location of plastic strain and in 
this area the window pillar was modelled with shell elements. 

I~ 
./ In areas where plastic deformation did not occur, the window \~ "--x. 

pillar was modelled with beam elements. 
The full vehicle model used another modelling 

technique to express the deformation that occurs at the roof- 
window pillar and floor-side pillar junctions. The two 

IlJ //~ / 

junctions were individually studied for moment-angle 
characteristics by modelling the junction with shells and 

o 300 applying moments. The moment-angle characteristics were 
Di spl acement(rnm) calculated and then expressed in the full vehicle model as 

rotational springs. Figure 9. Force-displacement curves. 
Figure 11 shows the complete bus model that was used 

in the rollover simulation. The model consisted of 

deformation, the amount of deformation and the amount of approximately 22000 nodes and elements. In order to 

absorbed energy all agreed reasonably well with the live minimize calculation time, the bus model’s initial position 

impact test. This shell size was chosen for incorporation into was set equal to the position of the bus just before impact 
the full bus model, with the concrete ground. The initial bus velocity was input 

With the pillar mesh size determined, a separate study in the y-direction only (the direction perpendicular to the 

investigated the location of plastic strain(See Figure 10). ground) because the live rollover test showed that the x- 
The results of Model 1 showed the location of plastic strain velocity (horizontal) of the bus amounted in only a few 

percent of the y-velocity (vertical) ofthe bus. 

Pl asti c strai n 

-g,-.-. 
Figure 10. Location of plastic strain. 
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Rollover Simulation Results the time sequence of the bus deformation mode. Similar to 
the live rollover test, the overall deformation was largely 

The full vehicle rollover was simulated on a CRAY- determined by the plastic hinge at the base of the window 
YMP and required 11 hours to calculate. Figure 12 shows pillar (see Figure 13); the deformation at the roof- window 

Vehicle test Simulation 

.Q 
Oms 

¯ 
80ms 

¯ 
160ms 

¯ 
240ms 

Figure 12. Time sequence of deformation modes. 
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¯ / from the front to the rear of the bus. Also, as was seen in the 

/ live roilover test, the deformation at the impacted side of the 

bus was slightly larger than the deformation at the non- 

impacted side. Most importantly, however, the total 

deformation resulted in less than 10% difference between the 

live rollover test. 
¯ Figure 15 shows how the simulation distributed initial 

Energy absorbed as Energy absobed as 
¯ elastic deformation plastic deformation 

58 42~ 
$i mul ati on 

~ Window pillar (plastic)           ~1 7~ 

~ Floor~-side pillar junction (plastic)1 4~ 

¯                                                  i111111~ Roof-window pillar junct ion (plastic) ~ 1 ~ 

Vehi cl e test                 I---] All mernbers (elast ic)           5 8 ~ 

Figure 13. Pillar deformation mode. Figure 15. Percent distribution of absorbed energy 

(simulation). 
pillar junction; and the deformation at the floor - side pillar 

¯ junction. All three areas show good agreement with the live 
rollover test. 

potential energy. Forty-two percent of the total energy was 

The amount of final bus deformation is shown in absorbed as plastic deformation at the window pillar base, 

Figure 14. This amount remains roughly the same going 
the roof - window pillar junction and the floor - side pillar 
junction. The remaining 58% of the total energy was 
dissipated as elastic energy. 

~ Experiment 
¯ ’~ S i mul ation CONCLUSION 

O Keeping in mind model efficiency and accuracy, the 
�~ roilover simulation focused on three areas: the base of the 

E window pillar; the roof- window pillar junction; and the 
~ floor - side pillar junction. It was determined that the 

¯ o 
~ deformation modes in these three areas were fundamental to 

rollover simulation. To accurately express the 
characteristics of these three areas, the final bus model 
combined two modelling techniques. One technique 
involved modelling the base of the window pillar with shell 

F r ont ,--, Rea r elements and non-deforming areas with beam elements. This 
O Figure 14. Pillar deformation from allowed for a comparison of plastic deformation modes 

the front of the bus to the rear. while keeping calculation time to a minimum. The other 
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technique involved using rotation springs at the roof -                                                        ¯ 

window pillar and floor - side pillar junctions to express the 
bending characteristics in those areas. Based on results that 
showed good agreement between the simulation and the live 
test, the use of these two techniques is effective in the 
simulation of full vehicle bus rollover. 
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Unsafe Practices of Lorry Drivers on Long Gradients 

C. T~tard, J. P. Roum~goux 
Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur S6curit6 
France 

¯     Paper n* 94 S 11 W 12 
INTRODUCTION 

ABSTRACT 
The express road between the Mont Blanc 

The road between the Mont-Blanc Tunnel Tunnel and Le Fayet carries a high level of daily 
and Le Fayet (20 km) is a continuous gradient traffic (1800 to 2500 heavy vehicles/day). This 
with a difference in elevation of about 700 m. traffic consists essentially of semi-trailers which 

O Inertia forces the driver to constantly retard his are involved in a large number of accidents. The 
vehicle by means of the different braking systems profile of the road descends continuously over a 
(service brake, engine brake, exhaust brake, drive distance of approximately 20 kilometres, with a 
shaft brake). This study was motivated by difference in elevation of 700 metres and many 
accidents involving lorries which were caused by bends. 
a loss of effectiveness of overheating brakes. The 

~ aim was to identify the factors of risk and to Two types of factors which relate to the 
suggest appropriate measures to reduce them. The safety of lorries should be considered. These are 
results enabled us to identify four driving those which are not linked to the specific features 
strategies. Two of these are hazardous because of the site, in particular those constraints which 
the driver applies the service brake too much result from working conditions (Hamelin, 1987) 
thereby causing the brake to overheat. Two and those which are linked to the characteristics 

¯ factors cause these hazardous strategies: the of the route, i.e. intensive use of service brakes 
difficulties which inexperienced drivers have in which leads to a reduction in their effectiveness 
implementing the necessary speed control skills because of overheating. 
(namely the selection of an appropriate gear 
ratio), and working conditions (for example Although in theory lorries are designed in 
loading delays and mechanical incidents), coping such a way that the engine brake (which depends 

~ with which sometimes leads to risk taking on the selected gear ratio) enables them to 
amongst experienced drivers. A variety of descend any gradient without using their service 
recommendations have been made: guidance and brakes, it would appear that selection of the 
information measures, recovery measures, correct gear ratio and more generally control of 
professional training for driving on difficult 
routes. 
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speed by using the different braking systems* are 
aspects of the driving task which drivers find Accident analysis 
difficult to perform, in particular in the case of 
long descending gradients. Our purpose was to The accident reports from 48 accidents 
reveal the strategy used by drivers, the factors involving lorries which occurred between January 
from which these arise and the impact of these 1987 and October 1989 were examined. This 
strategies on brake temperatures, to identify analysis made it possible to identify the critical 
which factors are instrumental in causing points on the route and reveal the effect of certain 
accidents and to suggest measures which could variables. 
make the site less hazardous. This study has been 
conducted by amultidisciplinary team composed Field observations of the strategies 
of apsychoergonomist, aphysicist, andhighway adopted by drivers in descending the 
engineers, gradient 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE 68 .lorries were followed on the route by two 
research workers in a vehicle equipped with a 

The route can be divided into five video camera which filmed the lorries and their 
sections, according to alignment and environmen- surroundings and a device which displayed the 
tal characteristics (Figure 1) : speed of the lorry which was in the field of view 

- Two "difficult" sections (1 and 5) with of the camera. The following parameters were 
steep grades (7 %) and tight curves that require collected: the speed of the lorry, measured at ten 
low speed which should be achieved by other second intervals in order to have detailed 
means than exclusive use of the service brake information about speed changes and to make 
(engine brake, exhaust brake, drive shaft brake), comparisons between different vehicles; the 
Section 1 is a two-lane road (one lane each way). utilization of service brakes, by timing the 
Section 5 is a four-lane divided road (on two illumination of stop lamps, from which the 
different levels)equipped with a "full-width" frequency and duration of braking can be 
escape ramp located on the left-hand side of the determined as well as various variables such as 
road, upstream of the les Egratz curve, the age of the driver, the type of lorry, 

- Two "easy" sections (2 and 4) which nationality, the size of the load, manoeuvres 
allow the driver to drive at the speed of his choice performed, and weather conditions. 
and which do not require significant retarding .. 
(less steep gradient (2 %), wider curves). Driver ~nterviews 
However, on section 4, two zones with a 4 % 
grade should be noted. These two sections have By analysing accident reports and making 
four lanes, field observations it was possible to build up a 

- Section 3 separates the two preceding picture of the hazards on the route and the types 
sections. Its gradient is not steep, but the tight of strategy adopted by drivers. In order to 
curves cannot be negotiated at high speed and the understand the factors behind these strategies in- 
truck must slow down. This section is a two-lane de.pth interviews were carried out of 14 drivers 
road (one lane each way). using the route. These drivers communicated not 

only their own experience but also that of their 
METHODOLOGY colleagues. 

The studyusedcomplementarymethods. Modelling of braking forces and brake 
temperature 

The SIVA simulation model (Roum6goux, 
* Lorries are fitted with three braking systems which may 1988) was used. This computes, on a second by 
be used separately or in combination. These are the service second basis, the energy of each of the external 
brakes, the engine brake (which requires the driver to select forces which are applied to the vehicle. The 
a gearbox ratio in accordance with his desired speed), the braking force, and the way this is distributed 
exhaust brake which closes the exhaust pipe (thereby between the different systems which are available 
increasing the. effectiveness of the engine brake), to slow down the vehicle (service brake, engine Furthermore, some lorries are fitted with a drive shaft 
brake, brake, exhaust brake) depends on the utilization 
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section 5 

[ section 4 3 km section 3 section 2 
+7% 

[ 3,2kin 
+2-4% 

I 3,Sk~ 4,4km 
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Chamonix 

Tunnel 

Le Fayet Runaway lruck ramp 
Egratz curve 

I 

¯ 
sectionl //     cT/un el~ 

3,5 km 
+6-7% 

Figure 1. Map of the route 

¯ of the gear box, which is an item of input data for THE SPEED CONTROL STRATEGY OF 
the model. The temperature which is computed is DRIVERS AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
the average temperature of a brake drum on the ON THE STATE OF THE BRAKES 
driving axle, which is that which bears the 
greatest load (13 tons in the case of a 38 ton lorry Lorry accidents 
consisting of a single driving axle tractor with a 

¯ semi-trailer). The temperature is calculated at Two thirds of accidents take place on 
intervals of one second using the following descending gradients*, and many of these (22 out 
relationship: of 33) are due to overheating of brakes (Figure 

2). These accidents are concentrated on section 5, 
m.C.(T2 - T1) = E - (10 + 0,5.V.).(T1 - Ta).t before the Les Egratz bend, which drivers fail to 

negotiate due to their inability to slow down. 
O where m is the mass of the brake drum, C is the Lack of driving experience is partly to blame, 

specific heat capacity of the material (cast iron ), 3.8% of drivers involved in accidents have had 
T1 and T2 are respectively the temperature of the their licence for less than one year. 5 of the 8 
drum at the beginning and at the end of the accidents which occurred outside section 5 
calculation step, E is the braking energy involve overheating brakes (2 of these took place 

~ dissipated in the drum during the calculation step, in section 1). This gives the impression that the 
V is the average speed of the lorry during the high rates of involvement in section 5 are not 
calculation step, Ta is the ambient temperature connected with problems which are specific to 
(assumed to be 15"C) and t is the duration of the that section but with the fact that some drivers 
calculation step (t= lsec), have a poor speed control strategy during the 

* In climbing, the accidents (one third of the total) involve 
above all drivers without experience of the route (43% of 
the drivers involved in accidents have had their driving 
licences for less than one year) and of carrying suspended 
loads. These drivers enter the two small-radius curves of 
section 1 too fast and the swaying of the loads causes the 
lorry to tip over. These accidents involve no injuries. 
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¯ 
Frequency                                              n=24 e= 18 

24 
n=All accidents 

21 e=accidents due to brake failures from overheating 

18 
n=16 

I"Is1 ¯ 

15 IS2 

12 I~iS3 

9 []$4 ¯ 

6 n=3 n=4 
[] $5 

e=2              e=2 
3                                          n=l n=l 

e=0 e=l 

0 ~ ¯ 

Climbing Descending 

Figure 2. Accidents by route sections 

whole of the run with the critical temperature end of section 5 (Figure 3),a temperature below ¯ 
threshold being exceeded as a result of the the critical zone (which is 250 to 300°C). 
braking which takes place in section 5. ~ - speeds are higher (40 to 80 

km/h depending on the section) and more 
Driver speed control strategies irregular. These drivers take advantage of the 

easy zones, using low gears on the steep 
Dispersions between drivers are of greater gradients and high gears on the less steep ¯ 

importance than average values (Table 1). gradients. The service brakes are used in order to 
Dispersions are very high, in particular as regards shift down when necessary: however, the rate of 
rates of braking. This shows that considerable use does not exceed 30%. Twenty’five percent of 
differentiation exists between the speed control the drivers selected this strategy, and we did not 
strategies which dri~vers adopt. These strategies observe here any differences related to age. The 
fall into four groups: temperature profile is similar to that of the ¯ 

preceding strategy at the end of section 1. It 
~ - the drivers select a low and reaches 250°C on section 4 and then remains at 

constant speed (13 to 60 km/h depending on the this level. 
section). They make no or very little use of the ~ - this is used by 10% of the 
service brake (use rate between 0 and 10%). They drivers. Speeds are rather low, comparable to 
choose the lowest gear* and make maximum use those of strategy 1, but the service brake is used ¯ 
of engine braking and of the exhaust brake. This all the time to slow down the lorry (some rates are 
strategy is encountered in most cases (60% of the over 80%). These drivers select a high gear ratio. 
drivers) and is more frequently used by drivers The engine brake is ineffective because it lets the 
over 30 years of age. The use of this strategy lorry speed up so that use of the service brake is 
brings the service brake close to 180°C by the required to control speed. This strategy is more 

often used by young drivers. It can be divided     ¯ 
into sub-strategies according to the gear used: 
strategy 3a, intermediate gear: strategy 3b, high 

* For instance, for a gear box with 9 ratios, on a 7% gear. The use of strategy 3 lets the brakes reach 
gradient, at 25 km/h: temperatures of between 370 and 470"C at the 
- low gear: 4th, 1,900 revolutions per minute end of the route, depending on the gear used. The 
-intermediate gear: 5th, 1400 revolutions per minute critical zone is reached at the beginning of ¯ 
- high gear: 6th, 1,000 revolutions per minute 

¯ 
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¯ Table 1 
Average speeds (krn/h) and brake use rates (%) on each section 

Speed (krn/h)               Brake use rate (%) 
Section S 1 $5 $2 $4 $3 S 1 $5 $2 $4 $3 
Average 28 34 67 61 47 22 19 6 13 15 

Stand. dev. 6 10 15 7 10 23 19 5 13 9 
¯ Minimum 12 12 41 32 35 0 0 0 0 2 

Maximum 53 55 85 86 64 83 87 23 60 50 

TemNrature (°C) 
¯ 500 

400 

¯ 300 Strategy n° 3b 

.... Strategy n° 3a 

200 Strategy n° 2 

¯                                                                                          Strategy n° 1 

100 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 

I s , on 1 II  Uon 2 !lseca°n 3 Ilsect. 411 secaon 5I 
Figure 3. Evolution of the temperature of the service brake 
according to the strategy selected by the driver 

¯ 
section 4 for strategy 3a and already at section 2 With strategy 2, the temperature reaches 
for strategy 3b. the neighbourhood of the critical zone on section 
~ - the speeds are the same as 3, and then remains around this level. The brake 

in strategy 2, but little use is made of the service remains effective, but these vehicles are in 
brake because the drivers use a drive shaft brake, borderline conditions, and from section 4 and 

¯ It should be noted that very few lorries are onwards the drivers have a narrower margin of 
equipped with this system, safety for the rest of the route than with strategy 

Of the four strategies used by the drivers, 1. In fact, the brake could be ineffective for 
two allow the service brake to maintain its emergency stops. 
efficiency: strategy 4, consisting of using the 
drive shaft brake, and strategy 1, in which the Factors involved in strategy selection 

¯ driver uses both a low gear and the exhaust brake 
to descend the gradient. Strategy 3 appears to be a Length of the descending gradient and 
high-risk strategy, particularly if a high gear is driving experience - The dominant factor is 
used (strategy 3b). In this case, the safety lack of driving experience, which is well 
threshold is already reached on section 2, and the illustrated by the fact that strategy 3 has above all 
driver will have an accident if he does not stop been observed in the case of young drivers. There 

¯ before the end of section 3. are two main reasons for the importance of this 

¯ 
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variable. Firstly, a high degree of skill is required ¯ 

to control speed on the route by using the Tunnel exit. There is a zone of 150 
different braking systems. Unlike sites where the metres with a 3% gradient between the tunnel exit 
different zones are localized, this route constantly and the start of section 1 which is used by drivers 
requires use of the techniques used in driving on to slow down to the speed needed for the low 
difficult sites. Next, the site requires two types of gear ratio required to adopt strategy 1 in the 
anticipation. Initially, it is important to react to the remainder of the run. Drivers who leave the ¯ 

length and steepness of the gradients, using the tunnel at 60 km/h achieve this without making 
brakes as little as possible in order to ensure that great demands on their brakes. Others, caught 
they remain effective on section 5. Experienced unawares by the change of gradient, brake 
drivers select a gear ratio at the start of section 1 violently which leads to a significant increase in 
which enables them to act in this way (strategy brake temperature. It is important for drivers to 
1), and continue thus until the end of section 4. have changed to the correct gear ratio for strategy ¯ 

These drivers have the freedom to drive at higher 1 before reaching section 1. A driver who fails to 
speeds during section 5 without endangering their do this will have difficulty changing to it later, as 
safety as their brakes are at maximum efficiency, changing down with a full load requires a specific 
In addition to this "overall management" of the technique in order not to remain in neutral. 
run, it is necessary to constantly anticipate bends Inexperienced drivers have not mastered this 
and changes in gradient. Speed and gear ratio technique and stay in too high a gear. 
changes must be made before the difficulty is 
reached. If a driver fails to do this, he will be - Presence of the "stop" indication. The 
obliged to brake in order for his lorry to be at the stop at the end of section 1 also influences 
correct speed to engage the desired gear (strategy strategy selection. Drivers drive more slowly in 
2 and 3). This repeated braking raises the this section because they know that they must 
temperature of the brakes which may reach the stop after 3.5 km. The drivers have stated that ¯ 

critical level at the end of section 1 or section 3. they would drive faster if the stop indication did 
not exist. 

Accident involvement among experienced 
drivers although less is not zero. While strategy 3 - "Easy" sections. Lorries drive at higher 
is employed by inexperienced drivers and strategy speeds on sections 2 to 4, but experienced drivers 
1 is employed by experienced drivers, strategy 2 continue to use the engine brake and exhaust ¯ 

i~g used by both groups of drivers. What brake so as not to have to make demands on the 
distinguishes the two groups is the reasons which service brakes. Drivers who allow the lorry to 
l~rompt them to employ the strategy. In a way, pick up speed on these sections are forced to 
inexperienced driversdoso "by ignorance" or a brake regularly to maintain a speed of 
failure to master the appropriate driving approximately 80 km/h. 

¯ techniques. Experienced drivers are aware of the 
correct strategy which they employ as a rule. - Section 5. Drivers are agreed that this 
However, as a result of the constraints of work, section contains no greater difficulties than 
late running occasionally leads them to abandon section 1, on condition that the brakes have not 
the strategy in an attempt to make up time. previously been used excessively. When they 

~ have been used excessively they are at best near 
Characteristics of the run - The tunnel. The the critical temperature, and can at any moment 
temperature of brakes may increase while driving become inoperative when reapplied. It should be 
inside the tunnel (10 km in length). The tunnel stressed that there is no warning about a loss of 
has a descending gradient (2.5%) for its last 5 effectiveness. This occurs abruptly when the 
kilometres. Experienced drivers use the exhaust brakes are reapplied, for example at the Les 
brake in order to have a speed of 60 to 70 km/h Egratz bend. 

¯ without using their service brakes, which are at a 
temperature of 27"C at the tunnel exit. Other The large number of accidents on section 
drivers allow themselves to be pushed on by the 5 is not therefore due to specific difficulties on it, 
slope and maintain a speed of approximately 80 but is linked to a bad strategy of speed control 
km/h by regularly applying pressure to the using the different braking systems which 
brakes, which have reached a temperature of frequently starts with the beginning of the run in 
66*Catthetunnelexit. the tunnel. This bad strategy brings the ¯ 
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temperature of the brakes up to a critical level in overtaken by other vehicles. Also, as braking 
the course of the run. The steepness of the problems may occur well before the end of 
gradients and, in particular, the length of the section 5, the chance of recovery must be offered 
descending slope make the driving task before this point. In a study carried out by Eck 
particularly difficult for inexperienced drivers and Lechok (1980), drivers who were questioned 
who employ strategies which involve excessive about the best location for an escape run replied 
use of service brakes, due to ignorance of the run as follows: 10% at the end of the slope, 37% in 
or the appropriate driving techniques. Some the middle and 53% between the middle and the 
experienced drivers who adopt the correct end. These considerations and the results 
strategies may, as a result of occasional working obtained as a whole have led us to make the 
constraints, abandon them in favour of strategies following proposals. A full width escape ramp 
which suit these constraints, but which are should be installed on the right at the start of 
harmful for the temperature of the brakes. This section 5. In view of the land which is already 
difference between the two categories of drivers occupied, the only possible location is at the 
is important as regards the measures which can be Ch~telard tunnel (Figure 1). An additional escape 
suggested. While informatory measures may have ramp (full or half width) should be created on the 
a positive influence on inexperienced drivers, right opposite the one before the Les Egratz bend. 
they are most likely to be ineffective in the case of 
experienced drivers who employ a hazardous Other measures. We shall briefly 
strategy "voluntarily". mention the following: improvement of the ability 

of brakes to withstand high temperatures, making 
MEASURES ANI) it compulsory for lorries, at least those which 
RECOMMENDATIONS undertake long gradients, to be fitted with a drive 

shaft brake, improvement of conditions of work, 
These results have led us to recommend particularly as regards constraints which oblige 

the following measures: drivers to take risks, covering techniques for 
driving on difficult sites during driver training. 

Guidance and information- this 
would essentially consist of installing signing CONCLUSION 
along the route. The purpose of this would be to 
help drivers with little knowledge of the run to Although this study was based on a 
select a correct gear ratio in time at different specific route it has made it possible to highlight 
points along the run. This signing would begin at number of general factors relating to the strategies 
the tunnel entry, where, as has already been seen, adopted by drivers to control their speed in long. 
the problems may begin. The signing would descending gradients. It has been shown that 
supply several types of information: the existence while accidents mostly occur at the end of the 
and steepness of gradients at different points route, control needs to be of a type which makes 
along the route and the recommended speed for few demands on the service brakes from the start 
different types of lorry. A system of this type of the slope (and even before this). Accident 
already exists in the USA (Grade Severity Rating involvement at the end of the run is frequently,~:~ 
System). Other types of aid can be considered: merely the final consequence of selecting an 
driver guidance through CB radio, a vehicle- unsuitable strategy. 
borne aid system (either interactive beacons along Although the main factors which~ 
the route, or on-board computers which contain determine the selection of strategies do not seem 
information about various descending gradients), to be directly linked to the site (experience of 

driving, structural characteristics of road 
Recovery equipment- The study has transport), a number of measures may be 

shown that the escape ramp which is on the site implemented there in order to enable drivers to 
(Figure 1) was inadequate from two points of better "manage" their descending run and to make 
view. Firstly, it is located to the left of the the route more "error tolerant". The study has, in 
carriageway. Drivers stress the fact that in a panic particular, made it possible to determine the types 
situation their preferred avoidance manoeuvre is of equipment which would be desirable and 
to drive to the right. Furthermore, in 6 of the 18 where this should be installed. 
accidents observed on section 5, the drivers were In the case of action in the context of an 
prevented from using the ramp as they were being existing site very little freedom remains as regards 
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modification of road design. The results of such a                                                  ¯ 
study can however be utilized in the design of 
new infrastructure, on one hand to design layouts 
which pose fewer problems with respect to the 
driving task and on the other hand to make certain 
choices concerning road equipment for 
descending gradients (types and location, etc.)                                                       ¯ 

Lastly, we would like to finish by 
stressing the benefits of a multidisciplinary 
approach which has made it possible to provide 
an up-to-date account of the interactions between 
human and technical factors. We would also like 
to mention the benefits of collaboration between                                                    ¯ 
researchers and field engineers, the first of whom 
learn to take account of the constraints affecting 
the latter, and the latter gain a better 
understanding of the relationship between their 
actions and the practices of road users. The 
valuable assistance which was gained by the                                                    ¯ 
collaboration with road users in understanding the 
problems should also be mentioned. 
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ABSTRACT United Nations EconomicsCommission for Europe, 
which defines the characteristics of a front underrun 

In the future a second step in the protection of bar. Additionally, this solution must ensure that the 
car occupants in car to truck frontal crashes will front of the car functions in a comparable manner to 

¯ include some form of energy absorption by the that envisaged, in order to respect the requirements 
frontal structure of the truck, of frontal crashes in general, which are currently 

The results of recent studies into this type of being adopted. 
crash permits us to determine the most likely causes Moreover, these studies have shown that we 
from the diversity of real life conditions, from which could wait for further improvements in equipping the 
one or two typical situations can be brought out. trucks with an energy absorption device, working in 

¯ More difficult is a sufficiently accurate complement to the underrun device. Tests have 
evaluation of the situtions surrounding the two generally been carried out in the form of crashes 
vehicles involved, which is necessary when deciding using cars taken from the market place, and in 
upon a test speed representative of the majority of varying conditions. The analysis of the results is in 
real crashes, general quite different with regards to the level of 

At least the choice in the method of testing, approach speed, which was taken as the base 

¯ which should reproduce the situations of the car, its parameter. 
occupants and also the truck is questionable : how to So, one is now brought to define the conditions 
obtain a method, sufficiently simple, which is of evaluation that have been largely identified and 
representative of the complexity of the crash, will that will eventually become regulatory, which will 
remain valid for several years and does not limit the permit us to take a further step in the protection of 
choice in the improvement of the structures of car accupants. These conditions should free 

¯ trucks ? themselves from the market place cars, be simple 
enough to enable it to be applied industrially, and 

INTRODUCTION should not be design restrictive. 

During the past few years there has been a large DETERMINATION OF THE SITUATION OF 
number of studies carried out into this type of REFERENCE BY ACCIDENTOLOGY 
accident by various organisations within Europe. 

They have demonstrated that a large disparity The studies of accidents involving head-on 
exists between the structures of the frontal parts of collisions between heavy trucks and passengers cars 
heavy trucks and passengers cars, resulting with the has been made in different levels in France. 
car embedding itself beneath the front of the truck, The first level permits the determination of the 
often with rigid parts of the truck intruding into the main tendancies and of the ratio of accidents of this 
passenger compartment of the car. type against all accidents involving trucks and cars. 

O The first urgency, therefore, was to define the This evaluation can be made on a large number of 
conditions under which this type of behaviour should cases. The samples chosen here is the number of 
be avoided. It has been made by a regulation of the deaths in France during one year (I993). 
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This information originates from computerized The important differences in the architecture of 
discs made by the law enforcement organisations in trucks compared to cars requires that the structural 
France. Hence, a number of cases exist where the behaviour of the cars in the case of a frontal collision 
statistical representativeness is good and reliable. On with a truck .are very different. The previously 
the other hand, for each case the information is very obtained data is, therefore, unusable. 
generalised and with very little detail. Nevertheless, In order to determine the approach speed in 
they permit the identification of the types of vehicles head-on collisions between heavy trucks and cars, a 
involved, therefore their mass, the type of road and minimum number of experimental crash tests are 
the environment (rural or urban), the severity and the required to be performed, which may be used as a 
important aspects of the crash (the part concerning reference, as in the case of car to car crashes. 
the vehicles and their general movement), and in The results of the studies at these three levels 
particular to isolate the head-on collisions between shows one has sufficient elements to define quite well 
cars and heavy trucks, the conditions of crashes, actually encountered in 

The second level is the study of the case reports head-on collisions between heavy ti’ucks and cars and 
made by the law enforcement officers during the to determine the level of representativeness obtained 
occurance of a road accident, in selectioning one or more types af car and one or 

As this level the number of cases made available more crash configurations. On the other hand a 
to the research organisations is already much more determining element concerning the cireunstances of 
restrained (accidents involving deaths during 3 the accident is missing : a knowledge, sufficiently 
months in 1980 and during 1 year in 1990). On the accurate, of the approach speed of the vehicles. 
other hand, the amount of information available is 
increasing and the finesse of the data is much DETERMINATION OF AN 
improved. EVALUATION METHOD 

At this stage one has access to information 
concerning the site of the accident, which permits the Aim of the evaluation method of a deformable 
determination of the collision course, and to front underrunprotectionshallbe: 
photographs of the vehicles permitting the sizes of to work out improvements due to different 
the frontal part involved to be determined, solutions by reference to standards or regulations 

Unfortunately the manual treatment of this data is - to evaluate savings in the number of injuries 
extremely heavy. A system of coding and of its and deaths. 
computerisation is under way, but is not yet Nevertheless, the determination of such an 
operational, evaluation method should not eliminate technically 

The third level constitutes a detailled study of the sound solutions fulfilling the purpose of a front 
accidents, which is carried out by the specialised underrun device. 
research organisations. At this level, the number of Description of "reference points" : ouasi-real 
cases is very low, but, to the contrary, the quality test - The test is conducted with the truck to evaluate 
and the finesse of the information much better, and a car equipped with dummies. 

The detailed information is obtained on a number Actual crashes are characterized by a great 
of aspects, such as the type and the severity of the variation of conditions (type and mass of vehicles ; 
injuries, the circunstances of the accident (the variations in the strenght of cars ; crash conditions; 
vehicles involved, the direction of movement), and etc). 
also on the deformation of the vehicles. With the present state of knowledge it is 

The one important parameter that cannot be currently admitted that the distribution of the 
obtained with sufficient accuracy is the approach approach speed between the car and truck is not the 
speed of the vehicles, most important parameter. Dynamic effects related to 

The recording equipment for driving time and the speed of the truck are considered to be of a 
speed, which are fitted to the most heavy trucks second order. Hence, it will be assumed hereafter 
gives, quite accurately, the speed of the truck just that the truck is always stationary at its maximum 
before the collision but not the speed at the point of gross mass and is braked. 
impact. Criteria - "Reference points" are a set of three 

In the case of accidents between cars a large basic functions (A to C below) which shall be 
amount of information exists from experimental complied with in the event of an actual accident. This 
crash tests, permitting, by comparison, a good set of functions allows a comparison between 
estimation of the approach speed of vehicles in real different evaluation methods through their ability to 
cases, give information relative to these functions. 
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¯     These three basic functions are :                     absorbed during the test. If the amount of energy 
A. Compliance with biomechanical defined to absorbed solely by the MDB in similar conditions is 

evaluate a protection level for car occupants assumed known, it is possible to deduce the amount of energy 
to be wearing seat belts, absorbed by the truck. 
Out of the possible biomechanical criteria these are Hence, it could be possible to evaluate a 
generally accepted: theoretical gain in approach speed of the ear 

¯ Head performance criterion (HPC) < 1000 corresponding tO the energy absorbed by the truck. 
Thorax performancecriterion (ThPC)< 60g A criterion shall be elabored relating to 
Femur performance criterion (FPC) < 10 kN maximum embedding of the underrun protection in 
No submarining, order to prevent a risk of direct intrusion of rigid 

B. No secondary consequences on the car ¯ parts of the truck into the passenger compartment of 
no fire risks (leakage of fuel ; short-circuits; etc) the car. 

¯ ability for the car to be freed from the truck if the Evaluation of the embedding force permits one to 
penetration is small verify the compatibility of the underrun protection 
no loss of control of the truck (braking and steering), device and the rigidity of the frontal parts of the car 

C. Possibility to get the car occupants out to be represented. 
(possible opening of at least one door per seat row) Advantages - This method is independent from 

¯     after the crash,                                  an actual car ; hence, it is a longer lasting and more 
The use of such a quasi-real method has    impartial method. 

advantages and disadvantages as listed below.              Disadvantages - There is a difficulty to design a 
Advantages - It is of course the most barrier with is representative of different types of 

representative method of evaluating real accidents. It cars. 
is based on good evaluation criteria A to C. There is Moreover, it will be necessary to fix an 
no need to evaluate a deformable front underrun equivalence between the barrier criteria and that of 

¯ protection device by establishing the amount of the car (height to ground, acceptable deceleration, 
energy absorbed by such a protective device, law of force versus embedding, etc). 

Disadvantages    The main problem is the It can be seen here that the diversity of car 
necessity to use an actual car. As such, the question behaviour does not facilitate the setting up of such an 
of the life span of such a method arises because a car evaluation method. To optimize such a system calls 
model has a very limited life today, for some kind .of standardization of the behaviour of 

¯ Moreover, the representation by one, or several cars. 
car models with regards to all cars on the market is Tests with rigid impactor - The rigid impactor 
very questionable, as is the diversity of crash may have a mass different from cars, but its general 
conditions represented by only one test. shape correspond to the frontal parts of a car. 

Finally, such as evaluation method does not lay Correspondence to "reference points" = non 
down the conditions that a car should comply with in existent. 

¯     order to give optimum results.                          Criteria - This is the same as in the previous 
Test with a .mobile deformable barrier (MDB) - case. The one difference is that no deformation 

A MDB should represent the mass of the car and its energy is absorbed by the impactor. 
resistance to deformation. However, it neither Possible criteria’decelerationand embedding. 
recreates the passenger compartment nor represents Combining deceleration and embedding permits 

¯ the behaviour of the car occupants, the determination of the deformation energy and, as 
Correspondence to "reference points" is poor, in the previous case, facilitates the estimation of the 

because the "reference points" no longer exist. It is theoritieal gain in the approach speed of the ear. 
advisable therefore, to redefine other criterion As with the previous case, the evaluation of the " 
permitting the appraisal of the performance of the embedding force permits one to verify the 
tested device, compatibility of the device with the rigidity of the 

Criteria - Possible criteria can not be those from frontal parts of the representative car. 
¯ an actual crash, but are the deceleration of the MDB Advantages - In addition to the advantages seen 

and its movement (displacement). in the previous method, it is much simpler and 
A deceleration criterion may be interesting if it is cheaper to bring into operation. 

possible to determine empirical behaviour laws Moreover, it presents a "universal" character 
relating biomechanical parameters to the deceleration because the characteristics of cars, except for a 

¯    of the MDB.                                     general shape, are omitted. 
Combining displacement and deceleration 

permits the evaluation of the total amount of energy 

¯ 
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Disadvantages - They are relatively numerous, for the regulatory test, implies the participation in 
are slighthy the reverse of the previous case and are this work by their manufacturers. 
related to the non-representation of an actual car. Once the method has been defined, the 

Moreover, the rigidity of the impactor may not determination of the performance objectives will 
be accurate enough to evaluate certain types of depend greatly on the anticipated advances to be 
underrun protection devices, which may have a made in the evaluation of accidents, which requires a 
strength gradient throughout their height, good knowledge of the approach speeds. Progress 

Finally, it is necessary to determine an still remains to be accomplished in this domain. 
equivalence or relationship between the criteria of 
the impactor and that of the car (height to ground, 
load, etc). 

Test with a iack - This is a variation of the 
previous case where the rigid impactor is replaced by 
a jack. 

Correspondence to "reference points" : is zero 
for the same reasons as above. 

Criteria - Possible criteria = strength and 
displacement. 

Evaluation is made in the same way as in the 
previous case. 

Advantages They are the same as for the 
previous method. 

Disadvantages - In addition to those in the case 
of the rigid impactor, it should be mentioned that 
dynamical effects are lost because a jack can not 
increase its load as quickly as that experienced 
during an actual crash. 

It would be necessary for a regulatory test to fix 
the rate of increase in load in order to be able to 
compare different solution. 

Consequences 
The outcome of this study shows that the further 

one moves away from the reference situation the test 
becomes simpler, but the transposition of the 
effective criteria becomes more complex in order to 
retain their representativeness. 

In parallel the consideration of the car has 
evolved considerably in this work since in changing 
from an actual car to the simple criteria of impact 
force, via the use of a mobile, deformable barrier 
representing the front of a car type. In this way the 
behaviour of the car must be translated into a certain 
number of new criteria equally as representative and 
as general as possible such as a law of force against 
impact for example. 

CONCLUSION 

One can only note that there is still a long way to 
go before we are able to define an evaluation 
method, that is sufficiently simple, is representative .... 
of actual accidents, is usable by the vehicle 
manufacturers and is recognized by the users and the 
authorities. 

The necessary representation of the passenger 
cars under a form different to those actually forseen 
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Section 5 
Closing Ceremony 

¯ 

Closing Remarks 

Klaus Weinspach 
¯ 

President, Federal Highway Research Institute, 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The 14th ESV conference is coming to an end. once this is accomplished much of the new information 

¯ In the past four days a large number of scientific will find application in vehicle development in the future, 
contributions on the improvement of vehicle safety were to the benefit of all of us. 
delivered here at this conference. Ladies and Gentlemen, at the end of a--as I see it-- 

A summary statement and assessment of these papers very successful conference I should like to express my 
seems to me impossible and at this point also of not much appreciation to all of you who have come to Germany and 
use. Munich in such a great number--after all, there have been 

¯ Nevertheless, I venture to name some which have close to 900 participants. 
been particularly impressive.                                   A warm "thank you" to all who have delivered a 

paper here and for the efforts they took with their studies 
¯ Concerning active safety, we have been told how and the presentation of the research findings at this 

driver aids can be improved and used to benefit safety conference. 
and, paxticulady, how the vehicle could be adjusted to I am sure that the interest with which the papers were 

¯ better meet driver needs and facilitate the driving rece.ived has been ample reward for the efforts invested. 
task. Warm thanks to BMW AG for having prepared and 

¯ As regards passive safety, we have heard how the organized this conference. 

different points of view regarding the concepts for the Special thanks also to those who organized! the 
test conditions of the frontal and the side collision exhibition, presenting the most recent developments in 

might be brought closer together, such excellent manner. 

¯ ¯ The possibilities’of improving mathematical and My thanks to all those who cooperated in the 
mechanical simulations were described, paying due background, taking care of the countless details which are 
attention also to unprotected road users, necessary to ensure the proper functioning of a conference 

of this nature. 
In general, the concepts of evaluating vehicle safety            Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. Parker will now speak to 

in quantitative terms are to be especially welcomed,           you to conclude the conference. 

O It will take some time to study and evaluate the Therefore, best wishes to all of you, a safe retum 
results of the conference as well as publishing the home and "Auf Wiedersehen." 
proceedings--which is the task of NHTSA. I hope that 
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George L. Parker 

Associate Administrator, Research and Development,                                                                 ¯ 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
United States 

Thank you Professor Dr. Weinspach, 
I said in my opening remarks that this conference had Of course injury prevention also includes occupant 

an agenda rich in the results of advanced research. I protection. It is clear that we are all concentrating on the ¯ 
believe the papers presented over the last 3 days have next increment of frontal crash occupant protection 
proven that statement to be true. I hav~ found the papers involving a new offset frontal test. I believe that more 

in the sessions I have attended to reflect well chosen work is needed to develop the best test, the best injury 

research topics, creative research approaches, and with criteria, and the best human surrogate for this crash mode, 

valuable research .results. I want to thank all the and that the focus of the development should be protection 

researchers who worked on these projects and the authors from the intrusion-related injuries to safety belt and airbag ¯ 
and presenters of the papers for their outstanding work. protected occupants. I believe the focus should be not 

Without your efforts, safety could not be improved and only to lower extremity injuries but also on the fatalities 

there would be no need for this conference. I also said in resulting from high levels of intrusion. It is clear from the 

my opening remarks that I believed that much more papers presented at this conference that there is a high 

progress in improving motor vehicle safety is possible, level of intemational scientific cooperation in this effort 

After hearing the papers presented at this conference, my that I hope does not get diminished by governmental ¯ 
conviction is even stronger that we are on a path of policy differences. 

significant motor vehicle safety improvements. We are From the side impact session, it is clear we still have 

continuing to study the accident environment intensively work to do to develop the best protection for this crash 

for a full understanding of the causes of crashes, and the mode. The U.S. has already begun research to further 

causes of injuries and fatalities. We are all working on understand the injury causation mechanisms of side 

intelligent vehicle/highway systems in order to take impacts. The next increment of protection improvement ¯ 
advantage of advanced technology to prevent crashes from for this crash mode should be an intemational cooperative 

occurring. It is clear from the papers presented in the effort, because we have many differences to overcome. 

IVHS sessions that there are tremendous opportunities and The U.S. commits to this approach and will share the 

difficult challenges to applying advanced technology to results of its new biomechanics research. 

collision avoidance, and there is much related human I would like now to confirm that this was, indeed, the 
factors research that is necessary. ~Mr. Hart said in his ESV Conference with the largest attendance, with 892 . 
opening address that for every motor vehicle fatality in the persons attending. 

U.S., there are 120 non-fatal injuries, and that the It is now my pleasure to announce that the 15th ESV 

aggregate cost of these non-fatal injuries was 2.2 times conference will be hosted by the Australian Government 

greater than the cost of motor vehicle fatalities. These in Melboume, Australia, on May 13-17, 1996. With this 

facts point to prevention, and this is the promise and announcement, the 14th ESV Conference is now closed. 
challenge of IVHS. Thank you all for making it a great success. ¯ 
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